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Repreſents the Inside view of the Cathedral at Bath, with the Monumerº

erected to the MEmory of MR. Quin in front. Of this celebrated Aétor we have been

favoured with an Original Life, correcting the miſtakes of former accounts, which will be

Preſented to our Readers in the courſe of the preſent volume, with a Portrait.
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s. d.ſs. d.s. d!s. d.ls. d.

London 5 33 413 512 513 7

C O U NT I E S IN L, A N D.
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Surry 5 43 7: 5[2 4; 2
Hertford 5 *|o 93 :: 6|4 z
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Salop 3 #4 23 ºz 34 7
Hereford 5 o4 o!3 8|z 33 11

Worceſter 5 3}o of 11 2 53 1 1

Warwick 5 6|o oſ; 192 6|4 4

Glouceſter 5 6|o of3 §: 43 Io

Wilts § 22 °3 3: 44
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Oxford - o : oio O O. oo o

Bucks 5 3;o º: 52 43 5

cou NTIES upon the coAs T.
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Suffolk 5 1/3 1/3 22 33 4

Norfolk 4 : 1 (3 oz 11 |z 13 4.
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Durham 5 e o oſ; 42. 1ſo o

Northumberl.4 103 10|z 1 1/2 olo o

Cumberland 5 1 1/4 6|3 3.2 olo o

Weſtmorld. 6 o4 93 $2 alo o

Lancaſhire 5 9|o ol; 1 .. 34 4

Cheſhire 5 7|o old 1 oz. 74 3

Monmouth 5 6|o of 72 #3 &

Somerſet 5 3|o ol; 6|o co o

Devon 5 old oz. 111 9'4 $.

Cornwall 5 zlo oz 9|1 8/o o

Dorſet 5 5|o old oſz 34 2.

Hants 5 o'o of 212 |4 2

Suſſex 5 oſo cº 22 3'5 o

Kent 5 3/4 of sla 53 6

WALES.

North Wales 5 1114 | 3 : 913 8

South Wales 5 1 olo ol 3 5ſ.1 § o

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER.

D E C E M B E R.

BARome reR. TheRMoM. WIND.

28–29 - 35 43 - W.

37 — N. W.29-30 - ot

30–30 - 2o– 35 - S. S. W.

31–29 – 61 —-47 - S.

J A N U A R Y 1792,

r–29 – 30–43 - S.
2–29 – 83-43 - N.

3–30 – 10– 38 - IN.

4–30 — 25–37 - N.

3–40 – 43—39 - N.
4–30 – 37—- 37 - N. E.

7–30 — og—42 - N. W.
8–30 – 12—-32- N.

9–29 – 71–35 - W.

12–29 – 31– 37- N. E.

11–29 – 20-- 24- N.

12–29 – 14—- 20 - W.

13–29 – 6o 2o - W.

14–29 – 63–- 26 - º:
-2Q - o * -

1 5–29 33 4. S. W.

17–29 - 25—44– S. S. E.

18-29 - 83— 35 — N. E.

PRI C E of S To cKs,

Jan. 26, 1792.

Bank Stock, 206 ## India Stock, 186

5Per Cent-Ann. Ízé5, 3 per Ct. Ind. Ann.-

116 # India Bonds, 99s. pr;

New 4 per Cent. 103 South Sea Stock, -i-

# Old S. S. Ann.—

3 per Cent, red. 92 New S. S. Ann.—

3 Per Cent, Coni. 91.3 per Cent. 1751,-
J. Exchequer Bills 19s.

16-29 - of-43 -

19–29 – 98 34 - E.

20-30 - co– 35 — E.

21-29 - 79 —— 34 — E.

22–29 – 8o 35 - E.

N. W.23-29 - 45—35 —

24-29 - 54—45 – S.

25-29 – 20— 50 – S,

3 per Cent. 1726,- prem.

Long Ann. 269-16ths'N.Na.& Viét. Bills—

Lot. Tick. 17).5s. 6d.

Ditto Short, 1778, 13|Iriſh Lottery Tick. -
1-16th
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An A C C Q U N T of Mr. J O HN E L L I S.

[witH A Portrait...]

F the blameleſs life of a man of ſtri&

integrity, lengthened to the extreme

"ºrge of old age, and paſſed not only with

out reproach, but with the applauſe of

tºry friend of virtue, be deſerving of

Public notice, the following memorials of

John Ellis, the laſt ſurvivor of a once

numerous body of men called Scriveners,

*man whoſe genius, manners, urbanity,

"t, good-humour, and ſocial qualifica

tons endeared him to friends of three ge

nºtions, cannot be unacceptable to our

raders. We ſhall therefore make no

ºlogy for the length of the preſent

Memoir. By thoſe who were not ac

Quainted with the objećt of it we ſhall be

Pardoned. From thoſe who were, we are

*in of receiving thanks.

John Ellis was the ſon of Mr.

Jºnes Ellis, by Suſannah his wife, and
*is born in the Pariſh of St. Clement

Ples 22d March 1698, Old Stile. His
*her was a man of an eccentric charac

**, roving, and unſettled. At one time

* was clerk to his uncle and guardian,

jeant Denn, Recorder of Canterbury,

* kept his chambers in Gray's Inn, on

**rving allowance, as Mr. Élis uſed to

*hre, for board-wages. Leaving his pe

"mous relation, who ſpent what his fa

* lºſt him in a litigious lawſuit, he

ºned a place in the poſt-office at Deal

* Kent, from whence he was advanced to

*Sarcher of the Cuſtoms in the Downs,

"h a boat; but being impoſed upon,
as he thought, in ſome way by his patron,

Huitted his employment and caine to

London. He was repreſented by his ſon

as particularly ſkilful in the uſe of the

ſword, to which qualification he was in

debted, through the means of a nobleman,

for one of his places. He was alſo much

famed for his agility, and could at one

time jump the wall of Greenwich Park,

with the aſſiſtance of a ſtaff. At the trial of

Dr. Sacheverel he was employed to take

down the evidence for the Dočtor's uſe. His

wife, Suſannah Philpot, our author's

mother, was a diſſenter, with all the fanati

cal prejudices of the times in which ſhe

lived. When Dr. Sacheverel preſented her

huſband with his print, framed and glazed,

ſhe daſhed it on t ground, and broke it

to pieces, calling him at the ſame time a

‘Prieſt of Baal; and at a late period of our

author's life it was remembered by him,

that ſhe cauſed him to undergo the diſci

P. of the ſchool for only preſuming to

ook at a top on a Sunday which had been

given to him the day preceding.

The qualifications which Mr. Ellis's

father poſſeſſed, it will be perceived, were

not thoſe which lead to riches; and indeed

ſo narrow were his circumſtances, that he

was unable to give his ſon the advantages

of a liberal education. He was firſt ſent

to a wretched day-ſchool in Dogwell

Court, White Fryars, with a brother

and two ſiſters; and afterwards was re

moved to another, not much ſuperior, in

Wine Office Court, Fleet Street, where

he learned the rudiments of grammar,

more by his own application than, by any

affiſtance of his maſter. He uſed however

J3 a.
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to acknowledge the courteſy of the uſher,

who behaved well to him. While at this

fehool he tranſlated “Marſton Moore ;

five, de Obſidione Praelioque Eboracenſi

Carmen. Lib. 6. 4to. 1650. Written

by Payne Fiſher;” which, as it has not

been found among his papers, we ſup

poſe was afterwards deſtroyed.

At what period or in what capacity he

was originally placed with Mr John

Taverner, an eminent Scrivener * in

Threadneedle Street, we have not learn

ed; but in whatever manner the connec

tion began, he in due time became clerk

or apprentice to him, and during his re

ſidence had an opportunity of improving

himſelf in the Latin tongue, which he

availed himſelf of with the utmoſt dili

gence. The ſon of his maſter, then at

Merchant Taylors ſchool, was aſſiſted by

his father in his daily ſchool.exerciſes;

which being condućted in the preſence of

the clerk, it was ſoon found that the ad

vantage derived from the inſtrućtions,

though miſſed by the perſon for whom it

was intended, was not wholly loſt. Mr.

Ellis eagearly attended, and young Taver

ner being of an indolent diſpoſition fre

quently aſked his aſſiſtance privately ;

which at length being diſcovered by the

elder Taverner, was probably the means

of his firſt introdućtion to the world,

though it cannot be ſaid much to his ad

vantage, as old Taverner had the addreſs

to retain him in the capacity of his clerk

during his lifetime, and at his death in

cumbered him with his ſon as a partner,

by whoſe imprudence Mr. Ellis was a

conſiderabie ſufferer both in his peace of

mind and his purſe, and became involved

in difficulties which hung over him a con

diderable number of years.

His literary acquiſitions ſoon, as it

might be expected, introduced him to

the acquaintance of thoſe who had ſimi

lar purſuits. In the year 1721, the Rev.

Mr. Fayting, afterwards Maſter of Mer

chant Taylors School, . Rećtor of St.

Mary Outwich, and Piebendary of Lin

coln, being them about to go to Cam

bridge, ſolicited and obtained his corre

ſpondence. Part of this was carried on in

verſe, and a ſpecimen of it will be here.

after given in our Magazine. With this

gentleman, who died 21d Feb. 1789, in

his 86th year, Mr. Ellis lived on terms of

the moſt unreſerved friendſhip, and on his

death received a legacy of Iool. bequeath

ed to him by his will.

At a period rather later, he became alſo

known to the late Dr. King of Oxford.

Young Taverner, who probably was not

at firſt intended for a Scrivener, was

elected from Merchant Taylors ſchool

to St. John's College Oxford, and by his

means Mr. Ellis was made acquainted

with the Tory Orator. By Dr. King he

was introduced to his pupil Lord Orrery;

and Mr. Ellis at one time ſpent fourteen

days in their company at College, ſo much

to the ſatisfaction of all parties, that neither

the nobleman nor his tutor ever afterwards

came to London without viſiting, and

inviting Mr. Ellis to viſit them. In

the years 1742 and 1743, Dr. King

publiſhed “ Templum Libertatis, in

two books, which Mr. Ellis tranſlated

into verſe, with the entire approbation of

the original author. This tranſlation ſtill

remains in MSS.

Of his poetical friends, however, the

late Moſes Mendez, Eſq. appears to have
been the moſt intimate with him. Several

marks of that gentleman's friendſhip are

to be found ſcattered through his printed

works ; and about 1749 he addreſſed

a beautiful Epiſtle to him from Ham,

never yet publiſhed, which we ſhall preſent

to our readers in our next Magazine.

In 1744. Mr. Mendez went to Ireland,

and on July 5 ſent an account of his

journey to Mr. Ellis, of which the fol

lowing are the introductory lines :

By the lyre of Apollo, the locks of the

Muſes,

And the pure lucid ſtream Aganippe produces,

My El Lis, I love thee; then pay me in kind,

Let the thought of a friend never ſlip from

your mind;

So may fancy and judgement together ccm

bine,

And the boſom be fill'd with an ardour

divine;

That thy brows may the laurel with juſtica

ſtill claim,

And the Temple of Liberty traount thee to
Fame.

* This Mr. Taverner was couſin to Mr. William Taverner, Prodor in Dodors Com

mons, who died October 20, 1772. Lord Orford, in his Anecdotes of Painting, ſays, “he

painted landſcapes for his amuſement, but would have made a conſiderable figure amongſt

the renowned profeſſors of the art.” The Earl of Harcourt and Mr. Fr. Fauquier

have each two pictures by him, that muſt be miſtaken for, and are worthy of Gaſpar
Pouſſin.

T Mr. Ellis's tranſlation of that Poem before mentioned.

This
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This Epiſtle was afterwards printed in

1767, in a Collection of Poems, and in

the ſame Miſcellany Mr. Ellis's Anſwer

appeared. Soon afterwards Mr. Mendez

addreſſed a Poetical Epiſtle to his Friend,

Mr. S. Tucker, at Dulwich, printed in

the ſame Collection, in which, after no

ticing the hard lots of men of talents,

ſpecially Poets, and mentioning Gay

and Milton, he proceeds :

See him whoſe lines “in a fine frenzy roll,”

He comes to tear, to harrow up the ſoul |

Bar me, ye powers, from his bewitching

ſprite,

My eye-balls darken at exceſs of light;

How my heart dances to his magic ſtrain,

Hºus my quick pulſe, and throbs, each

burſting vein

From Avon's bank with every garland.

crown'd,

'Tishis to rouſe, to calm, to cure, to wound;

To mould the yielding boſom to his will,

And Shakeſpeare is inimitable ſtill ;

Oppreſs'd by fortune *, all her ills he bore,

Hear this, ye Muſes I and be vain no more.

Nor ſhall my Spenſer want his ſhare of

praiſe,

The Heaven-ſprung ſiſters wove the laureat's

s;

Yet•ºr. his ſweet deſcriptive pow'r,

The fairy warrior, or inchanted bow'r?

Tho' matchleſs Sidney doated on the ſtrain,

Low'd by the learned f ſhepherd of the

main, -

Obſerve what meed his lateſt labours crown'd,

Bºlphabet ſmil'd not, and ſtern Burleigh

frown'd.

lf ſtill you doubt, conſult ſome well-known

friend,

Lºt Ellis ſpeak, to him you oft attend,

Wºom Truth approves, whom Candour calls

her own, [known.

Known by the God, by all the Muſes

Where tow'r his hills, where ſtretch his

lengths of vale 2 [pail

$7, where his Heifers load the ſnoaky

0, may this grateful verſe my debt repay !

lf aught I know, he ſhow'd the arduous

way ;

Wahia my bºom fann'd the riſing flame,

Plum's my young wing, and blue metry

for fame.

Since then I ſcribbled, and muſt ſcribble

ſtill, - * -

His word was once a ſanétion to my will;

And I’ll perſiſt 'till he reſume the pen,

Then ſhrink contented and ne'er rhyme again.

Mr. Ellis, though there is good reaſon

to believe that he never diſcontinued

writing verſes for more than ſeventy years,

was not one of thoſe poets who ſuffered

his attention to the Muſes to neglect his

private affairs. As a Scrivener he was

employed by a number of families, to

whom he afforded great ſatisfaction in con

ducting his buſineſs; and his friends and

acquaintance were ſuch as did credit to

him as a citizen, and honour as a man.

Dr. Johnſou once ſaid to Mr. Boſwell

“It is wonderful, Sir, what is to be found

in London. The moſt literary converſa

tion that I ever enjoyed was at the table

of Jack Ellis, a money-ſcrivener behind

the Royal Exchange, with whom I at one

period uſed to dine generally once a

week $.”

But though Mr. Ellis for ſo long 3.

courſe of years never diſcontinued writing,

he was by no means eager for the fame

derived from publiſhing. The greater

part of his performances ſtill remain in

manuſcript. He was, however, not in

ſenſible to the praiſes of his friends, and

being bleſſed with a very retentive memory,

.# with little ſolicitation repeat poems

of conſiderable length with great accuracy,

The writer of this has heard him recite,

with much energy and vivacity, poems of

not leſs than an hundred lines, after the

age of 88 years. The work which he

appears to have taken the moſt pains withs

is a tranſlation of Ovid's Epiſtles, which

he has left ready for the preſs. Dr.

Johnſon frequently recommended the

publication of this performance, and Dr.

King, who read it with ſome attention, com

mended it in very warm terms, and declar

ed, as the tranſlator uſed to mention with

a laudable degree of exultation, “that he

differed from other tranſlators ſo much as

to warrant him to ſay, what he read was

not Ellis, but Ovid himſelf.”

(To be concluded in our next.)

* We believe Mr. Mendez could have no authority for this aſſertion.

+ Sir Walter Raleigh
I Queen Elizabeth

§ Boſwell's Life of Johnſon, II. 54. Mr. Boſwell in a Note gives an account of Mr.

His cºncluding, “I have viſited him this day, (October 4, 1790) in his 93d year, and

ſound his judgment diſtinét and clear, and his memory, though faded ſo as to fail hinn

*aſionally, yet as he aſſured me, and I indeed perceived, able to ſerve him very well

** a little recollection.
It was agreeable to obſerve, that he was free from the diſcontent.

* Retfulneſs which too often moleſt old age.
He in the ſummer of this year walked tº

itle, where be dined, and walked home again in the cvening.
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GENUINE LETTER from Mr. POPE, tranſcribed from the ORIGINAL in His

Own HAND - WRITING.

LETTER II.

Dr SR, Twitnam May 27th.

W ITHOUT any compliment every oc

caſion I can have of aſſuring you of

my memory and regard is and will be

lady embrac'd by me. But if I could

orget you, I ſhould meet with you in your

friends and feel your obligations thro'

them; they are ſo ready and punctual in

ſerving me. Mr. Cooper's Cargo arrived

fafely, but I think there is leſs beauty and
variety in thoſe marbles than in thoſe of

Briſtol. Mr. Borlaſe's preſentis extremely

valuable to me and his manner of obliging

me with the follicitude he ſhows in his

letters to have my work a perfect one,

(contributing (contrary to any practice

now left in the world) not only his beſt

advices, but his fineſt diſcoveryes and

richeſt treaſures) is ſuch as I cannot take

wholly upon myſelf to acknowledge, but

beg you to do it firſt, as well and warmly

as you can ; that is as well and warmly

as you or he ſerve a friend—And then and

not before (for I am too much obliged to

be able fingly to repay him) I will thank

him as much again. In taking his advice

I do not make him the poorer ; but I

AN E CD OTES of the late

THE hate King of Portugal, who had a

very good underſtanding, and was

gradually rivetting the fetters of ſlavery

on his people, though his ſpirit was high,

and he was guilty of many acts of oppreſ

fion, yet he bore oppoſition not only to

his will but even ſometimes to his power,

and upon diſcovering the diſguſts of his

people often found it neceſſary to alter his

meaſures. Of this the following may be

produced as inſtances.

He impoſed an inland tax on ſugar,

which on finding it occaſioned great mur

muring among the people, he immediately

took off again.

He laid another tax that was both ridi

rulous and grievous, which was humou

rouſly oppoſed with inſult, but to a happy

effect; the circumſtances of which may

be thought extraordinary an Pentertaining.

The want of common ſewers in Liſbon

betote its deſtrućtion by the late earth

quake, made the carrying human ordure

out of houſes in large pots a great em

plowment for black women, many of

wiwin sting ſlaves mautaised poor wi

fear that in taking more of his Colle&tion

I may. And therefore ſhall hardly have

the conſcience to trouble him for another

cargo how much ſoever I am unprovided.

If he will ingage his word not to ſend me

any that he intended to keep I would aſk

him for ſome of the metallic kind that are

moſt common. So they do but ſhine and

glitter it is enough and the vulgar ſpec

tator will of courſe think them noble,

Few philoſophers come here but if ever

Fortune, Fate or Providence bring Dr.

Oliver Mr. Borlaſe and Mr. Allen hither

I ſhall not envy the Queen's Hermitage

either its natural or moral philoſophers.

I have unawares ſcribbled out my paper.

Impute the warmth of it to my heart, the

nonſenſe of it to my haſte, rather than to

my head; and you will prove yourſelf one

way more a friend to
Dr. Sr.

Your affe&tionate faithful Servt.

A, POPE,

[P. S. The Originals of theſe Letters

of Mr. Pope will be ſent according to our

Correſpondent's directions. We are much

obliged to him for the uſe of them].

KING of PORT U G A L.

dows with families of orphans by ſuch

work. But a tax being laid of a third

part of ſuch earnings, and ſome duties in

that country being received in kind; when

the day came on which the payment of the

tax commenced, all the black women went

with their third pot to the Palace-door,

where they told the ſoldiers on guard,

they were come to pay his Majeſty's tax

in ſpecie. This, as may well be ſuppoſed,

cauſed a croud toº, the conſequences

of which were much mirth and ſome diſtur

bance. They were civilly deſired to go

cff quietly with their loads, which the

refuſed doing, and inſiſted on paying the

tax in their own way, till the King feut

them an order to depart, on his royal

promiſe that the tax ſhould be aboliſhed,

as it immediately was.

During his reign, likewiſe, a gentle

man was condemned to be hanged for in

triguing in a nunnery, it being conſidered

as a kind of ſacrilege. But as they were

conveying him through the Fiſh-market to

the place of execution, the matrons of the

place all arcſ in his defence, and extorted

a Pre
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a promiſe from the officers of juſtice, that

the execution ſhould be delayed till they

had been to the palace to intercede for

his pardon ; on which they all went to

the palace-door in a body, and ſent up

word to the King that he ought not to

iiffer a man to be hanged for doing only

what he did every day himſelf; and con

tinued ſo to clamour, till the pardon was

granted. What they accuſed his Majeſ

ty of was really a fact, for he did at that

time nightly viſit a nun in the convent of

O-livellas; and what was more extraordi

nary, he always carried his confeſſor and

the Hoſt with him in his carriage.

Towards the latter end of his reign he

*k-wiſe obtained a brief from Rome, to

oblige all perſons under confeſſion to

name acceſſaries in the commiſſion of fins;

which occaſioned ſuch murmurings and

menaces in the metropolis, and probably

throughout the kingdom, that Govern

H. O. O.

ment was afraid to attempt carrying it in

to execution.

Some of the principal of the few re

maining noble families having adjuſted

intermarriages, the parental noblemen

waited on the Conde de Oeyras, afterwards

Marquis of Pombal, to acquaint him

therewith, and requeſt his application for

his Majeſty's conſent. The Conde told

them, he was ſurprized they proceeded ſo

far without conſulting the King; how

ever, he would inform his Majeſty, and

let them know his royal pleaſure. The

ſpeedy reſult was, they were told thoſe

engagements muſt be all entirely diffolved,

and his Majeſty dire&ted with whom the

reſpective parties of either ſex were im

mediately to marry ; which peremptory

commands they found it neceſſary to com

ply with, to their infinite mortification,

and probably compleat unhappineſs. A

more horrid pićture of an arbitrary

government cannot perhaps be exhibited.

K. E. R.

[FROM A correspondENT.]

* Yet ſhelter'd there by calm Contentment's wing,

“Pleas'd be could ſmile, and with ſage Hook ºk's eye

“See from his mother Earth God's bleſfings ſpring,

“And eat his bread in peace and privacy.”

I KNow of no book in the Engliſh

language deſerving more reſpect, on

-w account, than this moſt judicious

divine’s “Eccleſiaſtical Politie.” Thedepth,

and clearneſs of his reaſoning, and the

excellence of his language, are ſcarcely

to be paralleled by any modern produćtion.

The opening of his firſt book is well

adapted to the preſent time, and ought to

be carefully confidered by thoſe viſionary

ſpeculatiſts, who are ſo eager in proclaim

ing the neceſſity of innovation in govern

ment. “He that goeth about,” ſays

good old Mr. Hooker, “to perſwade a

multitude, that they are not ſo well govern

ed as they ought to be, ſhall never want

attentive and favourable hearers; be

cauſe they know the manifold defects

whereunto every kind of regiment is

ſubject; but the ſecret lets and difficul

ties which in publikeſº. are in

numerable and inevitable, they have not

ordinarily the judgement to confider.

And becauſe ſuch as openly reprove ſup

poſed diſorders of State are taken for

#. friends to the common bene

fire of all, and for men that carry fingu

lar freedom of mind, under this faire

and plauſible colour whatſoever they utter

Fairth for good and currant. That

Mason.

which wanteth in the waight of their

ſpeech, is ſupplied by the aptneſſe of

men's minds to accept and believe it.

Whereas on the other ſide, if we main

taine things that are eſtabliſhed, we have

not only to ſtrive with a number of heavie

prejudices deeply rooted in the hearts of

men, who think that herein we ſerve the

time, and ſpeake in favour of the preſent

State, becauſe thereby we either hold or

ſeeke preferment; but alſo to beare ſuch

exceptions as men's minds ſo averted

beforehand uſually take againſt that which

they are loath ſhould be powred into

them.” Eccles. Politie, fol. 1611.

I will venture to declare that the care

ful and repeated peruſal of this no leſs

celebrated than valuable work, will give

any perſon a complete diſtaſie for the

ſpirit of innovation.

When a certain eminent and reſtleſs

controverſialiſt is ſo polite as to call the

Eccleſiaſtical Eſtabliſhment of England

“an heap of ſuperſtition,” and threatens

its ſpeedy downfall in conſequence of

a “train of gunpowder which is already

laid under it;”—it reminds me of a

fanatic preacher of rebellion, who, in his

ſermon before the reforming parliament

of 1641, has the following obſervations.

After
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- After very pathetically exhorting his audi

tors to deſtroy the old heap of ſuperſtition,

the Church,--" It may be the fall of the

old frame,” ſays he, “may hurt ſome,

as the houſe which Samſon pulled down,

which killed ſome of the Lords of the

Philiſtines.”—Now this was a homethruſt

againſt the Lords the Biſhops.-

ain ; “God ſhakes the tid building,

by diſcovering the abominations thereof;

and by a miraculous turn upon the people's

ſpirits,” (i. e. the ſpirit of rebellion had

begun to ſhew itſelf) “do not they

crie, Downe with it, downe with it?

and vox populi ºff vox Dei.” So

ſaid the lying prophet of 1641, and ſo

ſay the innovators at the end of the

eighteenth century. . See J. Symonds's

Sermon preached before the High Court

of Parliament 1641.

ANEcDo TE 8 of Mr. How ARD.

B Y D R.

The following charaćteriſtic anecdote

was communicated to me by a gen

tleman who travelled in a thaiſe with him

from Lancaſhire to London in 1777.

Mr. HowARD obſerved, that he had

found few things more difficult to manage

than poſt-chaiſe drivers, who would ſeldom

comply with his wiſhes of going ſlow or

1aſt, till he adopted the following method.

At the end of a ſtage, when the driver

had been perverſe, he deſired the land

lord to ſeiid for ſome poor induſtrious

widow, or other proper objećt of cha

rity, and to introduce ſuch perſon and

the driver together. He then paid the

latter his fare, and told him, that as

he had not thought proper to attend to

his repeated requeſts as to the manner of

being driven, he ſhould not make him

any preſent; but, to ſhow him that he

did not withhold it out of a principle of

parfimony, he would give the poor perſon

reſent double the ſum uſually given to a

oſtillion. This he did, and diſmiſſed

the parties. He had not long practiſed

this mode, he ſaid, before he experienced

the good effects of it on all the roads

where he was known.

K N O L L near

[witH A

This is the beautiful Seat of the late

Sir HERBERT MAckwo RTH, at the

Knoll near Swanſey in Glamorganſhire,

delightfully ſituated on an eminence ſhel

tered by woods, and combining all the

A i Ki N.

A more extraordinary inſtance of his

determined ſpirit has been related to me.

Travelling once in the King of Pruſſia's

dominions, he came to a very narrow

piece of road, admitting only one car

riage, where it was enjoined on all poſ

tillions entering at each end, to blow their

horns by way of notice. His did ſo;

but after proceeding a good way, they

met a courier travelling on the King's

buſineſs, who had neglected this precau

tion. The courier ordered Mr. HowARD's

poſtillion to turn back; but Mr. Howakp

remonſtrated, that he had complied with

the rule, while the other had violated it;

and therefore that he ſhould inſiſt ongoing

forwards. The courier, relying on an au

thority to which, in that country, every

thing muſt give way, made uſe of high

words, but in vain. As neither was diſ

poſed to yield, they ſat ſtill a long time in

their reſpective carriages: atlength the cou

rier gave up the point to the ſturdy Engliſh

man, who would on no account renounct

bis rightſ.

s w A N S E Y.

view.]

beauties of wood and water. Here the

late owner died, 25th September 1791,

lamented by his relatives, and regretted

by a very numerous ſet of friends.

EPITAPH in TUNBRIDGE CHURCH to the MEMORY of the Rev.

JAMES CAWTHORN, A. M.

Hic ſitus eſt

JAcopus CawrHoRN, A. M.

Scholae Tunbrigienſis Magiſter,

Qui Juventuti tum Moribus tum Literis inſtituenda

Operam, magmo non fine Homore dedit.

Opibus quas largă manu diſtribuit

Fruitur, et in aeternum fruetur.

Obiit, heu citius ! Aprilis 19no 1760,

AEtatis 4c.

Soror moſta ex grato animo hoc poſuit.
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Account OF A Tour MADE IN PERSIA, IN THE YEAR 1787,

w i T h

REFLECTIONS ON THE MANNERS OF THE EAST.

By M. de BEAUCHAMP, Vicar-GENERAL of BABYLoN,

and CoRresponding MEMBER of the FR ENch Academix of SciENCEs.

VFR fince the year 1781, that I have

* been at Bagdăd, I have entertained a

deſire of doing ſomething towards a know

Jedge of the geography of Perſia; and to

this I have alſo been incited by the letters

of M. de la Lande. On the 6th of April

1787, I ſet off with a deſign to carry this

preject into execution. Hitherto Perſia

has ever been regarded as one of the firſt

empires of the Eaſt, from its antiquity and

the magnificence of its Sovereigns; and,

notwithſtanding the many accounts of it

given by various travellers, the public al

ways receive freſh ones with avidity : this

is a conſequence of that ancient eſteem

in which the Perſians have been held by

the inhabitants of Europe. Were Perſia

the ſame at preſent as it was in the time of

the Sophis, or even in that of Nadir-Shah

(Thanas Kouli Kan), I do not think I

could give a better account than that of

Chardin, the moſt judicious and learned

traveller that ever viſited that country.

Though very few remains of the ſump

tuous edifices he mentions are now in ex

ittence, yet we may judge that his de

icrptions are not exaggerated. With re

fººt tº character, the Perians are even at

this day, amidſt the revolutions with which

the empire is torn, the ſame as they were

at the time of Chardin. The work of that

Author is beeome ſcarce, and I think it

veuld be rendering a ſervice to the public.

to give a new edition of it, making it leſs

voſ minous by omitting many repetitions

and epiſodes foreign to the ſubjećt, and

car cº,g the geographical part, in which

Chardºn was neceſſarily led into miſtakes

by taking the longitudes and latitudes

from Pei fian manuſcripts. This taſk

wºuld require an editor acquainted with

the Arabic, and conſequently capable of

reſtifying terms regarding religion and the

friences. Chardin confeſſes that he had

jeant only the Turkiſh and Perſian ; and

that was a great deal. -

I left Bagdad in company with a nu

mercus caravan. It took us ſix days to

arrive at the firſt mountains which ter

nºnate the Deſert on that ſide, and ſeparate

Peña from the territories of the Grand

beignior. I call it the Deſert, becauſe it is

a fiat country; but the parts watered by

the Delta are extremely fertile. This

fiver, which riſes in Perſia, and runs into

the Tigris below Bagdad, has the advan

Wol. XXI.

tage of being level with the ſoil : trenches

are cut from it, which conduct the water

to the lands that are cultivated, and into

the gardensof eighty-two villages ſeated on

its banks. Theſe villages ſupply with

corn, in part at leaſt, the ‘. of Bagdad,

which is unable to furniſh itſelf with ſub

fiſtence, though ſituated on a large river :

for this river is at ſuch a depth from the

ſurrounding land, that it is almoſt uſeleſs,

and the neighbouring gardens cannot be

ſupplied from it but at a great expence, the

water being drawn up in leathern buckets

by oxen employed for that purpoſe from

morning till night.

The mountains which announce the en

trance of Perſia are lofty, and form a chain

that muſt be croſſed. In aſcending the

one called Gebel-Tak we found no ſmall

difficulty. The path is narrow, on a ſlip

pery rock, and bordered with precipices.

The mule that carried my aſtronomical in

ſtruments, conſiſting chiefly of a half-ſe

cond pendulum, a teleſcope, and a ſmall

quadrant, ſtumbled, and would have fallen

to the bottom, had not a mult:teer been at

hand, who caught him by the tail, and held

him till aſſiſtance came up. After thirteen

days march we arrived at Kermounſhah, a

ſmall Perſian town, near which is an an

cient monument mentioned in many ac

counts of travels, but deſcribed nowhere

that I know of ; Chardin ſpeaks of it in

his ninth volume, but curſorily and with

out having ſeen it.

This monument is ſittiated at the foot

of a lofty mountain, from which in the

Spring iſſues a confiderable ſtream of lim

pid water, failing in caſcºdes and iirigat

ing a beautiful plain. The place is called

by the inhabitants Tak-Ruſtain ; a name

famous in Perſia, and which Chordin ſays

is the ſame with Hercules. Others ſay it

is Ferabat, another celebrated name of a

Perſian King. We ſee here, cut in the

native rock, two halls reſ-mbling porti

coes, one of which is ne::iy askig again as

the other. The largeſt may be twenty

five or thirty feet ſquare. At the bottom

of this hall are four figures. The moſt

conſiderable, which is level with the pave

ment, is a coloſłal eq'eſtrian ſtatue,.

ing a lance in one hand and a buckler in

the other. It is in three quarter relief,

the ſhoulder only of the horſe and of the

rider touching the reck. The war:E.
- a's

-
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has a coat of mail, and his head is covered

like that of our ancient knights. Above

is a kind of cornice, over which are three

other figures in bas relief and of a leſs co

loſſal ſize. The middle one probably re

preſents a ſovereign; it is offering a cup

to the one on the left, which, from its mo

deſt poſture, has the air of being the mi

miſter. From the cup water appears if

ſuing. The figure on the right repre

ſents a woman pouring out water. In my

•pinion, they allude to the neighbouring

fountains, which iſſue fºom this delightful

place. The figures may be about eight

feet high. The workmanſhip is rude.

On one ſide of the hall are a great num

ber of wild boars purſued by huntſmen

mounted on elephants. Theſe ſmall figures

in bas-relief are pretty well executed.

The boats ſeem throwing themſelves from

a rock into the ſea. On the water are four

boats, in two of which are hunters draw

ing bows; in the other two are fix muſi

gians playing on inſtruments, with ten

firings. On the other ſide of the hall are

kags or deer purſued by horſemen riding

full ſpeed. There are alſo camels and ele

phants ; and in the middle is a perſon over

whoſe head ſlaves are holding a paraſol.

On each ſide of him are muſicians. The

finaller cavern has only two figures of the

matural ſize, and ſituated at the father end.

Near them are two inſcriptions in writing

unknown, which I copied, in order to com

municate them to Ab. Barthelemy.

From Kermounſhah till we arrived

within three days journey cf Iſpahan, our

road lay through fine vallies abounding

with excellent paſturage; but they afford

sd little variety, and I found none of thoſe

pictureſque views ſo common in France.

A ſingle rivulet ſcarce perceptible watered

the plain ; arid mountains and the ſum

mits of rocks projecting like the ſcolloped

border of a garment terminated the view ;

but not a ſingle tree was to be ſeen. Such

is Perſia in general. The relations of an

sient travellers are much exaggerated; and

even Chardin was a little prejudiced in fa

vour of the beauty of Perſia, and of its

climate. The queſtion, how-ver, may be

decided in few words, which no modern

traveller will conteſt : a country deſtitute

of wood and water cannot be beautiful.

At a place called Sannah, two days

journey from Kermounſhah, I met with

fome trouble. Chriſtians paſſing this

place pay a tax : this is a trifle, indeed,

when Perſia is under the dominion of a

proper ſovereign : but when I was there,

every lord of a village being maſtcº, the tax

was arbitrary. From the Khan of this vil

lege I experienced great mol-ſtation : he

~

made me open my trunks by force, took

the box which held my papers and mo

ney, and would have broken it open had

I not been protected by a Turk of Bagdad,

who knew me, and, coming to my aſſiſ

tance, took it from him, loading him with

all the abuſe aſinni or orthodox Muſelman

could beſtow on a chia or proteſtant one.

I muſt obſerve on this occaſion, that chriſ

tians receive much more moleſtation when

travelling in Perſia than in Turkey. Every

change of province expoſes them to trouſ

bles from the arbitrary tax impoſed on

them by the commiſſaries of the governors.

In the Grand Seignior's dominions, on the

contrary, they travel without hindrance.

When they have paid the annual tribute,

for which they have a receipt, they may

go where they pleaſe, on producing that

paſſport. Europeans, in right of treaties

with the Porte, pay nothing. It is ſuffi

cient for them to ſhow themſelves to be ſo.

The towns we paſſed from Kermoun

ſhah till we arrived at Hamadan were in

ruins. The laſt mentioned city is at the foot

of a chain of mountains called Alouend,

which Chardin ſays is a branch of Mount

Caucaſus. I was aſtoniſhed to ſee theſe

mountains, in the latitude of 34", covered

with ſnow towards the end of May 5 par

ticularly as they appeared to me far leſs

lofty than the golden mountains of Au

vergne. On mountains ſtill leſs high, to

wards lat 36°, I ſaw ſnow in the month

of July. Hence I conclude, that Perſia

is an elevated country. Iſpahan, though

fituated in a valley, retains for three months

the ſnow, which falls there in great abun

dance.

From Hamadan to Iſpahan we paſſed

ſome good land, but none of it is culti

vated, except in the neighbourhood of the

villages, which are very few in number.

Chardin ſays (vol. iv. p. 9.), that not a

twelfth part ºf Perſia is inhabited; at preſent

it is much worſe, for I can affirm that one

thirtieth is not inhabited in the northern

parts which I traverſed. The province of

Hamadan, which is in Irak-Ageni, ap

peared to me better cultivated than the reſt.

As we were paſſing the defiles of the

mountains, we were a little alarmed by the

appenrance of ſome horſemen ; we had

perceived them in the evening. The chief

of the caravan was for ſetting off inſtantly;

but they who had moſt at ſtake refuſed,

ſaying, “that it was too dangerous to paſs

the mountains by night.” In doubtful

caſes the Perſians have recourſe to divina

tion, which is done in various ways. Com

monly they apply to ſome Mollah, who

opens the Koran at a ver,ture, and reads

the firſt verſe, which he adapts to the cir

cumſtance
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cumſtance. The mountains which we

iſed are, as it were, the roots of Mount

Alouend. The ſtone is blackiſh, and ſe

pirates into thia leaves like ſlate. We

found on them a kind of thiſtle, the ſtalk

of which is two feet high; it has a flavour

ſomewhat like that of celery, with a ſlight

acidity, and is eaten by the natives.

The 27th of May we encamped in a

charming valley, ſurrounded with moun

tains ſo little elevated, that it required but

a quarter of an hour to gain the ſummit.

The cold was ſo ſharp at ſunriſe, that the

children of our caravan cried with it, and

the water in our drinking veſſels, which

were of leather, was frozen ; whilſt at

Bagdad the heat was ſo great, that the in

habitants had for ſome time ſlept on their

terraces. I was ſtill more ſurpriſed at

Caſbin to ſee ſnow there the 8th of July.

Chardin ſays (vol. iv. p. 13.), that

the higheſt mountains in the univerſe are

in Perſia. Mount Taurus, adds he, which

traverſes the whole kingdom, has points

of which the ſummits are not ſeen on ac

count of their immenſe height. This aſ

ferticn of Chardin appears to me ſome

what bold. I could not eaſily believe that

there exiſted mountains as high as thoſe of

Chirnberaco in Peru. I know there are

very lofty ones in Armenia to the ſouth

and weſt of the Caſpian Sea in the country

cf the Agouans ; but I am ſurpriſed to

ear Chardin ſay, that “the higheſt places

in theſe mountains are Mount Ararat in

Upper Armenia, the chain of mountains

which ſeparates Media from Hyrcania, that

which is between Hyrcania and the coun

try of the Parthians, and particularly

Mount Amavend (I ſuppoſe he means

Alzend), the mountains which ſeparate

Chaldea from Arabia, and thoſe which are

between Perſia and Caramania.” I have

croſſed part of theſe mountains, which I

did not find exceſſively high, though cover

ed with ſhow. From this I inferred only,

that the country of Perſia was elevated.

Chardin has obſerved, that there is neither

river nor brook, properly ſpeaking, to

water it : and he ſays true. This alſo tends

to confirm my opinion. It receives no river,

on account of its elevated ſituation ; and

its naked barren mountains, which are

merely rock, are not of a nature to afford any,

The famous city of Iſpahan is ſeparated

from the agreeable and ſolitary vallies we

had paſſed, by a deſert of three days jour

ney. In it I met with a ſhrub which

might be called the prickly dwarf almond;

its leaves are ſmall and pointed, its bran

ches are thorny, and its fruit has exaëtly

** ſhape and flavour of our almonds, but is

ſmaller. I am told it is common in Perſia.

In theſe mountains are many curious

plants. Amongſt thoſe which particularly

excited my notice, was one that may be

ſtiled the Vegetable Hedgehog : this plant

forms a heap nearly a foot and half in di

ameter, alittle convex, of a beautiful green

colour, and armed with hard ſharp points,

which render it impenetrable. To water

our horſes we found only a few ſtreamlets.

The ſoil is ſtony, and produces only a few

ſcattered thorns. In this ſad and ſavage

place I heard not the ſong of a ſingle bird.

It was the majeſtic filence of nature, which

had ſo often ſtruck me in the Deſert. I had

Jain myſelf down, when I heard a loud

humming reſembling the ſound of a ſpin

ning-wheel. I aroſe, and approached a

thorn from which it ſeemed to proceed.

On it I found an inſect of the claſs Aptera,

black on the back, yellow under the belly,

and about the length and thickneſs of a

man's thumb. I have ſince ſeen ſome

with two yellow bands, a little ſpotted on

the back. Its body is compoſed of ſeven

or eight circular bands, folding over each

other, and forming its armour. Its head

is of a pale yellow, large, and nearly ſquare.

It has two bright round eyes, half a line

in diameter. The face below the eyes is

ſpotted with ſmall black dots. It has two

antennae an inch long, and four ſmall

trunks. It has fix feet, of a yellowiſh gray

ſpotted with black. On the back, and

joined to the head, is a kind of hood, eight

lines long, ſomewhat reſembling a man's

neck-kerchief; it is of oue piece, and co

vers a part of the back and the ſides.

When it makes a noiſe it raiſes this hood,

and diſplays underneath two little round

bodies, like cymbals, one of which co

vers part of the other. Theſe two bodies

are raiſed and moved with great velocity.

It cannot eaſily run away, and never leaps.

In this ſolitary place I could not avoid

making reflections. Theſe, ſaid I to

myſelf, are the environs of that famous

city, the name of which is celebrated

throughout the univerſe. Its Deſert con

fines, contraſted with its delightful gar

dens, render the approach to it more ſur

prizing. No great road, no avenues, no

river leads to it (for I reckon not the Zen

derond, its courſe is ſo ſhort); and had

I not known that Iſpahan was within a

day's journey of me, I could not have

ſuſpected that I was near a city which

only in the laſt century was immenſe.

Iſpahan reſembles the Elyſian Fields, the
entrance to which, with the black waters

of the Styx, had ſomething terrible. This

reflection led me to another, which I had

C 2. long
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long ago made :-How is it that the moſt

famous cities of the Eaſt were built in

deſerts Not to mention Iſpahan, which

is but of modern date, and owed its great

meſs perhaps to the river Zenderond; as

it is natural to ſuppoſe that this place was

preferred on account of the great ſcarcity

of rivers in Perſia; the famous Babylon,

though ſituated on a celebrated river,

was built in a deſert; unleſs, indeed,

we ſuppoſe that the beds of the Tigris

and Euphrates were much leſs deep than

at preſent, and communicated by various

canals, ſo that the lands were much more

eaſily cultivated ; which I am inclincé to

believe. Hella, on the Euphrates, ſup

... plies, it is true, a great part of the pro

viſions of Bagdad but what is modern

Bagdad compared with ancient Babylon

If too we reflect on the grandcur and

... magnificence of Bagdad during the time

of the Caliphs, how incredible muſt it

ſeem, that theſe Sovereign Pontiffs did

...not chuſe Tekrit or Samara in Meſopo

tamia, under a climate rendered tem

perate by mountains, but came to found

, this city, in their time celebrated, and

., transferred the ſeat of their vaſt and

..powerful empire to a burning deſert,

... parched up by the heat of the ſun The

ſituation of Palmyra is ſtill more ſur

- prizing ; three days journey from Da

... maſcus, deſtitute of watcr; except what is

brought to it by aquedućts, we are aſtoniſhed

... to ſee it reſplendent with granite and marble.

The city of Iſpahan cannot be ſeen at a

diſtance, being concealed by the trees of

the numercus gardens with which it is fur

rounded. I had not time to examine it

9n my firſt viſit, being eager to gain the

borders of the Caſpian ſea. I accompa

nied, therefore, the firſt caravan for Caſ

bin. In the courſe of my travels I re

marked, that Perſia is now very different

from what it was a century ago. Chardin

in his third yolume, beſides the pompous

deſcriptions he has given of Caſbin,

Koum, and Cachan, relates his having

croſſed fertile and charming plains covercq

with villages preciſely in the very track

which I held, and in which I ſaw only de

fºrted towns, ſolitary villages, and lands

for the moſt part uncultivated. It is eaſy,

however, to perceive in the courſe of Chār

lin's work, that though he relates fim

ply what be ſaw, and there is an air of

truth in all he ſays, he is a little too par

tial to Perſia. Sometimes he even exag

gerates the goodneſs and ſerenity of the

air in Perſia, to which he attributes won

derfu effects; as the great ſight produced

by the ſtars, the brightneſs of colours and

(To be continued.) -

dyes, the whiteneſs of linen, and a thou

ſand other things. To have done with

this ſubject, I ſhall firſt ſay, that it was

from want of obſervation Chardin ſup

poſed the ſtars did not twinkle in Perſia.

The air of Chaldea is not leſs pure; yet

the cuſtom of ſleeping on terraces has

made me remark, that there the ſtars

twinkle to about 45° of altitude, from

which point to the Zenith their twinkling

is not perceptible. In winter and ſpring

it is greater than in ſummer. I do not

think the air of Chaldea is much more ſº

rene than that of France. Since my re

turn to Palis I have obſerved the ſtars; and

at the Obſervatory of the Military School,

I remarked to Mr. de la Lande, that th:

Lyre and the Eagle, which were in the

meridian, did not twinkle at all, and th

the twinkling of the other ſtars ſcarcely

went beyond 40° er 45°. I might, I be

lieve, have ſpoken ſecurely of the climate

of Perſia, before I had viſited it; judging,

that it could not be drier than that which

I inhabited; but it was proper to be cir:

ſº in contradićting a man who had

ong reſided there, and whoſe deſcription

deſerved confidence. Chardin ſeems to ex

aggerate a little too, when he ſays, “ that

the ſtars give light enough to walk about

and to know people” (vol. iv. p. 21.):

This I did not perceive when I travelled

by night. We may know people very

near, it is true, but more by their gait,

dreſs, &c. than by their features ; and

the ſame may be done in Europe. Neither,

as to the exceſſive beauty of the ſky in Per

ſia, can I agree with Chardin, when he

ſays, “ The air of Perſia has a beauty

which I cannot forget, or paſs over in

ſilence : you would ſay, the ſky is more

lofty,*ś colour from what

it is in our thick European atmoſphere.”

Theſe expreſſions are ſomewhat too gene

rºl. If he ſpeaks cf the Northern part

of Europe he is right; but with that he

might have compared the ſerenity of the

air in Spain and Italy: nor is a fine night

at Paris itis beautiful than at Iſpahan or

Bagdad. . The advantages which thoſe

climates have indiſputably over ours of

Europe are, that ſucceſſion of fine days,

that pure air which their inhabitants

breathe in an evening on their terraces,

and that ſweet ſpectacle of the Heavens,

which in Europe is known only to philo

ſophers and aſtronomers. In the Eaſt all

the world cnjoys it, and travellers, who

admire it, ought to have paid a little at

tention to thoſe adventitious circumſtances

which mix with moſt of our ſenſations

without our being aware of it.

GENUINE
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GENUINE ANECDOTES reſpecting SIR FRANCIS BACON, Lord KF Eper,

Lck tº CHANCEL LOR,

cox, TEN4 PoRARY ENEMY

BARON V E R U L.A.M.,

and Riv All of SIR EDWARD COKE,

and viscoUNT ST. ALBANs, the

Low D.

chief justice of ENGLAND, who both flouriſhed in the REIGN of JAMES

THE FIRST.

[from A correspond ENT.]

Nullius addičius jurare in verba magiſiri. Hor.

UNUSED to pin (in my ſenſe of the

word) my faith on any man’s ſleeve,

I ſhal proceed to draw a portrait of the

Lord Bacon, wherein he will be repre

ſented in a very different view to that in

which he has been hither to generally de

picted. The cauſe of the unlikeneſs

may, in a great meaſure be attributed to

the former pencils not being ſupplied

with materials, ſince diſcovered and

brought to light; or, if they were, that

the colouring they would have produced

was deemed too ſtrong for the original

to ſtand the force of, as well as too gla

ring to evaporate, or ſo much as even

fade, by length of time.

Bacon was moſt highly obliged to the

Earl of Eſſex, the celebrated and unfor

tunate favourite of Queen Elizabeth, when

he firſt came to the bar; the circumſtance

cf which obligation is thus related :

The Earl of Eſſex had often applied to

the Queen in behalf of Bacon, and aſked

for hiº, with all the warmth of friendſhip,

the place of Solicitor-general, but had

been aiways refuſed. Eſſex, finding him

ſelf unable to ſerve his friend in a public

way, was reſolved to make up the loſs to

him out of his own private fortune; and

he beſtowed upon him Twickenham

park, and its Garden of Paradiſe. Whe

ther it was that or ſome other of his

lands, the donation was ſo very conſider

able, that Bacon himſelf acknowledged he

ſold it afterwards, even at an under price,

for no leſs a ſurn than 18dol. A bounty

ſo noble, accompanied too, as we know

it was, with all thoſe agrecable diſtinc

tions that to a mind delicately ſenſible

are more obligatory than the bounty it

felf, muſt kindle in the breat of a good

man the moſt ardent ſentiments of grati

tude, and create an inviolable attachment

to ſuch a benefactor: what then are we

to think of Bacon when we find him,

notwitußanding this generoſity, and which

P. oved the eſſential incans whereby he

was enabled to procure to himſelf all his

future advancement, fortune, and grandeur

in the world—when we find him, I ſay,

tndeavouring on his friend's trial at the

criminai bar of the court of the Lord

High Steward of England, as Queen's

!---...ſel, to weaken the untortunate Earl's

defence, or, perhaps, more corre&tly, ta.

exaggerate the charge againſt him And

this is not all ; for Bacon, not content,

though his condućt was ſo atrocious,

after this Nobleman's untimely fate on a

ſcaffold in the prime and vigour of his

years, proſtituted his eloquent ºpen in

order to vindicate the conduct of Admi

miſtration in a proceeding which had

occaſioned obloquy and reflections not

only on the prevailing party at Court,

but even on the Queen herſelf, in a pro

ceeding which had raiſed univerſal pity

and murmurs among all conditions of

people. Theſe Bacon undertook to put a

ſtop to by publiſhing to all England,

“A Declºration of the Treaſons of Ro

bert Earl of Eſſex.” But, inſtead of an

ſwering the purpoſe intended, never indi

vidual incurred more univerſal, or more

laſting cenſure and diſgrace than Bacon

by this publication; for his behaviour

drew on him a heavy and general hatred

at the time ; he was execrated, and every

where ſpoken of as one who did the ut

moſt to deſtroy the good name of his be

nefactor after the Miniſter had deſtroyed

his perſon Bacon's life was even threat

ened, and he went in daily danger of aſ

ſaſſination. The obloquy Bacon incurred

from ſo flagrant and ſo unparalleled an

inſtance of ingratitude, was not removed

even by his death : the abuſe of ſo warm

and generous a friend left a ſtigma

on his name to the lateſt poſterity; for

the ſame continues, in the writings of

more than one hiſtorian, an imputation

on his memory, in reſpect to his moral

character, even at this day.

In breach of that fundamental law of

nature and nations, “ that no man is

bound by laws which he does not virtually

conſent to, and when once made cannot

be abrogated or changed but by the ſame

conſent that made them,” the Solicitor

general Bacon, with a moſt unconſtitu

tional view, lays it down as law, “That it

is an inſeparabic prerogative of the Crown

to diſpenſe with political ſtatutes." Again,

Bacon exerciſed his tongue to reconcile

parliaments to impoſitions by prerogative,

which had they been acquieſced in, par

liaments would ſoon have become unne

cciary ademblies; the mildneſs of a li

mikd
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mited monarchy would gradually have

degenerated into the harſhneſs of an ab

folute one ; a legal government would

have been corrupted into a tyranny.

If theſe doćtrines were any thing more

than ſervile complaiſance to arbitrary mea

fures, we ſhould have found both theſe

prerogatives coeval with the feudal ſyſtem;

but unluckily for this time-ſerving law

yer, and his aſſertions (for they never

could be his opinions), we know the

birth of both theſe deſpotic claims, have

ſorely felt their progreſs, and ſeen with

!. their death and burial at the

evolution; a period that will be ever

dear to this nation, for the reſtoration of

its liberties, and a conſcquence that fol

lowed thereupon, the ſettlement of the

preſent Royal Family upon the throne,

as guardians and prote&ols of them for

the future.

The accompliſhment of the foundation

sf the Charter-Houſe Hoſpital, begun by

Thomas Sutton, and carried on by his

executors, happened in the time that Ba

con was Solicitor-general ; who, having

fame ill deſigns of gain to himſelf or

ethers, cmdeavoured totally to ſuppreſs and

defeat it, by*. every obſtacie in

the way of that noble charitable inſtitu

tion, which is at this day the admira

tion of the whole Chriſtian World.

Bacon had the great misfortune to be

rurſed with falſe ambition, ever reſtleſs

and craving, over-heated in the pur

ſuit of howours which the Crown alone

can confer. This ſimulated his heart,

otherwiſe formed for great and noble

ends; it betrayed him into meaſures full

as mean as avai ice it:elf, which was not,

as he himſelf aſſures us, his ruling paſſion.

This ambition degraded Bacon, contracted

his views into the little point of ſelf-intereſt,

and equally ſteeled his heart againſt the

rebukes of conſcience as the ſenſe of true

honour, as will be inconteſtably proved

in the ſequel of this paper.

H appears by Bacon's Letters, that the

King, when he had the ſucceſs of a pro

fiction, and that too particularly in

criminal and capital caſes, much at heart,

which he had upon ſeveral occaſions, took

a part in it unbecoming the majeſty of the

Ciown, and condeſcended to inſtruct his

Attorney-general, Bacon, with regard to

the proper meaſures to be taken in the

cxamination of the priſoner himſelf. Ba

cºn, at the King's command, ſubmitted

to the drudgery of founding the opinion

of the Judges upon the point of law, be

fore it was thought adviſeable to riſque it

at an open public trial, Bacon adviſed

the fifting the Judges ſeparately and ſoon,

before they could have an opportunity of

conferring together; and for this purpoſe

Bacon undertook to pračtiſe upon the

Chief Juſtice Coke, and, in order to ch

tain his concurrence, put him in doubt,

in ſome dark manner. Thus did a gentie

man of Bacon's great talents ſubmit

to a ſervice ſo much below his rank and

£haracter, and acquitted himſelf notably
Ill it. -

This method of foreſtalling the judg:

ment of a Court, in a caſe of blood

then depending, at a time too when the

Judges were removeable at the pleaſure of

the Crown, doth no honour to the me

mory of the perſons concerned in a tranſ

action ſo infidious and unconſtitutional.

The Duke of Buckingham, that great

favourite, ſent a noble gentleman to Ba

con, then Attorney-general, with this

meſſage; “that he knew him to be a man

of excellent parts, and, as the times were,

fit to ſerve the King in the Lord-Keeper's

place ; but alſo knew him of a baſe un

grateful diſpoſition, and an arrant knave,

apt in his prºſperity to ruin any who had

raiſed him from adverſity; yet for all

this the Duke did ſo much ſtudy the intereſt

of his Sovereign, that he had obtained

the Seals for him; but with this aſſurance,

ſhould he ever requite him as he had done

ſome others, he would caſt him down as

much below ſcorn, as he had now raiſed

him high above any honour he could ever

have expected.” Bacon, patiently heating

this meſſage, replied, “I am glad my

noble Lord deals ſo friendly and freely

with me ; but,” ſaith he, “can my Lord

know theſe abilities in me, and can he

think, when I have attained the higheſt

preferment my profeſſion is capable ºf, I

ſhail ſo much fail in my judgment and un

dei ſtanding as to loſe thoſe abilities,

and by my miſcarriage to ſo noble a pa

tron, caſt myſelf headlong from the º

of that honour to the very bottom o

contempt and ſcorn ? Surely my Lord

cannot think ſo meanly of me.”

Bacon, being inveſted in his high office

of Lord-Keeper, made a ſolemn proceſ

fion, in mighty pomp, to Weſtminſter

Hall, the firſt day of the Term after he

had the Seais, in the following order, viz.

Clerks and inferior Officers in Chancery.

Students in the Law.

Gentlemen, Servants to the Keeper,

Serjeant at Arms.

The Seal-Bealer.

(All on Foot.)

The LORD KEEPER,

On horſ:back, in a gown of purple ſati",

between
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between the Lord High Treaſurer

and the Lord Privy Seal.

Earls.

Barons.

Privy Councillors.

Noblemen of all Ranks.

The Judges.

Within ten days after Bacon's acceſſion

to this new dignity, the King went to

$cotland. Bacon inſtantly begins to be.

lieve himſelf King; lives in the King's

lodgings; gives audience in the great

Banqueting-houſe ; makes all others of

the privy council attend his motions with

the ſame ſtate the King uſed to come out to

give orders to ambaſſadors : when any other

councillor fat with him about the King's

*fairs, he would (if they ſat near him)

bid them know their diſtance; upon which

Secretary Winwood roſe, went away, and

would never it more; but diſpatclied a

meſſenger to the King, to deſire him to

make haite back, for his ſeat was already

uſurped. If Buckingham had ſent him

any letter, he would not vouchſafe, it the

ºpening or reading it in public, though

it was ſaid it required ſpeedy diſpatch, nor

would vouchſafe him any anſwer. In this

maaner he lived until he heard the King

was returning, and began to believe the

Play was almoſt at an end, and therefore

Mid reinveſt himſelf with his old rags of

baſeneſs, which were ſo tattered and p-or

at the King's coming to Windſor, that

be attended two days at Buckingham's

damber, not being admitted to any other

* better place than the room where

D R O

trencher-ſcrapers and lacquies attended.

there fitting upon an old wooden cheſt,

with his purſe and ſeal lying by him oa

that cheſt and at his firſt entrance he

fell down flat on his face at the Duke's

feet, kiſſing them, and vowing never to

riſe till he had his pardon; then was he

again reconciled; and ever after ſo grºat

a ſlave to the Duke, and all that family,

that he dared not deny the command of

the meaneſt of the kindred, nor oppoſe

any thing.

Such was Bacon's inſolence in proſpe

rity, and abjećt humiliation and baſeaeſs

in adverſity. Again : Bacon, upon find

ing that the Duke's brother was about

marrying Lord Coke's daughter, he en

deavoured to perſuade the favourite not te

allow of that match, under pretence of

the great prejudice it would be to his

Grace's family; but Bacon's real and

ſole motive was his innate inveteracy

towards Lord Coke. However, Bucking

ham being extremely diſpleaſed with Ba

con on the occaſion, the latter made no

ſcruple to change ſides at once, to go di

restly againſt his former opinion, and to

offer, unaſked, his intereſt with the young

lady's mother for promoting the match

he had juſt been labouring to diſappoint.

But Buckingham and Bacon were recon

ciled at laſt 5 and their triendſhip, if ob

ſequiouſneſs in one to all the hunours of

the other deſerves that name, coutinued

without interruption for ſome years.

[To be concluded in our wert 1

S S I A N A.

N U M B E R XXVIII.

ANECDOTES of ILLUSTRIOUS and EXTRAORDINARY PERSONS,

PERHAPS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

– A THING of shr.EDS AND PATCHES 1

HAMLET,

[Continued from Vol. XX. Page 416. I

Lord CLARENDoN.

THE following Letter from Princeſs

Elizabeth, daughter of the Queen of

chemia, to this illuſtrious Nobleman, is

hºw publiſhed for the firſt time, by the

ºldeſs of a very learned and ingenious

Prºfeſſor of the Medical Art.

“ Frankfort, july 28, 1662.

“My LoRD, -

“ HAVING entruſted Sir Wm.

$ndys to ſolicite the confirmation of a

*tient, which I received from the late

got bleſſed memory for my allowance,

I hope you will be ſo juſte and favourable

as to afford me your countenance therein;

and do make my addreſſes to you with

more confidence, conſidering the real

affection you have moſt generouſly ex

preſs'd towards the Queen my mother

during her life, in perſuaſion that it is

not altogether extinct, and may be deriv'd

on me, as my relation to her Majeſty

obligeth me to be

“Your affectionate friend to ſerve you,

** ELIZABETH.”

According to the late ingenious Mr.

Maty,
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Maty, in his “Review,” the late learned

Biſhop Warburten was of opinion, that

the Oxford Editors had made no altera

tions in their edition of the Hiſtory of the

Rebellion by Lord Clarendon. One

wn'ſſion, however, he ſaid, he was ſure he

could point out.

--:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

Dr. Houch, Bishop of Worc Este R.

This excellent prelate was diſtinguiſh

ed no leſs for the ſweetneſs of his temper

than for his ſpirit and abilities. One of

his ſervants happened to break a favourite

weather-glaſs of the Biſhop's, and ſpilt

all the quickfilver efit upon the ground.

The poor ſervant was frightened. The

Biſhop, pleaſantly turning round to his

company, ſaid, he had never ſeen the

mercury ſo low before in his life. His

memory will ever be endeared to Engliſh

men by that noble ſtand he made againſt

arbitrary power, in refuſing to obey the

mandate of James the Second to appoint a

Catholic Prieſt a Fellow of Magdalen

College in Oxford, of which he was the

tº: His monument in Worceſter

Cathedral is, next to that of the Duke of

Argyle's in Weſtminſter-Abbey, Roubi

liac's greateſt work ; and, bating a little

French flutter in the drapery, is a moſt

maſterly performance. The Biſhop is

repreſented lying in a celeſtial extaſy in

the arms of Faith. The bas-relief repre

fents the examination of this illuſtrious

Prelate before the High Commiſſion Court

eſtabliſhed by James the Second. . It is

a pity that this monument has never had

juſtice done to it in an engraving. There

is great ſcope in it for good drawing and

great expreſſion. The inſcription is a long

one in Latin, and, unlike moſt long in

ſcriptions, does not ſay one word too much

in praiſe of the perſon for whom it was

written, and has no occaſion for the

directions for its compoſition which are

found upon a monument in All Souls

Chapel, Oxford :

* Epitaphia vera ſunto.

** Mentori nefas

** Sacer locus eſto :

T“ Extra mentiamini.”

:*:::::::::::::-c:::::

Bishop WARBURTon.

This learned prelate uſed to ſay, that
the two moſt iń. things to be met

with in the world were, a diſintereſted

man, and a woman who had common

ſenſe. The firſt indeed the Biſhop might

think wonderful, from the attention he

might have ever paid to his own aggran

diſement ; and the latter his experience

of the world might have convinced him

to be rare, and that it ſhould be fo, as in

the general courſe of female education

ſo little regard is paid to the more uſeful

and worldly parts of human knowledge;

“ cantare et pſallere melius quin neceſſ:

eſt probae,” trifling accompliſhments make

ſo great a part of it; and as the com

Flete ignorance ofgeneral life and manners,

and the want of reſponſibility for their

general conduct in which they are con
ſtantly placed, renders every exertion of

their's in that reſpect unneceſſary. Dr.

Johnſon uſed to ſay, that in any diſpute

between a huſbaud and wife, in any matter

of common life, the odds were two to one

in favour of the huſband's deciſion. A

very acute man once told Dr. Johnſon,

that he had ever obſerved, that the

underſtandings of moſt women (even of

thoſe that were reputed ſenſible women)

was never of any uſe to them when they

had occaſion for it. The proper applica

tion of underſtanding, as of every thing

elſe, depends upon the uſe of it j and

women in general, from their fituation,

having leſs occaſion to make uſe of it in

worldly matters, it is not wonderful that

it ſhould fail them when they have immº

diate occaſion for it.

:-::::::::*::::-t::::::::::

Montesquieu.

“I Foreſe,” ſaid Monteſquieu one day,

“ that gaming will be the ruin of Europe;

During play the body is in a ſtate of

extreme indolence, and the mind is in a

ſtate of great vicious activity.”—“Why

is Fontenelle ſo generally agreeable to moſt

perſen; " ſaid ſome French Lady to

Monteſquieu. “Madam,” replied the

Preſident, “it is becauſe he really loves

nobody—parcequ'il a aime perſonne.

:----------------. :---

D'EoN DE L'ET orLE.

This celebrated heretic coming one day

into a church where the Monks were

chanting, with a very bad pronunciation:

theſe words: “ Pereux qui venturus et

judicare vivos et mortuos,” took it into

his head that he was to become the Judge

of the Earth. The Council of Rheins,

however, in the twelfth century, thought

fit to confine him in priſon for the remain

der of his life.

[To be continued.]

DR,
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DR. Johnson to WILLIAM DRUMMOND of CALLANDER, ESQ.."

SIR,

AN old intimacy with Mr. Elphinſton,

and a little acquaintance with your ſon,

have prevailed upon me to do that to

which I have no right; to obtrude my

3. of the ſcheme which you have

ormed of his education.

Of two methods of education, both rea

ſºnable, and both in many inſtances ſuc

£eſsful, I ſhould always think that

better to which the pupil gives the prefer

ºnce. Attention will not always be fixed

in compliance with our own choice, and

much leſs will it obey the advice of

another. The Italian phraſe by which

they expreſs the utmoſt felicity of pićture,

is, that it was done with fondneſs. He

that in his ſtudies follows the choice even

cf him whoſe judgement he reverences

moff, will bring te the work but half his

inind; he will apply his underſtanding,

but not his affe&tions; and may labour at

his taſk, but will ſcarcely love it.

I find your young gentleman not much

pleaſed with º proſpect of ſpending the

next three years under a private maſter,

and deſirous rather of partaking the pub

lic inſtructions of the Profeſſors of Edin

burgh; and indeed I do not ſee what can

be hoped at Coopar in Fife equal to the

advantages of a public hoſpital and pub

lic lečtures, with the converſation of

many, ingenious men, emulouſly cultiva

ting the ſame ſtudies.

It is very dangerous to croſs the ſtream

of curioſity, or by oppoſition and diſap

Pointments, which young men (who have

not experienced greater evils) often feel

with much ſenſibility, to repreſs the ardour

of improvement; which, if once extin

guiſhed, is ſeldom kindled a ſecond time.

Having ſaid thus much without any pre

vious invitation or permiſſion, I think

myſelf obliged to entreat your pardon ;

and hope that you will not ſuſpect any

unbenevolent motive to have brought this

trouble upon you from,

Sir,

Your moſt humble Servant,

SAM. Johnson.

London,

Oćt. 1, 1758.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

Mr. ED IT o R,

The following Proposals were publiſhed ſome years ago by that excellent Citizen

and acute Politician Dean Tucker, the Caſſandra of his country. They are now

become ſcarce, and well deſerve a place in yourbſeful and elegant repoſitory. I can

not, however, help obſerving, that in the preſent crude and unprincipled nations of go

yernment that are now prevailing in this country, a republication of all the Dean's
Tracts upon Government would be of infinite ſervice. The ſame truth of obſervation,

the ſame appeal to experience, and the ſame detection of fallacy and of ſophiſtry,

Pervade them which prevail in the Dean's writings upon commercial ſubjects.
I remain

Your humble Servant,

CURIOSUS.

BUBJECTS for DISSERTATIONS, and PREMIUMS, to be offered to the

GRADUATE STUDENTS of the UNIVERSITIES of ENGLAND and

SCOTLAND.

[written pecember 1784.]

IT is a juſt complaint, and hath been of

long ſtanding, that the general tenor of

**demical ſtudies hath very little tendency

tºwards inſtrućting the riſing generation in

civil, political, and commercial inte

tets of their own county, when they

ºne abroad into the world, and are to

ºf ſome part or other on the ſtage of life.

On the contrary, it is obſervable, that a

Yºung gentleman may even excel in almoſt

ºy one of thoſe exerciſes which are

ºther required of him for his public de

º, or preſcribed by his tutor for pri

**nºtion, and yet be very deficient
Vol. XXI.

in that kind of knowledge which is ne

ceſſary to form the public ſpirited citizen,

the enlightened ſenator, and the real

atriot ; and what is ſtill worſe, the greater

|. zeal, without ſuch knowledge, the

more liable he will be to purſue wron

meaſures, injurious to his country and to

mankind, though with the beſt intentions

of doing what is right.

To remedy theſe inconveniences, at leaſt

in part, the following propoſals are hum

bly ſubmitted to the judgment of the Pub

lic.—The author himſelf math been long.

of the opinion, that the ſubcºts here prº

D poſed,
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poſed, or ſome others of the ſºme tenden

cy, are proper for inſtrusting young men

ºf letters of every denomination in the

real intereſts and true policy, not only of

Great Britain, but of all the nations upon

*arth. But as he makes no pretenſions to

infallibility, he ſhall await the public de

ciſion with that deference and reſpect

which duty enjoins and decency leguires;

happy in the conſciouſneſs of his own

mind, of having meant the beft.

FIRST subjFCT.

Whether a ſtrićt attention to agriculture

and manufactures, and to their inſeparable

concomitant, a free, extended, and na

tional commerce, can be made compatible

with a ſpirit of heroiſm, and great mili

tary glory? and in caſe there ſhould be

found an incongruity between them,

which ought to have the preference —

Conqueſts, colonies, and a widely extend

ed empire? or, domeſtic induſtry and fru

gality, a free trade, and great internal pot

pulation -

secon p subjecT.

what kind and quantity of military force

ſeem to be ſufficient for guarding from for

reign invaſion, or domeſtic robbery, the

agriculture and manufačtures, the ſhip

ping and commerce of that farticular

cºuntry, whoſe foie aim is to excel in the

arts of peace, without attempting to give

laws to other nations, or to exilt over

them either by land or ſea, and rot pre

tending to regulate the balance of power

between the contending nations of the

world -

THIRD subjF cT.

Whether an examination into the nature

of the above ſubjećts doth or doth not

lead to concluſions favourable to the inte

reſts of this country in particular, and to

the good of mankind in general.” And if

it ſhould be found to be favourable to the

good of all, whether a ſyſtem of politics

and commerce built on ſuch a plan would

promote or diſcourage the employing of

Jiawes, inſtead of hiring fºre reſt for the

purpoſes of agriculture, manuf.6turf, and

national commerce?

Four q H suf I EcT.

In caſe it ſhould be found, on due ex

pmination, that ſlavcry is repugnant not

only to humanity, but alſo to the general

intereſts of agricul:uic, manufactures, and

national commerce,— Quere, What methods

ought to be deviſed for ſupplying Great

B. itain with ſugars, and other produc

tions of the Weſt-Indies, which are now

raiſed by ſlaves only and, How might ſuch

a benevolent ſcheme be carried into exccu

tion by gentle means, ſure and progreſſive

in their operation, but free from violence 2

FIFTH subject.

sº ſuch alterations in the com

mercial ſyſtem as above ſuggeſted, and ac

companied by the revocation of all mono

polies whatever—would ſuch a ſcheme, if

Put in practice, be attended with any ad

ditional expence to Government Would it

obſtruct the colle&tion of the ſeveral du.

ties and taxes at hone or would it be

any impediment to the protection of cur

trade abrºad and abºve all, would it

tend to the accumulation or diminution

of the burden of the preſent enormous na

tional debt

P R O P O S E D,

..That zool, be raiſed by ſubſcription for

giving premiums to the graduate Students

of the Univerſities of England and Scot

land, for the beſt Engliſh diſſertations if (de.

ſerving to appear in print) on one or more

of the abovementioned ſubjects, namely,

IN ENGLAND, A. A.

To the Univerſity of Oxford,

for the beſt differtation 30

- ſor the ſecond beſt zo

- 5

To the Univerſity of Cam

bridge, for the beſt 30

----for the ſecond beſt zo

- se

I oc

IN scotLAND,

To the Univerſity of Edin

burgh, for the beſt 15

--——for the ſecond beſt 1o

- 2.5

To the Univerſity of Glaſ

gow, for the beſt 15

-———for the ſecond beſt Io

- – 25

To the Univerſity of St. An

drew's, for the beſt 15

————for the ſecond beſt lo

- - 25

To the Univerſities of Old and

New Alicrúcen, for the beſt 15

––––for the ſecond beſt Io

I co

N. B. The propoſer of the above

ſcheme will himſelf give twenty pounds

towards it j and will engage for twenty

more from his friends, if found neceſſary.

Moreover, he will continue the ſame ſub

ſcription for life, if the public voice ſhould

be favourable for the continuance of ſuch

a ſet of annual premiums, -

Cn
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on the MANNERS, RELIGION, and LAWS of the CUCI's, or

MOUNTAINEERS of TIPRA.

Communicated in PERs1AN by John RAwlins, Eſq.

[From the Second Volume of “Asiatic Researches,” juſt publiſhed.]

THE inhabitants of the mountainous

diſtrists to the eaſt of Bengal, give

the name of Patiya'N to the Being

who created the Univerſe; but they be:

tº that a Deity exiſts in every tree, that

the Sun and Moon are Gods, and that,

whenever they worſhip thoſe ſubordinate

divinities, Pātiyán is pleaſed.

If any one among them put another to

dath, the Chief of the Tribe, or other

Pºiſons who bear no relation to the de

“aſed, have no concern in puniſhing the

murderer; but if the murdered perſon

** a brother, or other heir, he may take

*~d fºr blood; nor has any man what

** a right to prevent or oppoſe ſuch
Ittaliation. -

When a man is dete&ted in the com

Fion of theft or other atrocious offence,

tº chieftain cauſes a recompenſe to be

Sººn to the complainant, and reconciles

ſh parties; but the Chief himſelf re

*** a cuſtomary fine, and each party

Fives a feat of pork, or other meat, to

tº People of his reſpective tribe.

º ancient times it was not a cuſtom

*mong them to cut off the heads of the

"omen whom they found in the habita

tºns of their enemies; but it happened

* that a woman aſked another, why

*came ſo late to her buſineſs of ſowing

Fin? ſhe anſwered, that her huſband

"as gone to battle, and that the neceſſity

# preparing food and other things for

ºn hid occaſioned her delay. This an

* was overheard by a man at enmity

"h her huſband, and he was filled with

**ment againſt her, confidering, that

* he had prepared food for her huſband

fºr the purpoſe of ſending him to battle

*šinſt his tribe, ſo in general, if women

*not to remain at home, their huſbands

* not be ſupplied with proviſion, and
ºuently could not make war with

*iage. From that time it became

**ultuit practice to cut off the heads of

tnemy's women, eſpecially if they

Prºnto be pregnant, and therefore con

** to their houſes; and this barbarity

* ºfficq ſo far, that if a Cúci aſſail the

ºuſe of an enemy, and kill a woman

* child, ſo that he may bring two

*}, he acquires honour and celebrity

.*.*, as the deſtroyer of two fees
it ºnce,

** is marriages of this wild na

tion ; when a rich man has made a con

tract of marriage, he gives four or five

head of gayāl (the cattle of the moun

tains) to the father and mother of the

bride, whom he carries to his own houſe :

her parents then kill the gayāli, and, hav

ing prepared fermented liquors and boiled

rice with other eatables, invite the father,

mother, brethren, and kindred of the

bridegroom to a nuptial entertainment.

When a man of ſmall property is inclined

to marry, and a mutual agreement is

made, a ſimilar method is followed in a

lower degree ; and a man inay marry any

woman, except his own mother. If a married

couple live cordially together, and have a

ſon, the wife is fixed and irremoveable ;

but if they have no ſon, and eſpecially if

they live together on bad terms, the huſ

band may divorce his wife, and marry

another woman.

They have no idea of heaven or hell,

the reward of good, or the puniſhment of

bad actions ; but they profeſs a belief,

that when a perſon dies a certain ſpirit

comes and ſeizes his ſoul, which he carries

away; and that whatever the ſpirit pro

miſes to give at the inſtant when the body

dies, will be found and enjoyed by the

dead; but that if any one ſhould take up

the corpſe and carry it off, he would not

find the treaſure.

The food of this people conſiſts of

elephants, hogs, deer, and other animals;

of which if they find the carcaſſes or limbs

in the foreſts, they dry them and eat them

occaſionally.

When they have reſolved on war, they

ſend ſpies, before hettilitics are begun, to

learn the ſtations and ſtrength of the ene.

my, and the condition of the roads;

after which they march in the night, and

two or three hours before daylight make a

ſudden aſſault with ſwords, lances, and

arrows : if their enemies are compelled

to abandon their ſtation, the aſſailants

inſtantly put to death ail the males and

females who are left behind, and ſtrip

the houſes of all their furniture ; but

ſhould their adverſaries, having gained

intelligence of the intended aſſault, be

reſolute enough to meet them in battle,

and ſhould they find themſelves over-,

matched, they ſpeedily retreat and quietly

return to their own habitations. If at

any time they ſea a ſtar very near the

D rº Jºnoon,
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moon, they ſay, “To-night we ſhallum

doubtedly be attacked by ſome enemy;”

and they paſs that night under arms with

extreme vigilance. They often lie in

ambuſh in a foreſt near the path, where

their foes are uſed to paſs and repaſs,

waiting for the enemy with different ſorts

of weapons, and killing every man or

woman who happens to paſs by : in this

ſituation, if a". or a worm, or a

ſnake ſhould bite one of them, he bears

the pain in perfett filence ; and whoever

can bring home the head of an enemy,

which he has cut off, is ſure to be diſtin

guiſhed and exalted in his nation. When

two hoſtile tribes appear to have equal force

in battle, and neither has hopes of putting

the other to flight, they make a ſignal of

Pacific intentions, and, ſending agents

reciprocally, ſoon conclude a treaty ; after

which they kill ſeveral head of gayāl, and

feaſt on their fleſh, calling on the Sun

and Moon to bear witneſs of the paci

fication: but if one fide, unable to reſiſt

the enemy, be thrown into diſorder, the

vanquiſhed tribe is confidered as tributary

to the vićtors, who every year receive

from them a certain number of gayálr,

wooden diſhes, weapons, and other ac

knowledgements of vaſtalage. Before

they go to battle they put a quantity of

roaſted alu's (eſculent roots like potatoes)

and paſte of rice-flour into the hollow of

bambu's, and add to them a proviſion of

dry rice with ſome leathern bags full of

liquor: then they aſſemble, and march

with ſuch celerity, that in one day they

erform a journey ordinarily made by

i. in three or four days, fince

they have not the trouble and delay of

dreſſing vićtuals. When they reach the

place to be attacked, they ſurround it in

the might, and at early dawn enter it,

putting to death both young and old,

women and children, except ſuch as they

chuſe to bring away captive : they put

the heads which they cut off into leathern

bags; and if the blood of their ene

mies be on their hands, they take care

not to waſh it off. When, after this

ſlaughter, they take their own food, they

thruſt a part of what they eat into the

mouths of the heads which they have

brought away, ſaying to each of them,-

“ Eat, quench thy thirſt, and ſatisfy thy

appetite; as thou haſt been ſlain by my

hand, ſo may thy kinſmen be ſlain by

my kinſment” During their journey they

have uſually two ſuch meals; and every

watch, or two watches, they ſend intel

ligence of their proceedings to their fami

lies ; when any one of them ſends word

-

-

that he has cut off the head of an enemy,
the people of his family, whatever be their

age or ſex, expreſs great delight, makin

caps and ornaments of . and blac

ropes; then filling ſome large veſſels with

fermented liquors, and decking themſelves

with all the trinkets they poſſeſs, they go

forth to meet the conqueror, blowing

large ſhells, and ſtriking plates of metal,

with other rude inſtruments of muſic.

When both parties are met they ſhow ex

travagant joy, men and women dancing

and ſinging together; and, if a married

man has brought an enemy's head, his

wife wears a head-dreſs with gay orna

ments, the huſband and wife alternately

pour fermented liquor into each other's

mouths, and ſhe waſhes his bloody hands

with the ſame liquor which they are

drinking ; thus they go revelling, with

exceſſive merriment, to their place of

abode, and having piled up the heads of

their enemies in the court-yard of their

chieftain's houſe, they fing and dance

round the pile; after which they kill

ſome gayāl, and hogs with their ſpears,

and having boiled the fleſh, make a feaſt

on it, and drink the fermented liquor.

The richer men of this race faſten the

heads of their foes on a bambu, and

fix it on the graves of their parents, by

which act they acquire great reputation.

He who brings back the head of a ſlaugh

tered enemy, receives preſents from the

wealthy of cattle and ſpirituous liquor;

and if any captives are brought alive, it

is the prerogative of thoſe chieftains who

were not in the campaign to ſtrike off the

heads of the captives. Their weapons are

made by particular tribes; for ſome of them

are unable to fabricate inſtruments of war.

In regard to their civil inſtitutions, the

whole management of their houſehold

affairs belongs to the women; while the

men are employed in clearing foreſts,

building huts, cultivatingº making

war, or hunting game and wild beaſts.

Five days (they never reckon by months

or years) after the birth of a male child,

and three days after that of a female,

they entertain their family and kinſmen

with boiled rice and fermented liquor, and

the parents of the child partake cf the

feaſt. They begin the ceremony with

fixing a pole in the court-yard ; and then

killing agayal, or ahog, with alance,§
conſecrate it to their deity; after whic

all the party eat the fleſh and drink liquor,

cloſing the day with a dance and with

ſongs. If any one among them be ſo

deformed, by nature or by accident, as

to be unfit for the Propagation of his

ſpecies,
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#tries, he gives up all thoughts of keep

ing houſe, and begs for his ſubſiſtence,

like a religious mendicant, from door to

door, continually dancing and finging.

When ſuch a perſon goes to the houſe of

a rich and liberal man, the owner of the

houſe uſusly ſtrings together a number

of red and white ſtones, and ‘ixes one

tnd of the ſtring on a long came, ſo

that the other end may hang down to the

ground; then, paying a kind of ſuper

ftitious homage to the pebbles, he gives

alms to the beggar ; after which he kills

a gayāl and a hog, and ſome other qua

drupeds, and invites his tribe to a feaſt:

#he giver of ſuch an entertainment ac

quires extraordinary fame in the nation;

and all unite in applauding him with every

token of honour and reverence.

When a Cúci dies, all his kinſmen join

in killing a hog and a gayāl, and having

boiled the meat, pour ſome liquor into

the mouth of thej, round whoſe

bºdy they twiſt a piece of cloth by way

of ſhroud : all them taſie the ſame

liquor as an offering to his ſoil; and this

ceremory they repeat at intervals for

ſeveral days. Then they lay the body

on a ſtage, and, kindling a fire under it,

Pierce it with a ſpit and dry it when it

is perfectly dried they cover it with two

ºr three folds of cloth, and, encloſing it

in a little caſe within a cheſt, bury it under

ground. All the fruits and flowers that

they gather within a year after the burial,

they ſcatter on the grave of the deceaſed ;

but ſome bury their dead in a different

manner, covering them firſt with a ſhroud,

then with a mat of woven reeds, and

hanging them on a high tree. Some,

when the fleſh is decayed, waſh the bones,

and keep them dry in a bowl, which they

open on every ſudden emergence, and

fancying themſelves at a conſultation with

the bones, purſue whatever meaſures they

think proper; alledging, that they ačt by

the command of their departed parents

and kinſmen. A widow is obliged to

remain a whole year near the grave of her

huſband, where her family bring her food;

if ſhe die within the year they mourn for

her ; if ſhe live, they carry her back to

her houſe, where all her relations are en

tertained with the uſual feaſt of the Cúci's.

If the deceaſed leave three ſons, the

eldeſt and the youngeſt ſhare all his pro

perty, but the middle ſon takes nothing :

if he have no ſons, his eſtate goes to his

brothers, and if he have no brothers, it

eſcheats to the Chief of the Tribe.

N O T E.

A party of Cúci's viſited the late

Charles Croftes, Eſq. at Jafarabad, in

the ſpring of 1776, and entertained him

with a dance ; they promiſed to return

after their harveſt, and ſeemed much

pleaſed with their reception.

A DESCRIPTI o N of ASA.M. By MO HAMME D C A ZIM.

[Tranſlated from the Perſian by HENRY VANsittART, Esq.".]

[ FRom The SAME. I

A*AM, which lies to the north-eaſt of

Bengal, is divided into two parts by

the river Brahmaputra, that flows from

Khata. The northern portion is called

Uttarcul, and the ſouthern Dacſhincul.

Uttarcul begins at Gowahutty, which is

the boundary of his Majeſty's territorial

effions, and terminates in mountains

habited by a tribe called Meeri Mechmi.

Dachincul'extends from the village Sidea

to the hills of Srinagar. The moſt famous

mountains to the northward of Uttarcul

*thoſe of Duleh and Landah; and to

the ſouthward of Dachincul are thoſe of

Namrup (Câmrup), ſituated four days

journey above Ghergong, to which the

Rājā retreated. There is another chain of

hills, which is inhabited by a tribe called

Nanac, who pay no revenue to the Rājā,

but profeſs allegiance to him, and obey a

few of his orders, but the Zemleh t tribe

are entirely independent cf him, and,

whenever they find an opportunity, plun

der the country contiguous to their moun

tains. Aſam is of an oblong figure : its

length is about zoo ſtandard coſs, and its

breadth, from the northern to the ſouthern

mountains, about eight days journey.—

From Gowahutty to Ghergong are ſeventy

five ſtandard coſs; and from thence it is

* This account of Aſam was tranſlated for the Society, but afterwards printed by the

ºrmed tranſlator as an Appendix to his Aálemgirnámah. It is reprinted here, becauſe bur

Swernment has an intereſt in being as well acquainted as poſſible with all the nations

*dering ºn the Britiſh territories.

t in another copy this tribe are called Dufleh

fifteen
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fifteen days journey to Khoten, which was

the reſidence of Peeran Wiſeh ‘, but is

now called Ava +, and is the capital of

the Rajã of Pegu, who conſiders himſelf

of the poſterity of that famous general.

The firſt five days journey from the

mountains of Camrup, is performed

through foreſts, and over hills, which are

arduous and difficult to paſs. You then

travel eaſtward to Ava through a level

and ſmooth country. To the northward

is the plain of Kharā, that has been before

mentioned as the place from whence the

Brahmaputra iſſues, which is afterwards

fed by ſeveral rivers that flow from the

ſouthern mountains of Aſam. The prin

cipal of theſe is the Dhonec, which has be

fore occurred in this hiſtory. It joins that

broad river at the village Luckeigereh.

Between theſe rivers is an iſland well

inhabited, and in an excellent ſtate of

tillage. It contains a ſpacious, clear, and

pleaſant country, extending to the diſtance

of about fifty coſs. The cultivated tract

is bounded by a thick foreſt, which hºur

bours elephants, and where thoſe animals

may be caught, as well as in four or five

other foreſts of Aſam. If there be occa

fion for them, five or ſix hundred elephants

may be procured in a year. Acroſs the

Dhonec, which is the fide of Ghergong, is

a wide, agreeable, and level country,

which delights the heart of the beholder.

The whole face of it is nailed with po

pulation and tillage; and it lieſents on

<vely ſide charning proſpects of ploughed

fields, h; i veſts, gardeºs, and groves. All

the iſland before deſcribed lies in Dac

thincul. Frºm the vil.age Salagerth to

the city of Ghergoyg is a ſpace of about

fifty coſs, fified with ſuch an uninterruptcid

range gardcºs, pºtif:lly ſtocked with

fruit-trees, that it appears as one garden.

Within them are the houſes of the pea.

fants, and a beautiful aſſeniolage of

coloured and flagrant herbs, and of gar

den and wild “cºvers blowing together.

As the country is overflowed in the rainy

ſeaſon, a high and broad cauſeway has been

raiſed for the convenience of travellers

from Salagerch to Ghergong, which is the

only uncultivated ground that is to be

ſeen. Each fide of this road is planted

with ſhady bamboos, the tops of which

meet and are intertwined. Amongſt the

fruits which this country produces, are

mangoes, plantains, jacks, oranges, ci

trons, limes, pine-apples, and punialeh, a

ſpecies of amleh, which has ſuch an ex

cellent flavour, that every perſon who

taſtes it prefers it to the plum. There are

alſo cocoa-nut trees, pepper-vines, areca

trees, and the Sãdi; I, in great plenty

The ſugar-cane excels in ſoftneſs and

ſweetneſs, and is of three colours, red,

black, and white. There is ginger free

from fibres, and betel vines. The ſtrength

of vegetation and fertility of the ſoil are

ſuch, that whatever ſeed is ſown, or ſlips

planted, they always thrive. The en

virons of Ghergong furniſh finall apricots,

yams, and pomegranates; but as theſe

articles are wild, and not aſſiſted by culti

vation and engraftment, they are very in

different. The principal crop of this

country conſiſts in rice and main $. Adcs

is very ſcarce, and wheat and barley are

never ſown. The ſilks are excellent, and

reſemble thoſe of Cilina; but they manu

facture very few more than are required

for uſe. They are ſucceſsful in embroi

during with flowers, and in weaving vel

vet, and tautbund, which is a ſpecies of

ſilk of which they make tents and ke

nauts ||. Salt is a very precious and

ſcarce commodity. It is found at the

bottom of ſome of the hills, but of a bitter

and pungent qu ſity. A better ſort is in

common uſe, which is extracted from the

plantain tree. The mountains, inhabited

by the tribe called Nanac, produce plenty

of excellent Lignum Alces, which a ſo

cicy of the natives imports every year into

A. - n, and barters icº fait aid grain.--

* According to Khondemir, Pecran Wiſch was one of the nobles of Afraſiab, King of

Tui àn, contemporary with Kºaus, ſecond Prince of the Kianian i)ynaſty. In the Fei hung

Jehangeety and Borhaun Kºrea (two Pe: ſºn dictiºnaries), Peeran is deſcribed as one of the

P. blovan or heroes of Tulan, and general under Afraſiab, the name of whoſe lather was

Wiſeh.

t this is a palpable mºke. Kh-ten lies to the north of Himalaya; and Pīrān viſak,
could rever have ſeen Ava.

1 he sanj is a long aromatic leaf, which has a pungent taſte, and is called in Sanſcrit -

In our botanival books it bears the name of Malabathium, or the Indian Leaf.Tć apatia.

§ Maſh is a ſpecies of ºran, and Ades a kind of pea.

| Kenauts are walls made to ſurround is...is.

t This
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This evil-diſpoſed race of mountaineers

are many degrees removed from the line of

humarity, and are deſtitute of the charac

teriſtical properties of a man. They go

naked from head to foot, and eat dogs,

cats, ſnakes, mice, rats, ants, locuſts, and

ºvery thing of this ſort which they can

find. The hills of Camrup, Sidea, and

Luckeigereh, ſupply a fine ſpecies of Lig

rum Aloes, which ſinks in water. Seve

ral of the mountains contain muſk-deer.

The country of Uttarcul, which is on

porten fide of the Brahmaputra, is in the

the higheſt ſtate of cultivation,and produces

fº of pepper and areca-nuts. It even

paſſes Dacſhincul in population and

tillage; but, as the latter contains a

greater tract of wild foreſts, and places

d'Écult of acceſs, the rulers of Aſām

have choſen to reſide in it for the conve

nience of controul, and have erected in it

the capital of the kingdom. The breadth

of Uttarcul, from the bank of the river to

the foot of the mountains, which is a cold

climate, and contains ſnow, is various,

but is no where leſs than fifteen coſs, nor

more than forty-five coſs. The inhabi

tants of thoſe mountains are ſtrong, have a

rºbuſt and reſpectable appearance, and are

of a middling ſize. Their complexions,

ſke thoſe of the natives of all cold climates,

‘. red and white; and they have alſo

tes and fruits pecular to frigid regions.

Near the fort of Jum Dereh, which is on

tº ſide of Gowahutty, is a chain of moun

thins, called the country of Dereng, all the

inhabitants of which reſemble each other

* appearance, manners,and ſpeech,but are

diſtinguiſhed by the names of their tribes,

and places of reſidence. Several of theſe

hills produce muſk, kataus", bhoat +,

Pºtte, and two ſpecies of horſes, called

$ºnt and tanyans. Gold and ſilver are

Pºured here, as in the whole country of

Aſam, by waſhing the ſand of the rivers.

This, indeed, is one of the ſources of re

*nue. It is ſuppoſed that 12,000 inhabi

ints, and ſome ſay zo, coc, are employed

* this occupation; and it is a regulation,

**teach of theſe perſons ſhall pay a fixed

*enue of a tälä of gold to the Rājā.—

The people of Aſām are n baſe and un

principled nation, and have no fixed reli

gion. They follow no rule but that ef

their own inclinations, and make the ap

probation of their own vicious minds the

teſt of the propriety of their actions. They
do not iſ. any mode of worſhip prac

tiſed either by Heathens or Mohamme

dans; nor do they concur with any of the

known fests which prevail amongſt man

kind. Unlike the Pagans of Hinduſtãn,

they do not reječt vićtuals which have

been dreſſed by Muſelmans; and they ab

ſtain from no fleſh except human. They
even eat animals that have died a natural

death; but, in conſequence of not being

uſed to the taſte of ghee, they have ſuch an

antipathy to this article, that if they diſ.

cover the leaſt ſingll of it in their victuals,
they have no reliſh for them. It is not

their cuſtom to veil their women; for even

the wives of the Rājā do not conceal their

faces from any perſon. The females per

form work in the open air, with their

countenances expoſed, and heads uncover

ed. The men have often four or five

wives each, and publicly buy, ſell, and

change them. hey ſhave their heads,

beards, and whiſkers, and reproach and

admoniſh every perſon who neglects this

ceremony. Their language has not the

leaſt affinity with that of Bengal $. Their

ſtrength and cºurage are apparent in their

looks; but their ferocious manners, and

brutal tempers, are alſo betrayed by their

phyſiognomy. They are ſuperior to moſt

nations in corporal iorce and hardy exer

tions. They are enterprizing, ſavage,

fond of war, vindićtive, treacherous, and

deceitful. The virtues of compaſſion,

kindneſs, friendſhip, fincerity, truth,

honour, good faith, ſhame, and purity of

morals, have been left out of their com

poſition. The ſeeds of tenderneſs and

humanity have not been ſown in the field

of their frames. As they are deſtitute of

the mental garb of manly qualities, they
are alſo deficient in the dreſs of their

bodies. They tie a cloth round their

heads, and another round their loins, and

throw a ſheet upon their ſhoulder; but it

." Kataus is thus deſcribed in the Borhaun Katea : “This word, in the language of Rûm,

** ſea-cow; the tail of which is hung upon the necks of horſes, and on the ſummit of

*ds. Some ſay that it is a cow which lives in the mountains of Khata.” It bere

*the mountain-cow, which ſupplies the tail that is made into chowries, and in Sanſcrit is

*lled Châmara.

f Bhoºt and Peree are two kinds of blanket. -

* This is an error: young Brähmens often come from Aſām to Naciyā for inſtruction,

**ir vulgar dialect is underſtood by the Bengal teachers.
-
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is not cuſtomary in that country to wear

turbans, robes, drawers, or ſhoes. There

are no buildings of brick or ſtone, or with

walls of earth, except the gates of the

city of Ghergong, and ſome of their

idolatrous temples. The rich and poor

conſtrust their habitations of wood, bam

boos, and ſtraw. The Rājā and his

courtiers travel in ſtately litters; but the

opulent and reſpectable perſons among his

ſubtests are carried in lower vehicles called

doclies. Aſam produces neither horſes",

camels, nor aſſes; but thoſe cattle are

ſometimes brought thither from other

countries. The brutal inhabitants, from

a congenial impulſe, are fond of ſeeing and

keeping aſſes; and buy and ſell them at a

high price; but they diſcover the greateſt

ſurpriſe at ſeeing a camel; and are ſo

afraid of a horſe, that if one trooper ſhould

attack a hundred armed Aſamians, they

would all throw down their arms and flee;

or ſhould they not be able to eſcape, they

would ſurrender themſelves priſoners.—

Yet, ſhould one of that deteſtable race en

counter two men of another nation on foot,

he would defeat them.

The ancient inhabitants of this country

are divided into two tribes, the Aſamians

and the Cuitanians. The latter excel the

former in all occupations except war, and

the condućt of hardy enterpriſes, in which

the former are ſuperior. A body-guard

of fix or ſeven thouſand Aſamians, fierce

as demons, of unſhaken courage, and well

provided with warlike arms and accoutre

ments, always 'keep watch near the Rājā's

fitting and ſleeping apartments; theſe are

his loyal and confidential troops and Pa

trole. The martial weapons of this coantry

are the muſket, ſword, ſpear, and arrow.

and bow of bamboo. In their forts and

boats they have alſo plenty of cannon,

zerb:en f. and ramchangee, in the ma

nagement of which they are very expert.

Whenever any of the Rājās, magiſ

trates, or principal men die, they dig a

large cave for the deceaſed, in which they

inter his women, attendants, and ſer

vants, and ſome of the magnificent equi

page and uſeful furniture which he

poſſeſſed in his life-time, ſuch as ele

phants, gold and filver, hädcaſh (large

fans), carpets, clothes, vićtuals, lamps,

with a great deal of oil, and a torch

bearer; for they conſider thoſe articles

as ſtores for a future ſtate. . They after

wards conſtrućt a ſtrong roof over the cave

upon thick timbers. The people of the

army entered fome of the old caves, and

took out of them the value of 90,000 ru

pees, in gold and ſilver. But an extra

ordinary circumſtance is ſaid to have hap

pened, to which the mind of man can

ſcarcely give credit, and the probability

of which is contradićted by daily experi

ence. It is this: All the Nobles came to

the Imperial General, and declared, with

univerſal agreement, that a golden betel

ſtand was found in one of the caves, that

was dug eighty years before, which con

tained betel-leaf quite green and freſh ;

but the authenticity of this ſtory reſts upon

report.

( To be continued.

NEW DiscoverY RESPECTING THE PURIFYING PROPERTY OF

CHARCOAL.

Alºngst other ſingular properties of

‘Charcoal, it has lately been diſcovered by

a gentleman at Peterſburgh, that all ſorts of

glaſs veſſels, and other utenſils, may be puri

fied ſrom long retained ſmells and taints of

every kind, in the eaſieſt and moſt perfeół man

ner. by rinſing them out well with charcoal re

duce to a fine powder, after their groſſer im

punte, have been ſcoured off with ſand and

po-aſh.--That people, whoſe breath ſmells

ſtreng from a ſcorbutic diſpoſition of the

guns, may at any time get perfectly rid of

tº is bad ſmell, by rubbing and waſhing out

the mouth thoroughly with fine charcoal

powder. This ſimple application, at the

ſame time, renders the teeth beautifully

white. And that brown (or otherwiſe

coloured) putrid ſtinking water may be de

prived of its offenſive ſmell, and rendered

tranſparent by means of the ſame ſub

ſtance. Hence he thinks it would be of

uſe for preſerving water ſweet during ſea

voyages, to add about 5lb. of coarſe char

coal powder to every caſk of water; it being

only neceſſary afterwards to ſtrain the water

off when wanted, through a linen bag. See

the laſt Number of the Tranſlation ºf Carll's

Chemical Journal.

* At the Author has aſſerted that two ſpecies of horſes, called goont and tanyani, are pro

duced in Dere; g, we mutt ſuppoſe that this is a different country from Aſam.

# Swivels.
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Effays, Philoſophical, Hiſtorical, and Literary. Vol. II. 8vo, 6s. Dilly.

THE Firſt Volume of theſe Eſſays was

briefly noticed in our Review for No

vember 1789. Of the preſent we ſhall

be more particular in our remarks, as its

contents, or at leaſt the ſubjects, are by

far more intereſting.

The firſt Eſſay in this volume, which is

numbered XXV. is on the hackneyed

Rubject of Immaterialiſm, and, in treating

it, the author, according to his uſual me

thod, ſtates the popular arguments on

each fide of the controverſy, though he

takes ſufficient care to evince his own be

lief to be in favour of the Immaterialiſts.

We are of opinion, that our Eſſayiſt is

more than commonly reprehenſible for

calling the ingenious Mr. Wollaſton a tri

fling writer; and beg leave to tell him,

that that gentleman's treatiſe, entitled,

“The Religion of Nature Delineated,”

contains more originality and ſtrength than

all this writer's, or indeed the generality of

modern eſſays put together.

Our author very particularly, and we

apprehend ſºft. examines and

confutes Mr. Cooper's objections to Im

materialiſm in his late volume of Traćts.

Effay XXVI. is a pretty long one, and

is entitled, “Obſervations on the Reign of

James II.” This, to ſpeak in general

terms, is a judicious view of a very in

portant period in our Engliſh hiſtory.

But, as the author quotes no authorities for

any of his aſſertions, he ought to have been

more cautious than to have hazarded re

fleetions unwarranted by any reſpectable

names. One of theſe is his ſaying, that

the Pretended marriage of King Charles

II. and Mrs. Walters, mother to the unfor

tunate Duke of Monmouth, “ gained

great credit amongſt all ranks}rº, and

was never contradiºed by clear or ſatis

faāory evidence, and fill remains ex

tremelytº." The perſon who

could aſſert this might with equal reaſon

have aſſerted, that the warning-pan ſtory,
Vol. XXI. R.

of famous memory, was equally credible

and reſpeštable. In apologizing for, or

rather extenuating, the conduct of the pro

teſtant diſſenters at that time, the author

lays the blame of indiſcreet addreſfing the

King upon a few ſectaries only; whereas

au,ong the number of addreſſes from non

conformiſts, which we have reckoned to

be 65, it appears that the greateſt majority

were from the moſt eminent diſienting

congregations in England.

Having occaſion to mention the caſe of

Dr. John Sharpe, afterwards Archbiſhop

of York, he calls him “a very popular

F. of thoſe times.” By expreſſing

imſelf in this manner he thews it is his

opinion that the Dočtor's merit was confin

ed to the taſte of that age only ; but it

ſhould be obſerved, becauſe the truth is in

conteſtable, that Dr. Sharpe's Sermons

rank even now in the higheſt ſcale of that

kind of writing, and are good models of

pulpit eloquence. Our author makes

very pertinent and very juſt obſervations

on the caſe of the Seven Biſhops,

which he conſiders as fully againſt Lord

Mansfield's doctrine that juries are only

to be judges of the fact, and not of

the law conneéted with it, becauſe, he ſays,

according to this, the Biſhops ought to have

been convićted, as they had themſelves

confeſſed the fact alledged againſt them.

At the concluſion of this Eſſay the au

thor kindles into enthuſiaſm, and the idea

of expanding liberty almoſt inſpires him

with the ſpirit of prophecy. “What

glorious conſequences,” ſays he, “may not

be expected to unfold themſelves to ages

yet unborn, to worlds that muſt not yet

be found,” from the united efforts of theſe

illuſtrious nations, to diffuſe the bleſlings

of peace and liberty throughout thoſe diſ.

tant and extenſive regions of the globe

which have ſo long been diſturbed and de

ſolated by their inceſlant contentions and

animoſities 1"

Eſſay
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Eſſay XXVII. contains “Animadver.

fions on the Declaration of the laſt ſenti

ments of Pere Le Courayer.”

Our readers, we ſuppoſe, are acquainted

with the name of this excellent divine of

the Gallican Church, who was under the

neceſſity of quitting France in conſequence

of his publiſhing a treatiſe in vindication

of the Engliſh Ordination, and died in

Oćtober 1776, at the age of 95.

A few years previous to his deceaſe, he

put into the hands of the late Princeſs

Amelia, who had long honoured him

with her protection and patronage, a

manuſcript, containing a isſº of his

laſt ſentiments reſpecting religion, written

with great elegance of flyle and vigour of

underſtanding, though iii. under the

preſſure of extreme age and infirmity, and,

to uſe his own words, “dans la vue pro

chaine de mort, et pret a paroitre devant

à Dieu.” Agreeably to the deſire of the

venerable writer, the Princeſs kept the

manuſcript carefully concealed during the

ſhort remainder of his life; and at her

•wn death, bequeathed it, as a mark of

diſtinguiſhed regard, to Dr. Bell, Pre

bendary of Weſtminſter, who, finding

himſelf at length authorized to make it

Public, determined to favour the world

with a ſight of this very remarkable con

feſſion of faith. Our animadverter finds

it to deviate confiderably from the “eſta

bliſhed dogmata of the Romiſh Church,

without its being an abſolute renunciation

of her communion.” We do not, how

ever, coincide with him in this opinion ;

for after a careful peruſal both of the de

claration and theſe animadverſions, we

think its difference from the principles of

the Roman Church to be very little, and

that little of leſs moment. The learned

Father having expreſſed his diſſatisfaction

of that notion. “ſuppoſes the ex

iſtence of three diffiné; natures or ſubſtan

ces whether collateral or ſubordinate, in the

divine eſſence,” furniſhes our Eſſayiſt with

an opinion, that the Father's ſentiments

were directly in uniſon with thoſe of the

ancient Unitarians, and differ little or

nothing from thoſe of the modern Soci

nians. A man muſt, lowever, be greatly

prejudiced in favour of his own notions,

or be a very ſuperficial reader of theology,

or eccleſiaſtical hiſtory, to ſuppoſe, that

a diſlike of certain modes of explaining a

religious myſtery is equivalent to a diſbe

lief of the myſtery itſelf. Many otho

dox chriſtians have been fully as free in

their denſures of ſuch attempts at explain

ing what is not the ſubject of explanation

and curious reſearch but of humble faith

and admiration.—Theworthy Cenfeſſional.

liſt acknowledges his inability to compre

hend either the manner or the uſe of the

reſurrection of the body, and yet receives

it upon ſcripture authority as an undoubt

ed article of the chriſtian faith. Our ani

madverter ſuppoſes that Pere Le Courayer

would not have been involved in any per

plexity on this ſubject, if he had conſider

ed, that “the reſurre&tion of the lady”

does not occur in ſcripture ; and expreſſes

his diſbelief of the doćtrine. We take

the liberty of remarking, that if the Eſſayiſt

had conſidered the ſubječt with proper

attention, he would not have been ſo pe

remptory in his animadverſion. In fact,

there is not a doćtrine more ſtrongly infiſt

ed upon in the New Teſtament than this

of the reſurrečtion of the body or of the

fleſh, which is one and the ſame thing.

Let the reader turn to Romans, viii. 11.

where the reſurrection of Jeſus by the

power of the ſpirit from the dead, is ap

plied by the Apoſtle as a ſure proof that

our mortal bodies [tx Śrºr. cºuztal

ſhall alſo be quickened by the ſame ſpirit.

Conſider alſo z. Cor. v. Io. where the

bodily appearance of all men before the

judgment ſeat of Chriſt is expreſly decla
red. And as this article ſtands ſo clear

in the Scriptures, ſo was it ſtrongly main

tained by all the early writers of the

chriſtian church; to mention one only,

Clemens of Rome, who flouriſhed in the

firſt age, in his 2. Epiſt. ad Corinth. c. 9.

mentions the reſurre&ion of the fleft as an

orthodox article of faith which ſome even

then had ventured to queſtion.

The Eſſayiſtadvances a dangerous dog

ma in the following aſſertion, for which

he had Dr. Prieſtley as his precedent :

“It may be remarked, that as the Apoſtles

were not inſpired with the knowledge of

the facts which they record, neither is it

reaſonable to ſuppoſe that their obſerva

tions and reaſonings upon theſe facts were

dictated by divine inſpiration. And if in

any inſtance their arguments appear to us

weak, or their inferences inconcluſive, the

truth of the religion which they taught, is

nº more affected by any occaſional errors

of this nature than by any inaccuracies
or inadvertencies in their hiſtorical rela

tions.”. This is exceedingly fallacious;

for if the apoſtles were not inſpired with

the kuowledge of the facts recorded by

them, then Luke and Mark, who were not

immediately the diſciples of Jeſus Chriſt,

as they received theirinformation at ſecond

hand, it is poſſible might be deceived;

conſequently, little dependenc, is to be put

upon thoſe things which they relate :
whi

*.

*

*

º
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which the other Evangeliſts take no notice.

Beſides, if they and the authors of the

Epiſtles were fallible, their doćtrinal wri

tings can never be conſidered as binding

the faith of chriſtians; becauſe every one

who finds his particular evil way or

opinion condemned by an apoſtolical rule

or precept will directly impeach the ſa

tred author's authority in that particular

inſtance, or queſtion the truth of his

being inſpired at the time of his delivering

it; thus the whole or the major part of

the New Teſtament will be ...ft., wa

rious men, in compliance with their own

humours, as weak, unauthoritative, and

:3ive in argument.

The Eſſayiſt animadverts with ſucceſs

and ſmartreis upon ſome of the venerable

Father's opinions, particularly with reſpect

to the indefe&tibility of the Church, but

On others he betrays much weakneſs, and

tinces, indeed, the little prejudices of a

arian ſpirit.

Eſſay XXVIII. is “On Eccleſiaſtical

Ekabliſhments.” Our author ſtates this

relebrated controverſy with clearneſs and

Preciſion; and upon that part of it which

. whether ſuch eſtabliſhments are ne

ceſſary diſcovers himſelf to be on the affir

mitive ſide. But in anſwer to that delicate

queſtion, “How far is that eſtabliſhment of

Idigion which exiſts in our own age and

Country calculated to promote the general

intereſts of truth ...} virtue " he is not

ſo favourable. He acknowledges, that

"the Engliſh Liturgy is in its general

future 3.3 radical principles founded on

the baſis of the pureſt morality, and the

moſt rational and ſublime devotion ;” but

with reſpect to its “ſpeculative dogmata

(as he chuſes to call them) as exhibited in

the Creeds and Articles of the Church,”

condemns them as “incredible in

themſelves, and oppoſite to all our natu

nlideas of restitude and juſtice.” Now,

who can reconcile the former compliment

with the latter cenſure? If this is juſt, that

muſt be impertinent; becauſe if the funda

mental doćtrines of this church are of ſuch

*mabſurdand unjuſt nature, then, by conſe

nce, the morality that is built upon

*h Principles cannot be pure, nor can

devotion excited by them be rational

*! ſublime. If theſe doćtrines are op

fºr to reditude and juſtice, ſurely they

ºut countenance deceit and diſhoneſty.

Upºn the whole, we were much more diſ

Pºaled with the ridiculous prefatory com

Pºnent than with the hackneyed and un

ſ ºbjections to our liturgy that follow
it.

From the airy regions of metaphyſics,

and the wrangling ſchools of theology,

our Eſſayiſt takes his courſe into the

buſy buſtle of politics. His next Eſſay

is entitled “Conſiderations on the Govern

ment of India.” We are here preſented

with an analyſis of each of the famous

bills for the government of India, the

unſucceſsful, one by Mr. Fox, and

that which has been carried into effect,

and again improved, by Mr. Pitt. The

former our author condemns as chimerical,

but the latter he confiders as dangerous to

the liberty of the people by encreaſing the

influence of the Crown. At the cloſe of

this Eſſay he is tranſported into a fit of

dreadful apprehenſion on the ſubject of

the regal. He ventures to pro

poſe one method of preventing the danger

to be apprehended from the preſent India

j and that is, *. a certain

}...". of the Supreme Council of

ndia ſhould be choſen from the Court of

Directors for the time being. Though

we are not actuated by any ſuch fears as

the Eſſayiſt, yet we think his propoſed

regulation in this inſtance highly reaſona

ble and juſt.

Eſſay XXX. has for its title “ Obſerva

tions on the Cenſtitutional Eſtabliſhment

of a Regency.” We are of opinion, that

notwithſtanding the principal circumſtance

which occaſioned this Eſſay has for a con

ſiderable time ceaſed to engage the con

fideration of the public, yet that thoſe who

are qualified and have leiſure and taſte to

purſue the diſquiſition of ſuch ſubječts are

to be commended for ſo doing. In the

cool monent when party heat and the vio

lence of contending politics have ſubſided,

the conſiderate perſon can view the ſubječt

of diſpute without confuſion, and form a

judgment without the hazard of raſhneſs.

Our preſent obſerver conſiders the late ex

traordinary circumſtances of the nation

with much attention, and examines the

precedents which our annals attord with

care; and his conſequent reaſonings againſt

the parliament's right of aſſuming the pre

rogative of appointing a regency in caſe of

the King's incapacity, are ſtrong and ſub

tle. They do, however, militate with

amazing force againſt the legality of his

favourite Revolution of 1688. This he is

ſenſible of, and therefore, after acknow

ledging that the means employed in

effecting that event were, doubtleis, irre

gular, he makes the following only

(but by no means a ſufficient) apology

for them, “ that the end in that particular

inſtance not only juſtified the means, but

£ 4 converted
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converted them into ačts of the moſt he

roic virtue.” According to this doćtrine,

the notion of a fixed Conſtitution of go

vernment muſt be abſurd ; for whenever

any breach or alteration is to be adopted

by a prevalent party, they have only to

lead, that “though the means are irregu

º: yet the end converts them into acts

of the moſt heroic virtue;” thus our

Engliſh Conſtitution depends upon the po

litical caprices of the time being, and not

upon ſtatutes made and provided,. &c.

Our conſideration of the remainder of

the contents of this volume muſt be de

ferred to our next Magazine.

Intereſting Anecdotes of Henry IV. of France, &c. &c. 2 Vols. Small 8vo, 6s,

Debrett,

IN an advertiſement prefixed, the Editor

obſerves, “that Henry IV. will be better

known in the portrait given by this work,

than in the moſt voluminous and elabo

rate hiſtory; the man, the hero, the King,

the father of his people, will appear in

every page; and, perhaps, this method
of exhibiting him hath the merit of de

arting little from the model left us by

lutarch, for writing the lives of illuſtri

ous men, and rendering them preſent to

our view.”

The following Select ANecdotes

will enable our readers to determine on the

degree of juſtice with which the Compiler

has thus charaćterized his own Work :

This Prince, notwithſtanding his weak

meſs for the ſex, had, nevertheleſs, ſuf

ficient force to reſiſt all the allurements

held out to him by the Queen mother.

One day that Princeſs, accompanied by

the moſt beautiful women of her Court,

aſked Henry what was his deſire? The

King anſwered, looking round upon the

ſwarm of beauties that encompaſſed him ;

There is nothing here, Madam, that I de

fire; wiſhing to make her underſtand

that her cunning had not ſucceeded.—

Perefixe.
*:::::::::::

Some days after, that Princeſs, accom

anied by the ſame ladies, was preſſing

#. to make ſome overture. Madam,

ſaid he, there is here no overtureforme—

Hiſtoire de France, Matthieu.

The city of Chartres had embraced the

puty of the League; Henry IV. beſieged
it in 1591; but two aſſaults made with

loſs had diſguſted the King with the en

ter rize, who being urged by the Chan

cellor to make a ūji attempt, replied

with an angry air, Go do it yourſelf, then ;

I am not uſed to ſell the blood%"Nobili

ty ſo dear. Some days after, the beſieged

capitulated; and when he was on the

point of making his public entry into the

town, he was ſtopped by a deputation of

the inhabitants. The Magiſtrate who

was ſpokeſman, made him a long and

[To be continued.]

tireſome harangue; he be with

ſaying, That he acknowledged that the

city was ſubjećt to his Majeſty, by the

Divine law, and by the Roman law. The

conqueror, out of patience, cried, urging

his horſe forward, And you may add too,

by the cannon law.—Hiſtoire de France

du Pere de Chalons.

>r:-:::::::::::::::::::::

As the faithful ſervants of this Prince

were repreſenting to him, that his too

great clemency to his enemies might prove

prejudicial to him, he returned them this

anſwer, which diſplays all the goodneſs of

his heart; “If you, and all thoſe who

hold this language, were daily to ſay your

Pater Noffer with fincerity, you would

not talk to me in this manner. As for me,

I acknowledge that all my vićtories were

owing to God, who extends his mercy to

me in many reſpe&ts, although 1 am utter

ly unworthy of it. As he forgives me, ſo

would I forgive others, and, forgetting

the faults of my people, be ſtill more cle:
ment and more merciful to them than

have been. If there be any who have

been overlooked, it is ſufficient for mº

that they are ſenſible of their own miſ

doings: ſo let me hear no more about

them.”—journal de l'Etoile.

--------------------------

When he was entreated to take more

care of his perſon than he had done, and

not to go ſo often alone or ill-attended, he

anſwered, “Fear ought never to find ad

miſſion into a royal breaſt. The man who

dreads death. make no attempt upon

me: the man who deſpiſes life will always

be maſter of mine, though I were encom

paſſed with a hoſt of guards. I recom

mend myſelf to God when I riſe and when

I lie down; I am in his hands; and,

after all, the tenor of my life is ſuch, as

to leave me no juſt cauſe for diſtruſt; it

belongs only to tyrants, to live in Per

petual terror.”—Perefixe.

In a future number we may perhaps en
tertain our readers with ſome farther ex

tracts from theſe lively and amuſing

volumes. T
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The Life of Samuel Johnſon, LL.D. Comprehending an Account of his Studies and

numerous Works,in chronological Order; a Series of his Epiſtolary Correſpondence

and Converſations with many Eminent Perſons; and various Original Pieces of his

Compoſition, never before publiſhed. The whole exhibiting a View of Literature

and Literary Men in Great Britain, for near half a Century, during which he

flouriſhed. By James Boswell, Eſq. 2 Vols. 4to. 21. 2s. Dilly,

( Continued from Wol. XX. Page 374. )

To ſele& the moſt prominent and ſtrik

ing features in the life of Dr. John

ſon, ſuch as ſhould exhibit not only the

chara&er of the author, but the diſpoſi

tion of the man, has been the firſt ja

of our former reviews of this highly en

tertaining work; and we have, in this

courſe, already proceeded to the beginning

of the year 1767, when this extraordinary

genius had attained the age of fifty-ſeven

years; at which period there happened cne

of the moſt remarkable incidents of his

iſ: an incident, ſays his Biographer,

which gratified his monarchical enthuſi

aſm, and which he loved to relate, with

all its circumſtances, when requeſted by

his friends. This was, his. honoured

by Aprivate converſation with his Majeſty

in the Liolary at the Queen's houſe. The
circumſtances of this interview are thus

ſºlated by Mr. Boſwell:—It ſeems that

Johnſon had frequented the library, b

means of the friendſhip of Mr. Barnard,

the Librarian, who took care that he

ſhould have every eaſe and convenience

while indulging his literary taſte in that

i. and his Majeſty having been in

ormed of his occaſional viſits, was pleaſed

to fignify a define that he ſhould be told

º Dr. Jolinion came next to the

“Accordingly, the next time that

Fº did come, as ſoon as he was

tly engaged with a book, on which,

while he ſat by the fire, he ſeemed quite

intent, Mr. Barnard ſtole round to the

*Partment where the King was, and, in

obedience to his Majeſty's commands,

mentioned that Dr. Johnſon was them in

the Library. His Majeſty ſaid he was at

lºſure, and would go to him; upon which

• Barnard took one of the candles that

**d on the King's table, and lighted his

Majeſty through a ſuite of rooms, till

came to a private door into the

Hºrary, of which his Majeſty had the

*7. Being entered, Mr. Barnard ſtepped

fºrwardii to Dr. Johnſon, who was

fill in aºd ſtudy, and whiſpered

him, “Sir, here is the King.” Johnſon

“d up, and ſtood ſtill. His Majeſty

*Pºonched him, and at once was courte

ouſly eaſy,

“His Majeſty began by obſerving,
that heºtº: to

the Library; and then, mentioning his

having heard that the Doctor had been

lately at Oxford, aſked him, if he was not

fond of going thither. To which John

ſon anſwered, that he was indeed fond of

going to Oxford ſometimes, but was like

wiſe glad to come back again. The

King then aſked him what they were do

ing at Oxford. Johnſon anſwered, he

could not much commend their diligence,

but that in ſome reſpects they were mend

ed, for they had put their preſs under

better regulations, and were at that time

printing Polybius. He was then aſked

whether there were better Libraries at Ox

ford or Cambridge. He anſwered, he be

lieved the Bodleian was larger than any

they had at Cambridge; at the ſame time

adding, “I hope, whether we have more

books or not than they have at Cam

bridge, we ſhall make as good uſe of

them as they do.” Being aſked whether

All-Souls or Chriſt-Church Library was

the largeſt, he anſwered, “All-Souls Li

brary is the largeſt we have, except the

Bodleian.” “Aye (ſaid the King), that

is the public Library."

“ His Majeſty enquired if he was then

writing any thing. He anſwered, he was

not, for he had pretty well told the world

what he knew, and muſt now read to ac

uire more knowledge. The King, as it

j ſeem with a view to urge him to rely

on his own ſtores as an original writer, and

to continue his labours, then ſaid, “I do

not think you borrow much from any

body.” Johnſon ſaid, he thought he had

already done his part as a writer. “I ſhould

have thought ſo too (ſaid the King), if

you had not written ſo well.”—Johnſon

obſerved to me, upon this, that no man

could have paid a handſomer compliment;

and it was fit for a King to pay. It was

deciſive.” ... When aſked by another

friend, at Sir Joſhua Reynolds's, whe

ther he made any reply to this high com

pliment, he anſwered, “ No, Sir, when

the King had ſaid it, it was to be ſo. It

was not for me to bandy civilities with

my ſovereign.” Perhaps no man who had.

ſpent his whole life in courts could have

ſhewn a more mice and dignified ſenſe of

true politeneſs than Johnſon did in this

inſtance.

“His Majeſty having obſerved to him
that
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that he ſuppoſed he muſt have read a grea:

dea!; Johnſon anſwered, that he thought

more than he read j that he had read a

great deal in the cally part of his life, but

having fallen into ill health, he had not

been able to read much, compared with

others : for inſtance, he ſaid, he had not

read much compared with Dr. Warbur

ton. Upon which the King ſaid, that

he heard Dr. Warburton was a man of

ſuch general knowledge, that you could

ſcarce talk with him on any ſubjećt on

which he was not qualified to ſpeak; and

that his learning reſembled Garrick's

acting, in its univerſality. His Majeſty

then talked of the controverſy between

Warburton and Lowth, which he ſeemed

to have read, and aſked Johnſon, what he

thought clit. Johnſon anſwered, “War

burton has moſt general, moſt ſcholaſtick

learning ; Lowth is the more correót

ſcholar. I do not know which of them

calls names beſt.” The King was pleaſ

ed to ſav he was of the ſame opinion;

adding, “You do not think then, Dr.

Johnſon, that there was much argument

in the caſe.” Johnſon ſaid, he did not

think there was. “Why truly (ſaid the

King), when once it comes to calling

names, argument is pretty well at an

end.”

“His Majeſty then aſked him, what he

thought of Lord Lyttelton's H.ſtory,

which was then juſt publiſhed. Johnſon

ſaid, he thought his ſtyle pretty good, but

that he had blamed Henry the Second rather

re, much. “Why (ſaid the King), they

ſeidom do theſe things by halves.” “No,

Sil (anſwered Johnſon), not to Kings.”

But fearing to be miſunderſtood he pro

ceeded to explain himſelf; and imme

diately ſubjoined, “that for thoſe who

ſpoke worſe of Kings than they deſerved,

he could find no excuſe, but that he could

more eaſily conceive how ſome might ſpeak

better of them than they deſerved, without

an; iii intention ; for as Kings had much

in their power to give, thoſe who were

favoºred by them would frequently, from

g, atitude, ex 'gg, late their praiſes; and as

this proceeded from a good motive, it

was certainly excuitable, as far as error

could be excuſtable.”

“ The King then aſked him, what he

thea, it cf. Dr. Hº!. Johnſon anſwured,

ºt he was an ingºnious man, but had

to cracity; and a mediately mentioned,

as an inſtance vi it, an aſlertion of that

witc., that he had ſeen objects magnified

to a much greater degree by uſing three

or tºur microſcopes at a time, than by uſing

cre. “New (added Johnſon), every one

|

acquainted with microſcopes knows, that

the more of them he looks through, the

leſs the object will appear.” “Why

(replied the King), this is not only tell

ing an untruth, but telling it clumſily ;

for, if that be the caſe, every one who

can look through a microſcope will be

able to detect him.” -

“I now (ſaid Johnſon to his friends,

when relating what had paſſed) began to

confider that I was depreciating this man

in the eſtimation of his ſovereign, and

thought it was time for me to ſay ſome

thing that might be more favourable.”

He added, therefore, that Dr. Hill was,

notwithſtanding, a very curiotis obſerver;

and if he would have been contented to

tell the world no more than lie knew, he

might have been a very confiderable man,

and needed not to have recourſe to ſuch

mean expedients to raiſe his reputation.

“The Ring then talked of literary

journals,mentioned particularly theJournal

des Sgavans, and aſk; d. Johnſon if it was

well dome. Johnſon ſaid it was formerly

very well done, and gave ſome account

of the perſons who began it and carried

it on for ſome years; enlarging at

the ſame time on the nature and uſe

of ſuch works. The King aſked him,

if it was well done now. Johnſon an

ſwered, he had no reaſon to think

that it was. The King then aſked him, if

there were any other literary journals pub

liſhed in this kingdom,except the Monthly

and Critical Reviews; and on being

anſwered there were no other, his Maj ſty

aſked which of them was the beſt: John

ſon antwered, that the Monthly Review

was done with moſt care, the Critical

upon the beſt principles; adding, that the

authors of the Monthly Review were eme

mies to the Church. This the King ſaid

he was ſorry to hear.

“The converſation next turned on the

Philoſophical Tranſactions, when John

ſon obſerved, that they had now a

better method of arranging their mate

rials than formerly. “ #. (ſaid the

King), they are obliged to Dr. Johnſon

for that ;” for his Majeſty had heard and

remembered the circumſtance, which John

(on himſelf had forgot.

“His Majeſty cxpreſſed a deſire to have

the literary biography of this country ably

executed, and propoſed to Dr. Johnſon to

undertake it. Johnſon ſignified his readi

neſs to comply with his Majeſty's wiſhes.

“During the whole of this interview,

Johnſon talked to his Majeſty with pro

found reſpect, but ſtill in his firm manly

manner, with a ſonorous voice, and never
º
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in that ſubdued tone which is commonly

uſed at the Levee and in the Drawing

room. After the King withdrew, John

ſon ſhewed himſelfºr. with his

Majeſty's converſation and gracious beha

viour. He ſaid to Mr. Barnard, “Sir,

they may talk of the King as *;
will; but he is the fineſt gentleman

have ever ſeen.” And he afterwards ob

ſerved to Mr. Langton, “Sir, his man

ners are thoſe of as fine a gentleman as

we may ſuppoſe Lewis the Fourteenth or

Charles the Second *.” -

From this period Johnſon ſeems to have

employed himſelf in the company and con

verſation of his private friends, until the

year 1771, when he publiſhed the celebrated

political pamphlet entitled “Falkland's

Iſlands,” and again reſigned himſelf to the

pleaſures of private life. “During theſe en

joyments 1 dined with him,” ſays Mr.

Boſwell, “on Monday 6th April 1772, at

Sir Alexander Macdonald's, where was a

young officer in the regimentals of the

Scots Royal, who talked with a vivacity,

fluency, and preciſion ſo uncommon, that

he attracted particular attention. He

proved to be the Honourable Thomas

Erſkine, youngeſt brother to the Earl of

Buchan, who has ſince riſen into ſuch

briſhant reputation at the bar in Welt

minuter-hali. After a detail of ſome con

weriation reſpešting the comparative merits
of Fielding and Richardſon, and the vice

of gaming, Sacred Hiſtory, appears to

have been mentioned. Mr. Erſkine

feemed to object to the paſſage in Scrip

ture where we are told, that the angel of

the Lord ſmote in one night forty thou

and Aſſyrians. “Sir” ſaid Johnſon,

• you ſhould recollect that there was a

ſupernatural interpoſition; they were de

aroyed by peſtilence. You are not to

ſuppoſe that the angel of the Lord went
about and ſtabbed each of them with a

dagger, or knocked them on the head man

by man.” During the three ſucceſſive

years of his life, Dr. Johnſon made an

excurſion into Wales, a tour to the He

brides, and a journey to Paris, and on his

return paid a viſit, in the beginning of

the year 1776, to the Univerſity of Oxford,

all of which Mr. Boſwell has detailed with

an extraordinary degree of ingenuity ;

but of theſe, and the ſtill more lively re

lation of the interview and converſation.

which paſſed between Dr. Johnſon and

Mr. Wilkes, we can only lament that the

limits of our Review prevent us from ex

tracting them. The ſcene of pleaſure,

however, was at length interrupted by the

anxieties he felt from the ſituation into

which unthinking extravagance had

plunged his unfortunate friend Dr. Dodd,

whoſe ſpeech to the Recorder of London,

when ſentence of death was about to Ue

pronounced upon him,and,“TheConvicts

Addreſs to his unhappy Brethren,” a ſer

non delivered in Newgate, and alſo a

ſupplicatory letter to the King, implor

ing the Royal clemency, he wrote. The

melancholy ideas with which the ſad ca

taſtrophe of this unhappy man's life filled

the mind of Johnſon, were in ſome de

glee relieved by a viſit which he made in

the year 1777 to Dr. Taylor, of Aſh

bourn in Derbyſhire, where he had the

pleaſure to meet his friend Mr. Boſwell;

and among the many converſations re

corded to have paſſed at this place, we

ſhall ſelect the following, as it ſeems to

contain traits peculiar to the characters

both of Johnſon and his Biographer.

* We entered ſeriouſly,” ſays Mr. Boſ

well, “upon a queſtion of much importance

to me, which Johnſon was pleaſed to conſi

“ - The particularsof this converſation I have been at great pains to collest with the utmoſt,

authenticity, from Dr. Johnſon's own detail to myſelf; from Mr. Langton, who was preſent

when be gave an account of it to Dr. Joſeph Warton, and ſeveral other friends, at Sir

Joſhua Reynolds's ; from Mr. Barnard; from the copy of a letter written by the late Mr.

itraban the printer to Biſhop Warburton; and from a minute, the original of which is among

the papers of the late Sir James Caldwell, and a copy of which was moſt obligingly obtained

for me from his ſon Sir John Caldwell, by Sir Francis Lumm. To all theſe gentlemen I beg

leave to make my grateful acknowledgements, and particularly to Sir Francis Lumm, who

was pleaſed to take a great deal of trouble, and even had the minute laid before the King

by Lord Caermarthen, now Duke of Leeds, one of his Majeſty's Principal Secretaries of

state, who announced to Sir Francis the Royal pleaſure concerning it by letter, in theſe

words: “I have the King's commands to aſſure you, Sir, how ſenſible his Majeſty is of your

attention in communicating the minute of the converſation previous to its publication. As

there appears no objection to your complying with Mr. Boſwell's wiſhes on the ſubječt, you

are at full liberty to deliver it to that gentleman, to make ſuch uſe of in his Life of Dr.

Jºhaſon as be may thiak proper.” t

der
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der with friendly attention. 1 had long

complained to him that I felt myſelf diſcon

tented in Scotland, as too narrow aº:
and that I wiſhed to makemy chief reſidence

in London, the great ſcene of ambition,

inſtrućtion, and amuſement a ſcene,

which was to me, comparatively ſpeaking,

a heaven upon earth. Johnſon. “Why,

Sir, I never knew any one who had ſuch

a guſt for London as you have ; and I

cannot blame you for your wiſh to live

there: yet, Sir, were I in your father's

place, I ſhould not conſent to your ſet
tling there; for I have the old feudal

notions, and I ſhould be afraid that Au

chinleck would be deſerted, as you would

ſoon find it more deſirable to have a

country ſeat in a better climate. I own,

however, that to confider it as a duty to

reſide on a family eſtate is a prejudice :

for we muſt confider, that working people

get employment equally, and the produce

of land is ſold equally, whether a great

family reſides at home or not; and if
the rents of an eſtate be caired to Lon

don, they return again in the circulation.

of commerce; nay, Sir, we muſt perhaps

allow, that carrying the rents to a diſ

tance is a good, becauſe it contributes to

that circulation. We muſt, however,

allow, that a well-regulatedº family

may improve a neighbourhood in civility

and elegance, and give an example of

ood order, virtue, and piety; and ſo

its reſidence at home may be of much ad

vantage. But if a great family be diſ

orderly and vicious, its reſidence at home

is very pernicious to a neighbourhood.
There is not now the ſame inducement

to live in the country as formerly ; the

pleaſures of ſocial life are much better en

joyed in town ; and there is no longer

in the country that power and influence

in proprietors of land which they had in

old times, and which made the country

ſo agreeable to them. The Laird of

Auchinleck now is not near ſo great a

man as the Laird of Auchinleck was a

hundred years ago.”

“I told him, that one of my anceſtors

never went from home without being at

tended by thirty men on horſeback.

Johnſon's ſhrewdneſs and ſpirit of enquiry

were exerted upon every occaſion. “Pray

(ſaid he) how did your anceſtor ſupport

his thirty men and thirty horſes, when

he went at a diſtance from home, in an

age when there was hardly any money

in circulation ?” I ſuggeſted the ſame

difficulty to a friend, who mentioned

Douglas's going to the Holy Land with a

numerous train of followers. “ Douglas

could, no doubt, maintain followers

enough while living upon his own lands,

the produce of which ſupplied them with

food, but he could not carry that food to

the Holy Land ; and as there was no

commerce by which he could be ſupplied

with money, how could he maintain them

in foreign countries 2"

“I ſuggeſted a doubt, that if I were to

reſide in London, the exquiſite zeſt with

which I reliſhed it in occaſional viſits

might go off, and I might grow tired of

it. Johnſon. “Why, Sir, you find no

man, at all intellećtual, who is willing

to leave London. No, Sir, when a man

is tired of London, he is tired of life,

for there is in London all that life can

afford.”

** To obviate his a prehenſion, that by

ſettling in London º might deſert the

ſeat of my anceſtors, I aſſured him that I

had old feudal principles to a degree of

enthuſiaſm, and that I felt all the dulcedo

of the natale ſºlum. I reminded him,

that the Laird of Auchinleck had an

elegant houſe, in front of which he could

ride ten miles forward upon his own ter

ritories, upon which he had upwards of

ſix hundred people attached to him; that

the family ſeat was rich in natural ro

mantic beauties of rock, wood, and

water; and that, in my “morn of life,”

I had appropriated the fineſt deſcriptions

in the ancient Claſſics to certain ſcenes

there, which were thus aſſociated in m

mind. That when all this wasº,

H ſhould certainly paſs a part of the year at

home, and enjoy it the more from va

riety, and from bringing with me a ſhare

of the intelle&tual ſtores of the metropolis.

He liſtened to all this, and kindl

“hoped it might be as I now ſuppoſed.”

“He ſaid, “A country gentleman ſhould

bring his lady to viſit London as ſoon as

he can, that they may have agreeable

topics for converſation when they are by
themſelves.”

“As I meditated trying my fortune in

Weſtminſter Hall, our converſation turned

º the profeſſion of the law in En

gland. Johnſon. “You muſt not in

dulge too ſanguine hopes, ſhould you be

called to our bar. , I was told, by a very

ſenſible lawyer, that there are a great

many chaices againſt any man's ſucceſs

in the profeſſion of the law ; the candi

dates are ſo numerous, and thoſe who

get large praćtice ſo few. He ſaid, it

was by no means true, that a man of

good parts and application is ſure of hav

ing
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$ng buſineſs ; though he indeed allowed,

that if ſuch a man could but appear in a

few cauſes, his merit would be known,

and he would get forward; but that the

great riſk was, that a man might.paſs

half a life-time in the Courts, and never

have an opportunity of ſhewing his abi

lities.”

( To be continued. A

The Hiſtory of Derby, from the Remote Ages of Antiquity to the Year 1791. Deſcrib

ing its Situation, Air, Soil, Water, Streets, Buildings, and Government, with the

illuſtrious Families which have inherited its Honours. Alſo the Eccleſiaſtical Hiſtory,

the Trade, Amuſements, Remarkable Occurrences, the Eminent Men, with the ad

jacent Seats of the Gentry.

avo. 7s. Robinſons.

WITHour the local knowledge which

ſometimes confers a value on books of

this kind when they poſſeſs ſcarce any

other merit, we have attended this en

tertaining author in his tour through his

native town with a conſiderable degree of

ſatisfaction. He has communicated his

infermation without the dryneſs of a mere

Antiquary, and he has enlivened his work

with obſervations which may be uſeful

beyond the confines of the place which

his given birth to them.

“Two requiſites,” ſays our author,

“form an hiſtorian; to convey all which

ought to be conveyed, and that in a plea

fing manner. How far I have ſucceeded

in both, muſt be left to the reader. The

firſt confifts in the aſſiduity in colle&ting

materials; in this I have not been defec

tive; alſo in ſelecting them with judge

ment; and the ſecond is more the gift of

nature than the acquirement of art.”

“I took up the pen at that period in

which moſt writers lay it down. I may

be ſaid to have ſet off upon my hiſtorical

purſuits from the vale of years, at a time

when every declining year, like every

minute of a declining ſun, tells five.”

Though a native of Derby, Mr. Hutton

appears to have no obligations to it.

“No one,” ſays he, “ever wrote a hiſtory

ºf the place, though it has long merited one.

I therefore tread that ground where was

firſt caſt my ſevere lot, where at an early

age I was attacked with moſt of the ills

attendant upon human life, without the

Power either of reſiſtance or retreat.”

Again, ſpeaking of the Silk Mills, he ob

ſerves, “Some have earneſtly wiſhed to

£e this fingular piece of mechaniſm, but

I have ſincerely wiſhed I never had. I

havelamented, that while almoſt every man

in the world was born out of Derby, it

ſhould be my unhappy lot to be born in.

To this curious but wretched place I was

bound apprentice for ſeven years, which I

always conſidered the moſt unhappy of

my life; theſe I faithfully ſerved, which

was equalled by no other in my time,

Vol. XXI.
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exºept a worthy brother, then my com

panion in diſtreſs, and now my intelligent
friend. It is therefore no wonder if I

am perfectly acquainted with every move

ment in that ſuperb work. My parents,

through mere neceſſity, put me to labour

before mature had made me able. Low as

the engines were, I was too ſhort to reach

them. To remedy this defect, a pair of

high pattens were fabricated and laſhed to

my feet, which I dragged after me till

time lengthened my ſtature. The con

finement and the labour were no burthen, “

but the ſeverity was intolerable, the marks

of which I yet carry, and ſhall carry

to the grave. The inadvertencies of an

infant, committed without deſign, can

never merit the extreme of harſh treatment.

A love of power is predominant in every

creature, a love to puniſh is often attendant

upon that power. Theman whoº:
in puniſhment is more likely to inflićt it,

than the offender to deſerve it. He who

feels for another will not torture from .

choice. A merciful judge puniſhes with

regret, a tyrant with pleaſure. He who

mourns over the chaſtiſement he muſt in

flićt, will endeavour to reduce it; he who

rejoices, will augment it. One diſplays a

great, the other a little mind. Hoiſted

upon the back of Bryan Barker, a giant

approaching ſeven feet, was like being

hoiſted to the top of a precipice, when

the wicked inſtrument of afflićtion was

wielded with pleaſure; but, alas I it was

only a pleaſure to one ſide.—It was again

my unhappy lot, at the cloſe of this ſer

vitude, to be bound apprentice to a ſtock

ing maker, for a ſecond ſeven years; ſo

that, like Jacob, I ſerved two apprentice

ſhips, but was not, like him, rewarded

with wealth or beauty. The time ſpent

at the Silk Mill is not included in the

laſt fifty years.” Our readers will be

concerned to hear that our author was one

of thoſe whoſe property ſuffered in the late

horrible riots at Birmingham.

In going through this volume we have

obſerved ſome ſlips, and ſome emier;
F t
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It is not certain that Dr. Linacre was a

native of Derby ; and we wonder to find

no mention of Johnſon, who kept an Inn

in this town, and was the firſt perſon who

exhibited feats with two and three horſes

in publick. We ſhall extract the follow

ing account of Topham, the famous

ſtrong man, adding to it his cataſtrophe,

which Mr. Hutton may perhaps chuſe to

ſubjoin in a new edition.

“We learn from private accounts, well

atteſted, that Thomas Topham, a man

who kept a public-houſe at Iſlington,

performed ſurprizing feats of ſtrength ;

as breaking a broomſtick of the firſt

magnitude by ſtriking it againſt his bare

arm, lifting two hogſheads of water,

heaving his horſe over the turnpike

§ate,º the beam of a houſe as a

ſoldier his firelock, &c. But however Be

iief might ſtagger, ſhe ſoon recovered

herſelf when this ſecond Sampſon appear

ed at Derby as a performer in public, at

a ſhilling each. Upon application to Al

derman Cooper for leave to exhibit, the

magiſtrate was ſurprized at the feats he

propoſed, and as his appearance was like

what of other men, he requeſted him to

ſtrip, that he might examine whether he

was made like them; but he was found

to be extremely muſcular. What were

hollows under the arms and hams of

ethers, were filled up with ligaments in

him.

“. He appeared near five feet ten, turn

sd of thirty, well made, but nothing ſingu

lar; he walked with a ſmall limp. He

had formerly laid a wager, the uſual de

cider of diſputes, that three horſes could

not draw him from a poſt which he ſhould

slaſp with his feet; but the driver giving

them a ſudden laſh, turned them aſide, and

the unexpected jerk had broke his thigh.

“The performances of this wonderful

man, inº were united the ſtrength of

twelve, were, rolling up a pewter diſh of

feven pounds as a man rolls up a ſheet

of paper; holding a pewter quart at arms

length, and ſqueezing the ſides together

like an egg ſhell ; ſifting two hundred

weight with his little finger, and moving

it gently over his head. The bodies he

touched ſeemed to have loſt their powers of

gravitation. He alſo broke a rope faſten

ed to the floor, that would ſuſtain twenty

hundred weight; lifted an oak table ſix

feet long with his teeth, though half a

hundred weight was hung to the extre

mity; a piece of leather was fixed to one end

for his teeth to hold, two of the feet ſtood

upon his knees, and he raiſed the end with

the weight higher than that in his mouth.

He took Mr. Chambers, Vicar of All

Saints, who weighed 27 ſtone, and raiſed

him with one hand. His head being laid on

one chair and his feet on another, four

people (14 ſtone each) ſat upon his body,

which he heaved at pleaſure. He ſtruck a

round bar of iron, one inch diameter,

againſt his naked arm, and at one ſtroke

bent it like a bow. Weakneſs and feeling

ſeemed fled together.

“Beinga maſter of muſick, he entertain

ed the company with Mad Tom. I heard

him ſing a ſolo to the organ in St. War

burgh's church, then the only one in Der

by; but though he might perform with

judgement, yet the voice, more terrible than

ſweet, ſcarcely ſeemed human. Though of a

Pacific temper, and with the appearance of
aF., yet he was liable to the inſults

of the rude. The oſtler at the Virgin's

Inn, where he reſided, having given him

diſguſt, he took onc of the kitchen ſpits

from the mantel-piece, and bent it round

his neck like a handkerchief; but as he

did not chuſe to tuck the ends in the

oſtler's boſom, the cumbrous ornament

excited the laugh of the company till he

condeſcended to untie his iron cravat.

Had he not abounded with goodnature,

the men might have been in fear for the

ſafety of their perſons, and the women for

that of their pewter ſhelves, as he could

inſtantly roll up both. One blow with

his fiſt would for ever have ſilenced thoſe

heroes of the Bear-garden; Johnſon and
Mendoza.”

At the time of his death, which happen

ed 10th Auguſt 1749, he kept a public

houſe in Hog-lane Shoreditch. ſº

two days before a quarrel with his wife, he

ſtabbed her in the breaſt, and immediate

ly gave himſelf ſeveral wounds which

proved fatal to him. His wife, however,

1ecovered.

The Slave Trade Indiſpenſable: In Anſwer to the Speeches of William Wilberforce, Eſq.

By a Weſt India Merchant.

WHATEVER may be ſaid by ſpecu

lative men concerning the original

equality and the natural rights of mankind,

diſtinction of rank and ſituation ariſes out

* Luman nature, and redounds to humaa

Debrett, 1791.

happineſs. Were it poſſible to form *

republic on the abſtracted model of ideal

equality, that equality could not be latt

ing. The ſtreams that fill and form *

arcat laks or arm of the ſea, may #:
lci
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their level, and preſerve an appearance of

tranquility for an hour or a day; but

winds and ſtorms ariſe, which agitate the

aggregate maſs, and diverſify the face of

the troubled ocean. So it is with human

ſkitty. In the moſt primitive govern.

ments, men are conſidered, in point of

nnk, as entirel equal. But invaſions

femabroad, and injuries done at home,

all forth the virtues of courage andjuſtice

into public exertion, and the Hero, the

lºgiſitor, and the Judge, attracts the gra

titude, the eſteem, and the reverence of

his countrymen. That ſacred ſhade of

juſt admiration which accompanies the

benefiğtors of mankind during their life,

**xtended, in the imaginations and hearts

ºf men, to their poſterity. They are em

bººed with a warm and fond predilećtion;

*nd, all other circumſtances being equal, or

but rearly equal, the ſon of the gºod and

Fuly great man, even in the rudeſt tribes,

arries the votes over the deſcendant of the

*diſtinguiſhed barbarian. As ſociety

*ances towards civilization, the advan.

*ge of regular government and heredita

ºf ſucceſſion to various rights, immuni

**, and offices, over tumultuary elec

tions, and ſudden and tranſient deciſions,

omes more and more apparent. Divers

*ders, or claſſes, or caſtes of men are form

*', and the moral world is beautifully and

eficially varied by that waving line,

*ich winding horizontally, or riſing and

filling along mountains and vallies, va

*gates the whole aſpea of external na-.
ºurs. Different ſtations are thus allotted

* different people. A ſenſe of honour

*imates the man of high birth to honour

* atchievements; the hope of diſ.

excites the plebeian to good and

gºt 4&tions; the convulſions incident

*.democracy are controlled; and the fa

ºf government, on which depends all

* gives comfort, elegance, and dignity

*ś, is conſolidated and ſtrengthened.
At the ſummit of this ſcale we find the

Eaſtern deſpot and the arbitrary Emperor.

* has out-topped and uſurped all the

*titutional powers of the aged and de
ilitated ſtate; at the lower extremity, the

*k ſlave, whoſe free agency is bound.

*by a very narrow circle, and who, in

*all his actions, is governed by the
*l of a maſter. Theſe extremes are

*; accounted political evils, but they

**ils interwoven with the courſe of

:*knce, in the preſent imperfeót ſtate

º' things; and which, like other evils,

*Portions of a ſyſtem which tends ul

*ly to general good. Nor are they
his that are wholly without natural reme

dies; neither is arbitrary power without

reſtraint, nor a ſtate of Havery wholly

without conſolation. As the deſpot is

not above fear, ſo neither is the ſlave be

low hope. As juſt and mild government

alone ſecures the life and the throne of

the monarch, ſo good behaviour on the

part of the ſlave ſecures the protećtion

and conciliates the favour of his maſter.

Such in fact, if we examine the hiſ

tory of paſt and of preſent times, we
ſhall inf the great plan, according to

which the Almighty Ruler has hitherto

governed the world. Inſtead therefore

of wholly ſubverting monarchy, or abo

liſhing ſlavery, it is the part of wiſe and

the duty of good men to co-operate in

the plan of Providence; to temperate

the authority of abſolute monarchs by

knowledge, ſentiment, manners, and the

opportune introdućtion of ſalutary cuſ

tons and laws, and to ſoften the condition

and raiſe the charaćter with the views of the

flave, by the exerciſe of Humanity and

Juſtice. Political improvement abſurdly
ſacrifices the end to the means when it in

volves confuſion and convulſion. The

ſtate phyſician muſt uſe alteratives, not

draſtic cathartics, nor a violent letting of
blood. - .

Theſe ſentiments on the ſubject of per

ſonal bondage are in uniſon with thoſe

of the Weſt India Merchant's Treatiſe on

the Slave Trade now before us ; the

ſum and ſpirit of which is happily ſet forth

in his title-page by thefollowing motto from

Cato Major : Cum fueris famulos propries

mercatus in uſus, utſervos dicas; homines

tamen eſſe memento.—“If you havepurcha

ſed ſervants for your private accommoda

tion, confider them as ſervants, but re

member ſtill that they are men.”

Our author having expreſſed his entire

and hearty acquieſcence in certain reſolu

tions of the planters, merchants, and

others intereſted in the Weſt Indies, de

clares his conviction that “many matters

are ſtill wanting to impreſs on the minds

of the people of this country the neceſ

ſity of the Negro trade.”—Among nine

teen poſitions which he lays down, and

proves and illuſtrates where he deems

proofs and illuſtrations neceſſary, we find

the following, which appear to us to have

great weight, and to call for the moſt ſe

rious conſideration of the Britiſh Legiſla

ture–That the negroes are much happier

in the Weſt Indies than they were in their

own country—That it is abſurd to ſuppoſe

that the proprietors in the ſugar colonies

have not an equal right to be protećted in

their property, with the ſubječts of Great

F 2 Britain, ,
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Britain, in a trade hitherto ſo univerſally

approved and encouraged—That if the

planters were diſpoſſeſſed of their proper

ty, it would be abſolutely contrary to the

alth of all charters and ačts of parliament

granted for the protećtion of the colonies,

and for the general benefit of this country

—That a capital of ſeventy millions ſter

ling has been laid out by the planters in the

Weſt Indies; of which a very large part

is owing to the numerous creditors of

both the planters and merchants—That

this great capital lays the foundation of an

extenſive commerce to this country, in

which the landholders, the manufacturers,

the ſhip-builders, many important bran

cnes.#. and navigation, and the de

fence of theſe kingdoms, are eſſentially

concerned-That it is imprašticable to

cultivate the lands in the Weſt II, dies by

any other ſort of people than the negroes

—That there is a neceſſity of a yearly

importation of negroes, as the births are

very inadequate to keep up the number

indiſpenſably neceſſary–That the Weſt

India and African trade is a nurſery for

ſtamen, &c. &c. -

This writer, in a ſtyle proper, perſpicu

ous, unaffested, and manly, and that con

veys the preciſe ſentiment and emotion to

be expreſſed, preſſes his adverſaries with

undeniable fasts, and concluſions drawn

rom the eſſential principles of human na

ture; all tending to demonſtrate, that the

abolition of the ſlave trade in the preſent

circumſtances of Great Britain and the

world, would be ruin to thouſands and

hundreds of thouſands of individuals,

a violation of public faith, and particu

larly an inconſiſtency in the avowed prin

ciples of thep. Miniſter; an ačt of

monſtrous inſanity in reſpect of finance or

public revenue, and to the Africans them

ſelves, not humanity, but cruelty. He is

well acquainted with the ſacred ſcriptures,

many a text of which he brings to bear on

Wilberforce, Clarkſon, and others, with

great felicity. º

:*::::::::::: ::::::

ANEcDoTEs of THE AUTHOR.

This treatiſe is aſcribed to Mr. INNEs,

a Weſt India merchant of great reſpecta

bility of character as well as affluence of

fortune. Mr. Innes repreſents a branch

of the very ancient family of the Innes's,

originally of Daniſh, or, more F.".
of Norwegian extraction, but planted in

the 9th century in the North of Scotland.

He was for ſeveral parliaments a member

of the Britiſh Houſe of Commons, and at

one period, when Sir John, Cuſt was the

Speaker, he was one of the Commoners

who carried up their addreſs to the throne

on the occaſion of the peace concluded

with France and Spain in 1763. Mr.

Innes is now one of the oldeſt, if not the

oldeſt merchant in London. Yet he ſtill

retains all the faculties of his mind in full

vigour; as indeed ſufficiently appears

from the publication of which we have

juſt given an account. May he long en

joy the mens ſana in corpore ſano

An Hiſtorical Diſquiſition concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients had of India i

and the Progreſs of Trade with that Country prior to the Diſcove of the Paſſage

to it by the Cape of Good Hope. With an Appendix, containing Obſervations

on the Civil Policy, the Laws and Judicial Proceedings, the Arts, the Sciences,

and Religious Inſtitutions of the Indians. By William Robertſon, D. D. F. R. S.

&c. 4to. 16s. Boards. Cadell.

EVERY elucidation of the hiſtory of

imankind in very remote ages muſt,

in the opinion of the judicious critic, by

conſidered as a valuable addition to the

general ſtock of uſeful literature, which

of late years, has continued increaſing

in Great Britain to a degree unprecedent

ed in former times. To the ſpeculative

and the learned reader, it will be needleſs

to produce a catalogue of modern Engliſh

books in ſupport of this obſervation; and

the public at large are only to be remind

ed of the former labours of the accurate

and induſtrious author of the preſent elabo

rate work, and of a few more publica

tions of the ſame claſs, to be convinced

that the Britiſh preſs has been ſingularly

diſtinguiſhed within our own time for

produćtions of the firſt importance to the

general improvement, and to the advance

ment of the great intereſts and of the

Proſperity of ſociety.
For inſtance, the voyages and travels of

men of letters, who ſet out with well:

informed minds, and who, from a liberal
cducation, have acquired the habit of di

getting, and arranging in proper order,

the various materials they colléét in the

different countries they viſit, and of de

corating them with elegant diction, ar:

undoubtedly well adapted to the general

improvement of the human underſtanding ;

and ſuch are the works of Brydone,

Moore, Coxe, and many others of late

date. -

with reſpca to the great intereſts ºf
- - - ſociety,
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foºtty, a more extenſive ſcene opens to

our view; for as the advancement of trade

and navigation ſeems to have fixed the

Feneral attention of all the nations of

urope, and to have turned the current

of politics into that channel, every ſpe

ties of hiſtorical information which tends

to promote the means of cularging the com

hierce, and thereby of increaſing the

wealth, which is conſidered as the real

Proſperity of ſtates and empires, will be

received with pleaſure, and ſtudied

with avidity. And with works of this

thſ; we may be ſaid at preſent to

abound.

The celebrated and much-lamented

Captain Cook takes the lead of Britiſh

Navigators ſent out for the expreſs pur

Poſt of exploring unknown countries,
in order to make new ſettlements, and

open freſh ſources of commerce. Dixon,

White, Meares, and others of later date,

have contributed their ſhare to the ſame

ſyſtem of commercial inveſtigation; and

new branches of profitable traffic have

been actually eſtabliſhed in conſequence

of their diſcoveries and communications

to the public. Yet all the objects in

tended to be, or that can be compriſed

in them, fall far ſhort of the commercial

intercourſe and conneétions which we have

been augmenting and conſolidating from

time to time in India, at an immenſe ex

Pence, independent of other circumſtances

which make humanity ſhudder. How

valuable then muſt that Diſquiſition be,

which by connecting the ancient with the

mºdern commercial hiſtory of India, and

confirming, on the ſtrength of the beſt

authorities, the following propoſition,

That the commerce withi. in the moſt

ſtant ages, from different countries of

Europe, and under very great diſadvan

tages, always was, and now is, “the

"moſt conſiderable and the moſt lucrative

of any branch of trade” to every nation

capable of carrying it on to any conſider

i. degree—enables us to form a correčt

judgement of the preſent ſtate of the com

hierce of Great Britain with that remote

tountry.

The long-eſtabliſhed reputation of Dr.

Robertſon as a faithful and accurate Hiſ

torian, combined with his well-known

indefatigable aſſiduity, give additional force

to the inveſtigation of a ſubject of ſuch

magnitude, and we may ſafely give cre

it to the following ſatisfactory declara

tion in the Preface :

“Fully aware of the diſadvantage

under which I laboured in undertaking

to deſcribe countries of which I had not

my local knowledge, I haye been at the

ſo peculiar

utmoſt pains to guard againſt any errors

which this might occaſion. I have con

ſulted, with perſevering induſtry, the works

of all the authors I could procure, who

have given any account of India; I have

never formed any decided opinion, which

was not ſupported by reſpectable autho

rity ; and as I have the gºod fortune to

reckon among the number of my friends,

ſome gentlemen who have filled important

ſtations, civil and military, in India, and

who have viſited many parts of it, I had

recourſe frequently to them, and from

their converſation learned things, which I

could not have found in books.”—With

ſimilar candour our author acknowledges

his deficiency with reſpect to the mathe

matical knowledge requiſite to give an

accurate idea of the imperfection both of

the theory and practice cf. navigation

among the Ancients, and to explain with

ſcientific preciſion the manner in which

they aſcertained the poſition of places,

and calculated their Longitude and Lati.

tude. What he wanted, Mr. Playfair, Pro

feſſºr of Mathematics, has ſupplied; and

. his aſſiſtance he has been enabled to

elucidate all the points he has mentioned,

in a manner which he is confident will

afford complete ſatisfaction to his readers.

To him, likewiſe, he owns himſelf indebt

ed for the conſtruction of two Maps me

ceſſary for illuſtrating the Diſquiſition.

We will now proceed to the methodical

arrangement of the ſubjećt. It is very

properly divided into four Sečtions, being

the beſt calculated to keep the grand arras
diſtinét. -

Section I. enquires into and deter

mines the intercourſe with India, from

the earlieſt, times until the conqueſt of
Egypt by the Romans.

Section II. contains the intercourſe

with India, from the eſtabliſhment of the

Roman dominion in Egypt to the conqueſt

of that kingdom by the Mahomedans.

Section III. includes the intercourſe

with that country, from the conqueſt of

Egypt by the Mahomedans to the diſ

cºvery of the paſſage by the Cape of Good

Hope, and the eſtabliſhment of the Por.

tugueſe dominion in the Eaſt.

Section IV. contains general Ob

ſervations, Notes, Illuſtrations.

An Appendix, and Notes to that Ap

Pendix, occupy the remainder of the

work. They are thus detached from

the hiſtorical narrative; a plan which

the Doctor has conſtantly purſued in

his other works; but which is not

to himſelf as he ſeems

to imagine : both before and after

him, other Hiſtorians have adopted it

with
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with equal ſucceſs, with reſpeã to pre

ciſion.

The firſt Se&tion will be the ſubjećt

of our preſent Review, and the others

finali follow in order, until the whole is

diſtinétly analyſed, and its colle&tive

merits candidly reported.

The ſecond page of the Diſquiſition

impreſſes the mind with one of thoſe true

iſins which cannot be too often repeated,

and which, if duly attended to, would pre

ſerve both the dignity and the purity of

hiſtory. “If weº our enquiries con

serning any point beyond the aera where

written hiſtory commences, we enter upon

the reign of conječture, of fable, and of

uncertainty. Upon that ground I will

neither venture myſelf, nor endeavour to

condućt others.” But let us be permitted

to remind this truly celebrated hiſtorian,

that there are reſpeštable men, men of

great abilities, and even devout men, who

will not give him credit for the antecedent

propoſition, p. 1. “ The books of

Moſes are the moſt ancient and only genu

ine records of what paſſed in the early ages

of the world.” Å. they may be apt

to conſider him as having entered into

the reign of fable, and perhaps of one

of the fineſt Eaſtern fables or allegories that

ever was compoſed. They may likewiſe take

the liberty to cenſure the ſaid propoſition,

as a departure from one line of his prefa

tory declaration—“That he will form no

decided opinion which is not ſupported by

reſpe&table authority ;" and alk, whāt

, authority is to be found upon earth, to

ſupport i. decided opinion concerning the

books of Moſes 2

The more general opinion, we imagine,

will be deciſive in favour of Herodotus as

the earlieſt ancient hiſtorian on whom

unprejudiced reſearchers into ſuch remote

tranſA&tions as the firſt operations of corn

merce can rely. But before we arrive at

the era where his hiſtory commences, Dr.

Robertſon gives his readers forhe informa

tion from the books of Geneſis, and of

Kings in the Bible, with Hypotheſes

founded thereon, which muſt not be paſſed

over without particular notice.

that “the original ſtation allotted to man

by his Creator, was in the mild and fertile

regions of the Eaſt. There the human

race began its career of improvement i

and from the remains of Sciences which

were anciently cultivated, as well as of

Arts which were anciently exerciſed in

India, we may conclude it to be one of

the firſt countries in which men made any

conſiderable progreſs in that career.

wiſdom of the Eaſt was . celebrated,

y

He aſſerts,

The

and its productions were early in requeſt

among diſtant nations. The intercourſe,

however, between different countries was

carried on at firſt entirely by land. As

the people of the Eaſt appear ſoon to have
acquired complete dominion over the uſe

ful animals, they could early undertake

the long and toilſome journies which it

was neceſſary to make, in order to main

tain this intercourſe; and by the provident

bounty of Heaven, they were furniſhed

with a beaſt of burden, without whoſe aid

it would have been impoſſible to accompliſh

them. . The Camel by its perſevering

ſtrength, by its moderation in the uſe of

food, and the fingularity of its internal

ſtrušture, which enables, it to lay in a

ſtock of water ſufficient for ſeveral days,

put it in their power to convey º:
commodities through thoſe deſerts whic

muſt be traverſed by all who travel from

any of the countries weſt of the Euphrates

towards India.”

[To be continued.]

A Treatiſe upon the Laws of England now in Force for the Recovery of Debt,

pointing out the many Abuſes of them, together with a Plan for adminiſtering

more ſpeedy and equitable Juſtice to Creditors and Debtors. By John Prujean, Eſq.

of Gray's Inn. 8vo. 3s. 6d. Sold by J. Sewell, Cornhill.

THIS Treatiſe, although written with a

great deal of modeſty, is not without

great merit in its compilation. The Author

feems perfectly maſter of his ſubject, and

we fincerely wiſh his hints may be attend

ed to by every Member of both Houſes of

Parliament. The Plan he has briefly

laid down, ſeems well calculated to re

move and anſwer thoſe objections which

have been made to various crude and un

digeſted attempts heretofore offered for the

conſideration of Parliament. We have no

doubt therefore, that as his hints merit, ſº

they will be honoured with the attention and

notice of Mr. Grey, and the other Mem

bers of the Legiſlature who have ſo hu

manely engaged in the benevolentºf:
to relieve the ſorrowful ſighing ºf tº

priſoners {

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE publication of Mr. Boſwell's Life Savage and the enormities of his ſcartº

of Dr. Johnſon having again brought human mother, it may afford your reada's

into uotice the misfortunes of Richard ſome ſatisfaction to know the follow "5

anted tº
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autºlotes relative to the birth of that

unhappy man, extraćted from the Earl of

Macclesfield's Caſe, printed, as it ſeems,

for the uſe of the Houſe of Lords. By

this performance, which now lies before

me, it will appear that Dr. Johnſon was

not accurate when he ſtated that this aban

doned woman had made a public confeſſion

of her adultery, as the moſt expeditious

method of obtaining her liberty. On the

•ontrary, ſhe appears to have reſiſted the

divorce by every artifice which could be

deviſed, and had, in the cauſe inſtituted in

the Commons, even the audacity to ſwear

that ſhe was a perſon of a ſober and vir

tuous life and converſation.

After detailing the circumſtances of

the birth of an illegitimate daughter in

1695, with the evidence on that head,

the Caſe proceeds as follows :

“This is but the ſubſtance of the proof

ºf the Counteſs's having had a daughter.

It is no leſs clear that this was not ſufficient

warning to her, but ſhe ventured for a

ſon to inherit the Earl's eſtate and honour,

though not of his getting; and accordingly

had one.

“Dinah Alſop, who lived with her as

maid or woman, ſwears, That ſhe was

a ſecond time with child; and though as

much care was uſed to conceal this as the

former, it came to open light, and gave

ºccaſion for the more particular enquiring

into the firit.

“This was not ſo concealed, but no--

tice camp to the Earl of her being with

•hild. About the latter end of November

1696, he ſent one into the country to en

deavour to ſee in what condition the Coun

teſs was ; he not finding her at her mo

ther's, went to her"#. the lady

Brownlow, who ſeemed much ſurprized, and

sembled at a letter only importing an en

Wºry after lady Macclesfield; but declar

td ſhe did not know where her ſiſter was,

but ſhould be in London next morning.

“Soon after her coming to town, the

Earl twice applied himſelf to her, as be

fºreobſerved; made all the enquiry he could

to find where the Counteſs was, but heard

nothing tih after her having a ſecond

*hild, of which, as it will appear, ſhe was

delivered in January 1696-7, by the

name of Madam Smith, in Fox Court in

Holborn.

“Mr. Buſbridge, aſſiſtant to Dr.

ningham's Curate for St. Andrew's,

Holborn, and John Smith, the Sexton,

ſwear, that on the 18th of January a

child was chriſtened in Fox Court. The

Clerk proves that the child was entered

by the name of Richard, the ſon of John

Smith, and by the privacy he ſuppoſed

the child to be a by-blow or baſtard.

“Mary Pegles ſwears, that on a Tueſ.

day after the 16th of January, from the

houſe of Mrs. Pheaſant (who went by

the name of Lee) in Fox Court ſhe took

a male child, whoſe mother was called Ma

dam Smith. But it will appear, that as

Mrs. Pheaſant was the perſon who went

by the name of Lee, Madam Smith was

the Counteſs of Macclesfield.

“Mrs. Wright a midwife ſwears, tint

about two months before January. Mrs.

Pheaſant deſired her to deliver a gentlewo

man, privately married, and told her it

was agreed upon that ſhe ſhould take a

houſe by the name of Lee, and the gen

tlewoman was to be as her lodger. That

about three or four days before the zoth of

January ſhe was ſent for, to go to Mrs.

Pheaſant by the name of Lee, and ac

cordingly went to her houſe in Fox Court,

near Brock Street, in Holborn; that

about fix in the morning ſhe delivered a

entlewoman of a male child, Mrs.

heaſant, one Mrs. Matthews, and one

Sarah a ſervant, being preſent. That ſhe

did not ſee the party's face, nor did in

three viſits after ; and remembers, by re

collecting circumſtances, that Sarah Red

head was the ſervant preſent atthe delivery.

“Sarah Redhead confirms what is .

ſworn by Mrs. Wright, and adds, that

the gentlewoman ſo delivered went by the

name of Madam Smith; that the lady was

Jelivered on a Saturday, and the Monday

following the child was chriſtened by the

name of Richard, there being then in the

houſe a certain gentleman, the Miniſter,

Clerk, and a gentleman *, who often uſed

to come at night and ſtay till twelve with the

gentlewoman who was brought-to-bed;

ſays, ſhe is well aſſured ſhe ſhould know

the gentlewoman if ſhe ſaw her again,

and makes a particular deſcription of her

Perſon ; and that Mrs. Pheaſant uſed to

whiſper a crony of her’s, that the gentle

woman was a perſon of quality, and the

child, if a boy, would be a great heir.

“Mrs. Stileman the elder ſwears,

That in Oétober 1696, a lady in a maſk

came to Mrs. Pheaſant at her houſe in the

* This ſeems to have been the Earl of Rivers himſelf, who according to Dr. Johnſon

** godfather, and gave the child his own name, which was by his direction inſerted in the

*ther of St. Andrew's pariſh in Holborn. Mr. Boſwell, by a miſtake, ſuppoſes Dr.

Jºhnſºn to have meant that he gave him the name of Savagy, whereas it is evident

i. intended the baptiſmal name of Richard, which was the ſame as that of Lord

Weſ.

Old
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old Bailey, which Mrs. Pheaſant de

clared was the ſame ſhe ſaw delivered in

ueen Street, Piccadilly ; that the lady de

clared ſhe was with child again, giving

her ten ſhillings, and ordered her to take a

private houſe for her; that ſhe was a per

ſon of worth. That on the 23d of Octo

her ſhe the ſaid Mrs. Stileman, at Mrs.

Pheaſant's deſire, took a houſe in Fox Court,

and received a quarter's rent beforehand

of her. That in January 1696-7, ſhe

went often to that houſe to one Sarah Red

head; and that Mrs. Pheaſant told her that

the lady who had been delivered in Queen

street, was brought-to-bed there on Satur

day the 16th of January. She ſwears, that
Mrs. Pheaſant told her, that b Dinah,

who uſed to conie with the lady in the

maſk, had betrayed her, that otherwiſe ſhe

ſhould have had 10ol. and 1 ol, a year

during life. -

* Mrs. Stileman jun. ſwears, ſhe was

infermed by Mrs. Pheaſant, that the lady

who was delivered in Fox Court by Mrs.

Wright was the ſame whom ſhe had at

tended at her lying-in in Queen_Street,

and whoſe§ was buried at Chelſea.

That about the beginning of April 1697,

while Mrs. Pheaſant lived at her mother's,

there came thither the Lord Macclesfield,

Lady Charlotte Orby, Lady Gerard, and

Mrs. Dinah, whom ſhe knew to be the

ſame who uſed to come to Mrs. Pheaſant

with the maſked lady; upon which, about

four or five the next morning Mrs. Phea

fant went from her lodgings without giving

any notice.
* Mrs. Pheaſant ſwears, that about a

fortnight after Michaelmas 1696, the gen

tlewoman who had been delivered of a

female child in Queen Street, came to her

at Mrs. Štileman's in the Old Bailey, and

told her, ſhe was again with child, and

aſked her to leave her buſineſs to be with

her. That a fortnight after, a houſe was

taken for her by the name of Lee in Fox

Court; that about the 6th or 7th of

November, the gentlewoman came and -

lodged there; that ſhe ſaw the lady, who

then went by the name of Smith, brought

to-bed the 16th of January of a male

child ; that there was preſent Mrs.

Wright a midwife, a nurſe of her acquain

tance, and Sarah Redhead. That the

Monday following the child was chriſtened

by the name of Richard. That about

three weeks after ſhe went back to Mrs.

Stileman's, where they told her the Earl

of Macclesfield had been to enquire for

her; that being ſurprized at it ſhe went

back to the gentlewoman at Fox Court,

whom ſhe informed of that matter; upon

which ſhe burſt out in theſe words: “I am

that unfortunate woman the Lady Maccles

field;” and the ſameday the lady being in

great concern removed from her lodg

ings in Fox Court, for fear ſhe ſhould be

found by Lord Macclesfield, with whom

ſhe ſaid ſhe had not lived for ten years;

but ſaid ſhe was adviſed by her friends, if

ſhe were found, to give out that Lord

Macclesfield met with her and carried her

to a Tavern, where he lay with her and

had a child by her.”

Such is the evidence ſtated in this Caſe;

from which it is demonſtrable, that the

Earl had every thing to fear from the pro

fligacy of the woman whoſe children, ac

cording to the then legal opinion, muſt

have been looked upon as fits from the

common preſumption till contrary proof,

in that they were born within the

four ſeas. This circumſtance, which is

mentioned in the Caſe, together with the

evidence produced of Lady Macclesfield's

looſe life, ſeems to have influenced the

Parliament to grant a divorce, which, as

far as the intereſts of the unfortunate ſou

of an abandoned mother were concerned,

can hardly be reconciled to the principles

of Juſtice.

I am, &c.

G. H.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

IN looking over lately the Tenth Volume

of your very excellent Work, I paid

particular attention to a Letterin defence of

the Church of Scotland againſt the reflec

tions of Dr. Johnſon, written by a Scotch

clergyman *; and as I am poſitive there

arg ſome confiderable miſtakes or miſre

preſentations contained in it, I wiſh you.

even at this diſtant period, to favour my

expoſureof them with a place in your next

Magazine.

The Letter-writer, after obſerving that

Dr. Johnſon had “never once hinted at

objection to the doćtrinal part of Preſby

- -

* Page 334.

terianiſin,
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terianiſm, accounts for it in the following

remarkable manner, that the “ Dočtor

knew the doćtrinal part of Preſbyterianiſm

was the ſame with his beloved Church of

England.” If the Letter-writer meant that

the Church of England and her fifter of

Scotland hold doctrines in common, no

one can object to the tº uth of the aſſertion;

but if he means (and I underſtand him in

this ſenſe), that the Engliſh and Scotch

articles of faith are entirely the ſame, I

take upon me to deny it. It is well

known that the Scotch Church receive the

confeſſion of Faith with the two catechiſms

compoſed by the Aſſembly of Divines at

Weſtminſter in 1646, in which the doc

Hines of abſolute election and reprobation,

irreſiſtible grace, imputation of Chriſt's

righteouſneſs, final perſeverance, and the

aſurance of ſalvation, are ſtrongly main

tained, even in the utmoſt rigour of the

fºrms.

charge theſe doćtrines upon the Anglican

Church; the ſeventeenth article of which

is the only one that bears any affinity to

what is called Calviniſm, and yet in that

article (of which ſo much has been ſaid,

and ſo little underſtood) not a word is to

be found either expreſsly or by implication

in favour of the horrible dogma of repro

*atiºn. And with reſpect to the ſtate of

believers, our Church does not warrant

them to look for an aſſurance of grace re

trived, or ſalvation to be obtained, but

ºnly encourages them to believe in hope.

To fill from the chrifian courſe after re

Pentance and converſion is maintained as

Poſible in ſeveral parts of our liturgy, and

Particularly in the burial office.

Too many perſons have been led away

with the notion, that the doctrinal part of

ºur Church is Calviniſtic ; but the truth is,

bears leſs reſemblance to Calvin's plat

than to any other branch of the Re

ºmation. In the purification of this

Church the grand attention of thereformers

"as paid to the ancient liturgies ; and as

tº the articles of religion, they are almoſt a

tranſcript from the confeſſion of the faith

“the Church of Augſburgh, of which the

Pºcus, moderate, and learned Philip Me

*thon was the principal if not the ſole

songpiler.

But to return to the Scotch"clergyman :
he thinks “ Dr. Johnſon's averſion to

Jºhn Knox would have been greatly mi;

*śated, if he had known that Knox was

nºt a Preſbyterian, but, what he in reality

Yº an Epiſcopalian, as were alſo all the

Aſ reformers in Scotland.” He farther

ºves, that John Knox compiled a

*śy, which he and his follower, uſed. .

Vol. XXI.

No one, however, can juſtly

I have that opinion of Qr. Johnſon, as to
believe that his ſentiments of Knox did

not reſult from a batted of Preſbyterianiſm,

but from a full acquaintance with that re

former's wretched character. Hiſtory had,

no doubt, convinced the good Doctor, that

Knox was a man to whom neither religion,

literature, nor good manners owe any re

ſpect. That he was epiſcopally ordained

is a truth; and this was alſo the caſe of the

greateſt number of the puritan teachers in

that age. This, however, does not prove

that he was a friend to Epiſcopacy; we

have rather good evidences to the contrary.

Keith, the Author of The Hiſtory of the

Reformation in Scotland, obſerves, that

“, ſo intoxicated was the principal director

of our Reformation [i. e. Knox] with the

extravagancies he had ſeen in foreign parts

[i. e. meaning the Calviniſtic rude

moſſes abroad] that (contrary to the good

advice given him) unleſs he got every

thing plucked up that had been before, he

could never ſuffer himſelf to be perſuaded

but that popery was ſtill regnant in the

land. And unleſs prince and peers, prieſts

and people would accommodate themſelves

to his devout imaginations (as he owns

ſome of his new-fangled ſchemes were de

nominated), there was not any ſafety for

them at all.” The man who was ačtuated

by this daemon could not, one ſhould ſup

poſe, be any great friend to epiſcopacy

nor to monarchy: in fact, order itſelf was

to him an abomination. What the De

fender ſays of the Church government of

Scotland after the Reformation, that it was

Epiſcopalian, is true; but it is no leſs true,

that this form was obnoxious to the re

formers themſelves, againſt whoſe wiſh it

was preſerved by the nobility, who conſi

dered it as of very eſſential importance to

their intereſt as well as to that of monarchy.

Thoſe reformers, however, tranſmitted a

ſpirit of animoſity againſt Epiſcopacy

down to their poſterity which at length ri

pened, particularly in the reign of Charles

the Firſt, into the moſt violent outrages

againſt cathedrals, and every miniſter of

the Epiſcopal order. Their perſecutions of

the Epiſcopalians were alſo cxtremely fe

vere in the reign of William the Third,

who from private motives was induced to

procure the abolition of Epiſcopacy in Scot

land, and the eſtabliſhment of Preſbyte

rianiſm. Dr. John Cockburn a very

learned and pious clergyman of the Scotch

Epiſcopal Church, in his volume of Ser

mons printed 1697, complains with chriſ

tian earneſtneſs of the Preſbyterians them

got into power thus: “I would adviſe

thoſe to whom the preſent times ſecºn a

G little
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little more favourable, I mean our Bre

thren of the Preſbyterian party, whom I

call Brethren, though their uſage and

treatment of us have ſhewed them enemies,

feeing they have overthrown the Church,

and treated her biſhops and prieſts with

contumely and reproach, I ſay, I would

adviſe them not to be over-vain and con

fident, for they know not what a day may

bring forth.” P. 473.

It is notoriouſly known, that the Epiſ

copalian clergy of Scotland continued to

ſuffer very ſeverely during the whole of

King William's reign fºom thoſe who had

obtained the poſeſion of their inheritance:

and when the Engliſh Parliament, in Queen

Anne's reign, thought proper to inter fore

in their behalf by pºſing an act of Tole

ration, the Scotch Preſbyterians, and

eſpecially their miniſters, were ſtrenuous

and vehement in their oppoſition to the

meaſure. 61becºttes and Samaritans were

the beſt names they could beſtow upon

their Epiſcopal brethren, and they ſeemed

full willing to treat them as enemies to the

Lord'ſ Houſe, and whoſe total extirpation

would be a pious ſervice done to the Scot

tiſh Zion.

As a further evidence of the charity of

the Scotch Preſbyterians let it be remem

bered, that when in 1732 certain mem

bers of that Church, in order to preſerve,

as they pretended, the pure Preſbyterial

order from the corruptions heaping upon

it, ſeceded from the National Church,

mutual excommunications or Church cen

fures paſſed between them. And again,

when this aſſociate Preſbytery or the Se

ceders differed among themſelves and di

vided into two branches in 1745, they alſo

mutually exchanged the ſame kind of cha

ritable civilities to each other. Since

therefore theſe things are fo, let not the

Church of England be any longer repre

ſented by our Scotch brethren as an un

charitable and perſecuting Church. As to

any perſecutions which the Scotch Preſby

terians ever received from the Epiſcopa

lians, I am at a loſs to know when they

happened or by whom encouraged. In

the height of party diſcords on civil ac

counts, indeed, exceſſes were committed

on both ſides, but as to any deliberate

perſecuticn while the Epiſcopal order had

the pre-eminence, it will be hard to bring

proofs of any ſuch ever having happened.

Dr. Johnſon's contempt of the Scotch

Preſbyterian clergy on account of their

went of literature, I will not undertake

fully to vindicate; but I am poſitive he

was perfeótly light in affºrting that, be

fore this century at leaſt, they acver Pro

*

duced one Author worth naming; and as

to thoſe Authors they have produced ſince,

they are of very modern date. The wor

thy and accurate Dector mentioned the

name of Forbes as a theological writer

who was an exception to the general charge

he had given againſt the Scotch divines.

Our Letter-writer, with a remarkable

ſhrewdneſs, and no doubt with a great

complacency, takes notice of this com

mendation as a proof of Dr. Johnſon's ig

morance as well as illiberality; “for,” ſays

he, “this Forbes who wrote ſome able trea

tiſes in ſupport of chriſtianity, was an emi

ment lawyer, and roſe to be one of the

Scotch Judges, or Lords of Seſſioh, ci

which court he died Preſident ſo late as the

year 1748.” What a wonderful triumph

is this over the good Doctor But iet us

ſee whether it be well grounded or no; in

fačt then Dr. Johnſon was perfectly right,

for the perſon whom he celebrated liveda full

century before Duncan Forbes, the Scotch

Judge. The perſon meant was a learn

ed Scotch divine, but whether of the Epiſ.

copal or the Preſbyterian perſuaſion I will

not take upon me to ſay, though I believe

he was of the former. It was John Forbes,

whoſe treatiſe on the Apocalypſe has been

held in very high eſteem by our beſt com

mentators, and particula, ly, if I miſtake

not, for I have not the work immediately

at hand, by the late great and good Biſhop

Newton. This learned divine was alſo

the Author of two treatiſes entituled,

1. Irenicum amatoribus veritatis et paciº

in Eccles. Scoticana. Aberdenie.” 4to.

1629. 2. “Conſiderationes noteſia et faci

ficer Controve yarnm,” &c. 8vo. London,

1658. A farther account of him and of

his writings, I am clear, may be met with,

becauſe his name is well known among

theologians and commentators; but at

preſent I write entirely from memory.

I do not recollect to have read the Letter

upon which I have here animadverted till

now, nor ſhould I have thought it worth

replying to, was it not for the regard

which I bear to the memory of that great

and good man who is repreſented in it as

being ignorant and illiberal. I am ſadly

afraid both theſe heavy charges are fully

retorted upon this ºlder of the Scotch

Church and literature. In concluſion, I

muſt beg leave to obſerve, that I am no

ways prejudiced againſt the members of

other Church communions, neither do I

wiſh to abridge, in the leaſt degree, the li

berty or the credit which they enjoy.

- I am, Sir,

- Your's, &c.

T. W.
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Pºſteriºus miſèrorum et ſarguine veſtitur atro.

A Vision.

V i r G.

[From Cottos's “Pieces is Prose and Verse,” lately publiſhed.]

UPERIOR excellence is the general mark

for calumny ; and envy is uſually led to

aſperſe what it cannot imitate. A little

mind is ſcandalized at the pre-eminence of

f; neighbour, and endeavours to depreciate

the virtues which it cannot attain to. Thus

the diſtempered eye is impatient of prevail

ing brightneſs; and, by attempting to ob

ſerve the lucid objećt, inadvertently betrays

its own weakneſs. Pride is the fruitful par

rent of detraction : and it is the urjuſt c(ti

mate which men ſet upon themſelves, that

generates in their riminds this ridiculous cºin

tempt of greater worth. Perſons of this

call-ſpy complexion regard all praiſes coo

ſtra upon another as derogatory from their

own value. The arrows of the backb ter are

!enerally ſhot in the night; and the moſt

unſported innocence is the game of this infer

ºldeſtroyer. The heads of his darts are

inbrued in poiſon; and it too frequently

uppens, that a ſmall wound proves mortal

tº the injured. Eut to drop for the preſent

theſe figurative expreſſions, I would only

ºbſerve, that it is pity a well-regulated ſo

det, cannot more effectually curb th’s im

Picts licentiouſneſs of thoſe ſons of darkneſs.

If, wretch, neceſſitated by the cries of a

ſurving family to ſeek illegal ſupplies of

bread, ſhall make an open attack upon me,

the conflitution of the realm conſigns ſuch a

ſtable malefactor to infamy and death. And

hill this miſerable object of compaſſion

prove the vićtim of my reſentment, while

the backbiter may, with impunity, revel in

the ºxceſſes of his iniquity, and boaſt de

fince to all laws? As this is a topic, how

ºtſ, which hath been deſcanted on by a va

fºr ºf pens, I ſhall endeavour to enliven it

*th the air of navelty, by throwing my

fºr ſentiments into the form of a Viſion.

I fºund myſelf, during the ſlumbers of the

ºt, in a very extenſive region, which was

** to the juriſdiction of a fury, named

ion. The fields were wild, and car

* tº the leaſt appearance of cultivation.

The tops of the hills were covered with

* , and the whole coun.ry ſeemed to

"ºurn the inclement ſeverity of one eternal

**ter. Inſtead of the verdure of a pleaſing

***, there ſprang up to fight hemlock,

*te, and other baneful plants. The

*ods were the retreats of ſerpents; while

**oughs were perched the birds of night,

* in doleful filence.

in the middle of the plain was a bleak

*au, where I diſcovered a group of

***, which I Preſently made up to. The

ſummit preſented the fury of the place.

There was a pecular deformity attending her

perſon. Her eyes were galled and inflamed;

her viſage was ſwollen and terrible ; and

from her mouth proceeded a two-edged

ſword. A blaſted oak was the throne which

ſhe ſat on : her food was the fleſh of vipers,

and her drink gall and vinegar.

At a little diſtance from her I obſerved Ig

norance talking loud in his own applauſe;

Pride ſtrutting upon his tiptoes; Conceit

practiſing at a mirror; and Envy, like a

vulture, preying upon herſelf.

The multitudes who paid their addreſſes to

this fury, were a compºſition of all nations

and profeſſions, of different characters, and

various capacities. There was the mechanic,

the tradeſman, the ſcholar; but the moſt

zealous votaries conſiſted principally of old

maids, antiquated batchelors, diſcarded cour

ties, and the like. Each ſtrove to ingra

tiate himſelf with the fury, by ſacrificing the

moſt valuable of his friends; nor could proxi

mity of blood move compaſſion, or plead

exemption from being vićtims to her inſatiable

peſſion. Some addreſſed this infernal Mo

loch with the very fruits of their bodies,

while others were triumphantly chanting

forth the extent of her power, and expatiating

on the numbers of her conqueſts. At this

incident aroſe in my breaſt all the tender ſen

timents of humanity that I had ever culti

vated ; and I began to blame my criminal

curioſity, which had prompted me to aſcend

the mountain. But in a few minutes the

whole ſcene was very agreeably reverſed.

For, towards the ſouthern boundaries, I ob

ſerved the clouds parting, the ſky purpling,

and the ſun breaking forth in all its glory;

when immediately there appeared marching

towards us Good-nature, in all her pomp and

ſplendor; arrayed like a ſylvan nymph, and

blooming with unſtudied graces. She was

of a fair and ruddy complexion, which re

ceived additional beauty from the frequent

ſmiles that ſhe threw into her countenance.

On her right hand ſhone Good-ſenſe, with

much majeſty and diffidence in her mien. She

was an eſſential attendant on the young lady,

who never appeared to ſuchadvantage, as when

ſhe was under her more immediate dire&tion.

On her left was Generoſity, carrying a heart

in her hand. The next that preſented, was

Modeſty, with her eyes fixed on the ground,

and her cheeks ſpread with roſes. Then fol

lowed a train of beauties, who, by the un

affected charms of their perſons, made me

deſirous of a nearer inſpection. Upon a

G 2 cloſe
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cloſe approach I diſcovered that they were a

tribe of Britiſh ladies, who were always fond

of appearing in the retinue of the goddeſs,

from whoſe indulgent ſmiles they received an

acceſſional luſtre to their charms. I then

turned my eyes towards the monſters I have

above deſcribed ; the principal of which

turned pale, and fell down in a ſwoon from

her throne. Pride ſhrunk into a ſhade ; Envy

fell proſtrate and bit the ground; while

Ignorance vaniſhed like a morning cloud be

fore the riſing ſun. As the goddeſs drew

near, the whole collection of fiends diſap

peared. The baſiliſk ſkulked into the

glade, and the oak on which the fury was

IM P R IS O N M ETN T OF T H E

[From “Custos it 1 Es or Lit -Rature,” lately publiſhed.]

IMPRISONMENT ſeems not much to have

diſturbed the man of letters in the pro

greſs of his ſtudies.

It was in priſon that Boethius compoſed

his excellent book on the Conſolations of

Philoſophy.

Grotius wrote, in his confinement, his

Commentary on Saint Matthew.

Buchanan, in the dungeon of a monaſtery

in Portugal, compoſed his excellent Para

phraſes on the Pſalms of David.

Peliſion, during five years confinement

for ſome ſtate affairs, purſued with a Jour

lais ſtudies in the Greek Language, in iºni

loſophy, and pºrticularly in Theology, and

produced ſeveral good compoſitions.

Michael Cervantes compoſed the beſt and

wholt agreeable book in the Spaniſh Language

during his captivity in Barbary.

Feta, a well known and very excellent

little law production, was written by a per

ſou confined in the Fleet priſon for debt,

but whoſe name has not been preſerved.

Louis the Twelfth, when he was Duke

of Orleans, being taken priſoner at the battle

of St. Aubin, was long confined in the

Tower of Bourges ; and, applying himſei: to

his ſtudies, which he had hiti.e. to neglected,

tº became in contequence an able and cº

ligiºned non reh.

Margaret, Queen of Henry the Fourth,

Kºng of France, confided in the Louvre,

put ºutd very warmly the ſtudies of elegant

literature ; and compoſed a very ſkilful Apo.

ſeated builded forth afreſh. Wherever the

goddeſs walked, the flowers ſprang up ſpon

taneous at her feet. The trees, ſurpriſed

with new-born life, diſplayed the enamelled

bloſſom. The tender roe was ſeen bound

ing over the mountains, and the little lamb

ſporting on the hills. Inſtead of the briar

and the thorn, there ſhot forth the myrtle

and every odoriferous ſhrub. The voice

ef the turtle was heard in the groves,

and the dales reſounded with the melodious

harmony of the nightingale. In a word, the

whole region confeſſed the happy influences

of the deity, and charmed in all the genial

ſoftneſs of the ſpring.

L E A R N E D.

logy for the irregularitics of her conduét.

Charles the Firſt, during his cruel confine

ment at Holmſby, wrote that excellent book

entitled The Portrait of a King ; which he

addreſſed to his ſon, and where the political

reſlećtions will be found not un, orthy of

Tacitus. This work has, however, been

attributed, by his enemies, to a Dr. Gaw

den, who was incapable of writing a ſingle

paragraph of it.

Queen Elizabeth, while confined by her

ſiſt. Mary, wrote ſome very charming

poems, which we do not find ſhe ever could

equal after her enlargement : and Mary

Jeen of Scots, during her long impriſon

nºt by Elizabeth, produced many pleaſing

poetic cºmpoſitions.

Sir Waker Rºlezh-according to his own

orth grº y—produced, in his confinement,

his Hiſtory of the World; of whom it is

obſerved, to employ the language of Hume,

“ they had leiſure to r, flect on the hardſhip,

not to tay the injuſtice, of his ſentence. They

ptied his active and enterprzing ſpirit, which

languſhed in the rigours of confinement.

They were ſtruck with the extenſive genius

of the man who, being educated amidſt na

val and military enterprizes, had ſurpºſed in

the purſuits of literature even thoſe of the

moſt recluſe and ſedentary 1 ves; and they

admired his unbroken magnanimity which,

at his age, and under his circumſtances, could

engage him to undertake and execute ſo great

a work as his Hiſtory of the World.”

P O V E R T Y O F T H E L E A R N E D.

[r rºw + ºr sax. E.]

ORTUNE has rarely condeſcended to be

the companion of Merit. Even in theſe

cºights nº times, men of letters have lived

in obſcurity, while their reputation was

widely ſplead; and have periſhed in pover

ty, wºº their works were curiching the

bock; litic.

Homer, pocr and blind, reſorted to the

public places to recite his verſes for a mcricl

of bread.

The facetious poet Plautus gained a live

lihood by affitting a miller.

Xylander ſold his Notes on Dion Caſſiu"

for a dinner.

Aldo
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Alde Manutius was ſo wretchedly poor,

that the expence of removing his library

from Venice to Rome made him inſolvent.

To mention thoſe who left nothing behind

them to ſatisfy the undertaker, were an end

leſs taſk. -

Agrippa died in a workhouſe ; Cervantes

is ſuppoſed to have died with hunger ; Ca

moens was deprived of the neceſſaries of life,

and is believed to have periſhed in the

ſtreets.

The great Taſſo was reduced to ſuch a

dilemma, that he was obliged to borrow a

crown from a friend to ſubſiſt through the

week. He alludes to his diſtreſs in a pretty

ſonnet which he addreſſes to his cat, en

treating her to affiſt him during the night

with the luſtre of her eyes—

“Non avendo candele per iſcrivere i ſuoi

“ verſi l’’

having no candle by which he could ſee to

write his verſes.

The illuſtrious Cardinal Bentivoglio, the

ornament of Italy and of literature, lan

guiſhed, in his old age, in the moſt diſtreſs

ful poverty; and having ſold his palace to

ſatisfy his creditors, left nothing behind him

but his reputation.

Le Sage reſided in a little cottage on the

borders of Paris, and ſupplied the world

with their moſt agreeable Romances; while

he never knew what it was to poſieſs any

moderate degree of comfort in pecuniary

matters.

De Ryer, a celebrated French Poet, was

conſtrained to labour with rapidity, and to

live in the cottage of an obſcure village. His

bookſeller bought his Heroic Verſes for one

hundred ſols the hundredlines, and the ſmaller

ones for fifty fols.

Dryden for leſs than three hundred pounds

ſold Tonſon ten thouſand verſes, as may be

ſeen by the agreement which has been pub

liſhed.

Purchas, who, in the reign of our firſt

James, had ſpent his life in travels and

ſtudy to form his Relation of the World;

when he gave it to the public, for the reward

of his labours, was thrown into priſon at

the ſuit of his printer. Yet this was the

book which, he informs us in his Dedication

to Charles the Firſt, his father read every

night with great profit and ſatisfaction.

Savage, in the preſſing hour of diſtreſs,

ſold that eccentric poem, The Wanderer,

which had occupied him ſeveral years, for

ten pounds.

Even our great Milton, as every one knows,

ſold his immortal work for ten pounds to a

bookſeller, being too poor to undertake the

printing it on his own account: and Otway,

a dramatic poet in the firſt claſs, is known

to have periſhed with hunger.

Samuel Boyce, whoſe Poem on Deity

ranks high in the ſcale of poetic excellence,

was abſolutely famiſhed to death ; and was

found dead, in a garret, with a blanket

thrown over his ſhoulders, and faſtened by a

ſkewer, with a pen in his hand .

Chatterton, while he ſupplied a number of

monthly magazines with their chief mate

rials, found “a penny tart a luxury 2" and a

luxury it was, to him who could not always

get bread to his water.

In a book entitled, De Infortunio Litera

torum, may be found many other examples

of the miſeries of literary men.

PHYSICIANS WRITE LITTLE ON PROFESSIONAL SUBJECTs.

[from T H E same.]

IT is remarkable that, of all men of letters

who attach themſelves to any profeſſion,

none ſo willingly quit their occupations to

write on other matters as Phyſicians.

Julius Scaliger, who was a Doctor in Phy

fic, has written much Criticiſm.

Viguier has compiled ſeveral bulky vo

lumes of Natural Hiſtory.

Averroes, the Arabian Phyſician, has tranſ

lated and commented on Ariſtotle.

Ficinnius has given a Latin verſion of Plato,

2nd explained his ſyſtem.

The great Cardan has written on a variety

of ſubjras, all very foreign to the ſtudies of

Medicine.

Paul Jovius has compoſed numerous Hiſ

toties.

Spons, a Phyſician at Lyons, has written

his Voyages, and ſome Treatiſes, which diſ.

play a great depth of erudition.

Sorbiere, a Phyſician well known in

France, has tranſlated the Utopia of our Sir

Thomas More, and other very curious works

The two Patins have written nothing con

cerning Medicine, but much in Polite Lite

rature. -

Perrault, the antagoniſt of Boileau, tranſ

lated Vitruvius, and gave public Leótures on

Geometry and Architecture.

Dr. Smollet had more frequently his pen,

than the pulſe of a patient, in his hand.

Akºnſide and Armſtrong are celebrated

for their Poetry; and the late Dr. Gregory,

of F dinburgh, has publiſhed ſeveral pleaſing

compoſitions in proſe.

Dr. Moore and Dr. Berkenhout are living

authors, whoſe pens have written—if I may

ſay it without offence—what is more valuable

then their preſcriptions.

Why Phyſicians write ſo little on pro

feſſional ſubjects is a queſtion I know not

how to reſolve, unleſs we ſuppoſe that, as

they are moſt converſant in the art of Medi

cine, they arole clearly perceive its futility.
crºp z 1) ºr r- tº r
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SCRIPTURE EXPRESSIONS DERIVED FROM CUSIOM.

[From The sa M.E.]

IT wns an ancient ceremony of the Jews,

which yet is religiouſly obſerved amongſt

them, to tear their clothes in mourning and

afflićtion. Some Orientals ſtill practiſe this

cuſtom, when anything uncommonly diſtreſs

ful happens.

ceremony on this occaſion—Sometimes they

tear from the top to the bottom ; and ſome

times from the bottom to the top. The rent

muſt be of a particular length. When it is done

for the loſs of parents, it is never ſewed ;

for the loſs of other perſons, it is ſewed at

the end of thirty days. This piece ef reli

gious mummery, if it is of no other value,

will at lcaſt ſerve to explain a paſſage in

which Solomon, in his Proverbs, ſays, that

“ There is a time to rend, and a time to ſaw ;"

which means, there is a time for affliction,

and a time for conſolation. Many of the

Scripture phraſes that appear unintellig ble,

are founded on Jewiſh cuſtoms.

A N E CD O T E S of COUNT

The Jews make uſe of much

Mr. Bruce, in his Travels, obſerved in a

cavalcade, the head dreſs of the Governors

of Provinces. A large broad fillet was

bound upon their forehead, and tied behind

their head. In the middle of this was a

how N, or a conical piece of filver, gilt, much

in the ſhºpe of our candle-extinguiſhers.

This is called Kirn, or Horn, and is only

worn in reviews, or public rejoicings for

vićtory. This cuſtom, borrowed from the

Hebrews, our traveller conceives, will ex

plain the ſeveral alluſions made to it in Scrip

ture. “I ſaid unto fools, Deal not fooliſhly ;

and to the wicked, Left not up the horn—

Lift not up your hok N on high ; ſpeak not

with a ſtiff neck—But my hok N ſhalt thou

exalt like the hoin of an unicorn—And the

Hor N of the righteous ſhall be exalted with

honour.” And thus in many other places

throughout tik: Pſalms.

SC H A U M B OU R G L I PP E.

[From ZIM Mr R x, as N’s “TRE at 1st on Sol. 1 rup F.' J

HERE is ſomething great in that man

againſt whom all exclim, at whom

every one throws a ſtone, to wheſe conduct

all impute a thouſand abſurd ties, and on

whoſe character all attempt to aſſix a thouſand

crimes, wi.hout being able to prove one. 'I he

fate of a man of genius who lives retired and

unknown, is ſtill more enviable : he may

then remain quiet and alone ; and as it will

appear natural to him that his ſentments

ſhould not be underſtood, he will not be tur

priſed if the vulgar ſhould condemn whatever

he writes and all be ſays, or that the efforts

of his friends to correct the judgment of the

public with reſpect to his merit ſhould

prove uſeleſs.

Such was, with reſpeš to the multi

tude, the fate of the Count Schaumbourg

Lippe, better known by the title of the

Count de Buckebourg. Of all the German

authors, 1 never knew one whoſe writings

were more ridiculed or ſo little underſtood ;

and yet his name was worthy of being

ranked among the greateſt characters which

his country produced. I became acquºted

with him at a time when he lived almoſt

continually in Solitude and retired from the

world, managing his ſmall eſtate with great

diſcretion. There was indeed, it muſt be

confeſſed, ſomething in his manner and

appearance which, at firſt ſight, created

diſguſt, and prevented you from paying a

preper at ention to the excellent qualities of

his mind.

The Count de Lacy, formerly Ambaſſador

from Spain to Peterſburg, informed me at

Hanover, that he led the Spaniſh army

againſt the Portugueſe at the time they were

commanded by the Count de Buckebourg;

the ſingularity of whoſe perſon and manners

ſo forcibly ſtruck the minds of all the Spa

niſh generals while they were reconnoitring

the enemy with their teleſcopes, that they

exclaimed with one voice, “Are the Por

tugueſe commanded by Don Quixote " The

Amb-ſiºlor, however, who poſſified a very

liberal mind, ſpoke with enthuſiaſtic rap

ture of the good conduct of Buckebourg

in Portugal, and praiſed in the warmeſt terms

the exceller.ce of his mind and the greatneſs

of his character. His heroic countenance,

his flowing hair, his tall and meagre figure,

and, above all, the txtraordinary length of

his viſage, might, in truth, bring back the

recollection of the Knight of La Mancha :

for certain it is, that at a diſtance be made

a moſt romantic appearance : on a nearer

approach, however, a cloſer view imme

diately convinced you of the contral y.

The fire and animation of his features an

nounced the elevation, ſagacity, penetration,

kindneſs, virtue, and ſcrenity of his ſoul.

Sublime ſentiments and heroic thoughts

were as familiar and natural to his mind, as

they were to the nºbleſt characters of Greece

and P.cme.

The Count was born in London, and his

condaa was without doubt whimſical and

£xtra
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extraordinary. The anecdotes related to

me by a German Prince (a relation of Count

Guillaume) concerning him, are perhaps

not generally known. He was fond of

contending with the Engliſh in every thing.

For inſtance, he laid a wager that he would

ride a horſe from London to Edinburgh

backwards, that is, with the horſe's head

towards Edinburgh, and the Count's face

towards London ; and in this manner he

actually rode through ſeveral counties in

England. He not only traverſed the

greateſt part of that kingdom on foot, but,

travelled in company with a German Prince

through ſeveral of the counties in the cha

rafter of a beggar. Being informed that

part of the current of the Danube, above

Regenſberg, was ſo ſtrong and rapid that

no one had ever dared to ſwim acroſs it,

he made the attempt, and ſwam ſo far, that

it was with difficulty he ſaved his life. A

great Stateſman and profound Philoſopher

related to me at Hanover, that, during the

war in which the Count commanded the

artillery in the army of Prince Ferdinand

of Brunſwick againſt the French, he one

day invited ſeveral Hanoverian officers to

dine with him in his tent. When the com

pany were in high ſpirits and full of gaiety,

ſeveral cannon-balls flew in different direc

tions about the tent. “ The French,” ex

claimed the officers, “cannot be far off.”–

“ No, no,” replied the Count, “the ene

my, I aſſure you, are at a great diſtance;”

and he deſired them to keep their ſeats.

The firing ſoon afterwards recommenced ;

when one of the balls carrying away the top

of the tent, the officefs ſuddenly roſe from

their chairs, exclaiming, “The French are

here.”—“No,” replied the Count, “the

French are not here ; and therefore, Gen

tlemen, I deſire you will again ſit down,

and rely upon my word.” The balls con

tinued to fly about; the officers, however,

continued to eat and drink without appre

benfion, though not without whiſpering

their conjećtures to each other upon the fin

gularity of their entertainment. The Count

at length roſe from the table, and addreſſing

himſelf to the company, ſaid, “Gentlemen,

I was willing to convince you how well I

can rely upon the officers of my artillery;

for I ordered them to fire, during the time

we continued at dinner, at the pinnacle of

the tent; and they have executed my orders

with great punctuality.”

Reflefting minds will not be unthank

ful for theſe traits of the charaćter of a man

anxious to exerciſe himſelf and thoſe under

his command in every thing that appeared

difficult or enterprizing. Being one day in

*mpany with the Count by the ſide of a

magazine of gunpowder which he had made

under his bed-chamber in Fort Wilhelmſtein,

I obſerved to him, that “I ſhould not ſleep

very contentedly there during ſome of the ivot

nights of ſummer.”. The Count, however,

convinced me, though I do not now recol

lect how, that the greateſt danger and no

danger is one and the ſam: thing. When I

firſt ſaw this extraordinary man, which was

in the company of an Engliſh and a Portugueſe

officer, he entertained me for two hours

with a diſcourſe upon the phyſiology of H 1

ler, whoſe works he knew by heart. The

enſuing morning, he inſiſted on my accom

panying him in a little boat, which he rowed

himſelf, to Fort Wilhelmſtein, which, from

plans he ſhewed me of his own drawing,

he had conſtructed in the middle of the

water, where not a foot of land was to be

ſeen. One Sunday, upon the great parade

at Pyrmont, ſurrounded by many thouſand

men who were occupied in dreſs, dancing,

and making love, he entertained me on the

very ſpot during the courſe of two hours,

and with as much tranquillity as if we had

been alone, by detailing all the arguments that

have been uſed to prove the exiſtence of God,

pointing out their defective parts, and con

vincing me that he could ſurpaſs them all.

To prevent my eſcape from this leſſon, he

held me faſt all the time by the button of my

coat. He ſhewed me, at his ſeat at Bucke

bourg, a large folio volume in his own hand

writing, “ On the Art of defending a ſmall

Town againſt a great Power.” The work

was completely finiſhed, and deſigned as a

preſent to the King of Portugal; but he did

me the favour to read many paſſages reſpect

ing the ſecurity of Swiſſerland. The Couar

conſidered the Swiſs invincible ; and pointed

out to me, not only all the important parts

which they might occupy againſt an enemy,

but ſhewed me roads which a cat would

ſcarcely be able to crawl through. I do not

believe that anything was ever written of

higher importance to the intereſts of any

country than this work; for the manuſcript

contains firiking anſwers to all the objections

that a Swiſs himſelf could make. My friend

M. Moyſe Mendelſohm, to whom the Count

had read the Preface to this work at Pyrmont,

conſidered it as a maſter-piece, both for its

correct language and fine philoſophy; for

the Count could write the French language

with almoſt the ſame eaſe, elegance, and

purity as Voltaire; while in the German he

was laboured, perplexed, and diffuſe. What

adds to his praiſe is, that upon his return to

Portugal, he had with him, for many years,

two of the moſt acute maſters of Germany ;

firſt Abbt, and afterwards Herder. Thoſe

wheſce with more penetrating eyes than

mino,
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mine, and have had more epportunities to

make obſervations, are able to relate a variety

of remarkable anecdotes concerning this truly

great and extraordinary man. I ſhall only add

one obſervation more reſpecting his charac

ter, availing myſelf of the words of Slake

ſpeare : The Count Guihaume de Schaum

bourg Lippe carries no aegger;

** He has a lean and hungry look”—

44 but he's not dangerous ;
-

--

—he reads much ;

** He is a great obſerver; and he looks

“ Quite through the deeds of men. He loves

no plays;

——he hears no muſic;

* Seldom he ſmiles, and ſmiles in ſuch a ſort,

* As if he mock'd himſelf, and ſcorn'd his

ſpirit

* That could be moved to ſmile at any thing.”

Julius Casas, Aët 1. Scene 4.

Such was the chara&ter, always miſunder

ſtood, of this ſolitary man. A character of

this deſcription may well ſmile when he

perceives himſelf ſcoffed at by the world;

but what muſt be the ſhame and confuſion of

thoſe partial judges, when they ſhall behold

** –

the monument which the great Mendelſohm

has erected to his memory; or the judicious

hiſtory of his life which a young author is

about to publiſh at Hanover ; the pro

found ſentiments, the noble ſtyle, the

truth and ſincerity of which will be diſ

covered and acknowledged by impartial poſ

terity

The men who laugh, as I have ſeen them

laugh a thouſand times, at Buckebourg, on

account of his long viſage, his flowing hair,

his great hat, and little ſword, may very well

indulge their ſmiles of ſcorn, if, like the

Count, they are philoſophers and heroes.

The Count de Buckebourg, however, never

ſmiled at the world, or upon men, but with

kindneſs. Without hatred, without miſan

thropy, he enjoyed the tranquillity of his

country-houſe, fituated in the boſom of a

thick foreſt, frequently alone, or with the

virtuous woman whom he had choſen for

bis wife i and for whom, while living, he

did not appear to entertain any extraordina

ry fondneſs; but when ſhe died, his afie&ion

for her was ſo great, that the loſs of her

brought him almoſt to his grave,

For the E U R O P E A N M A G A Z IN E.

Account of SHIPS furniſhed by the Towns of ENGLAND in 1346.

[From an Ancient MSS in the Cotton L1B RARY.]

N the year 1346 (enly 441 years ago)

during the reign of Edward the 11 Id. a

large fleet of ſeven hundred and ſix ſhips

was fitted out in Britain. At that time the

navy of England was manned and fitted out

ſomething in the manner that the militia is

now; every town that carried on any trade

being obliged to furniſh its quota.-The

ſcale of importance of the different towns at

that day, when compared with what they are

now, affords a moſt ſtriking proof of the vi

ciſſitudes to which commercial importance is

liable. Fowey in Cornwall then furniſhed

near twice as many ſhips as London did ;

and the names of many towns which ſtood

pretty high on the liſt are now nearly for

gotten. As a part of the liſt, as it appears in

the Roll of Edward the Third's fleet in the

Cottonian Library, the following is ſub

joined :

Names of Towns. No. of Ships.

1 Fowey - - 47

2 Yarmouth - 43

3 Dartmouth - - 31

4 Plymouth - - 26

5 Shoreham - - 26

6 London - - 25

7 Briſtol - - 24.

8 Sandwich - - 22

9 Dover - - 2. I

lo Winchelſea - - 2 t

11 Southampton - - 21

12 Weymouth - 20

13 Looe - - 29

14 Newcaſtle - 17

15 Boſton - - 17

16 Hull - - 16

Beſides the above ſixteen places, there

were ſixty-ſix other towns which furniſhed

each a ſmaller number in proportion to their

trading importance (not according to their ſize).

The King alſo furniſhed twenty-five ſhips in

the behalf of Government, very nearly equal

in number to the ſhips furniſhed by Shore

ham, and equal to thoſe of London.

The ſhips carried from ſixteen to thirty

men each, and the average number might be

about twenty-ſix men to each ſhip.

Accous"
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A C C O U N T of a SI N G U L A R C U S T O M at M ET E LIN',

With Some Cox j = c rures on The ANT1891 TY cr its OR 1 c 1N, -

By the Right Hon. JAMES E A R L of C H A R L E M O N T, P. R. I. A.

THE women here ſeem to have arro

gated to themſelves the department and

privileges of the men.—Contrary to the uſage

of all other countries, the eldeſt daughter

here inherits, and the ſons, like daughters

every where elſe, are portioned off with

ſmall dowers, or, which is ſtill worſe, turn

ed out pennileſs, to ſeek their fortune.—If

a man bas two daughters, the eldeſt at her

marriage is intitled to all her mother's poſ

ſefions, which are by far the greater part

of the family eſtate, as the mother, keeping

up her prerogative, never parts with the

power over any portion of what ſhe has

brought into the family, until ſhe is forced

inte it by the marriage of her daughter, and

the father is alſo compelled to ruin himſelf

by adding whatever he may have ſcraped to

gether by his induſtry.—The ſecond daughter

Therits nothing, and is condemned to celi

bacy.—She is ſtyled a Calogria, which ſigni

fits properly a religious woman or nun, and

is in effect menial ſervant to her ſiſter, being

employed by her in any office ſhe may think

#1 to impoſe, frequently ſerving her as wait

ing-maid, as cook, and often in employments

ſtill more degrading.—She wears a habit pe

tular to her ſituation, which ſhe can never

change, a ſort of monaſtick dreſs, coarſe, and

of dark brown. One advantage however

ſhe enjoys over her ſiſter, that whereas the

tlder before marriage is never allowed to go

abroad, or to ſee any man, her neareſt rela

tions only excepted, the Calogria, except

when employed in domeſtick toil, is in this

reſped at perfect liberty.—But when the

fººter is married the ſituation of the poor Ca

lºgna becomes deſperate indeed, and is ren

cºred ſtill more humiliating by the compa

riſon between her condition and that of her

happy miſtreſs. The married ſiſter enjoys

every ſort of liberty—the whole family for

tune is her’s, and ſhe ſpends it as ſhe pleaſes—

her huſband is her obſequious ſervant—her

father asd mother are dependent upon her—

ſhe dreſſes in the moſt magnificent manner,

covered all over, according to the faſhion of

the iſland, with pearls and with pieces of

gºld, which are commonly ſequins ; thus

continually carrying about her the enviable

ºrks of affluence and ſuperiority, while

the wretched Calogria follows her as a ſer

vent, arrayed in ſimple homeſpun brown,

and without the moſt diſtant hope of ever

*hanging her condition. Such a diſparity may

ſeem intolerable ; but what will not cuſtom

ºcconcile Neither are the misfortunes of the

Wel. XXI.

* An Iſland of the Archipelago.

H

family yet at an end.—The father and mo.

ther, with what little is left them, contrive

by their induſtry to accumulate a ſecond

little fortune, and this, if they ſhould have a

third daughter, they are obliged to give to

her upon her marriage, and the fourth, if

there ſhould be one, becomes her Calogria ;

and ſo on through all the daughters alter

nately. Whenever the daughter is mar

riageable ſhe can by cuſtom compel the father

to procure her a huſband, and the mother,

ſuch is the power of habit, is fooliſh enough

to join in teazing him into an immediate

compliance, though its conſequences muſt

be equally fatal and ruinºus to both of them.

From hence it happens that nothing is more

common than to ſee the old father and mo

ther reduced to the utmoſt indigence, and

even begging about the ſtreets, while their

unnatural daughters are in affluence ; and we

ourſelves have frequently been ſhewn the

eldeſt daughter parading it through the town

in the greateſt ſplendour, while her mother

and ſiſter followed her as ſervants, and

made a melancholy part of her attendant

train.

The ſons, as ſoon as they are of an age to

gain a livelihood, are turned out of the fa

mily, ſometimes with a ſmall preſent or por

tion, but more frequently without any thing to

ſupport them ; and thus reduced, they either

endeavour to live by their labour, or, which

is more uſual, go on board ſome trading veſ

ſels as ſailors or as ſervants, remaining abroad

till they have got together ſome competency,

and ther return home to marry and to be

hen-pecked. Some few there are who, tak

ing advantage of the Turkiſh law, break

through this whimſical cuſtom, who marry

their Calogrias, and retain to themſelves a

competent proviſion; but theſe are accounted

men of a ſingular and even criminal diſpoſi

tion, and are hated and deſpiſed as conformiſts

to the Turkiſh manners, and deſerters of

their native cuſtoms; ſo that we may ſup

poſe they are few indeed who have the bold

neſs to depart from the manners of their

country, to adopt the cuſtoms of their deteſted

maſters, and to brave the contempt, the de

riſion and the hatred of their neighbours and

fellow-citizens.

Of all theſe extraordinary particulars I was

informed by the French Conſul, a man of

ſenſe and of indiſputable veracity,who had re.

ſided in this iſland for ſeveral years, and who

ſolemnly aſlured me that every circumſtance

was true ; but indeed our own obſerva..on

left
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left us without the leaſt room for doubt, and

the ſingular appearance and deportment of the

ladies fully evinced the truth of our friend's

relation. In walking through the town it

is eaſy to perceive, from the whimſical man

ners of the female paſſengers, that the wo.

men, according to the vulgar phraſe, wear

the breeches. They frequently ſtopped us in

the ſtreets, examined our dreſs, interrogated

us with a bold and manly air, laughed at our

forcign garb and appearance, and ſhewed ſo

little attention to that decent modeſty, which

is, or ought to be, the true charaćteriſtic of

the ſex, that there is every reaſon to ſuppoſe

they would, in ſpite of their haughtineſs, be

the kindeſt ladies upon earth, if they were

not ſtrićlly watched by the Turks, who are

here very numerous, and would be ready to

puniſh any tranſgreſſion of their ungallant

laws with arbitrary fines. But nature and

native manners will often baffle the efforts

even of tyranny. In all their cuſtoms theſe

manly ladies ſeem to have changed ſexes with

the men.-The woman rides aſtride—the

man ſits ſideways upon the horſe.—Nay, I

have been aſſured that the huſband's diſtin

guiſhing appellation is his wife's family

name.—The women have town and country

houſes, in the management of which the

huſband never dares interfere.—Their gar

dens, their ſervants, are all their own ; and

the huſband, from every circumſtance of

his behaviour, appears to be no other than

his wife's firſt domeſtick, perpetually bound

to her ſervice, and ſlave to her caprice.

Hence it is that a tradition obtains in the

country, that this iſland was formerly inha

bited by Amazons, a traditicn, however,

founded upon no antient hiſtory that I know

of Sappho, indeed, the moſt renowned fe

male that this iſland has ever produced, is

ſaid to have had manly inclinations, in which,

as Lucian informs us, ſhe did but conform

with the fingular manners of her country

women; but I do not find that the mode in

which ſhe ſhewed theſe inclinations is imitated

by the preſent female inhabitants, who ſeem

perfeółly content with the dear prerogative of

abſolute ſway, without endeavouring in any

ether particular to change the courſe of na

ture ; yet will this circumſtance ſerve te

ſhew that the women of Leſbos had always

ſomething peculiar, and even peculiarly

maſculine, in their manners and propenſities.

But be this as it may, it is certain that no

country whatſoever can afford a more perfect

idea of an Amazonian commonwealth, or

better ſerve to render probable thoſe antient

relations which our manners would induce ut

to eſteem incredible, than this iſland of Me

telin. Theſe lordly ladies are, for the moſt

part, very bandſome in ſpite of their dreſs,

which is ſingular and diſadvantageous. Down

to the girdle, which, as in the old Grecian

garb, is raiſed far above what we uſually call

the waiſt, they wear nothing but a ſhift of

thin and tranſparent gauze, red, green, or

brown, through which everything is viſible,

their breaſts only excepted, which they cover

with a ſort of handkerchief; and this, as we

are informed, the Turks have obliged them

to wear, while they look upon it as an in

cumbrance, and as no inconſiderable portion

of Turkiſh tyranny. Long ſleeves of the

ſame thin material perfectly ſhew their arms

even to their ſhoulder. Their principal orna

ments are chains of pearl, to which they

hang ſmall pieces of gold coin. Their eyes

are large and fine, and the noſe which we

term Grecian uſually prevails among them,

as it does indeed among the women of all

theſe iſlands. Their complexions are natu

rally fine, but they ſpoil them by paint, of

which they make abundant uſe, and they diſ

figure their pretty faces by ſhaving the hin

der part of the eyebrow, and replacing it

with a ſtrait line of liair, neatly applied with

ſome ſort of gum, the brow being thus con

tinued in a ſtrait and narrow line till it joins

the hair on each ſide of their face. They are

well made, of the middle ſize, and, for the

moſt part, plump, but they are diſtinguiſhed

by nothing ſo much and ſo univerſally as by

a haughty, diſdainful, and ſupercilious air,

with which they ſeem to look down upon all

mankind as creatures of an inferior nature,

born for their ſervice, and doomed to be their

ſlaves; neither does this peculiarity of coun

tenance in any degree diminiſh their natural

beauty, but rather adds to it that ſort of be

witching attraction, which the French call

piquant.

A GHA RA C T E R of the late HENRY FLOOD, Eſq.

[BY A PART1cular frien D.]

R. FLOOD was the ſon of the Right

Hon. Warden Flood, Chief Juſtice of

the King's Bench. After having been at a

private ſchool, and for a ſhort period in the

Univerſity of Dublin, he was ſent to Ox

ford, where he had the peculiar advantage of

being conſigned to the care of Dr. Markham,

the preſent Archbiſhop of York, who was

not only his College but his private tutor *.

For this dignified and invaluable charaćter

he

* He was a Gentleman Commoner of Chriſt Church, and was created M. A. De

sºmber 12, 1752. During his reſidence at Oxford Frederick Prince of Wales, father te

his
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he ilways preſerved the greateſt regard and

reſped. He never ſpeke of him but in

terms of veneration, and it was ſuppoſed

that he was under political obligations, te

the Archbiſhop, who had conſidered him as

the moſt promifing of his pupils.

Mr. Flood, in his youth, had been un

commonly handſome, and his countenance

had almoſt the bloom and the traits of fe

mile beauty; but the negle&t of the con

ſºuences of a conneétion with one of the

moſt diſtinguiſhed of the Cyprian corps at

that time, had produced ſuch ravages, that

* had entirely changed his appearance; a

circumſtance which would not have been

noted here, if it did not afford a moſt uſeful

and important example to youth, of the

ºff-ds of a falſe modeſty, and the fatal

tonſequences of not applying for timely

ſucceur againſt that melancholy ſceurge of

human nature.

His ſubſequent paſſion for intelle&tual la

bour was ſuppoſed to have been produced by

this accident. Though it will not be allowed

by the ladies, it may paſs for a general

maxim, that men of great abilities are

kºom handſome. The firſt orator and

the firſt general of Rome are ſaid to have

*en of ill-favoured countenances; the for

met has been ſuppoſed to have derived his

ºnomen, from the Cicer or wen by which

* face was blemiſhed—and it was the boaſt

ºf the latter, that he had covered his bald

ºſs with laurels.

Mr. Flood came into Parliament in the

ht year of the late reign, for the county

of Kilkenny, in the room of the Earl of

*borough; and in 1761, for the borough

ºf Callan, During two ſeſſions, which were

ºn biennial, he was a ſilent Member.—

In 1763, he commenced a moſt eloquent

*nd brilliant career, for a period of ten

*rs-during which time no man, Lord

ºtham only excepted, produced a greater

** in a public aſſembly.

As a public ſpeaker, Mr. Flood, however,

had many defeóts—his voice was inharmoni

** and his dialett provincial; a peculiar

*nce often rendered the latter part of his

*indiſtina, and almoſt inaudible, a

*ētoo common in public ſpeaking, except

*the ſtage; his aaion was ungraceful;

**in ſhort ºntences, and often pauſed

long at the end of an antitheſis, that he

might look round the Houſe, and ſee what

effect it had upon his audience, as if he was

ſoliciting their applauſe.
-

But with all thoſe defe&ts, candour muſt

acknowledge, that he was one of the firſt

ſpeakers which that country has produced ;

he never ſpoke without ample preparation;

his ſpeeches always applied to the ſubject in

debate; they were never tedious, or prolong

ed by a repetition of phraſe, or of argu

ment; his ſtyle was dignified, claſſical, and

often ſublime; his eloquence was cloſe, and

argumentative, but occaſionally diverſified

by a brilliant wit, by the moſt# Intta

Phors, and the happieſt claſſical Alluſions.

Though his introductory ſpeeches were ge

nerally and evidently arranged, and Pre

meditated, yet he always roſe, and was

greater in extempore replies. Conſcious of

a happy facility of thought and of expreſfion,

he was often diſorderly, in ſpeaking ſeveral

times in a debate; but this breach of forms

and of orders afforded ſuch delight to his

audience, that it was pardoned and allowed,

In the commencement of the American

war, having indulged his fancy in one of

thoſe prophecies which were then common,

but which experience has fince proved to be

ſo erroneous, relative to the ruin of this

country by the loſs of America, Mr. Flood

ſaid, “Deſtruction ſhall come upon the Bri

tiſh empire like the coldneſs of death; it

ſhall creep upon it from the extreme parts.”

and in ſpeaking of the condućt of Lord

Chatham upon the Stamp Act, and alluding

to a paſſage in Thucydides, he introduced the

following beautiful epiſode :-

“Illuſtrious man to whoſe tomb poſte

rity ſhall come, and ſay, as Pericles did

over the bodies of his deceaſed fellow

ſoldiers-You are like to the divinities

above us—you are no longer with us, you

are known only by the benefits which you

have conferred.”

Nor were his powers limited by a ſerious

ſtyle, but often digreſſive and familiar; he

excelled alſo in raillery, in ludicrous far

caſms, and pointed ſatire, in thoſe replies

which were frequently too ſevere and too

perſonal.

The brilliant part of Mr. Flood's life was

from 1763 to 1774 ; at which laſt period hº

hi Majeſty, died, and Mr. Flood wrote a Poem on his death, printed in the Oxford

Cºlletion. the following, which is one of the Stanzas, has a remarkable ſimilarity te

**jºin Gray's Church-yard Elegy, then unpubliſhed ;

In vain—for Virtue's ſelf attends

Th’ inevitable day,

The path of Glory hither bends,

And here th' ignoble way.

H z

Editºrs

: cºcpted
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accepted the lucrative finecure of Vice

Treaſurer of Ireland. For fix years he

was almoſt ſilent in Parliament, till 1781,

when he reſigned his office, and appeared

once more as a formidable opponent to Ad

Ininiſtration.

But, in the exertions of this laſt ſtage

of his public life, it was evident that the ar

dour of his imagination and the fire of his

eloquence were conſiderably abatcd, though

he was ſtill an excellent reaſoner, and a

powerful debater. Finding that Fortune,

like other females, had favoured a younger

rival, in the perſon of Mr. Grattan, he

turned his thoughts, too late in the day, to

the Britiſh Parliament.

The diſappointment that was created in

the Houſe of Commons, in 1733, by his

fpeech on the India Bill, is well known,

and the bon mat of a noble Lord, then

high in office, in reply to Mr. Flood's aſſer

tion of his independence, “ that he had

ſpoken as an independent man indeed—

independent not only of friends, but of

information.”

And here we muſt pauſe for a moment—

upon matters which are difficult to explain

—upon his ſucceſs in the Iriſh, and his fai.

lure in the Britiſh Parliament; —but it

ſhould be reme:...be cd, that the abilities of

men, like the beauty of women, are often

journaţiers, uncertain, and varying from

day to day;—that Mr. Flood s life had

been a political ſtorm; that he had flood

two expenſive county eleētions, and had

engaged in a long and fatal borough conteſt,

in all which he was unſucceſsful ; that his

health, his delivery, and his powers were

then upon the decline, and that he encounter

ed increaſing difficulties in a new ſcene,

with decreaſing talents and faculties.

In private life, Mr. Flood was captivat

ing; his converſation was eaſy, polite, and

inſtructive : always mindful that every man

ſhould have his juſt ſhare of the colloquial

banquet, he bor his faculties meekly (to

uſe Shakeſpeare's phraſe), entered into no

long narratives, and avoided all tedious ar

guments. In the early part of his life, he

was ſocial and hoſpitable, and he lived in a

pleaſing intercourſe with an amiable aſſocia

tion of the firſt people in Ireland, and the

moſt diſtinguiſhed for their rank and abili

ties, whom he neglected in the evening of

his life, and experienced the neceſſary con

ſequence, notwithſtanding his acknowledged

abilities, to be more eſtcameed and admired,

than regarded or beloved.

Mr. Flood had early tranſlated the Crown

Orations of Æſchines and Demoſthenes, and

compoſed a poem upon the Diſcovery cf

America. His printed ſpeeches againſt the

French Treaty, and upon a Parliamentary

reform, were able ; and it is ſuppoſed that

he has left ſeveral miſcellaneous productions".

He was certainly a man of great Pub

* Mr. Flood printed a Pindaric ode to Fame, from which the following stanzas ar:

cxtracted as a ſpecimen of his poetical talents:

O mighty Fame !

Thou for whom Caeſar reſtleſs fought,

And Regulus his godlike ſuff'ring ſought;

What can the ſenſe of mortals tama,

And Nature's deepeſt murm'rings huſh,

That thus on death they ruth :

That horror thus and anguiſh they controul,

Lull'd by thy airy power, which liſts the dating ſou!?

II.

The female ſpirit ſtill,

And timorous of ill,

In ſofteſt climes by thy Almighty will,

Dauntleſs can mount the funeral Pyre,

And by a huſband's fide expire :

No unbecoming human fear

Th' ºxalted ſacrifice delays,

In youth an beauty's flow'ring year

Serene ſhe mingles with the blaze.

1I].

The Indian on the burning iron bound,

By buſy tortures compaſs'd round,

Beholds them and is pleas'd :

With towering frenzy ſeiz d,

Tells them tºy know not how to kill,

fºem.nds a torment fit for man to feel,

And dićtates ſome new pang, ſome more envenom'd wound, Epirº
Ca
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Fc ſpirit, and of an enlarged and liberal

mind. His ruling paſſion for fame predo

minated in his laſt moments, by the rever

ficiary bequeſt of his whole fortune to a

learned Seminary;—a bequeſt which none

but the intereſted can diſapprove. It is a

duty to provide for an amiable partner, or

for immediate heirs, in the moſt ample

manner: the firſt duty he has fulfilled; but

where the laſt are wanting, that teſtamen

tary diſpoſition which is the moſt diffuſively

beneficial, is the moſt praiſe-worthy.

One quality, which never can be over

valued, Mr. Flood poſſeſſed in a very emi

mºnt degree;—a love of truth pervaded his

fondućt and converſation in public and in

private life, and an averſion te: that flattery

which is ſo nauſeous, and to that exaggera

tion which is ſo diſguſting, to liberal and

informed minds. Of his fortune, which

was very ample, nor of his abilities, which

were ſo highly eſtimated in that country, he

never boaſted; he was deſirous of being

eſteemed and regarded for what he realiy

was ; more than that, he neither ſought nor

expected. -

Agreeable to this laſt principle, this haſty

perhaps inadequate, ſketch of the chara&er of

a man who appeared upon the political the

atre with ſuch eclat, has been drawn, and

in conformity to his own favourite maxia,

“ de mortuis nil' niſ verum.”

AN OTHER C HA RACT E R of Mr. FLO O D.

[BY A correspondent.]

R. FLOOD was during his whole life

extremely ſtudious, yet his moſt in

timate friends fear he has left little, if any

thing, to poſterity, beſide what has already

*PPerred. A few Odes written by him

were printed about thirty years ago for the

uſe of his friends, but never publiſhed. Their

*ffication is rough, but the ſtile is nervous

to a degree. -

His poetical taſte was juſt, and conſequent

# not fingular. Shakeſpeare, Milton, and

mer were his favourite Poets, and he ad

* very much the ſimple melody of

*iºd's verſe. He uſed to ſay of Glover's

*ºnidas, on account of its broken lines

* abrupt periods, “that it was a good

Pºm ºrchen on the wheel.”

He placed the Greek writers of proſe far

*all others; and of the Greeks them

**, he liked Demoſthenes and Ariſtotle

* They were the models of his reaſon

** and his eloquence, for his aim was to

** ſimplicity with ſtrength. One of his

*tomary exerciſes was to read one of

“ro's orations with the greateſt care, and

**P away all he thought uſeleſs; and in

* many of them were reduced by this

*Pºtion to a very ſlender trunk.

There are in ſome of the ancient Iriſh

hiſtorians paſſages moſt finely poetical, in

which he delighted, and this undsubted fact

will account for the particular uſe to which

his patriotic ſpirit directed the application of
his fortune.

The elegant Atticiſm of his converſation has

ſeldom been ſurpºſed. Always chearful, al

ways inſtructive, he abounded in wit, he

abounded in knowledge; yet he wounded ne

man with the ſhafts of the one, he oppreſſed

no man with the weight ofthe other; whatever

he ſaid was ſeaſonable; he never interpoſed

a jeſt amid ſerious diſcourſe, nor ever damp

ed feſtivity by an untimely refle&icn. No

profaneneſs, no indecency was ever heard to

pollute his lips, pure as the hallowed voice

of Iſaiah.

Hs departed this life without a ſtruggle

or a figh. He had long entertained an

opinion that medicines were injurious to the

underſtanding, and to this prejudice his death

moſt probably is owing; for having caught

cold by ſtanding abroad to direct ſome im

provements, no ſolicitations could prevail on

him to allow a phyſician's being ſent for.

After juſt ſpeaking to his ſervant, he laid

down his head on the pillow, and ſweened

into the arms of death.

METHOD OF RECOVERING PotATOES INJURED BY FROST.

OTATOES penetrated by froſt will re

*ive no injury thereby, provided the nitre

* froſty particles are extracted, by putting

"* roots into cold water when a thaw ap

Pºches, and letting them remain there

ºil they are freed from all nitrous ſpiculae,

** the air by its activity would agitate

** ſuch violence in a thaw, as would

*rate the ſubſtance of the root, and reduce

*** ſoft pulpor liquid. Water ſeems to act

in this inſtance as a lixivium, to ſuck away.

thoſe minute thorns by ſlow degrees, and

without offending the ſolids of the root.—

This experiment may be extended to turneps,

and varous kinds of fruit, and other vege

tables; but it would be highly imprudent

for thoſe who have a ſtore of potatoes, &c.

not to guard them with the utmoſt care from

froſt.

* PRO.
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PROCEEDINGS of the NATIONAL ASSEMBLY of FRANCE.

[ Continued from Pºol. XX, p. 457. I

Decr Mark 15.

M PASTORET read a letter from Mr.

* Briton, of London, in which was

encloſed an addreſs from the Whig Society in

Lºndon, of which he was Preſident, to the

National Aſſembly and the King and Nation

af France, applauding the principles of the

Revolution, and offering their lives and for

tnues, if neceſſary, in ſupport of it.

This addreſs was received with applauſe,

and an anſwer was drawn up in theſe

words:

The Answer of the National Assemi

rty of FRAN cr to the EN a lish Con

** 11 ºrios at Whiss, approved by the

4|ſºutly ºn the 5th inft.

* To the EN a lish Coxst 1 TurronAl

“Whigs, the Sons ºf Liberty.

* Gentlemen,

* I HAVE iaid before the National Aſ

§embly the addreſs, in which you ſwear

alliance with and ſupport of Frctich citizens.

The Aſſembly has ordered it to be ſent to

the King, and to all the Sečtions of the Em

Pire, and has chargedme to return its grateful

acknowledgements. The Aſſembly reſolved

to give the greateſt ſolemnity to the alliance

which is on the point of taking place be

tween Engliſh and French Liberty. The

treaty which conſolidates it for ever has

been negociated by the ſole dićtates cf virtue.

The baſis of it, like that of truth, is fimple,

and, like that of reaſon, will be eternal.

May it be the forerunner of univerſal peace

among mankind, and may, in conſequence,

all prejudice be aboliſhed, and the veil of

error diſappear t -

“Happineſs to the ancient Society of

Whigs! to the innumerable defenders of

Liberty in your country | France accepts

your vows. France receives from you the

great example of unmixed and perpetual

love for our country.. We are forever united

in defence of Liberty, of which your Society

is the firm ſupport:-it is by ſuch ſupport

that States are preſerved, and that, in the

midft of the moſt furious ſtorms of politics,

a nation ſurvives the wreck, ſtanding erect,

and guarded by its laws.

- (Signed) -

“The Preſdent ºf the National Aſmbly.”

Dec E Ms ºr 19.

The Miniſter of Juſtice preſented an ac

enurt of decrees lately preſented for the

Royal ſanétion. The Aſſembly liſtened in

fºnce. To the decree againſt the Nonjur

inº Cºzy was ºffixed in: Wate-Tº King

wº.' …azºv.

Decr Ma Fr 24.

M. la Fayette appeared at the bar, and

delivered the following -

a DDR rss.

“The National Aſſembly know my prin.

ples and my ſentiments. I ſhall confine my

ſelf to expreſſing how much I feel the marks

of approbation which the Aſſembly beſtowed

on the choice which the King has hecn pleaf

ed to make of me, and to profeſſing my pro

found reſpe&t for the Repreſentatives of the

French nation, and my unalterable devotion

to the maintenance of the French Conſti

tution.”

This Addreſs was received with loud and

repeated plaudits; and the Preſident an

ſwered,

“The name of La Fayette reminds of

Liberty and Vićtory. They followed that

name under the American colours; they

will attend it at the head of the armics

of France. Thoſe National Guards whorn

you firſt put in ačtion will be gateful for

the choice made of you, and will ſhew them

ſelves worthy of you and of that choice. If

ſuch is the blindneſs of our enemies, that

they muſt try the force of a great and re

generated people, march to battle. The

French people, who have ſworn to conquer

and to die free, will always preſent with

confidence to nations and to tyrants their

Conſtitution and La Fayette.”

The Miniſter for Foreign Affairs preſented

the anſwers of ſeveral Courts to the King’s

notification of his acceptance of the Conſti

tution, of which, omitting the parts of mere

form, the following is the ſubſtance :

The King of Denmark, Nov. 11.-I have

always applauded the meaſures which your

Majeſty has taken forthe good of the nation,

and I truſt you will do juſtice to the eager

neſs with which I ſhall return the friendſhip

of which you give me new aſſurances.

The King of Naples, Oct. 11.-I have

read the communication of the events which

concern your Majeſty in the preſent ſtate of

the French monarchy. Be aſſured of the

ſincere and zealous intereſt which l have

taken, and ſhall always take, in whatever

regards your perſon.

The Elector Palatine, Nov. 11—I have

received the notification of your Majeſty's

acceptance of the Conſtitution decreed by

the French nation. Not only are my in

variable attachment to your Majeſty, the

proximity of the Palatinate to ſome of the

provinces of your kingdom, and the good

underſtanding that has hitherto ſubſiſted be

tween our reſpective ſubjeas, ſure pledges
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of the particular intereſt which I take in

this important event; but it excites a warm

defire of participating in the perfett content

and tranquillity of your Majeſty, and all

your Royal Family, to the ſtrengthening of

the French monarchy, and the producing of

a benign influence on the ſeveral States of

Europe.

The Arch-Durleſ, Governeſs of the Low

&untries, Nov. 12.-I am informed of your

Majeſty's having accepted and ſanétioned a

new Conſtitution for your kingdom. I

turneſtly wiſh that this new reſolution may

Produce you a laſting ſatisfaction, and become

a ſource of happineſs to the monarchy and

the nation.

The Landgrave of Heſſe-Caſſel, Nov. 22.

-The reſpectful part which I take in all

events that concern your Majeſty, equals my

attachment to your auguſt perſon. Accept

my thanks for the notification of your accep

tance of the new Conſtitution. I pray con

ſtantiy for whatever may contribute to your

Majeſty's glory and happineſs, and the

Proſperity of your reign.

The Duke ºf Mecklenburgh Strelitz, Nov. 8.

-I pray, with all my heart, that the ac

ceptance of the Conſtitution, which you have

preſented to me in the name of the nation,

may bring your Majeſty all the ſatisfaction

and happineſs which you deſerve on ſo many

accounts.

The Duke of Wurtenburg, Dec. 2.-I

have received your Majeſty's letter with re

ſpºt and gratitude. Be aſſured of the in

tereſt I ſhall always take in whatever con

cºrns your Majeſty's ſacred perſon.

The Landgrave of Baden, Dec. 3.-Your

Majeſty cannot doubt the attachment which I

ſhall always preſerve for your ſacred perſon,

and the prayers which I ſhall put up for

your happineſs.

The Republic of Venice.—The gra

sous expreſſions of friendſhip contained

in your Majeſty's letter, were received by

the Senate with the greateſt ſatisfaction,

and the moſt lively gratitude. The

republic, firm in its ancient uſage of re

tarding the proſperity of the Crown of

France as its own, continues to form the

moſt ardent wiſhes for your Majeſty's glory,

and the happineſs of your reign.

The Republic of Genoa, Nov. 16.-We

have received the letter intimating that your

Majeſty has accepted the Conſtitutional Aét

preſented to you by the nation. We take

this occaſion of aſſuring your Majeſty, that

we continue to take a lively intereſt in all

that concerns your auguſt perſon, and the

proſperity of your reign. We repeat our

requeſts for the preſervation of our rights,

iſºtºable te the treaties which unite the two

nations in a perfeół correſpondence, and

which we ſhall always conſider it as our glory

to maintain. -

The Republic of Valais, Nov.zo.—YourMa

jeſty having communicated to usyour accepta

tion of the Conſtitution preſented to you by the

French nation, we have the honour to aſſure

you, that we take the moſt lively intereſt in

whatever can contribute to the honour and

the glory of your Majeſty and the nation,

and the ſtrengthening of our alliance. We

form the moſt ſincere and ardent vows for

the preſervation of your ſacred perſon, and

of all the Royal Family.

Some of theſe anſwers were received with

murmurs, and ſome with laughter; the

King of Denmark's only with applauſe.

The Miniſter then ſtated, that the King

tad not received an anſwer to his application

to the Helvetic Body for an extenſion of the

general amneſty to the ſoldiers of the regi

ment of Chateau-Vieux, condemned to the

galleys for mutiny; but that, from a le" ºr

from one of the Cantons, adopted and cir

culated by the Canton of Zurich—ſetting

forth that the offence of theſe ſoldiers was

purely military, unconnected with the French

Revolution, and that, however deſirous the

Helvetic Body might be to comply with the

wiſhes of his moſt Chriſtian Majeſty, the

puniſhment of it was abſolutely neceſſary for

the maintenance of diſcipline among their

troops—there was reaſon to believe that the

application would be ineffectual.

Spain.—His Majeſty was informed by a

letter ſigned by Count Florida Blanca, the

Spaniſh Miniſter, that the King his Maſter

had given orders to the Governor of the

Spaniſh part of St. Domingo to obſerve the

moſt ſtrict neutrality with reſpect to the in

ſurrečtion in the French part; but that, if

bodies of the blacks ſhould be formed for the

purpoſes of plunder, piracy, and the de

ſtruction of the White-, then to aid the latter

with proviſions, arms, and ammu:\ition, to

employ all his forces by ſea and land to pro

tect them, taking care at the ſame time to

prevent the contagion from reaching the Spa

niſh part of the iſland, and for that purpoſe

to form a line of troops on the frontier,

The King of Spain being alſo informed

that his ſending a Miniſter to the Swiſs Can

tons had given umbrage to the Court of

France, had ordered his Charge d'Affaires to

explain, that the perſon ſo ſent had been ap

pointed five years ago, and that the principal

obječt of his miſfion was to obtain a conti

nuation of the recruiting for Spain in Swit

zerland.

The Emperor—Tranſmitted to the King,

in January laſt, the complaints to the Det of

the Empire on the abolition of the feudal

ſyſtem
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ſyſtem in the lands poſſeſſed by ſeveral Ger.

man Princes in Alſace and Lorraine. The

King, in his anſwer, juſtified the decrees of

the National Aſſembly, declined the interpo

ſition of the Germanic Body, and renewed

the offer of a juſt indemnification to the par

ties it,tereſted. This anſwer was ſubmitted

to the Piet of Ratiſbon, and the Concluſan

of the Diet was, that all things, both tempo

ral and ſpiritual, muti be pnt upon their an

cizot footing, agreeable to the Treaties and

Conventions, -

It is to be obſerved, that the Nation: l Aſ

ſembly had aboliſhed all juriſdiction, Metro

politan and Dioceſan, exerciſed by foreign

Prelates; an abolition that fell chiefly on the

Archbiſhops of Mayence and Treves, and

the Biſhops of Spire and Baſle.

The Emperor has addreſſed a letter to the

Circles of the Empire confºrming the above

Conciºſum, and the following

L. E. T. T. E. R. To T is E R IN c.

“ Leopold II. Emperor and King of the

Romans, &c. Purſuant to our Conſtitutional

laws, we have communicated to the Elec

tors, Princes, and States of the Empire, on

the one part, the complaints of the vaſſals

of our Empire, which, agree...bly to the

wiſhes of our Electoral College, we tranſ

mitted amicably to you on the 14th Dec. laſt,

and on the other, the anſwer returned by your

Maj:ttv.— the more we have conſidered

this affair, the more we muſt regret that

your Majeſty's anſwer was not conformable

to cur juſt expectation. Beſides its not

being drawn up in an idiom uſual in diſcuſ

fing buſineſs between the Empire and your

kingdom, we remarked, that it called in

queſtion the competence of the vaſſals of

the Empire to implore our intervention at

the inet, in order to aſſure them the faine

protection of the Emperor and the Empire,

which protected their intercºts on occaſion

of public pacifications.

“ To judge from the tenour of your

anſwer, your M j-ſty, no doubt, ſuppoſed,

that all the poſt ſtions of our vafſa's indſ.

pute were ſubject to the ſupremacy of your

Crown, ſo as to make it free to diſpoſe of

them as the public utility ſeems to re

quire, provided a juſt indemnification were

given; but if yºur M. jetty will take the

trouble of examining more attentively the

public pacifications in queſtion, as well as

ail the other Treaties between the Empire

and France, ſince 1643, it will not ſurely

efcape your ſerſpicuity, that ſuch a ſuppo

ſition cannot be well fºunded.

“ Yuu will then ſee mºtt cººrly, on the

one nº t, whet are the lands that have been

hitherto transferred to the tuyveinacy of your

Crown by the conſent of the Emperors

and the orders of the Empire; and on the

other, that the poſſeſſions of our waſſals in

Alſace, Lorraine, and elſewhere, which

have not been transferred to your Crown by

a ſimilar conſent, muſt remain in their an

cient relation to the Empire, and cannot

conſequently be ſubjećted to the laws of

your kingdom. But with reſpect even to

the diſtricts, the ceſſion of which is moſt

expreſsly ſtipulated in the Treaties, France

cannot be ignorant that theſe very Treaties

have given to the exerciſe of your ſupre:

macy, in regard to the vaſtals of the Empire,

different reſtlićtions both ſpiritual and civil,

which cannot in any ſhape be arbitrarily

overturned by new Decrees of your nation.

“We have there'ore reaſon to complain

of the derogations which, ſince the month

of Auguſt 1789, have been made to the

terms of the ſaid Treaties, and infraćlions

which have followed in conſequence, to the

prejudice of our rights, of thoſe of the Em

pire, and of our vaſſals; and we are con

vinced that we are bound not only to inter

poſe in their favour the moſt ſolemn pro

teſtation, both in our name and the name

of the Empire, but alſo to give to the injured

all the aid which the dignity of the Imperial

Court and the maintenance of the preſent

Conſtitution require. -

“ Such is the 1eſolution on which we

have determined, and we ſhould already

have taken meaſures to ſignify it in the moſt

efficacious manner, if your Majeſty's well:

known ſentiments of juſtice and equity had

not left us the hope of obtaining by an ami

cable negociation, in favour of the vaſſals

of our Empire, a reintegration full and

conformable to the diſpoſition of thoſe

"I'reaties.

“Your Majeſty's prudence will eaſily

perceive the injury which a violation of the

promiſes equaliy binding on both parties re

ciprocally made to the Empire by your

Crown, and even guaranteed by the latter,

would do to the title by which the different

countries of Alſace and Lorraine have been

ſucceſſively transferred to you. It will

eaſily diſcover the cenſequences not to be

calculated which may be produced hoth ºn

Europe and the other parts of the world,

where nations exitt that have at any time

entered into Treaties with your’s, by ſo

manifeſt a proof, that France, without re

gard to the ſanółity of public promiſes, thinks

herſelf at liberty to violate them whenever

her own intereſt makes it appear conve"

nient.

“ Your deſire to cauſe juſtice between

nations to be obſerved, and to maintain the

frºs..d.hip that ſubſiſts between your king

Junº
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*m and our empire, will certainly induce

you to diſregard this pretended convenience,

which cannot be obtained but with the detri

ment of Treaties, and does not allow us to

doubt that the inſtances which we now renew

to you, both in our name and the name of

the Empire, will effect a ceſſation of all the

innovations made ſince the beginning of

Auguſt 1789, as far as they affect the States

and vaſſals of our Empire; that they will

operate the re-eſtabliſhment of the latter in

the enjoyment of all the revenues of which

they have been deprived; and, finally, that

the re-eſtabliſhment of all things, on the

foot determined by the Treaties, will be the

conſequence.

* We entreat your Majeſty to make

known to us if this is your full intention.

he more prompt your anſwer, and the

more conformable to received cuſtom, the

lºſs doubt we ſhall entertain of the ſincerity

of your deſire, and that of your nation, to

cultivate peace and friendſhip with the Em

pire. We wiſh your Majeſty every thing

that can contribute to your happineſs.

“Given at Vienna, Dec. 3 * 1791.” .

After reading the Emperor's ratification of

the Centºſum of the Diet, the Miniſter in

formed the Aſſembly that he ſhould lay

before them the indemnification agreed

upon with the Prince of Lowenſtein.

The Prince of Hohenloe and the Prince of

Salm-Salm were diſpoſed to treat on the

ſame days, ſo that the execution of one

would almoſt conclude the other two.

Negociations were alſo going on, and

well advanced, with the Duke of Wirtem

berg, the Duke of Deux-Ponts, and Prince

Maximilian; but they required, previous to

any agreement, the reimburſement of their

revenues on the feudal rights in queſtion,

from the 4th of Auguſt 1789.

His Majeſty had charged his new Miniſter

at Treves to inſiſt on the Elector's diſperſing

the aſſemblage of the Emigrants within his

States before the 15th of January, on pain

of being conſidered as an enemy. He had

alſo claimed anew the interpoſition of the

Prmpire, and repreſented to the Emperor the

inevitable conſequences of a ſecond refuſal.

Inſtruštions, to the ſame effect, had been

given to M. Legur, the new Miniſter at

Berlin, and to his other Miniſters at the

principal German Courts.

The Prince Biſhop of Liege had ſent a

letter formally diſavowing his having given

his citadel, or the Convent of the Capuchins,

to the French Emigrants to aſſemble in.

But his Majeſty, not thinking this letter

ſufficient, had given orders to require that

to aſſemblage whatever ſhould be allowed

Wol. XXi,

or aid given to the Emigrants in the ſtate of

Liege.

Tursday, Dec. 27.

The Biſhop of Lille and Vilaine (in Brit

tany) ſaid, the Council General complained

that the Department was infeſted by a ſet of

banditti, who, when ſtopped and queſtioned

by the Gendarmerie, immediately referred

to the article of the Conſtitution which ſecures

to every citizen the right of going where he

pleaſes, and at night aſſembled in troops by

a watch-word, and committed robberies and

murders. The Council therefore repreſent

ed the neceſſity of empowering the Civil

Magiſtrate to ſtop and detain all ſtrangers

travelling without a paſſport, and unable to

give a good account of themſelves—Referred

to the Committee of Legiſlation. .

An account was preſented of the National

Property ſold, amounting to 1,503,854,742

livres for 320 diſtrićts.

The Military Committee preſented a re-"

port on the ſtate of the frontiers, the reſult of

which was, that they were in the beſt poſ-"

ſible ſtate of defence wherever they were :

expoſed to attack by land, and from Dun

kirk to Huningue, an extent of 16o leagues,”

guarded by 13e,ooo effective men; that the

arſenals were well ſupplied with arms, eſ

pecially cannon and ammunition; that the

troops of the line in actual ſervice amounted"

to 1oo,5oo men, the artillery to 37,7co,"

and the volunteer National guards to 85,624,

—in all 214,324, effective men; that fifty

four battalions were yet to be formed, and

the troops of the line to be augmented to

their full complement, which together would

would raiſe the number of the land forces te

34o,ooo, without including auxiliaries.

The Committee therefore propoſed, that

there was no ground for debate on a motion'

for ſending Commiſſioners to examine the

ſtate of the frontiers; and that the Executive

Power ſhould be charged to accelerate the

formation of the volunteer National guards

in the Departments where they are not yet

formed.

The decree propoſed by the Military

Committee, to enable the King to raiſe M.

Luckner and M. Rochambeau to the rank of

Marſhal of France, was paſſed.

WrDNrsDay. Dec. 28.

. A letter was read from the Miniſter at

War, requeſting the Aſſembly to haſten their

deciſion on the grant of twenty millions ap

plied for in conſequence of the King's ſpeech.

Decreed, that penſions and ſalaries ſhall

be paid only to perſons reſident within the

kingdom, in the French colonies, or em

ployed abroad on the public ſervice.

An account was laid before the Aſſembly

of the preciſe number of its abſent Members,

I which
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which did not exceed eight. Some com

pulſive propoſals with reſpect to them were

made; but the majority refuſed to adopt

them.

THE ELE croR of TR Eves.

The Miniſter for Foreign Affairs commu

nicated to the Aſſembly a diſpatch which

M. de Vergennes, in quality of Plenipoten

tiary to the Elector of Treves, had ſent to the

King, and which we have annexed in an

Appendix of State Pap f Rs.

Thuksday, Dec. 29.

The Report of the Committees on the

King's ſpeech, and the grant of twenty mil

lions of livres for the War Department, was

taken into conſideration.

M. Briſſot made a long ſpeech, in which

he examined the communications from the

ſeveral Courts of Europe, in anſwer to the

notification of the King's acceptance of the

Conſtitution; and concluded with propoſing

to approve of the King's notification to the

Elcãor of Treves and the other German

Princes, and declare them enemies if they

did not comply with it by the 15th of Janu

ary; to grant the twenty millicns demanded;

to prepare a charge of High Treaſon againſt

the Emigrant Princes within eight days;

to requeſt the King to order the Ruſſian and

Swediſh Miniſters to quit, France; and in

form the King of Sweden and the Empreſs,

that their aiding the Emigrants would be con

fidered as an ačt of hoſtility; to demand ſa

tisfaction of the King of Spain, for the in

jurious terms in which his Governor in St.

JDomingo refuſed ſuccour to the French Co

loniſts, and for the injuries done to the French

citizens in Spain, in conſequence of the late

edićts ; to demand the good offices of the

Emperor, the prohibition of all aſſembling

of troops in the Ele&torates, and the reduc

tion of his own troops in the Netherlands; to

order the Miniſter for Foreign affairs to give

a weekly account of his adminiſtration, and

the Diplomatic Committee to examine the

treaties with Ruſſia, Spain, Germany, and

Sweden, and propoſe ſuch alterations as may

be neceſſary.

His ſpeech was warmly applauded, and,

ordered to be printed. -

M. Condorcet read the plan of a Mani.

feſto to be publiſhed in the States of the

Princes by whom France was menaced, and

which the reader will find in the STATE PA

PERs annexed.

This was adopted by the Aſſembly, or

dered to be preſented by a deputation of

twenty-four Members to the King, tranſlated

into all the languages of Europe, and ſent to

the eighty-three Departments.

The Aſſembly then voted the twenty mil

lion; cquired.

A letter from M. Blanchelande, the Goa

vernor of St. Domingo, was read, ſtating

that the colony was ſtill agitated by the in

ſurreótion of the negroes on the 22d of Oc

tober, and that the Concordat between the

people of colour and the whites was very ill

received by many of the latter.

The Miniſter for Foreign Affairs informed

the Aſſembly that the King of Sweden had

received the notification of the King's accep

tance of the Conſtitution, but had not re

turnct an anſwer.

Evex ING SITTINo.

M. Condorcet reported, that the Manifeſto

voted in the morning had been preſented to

the King, who replied— -

“The National Aſſembly may be aſſured

that I ſhall always maintain the dignity of,

the nation.”

FRIDAY, Dec. 30.

A letter from the Miniſter at War was

read, ſtating that the twenty millions voted

yeſterday were to make good the deficit of,

1791, and not to be carried to the expences,

of 1792.

M. Lafond preſented a general eſtimate,

from the particular eſtimates of the ſeveral

Miniſters, of the expences of 1792. Ap

panage of the Princes, 5,0so,ooo.—Army,

221,ooo-Foreign Affairs, 6,ooo,coo.--

Marine and Colonies, 43,coo,ooo..—General

Adminiſtration, 5,000,oco.—Public Wor

ſhip, 81,000,ooo.—Penſions to Eccleſiaſtics,

68,000,ooo-National Aſſembly,5,ooo,ooo

-Civil Liſt, 25,000,ood.—Bridges and

Roads, 4,000,ooo..—High National Court

and Court of Appeal, 450,000.-Schools

and Academies, 1,0co,ooo..—Intereſt of Pub

lic Debt, zo,ooc,ooo. Life Annuities,

Ioo,ooo, ooo. Perpetual Amnuities,

3oo,ooo,ooo, &c.—-Making a total of

774,ooo,Goo.

He then preſented an eſtimate of the orº,

dinary ways and means; conſiſting of land

tax, taxon perſonal property, patents, ſtamps,

&c. taken at 530,000,ooo. The remaining

ſum of 244,000,ooo muſt be provided for

from the fund of extraordinaries.

Decr Ma Er 31.

The Afſembly determined neither to give

nor receive congratulations upon the new

year.

Declaration of the Emerror to fupport

the EL = c Tok of TR Eves.

The Preſident announced, that the King's

Miniſters deſired leave to preſent an official

communication from the King.

M. Deleſſart, the Miniſter for Foreign

Affairs, ſaid, that Prince Kaunitz had de

livered to the French Miniſter at the Court

of Vienna, an official notice from the Im

Perial Court, in anſwer to the communica

$lo

º
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tion made to that Court of the King's re

quiſition and notification to the Elector of

Treves. This notice the French Miniſter

had tranſmitted by a courier extraordinary.

[The EMP & Rok's Declar AT ion will be

found among the St. At E PAP ERs annexed.]

The Miniſter of Juſtice preſented a Letter

from the King to the National Aſſembly,

which we have alſo given among other

STATE PAP Ers.

M. Deleſſart gave an account of a letter

efficially communicated to the King by M.

Herman, Miniſter for the Biſhop of Spire,

and the Elector Palatine, at the Court of

France. In the poſtſcript of this letter,

dated December 18, the Biſhop of Spire

tells his Miniſter, that he has ſeen with

aſtoniſhment, that in the Declaration of the

National Aſſ-mbly to the King, he is accuſed

ef having concurred with the Elector of

Treves, in protećting the aſſembling of

troops againſt France. He charges his

Miniſter to aſſure the Court of France, that

no Emigrant has tarried in his States; that

thoſe who had entered them had only paſſed

paſſed through as travellers; and that what

ever had been ſaid contrary to this declara

tion, was an impoſture, intended to deceive

the National Aſſembly and the people of

France.

M. Herman had alſo communicated a de

claration from the Elector Palatine, that the

French within his territories had always con

dutied themſelves in ſuch a manner as to

give no offence, or violate the reſpect due to

good neighbourhood; that on this account he

had not thought himſelf at liberty to order

them to quit his States; and that the report

of his having promiſed to furniſh aid againſt

France was utterly falſe. .

The King had received another letter from

Worms, intimating that the Emigrants found

no protećtion there; but as it was not ſigned,

although many circumſtances ſeemed to ſhew

that it was genuine, his Majeſty entertained

doubts of its authenticity.

JANuary 1.

A citizen of the Sečtion of the Thuilleries

ſent 300 livres for the ſervice of his country,

with a promiſe of the ſame ſum annually,

during the impious war with which France

was menaced.

A Peruquier preſented four Louis d'Ors,

the fruit of his acconomy, for the ſame

Purpoſe,

I &

Accusation of T H E EMr C R ANTs.

The Committee was of opinion,

1. That there was ground of accuſation;

becauſe all political conſiderations muſt yield

to the urgency of circumſtances. The Emi

grants were the promoters of the confederacy

which threatened France from abroad, and of

the troubles with which the country was agita

ted at home. The Aſſembly had already accuſed,

the accemplices, and could not in juſtice ſpare

the principals. As the Repreſentatives of

a free people, the baſis of whoſe freedom was

equality, they had no right to make diſtinc

tions, and grant impunity to the authors of

guilt, while they were proſecuting the

humble inſtruments.

2. That it would be ſufficient for the

preſent to accuſe the King's two brothers,

the Prince of Conde, and the Sieurs Calonne,

Laqueuille, and Mirabeau.

M. Genty ſaid, a decree which they had

not the means of cxecuting, would be

rather a proof of weakneſs, than a ſtriking

aćt of juſtice. A plain and open declaration

of war againſt their enemies would be more

magnanimous, and more effectual. When

the Romans expelled their tyrants, they

ſuffered them to take away their property.

To make out tables of proſcription was re

ſerved for Sylla and for Marius. At which,

period was the example of the Romans more

worthy of imitation ? He moved to adjourn

the propoſition of the Committee.

Several Members ſpoke for the decree of

accuſation, obſerving, that if deſpotiſm had

ſuffered the ſame inſults and injuries that had

been offered to a free people, all the ſove

reigns of Europe would have been in arms to

avenge its cauſe.

The queſtion was put on the adjournment,

which was negatived.

It was then moved to leave out the pre

amble of the decree ; but the motion for

omitting the preamble was negatived, and

the Aſſembly agreeing to refer the mode of

wording to a Committee, decreed in ſub

ſtance, “That there is ground of accuſation

againſt Louis Joſeph Staniſlas Xavier, Charles

Phillippe, and Louis Joſeph, formerly

Conde, French Princes, the Sieurs Calonne,

formerly Comptroller General; Laqueuille

the elder, formerly Deputy to the National

Aſſembly; Riquetti, cadet, formerly De

puty to the National Aſſembly, as charged

with offences and conſpiracies againſt the

general ſafety of the State and the Con

ſtitution.”

STATE
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S T A T E

No. I.

Le r1 ex from the FR EN cit Extic RANTs

to the FRENch KING

This long compoſition is dated Coblentz,

Dec. 1. and contains, among others,

the following paſſages :

“It is not to you, Sire, that we under

take to juſtify our reſiſtance (to the invita

tions of return), we know too well the true

intentions of your Majeſty. We ſhall never

believe, that you have freely conſerted to

renounce the ſovereignty, which you hold

from God alone, to render yourſelf the ſub

ordinate agent of the revolters, who uſurp

your throne.

“Your Majeſty, leſs unhappy than was

the head of your houſe, may reckon among

your defenders two auguſt brothers, the

Princes of the name of Conde, a name ſo dear

to vićtory, the French nobility, and a great

number of perſons of the third cſtate, who

have all dedicated their blood and the re

mainder of their fortune to the taſk of re

placing the crown upon your head. It is in

theſe circumſtances, Sire, that we are in

vited to abandon your rights, and to ſubmit

ourſelves to the multitude, who have depliv

ed you of your liberty.

“ The fidelity which we have ſworn,

Sire, is to the whole Houſe of Bourbon, and

when it ſhall be poſſible that you may wiſh

to deprive us of our obligations to you, theſe

cbligations will not ſubſiſt the leſs between us

and your deſcendants. The throne will be

long to them as it was tranſmitted to you,

2nd ſuch as you poſſeſſed it at your acceſſion

to the crown. Our fidelity will be due to

them ; we are, therefore, not permitted to

conſent to any act which may deprive them

of the rights of their birth, and ot the inhe

ritance to which they are called.

“In all nations, the proprietors of the

land, the poſſeſſors of the richeſt perſonal

property, have always formed a diſtinct claſs

from the other inhabitants. Without this

precaution, the latter, neceſſarily the moſt

numerous, would continually hold the others

in a precarious and uncertain ſtate.

“Do not believe, Sire, that we have aban

doned our country; we hope to return with

all thoſe whom common danger has com

pelled to quit their houſes; we ſhall return

to bring with us order and peace; to replace

your Majeſty upon your throne; and to en

jºy, with all your people, the bleſfings which

you ſhall freely judge it ſuitable te grant

thern,” . . - - -

P A P E R S.

No. II.

Dretar Arion iſſued by the Ettei or ºf

Trrives to the FR ENch Princis.

“ HIS Serene Eleółoral Highneſs is per

fealy at eaſe with reſpect to any invaſion

whatever of the Electorate on the part of the

French Nation, becauſe that would be the

moſt certain means of drawing upon Francº

a declaration of war from a more powerful

court, and of overturning the New Con

ſtitution; but it becomes neceſſary to ſatisfy

the minds of the inhabitants of the Electorate,

by taking away from evil-deſigned perſon;

even the flighteſt pretext for a hoſtile inva

ſion. -

“To act in concert, and to avoid what

ever may cauſe miſunderſtandings, the un"

derſigned is ordered to declare,

“ i. That his Serene Electoral Highneſs

is highly pleaſed that the Princes, brother:

of the King, have forbidden exerciſing and

every military preparation.

“ 2. Any Frenchmen, not being armed,

cannot be conſidered but as foreigners who

reſide in this country, and as ſuch to whom

an aſylum has been granted in the Auſtrian
Low Countries, and different Provinces of

the empire.

“ 3. The diſperſon of the Gardes du

Corps having taken place in purſuance of the

deſire of his Serene Electoral Highneſs, hº

has no longer any thing to complain of ºn
that ſubjećt ; and the aſſurances which the

Princes have given to the Elector, have left

him nothing more to deſire.

“4. As the Red Companies have quitted

the Electorate, that point ceaſes of courſe.

“ 5. The different cantonments of the

French Nobility are conformable to the ar

rangements which have been adopted in the

Auſtrian Low Countries : all itſtmblages

which can give offence are avoided, and thºf

may the better aſſiſt each other mutually,

being ſeparated from each other by Provinces.

“ 6. The Elector flatters himſelf, that

the Princes, brothers of the King, will, for

the future, willingly continue to attend

ſirićtly to prohibit the collecting of muſkets,

cannon, and warlike ſtores, and encourage

no recruiting to go forward in the Electorate.

“7. His Serene Electoral Highneſs de

ſires and hopes, from the friendſhip and at

tachment of the Princes his nephews, that

they will make no difficulty in giving their

declarations in writing, of which uſe may

be made to take the neceſſary meaſures to

remove every pretence from the Miniſter of

- - - Frances

__---

:
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France, and, at the ſame time, to ſatisfy the

minds of the inhabitants of this country.

(Signed)

“The Baron pe DuMEN: ºy E.

* Collettas, Dec. 8, 1791.”

--

No. III.

Answer of the EMP Erok to a LETTER

preſented to him by M. Noailles, in

the name of the KING of the FR ENch.

“THERE can be no longer any doubt as

to my manner of thinking upon the affairs of

France. My laſt declaration, and the orders

which I have cauſed to be given by my Go

vernment at Bruſſels to the agent of the

French Emigrants, prove, that I conſider

my brother-in-law as free, and that my in

tention is, not to meddle with the affairs of

his kingdom, as long as the French ſhall

leave him all that they have voluntarily aſ

ſured to him, and that which he has volun

tarily accepted in the new conſtitutional con

tratt.

“But nothing further is to be required

cf me. If the King of the French has com

paints againſt particular States of the Empire,

free Sovereigns like myſelf, in virtue of the

Germanic Conſtitution, let him addreſs him

ſelf to thoſe Sovereigns, and ſettle with them

a; he may underſtand them.”
* --

No. IV.

Manir Esro of the EMPER or againſt

FRANc E.

Priºr: Kaanitz, Rietberg, to the French ºn

bruſader at Wienna.

$5, ºf the Chancellor of the Court and State.

PRINCE KAUNITZ RIETBERG, the

Chancellor of the Court and State, having

preſented to the Emperor the official com

minication made by the French Ambaſſador,

of an ottenſible diſpatch from M. De Leſſaert,

dred the 14th of November laſt, he has

been authorized to expreſs, in return to the

ſaid Ambaſſador, an anſwer to the ſaid diſ

pitch, with that entire freedom which his

Imperial Majeſty thinks it his duty to ob

ſerve on all objećts relative to the important

criſis in which the kingdom of France is.

The Chancellor has, in conſequence, the

honour to communicate on his ſide, that the

Eleãor of Treves has alſo ſent to the Em

peror a note, which the Miniſter of France

was charged to preſent him at Coblentz,

2. likewiſe the anſwer which the Elector gave

to ſaid note; that this Prince, at the ſame

time, had made known to his Imperial Ma

jeſty, that he had adopted, reſpecting the

*i.mbling and arming of the French refus
**

gees and emigrants, with regard to the fur

niſhing them with arms and warlike ammu

nition, the ſame principles and regulations as

had been put in force in the Auſtrian Low

Countries.

But that diſcontents began to ſpread be

tween his ſubjećts and thoſe in the environs;

that the tranquillity of his frontiers and

States were likely to be troubled by incurſions

and violences, notwithſtanding this wiſe

meaſure; and that the Ele&tor claimed the

affiſtance of the Emperor, in caſe the event

realized his fears.

That the Emperor is perfe?ly tranquil ow

the juſt and moderate intentions of the Moff

Chriſtian King, and not leſs convinced of

the great intereſt which the French Govern

ment has in preventing foreign Sovereign

Princes from being provoked to act againſt

them by force of arms; but daily experience

ſhews, that there does not appear principles

of ſtability and moderation enough in France,in

the ſubordination of her powers, and eſpecially

in the Provinces and Municipalities, to pre

vent the apprehenſion that the force of arms

muſt be exerciſed in ſpite of the King's in

tentions, and in ſpite of the dangers of the

conſequences.

His Imperial Majeſty, neceſſitated as well

by his friendſhip for the Elector of Treves as

by the conſideration he owes to the intereſt

ef Germany as a co-ettate, and to his own

intereſt as a neighbour, has enjoined Marſhal

de Bender, Commandant-General of the

troops in the Pays Bas, to march to the

States of his Ele&toral Highneſs ſpeedy and

efficaciaus ſuccours, in caſe he ſhould be

attacked with hoſtile incurſions, or even

imminently menaced with ſuch.

The Emperor is too ſincerely attached to

His Chriſtian Majeſty, and takes too great

a part in the well-being of France, and the

general repoſe, not to deſire ardently the

prevention of this extremity, and the infalli

ble conſequences which it will produce, as

well on the part of the Chef and the States

of the German Empire, as of other Sove

reigns, who lave united in concert to main

tain the public tranquillity, and for the ſafety

and honour of Crowns; and it is in conſe

quence of this latter, that the Chancellor

Prince Kaunitz is ordered to be open and

unreſerved to the Ambaſſador of France, to

whom he has the honour of repeating his

aliurances of having the moſt diſtinguiſhed

conſideration.

VIENNA, December 21, 1791.

(A true Copy) De LessA E R r.

Pakis, january 2, 1792.
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No. V.

Lºtty a from the French KiNa to the

NAT 1onAL AsseMBLY.

** Ge N T L E M FN,

“I HAVE charged the Miniſter for Foreign

Affairs, to communicate to you an official

notice from the Emperor, tranſmitted to the

Ambaſſador from France at Vienna.

“This, l am bound to ſay, has cauſed me

to be greatly aſtoniſhed, as I had a right

to reckon on the ſentiments of the Emperor,

and on his d-ſire of preſerving that good

intelligence and connexion which ought to

ſubſiſt between two allics—I cannot think

that theſe his diſpoſitions are changed; I like

to perſuade myſelf that he has been deceived

on the truth of facts; that he has thought that

the Elector of Treves had fulfilled the duties

of juſtice and good neighbourhood; and that,

nevertheleſs, this Prince had feared that his

Stateswere expoſed to violences, or particu

lar incurſion.

“In the anſwer which I have given to the

Emperor, I have repeated that I have only de

manded what was juſt from the Ele&tor of

Treves, and nothing but what the Emperor

himſelf had given an example of. I have re

minded him of the care the French nation

took immediately to prevent the aſſembling

of the Brabanters, when they attempted it in

the neighbourhood of the Auſtrian Pays Bas;

and, finally, I have renewed to him the

wiſhes of France for the conſervation of

peace. But, at the ſame time, I have de

clared, that if, after the epoch which I have

fixed, the Elector of Treves has not really

and effectively diſperſed the aſſembly which

exiſts in his States, nothing ſhall prevent me

from propoſing to the National Aſſembly,

as I have already announced, the employing

force of arms to conſtrain it.

“If this declaration does not produce the

effect 1 hope, if the deſtiny of France is to

fight with her children and her allies, I ſhall

make known to Europe the juſtice of our

cauſe. The French people will be ſupported

by their courage; and the nation will ſee

that I have no other intereſt but hers, and

that I ſhall for ever maintain her dignity and

her ſafety, as the moſt eſſential of my

dutics.

* Lou 15.

(Jºderneath) “De Lessa Err.”

No. VI.

LETT FR from the FR EN ch PRINces to the

Ex: P º RoR.

“Or R BR 91 H & R AND Cousin,

“ Tº E. an olate ſilence of your Ma

feſty, and the cºndućt which you have betn

pleased to evince ſince the treaty of Pilnitz,

f..... to r-gºire from us an entire reſtive

and diſcretſon ; but, notwithſtanding sp.

pearances, and the rigorous meaſures which

your Majeſty's Government in the Low

Countries unceaſingly purſues againſt the

French faithful to their duty and their ho.

nour, we always recall with confidence the

ſacred promiſes which your Majeſty has

made to the Comte d'Artois ; and we have

the firm aſſurance, that Leopold, faithful to

his engagements, guided by the ſentiments of

his heart, and enlightened by his own pro

per intereſts, now wiſhes, and always will

wiſh, to ſuccour his ally, deliver his fiſter,

and guaranty his own States, by deſtroying

the germ of contagion.

“A great occaſion has at length preſent

ed: never could a more favourable oppor

tunity be offered. It is our duty to ſubmit to

your Majeſty what can be done in favour of

France. It is for you to determine.

“We do nothere recall to your memory

the preſent ſtate of Europe. The north and

the ſouth have publiſhed their intentions.

“Pruſſia and your Majeſty have but one

opinion. We are deſirous to ſpeak of the

internal ſituation of France.

* The New Aſſembly has fallen into diſ

repute; the frightful diſorder of the finan

ces announces an approaching bankruptcy;

no power, no order any longer exiſts in the

State; our enemies are acquainted with their

danger; they perceive their ruin incvitable,

but they ſtill perſevere in the audaciouſneſs of

their, crimes; and we dare to ſay to a ſove

reign who loves truth, that the ſeeming con

dućt of your Majeſty ſuſtains their hopes,

and emboideus them in their ſanguinary pre

jećts.

“The decree which they paſſed againſt

Monſieur and the Emigrants ſufficiently de

velopes their deſigns. They know that the

brothers of the unfortunate Louis XVI. de

ſpiſe their menaces; they know that the

Nobility of France are attached only to ho

nour; but direéted at preſent by the Duke

of Orleans, and the Republican Party, they

wiſh to profit by the ſilence of Europe, and

to ſeek their ſafety in the exceſs of their

crimes.

“ To ſucceed in their deſigns, it was ne

seſſary they ſhould take the audacious mea

ſure of depriving us both of a right, which

their own decrees gave us, to the Regency.

Sufficient time has elapſed to judge of the

effect which this new crime has produced

upon the Sovereigns of Europe, and more

eſpecially upon your Majeſty; but if they

can be perſuaded of your indifference, or of

the prevalence of a dilatory ſyſtem, which

is equally dangerous, they will haſten to con

ſummate their crimes; they will annihilatº

the phantom of royalty which tº:
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Yoffer to exiſt; they will make an attempt

on the fife of the Queen ; and they will elect

achief, by beflowing the Regency upon the

Duke of Orleans.

“We do not advance any thing of which

we are not certain; and your Majeſty may

be perſuaded, that we ſpeak not the language

of exaggeration.

“But, Sire, by aſingle word, by a ſingle

2&tion, which will prove the firmneſs of

your reſolutions, not only will your Majeſty

diſconcert all the projećts of our enemies ;

but the change of opinions is ſuch, the diſ

credit of the Aſſembly ſo great, that at one

and the ſame inſtant an inſurrection will

take place in all parts of the kingdom, and

more eſpecially in the heart of the capital,

where the people are kept in ſubječtion by

the audacity of the rebels alone.

“What we now demand of your Majeſty

is, that you will be pleaſed to make a public

declaration, on purpoſe to aſſure the French

Princes of your protection, and alſo the other

French, whoſe zeal and the purity of whoſe

principles have obliged them to leave the

kingdom.

“ There is nothing perſonal in our con

duat: we act only for honour, which is our

ſole recompence ; nothing can deprive us

of it.

“But it is left for your Majeſty to conſi

der, whether you will guaranty the life of

the King and of the Queen, and produce

the beſt and greateſt effects by a meaſure

which will not any way affect you; or whe

ther you chuſe to leave the deareſt and moſt

precious claims to the chance of events, and

the audacity of crimes.

“We are,

“With the moſt reſpeaful ſentiments, &c.”

No. VII.

MANIFESTO

Tº all Sr ATEs and NAT 1 oss, Decreed by

the FR EN ch NATIonAL Ass EM B L Y,

and preſented to the KuNo December 29,

1791.

in Rawn up B y M. cor DoR cet.

* AT a moment when, for the firſt time

fnce the epoch of their liberty, the French

people may ſee themſelves reduced to the

neceſſity of exerciſing the terrible right of

war, their Repreſentatives owe to Europe,

to all mankind, an account of the motives

which have guided their reſolutions, and an

expoſition of the principles which direét

their condućh. The French nation renounce:

**ndertaking of war with the view of mak

irº tonguefi, and will never emplºy her forcer

•gainſt the Liberty ºf any State. Such is the

ºntef their Conſtitution; ſuch is the ſacred

vow by which they have conneéted their own

happineſs with the happineſs of every other

people, and they will be faithful to them.

“ But who can conſider that a friendly

territory in which exiſts an army waiting

enly the proſpect of ſucceſs for the moment

of attack *

“Is it not equivalent to a declaration of

war, to give places of ſtrength not only to

enemies who have already declared, but to

conſpirators, who have long ſince com

menced it Every thing, therefore, im

poſes upon the powers eſtabliſhed by the Con

ſtitution for maintaining the peace and the

ſafety of the Public, the imperious law of

employing force againſt rebels, who, from

the boſom of a foreign land, threaten to teap

their country in pieces.

“The right of nations violated—the dig

nity of the French people inſulted—the cri

minal abuſe of the King's name employed

by impoſtors to veil their diſaſtrous projećts

—their diſtruſt kept up by finiſter rumours

through the whole empire—the obſtacles oc

caſioned by this diſtruſt to the execution of

the laws, and the re-eſtabliſhment of credit

—the means of corruption exerted to de

lude and ſeduce the citizens—the diſquiets

which agitate the inhabitants of the frontiers

the evils to which attempts the moſt vain and

the moſt ſpeedily repulſed may expoſe them :

—the outrages, always unpuniſhed, which

they have experienced on the territories where

the revolted French find an aſylum—the ne

ceffity of not allowing the rebels time to

complete their preparations, or raiſe up more

dangerous againſt their country—ſuch are

our motives. Never did more juſt or more

urgent exiſt. And in the pićture which we

have drawn, we have rather ſoftened than

over-charged our injuries. We have no oc

caſion to rouſe the indignation of citizens in

order to inflame their courage.

“ The French nation, however, will ne

ver ceaſe to conſider as a friendly people, the

inhabitants of the territory occupied by the

rebels, and governed by princes who offer

them protećtion. The peaceful citizens whoſe

coxntry armies may occupy, ſhall not be

treated by her as enemies, nor even as ſub

jećts. The public force of which ſhe may

become the temporary depoſitary, ſhall not

be employed but to ſecure their tranquility

and maintain their laws. Proud of having

regained the Rights of Nature, ſhe will ne

ver outrage them in other men. Jealous of

her independence, determined to bury her

ſelf in her own ruins, rather than ſuffer laws

to be taken from her, or dićtated to her, or

even an inſulting guaranty of thoſe ſhe has

framed for herſelf, ſhe will never infringe the

independents of other natious. Her *:::
- w
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will condu& themſelves on a foreign territory

as they would on their own, if forced tocom

bat on it. The involuntary evils which her

troops may occaſion ſhall be repaired. The

aſylum which ſhe offers to ſtrangers ſhall not

be ſhut againſt the inhabitants of countries

whoſe princes ſhall have forced her to attack

them, and they ſhall find a ſure refuge in her

boſom. Faithful to the engagements made

in her name, ſhe will fulfil them with a

generous exactneſs; but no danger ſhall be

capable of making her forget that the ſoil of

France belongs wholly to liberty, and that

the laws of equality ought to be univerſal.

she will preſent to the world the new ſpec

tacle of anation truly free, ſubmiſſive to the

laws of juſtice amid the ſtorms of war, and

reſpeaing every where, and on every occa

ſon, towards all men, the rights which are

the ſame to all.

“Peace, which impoſture, intrigue, and

treaſon, have baniſhed, will never ceaſe to be

the firſt of our wiſhes. France will take up

arms, compelled to do ſo, for her ſafety and

her internal peace, and ſhe will be ſeen to

lay them down with joy the moment ſhe is

aſſured that there is nothing to fear for

that liberty—for that equality which is now

the only element in which Frenchmen can

live. She dreads not war, but ſhe loves

peace; ſhe feels that ſhe has need of it; and

the is too conſcious of her ſtrength to fear

making the avowal. When, in requiring

other nations to reſpect her repoſe, ſhe took

an etermal engagement not to trouble others,

ſhe might have thought that ſhe deſerved to

be liſtened to, and that this ſolemn declara

tion, the pledge of the tranquility and the

happineſs of other nations, might have me

rited the affection of the Princes who govern

them; but ſuch of thoſe Princes as apprehend

that France would endeavour to excite inter

nal agitations in other countries, ſhall learn

that the cruel right of repriſal, juſtified by

uſage, condemned by nature, will not make

her reſort te the means employed againſt her

own repoſe; thºt ſhe will be juſt to thoſe

who have not been ſo to her; that ſhe will

every where pay as much reſpect to peace as

to liberty; and that the men who ſtill pre

fume to call themſelves the maſters of other

men, will have nothing to dread from her but

the influence of her example.

“ The French nation is free : and, what

is more than to be free, ſhe has the ſenti

ment of freedom. She is frce ; the is armed;

ſhe can never be reduced to ſlavery. In

vain are her inteſtine diſcords counted on ;

fhe has paſſed the dangerous moment of the

reformation of her political laws, and ſhe is

too wiſe to anticipate the leſſon of experierce :

ſhe wiſhes only to maintain her Coultitution,

and to dº it..J it. -

T H E E U R OF EAN Mº G A 2 IN E,

“The diviſióh of two Powers proceedišg

from the ſame ſource, and directed to the

ſame, end, the laſt hope of our enemies, has

vaniſhed at the voice of our country in dan

ger; and the Kig, by the ſolemnity of his

proceedings, by the frankneſs of his meaſures;

ſhews to Europe the French nation ſtrong in

her means of defence and proſperity.

“ Reſigned to the evils which the enemies

of the human race, united againſt her, may

make her ſuffer, ſhe will triumph over them

by her patience and her courage; vićtorious,

ſhe will ſeek neither indemnification nor ven

geance.

“Such are the ſentiments of a generous

people, which their repreſentatives do them.

ſelves honour in expreſfing. Such are the

projects of the new political ſyſtem which

they have adopted—to repel force, to reſiſt

oppreſſion, to forget all when they have no

thing more to fear; and to adverſaries, if

vanquiſhed, as brothers ; if reconciled, as

friends. Theſe are the wiſhes of all the

French, and this is the war which they

declare againſt their enemies.”

No. VIII.

PRoclamation by the KING of the

FR ENch for the MA 1 NTEN AN ce of

Goor ORDER on the F RoNT 1 Eks.

THE King communicated to the National

Aſſembly the note delivered on the 21ſt of

December laſt to the Ambaſſador from

France to his Imperial Majeſty. This note

expreſſes the fear, that, before the manifeſt

ation of the national will, and even contrary

to the wiſh of the nation, the territory of the

German Empire would be inſulted by the

French. For theſe reaſons the Emperor

ordered his Generals in the Low Countries

to march to the aſſiſtance of the Elector of

Treves.

The King feels how much ſuch an alarm

might prove offenſive to the French people.

Europe is in peace; and certainly the

French who remain faithful to their country

and their King, will not deſerve the reproach

of having diſturbed its repoſe. Beſides, who

could believe that the French would violate

the rights of nations and the faith of treaties,

by conſidering as enemies thoſe men againſt

whom war had not been ſolemnly declared

-French loyalty repels with indignation a

ſuſpicion repugnant to propriety.

He is, nevertheleſs, aware, that perfidious

ſuggeſtions, that manoeuvres adroitly con

certed, may occaſion ſome differences between

the inhabitants or the troops of the reſpeštive

frontiers, and that inconſiderate provocations

may be produćtive of acts truly hoſtile.—

But to fruſtrate theſe manoeuvres it is ſuf

ficient to point them out. The King

ther-fore recommends to the Adminiſtrative

Bodies,
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$odies, and to the Generals, to employ all

their efforts to prevent the effects of the

means which may be employed to irritate

the impatience of the people, and the ardour

of the army.

Frenchmen, in the preſent momentous

crifis, it depends upon you to give a me

morable example to Europe; ſtrong in the

goodneſs of your cauſe, proud of your

liberty, let your moderation, and your ſub

miſſion to the law, make you reſpected by

your enemies. Know, that to wait the

fignal of the law is in you a duty; that to an

ticipate it will be a crime.

The King, in the name of the French

nation, aims at a ſatisfaction which has

equally for its objećt, juſtice, the right of

nations, and the intereſt of all Europe. If

the King has made warlike preparations, it

was becauſe he foreſaw the poſſibility of a

refuſal; and it was his duty to put himſelf

in a ſtate to overcome an unjuſt reſiſtance.

But his Majeſty does not yet deſpair of the

ſucceſs of his repreſentations. He has re

newed them, he follows them up with

energy, and he has reaſon to believe, that

more preciſe explanations will occaſion more

juſt diſpoſitions. Thoſe, therefore, who

ſhill dare to diſturb the cauſe of negociations,

by precipitate ſteps, by private attacks, ſhall

T H E A T R I C A

ON the 26th of November, the Enter

tainment of Richard Coeur de Lion

being intended for performance at the Hay

market, an apology was made for the non

attendance of Mrs. Jordan, who was declar

ed too much indiſpoſed to perform that

evening. This excuſe being, as it ſeemed,

ſuſpected by ſome of the audience, a d.ſ.

ſatisfaction appeared among them, which

was only quieted by the ſubſtitution of Mrs.

Crouch inſtead of Mrs. Jordan in the charac

ter. In the enſuing week many paragraphs

were inſerted in the News-papers, charging

Mrs. Jordan with want of reſpect to the

public, which occaſioned the following

letter, addreſſed to the ſeveral Editors, to

appear in moſt of the public prints:

S12, Treaſury-Office, Nov. 30, 1791.

I HAVE ſubmitted in ſilence to the un

Provoked and unmanly abuſe which for ſome

time paſt has been directed againſt me, be

cauſe it has related to ſubjects about which

the public could not be intereſted; but to

an attack upon my condućt in my profeſſion,

and the charge of want of reſpect and grati

tºe to the public, I think it my duty to re

Wol. XXI.

be conſidered as public enemies, odious to all

the people, and obnoxious to all the laws in

conſequence.

The King orders and enjoins the Admini

ſtrative Bodies, the General Officers, and

Commanders of the national and regular

troops, to watch with the greateſt attention,

that all foreign territory may be inviolably

reſpected ; to give equal attention that all

ſtrangers who may be found in France, of

what nation ſoever, may enjoy there all the

rights of hoſpitality, and the protection of

the laws while conforming to thcm ;-

laſtly, to take the moſt efficacious meaſures

to prevent any altercation taking place be

tween the inhabitants or the troops on the

reſpective frontiers—and to quiet them

ſpeedily, if they ſhould take place.

His Majeſty enjoins all Adminiſtrative

Bodies to repreſs with all their power, and

to cauſe to be proſecuted, all thoſe who may

ačt contrary to the laws, or diſturb public

tranquility. His Majeſty beſides orders,

that this proclamation ſhall be printed, pub

liſhed, and ſtuck up throughout the king

dom.

Done in the Council of State held at

Paris the 4th of January 1792.

(Signed) . Louis.

(Counterſ:gned) B. C. Cahier.

L J O U R N A L.

ply. Nothing can be more cruel and unfound

ed than the inſinuation that I abſented my

ſelf from the Theatre on Saturday laſt, from

any other cauſe than real inability from illneſs

to ſuſtain my part in the Entertainment. I

have ever been ready and proud to exert my

ſelf to the utmoſt of my ſtrength to fulfil my

engagements with the Theatre, and to mani

feſt my reſpect for the audience; and no per

ſon can be more grateful for the indulgence

and applauſe with which I have been con

ſtantly honoured, I would not obtrude upon

the public an alluſion to any thing that does

not relate to my profeſſion, in which alone,

I may without preſumption ſay, I am ac

countable to them ; but thus called on in the

preſent inſtance, there can be no impropriety

in my anſwering thoſe who have ſo ungene.

rouſly attacked me, that if they could drive

me from that profeſſion, they would take

from me the only income I have or mean to

poſſeſs; the whole earnings of which upon the

paſt, and one half for the future, 1 have al

ready ſettled upon my children. Unjuſtly

and cruelly traduced as I have been upon this

ſubject, I trutt that this ſhort declaration will

not be deemed imperiment; and for the reſt,

K I ap
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I appeal with confidence to the juſtice and

generoſity of the public.

1 am, Sir, Your obedient ſervant,

DoR. JORDAN.

This appeal to the public ſeemed not to

produce entire conviction, as on the I oth

of December, when Mrs. Jordan again at

tempted the charaćter of Roxalana in The

Sultan, notwithſtanding the very great ap

plauſe beſtowed upon her, ſome individuals

appeared diſſatisfied, and a diſturbance enſued,

which was not quieted until Mrs. Jordan

had addreſſed the audience in the following

words:

** Ladies and Gentlemen,

“I Should conceive myſelf utterly un

worthy of your favour, if the flighteſt mark

of public diſapprobation did not affect me

very ſenſibly.

* Since I have had the honour and the

happineſs to ſtrive here to pleaſe you, it

has been my conſtant endeavour, my un

remitting affiduity, to merit your approba

tion. I beg leave to aſſure you, upon my

honour, that I have never abſented myſelf

one minute from the duties of my profeſſion,

but from real indiſpoſition. Thus having

invariably acted, I do conſider myſelf under

the public protection.”.

This apology was received with burſts of

applauſe, and the diſturbance ceaſed.

Dec. 21. Blu E BEAR D ; or, The

Flight of Harlequin, a Pantomime, was

aćted the firſt time at Covent Garden. The

characters as follow :

Blue Beard, - Mr. Darley.

Harlequin, - Mr. Byrne.

Haggard, - Mr. Gray.

Clown, - Mr. Follet.

Brothers to columbine 3..
Sligo, - Mr. Rock.

M“Carney, - Mr. Powell.

Bobby Lobby, - Mr. Munden.

Swagger, - Mr. Marſhall.

Bounce, - Mr. Davies.

W2iter, Mr. Croſs.

Poſt-Boy, Maſter Simmons.

Dućtor, - Mr. C. Powell.

Sailor, - Mr. Rees.

ſad. St. Amand.

Miſs Leſerve.

Columbine, -

Siſter Ann, -

This annual ſacrifice at the ſhrine of Folly,

has nothing to give it a preference to former

performances of the like kind. The ſubjećt

of it is taken from the nurſery. The

(cenery is ſplendid and magnificent, the

tricks are calculated to treate ſurpriſe, and

the performers did juſtice to their parts. For

a holiday exhibition it had all the requiſites

expected, and, after the blunders of the firſt

night were correółed, ſeemed to afford

ſatisfačtion to thoſe for whoſe entertainment

it was intended.

31. Cymon, a dramatic romance, origi

nally produced by Mr. Garrick, at Drury

Lane, in 17 , was revived at the Hay

Market. The charaćters as follow :

Cymon, Mr. Kelly.

Merlin, Mr. Banniſter.

JDorus, Mr. Parſons.

Linco, Mr. Banniſter, ſun,

Damon, Mr. Dignum.

Dorilas, Mr. Cook.

Cupid, Mad, Gregſon.

Demon of Revenge,Mr. Sedgwick.

Sylvia, Miſs Hagley.

Urganda, Mrs. Crouch.

Fatima, Mrs. Jordan.

Phche, Miſs De Camp,

Daphne, Mrs. Bland.

Dorcas, Mr. Suett.

Spirits, Mad. and Miſs D'Egville, Miſs

Gawdry, Miſs Edwin.

When this drama originally appeared, it

was the general obſervation, that the ex

pence incurred in bringing it before the pub

lic might have been more properly employed

about ſome performance of more merit.—The

pardonable partiality of the Manager for his

own work, however, being recollett

ed, the wonder naturally ceaſed. At this

time, when no ſuch partiality exiſts, the

Managers might have been expected to have

expended their money on ſome more deſerv

ing object. To their liberality too much

commendation cannot be given; the ſcenery,

proceſſion, dreſſes, &c. are ſplendid in a very

high degree, the muſic very pleaſing, and

the performers deſerving every kind of

praiſe.

Jan. 18. The intereſting novelty of a

new Tragedy, with the firſt theatrical ap

pearance of the Author, and that author a

female, naturally attracted a very large

audience to the above. The name of this

Tragedy is HuN 1A prs, and that of the fair

Author BR a ND ; a lady of talents and learn

ing, who condućted a reſpectable ſeminary

for French education at Norwich, with great

ſucceſs and reſpectability.

CH A R A C T E R S.

Cl! RISTIANS.

Huuiades, - Mr. Kemble.

Corvinus, his Son, Mr. Wroughton.

Count Celley, or Ulrick, Mr. Barrymore.

Old Officer, - Mr. Packer.

Zelugo, - Mr. Whitfield.

Campeſtram, - Mr. Ackim.

Agmunda - Miſs Brand,

Af
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Ells, - Miſs Collins.

T U RK S.

Mahomet II. - Mr. Palmer,

Muſtapha, - Mr. Benſon.

Chuzares, - Mr. Caulfield.

The ſcene of ačtion is Belgrade,

which was beſieged by the Turks, under

the command of Mahomet the Second, in

1456, who brought an immenſe artillery

fore that place, among which were ſuch

flupandous cannon, that the balls were each

fix hundred weight; but, notwithſtanding

this formidable attack, he was defeated by

the heroiſm of Huniades.

The Fable we have not room to detail,

but the chief circumſtances are as follow :

Agmunda, the Hungarian Princeſs, had

taken an oath not to wed without the per

miſſiºn of her father, and he died without

*liſhing the obligation. Corvinus, how

º, prevails on her to marry him. Muſta

P. Propoſes to relinquiſh the attack if ſhe

*ill give him her hand; which being refuſed,

tº war is carried on. Count Celley, the

*of Agmunda, betrays her to Mahomet,
and ſhe is treacherouſly carried into his camp,

** ſhe is deluded by an aſſurance of the

*h of her huſband. The ſucceſs of the

Hungarians induces Mahomet to order his

*to adminiſter poiſon to Agmunda; and

** juſt before Huniades and his heroic

ºn drive the Turks from the field.

The whole of this Tragedy is written

*trong marks of genius and a feeling

*. The language is in general correót

* animated, and ſometimes exhibits bold

* and poetic elevation. Many of the

** are much too long, and the whole

**is the uſual limit of dramatic dº.
Ičilºn.

* Brand performed the heroine with a

* of force and ſpirit much beyond

* could be expected from a mere theatri

**ice; and if ſhe had been trained to

***in earlier life, would doubtleſ, have

hºme a conſiderable ornament to it. Her

*is clear and melodious, and her figure

*able and commanding. The chief ob

*on applies to her deportment, and a

tºrtzin Provincial mode of expreſſion.

* * piece received much applauſe during

*Prºgreſs; but its extreme length rendered

i. *acceptable at the concluſion. Miſs

* ſpoke a ſerious and well-written

* and young Banniaer a humº.

***ue in the Norfolk dialea, which

ºlded with a grave appeal to the kind

: * the audience. The piece has not

***ated a ſecond time, and is ſaid to

*tiºn withdrawn by the author.

EP I L O GUE

FoR T H E

TheArrical FUND of coreNT

GARDEN.

Written by E. TOPHAM, Eſq.

TO-NIGHT by liberal Genius ſet apart

To pay to thoſe who're gone, their kindred

art :

To thoſe, who on theſe Boards you oft have

ſeen

Themſelves ſupport the DRAMA's varied

Scene ;

But now retir’d, and every labour paſt,

Have reach'd that goal we all muſt reach

at laſt.

O think, while we perform, and you

are kind, -

You cheer the ills of age which wait behind.-

Romeosyou've ſeen, whonow, alert no more,

Ogle ſome tottering juli Et of threeſcore.

Rangers, who ſcal'd theſe Walls, now in,

- now out, -

Sit quiet RAN G & Rs now, confin'd by—Gout:

And ſoft Love Ecſtacles, of Ah! and 0b 1

End in that truer ſuffering—Oh my Toe /

Some ſuch there are :-while others may

be mourn'd,

Whoſe prouder ſkill has nights like theſe

adorn'd /

Talents—your memories dwell on with ap

plauſe,

When GARRICK urg’d, as now, the Ae

Tok's Cauſe.

When you, all joy, ſave your firſt Play begin,

And laugh'd at the fat Knight, peurtray’d by

Qu in ;

Beheld, in every manlier grace array'd,

That PR INce of Wales " which SHAKE

spear E had diſplay'd ;

That gay, good-natur'd Prince—riſing from

ſtrife'—

‘Twas ačting then, but now 'tis real Life.

Thus ſhall your ſons, unmindful of their own,

Talk of “ the Pop Es” and “Holmans”

you have known—

Commend a “Quick"—and, whether grave

or mellow,

Mention “one Edw 1 N, as a pleaſant fellow:”

Say, thro’ the days of cool Haymarket weather,

How “ LIN Go” and “his Cowslip” went

together ;

Aad uſing that ſame Cowſlip for their ſcoff,

When I am gone—perhaps—they'll take

me off,

[Mrs. Wells, by whom the Epilogue

was ſpoken, bºre intº oduced Jane DRA

* The Prince of Wales beſpoke the Play on that cycning.
$ 2 matic
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Marrc IM trar ſons, which had been

kindly contributed by her to the ſucrºſs of

the Fund.]

Thus may they ſerve me :—But a truce a

while,

On this our plan we court your Annual Smile.

P O E

C L I F T O N.

BY THomAs chat TERToN

CLIFToº, ſweet village now demands

the lay,

The lov'd retreat of all the rich and gay;

The darling ſpot which pining maidens ſeek,

To give Health's roſes to the pallid cheek.

Warm from its font the holy water pours,

And lures the ſick to Clifton's neighbouring

bowers.

Let bright Hygeia her glad reign reſume,

And o'er each ſickly form renew her bloom.

Me, whom no fell diſeaſe this hour compels

To viſit Briſtol's celebrated Wells,

Far other motives prompt my cager view,

My Heart can here its fav'rite bent purſue ;

Here can I gaze, and pauſe, and muſe be

tween,

And draw ſome moral truth from ev'ry ſcene.

Yon duſky rocks, that from the ſtream ariſe

In rude rough grandeur, threat the diſtant

ſkies,

Seem as if Nature in a painful throe,

With dire convulſions lab’ring to and fro,

(To give the boiling waves a ready vent)

At one dread ſtroke the ſolid mountain rent,

The huge cleft rocks tranſmit to diſtant fame,

The ſacred gilding of a good Saint’s name.

Now round the varied ſcene attention turns

Her ready eye—my ſoul with ardor burns;

For on that ſpot my glowing fancy dwells,

Where Cenotaph its mournful ſtory tells—

How Britain's heroes, true to Honour's laws,

Fell bravely fighting in their country's cauſe.

IBut tho' in diſtant fields your limbs are laid,

In Fame's long liſt your glories ne'er will

fade ;

But, blooming ſtill beyond the gripe of death,

Fear not the blaſt of Time's inclouding

breath.

Your generous leader rais’d this ſtone to ſay,

You follow'd ſtill where Honour led theway;

And by this tribute, which his pity pays,

Twines his own virtues with his ſoldiers'

praiſe.

Now Brandon's cliffs my wand'ring gazes

meet,

Whoſe .." ſurface mocks the ling’ring

ºut 3

Nor will yeurfeelingsgrudgethehumble debt,

“Our Suns not always make a golden ſit"—

And thoſe will ſurely ſay, who feel it moſt,

“Short is the date the beſt of talents boaſt!"

r; *

T R Y.

Queen Beſs's gift (ſo antient legends ſay)

To Briſtol's fair ; where to the ſun's warm ray

On the rough buſh the linen white they

ſpread,

Or deck with rºſet leaves the moſſy bed.

Here as I muſing take my penſive ſtand,

Whilſt evening ſhadows lengthen o'er the

land,

O'er the wide landſcape caſt the circling eye,

How ardent mem'ry prompts the ſervid ſigh;

O'er th’ hiſtorick page my fancy runs,

Of Britain's fortunes, of her valiant ſons.

Yon caſtle, eiſt of Saxon ſtandards proud,

Its neighbouring meadows dy'd with Daniſh

blood.

Then of its later fate a view I take :

Here the ſad Monarch loſt his hope's laſt

ſtake;

When Rupert bold, of well-atchiev'd renown,

Stain’d all the fame his former proweſs won.

But for its ancient uſe no more employ'd,

Its walls all moulder'd and its gates deſtroy'd;

In Hitt'ry's roll it ſtill a ſhade retains,

Tho' of the fortreſs ſcarce a ſtone remains.

Eager at length I ſtrain each aching limb,

And breathleſs now the mountain's ſummit

climb.

Here does Attention her fixt gaze renew,

And of the city takes a nearer view.

The yellow Avon, creeping at my ſide,

In ſullen billows rolls a muddy tide;

No ſportive Naiads on her ſtreams are ſeen,

No chearful pattimes deck the gloomy ſcene;

Fixt in a ſtupor by the cheatleſs plain,

For fairy flights the fancy toils in vain:

For tho' her waves, by commerce richly bleſ,

Roll to her ſhores the treaſures of the Weſt,

Tho' her broad banks 1 lade's buſy aſped

Wcars,

She ſeems unconſcious of the wealth ſh;

bears.

Near to her banks, and under Brandon's

hill,

There wanders Jacob's ever-murm'ring rill,

That, pouring forth a never-failing ſtream,

To the dim eye reſtores the ſteady beam,

Here too (alas ! tho' tott ring now with age)

Stands our deſerted ſolitary Stage,

Where oft our Powell, Nature's genuine ſon,

With tragic tones the fix'd attention won :

Fiercq
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Fierce from his lips his angry accents fly,

Fierce as the blaſt that tears thenorthern ſky;

Like ſnows that trickle down hot Ætna's

ſteep,

His paſſion melts the ſoul and makes us weep :

But O ! how ſoft his tender accents move

Scft as the cooings of the turtle's love

Soft as the breath of morn in bloom of ſpring

Dropping a lucid tear on Zephyr's wing:

O'er Shakeſpeare's varied ſcenes he wander'd

wide,

In Macbeth's form all human pow'r defy'd;

In ſhapeleſs Richard's dark and fierce diſ

guiſe,

In dreams he ſaw the murder'd train ariſe;

Then what convulſions ſhook his trembling

breaſt, [reſt

And firew’d with pointed thorns his bed of

But fate has ſnatch'd thee—early was thy

deom,

How ſoon enclos'd within the ſilent tomb |

No more our raptur'd eyes ſhall meet thy

form,

No more thy meltingtones our boſoms warm.

Without thy pow'rful aid, the languid ſtage

No more can pleaſe at once and mend the age.

Yes, thou art gone; and thy belov'd remains

Yon ſacred old Cathedral wall contains;

There does the muffled bell our grief reveal,

And ſolemn organs ſwell the mournful peal;

Whilſt hallow’d dirges fill the holy ſhrine,

Ileſerved tribute to ſuch worth as thine. .

No more at Clifton's ſcenes my ſtrains

o'erflow,

For the Muſe, drooping at this tale of woe,

Slackens the ſtrings of ber enamour'd lyie,

The flood of guſhing grief puts out her fire :

Elſe would ſhe ſing of deeds of other times,

Of faints and heroes ſung in monkiſh rhimes ;

Eiſe would her ſoaring fancy burn to ſtray,

And thro’ the cloiſter'd aiſle would take her

way,

Where ſleep (ah! mingling with the com

mon duſt)

The ſacred bodies of the brave and juſt.

But vain th’ attempt to ſcan that holy lore,

Theſe ſoft’ning ſighs forbid the Muſe to ſoar.

So treading back the ſteps I juſt now trod,

Mournful and ſad I ſeek my lone abode.

D. B.

E L I Z A.

it. A” ! why, ye proſpects of my early

ays,

Lock'd ye ſo fair Why were your hills and

lales

So pleaſant to the view Why blew the

ga

With ſuch a mildneſs o'er your verdant

ſurf a

Though of ye dićtated my joyous lays,

$ºin'd upon your flow'ry-mantled turf,

-

Now ſad occaſion of my mournful ſtrain,

Ye ſmil’d but to deceive,

Ah! why did I believe

Your ſcenes would laſt for aye 2 Idea vain,

For bliſs ecſtatic is of durance ſhort.

When comes the daemon Care and ſpoils our

ſport, -

And all our pleaſure mingles ſtill with

pain.

“Mourn, mourn, ye ſhepherds: ye have

cauſe to mourn,

By Neſs's ſilver ſtream, your flocks whe

feed, *

Sit by the willow, and the ſable weed

Put on, and pluck the mournful yew,

For ſhe is dead who has not left her peer:

Sunk is the beam ſo lovely to the view,

That gain’d new luſtre with each new

+ born year,

Fled like the viſion, never to return.

“And you, ye fair companions of her

youth,

Though the out-ſhone you far in beauty's

bloom,

Do ye not weep the loſs ye now ſuſtain,

Of converſation ſweet, the pleaſing ſtrain

Of friendly wit ; wit aye attun'd to truth,

For ſhe knew not the tell-tale to aſſume.

Yes, yes, I ſee you mourn,

Wet are your checks, and ſunk the rival's

hate;

And as ye paſs her urn, **

Ye drop the tear, and wail your coming

fate,

Ah! thought diſtraćting, muſt thoſe angel

forms

Grow lifeleſs, black, to ruthleſs worms a

prey,

To duſt faſt moulder in the narrow grave?

Yes, ſuch the ſentence, though ſevere ye ſay."

If worth or beauty had the pow'r to ſave,

Or faith or charity could life reſcue, --

‘Eliza yet had liv'd, for theſe ſhe kilcw.

“Whither flew ye, guardians of the fair,

When mild Eliza died ? For ye were wont

To hover o'er her and attend her aye;

Your conſtant pleaſure and your anxious.

Care,

That ſhe ſhould ever, as the youthful May,

Wear Nature's faireit garb, -in bloom

health

Attrading ev'ry eye with modeſt look,

The brighteſt ſemblance of the pureſt mind.

But ye were abſent, and Diſeaſe by ſtealth,

Who treach'rous oft occaſion apt does find,

Advantage of your heedleſs wand'rings took,

Nipt this ſweet role, that was the garden's

pride,

And left it with ring the green ſod beſide;

Intent each future pleaſure to annoy,

Blaſting the lover's hope, the parent's joy.

4 * why

of
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“Why roll ye now with ſuch impelling

force,

Clear ſtream of Neſs, your varied banks

along

When laſt I ſaw you, ye roar'd not ſo

hoarſe,

Nor the wood minſtrels frighten’d from

among

The beechy coverts, ſmooth ye flow'd 1

ween,

Nor one curl’d wave was on your boſom ſeen.

Though then each mountain high and valley

low

Ye paſs, worethe drear winter's ſuit ofſnow,

And the chill'd bird had ta'en its yearly

flight,

Yet ſtern-fac'd Winter look'd a blooming

Spring,

The lightſome hours paſs'd by on fleeting

wing,

For then Eliza liv'd, and the charm'd ſight

From ev’ry proſpect gather'd freſh delight.

But now ſhe's dead, dead ere ſhe travelić far

In life's gay path. As the bright morning ſtar,

A while unrivall'd holding forth its way,

Withdraws at Heaven at the riſe of day,

So ſhe withdrew from ev'ry mortal eye,

Withdrew, ye ſhepherds, to be ſeen no more.

And now, though ev'ry dale and ev'ry hill

With ſummer's ſuit of green is cover'd o'er,

And the woods echo to the ſhepherd's quill,

Yet theſe ſuch pleaſure yield not as before,

But prompt the tear or ſorrow-boding figh.

“Enjoy the ſun, O ye who never knew

What 'twas to loſe your boſoms held moſt

dear, -

Whoſe woe-unconſcious eyes ne'er dropt the

tear

ºut gave to laughter-loving Mirth his due 3

Sive me the gloom of youder waving ſhade,

Which no rude noiſy bacchanals invade;

Where ſadly-muſing Melancholy dwells,

And Memory her early paſſion tells.

There will I reſt and ſhun the glare of day,

Save when, “turning Spring's fair mantle

ſpread,

I cull each flow'r of variegated hue,

Cº'er lovely loſt Eliza's tomb to ſtrºw ;

Then to the ſhade retrace my lonely way,

&nd tune with thee, ſad Philomel, my lay.”

Thus ſang the ſhepherd, in untutor'd
guiſe,

In lays urcouth as firſt dame Nature taught;

For his plain meaſure knew not how to 1.ſe

Sublime; nor yet had he the ſpirit caught

Of him who forth ſuch rapt’rous ſtrains

could ſend,

Who mourn'd the loſs of Lycidas his friend.

D ALPIN.

S O N N E T

ºr o A

L I L L Y or The VA L L E Y.

DºAR flow'r, that near the friendly hºw
thorn blows,

With bending cup all deck'd in virgin

white,

Beneath the ſheltering leaf thy beauty glows,

But ſweetly modeſt ſhuns the glare of

light.

Juſt emblem thou of lovely Stella's mind,

Whoſe every ſmile the Graces mild adorn;

Shelter'd by Modeſty from Life's rude

wind,

She charms as bloſſoms 'neath the hanging

thorn.

The loud rough blaſt that whiſtles thro' the

ſky

May tear the fiow'r that ſeeks the Sun's

embrace;

But ſafe beneath the green-leaf doſt thou lie,

And in the ſhrouding ſoliage hid'ſt thy

face.

So man, that braves the ſtormy gales of life,

And bares his breaſt to Fortune's piercing

blow,

Too often launches forth on ſeas of ſtrife,

Too often ſinks, whelm’d by the waves of

woe,

The wiſe, regardleſs of an empty name,

Reſigns, for ſurer peace, his titles all tº
fame.

HORTENSIUS,

F-m-n, Glouceſterſhire,

Dec. 8, 1791.

TO M A D A M S IS L E Y,

en r R second AP Pea RAN cr a T MRs

Rauzz 1 N1's conce RT 1 N BAT he

In Novemn ER. 1791.

SURCHARGP with drops of beating rains

The Lilly, glory of the plain,

Bends to the earth its lovely head,

And mourns its aneient ſplendour fled :

'Till, by the Sun's all foſt’ring ray

Illum'd, it ſheds a brighter day,

With all its wonted beauties blooms,

And ſcatters round its rich perfumes.

So you, ſweet Nymph (whoſe throbbing

breaſt,

By terror's keeneſt pangs oppreſt,

Reſtrain'd each quiv'iing liquid note

That trembled in thy tuneful throat)

Obſcur'd each wonted winning graces

Fach feature of thy beauteous face.

Cheer'd by the plaudits, juſt and kind,

Of Bathca's publick voice refin'd,

Each
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Fach pinic fled, diſpell'd each fear,

A Syren" once again appear,

In ſtrains thy own diffuſe around

The wonders of thy vocal ſound,

While each breaſt beats with fond alarms,

And owns the magic of thy charms.

Sweet Nymph, then ſtill thy anxious breaſt,

Thy claims no Briton can conteſt;

Soft pity in his breaſt refides,

His judgment liberal candour guides,

Then boldly to that heart appeal,

Whoſe boaſt and glory 'tis—to feel.

And ſure the young, the fair, the gay,

In Health and Beauty's jocund May,

Who tread this City's frolic ground

In pleaſure's light and airy round,

Muſt every power of praiſe combine

To talents and to charms like thing.

Whilſt thoſe advanc'd in life's dull gage,

Taught by that ſovereign teacher, Age,

The vanity of all below,

The rapid turns of joy and woe,

With tender ſympathy behold

A nymph of Nature's lovelieſt mould,

Adorn'd with each attraćtive art

To pleaſe the ſenſe, and charm the heart;

By the relentleſs will of fate

Deſpoil'd of her once honour'd flate f ;

Torn from her hoary fire's embrace,

And each endearment of her race;

Cºmpell'd in foreign climes to roam,

To ſeek that boon deny'd at home. -

An ENGLISHMAN.

L IN E S

A BROAD DURING A MosT

sEw ER E 1 L L N Ess.

OH Memory ! thou intellectual guide,

The bad man's torture and the good

man's pride,

Thatmakeswhat was, an everlaſting “Now,”

And fixes meditation on the brow;

Dear food Reflection!—whatſoe'erthy name,

From a proud race of mental powers ſhe

carriº.

Chl Memory ! in pleaſing form appear,

And ſpeak of ſubjećts that were wont to

cheer;

That wont to fill the boſom with delight,

And with the ſweeteſt dreams entrance the

night;

Take me to ſcenes long paſt—to ſcenes of

wn iTTEn

Joy,

When mutual Love did ev'ry hour employ;

When ſmile met ſmile, and ſmiling Hope

entwin’d

Eliza's virtues on my raptur'd mind;

When wedlock crown'd (that ſacred teå at

Love),

And all I wiſh'd was ſančtion'd from above,

Fond Retroſpection but that time is paſt,

For human forefight is too vain to laſt.

Still let me then with pleaſur'd grief retrace

Th' angelic beamings of her faultleſs face;

Still keep her form entangled in the eye

That dim beſtows the cryſtal luxury,

That hangs like morning dew on ſome fair

flow'r,

But not, like it, the vićtim of an hour ;

For my ſad drops in long ſucceſſion run,

And but with life the ſources will be done;

For in my breaſt I feel the pangful throe

That ſilent bears the deepeſt pangs of woe s

That waits with anxious wiſh the ſtroke ºf

Time,

Nor dreads the ſcythe, though ſtain'd with

many a crime.

But God, that gave me life, alone can tell

Where I have err'd and where I acted well;

To Him omnipotent I bend the knee,

And crave, my wife, fair happineſs to thee.

“What can I more,” (as Eaſtern wri

ters ſay)

But trim my little lamp, and mix with

kindred clay.

MILES..

To N A T U R E.

AIL, penſive form of Nature, hail?

I come, lov'd maid, with thee to mourn;

To hearthy grief-inſpiring tale,

And ſupplicate the Spring's return.

1 come, ſweet maid, to mourn with theel

Thy languid form, as all reclin'd

On the cold humid earth I ſee,

O'erſpreads with gloom thy lover's mind.

Where is that joy-commanding mien

Which fill'd with ſmiles the roſeat hours?

Where is that robe of beauteous green,

Embelliſh'd with a thouſand flºwers?

Dear alter'd maid! with pain. I trace

Thy tatter'd garb, and dripping hair,

And all that feeling in thy face,

Expreſſive of a day of care.

What fiend, with powerful rage poſſeſs'd,

Tore the gay chaplet from thy brow,

Bar'd to the winds thy tender breaſt,

And laid that heavenly form ſo low a

By Winter's arm the deed was done!

Array'd in ſtorms the tyrant came,

And half extinguiſhing the ſun,

Ah, ſoon diſrob'd my lovely dame t

* Madame Siſley was called the Ariſtocratic Syren, by a celebrated Muſical Profeſſor

of London.

t Madam Siſley's father was Under Intendant to

*maſtºred by the mob of that city three years ag

M. Bertier the Intendant of Paris, whe

The
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The peaſant plods unheedſul by,

Nor ſtops to view thy chang'd attire,

3But haſtens to the cottage nigh,

And crouches o'er his little fire.

E’en thoſe who bleſs'd that pride-full day

when ſpring and ſummer deck'd thy

charms,

Ungrateful turn their eyes away,

Or view with ſcorn thy naked arms.

Eut oft, O long-lov'd mai' ' I come,

Thy form in every ſtate to ſee :

And oft forſake my warm-r home,

To fit and mourn thy fate with thee.

Yet ſoon ſhall Spring's returning Sun

Reſtore to joy my penſive maid,

And ſoon delighted millions run

To court her in the fragrant ſhade.

Methinks I ſee thee graceful riſe,"

Forgetful of thy wintry toil ;

Methinks I ſee thy radiant eyes

Reſume a more than mortal ſmile!

Then I, the earlieſt of the train,

The happieſt of thy train ſhall be ;

No more to hear thee, Nymph, complain,

But rove at large with Joy and thee!
Lower. RUSTICU.S.

A P E T IT I O N

FROM

LIEUTENANT GEORGE DRAKE,

of THE MARINES,

T O D O C T OR B ~ * * *,

ro R.

A N 1 N v A L I D L I E UT E N A N C Y.

-- GEr ME but In, I care not who's

“ Without,”

Is, I ſuppoſe, the gen'ral cry about.

Pray what's the cauſe, grave Dočtor, there's

ſuch work

Rick'd up about theſe Invalidian Fogies º

Say! muſt a man turn Inſidel or Turk,

And have the beſt luck who the greateſt

Rogue is?

If ſo, I'll venture, faith, to be a finner,

And you aſſiſt and be a little civil :

But I'm afraid you'd rather loſe a Dinner *

Than try to palm a cheat upon the Devil.

Hold 1 I claim not thy honeſty I-A

whim

A joke indeed to quarrel with Old Nick ;

So unpolite to turn our backs on him,

Who ne'er forſakes us either well or ſick.

Then prithee, Doctor, take the FEE-ſor

ſhame!

Don’t let the world account thee ſuch an aſs

To ſwear thou findſt ME neither Blind not

Lame ;

Depend upon it "twill be deem'd a Farce.

Methinks I ſee thee ſhake thy head and grin

And, turning from me, ope the pocket

ſtraight;

While I the Necromantic Gold ſlip in

That is to heap Diſorders on my pate 1

Yes! yes! my name ſhall in their Charter

fee

(Ifthou approve—or 'twill be mighty odd),

Enroll'd in golden capitals G. D.—

If not enroll'd twill be a ſhame, by G–d?

Then ſhall the world with ſtreaming eyes of
wonder

Behold aſſembled in the Martial Ring

Diſabled Heroes 1–once the Gods of Thun

der l—

And hear the vet’rans Io Pan fing.

Next ſee them march with Crutches, Knap

ſacks, Beds,

Swords, Guns, and Piſtols, from the grand

Parade;

With Woods of Laurels growing on their

heads,

While wives and children form the cavalcade.

Now for a ſimile—I think as well expreſt

As Peter Pindar's very, very beſt :

Craving the Squire's Pardon and Urbanity;

Allowing a little too to pleaſe my vanity :

A S I M I L. E.

THUS like the beggars whom we daily
ranect -

Imploring alms, in paſſing through the

ſtreet ;

Whoſe maimed limbs we mov’d in pity fee,

And whoſe diſtreſſes claim our charity ;

Mark their retreat An inſtant cure takes

place,

And each reſumes his wonted cheerful face :

The blind can ſee to ogle Madam's charms,

From amputation ſprout forth Legs and

Arms; -

The man hydropic, whoſe protuberant ſize

In Pity's boſom makes the feelings riſe,

Whoſe trembling ſteps have brought him to

your door,

When Home conveys his burthen to the

floor;

And the gray Sire worn out with age and

pain
-

ls metamorphos'd into youth again.

Thus they laugh at folly, and join the jocund

lay,

And all their 4-bey, and Careſ, and Crutches

throw away. -

* The Author delicately hints at Epicureaniſm.
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To the EDITOR.

51*, -

Actording to the “Eſprit Des Journaux” for

1784, the following elegant Latin Verſes

were written by M. L'Abbe Boſcovich,

2 celebrated Aſtronomer and Mathema

tician who had accompanied the Britiſh

Ambaſſidor, Mr. James Porter, and his

Lady from Conſtantinople to the confines

of Poland. They were written at the

moment they quitted the Black Sea, and

their concluſion intendrd as a compliment

to Madam Porter. Your giving them a

place will much oblige, -

Your occaſional Correſpondent, &c.

W. H. R.

#Auoris unda vale; ramoſa coralia, conchie,

Anguilleque agiles, ſquamingtrumque pecus.

Neºides valeant; valeat cum Doride Tethys;

Non placet ilia, udis quae fluit unda

Counts.

Nos campi colleſque vocant, divaeque

Witenti

Quae fronde atque ornant flore nitente

caput.

Non tamen has nimium mirabimur: eſt dea

nobis

Qºr decorat flores; non petit inde decus.

FO REIGN

Enc L is it eD tº ºr

W. H. A. M I L T ON RE I D.

YE peaceful ſeas, ye gentle waves, farewell i

Ye tribes that boaſt the variegated ſhell,

The branching ceral, and the ſcaly throng

That ſoftly glide, or nimbly writhe along :

Ye claſſic ſhores 1 ye thick o'er-ſpreading

ſhades

Goddeſs of Ocean, and the ſea-born maids

Thetis and Doris, all the humid train

Farewell! acicu ! ſince abſence leads to

pain,

Ye pleaſe no more ; altho' the vocal hills

The flatt'ring wiſh to linger here Thăii.;

With fields that finile with ev'ry blooming

* - flower,

With richeſt verdure and the myrtle bower;

And to affection's raptur'd eyes convey

The ſum of all that's elegant and gay.

Yet not the moſt let us your charms admire,

More life, more beauty doth this verſe

inſpire 1

To us a Goddeſs of the lovelieſt mien,

Who aſks no honour of this ſplendid ſcene,

But doth to all ſuperior grace impart,

And ſhines o'er theſe as Nature ſhines o'er

Art |

INTELLIGENCE,

FROM THE LONDON GAZETTE,

Conſtantinople, Nov. 10.

The plague is much abated; accidents,

however, ſtill happen daily in every

frt of this city, and in the villages ſituated

wn the borders of the Canal.

Cajeta, Nov. 15. Melancholy accounts

bwe been received here of the earthquakes

h Calabria Ultra, which have been frequent

ind violent for fix weeks paſt. .They do not

kem to extend ſo far as in the year 1733;

their greateſt force appears to have been at

Mºte-Leone, Mileto, and Soriano, where

hoſt of the wooden barracks have been over

n, and many people wounded, but

ºw lives have been loa.

Theſe earthquakes are but ſlightly felt at

*fina; and it has been remarked, that

they began Mount AErna and Strom

* have been quiet and ſmoked leſs than

* A village called caſe Noove, near

**tno, ºn the Loretto road, was nearly

*hored by an earthquake the 11th of Oc

**, and the houſes for ſix miles round

***amaged more or leſs, the people being

** to live in the fields,

Woº, XXI,

Mount Veſuvius, after having thrown

out a thick ſmoke and aſhes for ſever 1 days,

opened a new mouth on the ſide next to the

mountain of Somma on Thurſday laſt, and

from thence a copious lava is running into

the valley between the two mountains.

Coºſ intinºle, Nºv. 25. The Plague con

tinues in this neighbourhood without varia

tion.

Penice, Dec. 1 o. Intelligence has been

received tiere from Zante, that on the 24th

ult. an earthquake happened therc, which

demoliſhed many houſes and public build

ings; that above 60 perſons had periſhed in

the ruins; and alſo that every village through

eut the iſland had ſuffered much upon that

occaſion.

The ſame account mentions, that the

Plague had again broken out with fury in the

Morea. -

Berlin, Dec. 27. Achmet Effendi, Mi

miſter from the Sublime Porte, had this day

his Audience of Leave of his Pruſſi in Ma

jeſty. He was conducted to and from

Court with great ceremony.

!"
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Vienna, Dec. 13,

Conſort of his Royal Highneſs the Arch

Yeſterday her Royal

Highneſs the Archducheſs Maria Thereſa,

duke Francis, was ſafely delivered of a Prin

ceſs, who was baptized by the name of Ma

ria Louiſa.

M O N T H L Y C H R O N I C L E.

Decem B E R 28.

HEIR Majeſties, with the Prince of

Wales, the Princeſs Royal, the Duke

and Ducheſs of York, the Duke of Clarence,

and the Princeſſes Elizabeth and Auguſta,

went to Covent Garden Theatre, to be pre

ſent at the repreſentation of “The Duenna,”

and the new Pantomime of “Blue Beard,”

with both of which they appeared to be highly

entertained. His Majeſty was dreſſed in a

dark coloured ſuit with an elegant cut but

ton. The Queen in a rich gold brocade, the

ground ſcarlet, and a profuſion of diamonds.

The Prince wore a handſome Court dreſs,

extremely ſplendid. The Ducheſs of York

was moſt ſuperbly habited in a gold tiſſue

train veſt and ſleeves, with a brilliant bou

quet and ſtomacher of diamonds. Her head

was decorated moſt elegantly with white

feathers ſpotted with dark ſpots. The Prin

ceſſes appeared in their uſual ſtyle of dreſs,

and the Dukes of York and Clarence in their

profeſſional uniforms.

The Prince of Wales, the Duke of Cla

rente, and Duke and Ducheſs of York, en

tered the Theatre firſt, and took their ſeats

in the Prince of Wales's box, under an

elegant blue ſatin canopy, richly embroidered

with ſilver and lined with white ſilk : after

them came in the King and Queen, followed by

the Princeſs Royal and her two ſiſters.

Prince Williarn, the ſon of the Duke of

Glouceſter, ſat in the next box to that deſ

tined for the Prince of Wales and his royal

and princely company. As ſoon as the

Royal Family were ſeated, the muſic ſtruck

up the tune of “God ſave the King,”

which was ſung by the principal vocal per

formers, and when the Pantomime was

ended, the audience called for the ſong again,

and it was then ſung twice amidſt inceſſant

plaudits. During the whole evening nothing

could exceed the loyal and affectionate ex

preſſions of regard and reverence for the

whole of the Royal Family preſent that

were repeatedly manifeſted.

January 4, 1792. The exceſſive crowd

which preſſed for entrance at the Hay-Mar

ket Theatre this evening, to ſee the fourth

repreſentation of “Cymon,” which was ho

noured by the preſence of the Court of En

gland, was the cauſe of a truly melancholy

accident—a perſon of the name of Smith was

Modden to de-tº-a woman was dicadfally

bruiſed—and many other diſtreſfing ºcci.

dents happened, from the impetuoſity of the

greateſt crowd ever remembered.

14. About half paſt one o'clock this

morning the inſide of the Pantheon in Ox

ford-ſtreet was diſcovered to be on fire by

the patroles who were employed to watch

the interior parts of it. It broke out in a

new building adjoining the Pantheon, which

had been erected for a Scene Painter's room,

To this part of the building the patroles had

no acceſs, ſo that it is ſuppoſed the fire had

been kindling ſome time before it was diſ

covered. At length the fire burſt in a flame

through a door at the back of the ſtage,

which communicating with the ſcenery, the

whole was inflantly in a blaze. The ſervants

who lived in the houſe had ſcarcely time to

eſcape ; leaving behind them all their clothes

and other effects. From the combuſtible

materials of the ſcenery—the oil and paint,

the fire had got to ſuch a height before ary

engines could arrive, that all attempts to

ſave the building were in vain.

The whole edifice from Oxford-ſtreet to

Marlborough-ſtreet Gardens, and from Po

land-ſtreet to Blenheim Mews, is a heap of

ruins. Not an article of the rich wardrobe

and coſtly furniture—the ſtage machinery,

nor a muſical inſtrument, is ſaved.

The loſs ſuſtained is 60,000l. of which

only 15,000l. is inſured;—ten thouſand in

the Weſtminſler, and five in the Phoenix

Fire Offices.

The engines did not get into play until an

hour and a half after the fire was diſcovered,

and from the ſituation of the building they

could not be worked with any degree of

efficacy. The fire continued burning with

great tury for ten hours, when the whole

roof of the building having fallen in, it

ſackened, and was pretty nearly ſubdued to"

wards one o'clock in the afternoon. Very

few of the adjoining buildings are damaged.

16. The Old Bailey ſeſſions ended, when

Edward Bean, alias Brown, who was cont

victed in December ſeſſion laſt of horſe'

ſtealing ; and William Henry Wallbertſ,

Margaret Geary, John Meling, John Gold:

ing, William Wallace, Thomas William”

Charles Smith, James Hanſlow, Thom”
Brown, Daniel Gilfoy, William Jones, and

Charles Seaton, convićted of ſeveral offencº

uus ſeſſion, reserved judgment of death.T
2×
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11 were ordered to be tranſported beyond the

ſeis for ſeven years; 13 to be impriſoned in

Newgate; ſeven in Clerkenwell Bridewell ;

13to be publicly and one privately whipped;

two had judgment reſpited until a future

period; and 14 are to be delivered by pro

timation.

The following is a ſummary account of

the proceeding of the Commiſfioners for re

during the National Debt, from the com

memºement of that meaſure to the end of

the 21ſt quarter, concluding Nov. 1, 1791.
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to. This day, being Bachelors Com

mencement at the Univerſity of Cambridge,

1.c4 gentlemen, from different colleges,

were admitted to the degree of Bachelor of

Arts, viz.

hº College 3. Meſſrs. Marſhall, Scott,
ird.

Trinity College 24. Meſſrs. Allen, ſen.

Bºnnett, Baron, Comings, Courtney, Dun

dis, Hetherington, Hinchliffe, Jackſon,

Keane, Malkin, Maſon, Moleſworth, Preſ

tºn, Rudd, Steward, Sunderland, Sutton,

Tawil, Taylor, ſen. Thompſon, Townley,

Walls, Wilſon.

St. Jºhn's College 19. Meſſrs. Bradley,

Cooper, Drake, Foſter, Giſborne, Hughes,

lººk, Legrew, Loftus, Martin, Maude,

Mºrrick, Morris, Palmer, Proby, Reynolds,

Roſe, white, w. Winthrop.

*... Peter's College 5. Meſſrs. Blick,

Cºmbre, lockey, Pawſon, Stanley,

Clare-ball 5. Meſſs Cropley, Dimſdale,

Howes, Plumptre, White.

Pembroke College 8. Meſſrs. Alderſon,

Carlyon, Chevallier, Jeaffreſon, Lewin,

Maltby, Marſh, Middleton.

Benet's College 2. Meſſrs. Goode, Sherer.

Trinity-ball 1. Mr. Adams.

Gonville and Caius College 4. Meſſrs.

Chapman, Cubitt, ſen. Gay, Smear.

Queen's College 3. Meſſrs. Andrew,

Dixon, Nicholſon. -

Jeſus College 3. Meſſrs. Cuthbert, Ma

pletoft, Pepper.

Chriſt's College 8. Meſſrs. Bones, Carey,

Evans, ſen, Evans, jun. Jones, Smith,

Turner, Young.

Magdalen College 2.

Warter.

Emmanuel College 8. Meſſrs. Allſop,

Clarke, Eade, Gregory, Heathcote, Mac

kenzie, Sloper, Wright.

Sidney College 6. Meſſrs. Bromby, Hard

ing, Heming, Wildbore, Wollaſton, ſen.

Woodcock.

Catherine-ball 3.

Mules, Pennington.

The ſenior Wrangler, this year, is Mr.

Palmer of St. John's College.

Meſſrs. Fawcett,

Meſſrs. Balderſton,

THE QUEEN's BIRTH-DAY.

JAN. 18.

The general and eager curioſity excited

in all ranks of people by the expectation

of a moſt brilliant Court, on account of the

late addition to the Royal Family, was this

day fully gratified. In ſplendor of dreſs

and equipage it exceeded almoſt any we

remember. Before two o'clock there was

a moſt brilliant Drawing-room, which cloſed

at half paſt five o'clock, when the Royal

Family retired to dinner as uſual in the apart

ments on the Eaſt ſide of the great qua

drangle.

The circle in the Drawing-room conſiſted

of the King, Queen, Princeſſes Royal, Au

guſta, Elizabeth, Mary, and Sophia; their

Royal Highneſſes the Prince of Wales, Duke

and Ducheſs of York, Duke of Clarence,

Duke of Glouceſter, Prince William, and

Princeſs Sophia, the Spaniſh Ambaſſador,

and all the Foreign Miniſters, Secretaries,

Charges des Affaires, and a numerous aſ

ſembly of the Nobility, Gentry, &c. of both

ſexes.

Between twelve and one the company

began to aſſemble, occupying chiefly the

three anti-chambers leading to the Drawing

room, whence ſome few perſons, as the

crowd increaſed, paſſed into the Drawing

room itſelf. A great number of the firſt

Nobility and perſous of faſhion came early,

4 * and
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and about two o'clock, when the arrival

of their Majeſties and the Princeſſes was

announced, the lanes through which they

paſſed was formed by ſix or ſeven rows in

each of the apartments. -

His Majeſty paſſed through this avenue

to the Drawing-room, noticing the perſons

of faſhion on each ſide, but without ſtopping

for converſation. The Queen ſpoke for one

or two minutes to almoſt every perſon

known to her Majeſty ; and the right ſide

of the laſt anti-chamber was nearly occupied

by ladies, with whom ſhe converſed ſepa

rately, and with great affability, for ſome

time. -

The Princeſſes Royal, Auguſta, Elizabeth,

May, and Sophia, followed her Majeſty.

The Earl of Ayleſbury led the Queen ;

an Officer of her Majeſty's Houſehold each

of the Princeſſes.

The entrance to the Drawing-room is by

three doors. At thoſe on the ſides the com

pany enter; the central door is only thrown

open for their Majeſties, or for perſons of

the Royal Family; the Officers of the Houſe

hold ſtand on each ſide of this, and the Mar

quis of Salſbury, as Lord Chamberlain, at

tends at it when their Majeſties paſs.

The Drawing-room filled immediately af

ter the arrival of their Majeſties, when the

King remained on the right ſide, and the

Queen on the left, very near to the doors,

and without approaching the throne.

The crowd was then ſo great, that many

ladies were more than an hour in paſſing

from the doors to the circles, not diſtant

more than four yards, and ſome, unable

to ſupport the fatigue, went away without

reaching them. The preſſure was chiefly

on the ſide of the room occupied by her

Majeſty, for there were the Princeſſes, and

as many ladies as could approach them, form

ing not ſo much a circle round the Queen as

a lane extending on her left, as far as the

Princeſs Sophia, the moſt diſtant of their

Royal Highneſſes.

The Duke of Clarence entered the Draw

ing-room at five minutes before four ; the

Luke and Ducheſs of York in about ten

minutes af, er, and the Prince almoſt imme

diately after their Royal Highneſſes. The

Prince, and the Dukes of York and Cla

rence, after paying their reſpºts to their

Majeſtics, went to diſtant parts of the room,

and were ſurrounded by circles of their

friends. The Ducheſs of York, during the

ſhort time ſhe ſtayed, remained with the

Queen, but her Royal Highneſs, ſoon after

her arrival, became indiſpoſed, and, having

walked into the ſecond anti-chamber, fainted

away. Hartſhon and water were imme

*

diately brought, and her Royal Highneſs was

ſoon ſufficiently recovered to return home.

D R E S S E S.

The LAD1Es.–In the head-dreſs, which

was dreſſed rather ſmall, feathers were very

generally worn, and more diamond ornaments

uſed than were laſt winter, both in the

caps, which were of various forts, but all

- ſmall, and in other parts of the dreſs. Ar

tificial flowers were much worn, and bour

quets of artificial flowers.

In decorating the petticoats, embroidery

appears to be coming much into faſhion,

with much novelty and elegance of deſign.

The prevailing colour, if any one predo

minated, was coquelicot.

Her Mºjºſy—according to the uſual cuſ

tom, was dreſſed with ſimple elegance; her

cap was a turban, the caul of coquelicot

ſatin, covered with fine blond, beautifully

ornamented with wreaths of roſes.

The Princeſ, Royal.—A very elegant cap

of crape, and fine blond, with pink roſes

and white feathers; the dreſs ornamented

with wreaths of roſes. -

Princeſ, Auguſia.-A turban of white

fatin and crape, ornamented with fine blond,

and white oſtrich feathers, in front a white

hcron feather.

Princeſ; Elizabeth.-A turban of white

crape and cºquelicot ſatin, ornamented with

fine blond and white oſtrich feathers tipt

with poppy, and in the front a black heron

feather; the dreſs decorated with coquelicot

flowers, and green, with gold, ſilver, &c.

Duckſ of 1 ork, on this firſt occaſion, was

roagnificently dreſſed, it being her firſt ap

pearance at Coult on a Birth-day. All that

art could accompliſh, as well in elegance as

magnificence, was diſplayed; and ſhe looked

moſt brilliantly in every ſenſe of the word.

Her Royal Highneſs's petticoat was of white

crape, interſperſed with jewels in the form

of ſtripes, trimmed round the bottom with

a wreath of pine-apples ſet in brilliants, and

richly feſtooned with moſaic crape, edg:4

with ſmall wreaths of the ſame. It was

faſtened on the left ſide with a ſuperb dia."

mond bow ; the train was of crape in gold,

and the body Nakara ſatin richly ſpangled.

The jewellery worn by her Royal High

neſs is ſuppoſed to be the fineſt collection in

Europe for a lady's dreſs. It was a neck

lace compoſed of a ſingle row of brilliants,

Aſtomacher of three feſtoons of large brillianº

and taſſels, and a very deep fringe of bril"

liants hanging from each feſtoon. A pair

of ſleeve-bows, with large taſſels. A vºy

large diamond feather for the head-dreſ”

A pair of very ſuperb ſingle drop ear-ſº

preſcu."
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s

preſented to her by his Majeſty. A fan,

entirely of diamonds, with an ivory mount

ing, the ſticks pierced and ſet with bril

liants in a moſaic pattern. The outſide ſticks

are ſet with a ſingle row of diamonds, and

very large brilliants faſten the fan at the

bottom. The ſhoes, of purple leather, were

ernamented with a running pattern of bril

fiants from the toe to the inſtep, and a

row of large diamonds round the quarters,

with a fringe of diamonds hung ſo as to

play with the motion of the foot.

The other Ladies moſt diſtinguiſhed by

their dreſſes were, the Ducheſſes of Rut

land, Leeds, and Dorſet, the Marchioneſs of

Saliſbury, Counteſs of Mexborough, Miſs

Cravens, Miſs Dundas, and Miſs Coutts,

GENTLEMEN.

His Majeſty.—A purple cloth coat, very

richly embroidered in gold, and lined with

white ſatin; the wººiſtcoat of white ſatin,

embroidered as the coat, and richly ſpangled

over; the deſign new and ſplendid.

The Prince of JWales—was, as uſual, the

beſt dreſſed Gentleman at Court. His

Royal Highneſs wore a carmelite coloured

velvet coat and breeches, extremely elegant,

and very curiouſly embroidered in ſilver

ſpangles and coloured ſtones and foils, in

various devices, enriched with Brandenburg

loops, intermixed with different coloured

fºils, and ſtones of various colours. The

ſeams were all covered with rich and elegant

embroidery, to correſpond with the fronts ;

the other parts of the coat were embroidered

in moſaic all over, with ſilver ſpangles and

coloured foils. The buttons were of ſtones,

ſet in gold. The waiſtcoat was of ſilver

tiſſue, but ſo enriched with embroidery, the

ſame as the coat, that the ground of it was

ſcarcely perceptible. It was trimmed with

brilliants as a fringe. The coat cuffs were

the ſame as the waiſtcoat, and richly em

broidered with brilliants, forming the hand

ſomeſt dreſs that ever appeared at Court.—

His Royal Highneſs wore diamond ſhoe and

knee buckles; a diamond ſtar, George, and

girter, and the diamond epaulette which has

been ſo much admired on former birth

days for its coſtlineſs and elegance. His

Highneſs wore likewiſe a diamond ſword.

The neweſt and beſt dreſſes were em

broidered a la Brandenbourg. The Officers

of the Army and Navy were chiefly in their

Lew uniforms. -

The Dukes of Leeds and Montroſe, the

Marquis of Saliſbury, and Earl of Alta

mont,were alſo among the moſt conſpicuous

of the Nobility for their attire.

Near fifty new carriages, moſt ſumptuouſ

W 9&orated, glittered on this day; the

Marquis of Donegal, Earls Thanet and

Cheſterfield's, and Lord Craven's, were

among the moſt ſplendid of thoſe belonging

to the Peers ; the magnificent vehicle of the -

Prince of Wales deſerves a particular deſcrip- -

110ſ).

The PRINce of WA Les's Coach:

The front pannel of this beautiful flate

coach repreſents Britannia in her chariot of -

war, followed by Victory hurling thunder on

her enemies. On the hind pannel is Fame, .

lighting on the earth, proclaiming peace to

the world. The cff pannel repreſents the

infancy of Britannia, nurſed by Amphitrite

and the River Nymphs, and the near pannel .

the maturity of Britannia.

The ground-work of the body is gold,

powdered with acorns, and ſprigs of laurel.

Above the paintings is a deep border, where

the Arts and Sciences are repreſented by the

various employments of Genii; and on the

carved work on the body are hung ſmall

medallions, charged with the heads of thoſe

Kings who were taken priſoners by the firſt

Prince of Wales. Round the top of the body

is a gold border, compoſed of the croſs and

fleurs-de-lis of his Royal Highneſs's coronet.

-at the corners his ſilver feathers, and at

the top is placed the corone; and cuſhion, ſur
rounded with a carved laurel.

The carriage is a ſweep of carved-work,

conſiſting of fertoons of flowers, foliage, &c.

on which are hung oval medallions bearing

the badge of the order of St. George—be.

bind are his Highneſs's ſupporters ;-the

ſtep is Hercules ſtrangling the Nemzean

lion. The box is covered with a hammer.

cloth of ſtriped crimſon velvet, fringed with
gold lace.

The inſide of the body is lined with ſtriped -
crimſon velvet, adorned in the centre with

an oval ſtar, and his Highneſs's feathers;–

the curtains in feſtoons are mazarene blue,

fringed with gold lace. The doors open

with a new invented ſpring, but the glaſs

muſt be let down before they can be opened.

THE BALL.

The Ball Room was crowded ſoon after

eight o'clock.

Their Majeſties and the Royal Family

entered about nine o'clock, and the minuets

commenced in the following order: *

Prince of Wales—Princeſs Royal and

Princeſs Auguſta.

Puke of York–Princeſs Elizabeth and

Princeſs Mary.

Puke of Clarence—Princeſs Sophia and
Princeſs Sophia of Glouceſter.

Prince William of Glouceſter—Ducheſs .

of Montroſe and Lady Suſan Gordon.

Lord
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Lord Morton-Counteſs of Mexborough

and Lady Suſan Lewiſon Gower.

Lord Elgin—Lady Henrietta Thynne and

Hedy Iſabella Thynne.

ilord Weymouth—Lady Eliza Clifton and

Lady Charlotte Bruce.

Lord C. Somerſet–Lady Suſan Thorpe

and Lady Mary Collyer.

Lord Milfington—Lady Julia Collyer and

lady Elizabeth Lambert.

Mr. Anthony St. Leger—Lady Ann Fitz

roy and Hon. Miſs Hir. Townſhend.

Ilord Morton—Miſs — Hamilton and

Miſs— Fielding.

After the minuets, the nine firſt Gentle

men in the liſt ſtood up, and danced with the

Ladies of the firſt rank one country dance,

when their Majeſties and the Princeſſes retir

ing the ball broke up.

The Ladies' head-dreſſes were in general

plain, näther riſing high, nor ornamented

with many curls. The diamonds were

chiefly in pins, though ſome were diſtribut

ed in wreaths of leaves, and a few were in

ſolid bandeaus. Small feathers of ſilver and

ef diamonds alſo appeared.

The caps were narrow, the height about

three times as great as the width. Crape,

ſatin, and ribbands, formed the lower part;

and feathers, white, or white tinged at the

tips and edges with York flame, or coqueli

cot, or light blue, were generally, worn.—

Some feathers were alſo ornamented with

ſpots of coquelicot ribband.

When the Ducheſs of York ſet out from

York-houſe ſhe was ſaluted with marrow

bones and cleavers. It was with ſome

difficulty her attendants could make her

Highneſs believe that ſuch noiſe was intended

as compliment; but when explained, ſhe

courteouſly bowed to the performers, as well

as to the crowd, whoſe acclamations rent

the air.

In the evening, at the ball, as the Prince

of Wales was talking to the King, he felt a

ſevere pull at his ſword, and, on looking

round, perceived the diamond guard of his

ſword was broken off and ſuſpended only by

a ſmall piece of wire, which, from its

elaſticity, did not break. The perſon

whom the Prince ſuppoſes to have made this

impudent attempt, was exceeding genteelly

dreſſed, and had much the appearance of a

man of faſhion. The diamonds on the part

thus impudently attempted to be ſtolen, were

worth 30.oal.

MONTHLY OBITUARY for JANUARY 1792.

Oc rom r * 7.

EAR Camden, South Carolina, Rich

ard Champion, eſq. late Deputy Pay

maſter general of his Majeſty's Forces, and

proprietor of the china manufactory at Briſ

14. On board the Diana frigate, on her

aſſage to America, the Counteſs of Effing

H. She was daughter of Metcalfe Proc

ter, of Thorp, near Leeds, eſq.; was born

*7th September 1745, and married to the

Earl in Očtober 1765.

Alſo, lately, in Jamaica, Charles Bryan,

eſq. aged 91.

Mr. Alexander Macneil.

JDr. John Moncrieſt.

John Hendley, ſenior, eſq.

Mr. John Boggs, merchant.

Mr. James Wear.

ames Lawrence, eſq.

The Rev. Sir Inglis Turing, bart. Restor

ef St. Thomas in the Vale.

John Weſt, eſq.

Nov. 19. At Jamaica, Thomas Howard,

Earl of Effiegham, Governor Gencral of Ja

maica, and a Colonel of the Army. His

Lordſhip was born January 13, 1747.

27. Rºchºrd Heaton, eſq. of Denbigh.

Mr. Samuel Becket, of Thorn, near North

Dec. 5. At Vienna, Wolfgang Mozart,

the celebrated German compoſer.

7. Dr. Robert Robinſon of Barrack-hill,

near Stockport, formerly Paſtor of a Con

gregation of Proteſtant Diſſenters near Man

cheſter.

8. At Ormſide, Weſtmoreland, William

Whitehead, eſq., late of Antigua.

11. At Handſworth, near Birmingham,

Mr. Langſtaff, of Trinity College.

13. At Macſtricht, General Count de

Maillebois.

14. At Chatham, John Williams, eſq.

Clerk of the Checque in the Dockyard, and

Muſter-Maſler of the Chatham Diviſion of

Marines.

15. Mr. Charles Gurney, builder, South

afe.

8 At Florence, Peter Matthew Mills, eſq.

of the iſland of St. Chriſtopher's.

Lately, Thomas Blcan, of Norley in Che

ſhire, aged 102.

16, William Melliſh, eſq. of Albemarle

ſtreet, formerly Receiver General and

Caſhier of his Majeſty's Cuſtoms.

Ralph Dutton, eſq. of Billingford, near

Elnham, Cambridgeſhire.

17. The Rev. John Coſens, D. D. Mini

ſter of Teddington.

At the Five Ways, near *mirº;
ºrs
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Mr. Thomas Lee, Attorney at Law, in his

70th year.

18. At Moulins, George Anderſon, eſq.

late of Madras.

At Harefield, near Uxbridge, Mr. George

Kyte, ſecond ſon of the late Dr. Kyte.

Lately, at Twickenham, Mr. Sterling

Gilchriſt, Surgeon formerly of the 3d 1eg.

ºf dragoon guards.

At Fern Hill, Berks, Lady Knollys.

Captain Auguſtus Dumareſque, of South

ampton.

At Wincheſter, in his 92d year, Mr.

Thomas Lipſcomb, formerly Surgeon and

Apothecary there, and Coroner for the

County of Southampton.

At Norwich, Mr. John Armſtrong, who,

a few years ſince, went up in a balloon ſtom

Trinity-Hall Cloſe, Cambridge.

The Rev. George Newton, Rećtor of Iſ.

field, near Lewes.

Lately, Mr. Lewis, Woollen-draper,

King-ſtreet, Covent-garden.

20. David Andre, eſq. New Broad

ſtreet.

Captain James Barford, aged 79, of the

Royal Navy.

The Rev. D. S. Shift, High Prieſt of the

Great Synagogue Duke's Place, aged 71.

The Rev. Matthew Moore, aged 84, up

wards of 30 years Rector of Barningham,

rear Greatabridge, Yorkſhire.

Sir Alexander Dunbar, of Northfield, bart.

21. Henry Fletcher, eſq. at Tottenham.

At Haſtings, Suſſex, Mrs. Gladwich.

John Elſton, M.D. at Innerkep, in his re

turn from Ireland.

Lately, Mr. G. Holland, Proëor, Regiſter

to the Dean, and Clerk to the Dean and

Chapter, of Hereford.

an. Mr. William Chinnery, ſenior, writ

ing-maſter, of Gough-ſquare, Fleet-ſtreet.

At Cherington, in Warwickſhire, the

Rev. Charles Willes, youngeſt ſon of the

late Lord Chief Juſtice Willes, Rećtor of

Whichford and Cherington, Prebendary of

Wells, Prothonotary of the Court of Chan

cºry, ind Juſtice of Peace for the County

ºf Warwick.

William Parminter, of Playford Hall,

seat Ipſwich, gent.

Mr. John Norman, merchant, Lawrence

Poultney-Hill.

Lady Bisſhopp, widow of the latcSir Ce

cil Bisſhopp.

º James Bridge, merchant, of Liver

Pool.

Lately, at Mauchline, in the Preſbytery

* Ayr, the Rev. Mr. William Auld, in the

*34 year of his age.

Lately, at Bridgway, near Plymouth,

ºr. Henry Bird, formerly a ſhipbuilder in
London.

*3. At Dudley, John Finch, eſq.

At the Crown Inn, Slough, Joſeph Wil

*k, eſq., ſon of the Biſhop of Rocheſter,

At Lyndon, in Rutlandſhire, in her 9ad

year, Mrs. Barker, relićt of Samuel Barker,

eſq. and daughter of the Rev. William

Whiſton.

Lately, Francis Gawthern, eſq. at Not

tingham.

Lately, Mr. Gilbert Langdon, of Wood-,

bury, Devonſhire, Surgeon and Apothecary

aged 83.

25. At St. Giles's, Norwich, in his 37th

year, the Rev. Henry Harrington, D. D.

Prebendary of Bath and Wells, Rečtor of

North Cove with Willingham, in Suffolk,

Rećtor of Haynford in Norfolk, and Aſſiſt.

ant Miniſter of St. Peter's Mancroft, Nor

wich.

At Tewkeſbury, John Pitt, eſq. Cham

berlain and, ſenior Alderman of that bo.

rough.

Pennell Hawkins, Surgeon and Page te

the King.

Mr. Thomas Barrow, Alderman of Wind

ſor,

At Dublin, John Bennett, eſq. ſecond

Juſtice of the Court of King's Bench.

Robert Moſs, eſq. Barriſter at Law, aged

78. He ſerved the office of Mayor of Preſ

ton in 1768.

Lately, at Deptford, the Rev. Dr. W.

Wilſon, Vicar of St. Nicholas in that town.

26. Mr. Thomas Wilſon, head letter

carrier in the foreign department of the

General Poſt-office.

27. At Hadley, near Barnet, in his 77th

year, Dr. John Monro, Phyſician to the

United Hoſpitals of Bridewell and Beth

lem.

Lately, near Lagny in the Iſle of France,

Monſ. Pequigni, author of a work in praiſe
of the famous Francis Xavier.

29. James Witley, eſq. Adjutant of the

late Grenadier Guards.

Mr. William Cook, Attorney at Law, at

Liverpool.

Lately, of a malignant fever, M. Berquin,

celebrated on account of his Treatiſes on

Education.

30. At Craigiehall, in his 82d year, the

Honourable Charles Hope Weir. -

Mr. Hooker, Accountant of Exciſe.

Mrs. Gentleman, wife of the Rev. Mr.

Gentleman, of Kidderminſter.

b Major Baggs, well known amongſt gam

lers.

Edward Noble, eſq. Alderman of South

ampton.

Lately, Richard Heaton, eſq. Barriſter at

Law, Bedford-ſquare.

31. Mr. John Ellis. (See p. 3.)

Mr. Robert French, tallow-chandler in

Barbican, Deputy of the Ward.st Cripple

gate Without.

Jan. 1, 1792. George Moorwood, eſq.

Alfreton-Hall, Derbyſhire, aged 73. -

Mrs. Chatterton, at Briſtol, unother of the

unfortunate author.

Edward
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Edward Bisſhopp, eſq. uncle of Sir Cecil

Bisſhopp.

The Rev. Matthew Bradſhaw, Diſſenting

Miniſter at Brentford.

2. Simon Wilſon, eſq. Charlotte-ſtreet,

Bedford-ſquare.

Mr. James Henry Moore, ſon of Mr.

John Moore, refiner in Silver-ſtreet.

At Maiden Bradley, Edward Duke of

Somerſet, and Baron Seymour, aged 84.

The Right Honourable the Dowager

Viſcounteſs Galway.

John Doriett, eſq. Boyle-ſtreet, Saville

row.

At Ely, Thomas Gotobed, eſq. High

Bailiff and Juſtice of Peace for the Iſle of

Ely, and Commiſſioner of the Lºttery.

3. At Mancheſter, Kempe Brydges, eſq.

formerly of Bedford-ſtreet, Covent-garden.

Mr. George Sainſbury, fleward tº the

Marquis of Saliſbury.

John Troughear, tſg. at Freſhwater, in

the Iſle of Wight.

Mr. William Davenpºrt, printer. He had

Mr. Bowyer's legacy of 30 l. per ann. as

Greek print.cr.

Mr. Nicholas Francis Beckman, Faſhion

ftreet, Spitalfields. .

Peter Bury, eſq. Canterbury, aged 67.

Lately, the Rev. Meredith Jones, Rec

tor of Bexhill, Suſſex, and Prebendary of

Chicheſter. -

5. John Peckham, eſq. Patrixbourn

court, Kent.

Mr. Percival, ſenior, banker at North

ampton.

Lately, near Tuam in Ireland, Thomas

Wims, in the 117th year of his age. He

fought in 17 or at the fiege of Londoadcrry.

6. Richard Liveſay, eſq. Mancheſter, aged

85.

*. Plunkett, eſq. Greek-ſtreet,

Soho.

Alexandcr Longmore, A. M. at Iſlington,

aged 72.

Lately, Mrs. Ford, relićt of John Ford,

eſq. of Lincoln's Inn, and ſiſter of Wil

braham Bootle, eſq.

7. Mr. Richard Norris,

Chriſt's Hoſpital. -

Paul D'A:gremont,

Adelphi.

8. William Price, eſq. Charlton, near

Wantage, Berks.

Samuel Woodham, eſq. Green-ſtreet, En

field. -

9. Mr. Hone, packer, Leadenhall-ſtreet.

Miſs Craw lev, eldeſt daughter of Sir Tho

mas Crawley Bowev, bart. of Flaxley Ab

bey, Glouceſterſhire.

Gabriel Stewart, eſq. Paymaſter of the

Marines.

At Cotterel, near Cowbridge, Glamor

geoſilic, use Rev. S. Gwinnet.

Surveyor of

eſq. John-ſtreet,

Lately, at Warrington, the Rev. Arthur
Barron.

Lately, at Granby-houſe, Briſtol Hote

wells, John Hale, eſq. of Chudleigh, Rear

Admiral of the Britiſh Navy.

11. Mrs. Catherine Patrick, at Bury,

aged 82, grand-daughter of Dr. Patrick,

Biſhop of Ely.

At Bath, the Rev. William Filbridge

Arnold, one of the Senior Fellows of

Emmanuel College, Cambridge.

G. H. Bobart, eſq. Alderman of New
Woodſłock.

The Rev. Joſeph Heacock, M.A. aged

72.

12. Mr. Shaw, a ſuperannuated muſician,

at Bath, father of Mr. Shaw of Drury-lane

Theatre.

Mr. Joſeph Jackſon, of Saliſbury-ſquare,

Fleet-ſtreet, letter-founder.

Lately, at Ryegate, Mr. John Hinton,

Surgeon.

13. Allen Simmons Smith, eſq. at the

Spa, near Derby.

At Brighthelmſtone, Charles Scraſe, eſq.

aged 83.

Mr. Joſeph Huxley, maſter of a veſſel

from Liverpool to Philadelphia.

14. Mr. Horncaſtle, ſtationer,

Bond-ſtreet.

Henry Buſby, eſq. Charlotte-ſtreet, Bloomſ.

bury.

Å. Donnington, in the county of Lincoln,

the Rev. Lewis Powell, Vicar, and near 40

years Miniſter of that Pariſh.

15. At Stanford-hall, Leiceſterſhire, in

his 26th year, Sir Thomas Cave, bart. one

of the Members for the County.

16. William Scullard, eſq. Manſel-ſtreet,

Goodman's-fields.

Mr. John Rivington, bookſeller, St. Paul's

Church-yard.

At Edinburgh, John Erſkine, eſq. Ad
vocatc.

17. James Eyton, eſq. Chief Caſhier te

the South-Sea Company.

At Bath, the Rev. Dr. George Horne,

Biſhop of Norwich.

Lady Jane Gordon, ſiſter of the late Duke

of Gordon.

18. Mr. Creſwick, Teacher of Elocution

at Kenſington, He was formerly an Aćior,

and perto med at Covent-garden, in 1761,

the charaćter of Beau Mordccai, in Mack

lin's Love a la Mode. He afterwards bc

longed to the York Company, but of late.

has been wholly craployed in teaching clo

cution, and reading lºélures. -

At Oxford, the Rev. William Lawſon,

M. A. Fellow of Magdalen College. -

19. Samuel Campbell, eſq. Stanhope

ſtreet, May Fair.

21. Mrs. Eleanor Wall, only ſiſter of the

late Rear-Admiral John Harriſon.

New

•ººs
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

we have nothing to do, nor do we mean to interfere about it.

would not ſcruple to receive it, has no weight with us.

The charaćter of Mad Tom is inadmiſſible.

there.

The Poem by R. S. T. has merit, but it is too long.

The Anecdotes of Mr. Quin are received ;

Mr. Adney’s Poem and

6hatterton's Pieces in our next.

With the private charaćter of Mr. Pelºr

That another Magazine

The Author "had better ſend it

the remainder will be very acceptable,

AvBRAGE PRICES of coſt N, from Feb. 11, 1791, to Feb. 18, 1792.

COUNTIES upon the COAST.

Wheat Rye Barl. Oats Beans,

Eſſex 4 no. 3 os a 2 4 3 7

Suffolk 4 93 *3 o 2 z 3 2

Norfolk 4. 7|2 I 12 9 2 1 3 2

Lincoln 4 93 33 1 : 1 1 1 3 &

York 4 93 63 3'1 1 13 9

Durham 5 66 o: 6.2 24 6

Northumberl.4 93 s: * 12 o 3 •

Cumberland 5 8 + 83 1/2 2.2 o

weſtmorld. 5 is. 33 5'a 2'o o

Lancaſhire 5 8.5 of 62 44 5

Cheſhire 5 6 o of 11.2 sq c

Monmouth 5 3'o o,3 42 r o o

Somerſet 5 3 o o; 6 o os 3

Devon 4 i o o'. 12, 84 6

Cornwall 5 o'o oz 91 8 o o

Dorſet 5 30 ol. 112 34 9

Hants 4 º'o of 22 : :
Suſſex 4 loo ol: o a 53 4

Kent 5 o 3 53 32 33 4

WALES.

North Wales 5 1114 |: SIt |. o

South Wales 5 11 lo ol 3 511 7lo o

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER.

Wheat! Rye | Barl. Oats Beans |
s. d.ls. d.ls. d is. º d.

Lohdon 5 ol3 413 212 213 5

C O U NT I E S I N L A N D.

Middleſex 5 zo 23 3.2 6.3 8

Surry 5 1/3 73 3.2 44 1

ſelford 5 to o's £2 43 io
'Redford ; 33 33 3: 3; ;

Cambridge 4 8|3 22 1 I 1 93 4

THuntingdon 4 8 ſo o'3 2/2 23 1

Northampton; rol; 73 32 3'3 5

ºutland 4 to: 23 3: 3; 3
* Leiceſter 5 ok; o; 72 #: 13 |

Nottingham 5 33 103 ºz 34
Derby 5 4: 33. §: $4 6."

Stafford 5 sº $3 tº # 3

Salop 5 24 13 52 64 8

Hereford ' 4 74 o'3 42 13 7

Worceſter 5, of: 93 82 53 tº

warwick 5 4'o o'; 8.2 54 o

&louceſter 5 42 o; 42 33 1?

Wilts 5 ſo º: #2 43 8
Berks 5 1 *: 4-2 53 I I

Oxford 5 zºo of3 12 *3 6

jºke a 1:19 of 32 35 s

J A N U A R Y 1792.

BARomers R. THERMoM. W1xp.

25–29– 98 58 — S.

27–29 – 5o 48 – 3. S. W.

28–29 – 49—- 42- E.

29–29 - 60 – 44 – S. W

30– 29 — 73 —-47 - S. S. W.

31- 29 – 52- 50 - 6. S. W.

F E B R U A R Y.

17-30 - 37—28– N.

18–29- 95— 25 — N. N.Y.

19-29 - 60 29 – N. N.E.

20–29 – 48 22 - N.

21-24 - 74–— 18 — E.

22-29 - 1 1— 32 — N.

23-29 - 83— 28 – N. W.

24-29 - 83 —— 30 – S. E.

25-29 - 81 ——4o — E.

26-29– 75 41 – E.
27 – 29 – 89 45 - S.E,

PRI C E of S T O C K S,

Feb. 25, 1792.

Bank Stock, Ditto Short, 1778, 18

5per Cent.Ann. 1785, 7-8ths

119 + 3 India Stock, 206?

New 4 per Cent. 104'3perCt. Ind. Ann

## findia Bonds, 105s. Pt.

3 per Cent. red. 95 #South Sea Stock, -

a 96. |Qld S. s. Ann. —

3 per Cent, Coaſ. 95'New S.S. Ann.-

- |3 per Cent. 1751 -

3 per Cent. 1726,-Exchequer Bills
LongAnn, ºf 1 1-16ths' N.Naºvić. Bill:-

3.
ſisi. Tick.

1—29 - 64 48 - S.

2–29 – 85– 59 - w.

42 — W.3–30 - or
4-30- 27- 38 - S. S. W.

5–30 — or –– 37 - E.

6–30 — or —- 38 - S. W.

:-º-º:-- 3:- i.

– 30 — 28–41- -

9-3 S. E.
10–30 - 37 —- 45 -

1 - 30 – 15-— 43- S. S. W.

12–30 — 20 —— 43 – W.

13–30 – 21—4.1 - wV.

14–30 — 20 —- 38- W.

1 5–30 – oz—39- S.

16- 3c - 15 ——37 - N. E.

4. -
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EUROPEAN MAGAZINE,

A N D

Lo N Do N

For F E B R U A R Y

R E W I E W,

1792.

J O H N H OR NE To o K.E., E S Q.

[with a poRTRAIT.)

HIS ingenious gentleman has ever

diſtinguiſhed himſelf as a friend to the

liberties of his country, and is one of

the few modern Engliſh politicians whoſe

condućt has been uniformly conſiſtent.

The reform of repreſentation in the Houſe

ºf Commons he has ever, preſſed with

the moſt conſtant and unremitting ardour;

and though he may have occaſionally
quitted the ons with whom he was

xiing in politics, he moſt probably quit

ted them becauſe he found them not ſo ho

neſt, nor ſo much in earneſt on the ſubjećt,

as himſelf. He has written many political

Pamphlets, which, from the temporary

nature of their ſubjećts, muſt be now bu

ried in the ſtream of oblivion. His

ſpeech on his proſecution for a libel on

the American war, printed in the State

Trials, ſhews him to be a very good con

ſtitutional lawyer, and combats with

great acuteneſs and great power of rea

ſºning the prevailing doćtrines on the ſub

LETTER • from DAVID GARRICK to the Rev. PETER whalley,

jećt of Libels. His “ Eruz Pirºgeirta,

or, Diverſions of Purley,” written in the

form of dialogue, do him infinite credit

as a philologiſt and a man of literature.

Theſe dialogues are now employed as

a ſchool-book for the greater boys, by

one of the firſt ſcholars and one of the

ableſt inſtructors of youth of his time.

The ſkeleton of them is to be found in a

panºphlet (now become very ſcarce) called

“A Letter to Mr. Dunning from Mr.

Horne, 8vo, 1777.”

Of this pamphlet our great Lexicogra

her, Dr. Johnſon, thought ſo well, that

i. told a friend of his, that if he were

to make a new edition of his Dićtionary,

he ſhould make uſe of many of Mr.

Horne's etymologies of the Conjunětions.

• The picture from which the annexed

Print of Mr. Horne Tooke is taken, was

painted many years ago by Mr. Brampton, a ſcholar of Mengs. P

-

Editor of BEN JONSON.

Sir, Tueſday, March 15, 1748 t.

ISHOULD have anſwered your oblig

* ing letter ſooner; but your directing

*to the Bedford Coffee-hyuſe kept it from

His two days.-I aſſure you, Sir, it is no

ſmall pleaſure to me that i am thought

worthy of your advice. The candid re

ºnarks of a true Critic are to me the

greateſt favours; my ears are always open

to convićtion; I willingly kiſs the rod,

and would ſhake the hand that adminiſters

ſuch wholeſome correction as yours has -

done. The faults you mention I am

afraid I have been guilty of, becauſe the

by-ſtander will always be a better judge of

the game than the party concerned;—but I

* Publiſhed in “The Literary Muſeum, or Antient and Modern Repoſitory,” 8vo.

t On the 16th December 1747 Mr. Garrick firſt ſpoke the Prologue and Chorus to

*rry V. and sh February 174; he performed Jºffer for the firſt time,
NLT .
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am ſurprized that I ſhould be thought to

regard the meaſure of verſes ſo injudici

ouſly as to disjoin the members of the ſen

tence; when at my firſt ſetting out in the

buſineſs of an A&tor I endeavoured to

ſhake off the fetters of numbers, and have

been often accuſed of neglecting the har

mony of verſification from a too cloſe re

gard to the paſſion and the meaning of the

Author.

I am ſenſible (notwithſtanding what I

have ſaid) that the inſtances you have

given from HAMLET are juſt, and the

manner of ſpeaking thein (acquired at firſt

by inadverténcy) is confirmed by habit;

but it ſhall be altered ; and I hope for the

future my friends will not be offended

again at the ſame paſſages. I cannot but

think you have miſtook me in the Pro

logue to Henry V.- Surely the little

pauſe was made at Fire! and I conneéted

the ſubſequent relative verb and accuſative

eaſe (that would aſkead the brighteft hea

ºven, &c.) in one breath ! I know in the

general I ſpeak it ſo, but may have failed

the night you heard me. Your remark

from Venice PREsekv'd is likewiſe true,

When in your brigantine, &c.; but I am in

hopes the other ſlips you ſpeak of in

the ſame Play, were owing to my illneſs

on Mrs. Cibber's benefit night; I could

ſcarce bring my words out, and all the

time did not know whether I ſtood on my

head or my heels.-The part of Jaffier is a

moſt difficult and laborious character, and

will take me up much time before I have

attained what i imagine may be done with

it. I muſt now beg leave to mention a

circumſtance which may in ſome meaſure

be my excuſe for theſe many ſeeming er:

rors of judgment: I am often troubled

with pains in my breaſt, ariſing from colds,

and at ſuch times I have it not in m

power to ſpeak as I would ; my brea

often fails me, and I am obliged to ſtop

in wrong places, to enable me to finiſh the
ſentence. This has the air of an excuſe

for my failings : ſuppoſe it ſo, it is a

very natural one; and nobody can blame

me for trying all means to appear well in the

eyes of one whoſe opinion I regard. This is

my preſent ſituation with you; and if you

think I have merit enough to deſerve your

future animadverſions, you will honour

and oblige me. I am, SIR,

Your moſt obedient humble ſervant,

P. S. If you favour me with more

thoughts on the ſame ſubjećt, as I hope

you will, pray dire&t for me in King

ſtreet, Covent-garden. Once more I thank

you, -

MR. waLPOLE's LETTER TO THOMAS CHATTERTON.

Arlington ſtreet, March 28, 1769.

IR,

I CANNOT but think myſelf fingularly

obliged by a Gentleman with whom I

have not the pieaſure of being acquainted,

when I read your very curious and kind

letter, which I have this minute received.

I give you a thouſand thanks for it, and

for the very obliging offer you make me,

of communicating your MSS. to me.

What you have already ſent me is very va

luable, and full of information; but in

ſtead of correółing you, Sir, you are far

more able to correct me. I have 1,0t the

happineſs ºf underſtanding the Saxon lan

guage, and without your learned notes,

ſhould not have been able to comprehend

Rowley's text.

As a ſecond Edition of my Amecdotes

was publiſhed but laſt year, I muſt not

flatter myſelf that a third will be want

ſoon; but I ſhall be happy to lay up any

notices you will be ſo good as to extract

for me, and ſend me at your leiſure; for

as it is uncertain when I may uſe them, I

wºuld by no means borrow and detain

yrn Yís S.

Give nº leave to riſk von where Row lev's

oct..." are to be tound I ſhould not be

S

ſorry to print them ; or, at leaſt, a ſpeci

men of them, if they have never been

rinted.

The Abbot John's Verſes, that youhave

given me, are wonderful for their "...#
and ſpirit, though there are ſome words

do not underſtand.

You do not point out exačtly the time

when he lived, which I wiſh to know, as

I ſuppoſe it was long before John Ab

Eych's diſcovery of Oil-painting. If ſo,

it confirms what I had gueſted, and have

hinted in my Anecdotes, that Oil-painting

was known here much earlier than that

diſcovery or revival,

I will not trouble you with more queſ

tions now, Sir ; but flatter myſelf, from

the humanity andſº you have al

ready ſhewn me, that you will ſometimes

give me leave to conſult you. I hope too

you will forgive theº, of my di

rećtion, as you have favoured me with nº

other,

I am, Sir,

Your much obliged, and

Obedient humble ſervant,

HOR. waſ.POLE.

P. S. Be ſo good as to direct to Mr.

Walpole in Arlington-ſtrect.
- A rºgºnti Nuºn
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Account of the TRIAL of WARREN HASTINGS, Eſq. (late GOVER

NOR-GENERAL of BFNGAL), before the HIGH COURT of PARLIA

MENT, for HIGH CRIMES and MISDEMEANORS.

( Continued from Wol. XIX, p. 464. )

Sr. v ENTY-Fifth Day.

Tur spar, Feb. 14. -

T H E Lords came into the Hall about

one o'clock, and after the uſual forma

Ries,

Mr. Law, the leading Counſel for Mr.

Hºſtings, in an exordium of ſome length,

expreſſed the exultation felt by his client on

the arrival of the period at which it was

allowed him, after four years of accuſation,

to vindicate his own charaćter and that of the

Britiſh name; but th9ugh ſuch was the

feeling of Mr. Haſtings, confident of his

innocence, very different were the feelings

of his advocates,diſtruſting their own abilities,

and almoſt overpowered with the magni

tude and variety of criminal matter ad

judged againſt hfm ; much of it foreign from

the articles in evidence, but calculated to

influence opinion, and enforced by ſuch a

combination of talents and of eloquence as

had never appeared on any other occaſion.

Under ſuch a ſenſe of difficulties, they could

only be ſupported by the recollection that

they were to ſpeak before a tribunal of cx

perienced juſtice, of hereditary honour, above

the reach of prejudice, and poſſeſſing a pro

found knowledge of all the relations and de

pendencies of every Member of the Britiſh

Empire. He requeſted their Lordſhips' indul

gence for any errors of ignorance in a ſubject

of ſuch extent; and hoped the Managers of

the proſecution, for whom he profeſſed the

higheſt reſpect, would not interrupt him on

account of any haſty or unguarded expreſſions

into which he might be betrayed,

He then entered into a general view of

the hiſtory of India, to ſhew that, contrary

to what had been aſſerted on the part of the

proſecution, every Government in it of which

we had any knowledge previous to the

eſtabliſhment of our own, had been arbi

trary, bloody, cruel, and unjuſt; that our

power in India had not been acquired by

rapine and fraud; and that all the Govern

ments on which we were ſaid to have

uſurped, were themſelves uſurpations of very

recent date, none of them above ſixteen years

cºder than our own.

He came next to ſhew, by a detail of the

toºdućt of Mr. Haſtings in India, that the

miſdemeanors imputed to him, and the

cruelties ſaid to have been occaſioned by

his rapacity and miſ-government, were mere

fabrications; that they were forged for the

Purpoſe of exciting odium againſt him; that

** always entertained a bad opinion of

Nundcomar, and employed him only in con

ſequence of private orders from home,

which he was not at liberty to diſcloſe to the

other Members of the Council; and that the

ſeveral alterations in the mode of collečting

the revenue were authoriſed by circumſtan

ces, and had been eventually of the greateſt

benefit to the Company's affairs.

Mr. Law ſeemed only preparing to enter

on the particular heads of defence, when at

half an hour paſt four o'clock the Lords ad

journed.

Srv ENTY-SIxT H DAY.

FRIDAY, Feb. 17.

Mr. Haſtings appeared at the bar with the

uſual ceremony. -

Mr. Law took up the defence at the point

where he left it on the preceding day, name

ly, the real and ſubſtantial revenue which

Mr. Haſtings added to the Company, by

taking into their own hands the articles of

opium and ſalt. The ſaving in the Military

and in the Civil Government, added to the

before-mentioned, he ſtated to amount to

one million and a half annually, and that

this revenue was attached to the Company's

treaſures to this very moment.

By theſe retrenchments and ſavings the cre

dit of the Company was raiſed and ſup

ported from the year 1777 to the year 1783,

during which period every other part of the

Britiſh empire was convulſed, and the very

credit of the empire itſelf was ſunk almoſt

into irretrievable ruin.

Having been very minute and diffuſe in

this ſtatement, and ſhewn that the very ex

iſtence of the Company at that period de

pedded upon the meaſures which Mr. Haſt

ings adoptcd, he recurred to the ſituation of

Cheyt Sing, whoſe caſe had been ſo ſtrong

ly inſiſted upon as a criminal charge againſt

Mr. Haſtings.

Here Mr. Law inſiſted, that by all the laws

of Indoſtan, from the earlieſt period to the

preſent moment, the Zemindars had always

been obligated to affiſt their ſuperior Princes,

from whom they held in chief, with money

and troops, according to the nature and ex

tent of their territories. . Beſides this, he

ſaid, all Europe was originally held and go

verned under the former feudal ſyſtem by

the ſame ties of ſubordination. Nay, fur.

ther, at this moment, protećtion from the

ſtate to the individual is throughout the world

attended with perſonal and individual aſſiſt

ance to the ſtate,

Mr.
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Mr. Law took a comprehenſive view of

the cauſe and effect of the Rohilla war ; and

contended, that as well in that as in other

tranſactions, Mr. Haſtings deſerved the

highett encomiums. He denied that he had

ever been guilty of even one criminal act,

during the whole of his government; and

argued, from documents which he ſhould

hereafter bring into proof, that Mr. Haſtings

had been the ſaviour of India. He con

demned the Council appointed in 1774 by the

Direétors; defended Mr. Middleton ; and

concludedwith loudlyaverring, that in all ſurns

of money taken by Mr. Haſtings, the Com

pany were conſulted ; and that if the act was

criminal in the Governor General, it was

equally ſo in the Directors, and in his Ma

jeſty's Miniſters.

In the courſe of his ſpeech he was parti

cularly pointed and ſevere upon the groſs in

juſtice which his client had ſuſtained in the

introduction of the ſtory of Deby Sing; a

ſtory to which no one allegation in any article

could poſſibly apply. This he obſerved on, as

being contrary to every principle of Engliſh

law, and to the law of any civilized country.

He reminded their Lordſhips that he had en

treated and implored the Managers to go back

so their conſtituents, and bring this matter

forward in the ſhape of an Article, the only

form in which it could be met ; but he en

treated, and Mr. Haſtings had petitioned the

Commons, in vain.

Mr. Law then went through all the prin

spal events that had occurred in ludia, irom

the year 1773 to 1780, ºn a very clear and

impreſſive manner. And at a little before five

the Court adjourned.

Sev ENTY SE v ENT H Day.

Tuesday, Feb. 2 1.

Mr. Law proceeded to juſtify his client on

the remaining topics of accuſatien adduced

againſt him by the Managers.

He proved very fully, that the preſents re

ceived by Mr. Haſtings were abſolutely indiſ

penſable, as the Company's affairs would

otherwiſe have been irretrievably ruined. The

Bullock Contračt, of which ſo much had

been ſaid, was on the ſame terms, and pro

bably better, than Lord Cornwallis had been

able to make in the condućt of the preſent

war. As to the Opium Contract with Mr.

Sullivan, it was rather a miraculous miſtake

in the Managers not to have ſtated, that it

was granted on preciſely the ſame terms that

General Clavering and his Colleagues had be

fore given to Mr. M'Kenzie, the friend and

rotages of Mr. Francis.

Having explained very ſatisfactorily the

whok of this tranſaction, he diſproved the

* We beſieve this was the teſtimonial of Mr. Gilpin.

charge of perſonal hardſhips endured by the

Begums of Oude. In this he was ſupported

by the undeniable evidence of Major Gilpin,

who was himſelf an eye-witneſs of the

whole affair, v

After defending the treaties he had formed,

and deſcribing his various political and mili

tary ſervices, his preſervation of the Britiſh

Empire in the Eaſt, and totally annihilating

the power of the French, he made a ſhort

peroration, in which he introduced ſome teſ

timonials to the merits. of the Defendant.

Theſe teſtimonials, he ſaid, were not the

language of flattery addreſſed to power :

they were the genuine dictates of feeling in a

grateful people, after Mr. Haſtings was

diveſted of power, and that Fame announced

to the aſtoniſhed inhabitants of Indoſtan, that

their great deliverer and benefactor was ar

raigned and perſecuted by his countrymen.

Amongſt other teſtimonials to the public

ſervices of the defendant, he recounted the

approbation and applauſe of Lord Cornwallis.

Miſrepreſentation had placed him in that

ſituation of defending himſelf to which the

beſt men were expoſed ; and though he did

not implore the mercy, he ſolicited the

juſtice of that auguſt Tribunal.

When the Counſel had concluded, Mr.

Burke obſerved, that one of the teſtimonials

to the character of Mr. Haſtings was not

named",and,to ſave future trouble, he wiſhed

now to be informed who the perſon was

from whoſe approbation an extrad was read.

i. queſtium he intended to follow by ano

ther.

Mr. Law replied, that every thing which

was aſſerted by him ſhould appear in evidence

at their Lºrdſhips' Bar. But for the perſo

nal ſatisfaction of the Hon. Manager, he

would elſewhere communicate to him the

information he wanted.

Mr. Burke, notwithſtanding the cry of

Order from the Biſhop of Durham and others,

was perfiſting in his interrogatories, when

the Duke of Leeds got rid of the controverſy

by moving an adjournment to the other

Chamber,

Mr. Burke then applied acroſs the box for

the intelligence before demanded, and was

anſwered by Mr. Law, that he would inform

him in private.

Mr. Burke rather angrily rejoined, that he

would have no private converſation with

him. Here the converſation ended.

-

Sr. vs N T Y-Eight h Day.

ThuRs DAY, Feb. 23.

Mr. Plomer, as Second Counſel, roſe in

the defence of Mr. Haſtings, and was at firſt

extremely
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extremely embarraſſed. He expreſſed his

ſenſe of the difficulties of his ſituation, and

the diſadvantage of contending againſt a

charge made with the authority of the Com

mons of Great Britain, and under the

diſparity both of ſituation and talents that

ſubſiſted between him and the Managers.

He truſted, however, that he ſhould not be

airaigned of diſreſpect to that great Body

while he diſputed their infallibility, and diſ

proved an accuſation, which was not there

fore true becauſe the Houſe of Commons

made it. That Houſe could have no prero

sitives or rights that were inconſiſtent with

juſtice; nor was their honour to be conſulted

to the prejudice of that of their Lordſhips.

Much was veſſed in the concurrence of par

*es, otherwiſe hoſtile, in preferring theſe”

Charges; but it muſt alſo be recollected, that

prejudice and miſrepreſentation can at times

communicateand inſinuate themſelves amongſt

Members as well as individuals; and if the

Commous, by barely preferring Charges

without any proof, were ſuppoſed to have

ſuſtantiated, the judicial capacity of their

Lordſhips, and our boaſted Conſtitution,

were immediately at an end.

A N E C D O T E of SIR

IN the year 1733 the Exciſe Bill, having

been oppoſed in every ſtage, was order

td to be reported. The queſtion for its

being reported was carried by a majority

of fixty. The nation was in a ferment,

and there had been ſome dangerous riots.

9n the evening before the report Sir Ro

bert ſummoned a meeting of the principal

Members who had ſupported the Bill ; it

was largely attended. He reſerved his

own opinion to the laſt, but perſeverance

was the unanimous voice. It was ſaid, all

taxes were obnoxious, and there would be

an end of ſupplies, if mobs were to con

troul the Legiſlature in the manner of rai

fing them; that the execution of this A&t

could only make the people ſenſible of its

real merit; and if a F. trial was given,

and the certain good effests ſeen and felt,

thoſe who had made themſelves unpopular

by ſupporting the Bill, would receive

the applauſe of the public and the thanks

ef their Conſtituents. When Sir Robert

AN E C D O TE

Doctor MORELL, who compoſed

Oratorios for Mr. Handel, once took

the liberty to ſuggeſt to him, in the moſt

reſpe&tful manner, that the muſic he had

compoſed to ſome lines of his was quite

contrary to the ſenſe of the paſſage. In

flead of taking this friendly hint as he

*ght to báve done from one who (al

thºugh bot a Pindar) was at leaſt a better

After many other prefatory obſervations

he came to the Firſt Charge, and contended

that Cheyt Sing was not an Independent

Prince, and that he had no exemption from

contributing, like any other ſubjećt, to the

exigencies of the State. The Rajahſhip,

which was merely a title of honour, was .

purchaſed by the grand father of Cheyt

Sing, who was himſelf the deputy to a

deputy.

His Zemindaries were acquired by vio

lence, and uſurpation upon others; and his

father Bulwant Sing, ſo far from having any

attachment to the Engliſh, had attacked and

frequently betrayed them. He produced a

number of papers, and amongſt others, the

public treaties, in which the Eaſt-India Com

pany and the Supreme Council always con

ſidered and treated Cheyt Sing as their ſub

jećt; and he explained the policy and ne

ceſſity of exačling the money which conſti

tuted the ſubſtance of this Charge; 2nd af.

firmed, that in every Council held upon the

ſubječt, Mr. Francis concurred in the pro

priety of the meaſure.

Having concluded his vindication on this

head, the Lords adjourned at five o'clock.

R O B E R T WA LP O L E.

had heard them all, he aſſured thern

how conſcious he was of having meant

well, , and how certain that experience

would remove every prejudice that had

been entertained againſt the Exciſe Scheme;

but in the preſent inflamed temper of the

people it could not be carried into execu

tion without an armed force ; that there

would be an end of the liberty of England,

if ſupplies were to be raiſed by the ſword:

if, therefore, the reſolution was to go on

with the Bill, he would immediately wait

upon the King, and deſire his Majeſty's

permiſſion to reſign his office; for he

would not be the Miniſter to enforce taxes

at the probable expence of blood.

This Anecdote is told by Sir William

Meredith in an unpubliſhed Tračt writ

ten by him, entitled “ Hiſtorical Re

marks on the Taxation of Free States,"

4to, 1778. on the information of Mr.

White, of Retford, who had lived in

friendſhip with Sir Robert Walpole.

of H A N D E L.

judge of poetry than himſelf, he looked

upon the advice as injurious to his talents,

and cried out with all the violence of af

fronted pride, “What!, you teach me

muſic t The muſic is good muſic. Da

'our words | Here, ſaid he (thrumming

}. harpſichord), are my ideas i go and

make words to them.”
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E L T H A M P A L A C E.

[with A view.]

E THAM is a village, ſeven miles

ſouth of London, in the road to Maid

ſtone. It had formerly a Palace, ere&ted

by Anthony Beck, Biſhop of Durham,

whobeſtowed it upon Queen Eleanor, wife

of King Edward I. King Edward II, con

ftantly reſided here,where Iſabella his(\ueen

was delivered of John, who hence was

called John of Eltham. King Edward III.

here entertained the Kings of France,

Scotland, and Armenia, at the ſame time;

and this was King Henry VI.'s uſual

Place of reſidence. King Edward IV.

A N E CD. O.T E S of Dr.

THIS ingenious writer, in his “Chineſe

Letters” (firſt publiſhed in “The Led

ger” about the year 1760) ſeems to have

Predićted the preſent Revolutionin France.

* As the Swedes,” ſays he, “are making

concealed approaches to deſpotiſm, the

French, on the other hand, are impercep

tibly vindicating themſelves into freedom.

When I conſider that theſe Parliaments

(the Members of which were all created b

the Court, the Preſidents of which can a

only by immediate direction) preſume even

to mention privileges and freedom, who,

till of late, received directions from the

Throne with implicit humility —when

this is conſidered, I cannot help fancying,

that the Genius of freedom has entered that

kingdom in diſguiſe. If they have but

three weak Monarchs more ſucceſſively

on the Throne, the maſk will be laid afide,

and the country.will certainly once more

be free.”

"The Dočtor had not the ſame love of

ſomething new that prevails at preſent ſo

Inuch in our writings and in our opinions.

* Whatever is new,” ſaid he, “is in

general falſe.” The Doctor was a great

admirer of Rowley's Poems, and wiſhed

much to purchaſe the MS. copy of them,

who laid out large ſums in the repair of

this ſtructure, entertained two thouſand

perſons in the great hall; and King

Henry VII. built a fine front. His ſuc

ceſſors ſpent moſt of their hours of plea

ſure here, till Greenwich grew up, when

this place was negle&ted; and here were

made the Statutes of Citham, by which the

King's houſe is ſtill governed. Of this

Palace only the hall remains, now uſed as

a barn; and of this we preſent our readers

with a View. . --

G O L DSM IT H.

then in the poſſeſſion of Mr. George

Catcott, of Briſtol. The Dočtor had,

however, nothing but his note of hand

to offer for them. “ Alas, Sir,” replied

Mr. Catcott, “ I fear a Poet's mote of

hand isnotvery current upon our exchan

of Briſtol.” Of the Doctor's poetry

late Dr. Johnſon thought ſo highly, that

when a fiend of his was, rather cºldly

perhaps, commending “The Traveller,"

“So, Sir, yeu call it only a fine poem, do

you ? it is the fineſt ſince Mr. Pope's

time, I aſſure you.” In his manner and

converſation Dr. Goldſmith exhibited very

little of that knowledge of the world and

of life which his Eſſays univerſally diſplay.

Many of them were printed in the periodi

cal and ephemerical publications of his

time, and , deſerved, moſt aſſuredly,

more durable vehicles. This, however,

very kindly for the public, has been

afforded to them by the care of an

Anonymous Editor, who has collested

them, together with ſome Eſſays of Dr.

Smollet, Dr. Kenrick, and the late

ingenious Mr. Badcock, in three volumes,

12mo. 3 and which we bear will be ſoon

ready for publication.

[IN OUR SUCCEEDING NUMBERS WILL BE GIVEN

A SOUTH VIEW OF THE TOWN OF BANGALORE.

SQUTH-EAST VIEW OF SAVENDROOG HILL FORT.

PLAN of THE Fort of BANGAloke.

- OF THE ATTACK OF DITTO, BY LORD corNWALL15,

- OF THE Town of BANGALORE. -

TAKEN ON THE SPOT BY COLONEL claupe MARTIN.

WITH AN INTERESTING Account of Those count RIE’s HITHER.To

unknown by Europeans.]
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GENUINE ANECDOTES reſpc&ing SIR FRANCIS BACON, Loºp KEEPER,

loRD CHANCE Llo R, BARON V E RULAM, and viscoUNT st. Al BANs, the

contempo RARY ENEMY and Riv All of SIR EDWARD COKE, Lokp

chief Justice of ENGLAND, who both flouriſhed in the Reign of JAMES
THE FIRST.

-

[from A cor Respondent.]

Nullius addičius jurare in verba magiſtri. HoR.

[Concluded from Page 15. )

LCRD VERULAM ſent for Camden,

Clarencieux at Arms, and Norroy,

and converſed with them very early in the

morning, reſpecting the neceſſary prepa

rations for the honour of a Viſcount, the

King having reſolved to inveſt him with

the title cf Viſcount St. Alban's in the

moſt ſolemn manner; and accordingly the

Lord Chancellor Bacon was created, with

plenary inveſtiture, Viſcount St. Alban's ;

upon which occaſion was had another, and

the following, proceſſion, viz.

Lord Crewe preceded him with the Robe

of State;

Lord Wentworth bore the Coronet;

And

The Marquis of Buckingham held up his

Train.

Such was the vain pride of this philoſo

Pher of human nature :

The Lord Chancellor Verulam told

Sir Walter Raleigh poſitive y, as Sir

Walter was acquainting the Chancellor

with the proffer of Sir William Saint

Gºon for a pecuniary pardon, which

might have been obtained for a leſs ſum

than his Guiana preparaions amounted

to, in theſe words: “Sir, the knee-timber

of your voyage is money; ſpare your

purſe in this particular, for, upon m

ife, you have a ſufficient pardon for all

that is paſſed already, the King having

under his broad Seal made you Admiral

of your fleet, and given you power of the

Mitial Law over the officers and ſol

diers.” A notable inſtance this of his

kg-labilities in Crown proſecutions.

Bacon hath fatally and irrecoverably

ſºed his reputation in his judicial office,

by the black bead roll and lamentable

citulogue of his extortion and bribery,

produced againſt and acknowledged by

him on the procecdings before the ºute

of Lords, and particularly by the Item in

the ſid catalogue reſpecting the unhappy

Waynham; in whoſe caſe this inequitable

Judge cºnfeſſed and declared, that upon

his removing to York Houſe he did re

cive a ſuit of hangings to the value of

•re hundred and ſixty pounds and up

wºrds, which Sir Edward Fiſher, Wrayn

Vol. XXI.

ham's adverſary, gave him, by advice of
Mr. Chute, towards furniſhing his houſe.

Wraynham, for complaining of this

injuſtice in a petition to the King, was

Proſecuted in that infernal and accurſed

judicature the Court of Star Chamber,

fined and impriſoned, inſtead of being

relieved, even unto death, and his family

reduced from affluence to beggary, and

utteily ruined.

Lord Bacon's confeſſion and ſubmiſſion

were both conceived in extreme duplicity

and fineſſe, and were ſolely and purpoſely

calculated to captivate and operate on their

Lordſhips paſſions, feelings, and huma

nity, and in order to impreſs them with a

pitying ſenſibility, and to impoſe on and

iniuit their underſtandings; yet ſo diffi

cult is it to obtain a juſt repreſentation

of diſgraceful events, eſpecially if the party

accuſed is high in office and the eſtima

tion of mankind, and either his conſe

quence, or importance may happen to be

affected thereby, that Lord Bacon's letter

on the unhappy buſineſs cf his bribery,

for which he was had up to the Parliament,

and wherein were contained the above con

feſſion and ſubmiſſion, and which we in

tend to prove fallacious and mean to a

degree, É. been complimented in the

Republic of Letters with the epithet

“v ERY chARMING ;” but which would,

it ſeems, have been more properly ſtiled
diſingenuºus, indecent, inſincere, evaſive,

and deceitful : for as to the crime, Bacon

had the audacity to plead faſhion; and that

too not merely in extenuation or excuſe,

but in juſtification of it, as I conceive, from

his obſerving that bribery was vitium

temporis. Indeed it may, I think, be fairly

contended, that how charming foever his

letter to the Houſe of Lords might be,

it was greatly exceeded by his duplicity

on that memorable cocation ; for ill his

confeſſion and ſubmiſſion was extorted ;

and there is too much reaſon to believe

from Bacon's conduct, that his lamenting

th.’ ambition and falſe giory had diverted

him from employing his whole time in

the manner worthy his extenſive gei.i.as—

that theſe ſe...timents arole floin the weight

of his mortifications, and net frcm the

- Colu
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convićtion of his judgement. For by a

paſſage in a letter too from the great

Selden to Lord Bacon, dated 14th of

February 1621, the latter ſeems to have

been deſirous of reverſing the Judgment

of the Lords, by reaſon of its being in

formal; for it appears by the laſt men

tioned letter, that Bacon conſulted this

eminent Antiquary and profound Lawyer

as to the legality of the Judgment pro

nounced againſt him by the Houſe of

Peers, for want of the form of a Seſſion

of that Parliament wherein the Judgment

was paſſed and given; for ſo I conſtrue
theſe words of the letter which was ſent

by Selden to Bâcon in anſwer, as it ſeems,

to one ſent to the former by the latter on

the ſubjećt in queſtion. The paſſage alluded

to therein is conceived in the following

terms:–“Since, my Lord, I was ad

viſed with touching the Judgments, given

in the late Parliament, if it pleaſe your

Lordſhip to hear my weak opinion ex

preſſed freely to you, I conceive thus :-

Admitting it were no Seſſion, but only a

Convention, as the Proclamation calls it,

yet the Judgments given in the Upper

Houſe, if no other reaſon be againſt

them, are good, for they are given by

the Lords, or the Upper Houſe, by virtue

of that ordinary authority which they

have as the Supreme Court of Judicature;

which is eaſily to be conceived withºut

any relation to the matter of Seſſion, which

conſiſts only in the paſſing of Acts with

the Royal Aſſent, or not paſſing them ;

and though no Seſſion of the Three Eitates

together be without ſuch Acts ſo paſſed,

yet every part of the Parliament ſeverally

did its own Acts legally cncugh to conti

nue, ſo as the Asts of other Courts of

Juſtice have done ; and why ſhould any

doubt be, but that a Judgment out of

the King's Bench or Exchequer Chaºber

reverſed there had been good, although

no Suſſions fºr there was truly a Parlia

ment, tº uly an Upper Houſe, which ex

erciſed by itſelf this power of Judicature,

although no Seſſion.”

Sciden's diſtinction between their Lord.

ſhips legiſlative and judicial capacity

ſecºs to have ſatisfied the noble delinquent,

fot we never heard that any future attempt

was made to reverſe the Judgments in

queſtion ; and the above paſſage in Sel

dº sletter to Bacon has alſo further fa

tisfied us, that the Speaker of the Houſe

ºf Lºrds does not thereby appear to 1. ve

been ſo well verſed in the original inſtitu

tion of Harliamentary juriſdiction, as the

Preſidentof that illuſtrious Aſſembly ſhould

in-vº ---n 5 or rather, that Bacou willsd,

as we have preſumed to inſinuate above,

to elude the force and effect of the Judg

ment againſt him, and laugh at and ex

poſe the credulity and ſimplicity of his

Peers, at their believing his acknowledge

ment, confeſſion, and ſubmiſſion, to be

the genuine and ſincere dictates of a truly

penitent heart, deeply impreſſed with a

full and unfeigned conſciouſneſs of his

own guilt, and of the goodneſs, indul

gence, and compaſſion of his Judges;

which indeed was ſo very extravagant as

almoſt to border on weakneſs, but was

certainly falſe delicacy in their judicial

capacities, inaſmuch as Bacon ſuffered the

wretched Wraynham and his family to be

ruined, as above related, though he knew

him innocent and injured, and himſelf

guilty, and the Lords abuſed.

What the Lords on their proceedings

againſt Wraynham in the Star Chamber,

for charging Lord Chancellor Bacon of

injuſtice, conſidered a libel and ſlander, the

Lords on their proceedings in Parliament

againſt the ſºme Lord Chancellor, upon

an impeachinent for bribery and corrup

tion in the execution of his high office,

confidered a well-founded complaint, and

trne in every particular.

The above caſe of Wraynham refutes

the notion generally adopted, and even

recorded by Ruſhworth, that “the gifts

taken were for the moſt part for in

terlocutory ºrders; his decrees were ge

nerally made with ſo much equity, that

though gifts rendered him ſuſpected for

injuſtice, yet never any decree made by

him was leverſed as unjuſt, as it hath been

obſerved by ſome knowing in the laws;”

and the faine caſe alſo authorizes us

to preſume, that Lord Clifford, who

wiſhed he had ſtabbed the Lord Keeper

Bacon, was moſt likely inſtigated thereto

by ſome other decree made by his Lord

ſhip, much of the ſame complexion with

that in Wraynham's cauſe.

Lord Bacon, upon his fall, wrote a

letter to the then Prince of Wales, after

wards King Charles the Firſt, ſoliciting

his Royal Highneſs to intercede with his

Majeſty on his behalf; and in order to

induce this Prince of pious memory to

comply with his requeſt, Bacon makes uſe

of the following prophane expreſſion, viz.

“I hope, as your father was my Creator,

you, his ſon, will become my Redeemer.’’

Anchºr inſtance of this Keeper of the

King's conſcience profaneneſs is the follow

ing alluſion to our bleſſed Lºrd and Savi

our. On Sir William Stanley's placing the

crow; or the head of the Earl of Rich

mond (Kin. ii-nry the sºveatl), atter
the
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the memorable defeat of Richard the

Third in that famous battle which was

fought on the plain of Boſworth, Bacon

obſerves, in his Hiſtory of King Henry

th. Seventh, that “ The condition of

“mortal man is not capable of greater

“benefit than the King received by

“the hands of Stanley, being, like the

“benefit of Chriſt, at once to ſave and

“ crown.”

Lord Bacon was guilty of a crime

much worſe in its nature than even the

complicated enormity of thoſe above men

tioned; for his Lordſhip's familiarity

with his ſervants opened a gap to infa

mous reports, which left an unſavory

tincture on him. We ſhudder to find

Bacon involved in the moſt deteſtable of

all crimes; for his cotemporary Sir Simon

Dewes thus writes of him, viz.–“ His

vices made his life infamous ; for he were

an eminent ſcholar, and a reaſonable

good lawyer, both which he much adorned

with his elegant expreſſion of himſelf, and

his graceful delivery; yet his vices were

ſo ſtupendous and great, as they utterly

obſcured and outpoized his virtues. His

moſt abominable and darling fin I ſhould

rather bury in ſilence than mention it,

were it not a moſt admirable inſtance how

men are enſlaved by wickedneſs, and held

captive by the Devil ; for whereas pre

ſently upon his cenſure, at which time

though his ambition was moderated, his

pride humbled, and the means of his

former injuſtice removed, yet would he

not relinquiſh the practice of his moſt hor

rible and ſecret }. of ſodomy—keeping

fill one Godrick, a very effeminated

youth, to be his catamite and bedfellow,

although he had diſcharged the moſt of his

other houſehold ſervants; which was the

more to be admired, becauſe men generally

after his fall began to diſcourſe of that

his unnatural crime, which he had prac.

tºed many years, deſerting the bed of his

Lady; and it was thought by ſome, that

he ſhould be tried at the bar of juſtice for

it, and have ſatisfied the law, moſt ſevere

againſt that horrible villainy, with the

Price of his blood ; which cauſed ſome

bold man to write theſe verſes following,

in a whole ſheet of paper, and to caſt it

down in ſome part of York Houſe in the

* where Viſcount St. Alban yet

ay :

“Within this fly an Hog • doth ly,

“That muſt be hanged for ſodomy.”

But Bacon never came to any public trial

for this crime; nor did he ever, as I could

hear, forbear his old cuſton of making

his ſervants his bedfellows, ſo to avoid

the ſcandal that was raiſed of him; though

he lived many years after this his fall, in

his lodgings at Gray's Inn, Holborn, in

great want and penury.” -

The above extract, the original of

which has not been made publicten years +,

gives us the true reaſon why Lord Bacon

was ſo indulgent to his ſervan's, and con

nived at their takings, and that it was his

own and not their ways thatº . .

him to that error, and occaſioned their

profuſeneſs and expences, and their hav

ing at command whatever he was maſter

of.

What arms, creſt, and motto, could

ſuit Bacon better than his own Part of

the arms are mullets, or ſtars. Guillim,

the learned Heraldiſt, obſerves, that “fal

ling ſtars are the emblem of the incon

ſtancy of fortune, and unſure footing of

ambitious aſpirers, which may ſhine for

a time, but in a moment fall headlong

from the heaven of their hopes, and from

the height of their honours, by the

ſtrokes of juſtice and their own demerits.”

Bacon's creſt is a Boar; a moſt apt al

luſion to his ſwiniſh vice.

“Monitimeliora” was his motto. The

King, upon making Bacon Lord Keeper,

advioniſhed him not to put the ſeal to any

thing without due conſideration, to ad

judge according to cquity and conſcience,

and not to extend the prerogative.—There

is another motto aſcribed to Bacon, viz.

“Mediocra firma;” but this his immode

rate vanity, his immoderate pride, and

his intmoderate ambition overlooked, and

never permitted Bacon to regard.

It is now with the public, whether Lord

Bacon's charaćter intitled him to the ho

nour of being enrolled among the patriotic

worthies in Lord Cobham's 'Temple of

Fame at Stow in Buckinghamſhire; and

whether Bacon's portrait would not diſ.

grace any place except the Temple of

that Goddeſs, whoſe name, according

to the rules of all decent ſociety, ought
not to be mentioned.

HISTORICUS ALTER.

* Alluding to his ſurname, Bacon ; to his creſ, a Boar; and to that ſwiniſh abomi

nºble fin.

† In this particular our Correſpondent is miſtaken. Sir Simon Dewes's account of Lord

Bacon had been publiſhed as early as the year 1729 by Thomas Hea, ne, at the end of

" **oria Vitae & Regni Richardi iſ, Anglia. Regis a Mouacho quotaro de Eveſham con

fºala,” $vo. P. 385. ED1 Tox.

N z LIFF,
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CHARIES René de Fourcroy, Mare

chal de Camp, Grand Croſs of the

Order of St. Louis, Dire&tor of the

Royal Corps of Engineers, Member of

the Council at War and of the Naval Cºun

cil, and Free Aſſociate of the Academy of

Sciences, was born at Paris Jan. 19,

1715. He was the ſon of Charles de

Fourcroy, an eminent counſellor at law,

and Elizabeth L’Herisier. Deſtined to

the bar as an hereditary profeſſion, his in

climation impelled him into the paths of

foience, and accident led him into the

corps of £ngineers. An officer of that

corps was involved in an important law

ſui', which he choſe M. de Fourcroy to

condućt. M. de Fourcroy directed his

ſon to converſe with the officer for the pur

poſe of procuring every information ne

ceſſary to the ſucceſs of his cauſe; but

the youth, whoſe thirſt of ſcience was

already conſpicuous, ſhowed leſs attention

to the particulars of the lawſuit, than

deſire to be acquainted with what concern

ed the ſervice of an engineer. He found

no difficulty in diſpoſing the officer to

gratify his inclinations, and being in

formed of the prelininary ſtudies equi

ſite to an admiſſion into that body, he

immediately began to purſue them with

a dour and perſeverance, and was ſoon

enabled to offer himſelf for examination.

In 1736 he was admitted into the corps,

and was cºnpoyed under Mal ſhal.

d'A fººd. 11's activity, zeal, and

knºwl, dige above his years, procured him

the confidence of his commander ; but,

remarking an error in a project which the

M tº ſhal communicated to him, he in

formed him of it. For this at firſt he

1eceived thanks ; but unluckily he was

mn prudent enough to entruſt this little

ſecre; of his vanity to his mother, and her

maternal tenderneſs was equally indiſcreet.

The Marihal had not greatmets of mind

enough to be indulgert, crability enough

not to be afraid of avowing that he was

liable to miſtake; and it was long evident

tºat he has not forgiven M. de Four croy,

bºth from the commiſſions which he gave

h:..., and is general regul:tions, which

always tended to prevent his ſºo::..otion.

But clºacles of this kind depreſs only

moleiate tticuts and ºctiºnate retolution.

From thºſe M1 de Fourc cylvaint at an

ea, is period to expect noºing out frºm

his ſervices; and he was “tired to prove

by his cºmple, that virtue is one of the

roads to fortune, and Pelhaps not the

leaſt ſecule. -

LIFE of C H AR L E S R E N E' D E F O U R C R OY.
-

--

Frgaged in every campaign of the war

of 1749, he was charged, though young,

with ſome inportant commiſſions ; and

his application during the peace procured

him emplovnient in the ſucceeding war.

He made three campaigns in Germany,

and in 1761 was commander of the engi

neers on the Coºt of Brittany when

the Engliſh took Reilcifle. In 1762 he

made a campaign in Portugal, where he

was preſent at the ſiege of Aiſneyda.

. Peace is not a time of idleneſs to an

engineer. By meditation, by the exami

nation of fort fied places, by reading the

fruits of experience and military talents,

he prepares himſelf for exerciſing the art

of attacking and defending towns, learns

how to improve their conſtrućtion, ſtudies

the conſequence of places to each other,

enables imſelf to |. the ſtrº ngth or

weakneſs of a ſyſtem of fortreſſes delined

to cover a frontier, the neceſſity of

ſtrengthening parts which would leave an

incurſion eaſy, and of ſuppreſſing places

of defence uſeleſsly multiplied. He cal

culates how long a place may hold out,

and forms a judgment of the influence it

may have on the event of a war: he fore

ſees what will be the fuit of a vićtory in

an enemy's territory, and the danger of a

defeat cn cach frontier of the country he

is to defend. Thus all the great circum

ſtances of war ale connected with the

ſcience of the engineer, and he can with

certainty calculate its chances by means

an art, which is far from confined to the

trifling me, it of conſtrusting according to

given rules a ſingle fortreſs.

Every day M. de Fourcroy worked

fourteen hours in his cloſet. when the du

ties of the ſervice did not compei him to

quit it. An irreliſtible propenity to the

ſtudy of natural philoſophy would lºve

led him far, had be not been inceſſantly

cººled from it to the duties of his ſtatiºn.

From thºſe he ſometimes ſtole time for

making obſervations ; but, guardºš

againſt the illuſions of ſelf to ve, he com:

municated meit of his left a ches to mºn

of lºrnºg, who have interted them in

their works. The microſcopical obſerva

tions in the Treatiſe on the Heart, which

dºcs ſo ºch honour to Mr. Senac, *

alºneſt all by M. de l'ou, croy. Many

cf his remarks and cble vations make

a part of M. Duhaniel's Treatie ""

Fiſhing, in which we find the firſt tracts

of Sp...anzani's experiments on hybitº

fin. M. de Fourcioy had teen theſe tº:

Pºri,...its in a fiſh-Poud in Germany,º
g"
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gave an account of them to Mr. Duha

incl. To hitn M. Duhannel was indebt

td alſo for ſome experiments with which

he has enriched his Treatiſe on Foreſts.

M. de la Lande too has acknowledged,

that he owes him many facts and re

fections, of which he has availed

himſelf in his work on Tides. Amongſt

the Eſſays that M. de Fourcroy pub

Iſhed ſeparately, is one, in which he

ºxamines how we may judge of the

height to which certain birds of paſſage

raiſe themſelves, by knowing that of the

Point at which they ceaſe to be viſible.

He publiſhed the Art of Brickmaking,

which forms a part of the Collection of

cademy, to which he alſo ſent

ſeveral eſſays that were approved and in

ſated in their works. The margin of

his Collection of the Acadeny relative to

the Arts he has filed with notes, as it

was his pračtice when he read it to examine

the calculations, and correct them if they
Weſt ſlot accurate.

M. de Fourcroy was employed ſuc

cºffively in various parts of the kingdom;

Principally, indeed, at Calais, at Rouſillon,

and in Corſica. Everywhere he ſerved

with diligence, and everywhere he ac

quired eſteem and veneration. Of this

toudućt he received the reward in the moſt

flatering manner. M. de St. Germain

being appointed Miniſter at War, wiſhed

to avail himſelf in his office of the abili

ties of ſome ſuperior officer in the corps

of engineers. On this he conſulted the

Directors of that corps, then aſſembled at
Verſailles. All with an unanimous voice

Pointed out M. de Fourci oy, as the

moſt capable of fulfilling the intentions

of the Miniſter. M. de St. Germain,

who was ſcarcely acquainted with M. de

Fourcroy, wrote to him to come to Per

Pignan, where he reſided. When the

Miniſter told this gentleman, that he had

ſent for him without knowing him to fill

a poſt near himſelf, and that he was re

ºmmended by the officers of his corps,

his aſioniſhment may eaſily be conceived.

Of the opinion givea of him he ſhowed
himſelf worthy; and his condućt, both

Public and pivate, made him honoured

and reſpected.

A life thus buſy was rendered more

Ppy by a ſentiment, which, born at an

ºf period, expired but with his life.

The daughter of M. Le Maitre, the

*ighbour and ſiiend of his father, and

like him famºus at the bar, was the coin

panion of his youthful ſports, and inſen

ſibly choſen by him as the partner of his

future days. Whilt M. de Fourcroy

was ſtudying under able maſters to render

himſelf uſeful to his country by his

talents and acquirements, Miſs Le Maiſtre

learned from a pious and charitable mother

to ſuccour and conſole the ſufferings of

her fellow. creatures. The vacations of

each year brought together the two young

friends, whoſe minds were ſo attuned to

each other as if they had never been ſepa

rated. At that age when the heart expe

ºriences the want of a more lively ſenti

ment, the tender fiendſhip which united

them left them at liberty for no other

choice. Both without fortune, they con

tented themſelves with loving each other

always, and ſeeing each other ſometimes,

till prudence ſhould permit then a cloſer

union. Both ſure of themſelves, as of

the objects of their affection, fourteen

years paſſed without any inquietude but

what abſence occaſioned. After marriage

enjoyment weakened not their paſſion, as

the ſacrifice they had made of it to reaſon

had not diſturbed their tranquillity. Simi

lar in opinion, their thoughts and their

ſentiments werecommon. Separatedfrom

the world equally by the ſimplicity of

their taſtes, and the purity of their prin

ciples, they reciplocally found in the

eſteem of each other the ſole ſupport, the

ſole reward, of which their virtue had

need. Every day they taſted the pleaſure

of that intimate union of ſouls, which

every day ſaw renewed. The difference

of their characters, which offered the

ſtriking contraſt of gentleneſs and inflexi

bility, ſerved only to how them the pow

er of the ſympathy of their hearts. Dif

ferent from moſt both in their love and

in their virtues, tine, which aimoit always

ſeems to approach us to happines only to

carry us the farther from it afterwards,

ſeemed to have fixed it with them. Per

haps we have not another inſtance of a

paſſion continuing ſe enty years, al

ways tender, always the chicf (nay the

ſole, ſince that they bore for an only

daughter conſtituted a part of it), which

laſted uniformly fron infancy to old age,

not weakened, not once obſcured by the

leaſt cloud, not once diſturbed by the

ſlighteſt coldneſs or negligence.

Employed to his laſt moment in his

country's ſervice, M. de Fourcroy died

January 17, 1791, regrettcd by his fami

ly, hi. iliends, and his corps. -

D R OS
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N U M B E R XXIX.

ANECDOTES of ILLUSTRIOUS and EXTRAORDINARY PERSONS,

PE R HAPS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

- A THING OF 5. HR EDS AND PATCHES : HAMLET.

[ Continued from Page 16.]

log n C:. AF r s no N.

HE following partage is given upon

the moſt reſpectable authority as an

enſion in the Oxford edition of Lord

Clarendon’s “Hiſtory of the Rebellion.”

* It began now to be ooſ rved, that

z: the public profeſſions of a general

rformation, and redreſs of all grieval.ces

the kingdom ſuffered under, were con

tracted into a ſharp and cºtracréºnary

perceution of one perſon they had ac

cuſed of high treaſon, and within ſone

bitter mention of the Archbiſhop t ; that

there was no thought of diſinifring the two

armies, which were the capital grievance

and inſuffortable burthea to the whole

nation ; and that in tead of quctioning

others, who were looked upon as the

cauſes of greater miſchief than either of

those they profeſſed ſo much diſpleaſure

againſt, they privately laboured by all

their effices to remove all prejudice

towards them, at leaſt all thoughts of

proſecution for their tranſgreſſions, and ſo

that they had blanched all Ana, P and odi

ous mention of Ship-Money, becauſe it

could hardly be touched without ſome

reflection upon the Lord Keeper Finch,

who had acted ſo odious a part in it, and

who, ſince the meeting of the Great

Council at York, had rendered himſelf

very gracious fo them, as a man who

would facilitate many, things to them,

and therefore fit to be preſerved and

protected. Whereupon the Lord Falk

land took notice of the buſineſs of Ship

Money, and very ſharply mentioned the

Lord Finch as being the principal pro

moter of it j and th it, being a ſworn

judge of the Law, he had not only given

his judgement againſt law, but had been

the Sollicitor to corrupt all the other

Judges to concur with him in their opi

nion ; and conciuded, that no man

ought to be more ſeverely proſecuted

than he. It was very ſenſible that the

leading men were nuch tººl-d at this

* Lord Strafford.

diſcourſe, and deſired to divert it ; ſome

of them propoſing (in regard we had very

much and great buſineſs upon our hands

in neceſſary preparation) we ſhould not

embrace too much together, but ſuſpend

the debate of Ship-Money for ſome time,

tºil we could be more vacant to purſue it,

and ſo were ready to paſs to ſome other

natter. Upon which Mr. Hyde inſiſted

upon what the Lord Falkiand had ſaid,

that this was a particular of a very extra

ordinary nature, which ought to be exa

mined without delay, becauſe the delay

would probably make the future examina

tion to no purpoſe ; and therefore pro

poſed, that immediately, whilſt the Houſe

of Commons was ſitting, a ſmall Com

mittee might be appointed, who, dividing

themſelves into the number of two and

two, might viſit all the Judges, and aſk

them apart, in the name of the Houſe,

What meſſages the Lord Finch (when he

was Chief Juſtice of the Court of Common

Pleas) had brought to them from the

King in the buſineſs of Ship-Money?

and, Whether he had not ſo.Rcited them to

give judgement for the King in that caſe ?

which motion was ſo generally approved of

by the Houſe, that a Committee of eight

Perſons (whereof himſelf was one) was

preſently ſent out of the Houſe to viſit the

ſeveral Judges, moſt whereof were at their

Chambers; and Juſtice Croke, and ſome

other of the Judges (being ſurpriſed with

the queſtions, and preſſed erneſtly to make

clear and categorical anſwers) ingenuouſly

acknowledged, that the Chief Juſtice Finch

had frequently (whilſt the matter was

depending) erneſtly follicited them to give

their judgement for the King, and often

uſed his Majeſty's name to them, as if he

expected that compliance from them.

The Committee (which had divided

themſelves to attend the ſeveral Judges)

agreed to meet at a place appointed to

communicate the ſubſtance of what they

had been informed of, and agreed upon the

# Archbiſhop Laud,

Jmethod
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rethod of their report to the Houſe, which

they could not make till the next morning,

it being about ten of the clock when they

were ſent out of the Houſe.

That Committee was no ſooner with

drawn (which conſiſted of men of more

temperate ſpirits than the Leaders were

poſſeſſed with), but, without any occaſion

given by any debate or coherence with any

thing propoſed or mentioned, an obſcure

Perſon inveighed bitterly againſt , the

Archbiſhop of Canterbury; and there

having been a very angry vote paſſed the

Houſe two days before, upon a ſudden

debate upon the Canons which had been

made by the Convocation after the diſſo

hition of the laſt Parliament (a ſeaſon in

which the Church could not reaſonably

hope to do any thing that would find

acceptation); upon which debate they

had declared, by a vote, that thoſe Canons

were againſt the King's prerogative, the

fundamental laws of the realm, the liberty

and property of the ſubject, and that they

contained divers other things tending to

ſedition, and of dangerous conſequence ;

Mr. Grimſtone took cocaſion (from what

was ſaid of the Archbiſhop) to put them

in mind of their vote upon the Canons,

and ſaid, that the preſumption in fitting

after the diſſolution of the Parliament

(contrary to cuſtom, if not contrary to

law), and the framing and contriving all

theſe Canons (which contained ſo much

fºdition), was all to be imputed to the

Archbiſhop 3 that the Scots had required

judice againſt him for his being a chief

iºcendiary and cauſe of the war between

the two nations; that this kingdom

looked upon him as the author of all thoſe

innovations in the Church which were

introductive to Popery, and as a joint

contriver with Lord Stratford to involve

the nation in ſlavery; and therefore pro.

poſed, that he might be preſently accuſed

cf High-Treaſon, to the cod that he

might be ſequeliered from the Council,

asd no more repair to the preſence of the

King (with whom he had ſº great credit
that the Earl of Strafford himſelf could not

39 ſaore nºchief tºy his cauncils and

infuſions). This motion was no ſooner

made but ſeconded and thirded, and

found ſuch a general acceptation, that,

without conſidering that of all the envious

Particulars whereof the Archbiſhop flood

accuſed there was 22 one awkick aºivunted

tº treaſon, they forthwith voted that it

ºuld be ſo, and immediately promoted

Mr. Grindone to the meſſage, who

Preisudy went ºp to the Houſe of Peers;

and being called on, he, in the name of all

the Counions of England, accuſed the

Archbiſhop of Canterbury of high-treaſon

and other miſdemeanours, and concluded

in the ſame ſtyle they had uſed in the caſe

of the Lord Lieutenant of Ireland. Upon

which the poor Archbiſhop (who ſtoutly

profeſſed his innocence) was brought to

the Bar upon his knees, and thence

committed to the cuſtody of Maxwell,

the Gentlemºn Uſher of the Black Rod

(from whence the Earl of Strafford had

been ſent a few days before to the Tower),

where he remained many months before

they brought in a particular charge againſt

him.

Notwithſtanding which briſk proceeding

againſt the Archbiſhop (when the Com

mittee the next morning made their report

of what the ſeveral Judges had ſaid con

cerning the Lord Finch), they were won

derfully, indiſpoſed to hear any thing

againſt him ; and thcugh many ſpoke

with great ſharpneſs of him, and how

fit it was to proſecute him in the ſame

manner and by the ſame logic they had

proceeded with againſt the other two, yet

they required more particularz to be

formally ſet down of his miſcarriage,

and made another Committee to take

farther examination (in which Committee

Mr. Hyde iikewiſe was); and when the

report was made, within a few days, of

ſeveral very high and imperious miſ.

carriages (beſides what related to the

Ship Money), upon a motion made by a

young gentleman of the ſame family

(who pretended to have received a letter

from the Lord Keeper, in which he deſired

leave to ſpeak in the Houſe before they

ſhould de-ruine anything againſt him),

the debate was ſuſpended for the preſent,

and leave given him to be there (if he

pleaſed) the next day; at which time

(haying likewiſe obtained a permiſſion

of the Peers to do what he thought good

for himſelf) he appeared at the Bur of the

Houſe of Commons, and ſaid all be could

for his own excuſe (more in magnifying

the ſingerity of his religion, and bowſkimº

He had been to many Preachers [whom he

nam'd, and whom he knew were of

precious zºn ry with the unro formable

party) ; and concluded with a lamentalle

ſupplication for their mercy. It was

about wine of the clºck in be morning

when he went out of the Houſe (and when

the debate could no longer be deferred

what was to be done upºn him) ; and

when the ſeaſe of the Hºuſe appeared very

evideusy (notwilillanding all that gº
ſai
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ſaid to the contrary by thoſe eminent per

ſons who promoted all other accuſations

with the greateſt fury) that he ſhould be

accuſed of high-treaſon in the ſame form

the other two had been, they perſiſted ſtill

ſo long in the debate, and delayed the

putting the queſtion by frequent interrup

tions (a common artifice) 'till it was twelve

of the clock, and 'till they knew that the

Houſe of Peel's was riſen (which they

were likewiſe readily enouge diſpoſed to,

to gratify the Keeper); and the queſtion

was put and canied in the affirmative

(with very few negºtives), and the Lord

Falkland appointed to carry up the accu

ſation to the Houſe of Peers (which they

knew he could not do ’till the next morn

ing); and when he did it the next morn

ing, it appealed that the Lord Keeper had

ſent the Great Seal the night before (to the

King), and had newly withdrawn himſelf,

and was ſoon after known to be in Hol

land.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::----

K1 N C HENRY THE FIGHTH

The following Lines, written by this

Prince, were, according to the Editor of

the “ Nugae Antiquae,” preſented to

Anna Boleyn, and, by the King's expreſs

commands, “fange to her.” Byrd, in

Queen Elizabeth's time, ſet them to

muſic.

“The eagle's force ſubdues eache byrde

“ that fiyes.

“What metal can reſiſte the flamynge

“ fire *

* Dothe not the funne dazzle the cleareſte

44 tyrs,

** And mºte the ice, and make the ſhowe

** retire *

* The hardette ſtones are pierced thro'

‘‘, wih too!es ;

“The wiftſ men, with Kinges, are made

- “ but fooles.”

:-…-:. .-----------------

Prix ce. HeNRY,

sox i o JAMEs THE SIXTH.

The following Letter iſ on the new

edition of that ºrgant collection * the

“Nutz Autiqua,” more completely ſhews

the energy and excellence of this young

hero's character than all the elaborate

panegyrics which have been written upon

him.

“To John Lord HARINGton, 1609.

“ MY GoodE rellow f,

“I HAVE here ſent you certain

matters of ancient ſorte, which I gained

by ſearche in a muſtie veilome book in my

father's cloſet ; and as it hath great

mention of your anceſtry, I hope it will not

meete your diſpleaſure. It gave me ſome

pains to reade, and ſome to write alſo, but

I have a pleaſure in overeaching difficulte

matters. When I ſee you (and let that be

ſoone) you will finde me your better at

tennis and Pike.

“ Good Fellowe,

“I reſte your friende,

“ Ilk N R.Y.

“Nore,Your late epiſtle

I much eſteem, and will at

leiſure give anſwer to.”
:-ºn-tº-:::::::::::::::::

QUEEN Elizareth.

One of the things that Henry the Fourth

of France uſed to ſay puzzled him the moſt

was, to know, Whether Queen Elizabeth

was a maid or not. Groſs familiarities

appear to have paſſed between her and

ſome of her ſervants. A lady has at

preſent in her poſſeſſion the thimble which

Waiſingham affected to ſteal from her

dreſſing-room. The Queen wrote to

him for it, and ſeveral letters paſſed be

tween then, not in the moſt delicate ſtyle

on either ſide. -

Of the Iriſh in her time a gentleman of

birth, who went over with the Earl of

Eſſex into Ireland, uſed to ſav, after

having commended their courage and their

hoſpitality, “The Iriſhry appear to me

to be drunk without wine, and mad after

it."

Many curious particulars relative to the

Iriſh in Queen Klizabeth's time are to be

met with ºn the ſecond volume of the

“Nuga Antiquae.”

(To be continued.)

• E.g. at may well be applied to this collegion, of which that faſtidious Critic

Dr. Johnſen tº orch ſo well, that he deſircd a friend of the Editor's, who was going to

Math, to requeſt turn to add a fourth volume to the three already publiſhed :

“Has enim ciſe aliquid putabat rugas.”

The Editcy will, Heihaps, be induced is comply with this requifition.

A C C O U NT
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ACCOUNT OF A TOUR MADE IN PERSIA, IN THE YEAR 1787,

- W. I. T. H.

REFLECTIONS ON THE MANNERS OF THE FAST.

By M. de BEAUCHAMP, Vic AR-GENERAL of BABY LoN,

and Cox REsPon DING MEMBER of the FR ENch AcADEMY of SciENCEs.

[ Continued from Page 12. J

KASHAN is the firſt city we meet with

on the road from Iſpahan to Caſbin. I

found the heat extremely great there on the

16th ofJune : the water is diſagreeable; and

the air, to judge from the pale and ſallow

cºuntenances of the inhabitants, is far

from healthy. This city is no longer

what it was in Chardin's time; though it

is ſtill a confiderable place. Its bazars

are beautiful, and of great length. No

É. in Perſia, I believe, has ſo many

aziers; or can be compared with it for

the beauty of its culinary utenſils. I went

through one very long, well-arched, and

well-lighted bazar, conſiſting entirely of

braziers ſhops. In Turkey and Perſia all

metals are hammered cold, even for horſe

ihoes. This is far more laborious ; but

then the work is ſtronger. Kaſham is four

days ourney due North of Iſpahan.

Frºm Kaſhan I proceeded to Koum.

This city is half ruined, amd no way re

ſembles the deſcription given of it by Char

de, except for its famous moſques and

tombs, of which at preſent little care is

taken. Quitting this city, we croſſed the

Valley of Salt, mentioned by Chardin.

In many places the ſalt is an inch thick,

2nd well cryſtalized. Here weſaw Mount

Telefin", or the Enchanted Mountain,

which has nothing remarkable but the

Perile tales related of it by the Perſians.

&=: it runs a ſmall river, the water of

wºch is very ſalt and heavy. -

From Koºm travelling ſtill weſtward,

I arrived at Caſbin, where I obſerved the

end of the eclipſe of the moon, June 30,

1737. Hence I was preparing to proceed

* Reicht, on the borders of the Caſpian

{-, little exºeëting that my deſign would

be ſo ſtrongly oppoſed. The chief of the

ºravan who condućted me from Iſpahan

to Cºſbºn, and had forcſec.n the difficulties

tº which I ſhould be expoſed, had, un

*nown to me, made mc paſs for a Muſul

ºn. To ſupport this part was too dif

fºl: and dangerous. It was the month

ct Ramazan, which to the Mohammedans

* * fat. I ate as uſual, and thus by my
*" ºn; declared that I was not a Muſul

ºn, which gave riſe to ſuſpicion". It

*-s noiſed about the city that a ſtranger

** arrived. The magiſtracy charged the

Wol. XXI.

have ruined me, proved my ſecurity.

* From this Perſian werd is derived our Talſuan,

- O

maſter of the caravanſary where I ſtaid, to

learn who I was. I knew that there was

not a good underſtanding between the

Perſians and the Ruſſians ſettled at Ainzeli

near Reſcht, and that they were at preſent

on board their veſſel. I thought it beſt,

therefore, not to own myſelf an European,

and gave out that I was an Arab. On

ſearching my papers ſome French books

were found. I ſaid they were Greek, and

that I had learnt that language at Con

ſtantinople, where I had long reſided.

They then brought me the Koran, to

know whether I could read it, and whe

ther the Arabic was my native language.

This I got over with more eaſe, as moſt of

the Perſians read it with difficulty. Still

doubts remained concerning my pape:s,

which were all in French ; and it was ſuſ.

pected that I was conveying packets to the

Ruſſians. From this I ſhould likewiſe

have extricated myſelf, but for the perfidy

of my conductor, who declared that f was

a Frenchman ſettled at Bagdad. I had

already advanced him a conſiderable ſum

of money, and I urged him to conduct me

to Reſcht, or to leave me at liberty to take

the firſt caravan that ſhould ſet off; but

the villain, who ſuppoſed me rich, would

not quit his prey, and this induced him

to betray me.

The maſter of the caravanſary found on

me ſome drugs, and this, vºich might

I Ie

fancied I was a phyſician. I told him that

I had picked up a few motions with reſpect

to preſerving my health, and that it would

be abſurd to refuſe me what would be al

lowed any old woman. This, however,

did not ſatisfy him; he perſitied in be

lieving me a phyſician, brought me his

child who was ill, and begged me to pre

ſcribe for him, promiſing in return to rem--

der me every ſervice in his power. I em

braced this method of extricating myſelf

from my difficulties; and from that time

he did me many good offices. On my

preſſing him to let me goto Reſcht, he con

ſented, on condition I would tell him my

buſineſs there. I explained to him as well

as I was able the purpoſe of my journey;

but he could not conceive, that I ſhould

travel ſo far to obſerve the ſtars in a place

wher:

º
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where it almoſt always rained; and told ºre

that it would be conſidered as a pletext, and

I ſhould experience many difficultics there.

Finding this did not take, I added that I had

ſome buſineſs with an Armenian merchant,

who, as I was informed, was at Reſcht,

and on his departure for Aſtracan ; but I

perceived that I could not thus impoſe

upon the Perſian, who was more cunning

than I. He told me, however, that if I

made a preſent to the Lieutenant of the

Khan of Caſbin, I might go to Reicht, but

that I muſt expect to be ſtrictly watched.

The Khan of Reſcht I knew was even more

deſpotic than the Khan of Caſbin : I an

ſwered therefore, that I had imagined in

Perſia any one might go where he pleaſed ;

that fortune had certainly thrown me

into the hands of a raſcal, who firſt ex

torted money from me, and then ſought

to ruin me; and that if there were any

difficulty in my going to Reſcht, I would

give up iny deſign. I perceived this lan

£uage pleaſed him ; and he propoſed to

me to follow a caravan going to Hamadan

and Kermounſha ; but I told him that I

meant to return to Iſpahan, where I had

buſineſs. I was led to adopt this plan

for the following reaſons: I was informed

that it rained every day at Reſcht during

that ſeaſon ; and that the humidity of the

sir impreſſed on metals a corroſive ruſt, ſo

that in two or thies days any ſteel im

plement is ſpoiled. My teleſcope and pen

dulum muſt, therefoic, haveº left at

Caſbin, and all the advantage of my jour

ney would have been to have laid down

my courſe by the compaſs, or by the ſtars

when travelling by night. For this it was

not worth while to pay the Khan of Cabin

a round ſum to obtain permiſſion to go

thither, which would have given my jour

yey an air of conſequence; and I had no

thing to do there, as I could not carry my

inſtruments. The air of the country is

permicious to ſtrangers, particularly in the

month of july, the regimen preſcribed

me was to abſtain from bread, butter, and

fleſh, and to eat only rice defied with

water ; and my health was already impair

ed; ſo much ſo, that on my return to Iſ

pañan I was attacked with a malignant

fever. Theſe conſiderations, united with

all the other obſtacles, induced me to re

nounce iny journey. The object of my

voyage too was accompliſhed ; for the

quºtion eſpecting the poſition of the Caſ

pian S, a was decided. At Cºſbºn I had

obtained accurate into mation of the diſ

tance of Reſci" ; it is four days journey of

ſt vºn of eight k \,\tes each, or a horſeman

well-u.2 ºut.d ºr Avel, tºiler in two I

may reckon it, therefore, at about 46

leagues N N.E. This appears to me

ſufficient to decide the ſituation of the Sou

thern part of the Caſpian ſea : for having

determined that of Caſbim by dire:t ob.

ſervation, as well as by the courſe from

Iſpahan taken by the compaſs, I inuit have

had ſtill 1 oo leagues E. N. E. to travel to

arrive at Reicht, had that port been five de

grees farther north, as has been aſſerted.

This queſtion has already been diſcuſſed by

M. de la Lände, in the Memoirs of the

French Academy for 1781, where he cited

my obſervation ; and by M. Buache, in

thoſe for 1787, on other grounds.

I º not much leſs trouble to quit

Catbin than I ſhould have had to viſit

Reſcht. . It was neceſſary to gain by pre

ſents a charva.lar, or maſter of a caravan,

to take charge of me ; I was alſo obliged

to pay the good offices of the maſter of the

caravanſary, with whom I agreed that the

gates of it ſhould be open before day-break

on the day of Beyram, or grand feltival

of the Muſulmen. On that day I fled

with my ſervant, and went to join the ca

ravan, which was encamped four leagues

from Caſbín.

That city, celebrated for having been

the reſidence of ſovereigns, is not now

what it was in Chardin's time. It is al

moſt in ruins, and in my opinion does not

contain above ten or twelve thouſand

ſouls. The royal palace is ſtill to be ſeen

there, but in a wretched condition : I ſaw

nothing there to excite my curioſity except

the bed of Nadir Shah, which is ſtill

in being. It conſiſts of nothing but a

white marble, ſix feet ſquare, and ſix in

ches thick, placed in the midſt of a court,

and furniſhed with a ſingle mattreſs and a

pillow. On this repoſed the conqueror of

the Mogul ; yet we accuſe the inhabitants

of the Eaſt of efieluimacy.

Catbin is alſo renowned at preſent for
the excellence of the ſabres made there.

Chardin cites the city of Koum; but I

heard no neution of it. Thoſe of Catbin

are ſecond to none, except thoſe of Ko

ratiºn, and are ſuperior to thoſe of Da

maſcus. Both the former are called de

banne; they are diſtinguiſhed by the qua

lity of the ſteel, the grain of which is very

fine, and on it appear undulating veins,

ſoºnewhat reſembling a watered tabby. A

good blade coſts ſixty cr eighty piaſtres.

Theſe blades do not bend like outs, but

ſnap ; they are very neatly nounted in the

country faſhion, and damaſked with gold

by inlaying them with gold wire. Some

the Perſians make very fine, applying the

wilt to cloe as to appear like or*:
t
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The ſabres of Koraſan are much dearer;

many are ſold at Bagdad for ico ſequins,

or -55 livres French : ſome are celebrated

for their individual goodneſs. They ſay the

gºvernor of Imam-Ali has a ſabre valued

at locc ſequins. The following anecdote

will give ſome idea of their goodneſs. The

gea: Solyman, Pacha of Bagdad, return

ing victorious from an expedition againſt

the Arabs, cut off the heads of ſix of the

Principal priſoners, ſitting in his divan

with his legs acroſs in the Eaſtern faſhion.

It is true, the Pacha was a man of extra

ordinary ſtrength ; but I do not think be

would have executed the taſk ſo dextrouſly

with an European blade.

Returning from Caſbin to Iſpahan I was

fopped and ill uſed at Sava, a place where

Chriſtians pay a tax. I was beaten, and

forced to pay a large ſum ; and the im

Prudence of my domeſtic, who lifted his

ſword againſt the officer, was near occa

ſoning our being cut to pieces. I ruſhed

setween them, and, to get rid of the cut

throat, gave him what he aſked. On the

36th of July I arrived at Iſpahan. The

le:e revolutions in Perſia have nearly ru

ined that city. In half a century perhaps

£arcely a trace of the palaces mentioned

by Chardin, celebrated for their greatneſs

and magnificence, will be viſible. In a

royal garden called Azar-Gerib, or ‘Thou

tand-Acres, I had the patience to count

five hundred fountains. The pipes of

thºſe are ſtill to be ſeen in the canals, into

waich the water fell in caſcades from ſpace

to ſpace, paſſing through different baſons

remarkable for their ſize and beauty, lin

td with ſtone, and having'ſeveral jets-d'eau

round their borders beſides one in the

center. The Perſians are certainly not

deſtitute of taſte; and were they as near

us as the Turks, they would have ſtolen

from us the greater part of our arts. It

is unneceſſary to mention thoſe in which

they excel, as they may be ſeen in Chardin;

but it may be proper to mention the new

otes which they now have ; as enamel,

which they execute with great delicacy,

and the cutting of diamonds. They are

acquainted with the art of quickſilvering

kºoking-glaſſes. Chardin ſays (vol. iv.

P. 253.) that the quickſilver of looking

glaſſes more eaſily peels off in Perſia than

in Europe on account of the great dryneſs

of the air : but this does not appear to be

the caſe at Iſpahan; for I ſave ſeen in the

royal palace a grand hall of audience lined

*th locking-glaſſes made in Europe,

*hich are as frth as poſſible, though they

** been there above a century.

The Perſians have an iden of the beat!-

tiful, and a tatte for perſpective and ſym

metry, which the Turks either know not

or deſpiſe. If that beautiful ſimplicity at

preſent tought after have coſt us to many

ages to acquire ; if we yet find it difficult

to diveſt curſelves of the Gothic taſte of our

anceſtors ; we may be ſurpriſed to find

a certain elegance in the architecture of

Perſia. It is true, they have none of thoſe

bold performances which are the boaſt of

Europe : the climate is not adapted to ſuch.

The Louvre would be uſcleſs at 1:pahan.

The houſes are conſtructed ſo as to ſuit

the manners of the Eaſt; they are priſons

deſtitute of windows on the outſide. But

the ſymmetry which prevails in the royal

palace and public places, the lightneſs cf

the ſteeples of their moſques, and the

beauty and grandeur of deſign of the glazed

bricks which cover them, are emchanting.

The Perſians have been ſtyled the French

men of Aſia, and they may be ſo ſtill.

This is remarkable in their briſk and airy

gait, the volubility with which they ſpeak

a ſoft and ſonorous language, the abun

dance of their compliments, the pleaſure

they take in ſaying nothings, the ſcanty

cut of their clothes, and their ſuppleneſs

and ſubtlety of mind. They have nothing

in common with their neighbours the

Turks but their religion; and as ſimple

and rude as it is with theſe, as adulterated

and myſtic is it with the Perſians, which

proves the warmth of their imagination.

The Perſians are more telcrant than the

Turks : they converſe freely on religious

ſubjects with infidels, put the Koran into

their hands, and permit them to offer ob

jections to it, which is expreſly forbidden

to the Ottomans. At Juſplia the Arme

nians follow their own mode of worſhip

as publickly as in Europe. They have

twelve churches in which they perform

divine ſervice, a biſhop, monks, nuns,

and fixty prieſts, beſides three churches

which follow the Latin ritual. I here we

hear the ſound of bells, ſo odious to the

Turks. The churches have domes with

croſſes on their ſummits; and though half

the inhabitants of Juſpha are Perſians, this

does not prevent proceſſions being ſome

times made. It is very ſeldom indeed at

the grand feaſts but ſome great Perſian

lords go out of curioſity to hear maſs at

the epiſcopal Armenian church ; , whiſt a

Turk would think he diſgrace, his faith,

if he were preſent at the prayers of a chi il

tian. - -

With reſpºt to the charast r of the

Perſians I reier to Chardin, who ſtudied

O 2. thuw
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them more like a philoſopher than a mer

chant. There is not, I believe, a people

on carth that concers to much treachery

under the ſeducing garb of ſince ity, or is

ſo capable of diſſimulation, and warniſhing

over complime, its with an air of truth.

In this point of view I prefer the Turk.

The Perſian is caleſ.ng and attable to a

ſtranger to draw from him money; the

Tulk is haughty, grave, diſdainful of a

chriſtian, and in general gives a cool re

ception to it, anges not of his own reli

gjon; if, however, you have need of his

protection, he accords it with loftincts and

without ſuperfluous words, but you may

depend upºn him. This my travels in

Perſia and Turkey have taught me: in a

Thrk I could place great confidence, little

in a Perſian.

[ To be concluded in our next. )

A DES C R IPTION of ASA M. By M o H A M M E D C A ZIM.

[Tranſlated fiom the Perſian by HENRY WANSITTAR I, Esq...]

- [Concluded from Page 24.]

HFRGONG has four gates, con

itvueted of ſtone and earth; from

each of which the Răſă's palace is diſtant

three coſs. The city is encompaſſed with

a fence of bamboos, and within it high

and broad cauſeways have been raiſed for the

convenience of paſſengers during the rainy

ſeaſon. In the front of every man's houſe

is a garden, or ſome cultivated ground.

This is a fortified city, which encloſes vil

lages and tilled fields. The Rája's palace

ſtands upon the bank of the Degoo, which

flows through the city. This river is

lined on each ſide with houſes, and theie

is a ſmall market, which contains no ſhop

keepers except ſellers of betel. The

reaſon is, that it is not cuſtomary for the

inhabitants to buy proviſions for daily uſe,

becauſe they lay up a ſtock for themſelves,

, which laſts them a year. The Rājā’s

palace is ſurrounded by a cauſeway, planted

on each ſide with a cloſe hedge of bamboos,

which ſerves inſtead of a wall. On the

outſide there is a ditch, which is always

full of water. The circumference of the

encloſure is one coſs and fourteen jerechs.

Within it have been built lofty halls, and

fpacious apartments for the Rātā, moſt

of them of wood, and a few of ſtraw,

which are called chuppers. Amongſt

theſe is a dºwan khanah, or public ſaloon,

one hundred and fifty cubits long, and

forty broad, which is ſupported by ſix,y-

iix wooden pillars, pl.:ced at an interval

cf abºut four cubits from each other.

The Rājā's ſeat is adorned with lattice

work and carving. Within and without

have been placed plates of braſs, ſo well

poliſhed, that when the rays of the fun

# ke upon them, they ſhine like mirrors.

It is an atc. ſtained fact, that 3ooo car.

pºinters and 1z,oco labourers were conſtant

before it was finiſhed. When the Rai

ſits in this chamber, or travels, inſtead of

drums and trumpets they beat the * dhº

and dand. The latter is a round and

thick inſtrument made of copper, and

is certainly the ſame as the drum to

which it was cuſtomary, in the time of the

ancient kings, to beat in battles and

marches. -

- The Ráñs of this country have always

raiſed the creſt of pride and vain-glory,

and diſplayed an oſtentatious appearance.

of grandeur, and a numerous train of

attendants and ſervants. They have not

bowed the head of ſubmiſſion and obe

dience, nor have they paid tribute or re

venue to the moſt powerful monarch;

but they have curbed the ambition, and

checked the conqueſts, of the moſt vić

torious Princes of Hinduſian. The ſo

lution of the difficulties attending a war

againſt them, has baffled the penetration

of heroes who have been ſtiled conque:

rors of the world. Whenever an inval

ing army has entered their tes ritories, the

Aſamians have covered themſelves in ſtrong

poſts, and have diſtreſſed the enemy by

ſtratagems, ſurpriſes, and alaims, and by

cutting off tileir proviſions. . If theſe
means have failed, they have declined a

battie in the field, but have carried the
peaſants into the mountains, burnt the

grain, and loſt the country empty. But

when the rainy ſeaſon has ict in upon th:
advancing chemy, they have watched

their opportunity to make excurſions, and

vent their rage; the famiſhed invaders

have either become their priſoners, of

been pº to death. In this manner Pºw:

eful and numerous armies have been funk

in that whirlpool of deſtruction, and nºt

a ſoul ias cicaped. -

ly emplºyed in this work, during two years, Formerly Huſain Shah, a king of Ben

* The dhól is a kind of drum which is beaten at each end.

t I uis is a kiad of kettle-C, um, and is made uſ a compoſition of ſeveral metals.

- sº :
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º, undertook an expedition againſt

Asım, and carried with him a formidable

fact, in cavalry, infantry, and boats.

The beginning of this invaſion was

crowned with vićtory. He entered the

cºunty, and erected the ſtandard of ſu

iority and conqueſt. The Rājā, being

i. to encounter him in the field, eva

cultd the plains, and retreated to the

mountains. Huſain left his ſon with a

hige army, to keep poſſeſſion of the

country, and returned to Bengal. The

miny ſeaſon commenced, and the roads

were ſhut up by the inundation. The

Rºi deſcended from the mountains, fur

founded the Bengal army, ſkirmiſhed

with them, and cut off their proviſions,

till they were reduced to ſuch ſtraights,

that they were all, in a ſhort time, citier

killed or made priſoners.

In the ſame manner Mohammed Shāh,

the ſon of Togluc Shāh, who was King

ºf ſeveral of the provinces of Hinduſian,

ſent a well-appointed army of an hundred

thouſand cavalry to conquer Asam ; but

they were all devoted to oblivion in that

country of tinchantment; and no intelli

gence or veſtige of them remained.

Another army was diſpatched to revenge

this diſaſter; but when they arrived in

Bengal, they were panic-ſtruck, and

ſhrunk from the enterprize; becauſe if

any perſon paſſes the frontier into that diſ

trict, he has not leave to return. In the

lime manner, none of the inhabitants of

that country are able to come out of it,

which is the reaſon that no accurate infor

mation has hitherto been obtained relative

to that nation. The natives of Hinduſ

t-n conſider them as wizards and magici

ans, and pronounce the name of that

country in all their incantations and

counter-charms. They ſay, that every

perſon who ſets his foot there, is under

the influence of witchcraft, and cannot

find the road to return. -

Jºidej Sing ", the Rājā of Asām,

bears the title of Swergi, or Celeſtial.

Swerg, in the Hinduſiani language,

means Heaven. That fiantick and vain

glorious Prince is ſo exceſſively fooliſh

and miſtaken, as to believe that his vicious

anceſtors were ſovereigns of the heavenly

hoſt; and that one of them, being inclin

tº to viſit the earth, deſcended by a gold

enladder. After he had becn employed ſome

time in regulating and governing his new

kingdom, he became ſo attached to it,

that he fixed his abode in it, and never

Kurºd.

~

In ſhort, when we conſider the peculiar

circumſtances of Asam ; that the coun

tly is ſpacious, populous, ard hard to be

penetrated ; that it abounds in perils and

dangers; that the paths and reads are be

ſet with difficulties; that the obſtacles to

the conqueſt of it are more than can be

deſcribed ; that the iu.habit unts are a ſavage

race, ferocious in their manners, and bru

tal in their behaviour; that they are of a

gigantic appearance, enterprizing, intre

pid, treacherous, well anned, and more

numerous than can be conceived; that

they reſiſt and attack the enemy from ſe

cure polis, and are always prepared for

battle; that they poſſeſs torts as high as

heaver, garriſoned by brave ſoldiers, and

pientifully ſupplied with warlike ſtores,

the reduction of each of which would

require a long ſpace of time; that the

way was obſtructed by thick and danger

ous buſhes, and broad and boilterous

rivers: when we conſider theſe circum

fiances, we ſhall wonder that this country,

by the aid of God, and the auſpices of

his Majeſty, was conquered by the impe

rial army, and became a place for erect

ing the ſtandard of the faith. The

haughty, and inſolent heads of ſeveral

of the deteſtable Aſamians, who ſtretch

the neck of pride, and who are devoid of

religion, and remote from God, were

bruiſed by the hoofs of the horſes of the

victorious warriors. The Muſulman

heroes experienced the comfort of fight

ing for their religion; and the bleſlings

of it reverted to the ſovereignty of his

juſt and pious Majeſty.

The Raja, whoſe ſoul had been enſlaved

by pride, and who had been bred up in

the habit of preſuming on the ſtability of

his own government, never dreamt of

this reverſe of fortune; but being now

overtaken by the puniſhment due to his

crimes, fied, as has been before mention

ed, with ſome of his nobles, attendants,

and family, and a few of his effects, to

the mountains of Câmrup. That ſpot,

by its bad air and water, and confined

ſpace, is rendered the worſt place in the

world, or rather it is one of the pits of

hell. The Rājā's officers and ſoldiers,

by his orders, croſled the Dhonec, and

ſettled in the ſpacious iſland between that

and the Brahmaputra, which contains

numerous foreſts and thickets. A few

took refuge in other mountains; and

watched an opportunity of committing

hoſtifties.

Cam, up is a country on the ſide of

* Properly Jayadhwaja Sinha, or the Lion with Banners of Conqueſt.

Dacſhincul,
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Dacſhincul, ſituated between three high

mountains, at the diſtance of four days

journey fron Ghergong. It is remark

able for bad water, noxious air, and con

fined proſpects. Whenever the Rātā uſed

to be angry with any of his ſubjects, he

fent them thither. The roads are diffi

cult to paſs, inſomuch that a foot-traveller

proceeds with the greateſt inconvenience.

There is one road wide enough for a

horſe; but the beginning of it contains

thick foreſts for about half a coſs. After

wards there is a defile, which is ſtony

and full of water. On each ſide is a

mountain towering to the ſky.

The Imperial General remained ſome

days in Ghergong, where he was employ

ed in regulating the affairs of the coun

try, encouraging the peaſants, and col

lecting the effects of the Rää. He re

peatedly rºad the Khotbeh, or prayer

containing the name and titles of the

Prince of the Age, King of Kings, Alem

geer, Conque, or of the World, and

adorned the faces of the coins with the

Imperial impreſſion. At this time there

were heavy ſhowers, accompanied with

violent wind, for two or three days; and

all the ſigns appeared of the rainy ſeaſon,

which in that country ſets in before it does

in Hinduſtän. The general exerted him

ſelf in eſtabliſhing poſts, and fixing

guards, for keeping open the roads and

ſupplying the army with proviſions. He

thought now of ſecuring himſelf during

the rains, and determined, after the ſky

ſhould be cleared from the clouds, the

lightning ceaſe to illuminate the air, and

the ſwelling of the water ſhould ſubſide,

that the army ſhould again be ſet in

motion againſt the Rājā and his attend

ants, and be employed in delivering the

country from the evils of their exiſtence.

The author then mºrtions ſeveral ſkir

miſhes which happened between the

Raja's forces and the Imperial troops,

in which the latter were always victo

rious. He concludes thus:

At length all the villages of Dacſhincul

fell into the poſſeſſion of the Imperial
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army. Several of the inhabitants and

peaſants, from the diffuſion of the fame

of his Majeſty's kindneſs, tenderneſs, and

juſtice, ſubmitted to his government, and

were protected in their habitations and

property. The inhabitants of Uttarcui

alſo became oredient to his commands.

His Majeſty rejoiced when be heard the

news of this conqueſt, and rewarded the

general with a cottiy dreſs, and other

diſtinguiſhing marks of his favour.

The narrative to which this is a ſupple

ment gives a conciſe hitto, y of the milita

ry expedition into Asam. In this deſcrip

tion the author has ſtopt at a period

when the Imperial troops had poſſeſſed

themſelves of the capital, and were

maſters of any part of the plain country

which they choſe to occupy or over-run.

The ſequel diminiſhes the credit of the con

queſt, by ſhewing that it was temporary,

and that the Rājā did not forget his uſual

policy of harraſſing the invading army

during the rainy ſeaſon : but this conduct

produced only the effect of diſtreſſing and

diſguſting it with the ſervice, inſtead of

abſolutely deſtroying it, as his predeceſ

ſors had deſtroyed former adventurers.

Yet the concluſion of this war is far

from weakening the panegyrick which

the author has paſſed upon the Imperial

Generai, to whom a difference of ſitua

tion afforded an opportunity of diſplay

ing additional virtues, and of cloſing

that life with heroick fortitude, which he

had always hazarded in the field with mar

tial ſpirit. His name and titles were,

Mír Jumleh, Moazzim Khan, Khani

Khánán, Sipáh, Sālār.

R.E.M.A. R.K.

The preceding account of the Aſumi

ans, who are probably ſuperior in all re

ſpºts to the Moguls, exhibits a ſpecimen

of the black malignity and fiantic into

levance with which it was uſual, in the

reign of Aurangzib, to treat all thoſe,

whom the crafty, cruel, and avatitious

Emperor was pleaſed to condemn as infi

dels and barbarians.

GAME OF CH E S S.

R Y s I R w L L 1 A M Jo N Es:

[From the Second volume of “Asiatic RESEARches,” lately publiſhed.]

IF evidence be required to prove that

Cheſs was invented by the Hindus,

we may be ſatisfied with the teſtimony

of the Perſians; who, though as much

inclined as other nations to appropriate

the ingenious inventions of a foreign

people, unanimouſly agree, that the game

was imported from the weſt of India,

together with the channing fables of Viſh

nuſa, man, in the fixth century of cur

era. It ſeems to have been immemorially

known in Hinduſtan by the name of Cha

tursſº,
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turingn, that is, the four anga's, er

members, of an army, which are ſaid in

the Anaracóſha to be baſiyaswarat'

tapáditam, or elephants, horſes, cha

riots, and foot-ſoldiers; and in this ſenſe

the word is frequently uſed by Epic poets

in their deſcriptions of real armies. By a

natural corruption of the pure Sanſcrit

word, it was changed by the old Perſians

into Chatrang; but the Arabs, who ſoon

after took poſſeſſion of their country, had

neither the initial nor final letter of that

word in their alphabet, and conſequently

altered it further into Shatranj, which

found its way preſently into the modern

Perſian, and at length into the dialects

of India, where the true derivation of the

nine is known only to the learned. Thus

has a very ſignificant word in the ſacred

language of the Brähmans been tranſ.

formed by ſucceſſive changes into axedrez,

Jacchi, echers, cheſ, and, by a whim

fical concurrence of circumſtances, given

birth to the Engliſh word check, and even

a name to the Exchequer of Great Britain.

The beautiful ſimplicity and extreme

Perfection of the game, as it is com

monly played in Europe and Aſia, con

Vince me, that it was invented by one

“fort of ſome great genius; not com

Peted by gradual improvements, but

formed, to uſe the phraſe of Italian cri.

tics, by the firſt intention : yet of this

imple game, ſo exquiſitely contrived, and

ſº certainly invented in India, I cannot

find any account in the claſſical writings

of the Brahmans. It is, indeed, con

fidently aſſerted, that Sanſcrit books on

Cheſs exiſt in this country, and if they

can be procured at Banāres, they will

aſſuredly be ſent to us ; at preſent I can

only exhibit a deſcription of a very ancient

Indias game of the ſame kind, but more

complex, and in my opinion more modern

than the ſimple Cheſs of the Perſians.

This game is alſo called Chatulanga, but

more frequently Chatárái, or the four

Kings, ſince it is played by four perſons

repreſenting as many Princes, two allied

armies combating on each ſide : the de

ſcription is taken from the Bhawiſhya

Puran, in which Yudhiſhthir is repre

ſented converſing with Vyāſa, who ex

Plains at the King's requeſt the form of

the fiétitious wu fare, and the principal

rules of it. “Having marked eight

ſquares on all ſ, les,” ſays the Sºge,

“place the red army to the eaſt, the

freen to the ſouth, the yellow to the

weſt, and the black to the north : let the

**ant ſtand on the left of the king, next

**u is tºº, then the boat; and, be

fore them all, four fºot-ſºldiers, but

the boat muſt be placed in the angle

of the board.” From this paſſage it

clearly appears, that an army, with its

four anga's, muſt be placed on each ſide

of the board, ſincs an elephant could not

ſtand in any other poſition on the left

hand of each king; and Rádhácānt in

formed me, that the board conſiſted, like

ours, of ſixty-four ſquares, half of them

occupied by the forces and half vacant :

he added, that this game is mentioned in

the oldeſt law-books, and that it was in

vented by the wife of Rāvan, King of

Lanca, in order to amuſe him with an

image of war, while his metropolis was

cloſely beſieged by Rama in the ſecond

age of the world. He had not heard the

ſtory told by Firdauſ, near the cloſe of

the Shāhnāmah, and it was probably

carried into Perſia from Cányacuvja by

Borzu, the favourite phyſician, thence

called Vaidyapriya, of the great Anū

ſhiraván but he ſaid that the Brähmans

of Gaur, or Bengal, were once celebrated

for ſuperior ſkill in the game, and that his

father, together with his ſpiritual precep

tor, Jagannath, now living at Tribéni,

had inſtructed two young Brähmans in

all the rules of it, and had ſent them to

Jayanagar at the requeſt of the late Rājā,

who had liberally rewarded them. A ſhip,

or boat, is ſubſtituted, we ſee, in this com

plex game for the rat #, or cin:ed cha

riot, which the Bengaleſe pronounce

rot h, and which the Perſians changed

into rekh, whence came the rook of ſome

£uropean nations; as the vierge and

fº! of the French are ſuppoſed to be cor

ruptions of ferr, and fiſ, the priºne mi

nifter and clephant, of the Perſians and

Arabs. It were vain to ſeek an etymo

logy of the word rook in the modern Per

fian language; for in all the paſſages ex

tracted from Firdauſi and Jani, where

rakh is conceived to mean a hero, or a ya

bulous bird, it ſignifies, I believe, no

more than a cheek or a face : as in the

following deſcription of a proceſſion in

Egypt –“ When a thoughnā youths, like

cypreſſes, box-trees, and firs, with locks

as tragrant, cheeks as fair, and boſons as

delicate, as lilies of the valley, were

marching gracefully along, thou wouldſt

have ſaid, that the new ſpring was turning

His face (not, as Hyde tranſlates the

words, carried on rokhs / from ſtation to

ſtation;'' and, as to the battle of the

diºvasºdch rekh, which D'Herbelot fug

poſes to mean dºuze preux chevalierr,

I am ſtrongly inclined to think, that the

phraſ: only ſignific, a coinbat of twelve

per, ºr:
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º,

perſºns face to face, or ſix on a ſide. I

cannot agree with my flind Rádhácānt,

that a ſhip is properly introduced in this

imaginary warfare inſtead of a chariot, in

which the old Indian waſ riors conſtantly

fought; for though the king might be

ſuppoſed to fit in a car, ſo that the four

anga's would be complete, and though it

may of en be neceſſary in a real campaign

to paſs rivers or lakes, yet no river is

marked on the Indian, as it is on the

Chineſe cheſs-board, and the intermix

ture of ſhips with horſes elephants and

infantry embattled on a plain, is an ab

ſurdity not to be defended. The uſe of

dice may, perhaps, be juſtified in a re

preſentation of war, in which fortune has

unqueſtionably a great ſhare, but it ſeems

to exclude Cheſs from the rank which has

been aſſigned to it among the ſciences,

and to give the game before us the appear

ance of whiff, except that pieces are uſed

openly, inſtead of cards which are held

concealed : nevertheleſs we find, that the

moves in the game deſcribed by Vyāſa

were to a certain degree regulated by

chance; for he proceeds to tell his royal

upil, that “if cinque be thrown, the

ing or a pawn muſt be moved ; if quatre,

the elephant; if troit, the Horſe; and if

aeux, the boat.”

He then proceeds to the moves : “ the

*ing paſſes freely on all ſides but over one

ſquare only ; and with the ſame limitation

the pawn moves, but he advances ſtrait

forward, and kills his enemy through an

angle : the elephant narches in all direc

tions, as far as his driver pleaſes : the

horſe runs obliquely traverſing three

ſquares, and the ſhip goes over two ſquares

diagonally.” The elephant, we find,

has the powers of our queen, as we are

pleaſed to call the miniſher, or general, of

the Perſians ; and the ſhip has the notion

ef the piece to which we give the unac

countable appellation of biſhºp, but with a

retiriction which muſt greatly leſien his

value.

The bard next exhibits a few general

rules and ſuperficial directions for the

condućt of the game : “the pawns and

the ſhip both kill and may be voluntarily

killed ; while the king, the elephant, and

the horſe may ſlay the foe, but cannot

expoſe themſelves to be ſlain. Let each

player preſerve his own folves with ex

trenc care, ſecuring his king above all,

and not ſacrificing a ſuperior to keep an

inferior piece.” Here the commentator

on the Purán obſerves, that the hºrſe,

who has the choice of eight moves from

any central Poſition, mult be preferred to

the ſhip, who has only the choice of fºur:

but this argument would not have equal

weight in the common game, where the

biſhop and tower command a whole line,

and where a knight is always of leſs value

than a tower in action, or the biſhop of

that fide on which the attack is begun.

“. It is by the overbearing power of the

elephant, that the king fights boldly; let

the whole army, therefore, be abandoned,

in order to ſecure the elephant : the king

muſt never place one elephant before ano

ther, according to the rule of Götama,

unleſs he be compelled by want of room,

for he would thus commit a dangerous

fault; and if he can ſlay ore of two

hoſtihe elephants, he muſt deſtroy that on

his left hand.” The laſt rule is extremely

obſcure ; but, as Götama was an illuſ

trious lawyer and philoſopher, he would

not have condeſcended to leave directions

for the game of Chaturanga, if it had not

been held in great eſtimation by the an

cient Sages of India. -

All that remains of the paſſage, which

was copied for me by Rádhácant and ex

plained by him, relates to the ſeveral

modes in which a partial ſucceſs or com:

plete vićtory may be obtained by any one

of the four players; for we ſhall ſee, that,

as if a diſpute had ariſen between two
allies, one of the king; may aſſume the

command of all the forces, and aim at

ſeparate conqueſt. Firſt; “When any

one kiºſ has placed himſelf on the ſquare
of another Kºng, which advantage is called

Sinºd, ana, or the tºroite, he wins a

ſtake; which is doubled, if he kill the ad

verſe monarch, when he ſeizes his place;

and, if he can ſeat himſelf on the throne

of his ally, he takes the cemnand of the

whole army.” Secondly ; “ If he can

occupy ſucceſſively the thrones of all the

three princes, he obtains the vićtory,

which is named Chaliºr.ji, and the ſtake

is doubled, if he kill the laſt of the three

juſt before he takes poiletion of his throne;

but if he kill him on his throne, the ſtake

is quadrupled.” Thus, as the connen

tutor remaiks, in a real warfare, a king

may be conſidered as victorious, when

he ſeizes the met, opolis of his adverſary;

but if he can deſtroy his foe, he diſplays

greater heroiſm, and relieves his people

from any further ſolicitude, “Both in

gaining the Sinhajana and the Chatáráſ?,

jays Vyaſa, the king muſt be ſupported

by the eleplants, or by all the forces

united.” Thirdly; “When one player

has his own king on the board, but the

king of his partner has been taken, he

may replace is captive ally, if he can ſeize

bºth
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both the adverſe #ingf; or, if he cannot ef

fººt their capture, hemay exchange his king

for one of them, againſt the general rule,

and thus redeem the allied prince, who

will ſupply his place.” . This advantage

has the name of Nripácriſhta, or reco

•ered by the king ; and the Naucácriſhta

ſeems to be analogous to it, but confined

to the caſe of ſhips. Fourthly; “If a

fewn can march to any ſºuare on the op

poſite extremity of the board, except

that of the king, or that of the ſhip, he

aſſumes whatever power belonged to that

ſquire; and this promotion is called Shat

pada, or the ſix firides.” Here we find

th: rule, with a ſingular exception, con

cerning the advancement of pawns, which

often occaſions a moſt intereſting ſtruggle

at our common cheſs, and which has fur

niſhed the Poets and Moraliſts of Arabia

and Perſia with many lively reflections on

hunian life. It appears, that “this pri

vilege of Shatpada was not allowable, in

the opinion of Götama, when a player

had three pawns on the board; but,

when only one pawn and one ſhip re

mained, the pawn might advance even

to the ſquare of a king or a ſhip, and

aſſume the power of §. Fifthly;

“According to the Rácſhaſa'ſ, orgiants

(that is, the people of Lancă, where the

game was invented), there could be nei

vićtory nor defeat, if a king were

lºſt on the plain without force : a ſituation

which they named Cácacáſhtha.” Sixth

ly; “If three ſhips happen to meet, and

the fourth ſhip can be brought up to then

in the remaining angle, this has the name

of Vrihannaucá; and the player of the

fourth ſeizes all the others.” Two or

three of the remaining couplets are ſo

dark, either from an error in the manu

ſcript, or from the antiquity of the lam

guage, that I could not underſtand the

Pandit's explanation of them, and ſuſpe&t

that they gave even him very indiſtia&t

ideas; but it would be eaſy, if it were

worth while, to play at the game by the

preceding rules; and a little practice

would, perhaps, make the whole intelli

gible. One circumſtance, in this extratt

from the Purān, ſeems very ſurprizing:

all games of hazard are poſitively for

bidden by Menu, yet the game of Cha

turanga, in which dice are uſed, is taught

by the great Vyāſa himſelf, whoſe law

traćt appears with that of Gótama among

the eighteen books which form the Dher.

maSaſtra; but as Rādhācant and his pre

ceptor Jagannāth are bothj by

Government in compiling a Digeſt of

Indian laws, and as both of them, eſpe

cially the venerable Sage of Tribéni, un

derſtand the game, they are able, I pre

ſume, to aſſign reaſons why it ſhould have

been excepted from the general prohibi

tion, and even, openly taught by ancient
and modern Brahmans.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R, -

ON reading in your excellent publica

tion for November laſt, page 347,

a character and an account of the French

Hiſtorian Varillas, I was ſomewhat ſur

prized not to find any mention of our

Biſhop Buraet's Refle&tions upon that

Author's Hiſtory of Herefies. Theſe

Reflections were publiſhed at Amſter

dam in a ſnall volume, 12mo. 1686, and

my be ranked among the ſmarteſt of that

celebrated Prelate's works. The Biſhop

ſuficiently proves upon Varillas the com

miſſion. the moſt flagrant and ſhameful

tºrs, ſome of them proceeding from an

abſolute ignorance diſgraceful in any

writer, and others from a wilful ſpirit of

miſrepreſentation peculiarly inconſiſtent

with the chara&er of a Hiſtorian, M.

Virilas was particularly abuſive to the

Temory of Anne Boleyn, and the learned

Pºtate ſo zealouſly and ſucceſsfully vin

dates her chara&ier from his aſperſions,

* for ever to ruin the credit of the Ca

tºlic Hiſtorian. Theſe Refle&tions of

tº Biſhop were eplied to by M. Varilhs,

** received a final and full anſwer from

Wol. XXI.

Raleigh. It ſhould be obſerved, however,

P

his able antagoniſt. Our celebrated Dry

den had been labouring for ſome months

in a tranſlation of Varillas's Hiſtory; but

upon finding the credit of his Author de

ſtroyed by Dr. Burmet's Reflections, be

thought it prudent to deſiſt from the work.

This the Dočtor takes notice of in his

laſt Anſwer, and in it is extremely ſevere

upon the Tranſlator's charaćter as a man

and a writer. -

AGood account of the life of that great

man SiR WALTER RALEIGH, is yet to be

ranked among the literary deſiderata of

this country. The materials already in

print for ſuch a work are ſufficiently

ample to enable any properly quali

fied perſon to produce one of the beſt

and moſt entertaining biographical pieces

in the Engliſh language. Former Bio

graphers of Sir Walter have copica Mr.

Prince, Author of that very ſcarce but

valuable work, The Worthies of Devon,

folio, 1701, in ſeverely condemning Sir

Lewis Stucley as the baſe betrayer of

that
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that in 1618 was publiſhed, in ſmall

quarto, “To the King's Moſt Excel

“ lent Majeſtye. The humble Petition

“ and Information of Sir Lewis Stucley,

“ Knt. Vice Admirall of Devon, touch

“ing his own Behaviour in the Charge

“ committed unto him, for the bringing

“ up of Sir Walter Raleigh, and the

“ ſcandalous Aſperſions caſt upon him

“ for the ſame.”

Though in this petition Sir Lewis re

proaches the memory of Raleigh with too

much acrimony, yet he windicates himſelf,

in my humble opinion, from a confider

able part, at leaſt, of the aſperſions which

he complains of. It has been ſaid by Sir

Walter's Biographers, that he was Stuc

ley's kinſman and friend ; this the latter

demics thus : “But if there were no kin

“dred or amity betweene us, as I avow

“ there never was, what bond then might

“ tie me to him, but the tie of compaſ

* fion of his miſerie which was in my

“Soveraigne's heart to diſtribute, when

* he ſaw time that did command mee,

“ and not in the diſpenſation of mee, nor

“ of any other inſtrument's power, that

** is to bee commanded,”

.

-

:*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: -

I Have never met with a Life of Dr.

GEor GE Hickes, Dean of Worceſter,

who was ſilenced at the Revolution for not

taking the oaths to King William. He

was one of the moſt learned Divines that

ever adorned the Church of England; and

his ſermons are ſome of the beſt, confi

dered merely in a theological view, in

our language. It is very remarkable,

that this Divine's brother, the Rev. Mr.

John Hickes, was ejected for Non-con

formity from the living of Stoke Daniarel

in Devonſhire, 1662 ; and for joining

the unfortunate Duke of Monmouth in

1685, he ſuffered death by hanging; ſo

that the two brothers were both ſufferers

for conſcience-ſake, though of oppoſite

parties. I believe the Dean became a

Nonjuring Biſhop after his being filenced

by the ſuperior powers. An excellent

volume of his poſthumous Sermons was

§. in 8vo. 1716, by his friend

athaniel Spinckes, A. M. If you, or

any of your Correſpondents, can inform

me where particulars of the Dean's life

are to be met with, I ſhall confider myſelf

as greatly obliged. I am, Sir, &c.

J. W.

T H E E DUCATION FOR THE BAR .

said to HAVE BEEN communicated To A YouNo friend BY lord THURLow,

A Good Scholaſtic Education, founded

upon Grammar; and ſo much Ver

fification as will give a taſte for the beſt

Greek and Latin Poets, and direčf the pro

nunciation of thoſe Languages, eſpecially of

the latter, which will frequently be wanted.

A reſidence at the Univerſity of Cam

bridge or Oxford for four years. In the

Firſt and Second Years, ſo much of Eu

clid, Rutherford, and Locke, muſt be

attended to, as may be neceſſary for a

general ſketch of the Mathematics, Na

tural Philoſophy, and the Rules of Think

ing; with the leſs laborious and moſt

agreeable improvements in the beſt Claſ

fical Authors; not forgetting the Engliſh

Writers.

In the Third Year, a cloſe attention to

Chronology, Geography, and Hiſtory,

both Ancient and Modern, with Camp

bell's State of Europe—the Trade, Inte

reſt, and Policy of Neighbouring Nations.

In the Fourth Year—to learn French;

to have a curſory view of Juſtinian's Code

and Digeſt, ...} Civil Law; to take up

the Roman Hiſtory from the time of Julius

Caeſar—get a general iden and knowledge

of his Expeditions intoGaul and Germany,

and both Invaſions of Britain—colleSting

his Anecdotes and Cuſtoms of the People.

Then, Tacitus de Moribus Germáno

iºn, & de Vita Agricola ; then Selden's

}arus Anglorºm ; then Wotton's Leges

Walliae; then Wilkins's Leges Saxonicz;

then Norman Statutes in Ruffhead, with

Magma Charta to the 1ſt of Richard I.-

when our Leges non Scriptae are ſaid to

end, and Statute Law pleadable as ſuch

begins.

Almoſt all the great Volumes and fright

ful parts of the Plan will require only a

turning over, to get a general knowledge

of the Times.

Before Juſtinian, ſhould be read Fernier's

Hiſtory of the Civil Law; and before Wil

kins, Hale's Hiſtory of the Common Law.

When the Student is thus arrived at

the beginning of our Statute Law, it will

be ſoon enough for him to take up Black

ſtone--who, by Quotations and Refe

rences, will excite him to look at Braćton,

Fitzherbert, Coke upon Littleton, Brock,

the Reg. Year Books, old Reporters, Doc

tor and Student, Commentators, &c. &c.

Then will the Student lay for himſelf

ſuch a foundation of Legal and Conſtitu

tional Knowledge, as will enable him to

follow his Profeſſion with eaſe, and ſecure

to himſelf a proſpect of imitating Lord

Mansfield, }. Loughborough, Sir

James Eyre, &c. to the hºnour of himſelf,

and the certain dignity of his family.

Could the Writer of this chºſe kit.

Court and Pračfice, he conceives the moſt

ancient and the moſt learned lies in the

Cºurt of Exch, ºutr.
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Quid ſit turpe, quid utile, quid dulce, quid non

Memoirs of the Literary and Philoſophical Society of Mancheſter, Vol. III. 8ve.

7s.6d.

AN account of the origin and nature of

this laudable Society has been already

given in our review of the two former

volunes of their Memoirs, in Vol. IX.

P. 32. It was at firſt the reſolution of the

Society to publiſh a volume of miſcellane

ous papers, every two years; this how

ever, for ſeveral ſubſtantial reaſons, ap

Peared to us to be wrong; and upon ob

ſerving that the period of five years had

elapſed between the publication of the

former volumes and the preſent, we were

in hopes that our objections had alſo ſtruck

the Society with convićtion : but this
does not appear to be the caſe; for though

they have not adhered to their laws and

regulations with reſpect to the time of

Publication, yet the law which fixes the

Period of two years for the publication of

a volumeſtill ſtands unrepealed.

It is with conſiderable pleaſure that we

ſee the liſts of the Ordinary and the

Honorary Members of this reſpectable

Society confiderably enlarged, and that

by the addition of names which muſt give
it honour, and ſecure it a Permanency.

In noticing the contents of the preſent

vºlume, which is much larger than either

ºf the preceding, we ſhall purſue the ſame

method as that wetook in reviewing them,

viz. give a brief view of each paper.

><><>:::::::::::::::::-1:

An Enquiry into the Principles and
Limits of Taxation as a Branch of

Moral and Political Philoſophy. By
Thomas Percival, M. D. F. R. S. &c.

Read March 24, 1785.

This is a very elegant compoſition, upon

one of theº important and intereſting

fººts. Upon the allowed principles of
reaſon, juſtice, and patriotiſm, the ingeni

* author builds three propoſitions, con

Cadell.

taining the moral obligation to pay taxes

1. “ The allegiance due to the ſove

reign power, for the protećtion which it

affords to life, liberty, and property, and

for the energy which it exerts in the pro

motion of order, induſtry, virtue, and

happineſs.

2. “ This obligation is common to the

ſubjects of every government; but under

the happy conſtitution of Great Britain,

where ſubſidies are never claimed by the

Supreme Magiſtrate without the conſent

of Parliament, we become bound by a

voluntary compact, made by our dele

gates, to contribute to the public exigen

cies in ſuch proportions, and according

to ſuch modes, as they have deliberately

ena&ted.

3. “And by the refuſal to grant

ſuch contributions, or by the evaſion of

them, we not only injure the public weal,

but indireétly invade the property of our

fellow-citizens, who muſt bearthe burthen

of additional impoſts, in conſequence of

our contumacious exemption.”

Theſe propoſitions are exceedingly well

illuſtrated by a variety of clear reaſoning,

and the exhibition of pertinent hiſtorical

faćts. The Author is juſtly diſpleaſed

with the ſyſtem of exciſe, as it now

ſtands in this country; he does not, how

ever, condemn this mode of aſſeſſment, but

contends, that “ it might be rendered

more conſonant to the principles of Britiſh

liberty, and to the ordinary proceedings of

legal adminiſtration. There ſeems to be

no ſufficient reaſon for the excluſion of a

jury, nor for deciding in a way ſo un

uſually ſudden and ſummary. Appeals,

alſo, ſhould be admiſſible in all caſes to

the quarter ſeſſions, or to ſome public and

reſpectable tribunal. And the perſons

Proſecuted ſhould be allowed counſel tor

P 2. their
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their defence, together with full coſts of

ſuit, and even damages, if judgment be

awarded in their favour. Nor does it

ſeem equitable, provided no perjury has

been praćtiſed, nor malignant intention

manifeſted, that, when the plaintiff is non

ſited, the officer of revenue ſhould re

cover treble coſts. Theſe alterations in

the ſtatutes of exciſe would not occaſion

any delay of conſequence to the revenue;

and they might obviate abuſes which, by

creating murmurs and diſcontent, di

miniſh the veneration due to the laws.”

To this Eſſay is added an “Appendix,

conſiſting of ſupplementary Notes and Il

luſtrations.” Dr. Percival has, through

out this paper and its appendix, evinced a

great ſhare of reading, together with an

excellent taſte, a penetrative judgement,

and an ardent love of liberty; not, how

ever, that liberty which is ſo much boaſted

of by certain writers and politicians of

our day, and which has been juſtly called

Licentiouſneſs, as knowing no regular

ahd reaſonable bounds; but that liberty

which, combined with loyalty, forms the

great intereſt and happineſs of man in a

ſtate of ſociety.

Of Popular Illuſions, and particularly of

Medical Demonology. By John Fer

riar, M. D. Read May 12, 1786.

We have been more than commonly

sntertained by the peruſal of this well

written eſſay, upon one of the moſt curi

ous ſubjects in the hiſtory of human na

ture. It is, indeed, the outline of a hiſ

tory of ſuperſtition, from the man in his

savage ſtate, forming to himſelf the ideal

images of hoſtile or protećting. Powers,

without number, agreeable to his preſent

wants or fears, to the recent inſtances of

human folly and credulity, animal mag

netiſm. The ingenicus Author, appears

to have waded, with great pains and

profit, through a vaſt variety of old books

and pamphlets, and has combined his

reſearches into a very entertainingº
wf popular illuſions. He touches brief

ly, but clearly, the ſubjećts of dreams

*ud orient, aſirology, prophecies, and the

Jecond ſight; but upon magic, witchcraft,

and apparitions, he is more copious

“Magic,” ſays Dr. Ferriar, “is uſual

ly divided into natural and divine, law

ful (or ceremonial), and unlawful (or

demoniacal). Necromancy conſiſted in

tinploying members of dead bodies as

chºins or remedies. According to this de

fºllon, it was necromantic in all the

rºl ses of Europe to inſert the human

ſkull as a remedy in their diſpenſatories.”

The Occult Philoſºphy, by the celebrated

Cornelius Agrippa, had a great effect in

ſtrengthening the general delufion of the

poſſibility of a commerce with good and

evil ſpirits: of this book, and the Author,

we have here the following account :—

“He believed, indeed, in magic; but it

was on the principle generally allowed at

that time, that there was an exact con

formity between the viſible and inviſible

worlds; conſequently, a poſſibility of

effecting what is unſeen, by its ſympathy

with the natural ſubječt on which the

magician operates. He alſo believed it

poſſible to eſtabliſh a commerce with.

angels. But the Fourth Book of the Occult

Philoſophy, which contains the forms for in

vocating demons, and deſcriptions of their

different appearances, according to the

method of invocation employed, is de

clared by Naude and Wierus to be ſpuri

ous, as well as the ridiculous treatiſe im

puted to Trithemius. Upon the whole,

Agrippa appears in the three firſt books,

where he is moſt myſtical, to confide in

natural means, or angelic influence. His

book, however, procured him the charac

ter of a ſorcerer, which was confirmed by

his keeping a pug dog with a collar, ſup

poſed to be an imp; and was put beyond

all doubt, by his exerting his influence to

ſave a poor woman, accuſed of witch

craft, from the flames, at Cologne."—

Dr. Ferriar mentions almoſt every writer

upon the ſubject of demonology; and of

many of them gives a very juſt and

pleaſing account. The principal of the

latter are Wierus, Bodinus, Kºi.

Van Helmont, Semnertus, Mercatus,

Baptiſta Porta, Merindol, and Glanville.

Of the latter, who is the principal Engliſh

author upon the ſubject, he ſays, “This

very acute writer was induced to publiſh

his “Philoſophical Confiderations about

Witchcraft,” by the apprehenſion, that

the increaſing diſbelief of witches and

apparitions tended to affect the evidences

of religion, and even of a Deity. In re

ſpcét of argument, he was certainly

ſuperior to his adverſaries; his reaſoning

is perſpicuous, though ſometimes ſubtle,

reſted on the moſt ſpecious foundations of

evidence, and arranged with great ſkill.”

After having briefly exhibited the hiſtory

of the controverſy concerning witchcrafts

and diabolical influence upon human

bodies, the ingenious Author obſerves,

that “it will be eaſier to diſcover the

ſources of deception in thoſe caſes, if we

confider the ſigns of faſcination in the

- Patient,

*
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pºtent, eſtabliſhed by demonologiſts;–

the indications by which the ſorcerer was

triced;—and the nature of the remedies

which have proved ſucceſsful in demoni

scal caſts.” Upon each of theſe divi

£ons our Author is clear, ſhrewd, and

generally ſatisfactory. His firſt remark

upon the ſecond head is curious : —“ In

tacing ſuſpicions of magic,” ſays he,

“it cannot be too often repeated, that

knowledge and addreſs exceeding the com

mon ſtandard were frequently their ſole

foundation. Moſt of the Popes were

reckoned magicians, according to Wierus,

who adds a particular relating to Gregory

Wiſ. which deſerves ſome attention : that

Pontiff was held in great veneration, be

sanſe when he pulled off his gloves, fiery

ſparks iſſued from them; quando volebat

Wierus quotes from Benno) manicas

djºutiebatſuas, unde ignis in ſcintilla

ran modum diffiliit. This is a cürious

anticipation of Canton's Diſcovery.”—

After mentioning the exultation with

which demonologiſts treat the ſtory of

Mompeſſon, as recorded by Glanville,

and in which no deception was ever

Proved, Dr. Ferriar, in our opinion,

draws a concluſion againſt that ſtory not

of a very ſtrong nature. “It is true,”

ſays he, “ that no impoſition was ever

diſcovered in that affair; but it is a ſtrong

freſumption againſt the demoniacal nature

of the diſturbances, that when the King

ſent ſome gentlemen to enquire into them,

everything was quiet during their reſidence

in the houſe. Glanville excuſes this by

ſaying, that the noiſes ſometimes ceaſed

for weeks together; but, conſcious of the

weakneſs of this apology, he adds, that

bably the Devil did not think it for

is intereſt to give the wicked courtiers

any proof of his exiſtence. Now, for our

. though we are far enough from

ing demonologiſts, yet we cannot help

thinking this apology to be a very acute

one, and that the additional reaſon in

fupport of it was a very able one; for it

wºut be undoubtedly more for the intereſt

ºf his Infernal Majeſty to have people

diſbelieve his exiſtence, than the contrary;

becauſe there would, in that caſe, be a

greater probability of their entering fur

ther into vice, as being freed from one of

the greateſt inducements to deter them

from it.

In his confideration of the “Remedies

*Poyed in Diſeaſes ſuppoſed to be pre

ºrnatural,” our ingenious Author is pe

*liarly excellent, and diſcovers a pro

ºd extent of reading, as well as of ſci

*th: information. At the concluſion of

the ſubjećt of demonology our Author

very pertinently and ingeniouſly obſerves,

“Such have been the perplexities ofdemo

nologiſts; perplexities which the firreſt

talents were employed to clear up without

effect. As learning was freed from theſe

clouds, they ſubſided among the vulgar,

only to make way for ſucceeding illuſions,

leſs fatal indeed, but not leſs ridiculous."

Dr. Ferriar next confiders apparitions,

“ the theory and evidence of which, “he”

ſays, “ reſt on the ſame foundations with

thoſe of witchcraft.” Here, however, we'

beg leave to differ very widely with him;

becauſe a ſeparate ſtate of exiſtence being

allowed, the probability of the re-appear

ance of a departed perſon is far greater

than that the envy of fooliſh old women

ſhould be made the nears of reverſing the

common courſe of things. It isº:
conſiſtent with our fulleſt belief of a mer. "

ciful Providence, that ſome occaſional evi

dences ſhould be given of a ſtate after

death: nor does it at all leſſen this proba

bility that inſtances of ſuch appearances

are very rare, becauſe whenever they have

happened, or do happen, it is to be ſup

poſed that reaſons ſubii;t for it, which are

at preſent unknowm to us. Witchcraft

is perverting nature; but this is not the

caſe with apparitions any more than

dreams, and many other proofs that are

given of the compound nature of man.

We confeſs, indeed, that this is a ſubject

enveloped in confiderable obſcurity, and

that it is the ſource of much weakneſs and

impoſture; but all this will not warrant a

peremptory concluſion againſt the hypo

theſis of apparitions, becauſe it is a ſubject

of which we are not as yet competent to

judge. But notwithſtanding our diſap

probation of this haſty concluſion, we have

read Dr. Ferriar's hiſtorical view of this

controverſy with very great pleaſure, as

alſo what he obſerves of the hypotheſis of

/ympathy and animal magnetiſm.

Appended to this paper are ſeveral en

tertaining notes by way of illuſtration.

Letter on Attraction and Repulſion, com

municated by Dr. Percival, O&t. 1 1, 1786.

This ſhort paper contains a few flight

experiments and obſervations made, as it

ſhould ſeem, in the way of amuſement, b

the Rev. Mr. Bennet, curate of Wirkſ.

worth. Very little light, however, is here

thrown upon the ſubjects of Attraštion

and Repulſion, becauſe the experiments

were of too trifling a nature to admit of

any certain concluſion in favour ºf any

particular hypotheſis ; and of this, indeed,

the author is fully ſenſible.

Eſſay
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Eſſay on the Dramatic Writings of Maſ

finger. By John Ferriar, M.D. Man

cheſter, O&t. 25, 1786.

If Dr. Ferriar appeared to advantage

in his former paper upon Popular Illuſions,

his merit is no leſs conſpicuous in a ver

different and perhaps much more difficult

walk of literature, Dramatic Criticiſm.

This well-written Eſſay is a very able

vindication of a too much neglected poet;

and this vindication is conducted in the

very beſt manner, by a judicious and im

ial examination of Maſſinger's plots,

charaćters, and language, and a compari

ſon of him in theſe reſpects with our early,

but more generally noticed dramatiſts.

Dr. Ferriar, to exhibit Maſſinger's poeti

cal excellencies, quotes very largely from

him; and, ſtill farther to ſupport his fa

vourite's pretenſions, avails himſelf of the

rules of criticiſm which have been eſta

bliſhed by the ableſt Dramatic critics.

Our ingenious Eſſayiſt makes a variety of

very juſt obſervations upon the old and

modern comedy, and other incidental ſub

jects. The following cannot fail of plea

fing our readers : “The changes ofman

ners have neceſſarily produced very re
markable effects on theatrical perform

ances. In proportion as our beſt writers

are farther removed from the preſent times,

they exhibit bolder and more diverſified

charaćters, becauſe the prevailing manners

admitted a fuller diſplay of ſentiments in

the common intercourſe of life. Our own

times, in which the intention of polite

education is to produce a general uniform

manner, afford little diverſity-of charašter

for the ſtage. Our dramatiſts, therefore,

mark the diſtinčtions of their characters

by incidents more than by ſentiments, and

abound more in ſtriking ſituations than

intereſting dialogue. In the old Comedy

the cataſtrophe is occaſioned, in general,

by a change in the mind of ſome principal

character, artfully prepared, and cautiouſly

condućted ; in the moderm, the unfolding

of the plot is effected by the overturning

of a ſcreen, the opening of a door, or by

ſome other equally dignified machine.”

Dr. Ferriar places Maſſinger immediately

beneath Shakeſpeare, and a compariſon

between them concludes the eſſay. “It

muſt be confeſſed,” ſays he, “ that in

Comedy Maſſinger falls confiderably be

meath Shakeſpeare; his wit is leſs brilliant,

and his ridicule leſs delicate and various;

but he affords a ſpecimen of elegant come

dy *, of which there is no archetype in his

great predeceſſor.—In Tragedy, Maſſin

ger is rather eloquent than pathetic; yet

he is often as majeſtic, and generally more

elegant than his maſter ; he is as power

ful a ruler of the ur.derſtanding, as Shake

ſpeare is of the paſſions; with the diſad

vantage of ſucceeding that matchleſs poet,

there is ſtill much original beauty in his

works; and the moſt extenſive acquaintance

with poetry, will hardly diminiſhthe pleaſure

of a reader and admirer of Maſſinger.” W.

(To be continued.)

* The Great Duke of Florence.

Remarks on Foreſt Scenery, and other woodland views (relative chiefly to

Pićtureſque Beauty), illuſtrated by the Scenes of New Foreſt in Hampſhire. In

Three Books. By William Gilpin, A.M. Prebendary of Saliſbury, and Vicar of

Boldré, in New Foreſt, near Lymington.

THE name of this author is not un

known to our readers. We have had

repeated occaſions to ſpeak highly of his

productions. His River Wye, his Lakes,

‘and his Scotch Tour, have had in ſuc

ceſſion their ſeveral plaudits. In thoſe we

admired a ſuperiority of taſte conveyed in

a new and happy turn of language.

The volumes now before us, though

they contain pages not unworthy of the

pen of Mr. Gilpin, will not, we conceive,

rank altogether with his former works.

His materials on this ſubject are evidently

worked up too near. The firſt of the

preſent volumes gives us, ſomehow or

other, an idea that it has been made up of

the fragments of his drawer, which he has

2. Vols. 8vo. 11.1 1s. 6d. Blamire.

ſpread ingeniouſly, we allow, over three

hundred and twenty-eight pages. His

ſecond volume is equally diffuſe, but is

deſcriptive of a new ſpecies of ſcenery;

differing in a few particulars at leaſt from
that of Mr. G.'s former works on the

ſubject. "

The volumes now before us, as moſt

or all of thoſe formerly publiſhed, may be

ſaid to take in three claſſes of readers:

landſcape painters, ornamental gardeners,

and general readers.

The firſt claſs are, by the title-page,

invited as gueſts for whom the repaſt

was chifty prepared. They will find,

however, on examination, that a ſmall

portion indeed of the preſent volumes is

fºod
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fººd fºr them. A few pages well filled

would hold the whole. The laſt may

claim the largeſt ſhare.

The ornamental gardener, indeed, on

a curſory view of the firſt volume, will,

Perhaps, expect to find much to his pur

pºſt but we fear that, by veering be

tween real and piāureſque j. our

author conveys little practical informa

tion on either ſubject. The epithet pic

tureſue perpetually occurs; but we be

lieve Mr. G. has never yet defined it

with anything like accuracy. We con

iſ at leaſt that, after having read all his

works on the ſubject with attention, we

do not quite comprehend his meaning ; nor

has he cleared up the matter in our minds

by the introdućtion of “amuſing views.”

The truth ſeems to be, our author is not

ſufficiently aware that reality and repre

Jentation are different as the whole and a

Part, and no man can ſpeak clearly of

ºther without making the requiſite di.
finction.

His Diſſertation on Trees is a ſufficient

evidence of Mr. G.'s want of perſpicuit

in this reſpect. The prevailing idea.

which the mind is impreſſed on reading it,

is that of a man who aims at ſingularity.

The oak, the elm, the aſh, the walnut

and the pines (including the Scotch fir),

he allows to be piãureſque. But the reſt

-as the beech, the eſculus, the lime, the

Weymouth pine, the maple, the hawthorn,

&c. &c. are not fit to be ſeen in a pićture;

nor, if we are to judge by Mr. G.'s con

fined rules, in an ornamented view 1

In ſketching the pictureſque beauties of

animals too, our author appears equally

Angular. The aſs he prefers to the horſe,

§en to the brood-mare pićturiſed in all

her natural fur; and the turkey to the

Ka-fowl; without making the neceſſary

diſtinëtion of ſcene; for although Pic

turesque BEAury in Forest sce

sexy is the offenſive ſubjećt of theſe vo

times, a principal part of the firſt volume

confiſts of what might be termed Essax's

0s NATURAL BEAUTY.

We are concerned that a defire to lead

ºur readers along the true line of taſte

ſhould have obliged us to purſue thus far

the path of cenſure, in which we muſt

Proceed one ſtep farther. To Us a table

of contents ºf a well-digeſted index are

uſeful parts of a book; but to theſe vo

lumes there is no table of contents, and

the index is merely initial; while, we are

ºrry to ſay it, ſo many poor devils of in

*x-makers are ſtarving.

It was neceſſary, before we could form

* comprehenſive idea of a work ſo truly

miſcellaneous, to make out a table of

contents; and we caunot do better than

copy it: it may be uſeful both to thoſe

who have not, and to thoſe who have the

work itſelf.

Woł. I.

Trees abſtraćtedly confidered.

The natural Attributes of Trees.

Their adventitious Qualities.

The Species of Landſcape Trees.
The Parts of Trees.

Memorable Individuals.

On the Combination of Trees,

Into Clumps.

In Park Scenery.
In Woods.

In Glens.

In open Greves.

In Foreſts.

On Foreſt Scenery.

Foreground.

Diſtance.

Form of diſtant Woods.

Incidental Beauties of Foreſt Scenery,

Weather. -

Seaſon.

The Inhabitants of Foreſts.

The Deſolation of Foreſts.

General Remarks on the Foreſts of Bri.
tain.

Enumeration of the Foreſts of Scotland and

England, with a few topographical and
hiſtorical Anecdotes.

Vol. II.

Hiſtory of the New Foreſt.

Preſent Government of it.
Preſent State of its Inhabitants.

Map of the New Foreſt.

Tours in the Weſtern Parts.

Tour in the Middle Part.

Voyage up Beaulieu River.

Tour in the Eaſtern Quarter.

Tour in the Northern Parts.

The Animals of the Foreſt. .

After this general view of the work,

we will detail a few of its chara&eriſtic

paſſages, whether Pićtureſque or topo.

graphical.

The Cadenham oak catches our firſt

attention, though the laſt on our Author's

liſt of remarkable oaks in the New Foreſt.

“The laſt celebrated tree which I ſhall

preſent to the reader from New Foreſt is

the Cadenham oak, which buds every

}. in the depth of winter. Caden

am is a village about three miles from

Lyndhurſt, on the Saliſbury road.

“Having often heard of this oak, I

took a ride to ſee it on the 29th of De

cember 1781. It was pointed out to me

agong ſeveral other oaks,*.
a -
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a little foreſt ſtream, winding round a

knoll, on which they ſtood. It is a tall,

ſtraight plant of no great age, and ap

parently vigorous; except that its top has

been injured; from which ſeveral branches

iſſue in the form of poliard ſhoots.—

It was intirely bare of leaves, as far as I

could diſcern, when I ſaw it; and un

diſtinguiſhable from the other oaks in its

neighbourhood ; except that its bark

ſeemed rather ſmoother; occaſioned, I

apprehend, only by frequent climbing. .

“Having had the account of its early

budding confirmed on the ſpot, I engaged

one Michael Lawrence, who kept the

White Hart, a ſmall ale-houſe in the

neighbourhood, to fºnd me ſome of the

jcaves to Vicar's Hill, as ſoon as they

ſhould appear. The man, who had not

the leaſt doubt about the matter, kept his

word, and ſent me ſeveral twigs on the

morning of the 5th of January 1762 a

few hours after they had been gathered.

The leaves were fairly expanded ; and

about an inch in length. From ſome of

the buds two leaves had unſheathed them

felves; but in general only one.

“ Thiough what power in nature this

ſtrange premature vegetation is occaſioned,

I believe no naturaliſt can explain. I ſent

ſome of the leaves to one of the ableſt

botaniſts we have, Mr. Lightfoot, au

thor of the Flora Scotica; and was in

hopes of hearing ſomething ſitisfactory on

the ſubjest. But he is one of thoſe phi

loſophers who is not shared of ignorance

where attempts at knowledge are mere

conjecture. He aſſured me, that he nei

ther could account for it in any way, nor

did he know of any other inſtance of pre

mature vegetation, except the Giaſton

bury-thorn.

“ The philoſºphers ºf the foreſ in the

mean time account for the thing at once,

through . . influence of old Chriſtmas

day; univerſally believing that the oak

buds on that day, and that only. The

ſame opinion is held with regard to the

- Glaſtonbury-thorn, by the common peo

ple of the weſt of England. But, without

dou it, the germination there is gradual;

and forwarded, or retarded, by the mild

neſs or ſeverity of the weather. One of

its progeny, which grew in the gardens of

the Ducheſs-Dowager of Portland, at

Bulfivode, had its flower-buds perfesty

formed ſo early as the 21ſt of December

1781; which is fifteen days earlier than it

•ught to flower, according to the vulgar

Prejudice.

* See Samden's Account of New Foles.

“This early ſpring, however, of the

Cadenham-oak is of very ſhort duration.

The buds, after unfolding themſelves,

rake no farther progreſs; but immedi

ately ſhrink from the ſeaſon, and die.—

The tree continues torpid, like other de

ciduous trees, during the remainder of the

winter, and vegetates again in the ſpring,

at the uſual ſeaſon. I have ſeen it in.

leaf in the middle of ſummer, when it

appeared, both in its form and foliage,

exc5tly like other oaks.

“ I have been informed, that another

tree, with the ſame property of early ger

mination, has lately been found near the

ſpot where Rufus's monument ſtands,-

‘If this be the caſe, it ſeems in ſome de

gree to authenticate the account which

Carnden " gives us of the ſcene of that

prince's death; for he ſpeaks of the pre

mature vegetation of that very tee on

which the arrow of Tyrrel glanced; and

the tree I now ſpeak of, if it really exiſt,

though I have no ſufficient authority for

it, might have been a deſcendant of the old

oak, and have inherited its virtues.

“ It is very probable, however, there

may be other oaks in the foreſt, which may

likewiſe have the property of early germi

nation. I have heard it often ſuſpected,

that people gather buds from other trees,

and carry them, on old Chriſtmas-day, to

the oak at Cadenham, from whence they

pretended to pluck them. For that tee is

ii, ſuch repute, and reſorted to annually

by ſo many viſitants, that I think it could

not eaſily ſupply all its votaries, without

ſome foreign contributions. Some have

accounted for this phenomenon by ſup

poſing that leaves have been proſerved over

the year by being ſteeped in vinegar.—

But I am well ſatisfied this is not the

caſe. Mr. Lightfoo', to whom I ſent

the leaves, had no ſuch ſuſpicion.”

How unaccountable is Mr. G. as a

man of obſervation, and we had almoſt

ſaid, how unpardonable in a man who

º: his remarks, to ſuffer a circum

ance ſo extraordinary as this, to remain

ten years on his mind in a ſtate of doubt

and uncertainty, and at length to publiſh

a mere hearſay account of it, while the

ſcene of obſervation lies only a few miles,

a mere morning's ſtroll, fiom bis own reſi

dence

The influence of the riſing, moonday,

and ſetting ſun, on the face of nature, is

happily caught, and well deſcribed:—the

effects of dawn we will find room for.

“The firſt dawn of day exhibits a
º

beautiful
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beautiful obſcurity.—When the Eaſt be

gins juſt to brighten with the refle&tions

only of effulgence; a pleaſing, progreſſive

light, dubious, and amuſing, is thrown

over the face of things. A ſingle ray is

able to aſſiſt the pićtureſque eye; which,

by ſuch ſlender aid, creates a thouſand

imaginary forms, if the ſcene be unknown;

and as the light ſteals gradually on, is

amuſed by correcting its vague ideas by

the real objects. What in the confuſion

of twilight perhaps ſeemed a ſtretch of

riſing ground, broken into various parts,

becomes now vaſt maſſes of wood, and an

extent of foreſt.

“As the ſun begins to appear above the

horizon, another change takes place.—

What was before only form, being now

enlightened, begins to receive effect.—

This effect depends on two circum

ſtances, the catching lights, which touch

the ſummits of every object; and the miſſi

neſ, in which the riſing orb is commonly

inveloped.

“The effea is often pleafing, when the

ſun riſes in unſallied brightneſs, diffuſing

its ruddy light over the upper parts of ob

jetts, which is contraſted by the deeper

ſhadows below : yet the effect is then only

tranſcendent, when he riſes, accompanied

by a train of vapors, in a miſty atmoſphere.

Among lakes and mountains, this happy

accompanyinent often forms the moſt

aſtoniſhing viſions : and yet in the foreſt

it is nearly as great. With what delight

ful effect do we ſometimes ſee the ſun's

diſk juſt appear above a woody hill; or,

in Shakeſpear's language,

—ſtand tip-toe on the miſty mountain's

toP,

and dart his diverging rays through the

riſing vapor. The radiance, catching the

tops of the trees, as they hang midway

upon the ſhaggy ſteep ; and touching here

and there a few other prominent objećts,

imperceptibly mixes its ruddy tint with

the ſurrounding miſts, ſetting on fire, as it

were, their upper parts; while their lower

ſkirts are loſt in a dark maſs of varied

confuſion ; in which tees, and ground,

and radiance, and obſcurity, are all blend

“d together. when the eye is fortunate

A New Theatrical Diàicnary, &c.

of Dramatic Writers, &c. &c. 12mo,

This is a bungling abridgement, or

rather mutilation, of the BrocRA

PHIA DRAMAtica, publiſhed in 1782,

Wol. XXL.

enough to catch the glowing inſtant (for

it is always a vaniſhing ſcene), it fur

niſhes an idea worth treaſuring among the

choiceſt appearances of nature.—Miſti

neſs alone, we have obſerved, occaſions a

confuſion in objects, which is often pic

tureſque : but the glory of the viſion de

pends on the glowing lights which are

mingled with it.

“. Landſcape-painters, in general, pay

too little attention to the diſcriminations of

morning and evening. We are often at

a loſs to diſtinguiſh, in pictures, the riſing

from the ſetting ſun; though their cha.

raēters are very different, both in the

lights and ſhadows. The ruddy lights

indeed of the evening are more eaſily diſ

tinguiſhed ; but it is not, perhaps, always

ſufficiently obſerved, that the ſhadows of

the evening are much leſs opaque than

thoſe of the morning. They may be

brightened, perhaps, by the numberleſs

rays floating in the atmoſphere, which are

inceſſantly reverberated in every direc

tion, and may continue in action after the

ſun is ſet. Whereas in the morning, the

rays of the preceding day having ſubſid.

ed, no obječt receives any light but from

the immediate luſtre of the ſun. What

ever becomes of the theory, the fact, I

believe, is well aſcertained.”

Our Author's liberal remarks on the

Game Laws do honour to his cloth.

“. A new ſpecies of law, under the de

nomination of Game Law, aroſe upon the

ruins of Foreſt Law. This law had from

its inſtitution an ariſtocratic caſt. For

the barons and great men, who had

wreſted the rigour of Foreſt Law from the

prince, did not mean to free the people

from the impoſition, but only to admi

niſter it themſelves; and thus a thouſand

tyrants ſtarted up inſtead of one. Some

of the ſeverer penalties, indeed, were

aboliſhed. A man preſerved his eyes, or

his hand, though he killed a pheaſant or

a partridge, but he was fined—he was im

priſoned—his dog was ſhot—his arms

were taken from him—and he was con

tinually teaſed with vexatious ſuits. Be

ſides, as Game Law was more extenſive

than Foreſt Law, it involved greater

numbers within its influence.”

( To be continued. )

To which is added an Alphabetical Catalogue

3s. 6d. Bladon, 1792,

and purloined without the ſlighteſt ac

knowledgement or mention of the work

from which it is ſtolen. Pilerers like

Q the
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the preſent compiler ačt with as much ho

neſty, though not with the ſame addreſs,

as their brethren the ſtealers of horſes,

who, when they make depredations on

roperty, contrive to diſguiſe their thefts

fore they paſs them out of their hands.

This is not the caſe here. Though the

BiogRAPHIA DRAMATICA is plundered,

it is plundered in ſo clumſy a manner as

to leave no doubt to whom the property

belonged. It is true that the mane and

tail have been cut off, the ears have been

cropped, and the forehead ſtarred, but

ftill it is the ſame animal mangled and

lamed, until uſeleſs and of no value.

Could we ſuppoſe any perſon would be

impoſed upon by this worthleſs produc

tion, we ſhould recommend him to look

for thoſe pieces which have appeared ſince

1782 (of which, however, not a tenth

part are to be found), to form a judgment

of the Compiler'sability, or, which would

ſatisfy him without ſo much trouble, only

by referring to the ribaldry aſcribed tº

Dr. Samuel Johnſon. Impoſitions like

the preſent are diſgraceful to letters, and

therefore we deem it our duty to give no

tice of them when they occur, that ſuch

diſingenuous practices may be delivered

over to public cenſure.

The Preſent State of Hudſon's Bay. Containing a full Deſcription of that Settlement,

and the adjacent Country; and likewiſe of the Fur Trade, with Hints for its Im

provement: to which are added, Remarks and Obſervations made in the Inland Parts,

during a Reſidence of near four Years; a Specimen of five Indian Languages, and

4s. Stalker. -

This tract is of much more importance

than it ſhould ſeem to be, on a ſu

perficial review ; and for this reaſon our

account of it has been delayed a conſider

able time. It involves a queſtion of a

very intereſting nature to the commercial

world; for it has been a controverted point,

from the time of the firſt eſtabliſhment of

Commercial Companies with excluſive

chartered rights and privileges, to the pre

ſent day—Whether ſuch in titutions are

not a public injury done to the main

bodyº trading ſubjećts of the nation,

who are thereby abſolutely prohibited to

carry on the ſame branch of commerce 2

It is likewiſe aſſerted, that throwing open

the trade, ſo limited and confined, would

be more beneficial to the State.

maxims are well founded, and can be

ſupported by the authority of candid

judges, who kncw the actual ſtate of any

trade ſo carried on by Companies, and

are enabled by long experience to denon

ſtrate the ſuperior advantages of a free

commerce, it will be an object worthy

of the attention of the Legiſlature; and on

this ground we have ſpared no pains to

obtain the beſt information upon the ſub

ject, ſo far as it regards the Hudſon's Bay

Company.

Mr. Unfreville is decidedly againſt the

excluſive Charter; and while he beſtows

great encomiums on the firſt traders who

enjoyed the benefit of it, he ſeverely re

probates the management of their ſuc

ceſſors, but more eſpecially that of the pre

ſent Company, in conjunction with their

Fastors and other ſervants, at their ſeveral

ſettlements in the Bay, and in the in

terior country. The remarks and obſer

If theſe ,

a Journal of a Journey from Montreal to New York. By Edward Umfreville, 8vo.

vations of our Author, who was elever

years in the ſervice of the Hudſon's Bºy

Company, and four years in the CANADA

Fur Trade, muſt undeubtedly carry

great weight with the merchants concerned

at home in this branch of commerce;

and, as his book has been a conſiderable

time in circulation, might operate forcibly

againſt the reputation and intereſt of the

Company, if not only his facts but his

principles, as well as his motives for

flating heavy charges againſt the exiſting

corporate body, were not properly can

vaſſed, and his erroneous accounts of the

preſent manner of conducting the trade,

together with his partial remarks, candidly

laid before the public.

To effect this was no eaſy taſk; and

therefore it was not poſſible to review the

work ſo near the time of its publication

as we could wiſh ; but the delay we hope

will prove beneficial both to the Company,

and to the many individuals who are inte

reſted in its proſperity ; for a Gentle

man lately returned from the Bay, where,

and in the country adjacent, he has alſo

reſided, has, by his impartial, accurate,

and diſintereſted remarks on ſeveral parts

of Mr. Umfreville’s ſtatement of the ſub

ject, enabled us amply to vindicate the

Company and its ſervants, by refuting all

the material charges he has brought againſt

their preſent management at home and

abroad.

But that our readers may be put into

full poſſeſſion of the conteſted ſubject, it

will be neceſſary to give a brief account of

the firſt eſtabliſhment of the Company,

from other authorities beſides that of Mr.

Unitreville.

*4 The
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“The part of the world which gave

birth to this Company, owes its diſcovery,

as the Engliſh ſuppoſe, to the diligence

of that able Engliſh mariner whoſe name

it bears; and who reaped no other fruit

from his labours to diſcover a North-Weſt

Paſſage, than thus conveying to poſterity

a record of his capacity and affiduity; for

he is ſuppoſed to have periſhed by being

turned adrift by his mutindus crew, in his

ſhillop, at the weſt end of the Streights,

in the year 1611. The Danes, however,

inſiſt on their prior knowledge of this

part of America; but be this as it may,

it is certain that ſuch accounts of the ad

vintages to be derived from a trade to be

carried on from England to tha Bay,

wer: circulated ſoon after the cataſtrophe

of Captain Henry Hudſon, as to render it

rather ſurprizing that it was not under

taken under national encouragement till

72 years after his death.

“At length, in the year 1681, the firſt

excluſive Charter was granted by Charles

II. to Prince Rupert and his aſſociates,

which eſtabliſhed this branch of com

merce on the ſolid footing it has ever ſince

tortinued; though not without various

memºptions from the French, who, jea

bus of ſuch neighbours to their Canada

kitements, frequently drove the Engliſh

fºntheir eſtabliſhments; and this conteſt,

which continued ſeveral years, made them

*rnately Maſters of the Bay, till it was

finally determined in favour of our Com

Piny by the Treaty of Utrecht".”

This brief detail was eſſential, in the .

# place to ſhew the utility of Commer

cal Companies; for either through the

*ºnt of a joint ſtock and a general union

intereſts, or from the undermining at

*nºt* of individual adventurers againſt

ºch other, profitable ſources of trade

have been loſt to commercial nations, un

* to form Companies and eſtabliſh

*ds to carry them on. Again, it is

*:::iary to obſerve, that the impediments

*obſtrućtions complained of by Beawes,

* now happily removed by the late

race; ſo that if Mr. Umfreville’s account

*the miſcondućt of the exiſting Com

Hºy be juſt, they have much to anſwer

to the public ; but with the aſſiſtance

* the information we have received from

*Yºung friend, we hope to acquet them

ºurably. -

We ſhall now proceed with our Au

** account of this settlement.—“The

firſt traders to theſe parts a&ted upon prin

ciples much more laudable and benevo

lent than their ſucceſſors ſeem to have been

aćtuated by. From ſeveral letters which

I have read of an early date, they appear

to have had the good of their country at

heart, and to have endeavoured, by every

equitable means, to render ther commerce

profitable to their mother country. Their

inſtructions to their fačtors were full of

ſentiments of Chriſtianity, and contained

directions for their uſing every means in

their power to reclaim the uncivilized

Indians from a ſtate of barbariſm, and to

inculcate in their minds the humane prin

ciples of the Goſpel. They were at the

ſame time admoniſhed to trade with them

equitably, and to take no advantage of their

native ſimplicity. They were further in

ſtruºted to explore the country, and to

reap ſuch benefit from the ſoil and produce

thereof, as might redound to the intereſt

of the Engliſh nation, as well as contri

bute to their own emolument. And,

laſtly, they were directed to be particularly

careful in ſeeing that the European ſer

vants behaved orderly, and lived in ſobriety

and temperance, obſerving a proper vene

ration for the ſervice of God, which was

ordered to be collectively performed at

every ſeaſonable opportunity. Theſe were

injunctions worthy the exalted ſtations and

rank in life of thoſe who had the firſt

direction of the affairs of the Company,

and reflected much honour on their cha

racters as men and Chriſtians: and had

theſe praiſe-worthy eſtabliſhments been

adhered to, the country granted them

might at this day have been an ornament

to the State, and a gem in the Imperial

diadem. But mark the contraſt : Inſtead

of encouraging the trade by a mild, equi

table, and engaging deportment towards

the natives; inſtead of ingratiating them

ſelves by affability and condeſcenſion

to a harmleſs people, they uſe them

with undeſerved rigour, cauſing them fre

quently to be beat and mal-treated, al

though they have come ſome hundred

of miles in order to batter their ſkins, and

procure a few neceſſaries to guard againſt

the ſeverity of the approaching winter;

and this is one reaſon why the trade of

York Fort has ſo materially declined of

late years : the decreaſe has chiefly ariſen

from the cruel treatment the Indians ge

metally receive from the Factors.

“I reſided ſeven years under one of the

** Lax Mercatoria of wyndham Baawes, laſt edit. by Mortimer; article “ Hudſon's

Cºmpany;” and Biog, Brit. article “ Henry Hudſon.”
Q 2. Governors
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Governors of that ſettlement, during

which time, I can with the greateſt truth

declare, that the trade yearly de

creaſed, and that entirely through his bad

trentment of the Indians. . At a time

when the inhabitants of this part of

America are annually diminiſhing, from

the exceſſive uſe of ſpirituous liquors, and

the diſtempers incident to the climate; at

a time when they have near them, as rivals

in the trade, more induſtrious and ſucceſs

ful adventurers, I mean the Canadian

traders, it certainly would be more com

mendable and politic in the Company's

ſervants, to endeavour to gain the affec

tions of the Indians by every exertion in

their power; more eſpecially by conde

ſcenſion, by fair dealing, and by culti

vating reciprocal amity between the Com

pany and all the nations they trade with.

Another reaſon why the Company’s

trade is ſo very inſignificant, is, a total

want of ſpirit in themſelves to puſh it on

with that vigour the importance of the

conteſt deſerves. The merchants from

Canada have been heard to acknowledge,

that were the Hudſon's Bay Company to

proſecute their inland trade in a ſpirited

manner, they muſt be ſoon obliged to

give up all thoughts of penetrating into the

country; as from the vicinity of the Com

pany’s factories to the inland parts,they can

afford to underſell them in every branch.”

We are next informed, that the

Canadian adventurers have annually in

creaſed in the upland country, much to

their own emolument, and the great loſs

of the Company, who, it may be ſaid, are

ſleeping at the edge of the ſea, without

fpirit, and without vigour to aſſert that

right which their excluſive charter, ac

cording to their own account, entitles

them to. Mr. Umfreville admits that

they have a few eſtabliſhments in the

interior country; but aſſerts,-‘‘ that

they are improperly conducted, owing

to a narrow ſyſtem of ill-timed parſi

mony for that notwithſtanding the

repeated remonſtrances of the factors, on

the abſolute neceſſity of allowing an addi

tional ſtipend to the inland ſervants, it was

not till the year 1782 that the Company

could be prevailed upon to give then

fifteen pounds a year; while the Cana

dian merchants gave their labouring hands

from thirty to forty. On this account the

factors are obliged to leave a conſiderable

quantity of furs inland every year, for

want of men to navigate the canoes; and

as theſe ſkins are much accumulated by

the next year’s trade, they have always

furs, to a very conſiderable amount, dead

and unprofitable upon their hands.”

“In the next place, their employing

• Indians to navigate the canoes, helps to

complete the meaſure of their ſtupidity

for, after the natives have traded their

furs, they are paid to the value of twelve

beaver ſkins for every bundle taken down

to the factory, and the ſame for every

bundle of goods brought back. In this

manner are they employed for fix months

in the year, and thereby prevented from

attending to their hunting excurſions; in

which, during the time they are thus im

properly engaged, they might have col

lected a great quantity of furs. But this

is not all : as they ſuppoſe the Company

cannot do without them, they ſet a greater

value on their ſervices, and omit no op

portunity of letting the factors know,

that they are able to form a proper eſti

mate of their conſequence.”

“The Company inſtruct their factors to

aſſert an indiſputable right to all the terri

tories about Hudſon's Bay, not only in

cluding the Straits, with all the rivers,

inlets, &c. therein; but likewiſe to all

the countries, lakes, &c. indefinitely to

the weſtward, explored and unexplored.

They therefore ſtigmatize the Canadian

merchants with the inſulting epithets of

pedlars, thieves, and interlopers, though

the quantity of furs imported by them

ſelves bears no compariſon to thoſe ſent

from Canada; and our Author aſks, “if

this unbounded claim to territory be

founded in juſtice, why the Company

docs not apply to Parliament to remove

theſe induſtrious pedlars, and prevent their

any longer encroaching on their terri

tories º' But further, “if the Canadian

traders can adduce any profit to themſelves

by proſecuting the inland traffic, what

are not the Hudſon's Bay Company en

abled to do, with every advan,age on their

fide The former pay their ſervants four

times the ſalary which the latter do; the

difficulties and dangers they have to en

counter arc much greater ; the diſtance

from Montreal to the interior country is

immenſe; ſo that when put in compari

ſon with the advantages and conveniencies

of the Hudſon's Bay Company, they will

not admit of the ſlighteſt compariſon.-

The goods which the latter land in the

country in Auguſt, are realized in Lon

don tº enſuing autumn ; whercas the

Canadian merchants are always two years

in advance; the goods which are ſent

from Montreal in May, making no returns

in the London market till two years

afterwards.” Yet, notwithſtanding all

theſe advantages, the Company, according

to Mr. Umfreville's calculations, do not

import from all their ſettlements ſo".
uis
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firsta four years as theſe poor pedlars do

in one.—He means export from Canada

to England. .

In reply to the ſtatement of the high

filaries given by the Canadians, we are

authoriſed to ſay, that though they do

give ſome of their ſervants greater wages

than the Company, the exorbitant prices

they are obliged to pay for goods, ſuch

as clothing, &c. is more than adequate to

their advanced ſalaries, ſo greatly ex

aggerated by our Author.

In fine, Mr. Umfreville conſiders the

Hudſon's Bay Company as a baneful

monopoly, which ought to be aboliſhed;

and he writes purpoſely to accompliſh the

laying open the trade, which was attempt

edin Parliament by a Bill brought into the

Houſe “by the late A Dobbs, Eſq. and

ſeveral other patrioticcentlemen; but it miſ

carried, becauſe the intereſt of the Company

unfortunately prevailed.” Our Author re

news the attack, but, we are of opinion,

with much leſs probability of ſucceſs,

though he repreſents the preſent national

advantages derived from the trade

cºrried on under the excluſive charter, as

very inconfiderable indeed, in compariſon

of the benefits it would receive from an

open trade.

lf our ſpirited Miniſter, and his intelli

gent coadjutor Lord Hawkeſbury, who

presides at the Committee of Council for

all affairs of Commerce and Plantations,

had believed his repreſentations of fa&s,

and thought his arguments unanſwerable,

they would certainly have availed them

felves of ſuch an opportunity to improve

the commerce and revenue of the nation,

to which they are ever attentive.

Our readers are now in poſſeſſion of

the principal charges againſt the Com

pany, though there is a long catalogue of

leſs moment to ſwell the account; and it

is proper, in this place, to take up their

defence.

We will go regularly through the

work, ſtating and corresting its mani

fold errors, or wilful miſrepreſentations.

The Company, according to Mr. U.

employ only 315 men, including 75

ſeamen on board the two ſhips and a ſloop,

which they annually ſend out with fundry

articles of merchandize, and to bring home

their peltries. By this ſtatement they have

about 240 perſons reſiding in their ſettle

ments; “what a pitiful ſervice I’’ exclaims

Mr.U. but our unbiaſed and accurate in

formant declares, there are near Soo per

*ons employed by the Company in the

country, excluſive of the ſeamen ; yet on

this Fi. computation Mr. Unfrcville

builds his bold aſſertion, that ſuch ex

cluſive monopolies are the bane of national

affluence.

In deſcribing the manners, cuſtoms,

&c. of the Hudſon's Bay Indians, he ſays,

they were originally tall, properly pro

portioned, ſtrongly made, and of as manly

an appearance as any people whatever.

This, however, was before the Europeans

had enervated and debaſed their mindsand

bodies, by introducing ſpirituous liquors

among them, and habituating them te

ſevere courſes of drinking. He then

charges the Company's fačtors with the

highly criminal practice of intoxicatin

them with that vile unwholeſome .#

Engliſh Brandy, for , which they will

barter away all their furs; and in an

other place he ſays, the factors reduce

its ſtrength one haif by adding water,

and then make then exchange it for furs,

on the footing of the Company's ſtand

ard brandy. See page 88. But our

friend, on the contrary, ſays, “I have in

general found the Company's ſervants

very backward in trading liquors with

the Indians; and they commonly pro

poſe to them exchanges of uſeful articles

for their furs, nor do they in any reſpect

encourage the natural propenſity of theſe

People to drink. On the contrary, the

Canadians were the firſt that introduced

ſpirits in their trade with the Indians,

and thus encouraged drunkenneſs among

the natives; and I conſider it as a

cunning device; for their trading goods,

in general, are ſo much inferior to thoſe

of the Company, that were it not for the

large ſtock of double-diſtilled ſpirits im

ported by the Canadians, they having at

leaſt three times the quantity of the

Hudſon's Bay Company, they would

have but a very inconſiderable ſhare of

furs procured by the natives.”

Ignorant as we wiſh to be of Mr.

Umfreville's motives for giving a falſe

ſtatement of the preſent trade of the

Hudſon's Bay Company, it is a duty we

owe to the community to ſubmit to the

jndgment of our readers the two following

very different accounts of this buſineſs.

eſpecially as there are but too many

malcontents at home, who are ever ready

to circulate any falſe rumours of the

decline of our commerce in any branch,

which may furniſh an opportunity of

declaiming againſt the exiſting Admini

ſtration of Government.

Our Author aſſerts, p. 81. “ That

York Fort at this time has four ſubordi

nate ſettlements; at which ſettlements,

conjointly, the Company allow looſer

Wants,
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wants, whoſe wages amount to about

1862]. per annum ; beſides a ſloop of 60

tons, that makes a voyage once a year

between York Fort and Severn Fa&tories.

To diſcharge theſe expences, they receive

upon an average from them all about

25, ooo ſkins. . In the year 1748 the

complement of men at that ſettlement

was no more than 25, whoſe wages

amounted to 47.ol. per annum, and the

trade then ſtood at 30,ooo ſkins one year

with andther. The other citabliſhments

which the Company maintain in the Bay,

have ſuffered the like proportional change,

all decreaſing in trade, and bearing addi

tional incumbrances.”

The authentic information given by

eur friend runs thus:–“York Fort and

its ſubordinate ſettlements have conjointly

near zoo men ; and in the ſame year that

Mr. Umfreville publiſhed his book they

had about 40,000 inſtead of 25,ooo ſkins.

His ſtandard of trade is notoriouſly

wrong, for there is ſcarcely an article

which he might not have doubled, and

to ſome have added ten-fold, to come

nearer to a juſt calculation. The fast is,

that the Company's trade in general, at

this time, is greatly increaſed, and nearly

double the amount of his calculation.”

Again, p. 82. “If the Indian would

purchaſe a gallon of brandy, he muſt

i. after the rate of eight beaver ſkins

or it, as it is always one half, and ſome

times two thirds, water". The conſe

quence of this griping way of trade is in

the crid very huitful to the Company, as

the Canadians, in the interior country,

underſe: them in every article.”

This is contradicted, on the ſame au

thority.—“ I never found the Canadian

traders underſºll the Company; but, in

general, when they had ſettlements in the

vicini:y of each other, they dealt nearly

upon an equality; but the Company's

fº, being ſo much ſuperior, always

lad the preference.”

There is ſomething ſo very outre in a

paragraph p. 88, that we imagine a copy,

without animadverſion, wiil be ſufficient

to ſhew the prejudice and animoſity

againſt the Cºmpany's ſervants which has

governed M.U.’s pen in this work: “I he

ſame unfair dealing is pract led through

out every bran.h of the trade, ſo that it

would be ſuperfluous to produce many

examples. Let it ſuffice to flate the vakie

of a gallon of Engliſh ſpirits in London,

and the return it makes at the ſame

market. The Company pay at the rate

of twenty-pence a gallon ; this, accord

ing to the factors’ manner of trading

before-mentioned, produces eight beaver

ſkins, weighing about job. which at

the medium of 12s. per lb. amount

to 6. ſterling 5–a very confiderable pro

fit truly on the ſum of 1s. 8d. But even

this is ſometimes exceeded ; for ſuppoſing

a gallon of brandy traded for otter ſkins,

the gains are ſtill more conſiderable, the

return then will be about 8l. ſterling.”—

It is a wonder ſome of theſe factors do

not return home, and make as good a

figure as Eaſt. India Nabobs.

Mr. Umfreville ſays, “If the Indian

happens to fall in the way of the Canadian

traders, and is unable to reſiſt the tempt

ation of ſpirituous liquors, he will

part with his furs for their commodities,

which he can get much cheaper than at

the Company's ſettlements.” This

reaſoning is nugatory in itſelf; for if the

Indians could get goods cheaper of

the Canadians than of the Com

pany, it would be an act of prudence

to deal with them, independent of the

temptation cf ſpirituous liquors. But

our Correſpondent denies the fact; and

affirms, that the Indians will come 500

miles to the Company's factories, when

a Canadian houſe is within loo uniles of

them.

As to the accuſation of cruelty which

Mr. Unfrevi.ie brings againſt the Go

vernºr under whom he ſerved, it is a

ſubject for judicial enquiry rather than

criticiſm : we muſt, however, obſerve,

that his opponent gives no credit to it,

but aſcribes it to pique and reſentment.—

and if it be groundleſs, we cannot con

ceive a more dangerous libel ; for it

proceeds to a declaration that, “in con

ſequence of his tyrannical uſage of the

Indians, the trade gradually fell off; the

intereſts of his maſters had been much hurt;

the greateſt part of them reſorted to the

Canadians trading inland; the trade was

thereby diverted into ano; her channel;

and the oppreſſor, as well as the Com

pany, pay dear for his unſeaſonable

* If this be true, it overturns a reproach he makes in another part of his work, re

ſpecting the fa’al (ficts of ſtrong ſpirituous liquors, ſuch as vile Enºliſh brandy, on theſe

poor Indians. It is likewiſe to be obſerved, that the Hudſon's Bay Company export

home-made ſririts, which pºy duty to the Crown, whereas the Canadianº have their

ſpirits cury ſcº, and d. uble-untilled.

flights
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flights of paſſion. Engliſh, as well as

Indians, felt the weight of his oppreſſive

temper, which diffuſed its corroding

effect to every objećt. Domeſtic happi

neſs was a ſtranger to his table, and his

meſſinates lived a moſt unhappy life,

under the rod of this unrelenting taſk

maſter.”

Our more liberal friend admits that this

Governor was paſſionate ; but adds, that

he had many good qualities to balance

the bad, and denies his cruelty to the

Indians.

it is ſtrange that ſo old a ſervant as

Mr. Umfreville ſhould aſſert, p. 97,

“That the Company conſiſts at preſent

but of ſeven perſons; which ſmall num

ber wiſely think, that ſo long as they can

ſhare a comfortable dividend, there is no

occaſion for their embarking in additional

expences, in order to proſecute diſ

toveries which might tranſpire to the

world, and endanger the whole.”—The

ſtanding Committee of the Company con

fits of nine proprietors; and the very de

nomination of a Committee indicates more

members.-The names of the Committee

may be found in the Annual Court and

City Regiſters, Calendars, &c. called

the Red Books, and we do not under

fland that there would be any difficulty in

obtaining a liſt of the whole Company :

at all events, however, it is evident that

the Committee alone cannot ſhare a com

fortable dividend.

The laſt important contradićtion we

ſhall notice is, that at p. 184 he ſays,

An Hiſtorical Diſquiſition concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients had of India;

“The only reward the Indians have for

a ſervice,” which the reader will remember

he had called it ſtupidity for the Company

to employ them in, but which he here

obſerves is a conſiderable ſaving to the

Company, “is the value of ſix beaver

ſkins (inſtead of twelve in the former

quotation), and the further gratification

of a little brandy.”

Independent of the commercial part of

the work, Mr. Umfreville's book is not

in other reſpects (as in the natural hiſ

tory, &c. of the country) accurately

written; as we find by the notes of

our friend, who ſeems to have paid

cloſe attention to every particular de

ſcription of a country in which he re

fided four years. But the length to

which we have already extended this

article upon public principles, obliges us

to ſuppreſs his judicious obſervations ou

minuter inaccuracies, which navigators,

naturaliſts, and ſenſible reſidents on the

ſpot, will eaſily correct. We ſhall, there

iore, conclude with declaring that, after

an extenſive enquiry amongſt mercantile

people, we have found that the Hudſon's

Bay Company merit the continuance of a

charter they do not appear to have

abuſed ; and that the nation could not be

benefited by altering the mode of carry

ing on this branch of trade, more eſpeci

ally ſince the Canada open trade enlarges

the intercourſe, and occaſions an addi- .

tional export of our nuanufactures.

and the Progreſs of Trade with that Country prior to the Diſcovery of the Paſſage

to it by the Cape of Good Hope. With an Appendix, containing Obſervations

on the Civil Policy, the Laws, and Judicial Proceedings; the Arts; the Sciences;

and religious Inſtitutions of the Indians.

&c. 4to. 16s. Boards. Cadell.

By William Robertſon, D. D. F.R.S.

( Continued from Page 32. )

N addition to the hiſtorical account of

the uſe made by the ancients of that

fingular beaſt of burthen the camel, our

learned Author, who has been indefa

tigable in his reſearches, has annexed a

valuable note, which illuſtrates the paſ

ſage in the text by modern practice, and

is ſo curious, that we have taken the

liberty to tranſcribe it for the entertain

ment of our readsrs: -

Note 51. p. 242. “But as the occan,

which appears at firſt view to be placed as

an inſeparable barrier between different

regions of the earth, has been rendered

by navigation ſubſervient to their mutual

intercourſe; ſo, by means of the camel,

which the Arabians emphatically call

“The Ship of the Deſert,” the moſt

dreary waſtes are traverſed, and the

nations which they disjoin are enabled to

trade with one another. Thoſe painful

journeys, impracticable by any other ani

mal, the came performs with aſtoniſhing

diſpatch. Under heavy burdens of ſix,

ſeven, and eight hundred weight, they

can continue their march during a long

period
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period of time, with little food or reſt,

and ſometimes without taſting water for

eight or nine days. By the wiſe

ceconomy of Providence, the camel ſeems

formed on purpoſe to be the beaſt of

turden in thoſe regions where he is

Placed, and where his ſervice is moſt

wanted (in all the diſtrićts of Aſia and

Africa, where deſerts are moſt frequent

and extenſive), the camel abounds. This

is his proper ſtation, and beyond this the

ſphere of his ačtivity does not extend far.

He dreads alike the exceſſes of heat and

of cold, and does not agree even with the

mild climate of our temperate zone —

As the firſt trade in Indian commodities,

of which we have any authentic account,

was carried on by means of camels,

Genefis xxxvii. 25, and as it is by em

ploying them that the conveyance of theſe

commodities has been ſo widely extended

over Aſia and Africa, the particulars

which I have mentioned concerning this

fingular animal appeared to me neceſſary

towards illuſtrating this part of my ſub

jº &t. If any of myº deſire more

full information, and wiſh to know how

the ingenuity and art of man have ſecond

ed the intentions of nature, in training

the camel, from his birth, for that life of

exertion and hardſhip to which he is

deſtined, he may conſult Hiftoire Naturelle

by M. le Comte de Buffon, article

Chameau et Dromedaire, one of the

meſt eloquent, and, as far as I can judge

from examining the authorities which he

has quoted, one of the moſt accurate de

ſcriptions given by that celebrated writer.

Mr. Volney, whoſe accuracy is well

known, gives a deſcription of the manner

in which the camel performs its journey :

“ In travelling through the deſert

camels are chiefly employed, becauſe they

conſume little, and carry a great load.

His ordinary burden is about ſeven hun

dred and fifty pounds weight; his food

whatever is given him, ſtraw, thiſtles, the

ſtones of dates, leaves, barley, &c. With

a pound of food a day, and as much

water, he will travel for weeks. In the

journey from Cairo to Suez, which is

forty or forty-ſix hours, they neither eat

nor drink ; but theſe long faſts, if

often repeated, wear them out. Their

uſual rate of travelling is very ſlow,

hardly above two miles an hour; it is in

vain to puſh them, they will not quicken

their pace, but, if allowed ſome ſhort reſt,

they will travel fifteen or eighteen hours a

day.”-Voyages en Syrie, tom. ii. p. 383.

Refore we diſmiſs this article, it may be

Proper to mention, that in another note,

wherein our Author takes occaſion to

illuſtrate the extenſive circulation of In

dian commodities by land-carriage, he

preſents to his readers ſuch a view of two

caravans that viſit Mecca, as may enable

then to eſtimate more juſtly the magnitude

of their commercial tranſactions. A paſſage

is introduced of ſo fingular a nature, re

ſpecting the camels, as almoſt ſtaggers

belief. It is ſaid, that one of theſe cara:

vans, “when aſſembled, conſiſts at leaſt

of so,ooo perſons, and the number of

camels employed in carrying water, Pro:

viſions, and merchandize, is ſtill greater."

Note 52, to illuſtrate Sečt. III. p. 148.

We muſt now refer our readers to the re

gular diviſion of the work itſelf in our laſt

Review, and reſume our remarks on

Sect. I. After his brief account of the

land-carriage of the ancients, our Author

proceeds to the origin of navigation and

Íhip-building, in which we cannot expect

anything new. The only thing that

could be done was to repeat in lively and

elegant language what had been recorded

by Strabo, lib. 6. and other ancient

critics, and copied from them by celebrat

ed Engliſh and French writers, particu

larly Huet, Biſhop of Avranches, Sur le

(.cmmerce des Ancien; ; Boſſuet, Sur

1"Hiſſoire Ancienne; Millot on the ſame

ſubject; Lex Mercatoria, by Wynd
ham Beawes, whoſe firſt chapter, On the

Origin and Deduction of Commerce, was

borrowed by Anderſon in his Hiſtory of

Commerce; Mortimer's Elements of Com

merce, article “Commerce of the Egyp

tians and Phenicians,” &c. yet we do not

find any of theſe writers noticedby Dr.Ro

bertſon, except his countryman Anderſon,

on whom he beſtows deſerved encomiums.

The next ſubjećt of hiſtorical diſqui

ſition ſtrikes us with its novelty,

at once diſplays the ingenuity and inde

fatigable aſſiduity of the writer; for it not

only includes the expeditions of Alexan

der the Great to India, by Arrian, Quin

tus Curtius, Pliny, and other ancient

authors, but from a number of reſpectable

modern authorities he eſtabliſhes the

following facts :-That Alexander firſt

opened the knowledge of India to the

people of Europe: That the account given

by Alexander's Officers, of the face of

the country, of the ſtated changes of the

ſeaſons (now known by the name of

Monſºons, the periodical rains), the ſhape

and complexion of the inhabitants, their

dreſs, their manners and cuſtoms, Far

ticularly the cuſtom of wives burning

themſelves with their huſbands, and many

other circumſtances, perfectly accord with

what
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whº is now beheld in India, by thoſe

Europeans who reſide in it, or has been

written concerning that country by Dow,

Ome, and other hiſtorians of our own

times,

We have likewiſe a comprehenſive view

of the grand deſign which the Macedonian

Hiro had formed to annex that extenſive

and optilent country to his empire. What

we find upºn this ſubjećt in Sečt. I. and

in the Appendix, forms collectively one

ºf the finiſt hiſtorical traits we ever re

member to have read. The Sečtion

dºſes with accounting for the monopoly

ºf the trade to India, which was long en

jºyed by Egypt under the government of

tº Ptºlemies. Upon the conqueſt of

Egypt by the Romans, and the reduction

tº that kingdom to a province of the em

Fire, we are told, Sect. II. that the trade

with “India continued to be carried on in

the ſame mode, under their powerful pro

tºtion. Rome, enriched with the ſpoils and

the tribute of almoſt all the known world,

had acquired a taſte for luxuries of every

kind. Among people of this deſcription,

*Productions of India have always been

held in the higheſt eſteem.” What a de

heate manner this of refle&ling upon the

widity of the Engliſh for all the choice

$ommodities of the Eaſt. In Note 55

it is brought home, by a condemnation

of the uſe of tea.

But the Romans were not ſatisfied with

the large ſupply of India commodities

they received from Egypt; they had ano

ther channel through which they obtained

*dditional cargoes; and an illuſtration of

this ſubject opens to our view an early

tommunication between Meſopotamia and

provinces on the banks of the Eu

Phrates, and thoſe parts of Syria and Paleſ

time which lay near the Mediterranean. The

Progreſs of the ancient commerce by this

rºute is ſought for in Sacred Hiſtory. Si

ºn in the land of Canaan, and Abram's

migration from Uz to that city, is the in

*ance adduced of this communication.

$olomon is ſaid to have found a convenient

in the Deſert which ſeparated thoſe

‘ountries, for the extenſion of the com

Terce of his ſubjects, where he built a

*nced city ; its syrian name was Tad

ºr in the Wilderneſ, and its Greek one

Palmyra, both deſcriptive of its ſituation

º, a ſpot adorned with palm-trees. This

amous city continued to be a free Repub

Ian State upwards of two centuries after

Syria was conquered by the Romans.

In the deſcription of its intercourſe with

India, and its ancient ſplendour, our Au

is ſupported by the authorities of

Vol. XXI. -

-

Appian, and our countryman Wood

At laſt, it fell a prey to the rapacity of the

Romans, being taken by Aurelian; after

which its trade never revived.

The productions of India, natural as

well as artificial, ſeem to have been much

the ſame in all ages; but as the luxury

of the Romans diniered in many reſpects

from that of modern times, ſo their

imports were widely different from ours.

This remark ſerves as an introduction to

an enumeration of the principal articles

of general importation from India to

Rome : Theſe were ſpices, aromatics,

precious ſtones, pearls, and filks. The

quantity of flankincenſe and other fra

grant ſubſtances uſed in their religious

ceremonies, and at their funerals, occa

fioned an aſtoniſhing conſumption, and

rendered the demand for them one of the

moſt conſiderable branches of ancient

commerce with India; a ticles of little

account with us. Upon precious ſtoncs,

it is probable, we ſet an equal value,

though we do not poſſeſs ſuch an im

menſe number as Pliny deſcribes. Nor

did we ever pay ſuch extravagant prices

for pearls as he mentions, prices not to

be credited but by the credulous. Pliny,

it may be well ſuppoſed, could exaggerate as

well as Hiſtorians of other countries, when

they think proper to diſplay the vaſt pomp,

ſplendour and riches cf. their native land

to foreign nations. That Julius Caeſar

ſhould preſent to Servilia, the mother of

Brutus, a pearl for which he paid 48,4571.

ſterling, is a fact which requires better

evidence than Pliny’s Natural Hiſtory, or

Dr. Arbuthnot's taluable Tables'of An

cient Coins, Weights, and Meaſures.—

The importation of filk comes next under

conſideration; and on this article Dr.

Robertſon remarks, “that the navigation

of the Ancients never having exte:ded to

China, the quantity of unwrought, ſilk

with which they were ſupplied by means

of the Indian traders, appears to have

been ſo ſcanty, that the manufacture of

it could not make an addition of any mo

ment to their domeſtic induſtry. And

as the dreſs both of the Greeks and Ro

mans was almoſt entirely woollen, their

conſumption of linen and cotton clothes

was much inferior to that of modern

times, when theſe are worn by perſchs in

every rank of life. Accordingly, a great

branch of modern importation from that

part of India with which the Ancients

were acquainted, is in piece goods, com

prehending under that mel cantile term the

immenſe variety of fabrics which Indian

ingenuity has formed of cottom.” E

x
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Extending his reſearches concerning the

knowledge which the Ancients had of

India, from the Continent to the Iſlands

ſituated in various parts of the Ocean with

which it is ſurrounded, he gives a very

ſatisfactory account of them, and begins

with Taprobane, the modern Iſland of

Ceylon, and, proceeding eaſtward, he

takes occaſion to ſhew, that the Greeks

and Romans in their commercial inter

•ourſe with India, were ſeldom led, either

by curioſity or love of gain, to viſit the

more eaſtern parts of it. The Perſians

became, in proceſs of time, having con

quered the Parthians, confiderable traders

to the principal ports of India ; and as

the voyage from Perſia to India was much

forter than that from Egypt, the inter

tourſe between the two countries increaſed

rapidly. For ſome of the produćtions of

Perſia, but we are not informed of what

kind, the natives of India had ſuch a

ſtrong inclination, that in exchange the

Perſians received their moſt precious com

modities, which they conveyed up the

Perſian Gulf, and, by means of the great

rivers Euphrates and Tigris, diſtributed

them through every province of their ex

tenſive empire. “ India appears to have

been more thoroughly explored at this

period (A. D. 550), than it was in the

age of Ptolemy, and a greater number of

ſtrangers ſeem to have been ſettled there.

The Perſians, however, ſupplanted the

Greeks in all the marts of India to which

ſilk was brought by ſea from the Eaſt,

and they ſo effectually monopolized this

article, for which there was a conſtant

demand throughout Greece, but more

eſpecially at Conſtantinople, both for

dreſs and furniture, that the Emperor

Juſtinian, eager not only to obtain a full

and certain ſupply of a commodity which

was become of indiſpenſable uſe, but

ſolicitous to deliver the commerce of his

ſubjećts from the exactions of his ene

mies, who had raiſed the price of filk to

an exorbitant height, endeavoured by

means of his ally, the Chriſtian XMonarch

of Abyſſinia, to wreſt ſome portion of the

fiſk trade from the Perſians. In this at

tempt he failed; but when he leaſt ex

pested it, he, by an unforeſeen event,

attained in ſome meaſure, the object of his

wiſhes. Two Chriſtian Monks, who had

been employed as Miſſionaries in different

parts of lndia, had penetrated into the

country of the Serer, or China. There

they obſerved the labours of the filk

vot ºn, and became acquainted with all

the arts of man in working up its pro

•ustions into ſuch a variety of elegant

fabrics. The proſpea of gain prompte;

them to repair to Conſtantinople, whers

they explaimed to the Emperor the origin

of ſilk, as well as the various modes of

.* and manufacturing it, myſteries

itherto unknown, or very imperfestly

underſtood, in Europe; and, encouraged

by his liberal promiſts, they undertook to

bring to the capital, a ſufficient number of

theſe wonderful inſe&ts, to whoſe labours

man is ſo much indebted. This they

accompliſhed by conveying the eggs of

the filk-worm in a hollow came : They

were hatched by the heat of a dunghill,

fed with the leaves of a wild mulberry-tree,

and they multiplied and worked in the

ſame manner as in thoſe clinates whers

they firſt became objects of human atten

tion and care. Vaſt numbers of theſe in

ſe&ts were ſoon reared in different parts of

Greece, particularly in the Peloponneſus.

Sicily afterwards undertook to breed ſilk

worms with equal ſucceſs, and was imita

ted, from time to time, in ſeveral towns of

Italy. In all theſe places extenſive ma

nufactures were eſtabliſhed and carried

on with filk of domeſtic production. The

demand for ſilk from the Eaſt diminiſhed

of courſe; the ſubjećts of the Greek Em

perors were no longer obliged to have

recourſe to the Peiſans for a ſupply of

it, and a conſiderable change took place

in the nature of the commercial intercouiſe

between Europe and India.” With this

brief but very ſatisfactory account of a

ſingular and intereſting revolution in

cominerce, our Author cloſes the Second

Section of his elaborate Diſquiſition.

In the next Section we find, that a taſte

for the luxuries of the Eaſt continued not

only to ſpread in Italy, but, from imita

tion of the Italians, or from ſome im

provement in their own ſituation, the

people of Marſeilles, and other towns of

France on the Mediterranean, became

equally fond of them, and both the Ge

noeſe and the Venetians conquered fe

veral provinces of the Greek empire,

which enabled them to ſupply Europe

more abundantly with all the productions

of the Eaſt; and the capture of Conſtan

tinople, by the latter, completed another

commercial revolution, by throwing the

filk trade into the hands of the new Re

public, which ſoon vied with Greece and

Sicily in the richneſs and elegance of their

various fabrics of this coſtly article. But

another revolution took place, which

rendered the Genoeſe the greateſt commer

cial power in Europe ; this was the ſub

verſion of the dominions of the Latin

Emperous at Coaſtantinople, and the re

ſtoration
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floration of the Government of the

Greeks, who in return for the aſſiſtance

given them by the Genocſe, granted them

an eſtabliſhment for the parpoſes of com

nerce at Pera, which they fortified; and,

being likewiſe exempted from the uſual

duties on goods imported and exported,

they gained a decided ſuperiority, over

every competitor in trade. The Floren

times, under the Houſe of Medici, were the

next ſharers in the commerce with India,

and it is remarkable, that about tº year

1425, ſpices are enumerated among the

commojitics exported by the Florentines

tº England. The formation of the Han

featic League, the eſtabliſhment of their

taple trade at Bruges, which became the

great mart or ſtore-houſe for European

goods, the final overthrow of the Greek

empire by Mahomet II. who made Con

tlantinople the ſeat of the Turkiſh Govern

ment in the year 1454, with a ſummary

of the ſtate of the other nations of Euro

at that period, are the principal ſubjects

of this part of our Author's work, which

contains nothing but what has been re

Feated by every commercial writer in

England, France, and Holland, ſo often

that it might have been ſpared, if the
connection our Author had in view in

this Treatiſe between the ancient and

Preſent commercial intercourſes with In

dia had not made it neceſſary to purſue

its progreſs through every ſtage, down to

the preſent time. -

The diſcovery of a new courſe of navi

gation to the Eaſt by the Cape of Good

Hope, by the Portugueze, is an event ſo

E. known, and its effects have

n ſo generally experienced by all the

maritime States of Furope, now upwards

cf two centuries, that it would be waſting

the time of our readers to go over the

fame ground again; more eſpecially as

every juvenile ſtudent in geography muſt

met with ample information reſpecting it

in Guthrie's" and other Geographical

Grammars; we ſhall therefore F. on to

Sett. IV. which contains general obſerva

tiºns that are nore characteriſtic of the

Author's great talents as a writer and a

man of univerſal ſcience, than the Hiſ

tºical Diſquiſition, abſtractedly confi

dered, as compriſed in the three Sections

we have juſt reviewed. Indeed, the notes

to and illuſtrations of thoſe Sections, re

ferred to at the bottom of the pages of the

text, but printed apart, together with the

Appendix, and its ſubſequent notes, are

by far the moſt intereſting part of the

work, and will require a ſeparate inveſti

ºtion in our next Number, For the pre

ſent, we ſhall confme ourſelves to the

General Obſervations.—Our Author ima

gines, that a modern obſerver viewin

the great and extenſive difference of the

navigation to India by the Cape of Good

Hope, muſt naturally wonder that the diſ

covery was not attempted by the Ancients;
and łº, created this ſuppoſition, he

affords himſelf a fine opportunity to diſ.

play his ingenuity in anſwering it. “ All

the commercial tranſactions of the An

cients with the Eaſt were confined to the

Ports on the Malabar Coaſt, or extended

at fartheſt to the Iſland of Ceylon, and

they had neither the ſame inducements

with modern nations to wiſh for any new

communication with India, nor the means

of accompliſhing it : for beſides their in

Perfect knowledge of navigation, the

veſſels they employed were ſo ſmall, as

not to afford flowage for proviſions to ſub

fiſt, a crew during a long voyage, and
their conſtruction was ſuch as not to ad

mit of their venturing far from the land.

To the ſame cauſes principally, our Au

thor attributes the remarkable difference

between the progreſs and operations of the

Ancients and Moderns in India ; the

extenſive power and valuable ſettlements

which the latter earl acquired in that

country, were the#. of their ſuperior

ſkill in navigation ; and this diſtinction is

enlarged upon in the Second Obſervation.

The Third treats of the ſudden effect of

opening a direct communication with In

dia by the Cape, in lowering the price of

Indian commodities. Fourthly, he ob

ſerves, that in conſequence of a more

Plentiful ſupply of Indian goods, and at

a cheaper rate, the demand for them in

creaſed rapidly, in every part of Europe.

This commercial aphoriſm is ſo ſimple,
and ſo well underſtood in the market at

Smithfield, at the Corn Exchange, or any

other general place of ſale at home, that

we need not refer to the trade between

India and Europe for any illuſtration of

it 5 yet to ſome of his noble and right ho
nourable readers the further illuſtration

of it may convey information, and to theus

we leave it.

Obſervation V. merits cloſe attention :

-“Lucrative as the trade with India was,

and had long been deemed, it is remarkable

that the Portugueſe were ſuffered to re

main in the undiſturbed and excluſive

poſſeſſion of it during the courſe of

almoſt a century.” Thoſe who are con

verſant with the mercantile world, and

mark the ardour of competitorſhip in

commercial enterprizes, where there is.

reaſonable hope of gain, will find much

R 2 ſolid
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ſolid reaſoning and curious inveſtigation

under this head. The coincidence in

point of time of the diſcoveries made by
Columbus in the Weſt, and thoſe of Gama

in the Eaſt, is, as the Doctor juſtly ob

ſerves, “a fingular circumſtance;” for

the diſcovery of America facilitated the

extenſion of the intercourſe of Europe

with Aſia, and gave riſe to the traffic with

Africa, which from the moſt ſlender begin

nings has become ſo conſiderable as to

form the chief band of commercial con

nestion with that continent. This ſubjećt

is more fully diſcuſſed in the Appendix.

Obſervation VII. might with great

propriety be conſidered as a ſequel to the

preceding, as it ſerves to point out a re

markable difference with reſe& bºth to

the time and the manner in which the

before-mentioned diſcoveries produced the

effects attributed to them.

The VIIIth and laſt Obſervation, with

which we conclude, is acknowledged to

be taken from Raynal:—“To the diſco

very of the paſſage to India by the Cape

cf Good Hope, and to the vigour and

ſucceſs with which the Portugueſe proſa

cuted their cenqueſts and eſtabliſhed their

dominion there, Europe ſtands indebted

for its preſervation from the moſt illiberal

and humiliating ſervitude that ever oppieſ

ſed poliſhed nations—the dominion ºf

the Turks.”

[To be concluded in our next.]

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

HAVING read in your laſt month's Magazine your juſt criticiſm on a book lately

publiſhed, entitled, “ The Philoſophy of Maſons,” it ſtruck me to ſend you

the following little Treatite on the ſubject of Maſonry, which I have written; and

as it contains nothing more than what may be read by any individual, I beg you

will honour me with its inſertion.

º - O N M A S O N R Y.

TO BROTHER MAso N.S.

I HAVE profilmed in this finall Trea

tiſe to deliver my thoughts on the

criginality of the word MAsos, and I

have likewiſe given my reaſons from

whence that ſatred ap; tel, or obligation,

by which we are boºnd is derived; for

they being inſeparably united, I have cn

deavoured to ſhºw how far they were con

junctively allied in their primeval ſtate;

and have hazar dº ſome few conjectures

on their religiºus foundation. Though I

may have diſſenfeº very materially from

the derivation of the name cf our ſacred

inflitution, which we are taught to believe

ſºurg from the cresticn of Solomon’s

‘ſe ºpje, -'t I have proved the creed

which is ºn down as the eſtabliſhed doc

trine c' our Maſonic Faith to be founded

on n ora! and , -lºgous duty. I truſt, that

whatever I may advance may not be

dºen & a rºunciation of any part of that

moſt hºnourable O der of which i am a

member ; otº be received as an humale

atte, pt to eluciº e a ſºj čt which the

hand of Time he g nº dº y obliterated,

Cºsture nºt nºw ſupply. As the

c ºn ºf the eligiº, ºmony of this

lſº 'º "an with tº Druids, and their

lsº . . . C. (whicº is ſuppoſed

n rºti to tº been tie univerſal

*ºne-º-y ºr ... ºf Europe), i ſhall

build my argument upon the ground:

work of their divine inſtitutions, aſſiſted

by their tongue, which has been corrupt

ed and thrown into the mutilated form it

now bears. Numerous are the infrances

I can produce of words carrying a very

different figure and ſignification to their

firſt formation and intention, were I to

take tº your time by enumeration ; but

as a few of them may prove frong evi:

dences towards validating my ſubject, I

ſhall produce them, to ſhew that I have

not built my hypotheſis upon a ſandy

foundation. The word religion being

given to us as a Latin derivative, I ſhall

beg leave to point out is corrupted from

the Celtic rea and ligio;—rea ſignifying

a ray or civie, and ligio to be bound;

which alludes to a circle drawn round

riſoners arraigned in the name o

juſtice, of which in thoſe days religion

was incorporated, and out of which ray

or circle it was the higheſt cri, e to eſcape.

Nothing in general is nore falſe or mºre

forced than the derivations from the

Gallic writers; they will tell you that

carate is delived from curati, the cure or

care of ſouls; but it certainly comes more

naturally from the Celtic word curaíſº,

wººh ſignifies ºf reacher. Again,the word

fººt is given to us from the Greek woºd

ºvºi,
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*::::, nature; but the Celtic is ºwys-are,

or ſkill in diſtempers, which offers a more

natural etymology. So with reſpect to the

word biſitſ, which is from the Creek word

Eziazz-rox–i. e. overſeer; whereas the

Celtic appears more juſt from b-cy’s-op,

the Preſident of Religion.—But to come

to the word Maſºn—It appears to me to

have taken its riſe from the Celtic words

May’s-on, a religious inſtitution of the

Druids called the Religion of the Groves.

I ſhall obſerve, that in the ſenſe of the

Bºugh, or Office of Juſtice, the word May

is prinitive to the month of May and to

Maia, the Goddeſs of Juſtice; conſidering

too that the May-pole was eminently the

great fign of Diuidiſm, as the Croſs was of

Chriſtianity, is there anything forced in

the conjećture, that the adherents to

Druidiſm ſhould have taken the name of

The Men of the May, or May's on 8 Hence

the word May’s-on comes near to our

preſent pronunciation ; the word on ſtands

for homime, as it does in the politeſt French

to this day, as, on dit, for homme dit, &c.

What ſtill adds ſtrength to my obſervation

is that the word Hiram,which is the corner

tºne of Maſonry, ſignifies preciſely the

High Pole, or Holy Bough ; it exiſts to

this day in the provincial word ram-pike,

th ram meaning a dead or withered bough

hence Hi-ram, or the high withered bough,

or May-pole, round which their dancing

conſtituted an eſſential part of their reli

gicus worſhip. Thus the word Maſon

2nd Hiram being ſo joined as to form the

foundation cf Maſonry, and likewiſe the

eſtabliſhment of Druidical worſhip, I ſhall

procesi to ſhow how far the obligation
is conneéted with them both.-The

Pradº, agreeably to their ſyſtem of pre

fºrg the night to the day, and the ſhades

to the broad day-light, choſe for their

places ºf abode, to reach their Diſciples,

the gloom cit groves, and ſubterraneous

ºis, as Pompºnius Mela ſays—“Docent

Dreida mulia nobiliſmos gentis, clam et

ºiu, wiginti annis, in ſpecil aut in abditis

Jalibu.-The Druids teach the firſt of

A C C o U N T o F M R.

the Nobility, long and ſecretly, for twenty

i. together, in caves, cells, or the moſt

idden receſſes of the woods.” No wonder

then this double ſº of the nightly

meetings and ſacred abodes inſpired the ene.

mies of Druidiſm with finiſter ſuſpicions,

and more particularly as they were not

wholly exempt from the Propitiation of

the infernal Powers by human vićtims,

as ſay Strabo and Cato. But what ſtill

increaſed the number of their enemie

was, they being included in the name o

the Magi; and the magic ‘wand and the

circle being not only wholly aboliſhed by

diſuſe, and ſupplanted by other forms of

judicial procedure, but alſo proſcribed

by Roman Paganiſºn, which had then

crept in, and next by Chriſtianity, could

not but reduce the unhappy remnant of

the Druidical votaries to ruin and deſpair.

In France they never appeared after the

deſtruction of the Albigenſes, and in Bri

tain after the Pićts : but Druidiſm, which

had been for thouſands of years the eſtab

liſhed religion of the Gauls, and eſpe

cially Britain, could not be ſuppoſed to

loſe on a ſudden its hold on the minds of

nations; theicfore ſuch as held out againſt

the new religion, would naturally form

aſſemblies for the ſafety of their members,

and for which the utmoſt privacy was re

quired. This produced #. oath of IN

violaBLE secrecy in nearly the ſame

form it is now adminiſtered to the initiates

in Free Maſonry. Since, then, I have at

tempted to make it appear that Druidiſm

and Maſonry bear ſo ſtrong an analogy to

each other, I ſhould be giad to be in

formed—

“Why Maſonry may not have origi

nated from the one with as much certainty

as from the other and why it ſhould not

be with as much propriety the type of the

Religion of the Groves, as of the build

ing of Solomon's Temple *

GEORGE DRAKE,

Lieut. of Marines.

jan. 12, A. L. 5792.

J O H N E L L I S. .

[ Concluded from Page 5. J

IN 1720 Mr. Ellis wrote a Poem enti

tled “The South Sea Dream” in Hu

dibratic Verſe, which will hereafter appear

in our Magazine. In 1739 he tranſlated

a whimſical performance from the Latin,

which he received from Cambridge, en

titled “The Surprize; or, the Gentle

man turn'd Apothecary.” This was a
º

Tale written originally in French proſe,

and afterwards tranſlated into Latin. Mr.

Ellis's verſification of it was printed in

12mo, and is to be found in ſome of the

libraries of the curious. Cf the tranſla

tion of Dr. King’s “ Templum Liber

tatis” in 1742, we have already ſpoken.

In 1758, he was Prevailed upon to permit
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the publication of his traveſty of Ma

phaeus, which appeared in that year with

the following title :

The Canto added by Maphaeus *

To Virgil's twelve books of Æoeas,

From the original Bombattic,

Done into Engliſh Hudibrattic,

With notes beneath, and Latin text

In every other page amnext.

In the ſame year he contributed three

ſmall pieces to Mr. Dodſley's Colle&tion

ef Poems, which were printed with his

name" in the fixth volume of that work;

and one of them “The Cheat's Apology”

was afterwards ſet to muſic, we believe

by Mr. Hook, and ſung with great

applauſe at Vauxhall by Mr. Vernon.

“ Tartana; or, the Plaiddie,” built upon

a Jaco'ºte poem, was inſerted in our Ma

gazine, Vol. II. p. 151. where by miſtake it

was ſaid to be written by the late Dr. Ellis.

When we have added to theſe a number

of Verſes compoſed at various times for

Meſſrs. Boydell, Bowles, and other ven

ders of prints, we have enumerated the

whole of his printed works. His manu

feripts, which he bequeathed to one of his

executors, are numerous : beſides the

tranſlation of Ovid's Epiſties, there are

ſome parts of the Metamorphoſes, a ver

fification of Ætop, and Cato, and many

ſmall original compoſitions, ſome of which

will hereafter appear in our Magazine.

In the year 1750, Mr. Ellis was elected

into the Common Council, and continued

from that time to be regularly re-choſen on

St. Thomas's day, to that immediately

receding his desth. For many years he

F. been appointed Deputy of the Ward,

and it was at his own requeſt that he was

mot re-choſen juit before his death. He

had alſo the honour of being choſen four

times Maſter of the Scriveners Company,

which body had ſo great a reſpect for him,

that they cauſed his picture to be painted,

from which a print was made at their ex

scnce by Mr. Pether in the year 1781.

§. one of theſe the following verſes

were written by a friend :

The Pſalmiſt + ſays, “Our term on earth

ls threeſcore years and ten ;

Labour and ſorrow then aſſail

The race of mortal men .”

Yet here behold a reverend Sire

Of fourſcore years and odd, -

Whom health and cheerfulneſs inſpire,

Thoſe choiceſt gifts of God!

With joy he riſes, when the bird

Tunes ſweet her warbling lay j

The graſshopper her carol chaunts, .

To cheer him on the way.

Oh! till the filver cord be loos'd, -

May Peace his ſteps attend,

Then ſoft reclin'd, without a pang

His mortal journey end

Mr. Ellis always enjoyed a good ſtate of

health, to which his temperance, exerciſe,

and cheerfulneſs, without doubt contri

buted. He had, however, a defect in his

eye-ſight, which was attended with ſo re

markable a circumſtance, that we deem it

not improper to relate it in his own words

from a letter ſent to his friend Dr. John

ſon, whoſe fight being alſo defective, he

was very curious to have a particular ac
count of it.

** TO MY MUCH EST Ef MED FRIEND

DR. S. JOHNSON.

wort F. Y six,

IN my late converſation with you at

your houſe, on my congratulating you on

your recovery of health, as I chanced to

mention a remarkable alteration I had

found of my eye-ſight for the better, by a

removal of it from my right eye to my left

(for they were always unequal in faculty

from my cradle, when injured by the

º you was pleaſed to expreſs a

curioſity to know when and how I receiv

ed this extraordinary event; then, thanks

in the firſt place to the Almighty goodneſs!

I ſhall give you the beit account of it I

Call, W12.

In or about the beginning of September

1778, Mr. Sewell, bookſeller, in Corn

hill, and I at his requeſt, went by waterin

a hoy to Margate in Kent, where we tock

lodging for the few days we intended to

ſtay 5 and, after a night's reſt, in the morn

ing took a walk over the marſh or con

mon to Ramſgate, whereafter viewing the

Pier, Lighthouſe, and Nunnery, as they

call it, we went to dinner in the town of

Ramſgate,where we ſtayed till night, when

by moonlight we ſet out on return to Mar

gate, Mr. Sewell being my guide; but

* Maphaeus was born at Lodi in the Milaneſe in the year 14c.7, and was Secretary of the

Bieſs to Pope Martin V. and afterwards Da'ary. He was likewiſe endowed with a C*-

nonry of St. Peter's, with which he was ſo well contented, that he refuſed a rich Biſhoprick.

Popes Eugerºus the IVth and Nicholas the Vth, out of regard for his learning, and affection

to his perſon, continued him in his office of Datary. He died at Rome in the year 1459.

in the cºllection called “Meadez's Poems” is a tranſlation by that Author,

+ Palm X.c. ver, ic,

**
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he flopping a few minutes to ſpeak with a

farmer,". we met, I went on alone,

when to my ſurpriſe, though I plainly ſaw

the foot-path, I could not well keep it,

but was apt to deviate to the right hand :

whereupon turning and viewing the moon

bhind me, I diſcerned it ſharply with my

lift eye, and only a dim glimpſe of its

light with my right, which I had ever be

fore with the help of ſpectacles uſed to

draw pićtures in miniature, writing, &c.

My companion overtaking me, I was

conſtrained to make uſe of his arm to keep

me in the path to our lodgings at Mar

gate, where that night and the next day

the ſpires and other objects appeared out

ºf place, till after much care, and ſteadily

looking at objects before my departure

homeward, I looked on my face in a

glaſs, and ſaw my left eye fixed ſtrait,

and my right eye dimly and almoſt dark

waving off. And thus with my left eye

reſtored, and as it were a new eye, I wrote

this, and do all my writing buſineſs, and

ſubſcribe myſelf in my 86th year of age,

the oth day of May 1784,

Dear Sir,

Your moſt devoted

Friend, and humble Servant,

John Ellis.”

After the age of eighty he frequently

walked thirty or more miles in a day; but

at the age of 85, he met with an accident

which threatened at firſt very ſerious con

ſequences. A friend going to ſee him

home in an evening took hold of his arm

to lead him, in doing which he was un

fºrtunately puſhed ſo as to ſtrike his leg

againſt the corner of the Bank Buildings.

By this unlucky accident, the ſkin from

the knee to the ancle was entirely ſtripped

ºff, and the ſurgeons apprehended the

wound would prove mortal, Contrary

however to all expectation, it granulated

and healed as in a young man, and no

further conſequence enſued than that his

walks of thirty miles a day were reduced

to about twenty.

The laſt year of his life was that which

his friends lºok back to with concern. Hav

ing entruſted a ſum of money to an autful

tº: who was declared a bankrupt, he

me alarmed, and apprehenſive that he

ſhould be left to want in his old age.

With a degree of delicacy which belongs
only to thoſe who think above the vulgar,

it is feared that he ſuffered theſe doubts to

Prey upon his mind, without diſcloſing the

late of it to any of thoſe whoſe aſſiſtance

every reaſon to rely on. At length

an accident brought his fituation to the

totice of one of his friends, and meaſures

were taken to make him eaſy in his cir

cumſtances for the remainder of his life,

by means which would certainly have been

effectual. From this time he reſigned the

conduct of himſelf to his friends, and re

ſumed his accuſtomed cheerfulneſs. He

received viſits, and converſed with the

ſame gaiety he had been uſed to in his beſt

days, and, from the vigour of his conſti.

tution, afforded hopes that he would paſs a

few years with confort. Theſe expec

taticns were not realized : Nature at length

gave way. On the 17th December he had

a fit, from which he recovered, and was

well enough on the zoth to remove to

lodgings which had been taken for him.

For a few days he ſeemed to be well and

at eaſe both in mind and body, but ſhortly

after appeared to have caught a cold, and

ºil; grew worſe. On the 30th he

was cold, his lips black, and his counte

namee much altered. To a friend who

called on him he ſaid, he had loſt his feel

ing; and being told it was probable it

would return, he replied, “ that I don't

know.” His friend then ſaid, “As it has

always been your maxim, Sir, to look on

the brighteſt ſide, we may draw this con

cluſion, that if you have no feeling you

feel no pain ;" to which he anſwered with

great earnetneſs, “’tis very true.” The

next day about 12 o'clock, ſitting in his

chair, he without any ſtruggle leaned his

hºal back and expired. On the 5th day
of January he was buried in the Pariſh

Church of St. Bartholemew Exchange,

according to the directions of his will, and

was attended by the majority of the Con

mon Council, who voluntarily attended as

Pall-bearers to pay reſpect to his memory.

Mr. Ellis, in his perfon, was below the

middle ſize, with hard features, which at

the firſt appearance were rather forbidding,

but on a nearer acquaintance he was

hardly ever known to tail conciliating the

regard of thoſe whom he deſired to pleaſe.

He lived a batchelor, as he uſed often to

jeclare, from a diſappointment early in

life; but he was particularly attentive to

the fair ſex, whoſe favour he ſeened earneſt

to acquire ; and in general was ſucceſsful

to obtain. Temperate, regular, and

cheerful, he was always a pleaſing con

panion, and joined in the converſation of

his friends with eaſe, freedom, and polite

neſs. He abounded in anecdote, and tº 13

a ſtory with great ſucceſs. He was cha.

ritable to the poor and unfortunate, and

benevolent in an extraordinary manner

to ſome of his relations who wanted his

aſſiſtance. Bred in all the fanatic gloom

of a ſectary, he early acqui.<d a diſguſt

tº

- *
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*

to the cant and hypocriſy which he could

not avoid obſerving ; and, from diſliking

the obnoxiºus parts of his early religious

radice, he carried his averſion, Perhºp.”

}. than ſome of his friends would be

willing to defend. His opinions, what

ever they were, he never obtruded, or

oſtentatiouſly brought forwards for the

purpoſe of controverſy. His averſion to
ſectaries he ſeems to have retained to the

end of his life +. As a man of buſineſs

he was careful and attentive, and from

his accuracy afforded no opportunity for

controverſies among his clients on the

ſcore of errors of miſtakes. He was al

ways careful of the intereſts of his female.

clients. All the ſeaſons of relaxation

from buſineſs he employed in walking,

and when he was queſtioned on his omit

ting to go to church, his uſual reply was,
“ Nathan walked with the Lord.” To

conclude, his talents were employed uſe

fully and innocently to himſelf, and to
the Public, and he left behind hºn the

character of a ſtrictly upright, honeſt,

and independent man in every ſituation in

which Piovidence had placed him.

E P I S-T L E

T o

Mr. J O H N E L L I 8

By Moses Miss piz, Esq:

[now first publish &D.]

To the well. Cox CEIT & D MAISTER

JOHN E L L is.

S I R, - -

As I have already addreſſ d to you

two Cantos F of our well-beioved Poet

and lately deceaſed fiend Miniſter Ed

mund Spenſe. I do likew ie of r to

#. peruſal and pation ge the incloſed

piſtle. Albeit it is written in more

• The following anecdote he uſed frequently to teſt his friends.

rule terms than well befitteth the preſent

times, and your well-meaſured numbers,

yet I ſhall pray you to ſet your judgment

aſide, and weigh it in the ſcale of friend

ſhip, inaſmuch as I ſhall be a gainer

thereby, more eſpecially if by thºt I

ſhall draw you from the Capital to taile

the air of the country, which in theſ:

parts is right wholeſome,

I am truly thine,

WHERE Ham, vain-glorious of her duſky

wood,

Bids her tall dryads overlook the flood,

Unknown to Phoebus or Ambition's fires,

Deep in his cot your hermit friend retires.

Amid the glitt ring manſions of the great,

Scarce can be ſeen his unaſpiring gate;

Thro' his broad ſaſh no glitt'ring ſun-beams

play,

But caſements humbler lights admit the

day.

Cloſe to his door the double wall-flow'r

blows,

And the ſull buſh is fraught with many a

roſe. -

'Tis here I taſte the beauties of the Spring,

For me each woodland ſongſter plumes his

wing ;

The fºr biºd, at Cºnhia's paler glow,

For me renew, nºr cººgies of woe ;

While the hr tº Fa res aétive meaſures tread,

And Mab repoſes on a cowſ, phed.

Come, catne, my Ellis, haſte from ſmake

and noiſe

To purer air apºl more ſubſtantial joys,

Theſe rural pleaſures taſte awhile with me,

And leave the bride-groom one day long-r

frce.

Hail! happy Fields ! than which are none

theſide

More rich, more grateful to Thames’ hoary

tide,

Faſt by whoſe margin, ſcreen’d by ſpreading

trees,

While Nature faints I taſte the cooling

breeze.

Dr. Wright, paſtor of

the meeting at Black Fryars, took a leaſe of the ground an rebuilt the meeting-houſe

there. A communicant, aunt to Mr. Ellis, putting forth her hand to partake of the

Sacrament, the paſtºr intertº'e', 'aying, “Thou haſt no part in this matter: Jeſus knows

his own flock.” This harſh uſ.ge, which aroſe from a goſſiping ſtory that the lady had

made a preſent to the pºrºra of 'h- ratiſh, had ſuch an effect spon her that ſhe became

deſponding, and afterwards went mad. Mr Eilis procured her reception into Bedlam, and be

came ſecurity for her, where the di: . On this occaſion he wrote a ſatirical nºm, entitled

“Black Frvars Meeting,” which was printed in Miſt's Journal ; and which rº firm

of the congregation to break the printer's windows.

t E titled “ The **** **-tt.” The... have never been publiſhed, and are now in
our Pvt.ſſion, Lui i vk. -
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Obſerve the barge of painted ſtreamers vain,

A thouſand boats ſcud o'er the watry plain ;

Here the proud ſwan, the honour of the

ſtream,

Forgets raſh Phaeton, and dares the beam ;

Full on the wave the funny rays behold,

Andall the waters roll a tide of gold.

Survey you hill ", whoſe ſylvan bow’rs

diffuſe [Muſe!

An awful gloom, and ſeem to court the

Krſt in theſe woods, no paſſage then deny'd,

The 'prentice gallop'd, and the lover figh'd;

Now ever bolted is the ſtubborn gate,

Such is the will of EM 1 ly f and fate.

By verſe ſubdu'd, ſtones heap'd to form a

wall ;

Then wilt not thou, a poet, hear its call !

By numbers ſoften d, tho' his deſtin’d feaſt,

The hungry wolf the trembling lamb

releaſt ;

And is a bard more ſtubborn than a beaſt :

To court you further, Tucker ſhall attend,

For Tucker ever loves to meet a friend.

And if a female her requeſt may join,

Receive it from a favourite of mine,

Who, ſpite of faſhion, whiſpers you alone,

She counts her huſband's friends amongſt her

ºwn.

Will this not do 2 and ſtill, you wayward cit,

Sull muſt you load your Elephant; with
wit 2

Ytt mark me further, and attentive hear

Truths only worthy of a poet's ear.

A late I ſtray'd, what time Endymion's

fair

In Thames's mirror views her ſilver hair,

When no rude voice diſturbs the peaceful

deep,

And Philomei herſelf forgets to weep;

! ſaw the Genius of the Flood ariſe,

Pale were his cheeks, o'ercaſt his azure eyes,

His oozy beard hung quite neglected down,

And on his temples nods a bulruſh crown,

'Twas where the God had liſten’d off of

yore,

When Pope and Phoebus charm'd fair

Twick'nham's ſhore.

Prºpp'd on his oar, he winds his twiſted
ſhell

Towake each Naiad in her humid cell,

*h was his wout to celebrate that name

**h flands the foremoſt in the liſt of

Fame.

The fielding waters dimple all around,

ºmphs ariſe obedient to the ſound;

* Richmond Hill and the adjoining park.

the park at this period, cauſed it to be ſhut up.

§ The old part of Hampton Court was built by CarI.Club held at that Sign.

* Wolſey, the new by King William.

Wvi, XXI,

º

Blue Vandalis, the offspring of the god,

Haſtes to the call; Wey quits her milky road,

And proud Hamptona Ś urges on her ſprings,

Regardleſs of the works of prieſts and

kings ;

Each nymph who dwelt in river, rill, or

brook,

Heald Thames's ſummons, and her charge
forſook.

A turfy ſhrine the pious maidens rear,

Rich with the beauties of the flowery year;

The lucid ſhell, with coral branches round,

ls with the poet's ſacred laurel bound;

Each vacant ſpace with ivy wreaths they

fill,

The faithful witneſs of the critic's ſkill ;

A choſen ſwan they for the rites provide,

Who ſweetly ſang and ſweetly ſinging dy’d.

Their offerings paid, a Naiad of the train

Thrice ſprinkles water round. “Hence,

“ hence, profane !”

She loudly cry'd, and thrice her ſiſters led

Near the green margin of the wat'ry bed;

The rill-born lilly bound her verdant hair,

And her blue robe danc'd lightly on the air.

She thus purſu'd : “Since Death's relent.

leſs dart

“Has Pope o'erta'en, and riv'd our poet's

heart,

“Oh let us ſhun theſe vile polluted waves,

“The ſeat of Fortune's ſons or Pleaſure's

** ſlaves.

“Who on theſe banks the laurell'd ſiſters

** wooes 2

“Who on theſe banks the Athenian Maid

“ purſues?

“Or if ſome wretch attempt to taſte their

“charms,

“Minerva frowns, and Clio flies their arms.

“Glide on, ye nymphs, aloug your wat'ry

“bow'rs,

“Nor greet proud Windſor, but learn'd

** Eton's tow’rs.

“There view the youth, the wanton youth

“ around,

“Plunge in your floods, or o'er your mea

“dows bound ;

“O may they early liſt in Britain's cauſe,

** Defend heraltars, and ſupport her laws (

“May truth and virtue fire the generous

“train,

“And what the boy has learnt the man

** retain |

“Yet further on your glorious progreſs lead,

“Where Gothic ſpires o'erlook Qxonia's

** mead :

t The Princeſs Amelia, Ranger of

§ 4* There
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“There learned age performs the charge

“ aſſign'd,

“ Unlocks to Virtue's call the rip'ning mind:

“And if the iron hand of rude Control

“Shall fail to flop the funétions of the ſoul,

“I ſee already op'ning to my eyes, -

“New Catos grow, and other Virgils riſe.

“Oh learned Iſis, at thy honour’d name

“I feel my boſom kindle to a flame ;

“A Naiad's praiſes will you deign to own,

“Who form'd a Lock r, who nurs'd an

“And I son,

“Whoſe ſacred ſtreams ſhall ages hence

“endure,

“Like the firſt ſouree, unſully'd ſtill, and

“ pure.

“Peace o'er thy gates extend her olive wand,

“Be Oxford bleſs'd, and bleſs'd in all the

“ land l’”

she ſaid; the pleaſing proſpect fades away,

Like Hamlet's ſpectre at approach of day.

Thus, when the love-fick virgin finks to

reſt

(If ſleep be known when Cupid wounds the

breaſt),

Her dreams the ſymptoms of her mind

unfold;

Knights, dappled ſteeds, and ſquires in bur

niſh'd gold,

Throng to her preſence; the romantic ſight

Glows to her eyes, and ſtill grows doubly

bright :

At length officious Betty's conſtant knock

Warns the fair dreamer 'tis paſt ten o'clock;

Involv’d in clouds each airy knight retires,

And with him all his train of ſteeds and

ſquires.

So I, who thought with fact to entertain,

Have ſketch'd the fancy of a ſickly brain;

lf you approve theſe lines I fain would know,

Then haſte to Ham, and anſwer Aye or No.

PROCEEDINGS of the NATIONAL ASSEMBLY of FRANCE.

[ Continued from Page 59. )

FRIDAY, Jan. 6.

M DELESSART, the Miniſter for

**** Foreign Affairs, ſubmitted to the

Aſſembly a note which had been delivered

to the French Miniſter at the Court of the

Elector of Treves, who thereby engages

“To diſperſe, within eighteen days,

all perſons bearing the denomination of a

military body;º military exer

ciſes ; to puniſh foreign recruiters; to

prohibit the entrance of horſes for any

military ſervice of the French emigrants;

and to condućt himſelf towards theſe per

ſons exactly in the manner of the Impe

rial Government in the Low Countries.”

* SUNDAY, Jan. 8.

M. Deleſſºrt ſubmitted another notice

of the like official authority; in which the

Elector declares,

“ That no military cantonment of the

French emigrants ſhall be permitted in

the Ele&torate; nor ſhº!. any meetings be

permitted inole conſide, able than thoſe

exiſting in the Auſtrian Low Countries;

:ind that they ſhall be diſperſed whercycr

the number is ſufficiently confiderable to

have the air ofa gathering together. (Raſ

ſºmblemans.) - -

VVE UN Es DAY, Jan. 11.

M. de Narborne, the Miniſter of War,

gave an account of his viſit to the fron

ters. The reſult of his report was,

that he had inſpećted the ſtate of all the

principal places, which he found per

fectly to his ſatisfaction ; that the quan

tity of ammunition of every kind is

abundant; that he is ſatisfied of the good

dispoſition of the Regulars, and that the

National Guards were little inferior to

them in their exerciſe. That the fron

tiers from Dunkirk to Beſançon are co

vered with 240 battalions of infantry, and

160 ſquadrons of horſe; and theſe troops

have proviſions for ſix months. The hoſ

pitals are ready for 150,0co men. That

he had concerted a plan of defence with

the Marſhals Luckner and Rocham

beau, of which, however, he could not

ſtay to complete the laſt details, being

called to Paris by the Emperer's Qºre i

but that he has charged M. de la Fayette

with the care of what he could not him

ſelf attend to ; “ and in his hands,” ſaid

he, “I ſhall, without fear, entruſt the re

ſponſibility of my office.”

SATURDAY, Jan. 14.

M. Genſonne roſe and read a very long

and eloquent report in the name of the

Diplomatic Committee, to whom the of

ficial note communicated by Prince Kau

mitz to the French Ambaſſador at Vienna

had been referred. He then moved that

the National Aſſºmbly ſhould decree:

Ait. I. That the King ſhall be in

vited to demand of the Emperor, in the

name of the French Nation, a categorical

explanation as to his future conduct re

lative to France; that he ſhall engage to

undertake nothing againſt the French

Nation, its Conſtitution, and its full and

entire Independence; and that it ſhall be

demanded, in caſe France ſhould be at

tacked, whether he would furniſh ſuc

cours conformatile to the Treaty of May

1736

Art. II. That the King ſhall be in

- - - vited
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vited te demand that theſe explanations

be given before the 10th of February; and

to declare, that a refuſal ſhall be confidered

as a formal rupture of the Treaty of

1756, and as an act of hoſtility againſt

the French Nation. .

Art. III. Decreed, that the King ſhall

alſo beinvited to give the moſt preciſeorders

for continuing and accelerating the ar

maments, preparations for war, and the

aſſembling of the troops on the frontiers,

in ſuch a manner as to be able to come

to action with the ſhorteſt poſſible delay.

Ordered the report to be§: -

M. Gaudet, the Vice-Preſident, having

obtained leave to quit the chair and aſ

rend the tribune, in a long and animated

ſpeech ſupported the report, and moved,

“ that a declaration ſhould be drawn up

and preſented to the King, ſtating, that

they ſhould look upon every Prince as an

enemy of the French Nation who ſhould

Inake any attempt againſt the French

Conſtitution.”

[At this moment all the members, by

a ſudden and inſtantaneous impulſe, aroſe,

and, with their right hands extended,

teſtified their adheſion to this propoſi

tion. -

#. Aſſembly then paſſed a Decree, by

which they declared “every agent of the

Executive Power and every Frenchman

to be infamous, who took any part, either

directly or indirectly, either at any Con

..greſs, or Mediation, between the French

Nation and the rebel conſpirators leagued

againſt her, or with any foreign powers

who endeavoured to procure any thing

elſe than a juſt and moderate compenſa

tion for its claims relative to Alſace.”

Decreed alſo, “That this declaration

be preſented to the King by a deputation,

and that he be invited to communicate it

to all the Powers of Europs.”

SATURDAY Eve NING.

The following is the Anſwer to the

Deputation ſent to the King with the De

claration in behalf of the Fiench Nation.

“You may aſſure the French Nation,

that I will do every thing that can tend to

the eſtabliſhment of the French Conſtitu

tion.”

The members then informed the Aſ.

ſembly, that the King had given his ſanc

tion to the Decree declaring every

Frenchman a traitor who ſhould conſent

to any modification of the Conſtitution

by a congreſs of foreign powers, &c.

The hall reſounded with applauſes.

MonDAY, Jan. 16.

The Miniſter for Foreign Affairs in

formed the Aſſembly, that he had juſt

received an extraordinary courier from

M. Sainte Croix, Miniſter from the

King of France to the Elector of Treves.

M. Sainte Croix aſſured him in his

diſpatches, that the emigrants were entire

ly diſperſed, and that the wiſe precau

tions of the Governors-General of the

Low Countries, and the more mature re

fle&tions of the Elector, had deprived

them of every hope and of every re
ſource.

M. Sainte Croix had alſo received an

official note, by which it appeared, that

the Emperor had cauſed his Vice-Chan

cellor to remonſtrate with the Cardi

nal de Rohan on his condućt, and en

joined him neither to give ſuccour nor aſy

lum to the emigrants, nor do any thing

that might juſtify an invaſion on the part
of the French nation.

It was likewiſe ſtated, that the Empe
ror was determined to defend all the States

of the Empire, provided no juſt cauſe of

offence was given to the King of France,

his ally.

FRIDAY, Jan. 17.

M. Briſlot, after a long diſcourſe, in

which he pictured the Emperor to be the

real enemy of France, who had now

thrown off the maſk, and manifeſted his

intentions by his proceedings, propoſed

to the National Aſſembly the following
Decree : -

1ſt. That the King ſhould be requeſted

to notify to the Emperor, in the name of

the French Nation, that it regarded the

Treaty of 1756 as null and void, both as

having been violated by him, and as be

,ing contrary, to the principles of the
French Conſtitution.

2d. To inform him that the nation re

garded as an act of hoſtility his refuſal to

employ his good offices and forces to diſ

perſe the emigrants, and the protection

afforded to the Electors.

3d. To acquaint him, that the moſt

ſpeedy meaſures will be taken to ağt of.-

fenſively, unleſs be gives, before the 10th

of February next, ſuch a ſatisfaction as

will diſſipate all the fears of the nation.

4th. That the King ſhall be requeſted

to iſſue orders directly for the troops to

be ready to enter upon a campaign on the

firſt notice.

M. Briſſot rejećtcd, in the plan pre

ſented by the Diplomatic Corps, every

thing tending to admit of dilatory explai.

nations, or any way to retard the nego

ciation. The arguments, he brought for

ward to ſupport his opinions were ſo nu
nitrous,

S z
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merous, that the ſeſſion was prolonged to

a very late hour.

In the ſame ſeſſion the Miniſter for Fo

reign Affairs, previous to the diſcuſſion

of the Declaration of the Emperor, in

formed the Aſſembly, that his Majeſty

had renewed his inſtances to that Mo

narch; that he had declared to his Im

perial Majeſty, that any intervention on

the part of foreign powers in the interior

affairs of France, any attempt on their

part to change or modify the Conſtitu

tion, would be regarded by the nation as

a real act of hoſtility.

His Majeſty had further declared to

the Emperor, that the French people,

having engaged themſelves to reſpe&t the

Government of other countries, had a

right to demand that their own ſhould be

reſpected. His Majeſty finally informed

him, that France earneſtly wikied to drop

its hoſtile preparations.

SUNDAY, Jan. 22.

TheMiniſter of Wai's propoſal for ſup

plying the great deficiency in the regular

troops, amounting to no leſs than 51,cco

men out of the choiceſt of the National

Guards, continued to be the ſubjećt of de

bate till the morning of the 22d, when it was

at length decided againſt the Miniſter by a

decree that went no farther than to put

the negative on his propoſal, as unſafe to

the national liberty, without proceeding

to the adoption of any other mode of re

cruiting.

Monpay, Jan. 23.

The ſame ſubjećt was renewed on the

tarlieſt ſolicitation of the Miniſter of

War, who declared, that if ſome mode

of recruiting the army were not imme

diately adopted, he ſhould throw up his

poſt. “I will not be reſponſible (ſaid he)

in an office unleſs thoſe means are granted

me which I think indiſpenſably neceſſary

to a happy ſucceſs. In this I ſhall re

tire from the Miniſtry, and go and take

my chance in the army as the ſoldier of

my country.”

TUEspa Y, Jan. 24. . . -

A number of fačts were brought to the

notice of the Aflembly, by which it ap

pears that emigrations to the Princes, ar

mies are as frequent as cver, eſpecially in

the frontier departments; almoſt , the

whole of the regiment of Rouergue hay

ing diſappeared at once. Theſe fasts in

duced the Aſſembly to re-eſtabliſh the

law of paſſports, which had been ſome

time ago reſcinded" under the hope of

the Revolution being completed.

The Mayor of Paris, at the head of

the Municipality, next appeared at the

bar. He ſaid, that the people had ap:

peared in a ſtate of agitation for ſeveral

days, on account of the high price of ſu

gar. On Friday the commotion increaſed.

On Saturday, at four in the morning, the

Hotel de la Force was diſcovered to be on

fire, but whether by accident or deſign

had not been diſcovered. It was extin

guiſhed without much damage. In the

mean time accounts were brought of fires

in various other parts of the town, which

proved to be falſe. A mob colle&ed in

the Fauxbourg of St. Marceau, at a ſu.

gar magazine. The Magiſtrates repaired

to the place, and the people diſperſed on

their appearance, without ſelling the ſugar

at twenty-two ſous the pound, as had

been reported. Next day a grocer in the

Fauxbourg St. Denis was induced, on

the alarm of a mob, to diſtribute his ſu

gar at twenty-four and twenty-ſix ſcus

the pound. Yeſterday tranquility was

* The ſubſtance of the Decree is as follows t—“Every perſon who wiſhes to tra

vel through the kingdom muſt be furniſhed with a paſſport.

“Theſe paſſports are to contain the name, age, profeſſion, ſignature, place of re

ſidence, and country, of the perſons to whom they are given. They muſt alſo be

figned by the Mayor, or ſome other municipal officer, the Secretary, and the perſons

themſelves; if they cannot write, the ſame is to be ſignifică in the paſſport, and in

the Municipal Regiſter.

“Every perſon on entering the kingdom muſt procure a paſſport from the firſt

Municipality.

“Thoſe perſons who cannot produce paſſports, or give a good account of themſelves,

ſhall be carried before the Municipal Officers, who may, as they ſhall think proper,

either ſuffer them to purſue their journey or arreſt them. They cannot, however (un

leſs any charge is brought againſt them), detain them longer than a month, at which

period they muſt declare the place they wiſh to go to, and a paſſport will be made out

accordingly but if they purſue a different route to that which they have pretended to

follow, they ſhall be alieſted again. -

“Every perſon who aſſumes a falſe name, and is diſcovered, ſhall be taken before

the police, who may detain them for a period not leſs than three months, or longer

tjian a year.” -

thought
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thought to be reſtored, when accounts

were brought of mobs in different parts.

One of them repaired to the Mayor's office,

the Mayor remonſtrated, and the mob

diſperſed. The Municipal Council and the

Directory of the Department aſſembled,

and ſent ſome of their members to all the

places where there was any appearance of

tumult. The mob broke the windows

of the houſes of M. Boſcarry and M.

Glot, and diſtributed a quantity of powder

ſugar, from a magazine, at ten ſous the

pound. The Municipality and National

Guards had done every thing in their

power to prevent diſorder, and would

continue to do ſo ; but it was impoſſible

to ſoleſee what :dvantage the enemies

of the public liberty might take of the

fºrmentation among the people, the often

ſible cauſe of which was the high price

of ſugar, and a perſuaſion that it was

cauſed by a monopoly.

After hearing this recital from the

Mayor of Paris, the Aſſembly went to

the order of the day, which was a report

from the Committee of Commerce on the

ſubject of monopolies ; which, after a

long debate, was ſent to be evited by the

United Committee of Commerce and

Legiſlation.

SATURDAY. Jan. 28,

The King ſent the following Letter to

the Aſſembly :

“I have examined, Gentlemen, the

invitation, in the form of a decree *, which

you cauſed to be preſented to Ine on the

15th of the preſent month. It is to me

alone that appertains the right of preſerving

foreign connexions, or conducting nego

tiations; nor can the Legiſlative Bºxly

deliberate upon war, but on a formal and

neceſſary propoſition from me.

“Without doubt, you may demand of

me to take into conſideration whatever

intereſts the national ſafety and dignity ;

but the form which you have adopted is

ſuſceptible of important obſervations. I

will not now develope then. The

weight of preſent circumſtances requires

that I ſhould rather be ſolicitous to

Preſerve an agreement in our ſentiments

than conſtitutionally to diſcuſs my rights.

I ought, therefore, to make known to

jou, that I have demanded of the Empe

roſ, more than a fortnight ſince, a poſi rve

explanation on the principal Articles

which are the objećt of your invitation.

1Have preſerved towards him that deco

rum which is reciprocally due between

Powers. -

“Should we have a war, let us not

have to reproach ourſelves with any wrong

which might have provoked it. A cer

tainty of this can alone affiſtus to ſupport

the inevitable evils it brings with it.

“I know it is glorious for me to ſpeck

in the name of a nation which diſplays ſo

much courage, and I know how to put a

value on this immenſe means of ſtrength.

But what more ſincere proof can I give of

my attachment to the Conſtitution, than

that of a&ing with as much millneſs in

negociation as celerity in our preparations,

which will permit us, ſhould neceſſity

require it, to enter into a campaign within

ſix weeks. The moſt uneaſy diſtruſt can

find in this condućt only the union of

all my duties.

“I remind the Aſſembly, that huma

nity forbids the mixture of any movement

of enthuſiaſm in the deciſion for war.

Such a determination ſhould be the act of

mature refle&tion, for it is to pronounce,

in the name of the country, that her

intereſts require her to ſacrifice a great

number of her children. -

“ I am nevertheleſs awake to the

honour and ſafety of the nation, and I

will haſten, with all my power, that

moment, when I can inform the National

Aſſembly, whether they may rely on peace,

or if I ought to propoſe to them a war.

- (Signed) * LOUIS.

(Counte, ſigned) “Dupon r.”

SUNDAY, Jan. 29.

M. Rouyer obſerved, that the King

had, in a Letter ſent to the Aſſembly,

repreſented the requeſts made by the

National Aſſembly in a Declaration as

uite unconſtitutional. This condućt he

i. as very ungenerous, and noved,

that the Prefident ſhould write to him to

convince hin, that the requeſts were truly

conſtitutional. This, however, was ob

j, Sted to cit the part of M. M. uyſlet,

as tending to deſtroy the harmony of the

Powers, and creating an epitolary diſpute

between the Aſſembly and the King,

who would certainly perſevere in his

opinion. It was not, therefore, he ſaid,

to the intereſt of the public to enter on the

queſtion at that moment. The Aſſembly

accordingly paſſed on to the order of th

day. -

[To be continued.]

* Viz. The Decree propoſed and paſſed on the 14th.

JQURNAL
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JOURNAL of the PROCEEDINGS of the SECOND SESSION of the

SEVENTEENTH PARLIAMENT of GREAT BRITAIN.

H O U S E of L O R D S.

Tursday, January 31.

H's Majeſty came to the Houſe of Peers,

and being in his royal robes, ſeated

on the Throne with the uſual folemnity (the

Commons attending), his Majeſty was pleaſed

to make the following moſt gracious Speech:

“ My Lord, and Gentlemen.

“The many proofs which you have given

of your affvétionate attachment to my perſon

and family, leave me no doubt of your parti

cipating in the ſatisfaction which I derive

from the happy event of the marriage, which

has been celebrated between my ſon, the

Duke of York, and the eldeſt daughter of my

good Brother and Ally the King of Pruſſia:

and I am perſuaded, I may expect your

cheerſul concurrence in enabling me to make

a ſuitable previſion for their eſtabliſhment.

“ Since 1 laſt met you in Parliamcnt, a

Definitive Treaty has been concluded, under

may mediation, and that of my allies the King

of Pruſſia and the States General of the United

Provinces, between the Emperor and the

Ottoman Porte, cn principles which appear

the beſt calculated to prevent future diſputes

between thoſe Powers.

“Out intervention has alſo been employed,

with a view to promote a pacification be

tween the Empreſs of Ruſſia and the Porte;

and conditions have been agreed upon between

Us and the former of thoſe Powers, which

we undertook to recommend to the Porte,

as the re-eſtabliſhment of peace on ſuch terms

appeared to be, under all the exiſting circum

ſtances, a deſir ble event for the gencial in

tereſts of Europe. I am in expectation of

ſpeedily receiving the account of the conclu

ſicn of the Definitive Treaty of Peace, pre

liminaries having ſome time ſince been agreed

upon between thoſe Powers.

“ I have directed copies of the Definitive

Treaty between the Emperor and the Porte

to be laid before you, as well as ſuch papers

as are neceſſary to ſhew the terms of peace,

which have been under diſcuſſion during the

uégociation with the Court of Pete, 15urgh.

“...I repret that i am not yet enabled to

inform you of the termination of the war

in India ; but the ſucceſs which has already

attended the diſtinguiſhed bravery and exer

tions of the officers and troops under the able

condućt of Lord Cornwalls, and the recent

advices from that quºter, afford reaſonable

ground to hope, that the war may be ſpecully

brought to an hououiable concluſion.

“ The friendly aſſurance; which I receive

from foreign powers, and the general ſtate of

affairs in Europe, appear to promiſe to my

ſubjects the continuance of their preſent tran

qu:llity. Under theſe circumſtances, I am

induced to think that ſeme immediate reduc

tion may ſafely be made in our Naval and Mi

litary Eſtabliſhments; and my regard for the

intereſts of my ſubjećts, renders me at all

times deſirous of availing myſelf of any fa

vourable opportunity to diminiſh the public

expences.

“Gentlemen of the Houſe of Commers,

“It will, I am perſuaded, give you great

ſatisfaction to learn that the extraordinary ex

pences incurred in the courſe of laſt year

have, in a great meaſure, been already de

frayed by the grants of the Seffion. The

ſtate of our reſources will, I truſt, be found

more than ſufficient to provide for the re

maining part of thoſe expences, as well as

for the current ſervice of the year, the

eſtimates for which I have direéted to be laid

before you.

“I entertain the pleaſing hope, that the

redućtions which may be found pračicable

in the eſtabliſhments, and the continued in

creaſe of the Revenue, will enable you,

after nicking due proviſion for the ſeveral

branches of the public ſervice, to enter upon

a ſyſtem of gradually relieving my ſubječts

from ſome part of the exiſting taxes, at the

ſame time giving additional efficacy to the

plan for the reduction of the National Deb,

on the ſucceſs of which our future caſe and

ſecuritv eſſentially depend.

“With a view to this important objett,

let me alſo recommend it to you to turn your

attention to the conſideration of ſuch meaſures

as the ſtate of the funds, and of public credit,

may reuder practicable and expedient to

wards a reduction in the rate of intereſt of

any of the Annuitics which are now re

decmable.

“My Lords and Gentlemen,

“The continued and progreſſive improve

ment in the internal ſituation of the Coun

try, will, I am confident, animate you in

the purſuit of every meaſure which may be

conducive to the public intereſt. It mutt, at

the ſame time, operate as the ſtrongeſt ºn

couragement to a ſpirit of uſeful induſtry

among all claſſes of my ſubjects, and, above

all, muſt confirm and increaſe their ſteady

and zealous attachment to that Conſtitution,

which
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which we have found, by long experience,

to unite the ineſtimable bleſlings of liberty

and order, and to which, under the favour

of Providence, all our other advantages are

Principally to be aſcribed.”

The Lord Chancellor having read his Ma

iefly's Speech, the Addreſs was moved by

Lord Cheſterfield, and ſeconded by Lord

Mulgrave,

Lord Stormont made a few obſervations

upon the Speech, and concluded as follows :

As to the Conſtitution, he could not help

obſerving, on his outſet in politics, that in

the pamphlets which were written in thoſe

days, on whatever ſide written, there was

one point in which they ſeemed emulous of

excelling each other, and that was in ex

tºlling the Conſtitution :-he had ſtudied that

Conſtitution with as much attention as any

in that Houſe; he had marked the outlines,

the leading principles, and the energy of its

ſprings; and from the whole he could ſay,

thit it was the moſt perfeót ſyſtem of civil

liberty that the united wiſdom of man could

boaſt; and by far ſuperior to any that he

ever underſtood either in ancient or modern

times. He was ſorry to find that a few

writers of the preſent day, detailing their

theoretic opinions, ſeemed to depart from the

broad path of thoſe that went before them;

but the contagion was not likely to go far—

the people of this country were ſober and

ſteady, and poſſeſſed a portion of underſtand

ing beyond any that he had ever met with

in any other country in which he had been.

He was ſenſible, however thoſe opinions

might be diſſeminated, in the walls of that

Houſe they could take no root—there the

Conſtitution would find ſteady friends—

friends, to a man, who would be emulous

to riſe and fall with it.

Lord Grenville congratulated the Houſe

on the unanimity and cordiality with which

the Addreſs promiſed to be carried. He

roſe merely to expreſs the ſatisfaction he felt

on hearing the declaration of the noble Viſ

count (Stormont), which he had every rea

ion to believe fincere, a declaration ex

tremely proper at a time when the love of

novelty induced men to hold out viſions to

the public; but he hoped few would be

found to quit the ſubſtance to purſue a bub

ble that would burſt into air. Experience

had evinced the witdom of the preſent Con

ſtitution, and he trutted that the Houſe

would ſupport it with that firmneſs which

would enable themſelves and their poſterity

to enjoy the pureſt felicity.

The Addreſs was then put and carried

innimouſly.

The Duke of Montroſe moved, that an

Addreſs be preſented to her Majeſty, con

gratulating her on the marriage of her ſon

with the Princeſs Royal of Pruſſia.

Lord Grenville moved, that a Meſſage he

ſent to the Duke and Ducheſs of York to

congratulate them on their marriage ; and

the Duke of Montroſe and Lord Grenville

were ordered to carry, the ſame, Ad

journed,

WEDN Esday, Feb. 1.

Their Lordſhips reſolved to proceed fur

ther in the trial of Warren Haſtings, Eſq.

on Tueſday the 14th inſt.

The Report of the Addreſs was preſented

by the Earl of Cheſterfield; after which their

Lordſhips immediately adjourned i. order to

preſent it to his Majeſty, who returned the

following Anſwer te it, -

gº My Lords,

* I Thank you for this very dutiful and

loyal Addreſs. The exprefions of your af.

fection towards my perſon and family, and

of your zealous attachment to that Conſtitu

tion from which we derive ſo many advan

tages, are peculiarly acceptable to me. And

I receive with great pleaſure your congratu

lations on the marriage of my ſon the Duke

of York with the eldeſt daughter of my

good brother and ally the King of Pruſſia,

and the aſſurances of your readineſs to con.

cur in making a ſuitable proviſion for their

eſtabliſhment.” -

Tuesday, Feb. 7.

Lord Dorcheſter and Earl of Effingham
took the oaths and their ſeats.

The Lord Chancellor reported his Majeſty's

moſt gracious Anſwer to the Addreſs of their

Lordſhips; as did the Lord Steward the An

ſwer of her Majeſty; and the Earl of Lau

derdale the Auſwers of the Duke and Ducheſs

of York.

The RSDAY, Feb. 9.

Lord Kenyon took the woolſack in the

Houſe in the room of the Lord Chancellor,

who was much indiſpoſed with the gout.

Th; order of the day, adjourned from the

laſt ſeſſion, being read for further pro

ceeding on the Scotch Election Petitions, a

deſultory converſation took place, and the

reſult was, to poſtpone the buſineſs on ac

count of the Lord Chancellor's indiſpoſition.

FR 1 day, Feb. 1 o.

Mr. Burke's Bill for the amendment of

Mr. Grenville's Aét was read a ſecond time;

but on account of its being a public bill the

motion for committing it on the ſame day

was negatived, and it was ordered to be

committed on Monday.

HOUSE
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H O U S E o F

Tursday, January 31.

HE Gentleman Uſher of the Black Rod

having commanded the Houſe, in his

Majeſty's name, to attend him in the Houſe

•f Lords, the Speaker, accompanied by ſe

veral members, repaired thither.

On their return ſeveral new members

took the oaths and their ſeats; after which a

bill was brought in and read a firſt and ſecond

time pro forma, to aſſert the privilege of the

Houſe to tranſačt buſineſs previous to his

Majeſty's Speech being taken into conſidera

tion.

The Speaker read, with the permiſſion of

the Houſe, a copy of his Majeſty's Speech.

Mr. Yorke, having touched upon the va

rious topics mentioned in the Speech, and

particularly on the circumſtances which en

abled us to conſider of reducing our naval

and military eſtabliſhments, and at the ſame

time diminiſhing the burthens cf the people,

without relaxing the means already adopted

for the gradual reduétion of the national debt,

faid, that Britain, happy in its preſent ſtate,

ſhould be warned by the errors and afflic

tions of their neighbours, and guard with

peculiar caution againſt the ſpirit of turbu

lence and innovation which was now going

forward. He then moved the Addreſs,

which correſponded exactly with the wiſhes

and recommendations expreſſed in his Ma

jeſty's Speech.

* Sir James Murray ſeconded the motion,

and went over the ſame ground as the Mover.

Mr. Grey objected to expreſſing the ſatis

ſaćtion of the Houſe for the ſucceſs of the

War in India; and moved an amendment to

the following purport: to omit thoſe words

which expreſs the ſatisfaction of the Houſe

in the preſent ſtate of affairs in India, and

infert others, of which the following are the

ſubſtance: “ That the Houſe, fully ſenſible

* of the evils of a procraſtinated war, which

“muſt be ruinous to the finances of the

* Company, cannot help expreſſing their re

“gret that the proſpečts held out in the

“Speech from the Throne at the commence

** ment of the laſt ſeſſion have not been re

“alized ; nevertheleſs, that their attachment

ºf to his Majeſty, and their deſire to ſupport

“ the honour of his crown, are undimi

** niſhed.”

Mr. St. John ſeconded it.

Mr. Dundas roſe principally to reply to

t"e mover of the amendment, to which, he

fººd, he ſhould give his negative. The

Hon. Gentleman, he ſaid, muſt have forgot

ten the whole hiſtory of the war, by de

clering that no ſucceſſes bad tech gained by

C O M M O N S.

our armies in the Eaſt, for the direét ton

trary was the fact. Tippoo was cut off from

his reſources and crippled; Bangalore had

fallen to tºur arms, and various of his other

forts. Alluding to the fear entertained by

the Hon. Gentleman of danger from the

King's recommendation of a reduction of

taxes, he obſerved, that it would in no de

gree excite alarm—he would not, however,

examine for precedents, being well convinced

that if ſuch a recommendation from the

Crown was novel, the novelty would in no

degree leſſen the agreeable ſenſation with

which fuch a recommendation would be re

ceived.

Mr. Fox ſupported the amendment. In

the cemmencement of his ſpeech he declared

his ſincerity of heart in congratulating his

Majeſty upon every felicity enjoyed by his

auguſt family, and acknowledged that many

other parts of the Speech and Addreſs met

his moſt unqualified approbation. He la

mented the mention of a reduction of the

taxes in the Speech, as tending to fetter the

minds of gentlemen whenever they ſheuld

come to the diſcuſſion of the ſubject, and at

the ſame time conſidered it as breaking thro'

a privilege of that Houſe, in which all bills

for grants or taxes ought to originate. He

lamented, however, that his Majeſty in his

Speech, having expreſſed ſo much and ſo

well in favour of order, had not alſo ex

preſſed his regret for the diſturbance of

that order in the laſt ſummer. Mr. Fox

here entered at ſome length into the riots at

Birmingham, condemning them as diſgrace

ful to the nation, and as ſcenes that could

not be too much reprobated. In ſupport of

his Hon. Friend's amendment, he entered

largely into the campaign in India, contend

ing trenuouſly that there were no ground:

whatever to ſupport that part of the Addreſs

expreffive of the able conduct of Lord Corn

wallis.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer entered

into a general defence and ſupport of the

condućt of Earl Cornwallis, which he con

fidered not only able but brilliant; he con

tended therefore for the Addreſs as it origi

nally ſtood, and conſequently againſt the

amendment. He reprobated, with Mr. Fox,

in the ſtrongeſt terms, the unfortunate riots

at Birmingham ; but challenged any man to

ſhew when, upon any ſimilar occaſion, mea

ſures equally prompt and effectual had been

adopted to ſuppreſs them: and in reply to Mr.

Fox's arguments relative to the taxes, declar

ed, that his Majeſty had not the ſmalleſt in

t-ution to interfere unconſtitutionally with

the
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the privileges of the Houſe. The Chan

tellor of the Exchequer ſaid, he would take

the opportunity of the full Houſe which he

then perceived, to give notice that it was his

intention to bring forward the ſubſeét of the

ſtate of the finances and of the expenditure

the earlieſt opportunity; every neceſſary

paper would ſoon be able to be laid upon

the table, and therefore by the next day

fortnight he hoped he ſhould be ready to

tnter upon the diſcuſſion.

He then ſtated the produce of the reve

nue, and ſaid, that the extra receipt ſo far

exceeded the expenditure, as to add to the

diminution, and the extraordinary expences

that remain for the armament of the laſt

year would be 130,000l. i the expence had

been much more, but the reſt had been al

ready defrayed. From the ſum in hand on

Jan. 1, and money he expected by the 5th

of April, he ſaid there would remain

roo, cool. more towards eaſing the people

from taxes, which would relieve the tem

porary duty upon Malt. The additional

paying off of this year would be 4oo,ocol.

The three firſt taxes he meant to propoſe to

take off would be, thoſe on Carts and Wag

gºns, on Female Servants, and the 3s. paid

on Houſes having leſs than ſeven Windows;

which would together amount to too, cool.;

and the next article he ſhould propoſe would

be, one on general conſumption, viz. the

halfpenny per pound upon candles, which

would amount to another Ioo,oool.

Mr. Fox roſe to explain, and contended,

that the queſtion as to what portion of the

ſurplus ſhould be applied to the reduction of

the exiſting taxes, and what portion to the

diminution of the national debt, could not

tome forward fairly for diſcuſſion. It

ſhºuld have been firſt ſubmitted to the

Houſe abſtraćtedly. -

The Chancellor of the Exchequer then

ſpºke of the reduced annuities. The only

funds redeemable were, he ſaid, the Four

Per Cents. He ſpoke of a rumour having

obtained ground that he meant to borrow

money at three and a half per cent. to re

deem the Five per Cents. to make up 25

millions of the debt reduced; but he de

cºred he never had entertained any ſuch

wea, and he ſhould conſider it as aél ng con

trary to the ſpirit of an aél of parliament.

The Four per Cents. he ſaid, were redeem

**, and the Fives, when 25 millions of

*bz were diſcharged, clearly and unqueſ

ºrably.

The queſtion was then called ; and the

Houſe divided on the amendment, Ayes 85,

Noes zog. The main queſtion on the

*reſs, as firſt moved, was then put and

Cºrried.

Wol, XXI,

A Committee was then appointed to draw

up an Addreſs.

WFDN Es DAY, Feb. 1.

Several Election Petitions were delivered

in at the table and read, and days appointed

for their hearing.

Mr. Fox ſtated to the Houſe, that the

progreſs of the Impeachment might be im

peded by the Ballots for the trials of Contro

verted Elections ; for if the Impeachment

were fixed by the Houſe of Peers on a day

when any ballot was to occur, the ballot

neceſſarily preceding all other buſineſs, it

might be difficult to procure an adequate

number of Members, and no progreſs could,

on that account, be made in the Impeach

ment.

The Speaker ſuggeſted a remedy adopted

in the Impeachment of the Earl of Strafford

in 1648; the Membels proceeded im

mediately into Weſtminſter-Hall as a

Committee, without waiting in order to

obtain a number ſufficient to conſtitute a

Houſe. This remedy was propoſed by him

to be adopted.

The Addreſs was reported by Mr. Yorke.

A congratulatory Addreſs on the nuptials

of their Royal Highneſſes the Duke and

Ducheſs of York was ordered to be preſented

to the Queen, by the Chancellor of the

Exchequer, Mr. Dundas, Lord Apſley, and

Mr. Herbert.

A congratulatory Meſſage was alſo direét

ed to the Ducheſs of York, by the Earl of

Euſton, the Earl of Mornington, Lord Bay

ham, Mr. Ryder, and Mr. Smith.

Tºur spay, Feb. 2.

The Houſe went up with their Addreſs te

his Majeſty.

FR 10AY, Feb. 3.

The Speaker reported his Majeſty's Anſwer

to the Addreſs of the Houſe, as follows :

“ Gen. T L E M EN,

“I th As a you for this dutiful and loyal

Addreſs. Your cordial and affectionate con

gratulations on the marriage of my ſon the

Duke of York with the Princeſs Royal of

Pruſſia, and the aſſuraaces of your readineſs

to enable ºne to make a ſuitable proviſion

for their eſtabliſhment, cannot but afford me

the warmeft ſatisfačtion.

“ I obſerve with peculiar pleaſure the

expreſſions of your regard to the intereſts of

my ſubjects, which cannot be more fully

manifeſted, than by your conſtant and earneſt

deſire to preſerve unimpaired the innume

rable bleſſings which they derive from qur

excellent Conſtitution.”

The Chancellor of the Exchequer report

ed at the Bar her Majeſty's Anſwer to the

T - Addreſs
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'Addreſs of the Houſe, on the nuptials of the

Duke of York, as follows :

“I AM fully perſuaded of the attachment

of the Houſe of Commons to the King and

Royal Family on all occaſions; and deſire

that my thanks may be expreſſed for their

congratulation on the preſent happy occa

fion.”

. The Earl of Euſton informed the Houſe,

that their Meſſage had been preſented to the

Duke and Ducheſs of York, who had made

the following Reply:

“That they begged leave fo return

their thanks to the Houſe for their congratu

latory compliments.”

Mox Day, Feb. 6.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, at the

Bar of the Houſe, preſented copies of the

Treaties of Peace between the Emperor of

Germany and the Ottoman Porte; the Eni

preſs of Ruſſia's Reſcript, and copies of the

negociation with the Empreſs, &c. which

were ordered to be printed.

Mr. Grey moved for a Committee to en

quire into the practices and effects of im

priſonment for debt, &c. which was agreed

to, and the ſame Gentlemen who compoſed

the Committee of latt year, with fimilar

powers, were appointed.

The Speaker addreſſed the Houſe on the

neceſſity that exiſted for a ſpeedy deciſion on

ſome mode to prevent difiiculties in the pro

ceedings relative to Ballots, and the Impeach

ment. Since he had mentioned the prece

alent of Lord Strafford's trial on a former

day, as oce mode to obviate any difficulty

that might ariſe, he had examined particular

ly into that precedent, and found it wholly

inapplicable to the preſent czigency. He

therefore conſidered a ſpecial Bill to be the

bett and moſt effectual mode to remove the

difficulties to which the Houſe was now

liable. ,

Mr. Burke conſidering the mode propoſed

from the Chair to be the cleareſt, and beſt

calculated for the Furpoſe, and ſuch as the

Houſe in its wiſdom would adopt, ſaid, he

ſhould take the liberty of moving, “ That

leave be gr. 11ted to brºg in a Bill to amend

iuch of certain Aćis as related to the Trial of

Controve teal Elections on the Return of

Members to ſerve in Parliament.”

The motion was agreed to, and the Bill

immediately brought up, which was read a

firſt and ſecond time.

Mr. Fox, after a few prefatory obſerva

tions, moved for leave to bling in “A Bill

to remove Doubts concerning the Power of

Juries in Caſes of Libe.”
Mr. Liſkine ſeconded the motion.

Leave was given, and Mr. Fox and Mr.

F. :)--the were ordered to prepare and bring

it, inc fame.

Tursday, Feb. 7.

The returns made of the number of

debtors confined in the different gaols, pur

ſwant to Mr. Grey's motion of laſt Seſſion,

was referred to the Committee.

Mr. Burke's Bill for amending Mr.

Grenville's Aét reſpecting Controverted

Elections, and preparatory to the recom

mencement of the Trial, paſſed through a

Committee.

WenNesday, Feb. 8.

Lord Arden moved, “That 16,ceo Sea

men, including 442 5 Marines, be granted to

his Majeſty for the ſervice of the year 1792."

Alſo, “That the ſum of 4!. per man per

month, &c.” be granted for defraying the

expences of the ſame.

Both motions were unanimouſly agreed to.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer then

moved, “That 3,500,ocol. be granted to

his Majeſty for the purpoſe of paying of a

like ſum raiſed on Exchequer Bills, &c.”

Alſo “That 2,000,oodl. be granted to

his Majeſty for a like purpoſe.”

A converſation enſued between the Chan

cellor of the Exchequer and Mr. Fox, on

the latter wiſhing to know, if by the Houſe

voting that part of the ſupply which involved

the expences of the Ruſſian Armament, it

was to be implied, that the Houſe approved

of that meaſure.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer replied,

By no means; he underſtood that it was

intended by Gentlemen that a Jay ſhould

be ſet apart for the full inveſtigation of the

expediency of the meaſure; however, iſ

objections ſhould be ſtarted at the time

alluded to by the Hon. Gentleman, he was

prepared to anſwer them.

Thursday, Feb. 9.

Mr. Fox brought in two Bills, one to

remove doubts reſpecting the functions of

Jurics in Cales of Libels; the other to amend

the 9th of Queen Anne relative to R*
JP'arrantos.

Mr. Burke's Bill for amending the A&son

Controverted Electious was read a third time

and paſſed.

Major. Maitland brought forward five

motions on the ſubječi of the War in India;

the Hon. Member wiſhed for ſome infor

mation on the ſubject, that the Houſe might

judge how far it was founded in juſtice, or

conducted in policy, and the expence it in

volved; as the accounts received contained only

a repetition of the calamities which followed

the Brit th arms ; he alſo wiſhed to know

what it, ms of peace Tippoo Sultan held,

and the reaſon why thoſe terms were not

acceded to.

Mr. Francis ſeconded the motion, and

adduced ſeveral arguments in ſupport of the

Production of the papers moved for.

Mr.
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Mr. Dundas conſented to produce ſuch of

the papers as did not immediately relate to

the Negociation of Peace with Tippoo ; as

lie thought it would be impolitic to produce

them pending that buſineſs.

Mr. Fox advanced ſeveral arguments to

ſhºw that it was the duty of his Majeſty's

Miniſters to conſult that Houſe on the ſubjećt.

Major Scott was of a contrary opinion.

The papers were granted, except thoſe

which related to the terms of Peace held out

by Tippoo.

Mr. Hippeſley moved for a Copy of a

Letter, written by the late Sir Archibald

Campbell, on the purchaſe of the Forts of

Crangamore and Aicottah, by the Rajah of

Travancore, which was granted,

FR 1 DAY, Feb. 1 o.

The Houſe reſolved itſelf into a Com

mittee of Supply, Mr. Hobart in the chair,

when Mr. Pitt ſtated the Navy debt to be

7c,cool, leſs now than it was in December

1789. The ſum of ico, ocol. was granted

in December 1790 for the diminution of the

Navy debt; but had not two armaments

occurred, the debt would have been dimi

niſhed zoo,oocl. The Committee of Fi

nances of 1791 ſtated, that 4oo, cocl. more

than that of 1786 had ſet forth would be

requiſite, which had been placed againſt the

ſum intended to be diminiſhed by the Sinking

Furd ; the ſum of 131,cool. was therefore

all that was neceſſary to be voted for the

expence of the Navy incurred to the preſent

period, and which had not been provided

for; he by no means, however, wiſhed it

to be mnderſtood, that that ſum would in

clude the whole expence attending the

Radian armament; but as a confiderable

ſurples of the ſums which had been voted for

the Spaniſh armament remained, with large

quantities of ſtores that had been returned in

good condition, any additional ſum to re

place the Navy debt would be unneceſſary :

he was not, however, at that time, able to

ſtate any account of the wear and tear of

ſtores, &c. or the whole account of the ex

Pence incurred by the Ruſſian armament.

He concluded by moving, that the ſum of

131,66el. ſhould be granted to his Majeſty

fºr the payment of the Navy debt, which

was agreed to, and the Report ordered for

Monday.

In a Committee of Ways and Means the

Land-Tax was fixed at 4s. in the pound,

and the duty on Mali, Mum, Cyder, and

Parly ordered to be continued for a year.

Mr. Erſkine preſented a petition from the

Proprietors of News-papers, to exempt them

from penalties they had incurred by the pub.

lication of illegal Lottery Schemcs.

*

Mon Day, Feb. 13.

In a Committee of Supply, Lord Arden

moved 672,000l. for the Ordinary, and

350,0ool. for the Extraordinary of the Navy.

Mr. Roſe moved the ſum of 436,990.l. to

make good the deficiencies of Grants for

1791. He alſo moved the uſual Plantation

Eſtimates. The Reſolutions were ſeverally

agreed to, and ordered to be reported.

Mr. Grey ſaid, that as he ſuppoſed a day

would be appointed to take the ſubjećt of

the Ruffian Armament into conſideration,

he wiſhed that the Miniſters would produce

ſome Papers i elative to that ſubjećt, parti

culally the Preliminaries of the Peace be

tween the Porte and Ruſſia, to enable the

Houſe to form a judgment of the effect of

the interference of Great Britain, &c. He

only meant to aſk Miniſters, whether thoſe

Papers would be refuted if a moticn was

made for them *

Mr. Pitt replied, that with reſpea to ſome

of the Papers they could not be produced,

no ſuch being in exiſtence ; and others were

of ſuch a nature, that he ſhculd oppoſe their

production.

Mr. Fox could conceive no objećtion to

the production of the Preliminaties of the

Peace, and they were abſolutely eſſential

to the proper underſtanding of the ſubječt.

Mr. Pitt ſaid, the fact was, they had me

official copy of the Preliminaries ; but he

hoped in a ſhort time to lay before the Houſe

the Definitive Treaty between the Porte and

Ruſſia, which he had authentic information

was ſigned.

The ſixth year's Accounts from the Com

miſſioners for the Redućtion of the National

IXebt were laid before the Houſe.

Tu Esday, Feb. 14.

The Libel Bill was read a third time and

paſſed.

The Quo Warranto Bill was reported.

An Amendment relative to the Statute of Li

mitations was propoſed by Mr. Erikine, and

adopted by the Houſe.

W = *N Espay, Feb. 15.

In a Committee of Supply, voted 17,613

men for the Land Service, from the 25th

of December 1791, to the 24th of June

1791 ; 15,701 men from the 25th of June

1792, to the 24th of December following.

Several Papers relative to Botany Bay

were moved by Sir Charle; Bunbury, who

made ſome obſervations on the impolicy of

the meaſure, and on the great mortality that

had occurred on board the Neptune.

Mr. Dundas declared, that as ſoon as the

melancholy intelligence had been received

by his Majeſty's Miniſt rs, they had inſti

tuted an enquiry, in order to aſcertain to

whom blame was to be attributed.

T 2. Thd
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The Papers were ordered to be produced.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer pre

(ented the Papers relative to the tranſačtions

that had occurred in the Ruſſian Negociation

between Očtober 1790 and May 1791.

FR 11, Ay, Feb. 17.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer preſent

ed a copy of the treaty entered into between

his Majeſty and the King of Pruſſia on the

marriage of his Royal Highneſs the Duke of

York with the Princeſs of Pruſſia, and gave

notice, that he would, in a Committee of

Supply, move for a proviſion for her Royal

Highneſs, and alſo for a ſuitable eſtabliſhment

for their houſhold.

The Houſe then reſolved itſelf into a Com -

mittee on the ſtate of the Finances and the

National Debt, Lord Mornington in the

Chair, when that part of his Majeſty's Speech

relative to the revenue was read; upon which

Mr. Pitt roſe, and entered in:o a ſtatement of

the income and expenditure, ſhewing the ſu

periority of the former over the latter, not

only as to the laſt year, but on the average

of the four laſt years taken together; from

whence he inferred there could be no heſi

tation in appropriating 400,000l. the exceſs

of the revenue, viz. 1 co,Cool. for repealing

the laſt additional duty on malt, and 300,000l.

to a diviſion between a repeal of taxes, and a

further annual aid to the million for the re

dućtion of the National Debt. The firſt tax

he ſhould therefore propoſe to repeal would

be the laſt additional duty on Malt ; the ſe

cond, that on Female Servants; the third, on

Waggons and Carts ; the fourth, the three

ſhilling duty on Houſes containing leſs than

ſeven Windows; and, fiſthly, the laſt half

penny on Candles, with the exception of

wax and ſpermaceti. He then went into a

long ſtatement of the revenue ſor ſome years

back, taking in an account of the imports and

exports, and ſtating his reaſons for the great

increaſe of the revenue; and concluded with

the firſt Motion, namely, for repealing the

laſt duty of 6d. upon Malt.

Mr. Sheridan next roſe, and oppoſed the

ſtatement of the Chancellor of the Exchequer,

queſtioning the fact of the finances being in

ſo fi uriſhing a condition as they had been re

preſented.

Mr. Pitt replied to Mr. Sheridan ; when

Mr. Fox roſe, and complained of that part of

the Speech which related to the redućtion of

taxes, as an infringement of the Executive

Power that tended to abridge the deliberative

Rights of the Repreſentatives of the people,

Mr. Pitt replied to Mr. Fox. The Mo

tion was then put and carried ; after which

the Committee voted, that zoo,oool. ſhould

be applied to the redućtion of the various

taxes mentioned by the Chancellor of the LX

chequer, and the Houſe adjourned,

Mon p A Y, Feb. 23.

Mr. Grey, after a long ſpeech, moved for

ſeveral Papers concerning the War between

Ruſſia and the Porte,

The Motion was oppoſed by Mr. Pitt,

and a long debate took place, at the conclu

ſon of which the Houſe divided, when ther:

appeared Ayes 12c, Noes 235 *.

* On the ſame day, in the Houſe of Lords, Earl Fitzwilliam roſe, and proceeded to draw

their Lordſhips attention to the papers which had been laid on the table reſpecting the in

erference Adminiſtration had taken in the diſpute between the Ruſſians and Turks, and

which, he ſaid, had been no leſs uſeleſs than unneceſſary. From theſe papers he had framed

ſeveral Reſolutions, but which, at the ſame time, were merely introductory to one he ſhould

afterwards make, which was in ſubſtance, “That Adminiſtration, by their interference, had

only protracted the Negociation, without rendcriag the ſmalleſt aſliſtance to the Ottoman

Cºurt ; and that the only advantage to this country had been involving her in unneceſſay

expence.” He then moved his firſt Reſolution.

The Earl of Elgin oppoſed the Motion, and moved the previous queſtion.

A long debate then caſued, in which ſeveral of their Lordſhips took part; in the courſe of

which the Duke of feeds ſaid he found himſelf in a peculiar ſituation, as, from what had fal

ley in the courſe of the debate, he felt that he ſhould ſtand ſingle in opinion; and yet, pe.

culiarly ſit: ited as he had been at the time this interference took place, he could not reconcile

himſelf to giving a ſilent vote upon the ſubject. When he had the honour of holding a place

under the 'rown he had given his advice for thoſe meaſures, from a thorough convićtion in

his own mind they were highly neceſſary to the balance of power in Europe, and would be

of advantage to this country (he ſtill entertained the ſame opinion, and had no doubt they

would have proved ſo had they been perſevered in); but when he found he was no longer to

be ſupported in the advice he had given, and that his Colleagues differed in opinion, he laid

the Seals of the Office which he then held at his Majeſty's feet, and he truſted as pure and

uncontaminated as they had come into his hands. This explanation he ſhould have made

to their Lor'ſhips before, but for the conſideration that it would be highly improper while

the Negociation was pending.

The Queſtion being called for, a diviſion took lage upon the previous queſtion, when hºappeared, Content, 82, Non Contc..ts 19. Piagº WP R q ºx
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Fre RUARY 2.

UNIADES, under the title of Ægmunda,

and with the omiſſion of the character

from whence its firſt name was taken,

was repreſented a ſecond time at the Hay

market, and experienced that candour which

is generally to be found in a Britiſh audience.

It was heard with attention, and applauſe

given at even the ſlighteſt appearance of merit,

ather in the piece or the performance of the

author. It ſhowed, however, too evidently,

that it was unfit for public repreſentation,

and was quietly diſmiſſed. A new Epi

logue was ſpoken by Mr. Suett in the cha

racter of an Undertºker, and Mr. Banniſter

in that of a Sailor, but with little effect.

On the ſame evening, The Magician no

Cºurer, a Comic Opera, by Mr. Merry, was

25ted the firſt time at Covent-Garden. The

ghara&ers as follow :

Taliſman, – Mr. Quick.

Somerville, - Mr. Incledon.

Darcall, - Mr. Fawcett.

Grub, - — Mr. Munden.

Peter Patrick,

Sammy Sapling,

Innkeeper, Mr. Powell.

Futt Countryman, Mr. Thompſon.

Second Countryman, Mr. Rees.

Third Countryman, Mr. Croſs.

Mr. Blanchard,

Mr. Wilſon.

-

P. gey, - — Mrs. Martyr.

Nelly, — — Mrs. Mountain.

Miſs Taliſman, Mrs. Webb.

Thereſa, — Mrs. Billington.

The ſtory of this Opera turns upon Taliſ

man conceiving himſelf a proficient in the

magic art, caſts the nativity of his daughter

Thereſa, and, finding the planets adverſe,

determines to ſhut her up during the year.

The young lady has a lover, is croſſed in

her deſigns, and particularly by a maiden

aunt, Miſs Taliſman, who conceives a paſion

for Somerville, the lover of Thereſa. The

deſigns of the aunt are fruſtrated by a letter,

intended for Somerville, ſailing into the

hands of Dareall, a fortune.hunter. The

plot is alſo aſſiſted by Dareall's paſſing bim

ſelf upon ſeme ignorant country people as

Yice Chancellor of England, in which cha

rafter he gives orders for the apprehenſion of

Taliſman, in hepes the confuſion it will

make will afford him an opportunity of

carrying off Thereſa, with who'c fortune he

had fallen deſperately in love. In this at

tempt, however, he is foiled, ar, imagining the

letter he had received in the name of

$ºmery;it to haye ºgmº from Thereſa, he

goes off with the aunt, who is concealed

under a large cloak ; and Taliſman is reſcued

from the hands of the countrymen by Somer

ville, who, in return for this ſervice, receives

the daughter of the old man, with which

the piece concludes,

Mr. Merry, in this Opera, exhibited ſome

proof of comic powers, which, by cultiva

tion, may be rendered uſeful to the Theatre.

Variety of character ſeems to have been the

great defect of this piece, which, however,

received every advantage from the Manager,

the Compoſer, and the Performers. It met

with conſiderable oppoſition, and was re

preſented only four nights.

7. Mrs. Siddons for the firſt time per

formed the character of the Queen in

Richard III. with that degree of excellence

which ſhe diſplays in all her tragic perform

ances. This part, which uſed to be per

formed by Mrs. Pitchard, Mrs. W. ffington,

and once, on the former being prevented,

by Mrs. Cibber, has of late been left to

inferior actreſſes. The performance of

Mrs. Siddons will prove that, ſmall as the

part is, it is not unworthy of the talents of

the firſt ačtreſs on the Stag”.

18. A new Comedy was produced at

Covent-Garden, called The Road to Ruin,

written by Mr. Ilokroft, author of Seduciion,

Noblº Peſant, &c. &c.

The Characters were thus repreſented:

Mr. Dornton, — Mr. Munden.

Harry Dornton, Mr. Holman.

Sulky, - — Mr. Wilſou.

Goldfinch, – Mr. Lewis.

Melford, - Mr Harley.

Silky, - — Mr. Quick.

Jacob, - — Mr. Rees.

Widow Warren,

Sophia Freelove,

Jenny,

ºrs. Mattocks.

Mrs. Mervy.

Mrs. Hallowe.

FABLE.

Mr. Darnton, a worthy man, and a

Banker of the higheſt character on the

Exchange, has the credit of his houſe

endangered by the extravagance of his ſon :

and his affits at length appear ſo formidably

hazardous, that bankruptcy ſcens inevitable,

When the ſituation of his Houſe aſſumes ſo

critical an appearance, the young man, who

had been inſenſible to the J, thculties he had

brought upon himſelf, is alarmed at the

ruin he has brought upun his father, and

deſperately determines to marry the rich

Widow Warren, an odious character, whom

he dexcited, although he was deeply in love

with
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with her heautiful and innocent daughter.

This project he ſets about putt ng in

practice, but previouſly attempts to get

aſſiſtance from Old Silky, an uſurer, the

foundation of whoſe fortune he had laid, by

an early bounty in an extreme exigency.—

This effort, owing to Silky’s ingratitude,

tails, and then the young man reſorts to his

laſt expedient. He obtains (cool. of the

widow ; and inſtead of applying it to the

1elief of his father's credit, happening to call

at a ſpunging-houſe, where Melford, his

i: timate friend, was in cuſtody, he uſes the

greateſt part of it in relieving Meiford from

his difficulties, although the objećt of his li

berality had aſpeiſed his father's charaćter,

owing to a miſconception, and had excited

his warmth to ſuch a pitch as to produce a

challenge. The elder Dornton, hearing of

his ſon's deſign, is charmed with his gene

rous feelings, tries to prevent the execution

of his plan, and carries back the 62ool. to

the Widow, white, after a pleaſant equi

woque, he explains to his ſon, that on in

feeting the books of the Houſe minutely, it

2ppeals that their alai in was unneceſſaly,

rºvir affairs being infinitely more than

P O E

S A R A H HA R TOP's

L O V E L E T T E R

v E R SIFI Ed

By Mr. E L L I S.

Advertiſcment to the Reader.

The following Epiſtle was written by a Girl

at Deal to hºr ſweet-heart, a Sailor on

board a man of war in the Downs. The

ſimplicity which runs through the whole

may, perhaps, txcite the Reader's ridicule

on the firſt peruſal; but if he compares

this girl's ſentments with thoſe of Ovid's

Heroines, making allowance for her want

of ſo polite a ſecretary, he will find them

much the ſame. Therefore a poetical

tranſlation is here added, as an eſſay to

wards dicſing up thoſe naked ſentiments

of Sarah in ſuch a garb as to render them

rather worthy of compation than ridi.

cule.

T H E G R i G IN A I,.

1, ºn V IN DE R C iſ A. R. L. Es,

Tii is with nº kind lov tº yow, is to tel

vow, atter º' oºr ſport and fon, i am lik

to pa (, , , for i : m with child, and wors

or all my ſi... ºr Not mas it, 2nd cal; me

horc and bi-, 4.3 is red; to w; in: :o)

º

adequate to every poſſible demand. The

ſon foregoes his match with the Widow,

and returns to the real obječt of his

aficółions, the daughter. Goldfinch, a ruined

Buck from the city, who had courted

the Widow for ſome time with a view

to retrieve his circumſtances, reſumes his

courtſhip at this crifis, and having entered

into an engagement with Silky, the ſcoun

del uſurer (who had accidentally got poſſeſſion

of a will of the Widow's late huſband who

died abroad, of which will ſhe was unaFrriz

ed, and which gives her whole fortune, ex

cluſive of an annuity of 600l. a year, to Mr.

Melford, his natural ſon, and to his daugh

ter Sophia) to pay him a third of the for

tune on Götaining the Widow's promiſe of

marriage, prevails on her to deliver the

writing ; but the whole iniquity is providen

tally diſcovered in time. Melford recovels

his right; the Widow retires amidſt mor

tification and contempt ; young Dornton

marries Sophia, and the credit of the Bank

ing houſe is amply reflored.

This Comedy was announced for repeti

tica with very ioud and general applauſe.

T R Y.

owt, and Jak Peny lis with her evry tim

he cums aſhor, and the faci dog wold

hav lade with me to, but i wold not let

him, for i wil be alwas oneſt to vow,

therfor, der Charls, cum aſhor and let us be

marcd to ſaf nii vartu : and if yow hav no

inunni i wil paun mi nu ſtas and fel mi to

nu ſmoks yow gav me, and that will pa the

parſen and find us a diner; and pra der

Charls cum aſhor, and dont be afrid for

want of a ring, for i hav ſtol mi fitter thans,

and the natty tººd ſhal never hav it no mor, for

ſhe tels about th: i am goin to hava batterd.

And god bles yor der lovin to cum fune,

for longs to be mared accordin to your pro

mºs, and i wil be yor der vartus wit tell

duth.

Feb. 7, 1734. SAR Ah Harror.

Pray dont let yor meſmat Jak ſe this, if

yow do hel tel owr nan, and ſhel termi

hart owt then, for ſhe is a divil at me now.

TRAN SLATION.

DEAR objećt of my love, whoſe marily charms

With blus cxtatic til'd my circling arms

That bliſs is paſt, and nought for me re

nnnnns

But dirt reproach and never-pity'd pain: ;

For,
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For, death to mºne, and food for other's pride,

My fitter has my growing ſhame deſcry'd ;

Ev’n ſhe aſſails me with opprobrious name,

When the prude 's conſcious ſhe deſerves the

ſame.

Her looſe aſſociate, ſated, from her flies,

And vainly to ſeduce my virtue tries.

True as a wife, I only want the name,

0 buſte and wed me, and preſerve my fame 5

And if your preſent pow'r will not afford

To ſee the pneſt and ſpread the nuptial board,

The finery which your fondneſs did bettow,

Full freely to ſupply that want ſhali go.

With love alone attir'd, love all my pride,

0 could I ſee myſelf your naked bride!

No Dame I'd envy for her jointur'd lands,

Love ſcorns the lawyer's mercenary bands.

Nor ſhall you want the myſtic ring of gold,

My fitter Ann's my finger ſhall enfold ;

To me but juſt that forfeit for the wrong

My love ſuſtainsfrom her licentious tongue.

Then haſte away, and ſtrike Detraction used,

The nuptial feaſt awaits you and the bed.

Fall not ; my hope, my baniſh'd peace re

ſtore;

Confirm the troth you plighted me before ;

Nor fear the band that will endure for life

With me your loving and your faithful wiſe.

P. S. Theſe earnett dićtates of my anxious

heart

I beg you will not to your friend impart,

For oſt beneath fair friendſhip's ſpecious ſhow

The traitor lurks, the undermining foe.

Lo V E L Y S U E,

A SON G,

By Dr. TRoTTER.

A* beams the moon in wonder ſphere

The cleareſt and the lighteſt,

So midſt the lovely Britiſh fair

My Suſan ſhines the brighteſt.

The Muſes, Loves, and Graces join'd

Some faultleſs forrh to view,

Rica gave a charm—and all combia'd

Produc’d my lovely Sue.

On her to took and not to love

Scorns all our weak pretences,

Her meaned charms ſuch raptures move

As raviſh all our ſenſes.

A heedleſs ſwaiti without diſguiſe,

I met her in the hower;

One rance from thoſe reſiſteſs eyes

Male captive every power.

A cot iſ rear on yonder plain,

So hoſtile arra ſhall harrn tier;

And if the legas to bleſs her ſwain,

Til there cundust any cºarmer.

This faithful heart ſhall rove no more,

I live for oaty you ;

** age nor time ſhall waſte my ſtore,

While bleſt with lovely 5ue.

s O N N E T,

Written in a CHA is E, on a diſtant view of

WINDsoRCAst le.

By THO. CLIO RICKMAN.

YES, o'er yon lofty woods thy loftier head

I ſee, but not as erſt I us’d to ſee,

When thy firſt peep through all my ſyſtem

ſpread

Anticipated joy, and love, and extacy.

Ah! then thy flag proud wav'd o'er that

dear ſeat

Where lov'd Maria liv'd, and ſhe was

mine;

There oft from far I haſten’d all to meet,

And hail'd thy lofty tow’rs, and felt divine:

But ſhe is dead and I have wander'd wide,

Heard the winds whiſtle and the ſurges

roar ;

Have rode tremendous on the threat'ning

tide,

And many a trying ſcene have paſs'd on

ſhore ;

All this have firmly met; but once again

Thy lofty towers to ſee awakes ſevereſt pain.

ON MADAME DE SISLEY

(1 h = az, stock at ic st R = N )

Appearing dejected at her Firſt Appearance at

Mr. Galli > 1's Concert in Hanover

ſquare.

Mººk Exile ! when thy tender tones I

hear,

And mark amidſt the ſadneſs of thine eye

The blended beam of meek complaceacy,

Which ſorrow loveliett wears—a ſilent tear

Falls at the thought of what diſtreſ, fit

wrong

Thy youth has ſuffered. Thou wilt ſee oa

tradic

Thy friends, thy parents, and thy native

ſhore,

Where erſt to other ears thy thrilling ſong

Was ſung : yet take the ſigh the generous pay

To virtue, and what Strangers can beſtow,

To ſoºn thy tard tot, and healthy woe.

Twen turn thise eyes from thy own ſhºre

away,

Sweet Exiie thou in this bleſ; Iſle flat

£nd

Britons to talents true, to ſufferings kind.

A. R.

The following is scº ºf rººs is ergraven

on a Tree at G on G a Sºra i Nºos a kºs,

F ſq. in H e i s or psh is e, formerly tha

Cottag" of A * * CAT Lex.

ATL*.*, the crice-fam'd Syren of tte

tºge,

, Melodiºs Heroine of a former age,

Her abºurs o'er, tele ſix d her gild retreat,

Theſe her lov’d fields, and this u:r ſay's sta

{e2: :

}}}}<r
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Hither at early dawn ſhe bent her way,

To mark the progreſs of the new-mown

hay ;

Partook the toil, join'd gaily in the throng,

And often cheer'd the Rust 1 c3 with a

ſong ;

Nor with a ſong alone ; her liberal heart

In all their little ſorrows bore a part ;

And as they ſimply told their tale of grief;

Her head gave counſel, and her hand relief.

Let not the wedd d DAME, who wanders

htre,

Diſdain o'er

tear;

CAT 1. EY's turf tº ſhed a

Nor the fond Virgin, ſhelter'd by this
tree

withhold the drop of ſenſibility.

What tho' ſtern Hym EN may no ſančtion

give,

In NATurk's tenderſ page the tear ſhalf

ſite ;

An anxious Parent, to her offspring juſt,

True to her promiſe, ſacred to her Truſt;

Firm in her Friendſhip, faithful in her

Love—

--Who will the mourn’d remembrance dif

approve 2

EA ST-I N DIA INT E L L I G E N C E,
FROM THE LONDON GA ZETTE EXTRAORDINARY.

JWhitehall, February 1.

THE following Letters irom Earl Corri

wallis were yeſterday received by the

Swallow Packet :

[The firſt is addreſſed to Lord Grenville,

being a ſhort recapitulation of the ſucceeding

ene. It concludes thus : }

“THE duties of all the troops upon this

fervice have been ſingularly ſevere and ar

duous; and I requeſt that you will inform the

King, that the patienceunder fatigue and diffi

culties of variºus kinds, and the intrepidity in

danger, which have been unifornly manifeſted

by the officers and ſoldiers of his Majeſty's

regiments, in common with the reſt of the

army, have not only merited my warmeſt

approbation, but will ever do honour to

themſelves and to their country : the zeal

and ability with which I have been ſeconded

by Generals Medows and Abercromby, in

their reſpective ſituations, have been no leſs

gratifying to myſelf perſonally, than uſeful in

prºmoting the public intereſts.”

Tºtal Return ºf the Killed and Hounded of His

Majºy', 'I' oºps during the Siege ºf Bar

galore, and at the Battle of Seringapatam.

* Captains, 3 Lieutenants, 1 Enſign,

1 Serjeant, Drummer, 4 Rank and Fle

killed ; ; Lieutenant-Colonel, 3 Cap

tains, S Lieutenants, 3 Enſigns, 6 Ser

jearts, 6 Drummers, 2 11 Rank and File,

wound'ei : 7 Rank and File miſting.

[ The next Letter is to the Court of Di

rectors, and after a ſhort prefatory intro

duction proc. cds as follows :]

PREV (, US to the commencement of my

nºrch to S-1 ingap item, Tippoo, ºn a dition

to the mortification which ht ſuffered from

tle lots of Bangalore, had alſo felt the conte

quences of thºt blºw at a great diſtance, and

our Allies lºad, from its efiects, gained very

decifive advant “gº s.

The ſtrong I or tº eſſ's of Darwar and Co

pºni had ſºng herº inveſted and b-ſisted by

“... Mian -i, as and the bºaſt, ºrd with to

little proſpect of ſucceſs, that it had been more

than once under the conſideration of the

Courts of Poona and Hydrabad whether they

ſhould not convert thoſe fieges into blockades,

to ſet their armies at liberty for more attive

operations; but the news of the fall of Ban

galore, which ſeemed to have been unex

peded by the garriſons of thoſe places, ſo

effectually intimidated them, that although in

no ſhape reduced to extrenſity, or even dif

treſs, they agreed to ſurrender.

Large magazines of Military Stores, which

had been amaffed in thoſe flaces, at a vaſt

expence, by Tippoo, fell into the hands of

the captors; and during the time that I was

employed in forming a junction with the

Nizam's cavalry, and in drawing ſupplies and

reinforcements from the Carnatic, they alſo

obtained complete poſſeſſion of the whole of

the enemy's extenſive and valuable territomies

lying between the Khriſtna and Tumbuddra.

Nothing of conſequence occurred on the

march from Venkatagherry to Bangalore;

and after having taken out of that place heavy

guns and ſupplies of military ſtores and pro

viſions, to the utmoſt extent that could be

tranſported by the general zealous affiftaece

that I received from the Officers of the Army,

and by all the draft and carriage cattle in the

poſſeſſion of the public; and after having

received information that General Aber

cromby, with a battering train, which, in ad

dition to my own, I was in hopes would

be ſufficient for the accompliſhment of our

object, was at the head of the Pondicherrum

Gh ut, and in readineſs to co-operate with

me, I rooved on the 3d of May from the

neighbourhood of Bangalore, with a reſpect

able and ſufficient corps of artillery, the N1

zam's horſe, his Majeſty's 19th regiment of

dragoons, five regiments of Native cavalry,

ſix King's regiments, and one of the Corn

pany's European regimen's, and ſeventeen

bait...lºcºs of Native infantry.

1.ppeo, at::: ca: ; ; 4'; his detachments,

hav,
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had, about that time, encamped near Magri;

and ſoon after, receiving information of my

movement, he marched, by one of the moſt

direct roads, to his capital, where he arrived

on the 8th or 9th of May.

I knew that he had long before given orders

toburn the villages, and to deſtroy the proviſions

and forage on all the roads by which we could

march to Seringapatam, and therefore no road

was, in theſe reſpects, preferable to another ;

but after the moſt mature conſideration, I

determined to take the moſt eaſterly route,

which paſſes through Cankanelly, though it is

not the ſhorteſt, becauſe it would lead us near

the banks of the Caveri for many miles before

we could reach Seringapatam; and as there

is no place of ſtrength near the capital on the

north fide of the river, in which I could lodge

the heavy artillery and ſtores in ſecurity for a

few days, with a moderate garriſon, I was in

hopes that I might be able to croſs that river

with the whole of the army, and to effect a

junétion with General Abercomby, before I

ſhould find it neceſſary to approach near to

the ultimate objećt of the movement.

It ſoon appeared that only a ſmall number

of the enemy's irregular horſe had been ap

pointed to attend to that road; but by an ex

traordinary 2&tivity on their part, and a moſt

unaccountable ſupineneſs and want of exer

tion on the part of the Nizam's cavalry,

whichneither my requiſitions nor orders could

overcome, we ſuffered ſome lofs, both in

baggage and followers, on the march ; and

not only the villages were laid in aſhes, but

all the ishabitants of the country, on the

whole of the road to Seringapatam, were alſo

with the moſt unrelenting barbarity carried

off, and more completely removed beyond our

reach than could have been ſuppoſed to be

Practicable. Thoſe ſevere meaſures of the

enemy, and the inačtivity of the Nizam's Ca

valry, who could not be prevailed upon to

forage at a diſtance, frequently occaſioned a

ſcarcity in the camp, both of forage for the

cattle and proviſions for the followers; and

in a country, of which no minute or correót

deſcription has hitherto been publiſhed, or

till now obtained by any European, I ex

perienced the greateſt inconveniences, in many

ſhapes, by the removal of the inhabitants.

The Caveri is never, I believe, lower than

it was during the greateſt part of laſt May 3

and as none of the people who pretended to

be acquainted with its courſe, and who were

repeatedly examined upon that point, had

ºver ſtarted a doubt of its being paſſable for an

army, with heavy artillery, below Seringa

patam, I was not a little ſurpriſed and diſap

Pointed at finding, from my own perſonal in

ſpºtion, or from the reports of intelligent

officers, who were ſent with detachments in

Vol. XXI.

ſearch of fords at different places, that, from

its bed being rocky, and difficult beyond what

I have ever ſeen for ſo great a tract in any

other river, it appeared nearly, if not utterly

impracticable to paſs our heavieſt guns over

at any ford that could be diſcovered below Se

ringapatam.

After ſeveral diſappointments at other

places, I was, for a ſhort time, encouraged to

hope that a ford might, by conſiderable la

bour, be rendered practicable near the large

village of Arrakerry, which lay upon our

road, and about nine or ten miles diſtant from

the Capital; and if it could have been accom

pliſhed, my intention was to have poſſeſſed

myſelf of the new Fort of Myſore, which is

only diſtant about twelve or fourteen miles

from that pºrt of the river, and was deſcribed

to me to be in ſo unfiniſhed a ſtate as to be

incapable of making a conſiderable reſiſtance

againſt our army, though ſufficiently advanced

to be eaſily rendered, with a garriſon of ours,

a ſafe depot, for a few days, for our ſtores and

heavy artillery, and to make two or three

marches with the army, lightly equipped,

towards Periapatam, in order to put myſelf

between Tippoo and General Abercromby,

and by that means render our junction eaſy

and ſecure. -

The army arrived at Arrakerry on the

13th; and a particular examination of that

ford, as well as of the river for a conſide

rable diſtance above and below it, obliged

me, early in the forenoon of the 14th, to

relinquiſh all idea of being able to execute

that plan; and after minutely re-examining

every perſon in the army who was acquainted

with the river, my expectations of being able

to form an early junétion with General Aber

cromby reſted ſolely on aſſurances, that the

ford near the village of Kannambady, about

eight or nine miles above Seringapatam, over

which it was poſitively aſſerted that Hyder

Ally had frequently paſſed twelve pounders,

and ſometimes heavier guns, would be found

pračticable.

In the mean time, however, I conceived

that Tippoo had furniſhed an opening which

would enable me to force him to riſk an

aćtion, and I reſolved not to let ſlip ſo fa

vourable an opportunity to endeavour to ob

tain the reputation to our arms which muſt

neceſſarily reſult from a vićtory in the fight

of his Capital, and, in the event of my being

able to cut off the greateſt part of his army,

to be prepared to follow up the advantage to

the greateſt extent that might be poſſible.

Upon my arrival on the ground which

was marked for the encampment at Arra

kerry, I ſaw a conſiderable body of the

enemy, at the diſtance of about ſix miles,

in our front, who were drawn up with

U their .
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their right to the river, and their left to a

mountain of a very rugged and inacceſſible

appearance; but I conſidered them in no

other light, at that time, than as a large de

tachment, ſent to obſerve our motions, with

out any deſign to wait for our approach.

My intention to paſs the river at that place,

if the ford could be rendered practicable,

and the hopes that were at firſt held out of

the ſucceſs of our working parties, occaſioned

my halting on the 14th in the camp at Arra

kerry ; and 1 then obtained certain intelli

gence, that although only a ſmall part of the

enemy's force could be ſeen from the ground

in our poſſeſſion, yet that Tippoo, with his

whole army, had encamped between us and

Seringapatam, his right covered by the Caveri,

and his left extended along the front of a

high mountain, with a deep ſwampy ravine,

the paſſage of which was defended by bat

telies running along the whole of his front;

and that being encouraged by the advantages

of this poſition, as well as thoſe of the in

termediate ground, which, by the river on

one ſide, and a ſteep ridge of hills on the

other, was narrowed to a ſpace no where

between the two encampments exceeding a

mile and a half, and within cannon ſhot of

his line not above one mile in breadth, he

had determined, at the hazard of the event

of a battle, to endeavour to prevent our

nearer approach to his capital.

In conſequence of this information, and

$cm my having aſcertained, from the few

people in camp who had any knowledge

of the adjoining country, as well as from the

obſervations of intelligent perſons who were

employed for the purpoſe, that it was prađti

cable, though difficult, to croſs the ridge on

our right, from the great road on which we

were cncamped, to a road which leads from

Cenepatam to Seringapatam, I reſolved, upon

that knowledge, to attempt by a night march

to turn the entºny's left flank, and,by gaining

his rear before day-light, to cut of the

retreat of the main body of his army to the

iſland and fort of Scringapatam.

, Orders were accordingly given with the ut

moſt ſecreſy, to the principal officers who

were to be cumployed, that the 19th dragoons,

the three ſtrongeſt of the native regiments

of cavalry, his Majeſty's ſix regiments, and

twelve battalions of native infantry, with field

pieces only, ſhould be in readineſs to march

at eleven o'clock at night, leaving their pic

quets and camp guards behind, and their tents

{tanding; and Colonel Duff, with thoſe de

tachments and the remainder of the army

(except the Nizam's horſe, who were di

rected to tellow me at day-light), was left in

charge of the encampment, Proviſions, it orcs,

and twavy at tillery.

We had ſuffered greatly, during the pre

ceding week, by rains uncommonly frequent

and heavy ſo early in the ſeaſon; but un

luckily, on that particular night, we had for

ſeveral hours the moſt violent thunder, light

ning, and rain, that I have ſeen in this part of

India.

The ground of our encampment having

been interſected by ſome ruined villages and

incloſures, and ſeveral deep ravines, much

valuable time was loſt before it was poffible

to form the troops in the order of march

which was directed; and, owing to the heavy

rain and excellive darkneſs of the night, I

was obliged to halt ſo frequently after I had

begun to move forward, either on account of

many of the regiments loſing at different

times the line of march, or of the weakneſs

of the gun-bullocks, which were jaded and

exhauſted by the ſeverity of the ſtorm, that

I had only advanced a few miles when the

day began to dawn.

All bopes were then at an end of being

able to execute my original plan; but having

accompliſhed the part of the march that had

been deſcribed to me as the moſt difficult,

and having the utmoſt confidence in the va

lour and diſcipline of the King's and Com

pany's troops, I determined to perſevere in

endeavouring to force Tippoo to hazard an

ačtion, on ground which I hoped would be

leſs advantageous to him than that which he

had choſen, with the expectation that a com

plete vićtory might not only relieve many cf

our temporary diſtreſſes, but tend to bring

the war to a very ſpeedy concluſion.

The army, therefore, continued its march ;

and the movement had been ſo entirely un

expected by the enemy, that we had begun

to deſcend the heights on the eaſtward of the

deep ravine that I have mentioned, and at

the diſtance of ſour or five miles from the left

of their camp, before they took the alarm.

After ſome movements, the object of

which could not for a ſhort time be clearly

aſcertained, it appeared that Tippoo, not

withſtanding that we were advancing by a

route for which he was not prepared, did

not decline to rifle the event of a battle in a

new poſition ; he detached immediately from

his main body a large corps of Infantry and

Cavalry, with cight guns, to occupy the

ſummit of a riſing ground, about two miles

from the extremity of his left, which ter

minates to the Northward in an abrupt

Precipic- in the middle of a plain; and though

the aſcent is broken by large rocks, and

ſomc intermediate leſſer heights, riſes gra

dually for about a mile and a half, or two

miles, from a valley that was in our front,

and which continued to the Caveri, and

divided the riºse ºf hills that we had croſſed

during
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during the night from another ſteep ridge,

conſiſting principally of two large mountains

(on a projećting point of the ſouthernmoſt of

which ſtands the Carigut Pagoda) running

nearly at right angles to the former, at the

diſtance of about a mile and a half, and

extending very near to the Caveri, oppoſite

the Iſland of Seringapatam.

Whilſt the corps was on its march to

poſſeſs itſelf of the ſummit that I have men

tioned, Tippoo was employed in changing

the front of his army to the left, covering his

left flank with the ſteep hill which had been

in his rear, and his right flank with the

ravine which ran along his former front.

The diſpoſition on our ſide for adion

could only be made on the aſcent of the

heights, to the ſummit of which the enemy's

detachment was then moving, and from

which it was abſolutely neceſſary to diſlodge

it before I could attack their main body.

Our march was therefore continued in

that direction acroſs the vahey, ºrough

which ran a continuation of the ravine which

covered the enemy's right; but, owing to the

depth of that ravine, the weak ſtate of the

gun-bullocks, 2nd the near approach of a large

body of the enemy's horſe that, though

repulſed in ſeveral attempts, appeared to be

prepared to take advantage of the leaſt

diſorder in any of our battalions, it was

upwards of two hours after the paſſage of

the head of the column before the whole

infantry could croſs to the ſame ſide of the

ſavine with the enemy, and conſequently

before the diſpoſition for ačtion could be

completed; and during that time we ſuffered

ſome loſs from the guns on the height,

oppoſite to the head of thecolumn, but were

ſeverely galled by a well-directed though

diſtant fire from the artillery of the enemy's

maia body, which had formed nearly parahel

to the direction of our march.

Under theſe difficulties, and under the

diſadvantage of the want of all ſatisfactory lo

cal information, beyond what could be ſeen,

of the intended field of battle, and of the ad

joining country, nine battalions were formed

ºppoſite to the enemy's main body, in a firſt

ine, under the command of Major General

Medows and Lieut. Col. Stuart; four bat

talions in a ſecond line, under Lieut. Col.

Harris, and five under Lieut. Col. Maxwell,

were deſtined for the attack of the enemy's

corps on the ſummit of the hill upon our

*ght. This attack had been unavoidably

poſtponed until the other parts of the diſpoſition

could be made, and by that "means Tippoo

‘hºuld be effectuałly awed and prevented

from making any attempt on the flank

or rear of thoſe troops whilſt they were

*ing forward to drive his detachment from

their poſt. Our own cavalry, and the Ni

zam's horſe, were left out of the reach of the

cannonade on the deſcent of the riſing groundw

on the oppoſite ſide of the ravine, in readineſs

to take advantage of any confuſion they might

obſerve in the enemy's army; and orders were

given to Lieut. Col. Maxwell, after ſucceeding

in his attack, to leave only a ſufficient force

to retain poſſeſſion of the ſummit of the hill,

and to advance immediately with the re

mainder of his corps, and endeavour to poſſeſs

himſelf of the mountains which covered the

left flank of the main army of the enemy.

A rocky height afforded conſiderable pro

teetion to the troops from the enfilade from

the hill on our right, during the time that was

neceſſarily employed in making the diſpoſition

and forming the lines; which being accom

pliſhed, I began the action by ordering Lieut.

Col. Maxwell's corps to attack the hill on

our right; and, upon obſerving that he had,

without much loſs or difficulty, completely

ſucceeded, i moved forward with the main

body of the arrmy, and the action ſoon became

general along the whole front.

The enemy's cavalry, that had harraſſed

us, and frequently attempted to break in

upon the infantry whilſt the column was

paſſing the ravine, made no ſtand after

we were prepared to advance, part of it

retreating to the weſtward of the ridge on

which the Carigut Pagoda ſtands, with the

infantry that inad been driven from the hill

by Lieutenant Colonel Maxwell, and the

remainder falling into the rear of the main

army. Their infantry, on this occaſion,

ſhewed a much better countenance than uſual,

which perhaps may principally be attributed

to Tippoo's own preſence and exertions

amongſt them; but in a ſhort time they begaa

to waver, and ſoon after, upon the cavalry

moving towards their right, and three bat

talions of Lieutenant Colonel Maxwell's corps

advancing rapidly to gain the heights on their

left, they entirely gave way.

At this moment our own cavalry made a

gallant charge ; but, after diſperſing and al

moſt deſtroying a ſmall body of infantry, that

made a very determined reſiſtance, were

ſoon obliged to fall back, from a more

conſiderable body of infantry, that had rallied

and made a ſtand on a ſpace of broken rocky

ground, extremely diſadvantageous for cavalry;

and at the moment of their retreat, and whilſt

the whole of our firſt line was impeded by

it, the Nizam's horſe, which had followed

Colonel Floyd acroſs the ravine, with very

good intentions, but very injudiciouſly, threw

themſelves, in an unwieldy maſs, into the

front of our left wing, on a piece of ground

ſo rugged and rocky, as well as ſo near to the

enemy's batteries on the iſland of Stingapa."

WJ 2. tama
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tam, that they could not ačt with efficacy

in front, and continued to prevent our ling of

infantry from advancing; by which means an

invaluable though ſhort ſpace of time was

loſt, which enabled the enemy to avail them

ſelves of the vicinity of the batteries upon the

iſland, and, by retreating to their protection

in the utmoſt confuſion, to ſave their army

from entire deſtruction.

Fatigued and exhauſted as the troops were

by the badneſs of the night, the tediouſneſs

of the march, and by their long and extra

ordinary exertions during an exceſſive hot

day, and covered, as the beaten enemy were,

by the works on the Iſland and by the guns

of the Fort, nothing more could then be at

tempted; and the army accordingly, after the

arrival of the tents from Arrakerry, encamped

juſt beyond the reach of the cannon on the

iſland, and nearly on the ground upon which

the action had terminated.

Three of the enemy's guns were taken

on the hill that was attacked by the corps

under the command of Lieutenant-Colonel

Maxwell ; and one gun, with a great

number of ſtandards and colours, were taken

from their main body. Their loſs in men

was very conſiderable, but the number could

not be aſcertained.

It may probably appear to you, and to any

other perſons unacquainted with the peculiar

ſituation of Seringapatam, that, after having

defeated the enemy's army, I might have

proceeded to the attack of the place, without

loſing time, or putting myſelf to any ma

terial inconvenience, to form a junétion with

General Abel cromby ; but even if I had

thought the heavy guns that I had brought

with me ſufficient for the ſiege, I could not

there, as at Bangalore, chooſe my point of

attack, and keep my army in a compačt ſtate

to reſiſt the whole force of the enemy, and

defend my approaches. In order to beſiege

the Fort, it would have been neceſſary to

force my paſſage over to the iſland; and this

can only be done on the North ſide, oppoſite

to the Carigut Pagoda, where there is a good

fold, at the diſtance of more than a mile from

the Fort ; for the ford on the South ſide

is not only very rugged and difficult, but is

likewife commanded, within 7-o yards, by

the works of Sering patam ; and the hridge,

which is ſtill ſtanding on that ſide, is imme

diately under the guns of the place.

The ground on the South ſide riſes gra

dually from the River; and, as Tippoo

would certainly have croſſed over with his

army to that ſide, as ſoon as he ſaw my

Batteries in ſufficient forwardneſ, to enable

me to force the patſage of the Northern

Ford, I ſhould have been expoſed, on getting

upon the Iſland, to a clois fire from the Fort

and from the enemy's army; which would

not only have rendered it impoſſible for me

to attempt the ſiege, but would probably

have obliged me to abandon the liland with

conſiderable loſs.

It was therefore neceſſary, before any

attempt could be made upon the lſland, that

a force, able to reſiſt the attack of Tippoo's

whole army, ſhould be ſtationed on the ſouth

ſide of the river, which could only be effected

by my joining ſome of my battalions to the

corps under General Abercromby ; and I

therefore determined, after allowing the troops

to recover themſelves a little from their fa

tigues, by an halt of two days on the field of

battle, to proceed to the Kanambaddy Ford,

according to my former intention.

The toll of all the parts of the Myſore

country, that I have ſeen, is in general dry,

and by nature unfruitſul ; and ſuſtenance,

either for men or animals, can only be raiſed

upon it by a moſt perſevering induſtry in its

inhabitants: but the country adjoining to Se.

ringapatam is pecularly rugged and barreu.

The mountains are immenſe bare rocks;

and the lower grounds are ſo thin in ſoil, and

ſo univerſally and cloſely covered with large

looſe ſtones, that no conſiderable produce can

be raiſed from them, by the exertions of any

degree of induſtry whatever.

The utmoſt pains had likewiſe been taken

by the enemy, during the two preceding

months, to deſtroy all the villages, and every

p liticle of forage and proviſions belonging

to the inhabitants, within a circuit of ſeveral

miles ; and to thoſe circumſtances, of ſo

much diſadvantage to the operations of the

army, was to be added the premature fet-ing

in of the Monſoon, near a mºnth before the

uſual period; and by the united operations

of the cauſes that I have ſtated, we had not

only, during the ſix or eight preceding devs,

ſuffered very conſiderable loſſes among or

draft and carriage cattle, but the great it

part of thoſe which ſurvived were at tuis

time reduced to a very weakly condition.

We were obliged to m.ke ſo great a

detour, that we could only teach the Ka

nambaddy Ford in two matches; and as the

face of the country is exceedingly uneven and

hilly, interfected with a number of deep

ravines, and the road for the heavy guns was

to be made the whole way by our own

pioneers, theſe marches were found ſo diff

cuit, that, notwithſtanding the presſure for

time, I was forced to halt one day, atter the

firit march, by the draft cattle having been

completely exhauſted in acco rpliſhing it.

Conſiderable detachments of troops were

ordered to attend and alliſt the heavy guns ºn

the ſecond day's march; but the bullocks were

ſo extremely reduced, thuſ, cven with the aid

ºt
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of the ſoldiers at the drag-ropes, their pro

greſs was ſo tedious, that the body of the

army was upwards of twelve hours in

marching as many miles ; and the rear guard

did not reach the encampment near the

Ford till nine o'clock in the evening of the

20th of May.

It was not, however, till after I had

received the reports from the different

departments, on the following morning, of

the general wretched condition of the public

cattle cf the army, that I ſaw the impoſſibi

lity of moving the heavy guns and ſtores from

the ſpot where they then were, and that it

became neceſſary for me to decide on relin

quiſhing entirely the proſecution of the plan

for the campaign, in which General Aber-.

cromby had been inſtructed to co-operate.

I then loſt no time in communicating my

determination to General Abercromby, who

had advanced as far as Periapatam ; and I

directed hin, after deſcending the Ghaut

with the troops under his command, to

Put them into cantonments on the Coaſt

of Malabar, during the rains, and until the

Proper ſeaſon ſhould return for re-com

mencing our operations.

The effects of ſeveral circumſtances, from

which we had already ſuffered many incon

veniences, preſſed upon us particularly hard

at this juncture ; and none moie than the

conduct of the Nizam's cavalry, who were

now, if poſſible, more inactive and more

inattentive to my requiſitions than ever.

Far from rendering the ſervices that I had

expeded from ſo numerous and powerful a

body of horſe, in facilitating our foraging,

and in covering extenſive tracts of country,

from which our follºwers, as well as them

ſºlves, might have obtained conſiderable

ſupplies of proviſions, they had, regardleſs

of my remonſtrances ſince the commercement

of our march from Bangalore, hardly ever

ſent a detachment beyond the picqu.ts of our

infantry, and had per ſevered in exhauſting

the ſmall ſtock of forage and pro-iſions

which, in ſpite of the devaſtation made by

the enemy, was generally found within the

bounds of the encampment, and which, if

we had not been incumbered with them, we

could have commanded for the uſe of our own

army. -

By this extraordinary degree of obſtinate

ſupineneſs, that large body of men, with

their horſes and numerous followers, about

this time, experienced the ſevereſt diſtreſſes

from ſcarcity ; and the vaſt multitude of

people belonging to our army, for whom it

is impoſſible for the Public to carry a ſtock

of proviſions, were reduced to nearly the

ſame ſituation. Rice became ſo dear in the

Hazars, that cither the preſſure of hunger, or

the temptation of the extravagant prices,

proved too powerful againſt all precautions

that could be taken, and occaſioned de

predations of the grain that had been

provided and brought with us, to ſupply

the fighting men of the army, to ſo alarming

an extent, that the apprehenſion that there

would be a want of grain for the ſoldiers

long before the ſtores that had been provided

for them ought to have been expended,

operated powerfully, with other reaſons, to

force me to fall back to Bangalore.

Urgent, however, as our own neceſſities

were to move nearer to our ſupplies, I could

not leave Tippoo at liberty to employ his

whole force againſt General Abercromby ;

and therefore reſolved to remain in my po

ſition near the Ford, which held the main

body of the enemy's aimy in check at

Seringapatam, until 1 ſhould have reaſon to

believe, that General Abercromby was out

of all danger of being intel upted in his

retreat, by Tippoo's either marching in

perſon, or conſiderably reinforcing the corps

which I knew he had d-tached againſt him,

but which alone was not of ſufficient ſtrength .

to make me apprehend that it could give

General Abercromby any material moleſia

tion.

In the mean time I gave direétions to

burſt eleven heavy guns, eight eighteen

and three twenty-four pounders, to bury or

deſtroy the Military Stores that could not be

carried with us, and to deliver nearly the

whole of the rice in our poſſeſſion to the

troops, which, cn a calculation of eaſy

marches, would have been ſufficient to

ſubſiſt them until they ſhould arrive at

Bangalore; meaſures which had nowbccome

the more indiſpenſably neceſſary, as, in addi

tion to the loſſes of public cattle that we had

ſuffered from the cauſes that I have men

tioned, an epidemical diſorder, not uncom

mon in this country, had broke out amongſt

them, and carried off ſeveral thouſands in a

few days.

Having remained long enough to give

aniple time to Central Abercromby to fall

back from Perlapatam, 1 moved from my

encampment near the Ford, on the morning

of the 26th, with the intention to proceed

to Bangalore, and to employ a few months in

refreſhing and refitting thearmy, and to make

every other neceſſary preparation for reſuming

our operations againſt the enemy's capital, as

ſoon as the rivers ſhould ſubſide,unleſs Tippoo,

in the mean time, ſhould agree to make ſuch

conceflions as the Confederates might rea

ſonably think they had a right to exact from .

him.

Upon reaching the ground that had been

fixed upon for the firſt day's cncamp,Lent, I

was
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was told, to my great ſurpriſe, that ſome

:ahratta Meſſengers had arrived to inform

mc that the two Mahratta Armies, under

the command of Hurry Punt and Perſeram

Bhow, were at no great distance from us,

and that their advanced corps, under Appa

. Saheb, Perſeram Bhow's Son, was almoſt

in fight. -

I had for ſome weeks before given up all

hopes of being joined by the Mºrattas, with

whoſe dilatory condust I was much diiſatiſ

fied; and although I ſaw that their junction

at this critical time would be attended with

many advantages to the common cauſe, I

could not help tamenting, as not only our

heavy guns were now deſtroyed, but General

Abcrerumby's corps had actually deſcended

the Ghauts, that by their tardineſs in

comrnencing their march, and from my

having even been deprived of all knowledge

of their approach by the vigilance of the cue

ray's light troops, and the inactivity of the

Nizam's cavalry, an opportunity was lºſt

which could not now be recal cº, to drive

the enemy's whole aimy, that had for cently

been humbled by a defeat, and would not

have dated to keep the field, into the iſland

of Serºgapatan, ; where its diſtreſks muſt

ſoon have reduced Tippoc to the neceſſity of

ſubmitting to the terms cf peace that we

rogh: have preſcribed to him.

i took meaſures, however, immediately

for fixtug as early a day as potlible for an

interview with the Cºcis, which, by a

movement of both a mies, took place three

days after ; and as it was of great conſequence

to cnitivate a good underſtanding with them,

I ſaid very \ittie on the juſt grounds which

I bºd to complain of the lateneſs of their

arrival, and corrent * royſelf at the firſt

meeting, with obtaining a knowledge of the

my are of their inſtructions, and of their

future intentions.

They made the moſt explicit declarations,

that they were ordered by the Peſhwa, and

that it was equally their own incinnation, to

aca ºn cly in concert with me ; and in the

cº, je o' ºw) or to et conferences, it was not

coly ſettled that all the Co. fileiate Forc.s

ſhould keep the field in the Myſore country

during the rains, but they alſº acqu vſced

in a general arrangement that I propoſed or

the dºſition of the armies; the principal

ºbjects of which w tie, to give me an eaſy

and . .te communication with the Carnatic,

to enable tºe to draw tº “m thence the ſupplies

of a uliety and tºo, tº that would be neceſin y

for pro cºuting the operations of the enſuing

camp ign, to ſubºſt the allied armes, as

Innel, is mºght be poſſible, at the expence

w; its cº-º, aid to end-your to Jºpºv.

him of the reventies and reſonrces of all the

northern parts of his dominions.

Having flated to the Mahratta Chiefs the

danger of attempting to maintain the com

munication with their own country by the

route to the Weſtward of Chittledrong, by

which Perferam Bhow had marched from

Purwar, they agreed to relinquiſh it, and to

be fatistred with that by Sera and Roydroog,

which I recommended as preferable, on

condition that I would delay my march to

the Eaſtward until all the detachments which

Perferum Rhow had left upon his route could

join the army, or be ſent back acroſs the

Zumbuddra: to which, upon their afurances

that we ſhould be able to purchaſe from the

grain dealers attached to them a ſufficient

quantity of grain to ſubfiſh our troops and

follow rs for ſome time to come, I conſented.

In order, therefore,to effect theſe purpoſes,

we halted frequently ; and having, ſoon atter

the junction of the Mahratias, tent back to

the Nz m all thoſe of his troops that had,

either from the loſs or the weakneſs cf

their horſes, become unfit for ſervice, the

contederate force moved together gradually,

though ſlowly, towards Bangalore; and upon

our arrival within about 2o miles of that

place, it was thought adviſeable to arqa eſcº

in Perferan Bhow’s wiſhes to move with the

army under his evn immediate command

toward's Sera, to ſecure that communication,

and to poſſeſs himſelf of the adjoining country,

according to the plan that had been arranged,

Hurry Punt, with his diviſion, and the

Nizam's cavalry, remaining with our army.

After drawing from Bangalore four heavy

guns and a ſupply of proviſions, I marched

from the neighbourhood of that place, on the

15th of July, towards Outſore, a fortreſs

upon which Tippoo has beflowed much

labour and expence, but which, though in a

very de; enfible ſtate, was not completely

finiſhed. The garriſon abandoned the place

on the approach of a detachment that I had

ſent forward to inveſt and fommon it; but

they at the ſame time ſprung a mine under

one of the baſtions that did confiderable

dam gº, and attempted, thºugh unſuccetº

fully, by a train, to blow up the Powder

Magazine. '

Conſo, mable to my plan I placed the

heavy gaps and the ſpare ſtores and pro

viſions in the Fort of Quilore, with a gocal

ga, iſon, and the damage occaſioned by the

exploſion was ordered to be repaired with

all polible expedition. A ſtrong ſcort was

at the iai.e. time ſent to bring J large convoy

of various kinds of ſupplies from Amboor.

On the 18th of July the army marched

to ſuppor: a brigade that I had cetached to

ºnºcavºur

s

º

:

l

.

º

º
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endervour to reduce the Hill Forts adjoining

to the Polycode Paſs (by far the eaſieſt and

beſt in the whole range of Mountaias that

divide the Myſore Country from the Car

natic); and in a few days we were fortunate

enough, by the ſpirited behaviour of our

troops, and the pufiilanimity of the garriſons,

to obtain poſſeifion of a ſufficient number of

thoſe ſmall, but exceedingly ſtrong places, to

afford confiderable protećtion to the march of

car Couvoys, and to render it hazardous and

difficult for the enemy to ſend troops into

the Baramaul.

I conceive it to be needleſs to trouble you

with a detail of the preparatious that will be

made in the courſe ef the next two months

for eaſuring ſucceſs to the plan of operations

for the enſuing Campaign, which will be

nearly ſimilar to that which was intended

for the laſt : and ſhall therefore content my

ſelf with aſſuring you, that no exertions of

mine ſhall be wanting to render them com

plete; and that I have an entire confidence

in meeting with the moſt thorough ſupport

from all your Goveruments.

It would be vaia to ſuppoſe that we ſhould

remain iong undiſturbed by an enemy ſo able

and adive as Tippoo : But although, from

the immenſe extent of our poſſeſſions and

poſts, it may be impoſſible to preveat him

from gaining ſome ſmall advantages during

the period that we are reſtrained from car

rying on offenſive operations, I truſt it will

not be a his power to do any thing which

can either materially injure or impede the

execution of our main obječas.

He has lately, as I had long expeãed, made

an attempt to diſturb the country of Coim

batore and our ſouthern Provinces, in which

he has been completely foiled by the gallantry

and good conduct of the officers in that

quarter. But he had been ſucceſsful in rout

ing a ſmall detachment of irregulars, which

Perfºram Bhow had left at a great diſtance

from his army, to blockade the hill fort of

Madgheri, not far from Sera. I cannot ſay

rºat I was much ſurprized at this accident;

and indeed, aotwithſtanding my repeated re

commandations to them, to be cautious in

detaching, and to avoid bad and diſtant poſts,

they are ſo apt to deviate from ſyſtem in the

execution of 2ny plan, that I am afraid they

muſt feel the ill conſequences of improvident

condućt ſtill more ſeverely before iſhallbe able

more completely to command their attention.

The inconveniences which the expence of

this war muſt eccaſion to your finances,

hare given me the moſt ſincere concern ; but,

on the other hand, it is a ſource of ſatisfac

tion to royſelf, as it muſt be to every other

perſon who feels for the intereſt and honour

* the Company and the Natica, that thers

is at preſent a favourable proſpe&t that it will

be terminated with valuable acquiſitions to

the Company, and to the other Members of

the Confederacy; and with the humiliation

of a Prince who forced us to draw the ſword

by a wanton violation of a ſolemn Treaty,

and whoſe overgrown power, dire&ed by a

perfidious and barbarous diſpcſition, and by

a ſpirit of inſatiable ambition, has frequently

given juſt cauſe of alarm for the ſafety of your

poſſeſſions in this part of India, and has

long rendered him an objećt of the utmoſt

terror to all his other neighbours.

Impelled, however, as I was, by the con

ſideration of the ſtate of your finances, to put

ſomething to the hazard, in attempting to

bring the war to a ſpeedy concluſioa, the in

formation that I had received of the politicid

affairs in Europe, operated alſo ſtrongly to

induce me to make aa effort to reduce the

enemy's capital, and by that means entirely

break his power, before the ſetting-in of the

periodical rains ; and altho' a number of cir-.

cumſtances combined to counterað my en

deavour to ſhorten in that manner the du

ration of the war, yet, whilſt the failure has

reileded no diſgrace upon the Britiſh arms,

the attempt has in other reſpeds produced

many ſolid advantages to the common cauſe,

and without having been attended with any

material addition to the expence which we

muſt neceſſarily have incurred if the artny

had, duing the ſame period, remained in a

ſtate of in:{tivity.

I have reaſon to be perſuaded that 2h ºl

ſtances on my part would have been inef

ſectual and that nothing but an appretenéen

that their intereſts might ſuffer tºy their not

being fºreſent at the reduction of Seringapataa,

could have prevailed on both tie Mahratus

Chieſs to leave in other bands the colle&tiau

of the revenues in the eneay's fertile nor

theru doſºunions that they had over-run, and

to advance ſo rapidly to the ſouthward to

form a junétion with me , and it is in con

fequence of that junction, and of their having

conſeated to remain with their numerous

and powerful cavalry to act in concert with

us, that we have been able, for ſo long a pe.

riod, to bem in Tippoo with his army intº a

very circeºſcribed ſpace, and to deprive him

of all revenue or fººppines of any kind, from

the greateſt part of his extenſive territories.

At the time that we ſuffered the greate:

inconvenicore from the ina&ivity of the Ni

zam's Cavalry, and I expreſſed my diſſatiſ.

tačkºn, in the ſtrongeſt te:ms, at the belta

widºr of ille Chiefs, I was perfectly ſeniºbit,

that even timeir preſence contributed to avºs

the cocmy, and was otherwiſe of valve, as

being a proof of the ſtrong connexion aſ tºs

Canted…cy and I ſaw no ground to iss

Fiº
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pute blame to his Highneſs on their account,

in any other ſhape than that of want ofjudg

ment in placing at the head of ſo large a por

tion of his forces ſuch a man as Rajah

Teigewunt, who is deſtitute, to an uncom

mon degree, of almoſt every quality which a

Military Commander ought to poſſeſs ; and

in employing ſeveral Chiefs under him who,

from their rank and ſuperior military expe

rience, muſt naturally become his adviſers,

er have great influence with him, but on

whoſehonour and fidelity his Highneſs ſhould

not have placed a dependance.

I have, from time to time, conveyed theſe

ſentiments to the Nizam and his Miniſter,

in the moſt explicit terms, and I have every

reaſon to be ſatisfied with the impreſſion that

my repreſentations have made upon them ;

for, in order to remedy the defects of which

I have complained, and render the ſervices

of his troops more efficacious in future, he

has promiſed ſo ſend his ſecond ſon, Se

cunder Jah, with the Miniſter, Azeem, ul

Omrah, to command them ; and he has

given me the ſtrongeſt aſſurances, through

Meer Allum,who lately arrived in camp, that

the Prince and the Miniſter with all the in

tended reinforcements, in which the two

Company's battalions in his pay will be in

cluded, ſhall, conformable to my deſire, join

me before the end of the month of Oétober.

Reduced as Tippoo's reſources now are,

and diminiſhed and diſpirited as his army muſt

be by our repeated ſucceſſes, there can be

little doubt of his being deſirous of peace ;

but I have not yet diſcovered any clear

£ymptoms of his haughty mind being pre

pared to ſubmit to the terms which the

Allies, from a confideration of their future

fafety, and of their right to expect ſome com

penſation for their loſſes and expences, will

think it neceſſary to impoſe upon him.

After having been equally unſucceſsful,

with the Peſhwa and the Nizam, as with

myſelf, in frequent attempts, during the laſt

three or four months, to create jealouſies

among the Confederates, by propoſing to

open ſeparate negociations with them, with

cut admitting his knowledge of the nature

of the Confederacy, he at laſt thought proper

to comply with my recommendation to ad

dreſs himſelf, at the ſame time, to the Three

Powers, and to requeſt permitiion to ſend a

Vockee to treat with them collectively.

I'ermiſſion was accordingly granted ; but

as the Wack, el preferred claims reſpecting

the forms of his public reception, and the

mode of ºpening the negociation, which

could not without the greateſt impropriety

be complied with, and from which he de

elated his inſtructions did not authºriz: him

to recede, it was thºugh: moſt adviſable by

Hurry Punt and Meer Allum (who are id:

veſted with full powers from their reſpective

Governments) as well as myſelf, that he

ſhould be requeſted, after having given him

a few days for conſideration, to return to his

Maſter, and he accordingly proceeded to him,

from Bangalore, on the 24th of laſt month.

We have not yet received any farther

meſſage from Tippoo ; but I think it highly

probable that he will ſoon renew his propo

ſitions for opening a negociation; and ſhould

he at any time appear to be ſeriouſly diſpoſed

to acquieſce in terms of accommodation,

which a regard for your honour and intereſts,

as well as thoſe of the Allies, will render it

incumbent upon us to demand, the ſtrongeſt

conſiderations, both public and private, will

inſure my moſt cordial exertions to bring

this conteſt to a ſpeedy concluſion.

I muſt however confeſs, that although it

may be poſſible that, in caſe of his other

Schemes being unſucceſsful, he may ſee the

nsceſſity of ſubmitting to our demands, be

fore the Confederate Forces ſhall be com.

pletely ready to move again towards, his ca.

pital, yet I ſee no good reaſon to believe

that he has any other deſign, at preſent, than

that of endeavouring to diſunite the Confede

rates by underhand intrigues amongſt them ;

and I ſhall certainly, therefore, not relax, in

the ſmalleſt degree, in forwarding the ne

ceſſºry preparations, to enable me, as ſoon

as the ſeaſon will permit, to reſume the moſt

vigorous proſecution of offenſive operations.

You are ſo well informed, by your own

records, of the characters and diſpoſitions of

our Allies, that ſ need hardly ſtate to you,

that in tranſacting buſineſs with people dif.

fering ſo much from ourſelves in language,

manners and cuſtoms, many difficulties are

unavoidably caperienced; and I ſhall only

aſſure you, that neither temper nor perfeve

rance ſhall be wanting, on my part, to pre

ſerve union amongſt the different Members

ofthe Confederacy, and to draw the utmoſt

exertion that may be praśticable from them,

for promoting the general proſperity.

I have thought it my duty to give you the

above general ſtatement of the occurrences

of the laſt campaign, and of our preſent fitu

ation ; and, before I conclude this Letter,

I muſt, in juſtice to the officers and foll

diers, both of the King's and Company's

Troops, who compoſe this army, give my

public teſtimony, that, during the courſe of

a camp ign, which, from a concurrence of

circum:tances, has been tingularly ardus.ns,

they have manifeſted patience under fatigue

and ſcal city, gallantry in action, and a general

fpirit cf zeal for the honcur and intereſts

of their country, to an extent which, in my

opiniºn, has never been tx-ceded by any

tiv-Ps
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troops whatever, and which gives them a

juſt claim to the warmeſt and moſt ſub

ſtantial marks of your approbation.

I have ordered the Adjutant-General, who

is gone for the recovery of his health to

Madras, to ſend returns of the loſs of his

Majeſty's and the Honourable Company's

troops in killed and wounded, during the laſt

campaign : And Captain Kyd, Surveyor-Ge

meral on the Bengal Eſtabliſhment, who has

accompanied me on this ſervice, will tranſ

mit to you, by my direction, ſketches of

the country about Bangalore and Seringa

FOR EIGN

Const ANT IN or le, Dec. 12.

THE plague has, in the courſe of the laſt

week, made an alarming progreſs in

every quarter of this city and its ſuburbs.

Many accidents of that diſtemper happen

daily in Pera and Galata.

Stockholm, jan. 6. The King of Sweden

has ſummoned a Diet to meet at Gefle on

the 23d inſtant.

Pienna, jan. 17. Intelligence has been

received here, that the Definitive Treaty of

peace between Ruſſia and Turkey was ſigned

at Jaſſy the 9th inſt. in conformity to the

Preliminaries ſettled at Galatz.

The following are ſaid to be the Prelimi

nary Articles of the Treaty ſigned at Jaſſy

on the 9th ult, containing the following

Points :

“The Empreſs of Ruffia keeps all the

territory between the Bog and the Dnieſter,

conformable to the convention ſigned at

Galatz, the 12th of Auguſt 1791. She re

ſtores to the Porte, Wallachia, which is to

be governed in the ſame manner it was before

the declaration of war.

* The Porte cedes to Ruſſia a certain

diſtrićt of country on the ſide of Caucaſus.

“The priſoners taken in the war, of

what nation ſoever, are to be liberated with

ºut ranſom.

patam, of the action of the 15th of May, and

of the marches of the army from the 5th of

February to the 30th of Auguſt. As this

latter will be an uſeful Geographical Docu

ment, I ſhould recommend its being ſent to

Major Rennel.

I have the honour to be,

with the greateſt reſpect,

Honourable Sirs,

Your moſt obedient and moſt humble Servant,

Camp near Bangalore, CORNWALL1S.

September 7, 1791.

INTEL LIG E N C E.

“The navigation of the Dnieſter is to

be free for all nations.

* Ruſſia renounces the demand of twelve

millions of piaſtres, for damage during the

war, and the Ruſſian armies are to evacuate

all the Turkiſh territories by the end of

May.”

Stockholm, jan. 31. The King opened

the Diet the 27th of this month, at Gefle,

and pronounced a diſcourſe wherein he traced

in a rapid and flowery ſtile the exhauſted and

weak ſtate of Sweden at his acceſſion ; the

ſpeedy and ſucceſsful manner in which he

had regenerated it; the happineſs which the

Swedes had enjoyed under his reign for many

years; the diſtruſt, ſchiſm, and diviſions

which had ocsurred to diſturb that happineſs;

the meaſures he had taken to remedy thoſe

evils; : the glorious concluſion of the war

with Ruſſia during thoſe troubles; the re

duced ſituation of the Finances, which was

the effects of it; and, finally, the neceſſity

of amending them, and ſupporting the credit

of the State. This he mentioned as, in fact,

the principal objećt of the Convocation of

the Diet, and therefore hoped that none of

the former diviſions will now prevail amongſt

the Members of it.

M O N T H L Y C H R O N I C L E.

January 25.

LATE letter from Dr. Macgenis, of the

Iriſh College at Liſbon, gives a moſt

*wful account of the earthquake which

*Ppened in that city, on Sunday night the

*7th of November. The firſt ſhock was

** about twenty minutes after eleven, and

*ſitted of five or ſix ſtrong vibrations, ſo

*ſely following each other, that they could

* be diſtinguiſhed; after a pauſe of
htar five minutes, one very violsat undula

You, XXI.

tory motion, that ſhock the whole houſe,

ſucceeded, attended by a loud and tremen

dous craſh, which, after a ruſtling noiſe and

ſeveral hiſſes, like thoſe we might imagine to

proceed from a great maſs of flaming iron

ſuddenly quenched in cold water, went off

with the report of a cannon. Meantime

the ſtreets werc crowded with the multi

tudes flying from their houſes, whoſe chim

nies were falling about their ears. Th:

bells cf St. Roche tumbled in all directions,

X and
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and tolled in the moſt horrible ſounds.-

After the firſt fright had a little abated, the

churches were opened, and ſoon filled with

multitudes, to deprecate the miſchiefs of

1755, and imploring divine mercy. Be

tween ſix and ſeven, her Majeſty with her

houſehold ſet out for Belem, followed by

alm ſt every perſon of quality, who retired

to ſome diſtance. So laſting was the con

ſternation, that no buſineſs was done at the

Exchange, the Cuſtom-houſe, or quays

The Theatres were ſhut, and all public di

verſions forbid till further orders.

27. The Lord Licutenant of Ireland

opened the Seſſion of Parliament of th; tº

kingdom on the 19th, with a gracious ſpeech

from the throne; in which he informs both

Houſes of the Preliminaries of Peace being

ſigned between Ruffia and the Porte, and

of the marriage of his Royal Highneſs the

Duke of York; and aſſures them of “his

unremitting attention to the due executicn

of the law, and the maintenance of good

order and government, ſo eſſential to the

continuance of that freedom, proſperity,

and happineſs, which Ireland enjoys under

his Majeſty's auſpicious reign, and under

eur excellent Conſtitution.”

Thanks were voted to his Excellency by

the Houſe of Lords, on a diviſion, 29 againſt

8; and by the Commons unanimouſly.

The Duke of Leinſter, and the Earls of

Arran and Charlemont, entered a proteſt

againſt the Addreſs of the Iriſh Houſe of

Lords to his Majeſty, “Becauſe we cannot,

conſiſtently with our conſcience or prin

ciples, join in thanking a Sovereign, whom

it is in the higheſt degree criminal to deceive,

for having continued in the government of

Ireland a Viceroy, under whoſe adminiſ

tration meaſures in our opinion inimical

to the public welfare have been ſupported

with ſucceſs, and every meaſure beneficial

to this kingdom has been uniformly and per

tinaciouſly oppoſed and defeated.”

18. Wedneſday in the Houſe of Com

mons of Ireland, on the motion of Sir Her

cules Langriſhe, leave was unanimouſly

given to bring in “a Bill for removing cer

tain reſtričtions that affect the Roman Ca

thclics of Ireland.” Sir Hercules enumerated

the privileges they had heretofore obtained,

viz. the fell enjoyment of property ; the

free exerciſe of religion; and the guardian

ſhip of their children. Their good condućt

(he ſaid) deſerved further favours; and he

propoſed to add, a power to educate their

children at home, by taking away the oaths

which prevented their receiving academic

degrees;—to allow them the profeſſion and

the ptačtice of the law ;—to allow them to

watermarry with Proteſtants; and te remove

Devonſhire.

their preſent inability of taking appren

tices.

3o. Information having been received

that a forgery of French affignats was carry

ing on in the King's Bench Priſon, a ſearch

was made yeſterday, and forged affignats

amountirg to half a million pounds ſterling,

were found in one of the wards.

Frn R v Ary 1. The executors of Mrs.

Griggs, who died lately in Southampton

row, found in her houſe 86 living and 28

dead cats. A black ſervant has been left 1.5ol.

per annum for the maintenance of himſelf

and the ſurviving grimalkins. The lady

died worth 30,0col.

The Houſe of Aſſembly of Jamaica has

voted Ecol. ſterling for the purpoſe of ereº

ing a monument to the memory of their late

Governor the Earl of Effingham.

Feb. 4. Sheriffs appointed by his Ma

jeſty in Council, for the year 1792.

Berkſhire. Jo. Blagrave, of Calco:-place, Eſq.

Bedfordſhire. Sir John Buchanan Riddell,

of Sundon, Bart.

Bucks. William Pigott, of Dudderſhall, Eſq.

Cumberland. E. Haſell, of Dalemain, Eſq.

Cheſhire. Thomas Cholmondeley, of Wale

Royal, Eſq.

Cambridge and Huntingdon Shires. Richard

Greaves Townley, of Fulbourne, Eſq.

Edward Cotsford, of Clyſt St.

Mary, Eſq.

Derbyſhire. Hugh Bateman, of Hartington

Hall, Eſq.

Dorſetſhire. Poſtponed.

Eſſex. Zachariah Button, of Stifford, Eſq.

Glouceſter/ire. Jo.Embury, of Twining, Eſq.

Hertfordſhire. James Bourchier, of Little

Berkhampſtead, Eſq.

Herefordſhire. Richard Chambers, of Whit

burne, Eſq.

Kent. H. Streatfield, of Chiddingſtone, Eſq.

Leiceſterſhire. Richard Spooner Jaques, of

Burbage, Eſq.

Lincolnſhire. Chriſtopher Neville, of Wel

linggore, Eſq.

Monmouthſhire.

mouth, Eſq.

Northumberland. Ralph William Gray, of

Backworth, Eſq.

Northampto-ſhire. S. Rudge, of Tanſor, Eſq.

Norfolk. A. Hamond, of Weſt-Acre, Eſq.

Nottinghamſhire. Edward Thoroton Gould,

of Mansfield Woodhouſe, Eſq.

Oxford hire. Thomas Willetts, of Caver.

ſbam, Eſq.

Rutlandſhire. Ja. Tiptaft, of Braunſton, Eſq.

Shropſhire. Thomas Compton, of Hopton

wafers, Eſq.

Somerſetſhire. Thomas Samuel Jollife, af

Kºmerſdon, Eſq.

Staffordſhire. Simon Debank, of Leeke, Eſq.

Sº *tºk,

-

David Tanner, of Moo
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5-fºlk. Alexander Adair, of Flixton, Eſq.

Casty ºf Seatbampton. Thomas Robins,

of Pilewell, Eſq.

Surry. W. Woodroffe, of Povle-Park, Eſq.

Suſſex. Edmund Woods, of Shopwick, Eſq.

Harwickſhire. Joſeph Oughton, of Sutton

Coldfield, Eſq.

haſ referſhire. Fleetwood Parkhurſt,

Ripple, Eſq.

Wiltſhire. Mathew Humphreys, of Chip

penham, Eſq. .

Yºrkſhire. Sir T. Frankland, of Thirkleby, B:.

SOUTH WALES.

Carmartben. George Mogºn, of Aber

cothy, Eſq.

Peabroke. Jo, Matthias, ofLlangwarren, Eſq.

Cardigan. William Lewis, of Llanner

cheron, Eſq.

Gaºgan. John Lewellyn, of Yniſyger

gwn, Eſq.

Breton. William Morgan James, of Pool

Hall, Eſq.

Radnor. Jolin Lewis, of Harpton, Eſq.

NORTH WALES.

4-glºſa. Hugh Price, of Wern, Eſq.

Carnarvos. Edward Lloyd, of Ty mawr, Eſq.

Marioneth. Edward Corbet, of Unyſmaen

Gwyn, Eſq.

Mastgomery.

han, Eſq.

Deºgh. Thomas Jones, of Llantifillio, Eſq.

Flint. E. Morgan, of Golden Grove, Eſq.

SHERIFF appointed by his Royal Highneſs

the PA IN cº or Wales in Council, for

the Year 1792.

nf

ſawty of Cornwall. Davies Giddy, of

Tredrea, Eſq.

4. James Yandall, who had been out

lawed for not appearing to an indictment

for ſheep-ſtealing, and whoſe caſe had been

twice ſolemnly argued upon a writ of error

brought to reverſe the outlawry, was placed

at the bar of the Court of King's Bench to

rective judgment. The objećtions originally

taken to the proceedings in outlawry were

ſeventeen. Upon the ſecond argument they

were reduced to ſeven, Lord Kenyon de

livered the opinion of the Court. Hig

Lordſhip entered fully into the caſe, and de

clared it to be the opinion of the Court, that

there was no error in the proceedings of

the outlawry. He added, that it was the

ºpinion of all the Judges, that where a

Perſon was convićted upon an outlawry he

ºuld not plead his clergy, and conſequently

the priſoner's offence was capital. Mr.

Juſtice Aſhhurſt immediately pronounced

ſºntence of death, after which the priſoner

** taken back to gaol. He has ſince re

ºved a pardon.

Robert Clifton, of Aberbec

6. Mr. Layton, of the Borough, enter

tained 2 on friends in a new tub. It was

made for Mr. Meux, brewer ; and will con

tain Io,oco barrels, the coſt of which will

be about 32 ool. Mr. Layton gives ſecurity

of 2 cool, to indemnify Mr. Meux from

any loſs that may be ſuſtained within the

firſt twelve months. On a ſide-table in the

tub was a china bowl, on a mahogany ſtand

with wheels, which contained 27 gallons

and a half of punch.

14. In the Iriſh Parliament, Mr. Ponſonby

made a long promiſca motion on Wedneſday

laſt, for a repeal of the Aéis which pre

clude that country from a ſhare in the Eaſt

India Trade. The Reſolution with which

he concluded was to the following cffect :

—That leave be given to bring in a Bill for

repealing all Aéts of Parliament that pro

hibited the direét importation into this king

dom of all articles the growth and produce

of the countries that lie beyond the Cape

of Good Hope and the Straits of Magellan.”

Mr. Grattan ſeconded the motion. After

a long debate, the motion was loſt by a

majority of 86; the Noes bcing 156, the

Ayes 70.

The Bill for the Relief of the Roman Ca

tholics was rejećted in the Iriſh Parliament

by a great majority.

Northampton, Feb. 17. This morning,

about one o'clock, an alarming fire broke

out at the Shoulder-of-Mutton public-houſe,

on the Market-Hill in this town, which in

a ſhort time entirely deſtroyed the ſame, to

gether with all the furniture, &c.; and what

is moſt ſhocking to relate, out of nine people,

who were in hed, only one (Henry Marriott,

the landlord) eſcaped the fury of the flames.

— The family conſiſted of the ſaid Henry

Marriott, his wife, and five children, and a

man and his wiſe (lodgers who only came

the preceding evening).— The fire began in

the cellar, where they had been brewing

yeſterday; and had communicated to the

rooms on the firſt ſtory before it was diſ

covered by the watch, who immediately

gave the alarm, but too late to ſave the un

happy ſufferers.

19. The treaty between his Majeſty and

the King of Pruſſia, on the marriage of his

Royal Highneſs the Duke of York with the

Princeſs Frederica of Pruſſia, is publiſhed,—

by which it appears, that his Pruſſian Ma

jeſty gave to his daughter Ioo,ooo crowns,

which in caſe of her death without iſſue re

verts to the King;-that his Royal High

neſs has ſettled on the Princeſs 4oool. a

year, and the intereſt of 6ocol. for pin

money and daily expences;—that his Bri

tannic Majeſty grants a counter-portion of

1oo,ooo clowns to her Royal Highnels, and

X 2 - engag's
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engages to ſecure to the Princeſs, in caſe of

the unhappy event of a mournful ſeparation,

$oool. a year for her jointure, with a reſi

dence and ſuitable eſtabliſhment.

The Prince of Wales has announced the

ſale of his ſtud of running-horſes.

The aët of the Margrave of Anſpach

which committed the government of his

territories to the care of the King of Pruffia,

has been followed, as was expetted, by a

formal abdication cf his territories, ſigned on

the 2d of December 1791. The Pruſſian

Monarch has accordingly been proclaimed

Margrave; the troops, the burgeſſes, and

the officers of government, have taken a

new oath, and zooo florins have been diſ

tributed to the poor. The annual income of

the Margrave, coming to him from Berlin,

is about 40,000l. ſterling. Beſides this, he

has large ſums in the Dutch funds, and

jewels immenſely valuable. His Serene

Highneſs, for the title will of courſe adhere

to him, has no family to be injured by this

abdication of his rights.

NATIONAL INCOME.

An Account of the Produce of Taxes, for

one Year, to the 5th of January

1792.

A. f. d.

Cuſtoms — — 3,723,361 17 7%

Exciſe — — 7, 182, IoT is 43

Stamps — - 1,277,970 15 11

Total of Cuſtoms,

Exciſe, andStamps

Incidents

{ 1,183,440 3 11:

1,948,031 3 94.

-

- -

NEw DUTIES.

. . d.

Sugar, Cuſtoms, 1791 zo(3,257 9 3

Britiſh Spirits, - -

Exciſe, { ditto 78,703 o o

Foreign ditto ditto $8,198 o o

Malt ditto – ditto 146,732 o o

Hills and Receipts ditto Joã,637 o o

Game Duty — ditto 10,917 o o

Tcn per cent, on :-

aſieſſed Taxes } ditto $3,5c+ 8 of

-

692,943 13 1.

$12,183,440 3 11:

Total of New Duties

Total of Cuſtoms,Ex

ciſe, and Stamps

Incidents — - 1,943,031 3 94

Grand Total 14,824,420 5 93

willi AM ROSE HAWORTH.

Exchequer, Feb. 6, 1792. -

The Annual Taxes, it is to be obſerved,

are not included in the above account.

COMMERCE.

In the year 1783, there weie cleared out

wards from the various ports of this king

dom:

Britiſh veſſels - 7,329

Foreign - - 1,544

In 1790 the number was,

Britiſh - - 12,76:

Foreign - - I, 14o

In 1783 the value of our

imports was - A. 13,122,235

In 1790 - - 19,130,836

In 1783 our exports amount

ed to - - 14,756,818

In 1790, to - 2.0, Izo, 12

Average annual importation

of tea by the Eaſt India

Company and their officers,

in five years, from 1787

to 1791 incluſive, - lbs. zo,642,203

Average of ditto for twelve

years, 1773 to 1784, both

incluſive - 5,695,of4

Increaſe 15,036,929

---

The quantity imported in 1791

was - - 22,369,61 a

Tons. Duty.

Quantities of wine import

ed in 1790 * - 29, 182 804, 1671.

Average quantity imported -

in three years to 1786 15,953 625,4541,

Increaſe 13,219 178,713!,

* The quantity imported in 1791 ex

cecds this conſiderably.

-

21. Mr. Donadieu on Saturday obtained

a verdict in the Court of King’s Bench, of

5ol. damages, againſt the Earl of Barry

more, for an aſſault on his perſon, laſt ſea

ſon, at Brighton.

When the evidence was cloſed, Lord

Kenyon left the caſe entirely to the Jury.

He thought the conduct of ſome people of

rank in this country a little diſgraceful, and

ſuſpected there was ſome defeat in their edu

cation, when they were brought into a Court

of juſtice to finiſh it.

A verdict againſt his Lordſhip for 4491.

was likewiſe obtained in the ſame Court by

a builder, for erecting the Wargrave The

atre, before his Lord?ip came of age. The

plea of non-age was done away by ſubſequent

promiſes of payment.

Lord Kenyon lamented that this young

Nobleman had, in his minority, been ſur

rounded by deſigning men, who, inſtead of

floring his mind with uſeful literature, bad,

hº
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he was afraid, depraved his taſte, and per

verted his diſpoſition. With reſpect to the

tendency of private theatrical entertainments,

his Lordſhip doubted extremely whether

they ever inculcate one ſingle virtuous ſenti

ment. He had known inſtances where they

had a contrary effect, and they uſually viti

ated and debauched the morals of both ſexes;

the performers ſeldom retired from the

entertainment but every Romeo knew the

eſtimate of his juliet's virtue !

Sentence of death was paſſed at the Old

Bailey upon Charles Wiltſhire, James Ken

ney, Eſther Jane Hardy, James Gilthorp,

and William Baker, for ſundry highway rob

beries, &c.

La Chevaliere D'Eon's colle&tion of Wau

ban's Manuſcripts was ſold for 50ol.

Twelve thouſand pounds was the purchaſe

money for Cox's Muſeum.

22. The Seſſions ended at the Old Bailey,

when 19 capital conv ćts, who had been reſpit

ed during his Majeſty's pleaſure, were par

doned on condition of their being tranſported

to the Eaſtern Coaſt of New South Wales

for the term of their natural lives; which

condition being rejećted by Thomas Jones,

one of the ſaid convićts, he was ordered to

be confined in a ſolitary cell until the ſame

ſhall be reported to his Majeſty; 22 convićts

were ſentenced to be tranſported beyond the

ſeas for the term of ſeven years ; 6 to be

impriſoned in Newgate; 9 in Clerkenwell

Bridewell; 12 to be publicly whipped ;

and 2 tranſports were pardoned on condition

of their being ſeverally impriſoned for the

ſpace of ſix months.

Old Parr rivalled.—The following In

ſcrip:ion was copied from a Tombſtone in

Cacheu Church, near Cardiff, in the year

1742 –Heare lieth the Body of William

Edwds of the Cairy, who departed this Life

the 24 of February, Anno Domini 1668, anna

£tatis ſai 168.”

Mr. Duberly has gained 50ool. damages

of General Gunning for crim. con. with

Mrs. D. Lord Kenyon, on this occaſion,

expoſed the condućt of the guilty party to

merited contempt.

Dr. Haygarth, of Cheſter, having ſug

geſted that the dreadful conſequences ariſing

(rom the bite of a mad dog may be pre

P R O M O

Izur E N Ant-Gan E R AL WAR or to be

Commander in Chief of his Majeſty's

Forces in Ireland; and George Hewitt,

eſq. Lieutenant-colonel of the 43d reg, of

foot, to be Adjutant-general to the ſaid

Forces.

vented by waſhing the wound with water

as ſoon as conveniently may be—the prac

titioners in phyſic and ſurgery are requeſted

to pay attention to the ſuppoſition. It may

be remarked, that the ſimple 25t of waſhing

off the canine virus is all that is meant; ſo

that every perſon's reaſon will direct him

how to perform that office in the moſt

effectual manner. In general an hour ſhould .

be employed in the ablution, during which

time the wound, whether lacerated or not,

ſhould be frequently ſqueezed.

25. Information being laid before Sir Law.

rence Cox, the fitting Magiſtrate at the Ro

tation-office in Litchfield-ſtreet, that a

combination had taken place amongſt the

journeymen ſhoe-makers for the raiſing of

their wages 1s. on the making of a pair of

boots, and 6d. on each pair of ſhoes, Sir

Lawrence iſſued out 17o warrants for ap

prehending the parties concerned, 21 of

whom were brought before the Right Hon.

Viſcount Galway, Sir L. Cox, and Mr.

Shepherd, yeſterday morning, at the above

office; the report of which having ſpread

over the town, a multitude of ſhoe-makers,

&c. in number upwards of Icoo, aſſembled

in Litchfield-ſtreet in a riotous manner ; on

account of which Viſcount Galway went

to St. James's, where he reported the ſame

to the King; his Majeſty ordered that a

ſufficient pumber of horſe and foot ſoldiers

be ſent to prevent interruption, and that the

battalion on guard ſhould hold themſelves

in readineſs, in caſe of being wanted; by

which orders a troop of borſe-guards and

a company and 12 men on foot, went to the

relief of the Magiſtrate; on appearance of

whom the mob diſperſed, and the 21 pri

ſoners, and one man who had behaved

outrageouſly, were committed to Newgate

for ſix weeks under a ſtrong guard.

A ſcheme of a very ſingul ºr nature was

detected lately at the Poſt-office in Exeter.

A gentleman dropping a letter into the let

ter-hole, was ſtruck at not hearing it drop

to the bettom, and on examination a caſe

was diſcovered to have been let down the

hole by a ſtring, and faſtened on the outſide

by a piece of watch-ſpring; it was, when

detected, full of letters, and, no doubt,

contained bills to a very conſiderable amount.

T I O N S.

John Mortlock, eſq. banker, of Cam

bridge, to be Receiver to the General

Poſt-office in the room of A. Pechell,

eſq.

The Rev. William Cookſon, B, D. to be
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a Prebend of Windſor, vice Dr. Jonathan

Pavies, reſigned.

Mr. Dundas, of Richmond, to be one of

the Scrjeant Surgeons to his Majeſty, vice

Pennell Hawkins, eſq. dec.

Marquis Townſhend to be Lord Lieu

tenant of the county of Norfolk.

John wentworth, eſq. to be his Majeſty's

Lieut. Governor of the Province of Nova

Scotia, vice John Parr, eſq. deceaſed.

Major John Grattan te be Quarter-maſter

general to his Majeſty's forces in the Eaſt

Indies, with the rank of Lieutenant Coloncl

in the Army. -

Capt. Alexander Dirom to be Deputy

Adjutant Grueral to his Majeſty's forces

in the Eaſt Iudics, with the rank of Major

in the Army.

Lord Charles Fitzgerald, to be Muſter

Matter General of the forces on the Iriſh

eſtabliſhment, vice the Right Hon. Dennis

Daly, dec. -

3oth reg. of foot, Lieut. Gen. Thomas

Clarke to be Colonel, vice Sir Henry Cal

der, deceaſed ; and Major General James

Stuart to be Celonel of the 31ſt foot, vice

Major Gen. Thomas Clarke.

13th Regiment of Dragoons. Major the

Hon. William Cuffe, from 18th Dragoons,

to be Lieut. Colonel, vice Sir James Struant

Denkam, bart. promoted to the command

of the 12th Dragoons.

William Downes, eſq. member for Do

negal, to be one of the Judges of the Court

of King's Bench in Ireland, vice Mr. Juſ

tige Bennet, dºc.

Benjamin Vaughan, eſq. Member for

Calne, vice John Morris, eſq.

Edward Hyde Eaſt, of Bloomſbury

ſquare, eſq. Member for Great Bedwyn,

vice Right Hon. John Steward, commonly

called Lord Down, dec.

Dr. Thomas Monro, to be phyſician to

Bridewell and Bethlem Hoſpitals, vice his

father Dr. Monro, dec. º

Nicoll Raynsford, eſq, to be one of the

Verdurers of Rockingham Foreſt.

Mr. James Heath, Aſſociate of the Royal

Acadeny, to be Hiſtorical Engraver to his

Majeſty.

M A R R I A G E S.

> EN 1 AM 1 N Gascoy N E, eſq. ſecond ſon

} of the late Bamber Gaſcoyne, eſq. to

Miſs Cecilia Watts, ſecond daughter of

Hugh Watts, eſq.

The Rev. Plaxton Dickinſon, to Miſs

Grant.

At Feverſham, Lieutenant Goſſelin, of

the Life-Guards, to Miſs Lipycatt, of Lip

yeatt-Hall, Kent.

Lieutenant Shuldham Peard, of the Royal

Navy, to Miſs Eizabeth Bigh, third daugh

ter of Captain Richard Rodney Bligh.

Mr. North, Attorney at Law, of Wood

fock, to M. fs Mary Ann Lenthal youngeſt

..aughter of the late John Lenihal, eſq. of

the Prior v, Burford.

John Dod, eſq. of Cloverley-hall, Shrop

fire, to Miſs Eleanor Woodyeare, ſecond

d. ughter of John Woodyeare, eſq of Crook

hill.

Richard Dawkins, eſq. of Standlynch, in

wiltſhire, to Miſs Long, daughter of Ed

ward Long, cſq. of Aldermaſton houſe.

k dward Auſten, eſq. of Rowlin, to

Mºi's Elizabeth Bridges, third daughter of

the late Sir Brook Bridges, bart.

William Decdes, eſq. junior, to Miſs So

phia Bridges, ſecond oaughter of the late

Sir Brook Bridges, hºrt.

Rev. Mr. Lamb, Vicar of Banbury, to

Mrs. Hial iſon, of Clapham.

Jan's Hawkins Whitſhed, cſq. Captain

in the Royal Navy, to Miſs Bcntinck, cideſt

daughter of the late Captain Bettinck.

Charles Chºcheſter, eſq., youngeſt ſon of

the late John Chicheſter, eſq. of Harlington,

12-vº, to Mºſs Honoria French, daughter of

the late Robert French, eſq. of Ireland. ..

The Right Hon. Lord Viſcount Moli

neux, to the Hon. Miſs Elizabeth Craven,

ſecond daughter of the late Lord Craven,

The Right Hon. Robert Hºbart, eſq.

Principal Scoretary to the Lord Lieutenant

of Ireland, to Mrs. Adderley, relić of

Thomas Adderley, eſq. many years one of

the Repreſentatives in the Iriſh Parliament.
George Frederick Ryves, cſq. of Eiſted in

Surry, to Miſs Catharine Elizabeth Arun

dell, youngeſt daughter of the Hon. James

Everard A, undell, of Aſhcombe, in Wills.

William M'Clary, eſq. Lieutenant-colo

nel in the ſervice of the Eaſt India Com

pany, to Miſs Cookes, of Bourbourne-houſes

near Worce ſier.

Francis Sheldon, of Wycliffe, York, eſq.

to Miſs Piowden, a daughter of the late Ed

mund Plowden, of Plowden, in the county

of Salop, eſq.

The Right Hon. Lord Viſcount Kilmorey,

to Miſs Cotton, eldeſt daughter of Sir Ro

bert Saluſbury Cotton, bart.

Robert Heron, eſq. to Amclia, daughter

of Sir Horace Mann, bart.

Sir Frederick Eden, bart. to Miſs Smith,

of Bond-ſtreet.

H. C. Gumbleton, eſq. Captain in the 13th

reg. of dragoons, to the Iſon. Miſs Sarah

Maſſy, youngeſt daughter of the late, and

ſiſter to the preſent, Lord Maſſy. Alſo the

Hon. George Maſſy, third ſon to the late

Lord M.ſly, to Miſs Elizabeth Scouien,

daughter to Michael Scanlan, of Ballinah’,

in the county of Limerick, eſq.
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The Hon. William Hay, brother to the

Right Hon. the Earl of Errol, to Miſs Jane

Bell, ſecond daughter of the late Matthew

Beil, eſq. Colonel of the Northumberland

Militia.

William Reader, eſq. of the Middle

Temple, to Mrs. Morgan, of Millman

ſtreet, Bedford-row.

George Gipps, eſq. Member for Canter

bury, to Miſs Lawrence, daughter of the

kie Dr. Lawrence.

At Paris, James Crauford, eſq. of Rot

terdam, to Miſs Mary Campbell, ſecond

daughter of the late Archibald Campbell,

eſs. Collector of the Cuſtoms at Preſton

Pans. -

Charles Leiceſter, eſq. brother of Sir

Jºhn Fleming, bart. of Tubley, to Miſs

Mary Egerton, ſecond daughter of the late

Philip Egerton, eſq. of Pilton Park,
Cheſhire.

Richard Walpole, eſq. eldeſt ſon of the

Hon. Richard Walpole, to Miſs Eliza

Hammet, daughter of Sir Benjamin Ham

met, M. P.

William Walter Vane, eſq. of the Cold

flream reg. of Guards, to Miſs Rachael

Vene, ſecond daughter of the late Sir Lio

nel Wright vane Fletcher, bart.

Sir Henry Harpur, bart. to Miſs Haw
kins.

The Rev. Charles Phelips, brother to the

Member for Somerſetſhire, te Miſs Black

more, of Herttordſhire.

William Lee, eſq. eldeſt ſon of Richard

Lee, , eſq. of Lecds, to Miſs Wentworth,

daughter of Sir Thomas Wentworth Blac.

kett, of Bretton, in that county, bart.

Capt Robert Linzee, of the Royal Navy,

to Miſs Grant, d-ughter of the late John
Grant, eſq. of Portſmouth.

Edward Gibbons, eſq. younger ſon of
the late Sir John Gibbons, bart. to Miſs

Salter, daughter of the late Elliot Salter, cfq

Captain in the Navy.

John Tanner, eſq. Banker, of Lombard

fleet, to Miſs Emma Hiſcox Garnault, of
Hackney.

William Cotton, eſq. of the Cuſtom Houſe,

to Miſs Catharine Savery of Lambeth.

Stephen Martin Leake, eſq. of Harpur

ſtreet, to Miſs Godwyn, of Great Ormond

ſtreet.

The Rev. Robert Morres, of Windſor,

to Miſs Baker, ºldeſt daughter of the Rev.
Thomas Baker dec.

Edmund White, eſq. of Saliſbury, to Miſs ,

Coker, youngeſt daughter of the late wil

liam Coker, cfq of Winborg, Dorſet.

Edward Pemberton, eſq. Capt. in his

Majeſty's firſt battalion of Rºi, to Mi's

Smythe, eldeſt daughter of the late Nicholas

Smythe, eſq. of Condover.

MONTHLY OBITUARY for JANvAry I 792.

Dre exts r A 20, 1791. --

T New York, aged 82, John Cruger,

eſq. many years Speaker of the Aſ

ſembly, and Mayor of that City.

Jan. 4. In America, Peter Schuyler, Se

nator of the Weſtern diſtrićt Ncw York,

and Member of the Council of Appoint

Irient.

Feb. 10. At Teignmouth, John Luras,

eſq. a Captain in the Eaſt India Company's

ſervice, who commanded the 7th reg. of

Sepoys under Gen. Goddard.

12. Lieut. Henry Gott, late of the 54th

reg. of foot.

13. The Rev. Samuel Teed, M. A. Fellow

of Exeter College Oxford.

At Aſhby de la Zouch, in his 86th year,

Edward Aſpinſhaw, gent.

At Nottingham, in his 67th year, the

Rev. Mr. Anderſon, Uſher of the Free -

School at Nottingham, and Chaplain of the

County Gaol.

17. Thomas Tweed, eſq. of Stoke in Suf

folk.

18. At Vauxhall Walk, aged 63, Mr.

Charles Allen, author of the Female Pre

ceptor, Polite Lady, &c.

19. Thomas Trotter, eſq. Morton Hall,

William Taylor, eſq. of Chriſton bank,

near Newcaſtle upon Tyne.

Col. Edward Windus, Bideford, in De

vonſhire,

20. Mr. W. Roſs, Silk Manufačturer, Bun

hill Row.

24. Thomas Kilby, eſq. Alderman of
York.

At Aughty Fardalº, Lanarkſhire, aged log,
Archibali N. ſbit. He was born 1ſt Sept.

1689. He was a gardener there 69 years.

22. John Elliott, eſq. of the Sait Office,

aged 82.

At Twickenham, J. Ireland, eſq.late Quar

ter Maſter of the 58th reg. of foot.

Thomas Parker, eſq. of Hampton Lodge,
near Guildford.

At Ethic Houſe, in the county of Forfar,

Scotland, George Carnegy, Earl of Nor.

theſk, Lord Roſehill, and an Admiral of

the White ſquadron of bis Majeſty's Fleet.

Lately at Plymouth, Mr. John Pearce,

aged 98.

Lately at Bicker in Lincolnſhire, in his

; year, Benjamin Bamford. He had

cen Pariſh Clerk 7o years, and Sexton al

moſt as long. -

23. At W oton Baſſet, Wilts, aged 75,

Mr. John Eacott, Mavor of that Borough.

Lately at Stowey in Samerſetſhire,

Richard Camplin, eſq. one of the Under

Tellers of the Exchequer.

24.
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24. william Cooke, eſq. one of the Di

rettors of the Bank.

Lately at Oſmanthorpe,

William Hanſon, eſq.

25. At Nuneaton, Warwiekſhire, in his

86th year, the Rev. A. Porteus, who had

been 45 years paſtor of a diſſenting congre

gation in that town.

26. At Sunderland in his 87th year,

W. Gooch, eſq. 30 years Comptroller of

the Cuſtoms of that Port.

At Bath, Joſeph Ewart, eſq. late Miniſter

Plenipotentiary at the Court of Berlin.

Harry Harmood, eſq. at Alresford, Hamp

ſhire, Meſſenger to the Great Seal.

Mr. Saumuel Hall, Frederick's Place, Old

Jewry.

27. Mr. Daniel Stacy, Cernchandler,

Whitechapel.

Joſeph Brooke, eſq. Weſt Malling, Kent,

in his 82d year.

. Mr. John Scott, Maſter of the Golden

Croſs Inn, Charing Croſs.

Shuckburgh Aſhby, cſq. at Evenby Hall,

near Lciceſter.

near Leeds,

Lately at Briſtol Hotwells, Frederick

George Byron, eſq. nephew to Lord

Byron.

28. Lady Dunbar, reliët of Sir James

Dunbar, of Mochrum, bart.

29. Henry Arthur Fellowes, eſq. of Eg
gestord, Devonſhire.

Mr. Thomas Porter, the oldeſt Maſter in

his Majeſty's Navy, in his 91ſt year.

At Summer-hill near Newcaſtle upon

Tyne, aged 70, William Robinſon, eſq.

who accompanied Lord Anſon in his voy

age round the World.

john Palmer, eſq. at Bath.

31. At Edinburgh, Sir Alexander Hay,

bar. Knight o' the Military order of St.

George, and Colonel in the Ruſſian ſervice.

Lately at Stockton, Robert Prº uon, eſq.

Collettor of the Cuſtoms at that Port.

1ſt Feb. In the King's Bench Priſon,

Major Jºhn Forbes, whº diſtinguiſhed hun

ſelf at the battle of Misden.

At Bullogn, the Rev. Lilly Butler, of

Witham, Efir x.

At Exeter, the Rev. Micajah Towgood, in

the 92d year of his age.

Lately Mr. Forſter, Surgeon, Newport

Pagnel, Bu ks.

2. At Rocheſt, r, Lieut. Hudſºn of the

Rºyal Navv.

At B, ſtol, Alexander Fdgar, rſ". Juſ

lice of the Peace for the county of Glouceſ

ter, and Alderman o' Briſtol.

Hugh Stevenſ n, eſq. of Egº am, Surrey.

3. Joſeph Pickles, eſq. Juſtice of Peace

for the diviſion of the lower Hamlets.

Simon Girling, . St, adbrook, Suffºlk.

Lately John Bichaeld, eſq. of Lewes,

$uſſex.

4. Mr. Nicholas Block, Worſtedman,

Newgate Street.

At Bramdean in the County of Hants,

the Rev. Thomas Durnford, D. D. aged 75.

He had been Rećtor of that pariſh, and

Vicar of Harting, Suſſex, upwards of 50 yrs.

Obadiah Paul, eſq. of Rockſmore, Giou

cellerſhire.

3. In Great Ormond-ſtreet, the Right

Hon. Sir John Eardley Wilmot, Knight,

one of his Majeſty's Moſt Hon. Privy Coun

cil, and formerly Chief Juſtice of the Court

of Common Pleas, to which he was ad

vanced in 1766, and reſigned in 1771.

Mr. John Barnes Pearce, of Lambeth,

Stockbroker.

Michael Blount, eſq. Maple Durham, near

Reading.

6. Robert Wilkie, eſq. of Ladythorn,

Juſtice of Peace for the county of Dur
ham.

Major General Sir Henry Calder, bart.

I rut. Governor of Gibraltar, and Colonel

of the 30th reg, of foot.

7. At Lincoln, Mſ. Roberts, of Branſby,

formerly an officer of the Militia.

Lately Mrs. Lort, widow of Dr. Lort.

8. Mrs. Croft, wife of the Rev. Herbert

Croft.

Ninnian Ballentine, eſq. Queen's-ſquare,
Bath.

Lately at Fiſhall, Cumberland, Mr. Fre

derick Harpe, at the great age of 123,

years.

9. Thomas a Becket, eſq. Littleton,
Wilts.

Milward Rowe, eſq. many years chief

Clerk of the Treaſury, and one of the

Commiſſioners of the Salt Duties.

Robert Chriſtopher Brownell, eſq. of Mi

chael's Place, Brompton.

Lately at Oundle in Northamptonſhire,

aged 86, Edward Hunt, eſq.

Latcly at Bath, Captain Piercy Brett, of

the Royal Navy, aged 32. -

10. Mr. Willian Burcher, Lymington,

Hants, aged 79.

Thomas Stuart, eſq. Treaſurer of the

Bank of Scotland.

Lately Peregrine Furye, eſq. one of the

Grutlemen of his Majeſty's Privy Chamber.

Lately Sir Norton Robinſon, bart. of

Newby in the county ºf York.

12. The Rev. Thomas Cockayne, Vicar

of St. Mary Rotherhithe, Surrey.

Mrs. Coates, aunt of Lady Gormanſion.

Lately the Rev. Mr. Hodgſon, late Aſſiſt

aut Miniſter at Maidſtone.

Lately at Dublin, Jacob Sherrard, eſq.

Joint Deputy Clerk of the Pleas in the Iriſh

Court of Exchequer.

14. At Blackheath, Mr. Watts Griffin.

17. Jonathan Price, eſq. many years

Clerk of the Salters Company.

- cºſº,
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Our Correſpondent who defires we would point out to him where he may obtain further

information relating to Wraynham's Caſe, is referred to the State Trials, Vol. VII. p. 101.

The ſentence pronounced againſt him may be ſeen in Popham's Reports, p. 135.

More Anecdotes of Mr. Quin are received.
-Q.

Mrs. Draper's Letters in our next; and Chattirton's Pieces, which by accident areat preſent

miſlaid,

We do not chuſe to inſert any political or perſonal Satire. Lieut. Drak's Epiffle, there

fore, to Peter Pindar, muſt appear elſewhere.

reſpectable Evening Paper, or returned to him.

If he chuſes it, it ſhall be ſent to a

AVERAGE PRICES of CoRN, from March 10, 1792, to March 17, 1791

CO UNTIES upon the COAST.

Wheat Rye Barl. Oats Beans.

Barl. I Oats

s. d.s. d.ls. dºls. d.s.

London 5 1/3 3/3 1 |z| 2 |3*::::
c O U NT I E'S IN LAN D.

Middleſex ; 4 o 93 4'o 29

Surry 5 of3 6.3 zlz 54

Hertford ' 5 ić o's 6.2. 63

Bedford 4 99 o 3 ** 33

Cambridge 4 73 oz 9|1 8,3

Huntingdon 4 8:o 93 22 1 3

Northampton 4 1913 63 12 13

Rutland 4 8,o o 3 * 13

Leiceſter 4 + 1 ſo o 3 62 2/3

Nottingham 5 23 93 3 + 4 3

Derby 5 70 of 7.2 °4

Stafford 5 4!o of 8,2 54

Salop 4 to4 o’s 3: 74

Hereford 4 54 of 32 2/3

Worceſter 4 1oo o 13 7, 2 43

Warwick 5 o'o of 9.2 74

Glouceſter 5 zo o's 3, 2 2/3

Wilts 4 99 os o 43

Rerks 5 4 o oſ3 3 2 53

Oxford 5 o'o of 3 oz 2 3

Bucks 4 II o os 42 4 3

Beans |

d.

5

I

I

Eſſex 5 1/3 of 11 43 5

Suffolk 4 83 of oz - 3 1

Norfolk 4 5iz id: 92 13 2.

Lincoln 4 73 93 or 113 5

York 4 8.3 21 111 113 6

Durham 4 11 o cº 52 - 4 1

Northumberl.4 73 z + 91 o 3 1

Cumberland 5 94 43 41 3 c o

Weſtmorld. 5 11.4 93 52 3 4 5
Lancaſhire 5 5, o c3 6.2 44 4

Cheſhire 5 24 74 oz. 74 .

Monmouth 5 1, o os 41 o o o

Somerſet 5 o'o of 2 + 1 3 &

Devon 4 11 o or 81 84

Cornwall 5 o'o ol. 8, §§ o

Dorſet 5 20 o, 7'1 1 3 7

Hants 4 8 o ol. *** 43 y

Suſſex 4 9 o 3. 11 * 33

Kent 5 1/3 4.3 3 2 53 1

WALES.

North Wales 5 1 1/4 . 3 4|| i. 6.

South Wales 6 |: ol 3 411 710 °

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER,

F E B R U A R Y.

BARome ter. Th ERMoM. WIN p.

2.8–3 o — co 44 - E.

29-29 – 95 — 4-2 - -

M A R C H.

1–29 – 75 —— 44- E.

2–29 – 42 50 - S.

3–29 – 57 48 - S.

4–29 – 49— 50 - S. S. W.

5–29 — 37 —— 49 - W.

6–29 — 39 —— 45 - W. .

7-29 - 42.
38 - W. .

8–29 – 55–35- N. W.

9 – 29– 91–28

ro- 30 - 11 29 -

a 1–30– 24—— 31 - N.

12–30 – 44 —- 33 -

13–30 - og — 35

14— 29–55 –- 45 – S. S

w 5- 19- 39 48 – W. N.

18-a0 – 54 4o – W.

27–29 - 31-- 50 - S. 3.

N.

N.

E.

E.

S.

. E.

W.

W.

18–29 – 50—49– S. S.W.

19-30 – 8 43 - º

20–30 – 16—46- S. W.

21–30 - 15 47 – S. S.W.

22-3o – od 52 - -

23-29 - 84. 43 - S.

24–29 – 71 —— 51 – S.$.".

25–29 – 38—— 33 – W.S."

26-29 – 55 50 -

P R T C E of stocks,

March 27, 1792.

S.

Bank Stock, 218 open. 3per Ct. Ind. Ann"

5per Cent.Ann. 1785, India Bonds,

119 : * South Sea Stock, *

New 4 per Cent. ſhutſold S. S. Ann. --

3 per Cent. red. ſhut |New S.S. Ann. --

3 per Cent, Coaſ. 96.3 per Cent. 175' "
3 5.

+ a

3 per Cent. 1726,-

Long Ann. ſhut.

Ditto Short 1778, ſhut

India Stock, 214 3

opca

Let. Tick.

Exchequer Bill:

N.Naº, Við. Bills

Iriſh diuoil. 3' 6",
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A C Co UNT o F Jo HN H o O L E, ES Q.

I with a Port RAIT.

THE modeſt and unaſſuming merit of

this Gentleman has long commanded

the reſpect of his private friends. Be it

ºur taſk, to make known to poſterity, that

thoſe who may hereafter be pleaſed with

the ſpecimens which will be left of his

É. and learning, would have been,

d they lived in the preſent day, equally
delighted with the affability, integrity, and

obliging manners of the Author.

John Hoole is, we are informed, the

ſon of Samuel Hoole, of the City of Lon

don, watch-maker, by Sarah his wife,

the daughter of James Drury, a clock
maker, whoſe family came from War

wickſhire. Mr. Hoole the father was

born about the year 1693, at Sheffield in

Yorkſhire, which place he left at the age

of nine years, and came to an uncle in

London, by whom he was educated. At

an early period of life this gentleman diſ

Played a ſtrong propenſity to the Rudy of

mechanics, and for many years had the

management of the machinery at Covent

Garden Theatre, in the time of the late

Mr. Rich ; and among many other pieces

of inechaniſm conſtructed the celebrated

erpent in ORPHEU's AND EURY Dick ",

exhibited the firſt time on the 12th of Feb.

1739-4C.

Our Author, John Hoole, was born

in Dec. 1727, and was educated at a pri

vate boarding-ſchool in Hertfordſhire,

kept by Mr. Jaines Bennett, the Publiſher

of Roger Aſcham's works. In 1744,

being then ſeventeen years of age, he

was placed as a Clerk in the Eaſt India

Houſe; and having a great delight in

reading, particularly works of imagina

tion, he employed his leiſure-hours in his

favourite amuſement, and at the ſame

* The fate of this Pantomime affords a remarkable inſtance of public caprice.

time endeavoured to improve himſelf in

the knowledge of the Latin tongue, and of

the Italian; which laſt he earneſtly wiſhed

to acquire, that he might peruſe in the

original his favourite Author Arioſto, of

whom when a boy he became enamoured

from reading the Orlando Furioſo in Sir

John Harrington's old tranſlation.

In 1757 he was married to Suſannah

Smith, of Biſhop Stortford in Hertford

ſhire, and in January 1758 he ſuddenly

loſt his father, who died on the 12th of

that month, leaving behind him a ſtriking

example of noble-minded integrity in his

intercourſe with mankind, and of indefa-'.

tigable induſtry in the application of his

talents for the maintenance of a numerous

family. In this year, Mr. Hoole under

took the tranſlation of TAsso's Jerusa

LEM DE1.1 v ERED, laying aſide his deſign

of tranſlating Arioſto, of which he had

already finiſhed ſome of the firſt Rocks.
About this time he was introduced to the

knowledge of Dr. Hawkeſworth, by whom

he was encouraged in his intended work.

Through this Gentleman he became ac

quainted, in 1761, with the late Dr.

Samuel Johnſon; which acquaintance

grew to a friendſhip that only terminated

with the lamented death of that excellent

man, whoſe loſs he regretted as that of a

ſecond father.

On the death of Mrs. Woffington,

which happened in March 1760, Mr.

Hoole publiſhed a Monody, which has

been ſince printed in Pearch's Colle&tion

of Poems. In 1763 he printed his tran

ſlation of the “Jeruſalem,” which procured

him the acquaintance of Mr. Glover,

Author of Leonidas. This was his firſt

avowed publication, having before only

On its

ºriginal appearance, it drew the Town to ſee it during the greater part of the ſeaſon. It was

revived in 1747 and in 1755, when it was repeated 31 times ; and again in 1768. At each

revival it was greatly applauded. In Oétober 1787 it was produced again by a Royal

Command, as ſuppoſed, when, to the aſtoniſhment of all the old frequenters of the The

*tre, it was damned. Mr. Hoole, we are informed, alſo made the Peacock, which was

* Produced until after his death in 1781, in The Choice of Harlequin,

Y Printed
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printed two or three little poetical Eſſays,

which, with the Monody, were without

any name. In the year 1764 Dr. Johnſon

introduced him to Dr. Warton, of Win

cheſter. In 1767 he publiſhed two vo

lumes of the Dramas of Metaſtaſio, a

copy of which book he tranſmitted to the

Author at Vienna, and was in return

honoured with a very elegant letter from

Metaſtafio. Of this we are not without

hopes of obtaining a copy for a future

Magazine. In the ſame year he wrote the

Tragedy of CY Rus, profeſſedly taken

from the CIRo Reconosciuto of that

eelebrated Italian; which Tragedy he firſt

conmunicated to Mrs. Anna Williams,

the well-known friend of Dr. Johnſon, a

lady of uncommon talents, to wheſe be

nevolent and fricndly diſpoſition all that

knew her were indebted. Encouraged by

her, he read his play to Dr. Johnſon, who

told him “ he might ſend his Play to the

Stage.” The Tragedy was accordingly

accepted by Mr. Colman, and exhibited

at Covent-Garden Theatre in Dec. 1768

with great ſucceſs, being ſtrongly ſup

ported by the performance of Mr. Powell

and Mrs. Yates in the parts of Cyrus and

Mandane, the laſt of which characters

was particularly adapted to the tragic

powers of that excellent Aétreſs.

In 1770 Mr. Hoole produced another

Tragedy, called TIMANTHEs, taken

from the DEMofoste of Metaſtafio,

which was likewiſe ſucceſsful, though the

Author ſuſtained a great loſs in the death

of Mr. Powell, which happened in the

ſummer of 1769, the part of Timanthes

being expreſsly written for that very for

cible and pleafing Aétor. In 1773 Mr.

Hoole publiſhed a volume containing the

firſt ten Books of ORLANDo Fuzioso,

intending to have proceeded with the

entire tranſlation ; but being at this time

eſtabliſhed in an office of conſ quence

as Auditor of Indian Accounts to the

Eaſt India Company, his poetical ſtudies

were diſcontinued ; the great buſineſs

ariſing from the Parliamentary Enquiries

into the Company's Affairs calling for all

his exei ticns in preparing Accounts and

Eſtimates for the Houſe of Coimmons,

during which Enquiry he was examined

at the bar of both 1 ſouſes.

In 1775 he found leiſure to produce an

original Tragedy, called CLEoNice

Princess of Bith YN1A ; but the in

trodu°tion of this piece to the Stage was

attend..! with many difficulties : objec

tions were made to it, and the matter was

* See “Boſwell's Life of Dr. Johnſon,” Vol. I, p. 442.

finally referred to Dr. Johnſon, who hav

ing approved the Play gave an opinion

in its favour". The Play was then put

in rehearſal, but Mrs. Barry (now Craw

ford) refuſing to perform the part of

Cleonice, it was given to Mrs. Hartley.

Mr. Barry reješting the part of Lyco

medes, intended for him, took a ſubor

dinate charaćter, and even that he relin

quiſhed on the ſecond night. The Play

thus left to itſelf, without either of the

popular A&tors, languiſhed out the nine

nights, and from that time Mr. Hoole

bid adieu to the Stage.

In the year 1777 he again turned his

thoughts to the completion of his verſion

of Orlando, to which he had been for

merly urged by many friends, particu

larly by the late Mr. Glover, a great ad

mirer of the works of imagination, and

by Dr. Hawkeſworth, who lived only to

ſee the firſt two Books of Orlando in

manuſcript, with which he profeſſed him.

ſelf to be more ſtruck than with the more

claſſical performance of Taſſo. Dr.

Hawkeſworth died in 1773. In 1783

Mr. Hoole publiſhed his complete tran

ſlation of the OR LANDo FURioso, in

five volumes; and at the end of the year

1784 he loſt his great and reſpe&ted friend

Dr. Johnſon, who died in the month of

December, from whom, during an inti.

macy of twenty-three years, he had ex

perienced every mark of kindneſs and

affection. He conſtantly attended the

Dočtor during the laſt three weeks of his

life, and daily contemplated, with feel

ings not eaſy to be expreſſed, his nearer

approaches to diſſolution.

In the year 1785 Mr. Hoole became

the Biographer of his friend Mr. Scott,

of Amwell, a work intended to have been

executed by Dr. Johnſon ; and at the end

of that year he reſigned his employment

in the Eaſt India Houſe, after a ſervice of

near forty-two years; and in April 1786

hefº, with his wife and ſon, to the

parſonage-houſe of Abingor, near Dork

ing ; his ſon, whe was in orders, having

taken the Curacy of that place. While

he reſided there, i. confidered the objec

tions that ſome readers had made to the

length and perplexity of Arioſto's poem,

and employed his leiſure in reviewing the

work, retrenching ſome parts, and giving

the whole more connection; and in 1791 he

publiſhed this new edition or refaccimenta

of Arioſto under the title of The Or

lando of Arioſio reduced to XXIV. Books,

the Narrative connected, and the Sto

º

ris:
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ries diffeſºd in a regular ſeries. In the

year 1790 he was the Editor of a little

elegant Tale entitled DINARBAs, being

a continuation of Dr. Johnſon's Raſſelas.

This performance came from the pen of

a Lady of very uncommon genius and ac

quirements, who reſides with her mother

in Italy. She was well known to Dr.

Johnſon and Mrs. Williams, and the

MS. was ſent over to Mr. Hoole, in

order to be put to the preſs. This work was

very favourably received; and we are in

formed, that the fair Author has conſigned

to the care of Mr. Hoole a ſecond produc

tion for the public, which exhibits a view

of the Military, Political, and Social

Life of the Romans, conveyed in the

Pleaſing vehicle of an intereſting Story, in

a Series of Letters from a young Patrician

to his Friend. The laſt work which Mr.

Hoole has given to the world, is a tran

ſlation of the juvenile poem of TAsso

entitled RixALDo, which muſt be con

ſidered as a literary curioſity, being, in

dependant of the poetical merit of the

original, an extraordinary ſpecimen of

early genius.-Mr. Samuel Hoole, the

ſon of Mr. Hoole, has likewiſe given to

the world ſome productions of his pen ; as

one volume of Sermons, publiſhed in

1786; and two volumes of Poetical Pieces,

publiſhed at different times, containing,

“Modern Manners,” “Aurelia,” “Eda

ward, or the Curate,” and other poems.

ADDITION to the ACCOUNT of John HORNE TOOKE, Ese.
IN OUR LAST MAGAZINE.

THE Portrait of this ingenious Gen

tleman, given in our laſt Magazine,

repreſents him as ſeriouſly contemplating a

cap with wings. The Cap is the Pileus of

Mercury, and alludes to Mr. Horne

Tooke's diſcovery of the derivation and

uſes of the Particles in our language; a

diſcovery which had eſcaped Dr. Wallis,

Dr. Johnſon, Mr. Harris, and all our

ableſt writers on that ſubject. Mr. Tooke

has given a clue to language in general,

which our Inſtructors of Youth would do

well to purſue. It is grievous to conſider,

that politics (that fruitleſs and unavailing

Purſuit, except to thoſe who follow it

with a view to their own intereſt) ſhould

abſorb ſo much of the time and talents of

this acute and able Philologiſt. The

learned and elegant Mr. Webb, in ſpeak

ing of the “Diverſions of Purley,” ſays,

“It is a moſt valuable work, and the

more ſo, as it promiſes (what is much

wanted) a new theory of language : “I

hope,” adds he archly, “quo ingenium

tuum te vocat.” The Portrait from

whence our Engraving was taken was

painted originally for the Marquis of

Lanſdowne, and is the work of the late Mr.

Brumpton, a pupil of Mr. Mengs.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

During an Evening's Reſidence at this Inn, ſome Refle&ions concerning the Advantage

of a Contented Mind ſtruck my roving imagination; and if you think them worthy

a Place in your inſtrućtive and entertaining Work, they are much at your ſervice,

O N T H E B L E S S IN G

AIL Siſter-Goddeſs of the bloom

ing Hygeia! The lovely roſy-tooted

Hours wanton in thy train Thou ſoften

tº of all our cares, thrice welcome to my

abode, where thou mayer reign ſole arbi

treſs! Totally devoid of any deluſive

charºn, all who enjoy thee feel a con

ſciouſneſs of thy worth : Like the water

which ſoftens the poor inan's cruſt, thou

ſervett to unbend his brow, thou cheateſt

hin with thy benignant rays. With thee,

as a ſweet attendant, the honeſt country

ran chea, fully whittles along the upland

tale to his labour, whilſt he ſweetly in

hales the refreſhing odours of “incenſe

bitathing morn.” Thus merrily he jogs,

and you may put all his cares in a nut

ſhell. But ſet it not be ſuppoſed from

this, that the countryman is peculiarly

nºtorious in the acquirement of this bleſ

O F C O N T E N TM E N T.

fing. No, Society and its incidental cares

are but know, to nim in 2 ſmall propor

tion ; he is, therefore, not ſo much ex

Poted to the arts and inſidiouſneſs of the

butting world as the reſt of mankind;

although we may allow, that as the body

is more invigorated, ſo in ſome proportion

the mind conſequently feels mole native

dignity, and thereby is in ſome meaſure

more abhorrent of principles which tend

to the aggrandizement of curſelves at the

greater expence of others; and thus, ſo

far as Nature or cuſton predominates to

this effect, we may obſerve in the coun

tryman a generoſity of conduct towards

others not always to be found in the ſqualid

and cooped-up citizen, whoſe mind is very

often waſ ped by an enuvated ſtate of

body. But it is not neceſſary that we

ſhoud be alliuſtics, in older that we may

be
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be bleſſed with Contentment; it is at

hand to every ſituation, and has habi

tations where to dwell in every breaft; the

rcat art is to introduce it to ſcenes where

it is ſaid not much to frequent, and this

is done by habit. Mr. Paley very juſtly

obſerves, “Man is abundle of habits.” It is

often remarked, that let people in general

be bleſt with ever ſuch temporal bleſfings,

they are ſtill deſirous of more; and by con

tinually deſiring new objećts (of which

the world has a variable ſtore), they ar

rive at ſuch a habit of wiſhing, that, like

all habits after a long continuance, it is

difficult to overcome it; and what is

a greater misfortune, is too often the want

of endeavour to do it. Thus they

wiſhing on through life, which as

it is but ſhort, a period is ſoon put to

this canker of the mind, and death

at laſt kindly comes to their relief. Let

as examine how we may be able to ſubdue

this inſatiable thirſt after novelty; and

firſt addreſs thoſe who are bleſſed with a

comfortable means of ſubſiſtence. Let

them firſt of all (when the fit begins to be

troubleſome) bring themſelves to a view of

their own ſituation. Let them confider,

how much better it is than that of above

two-thirds of their fellow-creatures. Let

them put this queſtion to themſelves—

What more virtues am I endowed with in

order to claim this exemption in my fa

vour? Am not I now poſſeſſed of more

than my proportional deſerts would allot

to me? How truly then is it my duty that

I ſhould be content with all humility and

thankfulneſs! They will then, perhaps,

be induced to implore that Beneficent

Being who beſtowed it upen them, to

mingle with their happy lot the Bleſſing of

Contentment. What has been now ſaid,

is urged from the duty of thankfulneſs to

the Supreme Being ; but there is another

notive which ſhould ſtrengthen the deſire

of poſſeſſing , this pearl of ineſtimable

value; i.e. that it is our more immediate

intereſt ſo to do. By habits of ſuppreſling

tº deſire of increaſing our ſubſtance, we

a. * brought to enjoy what we have more

rfectly, and to ſet a greater value upon

;: ; the affections are then diverted from a

fleeting obječt to a ſubſtantial one, ex

cluſive of the pleaſure ariſing from a con

iciouſneſs of our having conquered our

paſſions and inordinate affections; and

thus, as by habits of reſignation to un

a.oidable evils, and habits of contempt of

thoſe that are trifling, as unworthy to give

diſquietude to the dignified mind, we ob.

tain in time tree fortitude; ſo habits of

refiecting upon our comparative good

flate, and thoſe alſo of reſiſting the deſire

of more, in order that we may better enjoy

what we are at preſent poſſeſſed of, eſta

bliſh in us the Bleſſing of Contentment.

And for the better preparation of obtain

ing the wiſhed-for bleſſing, let us indulge

the habit of ſelf-denial. Nothing evinces a

ſuperiority of underſtanding ſº much as

this, for it requires us not only to check

our ſearch after new pleaſure, but it is the

habit of even abſtaining from lawful plea

ſures (thoſe in our poſſeſſion), to the end

that we may more eaſily abſtain from thoſe

that are unlawful. To thoſe whoſe lot

has not fallen among “goodly heritages,”

whoſe ſituation is low in this world, let

them remember, that our pleaſures are

chiefly thoſe of the imagination; and let

it be known to their conſolation, that if

they be but content in their humble calling,

they are poſſeſſed of a happineſs in vain

to be found under the velvet canopy of the

Monarch enthroned in all his fplendour.

Care with her ſhadowy mantleſeldom broods

over the heads of the induſtrious cottager,

or of the active and ingenious mechanic;

let them but encourage a cheerfulneſs of

diſpoſition, and their lot is truly enviable.

A ſtronger degree of fortitude is neceſ

ſary for thoſe whom Sickneſs invades, upon

whom Melancholy draws her pale curtains,

and ſhuts from their views objects of plea

ſure and amuſement. Here indeed, if any

is to be allowed, may be an apology for

diſcontent; and in ſome caſes the ſtrongeſt

moral fortitude droops, and is incapable of

ſupporting the miſerable ſuffering object.

Here it is then that Religion, ſuperior to the

dry distates of mere moral Philoſophy, con

ſidered as unconnected with religious ſenti

ments and conduct, ſteps in to his aid, and

ſhines with peculiar radiance round the fick

man's head. But in thoſe diſorders which

affect more particularly the imagination,

“fickened o'er with the palecaſt ofthought,”

which are apt to warp the mind, and

render it obnoxious even to the bleſlings of

life; as diſorders of this kind are attended

with intervals nºt incongeuial to its en

joyments, let them obtain habits of reaſon

ing during ſuch intervals, that they may

be able to apply the reſult when the mo

ments of illneſs (like the jaundiced eye)

darken the imagination, and prevent the

exerciſe of its reaſoning powers; let them

be ſubjećt entirely to the dictates of thoſe

who, perfectly in exerciſe of that noble

faculty, are capable of beſtowing proper

advice; let them attend to their ſugget

tions, and, conſidering their own ſituation,

they will implicitly be guided by the

judgment of thoſe who ais willing, and

catainly
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tertainly more able, to aſſiſt with whole

ſome counſel. And laſtly, to enforce the

above arguments, let them, if they are

willing to entertain ſuitable and elevated

notions of the Supreme Giver of all Good

Things, confider, that not to enjoy with

thankfulneſs and contentment the bleſſings

of this life, is the higheſt ingratitude we can

be guilty of towards a Beneficent Being,

who only requires this ſmall return for the

many good things he beſtows upon us.

Ram-Inn, Nezumarket, R. B.

Feb. 7, 1792.

MR. F A y T 1 N G To Mr. E L L 1s.

DEAr Jack, Cambridge, Nov. 19, 1721.

HAVING no time to employ in poetry,

I beg leave to trouble you with t

produštion of a friend, who is juſtly ad

mired for his learning. To enumerate all

his good qualities would be ridiculous,

as well as tedious : firſt, becauſe you are

not acquainted with the perſon ; and ſe

condly, becauſe it would be difficult to

make mention of them : but in a word,

He is ſober, religious, a hard ſtudent,

good-natured, a complete ſcholar, and

(as I think the poem very plainly diſco

vers) an admirable Poet.

our complaiſant ſpark Mr. Villeneau

has been ſo kind as to ſend me a letter,

for which I return him many thanks, and

ſhould take no ſmall pleaſure in hearing

from Mr. Dawkes and Mr. Newton; but

they make good the old ſaying. “Out of

ſight out of mind.” – I need not acquaint

you with College affairs, becauſe I don't

queſtion but you have been informed of

what I writ to my father. Mr. Murdin and

myſelf were not a little delighted at the re

ºpt of your letter, and deſire you would

favour us with another very quickly, till

when we muſt feed upon that already re

ceived, and hope you will not cloy us

with this excellent diſh, but ſend another

as grateful to the taſte. Dear Jack, I

would fain proceed, but paper, pen, ink,

time, and cold, all oppoſe my deſign,

wherefore receive this as a mark of affec

tion from Your's, &c.

N. FAYTING.

P. S. Pray remember to all friends at
home and abroad.

------
---------------

CONJURATIO PAPISTICA,

BY MR. TAY lor *, of st. John's.

MUST murder then, O Rome, muſt fate

and blood

Declare thy tenets orthodox and good *

Muſt treaſon too th’ important cauſe decide,

Añd points of faith by maſſacres be try’d 2

Such proofs of doćtrine are, alas! too faint,

And all the Fiend unveils t'aſſert the Saint."

But thee, deluded wretch, what zeal cou’d

move,

To tempt the thunder of an angry Jever

To play with vengeance, and provoke the

laws,

Thou wretched agent in a wretched cauſe 2

But know, preſumptuous wretch, Britan

nia's State

Shall live whole aeras out beyond the reach

of Fate.

Heav'n will not ſure her darling Iſle forſake,

Heav'n never ſieeps while Rome and Treaſon

wake.

To thy confuſion ſhall thy poiſon turn,

And Rome in tears of blood her treaſon

mourn.

With impious hands Enceladus thus tries

To cope with Heav'n, and ſtorm the Thun

derers ſkies,

Till arm'd with keeneſt vengeance Jove ap

pears,

And thunders “Treaſon” in the Rebel's ears:

Too late he trembles at the Imperial nod,

And owns his folly when he feels the God.

WARIOUS SUPPOSED PLAGIARISMS OF STERNE DETECTED AND

POINTED OUT.

T is but little known or ſuſpected, nor

will it readily be believed, that the ini

mitable and never-to-be excelled Author

of TristRAM SHANDY made a very free

uſe of thoſe books which generally were

“ſuch reading as was never read,” as

accident threw into his way, or choice

directed him to. The late Mr. Hender

ſon, of Covent Garden Theatre, whoſe

reading of Mr. Sterne's works will not

be ſoon forgotten by thoſe who had the

pleaſure of hearing him, peruſed with

" Afterwards Dr. John Taylor, Reſidentiary of St. Paul's, the Editor of Demoſhenes.

Theſe verſes were aever before printed.

great
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great attention, juſt before his death, a

book formerly much celebrated, though

mow ſeldom looked into, entitled, “Bur

ton's Anatomy of Melancholy,” and from

thence extraćted various parallel paſſages,

which Mr. Sterne had availed himſelf of

in the courſe of his entertaining works.

Some of theſe were ſo very ſtriking, that I

£hould have been much diſpoſed to ſend

them to the EU Ro PFAN MAGAZINE, had

I not been informed that a very learned

and ingenious Gentleman at Mancheſter

had already been travelling over the ſame
ground, and had communicated to the

Society eſtabliſhed there the reſult of his

enquiries, which in due time will be given

2 to the public in their Tranſactions. It

is always pleaſing to trace the origin and

progreſs of the thoughts of eminent wi

ters, and therefore I hope it will not be

ſuppoſed that I am poſſeſſed with the ſpirit

of Lauder, if I point out a paſſage which

Mr. Sterne appears to have read. I hear

tily wiſh to ſee any other writer employ

his reading to as good purpoſe.

In the celebrated Sermon on Conſcience

(Triſtram Shandy, Vol II. p. 142) we

have the following paſſage:-" Behold

Religion, with Mercy and Juſtice chained

down under her feet, there fitting ghaſtly

upon a black tribunal propped up with

racks and inſtruments of torment.-

Hark! hark what a piteous groan See

the melancholy wretch who uttered it

juſt brought förth to undergo the anguiſh

ºf a mock trial, and endure the utmoſt

pains that a ſtudied ſºftem of cruelty has

been able to invent. "Behold this helpleſs

vićtim delivered up to his tormentors,

his body ſo waſted with ſorrow and con

finement, you will ſee every nerve and
muſcle as it ſuffers. Obſerve the laſt

movement of that horrid engine ! See what

convulſions it has thrown him into , Con

fider the nature of the poſture in which he

now lies ſtretched—what exquiſite tortures

he endures by it 'Tis all nature can bear!

—Good God! See how it keeps bit sweary

foul hanging upon his trembling lipº, wil

ting to take its leave, but not ſuffered to

depart 1 Behold the unhappy wretch led

back to his cell See him dragged out of

it again to meet the flames and the inſults

in his laſt agonies, which this principle

this principle, that there can be Religion
without mercy, has prepared for him.”

From a Sermon preached before the

Univerſity of Cambridge, Nov. 5, 1715,

by Dr. Richard Bentley, Maſter of Trini

ty College, Iextract the following paſſage:

Speaking of the intended event of the

day then celebrating, the Preacher ſays,

–“ Dreadful indeed it was, aſtoniſhing

to the imagination; all the ideas aſſembled

in it of terrour and horrour. Yet when

I look on it with a philoſophical eye, I

am apt to felicitate thoſe appointed for that

ſudden blaſt of rapid deſtruction; and to

pity thoſe miſerables that were out of it,

the deſigned victims to ſlow crucity, the

intended objects of lingering perſecution.

For ſince the whole plot was to ſubdue

and enſlave the nation, who would not

chuſe and prefer a ſhort and diſpatching

death, quick as that of thunder and light

ning, which prevents pain and perception,

before the anguiſh of mock trials, before

the legal accommodations of jails and

dungeons, before the peaceful executions

by fire and faggot 2 Who would not ra

ther be placed direét above the infernal

mine, than paſs through the pitileſs mer

cies, the ſalutary torments of a Popiſh

Inquiſition ? that laſt accurſed contrivance

of atheiſtical and deviliſh politicks if

the other ſchemes have appeared to be the

ſhop, the warehouſe of Popery, this may

be juſtly called its ſlaughter-houſe and its

ſhambles. Hither are haled poor crea

tures without any accuſer, without alle

gation of any fault. They muſt inform

againſt themſelves, and make confeſſion

of ſomething heretical, or elſe undergo the

diſcipline of the various tortures, a regular

fiftem of ingenious cruelty, corºpoſed by

the united ſkill and long ſucceſſive expe

rience of the beſt engineers and artificers

of terment. The force and effect of every

rack, every agony, are exactly under

ſtood : This ſiretch, that ſtrangulation, is

the utmoſt nature can bear; the leaf ad- .

dition will overpower it : This pºſiure

Peeps the weary ſºul hanging upon the lip ;

ready to leave the carcaſe, and yet nºt

ſºffered to take its wing : This extends and

prolongs the very moment of expiration;

continues the pangs of dying, without the

eaſe and benefit of death. O pious and

proper methods for the prepagation of

faith ! O true and genuine Vicar of Chriſt,

theGod of Mercy and the Lord of Peace!"

Thoſe who have noticed Mr. Sterne's

account of the hobbyhorſical diſpoſition of

mankind, will be ſurpriſed at the reſem

blance of the thought in the following

paragraph in Guzman D’Alfarache, 16:3,

p. 1 of, which, however, Mr. Sterne

may not have been acquainted with :-

“To think upon a thing I ſuppoſe to be

like unto a pretty littlé boy iting upon.

a hobby-horſe, with a windmill made of

paper, which he bears in his hand upon

the top of a came, or ſome little ſtick that

comes firſt to hand.” If
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If this communication is not already too

long, I wiſh to conclude it with the fol

lowing Letter, written many years ago,
as it contains ſome anecdotes of this cele

buted writer not generally known.

I am, &c.

H. H.

April 15, 1760.

“INDEED, my dear Sir, your let

ter was quite a ſurpriſe to me. I had

heard that Mr. Shandy had engaged the

attention of the gay part of the world;

but when a gentleman of your aStive and

uſeful turn can find time for ſo many

eliquiries about him, I ſee it is not only

by the ille and the gay that he is read and

admired, but by the buſy and the ſerious ;

nay, Common Fame ſays, but Common

Fine is a great liar, that it is not only a

Duke and an Earl, and a new-made

Biſhop, who are contending for the

honour of being god-father to his dear

child Triſtram, but that men and women

too, of all ranks and denominations, are

firefing the father, and providing ſlaver

ing-bibs for the bantling.

“In anſwer to your enquiries, I have ſat

down to write a longer letter than uſual, to

tell you all I know about him and the deſign

ºf his book. I think it was ſome time in

June laſt that he ſhewed me his papers,

more than would make four ſuch volumes

as thoſe two he has publiſhed; and we ſat

up a whole night together reading them.

I thought I diſcovered a vein of humour

which muſt take with readers of taſte, but

! ſock the liberty to point out ſome groſs

illuſions, which I apprehended would be

matter of juſt offence, eſpecially when

ºoming from a clergyman, as they would

*tray a forgetfulneſs of his chara&ter.—

He obſerved, that an attention to his cha

ºcter would damp his fire, and check the

flºw of his humour; and that if he went on

ºd hoped to be read, he muſt not look at

his band or caſſock. I told him, that

an over-attention to his character might

Perhaps have that effect; but that there

was no occaſion for him to think all the

time he was writing his book, that he was

*riting ſermons ; that it was no difficult

ſhatter to avoid the dirtineſs of Swift on

* one hand, and the looſeneſs of Rabe

* on the other; and that if he ſteered in

tº middle courſe, he might not only

make it a very entertaining, but a very
ºutrućtive and uſeful book and on that

Fºn I ſaid all I could to encourage him

* come out with a volume or two in the

Winter.

" At this time he was haunted with

Vol. xxi.

doubts and fears of its not taking. He

did not, however, think fit to follow my

advice; yet when the two volumes came

out, I wrote a paper or two by way of

recommending them, and particularly

pointed to Yorick, Trim reading the ſer.

mon, and ſuch parts as I was moſt pleaſ

ed with myſelf.

“If any apology can be made for his

groſs alluſions and double entendres, it is,

that his deſign is to take in all ranks and

profeſſions, and to laugh them out of their

abſurdities. If you ſhould aſk him, why

he begins his hero nine months before he

was born, his anſwer would be, that he

might exhibit ſome character inimitably

ridiculous, without going out of his way,

and which he could not introduce with pro

F. had he begun him later. But as

e intends to produce him ſomewhere in the

third or fourth volume, we will hope, if he

does not keep him too long in the nurſery,

his future ſcenes will be leſs offenſive.

Old women, indeed, there are of both

ſexes, whom even Uncle Toby can neither

entertain nor inſtruct, and yet we all have

hobby-horſes of our own. The misfor

tune is, we are not content to ride them

quietly ourſelves, but are forcing every

body that comes in our way to get up be

hind. Is not intolerance the worſt part

of Popery : What pity it is, that many

a zealous Proteſtant ſhould be a ſtaunch

Papiſt without knowing it!

“The deſign, as I have ſaid, is to take

in all ranks and profeſſions. A ſyſtem

of education is to be exhibited, and

thoroughly diſcuſſed. For forming his

future hero, I have recommended a pri

vate tutor, and named no leſs a perſon

than the great and learned Dr. W-- :

Polemical Divines are to come in for a

ſlap. An allegory has been run upon the

writers on the Book of Job. The

Dočtor is the Devil who ſmote

him from head to foot, and G–

P rs and Ch—ow his miſerable com

forters. A group of mighty champions in

literature is convened at Shandy-hall.

Uncle Toby and the Corporal are thorns

in the private tutor’s ſide, and operate

upon him as they did on Dr. Slop at read

ing the ſermon ; all this for poor Job’s

ſake; whilſt an Iriſh Biſhop, a quondam

acquaintance of Sterne's, who has written

on the ſame ſubjećt, and loves dearly to

be in a crowd, is to come uninvited and

introduce himſelf.

“So much for the book, now for the

man. I have ſome reaſon to think that he

meant to ſketch out his own character in

that of Yvick; and indeed, in ſome part
Z of
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of it, I think there is a ſtriking likeneſs, but

I do not know ſo much of him as to be able

to ſay how far it is kept up. The gentlemen

in and about York will not allow of any

likeneſs at all in the beſt parts of it; whe

ther his jokes and his jibes may not be felt by

many of his neighbours,and make them un

willing to acknowledge a likeneſs, would be

hard to ſay; certain, however, it is, that

he has never, as far as I can find, been

very acceptable to the grave and ſerious.

It is probable too, he might give offence to a

very numerous party when he was a curate,

and juſt ſetting out ; for he told me, that

he wrote a weekly paper in ſupport of the

Whigs during the long canvaſs for the

great conteſted ele&tion for this county,

and that he owed his preferment to that

paper—ſo acceptable was it to the then

Archbiſhop.

“From that time, he ſays, he has hardly

written anything till about two years ago;

when a fauabble breaking out at York,

about opening a patent and putting in a

new life, he ſided with the Dean and his

friends, and tried to throw the laugh on

the other party, by writing The Hiſtory of

an Old Watchcoat ; but the affair.

compromiſed, he was deſired not to publiſh

it. About 500 copies were printed off,

and all committed to the flames but three

or four, he ſaid; one of which I read,

and, having ſome little knowledge of his

Dramatis Perſona, was highly entertained

by ſeeing them in the light he had put

them. This was a real diſappointment to

him; he felt it, and it was to this diſap

pointment that the world is indebted for

Triſtrain Shandy. For till he had finiſh

ed his Watchcoat, he ſays, he hardly

knew that he could write at all, much leſs

with humour, ſo as to make his readed

laugh. But it is my own opinion, that he

is yet a ſtranger to his own genius, or at

leaſt, that he miſtakes his forte. He is

ambitious of appearing in his fool's coat ;

but he is more himſelf, and his powers are

much ſtronger, I think, in deſcribing the

tender paſſions, as in Yorick, Uncle

Toby, and the Fly, and in making up

the quarrel between old Mr. Shandy and

Uncle Toby.

“I can ſay nothing to the report you

have heard about Mrs. Sterne; the few

times I have ſeen her ſhe was all life and

ſpirits; too much ſo, I thought. He told

me, in a letter laſt Chriſtmas, that his

wife had loſt her ſenſes by a ſtroke of the

palſy; that the ſight of the mother in

that condition had thrown his poor child

into a fever; and that in the midſt of

theſe afflictions it was a ſtrange incident

that his ludicrous book ſhould be printed

off; but that there was a ſtranger ſtill be

hind, which was, that every ſentence of it

had been conceived and written under the

greateſt heavineſs of heart, ariſing from

ſome hints the poor creature had dropped

of her apprehenſions; and that in her ill

neſs he had found in her pocket-book—

“jan. 1ſt, Le dernier de ma vie, helas."

“Thus, my dear Sir, I have been as

particular as I well can, and have given

you as ample an account both of the man

and the deſign of his book, as you san

reaſonably expect from a perſon who,

bating a few letters, has not converſed

more than three or four days with this

very eccentric genius.

“ Your's, &c.”

For the E U R O P E A N M A G A Z IN C.

M E M O I R.

-- U P O N

R E v. O L UT I O N s o F s T A T E S,

E X T E R N A L, I N T E R N A L, A N D R E L I G I O U S:

READ IN THE PUBLIC AssEMBLY OF THE AcADE MY of sci FN.cf 5 AT B E R LIN a

ON THE SIXTH DAY OF OCTOBER 1791, To cel EBRATE THE BIRTH-DAY of

FREDERIC-WILLIAM THE SEcon D, kiNG OF PR USS1A, AND THE Fif rh x-as

or HIS REIGN.

By the C O U N T de H E R T z B E R G,

MINIster of state, curator,

THE Academy intending this day, ac

cording to its ancient and approved

uſage, to celebrate, in full aſſembly, by

ublic declamations and the reading of

uſeful and intereſting traćts, the birth

AND MEMBER OF THE ACADEMY.

day anniverſary of its Royal ProteStor t

and being, on my part, inclined to con:

tinue the cuſtom which I have obſervedi.

during the courſe of ten years, of en

deavºuring to entertain the Members of

this
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this Society by a Leśture on the Admini

ſtration of Public Affairs during the pre

ceding year, and on hiſtorical or literary

ſubjects commeéted with the circumſtances

of the times; I cannot, I conceive, better

fulfil the duties of the day, than by im

parting to the large and illuſtrious audi

tory I perceive around me, ſome general

obſervations and refle&tions upon that im

portant ſubjećt, THE REvolution of

STATEs, which, either on the one ſide

or the ether, at preſent agitates the minds

of the greater portion of the people of

Europe; with a view to ſhew that the

ſeveral governments of the known world

have experienced fewer changes than is

in general imagined; that according to

the preſent condition of ſociety, it is im

Poſſible for ſuch revolutions to be either

ſo frequent or ſo dangerous as in former

Periods and remote ages; and that our

illuſtrious ſovereign the King of Pruſſia,

his great anceſtor Frederic the Second,

and even their predeceſſors Frederic-Wil

liam the Firſt, Frederic the Firſt, and the

renowned Ele&tor Frederic-William, have,

during their reſpective reigns, eſſentially

contributed to prevent revolutions danger

ous and fatal to the public intereſts, to the

general tranquillity of Europe, and to

that balance of power, the due preſerva

tion of which forms the beſt and ſureſt

barrier againſt them.

Without any anxiety to give an exa&

and critical definition of the terms “ Re

volution of States,” I conceive that every

great, adverſe, and forcible alteration,

whether of the poſſeſſion of States, or of

their Political, civil, and religious go

vernments, and eſpecially of great nations

and Powers, may with truth be denomi

nated A REvoLUTION.

In applying this definition to the hiſtory

ºf known ages, I flatter myſelf I

ſhall be able to maintain, that there never

has been, and never can be, more than

three ſpecies of Revolutions, namely, ex

ternal, internal, and religious ; and that

firſt two, a very ſmall number only have

been produced.

ExTERNAL revolution, according

tony idea, never exiſts but when great States

* Empires, and the people of which they

* cºmpoſed, are conquered and ſubju

£ºted by the invaſion and external power

ºf a foreign nation, and thus change both

ºr government and their ſovereign. Of

**cies of Revolution, hiſtory has only
furnied us with three inſtances,

ºf theſe three ſpecies, but eſpecially of the

FIRST, That of Alexander the Great,

who conquered a great part of Europe,

Aſia, Africa, and eſtabliſhed the Grecian

or Macedonian Monarchy.

Secon DLY, That of the Romans,

who overthrew the ſeveral eſtabliſhments

of the Greek Empire in Europe, Aſia,

and Africa; conquered a great portion of

the reſt of Europe, and the inhabited

ſhores of Africa; and eſtabliſhed thereou

the vaſt empire of Rome. -

THIRD lx, The great revolution

effected in the third, fourth, and fifth

centuries of the Chriſtian aera, by the

celebrated migrations of the northern and

German tribes of Europe; the Arabians

and Turcomans of Aſia and Africa. It

is well known to thoſe who are acquaint

ed with hiſtory, and which I have proved

in detail in my firſt Academical Diſſerta

tion, that the Vandals, the Rugiens, the

Goths,the Franks,the Angles,the Burgun

dians, the Longobards, and ſome other

German tribes, who almoſt all originally

came from that part of Germany which

is ſituated between the WE's ER and The

VISTULA, and compriſe at this day the

principal States of the Pruſſian Monarchy,

overthrew the Roman empire, conquered

its different provinces, and eſtabliſhed

upon the ruins of that Coloſſus the king

doms of Germany, Italy, France, Spain,

Portugal, and England, which ſtill exiſt.

—It is equally well known, that the

Arabians who followed Mahomet, and

the Turcomans who were intermingled

with them, deſtroyed at the ſame time the

Eaſtern Empire of Rome, and eſtabliſhed

the Turkiſh or Ottoman Empire, which

ſtill ſubſiſts, in Greece, in Aſia Minor,

in Syria, and in Egypt, as other branches

of that nation have done in Perſia, in

Arabia, in India, in Morocco, and other

maritime coaſts of Africa.

When the general pićture which hiſtory

affords is looked at in a great and con

centrated point of view, it will be allow

ed, that the greateſt and moſt known por

tions of the globe, with thoſe monarchies

which were diſtinguiſhed by their vaſt

extent and intrinſic power, have only

been affected and deſtroyed by theſe three

great Revolutions. For from the num

ber of theſe great Revolutions we may, I

think, exclude as well the partial, fabulous,

and even uncertain alterations of govern

ments, which, anterior to the time of Alex

ander the Great, may have been effected in

Aſia and in Africa by a Bacchus, a Seſo

ſtris, a Cyrus, as the other partial and ten

porary changes which were unade in leſs re

Ž 2 wº:
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mote periods in China, Tartary, India,

and other parts of Aſia and the North of

Europe, by the unmaintained conqueſts

of an Attila, a Zenghis Khan, a Tamer

lane, Moguls, Tartars, &c. Still leſs

can we place in the catalogue of great Re

volutions that which occurred in the interi

or parts of Africa and America; thoſe two

quarters of the globe having in former times

no connexion with the reſt of the world.

The deſtruction and ſubverſion of em

pires have evidently been cauſed by their

increaſing magnitude, which rendered it

impoſſible for one man to govern or de

fend them; by the weakneſs, the incapaci

ty, and the bad policy of their reſpective

ſovereigns; by lſ. general degeneracy and

corruption of manners among the people

who compoſed thoſe vaſt monarchies, as

well as by the civilization, and the native

and ſuperior valour of the neighbouring

nations, who profited by the decline of

the empires, the charaćters of the ſove

reigns, and the degeneracy of the people;

and laſtly, by that viciſſitude which all hu

man inſtitutions continually experience.

It reſults, however, from theſe conſider

ations, and from a number of others,

which time will not permit me now to

make, that we have no longer any

cauſe to fear theſe violent revolutions of

great empires; for the cauſes which pro

duced them no longer exiſt. The ſeveral

kingdoms of Europe are no longer of

fuch enormous extent; are no longer ſo

diſproportioned in power, as to render

their governments unwieldy, or their pro

testion difficult. Sovereigns are better

educated, their minds more enlightened,

and better acquainted than heretofore with

their true intereſts; governments are more

ſubſtantially and artificially compoſed and

modified; and means have been invented

even to ſupply the inſufficiency of Kings

and Miniſters, by the co-operation of one

8tate with another. Almoſt all nations are

now ſo equallyarmed,that they can no longer

be ſurprived or overthrown either by their

ruption of ſavage and numerous hordes, or

by their neighbours; and the power which

every nation poſſeſſes, not only keeps

the others inº: but commands reſpect.

I am perſuaded, and I think it would not be

difficult to prove, that the two great ſove

reigns of Pruſſia, Frederic-William the Firſt

and Frederic the Second, inſtead of doing

º by their military ſyſtems, have ren

deled important ſervices to humanity by

the introduction of ſtanding armies, and

cbliging the neighbouring nations to

follow their example; for by theſe means,

and by their ačtive and vigorous ſuperin

tendance over the balance of power be.

longing to each State, they laid the true

foundation of a perpetual peace, upon

more certain ground than that of Henry

the Fourth and the Abbe de St. Pierre.

The objećtions and complaints which

are ordinarily made againſt largeº
armies, have very feeble foundations, an

muſt loſe the little force they poſſeſs,

when it is conſidered, that the burthen

occaſioned by the expences of theſe

armies is compenſated by their utility; for

they not only procure to the countries in

which they are eſtabliſhed, at leaſt alongif

not a conſtant interval of peace, and render

the police and internal ſecurity of the

kingdom much more permanent than they

can be under thoſe governments that are

not military; but even the money which

is levied for the maintenance of theſe

troops, and which is immediately expend

ed by them in their garriſons, returns, by

the conſumption they create, to the pre

ple, and procures to the very diſtriët in

which it was raiſed, not only ſuitable re

licf, but even opulence, by its quick and

multiplied circulation. It muſt, however,

be underſtood, that the troops ought to be

judiciouſly diſtributed throughout all the

cities and provinces of the empire, and not

all of them ſtationed upon the frontiers;

and that they ...]”be proportionale

to the population and powers of each

State; like the arrangement which we

happily experience in the Pruſſian Monar:

chy, where the number of troops allotted

to each province is proportioned to the

ability of the country; where the num

bers are not ſo large but that the expºn

ces of their pay may be defrayed by the

King's ordinary revenue, and ſtill leave a

conſiderable ſurplus; where the regiments

alſo may be recruited as well by the

country, which is diſtributed into cantons,

as by the army itſelf; by the enrollment,

however finall, of thoſe citizens who

may perhaps in time ſurpaſs; by giving

all poſſible encouragement to the mar

riages of the ſoldiers, by taking care of

the education of their children, and by

employing for this purpoſe one part of the

money which hithel to was deſtined to

the enrollment of ſtrangers. By theſe

means the army becomes almoſt entirely

national, and therefore invincible; and it

does not prevent, but rather favours in a

higher degree, the intereſts of agriculture,

by affording an opportunity of giving a

greater number of national ſoldiers a

furlough to inhabit the country, amºng

- their
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their relations; a praćtice which has al

ready rendered the major part of our

army not only national, but more uſeful,

and leſs burthenſome to the community.

I truſt that I ſhall be forgiven for making

this digreſſion, to gratify the Pruſſian and

patriotic enthuſiaſm I always feel upon

this ſubječt, and which will never ceaſe

but with my life.

Europe, during the Sixteenth and Se

venteenth Centuries, was alternately me.

naced with a great Revolution and a uni

werſal Monarchy, by the Houſes of Bour

bon and Auſtria, under the reigns of

Charles the Fifth, Ferdinand the Second,

and Louis the Fourteenth, from the vaſt

Poſſeſſions and preponderating powers of

theſe Monarchs; by their ambitious and

frequently unjuſt enterprizes, and more

eſpecially by the too large and numerous

ſtanding armies which Louis the Four

teenth firſt eſtabliſhed, while thoſe of his

neighbours were but moderately filled.

But theſe dangers, ſo menacing to the in

tereſts of Europe, have happily been de

feated, as well by the faults of thoſe So

vereigns, as by the courage and good policy

of Maurice of Saxe-Gotha, Guſtavus Adol

phus of Sweden, Frederick-William Elec

tor of Brandenburg, William of Naſſau

King of England Frederick the Second

King of Pruſſia; by the judicious coalition

of France with Sweden; and afterwards

by the Treaties which the two Maritime

Powers and Pruſſia formed from time to

time with other nations to maintain the

Balance of Power againſt each other, and

prevent its preponderating ; as in the War

of Thirty Years, and in the wars againſt

Louis the Fourteenth. Our great and

immortal Sovereign Frederic the Second

reſtored and maintained with England the

balance of power in the War of Seven

Years; and alſo, unaided and gratuitouſly,

with enormous efforts and without any

particular intereſt in the Bavarian War,

and by the Germanic Union, which he

conceived and executed with equal cou

rage and ability. The Sovereign on the

Throne, whoſe Anniverſary we this day

celebrate, has perhaps contributed to the

accompliſhment of this obječt more than

any other, as well by the continued main

tenance of the Germanic Union, of which,

Previous to his acceſſion to the Throne, he

conceived and diſcloſed the firſt idea, as

by re-eſtabliſhing, by the Revolution of

Holland, the balance of power in the

Southern parts of Europe, and even in the

Eaſt Indies * ; and by giving to England

the aſſiſtance of Germany and the whole

Continent, which that nation had almoſt

loſt through the preponderating influence

of France in Holland; and alſo by ſtrength

ening that balance of power in the North

and in the Eaſt, by his vigorous and

efficacious, though difintereſted and ge

nerous interference in favour of the three

great States, threatened, if not with total

deſtruction, at leaſt with a great revolu

tion ; and in aſſuring the exiſtence of the

one by the Treaties of Reichenbach and

Sziſtovia, and the independency of the two

others by the Treaty and Declarations of

Warſaw, and other Negociations well

known to all Stateſmen.

The inclination towards the Republi

can form of Government which the two

great Monarchies of England and France

have received by the partial Revolutions

they have undergone, the firſt in the year

1689, and the ſecond in the year 1789,

...} alſo contribute to promote the general

and permanent tranquillity of Europe,

and to maintain the neceſſary balance of

power; tor by the political ſyſtem which

they have eſtabliſhed, and the frequent

declarations they have made to the other *

Powers of Europe, they can no longer

form projećts of ambition againſt their

neighbours; while by the great acceſſion

of their own intrinſic powers every other

Prince is prevented from undertaking dan

gerous deſigns againſt them. When all

theſe circumſtances are joined to the fe

derative ſyſtem which Pruſſia has eſta

bliſhed with the two Maritime Powers,

who have given proof, in the late troubles

in Holland and in the Eaſt, of their in

clination to naintain the equilibrium of

the Powers of Europe, we may reckou

with great certainty that this equilibrium,

and with it the tranquiliity and ſecurity of

this quarter of the world, will unavoidably

be maintained, provided that they preſerve

the ſecurity of Germany, which is only

held by a thread, attached to the modera

tion of the Houſe of Auſtria on the one

ſide, and the good policy and preſervation

of the Houſe of Brandenburg on the other.

* Every Connoiſſeur in Politics is ſufficiently apprized that the power and influence of

France in India has been almoſt extinguiſhed, and that of England confirmed, by the renewal

of the alliance between Great Britain and Holland, which deprived France of the uſe of the

port of Trincomali in the Iſland of Ceylon, and thereby, in a great meaſure, not only facili

tated the navigation of England into the Gulph of Bengal, but opened a free communication

between the Britiſh poſſeſſions ſituated between the two Peninſulas of indoſtan.
Jº
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If the great and extended empire of Ger

many, ſituated in the heart of Europe,

and inhabited by the moſt populous and

warlike nation, was reduced to the deſpotic

power of a ſingle Monarch, as ambitious

and as able as were Charles the Fifth

and Ferdinand the Secord without their

faults, and as a Monarch might ſtill be

if the counteraction of the mediocrity of

the Pruſſian Power, ſupported by its own

-
*

ſtrength and that of its natural Allies,

no longer exiſted; this great central Power

would eaſily extend itſelf on both ſides, and

not only aſpire to, but accompliſh alſo the

univerſal Monarchy of Europe; an idea

which even at this day is not confidered

as irrational, but which has in fact exiſted

from the time of Otho and Charles the

Great.

(To be concluded in our next.)

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

The incloſed is a Tranſlation from a German Diſcourſe delivered by the celebrated
Moses Mr N Delsohn at Berlin. I believe it was never publiſhed; but it has

been handed about ſeveral years amongſt his literary friends. If you approve of this

fpecimen, I have two more fragments which remain untranſlated, but which I

may be tempted to perform if this is found to give any pleaſure. Although my

ſentiments of Religion vary from thoſe of the Jews, I cannot but think the com

plaints here expreſſed are not unworthy the attention of the good Chriſtian.

CHARLES SINZINDORFF.

F Ro M Mos Es MEN DEL so HN.

AT:ht name of a Mos Ast FRY my

blood curdles in my veins, and my

frame is agitated with indignation. It is

true, theſe enlightened times have blunted

the keen edge of the Monks reſentment.

Theſe men are now almoſt harmleſs,

becauſe we have taken from them ſome

part of the power of hurting us. But,

can the Fift. view the ruins of a

Monaſtery without exultation, while ſcenes

of blocq and flames riſe to his mind?—

«»h unworthy of the name ! who, when

he contemplatts but their feeble remains,

*11' lots lot elevate his voice, and in his

benevolent extcrations does not inſpire

huinanity in the boſoms of his fellow

mortals.

Creator of my Being let us no more

be afflićted by the hands of men like our

telves. It our climes awaken thy reſent

ment, thou God of Mercies conſume us

in thine own fires, but let us no more periſh

by the hands of men more wicked than

ourſelves —Thou did it lºok around

this globe when thou didſt meditate

this calamity to the human ſpecies,—

and thou did it no where find but in Spain

men more cruel, minds more darkened,

and bigots more unrelenting. It was then

thou badºſt the Inquiſition aliſe I know

that thou didſt ſtud it as a ſcourge for the

nations of the earth.-But, ah! enough

have their whips drank of our blood

Enough have their faggots turned our fa

thers into aſhes 1 Enough their duto da

Fés have depopulated the earth —Here let

me ſtop one moment to wipe away the

tears that cloud my eyes : Scarce can this

hand, that trembles as it writes, deſcribe

the horrid ſcenes that now obuude then

ſºlves on my mind,

The Night has now dropt its laſt cur

tain, and Nature, exhauſted, has lain

her wearied head on the pillow of inno

cent ſleep.-Scarce has that poor man,

after having given a laſt, a very laſt em

brace to the beloved partner of his ſoul,

-turned himſelf gently aſide, and cloſed

his eyes—with not a thought at variance

in his breaſt, but perhaps his nightly

addreſs to his God ſtill in his mind, when

a ſudden noiſe is heard at his door —

The trembling ſervant, as ſhe knocks at

her naſter's apartment, faints in the

entrance.—Scarce does her aifrighted

miſtreſs look round with enquiring eyes,

but her huſband is gone !—forever gone

—Yes! the Myrmidons of the inqui

ſition—thy relen:leſs children, O Domi

nick with the ſedate cruelty of their fa

ther, drag him to thy dungeons.

When this hapleſs man hath been ſe

verely chaſtiſed by the icy damps of his

ſtone vault, and the ſharp pains of the

rheumatiſm torture his bones, as they are

bathed in the dripping dews that continu

ally fall upon their victim—when nothing

ſalutes his ear but the harſh thunder of a

door grating on itsilon hinge, or the heart

rending gºans of a fellow-captive, that

faintly launur from an oppoſite cell—

when your food, benevolent Inquiſitors,

has nearly cauſed him to periſh with hun

ger—when grief has hollowed his hopeleſs

eyes, and his mind has become more lan

guid than his body—you lead him gently

from his priſon, and placing him at the

bar of a Tribunal that looks more ſolemn

and more dreadful than the ſcaffold he

is to mount, as if your tongues knew only

to pronounce th: ... ft words of comfort,

you give him hopes that if he will con
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ſeſs his crime you will pardon him—you

will ſend him home to his beloved wife :

es! he may ſtill taſte of that conjugal

łº, and that filial affection, which

he well knows have long waited in his

houſe for his return.

“Holy Fathers " will this poor man

exclaim, “I know not that I have com

mitted any crime ſo enormous as to have

placed me in your dungeon.—Alas! my

frailties have been many, but they are the

inheritance of man, and we ſhould not

murmur at them, but forgive them.”

Innocent, inoffenſive man!' He is not

ſenſible of having committed a crime —

No!—Theſe ſcattered torches that gleam

with ſo diſmal a flame—this room hung

round with funereal black, nor the horrid

faces of thoſe Inquiſitors in which he

reads his fate, cannot alarm an innocent

conſcience.—“ Doſt thou not know then

thy crime a crime ſo vile that not even thy

life can expiate it !—Thou ſhuddereſt

with horror —Art thou not a HERET1c 2

—and of all heretics, art thou not a Jew

But there is ſo much impartiality in this Tri

bunal, that for whatever crime thou mayeſt

be accuſed thou art ſure of meeting juſtice,

for behold they give thee an Advocate tº

Malignancy of wickedneſs!— ThatAd

vocate is employed to betray the cauſe of

his client, who is already condemfied before

the trial begins.——Oh mockery of Juſ

tice! Holy Fathers I may you not meet

with ſuch a trial at the Day of Retribu

tion 1

But this man is a Jew. He is con

demned for believing what his Fathers

have handed down to each other for near

4230 years. He is condemned becauſe he

refuſes his conſent to a book which en

tirely overthrows the ſyſtem of his al

ceſtors; a ſyſtem which the reverend Bro

therhood, while they reject it, confeſs is

derived from God. He is condemned for

the practice of vile, yet ancient, ſuperſti

tions; but he is ãº a pardon if he

will practiſe mere modern but viler ones.

He is condemned for not agreeing with

them, that God, like an Inquiſitor, can

be pleaſed with novelty, and like them has

trnors to recant, and ſyſtems to retract.

He is condemned for not making it an ar

ticle of his Creed, that a piece of thin

affe and a glaſs of ſtale wine is the very

dy and blood of his Creator. He is

condemned for not underſtanding a God

head which they acknowledge is inex

Plicable.

No matter, thou pious Iſraelite—may the

God of thy Fathers ſupport thee in thy

tortures —Certainly thou wilt fare the

better in the next world for what thou art

now going to ſupport. There is a Wheel

on which thy body muſt be extended, and

thy flexible limbs be writhed : there are

Pullies which, by a violent motion, will,

every time they deſcend, diſlocate a

joint : there is a Preſs, which fixed upon

thy ſtomach ſhall cauſe thy reſpiration to

ceaſe; and when thou ſhalt fondly think

thyſelf expiring, then thou ſhalt again be

reſtored into their mercileſs hands. There

are a thouſand other cruel machines to

ſwell the catalogue of human woes, which

ſome miſanthropical Monk, in the height

of aſcetick malignity, invented to glut

his unnatural enmity to his fellow-crea

tureS.

No matter, thou pious Iſraelite Shall

not the God of thy Fathers ſupport thee in

thy tortures They gave thee an Advocate

to betray thy cauſe, now they give thee

a Surgeon and a Phyſician to yield thee a

momentary eaſe, and to kindle the expir

ing flame of life, while they prepare new

tortures. Hm the hands of theſe men cru

elty becomes an art, and they refined and

dexterous artiſts.

At length, when thy frame is exhauſted,

and they ſee Nature will no more ſuffer

thee to be an object of their cruelty, thou

joineſt a long train of thy brothers, and

being tied to a ſtake, thy wife and thy

children, who feel keener pangs than thou

doſt, becauſe unlike thee their feelings are

not yet worn out, nor their bodies ex

hauſted with pain;–thy wife and thy

children, innocent man, ſee the flames

gather round thee, and catch, as thy laſt

ſhriek penetrates their ear, the ſacred name

of AdoNAi trembling on thy tongue !

Let us now enter the gates of the

MonAstERY 1–let us explore their cells?

letus meditate an inſtant in their dormiitory !

Theſe men when they are ſeen in the ſtreets

are clothed as mendicants ; a hempen

cord binds a coarſe black tunick ; their

beads are ever piouſly counted in their

hands; and every thing about them indi

cates mortification, except the ruddineſs

of their countenance, which their pe

nances have not yet pinched into miſery,

and their art cannct conceal from the

world. Let us follow that auſtere Friar,

who with a ſolemn ſtep and melancholy

air enters his convent.—Scarce is the gate

cloſed, but behold this man, more lively

than a giddy youth, throw off his cowl,

waſh himſelf with the moſt delicate per

fumes, and haſte to a table where from the

ſame occupations reſort the whole Brother:

hood.—Perhaps thcu thinkeſt theſe DJ

ciples of St. Francis ſatisfy the cravings

of nature with the pu, º water of their

conduit, and ſnat.h Lili'y from a wooden

º Pialer
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platter the roots and the herbs of their

garden. Let thy deluſion vaniſh l—They

crowd round a table that is loaded with

the delicacies of the ſeaſon, with the

richeſt diſhes, and the moſt coſtly wines.

On every fide are ſeen evers of ſilver and

vaſes of gold, ſplendid furniture, and

couches whoſe backs are voluptuouſly

turned, to accommodate the enfeebled Monk

when exhauſted by his infamous luſts.

—The invention of the cook can no more

pleaſe their palate by novelties, and the

genius of the artiſt in vain labours to

catch their eye. Every ſeat holds a

venerable father, and each venerable

father employs four or five domeſtics, who

hang about his chair ſoliciting his com

mands. They ſeem not an order of

friars, but an aſſembly of monarchs, who

are met together on ſome important occa

ſion. Now ſurfeited with wine, they

divide into factions; or for the ſake of

ſome favourite mun, or ſome vile minion,

theſe ſons of peace, theſe ſaints of religion,

fill with clamours and brutal revenge the

holy walls of their convent. , Alas! to

ſupport their luxuries the widow lan

guiſhes in an hoſpital, and the orphan

begs at their grate for a cruſt, whoſe

fortunes theſe men, practiſing on the laſt

agonies of the deceaſed, have conveyed,

to appeaſe the anger of God, into

their monaſtery 1 Bluſh ye tolera

tors of monaſteries 1 bluſh l and ra

ther than load your oppreſſed ſubjects

with additional impoſitions, turn the

hoarded ſtreams of theſe infamous men

into the public channel.

And to thee, thou Form of Grace 1

thou Soul of Tenderneſs! whom Nature

deſigned to make the felicity of ſome

worthy man, and to give citizens to the

Stateſ thou whom Nature intended for

the world, but whom thy bigoted parents

facrificed to ſolitude and the monks—I

can give thee no conſolation—thou art

ſnatched from the arins of friendſhip, and

art too far removed to liſten to the voice

of comfort. Beautiful innocent! I have

nothing for thee but my tears --Preſerva

* See the caſe of Mademoiſelle de la Cadiere and the Frere Girard.

inviolate thy virgin purity—let not the
ſalacious hand of the brutal monk ſoil

the bloom of thy youth, and waſte the

ſweets of a form to which Nature now

laments having been ſo partial. Alas! I

ſpeak too late—thou calleſt on the Virgin

while thou art rioting in the arms of a de

"bauched monk! What can reſtrain crimes

which ſuperſtition conſecrates; which,while

it plunges us into the depth of guilt, has

the audacity to look up to Heaven"

I have concluded what I had to ſay on

CoN vENts, on Monks, and on NUNs.

—My heart overflows with pity, and I

pauſe with the melancholy... that

theſe miſeries the moſt enlightened part of

mankind has patiently endured for more

than one thouſand years. A curious in

cident this in the hiſtory of the human

race —But while we are meditating on

our own misfortunes, let us not forget our

brothers of the New World. Let not the

Philoſopher forget that we are the moſt

inconſiderable part of the human race

who have groaned beneath the iron hand

of the Inquiſition. It has ſpread its

cruel devaſtations amongſt the harmleſs

Indians, millions have periſhed by its

holy ſword, and kingdoms have been

ſacked which contained more inhabitants

than all Europe. They have extermi

nated whole nations.—Eternal Father of

Life what a thought, to exterminate

mankind, to deſtroy thy children, to

efface thy own image.—Inquiſitors ſuch

are not the mild precepts of Chriſt I

weep over the injured rights of humanity :

I perceive that God did not intend this

vile tribunal merely to caſtigate the crimes

of the Europeans, but thoſe alſo of our

fellow-creatures in the new hemiſphere.

Alas! let us not flatter ourſelves that the

Inquiſition is no more; its aſhes are ſtill

warm, and Spain is ſtill unenlightened and

bigotted. God of Compaſſion ſuffer not

theſe aſhes again to burſt into a flame, nor

let us any inore ſee one man burn another,

and profane thy ſacred name by uſing it as

the ſanction of inhumanity

It appeared in a

Court of Judicature, that the raviſhing tranſports of that lady's enthuti..ſm were occaſioned

rather by the in piration of her Ghoſtly Confeſſor, than from that of any more heavenly
ſource.

While the poor girl was indulging the laſcivious embraces of the monk, he per

ſuaded her that ſhe was favoured with a holy viſitation from the Virgin. One is almoſt

ſurpriſed that Heaven does not ſend its own inſtant puniſhment on ſuch men ; for

Heaven well knows, that however monks may prove gilty, a good Catholic would think he

committed a crime in condenning a wicked but a boy tº ther. It was on this principle

Guard eluded the graſp of juſtice. In the land of ſuperſtition the prieſts are ever exempt

foin the laws ; for the ſame feu that made Gods, beholds thoſe Gods in their Prieſts.

indulge

ACCOUN lº
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ACCOUNT OF A Tour MADE IN PERSIA, IN THE YEAR 1787,

W I T H -

REFLECTIONS ON THE MANNERS OF THE EAST.

By M. de BEAUCHAMP, VicAR-GENERAL of BABYLoN,
and CoRREsponding MEMBER of the FRENch AcadeMY of Sciences.

[Concluded from Page 1 oo.]

SINCE the dynaſty of the Sophis, the

government of Perſia is entirely chang

td. That civil and military diſcipline

of which Chardin ſpeaks, is no longer

obſerved. -

What Chardin ſays of the ſituation of

Iſpahan, and the beauty of its fruits, is

ſtrictly true. The former, with reſpect

to Perſia in general, is delightful on ac

count of the Zenderond, which waters it.

This river muſt be confiderable in winter,

from the length of the Royal Bridge

which leads to the garden of Azar Gerib.

In ſummer it is but a rivulet, from the

numerous canals cut from it to water the

hnd. To that ſuperb bridge, of which

Chardin has given a figure, may be ap

plied what the Spaniard ſaid of the Man

canares at Madrid : Es menefter vender

tapuente por comptar aqua.
The mode of life in Perſia much re

ſembles that in Turkey; ſimilarity of

climate producing fimilarity of cuſtoms.

The people of the Levant in general live

nearly in the ſame manner, and their modes

never change; habit with them is ſo ſtrong

that they refuſe conveniencies of life which

they might procure, and with which they

are not unacquainted. I have ſought in

win in the relations of various travellers

fºr what they mean by that effeminacy of
the eaſtern nations ſo much talked of in

Europe. If it conſiſt in the pleaſure of

ºving nothing, it is unqueſtionably to be

ound in the Eaſt; but then might we not

allo cite the effeminacy of the ſavage of

America, who knows no greater pleaſure

than ſmoking his pipe as he is ſwung in

his hammock : i. on the contrary, it

conſiſt in the manner of enjoying the con

veniencies of life, in multiplying and va

ſºng enjoyments, and in ſatisfying the

*Pºetites of nature, even the Oriental

ºut confeſs, that Europe is the chief

ſat of effeminacy. When we recount to

him our mode of life, the mildneſs of our

**, the beauty of our country, palaces,

gardens, &c. he will anſwer with a text

º; the Khoran, Infidel; enjoy paradiſe in

tº world, hell in the next. Indeed
I do not ſee how the life of an Oriental

ºn be compared with that of a man of

fºrtune in Europe. But a brief ac

*nt of Eaſtern manners will ſet this in

a clearer light.

Vol. XXI.

The Turks and Perſians know not the

pleaſures of the table, ſo ſenſual and

ſo diverſified in Europe. Except at the

ceremonies of marriage and circumciſion,

they ſeldom make feaſts; and them, how

ever good their cheer, it is eaſy to conceive

what dullneſs muſt prevail amongſt an

aſſembly of men from which women are

excluded, and where there is no wine to

make their abſence forgotten; they are no

more ſeen than if they never exiſted, being

ſerved apart. Plenty of mutton boiled,

roaſted, and mixed with rice, ſome pulſe

and fruits, compoſe their greateſt feaſts.

The gueſts eat greedily, without ſaying a

word, and without drinking ; I do not

mean wine, but they touch not even water

‘till the repaſt is finiſhed. The Orientals

are much ſurprized to ſee us cat and drink

alternately. They very ſeldom eat beef

or veal, neither of which is ever ſeem in

the ſhambles; nor are they accuſtomed

to geld their meat to fatten them. The

hog, which forms the baſis of our cook

ery, is to them prohibited. There is not

a country in the world, perhaps, where

game is ſo plenty as in Turkey; and the

purſuit of it is free to every one. (Mark

this, ye makers of game laws.) The

Turks, however, are in general no ſportſ

men, except the great, who ſometimes

hawk. Game is in no eſtimation among

them; and I am perſuaded there is none

ſerved to the table of the Pacha, who,

like the grand Lama, always eats alone

and in private in his ſeraglio. . It is never

ſeen in the market; a religious ſcruple

preventing the Muſulmen from eating it;

as their meat is deemed unclean, if all the

blood have not run out ; whence the

huntſmen who kill antelopes, are to ex

enterate them inſtantly. If the beaſt be

killed on the ſpot, it cannot be ſold but

to Chriſtians. Hence all kinds of fowl

killed with ſhot are killed unlawfully.

From this we may judge how greatly the

Turks and Perſians are debarred of the

pleaſures of the table by the ſhackles of

religion.

The people of the Eaſt do not lie ſoft

ly; their bed conſiſting in a mattleſs of

cotton or wool, ſpread on the ground, a

pillow and a coverlid. The Pacha of

Bagdad, who has a revenue of twenty

Inillions of livres, ſleeps no otherwiſe.

A a - I have
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I have been told, that in the ſeraglios

the women repoſe on cuſhions adorned with

gems; but even theſe are nothing to the

down-beds of Europe. It is the conſtant

cuſtom of the Faſt to ſleep quite dreſſed,

which is very inconvenient, particularly

for the ſick. A whole family, father,

mother, brothers, ſiſters, &c. ſleep in the

fame place widh a lamp burning. This

cuſtom forms a ſingular contraſt with our

manners. Does it not tend, independent

of the climate, to haſten the maturity of

outh 2 Children of different ſexes are

requently ſeen in the ſtreets, doing by

imitation things very innocent with them,

but moſt indecent for any people but Mo

hammedans, who make the perfection of

religion conſiſt in the propagation of the ſpe

cies. Incited by ſo laudable a motive, the

Turks would be far more numerous, but

for the cauſes of depopulation mentioned

by various writers.

Perſonal cleanlineſs is a point of re

ligion to which the Muſulmen are great

ſlaves. Winter and ſummer they muſt

waſh after having ſatisfied the leaſt call of

nature; and from this no one is excuſed.

They are ſtrict in praying five times a-day,

and before each they muſt waſh their arms

to the clbows, or be guilty of ſin. They

riſe before the ſun, and retire to reſt almoſt

as ſoon as he ſets. The ſilence which

prevails on their terraces in an evening is

aſtoniſhing ; not a voice, not a ſingle

word; you ſcarcely hear your next neigh

bour. Two hours after ſun-ſet not a perſon

is to be found in the ſtreets. Before ſun

riſe the Mollah calls from the top of the

Moſque to prayer. The devout riſe, and

having waſhed, which is indiſpenſable,

go to pray. The moſt devout go to the

warm bath, which is always open before

day, to purify themſelves from the un

cleanneſs they have contračted with their

wives. Such a life cannot be extremely

ſenſual.

The Orientals have none cf thoſe ſe

condary paſſions, which ſometimes tranſ

port men as far as thoſe that are the in

mediate offspring of our nature; I mean

poetry, painting, and muſic. Though

*loſt of their languages are poetical, they

roduce little. We find genius and fire

in the Perſian and Arabic poets; but they

are rare. AtFº there is not, per

haps, one good poet throughout the Le

vant. The Turks read little, and have

few books. A man thinks himſelf very

learned when he knows the Koran by

heart. Their religion forbids them to

aint living creatures, and conſequently

#. is nothing in their houſes to regale

the ſight. Tapeſtry they wſe not ; and 2

white wall decorated with a paſſage from

the Koran is the only ornament of every

houſe. Thoſe of the Perſians are more

clegant, becauſe they allow paintings.

Flowers they draw prettily encugh the

beauty of the colouring has a ſtrikin

freſhneſs, but their outlines are .
without the leaſt ſoftneſs. All the world

knows, that the muſic of Turkey and

Perſia has little merit; it is obſtreperous,

with no charm but that of cadence. The

Orientals have very nice ears for the mea

ſure of their tunes, which has almoſt al

ways breaks and pauſes. Their great

drum marks it with much preciſion; but

their muſic is deſtitute of harmony.

Should they ever attempt to improve that

divine art, could they ſucceed in a

country where love is unknown, I may

ſay profaned 2 The Turks know no other

pleaſure, but the phyſical enjoyment of

their wives, whom they treat as ſlaves.

In this their groſs religion has favoured

them, They marry very young, and

take to wife women they have never ſeen.

The great ſhut them up in their ſeraglios.

Thoſe who are acquainted with the paſſions

of the ſex will eaſily conceive what cabals,

intrigues, animoſities, and tragic ſcenes

prevail in the ſeraglios of ſovereigns, and

of the great. For theſe it is ſufficient to

refer to Chardin. The lower people who

are able to maintain but one wife are better

loved. The law which permits divorce,

and puniſhes adultery with death, is a

great reſtraint to the infidelities of wives.

The people of the Eaſt travel little,

and never without neceſſity. , Though

they have been journeying to Mecca for

more than three thouſand years, they have

not yet ſought to render the roads to it

more convenient. There is no country

where a traveller has ſuch bad accommo

dations.

That effeminacy of the Eaſtern nations,

then, with which moſt travellers embelliſh

their narratives, is reduced to the gloomy

weariſomeneſs of a ſeraglio, and the deſ.

potically domineering over a certain

number of women, who deteſt each other,

and whom eunuchs, thoſe voluntary

monſters in nature, are frequently obliged

to puniſh to make them hear reaſon.

This multiplicity of wives, or rather ſlaves,

cannot render a man happy. If any ore

doubt this aſſertion, I would urge in

proof thoſe ſhameful vices which are an

offence to nature and the ſex, to which

the Turks are in general addićted, and

the Pºrfians ſtill more, notwithſtanding

what Chadiº ſays, who in ſque parts of

his
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work confirms, in others diſputes it

(Vol. ii. p. 258, vol. iv. p. 12.).

I might relate many other cuſtoms of

the Eaſt, which prove, that its inhabitants

know not how to enjoy life amidſt all

that nature has done for thein. But are

they on that account leſs happy than we ?

That is another queſtion, which has long

been diſputed by .#. Chardin

ſeems to decide, that the Perſians are hap

pier (vol. vi. p. 184.). Adopting the

ſentiments of that great traveller, I would

add the Turks. Their uniform and re

gular life; their little ambition, which pre

vents all thoſe diſordersº:º:
rope; their t reſignation to Providence

#. theirš. their belief of pre

deſtination; the few paſſions which diſturb

them; their greater equality of fortune;

the facility with which they ſatisfy their

phyſical wants; all muſt conſpire to render

the people of the Eaſt happy. That jealouſy

which prevails in Europe between citizens

of different claſſes, and which places

fo great a difference between a maſter-ſhoe

maker and a cobler, a duke and a mar

quis, is there little known. I ſpeak in ge

meral, and except courts, for theſe are

everywhere alike. Wealth and fortune

hold the place of nobility in the Levant.

There is great luxury in dreſs in the

Eaſt, and it is ſo much the more refined,

as it makes but little ſhow. Gloſſy ſtuffs,

ſuch as our tabbies, ſattins, and velvets,

are not uſed by men, but, as well as lace, by

women only. In winter cloth, in ſum

mer fine woollen ſtuffs, turmachales of

Caſhmire, ſometimes as fine as a ſpider's

web, which ſerve for turban and girdle,

furs of every kind, and the ſoft ſilks of

India, compoſe the garments of men.

With them everything is ſoft to the touch,

every thing is light, but nothing ſplendid.

There are dreſſes which you may hold in

the hollow of your hand. The Orientals

ſurpaſs us in dreſſing both themſelves and

their horſes. There is not in the world,

Perhaps, a dreſs ſo noble as the Turkiſh;

yet nowhere does a fine habit excite lcſs

attention. The Pacha of Bagdad wears

fur cloaks worth ten or twelve thouſand

Piaſtres; the Grand Seignior, as I am told,

has ſome worth forty thouſand. The

deareſt are the black fox of Siberia.

They owe their value to their rarity,

for they are not agreeable to the fight.

Everyone dreſſes according to his circum

ſtances, without aſſuming an air of con

ſequence. The little expence they are at

in adorning their houſes allows them the

wiz for dreſs. It is very common to ice

a Turkiſh ſhoemaker with a turban worth

four or five guineas; it be not of fine

woollen of Caſhmire, it will be of beau

tiful muſlim embroidered. The head

dreſs of the Turks, always clean, has a

very different effect from our hat, which

appears to them extremely ridiculous ; what

would they ſay, did they know that we

frequently metamorphoſe it into a rag that
renders one arm uſeleſs *

We are told the Turks and Perſians are

extremely jealous, and it is for that reaſon

they keep their women always ſhut up,

or veiled when they go out. I believe

jealouſy was the origin of theſe cuſtoms,

which are of the higheſt antiquity, as may

be ſeen in the ſcripture. Sarah hid her.

ſelf behind the door of the tent when the

two angels viſited Abraham ; Rebecca

covered herſelf with her veil when ſhe

perceived Iſaac. I am perſuaded, how

ever, that theſe cuſtoms being univerſal,

have not been for a long time the effects

of perſonal and individual jealouſy. The

moſt indifferent huſband is obliged to do

what everyone does, and would think

himſelf diſhonoured if his wife permitted

herſelf to be ſeen. Jealouſy, therefore,

is not ſo great a torment to the Orientals

as we imagine. They have for ſo man

ages taken care to remove all grounds

for it, that their women have no idea of

any other mode of life. We may ſay,

that one of the ſexes has totally enſlaved

the other. Married women viſit one

another, and the maſter of the houſe

muſt not enter into his Haram, or Serag

lio, when the wife of another is there.

Theſe marks of reſpect to each other are

indiſpenſable amongit the Turks. The

dominion of prejudice is ſo great, that the

women retire and hide themſelves when a

man enters who viſits their houſe inoſt

habitually, even the water-carrier, baker,

&c. whatever be their age. Here jealouſy

has certainly nothing to do, it is merely

a matter of decorum. In the Eaſt women

are ſacred, and you never hear that one

is inſulted in the ſtreets, not even an Ara

biau, who at Bagdad has no garment

but a ſimple blue ſhirt reaching to the

middle of the leg.

Ten years have I reſided amongſt the

Turks, and to me everyone has appeared

to wear an air of eaſe and contentment.

The deipotiſm of the Pachas is felt only

by the great. An increaſe of taxes is

never known; on this ſubject the Court

of Conſtantinople is immoveable. I be

lieve the Turks happy from that uniforni

ty of life which would kill an European

A a 2. with
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with ennui. Amongſt them intrigues

and adventures are in a manner unknown ;

to ſuicide and duelling they are ſtrangers;

and aſſaſſinations are very rare. Juſtice

is adminiſtered with ſpeed well or ill;
and ſuits are far leſs common and leſs

complex than in Europe, where a multitude

of laws are drowned in an abyſs of com

mentaries. In the Eaſt every thing isjudg

ed by the Koran. He whº gains his cauſe

pays ten percent to the judge, and the loſer

ays ficthing. Property is more reſpeºd

in Aſia than is generally believed in Eu

rope.

Here I ſhall finiſh the account of my

Perſian journey, the map and topographical
details of which are in the hands of M.

de la Lande. On the 14th of January

1788 I re-entered Bagdad, but in a very

weak ſtate, from which I recovered not

without great difficulty,

D R C S S I A N A.

N U M B E R XXX.

ANECDOTES of

- A THING OF SHREDS AND PATCHES

ILLUSTRIOUS and ExTRAORDINARY PERSONs,

PER HAPS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

HAMLET,

[ Continued from Page 96.1

LoRD CLARENDON,

THE following Letter, written by an

eminent literary character, may,

perhaps, throw ſome light upon tha

publićation of Lord Clarenden’s “Hiſtory
* of the Rebellion.”

“Oxford, March 19, 1759.
4t ºf 4 +

“ THE Clarendon Hiſtory you aſk

after goes on amain, and never ſtopt, or

ſtopt but a very little, on account of a

j raiſed y Dr. Blackſtone, one

of the Delegates of the Preſs, who affects

to take the lead in cvery thing, but failed,

however, in doing it here. The caſe

was this ; Lord Clarendon (it is faii)

firſt of all put together his materials

under the title of “The Hiſtory of his

“ own Life,” intending no mo:e than the

private information, or fatisfaction, of his

own family and his friends. Afterwards

being ſet by the King (Charles the Se

cond, upon writing the general account

of the Civil Wars, he extračted largely

from the afore-mentioned ſtock, adding

or omitting as he ſaw fit, as is common on

further conſideration. From this original

and firſt-written volume is taken the for

mer part of what is now printed under the

ſanc title of “ The Hiſtory of his Own

Life,” as far as to the Reſtoration of

Charles the Second ; and containing

matters chiefly perſonal. Along with

this extracted account was ſent by the

executors (unneceſſarily enough) the ori

gºal volume, to ſhew, I ſuppoſe, that

every thing to be printed was there con

tained, and (if need were) to correct the

latter by ; with orders, however, to print
no more than what had been thus ex

tracted, and was contained in the latter

volume. The Delegates however, upon

peruſal of the original book, found there

a very confiderable part of “The Hiſtory

of the Rebellion,” and ſome articles nºt

there inſerted, or told with circumſtances

ſomewhat different. Theſe Dr. Black

ſtone ſtrove hard to get printed, and in

particular a paſſage that does not appear

in the preſent Hiſtory (and for good

reaſons might be omitted by Lord Cla

rendon in his ſecond compilement) in
relation to the Ship-Money caſe, where

it is ſaid, the King employed ſomebody

(I think Lord "Keeper Finch) to ac

quaint the Judges, that he ſhould take it

well of them if they would determine,
that his claim thereto was according to

law. Application was made through

Lord, or Lady Weſtmoreland rather (no

otherwiſe), concerning the affair to the

executors, who immediately over-ruled

the requeſt, and inſiſted it ſhould be

Printed in the manner ſent, or returned,

With this order, ſo Peremptorily given,

it was thought fit to comply, and the book

is going on accordingly, but will hardly

make its appearance (I ſuppoſe) before

another winter, in two volum's folio,

and three, 8vo. . . Dr. Shebbeare (it is

ſaid) is printing this in Holland; but the

file (I ſuppoſe) will be prohibited in

England, if it can be legally done.”

* See the “Droſſiana” for February laſt,

LoRn
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Lb RD RAYMonD

was the Author of the late opinions on

matters of Libels, unſanétioned by Lord

Somers or Lord Chief Juſtice Holt, and

which were implicitly followed by Lord

Mansfield. Mr. Fox's very excellent

B', upon this ſubject very completely,

a preſent, knocks up opinions ſo initnical

to the boaſted freedom of our Conſtitution,

and the trial by jury, one of its moſt

valuable privileges. Lord Raymond, ac

cording to the “Richardſoniana,” never

forgave a firſt offence in a criminal, and

as it is ſtated in the ſame book to

have been a good-natured man, we may

be ſure he had good reaſons for his appa

rent ſeverity. The Court of the Areopa

gus at Athens once puniſhed with death

a boy of eight years of age who had bunt

out a bird’s eye with a hot iron. This

was moſt certainly going too far ; but it

has not unfrequently happened, that the

neglešting to take notice of an early

dipoſition to vice in ſome young perſons,

or rather perhaps the not puniſhing it,

has induced a habit of acting ill from the

abſence of thoſe painful and diſagreeable

conſequences that ought always to be made

attendant upon every deviation from virtue.

“L’habitude du crime un fois priſe,”

ſays the acute Helvetius, “ on en com

mettra tout ſa vie.” At leaſt inſtances

to the contrary are very rare.
-

--------------->::::::::::::

- LoRD GoDolphin

is repreſented by Biſhop Burmet as a card

Player, when he is ſaid merely to have

Played at cards (whenever he was in com

Pany with the Biſhop) to prevent himſelf

from being worried by the Biſhop's queſ

tions, who was an extremely curious and

inquiſitive man, and who wiſhed to wind

ſºme ſecret intelligence out of him. How

little can you truſt hiſtory, when you
cannot even truſt what is ſaid in a letter

quoted to confirm the truth of it. In a

lºſer publiſhed in Sir John Dalrymple's

Memºirs, of the date of 1692, iord

Gºdolphin is ſaid to lay ſomething that
diſpleaſed King William upon his wife,

and ſays, it is not convenient for a man of

buſineſs, who is not very young, to bring

his wife near the Court. Lord Godolphin

is ſaid, in Colins's Peerage, to have buried

his wife in 1678, and it is not there ſaid

that he ever married again.

-------- :::--

- MARquis D'ARcy.

This Nobleman was Governor to the

Regent Duke of Orleans, and when he

**onceentreated, during an engagement,

# *nother Nobleman, a Courtier to

prevent his Royal Pupil from expoſing

him:elf to danger, replied very ſpiritedly

and ſºnſibly, “Les Princes ne ſont nés

que pour la guerre, pour s'y faire diſtin

guer par leurs belles actions, et pour

montrer par leur example aux troupes a

combattre avec vigueur. Wous y paſſez

bien, moa Prince y paſſera bien auſſ, et

puis qu’il peut acquerir de la gloire en

cette occaſion, bien loin de l'empecher, je

l’y conduis, et tant que j'en aurail'honneur

d'en &tre Gouverneur, je le meneral par

tout. Il ſeroit inutile ſur la terre s'il

n'apprenoit pas ſon metier.” Had Car

dinal Dubois inſpired the Regent with

equally good motions, he would moſt pro

bably have become a moſt excellent, as

well as a moſt able, man. Princes would

do as well as other perſons, had they per

ſons of virtue and of ſenſe and ſpirit

put about them in early life. The illuſ

trious Fenelon completely reformed his

ſtubborn and violent Pupil, the Duke of

Burgundy ; and it was always the beaſt

of the excellent Duke de Moataufier,

that he had made his Pupil, the Grand

Dauphin as he was called, Louis the

Fourteent, s only ſon, an honeſt man.

The Dukeindeed neverflattered his Pupil,

but told him, with great reſpeci, as well

as with great truth,’ whatever he obſerved

wrong in his conduct.

DR. B.Row N.

As this ingenious Auther of the

“Eſtimate of the Manners and Princi

ples of the Times” was fitting penſive one

evening on a bench in Vauxhall Gardens,

one of the waiters brought him the fol.

lowing copy of verſes, which he ſaid he

had that inſtant received from a young

Clergyman :

“O ſay, thou gracious Cenſor of the

44 age,

Whatcan tºy ſolitary thoughts engage
“What lures thee thus to Pleaſure's

“golden reign

“Com'ſt thou, like Cato, to go out

** again -

No, ſent like Raphael from the heavenly

“ powers,

* To greet the inhabitants of Eden's

“ bow’rs.

Then welcome, Seer; purſue thy glo

“rious pian,

“ To mark the manners, and reform the

** man.

--

º c.

&

“ CANTAB.",

Dr. Brown left behind him, in MS.

“A Treatiſe on the Principles of Chriſ

tian Legiſlation; or, An Analyſis of the

- variºus
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-

various Religions, Manners, aud Politics

of \}:nkini in their ſeveral Gradations;

of the Obſtruštions thence ariſing to the

Progreſs and proper Ffests of Chriſtianity,

a; 3 of the moſt probable Means to remove

thoſe Obſtructions.” This was a ſubject

which the ingenious and learned Author

lºad very much ſtudici. It is a pity that

the treatie has not yet ſeen the light.

Dr. Hºrown wrote a volume of Scrmons,

in which there are three upon Föucation,

in anſwer to ſome of the fanciful parts of

Rouſſeau’s “ Emile,” that are excellent.

This ingenious Author was buried at

1.iſbon, in the Cemetery belonging to the

Britiſh Faëtory of that City. His remains

were permitted to remain without any

memorial till M. Peyſonnel, the French

Conſul, erected a monument for him at

his own expence, and with a very hand

ſome inſcription, in the Cloyſter of the

Auguſtine Convent. This ſtimulated the

Factory to do that honour to their coun

tryman which his talents deſerved, and

they erected a monument to him, from the

defign of Mr. James Murphy, an inge

nious architect of Dublin, who is about to

ubliſh by ſubſcription, An account of the

beautiful Gothic Fabric of Noſtra Senora

de Bataglia, fifty miles from Liſbon.

The Convent was begun by a daughter of

ł. of Gaunt's, who married a King of

ortugal ; and with the appendages to it,

as the Mauſoleum, the Church, &c.

diſplays ſuch an aſſemblage of Gothic

randeur and elegance as are, Perhaps,

no where elſe to be ſ

:-:::::: :::::::

SIR CHRistoph E. R. WREN.

In the Library of All Souls College, in

Oxford, there are ſeveral volumes of origi

mal drawings of this great Architect. They

were, I believe, preſented to the College by

his ſon. The title of one of them is,

“ Deiºnentiones Novae Fabriciae Templi

Paulini, juxta tertiam Propoſitionem et ex

tºtentia Regis Caroli Secundi ſub Privato

s: silo expreſs, 14 Maii, Ann. 1678.”

sir Chi ſãºpher appears to have floated

very much in his deſigns fºr St. Paul's

Cathedral. One of them is very much

like that of San Gallo for St. Peter's at

Tºome. In another, the dome is crowned

wºn a pine-apple. The favourite one,

hºwever, of the great Architect bºnfeif is

no 'aren ; nor indeed was Michael An

ºr lºs por ico added to his dome at St.

Peter's. In one o its letters to a priſon

who was dº irons to bºuld ſome grent

wº., Sir Christophe, ſays very well,

“. . . . ...,ding ºf tºº, nº You goe

about deſerves good care in the deſigne,

and able workmen to performe it; and

that he who takes the general management

may have a proſpect of the whole, and

make all parts, outſide and infide, cor

1eſpond well together, to this end I have

compriſed the whole deſign in fix figures.”

In another of his letters, ſpeaking of his

progreſs in building St. Paul's, he ſays,

“ a conſiderable ſum, which, though not

proportionable to the greatneſſe of the

work, is notwithſtanding ſufficient to be

gin the ſanie ; and with all the materials

and other aſſiſtances which may probably

be expected, will put the new quire in

great forwardneſs.” The “Parentalia,”

written by his ſon, giving an account of

his father's works, is a very curious and

entertaining book. There is in it a very

curious account of Gothic Architecture;

by Sir Chriſtopher himſelf.

:-- ---------------

PR, HARTLFY.

Dr. Prieſtley ſays, that he has received

more information from Dr. Hartley “Up

on Man” than from any book he ever

peruſed, except the Bible; and indeed

fuch a condenſation of learning, divine and

human, as this excellent and comprehen

five work, the ingenuity and reſearch of

man have never been able to produce.

His theory with wonderful ingenuity ac

counts for the different operations of the

human mind and body; and it muſt be

the height of abſurdity in anyone to

ſuppoſe the illuſtrious author of it to have

bee: a Materialiſt. A late edition of this

excellent work has been publiſhed at

Warrington, in quarto and in octavo,

:::::::::::- :--

M. Le Duc De Choi's EUI.

was a man of very great wit and parts;

no one had a greater knack of characteri

fing perſons or nations by a ſingle trait

than himſelf. One day, ſpeaking of the

Genevois, whom he diſliked in general

extremely, he ſaid, “Si vous voyez jamais

un Genevois ſauter par une fenêtre, ſauter

toute de ſaute apres lui. Il y aura tou

jours vingt pour cent à gagner.” The

Chevalier. D'Eon, in one of her “ Bro

chares,” ſpeaking of the deſire of gain that

merchants in general poſſeſs in a very ſu

pe:lative degree, ſays, very neatly, “Ils
-

ſont ſuer leur ºr
---.

gent.

* ----.

M. DE SARTINE,

Mi Nist, R of THE MARINF For france,

was for a long while Lieutenant of the

Polics in Paris, in which deteſtable ſituation

he ever conducted himſelf with great

honour and probity. A Valet de Chalub. t
-
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of the Duke of Choiſeul's, wiſhing to

make a connexion with the vary beautiful

wife of a grocer of Paris, procured from
his Maſter a lettre de cachet for the huſ

band, which he carried to M. de Sartine,

then Lieutenant de Police. This excellent

and ſagacious Magiſtrate, who was ac

quainted with the grocer, and knew him

to be a perfeótly honeſt and a quiet man,

began to ſmell a rat. He however told -

the Valet de Chambre to leave his lettre de

cachet with him, and that he would have

it ſerved upon the grocer the next night.

In the interin, he orders the grocer to

come to his houſe, and adviſes him to quit

Paris immediately, for two or three days,

for reaſons which he was not then at

liberty to tell him. The grocer does as

he is deſired, and the next evening the

Valet de Chambre comes to the grocer's

houſe, to enjoy, as he thinks, his miſtreſs
in all ſecurity. At midnight, however,

the officers of the police break open the

door of the houſe, and arreſt the Valet de

Chambre, who is in bed with the grocer's

wife. He perfiſts to ſay, that he is not

the perſon they take him for ; that he is

pct the grocer; that he is Valet de Cham

breto the Duke of Choiſeul. At all this,

however, they laugh, and pay no regard to

(as excuſes of the kind are ſo often made),

and take him with them to the Bicêtre,

where, by M. de Sartine's order, he is

kept to hard labour, and fed upon bread

and water for ten days, with an expreſs

ºrder, that he ſhall not write to any one

within that time. At laſt, however, he

Procures pen and paper, and writes to his

maſter to inform him how cruelly he has

been treated. The Duke de Choiſeul,

in a great paſſion, ſends for M. de Sar

time, and reprimands him very ſmartly for

having thus uſed his ſervant. The Lieu

ºnant dº Police pleads complete ignorance

“f the buſineſs, and tells the Duke, that

he had his orders to take up the grocer,

which he had done at the dead of night,

and that he was ſure there could be no

miſtase, as his people had told him parti

cularly, that they had found him in bed

with his wife, and were ſure he could be

no one elſe. The ſervant was releaſed,

and moſt probably never afterwards applied
for alettre de cachet on a ſimilar occaſion.

Had every tranſaction in this deteſtable

office been managed with an equal regard

to juſtice, every friend to his country

would have been ſorry at the abolition of it.

MIRA.BEAU.

Of the firſt commencement of thinking

in this very extraordinary man, the fol

lowing account is given by M. Charpen

tier, Profeſſor of the Mathematics at Paris :

Charpentier became acquainted with Mira

beau at a private ſchool at Paris, where he

was extremely idle and inattentive. Char

pentier, who was one of the Teachers,

put one day into his hands the firſt

chapter of the ſecond book of Mr. Locke

on the Human Underſtanding, and offered

to read it with him. On peruſing it,

however, together, Mirabeau fell into a

profound reverie, from which he ſoon

awoke, and cried out to the tutor, “ Voila

le livre qu'il inefaut.” Some years after

wards, when he met M. Charpentier by

accident in the garden of the Thuilleries,

he came up to him with ſparkling eyes.

and an animated countenance, and ſaid to

him, “Ah, Monſieur, que je n'oublieri

jamais que vous m'avez fait lire Locke."

So much, very often, does the train of

thinking, and the incipient efforts of thehu

man mind, depend upo.; the firſt book that

is put into the hands of a young man of

talents, or the firſt impreſſion that is made

upon him by ſome ſtriking and peculiar cir

cumſtance. The great prophetic politician

of our times was very early in life induced

to turn his mind to ſubjects of trade and

commerce, from ſome circumſtances rela

tive to them that took place in the finall

ſea-port town that had the honour of

being the place of his education.

*::::::::: *::::
:::-...-->

LoRD BAcon

has got much credit by this aphoriſm,

“That books cannot teach the uſe of

books.” It is,however,exprelied in a ſtrong

er manner, and with more illuſtration, in a

letter of Sir John Cheek's to the Duke of

Somerſet, Protector of England during the

minority of Edward the Sixth, inſerted in

that elegant and entertaining miſcellany,

“ Nugºe Antiquae,” 3 vols. 12mo.

“All learning,” ſays he, “be it never

ſo great, except it be fifted with much

uſe and experience to the fynett, can be no

wiſdom, but onlye a voide and a wate

knowledge i and therefore this kynde can

be learned by no booke, but onlye by

diligent hearing of ſage and experienced

Counſellors, and following more their

good advice (who doc foreſce the greatneſſe

of daungers to come unconcerned and

unthought of) than their own ſuddene

fancies, whoe, for lacke of further infight,

do judge their own counſeile beſt, becauſe

they do perceive in themſelves no reaſon

againſt themſelves, althoughe there be in
. the
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the thing itſelf, and wiſe men's heads,

never ſo much to the contrarie.

“And if there be any hindraunce to

wiſdom, it is wheire fancie favoureth a

man's own invention, and he hath a

better opinion of his owne reaſon than it

deſerveth indeede, and ſo alloweth it to

be good, and ſticketh to his ſence by ſelf

love, or ever he knew what it is worth by

proſe of reaſon, and therefore is not

conſtant therein by judgement, but head

ſtronge by willfullneſs.”

EAR L OF WARRINGTON.

The numerous” political writings of this

celebrated Nobleman are now of much leſs

conſequence to us than that excellent civil

and moral tract of his upon the education

of his children, which he ſtiles “An

Addreſs to his Children,” and is written

with great good ſenſe and ſtrong feeling.

“ Children,” ſays his Lordſhip, “are at

firſt blank paper upon which you may

write what you will, and the efore great

care is to be taken of the firſt impreſſion

that is made upon them ; for it is ſeldom

ſeen but that much of it remain.v to their

dying day. Therefore take care to poſſeſs

them early with a fear of God, and a

ſenſe of religion. For if they be void of

that, they will prove no better than pricks

in your eyes and thorns in your ſides.

“ Let their education be ſuitable

to their quality, and not more than your

eſtate will bear; thereby they may become

a comfort to you and uſefull to others.

“ Children are not to be governed

neither wholly by love, nor altogether

by fear; for by a right temperature of

both you may lead them which way you

will. Though it is natural, as well as

our duty, to love our children, yet it will

behove you to be watchfull over yourſelves,

left, by being overdoating or fond, you

forget to order and govern them as it is

meet. And it is not eaſy to determine,

whether the want of children, or ſuch

doating and fooliſh fondneſs, is the greater

unhappineſs.” In Rouileau’s “Emile”

there is certainly much acuteneſs of ob

ſervation, and ſome exceedingly

hints for palents of underſtanding. The

general ſyſtem of it, however, is impracti

cable in a ſtate of ſociety, and Rouſſeau

knew it to be ſo. Many of his maxims

good

are falſe, and ſome pernicious. They have,

erhaps, never been ſo well combated as

in the three firſt Sermons in an octavo

volume of Sermons written by Dr.

Brown, Author of the “Eſſays on Lord

Shafteſbury's Chara&teriſtics.” In Mr.

Boſwell's very entertaining “Life of Dr.

Johnſon,” many excellent obſervations

reſpecting education, in oppoſition to the

preſent for piſh ſyſtem of it adopting in

this country, are to be met with ; and

indeed from that work a complete ſyſtem

of civil wiſdom, delivered occaſionally

with the wit and truth of obſervation of

Socrates, and with the eloquence of Piato,

might be extraćted.

Lord Delamer, ſpeaking againſt his

children becoming courtiers, ſays, “No

thing but the pure profit can incline a man

of a generous and noble ſpirit to accept of

a place of court. For though Princes :

ſhould be examples of piety, as well as

adminiſters of juſtice, yet there is ſo much

looſeneſs and diſorder in their families,

that a man who lives there muſt be well

fortified with religion and morality, or he

will be in danger of loſing his integrity.

“ Conſider beſides the ſervile com

pliances to which he muſt ſubmit, even to

pretend to love the man he hates, and

crouch and bend to the man whom he

does deſpiſe ; and as Courts are always in

factions and parties, ſo he cannot avoid

falling in with ſome fide ; and whatever

they drive at he muſt implicitly purſue,

though to the deſtruction of ſome perſon

who never injured him.

“Add to this, how unſettled he muſt be,

always in a hurry, ſhifting from place to

place at an hour's warning, and pay ſuch

Jiaviſº attendance as we do not expect

from the meaneſt of our ſervants. And,

in the mean while, his eſtate in the

country is left to the honeſty of his

ſervants (in which as he cannot fail to be

a loſer, ſo muſt he alſo in the intereſt and

affection of his neighbours). Whereas he

that lives in his own houſe has daily

opportunities of doing good, and is ſtill

gaining upon the good-will and eſteem of

his country ; ſo that when any of then

ſee him they do not fail to pay him reſpect,

and at the ſame time wiſh him well ficum

their heart.”

Dunbam, Sept. 26, 1688.

(To be continued.)

* “Reaſons why King James the Second run away from Saliſbury”—“ Againſt the

Biſhops Voting in Caſes of Blood”—“ Reflections on the Duke of Monmouth's Attain

der,’ &c. &c. &c. and an excellent Eſſay upon Goverument.
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To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

The following Letter was ačtually written by a little Boy to a young Lady who had

perſuaded the poor child (under fix years old) not to uſe Sugar, or anything in

which it is an ingredient ; a promiſe which he thinks himſelf bound by, and actually

keeps.. I take the liberty of ſending it to you. How far the Antiſaccharites may

think abſtinence from one kind of colonial produce may be meritorious, when they

indulge in every other, I leave pious people to judge. As I have been taught,

heletofore, that keeping one commandment and breaking all the reſt will not be

ſufficient, and as I am one of thoſe who am determined to put a ſtop to Slavery

and the Slave Trade, I am for

21ſt Feb. 1792.

DEAR LADY L—,

FORGIVE my applying to you to re

leaſe me from my promiſe not to eat.

cr drink anything that has Sugar in it.

Tole ſure, I would not wiſh to have my

Promiſe back again, if I was convinced

of the truth of what you told me, that

every lump of Sugar I put in my mouth,

contained ſome of the fleſh of a poor

dead Negro Slave.

I am ſure, my dear Lady L , you

did not mean to impoſe on me, but have

been impoſed on yourſelf by the naughty

People, who told you ſo for ſome wicked

Purpoſes of their own.

The gentlemen and ladies I have been

with lately, have laughed at me about my

not eating Sugar, till they have made me

cry for an hour together; and while they

are laughing at me, I ſee them eating

ſuch nice tarts, and cakes, and ſweet

ments, that if you had been there, you

would have cried too, though you are

quite a woman grown, if they ſhould

have laughed at you ſo, while they are

ºying all theſe nice things ; and eſpe

cially if there had been nobody to keep

you in countenance, as there uſed to be

at C--.

Some of the gentlemen told me they

had been in the country where the Negroes'

make Sugar; and that they are never ſo

well nor ſo happy as when they are mak

ing it, for they eat and drink as much as

they will, and they love it as much

as we do. They ſay likewiſe, that theſe

Pºor Negroes don't work near ſo hard as

the men who dig your papa's hop grounds,

and live much better; and what is worſt

ºf all, and what hurts me moſt is, their

ſaying that the people who have perſuaded

* not to eat Sugar are great hypocrites ;

that one of them is a Banker, and is

ºvelling about gold and filver all day

lºng and that another man, near Glaſ

iº, employs hundreds of People in mak

Vol. XXI. "

CONSISTENCY,

ing cloth of the cotton which the Negroes

plant and pick. Theſe gentlemen told me

too, that a great many more Negroes are

employed in digging gold and ſilver out

of the mines, and in planting cotton, in

making coffee and chocolate, in making

Indigo, in picking cochineal, in cutting

down fuſtic, logwood, and other dyeing

woods, and in cutting down mahogany

that tables are made of, than are em.

ployed in making Sugar; and that all

theſe employments are much more inju

rious to the Negroes healths than Sugar

making. Does it not, Lady L–—, ſeem

as if people were hypocrites who make

fortunes by uſing cotton and other things

provided by the Negroes labour, and at

the ſame time tell us it is wicked to make

uſe of Sugar If theſe people do not

cheat us, would they ſtrive to amaſs great

fortunes by making cotton, cloths, and

muſlims, as the man near Glaſgow does 2

or by dyeing cloths, and ſilks, and rib

bands, blue, yellow, red, or black, and

ſelling them to people for money, which

the poor Negroes dig out of the ground 2

And if it was wicked to wear or uſe theſe

things, or to drink coffee and chocolate,

or eat off mahogany tables, or have ina

hogany doors or chairs, I am ſure nei

ther your Mama nor you would do ſo,

any more than eat Sugar. And they tell

me that logwood is uſed in dyeing black,

which the clergymen wear. I am ſure

they never would wear black, if it was

wicked to do ſo. . . -

I cannot think, dear Lady L–, how

anybody who will not eat Sugar becauſe

it is eating Negro fleſh, can handle gold

or ſilver, or feed themſelves with ſilver

ſpoons or forks ; for if eating Sugar is

eating Negroes fleſh, ſure every time any

body puts a fork or ſpoon in their mouths,

it is putting a poor dead Negro's finger

or toe there.

B b Praj,
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Pray, Lady L--, do tell me if the Ne

groes are employed in ſuch things as the

entlemen told me j and if they are, why

it is worſe to eat ſugar or cakes than to

handle gold or filver, or to eat with filver

ſpoons or forks, or to wear the cotton or

muſlim clothes the man near Glaſgow

or the people at Mancheſter make, or to

wear blue or red, or coquelicot ſilks or

ribbons, as Lady S and you do, or

a black coat, as Lord M ’s tutor does.

I wiſh it may not be more wicked to eat

Sugar than to uſe and wear the other

things and clothes, becauſe I am ſure if

thatwas wicked, neither you nor Lord and

Lady S- nor Lord M—'s tutor

would ever uſe ſilver ſpoons or forks, or

S I R,

wear ſuch things, or have mahogany far

niture, or have your pockets ſo full of

money as you all have, which laſt muſ!

be the wickedeſt of all ; as digging gold

and ſilver from the mines, I am aſſured,

kills more Negro ſlaves than any thing

elſe. Do, dear Lady L–, let me know

all about this as ſoon as you can ; and

pray, if it is not very wicked indeed to

eat Sugar, or more ſo than to uſe other

things produced by the Negroes labour,

do give me my promiſe back again, and

let me eat cakes and ſweetmeats.

I am, dear Lady L--,

Your affectionate Little Boy,

A. C.

To the EDITOR ef the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

The following PAPER is circulating through the ſeveral Courts of Europe by
a FRIEND to Civil and RElicious LIBERTY.

IT is a proper ſubjećt of inveſtigation

at the end of the Eighteenth Century, to

aſcertain the advantages derived from

Toleration and Liberty of the Preſs in

the different States of Europe, and to

know in what inſtances they have been

carried to exceſs and produced Licen

tiouſneſs.

To form a fair compariſon not only

between State and State, but the con

§ of a Cosntry at one time compared

th itſelf at another, it may be proper

to ſee the former code of Penal Laws,

and the remarkable convićtions thereoa;

and to learn how far theſe laws have been at

any time mitigated or repealed ; and if not

repealed, whether they fleep rather through

the moderation and indolence of the

times than the connivance of the Civil

Magiſtrate, and may under more bigot

ted governors be both held out in ter

rorem and put into vigorous execution.

It is deſirable to know how far civil

and religious rights have been blended

together, or kept apart; and what is

the preſent temper of the inhabitants in

reſpect to toleration or perſecution of

diſſenters from the Eſtabliſhment, ſigni

fied by addreſſes, by publications, by

popular tumults.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

The following Jeu d'Eſprit is attributed to the Pen of an ingenious and learned

- Physician of Bath, the Father of the Waters of that City.

The following Diplom A, lately obtained

by the celebrated CANINE PR of EssoR

of Physic in this City from the

Ancient Academy near Athens called

CYNosARC Es, or The Temple of the

WHITE Doc, is now ſubmitted to the

Public, as a Teſtimony of the higheſt

Honour; this Univerſity having been

inſtituted by ANtistheNFs, ſurnamed

Aplocyon, or the Sincere Dog,

whoſe followers were hence called

CYNics, as appears from the Greek

Author DioGENES LA CRTtus.

CELEBERRIMO viro Jacobo Whit

tick, Doğtori in Cyno-Medicina,

apud Canile Sºum, in vico auſpicatiſfime

º * Anglice,

dićto Guinea-Lane, Bathon. ſalutem.

Siquidem ſupplicabat noſtrae Academiæ,

haud ita pridem Celeberrimus Jacobuſ

Whittick, dim inter Peripateticos ſellarum

gettator", fed modo inter Aquapotores

unus tantum Cynico-Medicus, ut ad gra

dum Doctoris admitterctur; hac inter

alias graves que cauſas allata, quia

nempe, uno ſaltern gradu Uxorem pre

£edere voluit; ideoque Dočioratum am

bivit, ut Uxor ejus, praffiti diſputationi

bus, jamdudum fuiſſet Regens-Magiffer

Noverint igitur Univerſ, quod Nos

Academici, propter has res peripatetire

gºffat, inde ac Cynice digeſas, praedićto

jacobo tenore praeſentium liberam conce

ºf Chairman.

dimus
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dimus poteſtatem et facultatem dºgmatice

praśticandi in Cyno-Medicina per totum

terrarum orbem; ſcilicet purgandi, blee

dandi, glyſterrandi, curandi, et necandi

Canes Moloſſos, Melitaros, Pecuarios, We

ruverſatores, omnigenoſque Canes ; ex

ceptis vero, et ſemper repudiandis, [ut

minine Aquapoturis] iſtis Cynobipedibus,

anglice. The Sad Dogs, quibus, ut fate

tur, tribus Anticyris eff Caput inſanabile.

Denique, honoris cauſa, ſaltem quantum

poſſumus, fi minus quantum decet, Li

ceat jacobo noſtro dilecio, [ut Cynoſura

Medicinæ] poſita jam ſella geſtatoria,

levatiſque humeris, Vehiculum haud minus

gratum, appetere; quo, ut ſolitum erat,
omnia prºſe ferat, quo, etiam pulverem

fi non Olympicum, veruntamen Aureum,

colligere juvet, et Sirio monſtrante viam,

ſublimi #. Sydera vertice. Dat. ſub

ſigillo hujus Univerſitatis die Caniculari

primo, 1786.

TRANSLATION from the LATIN of Part of a LETTER from Dr. MEARNS

of BRISTOL, to Dr.

WATERS of BATH.

PRUJEAN of LONDON, relative to the

[from chudley's RARities.]

Bath, Auguſt 2, 1659.

THE ſacrifice I bring to your altar,

learned Sir, will not, I conceive, be

ungrateful. It is the ſtrange accidental

diſcovery of a noble myſtery, touching

the cauſe of the heat of the Bath Waters;

the ſearch into which hath long exerciſed

the moſt famous phyſicians. The man

ner of it was thus:-The Lord Fairfax

(who continues at Bath with his Lady)

riding abroad not far from this city, two

‘lays ago, to take the air, by chance

found a kind of chalk, as white as ſnow,

working here and there out of the ground

in little heaps, like earth caſt up by moles.

A piece of this he brought home and

ſhewed me. It is a crumbling matter,

and almoſt of itſelf turns to a ſmall light

duſt. Its taſte is manifeſtly acid, with

out aſtrićtion, but by little and little .

biting, and cauſing hot ſtrangulation in

the mouth; ſo that I am perſuaded it hath

much calcanthus * in it, and is not alto

gether without arſenic. I put it into cold

water, and preſently it fell to boil and

bubble apace, juſt as if it had been quick

lime; and by degrees the water grew ſo

hot, that it would quickly have boiled an

egg. Now ſeeing that this chalk is

found near the Bath, I conceive it not

unlikely that it is this that heats the Bath

water.

[The ſubſtance alluded to in the above

letter may poſſibly have been pyrites,

which is not in general found ſo near to

the earth as this ſubſtange is ſuppoſed to

have been.] -

T

T H E

Lo N Do N RE v 1 Ew
For M A R C H 1792.

Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter and Trader, deſcribing the Manners

and Cuſtoms of the North American Indians; with an Account of the Poſts fituated

on the River Saint Lawrence, Lake Ontario, &c. To which is added, a Vocabu

lary of the Chippeway Language, &c. &c. By J. Long. 4to. iss, Robſon.

This is a work of very confiderable

merit, the fruit of much ingenuity,

of great aſſiduity, and of accurate obſer

viſion; the author a young gentleman

of a reſpectable family and connections,

who at an early period of life was en

gaged as an articled clerk to aſſiſt in car

lying on that branch of commerce, called

3. Indian Trade, which the French and

Engliſh ſettlers in Canada tranſact with

the different tribes of native Indians in

that part of North America. The Weſt

tra countries of Canada, ſtretching

from Quebec and Montreal inland,

bounded on the North by the territories of

the Hudſon's Bay Company ; and on the

South by thoſe of the United States of

America, are the ſubjects of our author's

hiſtorical and commercial narratives and

deſcriptions. No pains have been ſpared to

render them as intelligent as poſſible, and

for this purpoſe an elegantly-engraved

Map of the countries juſt mentioned is

prefixed.

we have had the further ſatisfaction of

taking the opinion of the ſame Friend

# 1-1, were riſ Crinner
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who communicated his remarks on Um

freville's partial account of the Hudſon's

Bay Trade, reviewed in our laſt Maga

zine, reſpecting Mr. Long's Voyages,

and whohad it in his power to cor

roborate many facts, and to confirm the

deſerved reputation in which theſe Voy

ages are held, or to have abated it, if he

had found juſt cauſe, by diſcovering any

material errors or miſrepreſentation either

reſpećting the nature of the trade deſcribed,

or the very entertaining account of the man

ºners and cuſtoms of the Indian nations;

and this gentleman has declared, that

thoſe parts of our Author's Voyages and

Travels of which he has a perſonal

knowledge, are uncommonly correct, and

equally candid. With ſuch teſtimonials

we proceed cheerfully in the taſk of giv

ing a ſatisfactory view of the principal

contents of the work, together with ſome

intereſting occurrences and anecdotes

equally new and eurious.

Mr. Long's firſt arrival was at Quebec,

the capital of Canada, concerning which

he makes the following hiſtorical remark,

ſerving in ſome meaſure to account for the

fettling of that part of the country.

“When the Spaniards, who firſt diſ

covered this Northern clime, ſailed paſt

Cape Roſiers at the entrance of the river

St. Laurence, the mountains now called

the mountains of Notre Dame were co

vered with ſnow. Such a proſpect in the

ſummer ſeaſon gave them a very unfavour

able opinion of the country, and they

were deterred from going up the river,

ſuppoſing the land to be too barren to re

compenſe their labours at preſent, or af.

ford any future advantage; and the ſame

impreſſions induced them to call it Capo di

Nada, or Cape Nothing, by which name

it is deſcribed in their Charts, and from

whence, by a corruption of language,

it has derived its préſent name of Canada.

The river St. Laurence takes its riſe from

Lake Nipiſſin, north eaſt of Lake Supe

rior, about the diſtance of zoco miles

from Quebec. The breadth of it is go

miles at the entrance, and it is navigable

near 5oomiies from the ſea. The Iſle of

Orleans, which is but a ſmall diſtance.

from the city, is a beautiful ſpot of

ground, aboſt twenty miles in length

and fix in breadth.

the ſoil makes it a uſeful and valuable gar

den, inſomuch that it ſupplies the capital

with vegetables and grain in great abund

ance. The oppoſite village of Beau

ort alſo charms the eye, and very much

i. the ſcene, which is rich, ro

mantic, and magnificent.”

The fertility of

The place of Mr. Long's deſtination

was Montreal, at which he arrived ſafe

in the ſummer of the year 1768, and was

placed under the care of a reſpectable

merchant to learn the Indian Trade,

which is the chief ſupport of the town.

“Montreal, formerly called Villa Marie,

has nothing remarkable in it at preſent ; it

was formerly famous for a great fair, which

laſted near three months, and was reſort

.ed to by the Indians, who came from the

diſtance of many hundred miles to

barter their peltry for Engliſh goods.”

Being at once prepoſſeſſed in favour of

the Savages, Mr. Long improved daily in

their tongue, to the ſatisfaction of his em

ployer; for having ſoon acquired the names

of every article of commerce in the Iroquois

and French languages, the Merchant ſo

highly approved of his aſſiduity, that he

wiſhed him to be completely qualified in

the Mohawk language, to enable him to

traffic with the Indians in his abſence; and

for that purpoſe ſant him to a village cal

led Cahnuaga, or Cocknavaga, iituated

about nine niles from Montreal, on the

ſouth ſide of the river St. Laurence,

where he lived with a Chief whoſe name

was Aſſengethter, until he was ſufficiently

inſtructed in the language. His deſcrip.

tion of this village, and of its inhabi

tants, is animated and informing.

“Their religion is Roman Catholic,

and they have a French Prieſt, or, as the

Chippeway, Indians term it, the Mafter

of Life's Man, who inſtructs them, and

Performs divine ſervice in the Iroquois

tongue. Their devotion impreſſed my

mind too powerfully to ſuffer it to paſs

unnoticed, and induces me to obſerve, that

great praiſe is due to their paſtors, who, by

unwearied aſſiduity, and their own exem

plary lives and converſation, have con

verted a ſavage race of beings from Hea

theniſm to Chriſtianity, and by unifornity
of condućt continue to preſerve both

their religion and themſelves in the effecin

of their country; an example worthy
of imitation, and amounting to an incon

trovertible proof, that Nature, in her noſt

degenerate ſtate, may be reclaimed by

thoſe who are ſincere in their endeavours,

gentle in their manners, and conſiſtent in

the general tenor of their behaviour.”

A particular account of the Indians of

the Five and Six Nations is the next cu

rious ſubjećt with which our author inſtructs

and entertains his readers; in which he

appears to be actuated by the moſt laud

able motive, viz. a wiſh to enable cur Go

vernment to form a juſt idea of their con

ſequence in a political point of view, as

well
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well as their importance on account of

the fur trade; becauſe the vicinity of the

American territories from Georgia to

New England gives the United States a

great command and influence from their

ituation, and renders them more to be

...readed than even the French were in the

ioan be loſt to Britain.”

zenith of their American power, when

it was univerſally known they had ſuch
an intereſt among the ſavages as induced

them to call the French their Fathers, and

of which ſo much yet remains as to

prompt them to retain a predilestion in

favour of the traders of the Gallic race

who are ſettled anoagſt them. A proper

historical narrative of the firſt ſettlement

of the French in Canada in 1693, and

of the connection they formed with the

Savages of the Five Nations, regularly.
conducts to the more modern ſtate of

theſe Nations, and of the commercial in

tercourſes with them.

“ Theſe Five Nations claim all the coun

try ſouth of the river St. Laurençº, to

the Ohio, and down the Ohio to the Wa

bache, which lies to the weſtward of the
State of Pennſylvania, near to the borders

of Virginia, weſterly to the Lakes Onta;

rio and Eric and the river Miamis, and

the eaſtern boundaries of Lake Cham

plain and the United States. - -

“The league of the Five Nations with

each other reſembles that of the United

Provinces of Holland. The firmneſs of

this league,” ſays our authºr, the “great

extent of land it owns, the number of

t warriors it produces: and the un

daunted courage and ſkill which diſtin

iſh the members of it in their conteſts

th with the Savages and European

nations; all conſpire to prove the good

policy of an alliance with them ; as it is

in undoubted fact, that in caſe of a rup

ture between Great Britain and the United

states of America, the poſts (tipulated
by Mr. Oſwald's Treaty to be ſurrendered

to the American States) would make

but a feeble reſiſtance without the exer

tions of theſe Indian Nations ; and de

prived of the Forts, the Fur Trade would

The ſituation

and utility of each of theſe barriers, or

poſts is then ſeparately and ably diſcuſſed,

and we learn that they are not yet ſur

rendered, nor ſhould they, in ſound Poli

cy; and Mr. Long does not think it pro-.

bable that the American States will be

able to fulfil the Treaty on their part, ſo

as to enable them to make a reaſonable de

mand, ſuch a claim as Government muſt

abſolutely admit. Be this as it may, here

is another inſtance of that imbecility or

Lachery which has almoſt conſtantly

attended all our negociations carried on

and concluded at Paris, whether with the

French or their allies. Our countrymen

will be attoniſhed, after reading Mr.

Long's deſcription of this chain of poſts,

that any men in their ſenſes ſhould have

given their aſſent to ſuch a ſtipulation.

Having ſtayed with his employer ſeven

years, and not being willing to enter into

a new engagement, our young adventu

rer determined to follow the bent of his

inclinations; and being naturally of a

roving diſpoſition, which was increaſed

by frequent aſſociations with the Savages,

he entered a volunteer at the head of a

party of Indians; thinking that his native

country might at ſome future period

derive advantage from his more intimate

knowledge of the country and its lan

guage. His commencement of a military

life was in the year 1775, and in his firſt

campaign he was twice wounded. He

then joined the eighth regiment of

foot in the King's ſervice, and being

ordered on a ſcout at the head of ten Ron

daxe Indians, he naturally enough intro

duces a deſcription of Indian ſcouts, and

the manner of Scalping, a horrid mode

of torture peculiar to the Indians.

An account ef the character and diſ

poſition of the Connecedaga or Rondaxe

Indians, with remarks on the Iroquois

and Cherokee nations, forms the next

ſection of his work. Then follows a

deſcription of the Indian dances, which

are many and various, and to each of

them there is a particular whoop. They

have the Calumet dance, the War dance,

the Chief's dance, the Set-out dance,

the Scalp dance, the Dead dance, the

Priſoner's dance, the Return dance, the

Spear dance, the Marriage dance, the

Sacrifice dance. All theſe our author

was perfectly maſter of, frequently lead

ing the ſet. Here he is too general;

for if we may judge by the whole

tenor of his conduct, we are war

ranted to hope, that he never led the

ſet either in the Scalp dance or the

Sacrifice dance.

A deſcription is given of Lake Su

perior, with the ceremony of Indian

adoption, which is as follows: “A feaſt

is prepared of dogs fleſh, boiled in

bears greaſe, with huckle berries, of

which it is expected every one ſhould hear

tily partake. When the repaſt is over the

war-ſong is ſung in the following words :

“Maſter of Life, view us well ? We re

ceive a brother warrior, who appears to

have ſenſe, ſhews ſtrength in his arm, and

does not refuſe his body to the enemy.”

After the war-ſong, if the perſon does
- not
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not diſcover any ſigns of fear, he is re

garded with reverence and eſteem ; cou

rigº, in the opinion of the Savages, being
•onſidered not only as indiſpenſable, but

as the greateſt recommendation. He is

then ſeated on a beaver robe, and preſent

ed with a pipe of war to ſmoke, which is

Fút round to every Warrior, and a wan.

Pum beh is thrown over his neck. When

the pipe has gone round, a ſweating-houſe

* prepared, with fix long pcles fixed in

the ground, and pointed at the top; it is

then covered with ſkins and blankets to

exclude the air, and the area of the houſe

will contain only three perſons. The

Perſon to be adopted is then ſtripped

naked, and enters the hut with two Chiefs;

two large ſtones made red-hot are brought

in and thrown on the ground; water is

then brought in a bark diſh, and ſprinkled

ºn the ſtones with cedar branches, the

fºam ariſing from which puts the per

ion into a moſt profuſe perſpiration, and

opens the pores to receive the other part

of the ceremony. When the perſpira

tion is at the height, he quits the houſe,

and jumps into the water. Immediately on

coming out, a blanket is thrown over

him, and he is led to the Chief's hut,

where he undergoes the following opera.

tion : Being extended on his back, the

Chief draws the figure he intends to make

with a pointed ſtick dipped in water in

which gunpowder has been diflolved;

after which, with ten needles dipped in
vermilion and fixed in a ſmall wooden

frame, he pricks the delineated parts; and

where the bolder outlines occur, he inciſes

the fleſh with a gunflint; the vacant ſpaces,

or thoſe not marked with vermilion, are

rubbed in with gunpowder, which produ

ces a variety of led and blue; the wounds

are then ſeared with pinkwood to prevent

their feſtering.

“This operation, which is performed

at intervals, laſts two or three days.

Every morning the parts are waſhed with

cold water, in which is infuſed an herb

called Pockqueeregan, which reſembles

Engliſh box, and is mixed by the Indians

with the tobacco they ſmoke, to take off

the ſtrength. During the proceſs the

war-ſongs are ſung, accompanied by a

rattle hung round with hawk bells, cal

led (heelſaquois, which they keep ſhaking

to ſtifle the groans ſuch pains muſt natu

rally ºccaſion. Upon the ceremony being

completed, they give the party a name:

to Mr. Long, who ſubmitted to undergo

this cruel operation, they allotted that of

Arnik, or Beavers.”

The ſettlement at Lat la Mort, or Dead

Lake, ſituated to the north eaſt of Lake

Alenipigon, with the proceedings ºf a

trading party there, makes another ſettion,

not ſo intereſting as the former, but

containing information prºper to be

known by Merchants trading to thoſe

parts. The following anecdote, however,

merits notice, as being characteriſtic of

the nature of the Indian women.

“ on a journey to Lake Manonteſt

in order to procure ſome wild rice, .ac.

companied by an Indian and his wife i

on the fourth day, about an hour befºre
ſun-ſet, we ſtopped at a ſmall creek, which

was too deep to be forded; and whilſt th:

Indian was aſſiſting me in making a raft

to croſs over, rather than ſwim through in

ſuch cold weather (the month of Decem

ber), I looked round and miſſed his wife.

I was rather diſpleaſed, as the ſun was

near ſetting, and I was anxious to gain th:

oppoſite ſhore, to encamp belore dark. I

aſked the Indian where ſhe was gone; he

ſmiled and told me, he ſuppoſed into the

woods to ſet a collar for a partridge. In

about an hour ſhe returned with a new

born infant in her arms, and, coming up

to me, ſaid in the Chippeway language:

“Here, Engliſhman, is a young warrior.

“As ſoon as the child is born, if in

ſummer, the mother goes into the water,
and immerſes the infant : as ſoon as this is

done, it is wrapped up in a ſmall blanket,

and tied to a flat board covered with dry

mats in the form of the bottom of a coffin,

with a hoop over the top where the head is
to keep it from injury. In:*: is clad in

ſkins as well as blankets. In the heat

of ſummer, gauze is thrown lover the

young Savage to keep off the muſquitoes,

which are very troubleſome in the woods:
The board on which the child is placed

is ſlung to the mother's forehead with a

broad worſted belt, and reſts againſt her

back. When the French took poſſeſſion of

Canada, the women had neither linen nor

ſwaddling-cloaths; all their child-bed fur:

niture confiſted of a kind of trough filled

with the duſt of dry rotten wood, which

is as ſoft as the fineſt down, and well cal
culated to imbibe the moiſture of the in

fant; on this the child was placed, covered

with rich furs, and tied down with ſtrong

leather ſtrings.”
-

From the birth of an Indian child, we

ſhould now, purſuing the order of the

work itſelf, proceed to the very affecting

account given by our author of the man

ner of diſpoſing of the aged and infirm,

in which there are circumſtances related of

fo ſtrange a nature, that to enable us to

give credit to them, he has thought pro

per to make the following declaration :

“Truth ſhould be the ſtandard of hiſtory,

aná
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and guide the pen of every author who

values his reputation.”

Relying, therefore, on his veracity

who has laid down this juſt maxim or rule

for hiſtorians, we ſhall, in our next, diſ

play a ſcene of terrific horrors ſufficient

to appal the ſtouteſt heart ; and accom

pany our indefatigable countryman

through his remaining travels.

M.

The Hiſtory, Debates, and Proceedings of both Houſes of Parliament, from the

Year 1743 to the Year 1774. Containing the moſt intereſting Motions, Speeches,

Reſolutions, Reports, Petitions, Evidence, Proteſts, and Papers, laid before either

Houſe, together with Liſts of each Parliament, and the Supplies, Ways and

Means of each Seſſion.

BEFORE we proceed to our obſervations

on this work, it may not be amiſs to

give a brief dedućtion of former publica

tions of the ſame nature.

The Journals of the Houſe of Com

mons reach no higher than the reign of

Queen Mary; and ſo little care was taken

to preſerve them, that they are in many

places mutilated and imperfect. . They

originally ſeem to have been a kind of

regiſter, not only of the tranſačtions of

the Houſe, but the ſpeeches of the Mem

bers, their moſt material hints and expreſ

ſians being inſerted, and the names of

the ſpeakers upon every debate. In Queen

Elizabeth's time, when laymen had learn

ing enough to read º underſtand the

Rolls of Parliament, the Conſtitution be

came to be as regular a ſtudy as the law,

and minutes were carefully taken, in the

ſame manner as young barriſters do in the

Courts below, of every ſpeech made in

the Houſe; nor can there be a ſtronger

Proof of the fidelity of ſuch compilations,

than the wonderful conformity there is be

tween the Journals of the Houſe and thoſe

ºf D'Ewes and Townſend upon the ſame

debates and tranſačtions. The journals,

however, of thoſe two Members are far

more full and accurate than thoſe of the

Houſe, and are to this day extremely in

£ructive as well as entertaining.

In the reign of Charles I. we have many

tntire ſpeeches and ſome debates in Ruſh

worth, and other colle&tions, of thoſe great

men who ſat in Parliament before the

#. 1642 ; and indeed they prove that

ngliſheloquencewas then in its perfestion.

. After the Reſtoration, the taking down

in the Journals the words er ſenſe of every

Member was prohibited by the Houſe,

for very good reaſons. In the firſt place,

it was a fanding evidence againſt a

Member, if upon good grounds he ſhould

terwards alter his opinion; and it thereby

became ſame check upon the freedom of
debate. Secondly, the Journals of the

Printed uniformly, to bind with the Parliamentary

Regiſter. In 7 Vols. 8vo. Price zl. 9s. in Boards. Debrett.

Houſe of Commons being Parliamentary

Records, and their Clerks (whoſe places

were not near ſo good them as they are

now) being often very inaccurate, or

ſomewhat worſe, the praćtice was very

juſtly thought to be dangerous ; eſpecial

ly when the difficulty attending it with

the greateſt care was conſidered, and it

was, upon repeated complaints from the

Members, ſuppreſſed.

The colle&tions made by the Hon.

Amchitell Grey, and the Parliamentary

Debates compiled by Chandler, deducing

the proceedings of the Lords and Com

mons to the year 1742, may be conſidered

as a continuation of Parliamentary Hiſ

tory, after this period, to that when the

preſent publication commences in 1743;

and pity it is, that the above works, as

well as the Journals of Parliament, had

not been publiſhed long before they were.

In an aſſembly like the Houſe of Con

mons, where forms and precedents are ºf

ſo much weight, too great lights cannot

be thrown upon their proceedings. Such

collections are not only of uſe to the

Members, but to their Conſtituents; for

how many of both have within theſe

hundred years finned againſt the forms of

the Houſe, and ſuffered for their tranſ

greſſions both in purſe and perſon 2

With reſpect to the preſent portion of

Parliamentary Hiſtory, the Editors' Pre

face and Advertiſement expreſs ſo fully

and fairly the nature of our ideas of the

work, and of the manner in which it is

executed, that we ſhall cheerfully permit

them to ſpeak for themſelves. -

In the Preface the Compilers obſerve,

that “The prejudice which ſo long ſubſiſt

ed againſt the free and full publicatiºn

of Parliamentary Debates, left great

difficulties in the way of thoſe who, from

time to time, endeavoured to diſcover what

had ačtually been delivered in times of

ſuch aff-ºted caution and ſuperſtitious

ſecreſy. Future hiſtorians will ſcarcey
beii-ye
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believe that the people of England were,

for a long jºi. interdićted from know

ing what was ſaid in Parliament, not only

by the Lords, but even by their own Re

- preſentatives. Yet that ſuch was the caſe

will be evident fivm the ridiculous devices

that were adopted to convey the Debates,

in forms that might ſcreen the publiſhers

of them from puniſhment. Hiſtory and

fable were ranſacked for myſterious

vehicles ofº rhetoric. The

grandeur and dignity of the Peerage re

quired the gigantic type of Brobdignag,

while Lilliput was thought in proper pro

portion for the diminutive ſtate of the

Houſe of Commons. At one time, the

ſpeakers on a Turnpike Bill appeared

under Grecian titles, and the country

gentlemen pardoned the revelation of their

eloquence, as long as their names were

cloaked under thoſe of Pericles and De

moſthenes. On other occaſions, the

moving and ſeconding orations on a

mentine con. addreſs of congratulation or of

condolence in the Engliſh Houſe of Lords,

came out as noble effuſions of genius and

feedom in the Senate of Rome. The

analogy was remote, and the diſguiſe

werful—ſtill, however, on more intereſt

ing topics, the vanity of the orators, or

the curioſity of the public, was careful to

preſerve, or buſy to diſcover the truth.-

But to colle&t, and compile, and prove the

authenticity of the various fugitive papers,

and manuſcript copies, neceſſarily reſorted

to in producing a faithful collection of

the Debates in ſuch times, required the

labour of many years : and to this the

Frtitors of the preſent edition have pa

tiently ſubmitted,from an anxiety to throw

every light on a period of our Parlia

mentary Hiſtory, long and intereſting,

abounding with numerous and important

diſcuſſions, and graced with the moſt ani

mated eloquence of the greateſt ſtateſmen

and moſt dignified charašters of their age.”

In the Advertiſement we arc told, that

“ of the Debates and P. oceedings of

the Houſe of Lords, during the period of

the following work, no collection has

hitherto been publiſhed. Some ſpeechcs,

h "ever, had been printed, particularly

Lord Macclesfit'd's, Lord Chefe field's,

- Lord Hardwicke's, Lond I gºort's, and

Lord Lyttleton's. And ſome proceedings

likewiſe of thoſe times were printed by

order of Parliament; particularly the Ex

amination of the Mºbers of the Court

TMartial on Admiral Byng, &c. &c.—All

theſe have been obtained ; together with

ºvery fugitive paper which the Iditois,

on the beſt information, foºd analogous

to the ſubjećts. The ſpeeches of Lord

Chatham have likewiſe been ſelected with

moſt particular attention. It is happy

for the country, that many of theſe have

been preſerved with great care, and, as

appears by minute compariſon, with ex

traordinary fidelity.

“With reſpect to the Debates of the

Houſe of Commons for the ſame period,

the only colle&tion that had appeared of

them having become ſcarce, or rather en

tirely out of print; it was much deſired

that the whole of that work, when care

fully reviſed, and accurately corrected,

might be incorporated in the preſent,

which accordingly is ſo arranged; the

various omiſſions having been ſupplied by

ſeveral Gentlemen who now are, or have

been in Parliament—te which the Editors

have alſo added the beſt accounts that are

in exiſtence of every intereſting Debate, as

collected from ſcarce traćts, fugitive

papers, and, in many inſtances, from

manuſcript copies. In a word, no la

bour or expence have been ſpared, to ren

der this work a perfect Hiſtory of the

Britiſh Parliament, during the period to

which it relates.”

Amidſt the great maſs of valuable

materials which form the preſent publica

tion, the Reader will be gratified with

correst copies of Lord Macclesfield's

Speech on the Alteration of the Stile,

and thoſe of Lord Mansfield and Mr.

Juſtice Foſter in the Caſe of the Diſ

ſenters—Evidence of Sir James Marriott,

Advocate-General, on the Quebec Bill—

Examinations of Dr. Benjamin Franklin,

Richard Glover, Eſq. and Dr. Muſgrave

—Opinions at large of the Judges on the

Habeas Corpus Aët, and a Copy of the

propoſed new Bill—Evidence of the Book

tellers in the Caſe of Literary Property—

Debates on ſuſpending the Prorogation,

&c. &c.—Liſt of the Houſe of Commons

at each General Ele&tion—Liſt of the Sup

plies, and Ways and Means, during the

Period between 1743 and 1774, &c. &c.

The importance of the period in

which the above Debates happened, is a

capital recommendation of them, being

rennarkable for the variety of events pro

duced, the diverſity of intereſts which

picvaikd, and for the ſtruggles between

prerogative and the liberty of the ſubject,

in which the latter proved ultimately ſuc

ceſsful: we do not he fitate therefore to re

connend them to the notice and peruſal of

the public in general, and of that part of it

in particular whoſe ſituations call upon

them to be inſtructed in Parliamentary'

knowledge.
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Remarks on Fereſt Scenery, and other Woodland Views (relative chiefly to

Pictureſque Beauty), illuſtrated by the Scenes of New Foreſt in Hampſhire.
In

Three Books. By William Gilpin, A.M. Prebendary of Saliſbury, and Vicar of

Boldre, in New Foreſt, near Lymington. 2. Vols. 8vo. 11. 1 1s. 6d. Blainire.

[Concluded from Page 113.] *

R. G. I. L. PIN’s ſtrićlures on the

peaſantry of foreſts ſhow the acute

neſs of his obſervations, and his knowledge

of human nature in its lower claſſes.

“The many advantages which the

borderers on foreſts enjoy, ſuch as rearing

cattle and hogs, obtaining fuel at an eaſy

rate, and procuring little patches of land

for the trouble of encloſing it, would add

much, one ſhould imagine, to the comfort

of their lives. But in fact it is otherwiſe.

Theſe advantages procure them not half

the enjoyments of common day-labourers.

In general they are an indolent race ;

poor and wretched in the extreme. In

field of having the regular returns of a

week's labour to ſubſiſt on, too many of

them depend on the precarious ſupply of

foreſt pilfer. Their oſtenſible buſineſs is

commonly to cut furze, and carry it to

the neighbouring brick-kilns; for which

purpoſe they keep a team of two or three

foreſt horſes; whilſt their collateral ſup

É. is deer-ſtealing, poaching, or pur

oining timber. In this laſt occupation

they are ſaid to have been ſo expert, that,

in a night's time, they would have cut

down, carried off, and lodged ſafely in the

hands of ſome receiver, one of the largeſt

caks of the foreſt. But the depredations

which have been made in timber along all

the ſkirts of the foreſt, have rendered this

ſpecies of theft at preſent but an unpro

table employment. In poaching and

deer-ſtealing they often find their beſt ac

count; in all the arts of which many of

them are well practiſed. From their

earlieſt youth they learn to ſet the trap and

the gin for hares and pheaſants : to inſnare

deer, by hanging hooks, baited with

apples, from the boughs of trees; and (as

they became bolder proficients) to watch

the herd with fire-arms, and ſingle out a

fat buck, as he paſſes the place of their

concealment.

“In wild rugged countries, the moun

taineer forms a very different charaćter

from the foreſter. He leads a life of la

bour ; he procures nothing without it; he

has neither time for idleneſs and diſ

hºneſt arts, nor meets with any thing to

allure him into them. But the forciter,

who has the temptation of plunder on

every ſide, finds it eaſier to treſpaſs than

to work. Hence, the one becomes often a

rough, manly, ingenuous peaſant ; the

other a ſupple, crafty, pilfering knave.

Even the very practice of following a

night occupation leads to miſchief. The

nightly wanderer, unleſs his mind be en

gaged in ſome neceſſary buſineſs, will find

many temptations to take the advantage

of the incautious ſecurity of thoſe who

are aſleep. From theſe conſiderations

Mr. St. John draws an argument for the

ſale of foreſt lands. “Poverty,’” ſays he,

“will be changed into affluence—the

cottager will become a farmer—the wil

dermcis will be converted into rich paſ

tures and fertile fields; furniſhing pro

viſions for the country, and employment

for the poor. The borders and confines

of foreſts will ceaſe to be nurſeries for

county gaols; the treſpaſſer will no longer

prey upon the vert, nor the vagabond

and out-law on the veniſon. Nay, the

very ſoil itſelf will not then be gradually

loſt and ſtolen, by purpreſſures andº:
Thus foreſts, which were formerly the

haunts of robbers, and the ſcenes of vio

lence and rapine, may be converted into

the receptacles of honeſt induſtry ".”

“I had once ſome occaſional inter

courſe with a foreſt borderer, who had

formerly been a noted deer-ſtealer. He

had often (like the deer-dealer in the

play)

—ſtruck a doe,

And borne her cleanly by the keeper's

moſe.

Indeed he had been at the head of his

profeſſion ; and during a reign of five

years, aſſured me, he had killed, on an

average, not fewer than an hundred bucks

a-year. At length he was obliged to ab

ſcond ; but compoſing his affairs, he ab

jured his trade, and would ſpeak of his

former arts without reſerve. He has

oftener than once confeſſed the ſins of his

* to me, from which an idea may

e formed of the myſtery of deer-ſtealing

in its higheſt mode of peife&tion. In his

excurſions in the foreit he carried with

* See Obſervations on the Land Revenue of the Crown, p. 168.

Vol. XXI, C c hiº
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him a gun which ſcrewed into three

parts, and which he could eaſily conceal

in the lining of his coat. Thus armed

he would drink with the under-keepers

without ſuſpicion, and when he knew

them engaged, would ſecurely take his

ſtand in ſome diſtant part, and mark his

buck. When he had killed him, he

would draw him aſide into the buſhes,

and ſpend the remaining part of the day

in a neighbouring tree, that he might be

ſure no ſpies were in the way. At night

he ſecreted his plunder. He had boarded

off a part of his cottage (forming a rough

door into it, like the reſt of the partition,

ſtuck full of falſe mail-heads), with ſuch

artifice, that the keepers, on an inform

ation, have ſearched his houſe again and

again, and have gone off ſatisfieſ of his

innocence, though his ſecret larder, per

haps, at that very time contained a brace

of bucks. He had always, he ſaid, a

quick market for his veniſon; for the

country is as ready to purchaſe it, as

theſe fellows are to procure it. It is a

foreſt adage of ancient date, non eft in

quirendum unde venit veniſon.”

Having deſcribed Mr. Mitford's place

at Exbury, our Author concludes his Ob

fervations with ſome admirable remarks on

the comparative effect of Taſte and Ex

pence.

“ In taking theſe circuits we could not

help remarking the conparative virtue of

taſte and expence. The former, with

very little of the latter, will always pro

duce ſomething pleaſing ; while the ut

moſt efforts of the latter, unaided by the

former, are ineffectual. The larger the

proportion of miſguided expence, the

wider will the deformity ſpread 5 whereas

every touch in the hand of taſte, has ſo
far its effečt.

“ It is the ſame preciſely in working

the ſcenes of nature, as in forming an

artificial ſcene. Set two artiſts at work.

Give onc of them a bit of black lead and a

ſcrap of paper. Every touch he makes,
perhaps, deſerves to be treaſured in a

cabinet. Give the other the coſilieſt ma

terials. Ali is a waite of time, of labour,

and expence. Add colours—they only

make his deformities more glaring.

“True taſte, in the firſt place, whether

in nature or on canvas, makes not a fingle

ſtroke till the general deſign is laid out,

with which, in ſome part or other, every

effort coincides. The artiſt may work at

his pićture in this part or the other, but if

his deſign and compoſition are fixed, ever

effort is gradually growing into a whole,

Whereas he who works without taſte,

ſeldom has any idea of a whole. He tacks

one part to another, as his miſguided

fancy ſuggeſts : or, if he has any plan,

it is ſomething as unnatural, as the parts

which compoſe it are abſurd. The

deeper his pocket, therefore, and the

wider his ſcale, his errors are more ap

parent. º

“To an injudicious perſon, or one

who delights in temples and Chineſe

bridges, very little would appear executed

in the ſcenes I have deſcribed at Exbury.

There is ſcarce a gravel walk made; no

pavilion raiſed; nor even a white ſeat

fixed. And yet, in faët, more is done

than if all theſe decorations, and a hun

dred others, had been added, unaccom

panied with what has been done. The

greateſt difficulty of all is ſurmounted,

that of laying out a judicious plan.”

After an elaborate deſcription of his

own place at Vicar's-Hill, chiefly with a

view to illuſtrate the effect of atmoſphe

rical and other circumſtances on ſcenery

of every deſcription,--he concludes with

theſe praćtical remarks :

“ The concluſions from all theſe re

marks are, that every landſcape is, in it

ſelf, a ſcene of great variety—that there

are few landſcapes which have not,at ſome

time or other, their happy moments—that

a landſcape of extent and beauty will take

the full period of a year to ſhew itſelf in

all the forms it is capable of receiving—

and that he who does not attend to the

variations of the atmoſphere, lºſes half the

beauty of his views.” -

Many other paſſages equally valuable

preſent themſelves but our meaſure is

full; and we have nothing farther to add,

except a renewal of our requeſt for an

edition of our Author's works with

out THE ENcuMBRANce or PLATEs.

Etchings of Views and Antiquities in the County of Glouceſter, hitherto imperfeótly

or never cograved. Nos. II. III. and IV.

THE elegant and accurate Draughtſ.

man who publiſhes this work, ap

5s. each Number. Cadell.

necdle as he advances in it. The etching:

of Cirenceſter Church, and the entrance

Pears really to improve the powers of his into the tunnel at Saperton, for the junc
tion
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tion of the rivers Thames and Severn,

are minaged with a delicacy of deſign,

and a power of light and ſhade, that muſt

give great pleaſure to connoiſſeurs in art.

The ſeveral antiquities that compoſe theſe

Numbers are very well executed, and

very well deſcribed.

The Life of Samuel Johnſon, LL.D. Comprehending an Account of his Studies and

numerous Works, in chronological Order; a Series of his Epitolary Correſpondence

and Converſations with many Eminent Perſons; and various Original Pieces of his

Compoſition, never before publiſhed. The whole exhibiting a View of Literature

and Litcrary Men in Great Britain, for near half a Century, during which he

flouriſhed. By JAMEs Boswell, Eſq. 2 Vols, 4to, al. 2s. Dilly.

[ Continued from Page 33. ]

WE have now accompanied the Coloſſus

of modern literature through a courſe

offixty-eight years, and have endeavoured

to bring into review the moſt diſtinguiſh

ing and prominent features of his cha

racter and life. The lively ſallies of wit,

the profound and philoſophical obſerva

tions, the acute and powerful reaſonings,

which Mr. Boſwell has recorded of him

during his viſit to Dr. Taylor of Aſh

bourne, in Derbyſhire, ſhew that hitherto

neither age nor misfortunes had in any de

gree impaired the ſtrong faculties of his

ſtupendous mind ; “ he was,” ſays Mr.

Boſwell, “ more uniformly ſocial, cheer

ful, and alert, more prompt on great occa

fions and on ſmallthan I had almoſt everſeen

him. Soon afterwards indeed, on his re

turn to London, he gave the world a lu

minous proof that the vigour of his mind

in all its faculties, whether memory, judge

ment, or imagination, was not in the leaſt

abated ; for in the year 1778 were pub

liſhed the firſt four Volumes of his “Pre

faces Biographical and Critical” to the

moſt eminent of the Engliſh Poets, which

were followed in leſs than two years by

the remaining Volumes. This work,

which, according to his own account of it,

he wrote in his uſual way, dilatorily and

haſtily, unwilling to work, and working

with great vigour and haſte, “ is the

work,” ſays Mr. Boſwell, “which of all

Dr. Johnſon's writings will perhaps be

read moſt generally and with moſt plea

lure. Philology and biography were his

favorite purſuits, and thoſe who lived moſt

in intimacy with him, heard him upon all

occaſions, when there was a proper op

Portunity, take delight in expatiating upon

the merits of the Engliſh poets; upon the

niceties of their characters, and the events

of their progreſs through the world which

they contributed to illuminate. His mind

was ſo full of that kind of information,

and it was ſo well arranged in his memory,

that in Performing what he had undertaken

* this way, he had little more to do than

* January 1791.

to put his thoughts upon paper, exhibit

ing firſt each Poet's life, and then ſub

joining a critical examination of his ge

mius and works. But when he began to

write, the ſubjećt ſwelled in ſuch a manner,

that inſtead of Prefaces to each Poet of

no more than a few pages, as he had ori

ginally intended, he produced an ample,

rich, and moſt entertaining view of them

in every reſpect. In this he reſembled

Quintilian, who tells us, that in the com

poſition of his Inſtitutions of Oratory,

“latiis ſe tamen aperiente materid plus

quam imponehatur oneris ſponte ſuſcepti.”

The Bookſellers, juſtly ſenſible of the great

additionalvalue ofthe copy-right, preſented

him with another hundred pounds, over and

above two hundred, for which his agree

ment was to furniſh ſuch Prefaces as he

thought fit.

“While my friend (continues Mr.

Boſwell) is contemplated in the ſplen

dour derived from this his laſt and per

haps moſt admirable work, I introduce

him with peculiar propriety as the corre

ſpondent of WARREN HASTINGs, a man

whoſe regard reflects dignity even upon

Johnſon ; a man, the extent of whoſe

abilities was equal to that of his power;

and who, by thoſe who are fortunate

enough to know him in private life, is

admired for his literature and taſte, and

beloved for the candour, moderation, and

mildneſs of his character. Were I capa

ble of paying a ſuitable tribute of admi

ration to him, I ſhould certainly not

withhold it at a moment * when it is not

poſſible that I ſhould be ſuſpected of being

an intereſted flatterer. But how weak

would be my voice after that of the mil

lions whom he governed. His condeſcend

ing and obliging compliance with my ſo

licitation, I with humble gratitude ac

knowledge; and while by publiſhing his

Jetter to me, accompanying the valuable

communication, I do eminent honour to

my great friend, I ſhall entirely diſre

gard any invidious ſuggeſtions, that as

I in
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I in ſome degree participate in the honour,

I have, at the ſame time, the gratification

of my own vanity in view.

To JAMEs Boswell, Eſq.

“S 1 R, Park-lane, Dec. 2, 1790.

“I Have been fortunately ſpared the

troubleſome ſuſpence of a long ſerch, to

which, in performance of my promiſe,

I had devoted this morning, by lighting

upon the objects of it among the firſt pa

pers that I laid my hands on : my vene

ration for your great and good friend Dr.

Johnſon, and the pride, or I hope ſome

thing of a better ſentiment, which I in

dulged in poſſeſſing ſuch memorials of his

good...will towards ma, having induced

ine to bind them in a parcel containing

other ſelest papers, and labelled with the

titles appertaining to them. They confiſt

but of three letters, which I believe

were all that I ever received from Dr.

Johnſon. Of theſe, one, which was

written in quadruplicate, under the dif

ferent dates of its reſpective diſpatches,

has already been made public, but not

from any communication of mine. This,

however, I have joined to the reſt; and

have now the pleaſure of ſending them to

you for the uſe to which you informed me

it was your defire to deſtime them.

“My promiſe was pledged with the

condition, that if the letters were found

to contain any thing which ſhould render

them improper for the public eye, you

would diſpeuſe with the performance of

it. You will have the goodneſs, I am

ture, to pardon my recalling this ſtipula

tion to your recollection, as I ſhould be

loth to appear negligent of that obligation

which is always implied in an epiſtolary

confidence. In the reſervation of that

right I have read them over with the moſt

fºrupulous attention, but have not ſeen

in then the ſlighteſt cauſe on that ground

to withhold them from you. But, though

not on that, yet on another ground I own

I feel a little, yet but a little, reluctance

to part with them : I mean on that of my

own credit, which I fear will ſuffer by

the information conveyed by them, that

I was early in the poſſeſſion of ſuch va

luable initrućtions fºr the beneficial

employment of the influence of my late

ſtation, and (as it may ſeem) have ſo

little availed myſelf of them. Whether

I could, if it were neceſſary, defend my

ſelf againſt ſuch an imputation, it little

concerns the world to know. . I look only

to the citect which theſe relicks may pro

* Now Sir Robert Chambers, one of his Majeſty's Judges in India.

duce, conſidered as evidences of the vºr.

tues of their author: and believing that

they will be found to diſplay an uncom

mon warmth of private friendſhip, and a

mind ever attentive to the improvement

and extenſion of uſeful knowledge, and

ſolicitous for the intereſts of mankind, I

can cheerfully ſubmit to the little ſacrifice

of my own fame to contribute to the

illuſtration of ſo great and venerable a cha

raēter. They cannot be better applied,

for that end, than by being entruſted to

your hands. Allow me, with this offer

ing, to infer from it a proof of the verygitat

eſteem with which I have the honour tº

profeſs myſelf, Sir,

“Your moſt obedient,

“And moſt humble ſervant,

“ WARREN HASTING3.

** P. S. At ſome future time, and when

you have to further occaſion for theſe

papers, I ſhall be obliged to you if you

would return then.”

“The laſt of the three letters thus gra

ciouſly put into my hands, and which has

already appeared in public, belongs to this

year (1731); but I ſhall previouſly inſert

the two firſt in the order of their dates.

They all togethur form a grand group in

my biographical pićture.

To the Honourable

WARREN HASTINGs, Eſq.

“ SIR,

“ Though I have had but little per

ſonal knowledge of you, I have had

enough to make me wiſh for mole; and

though it be now a long time ſince I was

honoured by your viſit, I had too much

pleaſure from it to forget it. By thoſe

whom we delight to remember, we are

unwilling to be forgotten; and there:

fore I cannot omit this opportunity of

reviving nyſelf in your memory by a

letter which you will receive from the

hands of my friend Mr. Chambers";

a man, whoſe purity of manners and

vigour of mind are ſufficient to make every

thing welcome that he brings. -

“ That this is my only reaſon for wri

ting, will be too apparent by the uſeleſſ.

meſs of my letter to any other purpoſe. I

have no queſtions to aſk; not that I want

curioſity after either the ancient or preſent

ſtate *::::::: in which have been ſeen

all the power and ſplendour of wide-ex

tended empire; and which, as by ſome

grant of natural ſuperiority, ſupply the

reſt of the world with almoſt all that pride

deſires, and luxury enjoys. But my

know
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knowledge of them is too ſcanty to furniſh

rue with proper topics of enquiry; I can

only wiſh for information; and hope, that

a mind comprehenſive like yours will find

litute, amidſt the cares of your important
ſtation, to enquire into many ſubjests of

which the European world either thinks not

at all, or thinks with deficient intelligence

and uncertain conječture. I ſhall hope,

that he who once intended to increaſe the

karning of his country by the introduc
tion of the Perſian language, will exa

mine nicely the traditions and hiſtories of

the Eaſt; that he will ſurvey the wonders

ºf its ancient edifices, and trace the veſ.

tiges of its ruined cities; and that, at his

return, we ſhall know the arts and opinions

**race of men, from whom very little has
been hitherto derived.

“You, Sir, have no need of being told

by me, how much may be added by your

ºtention and patronage to experimºntal
knowledge ºf natural hiſtory. There

are arts of manufacture practiſed in the

cºunties in which you preſide, which are

Yet very imperfectly known here, either

to artificers or philoſophers. Of the na

tural productions, animate and inanimate,

we yet have ſo little intelligence, that our

bºoks are filled, I fear, with conjectures

*bout things which an Indian peaſant

knows by his ſenſes.

“Many of thoſe things my firſt wiſh is

to ſee; my ſecond to know by ſuch ac

counts as a man like you will be able to

gºve.

“As I have not ſkill to aſk proper queſ

tions, I have likewiſe no ſuch acceſs to

great men as can enable me to ſend you

any Political information. Of the agita

tions of an unſettled Government, and the

truggles of a feeble Miniſtry, care is

doubtleſs taken to give you more exact

*ccounts than I can obtain. If you are

inclined to intereſt yourſelf much in pub

lic tranſactions, it is no misfortune to you

to be ſo diſtant from them.

“That literature is not totally for.

*ing us, and that your favouriſe lan

guage is not neglected, will appear from

the book", which I ſhould have pleaſed

myſelf more with ſending, if I could have

Preſented it bound; but time was want

ing. I beg, however, Sir, that you will

*ccept it from a man very deſirous of your

*gard; and that if you think me able to

gºtify you by any thing more important,

you will employ me.

“I am now going to take leave, per

* a very long leave, of my dear Mr.

* Jones's “Perſian Grammar.”

f “Journey to the Weltern Iſlands of

Chambers. That he is going to live

where you govern, may juſtiy filieviat:

the regret of parting ; and the hope of

ſeeing both him and you again, which I

am not willing to maingle with doubt,

muſt at preſent comfort as it can, Sir,

“ Your moſt humble ſervant,

“ SAM. Johnson.

“March 30, 1774.”

To the Same.

“ SIR,

“Being informed that by the depar

ture of a ſhip, there is now an opportu

nity of writing to Bengal, I am uſićiling

to ſlip out of your memory by my own

negligence, and therefore take the liberty

of reminding you of my exiſtence, by

ſending you a book which is not yet made

public.

“I have lately viſited a region leſs

remote and leſs illuſtrious than India,

which afforded ſome occaſions for ſpecul

lation; what occurred to me, I have put

into the volume f, of which I beg your

arceptance. -

“Men in your ſtation ſeldom have pre

ſents totally diſintereſted ; my book is

received, let me now make my requeſi.

“ There is, Sir, ſomewhere within

your gºvernment, a young adventurer, one

Chauncy Lawrence, whºſe father is one

of my oldeſt friends. Be pleaſed to ſhew

the young man what countenance is fit,

whether he wants to be reſtrained by your

authority, or eitcouraged by your favour.

His father is now Preſide,t of the College

of Phyſicians, a man vºcable for his

knowledge, and inore venerabic for his

witue.

“. I wiſh you a proſperous government,

a ſafe return, and a long enjoyment of

plenty and tranquility. I am, sir,

“ Your moſt obedient,

“And moſt humb,c ſervant,

“ SAM. Jolinson.

“London, Dec. 20, 1774.”

To the Scºne.

“ SIR, jan. 9, 1781.

“ Amidſt the importance and multi

plicity of affairs in which your great

office engages you, I take the liberty of

recalling your attention for a moment to

literature, and will not prelong the inter

ruption by an apology which your cha
racter inakes needleſs.

“Mr. Hoole, a gentleman long known

and long eſteemed in the India. Houſe,

after having tranſlated Taff, has under

taken Ario.tv. How well he is qualified

Scotland.” fer
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for his undertaking he has already ſhewn.

He is deſirous, Sir, of your favour in

promoting his Propoſals, and flatters me

by ſuppoſing that my teſtimony may ad

vance his intereſt.

“It is a new thing for a clerk of the

India-Houſe to tranſlate poets—it is new

for a Governor of Bengal to patronize

learning. That he may find his inge

nuity rewarded, and that learning may

fiouriſh under your protection, is the wiſh

of, Sir,

“ Your moſt humble ſervant,

“ SAM. Johnson.”

But the period was now faſt approach

ing, when Johnſon himſelf was to become

the ſubject of thoſe feelings of tenderneſs

and humanity with which his own heart

was conſtantly ſet in motion. In the

moºth of March 1781, Mr. Boſwell,

who had been for ſome time abſent from

london, met, on his return to the me

tropolis, his illuſtrious friend, at the age

of ſeventy-two, in Fleet-ſtreet, walking,

or rather indeed moving along ; for what

with the contlant roll of his head, and

the concomitant motion of his body, he

appeared to make his way independent of

his feet ; he drank wine ſometimes, but

not ſocially, and every thing about his

chalašter and manners was torcible and

violent. On Wedneſday the 4th of April

1781, his friend Mr. Thrale died, and

Johnſon took upon him, with a very earneſt

concern, the office of one of his execu

tors, the importance of which ſeemed

greater than uſual to him, from his cir

cumſtances having been always ſuch that

he had ſcarcely any ſhare in the real buſi

neſs of life. His friends were in hopes

that Mº. Thrale might have made a liberal

proviſion for him for his life, which, as

Mr. Thrale left no ſon and a very large

fortune, it would have been lighly to his

honour to have done, and, conſidering, Dr.

Johnſon's age, could not have becrl of

long duration : but he bequeathed him

only two hundred pounds, which was the

legacy given to each of his executors.-

“I could not,” ſays Mr. Boſwell, “but

be ſomewhat diverted by hearing Johnſon

talk in a pompous manner of his new

office, and particularly of the concerns of

the Brewery, which it was at laſt reſolved

ſhould be ſold. Lord Lucan tells a very

good ſtory, which, if not preciſely exact,

is certainly characteriſtical:—That when

the ſale of Thrale's Brewery was going

forward, Johnſon appeared buſtling about

with an inkhorn and a pen in his button

hole, like an exciſeman ; and on being

aſked what he really conſidered to be the

value of the property which was to be

diſpoſed of, anſwered, “We are not here

to ſell a parcel of boilers and vats, but the

potentiality of growing rich beyond the

dreams of avarice.”—Mr. Thrale’s death,

however, was a very eſſential loſs to

Johnſon, who, though he did not foreſee

all that afterwards happened, was ſufi

ciently convinced that the comforts which

the family had afforded him would now in

a great meaſure ceaſe.

( To be continued. )

Tranſ.<tions of the Linnean Society, Vol. I. 4to. 18s. White. 1791.

THE Linnean Society owes its origin to

the introdućtion of Linneus's collec

tions of Natural Hiſtory, dried plants,books

and manuſcripts into this country by

J. E. Smith, M. D. It is approved and

patronized by Sir Joſeph Banks, the Pre

ſident of the Royal Society, who is the

firſt of its honorary Members. The

nectings of the Society are held on the

firſt and, third Tueſdays of every month,

except during the long vacation, at Dr.

Smith's houſe, in Great Marlborough

treet. It conſiſts of three honorary

Members, about fifty Fellows, as inany

tureign Members, and twenty-four Aſſo

ciates; but the numbers, we believe, are

not limited. The objects of the Society

are Botany and Natural Hiſtory in all its

blanches, and particularly the Botany

and Natural Hiſtory of this country.

The greater part of the articles in this

firſt volume of Tranſactions publiſhed by

the Society are Botanical; ten of then,

however, are upon the ſubject of animals,

and one ouly upon foſſils.

I. An Intrºductory Diſcourſe on the Riſz

and Progreſs of Natural Hiſtory. By

J.E. Smith, M. D. F. R. S. the Preſident.

This is a clear well-written treatiſe,

and a very proper introdućtion to theſe

Tranſactions. It is of conſiderable length,

taking up more than one fifth of the whole

volume. Being read on the 8th of April

1788, we may from that period date the

exiſtence of this Society.

The Preſident at the cloſe of his diſ.

courſe, ſpeaking of the Linnean collec

tion which he potſeſſes, ſays, “For my own

part, I conſider myſelf as a truſtee of the

publick. I hold theſe treaſures only for
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the purpoſe of making them uſeful to the

world and natural hiſtory in general, and

particularly to this Society, of which I

glory in having contributed to lay the foun

dation, and to the ſervice of which I ſhall

joyfully conſecrate my labours, ſo long as

it continues to anſwer the purpoſes for

which it was deſigned.”

It is well known that the benevolent

and learned poſſeſſor does not confine him -

ſelf to profeſſions, but opens his treaſures

with the greateſt liberality.

II. 3%. on ſome extraneous

Fºir of Switzerland. By M. Tingry,

Demonſtrator of Chemiſtry and Natural

Hiſtory at Geneva.

This is an ingenious diſſertation in the

French language, to prove from ſome

ſpecimens of reeds and ferms which were

#. in ſtrata of coal in the province of

Faucigni in Savoy, that coal is a vege

table produćtion, and not animal ſub

ſtances penetrated by an oily matter, as

ſome French writers have imagined

III. Obſervations on the Phalena Bom

tyx Iubricipeda of Linneus, and ſome

other Moths allied to it. By Thomas

Marſham, Eſq. Secretary to the Society.

This Moth having been confounded by

Linneus, &c. with three others (Erminea,

Mendica, and Papyracea), Mr. M. has

diſtinguiſhed them with great care, and

they are here elegantly figured.

IV. Deſcriptions of four Species of

Cypripedium. By Richard Anth. Saliſ

bury, Eſq. F. R. S. Fellow of the So

ciety.

The ſpecies are, 1. C. Calceolus. 2. C.

Parviflorum. 3. C. Spectabile. 4. C.

Humile or Acante Hort. Kew. They are

minutely deſcribed in Latin ; and the

fowers neatly figured.

V. Deſtriptions of ten Species of Li

then colle:ted in the South of Europe. By

J. E. Smith, M. D. F. R. S. Preſident.

Theſe are deſcribed in Latin, and ſeven

of them exquiſitely figured.

VI. Some Obſervations on the Natural

Hiſtory of the Curculio Lapathi and Silpha

Griſca. By Mr. William Curtis, Fellow

of the Society.

This Curculio, it ſeems, unites its efforts

in the Larva ſtate with thoſe of Phalaena,

Coſſus, and Cerambyx Moſchatus, in the

eſtrućtion of willow trees. Mr. Curtis

gives a very ſatisfactory account of this

infră, and of the Silpha Griſca, which

occurred to him during his enquiries into

the ºther, accompanied with figures in all

the ſtates of their transformation.

VII. Deſcription of the Stylephorus

Chordatuſ, a new Fiſh. By George

Shaw, M. D. F. R. S. Fellow of the

Society. * -

This curious animal conſtitutes a new

genus, approaching to the Syngnathus. It

belongs to the Order of Apodes, and was

taken between the iſlands of Cuba and Mar

tinico; its length is about 32 inches. Dr.

Shaw has deſcribed it at length; but the

ſtructure of this moſt fingular fiſh will beſt

be conceived from the annexed figure.

VIII. Deſcription of the Hirudo viridis,

a new Engliſh Leech. By the ſame. With a

figure.

This is a new ſpecies not to be found in

any publication. It is found in clear and

cold waters, and is not much more than

one-eighth of an inch in length. It is

eviparous. The Dočtor obſerves, that the

ſmaller ſpecies of Hirudo are poſſeſſed

of a reproductive power almoſt equal to

the polype; and that he has divided them

in every direction, and ſubdivided them,

without the failure of one ſingle part.

IX. The Botanical Hiſtory of the Caz

mella Alba. By Olof Swartz, M. D.

Foreign Member of the Society. ,

The learned author, who is well known

for his botanical works, has here given

the hiſtory of the plant fiom the firſt no

tice of it by Cluſius, a deſcription, the

charaćter of the flowers, and a figure.

This was the more neceſſary, as the bark

has frequently been miſtaken for the Cor

tex Winteranus, and the plant has hither

to been but imperfectly known.

X. Deſcription of the Cancer Stagnalis.

By Dr. Shaw.

This animal is generally found in ſoft

waters, particularly in ſmall ſhallows of

rain-water in ſpring and autumn. It is

not ſo generally known as the reſt of the

Britiſh ſpecies; and the obſervations,

particularly thoſe which relate to its firſt

appearance from the egg, are new and

curious. The deſcription is accompanied

with a plate.

XI. On the Feſtuca Spadicea and Az

thoxanthum Paniculatum. By the Preſident.

Theſe are clearly proved to be one and

the ſame graſs. A deſcription and charac

ter of it is given, and a ſeries of errors

and miſconceptions concerning it is moſt

happily adjuſted. This paper is accom

panied with a copy of Rudbeck's figure.

XII. On the Migration of certain Bird,

andom other Matters relating to the feather

ediſribes. By William Markwick, Eſq.
Aſſociate.

Theſe obſervations were made at Catſ.

field near Battle in Suſſex. They are

acCoill
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accompanied with a table, and explanatory

renal ks on a great number of birds ;

together with a figure of Tringa Glarco

ja, a rare bird ſhot in the parish of Battle.

XIII. The Hiſ ry and Deſcription of a

new species of Facut. By Thomas Wood

ward, Eſq. Feilow of the Society.

The ingenious author names this new

Alga Fucus Suiyu, us. The fructification

is ſingular. That, with the plant, is deſ

cribed and figured.

XIV. Account of a ſingular Confºrma

tion in the Wings of ſome species of Moths.

By M. Eſprit Giorna, of Turin, Foreign

Member of the Society. *

This is a deſcription, in French, of a

curious apparatus to the wings of Moths,

to ſecure them from injury in their flight.

M. Giorna conſiders it as a new diſcovery ;

it was known, however, to Harris; but

this author has carried the matter much

farther.

xv. Obſervations on the Language of

Ratany. By the Rev. Thomas Martyn,

33. D. F. R. S. Profeſſor of Botany at

Cambridge, and Fellow of the Society.

Two fundamental principles are here

enforced in forming an Engliſh botanical

Ianguage. 1. That we ſhould adhere as

cloſely as poſſible to the Linnean language.

2. That we ſhould adapt the terminations,

plurals, compounds, and derivatives to

the ſtructure and genius of our ſteljing

Engliſh.

XVI. Obſervations on the Genus of Be

gonia. By Jonas Dryander, M. A. Fel

łow of the Society.

Hiſtory and charaćter of the genus.

Characters, deſcriptions, &c. of twenty-one

ſpecier, beſides mine obſcure ones. Figures

ºf B. I unilis & tenera; beſides a plate

of leaves and capſules.

This paper throws much light on a

genus which before was very obſcure.

XV I. O. tºe Genus of Symplocos, com

prehenſiºg Hºpea, Aſtonia, and Ciponi

zaa. By M Charles Louis L'Heritier, of

the Academy of Sciences at Paris, Foreign

Member of the Linuean Society.

A Jºlieſtation in Latin, to ſhew that

thºſe four genera ought to be compre

benied in one.

XV III. Cn the Gerus of Caligcºlazn,

•º prehendig i ter.cocets, and Pallºyia.

}}y inc Sane.

is lºch confuſion is cleared up in this

hert Latin treatiſe.

XIX. Cyerwations on Polypodium

Crc fºr rif, a companied with a Specimen

frºm ºcci.and. By Mr. J. Dickſon, Fel

low of the Seciety.

The miſtakes concerning this Britiſh

Fern are here well cleared up.

XX. Account of a ſpinning Limax or

Slug. By Mr. Thomas Hoy, of Gordon

Caſtle, Aſſociate ; with a note by Dr.

Shaw, confirming this phoenomen ºn, of

ſlugs having, in common with ſpiders and

caterpillars, the faculty of conveying

themſelves through the air, by means of

threads ſpun out of their bodies.

XXI. Deſcription of three new Ani

mals found in the Pacific Ocean. By Mr.

Archibald Menzies, Fellow of the Society.

Theſe animals are, 1. Echineſs lineata ;

2. Faſciola clavata ; 3. Hirudo branchiata.

A ſhort account of them is here given,

with a figure of each.

XXII. Remarks on the Genus Veronica.

By the Preſident.

Theſe remarks are made to clear up ſome

obſcurities in this genus.

XXIII. Deſºrptions of two new Spe

cies of Phalana. By Mr. Louis Boſc, of

Paris, Foreign Member of the Society.

Theſe Moths are named Ph. Pylaris

Tubercularia, and Ph. Tinea Sparrman

nella. They are deſcribed in Latin, and

figured.

XXIV. The Botanical Hiſtory of the

Genus Dillenia, with an Addition of

feveral Nondeſcript Species. By Charles

Peter Thunberg, Knight of the Order

of Waſa, Profeſſor of Botany and Mie

dicine in the Univerſity of Upſal, and Fo

reign Member of the Society.

Six ſpecies of this handſome genus are

deſcribed by the illuſtrious author in La

tin ; and three are figured. The generic

charaćter alio is an ended.

XXV. The Botanical Hiffor, of Tri

folium Alpfire, RMedium, and Prate ºz.

By Adam Afzelius, M. A. Denzontra

tor of Botany in the Univerſity of Up

ſal, and Foreign Member of this So

cictv.

This is a moſt elaborate elucidation of

a wonderful ſeries of confuſion relative

to theſe three ſpecies of Trefoil or Clo

wer.

XXVI. An Account of ſeveral Plant,

preſented to the Linnean Society, by Mr.

John Fairbairn and Mr. Thomas

Hoy, Fellows of the Society. By the

Preſident.

Theſe plants are, 1. Coſtus Specioſus.

2. Statice Latifolia. 3. Sempervivum

Stellatum. 4. Attragalus Leucciphaeus.

5. Mimoſa Myrtifolia. 6. M. Suaveolens.

XXVII. Extracts from ibe Miinate

Book of the Linnean Society.

1. Some account of a BuPreſtis, con

municated
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municated by Sir Joſeph Banks, to whom

it was ſent from the Committee of Ware

houſes of the Eaſt India Company. It

had eaten through 15 pieces of muſlim of

3 or 10 folds in each piece.

2. An account of a ſingular Pigeon, or

Lufus Naturae in the dove-houſe Pigeon,

in a letter from Mr. Latham.

Eſſays, Philoſophical, Hiſtorical, and Literary.

If we are notmiſinformed, Sir Joſeph

Banks, with his wonted liberality, made a

reſent of the Plates to the Society, which

as enabled them to offer their book at a

modorate price to the public.

There are many new and uſeful things

in this volume; and upon the whole it

does credit to this reſpectable Society.

Vol. II. 8vo. 6s. Dilly.

(Continued from Page 28.)

W E now open this colle&tion at the

Thirty-firſt Eſſay, which has for its

title, “Remarks on the Reign and Cha

racter of King William.” This is, in

fact, a ſtudied, but by no means an able,

vindication of that monarch. The Eſſay

ift ſets out with defending the Revolution

upon a different plan from what our beſt

writers, and particularly Judge Blackſtone,

have conſidered as the only proper one.

They have apologized for this, great

tranſaction upon the “ſolid footing of

authority;” our Eſſayiſt, onthe contrary,

glories in the Revolution becauſe it “was

founded upon reaſon, equity, and juſ

tice."—We beg leave here to remark,

that whatever reaſon, equity, or juſtice,

might attuate the people in this affair, yet
there were but few traces of them in the

condust of the Prince of Orange. The

language he held out to the Parliament

when it ſeemed inclined to adopt a regency,

in the exigency the kingdom was then

in by the flight of the King, and the

infancy of the Prince of Wales, indicated

as plainly as his whole conduct, that no

tling leſs than the poſſeſſion of the Eng

liſh Crown was his motive from the very

firit. By the Revolution the conſtitu

tion of this country was materially

violated, as this writer hath obſerved;

but time and the death of William

without iſſue have reſtored the fabric

to its priſtine glory; nor is there now any

fiſſue in it. Our author evinces in this

ſketch a marked diſlike of the High-church

clergy at that period ; and, repreſents

then as either non-jurors, or hypocrites.

That the Clergy were, during that reign,

jealous of all attempts to make changes in

the eccleſiaſtical eſtabliſhment, and reſo

lutely oppoſed them, is undoubtedly true,

and redounds to their higheſt honour. Wil

liam owed much to their labours for what

he had obtained. Had they not ſo zea

louſly and irreſiſtibly cppoſed Popery by

their learned productions from the pulpit

and the preſs, the nation would not have

Vol. XXI.

been excited to ſuch a deteſtation of its

principles and ſuch a fear of its eſtabliſh

ment, nor would the Prince of Orange

have found ſuch a welcome reception.

Eſſay XXXII. is entitled an “Ezamen

of the King of Pruſſia's Refle&tions on

Religion.” If any thing could warrant

an examination and refutation of the royal

author's very impertinent refle&tions, it

muſt be an apprehenſion of their doing

miſchief on account of his rank and cele

brity. After all, we do not by any means

think that ſo particular a notice as is here

taken of the Refle&tions, was at all neceſ.

ſary. The Eſſayiſt, however, ſeems to

have entered into the talk of examination,

not ſo much with an intention to expoſe

ſcepticiſm as orthodoxy to contempt. He

echoes by tranſlation the royal theologian's

witheſs ſarcaſms againſt the peculiar doc

trines of chriſtianity; but then he round

ly aſſerts, without proof, that chriſtianity

has nothing to do with them. The

Eſſayiſt attributes to the “philoſophical

: monarch” learning and goºd ſºnſ.

The latter quality it would be ill manners,

even now he is dead, to call in queſtion ;

but as to Frederick's learning, we are poff.

tive that it was of a very doubtful value,

and by no means ſufficient to enable him

to aſſume with propriety the character of

a theological controverſialiſt. Our Eſſayiſt,
we have no doubt, would be highly diſ

pleaſed at being ranked among the deniers

of revelation, but we ſhall only aſk what

ſort of a believer he muſt be who makes

ſuch aſſertions as the following : “It is

obvious toremark, that Chriſtianity, though

it undoubtedly ſuppoſes and implies the

authenticity, and divine origin of the

Jewiſh religion, leaves us the moſt exten

live latitude of judging as to theſe par

ticulars which are not immediately on ne

cellarily connected with this general ac

knowledgement; and as to the accounts

which are tranimitted to us of the creation

and fall of inan, the diſperſion of man

kind, the general deluge, &c. they may
D d very
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very properly be conſidered as the ancient

popular traditions of the Jews, blended,

agreeably to the ſtile of Oriental antiquity,

with allegorical and hieroglyphical image

ry, in which it is neither very eaty nor

very material to diſtinguiſh what is fabu

lous from what is true. And if any

chriſtian philoſopher ſhould even think

proper to reject theſe remote and obſcure

traditions as wholly incredible, I know

not that they are ſo connected or inter

woven with the proper evidence of the

divine authority of the Jewiſh and Chriſ

tian religions, as therefore to render him

liable, in any degree, to the charge of in

conſiſtency. Though vague and roman

tic as they may be deemed, I have my

ſelf no doubt of their being originally

founded, like moſt of the mytholºgical fic

tions of the Greeks, from which they de

rive ſtrong corroborative evidence, upon

real and important facts.”

If this is the light and indifferent man

ner in which a christian may be allowed to

conſider the Old Teſtament Scriptures,

and to view them only as recording popu

lar traditions, may we not aſk, How cºme

our Saviour to diſtinguiſh between the

traditions of the Jews and thoſe Scrip

tures, to which he appealed as an infallible

‘vidence in his own favour ! How like

wiſe came the Apoſtle to aſſert, that all

Scripture is given by inſpiration of God,

and is profitable fºr doctrine, for reproof,

Jor correction, for inſiruction in righte.

ºfteſ: # We are aware, indeed, that

tophiſm may miſinterpret the words of

Our Saviour, and heterodoxy boldly ad

vance that St. Paul was an inconcluſive

reaſoner. What powerful champions,

therefore, muſt ſuch writers as our Eſſay

iſ be of the ſacred truth once delivered to

the ſaints The direct opponents of chriſ

tianity look into the Bible and behold

myſterious doctrines contained in it, at

which their arrogant reaſon revolts. Our

half believers weed the Bible, of theſe

dočtrines, under the plea of their being

interpolations, or accommodate them to

their reaſons, by making them to be

nothing more than allegorical repreſenta

tions of ſome very ſimple truths.

We ſhall now leave this Eſſay, and

proceed to that numbered XXXIII. and

entitled “On Unitarianiſm ;” where, to

ſpeak the truth in a word, we find no

more ſatisfaction than in the laſt.

The Eſſayiſt ſets out with the trite ar

ment of the ſimplicity of Chriſtianity as

it ſtands in the New 1 eſtament, and then

expreſſes his ſurprize, that “the vaſt fabric

of error, ſuperſution, and abſurdity, which

the greater part of Chriſtendom ſtill reveres

as the true apoſtolic and catholic church,

could ever have been erected on ſo diſ

proportionate a baſis.”—This plea of

the ſimplicity of the goſpel is abſolutely

falſe in the extent to which Sociaians carry

it. Let any perſon who is not a believer

of the goſpel open the ſacred volume to

find what its doćtrimes are, and he will

readily pronounce it replete with ſuch

myſterious ones as his reaſon will imme

diately riſe againſt. Where is this boaſted

ſimplicity to be ſeen in the goſpel of St.

John, particularly in the firſt chapter con

cerning the pre-cxiſtence of the Logcº,

and alſo in the many paſſages where the

divine Mcſſenger himſelf declares hiscon

munion with the Father Our Saviour's

doctrine, which he conſtantly inculcated,

of the neceſſity of the believer's ſpiritual

union with him by the influence of another

divine perſon, the Holy Ghoff, is far from

being ſo ſimple as our Eſſayiſt would have

us believe. After having aſſerted the

ſimplicity of the momentous truths of

chriſtianity, and lamented the corruptions

which have for ages darkened the chriſtian

church, he proceeds to exultation in the

Preſpest of the “approaching time, when

the Sun of Truth ſhall appear in meridian

ſtrength and beauty.” The principal
cloud which our author conſiders as ob

ſcuring that grand luminary, and which

is full of miſchief to the intereſts of re

ligion, is the doćtrine of the Triºrity.

Againſt it, therefore, he has carefully

gathered up the frivolous arguments which

have been again and again urged, and as

repeatedly refuted. He dwells much

upon the notion that this doćtrine was drawn

from the ſyſtem of Plato; but there is little

reaſon to believe that St. John knew any

thing of that philoſopher's writings; and

if there i. be any traces of ſublimity

in Plato's ideas of the mode of the Divine

exiſtence, it is not more to be wondered

at than that he ſhould have ſome juſt con

ceptions of the nature of the love of God.

This high and exalted duty is explained

in the goſpel in a manner very little agree

able to natural reaſon ; and though Plats

had ſome idea of it, yet it does not there

fore follow, that it is a conceit introduced

into the church from a too great admira

tion of his ſyſtem in the primitive chriſ
tlans. -

Such writers as the preſent Eſſayiſt

conſider it as a capital objection to our

Saviour's divinity, that the firſt chriſtians

were accuſtomed to ſpeak of him as a man

aſproved of God. Let it therefore be duty

conſidered, that it was the cuſtom of our

Lºrd
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Lord himſelf, as well as of his immediate

followers, to lead their diſciples very gra

dually into the myſteries of the kingdom
of God.

We cannot, conſiſtently with our limits,

examine particularly what our Eſſayiſt has

advanced in favour of Unitaria...iſºn or

rather Socinianiſri, but we venture to pro.

nounce thewhole to be the jejune ſkimmings

of the modern ſhallow effuſions of that

party. . The writings of Dr. Prieſtley

ſeem to have been his favourite reſources;

and farther than the learning diſplayed in

them, we believe our author to Le unac

quainted. That Chriſt is not a creature,

as they would have the world believe, we

ſhall here prove by one argument, rarely

if ever confidered, at leaſt it has not been

confidered with that reſpect to which it is
entitled. He is held out to us in Scripture

as the chject of our love, and not of that

kind of mixed love which we are to

entertain for each other, but the higheſt

and moſt diſintereſted love; the ſame

which we are to cheriſh and improve in

our hearts to the Lord of all.

. In conſequence of this it was that Igna.

tiuſ, than whom a more venerable autho

ſity can ſcarcely be produced, took as his

favourite motto, My Love is Crucified ;

expreſſive of his entire devotedneſs both

in heart and life to his Crucified Redeemer.

Would this language become a So

cinian Or indeed would he adopt it in

its ſtrict and only proper meaning 2

Our Eſſayiſt concludes his remarks

upon Unitarianiſm with the following tri

umphant diſplay of its preſent ſtate, and

confident anticipation of its univerſal ex

tenſion : “ In the preſent age, an age

diſtinguiſhed by the prevalence of the

ſplit of rational and liberal enquiry, we

ſee that the ancient ſyſtem of Unitarianiſm

ſhakes off the duſt and rears its reverend

head.” It even ſeems to advance with

accelerated force and vigour. And if

this doćtrine, cheriſhed and avowed as it

appears to have been in the early ages

of the church, by the ſimple, the ignoble,

and the illiterate; contemned by the pride

ofº and rejećted by the wiſe,

the learned and the mighty ; ſhould ulti

mately prove to be the true, the genuine

doctrine of reaſon and revelation; what

remains, but to acknowledge with all

humility, in the language of the great Apoſ

tle, that “God hath choſen the fooliſh

things of the world to confound the wiſe ;

and God hath choſen the weak things of

the world to confound the things which

are mighty ; and baſe things of the world

and things which are deſpiſed hath Ged

choſen, yea and things which are not, to

bring to nought things that are, that no

fleſh ſhould glory in his preſence.”

We are rather apprehenſive that all this

confidence is preſumptuous; for we think

there is too much chilling coldneſs in this

boaſted ſyſtem, and too much of the un

aminating incrtneſs of moral philoſophy

in it, to render it palatable to perſons

in general. The flame of devotion

muſt burn upon a very different altar than

the mere moral fitneſs of things, and be

kindled by a more ſuperior power than

natural reaſon, ere it will prove agreeable

to religiouſly humble minds. In the pre

ſent ſyſtem they find themſelves warmed

to devotion, whereas Unitarianiſm would

deſtroy their hopes by converting them

into doubts.

•

[To be continued.]

Forty Years' Correſpondence between Geniuſes of boath Sexes and James Elphinſton:

in fix pocket vollumes : Foar ov Oridginal Letters, Two ov Poet, y. 12mo. (Sold

for won Guinnea ſowed )

44 OF dhis Correſpondence, no part

havving been oridginally intended

for dhe Pres; nor a partikel prezerved,

but on dhe ſinguel principel dhat evively

intelle:Fual produccion, hwich cood at won

ºne or place be uſefool or piezing, may

becom no les boath at anº.'dher; dhe

births or Intellect' being immortal az

dikir Parent; no wonder can arize dhat

manny Letters are here widhout dheir

Anſers; az wel az manny Anſers,

widhout dhe Letters dilat occazioned

dhem. It proves raddher peculiarly for

tunate,not onely dhat ſo many particcular

cºrreſpondences hav remained entire; but

what no artikel on edher fide is here ex

tant, widhout its obvious uſe or diſtinčt

independence.”

Such is the title-page and the firſt

paragraph of the Editor's addreſs to the

public, in his own peculiar orthography.

with which we ſhall not perplex our

reader or printer by giving any more

than the above ſpecimen. The remainder

of the addreſs is taken up with defending

the innovations which he has made in the

mode of ſpelling and writing, which we

believe would afford neither entertain

ment nor inſtruction to our readers, were

we to take any further notice of theme

Leaving therefore our Author to convince

ſuch of his readers as are willing to enter

l) d a 98.
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on this ſubjest at large, we ſhall proceed

to the remaining contents of the work.

Of the fix volumes, four comprize the

Correſpondence, in which we find little of

importance to the public; many of the

letters being to and from the Editor, who

formerly kept a ſchool at Kenſington, to

his pupils and their parents, on ſubjećts

which might be intereſting to individuals,

but which had been better confined to the

#. to whom the letters were written,

he remaining two volumes conſiſt of

poetry, apparently ſchool-exerciſes, by the

Editor's pupils and by himſelf, none of

which riſe above mediocrity. As a ſpecimen

of this collectionwe ſhall ſelect thefollowin

letter from the Author of “The Man of

Feeling, &c.”

“DeAR SIR,

“I COULD eaſily have pardoned

our delay in anſwering a letter of ſo

}. conſequence as mine, without ſo

melancholy a reaſon as that you aſſign for

it. I fincerely condole with you on the

death of one who, from the little I had the

leaſure of ſeeing her, had to me the ap

pearance of ſo much real worth.

“Poor Hettor Mackenſie's fate was

aggravated by the circumſtances attending

it. It reached him in the flower of life,

and amidſt thoſe ſchemes for futurity

which at that age we are ever fond to

treate, and ſedulous to purſue. Thoſe

things are frequent; but it is a philo

ſophy I never envied, to be above the

feelings they excite.

“ By the circumſtance of receiving

your letter ſo long after its date as about

the beginning of this month, the pleaſure

you were ſo obliging to communicate by

your verſes ", , had been anticipated by

ſeeing a copy of them, not altogether cor

rect indeed, in our newſpapers. To a

man who pretends to do anything like

making verſes, ſuch a preſent is a ſort of

challenge for ſome return; and however

poor I may be at thoſe weapons, yet as

the incloſed trifle, which I happened juſt

now to light upon, is of a commodious

ſize for conveyance, I have ventured to

fend it you.

“ Gray’s “Fatal Siſters,” one of his

new publications, in the late cdition of his

works, I dare ſay you have ſeen. A

gentleman obſerved to me, that the ap

pearance of the gigantic deities there

mentioned, of which Mr. Gray had

only given us ſome account in proſe,

might afford good ſubject for poetical

deſcription, and deſired I would ſupply

that want by way of Introduction. In

purſuance of his ſuggeſtion I wrote theſe

ſtanzas. They are mere deſcription, and

therefore have at beſt but a ſecondary de

gree of merit.

“The poetical inclination, let the pru

dence of the world ſay what it will, is at

leaſt one of the nobleſt amuſements. Our

philanthropy is almoſt always increaſed by

it; there is a certain poetic ground on

which a man cannot tread without feel

ings that mend the heart; and many who

are not able to reach the Parnaſſian

heights, may yet advance ſo near as to be

bettered by the air of the climate.

“I ſhall be happy to hear from you

at any interval that may perfectly ſuit

your convenience. Let me know how

the literary world goes with you. I hear

of it ſometimes in Reviews; but he that

reads them to improve his knowledge in

books, will be (for the moſt part) in a

ſtate not very different from that of the

old lady, who took lodgings at a toll-bar

that ſhe might ſee the world. Both will

be juſt ſo much the wiſer as the titles of

the paſſengers can make them.

“Is your friend Dr. Johnſon quite

ſatisfied with the fame he has already ac

quired I have ſeen ſome late per

formances againſt him equaliy ſtupid and

abuſive. 'Tis what an Author's vanity

ſhould wiſh. The praiſe of candour a

moderate genius may acquire; but the

obloquy of duneſs is an encomium to

which a common degree of merit can ſel

dom attain.

“Do me the favour to preſent my

compliments to Mrs. Elphinſtone. -

“I am, with great eſteem,

“Your very humble ſervant,

“HENRY MAckensie.”

“Edinborough, Dec. 16, 1768.”

The following are the verſes mentioned

in the preceding letter.

"TWAS on E1 R is's fatal day,

Led by Won IN's ſecret band,

Where the dancing waves of Mayf

Speed the current to the land,

* Preſented to the King of Denmark in three languages.

+ The name of a place on the northern coaſt of caithneſs.

will be allowed when the appearance of the waves (which the Author has ſeen) is known

for here by the meeting of currents they are thrown up direct.

The epithet da-cºg

For which reaſon, or

l, win ºil apparent be gº, they are ſilicu by the country-people Tae Man of Max.

Red
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Red his eye that watch'd the book,

Seal’d with many a hero's blood;

Wrh briſtling locks and haggard look

The hoary Prophet gaz'd the flood.

The biting north wind bruſh'd the tide,

And drove the bickering hail before :

Shrill the angry Mermaid cry'd,

Midſt the burſting billow's roar.

There the ſtifled tempeſts pant;

A hollow ſound the caverns gave ;

And forky lightnings ſhot aſlant

The glittering treſſes of the wave.

Big the clouds on Thule's height

Sail'd athwart the duſky ſky;

Swelling to the diſtant fight,

Far its wreaths were ſeen to lye.

Now the muttering thunder roll'd :

Lo! a meteor's ſtreamy ſign :

Purple, gold atting'd, behold !

Opes the azure eye divine.

Now from out the darker ſide,

Louder thunders ſtrike the ear :

Now from out the beamy tide,

Lo! the giant maids appear.

Fatal Siſters, ſpeed your way;

Give your foaming courſers rein;

Paſs the dancing waves of May,

Paſs the murmur of the main.

See the le der of the band,

Dreaded Hilda 1 where ſhe paſt,

See the trumpet in her hand

Hark 1 ſhe pours the rattling blaſt.

Fell Revenge and Fury ſpread

Burning pinions o'er her brow;

Eyes that panic terrors ſhed,

Fiercely ſhoot a crimſon bow.

Round in mazy circlets ſtream

Famiſh'd birds, that watch the dead:

See a fading ſpectre gleam 1

Sigurd droops his fated head?

Where, to meet the pebbly ſhore,

Leans the velvet-verdur’d bill;

Darts the ſpear the maiden bore;

Mandate of the maiden's will.

See 1 it lighten’d as it flew :

Quiv'ring now on earth it ſtands,

Hark! again the blatt ſhe blew,

Echoing, ſhook a thouſand lands !

Labouring with its monſtrous birth,

Heav'd the hill on every fide!

Lo' the portals of the earth,

Burſtiug, yawn'd an entrance widel

See the loom is ready laid:

O'er it ſee the Siſters bent 1

Seats that bear each wondrous maid;

Each the rock an earthquake rent 1

Hark! beneath the trembling ground

(From Hela's dark domain it roſe)

Deeply peal’d a ſolemn ſound ;

Hark! for Hilda caught the cloſe.

Ours, ſhe cried, and wav'd her hand,

Ours to join the magic throng t

Siſters, ſuch our Queen's command:

Ours to ſwell the magic ſong 1

Speeches of M. de Mirabeau the Elder, pronounced in the National Aſſembly of

France.

from the French Edition of M. Mejan.

THE ſpeeches of M. de Mirabeau

here preſented to the public, and

which are extraćted from a voluminous

colle&ion, may be conſidered as having

gained in ſome reſpects, rather than loſt,

by tranſlation, fince they are now adopt

td into a language which for ages has

been the language of Liberty. Beſides, as

Mirabeau, who ſpoke ext: mpore, is in

ſome inſtances deficient in dignity of ex

preſſion, the Tranſlator has, on thoſe

occaſions, helped him to ſuch modes of

ſpeech as he himſelf would, in all likeli

hood, have wiſhed to uſe, if at the mo

ment it had been whiſpered to him by a

colleague, But wherever this liberty has

been taken, the expreſſions made uſe of in

the original are given in the margin. For

example, part of Mirabeau's ſpeech to

Prevail on the aſſembled Deputies to con

* * Elle preadiales mêmes deg & de force que nous mºnes.”

To which is prefixed, a Sketch of his Life and Character. Tranſlated

By James White, Eſq. Debrett. 1792.

ſtitute themſelves under the title of Re

preſentatives of the People of France, is

thus tranſlated :

“This fimple, peaceable, inconteſtible

appellation will become every thing to us

in time; it fits us at our birth, it will fitus

at our maturity. It will grow with our

growth,andſtrengthen withourſtrength".”

The introductory, paragraphs of the

French, Editor to the ſeveral ſpeeches,

with his notes, and thoſe of Mirabeau,
form a valuable, and indeed a neceſſary

addition to the collection before us; in

which we find, among others, a Speech

on the motion for an addreſs to the King

to entreat him to diſmiſs the troops ;-

An Addreſs to the King—The King's

Anſwer----A Speech on the King's
Anſwer—A Speech to the Third Depu

tation intended to be ſent to requeſt the

diſmiſſion
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diſmiſſion of the Troops—An Addreſs to

the King requeſting the diſmiſſion of his

Miniſters—A Speech on the ſame ſubjest

—A Speech on Eccleſiaſtical Property,

&c. Mr. White in maſculine energy of

ftyle, which is the main point, is leſs de

ficient than in grammatical accuracy, in

which we catch him nodding not un

frequently; 2s in page 1 1, “ ſynonymous

to,” for “ with.”—P. 38, three lines

from the bottom, “ that” for “which.”

-- P. 44, “meet the idcas;” ſome of the

ſling of the Houſe of Commons.—Ditto,

“ may go to the great object ; ditto.—

P. 6;, “.. the then circumſtances.”—

P. 47, “When the queſtion is to con

ſtitute ourſelves,” &c. This is French,not

Engliſh. Mr. White enters fully into

the ſpirit of the great Mirabeau. His

grammatical inaccuracies and vulgariſms

he may eaſily correct ; and we ſhall give

Mr. White an advice which we find ne

ceſſary, on many occaſions, to be given to

writers of more parts than education, viz.

to ſubmit his manuſcripts before publica

tion to the reviſal of ſome learned friend,

verſant in the niceties of univerſal and

philoſophical grammar.

In the peruſal of this very intereſting

little volume, one acquires, in an eaſy and

imperceptible manmer, an idea of the riſe.

progreſs, and accompliſhment of the

French Revolution.

Nuge Antique, being a Miſcellaneous Colle&lion of Original Papers in Proſe and

Verſe, written in the Reigns of Henry the Eighth, Queen Mary, Elizabeth, King

Jºnes,and Charles the Firſt. By Sir John Harrington,Tranſlator of Arieſto. Selected

from authentic Remains. A new Edition. 3. Vols. 1 amo. Price los. 6d. Cadcli.

O} this new edition of theſe very curi

ous and intereſting remains of anti

quity, we have nothing to ſay, but to ex

preis our ſatisfaction at being told, that,

An Hiſtorical Sketch of the French Revolation.

at the deſire of the late Dr. Johnſon, a

fourth volume will ſoon be added to the

three already publiſhed.

From its Commencement to the

Year 1792. 8vo. 7s. in boards. Debrett. 1792.

AMONG the almoſt innumerable pub

lications to which the French Revo

lution has given riſe, the preſent appears

to be not the leaſt worthy of attention.

. The Author takes up the hiſtory of the Re

volution at its commencement, and deduces

it nearly to the preſent period. His nar

rative is interſperſed with reflections, and
abounds with much valuable information

as well as political knowledge. The ea

der vii, eaſily perceive, from his manner of

treating his ſubject, that the writer is a

Geºtievan, and not a profe; d Author.

lf we were to hazard a conjecture from

fone peculiarities of the ſtyle, though in the

aſſumed character of an ingliſhman, he

appeals to be a Foreigner, who has made

yºuch proficiency in the Engliſh language.

\VE.2e, ºr he be, it is evident that he has

read and ruſhcęted much upon the ſubject

e; which he treats, that he '." brought to

the talk a confiderable portion of know

ledge, and diſ; lays much ſhrewdneſs as

well as accuracy of obſervation; and

though he profeſſes to derive his materials

merely frein papers and books, yet fron

the variety of information which he has

b' qught forwar', and the new point of

vie" in which he has been able to place

tattº ºrcsºly known, it will not be eaſily

*-ūits that us has not had acceſs tº

higher and more intereſting ſources of in

telligence, if he has not had himſelf ſome

ſhare in the occurrences which he relates.

He embraces a great portion of the ſeati

ments of Mr. Burke, but diſplays none

of the violence of a partiſan : He every

where inculcates moderation, and recom

mends to his readers to ſuſpend their

judgment till it ſhall have been matured

by time and the courſe of events, and forum

their concluſion from the deciſion of in

partial experience. But we haſtem to pre

ſent our readers with ſome extrasts.

The following is the account which the

Anthor gives of the celebrated M11RA

BEAU, previous to that part which he

acted in the National Aff-mbly

“The hiſtory of Mirabeau would of it

ſelf fill a volume, but I am not well ac

quainted with its detail, neither do ſ

think that private libels are uſeful and

inſtrustive. From his earlieſt youth he

was diſtinguiſhed by ſuperior talents, and

by the moſt reſtleſs turbulent ſpirit. One

of his enemies, Lally Tolendal, thus in

directly deſcribes his conduct and adven

tures (in the Obſervations fur la Lettre

du Comte de Miirabeau au Comite des

Recherches). “To the former merit of

“ M. de St. Prieſt, M. de Nitrabeau

“ proudly oppoſes the Donjon of V in

“ cºnnes,
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* rennes, and his long confinement in

“ſtate pºiſons. Impriſonment may not

“be ſingly a proof of guilt, but it is cer

“tainly*}; a proof of virtue. No

“doubt a man may ſay, I have been ac

“cuſed, impriſoned, condemned, and

“Jet I was innocent, and yet I never

“ had left the path of virtue. But ſtrange

“would be the reaſoning of him who

ſhould venture to ſay—Paternal reſent

ment fell heavy on my head; my wife

caſt me off with horror; my hoſts ex

claimed againſt my violations of hoſ

pitality; public authority, enforced by

my own relations, ſecluded me from

“ſociety; the tribunals of juſtice pro

“ſcribed my perſon and condemned my

“book to the flames : therefore I am a

“virtuous man, therefore I an a meri

“torious citizen.”

“Let us turn from his private life, and

tonſider his writings. His Conſiderations

für le: Lettres de Carket, his Denoncia

*ons de l'Agiotage, and his Doutes ſur la

Liberté de l'Eſcaut, denote a moſt vio

lent and malevolent temper, even when the

cauſe that he defends is good, or at leaſt

p'cutible; but it is in his famous Letters

written trom the Court of Pruſſia, that

his character appears in its not odious

ſhape. Thoſe Letters were publiſhed at

the time that he offered himſelf as a Can

didate for the States, ſome think againſt

his knowledge, and on purpoſe to diſ

grace him. He proteſted againſt the pub

lication, owning that he had written pri

vate letters to M. de Calomme, but pre

tending that they had received additions

and alterations. But as he never vouch

fººd to explain what thoſe alterations and

additions were, it is not ſurpriſing if the

world ranked his imperfect renunciation

with Voltaire's denials of his impious

books (every one of which Voltaire had

not withſtanding written). Mirabeau

Rands, therefore, accuſed, and in a man

tº convicted of ingratitude towards Prince

Henry of Pruſſia, whoſe favour he en

joyed ; of ſervile flattery towards Calonne;

and of having deceived the French Mi

ti-ry by wilful miſrepreſentation, and by

: munitrous exaggeration of the King of

Pruſſia's defects, to gratify his own viru

leuce of tenper and talents of invective.

“He had endeavoured to be elected by

his own Order of Nobles; but finding him

ſelf reječied and deſpiſed, he threw himſelf

on the ſide of the people, declaimed agaiult

all hereditary honouns, eſpouſed the re

kitments of the Tiers-Etat of Provence,

* Mitſord's Hiſt. of Greece, Wul. II. pages 665, 666.

could foment or allay at his pleaſure the

civil commotions of Aix and Marſeiles,

and was finally returned Member for the

Tiers-Etat of Aix. An Engliſhman wilf

not readily blame him for being elected

by the Commons, but it was contrary to

French prejudices; and his enemies com

pared him (ingeniouſly enough) to Cº

dius, who was adopted by a Piebeian,

that he might be choſen Tribute of the

People, and overturn the Roman Repub

lic under the pretence of liberty. -

“The moſt curious circumſtance in all

this tranſaction is, the excellent judgment

of this new Sovereign by Right Divine, .

the People (or rather the Populace) who,

rejecting its former Miniſhers for their

immorality, choſe for its favourite a man

as notoriouſly immoral as the worſt of the

countiers, a man who had deſcended to

the baſe office of a ſpy, a calumniating ſpy f

—as Dryden ſays,

“Why, that's a Name abhorr'd in Heliº"

Prince Arthur, Aét 11 I. Scene laſt.

As another ſpecimen of his ſtyle and

manner, we ſhall lay before our readers the

Author's detail of the circumſtances that at

tended the paſſing of the famous Decree iny

which all hereditary diſtinctions were

aboliſhed.

“On the 19th of June, M. de Cloot,

a malcontent Pruſſian reſiding at Paris,

entered the National Aſſembly at the head

of a mumber of ſtrangers, colle&ted (as he

ſaid) from every quarter of the globe, even

from Turkey and the Eaſt Indies, and

made a ſpeech, the bombaſt of which de

fies all tranſlation : but its chief purport

was, to repreſent the ambaſſadors from all

exiſting governments as the ambaſſadors

of tyrants, and to demand places fºr

themſelves at the enſuing ceremony, as the

‘virtual ambaſſadors of all the enſlaved

nations who wiſhed to be free. Satirical

report has affirmed, that the fellows who

perſonated the Aſiatics were afterwards

ſeen at the door of the Aſſembly begging

for the wages which had been promiſed
them.

“ Will it be too ſevere to refer to Mr.

Mitford's account of the pretended mouth

ing proceſſion, and the harangue of the

ſailor who had ſwam aſhore on the barleſ,

employed by the fictions at Athens as

the attical arts to work up the Athenians

to deitroy ſeven meritorious Generals - ?

“After M. de Cloot and his moley cº-,

had retired, a motion was made to remove

the ſtatues of ſlaves which ſurrounded a

famous
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famous ſtatue of Lewis the fourteenth,

that the eyes of foreigners might not be

wounded with ſuch an exhibition. This

was unanimouſly voted. The houſe was

now thought worked up to a ſufficient

itch of cnthuſiaſm; it was an evening

feſſion, a time when, by tacit conſent,

important queſtions had been ſeldom

moved, great numbers of the minority

were therefore abſent, the decree that

aboliſhes all hereditary not...lity was in

troduced, and voted by ſtratagem and

furprize. La Fayette was amongſt its

zealous ſuporters, and yet he appears to

have retained many old French notions of

loyalty to the King, and zeal for the Satic

Law of ſtriSt maſculine hereditary ſuc

ceſſion. Someimpartial friend might have

aſked him, whether it was probable that

the nation would retain the ſame ve

meration for hereditary monarchy when

they were taught to look on all other he

reditary diſtinctions not only with con

tempt, but with abhorrence ; and when

the family called to the ſupreme diſtinction

of alone ſupplying the vacancies of the

throne, was not permitted to claim any

outward marks of honour that might

at all ſeparate it from a family of ple
beians ?

“This famous decree carries in its very

preamble the ſtrongeſt features of that

conceit inherent in the French temper,

that vanity which would ſquare the opi

nions of all the world to its own; of which

it is difficult for cther nations to ſpeak,

without bet, aying a little too much re

ſentment. The Aſſembly were not ſatisfied

with declaring that hereditary nobility was

incompatible with the Liberty of France;

it declares in general terms, that heredita

ry Nobility is incompatible with a Free

State; and thus, by implication, declares

all Europe enſlaved, except a few Swiſs

Democrats. I defy the greateſt enemy of

England to aſſert, that in her ſº
“ hour of inſºlence,” ſhe ever declared by

Act of Parliament, what foreign govern

ments were or were not conſiſtent with her

ideas of liberty.

“The decree them aboliſhes “for ever”

all titles exiſting in France, including all

the intermcdiate titles from Prince to

Squire, i. e. ecºyer. It ful bids, with a

preciſion worthy of a ſynod of Quakers,

that the appellation of His hneſs, Exclience,

&c. &c. ſhould be given to any man or

body of men; it aboliſhes all names de

rived from eſtates (a common practice

in France), all coats of arus, and all

liveries.

“The decree next deſcends to ſuch minus

tiae as to prohibit a trifling honour paid

ſometimes to governors and noblemen,

and ſometimes to the Seigneurs de Pa

roiſſes, of burning incºnſe when they

came into the church. To this law may

be joined a clauſe in a late decree which

forbids theie lords of pariſhes to have a

pew diſtinét from their pariſhioners.

“One of the evils that had ever been

lamented in France, was the non-reſidence

of country gentlemen on their eſtates,

and a wiſe legiſlature ought by every

means to have allured them, if poſſible,

into a taſte for rural life. On the con

trary, may it not happen that theſe repeat

ed mortifications will drive them ſtill more

into towns and cities, where the ſuppoſed

diſgrace will be leſs viſible Philoſophers

may laugh if they pleaſe at the importance

that I ſuppoſe attached by a loſing party

to ſilly ceremonials and unmeaning coats

of arms : but I appeal to every generous

Briton (no matter whether noble or ple

beian), whether the moſt trifling degrada

tion, inflicted as a ſtudied inſult by a

triumphant faction, does not aſſume an

importance far beyond its real value *

Great injuries may be dictated by neceſſity

or ſelf-defence, petty affrontº appear to

be the offspring of refined malevolence.

“The King of France had ſuffered too

much already in the cauſe of his nobles

to attempt any reſiſtance, and his ſanction

was accordingly ſent on the 21ſt of June.

Of all his Miniſters, Necker alone, Nec

ker a plebeian, a republican, Necker born

in a democracy, inſiſted that his, diſap

probation ſhould be ſent to the Aſſembly ;

and as the other Miniſters refuſed, he

publiſhed his obſervations in a ſeparate

pamphlet, obſervations that do him credit,

as being prudent, rational, and moderate.

He aſks them in one paſſage, whether, as

they had voted here-litary nobility incon

ſiſtent with a Free State, they meant to

infer that nobility for life might be allow

able Here was a door opened for ditcut

tion ; upon this ground, philoſophers

migºt have endeavoured to combine the

good derived from honours that do not

taint the mind with ſelfiſh lucre, with their

doctrics of the natural equality of man :

but the French philoſophy is included in

one woºd—Extirpation.

“Monteſquieu has a remarkable chapter.

which he intitles“Idee du Deſpºtiſm:e,” aid

when the reader expects a logical defini

tion, he meets with a ſhot expreſſive

ſimile. “When the ſavages of Canada

wiſh to gither fruit, they cut down the

Pauett
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parent tree.—Such is the government of

a Deſpot º' May not a ſimilar compariſon

apply to the National Aſſembly –A

ſavage found his cottage incommoded by

the ſhade of an ancient wide-ſpreading tree,

and, inſtead of lepping the branches, he

fell to grub it up by the roots. In the

condućt of theſe enemies to deſpotiſm, an

obſerving mind may deſcry much of the

rapid violence ofa deſpot, always ready to

exclaim like our Richard in Shakeſpeare,

—“Off with his head 1–

“So much for Buckingham I.’”

Caſes in Crown Law, determined by the Twelve Judges; by the Court of King's

Bench; and by Commiſſioners of Oyer and Terminer, and General Giol

Delivery; from the Fourth Year of George the Second to the Thirty-ſecond Year

of George the Third. By Thomas Leach, Eſq. of the Middle Temple, Bar, iſter

at Law. The Second Edition, with Corrections and Additions. 8vo. Boards. Ios. 6d.

Cadell, &c.

OF the former edition of this work we

gave an account in our Review for the

Month of November 1789, and the ra

Pidity of its ſale has in ſome degree juſti

fied the opinion we then entertained ºf its

merit and utility. Certain it is, that the

judicial interpretations of thoſe laws, the

infringement of which eventually involves

not merely the properties, but the liber

ties and lives of individuals cannot be too

generally known ; but the mode in which

reſerved caſes upon Crown Law are con

ſidered by the Judges and the reſult of

their conſideration communicated, render

it extremely difficult to procure accurate

ſtatements of the principles upon which

the determinations are made; and the

author candidly acknowledges, that from

this cauſe the #. edition was in many

inſtances imperfeót. We are, however,

happy in announcing, that “from the

intormation he has received from ſeveral

Profeſſional friends, he has been enabled

to correct, in the preſent volume, many

of the errors of the former edition.”

this we obſerve particular inſtances in

the caſes of Elizabeth Dunn upon the ſub

jet of Forgery, to which the reaſonings

of the Judges are now added; in Harri

ſºn's caſe alſo upon the ſubject of Forgery;

and in Fiſher's caſe, upon the ſubječl of

Evidence. Among the original matter

alſo ſeveral new caſes, never before publiſh

td, are incorporated ; to which are added

all the reſerved caſes which have occurred

at the Old Bailey fince the firſt publica

Of .

tion of the work. Among theſe ad

ditional caſes there appear to be four of

conſiderableimportance, viz. john Wilkins's

caſe, upon the much controverted ſubject of

conſºrtitive felony ; the caſe of Rhen

wick Williams, commonly called THE

Mons'ſ ER, for wounding Miſs Porter;

the caſe of jobn Clinch for Forgery, and

Mary Graham's caſe reſpešting the form

of an indićtment when proſecuted by a

Peer of Ireland. We obſerve alſo (al

though the amendments are not noticed

by the reporter), that he has given a more

accurate and ample “ Table of Caſes;”

has rendered “the Index of Contents”

much more copious than, it was before ;

and made many minute improvements in

the body of the work. From the attention,

in ſhort, which we have paid to every part of

this volume, we are enabled to ſay, that

he has “ by correction increaſed its utili

ty, and rendered it, as he wiſhed, deſerving

of profeſſional and public approbation.”

We do not, however, mean to ſay that

it is yet free from imperfeótion ; but its

defe&ts are chiefly of ſuch a kind as

cannot, perhaps, be cured without the

aſſiſtance of thoſe Notes which the Judges

are ſaid to have made upon the determilia

tion of the caſes that have come before them,

many of which are now in the poſſeſſion of

private perſons, whom we anxiouſly hope

will hereafter communicate them to the

Editor of the preſent work, for the general

benefit of the profeſſion.

A Second Letter to the Right Honourable Charles James Fox, upon the Matter of

Libel ; ſuggeſting the Dangerous Tendency of the Bill now before the Legiſlature

upon the above Subjeºt, both with reſpect to the Conſtitution itſelf and the Whole

Syſtem of Engliſh Law. By John Bowles, Eſq. of the Inner Temple, Barriſter at

Law. 8vo. 2s. Whieldon, &c.

HE learned author of the preſent

Pamphlet renews the queſtion,

“Whether in proſecution for Libel, juries

**, or ought to be, Judges of both the

lº, and the Faà 'with equal intrepidity

and addreſs. Like a vigilant veteran in

the war of words, he ſeems to have been

filently watching the motions cf the enemy;

and tâking the field of controverſy upon

the firſt appearance of “the point being
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agitated once more in the councils of the

nation,” boldly advances to the attack

with new-conſtrušted batteries of elo

quence and logic, in order to give, en

maitre, the coup de grace. In the former

publications upon this ſubject he only

pointed out the principles of thoſe forms

which the law has adopted for proceedings

upon proſecution for Libel, and examined

the general nature and tendency of the

plan propoſed by his Right Honourable

adverſary to the conſideration of the Le

jiſlature;but in the Letter now before us,

* I intend,” ſays Mr. Bowles, “to fol

low you more cloſely through the moſt

important and ſtriking parts of that argu

ment which you urged with ſuch effect

before an attentive and a crowded houſe ;

and to meet fairly the principal topics

then advanced by you as well againſt the

ſyſtem you attacked, as in ſupport of that

you propoſed to eſtabliſh.” In filling up

this outline Mr. Bowles charges Mr. Fox

with having not only eſſentially miſcon

ceived “the real principles,” and “thought

proper to overlook ſome very material

points" of the ſubjećt under diſcuſſion; but

with having miſquoted the opinion of the

Court of King's Bench, and charged a noble

Earl (Lord Mansfield) with inconſiſten

cy, and a departure from his own prin

ciples, in ſumming up to the Jury the cele

brated caſe of Mr. Horne Tooke, &c.

with reſpect to miſconception of princi

ples, Mr. Fox, it ſeems, had taken it for

granted, that the Iſſue joined on the plea

of “ Not Guilty” was a General Iſſue,

comprizing the whole caſe of law and

fast, and, of courſe, referring the queſtion,

Whether the defendant be guilty or inno

cent of the offence 2 to the conſideration of

the Jury. This miſconception, if it be

a miſconception, we will venture, to ſay,

is not peculiar to Mr. Fox; the ſame

opinion has frequently been delivered by

Lord Camden, and ſtill prevails in the

minds of many profeſſors in Weſtminſter

Hall. Mr. Bowies admits, that “the iſſue

joined upon a charge of Libel appears in

the ſame form and is expreſſed in the ſame

terms as are uſed to denote general iſſues

in other caſes;” but he contends, that

“unleſs relative terms have invariably the

ſame preciſe effect in whatever connection

they are applied, the particular extent of

the iſſue upon Not Guilt x cannot be

concluſively inferred from its general ex

tent upon other occaſions, but muſt be

aſtertained by viewing it in its relation to

the previous part of the proceedings.”

He then proceeds to ſhew, that in caſes of

Libel the charge is not made in the ab

Jiraći, but in a detail of all the fasts to

be proved in ſupport of the accuſation ;

and as the defendant's plea is nothing

more than an anſwer to the charge, nega

tiving only what is alledged, viz. the ex

iſtence of the facts that are put upon the

record, the iſſue cannot be more-general

than the plea on which it is founded.

This diſtinction is certainly plauſible, and

is ſupported by a great variety of very in

genious arguments, nicely connected by

the cements of logic, and powerfully en

forced by all the arts and ornaments of

fine writing. But the ſtability of a build

ing depends more upon the ſoundneſs of

its foundation than the elegance of its

ſuperſtructure; and it appeals to us, that

the record of an indićtment or information

for Libel does contain a charge in the

abſtra: ; for the introdućtory part recites

the bad tendency of the publication, the

wicked - and malicious intentions of the

defendant, and then charges that he did

on ſuch a day print and publiſh “a cer

tain ſcandalous and ſeditious libel,” ſtating

its title, and ſetting forth the offenſive part

of its contents. But it is our province

only to examine the book, and not to in

veſtigate the queſtion of which it treats.

We may, however, be permitted to ſay,

that the various opinions which prevail

upon this ſubject, prove moſt clearly an

exiſting neceſſity for the interference of the

Legiſlature to declare, not what the law

it upon this intricate point, but what it

/*all be in future, for miſtra eff ſervitus

ubi jug ºff vagum aut incognitum. 1 be

ſubſequent topics of this pamphlet ale

written with great ſpirit, diſcover a deep

knowledge of the ſubječt, prove moſt

clearly the miſquotations of Mr. Fox, and

vindicate in very pointed terms the noble

Earl from the charge of inconſiſtency.

Afterpointing outthe miſchiefs withwhich,

in Mr. Bowles's apprehenſion, the Bill

now before Parliament is pregnant, he con

cludes his enquiries by the following ſpirit

ed addreſs to his Right Honourable ad

veriary :

“If there be any perſons in this country

unfriendly to our invaluable Conſtitution,

and deſirous of its ſubverſion, which

there is ſome reaſon to apprehend (though

their number is, I believe, as inſignificant

* “Confiderations on the Reſpeaive Rights of Judge and Jury upon Trials for Libel;"

**", “A Letter to the Right Hon. Charles Janies Fox, on his Motion in the Houſe of

tºwamous it ſpecting Libels " for our review of which, ſee Vol. XX, p. 42.

->
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as their malice is a&ive), thoſe perſons

muſt have ſervently wiſhed for the ſucceſs

ºf your Bill. For b-ſides the opportuni
ties they would thence have derived of

promulgating with effect and impunity

their ſeditious doctrines, there is not per'.

haps a more prompt a d efficacious mode
ef deſtroying the Conſtitutiºn itſelf, than

by rendering the adminiſtration of juſtice

vague, contentious, and nugatory; and

the application of the laws uncertain and

imperfect. And however great a privi

lege it may be to have the facts and cir

cumſtances of our condućt, and the in

tent and deſigns of our minds, ſubject to

no other human tribunal than a Jury of

our Peers; we ſhould be reduced to a

ſtate of abject ſlavery, if the laws which

Protest our property, our liberty, and

our lives, were to be adminiſtered by mes

who have never ſtudied thoſe laws ſcien.

tifically, who are not bound by an oath

to conform to them in their deciſions, and

who do not even declare the principle or

the rule upon which their deciſions are

founded.

“Of A BILL, therefore, which leads to

ſuch conſequences, as a firm Friend to

your Country and its happy Conſtitution, I

truſt you will have the greatneſs of mind

to ſay, “Peace be for Eve R to ITs

MANES :”

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE following Thoughts on a Subjećt that will moſt probably be very ſoon agitated

in Parliament, were written two Years ago by a known and well-tried Friend to his

Country and to Mankind. The Publication of them at preſent may, I think, de

Service, and in that Confidence I requeſt for them a place in your Miſcellany.

Your humble ſervant,

CURIOSUS.
-

THOUGHTS on the TEST and CoRPoRATION ACTS,

[writtEN IN 1790.]

PART THE FIRST.

TH: Difference between THE NA

TURAL AND ADVENTITIous RIGHTS

OF MANKIND FAIRLY STATE D.

HE rights of mankind in an abſo

ºte ſtate of nature ought to be pre
Krved inviolate from hurt of injury; that

º, whilſt man, remains entirely in that

* becauſe during that time they muſt
indefeaſible. For example : Man,

**ly as man, has a right' to employ

* talents which were given him by

Providence for procuring the three great

ºceſſaries of life, food, rainent, and

*ling, in the beſt manner hº can,

Pºided he doth not invade the rights

ºther intelligent beings by ſo doing. He
hath alſo a. to worſhip the Univerſal

Creator in ſuch a way and by ſuch modes

**all be moſt agreeable to the dictates of

**wn conſcience—I ſay, he has a right

* nature to the exerciſe of theſe matu

**nts, unleſs in caſes where he has

**ted that right by ſome immoral con
du:t, or bad behaviour of his own ; and

** indeed, the depriving him of ſuch

* ,and perhaps of lif: itſelf, ought

* tº be confidered as withholding from

in his juſt dues, but as a puniſhment in

fićted "Pon him for his tranſgreſſions.

But the rights to be acquired in ſociety

are of a very different complexion, and

ought not to be judged by the ſame rule,

Indeed, as far as theſe ſocial or ſecondary

rights can be ſuppoſed to comprehend of

$ontain in them the original properties of

human nature, ſº far they are unalienable;
and no man, or ſet of men, ought to de

Prive a ſingle perſon of them, if he has com

mitted no offence : but farther than this a

mere ſtate of nature cannot go; for an

advancements or improvements in learn

ing, arts and ſciences, and in trades

agriculture, and manufactures, and more

eſpecially in government, muſt be aſ

cribed to a progreſs in the ſocial ſtate, and

therefore ought to be ſubject to the rules

and regulations of that community, to

which the individual may happen to be.

long.

It is true indeed, and I freely grant,

that ſuch rules and regulations may not

poſſibly be the beſt or the wiſeſt that could

be deviſed ; for we find by experience,

that no human inſtitution is completely

perfect, and that ſtrict infallibility is not

the lot of human nature, either in Church

or in State. But nevertheleſs, and not

withſtanding all errors and imperfections

which may have been committed in the

original framing of theſe regulations, or

may have crept into them afterwards in

Procºs of tune, ſtill, whilſt they continue

* . -- to
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to be the Laws of that government under

which we live, they ought to be ſubmitted

to, till ſomething better, or leſs imper

fečt, ſhall be eſtabliſhed in their room ;

and nothing but the moſt clear convićtion,

that what they require is czpreſly contrary

to the ſupericr duty we owe to God, can

excuſe, much leſs can juſtify our noncon

formity to ſuch commands of our lawful

ſuperiors.

Here, in England, it hath pleaſed the

Legiſlature to appoint three different kinds

of Teſts, in order to qualify men for the

full enjoyment of poſts of honour, or for

lucrative employments, viz. 1ſt, The

oath of allegiance to the Chief Magiſ

trate, repreſenting the State. 2d, A re

nunciation of theº errors of Po

F. 3dly, The reception of the

Holy Sacrament according to the rites

and ceremonics of the Church of Eng

land. It is now, viz. in the year 1790,

vehemently contended, that the ſecond

and third of theſe laws ought to be repeal

ed. The Roman Catholics petition for the

removal of the one, and the whole body

of Proteſtant Diſſenters are not ſparing in

their invićtives againſt the continuance of
the other.

Perhaps, indeed it may be allowed, that

neither the ſecond nor the third of theſe

Teſts are the beſt, the ſafeſt, or the leaſt

exceptionable, which might have been pre

ſcribed. Perhaps many obječtions may be

urged againſt the continuance of either, and

yet the main queſtion remains to be deter

mined, viz. What regulations do you re

frcºtively propoſe on you; parts to the Le

giſlature, inſtead of thoſe which you wiſh

to be aboliſhed : For be aſſured that the

governing part of every ſociety will require

either openly cr tacitly ſome Teſt or other

from all thoſe who wiſh to be appointed to

ſts of honour or places of profit; and

it is idle to ſuppoſe, that the requiring ſuch

a Teſt (as is here deſcribed ) is contrary to

the rights of Nature, becauſe Nature,

confideled ſtrićtly and fimply in itſelf, has

ro pre-eminence, no ſubordination what

ever, excepting that of palert and child,

and conſequently can have no offices, ro

places, no perſions, and no honours or

preferments to beſtow.

In one word, all theſe things are the

cffects of various human appointments,

and are to be regulated by the reſpective

laws of each particular ſociety. Be it

therefore ever renembered, that the Go

vernors in theſe ſocieties will not grant

their own favours to any one without ob

taining ſome certain ſecurity (ſuch as they

can truſt) that ſuch offices (that is, fa

vours) ſhall not be applied to the detri

ment of the public, or even (if you

pleaſe) to the diſplacing of themſelves, or

of their friends, in older to make room

for other claimants.

If it be a very eaſy matter to compoſe

ſuch a ſet of Teſts as could neither be

; verted to ſcreen any perſons from ſerv

ing burthenſome offices (whenever requir

ed) nor yet to exclude thoſe who are

really fit to ſerve the public from places of

truſt and power, ºf are no enemies to

our Conſtitution in Church and State, the

ſooner ſuch a ſet of Teſts were propoſed to

the confideration of the Legiſlature, io much

the better. But until that time, it ſurely

cannot be amiſs to continue the preſent

forms of them, notwithſtanding certain

inconveniences to which they are liable in

common with every other inſtitution.

PART T H E S E COND.

REM A R K S on T H R THREE KINDs or

tests REQUIRED To be TAKEN ex

ALL PERSONS WHO ARE AP PO1 NTEP

To offices of TRUST or pow ER,

or to lucrative FM ployMENTs,

With in ThESE REALMS.

1ſt. THE oath of allegiance ought to be

retained, or elſe ſome other ſecurity muſt

be given to Government to the ſame effect.

But the abjuration part may be omitted,

as being no longer neceſſary.

2d. The renunciation of Popery may

be omitted, becauſe ſome part of this re

nunciation is not cautiouſly worded in a

religicus ſonſe, and becauſe the whole of

it hath no reference to the faithful diſ

charge of any civil or military tinplcy.

3d. The Sacramental Teſt may be re

peaked with ſafety, provided that ſome

thing to the following effect be uſed in its

ſtead :

“ I A. B. do ſolemnly declare in the

“ preſence of Almighty God, that I

“ bear no enmity to the Church cf

“ England as by Law eſtabliſhed.”

This declaration, or ſomething to the

ſame effect, ſhould be made in opcn Court,

immediately after taking , the Oath of

Allegiance, and is then to be regiſtered in

the Archives of the Court.
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S I R J O S H U A R E Y NO L D S.

ON Thurſday, February 23, 1792, the

world was deprived of this worthy and

amiable man and excellent artiſt at the age

of 68 years.

The following charaćter of him is ſaid to

be the production of Mr. Bu RKE.

“His illneſs was long, but borne with a

mild and cheerful fortitude, without the leaſt

mixture of anything irritable or querulous,

agreeably to the placid and even tenour of

his whole life. He had ſrom the beginning

of his malady a diſtinét view of his diſſolution,

which he contemplated with that entire com

poſure which nothing but the innocence, inte

grity, and uſefulneſs of his life, and an unaffect.

ed ſubmiſſion to the will of Providence, could

beſtow. In this ſituation he had every con

ſolation from family tenderneſs, which his

tenderneſs to his family had always merited.

“Sir Joſhua Reynolds was, on very many

accounts, one of the moſt memorable men

of his time :-he was the firſt Engliſhman

who added the praiſe of the elegant arts to

the other glories of his country. In taſte,

in grace, in facility, in happy invention, and

in the richneſs and harmony of colouring,

he was equal to the great maſters of the

renowned ages. In portrait he went be

yond them ; for he communicated to that

deſcription of the art in which Engliſh

artiſts are the moſt engaged, a variety, a

fancy, and a dignity derived from the higher

branches, which even thoſe who profeſſed

them in a ſuperior manner, did not always

preſerve when they delineated individual na

ture,

the invention of hiſtory, and the amenity

of landſcape. In painting portraits, he ap

Pears not to be raiſed upon that platform,

but to deſcend to it from a higher ſphere.

His paintings illuſtrate his leſſons, and his

leſſons ſeem to be derived from his paintings.

“He poſſeſſed the theory as perfeótly as

the pračtice of his art. To be ſuch a painter,

he was a profound and penetrating phi

loſopher.

“In full happineſs of foreign and do

meſtic fame, admired by the expert in art,

atd by the learned in ſcience, courted by the

great, careſſed by ſovereign powers, and ce

lebrated by dittinguiſhed poets, his native hu

mility, modeſty, and candour never forſook

him, even on ſurpriſe or provocation ; nor

was the leaſt degree of arrogance or aſſump

tion viſible to the moſt ſcrutinizing eye, in

any part of his conduct or diſcourſe.

“His talents of every kind—powerful

His portraits remind the ſpectator of .

from nature, and not meanly cultivated in

letters—his ſocial virtues in all the relations

and all the habitudes of life, reuder-d him

the center of a very great and unparalleled

variety of agreeable Societies, which will be

diſlipated by his death. He had too much

merit not to excite ſome jealouſy, too much

innocence to provoke any entrity. The loſs

of no man of his time can be felt with more

ſincere, general, and unmixed ſorrow. ..

Hall 1 and Far Ewell. 1"

Mrs. Ron 1 Nsox's Muſ, has paid the follow

ing Tribute to the Fame of S, R Joshua.

REYNOLDS, 'twas thine with magic ſkill

to trace

The perfect ſemblance of exterior grace;

Thy hand, by Nature guided, mark'd the

line

That ſtamps perfeótion on the form divine.

'Twas thine to tint the lip with roſy dye,

To Faint the ſoftneſs of the melting eye;

With auburn curls, luxuriantly diſplay'd,

The ivory ſhoulders poliſh'd fall to ſhade :

To deck the well-turn'd arm with matchleſs

grace;

To mark the dimpled ſmile on beauty's face :

The taſk was thine, with cunning hand to

throw

The veil tranſparent on the breaſt of ſnow :

The Stateſman's thought, the Infant's cherub

mien,

The Poet's fire, the Matron's eye ſerene,

Alike with animated luſtre ſhine

Beneath thy poliſh’d pencil's touch divine.

As Britain's Genius gloried in thy Art,

Ador'd tºy V15 Turs and rever'd thy

He a R T :

Nations unborn ſhall celebrate thy name,

And ſtamp thy mem'ry on the page of

Fame !

The funeral of this great Artiſt and very

reſpectable man * was in the higheſt degree

honourable to his charaćter, and may be con

ſidered as a fiattering proof of the aſcendan

cy of or Nius and Mr R. It under the pro

tećting influence of our happy Conſtitution.

The following is a brief account of the

chief occurrences which attended this

honourable teſtimony of departed excellence.

The corpſe wº, brought to the Royal Acade

my on Friday evening, March 2, and de

poſited in the ſmaller Exhibition Room on the

ground floor. The room was hung with

black,and ornamented with eſcutcheons, chan

deliers, &c. in a ſtyle of ſuitable magnificence.

* Sir Joſhua was a Fellow of the Royal and Antiquarian Societies, a Toctor of Laws of

Oxford and Dublin, and a Member of the Painter stainers Company in London, of which

"hº freedom was preſented to him ou the 18th of October 1784.
About
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About ten o'clock on Saturday morning,

the Academicians, Aſſociates, and Students,

affembled in the great Academician rootn

above ſtairs. Soon after the Nobility, Gen

try, and private friends, with the Executors,

joined the mourful band in the Great Coun

cil Chamber.—At half after twelve the pro

eeffion began to move forward. The Lord

Mayor, Sheriffs, City Marſhalmen, and

other Officers met the cavalcade at this period,

2nd conducted the whole to the Cathedral of

St. Paul's. The proceſſion moved in the

following order:

City Marſhal,

Marſhals' Men,

Sheriffs,

The B O D Y,

On each fide the following Pall Bearers :

Lord Elliot, Lord Palmerſton,

Earl of Upper Offbry, Earl of Inchiquin,

Earl of Carliſle, Marquis of Aber

corn,

Marquis Townſhend, Duke of Portland,

Duke of Leeds, IDuke of Dorſet.

Chief Mourner,

Mr. Gwatkin, Nephew of Sir Joſhua.

Mr. Marchi, who came from Italy with

Joſhua.

Executors,

Mr. Burke,

Mr. Malone, Mr. Metcalfe.

The Council of the Royal Academy.

The Keeper, The Treaſurer,

The Secretary, The Librarian.

Profeſſors.

Mr. T. Sandby, Mr. Barry,

Mr. Langton, Mr. Boſwell.

Academicians,

Two and Two.

Afſociates,

Two and Twn.

Artiſts, not Members of the Royal Academy.

Students.

The Archbiſhop of York.

The Marquis of Buckingham. .

Sir

Noblemen, Two and Two H.

Baronets, Two and Two :.

Gentlemen, Two and Two $

The above perſons were conveyed in ſorty

four mourning coaches. The coaches be

longing to the Noblemen and Gentlemen

who went as mourners, cloſed the proceſ

ſon, to the amount of five-and-forty car

riages. In the above ſplendid attendance

it is to be remarked, that there were three

Knights of the Garter, one of the Thiſtle,

one of the Bath, and two of St. Patrick.

At the weſtern gate, the company were met

by the Dignitaries of the Church, and the

body was conveyed to the center of the choir.

The ſervice was chaunted in a grand and

affeding ſtyle. The chief mourners and

Gentlemen of the Academy ſurrounded the

coffin. When the ſervice ended, the body

was taken from the choir, and depoſited be

neath the braſs plate under the center ef

the dome. Dr. Jeffreys, Canon Refiden

tiary, with the other Canons and the reſt of

the Choir, efficiated on this melancholy oc

caſion. The whole was condućled with the

utmoſt ſolemnity, dignity and reſpect.

Thus ends all that is earthly and periſhable

of this great man, who was a promoter of

ſcience, not more by his works and lectures

than by his beneficenccand goodneſs of heart,

which made him a valuable member of

ſociety. His name will long live an honour

to his country.

The Members of the Academy returned

to Somerſet-Houſe when the mournful cere.

mony concluded, in order to partake of a cold

collation that was prepared for them in the

large Exhibition-Room. Mr. Burke came

into the room, to expreſs, in the name of

the Family and Executors, their grateful

thanks to the Academy for their reſpectful

homage to the deceaſed ; but was prevented

by the violence of his feelings from ſaying

more than a very few words.

+ Earl of Fife, Earl of Carysfort, Lord St. Aſaph, Lord Biſhop of London, Lord

Forteſcue, Lord Somers, Lord Lucan, the Dean of Norwich, Right Hon. William

Wyndham.

1 Sir Abraham Hume, Bart. Sir George Beaumont, Bart. Sir Thomas Dundas, Bart.

Sir Charles Bunbury, Bart. Sir W. Forbes, Bart.

§ Dr. G. Fordyce, Dr. Aſh, Dr. Brockleſby, Dr. Blagden, Sir W. Scott, M. P. George

Roſe, Eſq. M. P. John Rolle, Eſq. M. P. William Weddel, Eſq. M. P. Reginald Pole

Carew, Eſq. M. P. Mat. Montague, Eſq. M. P. Richard Payne Knight, Eſq. M. P.

Dudley North, Eſq. M. P. Charles Townly, Eſq. Abel Moyſey, Etg. John Cleaveland,

} ſq. M. P. John Thomas Batt, Eſq. Welbore Ellis Agar, Eſq. Richard Clarke, Eſq.

Colonel Gwyn, Captain Pole, – Drew, Eſq. Edward Jerningham, Eſq. Dr. Laurence,

William Seward, Eſq. Bennet Langton, Eſq. James Boſwell, Eſq. Richard Burke, Eſq.

—Coutts, Eſq. William Vachel, Eſq. John Julius Angerſtein, Eſq. Edward Gwatkin,

Eſq. Charles Burney, Eſq. Jºhn Hunter, Eq. Martin, Eſq. William Cruikſhank,

Eſq. Home, Eſq. John Philip Kemble, Eſq. Joſeph Hickey, Eſq. Mr. Alderman

Beywell, John Devaynes, Eq. Mr. Pºgg, ºr, Breda, &c. &c,

SIR
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str jøsHU.4 RETNoLDS's WILL.

The firſt paragraph, which has been in

torrectly given in ſeveral Morning Papers,

is as follows:

“As it is probable that I ſhall ſoon

be deprived of ſight, and may not have an

opportunity of making a formal will, I de

fire that the following memorandums may

be conſidered as my laſt will and teſtament.”

Sir Joſhua gives to his niece, Miſs

Palmer, all his property, real and perſonal,

not otherwiſe diſpoſed of by his will ; ſpeci

fying, that this bequeſt includes his houſe

at Richmond, his houſe in Leiceſter-fields,

his money in the Funds, and all his pictures,

furniture, books, and plate.

To Mrs. Gwatkin, 10,000l. 3 per cent.

conſols.

To his ſiſter, Frances Reynolds, the

intereſt of 25col. to be placed in the

Funds; the principal to devolve on her de

ceaſe to Miſs Palmer.

To the Right Hon. Edmund Burke, zoool.

beſides the zoool. before lent him ; the bond

for which ſum, and for the intereſt, he de

fires may be null and void.

To his old ſervant Ralph Kirkley, the

ſum of Ioool.

To the Earl of Upper Oſſory, the choice

of any pićture of his (Sir Joſhua's) painting.

To Lord Palmerſtone, the ſecond choice.

To Sir Abraham Hume, Bart. the choice

of his Claude Lorraines.

To Sir George Beaumont, the “Return

of the Ark,” by Sebaſtian Bodourn.

ORIGIN A L LETTER OF

l AM grieved for your downfall, though it

was only out of a park chair—may it be

the laſt you will receive in this world—

though, while I write this wiſh, my heart

heaves a deep figh, and I believe it will not

be read by you, my friend, without a fami

liar accompanyment.

Alas! alas! my dear boy, you are born

with talents to ſoar aloft; but you have a

heart which my apprehenſions tell me will

keep you low. I do not mean, you know I

do not, anything baſe or grovelling—but,

inſtead of winging your way above the

the ſtorm, I am afraid that you will calmly

ſubmit to its rigours, and houſe yourſelf

afterwards in ſome humble ſhed, and there

live contented, and chaunt away the time,

and be loſt to the world.

How the wind blows I know not, and I

have not inclination to walk to niy window,

where, perhaps, I might catch the courſe of a

cloud and be ſatisfied; but here I am got up to

my knees, I ſhould rather ſay up to my heart,

in a ſubjećt which is ever accompanied with

ſome afflićtisg vaticination or other. I am

He appoints the Right Hon. Edmund

Burke, Edmond Malone, Eſq. and Philip

Metcalfe, Eſq. Executors of this his laſt will

and teſtament.

To Mr. Metcalfe, Mr. Malone, Mr.

Boſwell, and Sir William Scott, zool. each,

to be expended, if they think proper, ia

the purchaſe of a pićture for each, at

the ſale of his paintings, to be kept for his

ſake.

To Mr. Maſon, his miniature of Milton,

by Cooper.

His miniature of Oliver Cromwell, by

Cooper, to another Gentleman.

. To his nephew, William Johnſon, of

Calcutta, his watch and ſeals.

To the Duke of Portland his pićture, the

Angel Contemplation, the upper part of

the Nativity.

To Mrs. Bunbury, the pertrait of her

ſon.

To Mrs. Gwynn, her own portrait with

a turban.

It is a miſrepreſentation to ſay that the

will is written looſely or informally; it is

perfeótly clear and correół, and the cuſtom

ary formal words are uſed—as, “ I give

and bequeath:”—nor are the ſubſequent

bequeſts after the appointment of the Ex

ecutors merely loºſe noteſ, or memorandums

unſigned; for at the end of the whole

will, and after thoſe bequeſts, is a ſecond

ſubſcription, together with the ſeal of tus

ſubſcriber.

T H E L A T E Mr. S T E R N E.

not afraid of your doing any wrong but te

yourſelf. A ſecret knowledge of fame cºr

cumſtances which you have never communi.

sated to me, have alarmed my affection for

you—not from any immediate harm they

can produce, but from the conviction they

have forced upon me, concerning your diſ

poſition, and the nicer parts of your cha

raēter. If you do not come ſoon to me,

I ſhall take the wings of ſome fine morning

and fly to you ; but I ſhould rather have:

you here, for I wiſh to have you alone; and

if you will let me be a Mentor to you for

one little month I will be content, and you

ſhall be a Mentor to me the reſt of the year,

or, if you will, the reſt of my days.

I long moſt anxiouſly, my dear friènd, to

teach you-not to give an opiate to thoſe

ſenſibilities of your nature which makes me

love you as I do ; nor to check your glowing

fancy, that gives ſuch grace to poliſhed

youth; nor to yield the beverage of the

fountain for the neétar of the caſk ; but to

uſe the world no better (or, to pleaſe yuu, a

very little better) than it deſerves But

utúk
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think not, I beſeeth you, that I would in

troluce my young Telemachus to ſuch a

foul and ſquint eyed piece of pollution as

Suſpicion.—Avaunt to ſuch a baſe ungener

ous poſion I would ſooner carry you to

Calypſo at once, and give you at leaſt a little

Pleaſure for your pains. But there is a cer

tain little ſpot to be found ſomewhere in the

midway, between truſting every body and

truſting nobody : and ſo well am I acquaint

ed with the jongitudes, latitudes, and bear

ings of this world of ours, that I could put

my finger upon it, and direct you at once to

it; and I think I could give you ſo many

good reaſons why you ſhould go there, that

you would not heſitate to ſet of immediate

ly, and I would accompany you thither, and

ſerve as a Cicerone to you. I wiſh there

fore much, very much, to talk with you

about that and other ſerious matters.

As for your bodily infirmity, never mind

it, you may come here by gentle flages, and

without inconvenience, and I will be your

ſurgeon, or your nurſe, and warm your ver

juice every evening, and bathe your ſprain

with it, and talk of theſe things. So tell

me, I pray you, the day that I am to meet

you at York. In the mean time, and al

ways, may a good Providence protect you ! It

is the ſincere wiſh of

Your affectionate,

L. STERNE.

P A R L I A M E N T H o Us E, D U B L 1 N.

HIS ſuperb pile was begun in 1729,

during the adminiſtration of John Lord

Carteret. It was executed under the inſpec

tion of Sir Edward Lovet Pearce, Fngineer

and Surveyor General, until his demiſe, and

completed by Arthur Dºbbs, Eſq. who ſuc

ceeded him in that cffice, about the year

1739, the expence amounting to near

40,ecol. The ſtructure deſerves the great

ett praiſe; it may be happily imitated, but

has not as yet been exceeded ; and is at this

sy accounted one of the foremoſt architec

tural beauties.

The portico in particular is, perhaps,

without a parallel ; it is of the Ionic Order,

2nd had it been finiſhed with a baluſtrade,

and proper figures thereon, it would have

done honeur to ancient Rome in the Au

gott an Age. The internal parts have alſo

many beauties; and the manner in which

the building is lighted has been much ad

nºred. The Houſe of Commºns is of a par

ticular but convenient form, being an octa

T H E A T R I C A

P R O L O GUE

T wo

A D AY IN T J R K E Y,

o R,

T H E R U S S I A N S I. A V E S.

spoken by Mr. H A R L. E. Y.

Not trom the preſent moment ſprings

our play, [away—

Th" events which gave it birth are p ſed

Five glowing moons have chas'd night's ſuades

from eartin, [birth.

Since the war fled which gave our Drama

“ Not ſmiling peace o ºr Ruſſia's twide

JP ed land

J'uv d gent', hen. bar ſceptre of command.

No thºuſ”d, uſh'd at 'ed Ambition's call,

Pºt'i, mad'ring rage tº triar' -o- to fºll,

'Twas teen car finale Bay 2 frºm Britain's

/... •

gon, covered with a dome, which it were to

be wiſhed had been rated to a greater height,

as it wou'd have added to the magnificence

of the building, and at the ſame time bave

improved the proſpect of the city; but it is

ſo low at preſent, that a perſon paſſing by

can ſcarcely perceive it. It is ſupported by

columns of the lonic Order, that riſe from an

amphitheatrical gallery, clegantly baluſtrad

ed with iron, where ſtrangers hear the

debates.

Near it ſtands the Houſe of Peers, more

remarkable for its convenience than ele

gance. Here indeed are two pieces of

tapeſtry, well executed by a Dutch artiſt

a repreſentation of the Battle of the Boyne,

as alſo that of Aughtrim, which have much

merit. Upon the whole, prejudice itſelf

muſt acknowledge, that the Britiſh Empire

(we might have added Europe herſelf) can

not boaſt of ſo ſpecious and iiately a Senato

rial Hall. "

L J O U R N A L.

'Twas then ſhe ſaw ſweet virgins captive

made,

Twas then the ſaw the cheek of beauty fade;

Wh, it the proud ſoldier, in ignoble chains,

Was from his country dragg'd to hoſtile plains.

Thus was her bold imagination fir’d,

When Battle with its horrid train retir’d;

Yet ſure the ſtory which ſhe then combin'd,

Should not to drear oblivion be reſign'd—

. No-let it till your various paſſions raiſe,

And to have touch'd them, oft' has been her

praiſe :

Truſting to candour, ſhe ſolicits here,

Your mile of pleaſure, or your pity's tear;

For tho' the time is paſt, the feeling true -

She dedicates to Nature, and to you!

Note,–The lines diſtinguiſhed by Itaſtſ,

are from the pen of Della Cruſca.
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EP I L O GUE

to the s.a. m. s.

Written by Mrs. CO W L E Y.

Spoken by Mrs. POPE.

ESCAP'D from Turkey, and from priſon

free,

Yet ſtill a slave you ſhall behold in me;

An Engliſh ſlave—ſlave to your ev'ry pleaſure,

Seeking your plaudits as her richeſt treaſure.

Whilſt thus you feaſt with cheering praiſe

my ear,

For our ſoft poet I confeſs ſome fear.

Perhaps you'll ſay,+* Two marriages for

love

“Thus fooliſh female pens forever rove;

“But give us, Madam, give us real life,

“Who goes to Turkey, pray, to fetch a

wife 2''” - -

Critieſ a few months paſt I wou'd allow

Your comment juſt, but not, Sir Surly,now 1

For now we know a Pa inca can croſs

the ſeas

Tobtain a wife, a nation's hearts to pleaſe.

* The age of chivalry" again returns,

And love, with all its ancient ſplendor

burns :

Yes—

Tell the rapt Orator whoſe magic pen

So late chaſtis'd the new-found Rights of

Men [loſt,

Who fear'd that honour, courage, love were

And Europe's glories in the whirlwind toft ;

Tell him “ heroic enterprize” ſhall ſtill

ſurvive,

And “ loyalty to ſex” remain alive ;

* The unbought grace of life" again we find,

And “proudſubmiſſion” fills the public mind

Tow'rds her, now borne to Britain's happy

coaſt

A huſband's honour, and a nation's boaſt :

“jºf lighted on this orb the viſionſhines,

“Starte ſeems to touch,” and as it moves

refines 1

Øh may ſhe long adorn this choſen iſle,

Where the beſt gifts of fate unceaſing ſmile !

When “like the morning ſtar” at wond’rous

height,

She ſcars at length beyond this world and

night,

Still may your bleſfings to her name be given,

While ſoft ſhe fades into her native heaveni

tº Thoſe who read will know, that in the

*Epilogue, all the paſſages diſtinguiſhed

by Italicks, are taken from an effuſion in

* by another Royal Lady, agitating

the lightning pen of a man, who in his head

* all reaſon, in his heart all ſenſation ; a

** whom politics ſeized, and ſeems to have

dragged reluctantly ſrom love. Let the wo

*of future times weave to his memory the

* Earlands, and twine amidſt laurels

*"uſes the name of Burks.

Vol. XXI.

P R O L O GUE

To Th E

R O AD TO R U IN.

spoken by Mr. Fawcr TT.

Enters, driving a Boy acroſs the Stage.

AWAY 1 "Splood! Run for the Author |

We can dc nothing till he appears;

Tell him in leſs than five minutes we ſhall

have the houſe about our ears!

[To the audience.j

Oh, Sirs: the Prompter has miſlaid the

Prologue, and we are all a-mart.

I ſuppoſe our friends above yonder will ſoon

be making pretty ſport |

For pity's ſake, ſuffer us to go on without

it—Good, dear ſirs, dol

'Twas moſt abominably dull–Zounds ! there

ſtands the writer. Well ! 'tis very true.

One of our te-tum-ti heroes was to have

ſpoken it, who meaſure out nonſenſa

by the yard; -

And our chief hope was you'd make too

much noiſe for it to be heard.

The Author had mounted on the ſtilts of

oratory and elocution;

Not but he had a ſmart touch or two

about Poland, France, and the—the

Revolution;

Telling us that Frenchmen, and Poliſhmen,

and every man is our brother; z

And that all men, ay, even poor negro men,

have a right to be free; one as well as

another!

Freedom at length, ſaid he, like a torrent is

ſpreading and ſwelling,

To ſweep away pride, and reach the moſt

miſerable dwelling:

To eaſe, happineſs, alt, ſcience, wit, and

genius to give birth;

Ay, to fertilize a world, and renovate old

Earth !

Thus he went on, not mentioning a word

about the play;

For he ſays Prologues are blots,

ought to be wip'd away;

A Gothic practice, and, in ſpite of prece

dent, not the better for being old;

For, if we tell any part of the plot, it then

becomes a tale twice told 1

And ſuch twice telling can rarely once excite

our wonder:

Ergo, be that ſays nothing is leaſt likely to

blunder.

Since therefore Prologues are bad things at

beſt, pray, my good friends,

Never mind the want of one, but live in

hopes the play will make amends,

[Exit,

which

F f EPILOGUE
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EPILOGUE

To The SAME.

Spoken by Mrs. Marrocks.

MY ſcenic faults and follies laid aſide,

No widow now, nor diſappointed bride,

My own plain ſelf I once again reſume ;

Sent by the Author here, to know his doom.

Would you condemn him Do, with all my

heart;

To own the truth, I don't half like my

rt :

Through five long ač's the butt of ridicule,

A hard unfeeling heart, a flirt, a fool, }
My daughter's tyrant and my lover's tool;

I hoped the bitter pill he'd overcome,

By making up an Epilogue ſugar-plum.

But no Madam, ſaid he, take my advice,

And conquer feelings which are much too

nice :

Fear not to hold the mirror up to vice.

We, who paint human characters, muſt ſhew

them

Such as they are ; or nobody would know

them. -

—But ſir, the ſex.' A woman l–Very true :

1’m ſorry ſo many ſat for me, while I drew.

—Sure!—Really, firl–Nay, don't be angry,

Tadam :

Both ate the apple, Eve as well as Adam;

And while through thick and thin the paſ

ſions goad,

Nor Eve nor Adam ſtay to pick their road:

And as for Epilogue, I'll not deſcend

Bad play by worſe buffoonery to mend.

–Miſter, ſaid I, you are too wiſe by half;

Folks don't come here to learn, they come

to laugh : -

And if they chooſe like Hottentots their

meat,

You muſt provide them what they pleaſe

to eat. -

Lord, firl the beauties of proportion never

pleaſe

such as delight in frippery and frieze 1

Do we not ſee, by men of travell'd taſte

In open hall on riſing pillar plac'd,

Griffon or Sphinx th' inſulted eye before,

While Plato's buſt ſtands hid behind the door *

But good advice I find is thrown away!

—Yes, good advice is like a rainy day;

Which, though it make our barns and coffers

full,

Is often ſplenetic, and always dull.

Our common cauſe, then, let us fairly truſt

With thoſe who are to ſenſe and nature juſt.

[To the audience.]

** The richeſt ſoil, and moſt invigºrate ſeed,

“ Will here and there infected be with

weed :

“ The gaudy poppy rears its broad bull head

** Among the wheat, ſomniſ 'rous dºws to

ſhed :

“Then, wherefoe'er rank couch-graſs, fern 2

or tares, are found,

“'Tis yours to hand-weed, horſe-hoe, clear,

and till the ground.”

Fr B. 28. Orpheus and Eurydice, a grand

ſerious Opera, was performed the firſt time

at Covent-Garden Theatre, for the benefit

of Mrs. Billington. The Charaćters as

follow :

Orpheus, - Mr. Incledon.

Hymen, – Mr. Gray.

——, – Mr. Darley.

Cupid, - – Mrs. Mountain.

Eurydice, — Mrs. Billington.

This piece, which has been already per

formed in Dublin, was tranſlated from the

Italian by Mr. Francis Gentleman, for the

purpoſe of introducing . Mrs. Billington

originally to the Stage. It was at firſt

compoſed by the Chevalier Gluck, but on

this its firſt appearance en the Engliſh

Stage, it received ſome affiſtance from the

performances of Handel, Sacchini, Bach,

Mazzinghi, and others. The muſic and the

performers were entitled to applauſe, but a

ſerious opera does not ſeem to agree with

the taſte of the public. It has, therefore,

ſince been reduced to an afterpiece.

The fable is well known, and has under

gone no further alteration than that of

Eurydice being reſtored to life after Orpheus

had broken the condition on which he was

to have borne her from Hell.

March 10. Mrs. Davis, the wife of a

performer known by the name of Dibble

Davis, appeared the firſt time at Covent

Garden, in the charaćter of Priſcilla Tom

boy, in The Romp. She went through the

character with uncommon life and ſpirit,

and diſplayed talents which promiſe here

after to afford conſiderable antertainment to

the public. She was received with a great

ſhare of applauſe, and had her ſecond air en

cored. Mr. Blanchard, in young Cockney,

and Mr. Cubit, in Barnacle, (the latter

particularly) were excellent.

NORWICH

PRIVAte Theatricals.

ON Friday, Feb. 10. Mr. Plumptre's

Private Theatre opened for the ſeaſon. The

Theatre was fitted up in a ſtyle of fimple

elegance, and the whole condućted in a

manner which completely evinced the

Manager's tatte and judgement.

The pieces performed were, Miſs Alder

ſon's tragedy of Adelaide, The Count of Nar

bonne, and The Gameſter; The Lyar, and Mr.

Plumptre's comedy of The Coventry*:
-
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The Dramatis Perſonae of the firſt and laſt

pieces were as follow :

ad ELAid E.

Eſtival,

Count Daminville,

Beranger, - -

Mr. Plumptre.

Mr. Harvey.

Mr. Lawton.

Aſſaſſin, – — Mr. Woodhouſe.

Vallery, - — Mr. Thomas.

Julia, – — Miſs M. Plumptre.

Tereſa, - — Miſs A. Plumptre,

Adelaide, – — Miſs Alderſon.

The coventRY ACT.

Lord Bentley, Mr. Plumptre.

Sir James Arundel, Mr. Harvey.

Raymond, - Mr. Lawton.

Proteus, – — Mr. Woodhouſe.

George Arundel, Mr. Thomas.

Lady Sarah Arundel, Miſs A. Plumptre.

Lady Caroline, Miſs Alderſon.

Lady Lucy, Miſs M. Plumptre.

Mrs. Caleb Ready- } Miſs Plumptre.

heart,

The Coventry A+ takes its name from the

principal incident in the piece, that of George

Arundel being ſent to Coventry by the reſt

of the Dramatis Perſonae until any one of

them ſpeaks to him. This produces a moſt

whimſical and laughable ſcene, in which he

tries every art to make them ſpeak, but in

vain, until Lord Bentley breaks ſilence on

his being hurried away on his favourite

topic, a battle, by which George is again

reſtored to favour.

The piece contains much point and hu

mour, which were ſtill heightened by two

ſongs, that were executed in a moſt feel

ing manner by Miſs Alderſon, and the occa

ſinnal intervention of ſome more ſerious

ſcenes. Lady Caroline had, unknown to

her father, been married to Raymond (dur

ing her ſtay at Harrogate), at his interceſſion,

previous to his departure for Bruſſels to"

attend the death-bed of his father. The

concealment of this marriage, and Lord Bent

ley's propoſal of George to her for a huſband,

produce ſome embarraſſment, which is not

cleared up until the end of the Play, when

Raymond returns, and the piece concludes

with the reconciliation of all parties, and the

union of George and Lady Lucy.

The piece was inimitably performed

throughout. Mr. Thomas, in a line of att

ing which he had never before attempted,

, acquitted himſelf in a manner which at once

ſhewed his judgment in ſpeaking, and a tho

rough knowledge of the ſtage. In the Co

ventry Scene, in which he was the only one

who ſpºke for near a quarter of an hour, he

kept up the ſpirit of the ſcene with uncom

mon applauſe.

The Lady Sarah of Miſs A. Plumptre was

elegance itſelf; and Miſs Plun)ptre's Mrs.

Readyheart (a widow who has juſt loſt her

fifth, and is on the look out for a ſixth huſ

band) was at once chaſte and humorous. Nor

ſhould the Author himſelf be paſſed by un

noticed; his ačting was equal to his writing :

a higher compliment we cannot pay him.

The Tragedy of Adelaide had undergone

many and judicious alterations, and the

Dramatis Perſonae had alſo undergone a con

ſiderable change for the better. The fair

Authoreſs, by more acquaintance with the

Stage, was become more perfect in the

minutiae of the ſcene; and the Julia of Miſs

M. Plumptre muſt have been equal to the

Authoreſs's moſt ſanguine wiſhes.

Of the other pieces we have only to ſay,

that they were got up in a ſtyle of elegance

and perfection ſeldom ſeen in a private The

atre, which the applauſe of ſix ſelect and

judicious audiences will teſtify, whenever

the Norwich Theatricals are mentioned.

The Theatre cloſed with an elegant Epi

logue, written by Miſs Plumptre, and the

dropping of the curtain left a moſt melancholy

impreſſion on the minds of the audience, that

it was never to draw up again.

The following are the Prologue and Epi

logue to The Coventry Aºf. The former was

written by Lu M L E Y ST.GEor GE Sker

FINoton, Eſq. and ſpoken by Mr. Thomas ; .

the latter by T. W. Vaucha N, Eſq. and

ſpoken by Miſs A. PluMP TRE.

PROLOGUE

To .

THE COVENTRY ACT.

witH trembling ſteps to court the comic

fair,

A youthful Cantab quits Collegiate care;

Far from his Hall he dares unpractis'd roam

(Which ſtudious Science nominates a home),

Where Erudition with the Arts prevail,

And Learning's vot'ries trace the claſſic tale.

That ſcene he leaves to range the 'luring mead,

Where ſmiling hope and inclination lead.

When the gay Muſe untwines th’ unfading

wreath

For thoſe whoſe numbers admirably breathe,

With care ſhe culls the moſt luxuriant bays t

The richeſt recompence for worthy lays.

Our Bard for leſs gratuity atchieves—

He only aſks—a few neglected leaves.

Ye learn'd, ye brave, ye generous, ye

great,

Profeſs'd deciders of Theatric fate,

Call forth that ſoft beneficence of mind

Which Nature gave, benevolently kind;

F f 2. Let
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1st it fuperior 'mid your beſoms ſhine,

Live in your words, and with your thoughts

combine.

when imperſeaion in the ſcene appears,

Reflect, ye Wits—he 'as known but twenty

years 1

An age when Judgment's regulated ſkill

Yields unregarded to the Muſe's will ;

when Paſſion, kindled by her ſprightly lyre,

Wakes hope of fame and elegant deſire.

Ye beauteous Fair, who with diſtinguiſh'd

charms

Fill every breaſt with exquiſite alarms,

Deign with complacent lenity to ſmile

Ere Cynic Wirs maliciouſly revile,

Torture each line, and in a Critic's name

Arreſt him ſternly on the road to Fame.

Ye graver judges, to our wiſh accede,

. Nor raſhly cenſure this advent'rous deed;

Butaidingſteadily his primal cauſe, [plauſe:

Jrge him to Æis which may deſerve ap

Then, as maturity unfolds its days,

His spark of genius may become a Blaze.

--

EPILOGUE

To

THE COVENTRY ACT.

OUR A& thus ended—muſt your frowns

ſevere

Pronounce—" It finiſhes forever here 2"

P O

on contentMENT,

By Mr. Thomas Apsey.

E

Reſpeafully addreſſed to a Young Lapy.

W HENF’ER caſt my eyes around,

I view Old England's fertile ground,

And bleſs my Native ſhoe #

where Happineſ forever reigns,

, While Plenty marks the teeming plains,

And pours her plenteous ſtore.

No Diſcord here divides the State,

The ſons of Faºion and of Hate

Are far from hence 1 cmov’d;

Fair Li B E R T Y her ſt-ndard rears,

And as ſhe views departed years,

Records the theme ſhe lov’d.

Here let me ever hope to live,

Contented with what Heav'n doth give,

And gratefully receive;

Tho' be my portion e'er ſo ſmall,

I'll ne'er repine, nor graſp at all,

Or at life's changes grieve.

With Peace I'll dwell, and 'court her ſtill,

And ne'er arraign the Sov’reign will,

Ah, no 1–in this our Houſe ſome members

ſure

will vote this Aét (our firſt) may paſs ſe

cure;

Some who, I truſt, with friendſhip's quick

alarms,

View modeſt Truth thus pourtray Nature's

charms ;

Who fain, with all the warmth ſuch fears

inſpire,

Would fan the ſpark, juſt kindling, into

fire.

When firſt Euripides, in untaught lays,

Pour'd forth his early ſongs in Virtuº's

praiſe,

Had no fond patron chas'd his infant fears,

No maſter's hand had mark'd maturer years!

But when that fairy Hope diſplay'd the

prize,

He ſoard on eagle's wing, and ſought the

ſkies 1

So may the vent'rous Muſe, firſt plum'd

to-night,

Alike embolden'd, dare an equal flight!

If you approve again, ſhe ſweeps her lyre,

And hies enraptur'd to her ſiſter choir,

Where ſtreams divine Parnaffian hills diſ

ſever,

Or droops, alas, at Coventry forever!

T R Y.

Or queſtion aught of Heaves;

But bleſs each bright or gloomy day,

€onfide in Reaſon's brilliant ray,

And take whate'er be given I

Tho' man be arrogant and vain,

A creature liable to pain,

And proud of naught below ;

Yet let me learn ſufficient lore,

To keep from Folly's hateful ſhore,

Where wretches taſte of woe l

For what is life, unleſs the mind

To ſtrićteſt Viktu E is inclin'd?

All is a dreary voidſ

Inord nate pleaſures but deſtroy

Each bright'ning hope and ſolid joy;

Which let me e'er avoid I

Grant me ſome little rural ſhed,

Where Vi krue ſhows her blameleſ, head,

Where never harbour'd PRI pr;

'Let moral themes my thoughts engage,

And while I contemplate the page,

May I its ſenſe imbibe.

Inflrućt me, Heav'n to tread aright,

And ever have before my fight
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The happy Golden Rule ;

Let me Tempºrtion e'er reſiſt,

And in the right of Truth perfiſt,

Nor more be deem'ſ a fool.

Vistur alone can calm the breaſt,

When cares ſubvert our tranquil reſt;

Her dićtates let me love;

She ſhields us from a ſtate of pain,

And tells us earthly bliſs is vain,

Compar'd to that above.

And let me boaſt a friendly door,

And feed the hungry, clothe the poor,

And ev'ry comfort deal;

For as kind Heav'n my wants ſupplies,

So let me view with pitying eyes

The trembling beggar kneel.

For ſome there are, reduc’d by Fate,

And tir"d of life, in torment wait

For Death's relieving dart;

Some lur'd from Virtue’s poliſh'd way,

Abandon'd and neglcºted itray,

In bitterneſs of heart.

Then may I boaſt the nerve to feel,

The wounds of deep diſtreſs to heal,

And ſympathize with woe ;

To do to others, whom I ſee,

What I would have them do to ºne,

Should I be plunged low 1

For ſweet 's the ſympathetic ſigh,

The tear that pearls Compaſſion's eye,

And ſhed to give relief;

And happy 's he whoſe pity flows,

And wiſhes ardently to cloſe

The artery of grief.

Let me reſide with blooming Health,

I'll covet not too much of wealth,

A little I require;

Bleſt in my cot, at dawn I'd riſe,

Adore the Sov’reign of the Skies,

And trim my bruſh-wood fire.

Or, when return'd from ev’ning's walk,

I'd hear my children's pleaſing talk,

Nor heed the voice of ſtrife;

But ſee, with joy, around me play

A ruddy race, for ever gay,

And more—a virtuous wife.

Their infant minds we'd well inform,

To fit them for each boiſt'rous ſtorm

Which they in life may meet;

Inſtruct them likewiſe to adhere

To ev'rything that's virtuous beat,

And innocently ſweet.

So would we train them up in love,

Teach them to fear the Pow'r above,

And gain the bliſsful prize;

That ſo they may await their doom,

And when commanded to the tomb,

Reign therabi in the ſkies!

Thus happy would I paſs each day,

Each pleaſing ſcene of life fourtray,

And, with my partner bleſ?,

Congenial e'er in thought and deed,

We'd claim Contentment's pureſt meed,

And leave to Fate the reſt.

So when Old Age, with feeble hand,

Bids us prepare to view that land

Where Truth eternal reigns;

May we in conſcious virtue truſt,

Sleep, ſweetly ſleep in Mother Duſt,

Until the Trump proclaims,

* Ariſe, ye righteous 1 all is bright !

* Aſcend and meet celeſtial light,

* Forſake your earthly clod;

“ Below you’ve liv'd in blameleſ, love,

* Receive the crown prepar'd above,

“And praiſe a living God!”

On a Young MAN of great Exertion and

Aétivity of Mind, who died of an Apo

plexy at the age of Thirty.

Tho ſhort, yet ſplendid, Læltus, was

thy day,

With keeneſt ardourſped thy ev’ry breath;

Th' aſpiring ſoul diſdain'd the cumbrous clay,

Burſt thro’ the cloud, and energy was

death.

TO THE NIGHTINGALE.

A SO N N E T.

Sweet bird of twilight, that on yonder

ſ -

Warbleſt thy wild notes to the pitying gale,

O ſay what ſorrow tunes thy penſive lay,

That in ſweet cadence thou doſt ceaſeleſs

wait? *

Mourn'ſt thou thy mate by ruthleſs ſpoiler

torn,

As fond he woo'd thee to his quiv'ring

breaſt;

Whilſt with falſe coyneſs thou permit'ſ him

mourn,

And love-purſuing lur'd him from his neſt ?

Then ſwiftly wing thee to my Juliet's ear,

And bid her liſten to thy truth-taught lore;

“Oh lend ſome pity to a lover's tear,

“Or, courting Death, that lover weeps

* no more.”

And then, ſweet bird, I'll ſtrive to ſoothe

thv pain,

And joy ſhall woo thee, nor ſhall wooin vain.

jan. 3, 1792. IULUS ALBA.

C A L U M N Y.

What haggard ſpeare ſteals acroſs my

fight,

Rolling its glaring eyes indignant round *

Whoſe form beſpeaks it ſtranger to delight,

And fee to happineſs where'er 'tis found.

"Tig
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*Tis Calumny See, ſee its dreadful ſtings,

Offspring of Envy, gender'd by Deſpair;

A num'roos train of horrid fiends it brings,

Whoſe foul infectious breaths taint the

pure air.

See, from its jaws a peſtilential ſteam

Forth-iſſuing ſpreads contagion all around,

Where high-climb'd Merit darts its brighteſt

beam,

Or ſpark of riſing genius is found.

Where Beauty blosms the faireſt flower of

Spring,

Pleafes each ſenſe and charms in ev'ry eye,

Artful it ſtrikes it with envenom'd ſting,

Nor ever leaves it till it fade and die.

And yet can mortals cheriſh this foul fiend,

And hold th’ inſatiate reptile in their

breaſt 2

Then, and then only, will it have an end,

When in no boſom it ſhall be careſ? "

J. W. O—Y.

November 4, 1791.

To will[AM LOCK, Esq., Jur.

On his Picture of the DEAT ñ of

CAR DINAL Wols F. Y.

Segnius irritant animos demiffa per aures,

sºgan que ſunt oculis ſubjecta fidelibus.
HoR.

AINTING ! ſweet injur’d nymph, whoſe

matchleſs ſkill

Futile and vain yon cloyſter'd pedant

deems :

To move the paſſions and correčt the will,

Great is thy force, if Genius chuſe thy

themes.

what boaſt ſo high ean Bards or Sages raiſe,

Who win by flow degrees the liſt ning ear?

Thy moral lightning through the eye conveys

Both tale and precept, ſudden, ſtrong,

and clear.

In deep Contrition's pangs proud Wolſey

dies,

Ye proud, behold his portrait and be wiſe !

The ſpeaking record Hiſtory approves,

And Eloquence, ſtruck dumb, with ſhame

departs ;

while Virtue from her ſtarry threſhold moves,

To hail thee noblºft of the liberal Arts |

W. PARSON5.

E P I G R A M,

px see ING T H E S E R v ANT of A scou. N.

Dr E L E E AT H is MA st ER's coa T.

By ANTHONY PASQUIN, Eſq.

W HY mercileſs thwack P × 1 = r 's coat

My friend, you ſurely jeſt

I'd rather beat the Loſel's back,

And let his veſłmcat reſt,

The Caſtigator lock'd and ſmil'd;

Said he, “You’ve wrong premis'd;

* For 'tis the babits of the man

“That makes the man deſpis'd,”

WR ITTEN on the COVER of an INK

STAND made from SHAKESPEARE's

MULBERRY TREE.

By Dr. HARRINGTON, of BATH.

Fruäu cognoſtitur arbor.

Sweet relic ſprung from Shakeſpeare's

hallow'd tree,

Prove thou a ſount for immortality:

Spirit divine ! ſome ſacred breaſt inſpire

With kindred paſſion and congenial fire;

The golden fruit from ſome new ſcion raiſe,

And on his Mulberry ingraft his bays.

INSCRIPTION for Dr. Johnson's

MONUMENT in St. PAUL's,

By the late HENRY FLOOD, Eſq.

HAT need of Latin or of Greek to grace

Our Johnſon's memory, or adorn his

grave;

His native tongue demands this mournful

ſpace,

To pay the immortality he gave.

EDEN STREAMS :

To rhr MEMORY of THOMSON.

By Dr. T R OTT E R.

YE Youths that haunt the Tiviot's fide,

Or ſport along the ſilver Tweed,

What vales delight, what fates divide,

What charms awake my Jamie's reed 1

To Ettrick Braes perhaps he's fled,

"Midſt foreſt flowers his laurel beams;

Or haply ſtretch'd by ſylvan Jed,

He pipes no more by Eden's Streams.

To Leader-haughs I’ll gladly ſtray,

* If chance he roves through Cowden-knows,

Though ſweet their broom, and haughs ſo

gay,

l'll lead him back where Eden flows.

Or like the maid on Yarrow's ſide,

I'll ſeek my love in frantic dreams;

Her's was the Yarrow’s early pride,

And mine the boaſt of Eden’s ſtreams.

Then mourn, thou dear deſerted flood,

Go murmur to thy banks along ;

And ſigh, ſoft Echo of the wood,

For thou no more ſhalt bear his ſong.

Thoſe ſweets are fled that loſter'd here,

The Seaſon's face in ſorrow ſeems;

Thoſe notes he warbled ſmooth and clear

Are heard no mere on Eden's Streams,

Yet oft in theſe negleółed ſhades,

That nurs'd the Poet of the year,

Shall Fancy, led by Sylvan Maids,

And meck-ey’d Memory, ſhed the tear:

While
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While glides that wave with willowscrown'd,

Beneath pale Cynthia's evening beams,

Gay youth; and genii, hovering round,

Shall deck his bower on Eden's Streams.

Alſº, Sºpt. 1788.

To D IS A PP o I N T M E N T.

GoDDEss of ſullen brow, thy abſent

mind

Roves with unceaſing anguiſh o'er the paſt,

And ſces in rich variety combin’d

A train of hopes—“each lordlier than

the laſt :"'

While ſtill Remembrance, as in middle night

She brings to view “each many-colour'd

ſcene,”

Conceals the ſhade, or kindles it to light,

Deep'ning the duſky horrors of thy ſpleen

And Fancy ſtill, with cruel artifice,

Saddens the proſpects of thy future days,

And ever and anon, in fulleſt blaze,

Exhibits viſionary beams of bliſs,

Pleaſures which might have ſhone on life's

gay prime,

And deck'd the fairy brow of coming

time.

F. R. S.

To M I L E S.

WHEN I, my Miles, your nervous lines

peruſe,

And know (as well I know) your genuine

worth ;

Fain to my aid I'd call a nobler Muſe,

To give the feelings of my boſom birth.

Let me endeavour, tho' in humble ſtrain,

With trembling hands and lips to tune

the reed,

And tell my friend the ſoft, the pleaſing

pain,

That ſteals into my heart as I proceed.

When I behold you, far from thoſe you love”

From thoſe with whom your very ſoul.”

entwin'd,

Stretch'd on the bed of fickneſs, left to

prove

Alone its torments, to your fate reſign'd;

Imploring bleſfings on a darling wife,

And ſee your glimm'ring lamp but feebly

blaze,

And nearly cut in twain your thread of life,

In admiration loſt, I wildly gaze.

But, thanks to Providence, my M1 its once

more

Has taſted bealth once more I ſee my

friend

Jºyful be leaps upon his native ſhore,

Claſps his Eliza, and his ſorrows end:
ARTHUR.

Ox H EAR rºwo M. DE SISLEY sino

ENGL 1sh for T H E F I Rs7 t t M k.

WHAT lips like thine ! the Graces' ſeat I

How ſoft our accents move

Fair ſtranger make the charm complete,

And only ſay, “I love.”

ANGLOIS.

on T H =

W E D DI N G D A Y

o F

Mr. a N p MRs. T A Y L. E. R.

By M. P. A N D R EW S, Eſq.

AGAN we hail th’ auſpicious day,

Which claims the Poet's annual lay :

No Bard can boaſt, tho’ none we wrong,

A ſweeter theme, or purer ſong,

In theſe licentious wanton days,

when Friend the deareſt Friend betrays,

And hallow'd HYMEN but invites -

The violation of its rites.

Say, can the feeling boſom knew

A finer thrill, a liveller glow—

Than when the Muſe exerts her powers

To pictu e Wedlock's happier hours ?

And ſee the fond and faithful pair,

Whoſe natural love's their mutual care,

Steal a ſoft glance with gliſtening eyes,

And glory in the ſtate they prize.

Nine ſwift revolving years have run,

Since Love's ſweet bondage made them one ;

Thoſe hands the ſacred Altar join'd,

Still claſping, prove the unalter'd mind :

The ſmiling train who round them (port,

Who fear their frowns, their kities court,

Rivet the heart with dear employ,

And ſtamp a more than mortal joy.

Ye wedded Fair, whoſe willing chains

Clink ſoft, reſponſive to my ſtrains—

Your conſcious boſoms won't refuſe

Their burſt of tribute to the Muſe.

Ye youthful Maids, with paſſions new, .

Let the bright tear your cheeks bedev ;

That tear of tranſport, void of art,

Which trickling tells the feeling heart:

So ſhall the Swains you beſt approve,

With added fire, return your love;

Thoſe hearts, which ſtill for others warm,

By others honour'd, doubly charm.

S O N N E T

By Miss L O C K E.

I HATE the Spring in party-colour'd weſt,

What time ſhe breathes upon the open

ing roſe,

When every Vale in cheerfulneſs is dreſt,

And Man with grateful admiration glows.

Still
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Still may he glow, and love the ſprightly

ſcene,

Who ne'er has felt the iron hand of care

But what avails to me a ſky ſerena,

Whoſe mind is torn with anguiſh and de

ſpair

Give me the Winter's deſolating reign,

The gloomy ſky, in which uo ſtar is

found;

Howl, ye wild winds, acroſs the deſett plajn;

Ye waters roar, ye falling woods reſound !

Congenial horrors hail I love to ſee

All Nature mourn, and ſhare my miſery.

To the C A M E L.

ON of the deſert, whoſe inceſſant hoof

Traverſes Afric's burning length of

ſands;

Unknown, alas ! the bliſs of other lands,

Unſeen the hoſpitable midway roof; -

- To thee ne'er flow'd the ſtream, ne'er

fell the ſhow'rs,

Which Heav'n on Eurora's happier

children pours;

But with the wealth of nations for thy

load,

Condemn'd to toil along the liquid road,

The ocean-like * expanſe of ſhoreleſs

earth,

where the Arabian ſhark beſets the

way, -

Oft in the languid hours of reſt and mirth,

Thou fall'ſt a feeble, ureſiſting prey i

* While the foreboding merchant waits thy

“ doom, -

“ And Mecca ſaddens o'er thy frequent

44 tomb l’"

F. R. S.

• By the ſame metaphor, the ſubjea of this Sonnet, as Dr. Robertſon, in his

Hiſtorical Diſquiſition upon India, p. 242, obſerves, is by the Arabians emphatically

called “Ship of the Deſert.”

A C A T C H F O R T H R E E V O I C E S.

The words and Music by Mr. CHATTERTON (Father to Thomas Charrrrror

the Poet) one of the Choiriſters of Briſtol Cathedral, and nor Sexton of St. May

Redcliffe, as commonly ſaid.

Since now we are met and re---ſolved to be jol----ly, and

- - -

º

Then paſs it a---bout, my brave Boys, me--ver fear; there's

3. （H=====E====#|wº

while zealots and Fools with their Fac-tions do grap-ple, they

drink our good Li-quor to drown Me-lan-cho-ſy,

Meat, Drink, and Clothes, in good Ale and ſtrongBºr.

#=

taſte not thoſe Joys that are at the Pine-Ap-ple *.

* The Pine-apple was the public-houſe where the Club met every week.
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Account of the TRIAL of warREN HASTINGS, Eſ]. (late Gover

NOR GENERAL of BENGAL), before the HIGH COUR T of PARLIA

MENT, for HIGH CRIMES and MISDEMEAN.O.R.S.

( Continuedfrom p. 87. )

Sf vent Y-N IN TH DAY.

We DN Esday, Feb. 29.

Thalf after one the High Court opened

the proceedings with the uſual formali

ties. There were preſent ten Judges, ſix

Biſhops, five Dukes, and twenty-three

Peers.

Mr. Plomer proceeded in his client's de

fence, in a ſpeech replete with forcible argu

ment and neatneſs of expreſſion. His chief ob

ject was to prove, agreeably to the treaty of

Chunar and Illahabad, that Cheyt Sºng was

not only a tributary, but an abſolute vaſſal,

which was particularly implied in the terms

of his Sunnud or inſtrument of Convention.

From this he inferred, that the Honourable

Managers were completely refuted in the

baſis itſelf of the Charge.

Mr. Plomer's ſpeech continued with un

impaired powers of delivery, and com

manded the general attention of the Court,

which was extremely crouded, till after

five o'clock, when the Peers adjourned, on

tle motion of the Duke of Portland.

EIG HT 1: Th DAY.

Thu RsDAY, March 1.

At two the proceſſion moved into Court;

nºt Judges, twenty-four Peers, the Lord

Chance, lor, and the Duke of Glouceſter.

After the uſual forms, Mr. Haſtings came to

the bar.

Mr. Plomer proceeded in his remarks

epon the Benares article, in the ſame clear

and cºnvincing ſtyle that he had hitherto

purſued. -

He apologized to the Lords for the length

of time that he had taken, and for the time

that he muſt yet conſume ; which, how

cv.r, he aſſured their Lordſhips, ſhould be

as ſhort as poſiible—but he intreated the

Court to conſider that this length of time

was not to be imputed to him, but to thoſe

who had drawn the Article, and who, pick

ing a bit of one ſentence from one place,

and of another from another, had managed

to impoſe a ſenſe upon the actions of Mr.

Haſlings entirely foreign to his own inten

tions. He reminded them, that the expe

rience of this ſoit of failacy was of the ut

moſt importance to Mr. Haſtings, as it

would entirely clear his honour from the .

baſe imputations that had been caſt upoa it 5

and a clear and full refutation of all the miſ

repreſentations in this Article, would involve

much of the contradictions in the remainder

of the Articles.

He then reſumed his argument, to ſhew

that Cheyt Sing, upon the firſt notice that he

received cn the 19th of July 1778, that a

war was inevitable between England and

France, had inſtructed his Vakeel at Cal

cutta, Cheyt Ally Nuddy, to agree to the

payment of three lacs of Rupees. That

the Rajah afterwards receded, and deſired

time, but in the event he abſolutely refuſed

to contribute his quota according to his

original contračt (Sunnud), and that this con

tumacious refuſal was the cauſe of all the

troubles that afterwards he experienced.

The learned Counſel was heard with great

and deſerved attention.

At ſix o'clock the Court adjourned to the

Upper Chamber of Parliament, and re

ſolved that the further proceedings upon the

trial be adjourned to the 17th of April.

JOURNAL of the PROCEEDINGs of the SECOND SESSION of the

SEVENTEEN'iH PARLIAMENT of GREAT BRITAIN,

H O U S E o F L O R D S.

Mon pay, Feb. 27.

ORD Portchetter roſe to make his pro

miſed motion relative to the Ruſſian

Armament, and inſiſted that in ſuch war

ºther England nor Pruſſia had any concern ;

*aker reprobating the commencement and

*uſion of the negociation, he ſubmitted

ºther Lordſhips a reſolution—“ That his

**)'s Miniſters had abuſed the confi

“nce repoſed in them by this Houſe in the

Addreſs of March laſt.”

lººd Rawdon ſaid, that by or interferense
Wol. XXI.

we not only had not effººted one good pur

poſe, or attained a ſingle object for which

we had armed, but had effected a great deal

of miſchief. From the papers on the table

it was in evidence againſt Adminiſtration,

that they had been guilty of groſs miſmanage

ment and Fuſillanimity; they had commenced

an armed negocinion for an object in which

we had no intereſt; and had puſillanimouſly

deſerted the object. * -

Lord Carliſle a ſo ſup, orted the motion,

G g and
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and charged Adminiſtration with having neg

lečted thoſe opportunities which the ſituation

of Europe, and particularly that of France,

had afforded them of improving the national

happine's and ſecurity.

Lord Grenville contended for the proprie

ty of Adminiſtration in attending to the wiſh

of the people by not proceeding in the war,

and concluded by ſtating the ſyſtem upon

which the preſent Adminiſtration atted to

be a ſyſtem of Peace.

The Lord Chancellor alſo juſtified our in

terference, and was fully convinced that had

we not continued our Armament, the Porte

would not have obtain;d ſuch good terms as

fhe did obtain.

Lord Stormont ſaid, the continuition of

the Armament ſerved only to promote

bloodſhed, and the expenditure of the trea

ſure of both Ruſſia and Turkey. His

Lordſhip was for the motion.

Lord Hawkeſbury was convinced of the

propriety of keeping up the Armament. We

had armed jointly, his Lordſhip ſaid, with

Pruſſia; it would not, therefore, have been

prudent, or 2&ting with good faith, to have

diſarmed without firſt acquainting him.

Lord Stanhope ſaid, that he had been one of

the majority of the people whoſe opinion had

been againſt the war as impolitic, unne

ceſſary, and unjuſt ; it did not, however,

follow, that he ſhould give his vote for the

preſent motion, which he conſidered to be

extremely improper, He wiſhed to aſk

Nobie Lords whether they were ready

to condemn his Majeſty's Miniſters for not

having made a war which had been ſtated to

be impolitic, unjuſt, and contiary to the wiſh

of the peºple 2–Inſtead of blame, they

merited the higheſt approbation for their at

tendance to public opinion. His Lordſhip

ſaid, he rejoiced to hear from the Noble Se

cretary, that perce was the ſyſtem of poli

tics of this country ; it was a ſyſtem that

would add to the ſupport and ſtrength of our

conſtitution; a conſtitution which every man

who had a flake in the country would un

doubtedly wiſh to preſerve. He was not

one of thoſe, he ſaid, who thought we had

no conſtitution ; he was not one of thoſe who

thought we had a deteſtable conſtitution ;

he was not one of thoſe who wiſhed to pull

it down. It was a conſtitution, in his

opinion, uneq:4'-d—a conſtitution that

cvery free country attempted to imitate in

its leading features—it was the happiett con

ſtitution of any kingdom in Europe; if

any thing could ſhake or endanger it, exe

rior wars would, and by them it might be

reduced to the ſituation of France; but

lºrance poſſ ſing more reſources than we

pºſſ.fs, having as a reſource at this time

value Wu the amount of 175,929,oco Pounds

ſterling, which we have not, may recover

from a ſhock under which we ſhould periſh.

-It gave him alſo no ſmall degree of plea

ſure in underſtanding that peace on the

continent of Europe was an objećt of Ad

miniſtration, and that object, he hoped,

might be extended the length of neither

giving countenance to, or permitting any

power to interfere in, the affairs of a great

nation; in which, for the laſt two years, an

evident and decided attachment to Engliſh.

men has ariſen ; with whom Frenchmen

now are deſirous of living in the bonds of

peace and friendſhip.

The Quettion was then put, and negatived

upon a diviſion, Not-Contents 82; Proxies,

16-98.-Contents, 19 ; Proxies, c-19

Majority, 79.—Adjourned.

Tu Es DAY, March 6.

The order of the day for the third read.

ing of the bills for repealing the ſeveral

taxes being read, Lord Rawdon roſe, and

ſaid, the redućtion of the publick burden

was an event certainly deſirable; but it re.

mained with the Houſe to conſider whether,

in the preſent ſituation of publick affairs, it

was prudent or politick. His Lordſhip

meant not pointedly to oppoſe the repeal of

the propoſed taxes, but to ſuggeſt to the

Houſe whether, under all the exiſting cir

cumſtances, ſuch a repeal was founded on

defenſible grounds.

Lord Grenville defended the meaſure,

His Lordſhip went into a flattering ſtatement

of the condućt of the Miniſter, and generally

inſiſted that the proſperity of the country

rendered the propoſed diminution warrant

able and prudent.

The Earl of Guildford entered into a view

of the conſequences that would be prºduced

by this repeal, particularly with reſpect to

the repeal of the duty on Candles. It might

prove beneficial to the tallow-chandler, to the

carcaſe-butcher, to the grazier, but would

it produce any advantage to the indigent cen

ſumer ? He had every reaſon to believe that

the price of candles, as far as it concerned

the poor, would not be lefſened. But

granting that it ſhould be, to what extent

would be the decreaſe? There were can

dles which contained from ſixteen to twenty

in the pound. The diminution in the duty

amounted to one penny. Should a pºor per

ſon purchaſe four candles the ſaving would be

half a farthing. In deſcending to theie

rinutic, his Lordſhip declared that he meant

not to make petulant and unreceifºly ob

jestions; he was arrived at that period of

life when the flame of ambition was ſuppoſed

to play but feebly round the heart, and *

therefore truſted, that in the objections which

he ſtated, their Lordſhips wºuld believe tº
lic
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he had been guided ſolely by a ſenſe of theim

prudence, and by a ſerious convićtion of the

impolicy of the meaſure.

Lord Hawkeſbury contended, that the re

peal was defenſible on the ſoundeſt grounds.

The Miniſter propoſed to himſelf two ob

jects; the one, the redućtion of the national

debt; the other the diminution of the taxes;

both theſe he purſued with equal ačtivity,

convinced that the flouriſhing ſtate of the

country rendered that double purſuit both

Politick and prudent. His Lordſhip declared

that he poſſeſſed ſome knowledge of the

ſituation of the manufactures of the king

dom, and from this knowledge he was

enabled to ſtate to the Houſe, that the diffi

culty with the manufacturer was not where

he ſhould diſpoſe of his articles, but where

he ſhould obtain the raw materials of which

thoſe articles were to be made. His Lord

ſhip concluded by giving his aſſent to the

Idealure.

The Duke of Norfolk conceived, that the

Miniſter ſhould have proceeded firſt to re

H O U S N or

Tuesday and Wzps rsday,

Feb. 21 and 22.

M*.SPEAKER attempted to colle&t a ſuf

ficient numberof Members for a ballot,

but could not. -

Thu as DAY, Feb. 23.

Mr. Ryder moved for leave to bring in a

Bill for continuing the Laws regulating the

Trade between this country and America.--

Ordered.

FR 1PAY, Feb. 24.

Mr. Ryder propoſed, that after the 22d

of December next, on which day the exiſt

ing Bounty Aët for the Encouragement of

the Greenland Whale Fiſhery would expire,

a Bounty of 25s. per ton ſhould be allowed

for the three next years, and zos. for the

three following: He alſo propoſed to permit

all ſhips not claiming the bounty, to navigate

without reſtrićtions laid on thoſe claim

ing the bounty, and to admit the importation

of their Oil duty-free, which was agreed to.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved

the farther conſideration of the Reſolution of

the Committee of Supply, for granting

4co,Cool. to the Commiſſioners for reducing

the National Debt; which being agreed to,

he ſtated, that he hoped ſhortly to inform

the Houſe that he ſhould be enabled to cir

culate Exchequer Bills at Twopence (Three

per Cent.) inſtead of the uſual intereſt of

Twopence Halfpenny (31.15s. per Cent.)-

Adjourned.

duce the unfunded debt before he decreaſed

the funded debt.

The Earl of Kinnoul confeſſed, that in

his opinion the idea of repealing taxes at the

preſent period was impolitick; nevertheleſs,

he ſhould certainly give his aſſent to the

meaſure, becauſe he conceived that the taxes

meant to be repealed were odious, oppreſſive,

and unjuſt.

The ſeveral bills were then read a third

time, paſſed, and ordered to the Commons

without any amendments.

Friday, March 9.

His Majeſty came to the Houſe and gave

his royal aſſent to the land tax and malt bills,

and the bills for repealing the duties on female

ſervants, on certain inhabited houſes con

taining leſs than ſeven windows; on wag

gons, carts, &c.

Satur DAY, MARch 10.

The royal aſſent was given to the mu

tiny bill and the bill for repealing the ad.

ditional duties upon malt.

C O M M O N S.

Mo Npay, Feb. 27.

Mr. Blackburn, from the Selečt Com

mittee appointed to try and determine the

merits of the Plymouth Elečtion, informed

the Houſe, that the Committee had deter

mined, “That Sir Frederick Leman Rogers,

Bart. is duly elected.

“That the Petition of John Macbride,

Eſq. did not appear to be frivolous or vexa

tious.”—Adjourned.

Tu EsDAY, Feb. 23.

The Bills for repealing the Tax on Female

Servants, the Duty on Houſes under Seven

Windows, and on Waggons, &c. were read

a third time and paſſed.

Wr DN Espay, Feb. 29.

Mr. Whitbread moved, That this Houſe

do immediatelyº reſolve itſelf into a Com

mittee of the whole Houſe, to take into con

ſideration the Papers on the table relative to

the ſubjećt ofthe late War between the Ports

and Ruſſia. -

The Chancellor of the Exchequer ſaid,

he had heard no reaſon for this motion, and

until ſome reaſon ſhould be given, he did

not imagine the Houſe would vote it.

The motion was, by conſent, withdrawn;

after which Mr. Whitbread again roſe. He

", ſaid, that by the Papers on the table, muti

G g 2

lated and garbled as they were, it was evi

dent that his Majeſty's Miniſters had, in

their condućt relative to the war between the

Empreſs and the Porte, done violence to the

Conſtitution, to the intereſt, and to the

hono.ur
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honour of their country. He reprobated in

ſtrong terms the confidence which had been

riven to the Miniſter, as the means by which

the had been enabled to commence an Arma

ment, and to reduce his country to the moſt

abject ſtate of humiliation, by giving up

every object for which he had armed ; and

concluded by moving the three following

Reſolutions:

1. “ That no arrangement, reſpecting

Oczakow and its diſtričt, appears to have

been capable of affecting the political or

commercial intereſts of this country, ſo as

to juſtify any hoſtile interference on the part

ef Great Britain between Ruſſia and the Porte.

: diy. “That the interference of Great

Britain for the purpoſe of preventing the ceſ

ſion of the ſaid fortreſs, and its diſtrict, to

the Empreſs of Ruſſia, has been wholy

unſucceſsful

3dly. “That his Majeſty's Miniſters, in

endeavouring, by means of an armed force,

to compel the Empreſs of Ruſſia to abandon

her claim to Oczakow and its diſtrict, and

in continuing an Armament after the chj čt

for which it was propoſed had been relin

q, ſhed, have been guilty of groſs miſcon

dući, tending to incur unneceſſary expences,

and to diminiſh the influence of the Britiſh

na:ion in Europe.”

The motions having been ſeconded,

Col. Macleod roſe in their ſupport. He

reprobated the Armament as impolitic and

unjuſt, and declared that the conduct of Ad

minittration in the late Negociation had la

duced him to withdraw all confidence

frºm them. IIe conſidered Miiniſters to be

a ‘tuºted by two pºinciples; the firſt of which

was the intel ſet ºng in the affairs of other

nations, and arting the part of a buſy body;

a d the ſecond, in keeping their places.

Mr. Jerkinſon (ſon of Lord Hawkeſbury)

gave his maiden ſpeech in ſupport of Admi

nºſtration. He ſtated the policy of our alli

ance with Plu.lin, and, having argued the

danger to which that power was expoſed

by the progreſs of the impºrial arms againſt

the l’orte, entered into a refutation of the

aſſertion, that the war on the part of the

Turks was a war of aggreſſion : he took a

review of the conduct of the Empreſs, in her

obtaining the Crimea, in her promºting a

rebellion in Egypt, in her laying claim to

Reſſarabia, Wallachia and Moldavia, and in

the repeated conceſſions ſhe forced from the

Potte, until th: y were under the neceility of

reſorting to a war for the ſafety of their re

maining dºminicns in Europe. The Arma

ment was, he ſaid, taken up for the pur

poſe of obtaining the beſt poſſible terms of

pe ice for the Porte. In propoſing terms of

Peace to nations at war, it was neceſſity to

conſider on whoſe ſide the juſtice and the

ſucceſs of the war was. In the preſent, all

the juſtice was found on one fide, and all the

ſucceſs on the other. In that ſituation, the

terms moſt likely to conciliate were thoſe

founded on the ſtatus quo; but though thoſe

terms were not fully obtained, it could not

be denied that the Empreſs had lowered her

terms as ſoon as ſhe became acquainted with

the interference of England and Pruſſia in

ſupport of the Turk; for, prior to ſuch in

terference, ſhe had ſtated as her witnºte

terms, founded in extreme moderation, the

demand of the ceſſion of Oczakow, and the

crection of Beſſarabia, Wallachia, and Mol

davia, into an independent Sovereignty, under

a Prince of the Chriſtian Faith; and which,

if agreed to, would nearly have put ºn tud

to the Turkiſh Empire in Europe: after her

propoſal of thoſe terms, the Imperial arms

were attended with continued and conſider

able ſucceſs; what then induced her to lower

thoſe terms, and to forego her moderate de

mand of taking from Turkey three of its

principal provinces to erect into a Sovereignty,

but our Armament By the interpoſition of

England and Pruſſia, the ſtatuſ quo had been

obtained of Auſtria—and by the ſame inter

poſition Ruffia had lowered her claims. But

it was contended, that immediately upon

Rufia's claiming Oczakow, and the distriºt

between the Bog and the Dheiſter, our Ar

mament ſhould have ceaſed, and thoſe terms

ultimately obtained ſhould at firſt have been

admitted : this, he contended, would have

been groſsly impolitic; for to have given

better terms to Ruſſia than to Auſtria, when

both were cºlually ſituated, might have given

occaſion to the Emperor, who never was

remarkable for good faith, to have ſeized the

opportunity of refuſing to fulfil his engage

ments—the conſequences of which would

have beca, that the Turks would again have

been involved in a double war, and this

country expoſed to the ridicule of Europe,

for not having gained by their interference a

ſingle advantage for the power whoſe intereſt

they had eſpouſed.

He ſaid, it was the duty of his Majeſty's

Miniſters to watch with a jealous eye every

change in the affairs of the Continent, and wo

attend to the maintenance of the balance of

power; which, though it might not accord

with the opinions of many of the pre

ſent times, would be found, he had no

hºſtation to declare, an attention founded

both in policy and in juſtice; which policy,

had it been adopted, would have prevented

the long and blocdy wars in the time of King

William and Queen Anne.

He
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He thanked God the preſent times were

nut favourable to wars of ambition and con

queſt, they were now reprobated through.

cut Europe; but in England, above all other

cºuntries, it was right they ſhould be lepro

bated, for on peace our greatneſs as a nation

depended. Let Gentlemen, therefore, con

ſider what had been gained by the inter

ference of Adminiſtration ; let them look to

what was the ſtate of Europe, and what

the probable future increaſe of wars, before

the interference of Pruſſia and England; and

then let them compare the ſmall expence of

obtaining the peace of Europe with the great

increaſe of our revenue occaſioned by that

peace. He truſted, that when Gentlemen

examined into the ſubjećt, they would find

that his Majeſty's Miniſters had acted neither

as impolitic nor as bad men; but what they

had originally propoſed was right; that what

they had obtained was conſiderable ; and

that they would have gained ſtill more, had

the ſame confidence given to the Miniſter

on that fide the Houſe been given to him

alſo from the other.

Mr. Jenkinſon's ſpeech occupied upwards

of an hour, and was conſidered by both

ſides as one of the fineſt pieces of oratory

evcr delivered in the Houſe.

Mr. Grey ſpoke at conſiderable length

for the motion ; and in the courſe of his

(peech introduced a letter" from the Grand

Vizier to Sir Robert Ainſlie, our Ambaſſa

dor at Conſtantinople; the authenticity of

which he could not, however, vouch for.

In this letter the Grand Signior declares, that

“...he wars for himſelf, and for himſelf

makes peace.” “We deſire you (ſays the

Vizier) to tell vour Court that their media

tion is unexpected ; I am not commanded to

thank you for it, for the Divan has deemed

it ispertinent. It has been your aim to em

broil all mankind, and thereafter to profit by

your perfidy. We aſk not, want not, nor

deſire your commerce, becauſe our mer

chants have been ſacrificed to your double

dealings; you have no religion but gain;

avarice is your only God, and the Chriſtian

faith you profeſs but a maſk for your hypocri

ſy. That you may be convinced this is our wiil,

we command you not to return an anſwer.”

Mr. Sheridan inſiſted, that the condućt

of the Britiſh Miniſter ought to reſemble

the Britiſh conſtitution, to be open, generous,

and brave; but that Mr. Pitt, at the very

inſtant he was ſupplicating the Empreſs,

maintained a haughty reſerve in that Houſe,

while that myſtery into which he towered

was bottomed by ſhallow craft.

Mr. Dundas expreſſed his ſurprize at the

letter read by Mr. Grey, which he conſider

* This Letter has been generally regard, d

views and purpoſes.

ed had bean fabricated at heme.——He de

fended the ſilence of Mr. Pitt ; for, as he

flood in the ſituation of a perſon accuſed,

it was fit he ſhould know the whole of the

charges exhi'ited againſt him, before he pro

ceeded to his detence. He took a large

view of the many provocations formerly

given to this country by the Empreſs, Par

ticularly her conduct in the Armed Neutrality;

and contended, that if Auſtria and Ruſſia

had been permitted to deſtroy the Turkiſh

Empire, the ruin of our ally, the King of

Pruſſia, muſt have been almoſt inevitable.

Mr. Pybus, Mr. Stanley, Sir James

Murray, Mr. Grant, and Mr. Dundas,

were againſt the motions.

Mr. Wyndham and Mr. St. John for them.

Mr. A. Taylor moved to adjourn, which

occaſioned a freſh converſation.

Before the Queſtion was put, Mr. Pitt

faid, he hoped the debate would be reſumed

next day, which being agreed to, the ad

journment took place.—Ajourned at half

aſter four in the morning.

Thukspay, March 1.

The Order of the Day being read for the

Houſe to proceed on the adjourned Debate

concerning the Ruſſian Armament,

Mr. Fox roſe, and in a ſpeech of very

conſiderable legth delivered his ſentiments

on the queſtion before the lioute. He al

lowed that we ſhould not be inattentive to the

balance of power in Europe, but then we

ſhould not interfere in Continental diſputes,

except where our intereſts were obviouſly

and materially involved; but of the two

evils, it was fºr better, he ſaid, wholly to

negleet Continental politics, than to intertere

on every flight occaſion, as ſeemed of late to

be the ſyſtem of Miniſters.

He inſiſted, that his Majeſty's Miniſters

had betrayed the grofleſt ignorance in adopt

ing a plan, which they relinquiſhed with the

ſame precipitancy that they took it up. He

then detailed the impolicy of the meaſure,

the expences incurred on that account, the

hardſhips ſuſtained by the teamen, and the

degradation it brought on this country in the

eyes of all Europe. º

He alſo inſiſted, that the ſame terms

might be obtained by a pacific negociativi,

as with an armed one ; and that his M.

jeſty's Miniſters had gained no one ſingle

article by the latter, but rather increaſed the

demands of the Empreſs by irrt-ting her.

After dwelling on the complicated ſubjeć's

of diſcuſſion before the Houſe with his

uſual energy and effect, Mr. Fox concluded

a moſt excellent ſpeech, with conjuring the

Houſe, as they valued their beſt rights, to

ſupport the motions of his Hon. Friend.

as a mere fit isation to ſerve certain political

Mr.
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Mr. Pitt roſe, and expreſſed peculiar

fatefºon that he was now celled upon to

juſtify his condućt ; and earneſtly ſolicited all

who honoured him with an audience on the

preſent occaſion, to conſider the real ſtate of

the queſtion, diveſted of every bias. That

the ruin of the Turkiſh Empire was meua

ce , had not yet been denied; that to protect

the balance of power in European Turkey

the Britta intervention had been exerted,

he hoped was univerſally admitted. This,

in his mind, was a ſufficient reaſon for our

warlike preparations.

The Houſe divided, for the Queſtion 1 16,

againſt it 244, majority 1 -8.-Adjourned.

FR 1 - A Y, March 2. -

There not being a ſufficient number of

Members aftembed at four o'clock to pro

ceed to ballot for a Committee to try the

p-tºon againſt the Cirenceſter Election, the

Speaker quitted the Houſe.

Monday, March 5.

palloted for a Committee to try the merits

of the Cirenceſter Election Petition.

A petition from the Nabºb of Aſcot was

brought up by Major Maitland, and erdered

to lie on the table ; it contained a ſtatement

of innovators upon his author,ty, and other

grievances, and prayed the Houſe to adopt

in h meaſures as would prevent the repeti

tion of them in future.

This petition was preceded by one from .

Meſſrs. Wallis and Troward, ſtating them :
ſerves to he his Highneſs's agºn's for the

purpoſe of tranſaºung his affairs in England.

The petition had been ſent to the Speaker,

to be by him preſented tº the tº ouſe 3. but he

not conceiving it prºtºtº. " pºint of elder,

to preſent it him ſti", return tº it to the ſo

!cºors, that they ºn gºt gº' " preſented by

a Member."

Tu is pay, March 6.

There being three v1-mºrs wanting of

the hundred neceſſary for tº bºo: on the

Bedfºrd Election, the Speaker adjourned tº

Houſe.

W. ps, snº Y, March 7.

palºted for a consºrter to try the merits

of the seaford I.'s tº "“”

The Mºlt and Cºle Pº Repeal Bills

were read the tººd time * Paſſ".
The Houſe having tºoved tº: into a

committee, Lºrd Mºrnington in the Chºir,

purpoſe of taking that part of his

ch into cont; era" ºn relative to

the gr..r' ing proviſiºn to the Duke of York,

The chº.cºlºr of the bºxcºctºr 1:6, that

after that perſect unanim tº 9'" nt,indn: which

exºted in the Houſe "P" ºn tº part ºf his

Majeſty's Speech, it wºuld b,; nºtºf er it.

him to enter into any argume" "ºrce
the propoſitious he wº“ ” {u}, at to

for the

M jetty Spee

the Houſe ; he ſhould therefºre only ſite,

that in conſequence of his Royal IIighneſs's

union with toe Princeſs Royal of Pruſſia, it

became neceſſary to make ſuch an addition

to his income, as might enable him to live

in a ſtyle ſuitable to his exalted ſtation, and to

the high rank of the illuſtrious perſonage to

whom he was allied. He ſhould therefore

move, “That his Majeſty be enabled to ſettle

the ſum of 13,oool. per annum upon his

Royal Highneſs the Duke of York.” Mr.

Pitt further ſtated, that it was his Majeſty's

intention to ſettle an additional ſum of 7000l.

per annum upon his Royal Highneſs out of

his Iriſh revenue, which, together with

12,oool. Fer annum which he now enjoys,

make the ſum of 37,00cl. per annum ; the

additional revenue to commence July 1791.

Mr. Fox ſtated, that it was not his inten

tion to oppoſe the motion, or to move any

amendment to it, but he thought it would be

proper to adopt ſome principle upon the

ſubject. He wiſhed the Houte to conſider

the propriety of only granting the Princes life

annuities, thereby making them dependent

upºn the Crown, or upon Parliament.

Several Gentlemen, in a kind of conver

ſation, ſtated their attachment to the Royal

Family, and their wiſh to contribute to its

ſplendor; but they heſitated at the largeneſs

of the ſum, compared to the capability of the

country to bear the burden, or as a prece

dent upon which they were to be called on

to make ſimilar ſettlements upon the other

male branches of the Royal Family. It was

alſo obſerved, that his Royal Highneſs's

revenue ariſing from the Biſhoprick of Oſma

burgh ought to be taken into conſideration,

and this country lightened in the proportion

of that amount.

To theſe obſervations it was urged by Mr.

Pitt and Mr. Fox, that the preciſe ſum was

by no means intended as a precedent, but

dependent on this, as on all ſimilar applica

tiºns, upon the peculiar circumſtances of the

cate. With regard to the revenues ariſing

from the Biſhoprick of Oſnaburgh ", that

Houſe had no right to take cognizance of

them, no more than of Hanover, for this

reaſon, that they could have no poſſible proof

to ground op nion upon.

The motion was at laſt put and carried.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, then

moved, “I hat a ſum of 8oool, per annum be

ſettled upon her Royal Highneſs the Ducheſ;

of York, is caſe the ſhould ſurvive."

Mr. Fox thought that ſum very in

adequate to the expences of maintaining a

houſehold : and although it was the ſum

ſtipulated for in the treaty, yet he thought it

by no means worthy the dignity and

generoſity of this nation.

* S.nc., ii-tcd to amount to about 17,oocl. per sºn.
Mr.
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Mr. Pitt ſaid, this ſum was only moved

fºr in compliance with the terms of the

treaty, and by no means precluded any fu

ture addition to it, as the circumſtances of

the caſe might require.

The motion was then put and carried

unanimouſly.

Major Scott moved for the produćtion of

the particulars of the expences attending the

trial of Mr. Haſtings. The Major ſtated,

that he did not impute blame anywhere as

yet, but the expences were ſo much beyond

what he could have conceived at the be

ginning, as to need explanation.

The motion was paſſed without obſerva

tion.

Thursday, March 8.

The Houſe reſolved itſelf into a Commit

tee on that part of his Majeſty's Speech re

lxive to the income and expenditure of the

nation, Lord Mornington in the Chair.

Mr. Pitt thought it unneceſſary to trouble

the Committee with any preface to the pro

poſition he had to make, as there was ſo

thin an attendance, and as he had on a for

mer occaſion explained its tendency much

at large. If any Gentleman had objections

to ſtate, there would be ſufficient opportunity

when the Bill ſhould be introduced.—

His propoſition weat t6 two points. The

firſt was, that the addition to the Sinking

Fund for the reduction of the National Debt

ſhould not ceaſe, as originally intended, when

it amounted to four millions, but ſhould ac

cumulate till it had extinguiſhed ſo much of

the National Debt as was intended by the

Bill in 1736. The other was, that when

any new loan was made, unleſs the ſame

was to be raiſed by annuity determinable in

a certain time, a proportionable ſum ſhould

be arºuilly paid to the Commiſſioners of the

National Debt for the diſcharge of that capi

tal within a limited time. Mr. Pitt then

propoſed two Reſolutions on theſe points,

which were agreed to.

Mr. Fox preſented a petition, which, he

obſerved, was ſigned by ſixteen hundred re

ſpºtable perſons, not only Diſſenters, but

perſons of the Eſtabliſhed Church. Its ob

jet was, the repeal of the 9th and 1cth of

Kºrg William, and a certain clauſe in the

Teleration Aći.

The petition was brought up, read, and

Crdered to lie on the table.

Mr. Fox then give notice, that he ſhould,

within a ſhort ſpace, bring forward ſome

mºtion on the ſubject of the above petition.

He could not then preciſely ſtate the day or

the purport. Since he was able to form an

ºption,he had thought that all penal ſtatutes on

religious ſubºčas were founded on a falſe prin

ºpk, and iſ they had uten criginally introduced

from expediency, he was convinced that

every ſuch expediency had long ſince ceaſed.

Were he to act conſonant to his own ideas,

he ſhould with to bring in a Bill for the

general repeal of all penal tatutes on re

ligion, and when committed, Gentlemen

could determine which of them it riſ.ht be

proper to ret in. if the Houſe ſhewcd no

diſpoſitica to receive a tºtli of ſo large extent,

he ſhould frame onc from the petition on the

table.

FR 1 nay, March 9.

Balloted for a Committee to try the merits

of the Sutherland Election.

Mr. Wilberforce gave notice, that he

ſhould on the 20th of March bring for

ward his motion for the abolition of the

African Slave Trade. He thought it neceſ

ſary to ſtate, on account of ſome rumours

which had been circulated to that effect,

that he had nothing in contemplation rele

vant to the emancipation of the negroes al

ready in the Weſt-Indies. He then moved,

“That the Houſe do,on the above day,reſolve

itſelf into a Committee upon the Slave Trade;”

which was ordered, and that the petitions on

the ſubječt be referred to the ſaid Com

mittee.

Colonel Tarleton moved, that the Houſe

be called over on Wedneſday the 28th of

March, which was put and carried.

Satu RDA y, March 1 o.

The Speaker after his return from attend

ing the Commiſſion in the Houſe of Lords,

reported the Royal Aſient to the Mutiny,

Malt repeal and Candle repeal Bills.

Mon DAY, March 12.

A new writ was ordered, to eleēt a

Member for Tewkeſbury, in the room of Sir

W. Cedrington, deceaſed.

General Burgoyne moved for a Commit.

tee, to cinquire into tic condition of the

army, in reſpect to the ſettlement of ac

counts, and the payment of their arrears.-

Should it appear that the payments were de

ferred by unavoidable cauſes which the

War. Office was not competent to remedy,

he ſhould then move for a Bill to explain

and amend that of Mr. Butke upon this ſub

jećt, for the purpoſe of providing that no

more than the arrears of one year ſhould re

main due at any time in future.

The motion for a Committee was ſecond

ed by Major Maitland.

Sir George Yonge chie&ted to the motion

for a Committee, as being perfectly unneceſ

ſary.

Mr. Secretary Dundis thought a Commit

tee unneceſſary. lf any reform could be

made, and thoſe grievances be red, eſſed (of

the exiſtence of which there was no doubt),

the diſpoſitiºn of the Hou. Baronct who pre

ſided
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fided in the War Department, would lead

him to adopt any meaſure to attain that end.

Mr. Fox contended, that a Committee was

the only meaſure the Houſe could adopt; it

was true that the charges had been denied,

but it was neceſſary to have ſomething more

than mere aſſertion to convince the Houſe.

Mr. Pitt ſaid, the charges had been 2n.

fwered by ſomething more than mere aſ

fertion; for the papers on the table con

tained a full refutation of them. . He

conceived that a reform would be much

more eaſily effected by military men,

and thoſe acquainted with the profeſ

ſon, than by a Committee of the Houſe

of Commons,

After a few words from Sir George

Howard, Colonel Fitzpatrick, and Mr.

Courtney, in ſupport of the motion, the

Houſe divided—Ayes 33–Noes 74.

Tu Esday, MA 2 ch I 3

Balleted for a Committes to try the me

rits of the eleētion fer Steyning.

Mr. Henry Hobart reported from the

Sutherland Committee, that General James

Grant was duly elected, and that the petition

of John Macleod, Eſq. was not fivolous or

vexatitrus.

Mr. Fox obſerved, that in two years the

charter of the India Company would ex

pire. He wiſhed to know whether it was

the intention of Miniſters to move any

thing upon that ſubjećt that might lead to an

enquiry into the affairs of India, previous to

the diſcuſſion of the Charter.

Mr. Dundas ſaid, that nothing in that

particular was in contemplation; perhaps

ſomething might occur tilat would render

ſuch a motion neceſſary.

Mr. Fox ſaid, that previous to the bringing

in of a Bill upon this ſubjeºt, he ſhould

move for a Committee of Luquiry. He did

not now know when he ſhould do ſo, but he

only wiſhed Miniſters to be appriſed of his

intention.

Mr. Thompſºn then roſe, to execute, he ſaid,

an unpleaſant taſk which he had undertaken,

cf a publick accuſer of a publick man

(alluding to Mr. Roſe); and after a long

iotroductory ſpeech, moved, “ I hat this

Houſe will, upon Friday next, reſolve itſelf

into a Committee of the whole Houſe to en

quire into all abuſes committed by perſons in

office, at the Election of a Member to ſerve

in Parliament for the City of Weſtminſter,

in ſºly 1788, as far as the ſame relates to

penalties incurred under the Exciſe Laws

or the Lottery A&t.”

Mr. Lambton ſeconded the motion, and a

Jºrg debate took pºore, which ended in a

diviſien, when the numbers wille, Ayes

*4, Nves -- i. -

Wr on tº pay, March 14.

In a Committee, went through the Bills

for preventing Frauds on the Revenue by

common Brewers; for repealing the act

relative to granting certificates on the expor

tation of Tea to Ireland ; and for regulatiº.g

the trade of Auðtiencers.

Pºt ſuant to the order of the day, the

Houſe reſolved itſelf into a Cormittee, to

conſider of Licences tº the retailers of Wine,

when Sir John Cali moved, “That all perſons

be reſtrained from feling for eign or hºme

made Wines, by retail, in their own houſes,

except ſuch perſons as have licences to icil

..le or Beer.”

Mr. Alderman Watſon ſaid, when the

Bill ſhould be brought forward he would

move a clauſe of exemption in favour of

the Freemen of the Vintners Company,

whoſe privilege it was, in right of their Free

dom, to ſell Wines by retail without the

licence propoſed.

Sir John Call ſaid, the Bill he ſhould

bring in, if the preſent reſolution ſhould be

agreed to by the Houſe, would not in any

degree infringe upon the privilege ſtated

by the Hon. Alderman.

The reſolution was agreed to, and the

Houſe being reſumed, the Report was order

ed to be made on Monday,

Tuu Rs1, Ay, March 15.

Major Maitland, after a long ſpeech,

moved ſeveral reſolutions relative to the war

in India, of which the following is the pur

port :

“That the letter of Earl Cornwallis, of

the 7th of July 1789, was meant to have,

and has had, the full effect of a treaty duly

executed ; that previous to that letter Tippoo

had given the Engliſh no provocation; that

the letter revived the treaty, which had been

entered into with the Nizam in 1768, for

the partition of Tippoo's country, and that

Tippoo muſt naturally have been convinced

of this ; that the object of forming a ſettle

ment at Jacoltah was for the more eaſy inva

ſon of 'i ºppoo ; that the reſources of Ben

gºl were drained bºſore the War; that the

Government of Madras did direct the ſeizurg

of Arcott and Travancore: A., which was

in groſs violation of the pacific ſyſtem htl

out by the Government of Great Britain.”

Theſe reſolutions were oppoſed by Mr.

Powys, who conceived that the whole was

mºant as a centure on Lord Conwails.

He was followed by Mr. Pybus, Lord Moº

uington, Mr. Dundas, and ſcveral others.

Colouci Phipps moved amendments

upon all the reſolutions, tending to ſuppreſs

the ceaſure intended to be conveyed by them,

upon which the Hoºſe divided, for the

autava cits 159 againſt them 42.
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The following Notice circulating amongſt the private Friends of the accurate and in

genious Mr. Coxe, ſeems well to deſerve the Attention of the Public at large.

M R. COXE ſubmits to his friends a Plan

'* of the Hiſtorical and Political State

of Europe, a work in which he is now

tngaged; and ſolicits any information

which may render it more acceptable to

the public.

In this work the author purpoſes to

give a ſeparate account of the principal

kingdoms and ſtates of Europe. The

account of each country will be divided

into two principal heads. The firſt will

give a ſketch of the hiſtory, from the pe

riod in which it began to be conſidered in

modern Europe, to as near the preſent

time as he can procure authentic infor

mation and documents. The ſecond will

ºntain its preſent political ſtate, namely,

9-ographical tables of the European and

freign poſſeſſions; an account of the

Pºpulation, government, revenue, mili

try and naval eſtabliſhments; cauſes of

* riſe or decline; political and commer

tial intereſts. The hiſtory of the heredi

try ſevereignties will be accompanied with

$ºnealogical tables, and the whole will be

bluſtrated with maps.

This work will conſiſt of four parts,

each of which will be complete in itſelf.

The firſt part will contain Portugal,

Spain, Italy, and Switzerland.

The ſecond will comprehend the Houſe

ºf Auſtria, Germany, Pruſſia, and the
United Provinces.

The third will compriſe Denmark,

Sweden, Ruſſia, Poland, and Turkey.

For the fourth and laſt part will be re

*rved France and Great Britain.

A confiderable portion of the work is

already ſketched; the firſt part is in for

wirdneſs to print, and will probably make

its appearance in 1793.

As the article of Spain is nearly com

Fleted, the following heads of the Chapters

will convey to the reader a notion of the

general plan and purport of the whole
work.

Chapter I. comprehends the Hiſtory of

Spain from the Union of Caſtile and

Arragon, by the Marriage of Ferdinand

aud Iſabella, to the Death of Ferdimand.

Chapter II. comprehends the Reigns of

the Auſtrian Line of Kings, from the

Acceſſion of the Emperor Charles V. to

ths Extinction of that Line un the Death

of Charles II.

Chapter III. comprehends the Conti

Yol. XXI.

nuation of the Hiſtory during the Reigns

of the Kings of the Houſe of Bourbon.

Chapter IV. contains Geographical

Tables ; an Account of the Population,

Government, Revenue, Army, Navy;

Reflections on the probable Cauſes of the

Decline of Spain; Political Intereſts,

particularly in regard to Great Britain.

—The Hiſtory of Spain will be illuſtrated

by four Genealogical Tables.

In the ſame manner the Author will

endeavour to treat each particular country.

As the Author is extremely anxious to

give to his work all the accuracy in his

power, and to throw as many new lights

as poſſible over the hiſtorical tranſačtions,

he is particularly defirous to conſult the

diſpatches from the BritiſhAmbaſſadorsand

Miniſters abroad ; and, as he has already

drawn much information from that ſource,

he would conſider it a moſt particular

obligation, if any Gentlemen poſſeſſing

thoſe documents would permit him te

have acceſs to them. He begs leave to

add, that his object in making this requeſt

is not an idle curioſity, or a deſire of

retailing trifling anecdotes, but an earneſt

wiſh to elucidate the moſt intereſting pc

riods in the hiſtory of each nation.

Fully ſenſible of the difficulty of ſo ex

tenſive and important an undertaking, he

ſolicits the literary aid of his friends; and

will hold himſelf greatly indebted for

communications of authentic liſts of po

pulation, finances, armies and navies, of

the reſpective nations; for an account of

the commerce, or any other authentic in

telligence which may render his work

more worthy of the public.

Bemerton, Feb. 28, 1792.

CARD.

THE EARL of Buchan preſents his

compliments to his learned Correſpondents,

both at home and abroad, and his dutiful

reſpe&ts to the Republic of Letters in

general.

He has had the good fortune, by the

liberal and commendable interpoſition of

the learned and truly, reſpectable Biſhop

of Rodez, to receive the following impor

tant communication from that worthy and

learned Eccleſiaſtic the Abbé de St. Leger,

relating to the ineſtimable correſpondence

of the great Nicholas Claudius de Fabry de

Peireſc, Senator of the Parliament of Aix,

ſo celebrated over the whole world for his

H h Patronage
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patronage ºf learning and learned men,

and for his wonderful knowledge of hiſtory

and antiquities. Lord Buchan had been

informed by his friend the celebrated John

Bernoulli, at Berlin, that the Fabry family

were ſtill in poſſeſſion of the eminent ſtore

of literature which belonged to the library

of Peireſc, a part of which has been

enumerated by the famous Gaſſendi, in"

the Appendix to his Life of Peireſc ; and

he now finds, that the Abbé de St. Leger

is in poſſeſſion of a moſt important part

of this literary treaſure, the letters that

paſſed between M. de Peireſc and the

moſt learned men of his time in Europe,

relating to philoſophy, natural hiſtory,

botany, civil hiſtory, biography, philology,

criticiſm, and elegant literature, together

with an immenſe colle&tion of facts relating

to antiquity in every part of Europe, to

monuments, muniments, and medals, and

to the annals of illuſtrious families. This

noble colle&tion, which if printed would

fill ſeven or eight volumes in 4to. he has

agreed to put into Lord Buchan's hands

for three thouſand livres of France. The

letters addreſſed to M. de Peireſc, and to

other learned men, in this collećtion, were

originally arranged by M. Thomaſin de

Mazăuges, into thiee claſſes; thoſe writ

ten in Latin, Italian, and French, omitting

all ſuch as were merely complimentary,

or contained no important or entertaining

information. And in the year 1724.

M. Thomaſſin announced his intention

of publ.ſhing three volumes of this collec

tion, as a ſpecimen of the extenſive under

taking.

This advertiſement to the learned world

was made in the Nouvelles Literaires of

the abovementioned year, and is to be

found in the 167th and following pages

ºf that literary journal, printed for Mieſ

pier, at Paris, 8vo.

Among the learned and eminent per

ſors whoſe letters are contained in this

tollection, are,

FO REIGN

Stockholm, Feb. 28.

TH: King of Sweden returned hither from

Gefle laſt Saturday, the Diet having been

diſſolved on the 24th inſt.

IN

be spr ech of th: Kºso of Swſ new to the

S1 at ss, on clºſing the D1 et, February 23,

17:2.

“ When, on the opening of his Diet,

which I am this day ſo happy to cloſe, I told

The Chancellor d" Gorlée,

Aligre, The Duked Arſ:}ot,

The Preſident de Cardina, Barbarini,

Thou, Aſemanni,

Selvin, Attorney- Pignorius,

General of the

• Parliament ofPa

The two Puteamis's

(Dupuy de St.

ris, Marthe),

M. d’Avaux,Coun- M. de Couſin.

ſellor of State,ard M. de Valois,

Ambaſſador to M. de Godefoy,

Venice, M. de Fabiot,

M. d'Andilly,

M. de Lomenie,

Scaliger,

Salmaſius (Mr. de

Saumaiſe),

Mr. Morin, at Am

Mr. Petit, ſterdam,

Mr. de Bagarris, Mr. le Jay,

Mr. Triſtan de St. Holſtenius,

Amand, Selden,

Mr. Bergin, Camden,

Mr. de Naude, Bertius,

Mr. Capel, Erpenius,

Mr. Beſty, Velſer,

The Fathers Sir- Gualdo,

mond, Peter de la Vallet,

Mr.Frontondu Duc Aleander,

Gevart, Aldrovandus,

Grotius, Cittadini,

Meurſius, Doni,

Spelman, Paſqualini,

Kircher, Suarez, &c. &c.

The eulogies of Peireſc, by all the

learned men of his time, after his death,

which happened in the year 1637, were

cellected and printed at Rome in the fol

lowing year, 4to. with the title of Monu

mentum Romanum, &c. The praiſes of

Peireſc are there given in forty different

languages. -

Lord Buchan has thought that it would

be a great pleaſure (particularly in the

preſent age) to open up this noble treaſure

to the werld, and it would be very agree.

able if literary men would communicate

their ſentiments to him through the chan

nel of this Miſcellany, or other literary

journals, for the determination of ſo volu

minous a publication.

T E L L IG E N C E.

you, that at a time when an unbridled li

centiouſneſs was ſhaking or overturning

Governments, I was not afraid to convoke

you—I confided in your attachment to me,

and the noble manner of thinking of the

nation, for conducting in peace and tranquil

lity the important affairs which occaſioned

yºur being convoked. My hºpes have not

been deceived ; and after having ſhewn in

war, that you are the fame people whoſe

couras;
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tourage in former times alternately ſhook or

fortified thrones, you now give to your co

temporaries an example ſtill more noble, of

the vigorous prudence and union with which

a wiſe and enlightened people condust their

deliberations, when the head of the State

calls for their advice on important affairs.

This example is ſo much the more grand,

that you are the only people who give it 5

that by doing ſo, you juſtify the confidence

which l repoſed in you; and that by this

mutual union, you fortify the internal peace

and ſtrength of your country, at the ſame

time that you augment the conſideration

abroad which your courage has ſo juſtly me

rited,

“If as the firſt citizen, as he in whoſe

contemplation the good of the State and yours

are moſt intimately connected, I ought in the

nume of our country to expreſs to you a de

gree of gratitude, worthy of you and of me;

how ſenſibly muſt my heart be affect:d by

the attachment and the love which during the

ſitting of this Diet you have teſtified for me

and my ſon How much in his young breaſt

muſt be fortified regard for, and confidence

in a generous people, who from his infancy

give him ſuch proofs of attachmeat. You

have ſeen him attending to your dclibera

tions, and under my guidance inſtructing

himſelf to fulfil the important duty to which

Providence may one day call him. I wiſhed

to accuſtom him early to buſineſs, and to

teach him to eſteem a people whom he is to

govern, to love their laws, and reſpect their

liberty. In expreſſing your wiſhes to ſee my

ſon ſoon encreaſe my family, and thus give the

neceſſary ſtrength and ſecurity to the ſuc

teifion to the throne, you have anticipated

my patcrpal hopes. Such a ſentiment muſt

aſſuredly add to my gratitude, if my heart

were not already full.

“You are now to return to your homes

to reſume your occupations in peace, and to

ſhare with your fellow-citizens the ſatisfaction

of having contributed to the public good and

the maintenance of the State. I am to watch

over the happineſs of our country and over

yours. I ſhall endeavour to encourage agri

culture, and the progreſs of commerce; to .

mintain the ſacredneſs of the laws, the exe

tution of juſtice, and the reſpect due to re.

ligion.—In ſhort, I am to apply myſelf to

all the cares which my duty and my ſituation

rt]uire of me, but which the love and the

gratitude with which your attachment ſo

ſenſibly affects my heaſt require in a ſtill

higher degree.

-

“ Theſe duties, which never ceaſe for a

moment, which occupy the whole of life,

become more eaſy when they are executed

for a beloved people; ſupport is then derived

from a true zeal, from a ſenſe of honour, and

ſtill more ſrom the ſatisfaction of doing

every thing in my power to provemy gra

titude, and preſerve in your hearts the ſen

timents with which you leave this place.

* “It is with theſe ſentiments that I this

day cloſe the Diet ; it will be with the ſame

ſentiments that I ſhall again receive you before

the Throne, when our common intereſts

may require that you be convoked.”

After the cloſe of the Diet, the King

made a liberal diſtribution of promotions and

honours to thoſe of the ſeveral orders, whoſe

zeal had been moſt conſpicuous in bringing

the buſineſs of it to a ſpeedy concluſion."

Madrid, March 1. On the 28th patt Count

Florida Blanca was removed from all his em

ployments, which are now held ad interim

by Count d'Aranda. The ſame day an Edićt

was publiſhed, by which the ſuperintendancy

over all the departments of this Government

is veſted in the Council of State, of which his

Catholic .1ajeſty has declared himſelf Preſi

dent, andCount d'Aranda Senior Member.

Wienna, March 1. His Imperial Majeſty,

the Emperor Leopold, died this afternoon,

about four o'clock, of an inflammatory fever,

which, falling on his bowels, reſiſted all the

power of medicine, and proved fatal on the

third day of his illneſs. Gaz.

Leopold was born May 5, 1747, and

crowned Ośtober 9, 1790. He married

Maria Louiſa, Infanta of Spain, on the 5th

of Auguſt 1766, by whom he has left

iſſue ten ſons and four daughters. His eldeſt

ſon, the Arch Duke Francis, is married to

Maria Thereſa, eldeſt daughter of the King

of Naples. In private lite he was a man of

accompliſhed manners and uſeful principles.

His political condućt began in the little

Dukedom of Tuſcany, and there he was

diſtinguiſhed by his ſimplification of the

laws, his remiſſion of oppreſſive taxes, by

ſome proviſions for the comfort of ſtrangers

in his dominions, and by a readineſs of ac

ceſs to his own ſubječas of all ranks. His

Government was that of a philoſophic Prince,

who wiſhed to ſecure the affections of his

ſubjećts by promoting their happineſs.

The late Emperor is ſucceeded in his

titles and eſtates, as King of Hungary and

Bohemia, by his clieſt ſon the Arch-Duka

Francis.

H h 2 MONTHLY
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Fr B R U A R Y 16.

A* nine o'clock in the evening, a gang

of twelve men, armed with knives and

bludgeons, aſſembled on Saffron-hull, and, as

appears, from a ſpirit of wanton barbarity

fell with their bludgeons and knives upon

every perſon they met with, many of whom

were ſeverely and dangerouſly wounded, by

flabs they received on the ſide and face. One

poor labouring man, who was quietly paſſing

by them, fell a vićtim to the cruelties prac

tiſed by theſe deſperadoes, for him they pur

ſued, and one of the party gave him a mor

tal wound in his ſide. After he fell, this

wretch kicked the poor man, and ſtamped

upon him, and with the reſt of his com

panions knocked down the gentleman who

took the wounded man into his houſe, and

demoliſhed his windows. The name of the

unfortunate man was Jordan Hoſty; he

was taken to St. Bartholomew's Hoſpital,

where he lingered a ſhort time, and died.

On Friday night two ef the gang were taken

in Holborn, Armſtrong and Jones, who

were on Saturday examined at Bow Street,

and were by ſeveral perſons ſwoln to have

been very active in the above ſhocking

tranſačtion : that Armſtrong was there with

a drawn knife in his hand, and, as well as

Jones, had a bludgeon, with which they

knocked down ſeveral perſons, who appear

ed and identified them.

Dublin, Feb. 27. About half paſt four

o'clock, the ſheet iron funnel from one of the

ftoves, either that in the corridore, or that

in the hall forming the weſtern wing of

the Court of Requeſts, which paſſed through

the roof cloſe by the baſe of the great dome

of the Senate-houſe, was obſerved from the

ſtreet to be on ſire ; but no further notice

was taken until a few minutes paſt five,

when the Members in the Houſe of Com

mens were alarmed by the tumultuous buſ

tle of a number of people paſſing and

repaſſing in ſeeming confuſion, before the

windows, which, fºom the baſe of the

dome, threw light into the Houſe. Imme

diately an alarm of fire was given, and the

Houſe filling with ſmoke, corroborated this

alarm.

It was thought, hawever, too trifling to

interrupt the buſineſs of the Houſe, when

tºne of the Members who had diſcerned the

ſire from the fºr et, and had rade his way

to the roof, looking down inte the houſe

frºm one of the ventilators, confirmed the

appretenſions of thoſe within, by ſaying the

dºme was ſurrounded by fire, and would

tumble into the Houſe in five minutes.

he speaker inſtantly put the queſtion of

*journment—and all the Men.beis ran into

the ſtreet—where they had the mortificatioſ

to obſerve the flames burſting forth on all

ſides from the baſe of the dome.

In leſs than three quarters of an hour the

whole dome was ſurrounded by a volume of

fire, which ſoon made apertures on all ſides,

by melting the copper from the wood-work,

and thus exhibiting the cavity of the dome

filled with flames like a huge furnace.

About half paſt ſix the dome, burnt on all

fides from its ſupporting principles, tumbled

into the houſe with one great craſh.

The Houſe of Lords, as well as the Com

mons, was fitting and in debate when the

flames firſt broke out.

Engines were brought from all fides—but

their approach was ſo tardy—and when they

did come, the ſupply of water ſo very ſcanty–

that the rapidity of the flames baffled all

their efforts to prevent the total ruin ofthe place

Parties of horſe and foot from the garriſon

were immediately brought to keep off the

populace, and prevent as well plunder to the

chambers, as interruption to the firemen.

The flames, having ſpent their fury on the

Houſe of Commons, ſpread their ravages to

the reſt of the building, and blended every

thing ſuſceptible of combuſtion in the com

mon ruin.

Happily and providentially the calmneſs of

the evening prevented the extenſive miſchief

that would 9therwiſe have been inevitable.

The valuable library and all the papers of

importance were ſaved.

For the remainder of the Seſſion the

Houſe of Commons are to do buſineſs in the

great room at the weſt front of the building,

which was intended to be appropriated for

the parliamentary records.

March 1. A duel was fought in a flºld

near Marybone, between Mr. Kemble and

Mr. Aikin, of Drury-lane Theatre—in con

ſequence of a diſpute reſpecting certain dra

matic arrangements, which Mr. Akin coa

ceived to be injurious to him.

Mr. Aikin diſcharged his piſtol without

effect, and the parties were happily recoa

culed without proceeding farther.

They had no ſeconds, but Mr. Banniſter,

ſen. 2:tended as their common friend. "

15. The following intelligence was re

ceived at the Eaſt-India Houſe from Mr.

William Gordon, one of the Company's

principal ſurgeons at Madras, who arrived at

L'Orient, in the French ſhip Beauty, Capt.

Le Bel, from Pondicherry, on the 3d inſt.

afer a paſſage of four months and twelve

days.

“ The important fort of Chittledroog was

given up to the Mahratta Chief on certain

cºnditious ; a garriſon of the utmoſt impor

tance
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wance to the Company, and an irreparable loſs

to Tippoo Sultan, as he placed the greateſt

confidence in its reſiſtance, and had depoſited

in it, beſides immenſe quantities of treaſure,

moſt of his favourite women. This fort coſt

Hyder Ally, Tippoo's father, a large ſum in

repairing the fortifications, after being three

years in reducing it.

* That Lord Cornwallis, at the time of

his taking the field in the latter end of Oéto

bºr, found all the forts, &c. of any conſe

quence, were in the poſſeſſion of us and our

allies (whoſe conduct he was highly ſatisfied

with), except Seringapatam and Bedanoor,

which long ere this muſt be in our poſſeſſion,

it being impoſfible to reſiſt ſuch a formidable

army, ſo well appointed, diſciplined, and

commanded, and where harmony, emulation,

and a juſtifiable ſpirit of retaliation, await the

cruel treatment of their fellow-ſoldiers during

the late war.

* That fince the Polygars had taken pèſ

ſeſſion of Cowl, all kinds of grain, proviſions,

&c. are ſold in the Bazars at very reaſonable

rates, and a free communication formed be

tween the preſidency and the allied army.”

17. By a private letter from a gentleman

at Gibraltar, dated the 12th ult, there is ad

vice,that Sir Robert Boyd had received authen

tic intelligence, by the Mutine Cutter, on the

Friday preceding the above date, that the army

of the Emperor of Morocco, and that of his

brother, aſſiſted by the Spaniards, had met,

and that the Emperor (who is our friend),

after a ſevere engagement, had obtained a de

cided vićtory, having completely routed his

brother, who fled with the greateſt precipi

tation to a ſanctuary for ſhelter. The ſame

account adds, that the head General of the

virquiſhed troops was taken, with 6coo hard

dollars, and thirty pieces of cannon ; after

which, the conqueror proceeded to Morocco,

and was publicly proclaimed Emperor.

21. The Emperor of Morocco has fince de

clared war againſt his Moſt Catholic Majeſty,

for having afforded aſſiſtance to his brother,

when in arms againſt him; at the ſame time

offering a large reward for the head of any

Spaniard who ſhould be found within his

dominions three days after the publication of

that edićt.

There was a large attendance of the Mem

bers of the Royal Academy for the pur

poſe of eleēting a Preſident, in the room of

the late Sir Joſhua Reynolds, when Mr.

Weſt was choſen by a majority of twenty

nine to one ; the unit was in favour of Mr.

Coſway.

Claims on the Hunpreps of Halfshire

and Pershop E,Wor cºst arsh 1 R E, forDa

Ma GE's ſuſtained during the Riot sin 1791.

The amount of the claims made by the

ſufferers, and ſums allowed by the verdićts ºf

the Jury, are as follow :

:
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P R O M O T I O N S.

HE Earl of Morton to be Chamberlain

of her Majeſty's houſehold.

The Earl of Aileſbury to be Treaſurer of

her Majeſty's houſehold.

Rev. Charles Manners Sutton, D. D. Dean

of Peterborough, to be Biſhop of Norwich:

Thomas Lawrence, eſq. to be principal

Painter in Ordinary to his Majeſty, vice Sir

Joſhua Reynolds dºc.

The Rev. Dr. Tatham, to be Rećtor of

Lincoln-college, Oxford, vice the late Dr.
Horner.

The Rev. Francis John Hyde Wollaſten,

M. A. to the Jackſonian Profeſſorſhip of

Natural and Experinental Philoſophy of

Cambridge.

The Rev. Mr. Pearce, to be Sub Dean of

his Majeſty's Chapel Royal, vice the Rev.

Dr. Bayley reſigned.

Benjamin weſt, eſq, to be Preſident of

the Royal Academy, vice Sir Joſhua Rcy

nolds, dec. -

M A R R I A G E S.

N Scotland, James Coull, eſq. of Aſh

grove, M.D. to Miſs Dunbar, only daugh

ter of the late Sir Alexander Dunbar, of

Northfield, Bart.

Richard Bevan, of the Middle_Temple,

eſq to Miſs Norris, Great Ruſſel-ſtreet,
Blºomſbury.

Orfeur Weſton, eſq. to Miſs Vickery, of

Crown-ſtreet, St. James's Park.

George Thomas, eſq. clerk of the cheque

of his Majeſty's Dock Yard at Chatham, tº

Miſs Parminter, 9: Plymouth.

lººr,
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Samuel Boddington, eſq. Weſt India

Mer hant, to Miſs Aſhburn, r, only daughter

of William Aſhburner, eſq. of Surat.

Elys Anderſon Stevens, eſq. only ſon of

John Stephens, eſq. of Bower Hall, Eſſex,

to Miſs Mary Elton, ſecond daughter of the

iate Iſlac Elton, eſq. of Stapleton Houſe

:near B: títol. !

Mr. Francis Ridſdale, Merchant, in Leeds,

to Miſs D. Wigleſworth, daughtcr of James

"Wigleſworth, eſq. of Town-head.

James Craufurd, eſq. eldeſt ſon of Sir

Alexander Craufu d, bart. to Miſs Gage,

iiiter to Lord Viſcount Gage.

The Moſt Noble jobn Marquis of Aber

torn, to Lady Cecil Hamilton.

Richard Johnſon, eſq. M. P. for Mil

bourne Port, to Miſs Courtenay, eldeſt

daughter of J. Courtenay, eſq. M. P. Jor
Tamworth.

The Hon. Auguſtus Butler to Miſs Dan

wers, only daughter and heireſs of Sir John

Danvers, bart.

In Ireland, the Hon. and Rev. J. E.

Agar, to the Hºn. Miſs Flower, ſiſter to

Lord Viſcouat Aſhbrook : Alſo,

The Rev. John Hawkins, eldeſt ſon of

the Biſhop of Raphae, to Miſs Mortgomery,

daughter of Alexander Montgomery, of the

Hall, cºunty Donegal.

The Right Hon. Lord Viſcount Percival,

only ſon to the Earl of Ermont, to Miſs

Wynn, daughter of Colonel Wynn, late

anember for Carnarvon

The Right Hon. Viſcount Cliffden, to

lady Caroline Spencer, clieſt daughter of

the Duke of Marlborough. *

Angus Bethune, eſq. late of Charles Town,

South Carolina, Microhant, to Miſs Horton,

daughter of John Horton, eſq. of Lawrence

Pountney-lane, M-rohant. -

God'chall Johnſon, eſq of Albemarle

£reet, to Miſs Mary Francis, daughter of

Philip Francis, eſq.

At Beverley, J Torre, eſq. to Miſs Coates,

daughter of the Rev. Dr. Coates.

At Carliſle, the Rev. Fergus Graham,

I.L. D. Rector of Arthuret and Kirk

Andrew upon Eſk, and brother to Sir James

Graham, bart. to Miſs. Johanna Gale, ºf

Cariiſle, niece to Humphrey Senhouſe, eſq.

Member for Cumberland.

John Reynolds, jun, gent. of Staples Inn,

to Mrs. ElizabethHart, widow of Jºhn Hart,

eſq. late alderman and principal land coal

meter of London.

Rev. Mr. Baverflock, a Minor Canon of

Durham Abbey, to Miſs Clarke.

At Darmſtadt, the Hon. M. W. R. Spen

cer, to the Counteſs of Spreti, fourth

daughter of Count Jeniſon Walworth.

The Right Hon. Lord Maſſey to Miſs

Margaret Barton, youngeſt daughter of

William Barton, eſq. of Grove in the coun.

ty of Tipperary.

The Rev. Timothy Mangles, of Great

Ruſſel-ſtreet Bloomſbury, to Miſs Hall,

daughter of Mr. Hall of Clerkenwell-green.

At St. Peterſburgh, John Cayley, eſq.

clieſt ſon of John Cayley, eſq. Conſul General

to the Britiſh Fačiory, to Miſs Halliday,

ſecond daughter of Dr. Halliday of that

place : Aiſo,

William Caylev, eſq. fourth ſon of John

Cayley, eſq. to Miſs Elizabeth Cavanaugh,

third daughter of the late Nicholas Cava

naugh, eſq. of that place.

MONTHLY OBITUARY for MARch 1792.
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T Leutkirk, in Suabia, Mr. Lewis

Fuſt, author of many ingenious pieces;

particularly onc entitled “ Ludi Fiorales,'

and an ther named “ Floriniani,” both

Poems full of animation, ſatire, and ſeni

ment. He was deſcended from Fuſt, the

Printer of Mcntz. -

9. William Sinclair, eſq. ſecond ſon of

the late Sir James Sinclair of Mev, bart.

and uncle to the preſent Earl of Caithneſs.

10. At Willoughby on the Wolds,

Nottinghamſhire, in the 100th year of his

age, Mr. Joſeph Sleigh.

15. At Bangor, Richard Howard, eſq.

Clerk of the Peace for Carnarvonſhire.

Lately at Stroud, in Glouccfierſhire,

John Colbourne, eſq.

17. At Lewes, #1, nry Humphrey, eſq.

Juſtice of Peace for Suſſex, in his 82d

"cº. r.

Rºbert Millar, eſq. who before the Ameri

can Revolution was Trcaſurer to the Col

lege of Willian and Mary, and Conſtrel

ler of the Port of Williamſburg in Virginia.

18. Mr. Davies, Apothecary, Martin

ſtreet, Leiceſ cr Fields.

At Frinſbury, near Rocheſter, in his 81ſt

year, Mr. Philip Boghurſt. -

Mr. J. J. Rougemont of St. Helen's,

Biſhopſgate Street, French Merchant, part

ner with Meſſrs. Agaſſiz. He put an end to

kis lile at the Hotel in the Adelphi.

19. At Auchinleck, Ayrſhire, Matthew

Tait, aged 123 years. He ſerved as a pri

vate ſoldier at the taking of Gibraltar in

1704.

20. David Hewſon, eſq. of Botolph
Lane.

At Oxford, the Rev. John Horner, D. D.

Re&tor of Lincoln College, to which he ſoc

cerded in 1734.

Mr. Chriſtopher Sayers, Pier Maſter at
Ya: mouth.

Mr. David Cooper, aged 76, many years

Cellrétor of the New River Company.

2 iſt. At Kilbrue, in 11 cland, Gorges

Lowth.cr., eſq. half a century a Mentº:
- - º
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the Houſe of Commons there, of which he

was the father.

Lady Eſdaile, wife of Sir James Eſdaile,

Knt. and Alderman.

Mr. Thomas Strea: field, of Stoke Newing

ton, aged 67, formerly a Linea Draper in

Leadenhall it cet.

Mr. Jacob Schnebbelie, Draftſman to the

Society of Antiquaries.

Mr. Eſam, Watchmaker, Stamford.

At Aſhford, Kcnt, Iſaac Rutton, M. D.

in his 81ſt year.

Lately at Chicheſter, Mr. Joſeph Brydon,

the oldeſt Lieut. in the Royal Navy,

22. At Newcaſtle, the Hon. George

Hewitt, of the 31ſt reg. of foot, youngeſt

ſon of Lord Lifford, late Lord Chancel

lor of Ireland.

At Willion, Hertfordſhire, the Rev. John

Rooke, A. M. many years Vicar of that

Place.

Lately Thomas Graham, eſq. Fowey in

Cornwall.

23. Sir Joſhua Reynolds (See p. 213).

Mr. John Clark, Coal Factor, Lower

Tooting, Surrey. -

At Durham, Capt. Agnew, of the Fury

Sloop of War.

The Rev. Thomas Burnet, M. A. Vicar

of Brough under Stanmore, Wedmoreland.

Lately at Maidſtone Court, Herefordſhire,

!. Durbin, eſq. aged 83, Juſtice of Peace

or Hereford and Somerſet, and ſen. Alder

man of Briſtol.

Lately in Holles-ſtreet, Dublin, in his

83d year, Robert Thorpe, eſq. Barriſter at .
law.

- Lately at Lyme in Dorſeſhire, Francis

Gore, eſq. uncle to the Earl of Roſs.

Lately at Malpas, Cheſhire, aged 80,

Thomas Witney, eſq.

25: Mr. James Taylor, Stockbroker, ſup

poſed to be worth 200,oool. -

The Rev. John Rogers, M. A. Vicar of

Shifnal, and Rector of Stirchley and Daw

ley, in the county of Salop.

26. Sir Richard Bickerton, bart. Rear

Admiral of the White, Commander in Chief

at Plymouth, and Member for Rocheſter.

Mir. John Flack, partner with Mr.

Raberts, of the White Horſe Inn, Fetter-lanc.

At Kirby Stephen, Weſtmoreland, John

Fothersill, aged 80, formerly Carpentºr to

the Inner Temple,

Lately Mr. John Rex, White-Chapel.

27. Cyrus Maigre, cfq. Cecil-ſtreet,

Stand, aged 76 years.

Lately at Chicheſter, the Rev. Richard

Tircraan. M. A. Sub Dean and Treaſurer

w! the Cathcaral there.

28. Mr. John Turner, Deputy Uſher of

the Rolls, aged 78.

At Guernſey, Henry Le Meſurier, eſq.

Colonel of the Militia of that Iſland, and

many years Daniſh Conſul.

**tely Mr. Cooke, Surveyor,Chiſwel-ſtreet.

ed merit.

Lately at Graſſgarth Houſe, near Roſe

Caſtle, Cumberland, Mr. Iſaac Robſon.

29. Mr. Thomas Fenton, Attorney at

Law, of Newcaſtle, Clerk of the Peace for

the county of Stafford. -

At Kirkwall, in Orkney, Patrick Hagart,

eſq; Chamberlain to Sir Thomas Dundas,

and Dcputy Admiral of thoſe Iſlands.

Lately at Liege, in Germany, Robert

Dºlman, M. D. of Pocklington in York

ſhire, where he ſome time practiſed as Phy

ſician.

In this month advice was received of the

death of the following perſons in Jamaica :

Dr. Thomas Clarks; formerly his M.jeſ.
ty's Botaniſt of that Iſland. -

John Whitaker, eſq.

Duncan Maclachlan, eſq.

John Wilcox M. Gregor, eſq.

William Afflºck, eſq., the elder, com-,

mander of his Majeſty's frigate the Blondº

Mr. William Hamilton, late of Bºtha

author of a Poem called “ The Ele&ion.” ".

Hinton Eaſt, eſq.

MAs. 1. At Egham, Mrs. Ann Shakerleys

of, Gwerſylt, in the county of Denbigh,

only ſurviving ſiſter of Dowager Lady will

liams Wynne, of Wimpole-ſtreet.

2. Thomas . Whittington, eſq. fen, it
Hamſwell Houſe near Bath.

Lieut. Jamcs Maxwell, at the Marine

Barracks, Stonehouſe, Plymouth. He had

twice circumnavigated the Globe with

Capt. Cook, and aſſiſted in forming the ſet

tlement eſtabliſhed at Botany Bay.

Abraham Atkins, eſq. Clapham, in his

77th year.

Thomas Purvis, eſq. of Bedlington.

Evan Joncs, eſq. Eyre-ſtreet, Hatton
Garden.

The Rev. John Wilſon, Curate of Ark

holme, and Maſter of the Grammar School

Kirkby Lonſdale, aged 78.

Robert Adam, eſq. Archite&t, F. R. S.

and F. S. A. by the burſting of a blood

vcſſcl.

Mr. Adam was born in the year 1728,

at Kirkaldy in the county of Fife, the ſame

place that gave birth to Dr. Adam Smith.

He was ſecond ſon of William Adam of

Maryburgh, Eſq. an architect of diſtinguiſh

He received his education at the

Univerſity of Edinburgh, which is now re

building after his deſigns. The friendſhips

he formed were with men who have fince

eminently dittinguiſhed themſelves by their

literary productions, among whom were Da

vid Hume, Dr. Robertſon, Adam Smith,

Adam Ferguſon, and John Home. At a more

advanced time of life he had the good fortune

to enjoy the friendſhip and ſociety of Archi

bald Duke of Argyle, the late Mr. Charles

Townſhend,the Karl of Mansfield,and ſeveral

other of the moſt illuſtrious men of the age.

He was buried the 1 oth of March, in the

South Aiſle of Wcſtminilcr Abucy; Hi
*
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Pºll being ſupported by the Duke of Buc

cleugh, the Earl of Coventry, the Earl of
Lauderdale, Lord Viſcount Stormont, Lord

Frederick Campbell, and Mr. Pulteney.

Mr. John Rogers, Lower-ſtreet, Iſlington.

Mr. W. Mann, Attorney and Solicitor,

Immer Templc.

Sir Stephen Naſh, Knt. a Member of the

Common Council in Briſtol.

John Sykes, eſq. of Strand on the Green,
Middleſex.

4. The Rev. John White, Miniſter of the

Aſſociate Congregation at Dunſe, Scotland.

Lately at Hallfield Gate, near Cheſterfield,

the Rev. Mr. Hatton, Rećtor of Southamp

tºon.

5. Mrs. Byfield, wife of Mr. Byfield,

Stationer, Charing Croſs.

Pi Mrs. Singleton, Houſekeeper to Mr.
1tt.

In the King's Bench Priſon, Mr. Michael

Barnwell, many years a Captain in the Eaſt

India Company's Service. -

Mr. Peter Cranke, Wine Merchant, Can

non-ſtreet.

Mr. Polti,

Excter.

6. Lieut. Robert Mangles of the Navy.

Lately, on his paſſage from Oporto, the

Hon. John Foſter, eldeſt ſon of the Speaker
of the Iriſh Houſe of Commons.

7. The Rev. Charles Booth, of Twemlow

Hall, Cheſhire, Rector of Middleton Che

ney, and Greatworth, in Northamptonſhire,

and Llongerm in Merionethſhire, and a Pre

bendary of York and Saliſbury.

Mr. Richard Wood, formerly Mercer and

Banker at Glouceſter.

Lately at Halifax, in Yorkſhire, at the

advanced age of 90 years, Mrs. Robinſon,
who had been one of the Maids of Honour

to Queen Caroline.

Lately the Rev. Mr. Kennedy, Maſter of

the Free Grammar Scool at Abugdon.

Lately at Norwich, aged 33, the Rev.

}. Potter, ſon of the late Robert Potter,

rebendary of Norwich, Tranſlator of Æſ

chylus, Euripides, and Sophocles.

8. The Rev. Mr. Everald, of Gate-ſtreet,

Lincolns Inn Fields.

9. George Mee, eſq. Colle&or of Exciſe

at Plymouth.

Lately at Milan, Marcheſ, thc celebrated

vocal performer.

1o. At Newington, in Oxfordſhire, Fran.

cis Berenger Lenout, eſq., late Major of

the 8th, or King's reg. of foot.

Mr. William Sealy, Maliſter, of Broad

Somerford, Wilts.

The Rev. Samuel Jackſon, 50 years Rec

tor of Siſted in Eſſex, in his 84th year.

Mr. Thomas Akroyde, Attorney at Law,
at Lced;.

Weather. Glaſs maker, at

The Right Hon. John Earl of Bute, Knt.

of the Garter, Rarger of Richmond Park,

and Chancellor of Aberdeen. .

11. Sir William Codring on, bart. Men

ber of Parliament for Tewkeſhury.

Mr. Frcderick Charles Kuhff, panner in

the houſe of Meſſrs. Kuuſis Giellet and Co.

of Little St. Helen's.

12. At Hayes in Middleſex, the Rev.

Anthony Hinton, Vicar of that place.

Capt. Sherwood, of the King George Eaſt
Indiaman.

13. Mr. Thomas Thompſon, Newington
Butts.

Mr. Thomas Shepherd, Carpenter and
Builder.

Mrs. Windham, relićt of the late Wil

liam Windham, eſq. of Felbrigg in the

county of Norfolk, and mother of the preſert

Member for Norwich, in her 8oth year.

At Edinburgh, the Right Honourable

Alexander Gordon of Rockville, brother to

the Earl of Aberdeen, and one of the

Lords of Scſſions of Scotland.

At Durham, William Ambler, eſq. Re

corder of that City.

Philips Bagot, eſq. Mayor of Harwich,
and ſen. Commander of the Diana Packet in

the Service of the Poſt Maſters.

Mr. Peter Daniel, Attorney at Colcheſter.

14. Mr. John Robley, Stoke Newington.

Mr. Wheelhouſe, Broker, Fenchurch

ſtreet.

Lieut. Charles Hamilton, of the Bengal

Eſtabliſhment, Tranſlator and Editor of ine

Hedaya.

John Barker, eſq. late Colonel of the Nor

folk Militia.

George Steel, Token-Houſe

Yard.

Lately in Galway, Robert Eyre, eſq. Juf

tite of Peace for that town, and diſtributor

of the Stamps for that diſtriët.

16. Joſiah Eyles, eſq. formerly, Governor
of Fort St. David, in the Eaſt Indies

John March, eſq. George-ſtreet, Hanover

ſquare.
-

Lately in Ireland, the Honºurable Mrs.

Maxwell, wife of the Lord Biſhop of Meath,

and only ſiſter of the Speaker of the Hºuſe

ef Commons.

Lately at Lancaſter, Dr. Lawrence Nunns,

aged 27. -

17. Mr. Biſhop, Stationer, Greet New

port-ſtreet.

Mrs Burrard, widow of George Bur

rard, eſq. of Lymington. -

18. At Tunbridge Wells, the Right Hon.

Lucy Viſcounteſs Torrington. Her Lady
ſhip was ſiſter to Lord Corke, and was mar

rica to Lord Torrington, July 10, 1765

19. Samuel Thorpe, eſq. Old Burlingtor

ſtreet, Juſtice of Peace for Weſtminſter,

-

**S***
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO CORRESPONDENTS,

On account of the abſence from London of the Gentleman from whom we received the

View inſerted in the preſent Magazine, we are obliged to poſtpone the deſcription of it until

next month.

Having not reviewed Paine's Pamphlet, we cannot notice any of the anſwers,

Many Poems have been received this month which will be conſidered,

E. R. R. A. T A.

P. 265, for Auguſt 11, 1790, read Auguſt 12, 1770,

, P. 268, 2d col. 1. 23, for give up, read give it.

—-mº-mm

AVERAGE PRICES of CORN, from April 7, 1792, to April 14, 1791,

Wheat! Rye |Barl. Oats ||Beans

s. d.s. d.ls. d.ls. º d.

London 4 913 313 2 12 2 13 3

IN LAN ID COUNTIES.

Middleſex 4 9ſo of 6 o oſo o

Surry 4. 93 4'3 3. 64 1

Hertford 4 3 2 93 62 53 9
Bedford 4 53 4.3 : * ~13 3

Cambridge 4 53 o? 81 93 o

Huntingdon 4 42 .. 22 21 11

Northampton 4 §3 43 *2 I 3 I

Rutland 4. $2 93 ** 23 7

Leiceſter 5 o'o os 5.2 33 11

Nottingham 5 23 103 42 63 lo

Ilerby 5 : 23 3: 74 3

Stafford 5 so ox icº. $4 8

Salop 4 83 to 3 4.2 34 8

Hereford 4 44 o'3 1/2 4 3 8

Worceſter 4 §§ 23 8 : 63 10

Warwick o oo co go oo 2

Glouceſter 5 co o: 3' x 23 8

Wilts 4 9% of 22 4 3 2

Berks 4 99 °3 42 63 8

Oxford 4 19 o oſ3 or 2 3 5

Bucks 4 5'o of 3 4 1 33 4.

CO UN TIES upon the COAST.

Wheat Rye Barl. Oats Beans

Eſſex 4 7|3 43 ºn 3's 9

Suffolk 4 73 of o: 33

Norfolk 4. 4: Ioz 52 i; º

Lincoln 4 6'o 2. 161 Io's 1

York 4 6.3 21 11||1 113 5

Durham 4. 9% o; 4, 34 3

Northumberl.4 74 o: 11, 95 °

Cumberland 5 63 43 21 10 °

weſtmorld. § 64 73 4, 29 o

Lancaſhire 5 4'o of 3. 34 3

Cheſhire 5 34. 3: 3. To

Monmouth 4 1 to of 4 o oo o

Somerſet 5 i o º: o 1 8 o 0

Devon 4 9 o or 8, 1 34 6

Cornwall 5 1 o o, si is 9

Dorſet 4. 9 o' or 9 × 1 4 3

Hants 4. 7 o os o 1 2 3 9

Suſſex 4 7 o ** 2: ; ; o

Kent 4. Io 3 33 3 2 53 4

WALES.

North Wales 5 74 313 l 10|0 0

South Wales 6 olo ol 3 511 710 °

-º-mºm--

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER.

M A R C H.

BARomer ER. THE RM ox". WIN p.

a 7–29– 47 --- 48 - S.

28–29 – 70 - 45 - W.

29–29 – 61 –- so - S.

30–29 - 61— 54 - S.V.

31–30 -oo - 55 - W.

A P R I L.

1–29 – 70— 50 - 5. W.
• 2–29 - 55–49 - W.

3–29 – 84–45 - W.

4–29 - 40 50 - &
–29 – 35 --47 - -

;I. - ;:—— 48 — N. W.

7–30 – 29 —-49 – W.

8–30 – 15—- so- N. E
9 – 30 — os—- sº- E.

10– 29 – 95 —- 59 - E.

1 I- 29– 96-- 6 o'-- F.

1:– 30 — od —- 57 - w.
13– 29 – 92–61 - E.

14–30 – co-- 57 - N. Y.

, 5–29 – 99- 53 -

26–29 – 87— 54– E. N.B.
17–29 - 64—— 51 - E,

18–29 - 17 47 - W,

19–29 – 15—42 - .N.

20–29 – 87 44– N. B.

21–30 - 20 48 – S. S. W.

22–30 — oo— ;4 – S. W.

33–19 – 7s—#1 *".
24- - - -

4–29 – 70 54 W,

25-29 - 85—– s; -

P RTC ETof STOCK S,

April 24, 1792.

Bank Stock, ...'.iº,

5per Cent.Ann. 1785.3per Ct. Ind. Ann

119 || 4 | indiaBonds,110s.pm.

New 4 per Cent. 1 or South Sea Stock, -

# a lot # ex. div. Old S. S. Ann, -7

3 percent red.s3; New s.s. Ann.94%

a 92 : ; 3 per Cent. 1751.9%

3 per Cent, Conſ. 94 Exchequel Bil.
# a 93 : 3 N.Na.é, Við. Bills”

3 per Cent. 1726, -|Let. Tick.

LongAn. 26 #; ; 11-16 Iriſh ditto

Do. St. 1778, 12 1-16 ||

—-A
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For A P R I L

R E. v I E W,
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S K E T C H of T H E L I F E A N D C H A R A C T E R or

A L D E R M A N B O Y DE L L.

INTEGER vitae scele Risque Purus.

BlºgSAPHY, which is always in
ſtrućtive to the reader, is ſometimes,

from the peculiar merit of the perſon who

is the immediate ebject of it, ſo delightful

to the writer, that he knows not how to

appropriate his expreſſions, ſo as to ſatisfy

his own feelings, and to do juſtice to the
charaćter it is his office to deſcribe,

without rendering himſelf liable to the

ſuſpicion of intereſted praiſe or venal eulo

gium.

On the preſent occaſion, however, there

is, happily, no cauſe for a moment's heſi

tation —as we are proceeding to ſpeak of

a man whom we may praiſe without the

fºur of unpleaſing imputation, becauſe in

relating his life and delineating his cha

raster, our expreſſions cannot go..
what the public voice has already declared

to be the public opinion both of the one
and the other.

AldeRMAN Boydell was born at

Donnington in Shropſhire, in the year

1719. His father to the profeſſion of a

Land-ſurveyor added that of Agent and
Manager of Eſtates to ſeveral of the prin

cipal Nobility and Gentry in that part of

the country. To his own profeſſion he

bred up his ſon John, the ſubject of our

preſent confideration —but, from one of

thoſe trifling circumſtances by which the

fate of men and of nations appear to be ſo

fiequently influenced, the young man was
turned aſide into that career of life which

he has fince followed with ſo much honour

to himſelf and advantage to his country.

Buck'sViews of the principalcountry

kats, &c. in different parts of England

are well known, and were publiſhed about

the time when young BoydEll was en

Ployed in the buſineſs ºf his father.-A

view of HawARDEN CAstle, Flintſhire,

was among the engravings of this work,

which being in the pariſh where the elder

Mr. Boy Dell had them removed to, as

well as the ſeat of Sir John GLYNN,

whoſe Steward he was, it was a very ma

tural object of curioſity and eſtimation in

the family. It ſeems to have been ſo in

HoR.

a very particular manner to the young

man, for it immediately determined him

to change his Pen for the Graver. He

accordingly went up to London, and, with

that reſolute ſpirit which has carried him

on through life, he at the age of rventy

one bound himſelf Apprentice to the

very artiſt (Mr. Toms) who had engraved

the ſeducing print which has been juſt

mentioned. Six years of that apprentice

ſhip he ſerved without the fin of an idle hour

to anſwer tor; and, having purchaſed the

remaining year of his indentures from his

maſter, he viſited the place of his nativity,

from whence, having there married an

aniable object of his early affections, he

returned to London, and entered, with that

indefatigable induſtry which has never yet

. him, upon the profeſſion of his future

life.

The encouragement given at that time

to Engraving in this country was not of a

nature to promiſe great things, but what

could be done Mr. BoxDELL did; and

the volume which contains all the works

of his hand is not only an object of real

curioſity, but ſufficient to excite aſtoniſh

ment when it is conſidered as the labour of

one man, taken up ſo late, and at a period

fo unfavourable to genius in the profeſſion

he had adopted. At the ſame time juſtice

requires us to obſerve, that, from ſome of

his latter works in particular, there can

be no doubt, if heHºfbeen young in theſe

days of encouragement, if, in ſhort, ſuch

a man as himſelf had lived before him, that

he would have ranked very high among the

Engravers of his country.

But it is ſcarcely poſſible that a life of

induſtry, perſeverance, and occonomy can

entirely fail of ſucceſs; and Mr.Boydell,

after having worked for others, began to

work for himſelf, and at length became a

Printſeller of conſiderable eminence. But

ſtill his laudable ambition was not ſatis

fied; he perceived that though he was

getting forward in the world, it was by

ſlow degrees; that if he did not ſtrike out

of the common road,—if he did not at

I i z tempt
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tempt ſomething which had not hitherto

been attempted, though he might leave

ſome fortune, he ſhould leave no reputation

behind him.

At this period foreign prints, particu

larly the works of the French Artiſts, were

ſo very ſuperior to thoſe executed in this

country, that very large quantities of them

were imported as well for Furniture as the

Port!. This was a circumſtance of

no common concern to Mr. Boy DeLL ;

and under the impreſſion of it, and with a

patriotic ſpirit, of which he has given, and

continues to give, ſuch ample proofs, he

conceived an idea, that if the Artiſts of this

country were to receive an adequate en

couragement, and have the works of the

great Maſters Fº before them, they

might equal, if not excel thoſe of foreign

execution. This idea, indeed, appears to

have been ſo well founded, that though it

was only attempted to be realized in 1760,

he was enabled in 1761 to publiſh the

Niobe and a few other prints engraved

by Woollet after pictures of Wilson

and the SMITHs. Theſe proved ſuch a

4pecimen of the Engliſh School, as gained

the admiration of all Europe. Indeed,

ſuch has been the very rapid progreſs of

Engraving in this country ſince this period,

from the ſpirited condućt of ALDERMAN

Boyd Ell, and the liberal encouragement

given by him to Artiſts, that in the courſe

of a few years he has ſeen his whole ſyſ

tem crowned with ſucceſs ; ſo that inſtead

of all the fine prints ſold in this count

being imported from abroad, the ...;
Exports in the article of engravings, when

compared with the imports, are, on the moſt

accurate calculation, in the proportion of

Five HUNDRED to one. Nor is this all;

for theſe exports are not confined to one,

or two, or three countries—they extend

from one end of Europe to the other.

But, not contented with having formed a

School of Engraving in this country ſo far

ſuperior to that of any other, AldERMAN

Boy pill has ſince laid the foundation for

a School of Britiſh Hiſtorical Painting, in

the ſplendid eſtabliſhment of the SHAKE

speARE GALLERY. That undertaking,

ſo highly approved, and to deſervedly en

couraged by the nation at large, is ſuperior

to our praiſe. Indeed, when we conſider

the magnificence of the deſign, the ſpirit

with which it has been executed, the works

both of the Penci, and the Graver which

it has produced, the almoſt incredible ex

cellence in printing which has accompa.

nied it, the cacouragement it has given

and is coºinually giving to Genius, the

imitations it has excised, and the commer

cial advantages which the nation muſt de

rive from it, we admire in aſtoniſhment and

in ſilence.

Such is what we ſhall call the profeſ.

ſional excellenceofAlderMAN Boydelli

but we feel a peculiar ſatisfaction, that in

every other circumſtance and character of

his life there is ample room for unſuſpected
encomium.

As a Magiſtrate, the City, in whoſe go

vernment he ſhares, experiences and ac

knowledges the benefit derived from the

aſſiduous and upright diſcharge of his

public duties. When he was elevated by

the warm and united ſuffrages of the Livery

of London to the firſt honours of the firſt

City in the world, the moſt ſanguine ex

pećtations waited upon the year of his ad

miniſtration, and it was more than ſatis

fied. Attentive to the intereſts and wiſhes

of his fellow-citizens of every denomina

tion; aſſiduous in the diſcharge of every

duty, always wiſhing to be juſt, and ever

inclining to be merciful;—ſplendid as a

Magiſtrate, but humble as a Man, he

omitted nothing that belonged to his dig

nity, he forgot nothing that belonged to

himſelf, and he thereby gave a diſtinétion

to the praetorial period, which will be re

membered as long as the public mind re

tains a grateful ſenſe of public virtue.

It would not be doing juſtice to this ex

cellent man, if we did not add, that his

É. qualities accompany the march of

is public virtues. They are, indeed, al

moſt peculiar to himſelf. At the age of

ſeventy-three he poſſeſſes the unſuſpecting

confidence of early years, and the amiable

ſimplicity of unexperienced life; nor, con

ſidering the long and continual dealing:

he has had with the different claſſes of

men, can the inviolate poſſeſſion of theſe

qualities be reconciled to our underſtand

ing but by that love of doing right, and

that fear of doing wrong, in ſhort, by

that inflexible integrity with which he be

gan, continues, and will finally cloſe his

venerable life.

To that life may there be many added

#. of health and honour; and when the

ower that meaſures out years at his plea:

ſure ſhall bid it ceaſe, it will form aſplendid

ićture in the ſpacious Gallery which

BRITish FAME has prepared to perpetuate

British Worth ; and, by commemo

rating the virtue of times that are paſt, to

inſpire the imitation of it in ages that are

to come

Such will be his Honours when the

page has mouldered away which records

this haſty and imperfect offering to

FRIENDSHIP and to TRUTH.

ANEC
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E C D O T E S.A N

( From “PUTTENIIAM's Art of PoETRY,” 4to. 1589. )

HENRY VII.

I N gaming with a Prince it is decent to

let him ſometimes win, of purpoſe to

keepe him pleaſant, and never to refuſe

his gift, for that is undutifull; nor to for

give him his loſſes, for that is arrogant;

nor to give him great gifts, for that is

either inſolence or follie; nor to feaſt him

with exceſſive charge, for that is both vain

and envious; and therefore the wiſe Prince

King Henry the Seventh, her Majeſties

rand-father, if he chaunee had bene to

ye at any of his ſubjects houſes, or to paſſe

moe meales than one, he that would take

upon him to defray the charge of his dyet,

or of his officers and houſehold, he would

be marvelouſly offended with it, ſaying,

“What private ſubject dare undertake a

Princes charge, or looke into the ſecret of

his expence.” Her Majeſtie (i. e. Queen

Elizabeth) hath bene knowne of ten times

to miſlike the ſuperfluous expence of her

ſubječtstº: her in times of her

Progreſſes.

:*::.:-----------. :*::

HENRY VIII.

I HAVE heard that King Henry the

Eight, her Majeſties father, though other

wiſe the moſt gentle and affable Prince of

the world, could not abide to have any

man ſtare in his face, or to fix his eye too

ſteadily upon him when he talked with

them, nor for a common ſuiter to exclame

or cry out for juſticé, for that is offenſive,

and as it were a ſecret impeachment of his

wrong doing, as happened once to a

Knight in this realm of great worſhip

ſpeaking to the King.

King Henry the Eight to one that en

treated him to remember one Sir Anthony

Rouſe with ſome reward, for that he had

ſpent much, and was an ill beggar; the

King aunſwered, (noting his intolencie)

if he be aſhamed to begge, we are aſham

td to give; and was nevertheleſſe one of

the moſt liberal Princes of the world.

:*:::::::::::::::::::
-

Queen Elizabeth.

IN a Prince it is decent to goe ſlowly,

and to march with leyſure, and with a cer
taine granditie rather than gravitie, as our

foveraine lady and miſtreſſe, the very inage

of majeſtie and magnificence, is accuſtom

td to doe generally, unleſſe it be when ſhe

walketh apace for her pleaſure, or to catch

hºr a heate in the coldt mornings.

Nevertheleſſe it is not ſo decent in a

meaner Perſon, as I have obſerved in ſome

counterfet ladies of the countrey, which

uſe it much to their owne deriſion. This

comelines was wanting in Queene Mary,

otherwiſe a very good and honourable

Princeſſe, and was ſome blemiſh to the

Emperor Ferdinando, a moſt noble-mind

ed man, yet, ſo careleſſe and forgetfull of

himſelf in that behalfe, as I have ſeene

him runne up a paire of ſtaires ſo ſwift and

nimble a pace as almoſt had not become a

very meane man, who had not gone in
ſome haſtie buſineſſe.

And in a noble Prince nothing is more

decent and welbeſeeming his greatneſſe

than to ſpare fouleſpeeches, for that breedes

hatred, and to let none humble ſuiters de

part out of their preſence (as neere as may

be) miſcontented. Wherein her Majeſtie

hath of all others a moſt regal gift, and

nothing inferior to the good Prince Titus

Veſpaſianus in that point.

Alſo not to be paſſionate for ſmall de

triments or offences, nor to be a revenger

•f them but in caſes of great injurie, and

ſpecially of diſhonors, and therein to be

very ſterne and vindicative, for that ſa

vours of princely magnanimitie, nor to

ſeeke revenge upon baſe and obſcure per

ſons, over whom the conqueſt is not glori

ous nor the victorie honourable, which

reſpect moved our Soveraign Lady (keep

ing alwaies the decorum of a princely

Perſon) at her firſt comming to the crowne

when a Knight of this realme, who had

very inſolently behaved himſelfe toward

her when ſhe was Lady Elizabeth, fell

upon his knee to her, and belought her

Pardon, ſuſpecting (as there was good

cauſe) that he ſhould have been ſent to

the Tower, ſhe ſaid unto him moſt mild.

ly, “Do you not know that we are de

ſcended of the Lion, whoſe nature is not

to harme or prey upon the mouſe or other
ſuch finall vermin f"

:*:::::::**:::::

Duke of Northumberland.

THE following hapned on a time at

the Duke of Northumberlandes bourd,

where merry John Heywood was allowed

to ſet at the table's end. The Duke had

a very noble and honourable mynde al

wayes to pay his debts well, and when

he lacked money would not ſticke to ſell

the greateſt part of his piate; ſo had he

dome few dayes before. -

- - Hey
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Heywood being loth to call for his

drinke ſo of as he was dry, turned his

eye tºward the cupboard, and ſayd, “I

finde great miſſe of your Grace's ſtanding

cups.” The Duke thinking he had ſpoken

it of ſome knowledge that his plate was

lately ſold, ſaid ſomewhat ſharply, “Why,

Sir, will not theſe cuppes ſeive as good a

man as you ſelfe " Heywood readily re

plied, “ Yes, it it pleaſe your Grace; but I

MEMOIRS of the I.H.FE

IDWARD DRINKER was bern on

', the 24th of December 1680, in a

finall cabin near the preſent corner of

walnut and Second Steets in the city of

Philadelphia. His parents came from a

lace called Beverly, in Maſſachuſetts

y. The banks of the Delaware, on

which the City of Philadelphia now ſtands,

were inhabited, at the time of his birth, by

Indians, and a few Swedcs and Holland

ers. He often talked to his companions

of picking wortleberries, and catching

rºbºts, on ſpots now the moſt populous

and improved of the city. He recoileet

ed the ſecond time William Penn came to

Pennſylvania, and uſed to point to the

place where the cabin ſtood, in which he

and his friends that accomparied him were

accommodated upon their allival. At

twelve years of age he went to Boſton,

where he ſerved an apprenticeſhip to a ca

biºet-maker. In the year 1745, he re

turned to Philad pinia with his family,

where he lived till the time of his death.

He was four times married, and had eigh

ren chiidren, all of whom were by his

firſt wife. At one time of his life he ſat

down at his own table with fourteen chil

dren. Not long before his death he heard

c; the birth of a grand-child to one of

his grºnd-children, the fifth in ſucceſſion

from himſelf.

He retained all his faculties tiil the laſt

years of his life; even his memory, ſo

early and ſo generally diminiſhed by age,

was but little impaired. He not only re

niembered the incidents of his childhood

or vouth, but the events ºf later years;

and ſo faithful was his memory to him,

that his ſon into incid me that he never

heard him tell the ſame ſtory twice, but

to different perſons, and in different com

panies. His eye-ſight fºiled him many

years before his death, but his hearing

was uniformly perfect and unimpaired.

His appetite was good till within a few

weeks befºre his death. His.;enerally ate

a hearty breakfaſt of a piot ºf tea or coi

fie, as ſoon as he got out of his bed, with

would have one of them ſtand ſtill at

myne elbow full of drinke, that I might

not be driven to trouble your men ſo of.

ten to call for it.” This pleaſant and

ſpecdy revers of the former worles holpe

all the matter againe; whereupon the

Duke became very pleaſant, and dranke

a bolle of wine to Heywood, and bid a

cup ſhould alwayes be ſtanding by him.

of EDWARD DRINKER.

bread and butter in proportion. He ate

likewiſe at eleven o'clock, and never fail

ed to eat plentifully at dinner of the groſ.

ſeſt ſolid food. He drank tea in the even

ing, but never ate any ſupper. He had

loſt all his teeth thirty years before his

death (his ſon ſays, by drawing exceſſive

hot ſmoke of tobacco into his mouth); but

the want of ſuitable maſtication of his

food did not prevent its ſpeedy digeſtion,

nor impair his health. Whether the gums,

hardened by age, ſupplied the place of his

teeth in a certain degree, or whether the

juices of the mouth and ſtomach became

ſo much more acrid by time, as to per

form the office of diſſolving the food more

ſpeedily and more perfectly, I know not;

but I have often obſerved, that old people

are more ſubject to exceſſive eating than

young ones, and that they ſuffer fewer in

conveniences from it. He was inquiſitive

after news in the laſt years of his life; his

education did not lead him to increate the

ſtock of his ideas in any other way. But

it is a fact well worth attending to, that

old age, inſtead of diminiſhing, always

increaſes the deſire of knowledge. It
muſt afford ſome conſolation to thoſe who

expect to be old, to diſcover, that the in

firmities to which the decays of nature

expoſe the human body, are rendered

more tolerable by the enjoyments that are

to be derived from the appetite for ſenſual

and intellectual food.

The ſubject of this hiſtory was remark.

ably ſober and temperate. Neither hard

labour, nor company, nor the uſual af

flictions of huºn life, mo, the waſtes of

nature, ever led ‘him to an improper or

exceſſive uſe of ſtrong drink. For the

laſt 25 years of his life he drank twice

every day a draight of toddy, made with

two table-ſpoons-full of ſpirit, in half a

pint of water. His ſon, a man of 59

years of age, told me he had never ſeen

him intoxicated. The time and manner

in which he uſed ſpirituous liquors, I be

lieve, contributed to lighten the weight of

his years, and probably to Pielong his lite.
- ** Qive
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* Give wine to him that is of a heavy

heart, and ſtrong drink to him that is

ready to periſh,” [with age as well as with

ſickneſs]. “Let him drink and forget his

ſurrow, and remember his miſery no
more.”

He enjoyed an uncommon ſhare of

health, inſomuch that in the courſe of his

long life he was never confined more than

three days te his bed. He often declared

that he had no idea of that moſt diſtreſſing

pain called the head-ach. His ſleep was

interrupted a little in the laſt years of his

life with a defluxion in his breaſt, which

produced what is commonly called the old

man's cough.

The character of this aged citizen was

not ſummed up in his negative quality of

temperance : he was a man of a moſt

amiable temper; old age had not curdled

his blood; he was uniformly cheerful

and kind to every body; his religious

Principles were as ſteady as his morals

were pure; he attended public worſhip

above thirty years in the Rev. Dr.

Sproat’s church, and died in a full aſſur

rance of a happy immortality. The life

of this man is marked with ſeveral cir

cumſtances which perhaps have ſeldom

occurred in the life of an individual;

he ſaw and heard more of thoſe events

which are meaſured by time, than have

ever been ſeen or heard by any man fince

the age of the Patriarchs; he ſaw the ſame

ſpot of earth in the courſe of his life co

wered with wood and buſhes, and the re

cºptacle of beats and birds of prey, after

wards become the ſeat of a city, not only

the firſt in wealth and arts in the new,

but rivalling in both many of the firſt

cities in the old world. He ſaw regular

ſtreets where he once purſued a hare ; he

ſaw churches riſing upon moraſſes where

he had often heard the croaking of frogs;

he ſaw wharfs and warehouſes where he

had often ſeen Indian ſavages draw fiſh

from the river for their daily ſubliſtence ;

and he ſaw ſhips of every fize and uſe in

thoſe ſtreams where he had been uſed to

ſee nothing but Indian canoes; he ſaw a

ſtately edifice filled with Legiſlators on the

ſame ſpot probably where he had ſeen an

Indian Council fire; he ſaw the firſt treaty

ratified between the newly-confederated

Powers of America and the ancient Mo

narchy of France, with all the formalities

of parchment and ſeals, on the ſame ſpot

F. where he ouce ſaw Williara

enn ratify his firſt and laſt treaty with

the Indians without the formalities of

pen ink or paper; he ſaw all the inter

mediate ſtages through which a people

paſs from the moſt fimple to the moſt coin

plicated degrees of civilization ; he ſaw

the beginning and end of the empire of

Great Britain in Pennſylvania.

He has been the ſubječt of ſeven Crown

ed Heads, and afterwards died a citizen of

the newly-created Republic of America.

The number of his Sovereigns, and his

long habits of ſubmiſſion to them, did not

extinguiſh the love of Republican Liberty.

He died Nov. 17, 1782, aged 103.

SKETCH of the MILITARY CHARACTER of the late LIEUTENANT

COLONEL MOORHOUSE, of the MADRAS ARTILLERY, who fell in

Storming the PETTAH of BANGALORE, on the 7th of MARch 1791. *

LIEUT. COLONEL MOORHOUSE,

in every rank through which he had

ºrgularly riſen in the army to that of

Lieut. Colonel, and ſecond in command

of the Madras Artillery, had proved him

ſelf to be an Officer of the moſt diſtin

guiſhed gallantry and determined cou

rage.-Always panting for the poſt of ho

hour, he was on every occaſion, where his

ices were required, the foremoſt to en

°ounter danger, in whatſoever ſhape it ap

Peared. He was fortunate in ſerving under

the moſt illuſtrious characters. He had

fought and conquered by the fide of Smith

**q Coote; he fought and fell under

“dows and Cornwallis. Honoured by
the confidential friendſhip of his cont

manders,-the oracle of his brother-of

so-and the idol of every ſoldier,-

he fell univerſally regretted and lamented,

while Victory at Rangolore hovered o'er

the Britiſh ſtandard.

Nor did his military abilities conſtitute

his only virtues; his mind was open to

every ſocial impreſſion, and his heart ſuſ

ceptible of the moſt faithful friendſhip and

the tendereſt affection.

The following honourable record of the

worth of Colonel Moorhouſe appeared in

the general orders of the Madras Govern

ment, on the 22d of the ſame month in

which he loſt his life in their ſervice. -

“ Government having received advice

of the death of Lieut. Colonel Mool houſe,

who was killed in the aſſault of the Pettah of

Bangalore the 7th inſt. it has been revived,

as a teſtimony of it ſpect to the memory of an

Officer who has ſerved the Company many

* See Elegy on this Centleman in our Mag. Vol. XX, Page is 1.

years
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-

years with diſtinguiſhed zeal, ſpirit and

ability, that his remains, with permiſſion

of the Miniſters and Church-Wardens, be

publickly interred in the Church of Fort

St. George, at the Company's expence,

and a marble tablet fixed over his grave,

with a ſuitable inſcription in commemora

tion of his merits.--It has been reſolved

likewiſe, that a letter be written to Earl

Cornwallis, to inform him of this inten

tion, and to requeſt that his Lordſhip will

be pleaſed to direét, that the body of the

late Lieut. Colonel Moorhouſe be moved

to the Preſidency, ſo ſoon as the ſituation

of affairs will permit.”

THE HIV E ; or, COLLECTION OF SCRAPS.

NUMBER XXIII. -

IN one of the Angles of Dartmouth

Church-yard, Devonſhire, and at a

confiderable diſtance from other graves, is

a large tomb, on the ſtone of which is the

following ſtrange Infeription :

THOMAS GOLDSMITH,

Who died 1714.

He commanded the Snap Dragon, a Pri

vateer belonging to this port, in the

reign of Queen Anne;

#. which veſſel he turned pirate,

And amaſs'd much riches.

Men that are virtuous ſerve the Lord,

And the Devil's by his friends ador'd 5

And as they merit get a place

Amidſt the bleſs'd, or helliſh race.

Pray then, ye learned Clergy, ſhow

Where can this Brute,Tom Goldſmith, go,

Whoſe life was one continued evil,

Striving to cheat God, Man, and Devil?

EPITAPH in Taunton Church-yard

on a Youth of Seventeen Years of Age.

AT end two this date and boſt not thy

ſelf of two morrow.

EPITAPH in Abercuilly Church.

ard, Caermarthenſhire, upon the preſent

#. of St. David's Coachman, who

died Auguſt 1791.

NO titled wealth nor letter'd talents claim

The paſſing trav’ler's admiring gaze;

This humble ſtone records a humble name,

Whoſe faithful ſervice form'd his only

praiſe.

IN the European Magazine for May

1791, page 345, is a letter from “Fanny

Morgan to Miſs Dyer, when a child 3"

to which is ſubjoined the following inac

curate Note:– “ Fanny Morgan was a

ſervant at a very mean ale-houſe near Mr.

Dyer's houſe in Caermarthenſhire, and

had no other education than what ſhe ac

quired herſelf. She died at the age of

twenty-two.”—Fanny Morgan was ſer

vant to Mrs. Dyer, and afterwards kept

the Croſs Inn on the Llandillo road, and

which is a reſpe&table houſe for that coun

try. I believe ſhe was ſome years older

when ſhe died. Mrs. Philips, who was Miſs

Dyer, at Court Henry, £: ſeveral MSS.

chiefly poetical pieces, of this ingeniºus

young woman's in her poſſeſſion; and if

we may judge from the letter abovemen

tioned, they deſerve well to ſee the light.

THE following is an extract taken

verbatim from the will of Samuel Trevi

thuan, late of the pariſh of Padſtow in the

county of Cornwall, Carpenter, dated

26th November 1729, and which will is

now in the Regiſtry of the Conſiſtorial

Court of theÉ. of Exeter.

“Item, I do give unto my dear wife,

or my daughter, or to whoſe hands ſoever

he may come, one ſhilling and fixpence

weekly, for the well-treating my old dog,

that has been my companion through thick

and thin almoſt theſe fifteen years. The

firſt time that ever he was obſerved to bark

was when that great eclipſe was ſeen

April 22, 1715. I ſay, I do give one

ſhilling and fixpence a week, during his

life, É. his well meating, fire in the

winter, and freſh barley ſtraw every now

and then to be put in his old lodging in

the middle cage in the old kitchen, to be

paid out of my chattle eſtate, and forty

ſhillings a year that I reſerved to make in:

a freeman of the county; deſiring and

requiring all peepleand perſons whomſoever

not to hurt or kill him that hath been ſo

good a ſervant of a dog for ſenſe and

tractableneſs to admiration.”

This will was proved by the daughter

and executrix the 19th Auguſt 173*.
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Y O R. I C K T O E L I Z A.

from a Gentleman now reſident in India, who ſtyles himſelf a “Friend to the

Eurºpean Magazine,” we have received the following Six Letters, which he ſays

originated in the manuſcript of a well-known publication, “ The Letters of

Yorick to Eliza," and which we may be aſſured are genuine. “The Lady to whom

Mrs. Draper's Letters are addreſſed (we now uſe our Correſpondent's words) is at

this time in England, and her preſent Huſband (lately returned to India from

thence) is the Gentleman to whom the Public are to acknowledge any obligation

ariſing from this communication.” Our Readers may be referred for an excellent

account of Mrs. Draper, by Abbe Raynal, to our Magazine for March 1784,

p. 171,

L E T T E R I.

To aſ Rs. ELIZA

BEAR MADAM, -

ESTERIDAY I was favoured with

your Letter, snd return you my moſt

ſinceit thanks for your kind wiſhes, which

I have the pleaſure to acquaint you are

y accompliſhed, in the arrival of

ſº.—and my fiſter from England.
I cannot help expreſſing my ſurprize,

how you becºme acquainted with my

twing the book in queſtion, as I declare

to you, I never let any one perſon on

bºard the S– ſee it, except Căpt. ;

and I do aſſure you, my dear Madam, it

was quite accidental that he did.

As it would be endleſs to trace a thing

which has now paſſed through ſo

many hands, I ſhall, in as few words as

Poſſible, acquaint you how it came into

my poſſeſſion —but, firſt, permit me to

declae, that had I thought the Letters

ºver could refle&t the leaſt diſhonour on

any of my ſex—which I hold as too ſacred

tº be ſported with—much leſs on Mrs.

Diaper, I never world have ſhewn them to

“ſoul living. The motive which induced

me to let them be ſeen was quite the re

wºrſe; and you may believe me, that I

ſhould have been proud to be the ſubject

ºf ſuch Letters; nay, certain Iºan, that

there is not one of the ſex, let them give

themſelves never ſo many prudiſ, airs, but

would be the ſame. -

I have, however, according to your

Rºueſt, ſent the book, which you will

Fººtive is not yours; but, by the de

knption, yours muſt have been that from

which mine has been copied.—Mrs.

B–s, formerly Miſs M-e, is the

y who lent it me;—ſhe had it of Mrs.

B-ke, who had it of Mrs. S li, or

Mrs.M.–y, I cannot be poſitive which ;

**tertain I am it was either.—Thus far

'* able to acceunt, and no farther, for

* coming into mºny hands.

. I need not, I think, after y u ſhall have

*bººk; re-aueſt you to return it, as I
Woº, XXI.

in R A Per.

make not the leaſt doubt but you will, on

finding it not your own, but one which

my own love of well-wrote things induced

me to copy.—I not only admire Sterne's

Letters to you, but thoſe from the Curate

D'Eſtella to Cordelia, which I would not

part with on any account.

I am, dear Madam, &c.

* * * *.

L E T T E R

To MRS. * * * *.

II.

LAST night I received your Letter

and the book, which has been the ſubject

of ſo much altercation between myſelf and

ſoune of my Fort St. George friends. The

Letters, I find, are the ſame : though many

—very many of them are miſfing, which

either were in the collection, or looſely de

livered with it, as intended for copying and

making the ſet complete.

I think myſelf obliged by your read

acquieſcence in my requeſt, and .#

certainly return the volume, if you inſiſt

on it; though I could wiſh to keep it for

my own uſe, and cannot imagine what

purpoſe it can anſwer to any perſon but

myſelf, when a gratification of curioſity is

out of the queſtion. I really have no other

copy of theſe Letters, having loſt the

originals, and been tricked out of the only

copy I had, as I explained to you before;

conſequently I muſt requeſt your permiſ

ſion to keep the book, till I have made

another, if you do not chuſe that I ſhould

conſider it as my own property, which I

ſhould be much obliged to you to conſent

to. Indeed, I wiſh to get all the different

copies of it that have tranſpired at Madras,

and ſhall take meaſures for that purpoſe,

but with you I will ſtrictly keep to the

very letter of my promiſe.

I told you in my laſt, if I recollest

right,that provided the beck was not mine,

I would certainly return it; by which I

meant, if the Letters were nºt originally

addreſſed to me, I would return any col

lection you mightfavour me with a ſight

K k º/*
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of -now Mrs. * * * * this very collec

tion of right is mine; but you ſeem not

to have underſtood my promiſe in this

ſente (by your deſiring me to return it),

and I am ſurprized that you ſhould not.—

But do not be in any pain, my good

Madam, I will take no advantage of your

kindneſs in ſending it to me on your

own terms.

I hold ſincerity to be the moſt ſacred

bond of ſociety, and where that is not,

adieu to all truſt, union, mutual ſympathy,

and a thouſand other virtues, that are con

me&cd with truth; the firſt cauſe, if not

parent, of all ſocial, all pleaſurable

good |

I ſincerely congratulate you on the

arrival of Mr. * * * * and your ſiſter—

may it be the means of every ſatisfaction

you canwiſh, in the domeſtic way!—With

ny compliments to them, I ſubſcribe my

ſelf, with much ſincerity,

Dear Madam, &c.

ELIZA DRAPER.

Surat, 24th February 1771.

L E T T E R

TO THE SAM E.

DeAR MADAM,

IN conſequence of your ſilence upon the

ſubjećt of my laſt Letter, I very naturally

conclude that you are not inclined to

oblige me in the requeſt I made you ; I

therefore return the book agreeable to my

promiſe.

Excuſe me for telling you, that your

tranſcriber, or the perſon who copied from

my volume, ſeems to have poſſeſſed much

more of fancy than judgment, or he could

not have foiſted in ſo many of his own

forid expreſſions.—Sterne was a mild,

ſimple, and pathetic character.—He never

had recourſe to common-place flattery.—

The language of the heart was his talent,

ard this he had wiſdom enough to make

ſubſervicht to his purpoſes, without the aid

of ſuch compliments as attribute merit to

a woman, becauſe the is diſtinguiſhed by

a dimple, the ornament ci pearls, and

wear cf eitrine. I know his ſtyle well;

and verture to aſſert, that no two lines cf

that long panegyric on the perſon and

picture, were ever wrote by the ſenſible

Yorick.-It is impoſſible that they ſhould;

for there is not only a want of truth in

the expreſſion, but a ſtrange deficiency in

common accuracy, and ſuch blunders as

never could be cºmitted by a man of

genius, and a ſcholar. -

A v. v moderate ſhare cf underſtand

ing, with i.e. eaſt inſight into cir-i actºrs,

III.

would enable every reader of theſe Lºtters

to pronounce, that Sterne could not have

been the writer of the nonſenſe they con

tain ;–'tis injurious to his memory to

ſuppoſe it, and this one circumſtance, ex

cluſive of others, makes me truly con

cerned at their having paſſed through ſo

many hands.

I have taken the liberty to eraſe a few

of the moſt capital errors, from a convic

tion that no perſon could have made them,

if they had imagined truth and conſiſtency

eſſential to good writing.—I ſhould have

done the ſame, word for word, by three

Letters in the colle&tion, and ſeveral

paſſages in others, if I did not think that

falſehoods abound ſo much in the whole

ſeries, that nothing leſs than an oblivion

of the whole ought to ſatisfy me; as the

traits of genius, affection, and good ſenſe

in it, are ſo twiſted from their original

meaning, by the interpoſition of fuſtian,

that with all the title to praiſe that wit,

tenderneſs, and reëtitude of heart, could

give a man, his fame as a writer is liable

to ſuffer, by the unnatural conjunction of

good and bad, ſo viſible in theſe Letters.

- I am,

Dear Madam, &c.

- ELIZA DRAPER.

Surat, April 30, 1771.

L E T T E R

TO THE SAME,

D EAR MADAM,

I THINK myſelf extremely obliged to

you, for putting an end to any occaſion o

altercation between us, by reſigning a

manuſcript that was of ſome conſequence

to me, excluſive of the imaginary value I

had ſtampt upon it, from the great eſteem

in which I bore the hapleſs writer; nor

ought I to withhold my grateful acknow

ledgements for the very handſome manner

in which you conferred this favour, as it

could not have given me more ſatisfaction

than it has good opinion of the qualities

of your heart.—The firſt I am bound to

thank you for, and the latter too; though

they refle & Invic honour on you ſelf, than

they could any way advantage me or any

other individual.

I had the pleaſure of receiving your

Letter at the Wells, where I was too much

agitated by various alarming reports, and

the effects of medicinal water drinking, tu

frºme any fort of anſwer, or to uſe the

pen, but when abſolute neceſſity required

it and ſince my return to Surat, I have

becm much engaged in ceremony and
buſineſs; therefore I hope you will exce'e

nly

IV.
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my long filence, as I do aſſure you it was

rather the effect of an untcward chance,

than any reſult of my inclimation ; for the

latter is much your friend.

If you ſtart any ſubject that may lead

to a regular correſpondence, I have no

idea that I ſhall ever object to the con

tinuance of it between us; for I love

ſcribbling—not on the ordinary ſubjects of

news, party-work, and ſcandal: all the

uſe of theſe is to keep a ſpirit of diffenſion

alive, and to feed inimical feelings, that

would die of themſelves if only the lenient

land of time were applied to them ;-but

the generality of people prefer cauſticks;

and as you live in a land where theſe

abound, you may be timétured, with

notions in favour of the practice, though

naturally averſ, to ſuch violent remedies;

for ſcandal-mongers, like empiricks, have

the art of attaching even good people to

their maxims, though oppoſite to ſound

reaſoning, generoſity, humanity, or com

mon ſenſe.

I ſhould imagine from your ſtyle, that
you had given ſome thoughts as well as

kiſure to the employment of the pen, as,
without a compliment, you write with

more eaſe than could be accounted for

without a ſuppoſition of this nature. Few

women are taught any excellence in this

very pretty art; agreeable and highly uſeful

as it is in almoſt all the circumſtances of life

—and ſtill fewer endeavour to attain any

degree of perfection in it from their own

application, eaſily as it might be acquired,

and independent of thoſe rules which give

an air of tiffneſs to the epiſtolary produc

tions of the other ſex, which always makes

them diſtinguiſhable from ours by any

perſon verſed in the feminine, ſtyle; and

always inferior, I think, in point of

ſentiment and eaſe, the grand merits in a

familiar letter—though, perhaps, agree

able to the rules of orthography, ſyntax,

pun&tuation, and the whole train of

grammatical conneétion, which people of

ſtiff heads, and empty hearts, make ſuch a

rout about.

But I have been wading out of my

depth, when I meant only to ſay, that as

women, we in general have ſo much leiſure

in India, that a very little ſerious think

ing, joined to a few hours of as ſerious

application daily, would, in all probabili

ty, very ſoon compenſate for the want of

a liberal education—a want that moſt of

us labour under, from coming out very

early to this climate, excluſive of other

conſiderations, more prudent than defir

able.—But I muſt have done, for the Pat

timaris juſt ſetting off.

Dear Madam, &c.

ELIZA DRAPER,

Surat, 6th july 1771.

--

L E T T E R

To Tri e SAM E.

DEAR MADAM,

I DO not indeed deſerve the encomi

ums you beſtow upon me, nor do I even

imagine that all the advantages which a

liberal education and ſociety could give,

would have qualified me to ſhine in any

exalted ſphere of life; though, perhaps,

they might have improved common ta

lents, and given that poliſh to manners,

which inſinuates ſomething very favourable

upon a firſt acquaintance, and is of im

rtance through life. -

Self-love and generoſity, my dear

Madam, are paſſions inſeparable from our

nature. The very bcſt of us are ſome

times miſled by the former, and the very

worſt occaſionally influenced by the latter.

I moſt heartily wiſh that I had never ex

perienced thoſe envied tokens of preference

and praiſe, which have been too laviſhly

beſtowed upon me; as I ſhould not then

have encouraged any ideas of ſelf-im

portance, which are long ſince baniſhed;

nor been ſubjećt to ſuch injurious reflec

tions, as muſt be ever ſeverely wounding

to a ſenſible nature. The fine ſenſibilities

do not conſtitute happineſs, although, pro

perly dire&ted, they do the amiable in

almoſt every charaćter diſtinguiſhed by

them. The ſtruggles between reaſon and

paſſion, while each ſtrive to be the pilot,

often ſubjećts the unfortunate poſſeſior to

a degree of miſery, of which the conſtitu

tionally prudent have no idea, and there

fore cannot allow for in thoſe of finer

organiſm.

Were it my happy lot to ſuperintend the

education of my only child, it ſhould be

my firſt care to endeavour at the forma

tion of ſuch a balance in her affections, as to

bring them all upon an equal footing; and

the wiſdom of this plan I would aim at

inculcating ſo forcibly upon her mind,

that no aftertime or temptation ſhould be

able to eradicate it. She would by this

means like and diſlike ſyſtematically, and

ſo I would have her;-for the imagina

tion, and infinuating fancy, often prompts

us to like what reaſon diſapproves, and

moſt aſſuredly miſleads us, when we give

the rains into their incontroulable power :
K k a - but

V.
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but them, I would not willingly have her

like or diſlike any thing, without being

able to aſſign a judicious motive for her

love or cauſe of averſion ;—this would be

a good mental exerciſe for her faculties ;-

it would prove their ſtrength, and make

her wary of giving her approbation where

ſhe was not ſure of reconciling it to her

reaſon.

You are very right, my dear Madam,

in your devotion to reading, and I-verily

believe, that if every married woman in

India was to devote even two hours of the

day to ſomething uſeful cf the kind, the

difference that would ariſe in her ideas,

and appear in her converſation, would be

leſs perceptible to herſelf, and more ſo to

every ſenſible perſon of her acquaintance,

as to a certain teſt of her improvement;

and ſufficient encouragement for her to

proceed in the courſe of ſo laudable a ſtudy.
Surely women muſt think, who think

at all, that the wiſeſt of men in all

ages could not have devoted the beſt

part of their lives to works of morali

ty and general uſe, merely, with the

view to paſs their time agrecably, or to

acquire à fame after death. There have

been temples and theatres of amuſement

in all ages and nations; and a thirſt of

applauſe could never weigh ſo far with the

fäges of virtue, as to make them de

fiious of it by other means than the juſt

neſs of their lives, and ſoundneſs of their

doctrines, entitled them to hope for; con

ſequently they muſt have been inſtigated to

it by the beſt of motives—that of a deſire

to inculcate truth, knowledge, and moral

precepts, to all who were untaught, and

ſuſceptible of improvement, with a view

to make then good members of ſociety.

All wiſe legiſlators have preſerved the

wiſdom of great authors upon record, in

order to diſuſe their utility, and make it

ſerviceable to after-generations. But we

trace them with half the advantage we

might do, if we only admire the theory of

their philoſophy, without being able to re

duce it to practice when accidents or diſ

appointments come homee to us.

I may be thought extremely whimſical

or extremely vain in what I am going to

alledge—that I cannot read of the miſ

fortunes of a noble Gr-cian dame or Ro

man matron, but I feel aſhamed of myſelf

for grieving at ſo apparently puny a miſ

fortune, as the failure ..? a 3.

expedition, or the idea of loſing an eſta

bliſhment in the Company's ſervice

What are ſuch, I ſay, comparatively

ſpeaking, to the unisfortunes of a Cornelia,

a Portia, or many others I could emume

rate, equally unfortunate However,

after all, this is an ingenious way of

reaſoning one's ſelf into ſome degree of

fortitude —but there is one grand objec

tion to it, and that is, its proving falla

cious, at the very time when you require

ſubſtantial aid to bear the weight of any

cruel or unexpected evil.

Dear Madam, &c.

ELIZA DRAPER.

- LETTERS from Dr. JOHN WILLIAMS, whoafterwards becameARCHBISHOP

of YORK and LORD KEEPER to CHARLES the FIRST.

L E T T E R I.

From Him when he was a Student of St.

St. John's College, Cambridge, to

John WYNNF, of Gueder, Eſq. in

Carnarvonſhire.

Wors HIPFULL SIR,

M Y humble dutie remembred—I am

righte heartilic ſoirie to ſee you inpute
my turbulent & paſſignate Letter to ill

nature, wch proceeded only from ſuſpi
cious povertie, & *}. feare of future

undoinge, bredd & foſtered by the ſusseſ.
tions of thofe, who either knewe not what

it was, or elſe would not imparte the bette

counſaile. Well might your Worſhippe

have gueſde my faulte to have been noe

blemiſh of nature, but ſuch another as

that of fooliſh Euclio in Plautus, who

ſoſpected Megadarus, thoughe he had foe

fairc againſte his eſtate & reputation

demeande himſelfe as to be a Suytor for

Enclies daughter.

Nam ſi opulentus it petitum pauperiori;

gratiam,

Pauper metuit congredi, per metum male

rer, ger.t.

Idem, quando iller occaſio periit, poſſ ſer,

cupit.

A faulte I have committed (for the well

I molte humblie crave pardonne, vowing

heere before the face of God to doe you

what recompence & ſatisfaction fuever,

how & when you will) but that faulte was

not in writinge unto you, for therein I

proteite : do not knowe that I have any

way Iniſdeamened myſelfe, but it was in a

certain ſuſpicion I conceived of your love

towards me, cauſed partlye by your late

letter, farre more ſharpe and leſs courteous

than at other times, partly alſoe by the
letters

* Broach is the capital of a province, about one hundred miles from Surat,
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ktters of others, who aſſured me that the

money was not dewe any wayes to Thoms

ap Maurice. That my nature is not in

temperate, thoſe that have ever knowne

me doe knowe, being dull and melan

cholicke in conſtitution: neither could I

ever heare that my kindred was tainted

with that uglie ſpot. God forbid that the

kaſt of theſe three cauſes, your greatmeſs,

my meanes, but eſpeciallie your deſertes

towards me might not be a ſufficient mo

tive to cu. be the furic of my penne. I heare.

confeſs (et maneat barc mom illa furore

ſcripta litera / that now I am& always did

account of myſelfe, as one infinitely bound

unto your worſhip, eſpeciallie for three

things, the perſwading of my Father to

ſendenie to Cambridge—2 the writinge

both tomy Tutour as alſoe to others con

cerninge my Scholarſhipe and Fellowſhipe

-3 the demeaninge of your ſelfe ſoe

belowe your eſtate as to meddle foe much

with my poor portion. Theſe things are

written in my hearte, whatſoever frenzy

writ in paper.—My ſorrowe is farre the

greater, becauſe againſt my expe&tations

you doe not forget to ſend me ſom money

towards my commencement, wch I pro

teſt I thought to have differed your ſcoffes

made me verie little, but that you ſhould

beſide my deſerte & beyond my expecta

tion ſhewe me ſuch a kinde & tender hearte,

9%repui, feteruntº. coma, & vox fau

ciºus barfit.

Three Petitions I in all humble dutie

crave at your Worſhips hands—if not for

mine, yet for my father and mothers ſake

--firſt—that you would (if poſſible you

can) lett me have that money in Eaſter

Term weh you promiſe in Trinity——

ſecondly—that in your next lie you doe

ſºnde me that fooliſh Letter of myne en

cloſed——that therein I might ſte myne

own follies, wch eis I cannot beleive to

have been ſo greate——thirdly—that if

there be any ſuch follie committed you

will gentlie pardonne it—aſſuringe your

ſelf I will never fall into the like againe.

And thus with my humble dutie I take

my leave. -

The moſt woefull

John WILLIAMs.

:*:::-x.º:::::::::::::::::***.

L E T T E R II.

1625.-JOHN WILLIAMS, when a

Fellow of St. John's, Cambridge, to Sr.

John WYNNe—wiſhes him to give ſome

aſſiſtance to one Meredith, who, he ſays,

'' was adjudged one of the beſt ſcholars in

Raven-ſcore Commencers."—Time hath

been (he adds) “when Biſhops would have

taken notice of ſoe forward a youth, and

have been gladd to have hadd ſuch a ma

tériam laudis, as the Poet ſpeaks, ſo fitt a

ſubječt to have ſpente theyre tenne Pounds

a year upon ; but alas, they are to be

pardoned, if troubled, with farre greater

affayres, as buyinge of Lands, hoordinge

of money, grazinge of Cattle & ſuch

godlye exerciſes, they altogether neglect

theſe idle negociations—ſed lingua quo

wadis P-I will therefore heere ſtrike ſaile,

& with remembrance of my thanks & ſer

vice tibi huſq. commende your Wor: in

my prayers to Gods protection. Your

Wor: in all ſervice, - -

John WillIAMs.

L E T T E R III.

1611.-From the Same, when a Fellow

of St. John's College, Cambridge, to

the Same—ſays :

I AM allreadye admitted Pro&tour for

the next year begining at Mickmas—ſo

as in Lent at the Batchelors Commence

mente I ſhall, if I live foe longe, have

the nomination of the elder Brother for

the Commencemente. If I have moe No.

blemans Sonne thruſt upon me & that

your Wor: will be contente for your owne

creditte, & your Sons encouragement to

be at that chardges with him——I hold

myſelf bound by many former kindneſſes,

notwithſtandinge all ſuyters to the con

trarie, to give yon & yours the firſt offer

of the place—a Trifle in itſelf it is—yet

the greateſt kindneſs that the ProStour of

the Univerſitie can offer any man.

L E ºr r E R iv.

St. John's College, Cambridge, Aug.

18, 1611.-From the Same to the Same.

WHETHER you will be at that coſte

with your ſon (Robert) or noe to make

him. Senior Brother in Cambridge, beinge

a Younger Brother at home, yeat the very

conceyte thereof hath wroughte ſuch

miracles, as that there is note fittinge

uppe at nights, more ſtudiirge & gettinge

up in morninges than either love or feare

could worke before, ſo that as St. Auſten

ſpeakes, there is felix error quo decipimur

in meiur. Beſide his ordinarie charges

for apparaile & commencernent weh your

Wor: knows muſt neceſſariely be borne

in every Batchelor, He is beſide to feaſte

the Doctours & Maiſters of Houſes, wch

will come to ſome 18l. & to give the Fa

ther of the Acte a Satten Suyte, or the

value thereof; who if it ſhould prove to

be myſelf, as is moſt likelye, that coſte

may
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may be ſpared. I referre it wholye to yr

Worſhippes diſcretion to judge ºf the cre

litt will countervaile the chardges; ſurelie

it will be an honor unto him, as long as

be coutinues in the Univerſitie, & to

his Brothers if they ſhould followe him.—

Your Poor kinſman in all dutie.
-

:*::::::::::::::-------.:*::::--

L E. T. T. E. R. W.

St. John's College, Cambridge, Nov. 22,

161 r.—From the Same to the Same.

Rig HT Wor:

THE concurrence of wiſdom and affec

*ich in your laſte action of intendinge the

remove of your Sonne, made me ſilent

in perſtading or diſwading one waye or

ether. Though I confeſſe I like better of his

continuance, consideringe his late deſire to

his Book, & profitable endeavours thence

amountinge. Weh if it were not ſce,

iurelie love ſholde not ſoe blinde me, as to

abuſe your Wor: with any the tºke rela

tion. For though I confede I affecte him

more than I thinke I ſhall ever doe Kinſ

man after him, yeat as Plinie ſpeaks of his

Frende, Azio cum judicio, eoſ. magis quo

magis amo.

His Schollarſhipe beinge gonne upon

his return frºm London I was boulde to

putt him into Fellows Commons, until

either in this or ſome other College I ſhall

inquire out ſon Fellowſhipe for him ; of

the weh Preferment he ſhall not be capable

untill he be full Batcheleur of Arts. And

that will be Eaſter at ſooneſt. This re

movinge of him to our Commons wil be

ſome ten Pounds a year more charge unto

you, but I doc holde his choiſe of Com

pany (wch nowe can be but Fellowes and

Gentlemen) & his occaſion of hearinge

theyre diſcouiſes will in your owne judge

ment counte, vºil the Chardges. Onelie

this, for his entrance you are to beſtowe a

filver piece of Plate upon the Colledge of

what price you pleaſe above 5 markes, &

to engrave your Armes thereupon, & that

is all the Chardge of Admiſſion.

He thal not want an honourable place

in commencing, ſeeinge you are content

to undergoe the Chardges.

| thank you, Sir, for your Chardges

alwayes with me, your former foe many

courteileis devoided of all requital ºf my

fde might verye well free your Wor: from

any future Cotte that waye.

I have indeede with my Proëtourſhippe

lighte upon a moſt lovinge & reſpect

fulle Lorde, my Lord Chancelour, who

bath rather an indulgent fatherlye care of

dy Etiate than a Lordlie reſpecte; as I

bºve by many immediate favours latelie

buted.

It was likewiſe my good fortune (for

I doe not I proteſt attribute it to any me

ritte) to give his Majeſtie & the Prince

ſom extraordinarie contentemente at New

market upon Tueſdaye laſte—what time

by apointment I preachte before them. I

had a great deal of Court holie water, if

I can make my ſelfe any good there bye.

I praye you, Sir, by Lente nexte, when

your Sonne is capable of a place, lette

there be ſom order taken that the money

you are willinge to diſburſe for his place,

be at London in ſome readineſs for me to

call for, for Magiftrinoſiri oculates balent

manus, credunt quod vident.

I have brought to execution a Bonde of

a ool, to pay 50l., due to me from my Coz.

Henrie Williams—for Gods ſake if you

can tell me of any meanes to catche him

or gette my money, let me have your di

rećtion. It is all I have towards the loſe

of time, expence of money & toiling of

my bodie weh I hadd in my good Unkles

Executorſhippe. Reſting ever yr Wor:
to command to the

uttermoſt of his Power

Joh N Williams.

:*::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

L E T T E R VI.

Weſtminſter College, Dec 14, 162o.-

From the Same, then Dean of Weſt

minſter, to the Same.

SIR,

YOUR eldeſt Sonne hath acquaynted

me with a Lie received but yeſterday from

your ſelfe, wherein you ſeem to be trou

bled & offended, doth trouble him very

much. Sir, believe me (who beinge a

Stander-by can cenſure perſons with a

clearer judgement) there is noe want in

your Sonne, but thoſe wants that you

are much bound to be thankefulle unto

God for—a want of .diſhoneſty, and

(wch ºver accompanyeth the ſame) a want

of diſtruſt; ſuppoſinge that he hadd to

deale with Gentlemen, & not with Jug

glers and interceptors of Letters. The

reſent Ld Chancelr is not of that regu

ſº. & fixedneſs in his motion that other

ſtar's placed in that orbe have been of:

He promiſed your Sonne the Writt hold

not be delivered to his Competitor, yeat

if this be effectad, what action hath Sir

Richard againſt his Lordp, or your ºf

againſt St Richard? Your Sonne (wil

ling to ſave chardges, as havinge in this

kynde noe great ſuperfluityes) omitted to

ſend hird meſſengers, but took onlye

opportunityes (of truſt as he thought)

to make his diſpatches to the Marches

& to yourſelfe. If his pragmaticall ad

verſarye hath wayelayde them, what

great
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great overſight is this in Sr Richard 2

conſideringe the Combat was to be fought,

not for the fortunes of Greece, but who

ſhod be at the charge to doe his Country

ſervice.—And for your contraria interſe

ºffſita &c. you have hadd good time and

reaſon to forgett your Logicke—for theſe

muſt ever be contraria ſub eodem genere

pºſita, they muſt be both of a kynde & a

feather as it were. Not betweene an

a&ive & buyſe Solicitor of Cauſes & a

Gentleman attendant on the Perſon of a

Prince, thoſe that conceive that the Prag

naticalitie is becominge the one of theſe,

wch peradventure may be connived at

in the other, are verye ignorant & under

ſtand not what becoms either of them.

Sir Richard Wynne is as ſufficient & as

well behaved a Gentleman as any North

Wales hath afforded theſe many years,

nor is he either lazie or inačtive in his

own Element : nor hath he omitted any

one point in all this Canvas, unleſs it be

his not morteringe & cementinge his mo

tions at York Houſe & the Marches with

ſom molten ſylver, for want whereof (you

know what hard weather hath beene) they

mouldered away unto nothinge. Nowe

if theſe omiſſions have weighed heavy upon

yourſelf & redoubled your endeavours in

the Country, you ñaſ fynde (in coulde

thoughts) there was ſome cauſe, that your.

ſhoulders ſhoulde ſupport the better part

of the burthen. The oppoſition grew

not here in London (for then Sir Richard

had been too ſlowe of obſervation to ſende

you advertiſement thereof not ſooner) but

it began at home in the Countrey, againſt

the greatnes not of your Sonne but of

Yourſelfe & your Houſe.

This I knowe very well, as havinge

taken no ſmall paines in reconciliage your

ſonne and Mr. Gryffith betimes, wch I

had ſoon effected, but that I found (by a

little diſputation) that the roote of the

oppoſition laye hidde in Wales, and the

Gentleman was onlie ſett up as an active

inſtrument to advance of cloſer oppoſites.

Then, Sir, you will perceive that as you

have beſtyred you right worthilye, ſo have

ou fought the battle not for your ſonne

t for yourſelfe and your Houſe, both

which ſhold have been wounded through

the fides of your Sonne.—

Now for the divertinge of the Place

upon your Second Senne I cannot miſlike

it, as beinge more for your honor &

the ſhame of the oppoſer. But without

doubt your ground is miſtaken for point

of law, that ſhold exclude diſcontinuers

ion this imployment. For beſides that

my old Maiſler", (one who perfectly

underſtood and indeclimablye obſerved the

Statute Laws) made all his men in atten.

dance Burgeſſes in one place or other—-

Secretary Caivert–Secretary Panton, Sir

H. Carye, all the Kings and the Princes

Gentlemen already choſen to ſeveral Places

confute this doctrine–And it is but

Monday laſt that I procured Sir Edwd

Villars, half Brother to my Lord Admi

rall, to be clected one of our Burgeſſes for

Weſtminſter–foe as you need not change

Sonnes for ſuch a Statute Scruple.

Thus farre I am drawne out of a de

fire to give you ſatisfaction that your

Sonne hath omitted no underſtandinge

courſe beſeeminge a Gentleman of his

ranke (whom tricks & gambols doe noe

way becom) in the managinge of this bu

fineſs—but on the contrarye fide hath ma.

nifeſted unto the world, that his carriage

hath been ſuch & ſoe fayre, as hath gayn

ed unto him the love of all men of better

ſort, and eſpecially of all the prime offi

cers about the King & the Prince, whoe

have oppenly declared themſelves upon this

occaſion.—My place, callinge, & love te

yourſelfe, may free me from all ſuſpicion

of flattery—He is a Sonne worthy everie

waye to be the Heyre not of your Landes

onely but ofſº." creditt & reputation

alſo, & therefore as you have been at

great care and coſt to leave him poſſeſſor
of the one, ſoe doe not grieve to caſt

away ſomne money and to uſe your beſt

freyndes to leave him (that deſerves it foe

well) inheritor alſoe of the other. I

take my leave, & leave you, & my good

Ladye, & my Cozens at home with my

beſt prayers & wiſhes in Gods protection,

reſting your aſſured lovinge &

true Friend

Joh N WILLIAMs,

Dean ef Weſtminſter.

:*::::::::::::::::::::::::::

L E T T E R VII.

From the Same (John Williams, Bi

ſhop of Lincoln), after he loſt the Great

Seal, to the Same.

SIR, Bugden, 1 Dec. 1625.

WITH the remembrance of my love

and beſt affections unto you—Being very

ſenſible of that great good will you have

ever borne me, I thought it not unneceſ

ſary to take this courſe with you, weh I

have done with no other Frynd in the

worlde, as to defire you to be no moretrou

bled with this late accident befallen unto

me, than you ſhall underſtand I am my

ſelfe. There is nothing happenedwº

* Lord Elleſmere,
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did not foreſee & (ſthence the death of

my dear Maiſter) aſſuredly expe&t, nor

Jaye it in my power to prevent, otherwiſe

than by the ſacrifiſinge of my poor eſtate,

& that weh I eſteeme farre above the fame,

my reputation. I knowe you love me too

well, to wiſhe that I ſhold have been la

viſhe of either of theſe, to continue longer

(yeat moe longer than one Man pleaſed)

in this glorious miſerye and ſplendid

ſlaverie, wherein I have lived (if a Man

may call ſuch a toilinge a livinge) for theſe

five years almoſt. I lootinge the Seals I

have loſt nothinge, nor my Servants by

any fault of mine, there being nothing

either layde or ſo much as wiſpered to my

charge. If I have not the opportunitie

1 hadd before to ſerve the King, I have

much more conveniencye to ſerve God—

wch I embrace as the onelye end of Gods

love & providence to me in this ſudden

alteration.

For your Sonne Owen Wynne (who

together with my debts is all the objećt of

my worldlye thoughts & cares) I will per

forme towards him all that he can have

expected from me, if I live ; & if I dye,

I have performed it allreadye—

You neede not feare any miſſe of me,

be ng ſo juſt and reſerved in all your de

fires & requeſts; having alſoe your Eldette

Sonne neare the Kinge & of good repu

tation in the Court, who can give you a

good account of any thinge you ſhall re

commend unto him

Hopinge therefore that I ſhall ever hold

the ſame place I did in your love, wch was

firſt fixed on my perſon, not my late

place, & weh, I will deſerve by all the

freyndiye & lovinge offices which ſhall

lie in my power, I end with my prayer

unto God for the continuance of your

health, & doe reſt your very aſſured love

inge Friend and Cozen

Jo. LIN colN.

-w

: •:::-:::::::::-:

L E T T E R VIII.

From John Williams, Archbiſhop of ,

York, to Mr. BRApshaw, Chief Juſ

tice of Cheſter, & Mr. WARBURTON

his Aſſociate in that Circuit.

Gwyder 14 March 1647.

RIGHT HONBLE

T LIVE here under the favour & pro

teātion of both the moſt honourable Houſes

of Parlt; to whom I am much bound in

that Kynde, & in the Houſe of Sir Richard

Wynne my nere Kinſman & a conſtant

member of the Houſe of Commons.—

Where upon my return from Ruthyn

(where I hadd the opportunitye to faluſ:

you) I finde, that Sir Rd Wynne is a

Patentee for the poſt Fynes &c. of the

Countyes of Cheſhyre & Flintſhyre, &

hath aſſigned his Brother Owen Wynne

for the executinge of that place, who by

theſe late diſtractions & diſcontinº

ance of the Aſſizes is threatened by the

Attorneys & ſome other O.Rcers now in

place in thoſe countyes to be putt of from

the employment & receivinge of the pro

fitts of that Office, the reſt accountable

unto the pſent Eſtate, for the rent reſerv

ed upon the Patent, & (at this inſtant)

ca’d upon for the arrears of 4 years rents,

wherein, for want of Cucuits and peace.

able times, there hath been little profit, &

yet forced to give fatisfaction to the Com

mittee for the Revenue, & all this under a

ptext that this ſhold be a grievance in thoſe

two Cotyes weh both you (& myſelf to

upon ſome remembrance of the courſe

heretofore) doe know to be moe grievance

but a conſtant & ſettled Revenue to the

Crowne in all England, in the Dutchye

of Lancaſter & the ſeveral Countycs of

North Wales & South Wales.

My humble ſuyte therefore to you on

the behalfe of my Landlord Sir Rd

Wynne & his Aſſignee is this, that he

maye, by your favoure, proceede peace

ably in the execution of his Office (wch

he hath under both the greate Seale of

England & the Seale of the Chamberlayne

of that Countye Palatyne) until ſuch time

as by any complaynt before the moſt ho

norable Houſe or the Committee of the

Revenue this ſhal be proved to be any ſuch

pretended greivance either in point of right

or of Execution. And for this juſt fa.

voure not onelye Sir Richd Wynne, the

Patentee, & his Brother the Aſſignet,

ſhal be readye in all thankfull acknow

ledgement to take notice thereof, but my

ſelfe, though a ſtranger & of late acquaint

ance yeat much your Servant, for your

great care of the Juſtice & quietnes of thiſ:

partes, in order to theyr obedience to the

pſent Government, ſhall be obliged to re

mayne to the utmoſt of my poore Abilitic

'Our
y very faithful & Humble Servant

o: Ebo RAC,

qui ſuit.
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D R C S S I A N A.

- N U M B E R XXXI.

ANECDoTEs ºf ILLUSTRIOUs and EXTRAORDINARY PERSONs,

PER HAPS NOT GENERALLY KNOWN.

- A THING OF SH REDS AND PATCHES 1 HAMLET.

[Continued from Page 184.]

Bishop WARBURton

AS a man of great wit as well as of

great learning, and a great Diſeur des

Bº Mots in a dry ſarcaſtic manner.

When ſomeone appeared to be apprehenſive

befºre him that the proſecution of Mr.

Wilkes for the “ North Briton, No. 45,”

wºuld moſt probably turn out the then

Miniſtry, the Biſhop replied, “Why, Sir,

hit would be caſting out Devils by Beel.

*ebub, the Prince of the Devils.” To

ſome young Clergyman whom he repri

manded for leading an idle life, and who

replied, thathecould not always bereading,

he ſaid, “So, young Gentleman, I ſuppoſe

yºu have finiſhed your ſtudies.” At

Sirenceſter, where he went to confirm,

h; was ſupplied atthe altar with an elbow.

‘hair and a cuſhion that he did not much

like, and ſaid to the Churchwarden, “I

ſuppoſe, Sir, your fatteſt butcher has ſat

in this chair, and your moſt violent Me

thºdiſt Preacherhas bumped the cuſhion.”

. Of his “Antiparadiſaical State,” men

ºned in the Fragment of his unfiniſhed

Bºokof the “ Divine Legation of Moſes,”

who can tell what to think He ſuppoſes
the whole ſcheme of Revelation unintelligi

le without it.

The Biſhop appears to have been one of

the worſt Commentators that ever attempt

td to elucidate any Author. He brings in

*.ſºrt et au travers a great quantity of

miſcellaneous reading and learning, and

Wºry often completely miſtakes the ſenſe of

his Author. Mr. Pope's ſarcaſm upon

Queen Carolinehe convertsinto praiſe; and

scompliment to Dr. Foſter, the great Diſ

ting Divine, he fritters away. Dr.

Akenſide, in his “ Ode to theKulº of

the Canons of Criticiſm,” ſays well of him,

Then Shakeſpeare debonnairand mild

*ought that ſtrange Comment forth to

view ;

“Conceits more deep,” he ſaid and

ſmil'd,

“Than his own fools or madmenknew.”

To the laſt Commentator of that divine

Dramatic Poet we may well apply what

llows : -

Vol. XXI,

Who did with free advent'rous love

Such trophies from his tomb remove.

We might, indeed, ſtill go on, and add,

with equal truth,

And if to Pope in equal need

The ſame kind ºffice thou wouldſt pay,
M– , then all the band decreed

That future bards with frequent lay }

But thank'd a generous friend above }

Should call on thy auſpicious name

From each abſurd intruder's claim

To keep inviolate their fame.

The preſent edition of Mr. Pope's
works is ſmother'd under a dull meta

phyſical comment. Dr. Akenfide ſays

well, in another ſtanza of his Ode,

How diſpleas'd was every Bard

When lately in the Elyſian Grove

They of his Muſe's Guardian heard,

His delegate to fame above,

And what with one accord they ſaid

Of Wit in drooping age miſled, }
And Warburton's officious aid.

With what little zeal and affection could

the Biſhop comment Mr. Pope's works,

if the following Note to Dr. Akenſide's

Ode tells truth : “During Mr. Pope's

war with Theobald, Concannen, and the

reſt of their tribe, Mr. Warburton, the

preſent Lord Biſhop of Glouceſter, did

with great zeal cultivate their friendſhip,

having been introduced forſooth at the

meetings of that reſpectable confederacy,

a favour of which he afterwards ſpoke in

very, high terms of complacency and

thankfulneſs ; at the ſame time, in his

intercourſe with them, he treated Mr.

Pope in a moſt contemptuous nanner,

and as a writer without genius. Of the

truth of theſe aſſertions his Lordſhip can

have no doubt, if he recollečts his own

correſpondence with Concannen, a part of

which is ſtill in being, and will probably

be remembered as long as any of this

Prelate's writings.

* Moſt men's underſtandings,” ſaid

Biſhop Warburton, I can pretend to fa

thom, but not that of Jeremy Taylor.”
L. 1 He

w
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He uſed to ſay of Lord Bute, thathe was

unfit to be Miniſter on three accounts :

1ſt, As he was his Sovereign's friend ;

edly, As he was a Scotchman ; and,

3dly, As he was an honeſt man.

It has been ſaid, upon the moſt reſpe&t-

able authority, that Biſhop Warburton

in early life, at a kind of literary club at

Newark, attacked the immorality (as he

was pleaſed to cal; it) of Mr. Pope’s “Eſ

ſay on Man,” in two or three Diſkrtations

which he read before that Society.

The theory ofthe Biſhop’s “Divine Le

tion of Moſes,” in ſpite of the multi

arious literature and reading with which

it is beſprinkled, appeared ſo whimſical,

and ſo ill ſupported, that Voitaire,

with his uſual archneſs, has claſſed the

Biſhop amongſt the Deiſtical Writers, in

his catalogue of thoſe who have written

againſt Revelation. The Biſhop, how

ever, to be even with him, in a note to

one of his Sermons calls him “ an Au

thor who writes indifferently well upon

every-thing.”

The Biſhop's Differtation on the Sixth

Book of the “ AEmeid” of Virgil, at

tempting to prove that it is intended to

wdeſcribe the initiation into the Eleuſinian

Myſteries, has been confuted with great

power of argument, and great diſplay of

claſſical learning, by the Author of “Cri

fical Obſervations on the Sixth Book of

the AEneid,” 8vo. Elmſley, 1770. Theſe

Obſervations have been, in general, attri

buted to the pen of a luminous modern

hiſtorian. The motto to them is, as the

reaſonable De la Buyere obſerves, “Qui

ne ſºait etre un Eraſºae, doit penſer a €tre

un Evêque.—Pope's Works, Vol. iv.

page 321. with the CoMMENT ARIES

and NotEs of MR. WAREURtoN.”

In his “ Defenſe de Mon Oncle,”

chapter “Warburton,” Voltaire fays,

“ C'eſt um entrepriſe merveilleuſement

ſcandaleuſe dans un Prêtre"—it is an under

taking wonderfully ſcandalous in a Prieſt—

“ de s'attacher et detruire l'opinion la plus

ancienne, et la plus utile aux hommes.

Il vaudroit beaucoup mieux que le War

burton commentat l’Opera des Gueux—

“ the Beggars Opera”—apres avoir tres

mal commenté Shakſpear, que d'entaſier

une erudition ſi mal digerée et ſi erronée

pour detruire la Religion. Car entin notre

ſainte Religion eſt fondée ſurla Juive, &c.”

How ſeldom is the “ Divine Lega

tion of Moſes” peruſed at preſent, in ſpite

of the erudition and compaſs of reading

which it preſents : Paradoxes never pleaſe

long; ſo true is the Roman Orator's obſer

vation, “Opinionum commenta delet dics.”

A learned Prelate, who was once Chºp

laim to Biſhop Warburton, thus ad

dreſſes him as a Critic : “It was not

enough, in your enlarged view of things,

to reſtore either of theſe models (Ariſtotle

or Longinus) to their original ſplendor.

They were both to be revived, or rather a
new original plan of criticiſm to be ſtruck

out, which ſhould unite the virtues of each

of them. The experiment was made ºn

the two greateſt of our own Poets (Shak:
ś and Pope); and by refle&ing all

the lights of theimagination on the ſever?

reaſºn, every thing was effected which th:
warmeſt admirer of ancient art could

|..". himſelf from ſuch a junction.

ut you went farther. By joining to

theſe powers a perfeół inſight into human.
nature, and ſo ennobling the exerciſe of

literary by the juſteſt moral centure,

you have now at length advancedcriticiſe

to its fall glory.” -

To the Biſhop's powers of criticiſm

many perſons may think this excellent

paſſage from Dr. Johnſon’s “Rambler.

much applicable. “Some are furniſhed

by criticiſm with a teleſcope; they ſee

with great clearneſs whatever is too re

mote to be ſeen by the reſt of mankind,

but are totally blind to all that lies in

mediately before them. They diſcover

in every paſſage ſome ſecret meaning,

ſome remote alluſion, ſome artful allegory,

or ſome occult imitation, which no othes

reader ever ſºſpe&ted ; but they have no

perception of the cogency of arguments,

the contexture of narration, the various

colours of dićtion, or the flowery embel

liſhinents of fancy. Of all that engages

the attention of others they are totally

inſenſible, whilſt they pry into the worlds

of conjecture, and amuſe themſelves with

phanions in the clouds.”

The ingenious Author of “Critical

Obſervations on the Sixth Book of the

A neid,” in ſpeaking of the “ Divine

Legation of Moſes,” ſays, “The ex

amples of great men, when they cannot

ſerve as models, may ſerve as warning"

to us. I ſhould be very ſorry to have

diſcovered that an Atheiſtical “hiſtory was

uſed in the celebration of the Myſteries to

prove the Unity of the Firſt Cauſe; and that

an ancient hymn “was fung for the edifica
*

* The Fragment of Sanchoniatho's Phoenician Hiſtory.

t Orpheus's Hymn to Muſæus is rejected by Cudworth, Dr. Jortin, Le Clerc Judia

Martyr, &c.

wºn
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tion of the devout Athenians which was

moſt probably a modern forgery of ſome

Jewiſh or Chriſtian Impoſior. Had I

delivered theſe diſcoveries with an air of

confidence and triumph, I ſhould be ſtill

more mortified Unleſs AEneas, (ſays the

Author) is the Lawgiver of Virgil's

Republic, he has no more buſineſs with

the Myiteries of Athens than with thoſe

of Sparta. -

“ The chara&ter of the hero of the

Æneid is expreſſed by one of his fricnds

in a few .. ; and though drawn by a

friend does not ſeem to be flattered :

Necerat AEneas nobis, quo juſtior alter

Nºc pittate fuit, nec bello major et

airn Ils.

Theſe three virtues, of juſtice, of piety,

and of valour, are finely ſupported through
out the whole poem *.”

“A liſt of four hundred Authors,”

ſays this Writer, “is quoted in the

D. L. from Ariſtotle and St. Auſtin

down to Scarron and Rabelais. Amongſt

theſe Authors we may obſerve Sanchonia

tho, Orpheus, Zaleucus, Charondas, the

9|acles of Porphyry, and the Hiſtory of

Gºffrey of Monmouth. The Biſhop has

entered the liſts with the tremendous

Bentley, who treated the laws of Zalcucus

and Charondas as the forgeries ofa Sophiſt.

A whole ſe&tion of miſtakes or miſ

repreſentations is devoted to this contro

verſy. But Bentley is no more, and

———n may fleep in peace. I ſhall,

however, diſturb his repoſe, by aſking

him, On what authority he ſuppoſes that

the old language of the Twelve Tables

was altered for the conveniency of ſuc

Seeding ages * The fragments of thoſe

laws, collected by Lipſius, Sylburgius, &c.

bear the ſtamp of the moſt remote anti

ºuity. But what is more deciſive, Horace,

Seneca, and Aulus Gellius, railk theſe

ºws amongſt the oltºft remains of the

Latin tongue.”

The Writer of this Pamphlet goes on

with his uſual acuteneſs : “ None but

the initiated could reveal the ſecret of the

Myſteries; and the initiated could not

reveal it without violating the laws as well

“f tailour as of religion. I ſincerely acquit

-

the Biſhop of Glouceſter of any deſign;

yet ſo unfortunate is the ſyſtem, that it

repreſents a moſt virtuous and elegant

Poet as equally devoid of taſte and com

mon honeſty. His Lordſhip , acknow

ledges, that the initiated were bound to

ſecrecy by the moſt ſolemn obligations,

that Virgil was conſcious of the imputed

impiety of his deſign, that at Athens he

never durſt have ventured on it, that even

at Rome ſuch a diſcovery was eſteemed

not only impious but infamous ; and yet
his Lordſhip maintains, that after the

compliment of a formal apology,

Sit mihi fas audita loqui,

Virgil opens the whole ſecret of the

Myſteries under the thin veil of an allegory,

which could deceive none but the moſt

care eſs readers.

“. An apology an allegory! Such

autifices might perhaps have ſaved him

from the ſentence of the Areopagus, had

ſome zealous or intereſted Prieſt denounced

him to that Court as guilty of*
a blaſhemous Poca. But the laws

honour are more rigid, and yet more

liberal, than thoſe of civil tribunals.

Senſe, not words, is conſidered, and guilt

is aggravated, not protected, by artful

evaſions. Virgil would ſtill have incurred

the ſevere cenſure of a contemporary, whº

was himſelf a man of very little religion.

Vetabo, qui Cereris ſacrum

Wulgarit arcanae, ſub iſdem

Sit trabibus, fragilemgue mecum

Solvat phaſ-lum.” HoRAT.

Nor can I eaſily perſuade myſelf that

the ingenuous mind of Virgil could have

deſerved this excommunication *.”

The learned Freret ſays, “Les. Sećtes

Philoſophiques cherchoſent à diviner, lo

dogme caché ſans le voile des ceremonies.

Dans l'Hypotheſe des Epicuriens adoptée

de nos: jours par M. M. le Clerc &

Warburton (i.e Clerc adopted it in the
year 1687, Mr. Warburton adopted it in

the year 1738), tout ce qu'on reveloitaux

adeptes apres tant de preparations et

d'epreuves, c'eſt que les Dieux adoles
de vulgaire avoient été des hommes,” &c.

The ingenious Mr. Hayley, in his notes

: M. de Voltaire, adds the Author in a note on this paſſage, condemns the latter part of

the Field as far inferior in fire and ſpirit to the former. As quoted in the “ Legation,”

be thinks that Virgil

“S'épuiſe avec Didon, et raté à la fin Lavinie.”

“A pretty odd quotation for a Biſhop ; but I moſt ſincerely hope, that neither his Lordſhip

por Mrs. H. are acquainted with the true meaning of the word rater.”

* “Critical Obſervations on the Sixth Book of the Eneid,” $vo. Elmſley, 1770.
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upon his “Firſt Epiſtle upon Epic Poe

try,” ſays, “But what lover of poetry,

unbiaſed by perſonal conneétion, can

ſpeak of Warburton without ſome marks

of indignation If I have alſo alluded to

this famous Commentator with contemp

tuous aſperity, it ariſes from the perſuaſion,

that he has fullied the page of every Poet

whom he pretended to illuſtrate, and that

he frequently degraded the uſeful and

generous profeſſion of criticiſm into a

mere inſtrument of perſonal malignity,

or, to uſe the more forcible language of

hisgreateſt antagoniſt+, that “he inveſted

himſelf in the high office of Inquiſitor

General and Supreme |. of the

Opinionsof the Learned, which he aſſumed

and exerciſed with a ferocity and deſpotiſm

without example in the republic of letters,

and hardly to be paralleled amongſt the

diſciples of Dominic.”

Warburton's Sermons,however, diſplay

a profundity of thinking, and a fertility of

matter, which are ſeldom met with in

compoſitions of that kind; That on the

Thirtieth of January is a moſt excellent

Prºcis of our Hiſtory; and from the many

letters of his that are extant in the hands

of his friends, an exquiſite ANA might

be compoſed, as no perſon ever expreſ

ſed himſelf with more point, and with

greater ſtrength of expreſſion, in his opi

mions both of men and things. Biſhop

Warburton’s opinion of the deſcent of

rEneas into Hell alluding to the Eleuſi.

nian Myſteries was certainly not his own.

it is mentioned in “ Gleanings of Anti

nuity, by John Beaumont,” London,

#724, 8vo.

Early in life, Biſhop then Mr. War

burton was introduced to the celebrated

Critic Dr. Bentley, the Maſter of Tri

nity College. When he had left the room

a friend aſked Dr. Bentley, What he

thought of Mr. Warburton “He ap

ars to me,” replied the Maſter, “to

F. a great appetite for learning, but no

digeſtion.” The Biſhop, indeed, ever

brought a great deal of reading to bear

upon every point he propoſed ; but,

Were his points judiciouſly choſen The

Biſhop, in a letter to the learned Mr.

Barrow, ſays, “ The principles I have

one upon to ſerve Revealed Religion are

; only as I find explicitly taught in the

ible, according to what I underſtand to

e the plain and literal ſenſe. If I can

ferve the caute of religion within theſe

Fº I ſhall think myſelf happy ; further

my; not venture.” * -

making a good uſe of them.

The two things the moſt difficult to

be met with in the world, the Biſhop al.

ways ſaid, were, a diſintereſted man, and a

woman who had common ſenſe.

The Biſhop was an inceſſant and un

remitting reader, yet would break off any

ſtudy he was about, to feaſt upon a new

novel, and give a reſpite to his ardent

mind purſuing with its full powers a

ſerious and difficult dedućtion.

A Profeſſor of Greek in Scotland, who

has been at the pains to follow the Biſhop's

quotations in the “Divine Legation,”

accuſes him of miſrepreſenting and gar

bling many paſſages in the ancient wri

ters.

::::::::::::-r:-r:<:::

Duke of ORLeANs, REGENT.

Humain, compatiſſant, genereux,

courageux,” ſays Duclos very well of

him, “il auroit eu des vertus fi l’on en

avoit ſans principes.” He obſerves of

him with reſpect to his freedom of thinking

on religious ſubjects, “ ſon incredulité

etoit une, ſorte de ſuperſtition,” he was

always ſo very anxious to diſplay it.

“Ces exces ou ces petiteſſes,” adds he,

“ deceloient un homme qui m'eſt rien

moins que ferme dams fes ſentiments, et

gui veut s'etourdir ſur ce que le gene.

En cl:erchant a douter de la Divinité, il

courut les devins et les devinereſles,

et montroit toute la curioſite credule d'une

femmelette.”

“A godleſs Regent tremble at a ſtar,”

ſays Mr. Pope of him ; and his mother

uſed to ſay of him, that at his birth all the

Fairies were invited except one, When

the reſt had beſtowed upon him their dif

ferent talents and qualifications, ſhe, out

of malignity, ſaid, ſhe would prevent their

efficacy by rendering him incapable of
When he

became Regent of France, and had the

affairs of that great kingdom upon his

hands, with all the talents requiſite for

governing it well, he was, perhaps, one of

the worſt Princes that ever governed,

ſacrificing every thing to his pleaſures,

or, as Duclos calls it, “ ſa chere cra

pule.” “Le commun des hommes,”

ſays, Duclos very juſtly, “ quitte les

plaifi's quand is en font quittés, maſs on

ne ſe degage jamais de la crapule. Le

gout du travail mait de l'uſage qu'un cu

tait, ſº conſerve, mais ne ſe prend plus à

un certain age. Il y a deux genres de vie

tres oppoſé, dont Thabitude devient une

neceſſite, a capule et l'etude.” The

+ “Letter to warburton, by a late Profeſſor, &c."

Regent
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Regent had, however, ſtill intervals of

goºd ſenſe and of ſound judgment. An

Abbé of quality, but of bad morals,

applied to him for a Biſhopric, and told

him, to prevail upon him more leadily to

comply with his requeſt, how much he

ſhould be diſgraced in the opinion of the

world if he did not ſucceed in his wiſhes.

“Sir,” replied the Regent, “I had much

rather that you ſhould incur the diſgrace

than that I ſhould.” Of that vermin

about Courts, the perſons who are in with

every Adminiſtration, and who pretend to

call themſelves the Sovereign's friends,

he ſaid very well, “Ce ſont des parfaits

Courtiſans, ils ont nihonneur ni humeur.”

The Regent was a dabbler in painting,

and was never ſo much flattered as when

he gave his Drawing-Maſter the choice of

any two pićtures in his colle&tion, and he

took two that were painted by his High

neſs. Theſe he preſented him with of

courſe, and with a purſe of two thouſand

louis d'ors. The collection of pićtures

that he made at the Palais Royal is a

very fine one, and united in itſelf the

colle&tions of Chriſtina Queen of Sweden,

and Cardinal de Richelieu, with the addi

tions made to it by the Regent, who was

a nian of great judgment in painting.

Spence, in his “Anecdotes,” ſays, the

moſt coſtly pisture in the collection was

the Belle Raphael (as it is called), and

that he paid for it thirteen hundred pounds.

Ten thouſand guineas have been offered

lately for the Three Maries at the Sepul

chre by Annibal Caracci. The col

lećtion is now divided ; a French banker

has bought the Italian, and an Engliſh

Gentleman the Flemiſh pićtures.

The Regent's ſon, on ſucceeding his fa

ther, ordered Coypel to cut to pieces all the

indecent pictures in his father's collection.

This order was not rigidly complied with,

as ſeveral of theſe pictures have made their

way into other collections; as that cf

Deſden, Berlin, &c. The Regent's ſon

was as diſtinguiſhed for his piety, as his

father was remarkable for his indifference

about religion ; yet as this careleſs

reſs of the latter was founded upon no

fº, Louis XIV. uſed to ſay of

im, “ c'eſt un fantaron descrines ;”

and added, “ Il y a grande apparence

* iſ fºr tºmbs dans wing maladie de lan

gueur, il auroit recours aux reliques et

et à l’eau benite.”

Duke of BURGUNDY.

This Prince was an extraordinary in

ſtance of the power of education. He was

by nature inſolent, diſſipated, with a great

turn to ſuperſtition, and the minutiae of

devotion. From the hands of the women

he very early fell into thoſe of the learned

and virtuous Fenelon, and became a mo

del of excellence of every kind ; “Si

qua fata aſpera rumpens, Hic Marcellus

erit.” His virtues and talents even im

poſed upon his grandfather Louis XIV.
who permitted him at a very early age

to have a ſeat in the Council. This

young Prince ordered a ſtate of the whole

kingdom of France to be drawn up for him,

to the underſtanding of which he applied

with the moſt unremitting aſſiduity. His

favourite maxims were: que les ſujets me

ſont aſſurés du neceſſaire ; que lorſque

les Princes s'interdiſent le ſuperflu ; que

les rois ſout faits pour les ſujets, et non

les ſujets Pour &s rois ; qu'ils doivent

punir avec juſtice, parce qu'ils ſont les

gardiens des loix; dcnner des recom

penſes, parce qu'ils ce ſont des dettes;

jamais de preſents, parce que m'ayant

rien à eux, ils me peuvent donner qu'aux

depens des peuples.” Theſe maxims

may, perhaps, be thought too rigorous.

It is, however, right, that a young Prince

ſhould ſet out with them ; there is no

great occaſion to fear, but that in the

courſe of a long reign they will be not too

rigidly followed. It was the obſervation

of a very ingenious Scotch Profeſſor, that

thoſe young men hardly ever roſe to any

great eminence in their profeſſions who

whilſt they were boys were ſoon ſatisfied

with their own compoſitions. , Virtue, no

leſs than diligence, ex abundanti is ever

to be deſired in a young perſon. In the

direction of the education of the Dauphin

Fenelon had the happineſs to be aſſiſted by

the famous Abbé Fleury, Author of the

“ Eccleſiaſtical Hiſtory,” who a few years

after the death of his Royal Pupil publiſhed

a character of him with this title: “Por

trait de Monſeigneur le Dauphin, ſu

l'Abbé Fleury, ſon Sous-Precepteur,

Paris, 12mo, 1714, -

JTo be fontinued.]
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THE Second ſpecies of Great Revo

lution in States is THE RELIGIOUs,

which produces a total change of religious

doëtrine in a great number of States, and

alſo influences in a great degree their

Civil Governments. I think it is im

ſible to admit of more than two great

§. Revolutions : The firſt is that

ef ChrisTIANITY, which has abrogated

throughout the moſt civilized countries of

Aſia, Africa, and Europe, the polytheiſºn

of the Pagan Religion, heretofore univer

fa!, and ſubſtituted in its place the Unity

of the Divinity; and in this reſpect has

teen imitated by the Mahometan Religion;

infoniuch that theſe two Religions, which

accord upon the grand point of the Divine

Unity, have extended and preſerved them

telves without interruption, ſince the times

ºf J Esus Christ and Mahomet, to almoſt

every civilized country in the four quarters

of the known world. We conſider The

REFoRMATfox as a ſecond Revolution

in Religion, which was effected in the

Sixteenth Century by Luther and Calvin,

j, is extended itſelf into the greater part

of Europe, and has had conſiderable in

fluence upon the Civil Governments, and

the progreſs of Learning and Philoſophy

anong all the European nations of one

religion or the other. This Revolution,

however, can only be conſidered as partial,

and has undergone many modifications in

the different countries of EURoPE.

The Thiko ſpecies of Revolution is

internel, and always partial; it effects

only an interior change of the Conſtitution

of the State, and proceeds in general by

the introduction or modification of the

three principal forms of Government—

Monarchy, Ariſtocracy, and Democracy.

Almoſt aii the nations of Europe, Aſia,

and Africa, have frequently experienced

theſe internal alterations in their Govern

ments; but it would be uſeleſs to deſcant

upon thoſe which took place in Greece

and in Aſia, previous to the eſtabliſhment

of the Macedonian Empire under Alexan

der the Great, the Government of which

continued to be entirely Monarchical until

it was deſtroyed by the Roman arms; and

indeed the Roman Power alone mºtits a

more particular attention.

The Conſtitution of Rome under the

Government of its Kings, was, as is well

known from Hiſtory, purely Monarchical,

and ſo continued until a Revolution was

produced by the expulſion of the Tar

qxins; from which period it was ſome

times Democratical and ſometimes Ariſ

tocratical, but always Republican, until

the Monarchical form of Government was

again virtually reſtored by the Diétators,

and at length openly eſtabliſhed by Au

guſtus Cæſar. The Empire, from the

time of this ſecond great internal Revolu

tion, preſerved the Monarchical form cf

Government until its final deſtruction by

the irruptions of the nations of Germany

who were ſtyled Barbarians. Theſe na

tions, who were themſelves governed by

Kings and Princes under the form of

Monarchy, though of a very limited

kind, have almoſt uniformly adopted that

form of Government in the provinces

which were diſmembered from the Roman

Empire, as in France, Spain, England,

Italy, Hungary, and even in Germany i

and there are only a few ſmall States, as

Holland, Switzerland, Venice, Genoa, &c.

that have become Republics, whether

ariſtocratical or democratical, by parti

cular Revolutions, and have had no effºt

upon the great monarchical eſtabliſhments

in the reſt of Europe. Germany has

never experienced an external Revolution ;

for it has never yet been conquered by any

foreign power, as I have proved in my

Academical Diſſertation in the year 1785 i

neither has it ſuffered any great internal

Revolution, but has preſerved its monar

chical form of Government, though of a

very
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very limited, and, in its ancient ſenſe, of

zi very feudal kind, from its firſt “ſtabliſh

ment to the preſent time. The Conſtitu

tion of Germany is in effect a Republican

Ariſtocracy, confederated under the auſ

pices of an Emperor, a nominal Monarch,

who repreſents a succeſſor of the ancient

Roman Emperors, but without having any

other real power than that which he de

rives from the poſſeſſion of his own here

ditary dominions. If the Empire of Ger

many can be ſaid to have been ſubject to

internal Revolutions, it muſt be, FiRST,

That which happened upon the extinction

ºf the Carlovingian and the Saxon families,

and introduced, by ſlow degrees, the he

reditary ſucceſſion of the Dukes, Princes,

and Counts of the Empire, and paved the

way to the Electorate : SEcondly, That

which after a long interregnum rendered

the Empire elective :

That which, by the Reformation of Luther,

the religious Peace, and the Treaty of

Weſtphalia,eſtabliſhed three Religions in the

Empire; and by the laſt ſettled with great

preciſion the reciprocal rights of the Empe

rors and the Empire; from whence has re

ſulted a ſort of federative Republic; and by

preſerving this form of Government, and

the equal balance of power mutually de

pending between the different members of

which it is compoſed, this Confederation

may maintain not only its own internal

tºuilibrium, but that of all Europe, for ſuch

a length of time as to exclude it from com

ing, by any poſſible Revolution, under the

power of a depotic Monarch. This does

not depend on treaties, nor on the perſonal

or temporary diſpoſitions of Sovereigns,

but cna continued and natural ſyſtem, on

a ſenſe of real intereſts, and the impulſe

given by the circumſtances of the times.

Other kingdoms of Europe, as Den

mark, Sweden, Hungary, &c. have ex

perienced many internal Revolutions; but

theſe States are ſituated at too great a

diſtance from the centre, to permit the

alteration and internal arrangement of

their Governments tſientially to affe St the

neral balance of power in the reſt of

i. -

One of the greateſt Revolutions, both

external and internal, is that which at the

cloſe of the Sixteenth Centu: y ſeparated

the body of the Low Countries, tore from

the Crown of Spain ſeven of its depen

dencies, and formed the illuſtrious Repub

lic of “ The United Provinces,” which

has ſince ſuffered two Revolutions in its

internal Government. The laſt Revolu

and, THIRDLY, -

tion, which was effe&ted in the year 1787

in Holland by the powerful and wiſe

meaſures of the King, as well as by the

valour of the preſent Duke of Brunſwick,

and which has re-eſtabliſhed good order in

the Republic, and reſtored the illuſtrious

Houſe of Naſſau to its juſt rights, may

contribute very confiderably to the main

tenance of the general balance of power in

Europe, to the preſervation of the equi

librium in Germany, to the re-eſtabliſh

ment of it between England and France,

and operate as a lien and ſtaple to the

federative ſyſtem of Pruſſia and the Ma

ritime Powers. -

The Hiſtory of England preſents to our

view a great number of Revolutions, both

external and internal ; as thoſe which

were produced by the Conqueſts of the

Anglo-Saxons, the Danes, and the Nor

mans; by eſtabliſhing THE PARLIA

MENT, and by MAGNA CHARTA ; by

the Uſurpation of Cromwell, and the

Reſtoration of Charles the Seconds but

the more recent and more important

Revolution was that of the year 1689, by
which the Great William of Naſſau drove

the Stuart family from the Throne, re

formed the Government of the kingdom,

and ameliorated es Conſtitution by the

famous Bill of Rights in ſuch a

manner as has rendered it the moſt happy.

the moſt flouriſhing, and beſt eſtabliſhed

nation in the world.

We are ourſelves ſpe&tators of the cele

brated French Revolution ; a Revolution

more extraordinary than any of thoſe with

which Hiſtory has furniſhed us; and by

which the French Nation, enlightened and

actuated by the philoſophy of the age, wii;
form the ſº poſſible Conſtitution, ſupe

rior even to that of England, by uniting

and intermixing a Monarchy with a Re:

public i ſecuring to the people the power

of Legiſlation, and to the King, under

the ſuperintendance.cf the NationalAſſem

bly, the Executive Power of the State.

It would be impoſſible at this time, it

would be improper in this place, and I

will not preſume to eſtimate the value or

prejudge the future fate of this Revolution,

but I feel that it will accord with my ſenti

ments if it ſerves to correct and mitigate

the abuſes of the pre-exiſtent Monarchy,

more ariſtocratical perhaps than deſpotic,

to diminiſh, by a wiſe ſyſtem of cecond

my, and the extinction of too large a

debt, the burthen which oppreſſed the

People; and to render the Government,

in its Republican form, more moderate

with
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with reſpect to foreign concerns, leſs in

clined to conqueſt, and more willing to

co-operate withFº and Pruſſia, by

the great means which France poſſeſſes,

in maintaining the balance of power and

preſerving the generalº of Eu

rope. It is, however, to be wiſhed, that

this Revolution had been effe&ted with leſs

force and efferveſcence on the part of the

people; without degrading too low the

dignity and perſon of the Sovereign, as

Repreſentative of the Nation both at home

and abroad ; without aboliſhing all diſtinc

tion of birth and degrees of ſubordination,

which under every form of Government

are uſeful and even neceſſary to excite

emulation, and ſtimulate men to the ſer

vice of their country, as I have proved in

the Academical Diſſertation already men.

tioned, by an example of the Turkiſh En

pire, but without carrying the Rights of

Man ſofar as to render them arbitrary, and

ſubjećt to a Democratic Deſpotiſm, more

dangerous than the deſpotiſm of Monarchy

itſelf.

Poland, excited, no doubt, by the ex

ample of FRANce, is giving a new inſtance

of a Revolution condućted with more order

and moderation, and which may render

the nation and its government as happy as

its local fituation will permit, if it is fol

lowed up and uſed both at home and abroad

with the ſame temper and wiſdom with

which it was at firſt conceived, adopted,
and carried into execution.

It is not much to be feared, that the

other nations of Europe will ſoon follow

the example, or adopt the model of the

French Revolution. All of them have be

held its precipitation, and the great in

conveniencies that have followed. No

other nation poſſeſſes ſo hot and efferveſ

cent a temper as the French; none at

preſent labour under a government ſo

weighty and oppreſſive. All the Govern

ments of Europe are now become mode

rate; diſtinguiſhed only by their energy

and good order; and approach gradu

ally to the equal tenor of the Repub

lican form, which, however, in many of

its parts is much harſher than that of

Monarchy. Even the Government of

Pruſſia, which from prejudice and igno

rance is conſidered by foreigners as

deſpotic, is not ſo in its true ſenſe, but is

perhaps one of the mildeſt and moſt juſt, as

I have madeevident in a particular Diſſerta

tion in the year 1789, and in all my ſub

ſequent Academical Leótures, by examples

drawn from the laſt years of the reign of

Frederic the Second,and from the firſt years

of thereign of Frederic-William theSecond.

Of this I might adduce more recent proofs

by a narrative of his adminiſtration during

the preceding year; but the time would

fail me ; and beſides, the King, by his

anxiety to give full effect to the Treaty of

Reichenbach, by his mediation of the

Treaty of Sziftovia, and the completion

of his great work of general pacification,

has been prevented from devoting the

whole year to the internal government cf

his provinces, and rendering them ſen

ſible of the ſame benefits they enjoyed in

the laſt years of the two preceding reigns.

To ºff. good intentions of the King I

have, on my part, laboriouſly uſed every

effort of which, as a man and a patriot, I

was capable. If my endeavours have not

been rewarded with full and complete

ſucceſs, it cannot be attributed to any

want of zeal, although I ſhould be obliged

to quit a diplomatic career of forty-ſix

years, and devote my time entirely to other

occupations in the ſervice of our Society,

to the care of writing a Complete and Prag

matic Hiſtory of our incomparable ſove

reign Frederic the Second.

Our preſent illuſtrious ſovereign enjoys

the high ſatisfaction of having, in a great

degree, contributed by efforts of equal

vigour and generoſity to the general paci

fication of Europe, and to his own ſecurity;

of having been aſſiſted in theſe efforts by

his great and illuſtrious allies Engländ

and Holland; and of having ſtrengthened

the bonds of this alliance by new ties of

blood and affinity, in marrying the two

Princeſſes his daughters, as†:
by their perſonal qualities as by their high

birth,to two illuſtrious young branchesand
heirs of the virtues of the É. of Great

Britain and the Prince and Princeſs of

Orange. It is happy for me, and for the

Academy of whom i am the interpreterand

organ, that I can preſent at the ſame time

our reſpectful homage and fincere felicitº

tions, as well to the King upon the anni

verſary of his birth, as to the two illuſ

tricus couples upon their auſpicious mar"

riages, and to add our moſt ardent wiſhes

for the prolongation of their days, and

for all imaginable felicity during their

future lives.
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Some ANECDOTES of THOMAS CHATTERTON, with an ORIGINAL

LETTER of that Extraordinary Young Man, written to Mr. GEORGE

CATCOTT, of BRISTOL.

London, Auguſt 12, 1790.

S I R, .
-

AcoºkESPONDENT from Briſtol

had raiſed my admiration to the

higheſt pitch by informing me, that an

appearance of ſpirit and generofity had

crept into the niches of avarice and mean

neſs;—that the murderer of Newton *

(Ferguſon) had met with every encourage

ment that ignorance could beſtow—that

an epiſcopal palace was to be erected for

the enemy of the Whore of Babylon, and

the preſent turned into a ſtable for his

ten-headed Beaſt—that a ſpire was to be

patched to St. Mary's Redcliffe, and the

ſtreets kept cleaner, with many other im

poſſibilities: but when Mr. Catcott (the

Champion of Briſtol) doubts it, it may be

doubted. Your deſcription of the intend

ed ſteeple ſtruck me. I have ſeen it, but

not as the invention of Mr. All

that he can boaſt is Gothiciſing it.—

Give yourſelf the trouble to ſend to

Weobley's, Holborn, for a View t of

the church of St. Mary de la Annunciada,

at Madrid, and you will ſee a ſpire almoſt

the parallel of what you deſcribe.—The
condućt of is no more than what I

txpe&ted : I had received information

that he was abſolutely engaged in the de

fence of the Miniſtry, and had a pamphlet

on the ſtocks, which was to have been

paid with a tranſlation. In cenſequence

of this information, I inſerted the follow

ing paragraph in one of my exhibitions.

“Revelation Unravelled, by -

“The Miniſtry are indefatigable in

tfabliſhing themſelves: they ſpare no ex

Pence, ſo long as the expence does not lie

upon them. This piece repreſents the

tºols of Adminiſtration offering the Doc

tºr a penſion, or tranſlation, to new-model

his Treatiſe on the Revelations, and to

Prove Wilkes to be Antichriſt.”

The Editor of Baddeley's Bath Journal

done me the honour to murder moſt

ºf my hieroglyphics, that they may be

abbreviated for his paper. Whatever may

tº the political ſentiments of your inferior

§:rgy, their ſuperiors are all flamingly

iniſterial. Should your ſcheme for a

ſingle row of houſes in Bridge-ſtreet take

. conſcience muſt tell you, that

riſtol will owe even that beauty to

ºvarice, fince the abſolute impoſſibility of

finding tenants for a double row is the

* Sir Iſaac,

Wol. XXI.

only occaſion of your having but one.

The Gothic dome I mentioned was not

deſigned by Hogarth. I have no great

opinion of him out of his ludicrous walk—

there he was undoubtedly inimitable. It

was deſigned by the great Cipriani. The

following deſcription may give you a faint

idea of it. . From an hexagonal ſpiral

tower (ſuch I believe Redcliffe is) rôſe a

fimilar paliſado of Gothic pillars, three in

a cluſter on every angle, but ſingle and at

an equal diſtance in the angular ſpaces.

The pillars were trifoliated (as Rowlie

terms it), and ſupported by a majeſtic oval

dome, not abſolutely circular (that would

not be Gothic), but terminating in a

point, ſurmounted with a croſs, and on

the top of the croſs a globe. The two

laſt ornaments may perhaps throw you

into a fit of religious refle&tion, and give riſe

to many pious meditations. Heaven ſend

you the comforts of Chriſtianity I re

queſt them not, for I am no Chriſtian.—

Angels are, according to the orthodox

doctrine, creatures of the epicene gender,

like the Temple beaux * * * * *.

I intend going abroad as a ſurgeon.—

Mr. Barrett has it in his power to aſſiſt

me greatly, by his giving me a phyſical

character. I hope he will. I trouble you

with a copy of an Eſſay I intend pub

liſhing.

I remain

Your much obliged

Humble Servant,

THO. CHATTERTON.

Direst to me at Mrs.

Angel’s, Saſh-Maker,

Brook-ſtreet, Holborn.

THIS extraordinary young man's taſte

for fame was ſo early diſplayed, that a

female relatien of his perfiſts to ſay, that at

the age of five years, when a relation of

theirs had made him a preſent of a Delf

baſon with a lion upon it, he ſaid, he had

rather it had been an Angel with a trum

pet, to blow his name about.

On quitting this, female relation to go
to London, he ſaid, “ I wiſh I knew

Greek and Latin.” “Why,” replied

ſhe, “Tom, I think you know enough.”

“Aye but,” ſaid he, “if I knew Greek

and Latin, I could do any thing ; but as

it is,my name will live two hundred years

at leaſt.”—Chatterton uled to ſay, “that

† The print does not exiſt.

M m
the
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the greateſt oath by which a man could

ſwear was, by the honour of his anceſtors.”

Chatterton brought one day to Mr.

Barrett, the celebrated ſurgeon of

Briſtol, one of the books of the Battle of

Haſtings, as being written by Rowlie.

When Mr. Barrett had given it that de

gree of praiſe, which the richneſs of the

imagery and the ſpiendour of the verſifi

cation extorted from him, the boy ſaid,

“This book I wrotemyſelf,but in a few days

I will bring you the original.” He after

wards brought Mr. Barrett another book.

Chatterton brought one day to Mr.

Barrett a parchment, apparently of the

fame antiquity with thoſe upon which

Rowlie's Poems were written. It con

tained, as he ſaid, the liſt of all the Abbots

of St. Auguſtine's Monaſtery in Briſtol

(now the cathedral). Mr. Barrett, after

the boy's death, examined the liſt by the

book of the Cathedral Church of Wells

(in which dioceſe Briſtol then was), and

the names of every one of them were falſe.

This unfortunate youth, in his powers

of mind, and in his whole charac

ter, reſembled very much young Servien,

an extraordinary young Frenchman, men

tioned in Sully's Memoirs. —The citizens

of Briſtol, with a liberality and an attention

to literature which does them honºur, ale

about to erect a cenotaph" to the memory

of their extraordinary fellow-citizen in

Redcliffe Church. It is to be paid for

by ſubſcription. They ſhould, however,

ſtill further extend their liberality, and

build a ſpire to that beautiful Gothic

fabric.—Chatterion's father was a lay

vicar of Briſtol Cathedral, and was an

excellent muſician, and a man of ſome

literature. A Catch of his compoſition

was preſented to our readers in the iait

Month's Magazine.

SOME Account OF THE LATE SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS.

T HISeminent Artiſt was born at Plimp

ton St. Mary's, in Devonſhire, in

the year 1723. His father was a Clergy

man, and the intimate friend of that

eminent Divine Mr. Zachariah Mudge.

Sir Joſhua was very early in life ſent to a

Grammar-ſchool, where he made a good

proficiency in Latin. He was ever of

opinion, that his deſtination of mind to

Painting was occaſioned by the accidental

peruſal of Richardſon's Treatiſe on that

Art when he was very young. Some

Frontiſpieces to the Lives of Plutarch are

fill preſerved by ſome of his relations, as

ſpecimens of his early predilećtion for

his Art, and of the promiſe that he gave

of becoming eminent in it. He became

Pupil to Mr. Hudſon the Painter, in

174—, who, amongſt other advice that he

gave him, recommended him to copy

Guercino's Drawings. This he did with

ſuch ſkill, that many of them are now

preſerved in the cabinets of the curious in

this country, as the originals of that very

great maſter.—About the year 1750 he

went to Rome to proſecute his ſtudies,

where he remained about two years, and

employed himſelf rather in making ſtudies

from, than in copying the works of the

great Painters with which that illuſtrious

Capital of Art abounds. Here too he

amuſed himſelf with painting Caricatures,

particularly a very large one of all the

Engliſh that were then at Rome, in the

different attitudes of Raphael's celebrated

School at Athens. He returned to En

gland about the year 1752, and took a

houſe in Newport-ſtreet, Leiceſter-fields ;

to which latter place he removed ſoon af

terwards, and where he continued till the

time of his death. Sir Joſhua had ſo little

of the jealouſy of his profeſſion, that

when a celebrated Engliſh Artiſt, on his

arrival from Italy, aſked him where he

ſhould ſet up a houſe, Sir Joſhua told

him, that the next houſe to him was vacant,

and that he had found his fituation a very

good one.—Sir Joſhua was ſoon after

elected a Fellow of the Royal and Anti

quarian Societies, and on the Inſtitution

of the Royal Academy, was elected Pre

fident of that noble ſeminary of Art, and

his election was confirmed by his So

vereign.

Sir Joſhua died on the 23d of February

1792, after a diſeaſe of languor occa

fioned by an enlargement of the liver.

His body, by the permiſſion of his So

vereign (who appeared to wiſh that every

Foſſible honour ſhould be conferred on the

remains &f the Preſident of his own Aca

demy), lay in ſtate in one of the apart

ments of the Royal Academy ; and was

conveyed on the morning of Saturday

the 3d of March to the Cathedral of

the Metropolis, attended by the moſt

.* The Papers announce the ingenious Mr. Banks, of Newman-ſtreet, London, as the

ſculptor of it; a man under whoſe chiſel Shakſpeare himſelf has not been degraded,

as the exquiſite alto relieve at the Shakeſpeare Gallery, Pail-Mall, cvinces.

-

dif
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diffinguiſhed perſons in the country in

birth, in talents, and in virtue. It was

received at the weſt door of the church

by the venerable Chapter, who preceded

it into the Choir, where a ſolemn funeral

ſervice was performed; and that no mark

of reſpect might be wanting to the re

ſpectable remains (whoſe obſequies were

them celebrating), they added ſome ſuper

numerary and excellent Singers to their

Choir. It ſeems to be only wanting now,

that the ingenious Body over which he

preſided, with ſo much honour to them

as well as to himſelf, ſhould pay their

tribute of reſpe&t to the memory of a man

who contributed ſo much by his practical

as well as ſpeculative talents in his Art,

to dignify their Inſtitution, and to diffuſe

throughout the country a juſt and well

founded taſte in Painting. A Monument

in St. Paul's Cathedral, voted by general

acclamation, and erected at the expence

•f the common fund of the Academy,

will, to all lovers of Art, appear no leſs

a debt of juſtice than a mark of reſpect.

Of Sir Joſhua's moral and intellectual

character, who ſhall preſume to ſpeak after

Mr. Burke's eloquent and accurate deli

meation of it ! It is the eulogium of

Apelles pronounced by Pericles; and to

attempt to add to it, would be to riſque

the ſame cenſure that would be paſſed upon

an inferior Artiſt who ſhould preſume

to retouch one of Sir Joſhua's own Pic

tures.

An ingenious Critic in Art thus de

lineates Sir Joſhua's profeſſional cha

ratter :

“ Sir Joſhua Reynolds was moſt aſ

ſuredly the beſt Portrait Painter that this

age his preduced. He poſſeſſed ſomething

original in his manner which diſtinguiſhed

it from thoſe Painters who preceded him.

His colouring was excellent, and his

diſtribution of light and ſhadow ſo ge

nerally judicious and varied, that it moſt

clearly ſhewed that it was not a mere trick

of practice, but the reſult of principle.

In Hiſtory Painting his abilities were very

reſpectable, and his invention and judge

ment were ſufficient to have enabled him

to have made a very diſtinguiſhed figure

in that very arduous branch of his pro

feſſion, if the excluſive taſte of this coun

try for Portraits had not diſcouraged him

from cultivating a talent ſo very unpro

dućtive and neglected. His Drawing,

though incorrect, had always ſomething

of grandeur in it.”

To his own Pićtures might be well

applied what he uſed to ſay reſpecting thoſe

of Rubens : “They reſemble,” ſaid he,

“ a well-choſen noſegay, which, though

the colours are ſplendid and vivid, they

are never glaring or oppreſſive to the eye.”

Sir Joſhua wrote:—“Diſcourſes deliver

ed at the Royal Academy, 2 vols.” 8vo.

“Notes to Mr. Maſon's Tranſlation of

Dufreſnoy on Painting,’’ 4to. Papers

No. 76, 79, 82, in The Idler, on the ſub

ject of Painting, were alſo written by him.

It had been nearly forgotten to have

been mentiomed in this very imperfect

ſketch of the Life of Sir Joſhua Reynolds,

that at the Inſtallation of Lord North as

Chancellor of the Univerſity of Oxford,

that learned Body preſented him with a

Degree of Doctor of Laws; an acade

mical honour which he merited no leſs

from his talents as a writer, than from his

ſkill in his profeſſion. The late Dr. Van

fittart, of All Souls College, introduced

him into the Theatre with a very elegant

Latin ſpeech,

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE miſtakes of writers on literary

ſubječts are ſeldom of much impor

tance; indeed ſo little, that they are hardly

worth the trouble of correóting, unleſs, as

in the preſent inſtance, they involve ſome

thing of more conſequence than a mere

blunder, whether a couple of bad lines

were produced by one bad writer or by

another. No two lines have been oftener

quoted with ridicule than the celebrated

ones,

A painted veſt Prince Vortiger had on,

Which from a naked Pict his grandfire

won i -

and no two lines have been ſo often aſ

cribed to the wrong author. Sir Richard

Steele, in the Spectator, No. 43, firſt in

troduced them to the notice of the public.

“One might here mention,” ſays he,

“a few military writers, who give great

entertainment to the age, by reaſon that

the ſtupidity of their heads is quickened

by the alacrity of their hearts. This

conſtitution, in a dull fellow, gives vigour

to nonſenſe, and makes the puddle boil

which would otherwiſe ſtagnate. THE

British Prince, that celebrated poem

which was written in the reign of King

Charles the Second, and deſervedly called

by the wits of that age incomparable, was

M. m .
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the effect of ſuch a happy genius as we are

fpeaking of. From among many other

iſtichs, no leſs to be quo:ed on this ac

count, I cannot but recite the two fol

lowing lines :

“ A painted veſt Prince Voltager had on,

“Which from a naked Pićt his grand

“ fire won.”

“Here, if the poet had not been vi

vacious as well as ſtupid, he could not, in

the warmth and hurry of nonſenſe, have

been capable of forgetting, that neither

Prince Voltager nor his grandfather could

ſtrip a naked man of his doublet ; but

a fool of a colder conſtitution would have

ſtaid to have flayed the Pict, and made buff

of his ſkin, for the wearing of the con

queror *.”

After this notice in ſo popular a book

as the Spectator, it might be preſumed

that no perſon would have miſtaken the
writer of theſe lines. But this has been

by no means the faët. By Mr. Boſwell's

Life of Johnſon, Vol. I. p. 330. it appears,

that that Gentleman defended them as

Blackmole's in the preſence of Dr. John

ſon, without any contradićtion or doubt of

their authenticity. This, though very in

junious to the memory of Blackmore,

would not have prompted me to trouble the

S IN G U L A R O PIN I

Boilº always gave it as his opinion,

that the way to compoſe a good couplet

was, to make the laſt line firſt ading, that

it ever gave ſtrength and nerve to it. He

ſaid, that he had this fingular merit with the

great Racine, that he taught him to write

ED wA R D wor T LEY

IN our next Number will commence a

Series of Extracts from the ORIGINAL

LETTERs of this ingenious and learned

Gentleman, written from Italy and Egypt

in the Years 1773, 1774, and 1775, to an

Eminent Physician in England. In the

courſe of our next Volume we ſhall alſo

K.", our Readers with the Portrait of

r. MostAGUE, from an opiGINAL

Pict. URE painted by Mr. Rom N EY in

Italy, and engraved by his permiſion by

European Magazine on the ſubjećt; but a

late writer, Mr. Whitaker, has gone a

ſtep further, and roundly aſſerts, or at

leaſt inſinuates, that in the late edition or

editions of Blackmore theſe lines have

been ſuppreſſed. It will not readily be

believed, but it is true, that this accuſa

tion is qualified only with “I under

ſtand;” but with great deference to Mr.

Whitaker, an obſervation which amounts

to a charge of falſification of the works

of an Author, ſhould have been more

carefully examined before it was commit.

ted to the public eye. Sure I am, had

Mr. Whitaker found ſuch an inſtance of

uncandid behaviour in his antagoniſt Mr.

Gibbon, he would have rung the changes

upon it through whole pages. It was his

duty to have aſcertained the fact preciſely,

to have enquired whether the ſuppreſſion

was real or not, and if it was, to what

cauſe it could be aſcribed, before he had

ventured to give up the authority of his

name, as he ought to have taken it for

granted, until he was furniſhed with ſome

thing like evidence, that neither Dr.

|..." nor the reſpeštable printer who

ad the management of the edition of the

Engliſh Poets, could poſſibly have been

guilty of ſuch practices,

I am, &c.

G. G.

O N OF B O I L E A U.

verſes with difficulty; rymer difficulientat

To how many poetaſters of our times

might the ſame advice be given, but it

would not, perhaps, be ſo readily fol

lowed. -

Mo NTAGUE, Jun. Esq.

CoNDE for this work; accompanied with

an account of the life and writings cf this

extraordinary and eccentric Genius.

ſº. If any of our Readers are poſſeſſed-f

a ſeries of the Punlic LEDGER's of the

2 ear 1777, and are willing to diſjoſe of

them, they are entreated to ſend nºtice tº

our Publiſher; or if any one having ſuch

a ſeries, would oblige tº with the lean

of them, the favour will be properly ar

knowledged..

* After all, it is not unworthy of particular ºbſervation, that theſe lines, ſo often quoted,

do not exiſt either in Blackmore or Howard. In “The Britiſh Princes,” an Heroic

Poem written by the Honourable Edward Howard, Eſq. 8vo. 1662, now before me,

p. 96, they ſtand thus :

A veſt as admir’d vortiger had on,

Which from this Iſland's foes his grandfire won

Whoſe artful colour paſs'd the Tyrian dye,

3.

Oblig'd to triumph in this legacy,

So muth fºr the accuracy of Sir Richard Steele THE
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Quid ſit turpe, quid utile, quid dulce, quid non

Memoirs and Anecdotes of Philip Thickneſſe, late Lieutenant Governor of Landguard

Fort, and unfortunately Father to George Touchet, Baron Audley, Vol. III.

Svo. 5s. Fores.

IT is with concern that we find a Cha

raēter which might have been rendered

as reſpectable as that of any individual in

the kingdom, made obnoxious in the eyes

of every good man, by continuing, even

in the laſt ſtage of life, to ſacrifice every

regard for that good fame which liveth

after death, to the unremitted purſuit of

keen reſentment. From the whole tenor

of Mr.Thickneſſe's life, one would be led

to imagine, that he had very early reſolved

to convert moſt of his intimate acquain

tance into enemies; and the Volume before

us brings a new one upon the ſtage, an in

firm Officer at the age of eighty-one, with

whom he acknowledges he has been in ha

bits of friendſhip, and “lived in a ſtate

of receiving and rendering mutual good

offices, without the word no paſſing be

tween us, for five and forty years 1” To

Captain Crookſhanks, the Gentleman we

allude to, the preſent Memoirs and Anec

dotes are dedicated ; and as nothing can

more acutely hurt the feelings of a military

man than a charge of cowardice, we are

carried back to a circumſtance in the life

of this Officer, which happened in the vear

1746, over which charity ſhould i.

thrown the veil of oblivion in 1792; for

to a truly brave man death for ſuch an of

fence would have been preferable to ſuſ

penſion, or living to be reproached for it

at ſuch an advanced age.

Mr. Thickneſſe ſurely ſhould have re

membered how very fore he felt himſelf

under a ſimilar imputation, and in what

bitter terms he reſented the publication of

it to the world, as he ſuppoſes, by Dr.

Adair. By referring to our Review of Mr.

Thickneſſe's Memoirs and A. ecolotes,

Vol. 1. and II. in the European Magazine

Vol. XVI. for the Year 1789, page 409,

the reader will find a ſtriking analogy be

tween his dedication of Vol. I. to Dr. Adair,

and of his preſent Volume to Captain

Crookſhanks : other points of fimilarity

we leave to the diſcernment of minuter

critics. The ſame writer who reviewed

the former volumes, and has thereby added

to the number of valuable enemies Mr.

Thickneſſe has acquired, continues his

ſtrictures upon the present performance,

not without the expectation of having a

fourth volume of Niemoirs dedicated to

him ; for this ſtrange mortal, in his Pre

face to the volume now before us, publicly

declares, that he had much rather have a

number of chemies thin friends. The

paſſage is ſo curious and exotic, that it de

ſerves to be written, not in water-co

lours, but on braſs, as a breaſt-plate for

his coffin.

“ Moſt writers, at leaſt ſuch writers as

I be, publiſh their works at the earneft

requeſt of their friends, while 1, on the

contrary, print mine by the provocation of

my enemies. And while ſuch Memoirs

and Anecdotes as mine will ſell, I have no

objection to indulge them, by putting now

and then a hundred or two into my pocket.

For if, as the European Magazine ſays, it

be true, that I quarrel with three out of

four ofmy friends, I find that turns upmore

profitable than living well with them. At

the ſame time the Editor will, I hope, al

low me to doubt, whether more than one

of four of any man's friends have a real

claim to that epithet. A London Pew

terer, who had been Lord Mayor, told

me, that he gained three farthings a pound

by the pewter he ſold to his friends, and

but half a fºrthing per pound by that which

he ſold to Dutchmen or ſtrangers; and

when I deſired him to account for ſuch ex

traordinary condućt, he chſerved, that I

dined with him, eat his beef, and drank

his port, but that he never ſaw the Dutch

men but when they came to pay him large

ſums of money –10 it is my enemies, not

my fricnds, who ſerve me. My friends

tºt
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eat my beef, drink my port, and help to

ſpend that which myenemies ſupplyme with.

It is for this reaſon that I treat them, poor

deviks, with tenderneſs.-I Rhould be ſorry

to do them quite up, for I know not what

I ſhould have dome to nake both ends

meet in my old age, if it had not been for

the repeated kindneſſes of my enemies.

Mr. H–—n told me, many years ſince,

that he could at any time raiſe a mob of

an hundred thouſand men in a few hours.

I cannot boaſt of ſuch powers as that, but

I can at any time muſter ten or a dozen

knaves and fools, who will put an hundred

| ". or two into my pocket, merely for

olding them up to public ſcorn.”

Mr. Thickneſſe then gives a liſt of va

rious chara&ers by whom he has gaited

many hundreds. We are afraid this is no

new mode of picking up a livelihood; for

fome Editors of Daily News-papers have

been publicly charged not only with getting

money by holding up particular perſons to

general ridicule, but with receiving confi

derable ſums for huſh-money. If our

Anecdote-monger has received any kind

meſſes of the latter kind from his enemics

for not doing them up, he has acted a diſ

treet part in keeping his own ſecret. As

for thoſe friends whom “he has treated,

or devils, with tenderneſs,” we believe,

if their opinions were aſked reſpecting his

general courſe of treatment, they would

fay, the tender mercies of this writer are

cruelty.

The finale to the Preface is a choice

marreau, which ought to be recorded, as a

Proof that there is nothing ſo extravagant,

fo outré in nature, as the ſuffuſions of an

over-heated brain. “ Now, if it ſhould

be ſaid by my readers, Bleſs me, what a

number of enemies Mr. T. has got I

hope they will excuſe me, if I obſerve,

that they are but few, confidering how

many millions of men there are upon the

face of the earth, and that my lungs have

heaved ſeventy-two years, and my pen

timployed forty of them in holding up

raicals to public notice ; ſo that only

19,700 enemies, among ſo great a multi

tude of ſad dºgs, cannot be deemed many,

confidering how well, as Dean Swift eb

ferves, moſt mortals can bear the misfor

tunes of others, perſ.cºy like Chriſtians.”

That Mr. Thickneſe may not com

priving him of any part of the one or two

hundreds he expects to gain by cutting up

Capt. Crookſhanks alive, eſpecially as any

deduction f. cm a ſum to be carried over

to France, from which, oh famentable

*ws he never means to return, isight

prove highly inconvenient, we muſt do him

the juſtice to ſay, that he poſſeſſes the art

of book making in a degree that is likely

to ſucceed with a great number of readers.

To be ſure he is always the fore-horſe of

the team, but then he draws up to London

ſuch a waggon-load of Anecdotts, Bons

Mcts, and ſcraps of converſation fºom

Bath, Paris, the high ſeas, &c. that an ir

reſiſtible impulſe puſhes you through thick

and thin till you gºt to the end of your

journey, which conſiſts of ten ſhort ſtages

or chapters, containing 189 pages, lockly

printed, but having matter ſufficient, as the

author expreſſes it, “ to bump out this

Yolume to the ſize of the two former;" he

means, of each of the two former.

The beſt part of this medley is the tri

bute of affection paid to the memory of his

worthy brother, the late Rev. Mr. George

Thickneſſe, near thirty years High Maſter

of St. Paul's School. We are informed

that Mr. Francis, in a letter of condolence

to our author upon the death of his bro

ther, ſaid that “he was the wifeſt, learnedeſt,

quieteſt, and beſt man he ever knew 5" in

which brief character, though not drawn

up in the moſt elegant language, there is a

fide hint at the contraſt in Philip, who will

not however take any man's hint or advice

to be quiet; otherwiſe he would not have

continued his quarrel with Capt. Crook

ſhanks, and have added freſh fuel to the

flame at the verge of the grave;—for his

friend the late Dr. Philip Withers writes

thus to him from that terrific ſeat ofwarning,

admonition, and example, Newgate : “I

ſhould be happy to be preſent when you and

Capt. C–drink a glaſs of reconciliation; for

really, Sir, there is littie in this world to

juſtify a duel; and I know of nothing that

has paſſed between you and your quondam

friend but might, may ought to be buried

in oblivion.” No ; inſtead of following

this good advice, he makes a moſt unjuſt

remark upon the unfortunate writer;--

“Withers was a man of talents, though

his attack upon a Lady of rank and cha

racter cannot be juſtified, for which crime

he juſtly paid the forfeit of his life.” The

reader will remember, that Withers was

ſentenced to impriſonment in Newgate for

a libel on the amiable Mrs. Fitzherbert;

but that lady poſities ſo much humanity,

that could lie have foreſten that his death

would have been the conſequence of his

impriſonment, ſhe would have forborne the

proſecutism rather than ſuch a fatal event

ſhould have been the reſult of it. But

perhaps Mr. Philip Thickneſſe expects to

get a hundred on two for this ſavage coin

pliment w the Lady of rank and*:::
-
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But to return from this digreſſion to a

more pleaſing ſubject, the character of a

good man. “Mr. George Thickneſſe raiſed

the ſchool to a degree of reputatiºn it had

never before ſtood in ; he never abſented

himſelf in ſchool hours, or uſed any ether

inſtruments of puniſhment but rational ad

monitions. The rod was never exerciſed

in his time at St. Paul’s School. It is a

ſhame it is not totally laid aſide, as an in

decent unmanly puniſhment, unbecoming

the dignity of a maſter, and degrading in

the laſt degree to a ſenſible boy turned of

ten years of age. Parents and guardians

might eaſily put a ſtop to it, by aſſociating

and coming to a reſolution not to ſend

boys of that age to any ſchool or academy,

public or private, where flogging is prac

tiſed. Mr. Thickneſſe thought, forty

years ago, that it ſerved more to harden

than to reform, and he took his upper boys

into the library for many hours after the

Rhool-time was over, to uſe reaſºn inſtead

of birch, and he found it quite füfficient in

every inſtance.”

The Mercers Company, who have the

management of St. Paul's School, conſent

ed to the reſignation of Mr. Thickneſſe,

and made an ample proviſion fºr him

during the remainder of his ſite, when he

retired; but upon this expreſs condition,

that he ſhould nominate his ſucceſſor; and

accordingly he recommended Dr. Roberts,

the preſent learned and worthy High

Maſter. Yet even this Gentleman cannot

eſcape the laſh of Philip, who holds him up

to perſonal ridicule, fºr dreſſing, as he

fancies, a little out of character. No matter,

Dr. Roberts will help to make up the ſum

wanted for the reſidence in France, when

this ſcourge of “ Dukes, Chancellors,

Officers of the Army and Navy, Men

midwives, School-maſters, Painters and

Dancing-maſters,” for of ſuch his exhi

bitions, by his own account, have been

compoſed, ſhall have ſaid,

“. So, little England, adieu adieu !”

So high a ſenſe of the great merit and

amiable diſpoſition of Mr. Thickneſſe did

the gentlemen educated under him enter

tain, as well as thoſe who have ſince been

under the tuition of Dr. Roberts, that on

their laſt anniverſary meeting at the Lon

don Tavern, the 25th of January 1792,

eighty-one gentlemen preſent agreed to the

following Reſolutions, and ſigned them :

Firſt,-It is the opinion of this Meeting,

that it will be for the credit and advantage of

St. Paul’s School, that a public teſtimony

ſhould be given by us, of our reſpect to

the memory of the late Mr. George Thick

neſſe, formerly High Maſter of the School,

and of our veneration for his name.

Second,—That a marble buſt of Mr.

Thickneſſe be erected at the expence of

this Meeting, in ſoine conſpicuous and

convenient place in the body of the Schoo!,

and that the care of the ſame be earneſtly

recommended to the Rev. Dr. Roberts,

and to all ſucceediug High Maſters of the

School.

Third,—That it be earneſtly recom

mended, in the name of this Meeting, to

the preſent and all future High Maſters .

of the School, to inſtruct the Scholars of

the Upper Claſſes to make honourable

mention of the name and charaéter of the

late Mr. Thickneſſe, immediately after

that of Dean Collet (the Founder), in their .

annual ſpeeches delivered in the School at

Eaſter.

Fourth,--That a fair copy of theſe Re

ſolutions, figned by the Gentlemen preſent,

be delivered to the Rev. Dr. Roberts, with

our requeſt, that the ſame may be carefully

preſerved in the Library of the School.

Fifth, That a Committee be appointed

to carry the preceding Reſolutions into

execution. -

It is rather an extraordinary circum

ſtance, that this excellent preceptor of

youth “always endeavoured to check the

diſpoſition of all ingenious men who were

under him, when they betrayed a ten

dency to Poetry.” Perhaps he conſidered

it as the moſt uſeleſs of the liberal Arts,

though certainly one of the moſt ornamen

tal. Yet he left one beautiful ſpecimea

of his own talent for poetical compoſition,

for which we ſhall find a place in our pe

riodical ſelections of Poetry. This wor

thy man died in December laſt in his

77th year, and was buried at Warming

ton, in the neighbourhood of the eſtate of

the late Mr. Holbech, who had kindly

invited him to retire to that part of Eng

land. “At his own particular requeſt

he was interred like a common man, fºr

ſuch, ſaid be, I am, in the church-yard,

without any memorial to mark the ſpot.”

And now let us be permitted to recom

mend to Mr. Philip Thickneſſe part of the

prayer for Chriſt's Church militant here

on earth, in the Communion Sei

vice : “And we alſo bleſs thy holy

name for all thy ſervants departed this

life in thy faith and fear; beſeeching

thee to give us grace ſo to follow their

good examples, that with them we may

be partakers of thy heavenly kingdom."

To cloſe the laſt ſcene of a long life by

making Peace with our enemies, by for.

giving
* Page 189.
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giving and forgetting all real and imagi

nary offences, by reconciling ourſelves to

former friends, and by burning inſtead

of publiſhing all exaggerated memoirs of
the follies and frailties of our fellow mor

tals, we are moſt likely to follow the good

examples of thoſe who are gone before us,

and to merit the promiſed reward.

An inclination to entertain our readers

with ſome extrasts from the many laugh

able anecdotes in the volume, has been re

preſſed by a ſingular incident. Upon

reading one of the beſt, in a mixed com

pany of ladies and gentlemen, it was ob

ſerved by more than one, that the ſame

flory had been told of twenty different

perſons, and had appeared as many times

in print, in which Mr. Philip Thickneſſ,

an eminent former Lord Chief Juſtice,

and a rich Widow, are by our author made

the perſonages of the drama. The anec.

dote of the late George Selwyn was like

wiſe declared to be retailed merchandize,

much the worſe for wear. But there are

thoſe, and not a few, who have never

heard of theſe things; and to ſuch we

recommend the dialogue of the Jack

Tars upºn the mode of dying—the Iriſh

man's buli about coming of age—the

anecdote of Handel and . Goupee the

painter, &c. &c. and the whole volume,

as a pretty light travelling companion.

An Hiſtorical Diſquiſition concerning the Knowledge which the Ancients had of India;

and the Progreſs of Trade with that Country prior to the Diſcovery of the Paſſage

to it by the Cºpe of Good Hope. With an Appendix, containing Obſervations

en the Civil Pºlicy, the Laws, and Judicial Proceedings; the Arts; the Sciences;

and eligicus Inititutions of the Indians.

&c. 16s. Boards. Cadell.4to.

By William Robertſon, D. D. F.R.S.

( Concluded from Page 124. )

Accorp|NG to promiſe, we are now

to give an account of the Appendix
and Notes to this elaborate Treatiſe. The

grand objects which the learned author

jeems to have in view, throughout his

hiſtorical reſearches concerning lndia, are,

in the firſt place, to impreſs upon the minds

of his readers a commercial maxim of

great importance to be interwoven with

our preſent ſyſtem of policy, and thereby

to render an eſſential ſervice to the State;

which is, “that the commerce of India,

from the earliest data of any trading in

te, couiſe from Europe to that country to

the preſent time, has always been, is now,

and in all human picbability ever will be,

the moſt advant geous to the European

nations carrying it or , of any ſpecies of

traffic in which their n.e. chants can be

concerned.”

Secondly, to flew by the cleareſt evi

dence, “that the natives of India were at a

very cally period a civilized people; and

not that race of favºgºs they have been

generally accounted.’

From theſe two Propoſitions, if found

to be true, will ieſuit many concluſions of

the firſt conſequence to Great Britain,

compenſating for that unfortunate revo

lution by which Thirteen Colonies in

North America were torn from the Britiſh

Fmpire; an event prematurely brought

forward, by unconſtitutional dº ſpotiſm

and obitinacy at home, and completed by

rica.” London, 1770. . -

brutal violence and unrelenting rage

on both ſides, in the courſe cf a

depredatory war abroad. And it is re

markable, that at the commencement

of Lord North's political career as a

Stateſman, a pamphlet appeared, ſup

poſed to be publiſhed under the ſančion

of Government, containing an invidious

and partial compariſon between the com

mercial advantages derived to this coun

try from her American Colonies and

her ſettlements in Aſia, giving the

preference to the latter ". . The au

thor remained concealed, but his political

tenets, ſo far as they ſerved to depre

ciate the value of the Thirteen Provinces

of North America, with which the Mo

ther Country was then involved in a ſerious

conteſt, threw a ſtrong bias into the minds

of the people of England againſt their

American brethren, which contributed

not a little to countenance thoſe haſty and

impolitic meaſures which were afterwards

taken by Adminiſtration. Many reſpºt

able cotemporary authors noticed, and

ſtrongly reprobated this publication ; and

annongit others, MioRTIMER in his Ele

ments of Commerce, Politics, and Finance,

art. Coloni Es, has entered at large into

the ſubject, and decidedly in favour ºf the
American Colonies.

For particular reaſons we could have

wiſhed to avoid referring again to this

work ; but it became neceſſary, as there

* “Importance of the Britiſh Dominions in India, compared with thoſe in North Ame

can
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tan hardly be a doubt, from the merit of

the Hiſtorical Diſquiſitions now under

conſideration, and the great reputation of

the Author, that he will be ſoon called

upon for a ſecond edition ; in which caſe,

it may be of ſome uſe to the Dočtor to in

ſpest an Engliſh commercial writer of in

#. repute, on a ſubject which does not

fºem to fall ſtrićtly within the ſcope of

Univerſity ſtudies.

The diſtinétions ſtated by the writer

juſt mentioned between Colonies and Fac

tºrieſ, may ſerve to throw a new light on

that part of the Diſquiſitions which, in

our humble opinion, lays too great a ſtreſs

upon, and magnifies too much, the na

tional advantages Great Britain at preſent

derives from her commerce with India,

by demonſtrating how precarious and un
ſtable thoſe local poſſeſſions and that trade

muſt be which ... upon the power

and permiſſion of the ſupreme Chief of

any country, and that of inferior Princes

his allies or dependents; or which we have

been under a neceſſity to ſecure by force

of arms, and even with the profits de

rived from plunder and rapine, with few

intervals of peace, for nearly fifty years

paſt. And for the preſent ſtate of this

boaſted India trade, our diligent hiſtorian

may conſult the annals of the pending

War in India.

Upon the whole, we cannot implicitly

aſſent to thoſe ſtrong concluſions in favour

of the ſuperior advantages of an Indian

commerce to all other commercial con

ne&ions, not only as applicable to Great

Britain, but to every other European State

that is engaged in it. But in abatement

of the flattering pićture he draws, let it

be remembered, that an Engliſh, a French,

and a Dutch Eaſt India Company have

formerly failed.

A more pleaſing ſubjećt, replete with

important information, and in its ten

dency highly intereſting to humanity,

and the general felicity of the whole hu

man race, of whatever country, or how

ever differing in ſtature or complexion,

opens to our view, in the ample diſcuſſion

of the ſecond point eſtabliſhed by our au

thor in the Appendix—the early civiliza

tion of the Aſiatic Indians.

After obſerving, “that whenever men

give a decided preference to the commo

dities of any particular country, it muſt

be owing either to its poſſeſſing ſome va

luable natural produćtions peculiar to its

ſoil and climate, or to ſome ſuperior pro

greſs which its inhabitants have made in

induſtry, art, and elegance, he pro

steds to point out the circumſtances which

Vol. XXI. -

have induced the reſt of mankind in

every age to carry on commercial inter

courſe to ſo great an extent with India ;

and he aſſerts, that we are to ſearch for

this general predilećtion, not ſo much in

any peculiarity in the natural productions

of that country, as in the ſuperior im

provement of its inhabitants; and this na-.

turally leads him into a wide field of in

veſtigation, every diſtinét article of which

muſt plove highly ſatisfactory to his readers.

A brief abſtraćt of each, with ſome

illuſtration, is all that our limits will ad

mit, and indeed all that we can wiſh to

borrow, for the reciprocal benefit of the

author and of our own liberal patrons.

1. From the moſt ancient accounts of

India we learn, that the diſtinction of

ranks and ſeparation of profeſſions were

completely eſtabliſhed there. This is one

of the moſt undoubted proofs of a ſociety

confiderably advanced in its progreſs.

Prior to the records of authentic hiſtory,
and even before the moſt remote aera to

which their own traditions pretend to

reach, this ſeparation of profeſſions had

not only taken place among the natives

of India, but the perpetuity of it was ſe

cured by an inſtitution which muſt be con

ſidered as the fundamental article in the

ſyſtem of their policy. The whole body

of the people was divided into four Orders

or Caſs. The members of the firſt,

deemed the moſt ſacred, had it for their

province to ſtudy the principles of reli

gion, to perform its functions, and to

cultivate the ſciences. They were the

Prieſts, the Inſtrućtors, and Philoſophers

of the nation. The members of the ſº

cond Order were entruſted with the go

vernment and defence of the State; in

peace they were its rulers and magiſtrates,

in war they were the ſoldiers that fought

its battles. The third was compoſed of

huſbandmen and merchants; and the

fourth of artiſans, labourers and ſervants.

None of theſe can ever quit his own Caſt,

or be admitted into another. The ſtation

of every individual is unalterably fixed;

his deſtiny is irrevocable; and the walk of

life is maiked out from which he muſt

never deviate. This line of ſeparation is

not only eſtabliſhed by civil authority,

but confirmed and ſančioned by reſi.

gion; and each Order or Caſt is ſaid to

have proceeded fom the Deity in ſuch a

different manner, that to mingle and con

found them would be deemed an act of

moſt daring impiety. Nor is it between

the four different tubes alone that ſuch in

ſuperable barriers are fixed; the members

of each Caſt adhere invariably to the

N n Profeſſion

-
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profeſſion of their forefathers. From ge

neration to generation the ſame families

have followed and will always continue to

follow one uniform line of life.

Their political form of government,

extracted chiefly from Orme's Diſſerta

tions, and the Code of Gentoo Laws, is

adduced by our author as another proof of

the early and high civilization of the peo

ple of India. For though monarchical

government was eſtabliſhed in all the

countries of India to which the knowledge

of the Ancients extended, the ſovereigns

were far from poſſeſſing uncontrouled or

deſpotic power; they were all taken from

the ſecond of the four Caſts juſt deſcribed :
and as the firſt Caſt, conſiſting of the

Brahmens, are held ſuperior to the ſove

reign inº of dignity, they have a

right to offer their opinions with reſpeš to

the adminiſtration of public affairs; and in

ſome accounts preſerved in India of events

which happened, princes are mentioned,

who, having violated the privileges of the

Caſts, and diſregarded the remonſtrances

of the Brahmens, were depoſed by their

authority, and put to death. The detail

of circumſtances entered into under this

head, diſplays the peculiar talent of our

author for ń. reſearches ; it is un

commonly curious and entertaining.

2. “ In eſtimating the progreſs which

any nation has made in civilization, the

objeśt that merits the greateſt degree of

attention, next to its political conſtitution,

is the ſpirit of its laws, and the nature of

the forms by which its judicial proceed

ings are regulated.” Qn a full inveſtiga

tion of this third proof of the early civi

lization of the Aſiatic Indians, their laws

appear to be founded in wiſdom and equi

ty; and this Sečtion of the Appendix

deſerves the cloſe attention of our young

ſtudents of the law, whether at the uni

verſities of Great Britain and Ireland, or

engaged in reſearches concerning the laws

and cuſtoms of different nations, in their

chambers, as the baſis of extenſive legal

erudition. One paſſage, as it does juſtice

to a well-known character, we take the

liberty to quote with a benevolent view,

which we are aſſured Dr. Robertſon will

approve.

** Towards the middle of the ſixteenth

century Akber, the fixth in deſcent from

Tamerlane, mounted the throne of Hin

doſtan. He is one of the few ſovereigns

intitled to the appellation of both Good

and Great. As in every province of his

extenſive dominions the Hindoos formed

the great body of his ſubjects, he labour

cd to acquire a perfect knowledge of their

ſpecimen of a dramatic poen,

about a century before the f

religion, their ſciences, their laws and in

ſtitutions, in order that he might conduct

every part of his government, particularly

the adminiſtration of juſtice, in a manner

as much accommodated as poſſible to their

own ideas. In this generous undertaking

he was ſeconded with zeal by his Vizier

Abul Fazel, a miniſter whoſe underſtand

ing was not leſs enlightened than that of

his maſter. By their aſſiduous reſearches

and conſultation of learned men, ſuch in

formation was obtained as enabled Abul

Fazel to publiſh a brief compendium of

Hindoo juriſprudence in the Ayeen Akbery,

which may be confidered as the firſt ge

nuine communication of its principles to

perſons of a different religion.

“ About two centuries afterwards

(A. D. 1773,) the illuſtrious example of

Akber was imitated and ſurpaſſed by

Mr. HASTINGs, the Governor General

of the Britiſh ſettlements in India. By

his authority, and under his inſpeštiou,

the moſt eminent Pundits, or Brahmens,

learned in the laws of the provinces over

which he preſided, were aſſembled at Cal

cutta, and in the courſe of two years

compiled from their moſt ancient and ap

proved authors, ſentence by ſentence,

without addition or diminution, a full

code of Hindoo laws, which is undoubt

edly the moſt valuable and authentic elu

cidation of Indian policy and manners

that has been hitherto communicated to

Europe.”

The early cultivation of uſeful and ele

gant arts is the fourth proof of the civil

ization of the inhabitants of india.

Improvements in the art of building were

always amongſt the firſt efforts of human

ingenuity; and throughout India ſtupen

dous works of this kind and of high anti

quity are to be found : they are of two

ſorts ; ſuch as are conſecrated to the offices

of religion and are called Pagodas, and

fortreſſes built for the ſecurity of the

country. The labours of the Indian

loom and needle have likewiſe, in everv

age, been moſt celebrated, and demon

ſtrative of their ſuperior ſkill and elegance.

The excellence of their colours in the art

of dyeing, particularly of the deep blue

to which the Romans gave the name of

Indicum, is another inſtance of their at

tention to the uſeful and ornamental arts.

Examples are next given of their early

knowledge of polite literature, in an epi

ſode tranſlated from the Mabatarat, an

Epic Poem, by Mr. Wilkins, and in a

written

irth of Chuſt,

and usuallated by Sir Williau, Jones.

The
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The next, and indeed not the leaſt

proof of the early civilization of the In

dians, is their attainments in the learned

ſciences: our author runs through the

whole circle, and points out their ſkill in

each ; particularly enlarging upon Ethics

and Aſtronomy.

“The laſt evidence,” ſays our author,

“which I ſhall mention of the early and

high civilization of the ancient Indians, is

deduced from the confideration of their re

ligious tenets and practices.” This ſub

ject is ably and critically diſcuſſed, but

muſt be gone through with patient perſe

Yerance, for the opening of it appears to

be very myſterious : for what kind of evi

dence of early or high civilization can be

deduced from a religion founded in idolatry

and groſs ſuperſtition 2 Attend to the

concluſion, and the evidence will be found

complete.

Having thus laid before our readers the

general ſcope of the Hiſtorical Diſqui

ſtion, its Appendix and Notes, we cannot

do greater honour to the auther, or more

ſervice to the cauſe of humanity at this

criſis, when the petitions for aboliſhing

the Slave trade are before the Legiſlature,

than to cloſe the whole with part of his

own elegant and pathetic addreſs in the

concluding pages.

“If I had aimed at nothing clſe than

to deſcribe the civil policy, the arts, the

ſciences, and religious inſtitutions of one

of the moſt ancient and numerous races of

men, that alone would have led me into

inquiries and diſcuſſions both curious and

inſtructive. I own, however, that I have

all along kept in view an object more in

tereſting, as well as of greater import

ance; and entertain hopes, that if the ac

tºint which I have given of the early and

high civilization of India, and of the

wonderful progreſs of its inhabitants in

tlegant arts and uſeful ſcience, ſhall be re

ceived as juſt and well eſtabliſhed, it may

have ſome influence upon the behaviour of

Europeans towards that people.

“ Unfortunately for the human ſpe

cles, in whatever quarter of the globe

the people of Europe have acquired

dominion, they have found the inhabitants

not only in a ſtate of ſociety and improve

ment far inferior to their own, but dif

ferent in complexion, and in all the habits

of life.—In Africa and America the diſ

fimilitude is ſo conſpicuous, that, in the

pride of their ſuperiority, Europeans

thought themſelves entitled to reduce the

natives of the former to ſlavery, and to

exterminate thoſe of the latter. Even in

India, though far advanced beyond the

two other quarters of the globe in im

provement, the colour of the inhabitants,

their effeminate appearance, their unwar

like ſpirit, the wild extravagance of their

religious tenets and ceremonies, and many

other circumſtances, confirmed Europeans

in ſuch an opinion of their own pre

eminence, that they have always viewed

and treated them as an inferior race of

men. Happy would it be if any of the

four European nations who have ſuc

ceſſively acquired extenſive territories and

power in India, could altogether vindicate

itſelf from having acted in this manner.

Nothing, however, can have a more direct

and powerful tendency to inſpire Europe

ans,proud of their own ſuperior attainments

in policy, ſcience, and arts, with proper

ſentinents concerning the people of India,

and to teach them a due regard for their

natural rights as men, than their be

ing accuſtomed, not only to conſider the

Hindoos of the preſent times as a know

ing and ingenious race of men, but to

view them as deſcended from anceſtors

who had attained to a very high degree of

improvement, many ages before the

leaſt ſtep had been taken towards civiliza

tion in any part of Europe.—If I might

prelume to hope that the deſcription which

I have given of the manners and inſtitu

tions of the people of India could con

tribute in the finalleſt degree, and with

the moſt remote influence, to render their

chara&ter more reſpectable, and their

condition more happy, I ſhall cloſe my

literary labours with the ſatisfaction of

thinking that I have not lived nor written

in vain.” -

Voyages and Travels of an Indian Interpreter and Trader, deſcribing the Manners

and Cuſtoms of the North American Indians; with an Acrount of the Poſts ſituated

on the River Saint Lawrence, Lake Ontario, &c. To which is added, a Vocabu

lary of the Chippeway Language, &c. &c. By J. Long, 4to. 15s. Robſon.

[ Concluded from Page 191.]

T may poſſibly be of ſome uſe at this

time, when the fate of our Weſt India

ſettlements is in a great meaſure dependent

ºn the deciſion which ſhall be given by the

Legiſlature reſpecting the numerous peti

tions for the abolition of the Siave trade, to

lay before our readers, from the unqueſ

tionable authority of Mr. Long, ſoute par

N m a ticulars
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ticulars ſtated in his account of the manners

and cuſtoms ofthe North AmericanIndians;

which, correſponding with thoſe of the ma

tives of Africa ſold for ſlaves to our Weſt

India Planters, will ſerve to ſhew, that if

the ſavage natives, whether of America or

ofAfrica, are left to themſelves,to follow the

dićtates of their own brutal diſpoſitions, or

the more horrid cuſtoms which paganiſm,

ferocity, and groſs ignorance have eſta

bliſhed, more victims fall a ſacrifice to

eſtabliſhed inhuman:ity, more cruelties are

exerciſed upon each other in a ſtate of ſub

ještion to . arbitrary chiefs, under their

reſpective rude governments, than in thoſe

countries where European maſters have

purchaſed and retained them as ſlaves.

Every account that has been tranſmitted

to us from Afiica repreſents the tyrants

who are called the ſovereign Princes of the

Negroes, as praśtifing many acts of barba

rity fimilar to thoſe we are about to relate,

on their ſubjećts, and on the priſonerstaken

in their wars with the neighbouring

Princes. It ſhould ſeem, therefore, highly

expedient to be well aſſured that the poor

Negroes tranſported from the coaſts of
Africa to our Weſt India Iſlands, would

not have been in a worſe ſituation in their

native country, from the arbitrary and

cruel condućt of their Chiefs towards them,

or from their fate in war, than they are in

under our Planters, who purchaſe them

for their commercial purpoſes, and who,

if proper regulations are enforced, cannot

treat them ſo ill as their natural maſters,

the Chiefs of their reſpective countries.

“Some years ago,” ſays our author,

“ the Shawano Indians being obliged to

remove from their habitations, in their way

took a Muſkohga warrior, known by the

name of old Scrary, priſoner. They baſti

nadoed him ſeverely, and condemned him

to the fiery torture: he underwent a great

deal without ſhewing any concern; his

countenance and behaviour were as if he

ſuffered not the leaſt pain. He told his

perſecutors with a bold voice, that he was

a warrior; that he had gained moſt of his

martial reputation at the cxpence of their

nation, and was deſirous of ſhºwing them,

in the act of dying, that he was ſtill as

much their ſuperior as when he headed his

gallant countrymen againſt them : that al

though he had failep into their hands, and

forfeited the protection of the divine power

by ſome in piety or other, when carrying

the holy ark of war againſt his devoted

enemies, yet he had ſo much remaining

virtue as would enable him to puniſh him

feif more exquiſitely than all their depi

cably ignorant croud could do, if they

would give him liberty, by untying him,

and handing him ene of the red-hot gun

barrels out of the fire. The propoſal, and

his method of addreſs, appeared ſo exceed

ingly bold and uncommon, that his requeſt

was granted. Then ſuddenly ſeizing one

end of the red-hot barrel, and brandiſhing

it from ſide to ſide, he forced his way

through the armed and ſurpriſed multitude,

leaped down a prodigious ſteep and high

bank into a branch of the river, dived

through it, ran over a ſmall iſland, and

paſſed the other branch, amidſt a ſhower of

bullets; and though numbers cf his ene

mies were in cloſe purſuit of him, he got

into a bramble ſwamp, through which,

though naked and in a mangled condition,

he reached his own country.

“The Shawano Indians alſo captured a

warrior of the Amantoocab nation, and put

him to the ſtake, according to their uſual

cruel ſolemnities. Having unconcerned ſuf.

fered much torture, he told them, with

ſcorn, they did not know how to puniſh a

noted enemy; therefore he was willing to

teach them, and would confirm the truth

of the aſſertion if they would allow him the

opportunity. Accordingly he requeſted a

pipe and ſome tobacco, which was given

him. As ſoon as he had lighted it, he ſat

down, naked as he was, on the warriors

burning torches that were within his circle,

and continued ſmoking his pipe without

the leaſt diſcompoſure. On this, a head

warrior leaped up, and ſaid, they ſaw plain

enough that he was a warrior, and not

afraid of dying ; nor ſhould he have died,

only that he was both ſpoiled by the fire,

and devoted to it by their laws: however,

though he was a very dangerous enemy,

and his nation a treacherous people, it

ſhould be ſeen that they paid a regard to

bravery, even in one who was marked

with war-ſtreaks at the coſt of many of

the lives of their beloved kindred; and

then, by way of favour, he with his

friendly tomahawk inſtantly put an end to

all his pains.

“So much for priſoners taken in war, or

known to be of an enemy tribe, and met

with accidentally alone in time of peace.

Let us in the next place obſerve how they

treat their dear kindred, of whom they pre

tend to make great account.

“Death, among the Indians, in many

fituations, is rather courted than dreaded,

and particularly at an advanced period of

life, when they have not ſtrength or ačivity

to hunt : the father then ſolicits to charge

his climate, and the ſon cheerfully ačts the

part of an executioner, putting a period to

his parent's exiſtence. Among the northern

- - Clipper
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Chippeeways, when the father of a family

ſeems reluctant to comply with the uſual

cuſtom, and his life becomes burthenſome

to himſelf and friends, and his children

are obliged to mintain him with the la

bour of their hands, they propoſe to him

the alternative, either to be put on ſhore on

ſomeiſland, with a ſmall canoe and paddies,

bows and arrows, and a bowl to drink out

of, and there run the riſk of ſtarving, or

to ſuffer death according to the laws of the

nation manfully. As there are few in

ſtances where the latter is not preferred, I

ſhall relate the ceremony practiſed on ſuch

an occaſion.

“Aſweating-houſe is prepared in the ſame

form as at the ceremony of adopticn, and

whilſt the perſon is under this preparatory

trial, the family are rejoicing that the Ma

fler of life (God) has communicated to

them the knowledge of diſpoſing of the

aged and infirm, and ſending them to a

better country, where they will be reno

wated, and hunt again with all the vigour

of youth. They then ſmoke their pipes,

and have their dog feaſt; they alſo fing the

grand medicine ſong, as follows:–“The

Maſter of Life gives courage.—It is true,

all Indians know that he loves us, and we

now give our father to him, that he may

find himſelf young in another country, and

be able to hunt."—The ſongs and dances

are renewed, and the eldeſt ſon gives his

father the death-ſtroke with a tomahawk.

They then take the body, which they paint

in the beſt manner, and buy it with the

war-weapons, making a bark hut to cover

the grave, and prevent the wild animals

from diſturbing it.

“Thus do the unenlightened part of

mankind aſſume aprivilege ofdepriving each

other of life, when it can no longer be ſup

Ported by the labour of their own hands ;

and think it a duty to put a period to the

exiſtence of thoſe te whom they are in

debted for their own, and employ thoſe

arms to give the fatal ſtreke, which, in

more civilized countries, would have been

tmployed for their ſupport.”

• It is needleſs to add other inſtances given

by our Traveller and Interpreter, who ſo

journed and traded with ſo many different

tribes of Indians, that he had an opportu

nity of tracing the natural diſpoſitions, as

well as the local manners founded upon the

ſavage rules and habits which they call

laws : ſuffice it to remark, that in a thirſt

for blood, in the purſuit of revenge, in the

exerciſe of crueltics, and the practice of de

froying as many of their fellow-creatures

as Poſſible, not excepting their own fa

milks and friends, eſpecially when their.

Paſions are raiſed by drunkenneſs, very
little difference is to be found between one

tribe or nation and ancther. The ſame

may be ſaid of the African Negroes, and

the almoſt unexampled acts of ſavage bru

tality and dreadful cruelty recently com

mitted at St. Domingo put the matter out

of deubt. Rigid laws and wholeſome re

gulations to prevent a few individuals from

acting the part of Egyptian taſk-maſters

and bloody tyrants to their poor ſlaves,

might in a few years baniſh every ſpecies

of cruelty from the habitations of our Weſt

India Planters; and every method ought

to be tried for ſeven years, at leaſt, from

the preſent period, before ſuch an impor

tant change in the commercial part j”.

ſyſtem of policy is taken as a total aboli

tion of the traffic for Negroes, who, after

all, are not ſuch abject ſlaves as Heſ

fians and other German ſoldiers, ſold for

ſlaughter by their Chriſtian Sovereigns to

other Chriſtian Sovereigns—and purchaſed

for a time by Britiſh Miniſters; paid for,

if knºcked on the head, by the dozen, by

Britiſh Parliaments, andno queſtions aſked

them, whether they chuſe to deal in blood,

or to fight the enemies of other nations,

not the enemies of their native country :

for then it were glorious even to be toma

hawked in its defence; but poured forth

in legions by their inhumanÉ. and

ſent, like ſheep to the ſlaughter, with a fer

vent prayer that they may be cut off to a

man, to fill the coffers of their needy Sove

reign, who gains more by their death in

money than he could poſſibly ſqueeze from

“ their hard hands” by their induſtry at

home. The Weſt India Negro ſlave is

often, for his ſervice, made free; the bullet

or the ſabre alone ſet free the Heſſian

ſlave l

In a ſecond expedition Mr. Long winters

again among the Nipigan Indians, whoſe

territory is ſituated at about ſix days march

from Lake la Mort, and to the north weſt,

above Lake Superior. Here he traded with

the natives asuſual,exchanging Britiſh mer

chandize for furs; and his descriptions of

the country, together with theº:
he met with, furniſh a conſiderable fund

of information and amuſement for his

readers. His manner of living, amidſt

daily apprehenſions and ſurrounding perils,

ſhew him to be poſſeſſed of great fortitude;

his commercial tranſactions likewiſe exhi

bit ſtrong traits of his ability, addreſs, per

ſeverance, and active zeal for the intereſt

of his employers : not even the unhappy

fate of poor Joſeph La Forme, a brother

trader, whoſe tragic tale he relates in a pa

thetic manner, could frighten him from his

ſtation ;
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flation; on the contrary, it only ſerved to

excite him to redouble his diligence and

precaution. The latter end of January

1779, having increaſed his family, by tak

ing into his houſe the ſervants of the mur

dered La Forme, he found himſelf reduced

to great hardſhip for want of proviſions,

inſomuch that they were obliged to take

off the hair from the bear-ſkins and roaſt

the bide, which taſted like pcrk. This,

with ſome trife de roche boiled, a weed of

a ſpungy nature which grows to the rocks,
was all their nouriſhment.

It is with-concern we obſerve, that the

farther the reader proceeds in theſe inte

reſting Voyages and Travels, the nore in

fiances he will find of the dreadful cruelty

and baſe ingratitude of the Indians ; he

will likewiſe be aſtoniſhed that any ſet of

men, or any individual born and educated

in Britain, ſhould, for the ſake of the pro

fits of trade, nay often for an inconſider

able ſalary, expoſe themſelves to ſuch perils

by ſea and iand, and to the riſk of ſuffer

ing not only extreme hunger and cold, but

the moſt excruciating tortures and horrid

aflaſſinations. The ſtory of Janvier, an

Indian ſervant to Mr. Fulton, an Engliſh

trader; the account of the murder of Mr.

oſeph La Forme, a brother-trader, ſettled

at Lac le Sel; and the narrative of the

preparations for putting to death Mr.

Ramſay, another Engliſh trader, are ſuffi

cient to appal the ſtouteſt heart; and tho’

his wonderful deliveranse will afford a mo

mentary pleaſure, the compaſſionate mind

muſt recoil at the dreadful expedient.When

the Poes, a very wild ſavage people inhabit

ing the county ſituated nearFort St.Joſeph,

were on the point of ſacrificing this Gen

tleman, whom they had taken priſoner by

treachery, he ordered his brother to Ply

them continually with rum during the

death-feaſt, until they became ſo intoxi

cated as to deprive them et all power

of d, tag further miſchief; Mr. Ramsay,

who was tied faſt with co, is to the turnp

or a tree, was next ſet at liberty by his

brother; and to finiſh the tragedy, the two

brothers cut the throats of all the Poes, re

covered the goods they had taken from

them, and paddled their canoe from ſhore

as 12tt as poilible.

Mr. Lºng's deſcription of the Loretto

Indians, inhabiting a village about nine

miles from Quebec, affords an agreeable

relief from the frequent cataſtrophes he is

ebliged to relate. 1 ocłe indians were con

verted to Chriſtianity by jºuit Miſsionaries,

and are new a civilized race. And hete Mii.

L. takes occasion poſitively to cort, at::$t

Baron de Hontan, a enca writer, and

Lord Kaims, both of whom affert that the

Indians have no beards, nor a ſingle hair

upon their bodies, except upon their heads,

and their eye-laſhes and eye-brows. And

Lord Kaims, in his celebrated “Sketch

of the Hiſtory of Man,” not only infiſts

that the Indians have no beards, but builds

on the hypotheſis to prove a local crea

tion. On the evidence of Major Robert

Rogers, of Mr. James Adair, and his own

obſervations, he accounts for the miſtake.

The Loretto Indians have beards, in com

mon with all the tribes of ſavages, though

they are ſcarcely viſible; for having an

averſion to excreſcences, they carefully

pluck every hair from the upper jaw and

chin with braſs wire, which they twiſt to

gether in the form of pincers; and it is

well known that all traders carry out that

article of commerce for this expreſs pur

poſe. Hiſtorical criticiſm is of all others

the moſt uſeful to enlightened nations, and

when it is well founded, as in the preſent

inſtance, merits the approbation of the

friends of ſcience.

In the month of O&tober 1783, Mr.

Long embarked at Quebec for England,

and arrived at London, his native city, in

November, after an abſence of fifteen

years, when it appeared to him like a new

world. But his Voyages and Travels do

not end here; for in the month of April

1784, having entered into freſh engage

ments, he ſet ſail with a cargo of goºds

for Quebec, at which place he arrived ſafe,

and then ſent his merchandiſe, which he

ſoon followed, to Montreal, his antient re

ſidence. From this period to his final

return to Londem in 1787, his narrative

does not abound with material incidents.

Reduced to the neceſſity of ſelling his goods

by public vendue at Montreal, he wanders

from place to place with the Loyalifts,

chiefly Officers; is no longer a trader,

but acts as an occaſional Interpreter to sº;

John Johnſon, who was ſent by Lord

Dorchettar to hold a council with the

Indians at Niagara. Repeated diſappoint

ments enſued, which ſenſibly affected him,

but they ſerved only to increaſe his exer.

tions, and render him more affiduous in

his endeavours to live; and while he was

forming ſchemes for future ſupport, he re

ceived a ſupply from a friend, which de

termined him to leave the country; and

we hope, that in his native city he has ex

perienced that liberality for which his

countrymen, and more particularly the

mercantile claſs, are diſtinguiſhed, when

induſtrious merit, uncommºn hardſhips,

and indefatigable aſſiduity, fºck for that *:

nevolent pationage which want of ſucceſs

---
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in commercial adventures obliges thoſe

dººrving perſons to ſolicit, whom more

fortunate occurrences might have enabled

tº be the generous benefactors of others.

The copious Vocabulary of five Indian

Languages explainedby Engliſh words, an

next ito this work,will probably prove very

ſerviceable to perſons trading to thoſe parts

of North America where they are in uſe,

to the new ſettlers in Canada, and to fu

ture inveſtigators of the hiſtory and com

merce of thoſe remote regions. Upon the

whole, we ſincerely wiſh, that the Public

at large may concur with the Subſcribers

to indemnify the author, in ſome meaſure,

for the ſevere trials he has gone through,

from his youth upwards, to the time of his

writing theſe Voyages,

Pxical Thoughts and Views on the Banks of the Wear. By Percival Stockdale.

4to.

HE Author of this Poem has been a

candidate for public favour almoſt if

not full thirty years; but though poſſeſſed

of conſiderable abilities, he does not ſeem

to have ſucceſsfully wooed the uncertain

and fickle Goddeſs of Faſhion. Many a

ſºknetic remark we have encountered in

his works, complaining of the taſte of the

times, or contemning the deciſion pro

nºunced on his performances. By the

Fº work we find him not in a much

ttter humour. He laments, however,

with feeling many of his former failings,

and particularly his haſtineſs in deſtroying

one of his works, in which we think he

will be accompanied by ſome of our

readers:—“ In the ſpring of the preſent

year,” he ſays, “I committed a raſh and

moſt abſurd ačtion, which I ſhall re

gret as long as I live. The effects of de

ſponding ſenſibility the wiſe and the good

will compaſſionate, and they will as cer

tainly be ridiculed by obduracy of heart

and ſtupidity of mind. To their attacks

as I have been long habituated, I moſt

unaffectedly deſpiſe them. I had written

a Hiſtory of Gibraltar, which would have

made rather a large 8vo volume. It was

not at all ſuperſeded by Captain Drink

water's book on that celebrated place; for

that book is a mere circumſtantial journal

of the laſt ſiege of Gibraltar. I had pre

Pared myſelf for my work, by many par

ticular enquiries which I had made by

many minutes which I took while I reſided

there ; and by carefully reading ſome

ks on the ſubject, among which was

** written by a learned Spaniard. I

*d given my belt attention to the natu

ral, civil, and military hiſtory of Gibral.

tºº, from the earlieſt accounts; and to the

Pºnt ſtate of the garriſon in every re

**. The writing of this book in a

ſeries of letters had employed me for

three months. I believe it will hereafter

be allowed, that my fortune as an author

has been articularly unequal, in times

*boaſt at leaſt of a great attention to

intellectual objects, and of great iiberality

* unnus. One day, as my reflectious

2s. 6d. Clark.

on my literary fate operated too powerful

ly on a mind extremely relaxed by bad

health, I committed my Hiſtory of Gib

raltar, when I had only to write two or

three letters more, to the flanes.” In

his Dedication he ſays, “As my life ad

vances I ſhould wiſh to be more prudent.

in all my conduct.” We therefore pre

ſume he will avoid ſuch vagaries for the

future.

The poem now under conſideration

will not leſſen the reputation of Mr.

Stockdale. It contains many ſentinents,

boldly and energetically expreſſed; much

original thinking, and generally clothed

in flowing eaſy verſification. As a ſpeci

men, we ſhall extract the concluding

lines : - -

OFT in a vernal morn, with early dawn,

Let my ſteps bruſh the dew-drops from the

lawn ;

See Sol's majeſtic orb with orient ray

Riſe, mount, and flame, and dart more vigo

rous day.

The little active lark inhales his fire,

Its note preluding nature's grateful choir;

Melodious warblers carol all around;

An ancient foreſt multiplies the ſound;

With ſtronger fluſh the red carnation blows $

A livelier tint adorns each opening roſe;

With glowing colours, fragrant odours vie;

Creation waſts its incenſe to the ſky!

When the day's ardour with its toil is o'er,

The Sun deſcending to the weſtern ſhore;

When fight uninjured meets his gentle

rays,

** Shorn of thcºr

tide blaze;

When with his calmer fires the mind is

bleſt,

And ſinks in pleaſing ſympathy to reſt;

When deeper ſhades diſmiſs the parting day,

Let me the majeſty of night ſurvey.

--

fiercer “beams” of noon

See from the Eaſt the placid “peerleſs

queen,”

Emerging, bids us read the ſolemn ſcene.

Hall, Heavenly monitor, refulgent Moon 1

To me ſtill dearer than the God of Noon i

Higher
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Higher and higher now behold her riſe,

And ſilver all the azure of the ſkies;

The ſweet enthuſiaſt ſays, or ſeems to ſay,

(She ſhoots an argument in every ray)

* Can I, oh man, can all oar ſyſtem ſhine,

* And move harmonious, but by power

divine !”

In the wrapt ſoul her eloquence we feeſ;

While Silence liſtens to her fair appeal.

Celeſtial apparatus ! while the Muſe

fourdread magnificence, your beauty views;

How ev'n ſhal, candour ſoften my diſdain

Of trifles which attract the thoughtleſs train :

Muſt I not villas, palaces, deſpiſe,

That charm and ficken vulgar envious eyes!

Yes, all theſe childiſh toys of tortur'd art

“Play round the head, but ne'er aff::t the

heart.”

A Sindly', and a Brown's ingenious plan

Diett my thoughts to terminate in man

While Phoebe, ſailing in her orient car;

The ſtrong theology of every ſtar ;

The foliage of the grove, of every tree,

Of every flower, preſents my God to me,

The Campagna of London, or Views in the different Pariſhes within the Circumference

of 25 Miles from that Metropolis; with ſome Account of the Hiſtory and Topogra.

phy of each Pariſh, and Biographical Anecdotes of Perſons who have reſided in

them.

Information. By William Ellis.

OF this elegant, ingenious, and accurate

work two Numbers only have appear

ed. The whole of the compoſition, in

cluding both copper-plates and the letter

preſs which accompanies them, is the pro

dućtion of Mr. Ellis, and reflects credit

on him both as an artiſt and an author.

The ſubječts of the Firſt Number are,

Woodford in Eſſex, Whitchurch or

Little Stanmore in Middleſex, Hackney

in Middleſex, and Waltham Holy Croſs

in Eſſex. The Second Number contains

Mitcham in Surrey, Hornſey in Middle

ſex, and Cheſhunt and Waltham Croſs in

Hertfordſhire. As a ſpecimen ofthe work,

we ſhall extraćt Mr. Ellis's account of a

manufacture carried on at Waltham Croſs.

“The town is at preſent large and irre

gular; many of the houſes about the

market-place being very old erections of

lath and plaiter ; but there are ſome good

modern brick buildings in it within a

few years it has been much improved with

regard to cleanlineſs and convenience,

and is extremely full of inhabitants, ow

ing to the various manufactures, &c. car

ried on here; moſt of which receive pe

culiar advantages from the copious ſtreams

of pure water with which it is ſo abun

dantly ſupplied. The corn-mill behind

the Cock inn probably occupies

the ſame ſcite as that which was be

ſtowed on the Abbey by ueen

Maud at the commencement of the

twelfth century : the powder mills are

at preſent in the hands of Government.

There are extenſive manufačtories for

printed linens, and ſome newly-eretted

premiſes for the purpoſe of making pins,

the proceſs of which, not being perhaps

generally known, I ſhall deſcribe particu

larly. When the braſs wire, of which

The whole collected from Authentic Records and from Local and Perſonal

4to. 6s. each Number, Ridgway. -

the pins are formed, is firſt received at

the manufactory, it is generally too thick

for the purpoſe of being cut into pins.

The firſt operation therefore is that of

winding it off from one wheel to another

with great velocity, and cauſing it to pais

between the two, through a circle in a

piece of iron of ſmaller diameter: the

wire being thus reduced to its proper dimen

fions, is ſtraitened by drawing it between

iron pins, fixed in a board in a zig-zag

manner, but ſo as to leave a ſtrait line be

tween them : afterwards it is cut into

lengths of three or four yards, and then

into ſmaller ones, every length being ſuf

icient to make ſix pins ; each end of theſe

is ground to a point, which was perform

£d when I viewed the manufactory, by

boys, who ſat, each with two ſmall grind

ing ſtones before him, turned by a wheel.

Taking up a handful, he applies the ends

to the coarſeit of the two ſtones, being

careful at the ſame time to keep each piece

moving round between his finges, ſo

that the points may not become flat ; he

then gives them a ſmoother and ſharper

point, by applying them to the otherſions,

and by that Ricans a lad of twelve or four

teen years of age is enabled to point about

ſixteen thouſand pins in an hour. When

the wire is thus pointed, a pin is taken of

from each end, and this is repeated till it is

cut into ſix pieces. The next operation is

that of forming the heads, or, as they term

it, head-ſpinning; which is dome by means

of a ſpinning-wheel; one piece of wire

being thus with aſtoniſhing rapidity

wound round another, and the interior

one being drawn out, leaves a hollow tube

between the circumvolutions : it is then

cut with ſheers; every two circumvolutions

or turns of the wire forming oneº 5

thrit
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theſe are ſoftened by throwing them into

iron pans, and placing them in a furnace till

they are red-hot. As ſoon as they are cold

they are diſtributed to children, who fit with

anvils and hammers before them, which

they work with their feet, by means of a

lathe, and taking up one of the lengths

they thruſt the blunt end into a quantity

of the heads which lie before them, and

catching one at the extremity, they apply

then inmediately to the anvil and hain

nitr, and by a motion or two of the foot,

the Point and the head are fixed together in

much leſs time than it can be deſcribed,

and with a dexterity only to be acquired

by practice; the ſpectator being in con

tinual apprehenſion for the ſafety of their

fingers ends. The pin is now finiſhed as

to its form, but ſtill it is merely braſs; it

istherefore thrown into a copper, contain

ing a ſolution of tin and the i. of wine.

Here it remains for ſome time ; and when

taken out aſſumes a white, though dul

appearance ; in order therefore to give it

a poliſh, it is put into a tub containing

a quantity of bran, which is ſet in motion

by turning a ſhaft that runs through its

center, and this by means of friction it

becomes perfestly bright. The pin being

complete, nothing remains but to ſeparate

it from the bran, which is performed by a

mode exactly ſimilar to the winnowing of

corn ; the bran flying off and leaving the

pin behind fit for immediate ſale. I was

the more pleaſed with this manufactory, as

it appeared to afford employment to a

number of children of both ſexes, who

are thus not only prevented from acquiring

the habits of idleneſs and vice, but are on,

the contrary initiated in their early years in

thoſe of a beneficial and virtuous induſtry.”

For the Plates, which are beautifully ex

ecuted, and faithfully exact, we muſt re

fer our readers to the work itſelf.

Eſſays, Philoſophical, Hiſtorical, and Literary. Vol. II. 8vo. 6s. Dilly.

(Continued from Page zo:3. )

EšAYS XXXIV. and XXXV. are

“ On Virtue and Moral Obligation.”

After briefly ſtating the affinity between

mºral and metaphyſical diſquiſitions, our

Eſſayiſt, in a declamatory manner, vindi

cates ſuch enquiries from the charge of

inutility, on the ſcore that “they inſpire

and diffuſe noble and elevated principles

ºf action amongſt the higher ranks of

ſociety, gradually to extend the ſphere of

iberty, virtue and happineſs ; ſo that it

may ultimately embrace, if it be poſſible,

every individual of the human race.”

We muſt freely confeſs, that though we
have a high reſpect for theſe ſtudies, and

fºr the very reſpectable writers who have

advanced them, particularly thoſe of our

own country, yet we do not by any

means eſtimate them at ſo high a rate of

value as this. The bent of their literary

... has, we are perſuaded, been of

s force in keeping thoſe philoſophers in

the path of virtue, than the natural frigi

dity of their tempers, the ſedentarineſs of

their lives, or the all-powerful influence of

that religion which neither encourages nor

diſapproves theſe enquiries.—The Eſ.

y; proceeds to conſider the hypotheſes

* Dr. Clarke and Mr. Hume rvipecting

“. Virtue as the rule of life and conduct;

what this rule is, and how it is to be d

ſtinguiſhed and aſcertained "–—The

fºrmer of thoſe celebrated philoſophers,
it is well known, reſolves the “ ſole and

Vol. XXI. -

unalterable rule of human ačtions into

Restitude.” The latter makes the eſſence

of “ Wirtue to be Utility;” and this

hypotheſis is ſupported by Prieſtley, Paley,

and our Eſſayiſt. What is here thrown

as additional argument into this ſcale, is

ſpecious but not weighty. Perhaps the

confideration of Virtue abſtractedly is not

calculated for much valuable uſe ; nor do

we think that any clear ſyſtem relative to

it is poſſible in this ſtate of imperfection.

Great difficulties involve both the hypo

theſes juſt mentioned, nor do we feel our

ſelves competent to pronounce a ſuperiority

on the one fidu or the other. The firſt

indeed appears to be the moſt generous,

and beſt calculated to improve the

heart in piety towards God ; the latter to

advance the ſocial duties, and to render a

man an amiable and valuable citizen.

The preſent advocate for this, by far

the moſt popular, ſyſtem advances ſome

points which we conceive to be neither fa

vourable to religion nor public i.
He maintains, that “ deviations from the

eſtabliſhed rules of morality, are un

doubtedly not only allowable, but laud.

able in many caſes, where a great and fa

lutary object is to be attained only by ſuch

deviation.” What he º: alledged to

ualify this point, is inadequate to the

i. º aliert a falſehood for the

prevention of a murder, is not a deviation

from the general lyttelu of morality,

O 9 though
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though it may appear ſo abſtratedly;

becauſe the immorality of an ačtion con

- ſiſts not in the action itſelf, but in its ef

fects upon the performer, or others. Such

an abſtraćt conſideration of morality can

anſwer no good purpoſe, but may induce

the contrary. The Eſſayiſt obſerves, that

“obedience to the civil magiſtrate is to

be claſſed amongſt the chief duties of

morality, and is required of us in Scrip

ture, in terms as expreſs and unqualified

as any other. But it may be preſumed,”

he adds, “that few perſons will now take

upon them to demy, that the Revolution

was not merely an allowable, but an

highly laudable deviation from the general

rule of duty.” This is a very ſtrange

doctrine, that becauſe generally receiv

ed politics have ſtamped juſtice upon

that event, that it was therefore juſt.

Abſtractedly confidered, it was wrong ;

ſo far we mean, as the motives of the

principal actors in it are taken into the

account. If the firſt mover in it was not

astuated by ambition, it is inſuperably

difficult to account for his conduct; and

if others were not filially diſobedient and

extremely ungrateful, then morality inuit

be of a very different eſſence in public

- characters lºom what it is allowed to be in

private. -

Our Eſſayiſt confiders the chara&ter and

ethical ſyſtem of Solomon at ſome length,

and with much diſapprobation. He is of

opinion, that the Royal Moraliſt “ had

no idea or expectation of a future ſtate of

• exiſtence.” But as he hath advanced

wothing new or ſtriking upon this point of

controve ſy, very little attention is due to

• His opinion. In quoting the following

paſſages he endeavours to prove that the

bleſſings and evils meant by Soloniou were

metely temporal : “He that followeth

“ after righteouſneſs and mercy findeth

“ life, righteouſneſs, and honour.—God

ove throweth the wicked for their wick

- “ eineſs.--There ſhall be no reward to the

“ evil man.—The lamp of the wicked ſhall

“ be put out, and deſtruction ſhall be to

“ the workers of iniquity.” We are of

opinion, that theſe bleſings and evils were

undel ſtood by Solomon in a more exten

five light than this Writer underſtands

them ; for otherwiſe it would not have

been added, that “this wiſdom is too

“ high for a fool, and the thought of

“ folſhneſs is ſin.” The word life in

the Scriptures is very full and expreſſive,

nor does it ſeldom in the Old Teſtament

convey the expectation of a future ſtate of

exittence. One of the moſt ancient and re

ſpectabic Books, that of Jub, contains inany

paſſages.indicative of a future life: the fol.

lowing is expreſs : “Man lieth down and

“ riſeth not : till the Heavens be no more,

“ they ſhall not awake,” xiv. 12.”—Iſaiah

ſpeaks of a life after death : “Thy dead

men ſhall live,” xxvi. 19.-Daniel is more

expreſs, and deſcribes the Reſurrection

almoſt as clearly as the New Teſtament

Writers, xii. 2. Is it reaſonable to ſup

poſe, then, that Solomon meant by declar

ing the reward of righteouſneſs to be life,

only a temporal exiſtence, or that he was

ignorant of any future ſtate —But enough

of this; and perhaps our Readers may

conceive that too much notice has been

taken of this article ; we are of opinion,

however, that the province of a Reviewer

extends beyond giving a general character

of the work before him, and that he owes

it to the Public, and to the Author of the

work under criticiſm, to ſupport objection:

againſt it with proper proofs.

Eſſay XXXVI is “ On Epic Poetry."

After ſtating juſtly and ingeniouſly tº

qualifications neceſſºry in an FPie Peet,

our Edayiſt proceeds to make ſome “cu:-

ſory and general remaiks upon the pin

cipal excellencies and defects of the met

celebrated productions included under the

denomination of Epic Poetry.” He takes

but a brief notice of the Iliad and AEReid,

as conſcious that he could add nothing to

the great ſtock of criticiſm which they have

furniſhed. In appreciating the characters

of Taſſo and Canoems, he has hewn

much judgement and true poetical taſte.

Allowing Mr. Mickle's verſion of the

latter to poſieſs ſpirit and elegance, and

that it may vie with the firſt productions

of the kind in the Engliſh language, he

yet proves againſt the poem itſelf many

very ſtriking defects, ſuch as its want of

a pian, incidents, and propriety. In

taking a curſory notice of Mºlton, our

Author animadverts in.artly and juſti, on

the Henriade of Voltaire. This Etay is

concluded with ſome ingenious remarks

on the character of Oſſian, and the follow

ing curious burleſque imitation of his

ſtyle —“Thy thoughts are dark, O Fin

gall thy thoughts are dark and trouble!.

They are as a din meteor, that hovels

round the marſhy lake. Comeſt then,

Son of Night, in the darkneſs of thy

Pride, as a Spirit ſpeaking through a

cloud of Night Thou art envelºrd in

obſcurity, Chief of N1c1 na like the Moon

veiled in a thick cloud : Thy words are

dark, like ſongs of old, ſon of the cloudy

NJorven '''

Eſſay XXXVII. is

Pºetry,”

• ‘ On Dramatic

and excels the laſt in critica
excel
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excellence. A judgment is given, and,

in our opinion, with juſtice, againſt the

faſhionable doćtrine of Moraliſts and Cri

'tics in theſe times, that virtue is al

ways to be rewarded and vice to be pu

niſhed in a Tragedy, “This conduct,”

our Author obſerves, “ is extremely in

judicious ; for it labours in vain to incul

cate a doctrine in theory, which every one

knows to be falſe in fact ; viz. that virtue

in real life is always productive of happi

neſs, and vice of miſery.” It is added

juſtly: “When a man eminently virtuous,

a Brutus, a Cato, or a Socrates, finally

finks under the preſſure of accumulated

misfortune, we are not only led to enter

tain a more indignant hatred of vice than

if he roſe triumphantly from his diſtreſs,

but we are inevitably induced to cheriſh

the ſublime idea, that a future day of re

tribution will arrive, when he ſhall receive

not merely poetical, but real and ſubſtan

tial juſtice.” -

Eſſay XXXVIII. is entitled, “ Memo

rials.. Reign of Queen Anne.” It is

lather ſtrange that the Author ſhould have

choſen to detach his hiſtorical eſſays from

each other. The preſent Eſſay would cer

tainly read better immediately after the

Peruſal of that on King William, than

after one on Dramatic Poetry. —This is,

upon the whole, however, a very entertain

ing and well-written Eſſay; but there are

ſome reflestions in it which are objećtion

able on account of their not being ſupport

ed by any juſt reaſoning. One of the firſt

of theſe that we notice is upon the con

queſt of Gibraltar, which he pronounces

to be “ a moſt expenſive, invidious, and

uſeleſs conqueſt; and while it is, by an

urgenerous and permicious policy, detained

from the rightful owners, it is ſcarcely

poſſible that a cordial and ſincere friend

ſhip can long ſubſiſt between the two king

doms of Great Britain and Spain.” We .

beg leave to remark, that there has been

as little contention between the two powers

ſince the conqueſt as before it; nor do we

conceive, according to the uſages of na

tions, how the conqueſt can be ſtiled invi

dious, or the detention of it ungenerous.

Our Eſſayiſt ſpeaks in very indignant

terms of the meaſures which were adopted

at different periods of this reign to ſecure

the intereſts of the Church and Proteſtant

Succeſſion from invaſion. It ſhould be con

ſidered however, that the perſons of that age

muſt have neceſſarily viewed it in a very

different light from what retroſpection

affords to us. The want of iſſue in

the Queen, and the extreme violence of

the two great political parties, could not

but create ſome fearful apprehensions in

the minds of the moſt moderate perſons re

ſpecting the ſafety of the Conſtitution. At

the concluſion we meet and are pleaſed

with theſe remarks on the Queen : “Her

partiality for her own family, and her diſ

like of the Houſe of Hanover were natural

and pardonable. The Queen's own poli

tical conduct, notwithſtanding her high

theoretical principles, was uniformly regu

lated by the ſtricteſt regard to the laws and

liberties of the kingdom, for the welfare of

which ſhe entertained even a maternal ſo

licitude : and if ſhe ever indulged the idea

of cauſing the Crown, at her deceaſe, to

revert to the hereditary, and doubtleſs, as

ſhe imagined, the true and rightful clai

mant, it was certainly only on conditions

which, in her opinion, would have effec

tually ſecured both the Proteſtant Religion

a d the Engliſh Contiitution from the ha

zard of violation.”

There are three Eſſays more in this vo

lume ; and as two of them require very

particular conſideration, we ſhall defer the

remainder of our review of this article till

our next. W.

Memoirs of the Literary and Philoſophical Society of Mancheſter, Vol. III. 8vo.

7s. 6d. Cadell.

( Continued frºm Page 1 1 0. )

E now find our attention engaged by

a very uſeful and well-written article,

entitled,

obſervations on the Bills of Mortality for
the Towns of Mancheſter and Saltord.

By Thomas Henry, F. R. S. Read

Jan. 18, 1786.

In a note we are informed, “ that

Mancheſter and Salford, though two diſ

tinº townſhips, are only ſeparated by the

river Irwel, and communicate by means of

ſeveral bridges;” conſequently, the pro

priety of conſidering their population to

gether is obvious. By a ſurvey made in

1775, the whole number of inhabitants

was found to be 29, , ; 1 ; ſcom atter which

period a very conſiderable increaſe of in

habitants took place. The ſpirit and in

genuity of our manufacturers made 2xtra

ordinary and rapid improvements in our

fabrics; and the introduction of machi

O 9 2. lieſ Y,
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nery, inſtead of leſſening the number of

hands, found employment for many ad

ditional people. The town extended on

every ſide; and ſuch was the influx of

inhabitants, that though a great number of

new houſes were built, they were occupied

even before they were finiſhed.

The progreſs of the trade and popula

tion, though certainly checked, was not

wholly reſtrained by the unfortunate and

ever-to-be-lamented war which was

waged during a period of almoſt nine

years with our American Colonies, ſup

ported by the immenſe and united forces

of France, Spain, and Holland. Con

trary to every reaſonable expectation, the

manufactures of Mancheſter were not

afie&led by the war to any great or

alarming degree; and they ſtill found their

way, by various channels, to almoſt every

market where they had been uſually ſold.

On the happy event of the reſtoration of

peace, the influx of inhabitants was ſur

riſingly great. Multitudes of men, who

had ſerved abroad, or in our provincial

regiments at home, now returned into the

country; and the ſucceſs of the oppoſition

which wasmade to the monopoly of thecot

ton machines, drew from various quarters

large recruits of people. Mr. Henry ob

ſerves, that during the three years immedi

ately preceding his account, the number of

chriſtenings was augmented, but that the

liſt of burials was more than proportion

ably enlarged, which he attributes to a

... contagious fever, which raged with

greater virulence on account of the un

cleanly manner in which the poorer people

have been lodged ; and he ſays, “that he

has too frequently had opportunity of fee

ing a man, with his wife and three or four

children, all it ſiding in one ſmall room, in

which they dreſs their vićtuals, eat, work,

and ſleep.” We were particularly pleaſed

with the following information : “All

diſeaſes of an infestious nature being

wiſely excluded from admiſſion into the

Infirmary, many unhappy objects were

...; excluded from the benefit of the

aſſiſtance aſhorded in other caſes. The

phyſicians, therefore, humantly offered to

viſit them at their own houſes, provided the

truſtees would allow them to be furniſhed

with incidicines fºom the Hoſpital. The

benevolent propoſal was accepted, to the

great comfort of the poor.” --

From a very accurate ſtatement, the in

genious Author finds himſelf warranted

in concluding the nºnber of inhabitants

of the two towns to be very little it is

than 50,226.

Conjećtures relative to the Cauſe of the

increaſe of Weight acquired by ſome

heated Bodies during Cooling. By

Thomas Henry, Jun. Communicated

by Thomas Henry, F. R. S. Read

March 28, 1786.

This is a very ſhort paper, but it is

pleaſing on account of the modeſty and

ingenuity diſplayed in it. After briefly

ſtating the hypotheſes of the moſt reſpect

able writers on the ſubject, particularly

M. Buffon and Whitehurſt, Mr. Henry

offers, by way of query, the following ex

planation—“That the increaſe of weight

acquired by heated iron and copper during

cooling may be aſcribed to the calcination,

and conſequent abſorption of air continº

ing to proceed after the removal of the

maſs ºmetal from the fire, the abſorption

of air in particular, in the firſt ſtages of

the ceoling, perhaps, with increaſed ra

É. . This opinion is ſupported by

ome very powerful facts, and carries a

manifeſt ſuperiority over thoſe of the re

ſpectable writers above-mentioned.

:*::::-:::: ------

Remarkson the Floating of Cork-Balls in

Water. By Mr. Banks, Leóturer in

Natural Philoſophy. Communicated

by the Rev. Thomas Barnes, D.D,

Read December 6, 1786.

This is a very ſimple paper upon a very

ſimple ſubject, and not calculated for any

uſeful purpoſe whatſoever. But it has out

merit, which is, that it is very ſhort.

--- --

Caſe of a Perſon becoming ſhort-fighted

in advanced Age ; by Thomas Henry,

F. R. S. Read November 29, 1786.

As this is a very uncommon caſe, and

deſerves general notice, we inſerted it in our

Magazine for February 1791, p. 86.

An Account of the Progreſs of Popula

tion, Agriculture, Manners, and Go

vernment in Pennſylvania, in a Lºtter

from Benjamin Ruſh, M.D. and Pro

feſſor of Chemiſtry in the Univerſity oſ

Pennſylvania, to Thomas Percival,

M.D. F.R.S. Read December 6, 1785.

We have here a very ingenious, in

tereſting, and entertaining paper. The

worthy author deſcribes particularly three

forts of ſettlers, and in the laſt presents

us with a very amiable, and we hope a

faithful pićture. “Of this claſs of let

tlers,” he ſays, “ are two-thirds of the

farmers of Pennſylvania. Theſe are the

men to whom Pennſylvania owes her an:

çient
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cent ſame and conſequence. If they poſ

ſeſs leſs refinement than their ſouthern

neighbours, who cultivate their lands with

ſlaves, they poſſeſs more republican vir

tue. It was from the farms cultivated

by theſe men that the American and

French armies were fed, chiefly, with

bread during the late Revolution ; and it

was from the produce of theſe farms that

thoſe millions of dollars were obtained

from the Havannah after the year 1780,

which laid the foundation of North Ame.

rica, and which fed and clothed the Ame

rican army till the glorious peace of

Paris." The following account of the

moderate price of land, ſeems to be held

out as a lure to draw emigrants with hard

fuineas to ſettle in Pennſylvania: “The

enoccupied lands are ſold by the State for

about fix guineas per hundred acres. But

as moſt of the lands that are ſettled are

procured from perſons who had purchaſed

them from the State, they are ſold to the

firſt ſettler for a much higher price. The

quality of the ſoil, its vicinity to mills,

court-houſes, places of public worſhip,

and navigable water; the diſtance of land

carriage to the ſea-ports of Philadelphia or

Baltimore, and the nature of the roads,

all influence the price of land to the firſt

ſettler. The quantity of cleared land,

and the nature of the improvements, added

to all the above circumſtances, influence

the price of farms to the ſecond and third

ſettiers. Hence the price of land to the

firſt ſettler is from a quarter of a guinea

to two guineas per acre; and the price of

farms is from one guinea to ten guineas

per acre to the ſecond and third ſettlers,

according as the land is varied by the be

forementioned circumſtances. When the

firſt ſettler is unable to purchaſe, he often

takes a tract of land for ſeven years on a

laſe, and contracts, inſtead of aying a

rent in caſh, to clear fifty acres of land, to

build a log cabin and a barn, and to plant

an orchard ef two or three hundred

apple-trees. This trast, after the expi

ration of this leaſe, ſells or rents for a

confiderable profit.”

We have only to remark farther upon

this article, that whoever prefixed the title

to it muſt have been ſtrangely cut in his

judgement, for we cannot read in Dr.

Ruſh's Letter either an account of the

Pennſylvanian pºpulation, manners, or

gºvernment.

>::::::::::::::::::::::::::

A Phyſical Inquiry into the Powers and

Operation of Medicines ; by Thomas

Percival, M. D. Mancheſter, No

vember 25, 1786.

What comes ſan&tioned by the name of

P. Percival is ſure to arreſtſhe public at

tention in no common degree ; and more

particularly ſo when the ſubjects he treats

have an immediate relation to that ho

nourable profeſſion of which he is, at pre

ſent, one of the principal ornanents.

The article now under our conſideration

will not in the leaſt take from the great

reputation which he has ſo fully obtained

and ſo fully deſerves. We here obſerve

the ſame accurate repreſentation of expe

rimental knowledge, the ſame cloſeneſs of

reaſoning, the ſame ingenious freedom of

remark, dreſſed in the ſame correct and

elegant language which have uniformly

chara&terized his uſeful publications. In

the modern medical ſchool, it is held as a

certain doćtrine, that “a medicine is only

the cauſe of a cauſe, to adopt the lan

guage of the logicians; and that its pro

per ačtion is confined to the nerves or

fibres to which it is immediately applied.

When received into the ſtomach, after the

firſt impreſſion on the very ſenſible coats

of that organ, the nature of it is gradual

ly changed by the ſolvent powers of the

gaſtric juices : or, if incapable of being

digeſted into a mild and nutritious chyle,

it is carried through the inteſtinal canal,

and ejećted as uſeleſs and noxious to the

body.” After ſtating this doStrine, Dr.

Percival truly obſerves, that “error may

be built on the baſis of acknowledged, if

only partial, truth; and is then moſt ſpe

cious in its form, and moſt authoritative

in its influence on the underſtanding. But

the impoſition ceaſes when we extend our

views.” The ingenious author then pro

ceeds to ſhew, that “ the operation of

medicines is to be meaſured by a more

enlarged ſcale than the aforegoing hypo

theſis applies to it, or any other which

then occurred to his recolle&tion.”

His firſt obſervation is, that “Medi

cines may act on the human body by an

immediate and peculiar impreſſion on the

ſtomach and bowels, either in their proper

form, in a ſtate of decompoſition, or by

new powers acquired from combination,

or a change in the arrangement of their

parts.” This very judicious principle,

which opens an extenſive view in the me

dical ſcience, is ſupported by a weight of

reaſoning and a happy illuſtration of expe

riment, which muſt carry convićtion to the

mind on the firſt and ſlighteſt peruſal.

The next obſervation laid down and

ſupported in the ſame clear and convincing

manner is, that “Medicines may paſs

into the courſe of circulation in one or

other of the ſtates above deſcribed ; and,

being conveyed to different and diſtant

parts, may exert certain appropriate ener
ies.” -

9bſervation the laſtis, that “Mcdicines
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introduced into the courſe of circulation

may affea the general conſtitution of the

frºs, produce changes in their particular

qualities, ſuperadd new ones, or couiſ

ternã the morbific matter, with whic!

they may be occaſionally charged.” This

is but fightly touched upon, and is briefly

evinced by “well-known obſervations on

the hemoirhages which have been ſuſtained

without deſtruction to life; from experi

ments made on animals, by drawing

Kith all their blood ; and by a computation

of the bulk of the arteries and veins; the

maſs of circulating fluids has been eſti

mated at fifty pounts in a middle-ſized

man, of which twenty-eight pounds are

fºppoſed to be red blood. --The fºot-cu

tion of this important ſubject Dr. Percival

has deferred till another opportunity, and

we may therefore ºxpº 9 ſte a mºre co

piºus extent of his Inquº; in the
next volume of the Memoirs ; and if we

do not, the Public, but particularly Me

dical students, will have grea: 1calon to

be diſatisfied.

::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

phſ rvations concerning the Vital Prin
ciple. By John Ferrar, M. D. Read

Feb. 7, 1787. -

There is a very ſtrong affinity between

thiſ obſervations and the Doctor's ingemi

ous ºſay on “Popular illuſiºns,” already

noticed iy us. The learned Author h;

late ſtated very fully and clearly the ºpi

nions of the moſt eminent Phyſiologiſts,

ancient and modern, reſpecting the vital
frincipe. He takes particular nºtice of

Mr. Hunter's hypotheſis of the vitality of

the hood, and replies to his arguments in

fupport of it with much threwdneſs and

ſtrength of reaſoning.—Dr. Fºlar next
produces ſeveral powerful objections to

the proofs commonly urged by the advo

cate; for a vital frinciple, or, as he better

terms it, an indefendent lºng frºſº

: nd J. & the whole with ſix aucet ºst

rººts againſt the exiſtence of any 1uch

Principle. The firſt of thºſe is vºy

itrong : “I would obſerve,” ſays he,

... that it is juſtly urged by Dr. Monrº *
rzainſt the doctrine of the tº wº, that

there is too much deſign in the actiºns of

different muſcles, atte‘ted by ºtºent

fundi, to be the cºect of mere mechaniſm.

‘I his argument is ſtrongly againſt the

s.ſic.c. of a vital Principle. Thus,

when the hand or foot is burnt, or cther.

wiſe ſuddenly injured, the muſcles on the

part immediately ſtimulted are not thrown

into actiºn, nor the muſcles on the ſide

irritated ; but their antagoniſts immeli

ately and ſtrongly f : if the back of the

hand, for inſtance, be ſuddenly irritated,

the extenſors of the hand are not affected,

but the flexors are thrown into inſtant and

violent action, to remove the limb from

the offending cauſe. Now, if the inſtan

taneous action be, in this caſe, chiefly

produced by an effort of the mind, the

ſuppoſition of a diſtinct vital principle is

ſuperfluous; if it be ſaid to beº:

by the living power independent of the

mind, then there muſt be a rational power

in the body, independent of the mind,
which is abſurd.”

The concluſion of this well-written,

though perhaps not very entertaining or

intereſting paper is very judicious and

candid. “While ſo many doubts occur,”

ſys the Doğtor, “reſpecting the proof of

a vital principle, and while the ſuppoſition

includes ſo many difficulties in its own

nature, it is allowable to ſuſpend our

judgment on the ſubjećt, till more con

vincing proofs of its exiſtence ſhall appear

than have as yet been offered to the public.

At preſent, it is evident that we gain no

thing by admitting the ſuppoſition, as no

dictinct account is given of the nature or

production of this principle, and as an

inveſtigation of facts ſeems to lead us back

to the brain, as the ſource of ſenſibility

and irritability.”

:-º:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::

On the Comparative Excellence of the

Sciences and Arts. My Mr. William

Roſcoe. Communicated by Mr. M. Ni

cholſon. Read March 28, 1787.

The whole of this paper has appealed in

our Magazines for April and May 1791 ;

and we ſhall only remark in general upºn

it, that if it is not irforming it is pleaſin i

and though the peruſal of it does not ºn:

ſwer the expectition raiſed in the mind

by the title, yet its livelineſs, ingenuity,

and the Author's warm lecommendatiºn

of the cultivation of moral excellorce in

preference to all extraneous knowledº
entitle it to no ſmall ſhare of favour at

praiſe. -

ſ To be cºntinued. J

• obt-rvations on the Nervous Syſtem, p. 9;.

i vº !yti’, ¥ it, and lºw. Alsº,
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The Life of Samuel Johnſon, LL.D. Comprehending an Account of his Studies and

numeroºs Works, in chronological Order; a Series of his Epiſtolary Correſpondence

and Co. verſations with many Eminent Perſons; and various Original Pieces of his

Compoſition, never before publiſhed. The whole exhibiting a View of Literature

and Literary Men in Great Britain, for near half a Century, during which he'

flouriſhed. By JAMES Boswell, Eſq. 2 Vols. 4to.

[ Continued from Page 198. I

THE event of Mr. Thraſe's death tend

cd greatly to increaſe the return of

thoſe gloomy moments which, from his

earlieſt infancy, ſo frequently afāśćted

Johnſon's mind; but religion and phi

loſophy came conſtantly to his aid, diſ.

Pelled the lowering clouds of diſcontent,

and reſtored his mind to the exerciſe of

thoſe brilliant faculties, which, in the en

joyments of friendly and ſocial conver

ſation, procured him invariably the higheſt

applauſe, whether he “talked for victory,”

or “to illuſtrate and inform.” Mr.

Boſwell has preſerved many curious and

entertaining proofs of the colloquial pow

trs of his friend's mind; and as an inſtance

that at the age of ſeventy-two they had

ſuffered little or no decay, we ſhall in

ſert the following converſation between

him and Mr. Wilkes.

“On Tueſday, May 8, 1781, I had

the pleaſure (ſays Mr. Boſwell) of again

dining with him and Mr. Wilkes, at Mr.

Dilly's. Nc negotiation was now required

to bring them together, for Johnſon was ſo

well ſatisfied with the former interview, that

he was very glad to meet Wilkes again, who

was this day feated between Dr. Beattie and

Dr. Johnſon (between Truth and Reaſºn,

as General Paoli ſaid, when I told him of it).

Wilkes. “I have been thinking, Dr.

Johnſon, that there ſhould be a bill brought

into Parliament that the controvented elec

tions for Scotland ſhould be tried in that

country, at their own Abbey of Holy

Rood Houſe, and not here; for the con

ſequence of trying them here is, that we

have an inundation of Scotchmen, who

come up and never go back again. Now

here is Boſwell, who has coine up upon

the election for his own county, which will

not laſt a fortnight.” Jour, so N. “Nay,

Sir, I fee no reaſon why they ſhould be

tried at all ; for, you know, one Scotch

man is as good as another.” Wilkes.

“Pray, Boſwell, how much may be got

in a year by an advocate at the Scotch

21. 23. Dilly.

bar ’’” Boswell. “ I believe two

thouſand pounds.” Wilkes. “How

can it be poſſible to ſpend that money in

Scotland 2" Johnso N. “Why, Sir,

the money may be ſpent in England; but

there is a harder queſtion. If one man in

Scotland gets poſſeſſion of two thouſand

pounds, what remains for all the reſt of

the nation ?” WILKEs. “You know,

in the laſt war, the immenſe booty which

Thurot carried off from the complete

plunder of ſeven Scotch iſles. He re

imbarked with three and ſixpence.” Here

again Johnſon and Wilkºs joined in ex

travagant ſportive raillery upon the ſtip

poſed poverty of Scotland, which Dr.

Beattie and I did not think it worth our

while to diſpute.

“The ſubject of quotation being intro

duced, Mr. VVikes cenſured it as pedan

try. JoitN so N. “No, Sir, it is a

good thing; there is a community of

mind in it. Craſſical quotation is the

parole of literary unen all over the world.”

Wilkºs. Upon the continent they all

quote the Vulgate Bible. Shakeſpezie is

chiefly quoted here; and we quote alſo

Pope, Prior, Butler, Waller, and ſome

times Cowley.”

“Wetalked of letter-writing. Johnson.

“It is now become ſo much the faſhion

to publiſh letters, that in order to avoid it,

I put as little into mine as I can.” Bos

w ELL. “ Do what you will, Sir, you

cannot avoid it. . Should you even winte

as ill as you can, your letters would be

Publiſhed as curioſities.

“ Behold a miracle inſtead cf wit,

“See two dull lines with Stanhope's

“ pencil writ.”

“He gave us an entertaining account of

Bet Flint, a woman of the town, who with

ſome eccentric ſilents and much effrontcry,

forced herſelf up in his acquaintance.

“Bet (ſaid le) wrote her own Life in

verſe *, which ſile brought to use, withing

* “Johnſon, whoſe memory was wonderfully retentive, ramembered the firſt four lines

of this curious production, which have been communicated to me by a young lady of his

acquaintance :

º

“ when firſt I drew my vital breath,

** A little minikin I came upon earth;

** And then I came from a dark abode

“Into this gay and gaudy world.”

* - that
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that I would furniſh her with a Preface to

it (laughing). I uſed to ſay of her, that

ſhe was generally ſlut and drunkard—oc

caſionally whore and thief. She had, how

ever, genteel lodgings, a ſpinnet on which

ſhe played, and a boy that walked before

her chair. Poor Bet was taken up on a

charge of ſtealing a counterpane, and tried

at the Old Bailey. Chief Juſtice

who loved a wench, ſummed up favour

ably, and ſhe was acquitted. After which

Bet ſaid, with a gay and ſatisfied air,

“Now that the counterpane is my own, I

ſhall make a petticoat of it.”

“ Talking of oratory, Mr. Wilkes de

ſcribed it as accompanied with all the

charms of Poetical expreſſion. Johnson.

“No, Sir ; oratory is the power of beat

ing down your adverſary's arguments, and

putting better in their place.” Wilkes.

“But this does not move the paſſions.”

Johnson. “ He muſt be a weak man

who is to be ſo moved.” Wilkes (nam

ing a celebrated orator). “Amidſt all the

brilliancy of —'s imagination, and the

exuberance of his wit, there is a ſtrange

want of taſte. It was obſerved of Apelles's

Venus, that her fleſh ſeemed if as ſhe had

been nouriſhed by roſes; his oratory would

ſometimes make one ſuſpect that he eats

potatoes and drinks whisky.”

“Mr.Wilkes obſerved,how tenacious we

are of forms in this country, and gave us

an inſtance, the vote of the Houſe of Com

mons for remitting money to pay the army

in America in Portugal Pieces, when, in

reality, the remittance is made not in Por

tugal money but in our own ſpecie.

Joth Nson. “ Is there not a law, Sir,

againſt exporting the current coin of the

realm ?” Wilkes, “Yes, Sir : but

might not the Houſe of Commons, in caſe

of real evident neceflity, order our own

current coin to be ſent into our own colo

nies 2"—Here Johnſon, with that quick

meſs of recolle&tion which diſtinguiſhed him

ſo eminently, gave the Middleſex Patriot

an admirable retort upon his own ground.

“. Sure, Sir, you don't think a reſolution

of the Houſe of Commons equal to the law

of the land 7" Wilkes (at once per

ceiving the application), “God forbid,

Sir.” To hear what had been treated with

ſuch violence in “ The Falſe Alarm,”

now turned into pleaſant repartee, was ex

treinely agreeable. i. went on

“ Locke obſerves well, that a prohibition

to export the current coin is impolitic ; for

->

when the balance of trade happens to be

againſt a State, the current coin muſt be

exported.”

“Mr. Beauclerk's great library was this

ſeaſon ſold in London by auêtion. Mr.

Wilkes ſaid, he wondered to find in it

ſuch a numerous collection of ſermons,

ſeeming to think it ſtrange that a Gentle

man of Mr. Beauclerk's character in the

gay world ſhould have choſen to have

many compoſitions of that kind. Johnson.

“Why, Sir, you are to conſider, that ſer

mons make a conſiderable branch of

Engliſh literature; ſo that a library muſt

be very imperfect if it has not a numerous

colle&tion of ſermons ; and in all collec

tions, Sir, the deſire of augmenting it

grows ſtronger in proportion to the ad

vance in acquiſition; as motion is accele

rated by the continuance of the impetus.

Befides, Sir. (looking at Mr. Wilkes with

a placid but ſignificant ſmile), a man may

collect ſermons with intention of making

himſelf better by them. I hope Mr. Beau

clerk intended, that ſome time or other that

ſhould be the caſe with him.”

“Mr. Wilkes ſaid to me, loud enough

for Dr. Johnſon to hear, “Dr. Johnſon

ſhould make me a preſent of his ‘Lives of

the Poets, as I am a poor patriot who

cannot afford to buy them.” Johnſon

ſeemed to take no notice of this hint; but

in a little while, he called to Mr. Dilly,

“Pray, Sir, be ſo good as to ſend a ſet of

my Lives to Mr. Wilkes, with my com

phments.” This was accordingly done;

and Mr. Wilkes paid Dr. Johnſon a viſit,

was courteouſly received, and ſat with him

a long time.

“The company gradually dropped away.

Mr. Dilly himſelf was called down ſtairs

upon buſineſs; I left the room for ſome

time; when I returned, I was ſtruck with

obſerving Dr. Samuel Johnſon and John

Wilkes, Eſq; literally téte-à-tête; for they

were reclined upon their chairs, with their

heads leaning almoſt cloſe to each other,

and talking earneſtly, in a kind of confi

dential whiſper, of the perſonal quarrel be:

tween George the Second and the King of

Pruſſia. Such a ſcene of perfectly eaſy

ſociality between two ſuch opponents in

the war of political controverſy, as that

which I now beheld, would have been an

excellent ſubject for a pićture. It preſent

ed to my mind the happy days which ar:

foretold in Scripture, when the lion ſhall

lie down with the kid".”

“when I mentioned this to the Biſhop of Killaloe, “with the goat,” ſaid his Lord

Thiº. Such, however, is the engaging politeneſs and pleaſantry of Mr. Wilkes, and ſuch the

for algood-humour of the Biſhop, that when they dined together at Mr. Dilly's, where!

alſo was, they were mutually agreeable.

It
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It is not, however, the chara&er and

converſations of Dr. Johnſon only which

the Biographer upon the preſent occaſion

has undertaken to write; but, in the lan

guage of the title-page, “to exhibit a

view of literature and literary men in

Great Britain,” during the time in which

Johnſon flouriſhed. This will afford us the

opportunity of preſenting to our readers,

without the neceſſity of an apology, a

lively and entertaining trait of the charac

ter and converſation of the Biographer

himſelf, whoſe hilarity, good-humour, in

genuity, and candour, renders his por

trait, in every point of view, pleaſing and

reſpectable. “About this time (the year

1781) it was much the faſhion,” ſays Mr.

Boſwell, “ for ſeveral Ladies to have

evening aſſemblies, where the fair ſex

might participate in converſation with

literary and ingenious men, animated by

a deſire to pleaſe. Theſe ſocieties were

denominated Blue-ſtocking Clubs, the ori

gin of which title being little known,

it may be worth while to relate it. One

of the moſt eminent members of thoſe

ſocieties, when they firſt commenced, was

Mr. Stillingfleet, whoſe dreſs was remark

ably grave, and in particular it was ob

ſerved, that he wore blue ſtockings.-
Such was the excellence of his converſa

tion, that his abſence was felt as ſo great

a loſs, that it uſed to be ſaid, “We can

do nothing without the blue ſtockings;”

and thus by degrees the title was eſta

bliſhed. Miſs Hannah More has admir

ably deſcribed a Blue ſtocking Club in her

“Bas Bleu,” a poem in which many of

the perſons who were moſt conſpicuous

there are mentioned.

“Johnſon was prevailed with to come

ſometimes into theſe circles, and did not

think himſelf too grave even for the lively

Miſs Monckton (now Counteſs of Corke),

who uſed to have the fineſt bit of blue at

the houſe of her mother Lady Galway.

Her vivacity enchanted the Sage, and they

uſed to talk together with all imaginable

eaſe. A ſingular inſtance happened one

evening, when ſhe infilted that ſome of

Sterne's writings were very pathetic.—

Johnſon bluntly denied it. “I am ſure (ſaid

ſhe) they have affected me.”—“ Why

(ſaid Johnſon, ſmiling, and rolling himn

ſelf about), that is, becauſe, deareſt,

you're adunce.” When ſhe ſometime after

wards mentioned this to him, he ſaid, with

equal truth and politeneſs, “Madam, if I

had thought ſo, I certainly ſhould not

have ſaid it.”

“Another evening Johnſon's kind in

dulgence towards me had a pretty difficult

.# I had dined at the Duke of Mon

troſe's, with a very agreeable party, and his

Grace, according to his uſual cuſtom, had

circulated the bottle very freely. Lord

Graham and I went together to Miſs

Monckton's, where I certainly was in

very extraordinary ſpirits, and above all

fear or awe. In the midſt of a great num-.

ber of perſons of the firſt rank, amongſt

whom I recolle&t with confuſion a noble

lady of the moſt ſtately decorum, I placed

myſelf next to Johnſon, and thinking

myſelf now fully his match, talked to him

in a loud and boiſterous manner, defirous

to let the company know how I could com

tend with Ajax. I particularly remember

preſſing him upon the value .# the plea

ſures of the imagination, and, as an il

luſtration of my argument, aſking him,

“What, Sir, ſuppoſing I were to fancy

that the (naming the moſt charming

Ducheſs in his Majeſty's dominions) were

in love with me, ſhould I not be ver

happy?” My friend with much addreſs

evaded my interrogatories, and kept me as

quiet as poſſible; but it may eaſily be eon

ceived how he muſt have felt *. When a few

days afterwards I waited upon him, and

made an apology, he behaved with the

moſt friendly gentleneſs.”

In the month of June 1782, Mr. Boſ

well ſet out for the metropolis of Scotland,

* “Next day I endeavoured to give what had happened the moſt ingenious turn I could

by the following verſes:

To the Honourable Miss Monckton.

NOT that with th' excellent Montroſe

I had the happineſs to dine ;

Not that I late from table roſe,

From Graham's wit, from generous wine;

It was not theſe alone which led

On ſacred manners to encroach ;

And made me feel, what moſt I dread,

Johnſon's juſt frown, and ſelf-reproach.

Wol. XXI. Pp and
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and was accompanied to “the hoſpitable

manſion of "Squire D lly,” at Southhill, in

Bedfordſhire, by Dr. Johnſon, who ſoon

afterwards returned to London. From

this period until the month of March

1783, the work confiſts of a variety of

letters to and from Dr. Johnſon and his

friends, upon various ſubjećis ; in all of

which, however, he makes ſerious com

plaints of the ill ſtate of his health; but

ſtill diſcovers, that although his body was

weak, his mind was vigorous and ſtrong.

On Friday March 21, 1783, Mr. Boſ.

well, having arrived in London the night

before, found his friend at Mrs. Thrale's

houſe, in Argyll-ſtreet, very ill, looking

pale, and diſtreſſed with a difficulty of

bleathing.

ſ To be cºntinued. A

A Few LOOSE REMARKS on a book publiſhed ſome Time ago, called

“A Sketch of THE REIGN of GeoRGs the Thiko.”

Th; humorous author of the Tale of

a Tub tells us, that “a true critic,

in the peruſal of a book, is like a dog at

a feaſt, whoſe thought and ſtomach are

wholly ſet on what the gueſts fling away.”

From this coarſe compariſon it would ap
pear, that the critics in the days of Swift

were a ſet of very furly fellows. In theſe

more poliſhed times, however, we find

them quite another ſort of men ; they have

entirely loſt their curriſh ſnarling ten

per, and are become ſo polite and well

bred, that they ſeldom ſay a ſevere thing.

When an author, now-a-days, invites

the critics to a literary feaſt, if he only

takes care to furniſh them plentifully

with French fricaſte and whipt fillabub,

he is ſure of gaining their warmeſt ap

probation. Hence it is that we have ſeen

A Sketch of THE REIGN of GEORGE

The THIRD held up as a perfect model

for good writing, Had this performance

been left entirely to its own merit, it

would have attraćted very little attention.

Along with the many other ſweet-ſmel

ling ſacrifices daily offering up to the

idol of power, it would have fumed into

ſmoke, and have been forgotten.—But

whatever defects the work in queſtion

may have, any attempt to point them out,

after it has been ſo highly commended by

the critics, and ſo much approved by th:

public as to have paſſed threugh fix edi

tions in the courſe of twelve months, will,

I fear, have more the appearance of envy

or arrogance, than of critical diſcernment.

The writer of this, however, is certainly

perfectly free from envy, and too ſenſible

of his wants to have an overweening con.

ceit of his own abilities: he only hopes,

that as every man has a right to think

for himſelf, he may be permitted to ſtate

his reaſons for thinking that this book has

been praiſed more than it deſerves.

One of the Reviews (a work, I acknow

ledge, of very great general merit) ſays,

that the Sketch of the Reign of George the

Third is drawn up with innelligenºr and

Jpirit, and that it muſt yield complete

ſatiſfaction to every rompetent judge ºf

good writing. A Reviewer in one of

the beſt condućled Magazines likewiſe

informs us, that the ſaid book is the pro

dućtion of a perſon well infºrmed; that

But when I enter'd, not abaſh'd,

From your bright eyes were ſhot ſuch rays,

At once intoxication flaſh'd,

And all my frame was in a blaze 1

But not a brilliant blaze I own,

Of the dull ſmoke I'm yet aſham'd :

I was a dreary ruin grown,

And not enlighten'd, though inflam'd.

V1&tim at once to wine and love,

I hope, MAR 1 A, you'll forgive ;

While I invoke the Powers above,

That henceforth I may wiſer live.

“The Lady was generouſly forgiving, returned me an obliging anſwer, and I thus obtain.

ed an A+ of Oblivion, and took care never.o offend again.”

th:
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the matter of it is arranged in a clear

crier, connečied by ſtrong bands of ution,

and clothed in a file perſpicuous, glºw

ing, and nervous. Indeed, this laſt Re

viewer ventures to give a gentle hint, that

the author's language is not always tre:

from turgid exceſ, and that univerſal

frammar has not at all times been ſtu

ded; but theſe he wiſhes rather to be

confidered as the faſhion, or at worſt as

the fault of the times, than of the

author. It may be ſo; but are not thoſe

who are critics by profeſſion much to be

blamed, for thus permitting the Engliſh

language te be corrupted by ignorance

or affeStation not only with impunity,

but even with applauſe For my own

part, I muſt confeſs, I am perfectly at a

loſs to account for the high encomiums

beſtowed on a book which, in every Point

of view, appears to be a very flimſy per

formance.

It cannot be for the information it con

tains, for it is little more than a mere

abſtra& of the public newſpapers. It

cannot be for the beauty of the language,

for in that it is, confeſſedly, greatly defi

tient; being in general excelſively tur

gºd and unnatural, and frequently want

ing in purity, preciſion, and grammar.

It cannot be for the author's candour in

drawing his charaćters, for he has repre

ſented, or rather miſrepreſented, ſome of

them in a manner that I do not believe he

can juſtify. His praiſes are, for the moſt

part, laviſhed without meaſure or judg

ment, and his cenſures are thrown out

without confideration or juſtice. For,

* He's ſo very rude, or very civil,

* That every man, with him, is God or

Devil.”

His panegyric on the preſent Miniſter is

ſo groſs, and has ſo much the appearance

of “the puff direct,” that ſurely the au

thor muſt have bluſhed when he wrote it;

and if Mr. Pitt be the great character

which the world believes him to be, ſuch

a fulſome piece of flattery was mo, e

likely to excite his private contempt, than

to meet with his public approbation. On

the other hand, our author's cenſure is of

ten as unjuſt as his praiſe is indelicate.

He tells us, that the late Emperor Joſeph

the Second was an oppreſſive tyrant, and

affeits that he was deteſted at Pienna.

How truly has Shakeſpeare obſerved, that

“No might nor greatneſs in mortality

“Can cenſure 'ſcape : back-wounding ca

lumny

* The whiteſt virtue ſtrikes.”

Pp 2

Whatever faults the late Emperor might

have had, he was ſo far from being an

oppreſſive tyrant, that the firſt great buſi

neſs of his life was to prevent and to

puniſh tyrants and oppreſſors; and I be-,

lieve, were the author called upon, he

would find ſome difficulty to point out,

during the reign of Joſeph the Second, a

ſingle intance of cruelty, or to name one

honeſt or one innocent man who ſuffered

by his order, either in perſon or in pro

perty. It is true, indeed, that the at

tempts which he made to ſeparate religion

from ſuperſtition, and to relieve the pea

ſants, in ſome degree, from the oppreſſion

of their Lords, produced much diſcontent,

and made many of the Clergy and Nobles

his inveterate enemies; but by the great

body of the people in general, and at

Vienna in particular, he was much be

loved while he lived, and much lamented

when he died.

The Emperor's ſiſter, the preſent Queen

of France, has likewiſe been treated by

this author with equal ſeverity. He has

repeated all the ſcandalous ſtories that

were no doubt at firſt invented at Paris

to ſerve the purpoſes of faction, which,

conſidering the Queen's unhappy fitua

tion at the time his book was publiſhed,

was cruel and unmanly, and certainly not

a leſs crime than that for which Lord

George Gordon is now ſuffering puniſh

ment.

Nothing, ſurely, can differ more from

the opinion generally entertained of Mr.

Neckar, by thoſe who have had the beſt

opportunities of knowing, than the idea

given of him in this book. Neckar, our

author ſays, had obtained a very unmerit

ed degree of popularity. P. 1 oy. He was

deficient in all the eſſential qualities of a

great miniſter; ignorant of the principles

of taxation and revenue, &c. P. i. 1 1.

And what inſtances of inability, or want

of financial knowledge, are produced to

juſtify theſe accuſations : Why, in his

CoMTE RENDU Au is on he has laid open

to his Sovereign, and to all mankind, the

expenditure, revenue, and reſºurces of

his country; which may be regarded

(our author thinks) as an unprecedented

diſcloſure of the ſacred and unrevealed

arcana of the French Monarchy, and

which awakened and directed the re

Jections ºf every city of men towards

the proſ uſe diſtribution ºf the public trea

Jure. From this it appears that our au

thor thinks, it was the filt duty of

M. Neckar to preſerve, at all events, the

deſpotic Power of the crown; and, no

doubt,
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doubt, every one who entertains the

ſame opinion will conſider his opening

the eyes of men to the profuſe diſtribution

of the public treaſure, as the highcſt crime

he could poſſibly have committed : yet, I

ſhould think, it could hardly be brought

as a proof of his ignorance; on the con:

trary, even his greateſt enemies, I ſhould

imagine, could not well help acknowledg

ing that he muſt have known, ſomething
of the matter before he could have been

able ſo effectually to lay open the ex

penditure, revenue, and reſources of his

country. The want of ſucceſs is not al

ways a ſure teſt of the want of capacity,

It is not from the mutual accuſations of

rivals for power, nor is it during the vio

lence of political contention, that we

ſhould attempt to aſcertain the real cha

raēter of a Miniſter. We ought to wait,

with patience, 'till the ſtorm blow over,

“ 'tiſ the whirlwind be paſt,” if we wiſh

only to hear the “ſtill ſmall voice” of

truth. It would have been time enough

to have condemned M. Neckar when a

Miniſter had been found to ſucceed him,

capable at once of reſtoring the ſinking

credit of the nation, and of reconciling

the jairing intereſts of contending factions.

The truth is, that the kingdom of France

has been reduced, by weak Kings, bad

Miniſters, and mad Reformers, to ſuch a

ſtate of wretchedneſs and confuſion, that

it ſecms now to be beyond the reach of

any human exertion to reſtore it to order

and tranquility: that deſirable event can

only be brought about by “ Hum who

ſtilleth the raging of the ſea, and the mad

neſs of the people.”

As the character of a foreign prince, or

miniſter, is not, however, a ſubject very in

tereſting to people in general, it is not

much to be wondered at that what this

author has ſaid of them ſhould have paſ

ſed, hitherto, without notice; but, I muſt

own, I am a little ſurpriſed that no one

ſhould have reſented the pitiful attempt

which he has made to derogate from the

well-earned famie of the late Capt. Cook.

Hear what he ſays of this great man, and

then judge if he has done juſtice to his

memory. The immenſe tract of land (he

ſays) extending northward from Cali

fornia and New Albion to the Frozen Sea,

bad, indeed, been PARTLY explored, and

Fai NTLY traced by Cook. He had, hºw

ever, Asch RTAIN F D THE Ex1st & N CE

of T H E contin Ł NT. P. 153. What,

did Captain Cook nothing more than

merely aſcertain the exiſtence of the Con

tinent, and faintly trace a part of the

coaſt If he effected mething more than

this, his labours were thrown away, and

his valuable life loſt to no purpoſe, for

all this had been accompliſhed long be

fore he was born. But it was not Capt.

Cook's method to do things partly ; nor,

except when he encountered difficulties

not to be ſurmounted, was he ever known

to trace any coaſt faintly; and although

it be true, that he was prevented by fogs

and ſtormy weather from examining

with his uſual accuracy ſome parts of

this vaſt coaſt, yet it ought at the ſame

time to be acknowledged, that no man

has ever ſurveyed ſo much of it, or with

half the exactneſs that he has done. The

author's only apparent motive for thus

throwing a ſhade over the brilliant ſervices

of Cook, ſeems to be merely for the pur

poſe of making the merits of ſome late ad

venturers to the ſame coaſt ſhine with

the greater luſtre. For, although he rates

the labours of Cook very low indeed, he

conſiders the later expeditions to Nootka

Sound, fitted out in conſequence of ſome

faint information, partly gained from that

deſpiſed navigator, as not inferior to the

moſt ſublime and daring expeditions ºf

ancient Greece, and even partaking ºf the

ſpirit of Columbus. Such expeditions, he

thinks, could only have been undertaken

by the merchants of London, and only

have been executed by Britiſh ſeamen; al

though he is, at the ſame time, obliged

to confeſs, that, by ſome means or other,

two American veſſels had found their way

there as ſoon as his wonderful Engliſh

Argonauts. He ſpeaks much, though

rather obſcurely, .#. diſcoveries made

or to be made by theſe new Columbus’s,

but he does not particularize any of them,

except the following may be accounted

one. ... Behind this coaſt to the eaſtward,

he tells us, lay the vaſt Continent of Ant

rica. That is, they have found out that

the Continent of America lies behind the

coaſt of America :

I have now only a few remarks to make

on the language of this boaſted perform

ance, and then I ſhall have done.—This

author always writes, to profit of, agree

able to the French, inſtead of to prºfit y,

which is the true Engliſh idiom. To pro

fit of her very mijortunes. P. s. To

profit of this fortunate and prºfiticuſ º

ment. P. 36. The diſcernment of Mr.

Pitt ſaw, and infantly enabled him to pro

fit of this error in his antagonyi. P. 95.

The adherent of the Prince of Iſale, cod

ceived of it. P. 99. However ſolid the

foundation on which they ſeemed to re
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poſe. P. 35. Although repoſe in ſome

caſes be ſynonimous with reſt, yet l be.

lieve an Engliſhnam would not ſay that a

pillar repoſes on a ſºlid fºundation ; and

if the phraſe would be bad in a literal, I

apprehend it cannot be good in a figura

tive ſenſe. The Queen ſaw herſelf on the

point of being placed in a ſort of rivality

and competition to her eldeſt ſon. P. 97.

Ought it not to have been with her eldeſt

ſon : Our author is ſo fond of ſounding

periods, that, in order to attain that

oint, he often adds words which add

É. or nothing to ſenſe, mere compli

menta numerorum to pleaſe the ear, or for

the ſake of that prettyiſm called Allitera

tion. A bill, ... if not redreſſed and

repealed, may eventually deſiroy the ba

iance of the conſtitution. P. 34. It would

ſurely be loit labour to redreſ; this for

midable bill if it is repealed.—The natural

reward of merit or ſervice was converted

into an inſtrument of puniſhment and pri

vation. P. 35. Perhaps this ſentence can

only be fully underſtood by Members of

Parliament. Lord North was content

with the inferior portion of power and

profit. P.45. “Bending beneath the com

licated calamities of domeſtic diviſion.”

. z. This is pretty, and tragical ; and

I think, nothing inferior to the admired

paſſage in Bottom the Weaver's prologue

to Pyramus and Thiſbe:

“Thereat, with blade, with bloody blameful

blade,

“ He bravely broach'd his boiling bloody

breaſt,

“And, Thiſbe tarrying in the mulberry

ſhade,

* His dagger drew and died.”

A well intentioned though inadequate

minifier. P. 36. Nor does the rapidity

with which it was captured excite le/3

admiration. P. 125. Quere, whether

intentioned and captured be good words

Flanders no longer liſtened to the propoſi

tions of accommodation. P. 71. A very

able critic ſays, “we now uſe the word

propoſal to denote a thing propoſed to be

done, and propºſition for an affertion pro

poſed to be proved.”—This author al

ways writes from whence, from thence,

&c. From whence alone any danger was

to be apprehended. P. 12 o. As the ad

verb whence has the force of the prepoſi

tion from implied in it, it nuit therefore be

improper to write from whence; and, if I

remember right, Dr. Johnſon calls it “a

vicious mode of ſpeech.”—Thet perfidious

princeſ, whoſe fleets we had conducted

into Jeas unknown to her barbarous ſub

ječfs, and whoſe vićtorious banner we

had taught to fly on the ſhores of Greece

and Aſia Minor. P. 2. The intended

meaning of this ſentence, no doubt, is,

that, by cendućting the fleets of this per

fidious Princeſs, we had led the way to

conqueſt, and enabled her to diſplay her

vićtorious banners on the ſhores of

Greece and Aſia Minor; but certainly

the literal ſenſe of his words (“taught her

banner to fly") may be underſtocd to con

vey a meaning the very reverſe. It was

from her ungrateful hand that England,

already bending beneath the complicated

calamities of domeſtic diviſion and foreign

war, was defined to receive the final

blow, which unnerved one arm, and

compelled us reluctantly to aſſemble our

diſtant legions for the prote&ion of the

capital. P. 2. This ſentence, beſides

the confuſion occaſioned in it by the inju

dicious uſe of pronouns, is conſtructed ſo

as that one half of it muſt be underſtood

in a figurative, and the other half in a

literal ſenſe, which is certainly contrary

to all rule. She ſeemed to have chained

the inconſtancy of fortune, and to defy

the changes and clouds, which ſo fre

quently darken the concluſion of afemale

reign. P. 28. What a ſtring of incon

gruous metaphors we have in this ſen

tence 1 Inconſtancy chained, cleuds de

fied, and changes which frequently

darken I The fignature of the Germanic

league at Berlin, *:: objeći was the

preſervation of the liberties of the En

pire. P. 59. The ſignature, and the 3&

of ſigning, muſt be different things, al

though here they ſeem to be confounded.

But by no means in ſuch a declining ſlate

of indiſpoſition. P. 89. What can be

underſtood by a declining indiſpoſition *

But it is competent to the hiſtorian of the

preſent age to aſſert and to provº. P.

189. By his adherence to the Queen in

fluenced very co-ſiderably on affairs of

ſtate. P. 70. Competent to the hiſtori

an His adherence to the Queen influ

enced all affairs 2 -

“The mobled Queen 2"

The natural deceaſe of the Marquis of

Rockingham. P. 36. What occaſion was

there for the epithet natural 2 No one, I

believe, ever thought that his death was

unnatural. It would ſeem that the au

thor wiſhes to give a new meaning to the

word natural. Even France,—uniting

in herſelf every natural advantage which

induſtry can beſtow, or commerce can

procure. P. 6. Induſtry and commerce

can, no doubt, do wonderful things, but

I believe
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I elieve our author is the firſt who ever

diſcovered that they could either beſtow

or procure matural advantages. I need

not relate the event inſcribed in characters

which muſt laſt as long as military fame

and valour are revered among men.

P. 4o. This is a very imperfeót ſentence,

and, like many others in the book, may

be underſtood in a ſenſe quite different

from that which the author intended.

Spain, which under Philip the Second

had menaced Europe, and ſeened almoſt

in poſſeſſion of her inordinate projećts of

ambition. P. 4. A prºject may be rea

lized or accompliſhed, but qzere whether

a projećf can be pºſſeſſed º And here I

cannot help taking notice of the at thor's

favourite word M. ENACED, which is to be

found in almoſt every page of his book.

It is true, as Bardolph ſays, “it is a ſol

dier-like word, and a word of exceeding

good command,” but it is rather hard, I

think, that it ſhould be put on conſtant

duty. Relying on their own whit?d

Arength to retain the conqueſs which

they had made, they only began aiready

to project the means of perpetuating, and

extending the term of their duration. P.

46. They only began already ? what

could they do more than begin Per

petuating, and extending the term of

their duration. If they had the means of

perfºrtuating their duration, , they were

inot unconſcionable fellows if they wiſh

ed to have it ſtill further extended. The

convulſions and erućarraſſed ſlate of the

Fren, ſº Monarchy appeared to render

ax adherence to, or completion of the

Family Compačt inpractical le. P. 166.

Compoſed of perſons highly ſenſible to,

and highly exlightened upon the com

mercial intereſts of the country. P. 188.

This manner of ſeparating the prepoſi

tons from the nouns which they govern,

ſcºs to be a favourite mode of expreſſion

with this author; but although he may

be juſtified in this by the authority of

good authors, I believe the practice has

generally been condemned by the beſt

critics; becauſe the mind being obliged

to reſt, for a little, on the prepoſition,

which has no meaning till joined to its

Prºyer ſubſtantive, it occaſions a diſ gree

able “pauſe in thought.” Were this,

bowever, the greateſt error the author had

committed in the conſtruction of his ſen

tences, he might readily be forgiven; but

a very ſuperticial readcr may caſily diſ

cover more inexcuſable faults. He often

places the ſubject of the ſentence, and

the verb to which it relates, at ſuch a diſ

tance from one another, that, in long

ſentences, and with which his work

abounds, the reader is frequently obliged

to ſtop, and turn back to find out his

meaning ; nay, ſometimes, he abſolutely

forgets the verb altogether, and gives us

ſentences which neither affirm nor

deny. For inſtance;—it was not only

that a King, beloved and reſpected, waſ

re, overed from the msſ; afficiing of all

Atications incident to hitmanity, and ena

**.* to reaſcend the throne. P. los. If

this had been the only wºgrammatical

ſentence in the book, I ſhould have

thought it had been owing to ſome error

of the preſs, but there are many more

equally faulty in the work ; particularly

at P. 34, two more ſentences of the ſame

kind may be ſeen. They begin with the

words—“A Bill"—but they are, by far,

too long to be inſerted in this place.

There is one ſentence more, however,

which I muſt tranſcribe, as, for its curi

ous conſtruction, it ſeems to deſerve par

ticular notice. In deſcribing the French

King's coming from Verſailles to Paris,

he ſays, When he arrived at the Place

DE GR Eve, and conducted to the Hotel

DE VILLE, the new mayor, Monſ.

Bailii, who had been cle&fed to ſupply

the late unfortunate firſt magiſtrate, in

ſuſted the fallen Prince by a mock ſur

reºſer of the keys of his capital ; which

he accompanied with a ſarcaffic and in

ſolent rºſection on the different ſituation

in which Henry the Fourth ſided, when

he re-eived a ſimilar teſtimony of its ſub

miſſion and allegiance. P. 131. Much

might be ſaid about the unity, previſion,

and ſirength of this ſentence, but I leave

it, without comment, for the amuſement

of “every competent judge of good writ

ing,” and as a ſtriking example of that

“ perſpicuous, glowing, nervous ſtyle,

and clear arrangement,” for which this

performance has been ſo highly celebrat

ed. It may likewiſe ſerve as a ſpecimen

of that expreſſive Royt AN ENERGY,

which the author modeſtly hopes he has

hap; ily attained ; and for which he, no

doult, expects his book will pais down to

potte, ity, and be as much admired, by

future ages, as the im:nortal works of

Pliny and Tacitus.

Qſìend, Feb. 8, 1792. P,

MISCELLANEOUS
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MISCELLANEoUS ANECDoTES AND OBSERVATIONS.

F the various evils incident to mortality,

there is not one but derives additional

bitterneſs from the impatience of man.

A CLERGYMAN attending a dying

miſèr, diſcourſed much with him on the

vanity of worldly wealth, and among

other things ſaid, “You have been a great

purchaſer of temporal poſſeſſions; it is

ſurely time now to think of a better pur

chaſe, even of heavenly treaſures, which

can never decay.”—“Purchaſe 1" replied

the dying wretch, “H will give no more

than fifteen years value for the purchaſe 1"

When the Miniſter was preaching the

funeral ſermon for this man, he obſerved

thus : “ Brethren, it is now expe&ted that

I ſhould ſhy ſomething of our brother here

deceaſed: I will ſum it wg in a few words,

namely, How he lived—you all know;—

How he died—I know ;–and, Where his

ſoulis, God Almighty knows!”
-

MEN, ſays the judicious HookeR, are

naturally better contented to have their

commendable a&tions ſuppreſſed, than the

contrary much divulged.

A CLERGYMAN in Devonſhire, re

markable for nothing but his wit, and a

life perfectly inconſiſtent with his profeſ

fion, particularly the practice of pugiliſm,

ºne Sunday, after divine ſervice, had a

quarrel with ſome of his pariſhioners in a

public-houſe, in conſequence of which a

ſevere battle enſued, and though he had

ſeveral to encounter with, yet the parſon

gained a complete victory. The next

Sunday his antagoniſts appeared at church

with black-eyes, and other marks of the

parſon’s proweſs, who, to mortify then the

more, Preached on theſe words of Nehe

miah, xiii. 25. “And I contended with

them, and curſed them, and ſino: ; certain

of them, and plucked off their hair, and

made them ſwear by God.”

A PERSON was once expreſſing his

admiration how ſo learned and v. ell

written a dedication came to be matched

to a very fooliſh book. “Truly,” replied

his friend, “they may be very properly

matched, for they are no way of kin.”
-

I HAVE often wondered that the Pre

face to the firſt editions of the preſent

• Engliſh tranſlation of the Bible, has never

found a place in the latter editions. It is

undoubtedly much more neceſſary to be

read, than the fulfone dedication to James

the Firſt, which is never omitted. Of the

kind, I never met with a better written,

nor more learned produćtion than this

Preface, and could therefore wiſh to ſee

it prefixed to every Bible of the larger

ſizes, particularly thoſe for Church ſervice.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

I flatter myſelf, and from the knowledge which I have had of you I aſſure myſelf,

that the following paper will not on account of the ſeriouſneſs of its ſubject be un

welcome to you. It may be either confidered as complete in itſelf, or as the firſt

of a few papers upon the ſubjećt which may hereafter appear in the ſame channel.

. I am Your's, &c. J. W.

On the EICELLENCE of CHRISTIANITY in IMPROVING the MINDS

and POLISHING the MANNERS of MEN.

If the manifeſtation of the Goſpel be

the very greateſt bleſfing ever vouch

ſafed by Heaven to the wants of men,

every one muſt confeſs the neceſſity of its

being ſpread univerſally over the habit

able world. And that it is eminently en

titled to this glorious character will ap
Pear evident #. conſidering the ſuit

ableneſs of its precepts and doćtrimes to

the intereſts of individuals, and to collec
tive bodies.

As individuals, we are taught by this

ſublime religion to be humble, induſtri

*us, temperate, meck, peaceable, chari

table, forgiving, devout. It does not

direct us to practiſe a virtue merely ex

ternal, by which we may ſecure to our

ſelves the applauſe of men, but to cul

tivate thoſe graces which by a ſilent in

ward working in our hearts, ſhall produce

the moſt ſubſtantial and numerous fruits;

and to preſerve throughout the whole

ſuch a circumſpect humility as will make

us at all times diffident of our attain

ments, and urge us to a greater induſtry

in our chriſtian courſe. Chriſtianity does

not direct its followers to be virtuous that

they may attain Public honours and re

nown,
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nown, but that they may gain to them

telves that permanent ſatisfaction which

reſults only from “ having a conſcience

void of officrºe towards God and towards

Iman.” -

Theſe are the peculiar motives by

which the Chriſtian is impelled to purſue

the path of moral reëtitude, and to fulfil

the duties of life with credit and ſatisfac

tion. But ſtill there is another, and a

more powerful motive which directs his

aim towards perfečtion in his moral

courte; and that is the certainty with

which it aſſures a ſtate of conº!ete hap

Pineſs to the virtuous after their time of

trial here is paſt. When Chriſtianity lifts

up the veil, we are not preſented with an

Elyfium created by the fine imagination

of the poet; nor with a ſtate of pleaſure

according to the ſenſual ideas of the lux

urious, and peopied with beings ačtuat.

ed by ſuch paſſions deſires and animoſi

ties as characterize the inhabitants of this

vale of imperfection. On the contrary,

the view we have, while it ſtrikes the

ruind with the filmeſt convićtion of its

reality, does not depres our conceptions

by any thing familiar or ſordil, but sle

vales them into a devout admiration, and

an awful reverence.

Rev. Iation enraptures us by the aſſur

ance, that in the heavenly inheritance

no ſorrow, mourning, ºppreſſion, pain, or

infºrmity ſhall be known at all ; but there

it eſts, and with moſt admirable pru

dence, as whatever becomes familiar to

our minds, though only by deſcription,

ceaſes to affect them in any powerful de

ree. The awfulneſs, therefore, of the

Chriſtian doćtrine of a future ſtate, is

wiſely adapted to make men more care

ful of their hearts, and more circumſpect

in their conduct. And yet the evidence

of this de&time is ſo ſtrong, and the

particulars revealed concerning it are ſo

delightful, that no mind brought into

any degree of ſerious conſide, ation, can

j. his admiration cf it, or wiſh to

have his heart uninfluenced by its force.

No religious ſyſtem can be compared

to the Chriſtian, with regard to its views

of that ſtate to prepare men for which is

the pretence of all religions. In exciting

its followers to the practice of every

moral duty, the Goſpel directs them for

their encouragement to the “great re

compenſe of leward.” Now if we con

ſider the multiplicity, and ſeverity of the

evils which perplex this ſtate of mortality,

we muſt greatly value that religion which

alone enables its profeſſors to bear up

againſt then with a fortitude having no

thug lºſs for its ſupport than the aſſur

ance of an eternal happineſs ; and every

reaſonable perſon muſt certainly acknow

ledge the ſuperior force with which this, ,

motive,in conjunction with other principles

of a ſubordinate nature, muſt impel the be

lieving nind to the performance of every

moral duty.

Certainly then, the intereſts of men,

confidered as individuals, are beſt ſecured

by their receiving the doctrines, and obey

ing the precepts of the Goſpel of Chriſt.

Perhaps it is true, that the moral part of

the latter is dictated by natural reaſon,

and enforced upon mankind by the voice

of conſcience in every part of the globe

where the Chriſtian revelation has not pe

netrated. But it muſt be allowed that hu

man nature is too weak to ağt according

to thoſe dictates, and too dull to attend

uniformly to that voice, when ſenſual de

lights and alluring temptations call us of

to preſent pleaſure. In order to keep

inen in, or bring them to virtue, a more

powerful inducement is requiſite; and

this, as we have ſeen, Chriſtianity pro

vides Men in a ſtate of nature may act

well, and perform ſome noble decds at

times, but from the very principle by

which they occaſionally do good, they

will alſo frequently commit acts of injuſ

tice and barbarity. As long as they are

pleaſed, they will be kind and benevolent;

but when once they feel themſelves ag

#. or inſulted, revenge takes Poſleſ

ion of their hearts, and dreadful indeed

is its influence.

Here, however, the ſpirit of Chriſtiani

ty would gloriouſly exert its force, by fav

ing the troubled heart from miſery of its

own creatien, and the hated object from

deſtruction. Our divine religion gives us

a noble opportunity every time we are in

jured of reaping a delightful ſatisfaction

by forgiving our enemy, and leaving our

cauſe in the hands of One who will fully

avenge it, and reward our mercy.

In ſhort, if we examine the caſe in every

poſſible point of view ; if we ever ſo nar

rowly obſerve the moral wants and griev

ances of our fellow-men, we ſhall be the

more ſtrongly convinced that thoſe wants

can only be ſupplied, and thoſe grievances

be removed, or endured patiently by the

influence of Chriſtian principles.

The cloſer and more minute this in

veſtigation is carried, the ſtronger evidence

will ariſe that the intereſts of men as in

dividuals are eſſentially connected with

the doctrines of Chriſtianity. And,

ſurely, it requires no very great ſkill in

argument to prove the utility of this reli

gion to collective bodies of men ; for

where the parts are right and good, the
whole
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whole muſt be right and good alſo. And

jet it does not abſolutely follow, that be

cauſe men are good huſbands, fathers,

children, they will therefore be good,

that is dutiful ſubjects of the government.

The contrary of this hath been made ſuf

friently evident in the hiſtory of various

countries; from which wemay obſerve, that

many of the moſt reſtleſs conſpirators, and

the overturners of monarchies, have not

withſtanding been men of excellent private

characters, but, led away, by the love of

glory, or the deſire of temporal gran

dur, have brought ruin upon their coun

tries, and infamy upon themſelves.

If Chriſtianity then was only adapted

to form the domeſtic manners, and its

dºtrines and precepts were no further

excellent than as exerciſed in the private

walks of life, this ſyſtem would be only

entitled to a partial regard.

But our religion does not leave the in

tereſts of mankind within ſo ſmall a circle :

is influence is extended in their protection

tº the utmoſt poſſible degree. The

Chriſtian is not only obliged by his pro

fillion to be a good man, but a good ci

tizen. He muſt be obedient to the go

verning powers under which he is born

or placed. No ſubtlety of reaſoning will

countenance him in rebellion againſt his

ſovereign. The commands of the Gºſ

He, and the examples of Chriſt and his

Apollies, are expreſs againſt reſiſtance.

Whenever, indeed, the ſtandard of rebel

lion is lified up againſt his Prince, it is

the duty of the Chriſtian to be active in

his allegiance. And the ſame principle

obliges him to defend the government,

when engaged in war with foreign ſtates;

for the Chriſtian obedience includes as

much an active obedience in defending,

as a paſſive obedience in ſubmitting to the

Powers ordained of God.

Unequivocal alſo is the coramand, and

expreſs are the examples of our Saviour

and his Apoſtles, to render unto the go

vernment its lawful dues. No evalion

of duties is warranted by the doćtrines of

Chriſtianity; the Chriſtian, therefore, who

diſobeys in this reſpect, reſſieth the ordi

nance of God.

Now if we add to all this the conſider

ation of the mild, the peaceable, the for

giving ſpirit of our religiou, we muſt

certainly conclude that no religious ſyſtem

could be better calculated for the benefit of

nations or public bodies of men, and that

no other religion has ever been equal to it

in this important reſpect.

The hiſtory of the primitive Chriſtians

Wol. xxi. .

ciples upon which they acted. They

never cntered into conſpiracies againſt the ,

ſtate, nor ſplit into jarring political par

ties; much leſs was the poniard of aſſaſſina

tion ever found among them, or the death

of Princes religiouſly ſettled in their aſ

ſemblies. They prayed for the proſperity

of empires, and the health of the Empe

rors; and even when made the ſubjects

of perſecution they reſiſted not, but ex

horted one another to charity, forgiveneſs,

and obedience. Surely then the doćtrines

of the Goſpel, where properly received,

muſt be the greateſt ſupport to the internal

peace and proſperity of a nation; and

that not only from the obedient diſpoſition

of its members, but alſo from their culti

vation of thoſe uſeful and elegant arts,

which are always found to flouriſh in

proportion to the civilization of a coun

try, and the gentleneſs of its inhabi

tants.

Wherever a religion is undire&ed to

the hearts, and regardleſs of the manners

of its votaries, a ſavage ferocity and a

brutal ignorance will characterize them.

This is evident at the preſent day in Tur

key, and thoſe other countries where reli

gion conſiſts in ceremonies, and tends to

divide men from ſocial communion with,

and mild benevolence to each other.

The arts and ſciences will never remain

in a place from which humanity is baniſh

ed. How different is the face of things

in all thoſe countries where Chriſtianity

hath erected her temples 1–In then we

obſerve order and regularity in the ma

nagement of public concerns; we meet

with civility, politeneſs, and benevolence

from the inhabitants; we may obſerve

among them an exertion of their mental

powers, and a faculty of reaſoning which

may be looked for in vain in places where

Chriſtianity is unknown or unregarded :

add to all this the cultivation of agricul

ture, the improvement of domeſtic trade,

and the enlargement of foreign commerce,

which ſo greatly diſtinguiſh the Chriſtian

nations from all others.

Here, however, we wiſh only to be

underſtood in a general ſenſe ; ſome Chriſ

tian nations are undoubtedly greatly ſupe

rior to others ; but this is obſervable in

proportion as they adhere to, or degene

rate from the purity of the religion the

profeſs. Thus we ſee Ruſſia very little dif

ferent from Turkey, becauſe, perhaps,

the religion of its inhabitants is not much

ſuperior to that of the Mahometans.

Wherever ſuperſtition ſuperſedes the reli

Q a gon

throws the greateſt luſtre over all the prin

º
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gion of the heart, and ſimplicity of wor

ſhip, we muſt maturally expect to ſee a

conſiderable ſhare of bigotry, ignorance,

and ferocity among the inhabitants. Still

where Chriſtianity is the profeſſed reli

gion, ſome good effects muſt follow; for

its primary principles cannot be totally

abrogated, nor can the people be entirely .

ignorant of, or be abſolutely uninfluenced

by them.

The intereſts, then, of governments,

of humanity, of ſcience, are much better

fecured, and conſequently extended b

the ſucceſsful propagation of the Goſpel

in the earth, than by the continuance of

its inhabitants in the ſo much boaſted ſtate

of natural ſimplicity, or the more general

ſtate of ſuperſtitious ignorance and fero

cious barbariſm. What though all men,

in every part of the globe, have what is

called reaſon, or the light of nature to

direct them in every meaſure that is con

ducive to their preſent welfare and plea

ſure; yet it is Chriſtianity alone that is

capable of giving this principle a proper

aim, or of ſubjugating the paſſions of the

foul to its regulation, ſo that the whole

intereſt of the man may be properly ſerv

•d and ſecured. And though reaſon may

be ſufficient to direct a man in taking

proper methods to ſettle himſelf in eaſe

and convenience, yet it is the influence

of Chriſtian principles only that can poſ

fibly render him happy in it, and uſeful

to the community at large.

When a man is once extricated from

paganiſm or groſs ſuperſtition, and re

ceives the knowledge of Chriſt in his

heart, there will be obſerved a great, and,

indeed, aſtoniſhing change in his diſpoſi

tion and demeanour. With his new reli

gion he obtains a taſte for refined man

ners, uſeful arts, and polite accompliſh

ments ; and no wonder ; for the gentle

diſpoſition which always ſucceeds the re

ception of Chriſtianity, is beautifully

adapted to take the impreſſion of thoſe

things which ſo greatly ornament human

nature.

The reaſon, then, of the great ſucceſ:

of the arts, ſciences, and politeneſs in

the European nations, and, indeed, in

every place where the Chriſtian religion

gains an eſtabliſhment, is thus ſufficiently

accounted for ; as this ſublime ſyſtem was

deſigned for the general benefit of the

world, by improving mankind in huma

nity and knowledge, it muſt neceifarily

follow, that wherever it makes its way

good, gentleneſs and peace, order and

elegance, muſt be ſoon ſubſtituted, in a

general degree, for ferocity and rapise,

ignorance and rudeaels.

W.

JOURNAL of the PROCEFDINGS of the SECOND SESSION of the

SEVENTEENTH PARLIAMENT of GREAT BRITAIN.

H O U S E o F L O R D S.

Fr Iray, March 16.

HE Earl of Coventry complained of a

Breach of Privilege committed in a

Hetter written by a perſon to whom, as Lord

Lieutenant of the County of Worceſter, he

had refuſed a commiſſion in that Militia.

The letter having been read by the clerk,

the Duke of Montroſe moved, that the writer

be taken into cuſtody by the Serjeant at

Arms, and brought to the bar of that Houſe,

which was ordered.

Mon pay, March 19.

The Serjeant at Arms appeared at the bar

of the Houſe, and informed their Lordſhips,

that, in obedience to their order, he had at

tached the body of Richard Cookeſay, Eſq.

and had him in ſafe cuſtody to produce be

fore their Lordſhips.

Lord Lauderdale preſented a petition from

Mr. Cookeſay, ſtating, that for want of ſe

veral papers, which he could not immedi

ately procure, he was not Prepaicd to an

ſwer to the complaint exhibited againſt him,

and praying time to prepare for defence.

LordCoventry had no objećtion to any indul

gence their Lordſhips might think fit to grant

A ſhort converſation took place acroſs the

table, whether Mr. Cookeſay ſhould be then

brought to the bar, and transferred into the

cuſtody of the Black Rod, or remain with

the Serjeant at Arms during ſuch time as

might be allowed him to prepare his de

fence. The latter ſeeming to be the general

opinion, Lord Lauderdale moved, that the

Serjeant at Arms do bring up the body of

Tichard Cookeſay, Eſq. on Monday next,

which was agreed to.

Tu Espa w, March 20.

On Mr. Fox's Libel Bill, Earl Fitzwilliam

roſe, and, without any comment, mora,

“ That the bill be now read a ſecond woe."

The Lord Chancellor left thewº

His Lordſhip was ſurprised that a lº
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Lord ſhould move a ſecond reading of a bill

of ſuch conſequence in the abſence of the

judges, without giving a ſubſtantial reaſon.

His Lordſhip went into a legal definition of

the varions modes of juries giving verdićts in

ſpecial caſes; and ſtated, that upon all oc

caſions the jury had ſound the fact, and the

law was left to the judge, and ultimately to

that Houſe. From the ſtatute of Weſtmin

fler the firſt to the preſent hour, ſuch had

been the pračtice. Even that great and en

lightened enthuſiaſt for the power of juries,

Lord Chief Juſtice Vaughan, never enter

tained an idea that the influence of a jury

went beyond finding the fact. The preſent

bill came from a quarter that was very re

ſpºtiable; the author of it was endowed

with ſtrong faculties and energy of mind ; it

therefore deſerved, and certainly ſhould re

ceive, every mark of attention. His Lord

ſhip, after a variety of other remarks, moved

an amendment, “ that the ſecond reading be

on Tueſday the 24th of April next.”

Earl Fitzwilliam declared, that he had no

objedon to poſtpone the ſecond reading,

provided there was no danger of preventing

the paſſing of it this ſeaſon.

Lord Portcheſter was of a very different

opinion. His Lordſhip conſidered the opi

nion of the judges as by no means neceſſary.

Their office was to adminiſter and interpret

he law as laid down by the legiſlature, and

not to enaët any new laws. He therefore

confidered the delay as a preneditated ſcheme

to defeat the purpoſes of the aët.

Lord Grenville ſupported the amendment.

The opinion of the judges was by no means

neceſſary to be taken upon the formation of a

new regulation in the juriſprudential code;

but it was neceſſary to know what the law

now is. If it ſhould turn out that the admi

niſtration of juttice correſponds with the ſpi

rt of the preſent bill, it could not be expect

edthat it would paſs the Houſe ; if on the con

trary, the Noble Lords would be ſtimulated

to forward the bill with the greater vigour.

The Earl of Lauderdale ſpoke in ſupport

of the bill. He conſidered it as an inſult to

the legiſlature to transfer the making of laws

from the Parliament to the judges.

Earl Stanhope obſerved, that the free con

ſtitution of this country was compriſed under

three heads. Firſt, perſonal ſafety, and the

prote:tion of Property. Secondly, freedom

of ſpeech. Thirdly, that which was equal

ta all the other branches, a free preſs, by

which mankind were taught their juſt right,

and the means pointed out to defend it. A

free preſs his Lordſhip pronounced to be the

treat palladium of liberty; and if this bill in

any manner tended to ſecure this bleſfing, it

ſhould certainly have his moſt hearty and

curdul aſſant,

Q q =

Lord Grenville and Earl Fitzwilliam both

ſpoke in explanation, and at ſix the Lord

Chancellor put the queſtion upon his own

amendment, when it was ordered, that the

bill be read a ſecend time on Tueſday the

24th of April next, and that the Houſe be

ſummoned.

Friday, MARch 23.

The Houſe reſolved itſelf into a Committee

upon the Quo Warranto bill.

When that part of the bill was read, which

intitled the defendant, upon a Quo Wairanto

proceeding, to a verdict, in caſe he proved

his having held or executed the office or

franchiſe, which was the ſubjećt of the in

formation, eight years, or more, before the

exhibiting of ſuch information ;

Lord Kenyon roſe and propoſed as an

amendment, That the word “eight” be

omitted, for the purpoſe of ſubſtituting the

word “ fix.”

The Duke of Norfolk objećted to the

amendment.

The queſtion being put, the Committee

divided, That the word “eight” ſtand part

of the clauſe; which was negatived by Noa

Contents 9, Contents 6; Majority 3.

The amendment was next put and carried

without a diviſion.—Adjourned.

MonpaY, March 16.

Lord Cathcart reported the amendments

to the Quo Warranto bill, namely, not to

take effect until Eaſter Term 1793—the

quieting clauſe altered from eight years to

ſix—and the clauſe for the books of corpo

rate bodies to lie open for inſpe&tion to all

freemen and voters, upon paying a moderate

fee. The ſame were read and agreed to.

Mr. Cookeſay was brought up to the bar

of the Houſe, and after a debate of ſome

length was informed by the Lord Chancellor,

that it was the ſenſe of the Houſe that he be

reprimanded ; that he ſhould enter into re

cognizances for keeping the peace for the

term of three years, himſelf in 5ool. and

two ſureties in 10ol. each; which being

done, and the fees being paid, he was diſ.

charged.

Fr 1 day, March 30.

This day the following bills received the

Royal Atſent by commiſſion, viz. the Ex

chequer Loan bills, the American Inter

courſe bill, the Boroughbridge and North.

allerton Road bill; eight other public bills,

and eight private ones.

Thursday, April 5.

His Majeſty in the uſual ſtate gave his

Royal aſſent to the Dake and Ducheſs of

York's annuity bill, to the 4oo,oool. ſurplus

bill, and to ſeveral road and incloſure bills.

Their Lordſhips reſolved to proceed in the

trial of Warren Haſtings, Eſq. 9n the 24th of

April next. Adjourned to Tuđſday the 17th.

HOWSB
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H o U S E or c o M M o N s.

FR in Ay, March 16.

Lº was given to bring in a bill for

the better regulation of pariſh appren

tices. -

Mr. Burton moved for leave to bring in

bill to provide for a more effectual execution

of the office of Juſtice of the Peace in ſuch

parts of the county of Middleſex as are in

or near the metropolis; which was grauted.

Mon pay, March 19.

The order of the day for reſuming the de

hate on Major Maitland's motion, relative to

ſending Britiſh troops into the Travancore

country, was on motion of Mr. Dundas diſ

charged, and fixed for another day.

Mr. Burton brought in his bill for the bet

ter regulation of the office of Juſtice of Peace

in ſuch parts of tile county of Middleſex as

are in or near the metropolis. Read a firſt

time, and ordered to be read a ſecond.

Several petitions were preſented againſt

the Slave Trade, amongſt them one from the

town and neighbourhood of Mancheſter,

which, from its bulk, appeared to have been

ſigned by many thouſands of perſons.

Lord Bayham reported from the Seaford

Election Committee, “ that John Sargent,

jun. and John Talleton, Eſqrs. are duly

cle&ted to ſerve in this preſent Parliament for

the town and port of Seaford.

The order of the day being read for the ſe

tond reading of the Ripon Paving bill, the

ſame was read and diſcharged, and the bill

ordered to be read on this day ſix months.

Tuesday, March 20.

There being only 94 members preſent,

who were inſufficient for a ballot, the idouſe

immediately adjourned.

WEpn Espay, March 21.

The Houſe balloted for a Committee to try

the merits of the Honiton election petition.

On the motion of Mr. Wilberforce, that

the order of the day for Wedneſday the 18th

of March on the Slave Trade ſhould be diſ

charged, and that it ſhould be poſtponed to

Monday the 2d of April;

After ſome converſation between Mr.

Cawthorne, Mr. Fox, Mr. Pitt, Mr. Wil

be force, and Col. Tarleton, the order for

the Call of the Houſe was liſcharged, and on

motion tands for 1 ueſday April 3.

On the order of the day being read for the

ſecond reading of the Rochdale Canal bill,

, Mr. S. Smith ſpoke in favour of the bill.

Mr. Petic moved an amendment, that “the

ſecond reading of the bill be poſtponed to this

day three months,” on which the Houſe di

vided, for the amendment Go, againſt it 13:

Thu Rsday, March 21.

The Committee reported to the Houſe, that

“ George Templar, Eſq. was duly eleēed

for Honiton.”

The Speker counted the Houſe, and there

being only 34 members preſent, they immº

diately adjourned.

FR 1 RAY, March 23.

The Houſe, for want of a ſufficient num"

ber of Members to form a ballot to try the

merits of the Roxburgh election, again ſt

parated, without doing any buſineſs.

Monnay, March 26.

Balloted for a Committee to try the Rox"

burgh eleēlion.

The ballot for the Steyning conteſted

election was deferred till Monday next ; and

the ballot for the Sudbury election to Tueſ

day the 5th of June.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer roſe to

ſtate, that he had a bill to propoſe to the

Houſe for the purpoſe of enabling his Mºjºſ

ty to appoint Commiſfioners to inoloſe acer

tain portion of the New Foreſt, in the county

of Southampton, for the better rearing ºf

timber for the uſe of his Majeſty's Navy. It

was his intention to propoſe, that 20,000

acres ſhould be incloſed, and as ſoon as the

wood contained within ſuch incloſures ſhould

have come to that maturity no longer to re

quire ſuch defence, a proportionate quantity

ſhould be again incloſed, ſo that there never

ſhould be leſs tuan zo,doo acres incloſed ºf

any one period As a compenſation to thoſe

wha had at preſent the right of commonast

in the foreſt, it was intended that the dee"

which were at preſent allowed to range the for

reſt, ſhould be reſtrićted to a particular diſtriël

by which means a very ample compenſation

for the partial deprivation of the incloſe

land would be made. He concluded by

meving, “ That the chairman be directed to

move for leave to bring in a bill,” &c.

The queſtion was put and agreed to, the

Houſe reſumed, and the report ordered to be

made on Friday.

A conſiderable quantity of private buſineſs

was then gone through with, and petition:

received ; after which the Houſe adjourned.

A conſiderable number of petitions were

preſented from varicus part; of the kingdom,

praying the abolition of the slave Trade.

Th;
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They were referred to the Committee for diſ

cuſſion on the 2d of April.

Purſuant to a reſolution of the Committee

of the whole Houſe, leave was given to bring

in a bill to enable his Majeſty to make a

grant of that part of whitehall heretofore

called the Lottery-Office. This is intended

for ſtabling for the Duke of York.

Wednr.so Ay, March 28.

Mr. Wilberforce preſented a petition from

Glaſgow, and its neighbourhood, ſigned by

upwards of 13,ooo perſons, againſt the

Slave Trade. He alſo preſented a petition

from the people called Quakers againſt the

ſaid trade. Petitions were alſo preſented

from Bedford, Wooburn, Boſton, and up

wards of twenty other places, on the ſame

ſubjećt.

Sir Benjamin Hammet moved for leave to

bring in a bill to render the eſtates of bank

ers, after their deceaſe, liable to their debts,

which was ordered. -

The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved

the order of the day for the Houſe going into

a Committee of Ways and Means ; and the

Houſe having reſolved itſelf into a Commit

tee accordingly, Mr. Hobart in the Chair,

the Right Hon. Gentleman moved a reſolu

tion, That the ſum of 311,500l. be raiſed by

a lottery, which lottery, he ſaid, was to con

fiſt as uſual of 55,000 tickets, and which

were to be paid for by the uſual inſtalments,

at the rate of 1.6l. 5s. each. The reſolution

was put and carried.

The order of the day having been read for

reſuming the debate on the motion of Major

Maitland, “ That it appears from the mili

tary conſultations of the 12th of Auguſt

1788, that the object which the Madras Go

vernment had in view, by ſending a military

force to the Travancore country, was to have

them ſtationed in the place from whence

they could with the greateft eaſe and expe

dition invade Tippoo's dominions,” the

Speaker read the motion from the chair, and

the amendment propoſed on a former night

by Colonel Phipps, for adding the words,

" in caſe ſuch an operation ſhould be deem

ed neceſſary by the aggreſſion of the latter

againſt the Rajah of Travancore, which was

a circumſtance to be expected.”

A debate enſued, and, the queſtion being

put, the amendment was carried without a

diviſion. *

Col. Phipps, after ſhortly ſtating the

commencement of the war, and making ſe

veral obſervations on the papers before the

Houſe, and particularly on the letter from

Lord Cornwalls to the Nizam, moved,

“That it appears to this Houſe, that the

agreement entered into by Lord Cornwallis

with the Nizam, by his Lordſhip's letter of

the 7th of July 1789; the eſtabliſhment of

a military poſt in Travancore; and the ori

gin and continuance of the war againſt Tip

poo, are conſiſtent with the wiſe, moderate,

and politic views citabliſhed by the Parlia

ment of Great Britain, in the ſyſtem laid

down for our Government in India,”

Major Maitland ſpoke againſt the mo

...tion. -

Mr. Fox entered particularly into the ne

gociation between the Rajah of Travancors

and the Dutch for the Forts of Jacottah and

Cranganore. He reprobated the uniting in

one man the chief civil and military au

thority, which was, he ſaid, the creation of

an abſolute ſway that no mortal ought to be

poſſeſſed of, and could not fail to prove im

politic, and dangerous to liberty. He con

cluded by ſaying, he ſhould not do his duty

to his conſtituents, if he did not give his ne

gative to the motion in toto.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer went

fully into the nature of our alliance with the

Rajah of Travancore, contending that Tip

poo's attack on his country was an evident

aggreſſion. He juſtified the whole condućt

of Lord Cornwallis, and reprobated the in

vidious criticiſms made by Gentlemen on the

oppoſite ſide of the Houſe upon the detailed

proceedings of officers ſerving their country,

and who, by their abſence, were unable to

refute the charges brought againſt them.

The queſtion was then put, and carried

without a diviſion.—Adjourned.

Tuursday, March 29.

In the Houſe of Commons Mr. Hobart

reported the reſolutions of the Committee of

Supply and Ways and Means; read a firſt and

ſecond time, and agreed to. -

Mr. Roſe moved for leave to bring in a

bill, on the reſolution for raiſing the ſum of

312,5031 by Lottery. Leave given. -

Mºre than 40 petitions againſt , the Slave

Trade, principally from Scotland, were ſe

verally preſented and referred to the Com

mittee.

Mr. Pitt brought in a bill for incloſing, in

ſucceſſion, certain parts of the New Foreſt,

in Hampſhire. Read a firſt time, and,or

dered to be read a ſecond. -

Mr. Pitt then gave notice, that he ſhould

move to have it read a ſecond time on Mon

day next, in order that it might be commit

ted, and the blanks filled up before the ho

lidays. His object in this was, that as it

was a bill of very conſiderable magnitude,

Gentlemen might have time, during the re

ceſs, to examine its proviſions minutely.

FR 11, Ay, March 30.

The Committee on the Roxburgh County

Elečtion made their report, that Sir George

Douglas is duly elected, and that the rº,
-9
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•f John Rutherford is not frivolous or vexa

ticuş. .

Sir Richard Hill moved the ſecond reading

aſ the ball to remove the hackney-coach-ſtand

from Bond ſtreet. Some converſation on

the ſubjećt took place, and the Houſe divided,

when there appeared for the motion 105,

againſt it 5.

Mr. Pitt moved the Houſe for the recom

Initment of his new National Debt bill. He

ſtated, that the former bill offered was not

adequate to his intentions; that he had made

fach alterations as he thought neceſſary, and

now offered it to the Houſe for their diſcuſ

ſon He then went on to frate the principles

of his bill, which, he ſaid, had in view two

objects; firſt, the more ſpeedy redućtion of

line National debt ; and the ſecond, to pre

vent any future accumulation, the redućtion

of which ſhould not, at the time of its crea

tion, be provided for. The plan he propoſ d

to attain this end was, that when any fu

ture loan ſhould be 'raited, in caſe of any

war or ober emergency, ſuch additional tax

thout be impoſed on the people as ſhould,

heſides the intereſt of the loan, go ſo far in

ditcharge of the principal as to pay it off at

the fame period. -

After ſome oppoſition from Mr. Fox the

q eition was carried.

Sir Richard Pepper Arden moved for

Jeave to bring in a bill to appropriate a part

of the dead money in the hands of Chancery,

for building offices for the Maſters in Chan

cery, and to keep public papers in. Leave

was granted.

Mon PAY, April 2.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer moved,

that the bill for incloſing a certain portion of

the New Foreſt, for the purpoſe of raiſing

timber for the Navy, ſhould be read a ſecond

time, committed, and afterwards printed,

that Gentlemen might have it in their power

$o conſider it during the receſs.

The Maſter of the Rolls moved for le...ve

to bring in a bill for putting out certain dor

mant ſums of money in chancery upon good

ſecurity, for the purpoſe of building certain

tffices, for the payment of additional clerks,

2nd the increaſe of the ſalaries of thoſe al

eady employed. After ſome converſation

between Sir James Johnſtone, Mr. Baker,

and the Maſter of the Kulls, leave was

given.

The order of the day was then read for

the Houſe going into a Committee on the

A trican Slave Trade, Mr. Hobart in the

chair, when Mr. Wilberforce immediately

rº-, and, after a confiderable portion of in

- u tºuc.ory in atter, calculated to rouſe the at

tention, and awaken the Intereſt of the

-

1ſoute, entered at large into his ſubject. He

began by ſlating, that ſince the queſtion had

been firſt agitated, the importation of ſlaves

into the Weſt-lndia Iſlands had been con

ſiderably increaſed. Into the Iſland of Ja

maica alone, there had been 37,oco ſlaves

imported in the two laſt years. He next

took a review of the manner in which ne

groes were procured in Africa; and enlarged

upon the diſgrace which the trade brought

upon our National Character, from the con

duct of thoſe who were engaged in it.

Mr. Wilberforce expreſſed much ſatisfic

tion, that on the motion he was about to

make, it was not neceſſary for him to trou

ble the Houſe ſo long as on a former occaſion.

He could not ſpeak of the ſyſtem of the

Slave Trade, he ſaid, without warmth and

reprobation; for he was convinced that it

was a ſyſtem cruel, unjuſt, and tyrannical

it was a ſyſtem that degraded and debated

cur fellow-creatures to a level with beaſts;

for they were kept in fields to work under

the whip, and were frequently branded.—

True liberty was the child of reaſon and

order; it was his wiſh that the negroes

might have their minds opened, and by rea

ſon and order be brought to the poſſeſſion

of liberty.—The Hon. Gentleman noticed

the inſurre&tion in St. Domingo, which he

ſaid had not been eccaſioned, as had been in

ſinuated, by diſcuſſions or by ſocieties in this

country, but by the oppreſſive condućt of

the whites to the people of colour.—He was

convinced that an abolition ef the trade would

be attended with the happieſt effects; that it

would be felt by the planter, by the iſlands,

by this country, and by the blacks—the ne

groes would become attached to their maſters

——the iſlands would be improved—and

every moment would tend to render the

blacks happier the increaſe of their

happineſs would, make the planter rich

er, and the iſlands more flouriſhing :

if, therefore, the iſlands were the only

object of the preſent queſtion, he was

convinced that it would be for their intereſt

and ſafety that the motion ſhould be carried ;

for, by removing the evils that did now

exiſt, the increaſe of the population of the

blacks would be rapid and decifive, and do

away every argument in ſupport of importa

tion.—It had been argued, he ſaid, that the

Slave Trade was of importance to cur navy;

but this was controverted even by the muſter

rolls of the perſons who ſupported the trade i

which documents proved, that inſtead of be

ing of advantage to this country, it was ex

tremely injurious, by the mortality it ocº

ſoned among our ſeamen. By a compariſ”

of the Weſt-India trade and the slaves\"

it would be found by the muſterroº

out of 12,263 men employed in tº tº
Tºº, sºdi'inºr ºf Nº.rade, 2 +o led in ine average \* va

months i but that out of 7649 empºº' wº

º

w
ss

*
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the Weſt-India trade, on an average of ſeven

months, 118 only disd.

It had alſo been argued, he ſaid, that the

abolition would be injurious to our com

merce and general policy; but againſt both

thoſe arguments he thought ſufficient had

been advanced laſt year; he was convinced,

when we ſhould quit the trade, that we

ſhould ſoon be enabled to export more of

our manufactures for honeſt commodities

than we did now for the blood and fleſh of

our fellow-creatures. If the Houſe conſult

ed the principles of humanity and juſtice,

they would at once decide in favour of his

motion—but on humanity he did not reſt

alone the merits of his caſe; he looked to the

fituation of Africa; that arreſted his heart,

and was a cauſe he would never give up.–

Africa, by our means, was rendered a ſcene of

horror no tongue could expreſs, or mind

cºnceive.—General reaſoning had always ſa

tisfied his mind, that the conſtant purchaſe of

flaves made it the intereſt of the Princes and

Chiefs of Africa to procure them by any

means, by war, by rapine, or by perfidy, by

a promotion of conduct that has rendered a

naturally fine and produćtive country a cºn

tinued ſcene of devaſtation and ſlaughter for

more than three or four thouſand miles along

the coaſt; this was proved by the evidence

laid before the laſt Parliament.

The Hon. Gentleman ſtated a tranſačtion

which took place no longer ago than Augutt

laſt, and a more fiagrant and diſgraceful act

to this country never had paſſed.--Six Bri

tiſh ſhips were anchored off the town of Ca

labar. The captains, thinking that too high a

Price was aſked for the ſlaves, conſulted to

gether, and reſolved to fire on the town to

compel them to take a lower price: they ſent

notice of their determination to fire in the

morning if their offers were not accepted. No

anſwer being returned, the Slave Captains,

when their word had been given for a bloody

and cruel purpoſe, kept it; they brought

their guns to bear upon a defenceleſs town,

and fired on it for three hours, in which

time they did confiderable execution. The

Chief ſent out to procure a ceſſation, but not

offering terms low enough, the captains

tommenced firing again, and continued un

til their te: ms were accepted.—By this diſ

graceful and murderous tranſaction he doubt

ed not but the Liverpool and Briſtol mer

chants were ſome hundreds of pounds richer

than they would have been had it not been

adopted.

captains had proved themſelves, they had not

the courage to venture on ſhore to purchaſe

the ſlaves, but ſent, as was cuſtomary, the

ſurgeons, from one of whom he had his in

formation. The ſurgeon ſaw three of the

Poor wrºtches in the agonius of death, and

But bloody and ferocious as theſe

was informed of twenty more twat had beca

killed.—The ſhips were the Thomas, the

Recovery, the Anatree, and the Waſp, of

Briſtol ; the Thomas, and the Betſy, of

Liverpool.

In ſtating the cruelties pračiſed in the

middle Paſſage, he ſaid, he had it in his

power to relate to the Houſe the condućt of

one of the captains of the ſhºps before men

tioned : A poor negro girl of fifteen, who

was in ſuch a pcculiar ſituation as induced

her, from modeſty, to ſit with her body

bending down, was ſuſpended by the wriſts

by order of the captain, and expoſed to the

whole crew. He afterwards had her flogged,

then ſuſpended her by her two legs, and

again expoſed to the orew ; and net having

exhauſted his cruel inventions, he had Îler

fuſpended afterwards, firſt by one leg, and

then by the other, until worn out by tor

ture and p in, ſhe ſell into convulſions, in

which ſhe continued for three Jays, and then

died. The wretch who perpetrated this

murderous deed was Captain Kimber.

‘I he Hon. Gentleman noticed the reſolu

tion of Denmark to aboliſh the trade, as an

argument againſt the alicition of its ſuppost

ers, that if quitted by this country it would

be taken up by others. The preſent, he ſaid,

was a time Great-Britain was peculiarly cal

led upon to aboliſh thetrade. Potteſted ºf proſ

perity and happineſs, we were called upon to

promote that of our fellow-creatures; we

were called upon to prome:e it, not by gifts,

but by ceaſing to inflićt on them evils. The

people of England had expreſſed their ſenſe

againſt the trade, and had addreſſed the Houſe,

as they valued the favour of Heaven, to abºliſh

it...--If the petitions of the Feople of England

were attended to, and the trade aboliſhed, we

ſhould be enabled to eſtabliſh another of

greater profit with the natives of Africa.---

By aboliſhing the trade, the Houſe would

good in every part of the world;—he invit

ed all thoſe therefore who were inclined to

do good by wholeſale, to vote with him for

the abolition. He thought the recent enor

mities had been permitted by the providence

of Heaven for the purpoſe of rendering it in

poſſible that any one ſhould dare to riſe in de

fence of the trade—He concluded by moving,

“ That it is the opinion of this Committee

that the trade carried on by Britiſh ſubječts

for the purpoſe of procuring ſlaves irom

Africa ought to be aboliſhed.” And,

“ That the Chairman be direéted to move

the IIouſe for leave to bring in a hill to pre

vent the future importation of ſlaves into the

Britiſh iſlands.”

Mr. Bailey and Mr. Vaughan oppoſed the

motion. -

Mr. Thornton ſpoke with much ability

againſt the tiads,
Col.
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Col. Tarleton with much ſeverity repre

bated the meaſure of Abolition, as produc

tive of the greateſt miſchief to the trade and

temmerce of this country.

Mr. Dundas took a middle courſe. He

did not think an immediate total abolition

conſiſtent with good policy. On the other

hand, the enormities practiſed in the trade

demanded a remedy ; but be thought that

remedy ought to be gradual. He there

fore ſuggeſted the idea of abolition at ſome

future determinate period, accompanied by

ſuch internal regulations as ſhould ſecure a

ſucceſſion of native inhabitants for culti

wation of the iſlands.

The Speaker, with much ingenuity of ar

gument, ſupported the ideas ſuggeſted by

Mr. Dundas.

Mr. Fox, in a ſpeech of more than his

uſual brilliancy, was ſor the motion. He

deprecated the idea of permitting the trade

to continue for any longer period, and re

plied to the various arguments advanced by

the two laſt ſpeakers. It would be impoſ

fible, without going very fully into it, to

convey any idea of Mr. Fox's ſpeech ; it was

throughout argumentative and impreſſive.

Mr. Dundas explained : he ſaid, as he

had been miſunderſtood he would make a

ſpecific motion, That the word gradual be

inſerted before the word Abolition.

Mr. Jenkinſon oppoſed the metion : he

argued with much ingenuity upon the in

propriety and impradicability of abandoning

the trade, and moved an adjournment.

Mr. Pitt, in one of the moſt eloquent a 4

beautiful ſpeeches we cver heard, content-d

for the immediate abolition ; he argued every

point—the propriety, the expediency, the

poſſibility of aboliſhing the trade ; and upon

every one of them carried convićtion.

The Houſe divided upon the motion for

adjournment, Ayes 87, Nues 2.34 majority

againſt it 147.

They then divided on Mr. Dundas’samend

ment, Ayes 193, Noes 125, majority for it 63,

The original motion as amended, was

then put,-Ayes 230. Noes 85—Major ºw

Fo a rh t c r A Dual ABOLl'ſ 10N or T H E
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The Chairman was ordered to move , he

Houſe for leave to bring in a bill purſuant

to the ſaid reſolution.

At ſeven o'clock in the morning the Houſe

adjourned. -

Turs DAY, April 3.

The Chancello, of the Exchequer moved

the order of the day for the houſe going into

a Committee on the New Foreſt bill.

Mr. Huſſey thought there were too few

Members p, eſcot to enter with propriety on

any diſcuſſion on the ſubject, otherwiſe he

ſhould be very happy to hear the Right Hon.

Gentleman's ſentiments. He wiſhed to

know why the ſyſtem of the year 1786 was

departed from ; the bill, inſtead of benefit,

would only be attended with expence.

Mr. Pitt wiſhed the bill might paſs the

Committee, and if any objection was made,

it might be done in a ſubſequent part of the

proceedings.

The bill then paſſed the Committee, and

the farther conſideration of it was put off.

Wr pn Esday, April 4.

The chairman eſ the Committee to try the

rights of election in the borough of Steyn

ing, reported, that “ the conſtable and

houſholders within the town of Steyning

only, paying ſcot and lot, and inhabiting the

old houſes only, or ſuch houſes as were built

upon the ſcite of old houſes, have the right of

voting for Members to ſerve in Parliament.”

Mr. Pitt ſaid, as ſo many eleētion peti

tions remained to be tried, it was neceſſary

to get through them as ſpeedily as poſſible.

With this view he moved, that the Steyning

Committee be fixed for the 19th ; and that

the Radnorſhire and two or three others

ſhould follow it ſoon after. After theſe

thirteen remained, and he hoped ſome

mode would be deviſed of determining them

with diſpatch.

When the order of the day was read for

the Houſe to reſolve itſelf into a Committee

of Supply on the Lottery bill, Mr. Taylcr

oppoſed the Speaker's leaving the chair, and

expreſſed the ſtrorgeſt diſapprobation of the

mode of raiſing mºney by lottery. Several

other M' , bels (many of whom generally

vote with Miniſtry) were of the ſame cpinion.

It was, however, at length agreed, that an

enquiry ſhould be entered into reſpecting

the evils which the lottery produced, and to

deviſe, if p ſıbie, means to ºbviate them.

The loºtery of this year, it was generally

agreed, ſhould go on, becauſe it was certainly

too late to retract it.

Mr. Ryder ſubmitted ſome reſolutions to

the Houſe relative to ſupar; one of which

was, that the drivºback ſhould not be allow

td when the article exceeded a certain price.

The tendency of the reſolutions was to lower

the price, and they paſſed without oppoſition.

Mr. Fox gave notice, that if Mr. Dundas

brought notbing forward on the ſubject of

the Slave T, ads before Wedneſday the 18th

inft. he would on that day move for a Com

mittee of the whole Houſe to conſider what

ſteps ſhall be taken to effect the Atolition of

that Trade.

Tº wrºr Ay, April 5.

A meſſge was received from the Lords,

that their Lordſhips would proceed further in

the ind of Mr. Xiafling on the 24th of'º.
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Mr. Hippeſley moved, that the lateſt in

telligence received by his Majeſty's Miniſters,

or the Eaſt-lndia Coungany, be laid on the

table. His objećt was to diſcover the au

thenticity of a letter which had appeared in

the papers relative to an engagement between

a French and Engliſh frigate, as the rumour

ef the buſineſs had materially depreciated

public credit.

After ſome oppoſition from Mr. Dundas

and Mr. Anilruther the motion was with

drawn.

Mr. Sheridan moved, that the Houſe do

reſolve itſelf into a Committee of the whole

T H E A T R I C A

MARch 17.

H E Agerine Slave, a Comic Opera

taken from Mr. Cobb's opera of “The

Strangers at Home,” was atted the firſt

time at the Haymarket. It conſiſted only

of a compreſſion of the latter piece, and

did not meet with the approbation of the

audience.

19. A pantomime called Tbe American

Heroine, or Ingratitude Punjſhed, was per

formed for the firſt time at the Haymarket,

for the benefit of Mr. Palmer, but afforded

ſo little ſatisfaction to the audience that it is

not likely to be repeated.

26. After the performance of Medea at

Covent-garden for the benefit of Mrs. Pope,

who acquitted herſelf in the principal cha

raēter with much and deſerved applauſe,

Tae Mermaid, a Farce by Andrew Franklin,

Eſq. was acted the firſt time. The Cha

raders as follow :

Sir Gregory Gander, Mr. Wilſon.

Feignwel), - Mr. Macready.

Lord Crop, - Mr. Fawcett.

Raymond, — Mr. Marſhall.

Proteus, – — Mr. Munden.

Lady Gander, Mrs. Webb.

Suſan, - — Mrs. Harlow.

Belinda, - Mrs. Mountain.

From a Farce produced at a benefit much

is not expected, and much allowance is to

he given for extravagancies from which that

ſpecies of compoſition is ſeldom exempt.

The preſent performance merits commenda

tion. Feignwell, a clerical hypocrite, has a

deſign on Belinda, the daughter of Sir Gre

gory, who is intended for Lord Crop. He

introduces the ſuitor and the father to each

other as madmen, repreſenting each as ſoli

citcus to end his liſe in a duel. The former

is deſcribed by Feignwell as having been in

love with a Mermaid, and from this cir

Wol. XXI,

Houſe on the 17th inſt. to confider of the char.

ters, petitions, &c. preſented to that Houſe

relative to the Royal Burghs of Scotland.

Mr. Pitt, Mr. Dundas, Mr. Anſtruther,

and Sir J. Sinclair Erſkine thought the ſea

ſon too far advanced to enter on this buſi

neſs; they alſo thought that i. ought not to

be diſcuſſed in a Committee,

The queſtion was put, and negatived

without a diviſion. -

Mr. Sheridan then moved, that the Houſe

do take the ſaid petitions into conſideratiou

on the 18th inſt. which was agreed to.

Adjourned to Tueſday the 17th.

L J O U R N A L.

cumſtance the piece derives its title.

The parties thus introduced are led into a

quarrel, and his Lordſhip is confined by the

magiſtrates. The ſecond ačt is relieved by *

the diſguiſes of Proteus a ſpouting ſervant,

and Suſan maid to Belinda; the one paſſing

for the Lord and the other for her miſtreſs.

In the concluſion his Lordſhip is releaſed,

and Belinda united to Raymond, a former

lover, who under the diſguiſe of a ſailor

had effected his introdućtion to her preſence.

29. Mr. Angelo, who has often per

formed at Lord Barrymore's theatre at war

grave, repreſented Mrs. Cole in the Minor,

at the Haymarket, for the benefit of Mr.

Banniſter, jun. His performance was ſome

thing better than what is ſeen in general at

private theatres, but not excellent enough to

occaſion any with for ſeeing it again.

April 12. The Swindlers, a Farce, ſaid

to be the produćtion of Mr. Baddeley, was

aćted at the Haymarket for his benefit.

This piece is not new, having been repre

ſented once before at Drury-lane, in 1774,

for the benefit of the ſame performer. The

objećts intended to be expoſed in this drama,

are ſuch as are well entitled to the ſeverity of

ſatire, and Mr. Baddeley has accompliſhed

his intention with ſome degree of credit.

16. The Village Coquette, a Farce taken

from the French by Mr. Simons, was acted

the firſt time at the Haymarket, for the be

nefit of Mrs. Jordan. The Character of

the Village Coquette was repreſented by

Mrs. Jordan, and afforded her a new oppor

tunity of diſplaying the variety of her powers.

Two ſongs, one without muſick, the other

a martial one, were particularly well re

ceived. The Rural Breakfaſt, or Feſtino, as

given by the Honourable Mrs. Hobart at

Sans Souci, was introduced with great effect,

the ſcenery being entirely new, and executcd

in a very excellent ſtyle. The muſic is the

compoſition of Mr. Nicolai, and both that

R r and
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and the general performance of the piece

met with great applauſe.

The ſame evening King Richard the Third

and The Citizen were acted at Mr. Colman's

Theatre in the Haymarket, for the benefit

of the Literary Fund. The Performers

were principally volunteers; King Richard,

Captain Morris; the Queen, Mrs. Hunter ;

Lady Anne, Mrs. Pollard. Some alterations

were introduced, and the following Pro

logue and Epilogue (written by Capt. Morris)

were ſpoken by Captain Morris and Mrs.

Pollard.

P R O L O G U E.

ICOME, with modiſh pace, half ſtep, half

hop,

Thro' hurry, half a Richard, half a Crop,

The meſſenger of melancholy news :-

She's dead 1–Dead, damme, Who The

Tragic Muſe.

Dead 1 dead Î a Goddeſs dead? That's ſome

what odd :

How died fine Died ſhe like a ſoul, by

God.

Flaſh'd, like Bob Wildfire-Daſh'd off in a

paſſion—

Died, to ſurprize her friends—"Tis quite the

faſhion.

She ſtamp'd and ſwore, the Stage profan'd

to ſee,

Dock'd her diſhevel'd hair, and look'd like

me ;

She frown'd on Richard, dwindled to an elf;

Reſum’d her Stratford airs, and ſtabb'd

herſelf.

I, buſkin’d novice, fear each buſkin'd bro

ther;

One I name wrong, and run againſt another ;

Still in ſuſpence, make ons and offs by gueſs;

Croſsly miſtaking O, P. for P.S.;

Unſkill'd in tuneful ups-and-downs to ſpeak,

And ſtretch my muſclestill I grow antique i

Aukward as bumpkin at a Chriſtmas hop;

Ör clumſy Dick transform'd into a Fop.

Chaſte ačting ſeems at firſt an eaſy thing :

Can't any man ſuppoſe himſelf a King?

'Tis but to feel as Cibber felt, or Pritchard ;

And ſpeak as Gloſter ſpoke when he was

Richard :

Yet, after all our care and pains are paſt,

simplicity and Truth are ſpoil'd at laſt.

This Nature l—'tis a damn'd hard taſk to hit

her ;

And Tragedy burleſqu'd muſt make you

titter,

But modeſt Genius, languiſhing in need,

Will weep with joy, and bleſs us for the

deed.

Suppoſe new-fangled Richard,ſaucy grown,

Should introduce bald jargon of his own ;

Retrench, or add ſome whimſy to the Play

You can but ſmile, and give the man bis way,

Smile on, and wonder, if you will not weep ;

Of one thing I am ſure—you cannot ſleep

The ſound of trumpets will your dozing ſtop ;

Fuſs, fire and ſury, damme—Exit Crop |

Start, Richard, ſtart; 'tis one to ten you'll

win,

And all the knowing-ones be taken in.

E P I L O G U E.

O LORD, O LORD ! I am glad the Play

is done :

“Was ever Audience by ſuch ačing won 3”

Maria, now, I've got a ſweeter man:

From ſuch a Richard Heav'n keep Lady

Anne

'Tis beſt to follow old eſtabliſh’d ways;

I like not innovations, e'en in Plays.

No common ſounds ſhould fill alofty dome;

What! ſpeak on Stages, as we ſpeak at home!

No ; give the Drama all the pomp you can ;

The buſkin'd Hero ſhould be more than Man.

Dull ſouls may praiſe, what ſouls enlighten’d

damn :

“Off with his head—ſo much for Bucking

haml"— [Mimicking bim.

O dear! O dear! why he ſhould bounce and

rave;

I've ſeen the Houſe tranſported—that I have.

And ſuch applauſe enſued, and ſuch a row!—

The cur-like Cynic ſmooth'd his rugged

brow.

The voice of Nature is too faint and flat :

It wants a-What d'ye call't –O tell me

what

A certain non-ſo-the ; a certain ſpell.—

O ! tell me what it wants; ye Critics,

tell

A big, bold, boiſt'rous ſound, a hurlo

thrumbo ſwell.

This phlegmatic, dull way my ſpirits damps;

He never twitches, and he ſeldom ſtamps:

He ſpoil'd the Tent-ſcene—'Twas ſo tame !

ſo dead

Why when he dreams he never quits his bed :

I love to ſee ferocious Dick the Third

Jump up, and cut the ſide-ſcenes with his

ſword :

Ruſh on, with haggard eye and briſtling locks,

As if he meant to ſtorm the muſic-box.

I love to ſee him, whea you think he's ſlain,

Start up and ſtagger, and be kill'd again.

How ſhould a book-worm learn to dream,

or die 2 -

He makes me laugh, when he ſhould make

mc cry.

Some fools may praiſe him, and his friends

may puff;

For me, 1 've ſeen him once, and that

enough, Conis fºrward.
[ g -"Tig
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'Tis our's to intereſt, to pity your's :

Our joint ſupport the wiſh'd relief procures.

Each famiſh’d Writer's heart with rapture

bounds:

You've loft three hours, and he has gain'd

ten pounds.

Small ſum, to feed ſix children, and a wife'

Yet that may ſave him from a jail for life.

And O could Butler's, Otway's, Dryden's

ſhade -

But know the gen’rous care this night diſ

play'd,

Behold the man of wit reliev'd from woe,

'Twould ſoo, he their ſorrows in the realms

below ;

And leave thoſe Britiſh Bards of mighty

name

The calm enjoyment of immortal fame.

17. Zelma; or, The Will o' the Wiſp, a

Dramatic Romance, was repreſented the

firſt time at Covent-garden. The characters

as follow :

Hazem }*. of the

Arabs inº: Mr. Incleden.

Nouri, #: of the 2 Mr. Hull.

Aleddin, l Prince, Mr. Davies.

Darif (a Fiſherman), Mr. Munden.

Captain, - - Mr. Thompſon.

Barbara (Wife of Darif), Mrs. Martyr.

Zelma } their*} Mad. Carnavale.

daughter,

Nerimana (an Enchantreſs), Miſs Chapman.

Virgins, Genii, and her attendants, Mrs.

Mountain, Miſs Broadhurſt, Miſs Barnet,

&c. &c.

Hazem, having offended the Virgins of

Nerimana, is doomed by the Enchantreſs to

deſert his body every night, and aſſume the

appearance of a fiery vapour till be ſhall find

a nymph of unſullied purity. A magical

ſcroll is however placed by his body, by which

his friends are informed, that a maiden as

immaculate as the ſpell requires, is to be

found at the cottage of Darif, a fiſherman,—

Hazem himſelf, in the diſguiſe of a ſhep

herd, finds this maiden, whoſe name is Zel

ma, and is captivated by her beauty. The

nymph becomes equally enamoured of Ha

rem. The friends of Hazem reſort to the

fiſherman, whoſe wife, Barbara, perſuades him

to permit her to aſſume the charaćter of the

ſpotleſs maiden, in order to releaſe the Prince

frºm the necromantic charm.—Barbara is

immediately detected by the Enchantreſs,

and ſent away with diſgrace. Zelma is af

terwards conveyed to the palace of the En

chantreſs; and, as a teſt of her purity, is

ºrdered to throw ſome incenſe wpon the

quivering flame that riſes from an altar.

Having performed the deſired rite, the altar

ſinks, and Hazem, in his proper habit, ap

pears before her ; the Enchantreſs, who is

one of the good Genii, then conſecrates their

union.

This piece, we are informed, was tranſlated

from the German by the late Mr. Meyers,

the miniature painter, literally, and without

any ornament. By Mr. Meyers (tor the be

nefit of whoſe family it has been produced)

it was put into the hands of Mr. Hayley,

who gave it the form it now exhibits. An

expenſive and brilliant ſeries of decoration

has been prepared for this piece, and ſeveral

of the ſcenes are very beautiful. The muſic

alſo deſerves praiſe, as do moſt of the

performers, particularly Mad. Carnavale,

widow of the late Deputy Manager of the

Opera Houſe, whoappeared for the firſt time

on the Engliſh Stage, and with conſiderable

ſucceſs.

18. The Intrigues of a Morning ; or, Ae

Hoar in Paris, a Comedy of two Aćts, by

Mrs. Parſons, a Lady who has written ſome

novels, was ačted the firſt time at Covent

garden, for the benefit of Mrs. Mattocks.

The Charaćters as follow :

Cloſeſiſt, - Mr. Munden.

Squire Lubberly, Mr. Quick.

Eraſtus, – — Mr. Macready.

Carlos, — Mr. Fawcett.

Phyſician, - Mr. Wilſon.

Julia, - — Miſs Chapman.

Nerina, - Mrs. Mattocks.

Julia, the daughter of Old Cloſefiſt, is

doomed by her avaricious father to be married

to Squire Lubberly, a wealthy ruſtic. She

is however attached to Eraſtus, an amiable

young man, who returns her affection. The

ſervant of Eraſtus, Carlos, and the waiting

woman of Julia, Nerina, to obſtrućt the

marriage intended by the father, get Lub

berly confined in a madhouſe, from which

he eſcapes; but the marriage is rendered ſtill

more probable, as from the circumſtance

the father conſiders he ſhall have his intended

ſon-in-law more under his influence. The

two ſervants next pretend that Lubberly has

been previouſly married, for which purpoſe

Nerina comes in diſguiſe to Cloſeſiſt, de

claring herſelf the wife of Lubberly ; Carlos

declares himſelf to be her brother, and

brings forward two children as the iſſue of

the ſuppoſed marriage. This artifice ſuc

ceeds, the lovers are united, and the piece

which, in all its characters, was well per

formed, concludcs.

zo. A Comedy entitled The Fugitive,

written by Mr. Richar pson, was per

R r z formed,
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formed, for the firſt time, at the Drury

Haymarket Theatre. The Charaćters as

follow :

Sir William Wingrove, Mr. Benſley.

Young Wingrove, Mr. Wroughton.

Mr. Manly, Mr. Parſons.

Henry Manly, Mr. Palmer.

Lord Dartford, Mr. Dodd.

Admiral Montague, Mr. King.

Laronne, - Mr. Wewitzer.

William, - Mr. Benſon.

Welford, - Mr. Barrymore.

Miſs Herbert

Mrs. Laronne,

Miſs Montague,

Mrs. Manly,

Miſs Manly,

Julia Wingrove,

Miſs Farren.

Miſs Pope.

Mrs. Ward.

Mrs. Webb.

Mrs. Kºmble.

Mrs. Jordan.

The Fugitive is Julia Wingrove, who flies

from her father's houſe to avoid the hated

nuptials of Lord Dartford. The intended

partner of her fight is young Manly, a youth

generous but intemperate, and who, in con

ſequence of his joy, meets her in her flight,

ſo intoxicated as not to recognize his miſ

treſs.

Thus irritated on one part, and precluded

from a return on the other, The Fugitive is

compelled to ſeek for ſhelter. She finds an

aſylum in the firſt inſtance with Laronne, a

Merchant de Modes, and his wife; but be

iog introduced by the latter, who is the

commode acquaintance of the elder Manly, to

the father of her lover, ſhe is compelled to

change her reſidence. In the progreſs of

her flight ſhe finds nothing but difficulty and

diſtreſs. She is protećted by Welford, and

alarms the jealouſy of Miſs Manly. She

applies in man's apparel for the protećlion of

Admiral Montague, and excites his ſuſpicion

ºn the ſcore of a good-natured but antiquated

ſiſter. Her lover, recolle&ting and penitent,

traces her through theſe various ſcenes. He

palliates his fault by reſcuing her from the in

tended violence of Lord Dartford, and ob

tains in the conclufion her forgiveneſs, and

her father conſents to their union.

In this brief ſketch we do not profeſs to

follow the author through the alternate ſcenes

of intereſt and relief by which the audience

are attracted or amuſed. It is ſcarcely poſ

ſhie that a good Comedy can be well de

ſcribed; and The Fugitive certainly comes .

within this deſcription. It ſtands equally aloof

from the Common-place Dialogue, and from

thoſe extravagant fictions by which audiences

have of late been either dozed or aſtoniſhed.

A Prologue, written by Mr. Tickell,

was ſpoken by Mr. Banniſter jun.

Its beſt points illuſtrated the difference be

tween the ancient and preſent tenants ofthe pit.

It alſo contained a happy compariſon of a

new author and an actor to a young maid of

quality making her firſt appearance at Court,

and her ſcarcely leſs agitated chaperon encoun

tering the “viſta-viſion of a Drawing-room.

The Epilogue, which was delivered by Mrs.

Jordan, is attributed to General Burgoyne.

The Comedy was given out for a ſecond

repreſentation with loud and continued appro

bation. -

21. After the Opera of Love in a Village,

a Comedy, in two acts, called The Iriſhnan

in London ; or, The Happy African, was per

formed at Covent Garden Theatre, for the be

nefit of Mr. Joheſions. This little piece, we

underſtand, is written by Mr. Maca Eady of

this Theatre. If we were to conſider it only

as a friendly endeavour of the Author to

ſerve a brother performer, it would be ſuf

ficient to avert ill-natured criticiſm—but this

Farce needs not the nomination of its intent

in extenuation of the Cenſºr's judgment. It

has conſiderable merit, and was very well re

ceived.

OCCASIONAL ADDRESS,

Spoken by Mr. B L I SS ET *

At the The at Rs-Roy Al, BAT h, on the

Introduction of his Son in the Charader

of Dr. Last.

Written by Mr. MEYLER.

IN ſocial ſcenes I oft have heard a ſong,

Old, quaint, and homely, but of ſatire ſtrong;

Whoſe burthen ſays, “ that every anxious

Sira

Wiſhes his Son to move in circles higher."

The parent Soldier bids his boy look bold,

Aad hopes to fee a halbert in his hold :

The heir of him who humbly gilds the pill,

May palm the Guinea and preſcribe with ſkill:

The Groom who curries, and who combs

the manes,

Says, “ Dick ſhall mount the box and hold

the reins :"

And the poor Sexton, digging with the ſpide,

Thro' rows where many an old companion's

laid,

* Mr. Bliſſett is a Comedian of great merit, who formerly performed at the Haymarket

Theatre (where he was the original Baſil in the Spanish Bar & ER), and might now have

been one of the firſt Comedians on the Stage of Covent-garden Theatre, where he was ac

tually engaged many years ſince at a conſiderable ſalary, but was repelled by his diſtruſt of

kis own abilities. .

Say5
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**, “Our Peter larns to read and write—

“ and mark,

* He'll be a Curate, or at leaſt the Clerk 1”

In bringing forward th' advent'rous wight

Who claims your kind protecting aid to

night,

Tho' with each hope and fond deſire im

prett,

That fills the fondeſt parent's anxious breaſt,

Yet no ambitious nor aſpiring aim

To raiſe him high upon the ſtilts of Fame

Allures my mind;—my wiſhes center here.

May this my boy an equal portion ſhare

Of that applauſe—which gratefully 1 own,

To me has long indulgently been ſhewn

P O E

W E R S E S

WRitten in The is LAND of STAFFA,

Auguſt 6, 1787.

Addreſſed to Sir Josepſi BANKs,

By WILLIAM PARSONS, Eſq. F. R. S.

WHAT ſounds harmonious mingle with

the Storm 2

The Stars dim gleaming through his miſty

form,

Does Cona's " voice renew the thrilling

rhimes,

The ſtreamy Morven's tales of other times

Or to reviſit yon deſerted fane +,

Does bleſt Columba leave the ſainted train,

Tuning in golden clouds the ſolemn lyre,

Whoſe loud notes join the full celeſtial choir :

Wain fictions theſe, which youthful Bards

delight,

When ſome new wonder ſtrikes th'aſtoniſh'd

fight !

No ſouads are heard, except th' Atlantic

wave,

That deeply murmurs in the twilight cave

Awe-ſtruck I enter l—This ſtupendous roof,

Theſe adamantine walls of maſly proof,

Theſe groups of columns that in Ocean ſtand,

What hands have rais'd what Architect

hath plann’d 2

Did the bold Giant race, the Northern boaſt,

With vaſt Typhaean ſtrength, each man a

hoſt,

* Oſſian calls himſelf “ the voice of Cona."

Macpherſon's Oſſian.the ſtars dim twinkled through his form.”

And as I find my noon-tide hours are fled,

Asſome gray hairs are creeping o'er my head :

And every ſtep, in life's declining courſe,

Seems haſtening forward with impelling

force ; -

Why let this Younker, as his paſſions rage

For no one object but to tread the ſtage,

Try, if his genius and his choice agree,

To fill the poſt—deſerted ſoon by me.

And if, to-night, his efforts you admire,

Perceive ſome gleam of Nature's genuine fire,

Should you but hail him with indulgent voice,

Your kind applauſe will ratify his choice :

But if his failure ſhould my wiſhes blaſt,

This firſt attempt, believe me, is his Lºſt.

T R Y.

Rear mid the raging deep a pillar'd floor t,

And link the Hebrides to dread Bengore

Or, am I borne to that tremendous hall

Where Odin ſat, and at his mighty call

The Runic Demi-gods in ſtern repoſe

Quaff'd their ſweet beverge from the ſculls

of foes.

Illuſions all !——Of art no traces near,

Nor Giant race nor Runic Chiefs were here :

His nobler work, proud $ Nevis' towering

head

Who rais'd, andſunk the Sea's capacious bed;

Who taught the enormous Jºale, while

Ocean boils,

To ſtem the wave, and thrid the numerous

Iſles; -

who bade the Azºic Eagle in his flight

Drink the ſlant beam, and ſcorn the languid

light !

O ſacred Truth ! O Energy divine

Too long at ſpecious Fancy's gaudy ſhrine

Deluded loitering, mid Italian ſhades

In day-dreams wild I woo'd th' Aoniau

Maids,

Who bade full oft their air-built viſions riſe

In glittering hues before my dazzled eyes,

Prone to forſake thy philoſophic ſtore

For fabled regions, and romantic lore;

Such thoughts the local feeling; there inſpire,

Rous'd by the Mantuan trump, or Sabine

lyre ;

“The Ghoſt of Crugal came from his cave,

t The ruins of the Church of Iona of Ikolmkill, founded by St. Columba in the fifth

century, are viſible from Szaffa.

1. It has long been a popular ſuperſition, that the columns of Staffa and thoſe of the

Giants Cauſeway in Ireland, were the work of Giants, and once united the two coaſts. The

Headland of Bengore is one of the moſt ſtriking features of the Baſaltic coaſt, of which the

Giants Cauſeway is a part.
See Hamilton's Letters on the Coaſt of Antrim.

* Ben Nevis is the higheſt mountain in Scotland ; it is about 1oo miles from Staffa, and

* Lºsht more than 4000 feet above the ſea.
Such
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Such mad Orlando's frange adventures move,

And Godfroy's pious at ms and Petrarch's

hapleſs Love

At length, ſo Reaſon wills, theſe raptures

fail,

And riper judgement muſt with tears bewail

Thoſe hours devoted to the “ thankleſs

Muſe:”

More wiſe, more bleſ?", whoſe curious ſeal ch

purſues

Of real wonders each efficient cauſe,

Nature's prolific reign, and hidden laws,

Tracing each change of earth's all-paſſive

frame,

Subdued by air, by water, and by flame,

While oft the taireſt ſymmetry of things

From jarring powers and dire convulſion

ſprings.

Wore I thus gifted, I might now unfold

To yon poor ſeamen, ignorant as bold,

While from the dancing wave their lifted eyes

Gaze on this iſland with uncouth ſurprize,

And, widely erring, they aſcribe each part

To manual labour or to magic art,

by what nice proceſs powerful Nature gave

Theſe rocks their pillars, and their ſhadowy

- cave, -

Which awe with grandeur, or with beauty

ple ſe—

+ By fire jeered, or depoſed by ſeas t

Such objects, Banks, provoked thy gen'rous

toils,

Scorning alike Ambition’s gorgeous ſpoils,

The ſports of Pleaſure, and the couch of Reſt,

To ſail adventurous with undaunted breaſt

Through ſeas unknown, where fie, cer bil

lows roll,

And “curl their monſtrous heads” round

either Pole ;

From Southern Iſles, whence ſavage forms

- advance,

Raiſe the wild yell, and ſhake the hoſtile

lance,

Then, fierce and reeking from the horrid meal,

1. Their mangled fees to ſhuddering eyes re

veal :

To Nortbern Hecla, who his ice-crown'd

head

Proudly uprears, while round his Giles are

ſpread -

Torrents of fiante, and at his feet ariſe

| The watry Geyſers, glittering in the ſkies!

Great is the Merchant's praiſe, whoſe céive

mind

In diſtant climes can ſome new commerce find;

And bring exulting to a grateful ſhore

Sources of wealth, and arts, unknown before:

And great the Hero's, who on foreign plains,

"Mid toir and peril, his high taſk maintains

O'er conquer'd nations, with ſupreme com.

mand

To bear the ſceptre of his native land ;

But greater his, whom Sciencetempts to roam,

And bring the ſpoils of rich diſcovery hºme;

Whoſe better aim, and labours more refin'd,

Add to the general knowledge of mankind.

For this Briannia's ſtudious ſons decree

That ſacred chair which Newton fill'd to thee;

For this, where'er her welcome fligs un

furl’d,

Thy praiſe ſhall ſpread, and charm the liſt'air;

world ; *

E'en theſe lone ſcenes thy keen reſearch pro

claim ;

Fix'd on Baſaltic Columns ſtands thy Fams'

L I N E S

To the M. Emior Y or

SIR Jos H U A R E Y No LDs.

Th9. hard the taſk our feelings to conver,

When the laſt tribute to the Great wº

pay,

Tho' to ſuch magic art and ſkill divine

Nought cou’d dojuſtice but ſuch pow'rs as thine;

Still let the bumble Muſe thy virtues paint,

If not the mighty Artiſt, yet the Saint.

Say, how thoſe brilliant tints thy works diſ

play

Left on thy mind a more reſplendent day;

Exalted thought that ſoar'd to realms on high,

The Seraph's form, the Angel's beaning rye,

Thoſe grand conceptions which in embryo

dwelt,

The Artiſt painted what the Chriſtian felt,

For not in vain did thy ideas riſe,

§ To catch ſuch perfect ſemblance from the

ſkics, -

Since they induc’d thee in this mortal ſtriſe

To ſhew as juſt a portrait in thy life.

Virg. Geo. lib. 2.* Felix qui potuit rerum cognoſcere cauſas.

+ The Volcanic Theory of the Staff, baſaltes has been generally adopted, though the

character of the neighbouring lſlands, where the columnar appearance is nearly as perfect,

is widely different from the uſual one of a volcanic country, they being moſtly formed of

batural terraces, one above ano;her, and all lying in exact horizontal directions, which con

firms ſome obſervers in the opinion, that they were originally formed by depoſition of water.

I S-e in Hawkeſworth's account of Cook's Voyage deciſive proofs of the New Zea

anders eating the fleſh of their enemies. - -

# The Geyſers are the moſt conſiderable of the boiling-water ſprings in Iceland, which

have been ſaid to riſe as high as 60 fathoms. --See Von Troil's Letters on leeland.

* An alluſion to the heavenly figures in the Palated Window at New College, executed

by this great Art it. - Wei
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Welcome,bleſt ſhade, then to that bliſsful ſhore,

Where worth like thine ſhall pant for fame

no more ;

Where thou thoſe great realities ſhalt view,

The bleſt aſſemblage which thy pencil drew.

R. WELLS, A. M.

IMITATION of a SONNET

WR ITT EN BY

MARY QUEEN OF Scots

WHEN SHE was PRisoNER IN FOTheR

INGAY CASTLE.

I. -

H what avails, of every hope forlorn,

A wretch like me to draw this vital

breath,

Outcaſt of Fate, and Fortune's verieſt ſcorn,

A heartleſs corpſe, whoſe only wiſh is

death.

II.

Enºſ no more, my Foes, my high eſtate,

Ambitious thoughts no more my breaſt

engage ;

! ºnly grieve to know my cruel fate

So ſoca muſt ſatisfy your utmoſt rage,

III.

*You, my Friends, whoſe love and honeſt
zeal

Untainted to your hapleſs Queen remain,

Hºw can I pay the gratitude I feel,

9PPreſt with bondage, miſery, and pain.

* then, my Friends, the Almighty Power
entreat

*reſpite to my matchleſs woes to give;

*upon Earth my puniſhment complete,

And grant me in eternaljoys to live 1

S.

ºn a Man of the Name of BISHOP, who

** a Bradt E in a Cathedral.

*Yºu whine, flatter, cant, and wheedle?

Yºu riſe a Biſhop from a Beadle.

* I that man himſelf has diſh'd-up,

Who is a Beadle tho' a Biſhop.

PROTEUS.

* Lººy who aſked the Reaſon why the

Men had left off wearing Bs ARDs, as

"º were uſed to do in former Times.

Attributed to c. Anst ty, Eſq.,

Manam,

To º/, the cheeks of Ladies fair,

With genuine charms o'erſpread,

**Plent Beards with mickie caré

ºf wiſe Forefathers fed " :

* Sapientºm paſtere Parian,

3 11

But ſince our modern Ladies take

Such pains t” adorn their faces,

What havock would ſuch bruſhe, make

Amongſt the Loves and Giaccs |

Correół Copy of the Eritars on the late

Mr. Ewa Rr, Miniſter at the Court of

BERLIN, who died at an Age much too

early for himſelf, his Friends, and his

Country, by a Stroke on the Brain.

By DANIEL webb, Eſq.

Tho ſhort, yet glorious, Ewart, was

thy day,

Nor didſt thou languidly reſign thy breath;

Thy aſpiring ſoul diſdain'd its cumbrous clay,

* Burſt thro' the clod, and energy was death.

W E R S E S

on a

S H E E T of B LAN K P AP E. R.

By the late excellent

GEORGE THICKNESSE, Eſq.

HEAP MAstER of st. Paul's school,

From Mr. ThickN rss = 's “ Memoi Rs,”

juſt publiſhed.

FAIR ſpotleſs leaf (thou emblem pure

Of innocence) beware;

Nor think thy beauty lives ſecure;

'Tis dang'rous to be fair.

To wit obſcene, and impious jeſt,

Thou lieſt too much expos'd :

Give truth poſſeſſion of thy breaſt,
Or be for ever clos'd.

Some wanton pen may ſcrawl thee o'er,

And blot thy virgin face;

And whiteneſs, deem'd thy praiſe before,

May turn to thy diſgrace.

O give me then thy faul:leſs page,

'Ere yet foul ſtain be drank,

On Virtue's fide with me engage,

Nor leave for Vice a blank.

By thee ſhall idle vacant hearts

This uſeful moral learn,

That unemployed, the brighteſt parts

To vice and folly turn.

By thee ſhall innocence be taught,

What dangers wait on youth,

Unleſs with early precepts fraught,

And prepoſſeſs'd with truth.

By thee ſhall beauty learn to yield

To real worth her charms;

For virtue (tho' an ample ſhield)

But incompletely arms.

Hor.

Tø
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To Miſs H O Y L A N D.

By Thomas CHAT T Erton,

Sweer are thy charming ſmiles, my lovely

maid,

Sweet as the flow’rs in bloom of ſpring ar

ray'd, [*Jorn,

Thoſe charming ſmiles thy beauteous face

As May's white bloſſoms gaily deck the

thorn. ſ!yes

Then why when mild good-nature baſking

Midſt the ſoſt radiance of tºy melting eyes,

When my fond tongue would ſtrive thy heart

to move,

And tune its tones to every note of love;

Why do thoſe ſmiles their native ſoil diſown,

And (chang'd their movements) kill me in a

frown

Yet is it true, or is it dark deſpair,

That fears you’re cruel whilſt it owns you

fair

O ſpeak, dear Hoyland, ſpeak my certain fate,

Thy love enrapt’ring—or thy conſtant hate.

, If death's dire ſentence hangs upon thy

tongue, -

Ev’n death were better than ſuſpence ſo long.

TO T H E S A. M. E.

BY T H E SAM E.

O, gentle Muſe ! and to my fair-ore ſay,

My ardent paſſion mocks thy feeble lay ;

That love's pure flame my panting breaſt in

ſpires,

And friendſhip warms me with her chaſteſt

fires.

Yes, more my fond eſteem, my matchleſs love,

Than the ſoft Turtle's cooing in the grove ;

More than the Lark deli. hts to mount the ſky,

Then ſinking on the green-ſward ſoft to lie ;

More than the bird of Eve at cloſe of day

To pour in ſolemn ſolitude her lay ;

Mºre than grave Camplin * with his deep

ton’d note,

To mouth the ſacred ſervice got by rote ;

Mcre than ſage Catcott t does his ſtorm of

rain,

Sprung from th’ abyſs of his eccentric brain,

Or than his wild-antique and ſputt’ring bro

ther

Loves in his ale-houſe chair to drink and

pother ;

More than ſoft Lewis t, that ſweet pretty

thing,

Loves in the pulpit to diſplay his ring ;

More than frail Mortals love a brother ſinner,

And more than 13riſtol Aldermen their dinner

(When ſull four pounds of the well-fatten’d

haunch

In twenty mouthfuls fill the greedy pauuch).

If theſe true ſtrains can thy dear boſom

move, -

Let thy ſoft bluſhes ſpeak a mutual love ;

But if thy purpoſe ſettles in diſdain,

Speak my dread fate, and bleſs thy fav'ritt

ſwain.

D. B.,

V E R S E S

on v i s I T 1 N G t h F.

I S L E O F W I G H T.

T HRICE hail my native iſle,

Where Flora’s earlieſt ſmile

Appears, and Ceres ſpreads her golden flore;

What ether obječt could impart

The joy that ſwells my raviſh'd heart,

While my bleſt feet regain thy much-lov’d

ſhore.

While to my favour'd eyes

The well known ſcenes ariſe,

Where all my infant hours were ſwetly

ſpent ;

Where Health, bright blooming god

deſs, brought,

To grace the ſports herſelf had taught,

In her right hand her lovelieſt child Content.

Let my fond heart review

The joys my childhood krew,

And leave awhile the tumult of the town;

While, Fancy, thy creative power

Shall ſtill renew the bliſsful hour,

And ſtill make eachremember'd ſcene thy own

But not rich Autumn's veſt,

Nor Spring by Flora dreſt,

Chiefly, O Vectis, to thy ſhores invite;

But that each ſoft endearing tie

That love or friendſhip can ſupply

To ſoothe the ſoul and tune the lay, unite.

Let me by fate be thrown

Beneath the burning zone,

Or where ſtern Winter claims eternal ſway;

Only let thoſe I love be there,

And the wild waſte ſhall ſeem more fair

Than theſe blight fields in all the pride of

May.

May 1778. W. S.

* John Camphin, M. A. Precentor of Briſtol.

+ The Reverend Mr. Catcott wrote a hook on the Deluge.

f Mr. Lewis was a Diſſenting Preacher of note, then in Briſtol, Chatterton calls him,

\a one of his Lºtters, a “Pulpit Fop.”
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A N EC DOT E S of

MONG the convaºs condemned at the

late Lent Aſſizes for York, was SP ENce

Brough 1 on, for the robbery of the mail,

who was executed for the ſame, and after

wards hung in chains on Attercliffe Common.

The following AN Ecnorrs of BRouch

ton may not be unpleaſing to ſome of our

Readers.

Broughton was born near Sleaford in Lin

colnſhire, of very reſpectable parents, his

father, during his life-time, having followed

the occupation of a farmer in an extenſive

line. He has a ſiſter now living, who keeps

agenteel and well-frequented inn on the South

road. He married a young woman of for

tune when about 1o years of age, by whom

he had three children, two boys and a girl,

which offspring, with their mother, have the

misfortune to be ſurviving witneſſes of his

ſhameful exit. He lived with Mrs. Brough

ton ſeveral years in conjugal happineſs, till

he formed a conneétion diſhonourable and

fatal. And now he abandoned his family for

far leſs worthy aſſociates, and ſo conſtantly

attached himſelf to their company, that all

domeſtic happineſs fled, and no thoughts of

providing for their ſupport obtained a place

in his affedious; nay, inſtead of continuing

their protećtor, he waſted their ſubſtance in

riot and exceſs. At length, unable to ſup

port herſelf under ſuch diſtreſſing circum

ſtances, Mrs. Broughton reſolved upon a ſe

paration, which was at length agreed to, but

not before he had ſquandered away the ſum

of 15961. Thus circumſtanced, he became

the avowed companion of ſharpers and gam

blers, attended cockings and races, was con

cerned with a party in an E. O. table, and

for ſome time cohabited with a woman as

his adopted wife. From theſe ſad practices

he deſcended to the commiſſion of that atro

cious offence which has marked him out as a

monument to public juſtice. However, it is

F OR E I GN

Stockholm, March 18.

A” atrocious attempt was made on the

life of his Swediſh Majeſty on Friday

laſt, the 16th inſt. A perſon approached

the King at the Opera Houſe, and diſcharg

ed the contents of a piſtol into his body, a

little above the hip. The charge appears

to have penetrated to a conſiderable depth;

and the ſurgeons have been hitherto able to

extraćt but a very ſmall part of it. His

Majeſty ſlept little during the laſt night, and

the fever, which began yeſterday, increaſed

this evening, ſo that ſetious apprehenſions are

ºntertained for his Majeſty's life.

Wow, XXI,

SPE N C E B R O U G-HT ON, the Mail Robber.

ſome extenuation of his guilt to ſay, that no

aët of cruelty attended the robbery; for

Gcorge Leaſley, the perſon who conveyed

the mail, depoſed, “That his horſe was led

by the bridle into a field, and he bid to get

off—a handkerchief was then tyed over his

eyes, his hands were bound behind him, and

he was fixed to a hedge. That in about an

hour's time he freed himſelf, and found his

horſe hung at the gate, but the Rotherham

bag gone.” Broughton was a remarkably

well-made man, ſix feet two inches high,

and in the 46th year of his age. He behaved

with becoming fortitude when under ſen

tence, and was devoutly anxious to gain the

forgiveneſs of his Maker, who he ſaid he had

too repeatedly offended, and with deep con

trition acknowledged the crime which put a

period to his exiſtence. The evening before

his execution he requeſted pen, ink, and pa

per, and wrote the following ſketch of his

ſentiments:

“Surely I have greatly tranſgreſſed the

“ laws both ef God and man In what

** manner ſhall a ſinful wretch like me

“ preſume to approach the throne of mercy 1

“Alas! my repeated provocations do now

“wound me to the very ſoul. How have I

trified away the hours, the days, the

“ months, and years of my life O the pro

fligacy of my heart O the miſery that I

have, as it were, laboured to bring forth :

Father of meicies, forgive me ! Jeſus, my

Saviour, plead for me; for, if thou in

clineſt thine ear, I am eternally happy;

otherwiſe, eternally miſerable 1 To thee

I commend my ſoul O take it to thy

“heavenly protećtion ſo ſhall I paſs thro'

“ the vale of tears to the heaven of perfect

and uninterrupted bleſſedneſs. Grant me,

* gracious God, this heartfelt, dying requeſt,

“ and I will not be diſmayed; for thou alone

** art a refuge for thoſe who confide in thee.”

I N T E L L IG E N C E.

The aſſaſſin was arreſted early the next

morning.

His Majeſty yeſterday gave orders for the

publication of an Edićt conſtituting a Re

gency, which has already begun to ačt. It

conſiſts of the Duke of Sudermania, Count

Watchmeiſter (the Juſtice General), Count

Oxenſtierna, Baron Taube, and M. d’Arim

felt. Gazette.

The following are ſome of the particulars

of the daring attempt made upon the life of

the King:

The aſſaſſin, named J. J. Ankerſtroem,

was of a good f mily. He was an enſign

S ſ tº

*
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in the Guards, with the rank of Captain,

but had been diſmiſſed for bad conduct, and

exiled to Gcthland, from whence the King

had juſt permitted him to retun. Many

people of high rank are concerned in the

conſpiracy, aid the writer of the anony

mous letter to the King, warning him not

to go to the maſquerade, proves to be a

Major Liljehorn, who, in that letter, tells

the King of a plot formed againſt his life.

The wretch who made the horrid attempt

was armed with two piſtols, both loaded

with one round and one ſquare bullet, ſeveral

bits of lead and ſnall nails, and a poignard

with two ſharp edges with teeth like a ſaw.

The whole charge went into the King's

body a little above the left hip, and at a

frmall diſtance from the back-bone. His

Majeſty had ſtrength enough to walk to a

box that was near, where he talked with

feveral perſons of diſtinct on till the ſur

geons came and examined and dreſſed the

wound, when he was conveyed to the

Caſtle and bled. The ſurgeous have de

clared the wound not to have affected any

of the nobler parts, and even that there are

hopes of cure, if no acceſſory incidents pre

vent it. At the ſetting out of the poſt

every means had been uſed to extract the

charge, but without effect, as only a piece

of one of the nails had come away. The

King has borne all the chirurgical operations

(painful as they have been) with uncommon

for titude, and is ſo well as to be able not

only to ſee thoſe to whom he is attached,

but endeavours to allay their grief by an ad

mirable firmneſs of mind.

20. Yeſterday's Bulletin concerning the

King's health is as follows : -

“The King had a gentie fleep till two in

the morning ; the paroxyſms of fever 2nd

the ſwelling of the ſtomach have abat, d;

the medicines hid the deſired effect. The

dreſſing of the wound was changed at nine

o'clock. The King's ſituation is the ſame,

and the wound ſeems to be in a ſtate of ſup

uration.” ' ' ' ' -

The Bulletin of this forenoon runs thus:

“The Kirg ſlept all the morning; the firſt

dreſſing is emoved; and the wound has asgood

an appearance as circumſtances will admit.”

22. The King is declared out of all dan

ger; the baſis have been extracted, and the

wound has come to a ſuppuration.

The whole kingdom is in a ſtate of fer

mentation. Thirty Noblemen have been al

ready arreſted upon ſuſpicion of being con

cerned in the attempted legicide; among the

number are Count Claude Horn and Count

Rubbing.

The Governors of the ſeveral Provinces

have le:eived orders to draw out the Mi

litary; and ſuch other ſteps have been taken

as ſtrongly indicate apprehenſions of an in

ſurrection. .

John-Joſeph Ankerflroºm, who wounded

his Majeſty, was formerly a Captain in the

Swediſh' ſervice, but diſmiſſed, with ſome

others, in 1789, for having prevented the

peaſants of Gothland joining the Swediſh

ſtandard againſt Ruſſia. He has been twice

put on the rack, but has hitherto refuſed to

diſcover his accomplices.

The following particulars have been pub

liſhed by authority in the Dutch Papers:

His Majeſty was at ſupper in a room

adjoining the Opera, when a page delivered

him a letter, written with a pencil, in good

French, of which the following is a literal

tranſlation :

“S1 R p,

“ May it pleaſe your Majeſty to liſten to

the warning of a man who is not in your

ſervice ; aſks no favour of you; does not

flatter your errors, but wiſhes to avert the

danger which threatens your life! There is,

doubt not, a project to take away your life.

People have been extremely ſorry that it

could not be put in execution laſt week,

when the maſked ball was countermanded–

this day is reſolved on to try the attempt,

Stay at home, and avoid all future balls, at

leaſt for the preſent year. Keep alſo away

from Haga. In a word, be upon your

guard, at leaſt for a month. Give yourſelf

no trouble to find out the Author of this

letter; chance made him diſcover the horrid

plot which menaces your days. Believe me,

he feels no intereſt to ward off the blow

prepared for you. Had your hired troops at

G. fle committed aās of violence upon the

people, the Author of this letter would have

fought againſt you ſword in hand—but he

abhors aſſaſſination.”

The King, having frequently received fimi.

lar warnings, ſlighted this; and, notwith

ſtanding the moſt preſſing ſolicitations of

Baron Eſſen, his maſter of the horſe, he en

tered the ball-room; he was inſtantly fur

rounded by a crowd of maſks in black ditſiºs,

and being preſſ d hard, felt himſelf wounded

by the contents of a pºſtol which were lodged

above his left hip, near the back bone. -

His Majeſty toºk the maſk immediately of

his face, and ſaid to Baron Effen—“I am

wounded—conduct me back to my apart

ment.”

Being arrived there, he ſat down on a ſo

pha; and, attended by different foreign Am

baſſadors and Courtiers, he converſed with

much apparent eaſe on the effects which

this event would cauſe in Europe in the

preſent criſis. He requeſted the former not
- - tº.
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telet their meſſengers ſet off before it ſhould

be known, whether there were hopes or ap

prehenſions of his recovery. The ſurgeons

arrived, probed the wound, and dreſſed it

for the firſt time. His Majeſty was then

carried to the Caſtle, and was let blood at

four o'clock in the morning. When the

piſtol had been fired off at the Opera-Houſe,

an officer of the guards ordered all the doors

and gates to be ſhut, and every body was ob

liged to pull off his maſk, and to give his

name. Two piſtols were found in the hall,

the one fired off, and the other loaded with

ſeveral points and heads of nails, two ſlugs, and

a dozen ſmall ſhots, beſides a large carving

knife,ſharpened onbothedges,and full of hacks,

to render the wound the more dangerous.

The Mayor of the City having ſummoned

all the ſword-cutlers and cutlers before him,

the piſtols and knife were recognized by two

workmen, who declared to have mended

them for Mr. John Joſeph Ankerſtroem, at

ten o'clock in the morning.

The perſon who wrote the anonymous

letter to his Majeſty acknowledged the aët

of his own accord; it was Lieutenant-Colonel

Lilienhorn, of his Majeſty's Life Guards. He

is now in ſafe cuſtody.

30. His Swediſh Majeſty expired yeſter

tlay morning. The Prince Royal was im

rmediately proclaimed King, by the name of

Guſtavus Adolphus; and the Duke of

Sudermania, in compliance with his late

Majeſty's will, was declared ſole Regent and

Guardian of the young ſovereign, 'till he

attains his majority, which is fixed at the age

of eighteen. Gazette.

The King of Sweden died in the 45th *

year of his age, and the 20th of his reign.

The reflection of dying ingloriouſly through

the means of a vile aſſaſſin, is ſaid to have em

bittered the laſt moments of the King's life,

much more than even the agonizing pains of

his wounds. He ſhewed the ſame noble and

brave ſpirit on his death-bed, as he had done

before his enemies during his life-time.

The late King retained all his mental fa

culties to the laſt, which enabled him ſo

well to arrange the future government of

his country: the wounds at firſt indicated

the moſt promiſing appearances of recovery,

and the ſlugs were all extračted, but ſome

ruſty pieces of iron had penetrated ſo far into

the body as to render any ſurgical operation,

immediate death. A mortification, there

fore, took place, and his Majeſty was ap

prized of his ſpeedy diſſolution. He lament

ed the youth of his ſon, and, in his laſt mo

ments, prayed that Heaven would be ſatisfied

with the earthly 1etribution of his murderer.

It appears from the confeſſion of Anker

ſtroem, the aſſagin, who, when threatened

with the torture, diſcloſed many of the cir

cumftances of the conſpiracy, that ſeveral

perſons were acceſſary to it. Many have

been taken up, and their examinations have

commenced before the Privy Counſellor Li

lienſparr." At the head of the conſpiracy

appears to have been the Baron Bielke, a

nobleman formerly in the confidence of the

King, Preſident of the Council of War, be

ſides holding many other high offices. Find

ing his treachery diſcovered, and that there

was no chance of eſcape, he prepared a ſtrong

doſe of laudanum and arſenic, and when he

ſaw the officers of juſtice ſurrounding his

habitation, drank it off as a libation to his

guilty and tormented conſcience. He was,

however, carried alive before the High Tri

bunal ; where,being threatened with the tor

ture, he declared he had taken care to provide

againſt that conſequence. In a few minutes

after he was ſeized with convulſions, and

died in extreme agony.

Letters received by the Liſbon mail bring

intelligence of the Queen of Portugal being

in a ſtate of perfect convaleſcence, both in

regard to her late melancholy diſorder, and

general health. On this account there have

been great rejoicings in Liſbon. Her Majeſty

is removed to her country palace at Queluz,

where ſhe enjoys the moſt ſalubrious air, and

the pleaſure of reflecting that her mental

faculties are entirely reſtored. The cure has

been as ſpeedy as it was unexpected pre

viouſly to Dr. Willis's arrival. When he was

firſt introduced to the Royal preſence, the

Queen was outrageous, and complained to her

ſon of the impropriety of ſuffering a ſtranger

to enter her apartment. The Prince an

ſwered, that it was the famous Dr. Witlis,

who had been ſent by her brother the King

of England to render her Majeſty every aſ

ſiſtance. The Doctor, having felt her purſe,

ſaid ſhe lived too low, and immediately or

dered her ſome aſs’s milk. She refuſed a

long time to take any nouriſhment, but be

came at laſt ſo tractable, that ſhe drank the

milk unſolicited, and in a few days ſhewed

ſymptoms of recovery, which were ſoon ſuc

ceeded by the moſt happy and full effects.

As ſoon as the Queen was pronounced in

a ſtate of convalefcence, the Prince of Brazil

ſent a preſent of too moidores to the captain

of the Packet which conveyed Dr. Wills to

Liſbon, for having ſafely ladded a man who

had been the means of reſtoring his mother.

Copenhagen, March 20. The Royal Ordi

nance aboliſhing the Slave Trade is publiſhed,

* See an account of the King of Sweden, with a Portrait of him, Vol. XVIII. p. 145.

S ſ 2. and
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and the following are the principal articles,

Wiz.

• 1ſt, In 1803 all trade in Negroes, in any

ſhape whatever, is to ceaſe on the part of

Daniſh ſubjects.

2.dly, Until 1803 it ſhall be permitted for

all nations, without diſtinction, to carry Ne

goes to the Weſt-Indies.

3dly, For each Negro or Negreſs in

health which ſhall be brought into the

Daniſh poſſeſſions till 1802, there ſhall be

paid, one year after their importation,

a duty of zocolb. of raw ſugar; and for

each Negro and Negreſs who ſhall not be

arrived at their full ſtature, 1ooolb. of raw

ſugar.

4thly, There ſhall be no duty paid upon

Negroes tranſported ; but inſtead of raw

ſugar for thoſe exported to foreign parts,

there ſhall be paid a half per cent, more than

heretofore.

5thly, From 1795 there ſhall no poll-tax

be paid for Negreſſes who work in the

Plantations, but a double poll-tax ſhall be

paid for Negroes.

6thly, in future there ſhall be neither

Negroes nor Negreſſes exported from the

Iſlands.

The above Ordinance does not ſeem to

have cauſed any ſtir in Denmark among the

Weſt-India Merchants, and it is not thought

it will cauſe any in the Iſlands.

Mo N T H LY CHR o NICLE.

MAR ch 22. -

A* aćtion was tried lately in the Court

of Common Pleas, to recover from

the Warden of the Fleet a debt due from

the Count de Verteillac, whoſe ingenious

eſcape lately attracted public notice. Several

actions depended on the event of this trial.-

The Jury gave a verdia againſt the defen

dant, though he did not appear to have becm

criminally negligent; but Lord Lough

borough ſtated it as law, that nothing but

irreſſible force (ſuch as the riots in 1789)

could be pleaded in excuſe for a gaoler, who

is bound to keep his priſoners ſafe.

The hop-binds, which have hitherto been

totally uſeleſs, have been in one inſtance, at

Newbury in Berks, converted into a manu

fa&ture. Being dreſſed in the manner of

flax, coarſe bagging has been made of them,

well adapted to incloſe their produce.

A few days ago, on the Stanley eſtate of

Lord Lonſdale, near Whitehaven, the earth

began to fink into an old coal-pit ; the

width of the aperture was at firſt only 6 or 7

yards, but the land continuing gradually to

fall in, whilſt immenſe ſpouts of water

iſſued out, in a few hours one acre, one rood,

and 24 perches of ground diſappeared. A

ſmall rivulet has ſince been turned into the

pit to prevent a further ſinking of the ground.

Georgical improvement. In November laſt,

an ingenious fat mer in the neighbourhood of

Wendover ſelečted from a field of three

acres of turnips, about twenty load of the

largeſt of them ; from which he cut the tops

and tails, piled them into a ſtack, and thatch

ed them. In this ſtate they remained till

the froſt in February, when they were open

ed, and found perfectly ſound and freſh, and

atforded an excellent fodder for ewes with

lent, giving an abundanc. of milk; and

when thrown on meadow land, the feeding

of which muſt much benefit it, was without

the leaſt waſte whatever. The whole ºx

pence of this proceſs was not more than zos.

In a New York paper an account is given

of the arrival of the ſnow Elinora, at the

Sandwich Iſlands. The natives, according

to their uſual cuſtom of depredation, ſtole

away the cutter one night, murdered the

boat-keeper who was in her, and afterwards

burnt him in ſacrifice. On being requeſted

to reſtore him and the boat, they brought

his two thigh-bones and the keel of the

boat. Capt. Metcalfe, the commander of

the Elinora, in revenge for this treachery,

ſome days after, when about zoo canoes

were aſſembled round the veſſel under an

idea that their villainy was paſſed over, fired

a tremenduous broadſide among them, which

did dreadful execution;–8o people being

killed, and upwards of ico dreadfully

wounded, who moſt of them died.

26. The Dutch mail of this day brought

advice of a dreadful fire at Gottenburgh on

the 2d and 3d of this month. It broke out

at a ſugar-baker's, and raged with ſuch

violence, that every attempt to extinguiſh *

proved ineffedual, until it had conſumed one

hundred and twenty houſes. The Univerſity

has eſcaped the flames, although the building,

immediately ſurrounding it were deſtroyed.

Mr. Dundas, a gentleman who a few

years ago returned with a fortune from

India, was riding out with his wife and,

fiſter, laſt week in Hertfordſhire, when un

fortunately the wheel of his phaeton being

entangled with that of a waggon, Mrs.

Dundas was thrown from the carriage, and

the wheel of the waggoo paſſing over her

head, ſhe was killed upon the ſpot. Mr.

Dundas's legs were unfortunately broken:
agº.
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and the other lady was thrown into a

ditch, but luckily eſcaped with only a few

ſlight contuſions. The unfortunate lady has

left three children.

Dr. Willis, who is recently embarked from

Falmouth for Liſbon, where he has been

ſent for to give his medical aſſiſtance in a

diſorder which has lately attacked the Queen

of Portugal, is to receive zo,oool. ſterling

whether the Queen lives or not. The con

dition is—that he ſhall remain in Liſbon one

year, unleſs the Queen ſhould die in the

mean time. Beſides this ſum, he is to be

reimburſed all his expences. He has taken

his ſon with him, and a female nurſe to

attend on her Majeſty.

The admirable ſeries of pićtures painted by

Hogarth, under the title of Marriage-a-la

made were lately bought in at a ſale at Chriſtie's

for 91 ogs. The former poſſeſſor bought them

for 13 ol. Mr. Alderman Boydell bid 90ol.

for them.

The ſale of ſuch part of the Prince of

Wales's ſtud as could be parted with con

ſiſtently with his preſent engagements, pro

duced 3836gs.

AP Ril 2. Francis Hubbard, alias Noble,

convićted of the murder of Jordan Hoſty,

was conveyed in a cart from Newgate to

Charles-ſtreet, Hatton-garden, where a gal

lows was erected, attended by the Sheriffs,

&c. He was turned off amidft a very nu

merous croud of ſpectators. After hanging

the uſual time, his body was cut down, and

, taken to Surgeons Hall for diſſection. The

route taken by the Sheriffs with the priſoner,

was through Smithfield, Chick-lane, and up

Saffron-hill, and from Hatton-wall down

Hatton-garden to the end of Charles-ſtreet.

Government this day received diſpatches

from Captain Edwards, commander of

his Majeſty's ſhip Pandora, who was ſent

out ſoon after the return of Capt. Bligh from

the South Seas, in ſearch of Chriſtian and the

other mutineers who ran away with the

Bounty armed ſhip on the bread fruit expe

dition; the centents of which are—That on

the Pandora's appearing off Otaheite, two

men ſwam off from the ſhore, and ſolicited

to be taken on board; they proved to be two

of the Bounty's mutineers, and immediately

gave intelligence where fourteen of their

companions were concealed on the Iſland—

a part of the Pandora's crew were inſtantly

diſpatched in ſearch of them, and after ſome

little reſiſtance they were taken and brought

priſoners on board.

Chriſtian, with the other nine mutineers,

had previouſly ſailed in the Bounty to ſome

remote iſland, and every exertion of the

Pandorate diſcover their retreat proved in

effeºtual. -

On her return home, the Pandora ſtruck

upºn a reef of rocks in Endeavour Straits,

and had her bottom beat in. Her crew

were happily ſaved, and eſcaped from their

perilous ſituation to an iſland in the Straits,

except 32 men, and three of the Bounty's

people, who unfortunately periſhed by the

boat overſetting. Captain Edwards was now

reduced to the neeeſſity of ſending one of his

officers, and ſome able ſeamen, in a ſmall

boat to Timor, which they were 14 days in

reaching, and where a veſſel was procured

agreeably to that Gentleman's orders, to

proceed without loſs of time to the aſſiſtance

of the remainder of the crew, who were

taken on board, and are, in all probability, by

this time ſafely arrived at the Cape of G

Hope. -

3. This morning the Lieutenant of his

Majeſty’s frigate the Thames arrived in

town, with advice of her ſafe arrival off

Portſmouth yeſterday, from Tellicherry on

the coaſt of Malabar, which place ſhe left

on the 28th of laſt December, when Earl

Cornwallis was marching the whole army

towards Seringapatam in high ſpirits. Tippoo

was ſtrongly entrenched about ten files on

this fide the city.

army had again aſcended the Ghauts, and

waited to join Lord Cornwallis.

She brings advice of an engagement hav

ing taken place the 21ſt of November be

tween the Phoenix and the Reſolu, a Freach

frigate of 34 guns, when, after an obſtinate

fight, in which ſix of our men were killed

and 11 wounded, and of the French a 5

killed and 40 wounded, the latter ſtuck to

the Britiſh flag, and was towed into Tell:-

cherry (the French Captain refuſing to work

her), and afterwards delivered to the Frencia

at Mahe, who, however, refuſed to take

charge of her, although the Commander of

the Phoenix had formally proteſte, againſt

taking poſſeſſion of her when ſhe truck.

The cauſe of conteſt originated with the

Reſolu, who was eſcorting two merchant

men to Mangalore, ſuppoſed to be laden

- with proviſions irom Tippoo. She would not

ſubmit to their being ſearched, and had given

two broadſides before the Phoenix filed a

ſingle gun. -

The two merchantmen, on being ſearched,

not appearing to carry any ſtores contrary to

treaty, were ſuffered to proceed.

The only ºfficer killed on board the Phoe

nix, was F1 ſt-Lieutenant I inley, of the

Marines.

1o. Three ſpecial meſſengers of the Ad

miralty arrived cxpreſs at Briſtol, and im

mediately took into their cuſtody, on the

Exchange, the body of Captain John Kim

ber, of the Recovery African trader, and

yeſterday

General Abercrombie's
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yeſterday be was brought before Sir Sampſon

Wright, at the Public-office, Bow-ſtreet,

and committed to take his trial for the mur

der of one or more negro women, whom he

was tranſporting as ſlaves from Calabar in

Africa to the Weſt Indies. The chief wit

neſſes wºre, Mr. Thomas Dowling, ſurgeon,

and Stephen Devereux, a ſeaman. The

crime having been committed on the high

feas, he will be tried in a Court of Admi

ralty.

1 1. The election of Six Direétors of the

Eaſt. India Company came on by ballot at

the Eaſt-India Houſe in Leadenhall-ſtreet ;

on cloſing the ballot, the numbers were :

Fur Sir Stephen Luſhington, Bait. I 146

Walter Ewer, Eſq. - I I 2 I

Thomas Pattle, Eſq. - I 92

Thomas Fitzhugh, Eſq. 1o 78

William Devaynes, Eſq. 1 od 3

Nathaniel Smith, Eſq. - 773

Jacob Wilkinſon, Eſq. - 671

whereupon the firſt ſix Gentlemen were de

clared duly elected.

12. The following is an account, at one

view, of the whole Claims for Damages done

by the Rioters at Birmingham, and money

recovered by verdicts at the late Aſlizes at

Wai wick :
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zo. The inhabitants of Promſgrove were

alarned and ſtreſſed beyond deſcription by

one of the moſt ſudden and violent inunda

tions ever known. Between three and four

o'clock, during a ſtorm, accompanied with

loud and centinued claps of thunder, and the

mºſt vivid lightning, a water-ſpout fell upon

that part of the Lickey which is neareſt the

town. The pouring down of the cataract

was heard to a great diſtance, and the body

of water taking a direction towards Bromſ

grove, ſoon ſwept away every thing before

it, laid down the hedges, waſhed quantities

of grain from barns and malt-houſes, de

ſtroyed tân-yards, and ſo ſtrong was the cur

rent, that it floated through the town a

waggon loaded with ſkins. The inhabitants

of the place had no time to take the neceſſary

precautions; almoſt in an inſtan: the cellars

and under-kitchens were filled to the top,

and every thing in them overturned. In a

few minutes the water entered at the parlour

windows, covered the counters of ſhops, and

in the principal ſtreet it aroſe and continued

upwards of five feet perpendicular from the

pavement. The horſes in ſome of the inn

ſtables, ſtood up to their tails in water. Pigs,

waſhed from their ſtyes, were ſwimming

through the paſſages of the houſes fituated

between the brook and the principal ſtreet;

down which quantities of furniture, utenſils

and cloth ng, ſhop articles, grain, garden

pales, gates, wheel-barrows, pigs, dogs,

timber, &c. were carried in one maſs by the

impetuous torrent. Many of the inhabitants,

who happened to be at their neighbours',

could not that evening return home. A houſe

on the Lickey was thrown down by the force

of the water, though we not hear any were

deſtroyed in Bromſgrove; but the damage

ſuſtained by the ſhopkeepers (and particu

larly the huckſters) muſt bevery great. The

hedges and other fences to fields and gardens

on this fide of the town, were entirely de

moliſhed ; numbers of ſheep and pigs drown

ed; one horſe, and we are ſorry, in addition

to the calamity, to ſay, that on Saturday

morning ſome young children, were miſſing.

This tremendous fall of water happen

ed near the eleven mile ſtone, on the

edge of the Lickey : It has beat the ground

there (which is chiefly gravel) into ſmall

pits.-At Bromſgrove, and the upper part

of the Lickey, nothing more than a common

fall of rain was experienced.

We have accounts from Stourbridge, and

other places, of a violent ſtorm of rain aud

hail about the time of the inundation at

Bromſgrove.

In the obſcure village of Aſh, near wro

tham, in Kent, lives Elizabeth Seaton, a

poor woman, who is in poſſeſſion of a re

ceipt for the cure of the bite of a mid dog,

which in that neighbourhood, and by many

who reſide in the more diſtant parts of the

county, and have either felt or been witneſs to

its effects, is reckcned an infallible remedy.

It is ſaid her medicine has ſucceeded where

the Oimſkirk has failed. Not far from

Town. Malling, in the ſºme county, a man

of the name of Chapman, and a relation of

the above, has the ſame receip.
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MONTHLY OBITUARY for April 1792.

Ja Nu A R Y 30,

T Jamaica, Mr. Jºhn Farquharſon,

Tate of his Majeſtv's Navy.

March 12. Corbet Howard, eſq. Whit

church, Shropſhire.

15. At Aberdeen, the Rev. Mr. Alex

ander Cruden, late Rector of the pariſh of

Southfarnham, in the county of Eſſex in

Virginia, in his 70th year.

17. Anſtrupus Danby, eſq. at York,

aged 72.
- -

At Highthorne, in Yorkſhire, Chriſto

pher Goulton, eſq. Treaſurer of the North

Riding.

Steward to Sir John Wodehouſe.

18. Caleb Jenkin, eſq. Alderman of

Dublin.

Mr. Watts, Surgeon and Apothecary at

Wells.

19. Mr. Thomas Anſell, Bookſeller, Rich

mond. -

zo. Mr. Stranger, maſter of Joe's Coffee

Houſe, Mitre Court, Fleet-ſtreet.

21. Mr. Jonathan Tycrs, Proprietor of

Vauxhall Gardens.

Mr. William Caſs, Silk Mercer, Ludgate

Hill.

Mr. Joſeph Roſe, formerly Deputy of the

Ward of Alderſgate Within.

J. Parr, eſq. Sorekeeper of the Ordnance

in the Old Dock, Chatham.

Richard Burney, eſq. of Barbourne Lodge,

near Worceſter, eldeſt brother of Dr. Bur

Intv.

iºd, in College Green, Worceſter, in the

16th year of his age, the Rev. Thomas

Pixel, M. A. Vicar of Icomb, and Vicar of

Grimley, with the Chapelry of Hallow an

nexed, in the Dioceſe of Worceſter.

22. At Truro, in Cornwall, Mr. Jehn'

Leſlie, nephew to Alexander M'Connochie,

eſq. one of the Con-miſſioners of the Cuſ

tons in Scotland.

At Brompton, in his 60th year, Sir Tho.

Cayley, bait. '

23. The Rev. Richard Burne, B. D.

Fellow of St. John's College, Cambridge,

and Rettor of Skynard, Lincolnſhire.

24. Mrs. Smith, wife of Dr. Smith, Pre

bend of Weſtminſler. -

Burnet Abercrombie, eſq. brother to

General Abercrombie, Commander in Chief

at Bombay.
-

Anthony Lucas, Eſq. of Ancaſter near

Grantham.

25. Mr. Timothy Yeats, at St. Mary at

Hill, in his 80th year.
-

Jame. Jackſon, eſq. Aſſay Maſter at Bir

mingham.

John Micklethwait, eſq. late Alderman of

*-as.

Lately at Spaniſh Town, Jamaica, Tho

ma; Harriſon, eſq. his Majcity's Attorney

General, and Advocate General in that

Iſland. He was ſon of Sir Thomas Harriſon,

Chamberlain of London.

Lately Aaron Levi, a Jew Merchant, De

vonſhire-ſtreet, Biſhopſgate-ſtreet.

Lately at Carmarthen, Herbert Martin

Philips, eſq. brother of John George Phil

lips, eſq. Repreſentative for that Borough.

26. Mr. John Edkins, Attorney at Law,

Shipſion upon Stour.

Mr. Thomas, Martin, aged 90, many

years Father of the Corporation of Yat

mouth, and formerly Collector ef the Caſ

toms there.

Richard Davis, eſq., Salt Officer and v. George Gates, eſq. Attorney at Law,
Coroner and Town Clerk of Rocheſter.

William Wynne, cſq. Clerk of the Peace

for the County of Flint.

At Nice, Thomas Eyre, eſq.

in the county of Derby.

28. At Belfaſt, in Ireland, Gilbert web

§: eſq brother of Sir Godfrey webfler,
art.

William Pocock, eſq. Great Ruſſel-ſtreet,

Bloomſbury.

Thomas Horne, eſq. at Liſbon.

Latcly the Rev. Mr. Gwathrop, Vicar of

Ticehurſt, in Suſſex.

29. At Hereford, Henry Harriſon, eſq.

eldeſt ſon of Benjamin Harriſon, eſq. Tre:-

ſurer of Guy's Hºſpital.

Mrs. Olwer, widow, at Rocheſter.

Mr. Richard Newbery, at Thetford,

aged 92.

Mr. Bradley, partner with Meſſrs. Iſher

weod and Co. Ludgate Hill.

30. Edward Solly, eſq. Gower-ſtreet.

31. Dr. Bºſtoe, of Boſton, Lincolnſhire.

Richard Thorold, eſq. of Hampſtead,
F. S. A.

Sir George Pocock, Knight of the Bath,

at his houſe in Charles ſtreet, Berkeley.

ſquare, in the 87th year of his age. He be

gan his profeſſiºn in the Navy under his

uncle Sir George Byng, who was afterwards

the firſt Lord Torrington. In the year 1 718,'

he ſerved on board the Fleet in the memo.

rable vićtory off Sicily. He then went

through the different ranks of his profeſſion

with diſtinguiſhed aſiduity. On the 1ſt of

Auguſt 1738, he was appointed Captain :
in 1755, Rear Admiral of the white ; in

1758, Vice Admiral of the Red : in 1762,

Admiral of the Blue ; and reſigned in 1:66.

In 1758, he commanded as Admiral in

Chief the Britiſh flect in India, where,

with an inferior force, he gained three con.

ſpicuous vićtories over the French fleet. In

1761 he was Commander in Chief at the

taking of the Havannah. A writer in one

of the daily papers ſays, “He was reſpected

by his enemies abroad, eſteemed and be.

loved by his officers, and adored by all the

ſailors. His private virtues were adequate

to

of Haſſop,
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to his public renown. He was an excelleut

father, a benevolent brºther, and an affee

tionate relation to all his family. He haſ a

dignified modeſty which made him never

eonſcious of his own merits, and his gene

rous humanity was a bleiting to the poor.

Every one who knew bin will teſtify the

truth of theſe aſſertions, and will lament

the death of ſo great and ſo gºod a man.”

Ark 1 1. 1. The Rev. Henry Coſſart, Rcſi

dent Maficr of Arts in Dublin Univer

ſity.

Å. Knightſbridge, aged 80, Mrs. Elm v,

formerly an actreſs belonging to Covent
Garden Theatre.

Mr. William Twopeany, fen. Attorney at

Law, Rocheſter.

The Rev. Robert Stedman, Vicar oſ Preſ

ton next Wingham, and Vicar of Willeibo

rough. -

Mr. John Pierce, Maſter of the King's

Head Tavern Holborn, aged 67.

In Francis-ſtreet, Tottenham Court Road,

—Woodward, eſq.

2. At Bideford, Captain James Williams,

of the Royal Navy.

Thomas Barſtow, eſq. Town Clerk of

Lerds.

Richard Rooke, eſq. at Upton.

At Millbrooke, near Southampton, Lady

Hoby Mill.

Venables Hinde, eſq. late Lieutenant and

Captain in the 2d Troop of Horſe Grena

dier Guards.

Henry Hobhouſe, eſq. of Hotſpen Houſe,

Sounerſetſhire, Barriſter at Law and Juſtice

of Peace.

Monſicur Maziere, near Mclls, in Upper

Poitou, who was preparing a new Swſtem

of Huſbandry, to lay before the National

Aſſembly.

3. Mr. Joſeph Wyatt, aged 92, late

Clerk to ſeveral Commiſſioncis of the Cuſ

tons.

At Hull, Daniel Bridges, M. D.

5. Alexander Callander, Eſq. Member

for the Boroughs of Aberdeen, &c,

Mr. William Boddington, Iligh Conſta

ble of Finſbury diviſion.

At Glaſgow, Capt T. Urquhart, of the In

dependent Companies, and late Lieutenant

in the 37th regiment.

At Bridlington, Yorkſhire, in his 62d

year, Richard ... entiſh, M. D.

Lately in Chapel-lane, Kilkenny, Ire

;and, Mr. Philip Fitzgibbon, Mathemati

rian. He was ſuppoſed to poſſeſs a more

accurate and extenſive knowledge of the

Iriſh language than any perſon living ; and

his latter vears were employed in compiling

an Iriſh Dºttionary, which he has left com

pleated except the letter S. The Dićtionary

is contained in about 400 pages, and with

res chal other curious MSS. is bequeathcq to

tie Rev. Mr. O'Donnel.

Latsiy at Dablin, Thomas Penroſe, Eſq.

one of the Commiſſioners of the LS

and Architect to the Board of works,

6. Mr. Thomas Hewitt of Dulwich,

At Bath, the Rev. Alexander Crowcher

Schºrnberg, M. A. Fellow of Magdalen

College, Oxford, author of An Hºàorical

and Chronological View of Roman law,

8vo. 1785, and other works.

Lately at Bath, Jeremiah Bentham, Eſq.,

tery,

ºf Queen-ſquare Place, Weſtminſter, gºi
8o years.

7. Captain John Cowling, of the Royal
Navy. -

Robert Prudom, Eſq. at Exeter."

At Canterbury, Captain Robert Le Geyſ,
Commander of the Cartºrct Packet, on the

Dover ſtation. +

8. At Sudbury, aged 82, the Rev. Henry

Croſsman, Rector of Little Cornard in Sui

folk, and of Little Bromley in Esſex.

9. At Bath William Gomm, Eſq. late

Secretary to the Embaſſy at the Hagº, ºrd

formerly Secretary to Sir James Harris, now

Lord Malmſbury, at the Courts of Ruſſia

and Holland.

Thomas Whittaker, Eſq. fen. of Blaken
hall, near Litchfield.

George Dive, Eſq. nephew to Sir George

Montgomery Metham. -

Charles Woodcock, Eſq., of Brentford
Butts.

Leonard Treſilian,

Knightſbridge.

10. At Highbury Place, Iſlington, Mr.

Peter Henry Bateman.

Suſannah, Viſcounteſs Dowager Fane,

relićt of Charles Viſcount Fane, who died

in 1766, in her 87th year.

Sir Abraham Pitches, of Clapham.

11. Lady Cooke, widow of Sir George

Cooke, Bart.

John Hughſon, Eſq. Firſt Clerk in the

office of the Duke of Newcaſtle in the re

ceipt of the Exchequer.

Walter King, Eſq. at Naſh, Somerſetſhire.

12. At Radley, near Abingdon, Berks,

the Rev. Sir James Stonehouſe, Bart. in his

74th year.

Mr. William Lovegrove, of Manſell-ſtreet,

Goodman's-fields.

Mr. Carleton, Attorney, Monument-yard.

Thomas Carmam, Eſq. Collector of the

Salt Dutics at Great Yarmouth.

13. Lieutenant Generai Baugh, late Col,

of his Majeſty's 6th icgiment of toot.

The Honourable George Carey, a Gene

ral in the army, Colonel of the 43d regiment
of foot.

Lately Mr. Wace, Stationer, in Newgate
ſtrict.

Lately John Blenkinſop, M. D. at Read
lºsſ.

i. John Moore, Eſq. Lieutenant in the

Royal Navy. -

15. Mr. John Mackie, of the Exciſe-office,

aged 89.

Eſq. Sloane-ſtreet,
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO CORRESPONDENTS.

we muſt be under the neceſſity of apologizing to our Poetical Correſpondents in general.

The number of pieces in hand will, as the ſummer advances, be duly attended to.

S. I. is received and will be inſerted.

The Article from Dulwich in our next.

J.B.'s Letter on the Meaſurement of Tonnage is come to hand, and will appear on our next

Wrapper.

Anſwer will have no Queſtions aſked.

A Proof will be ready about the 10th of June.
The Perſon who calls for the

—-mº- -m-

AVERAGE PRICES of CORN, from May 5, to May 12, 1792.

Wheat Rye |Barl." Oats ||Beans

s. d.ls. d.ls. . d.ls. d.

London 4 713 II 3 I lz II3 5

IN L, A N D COUN TIES.

Middleſex 4 11 ſo os 42 53 5

Surry 4 193 3 3 3.2 43 io

Hertford 4 7'o of 52 313 9

Bedford 4 so of 12 :3 *

Cambridge 4 43 oz 1 or 83 o |

Huntingdon 4 file ºf 22 º: o

Northampton 4 83 43 12 213 3

Rutland 4 7|o os I 2 13 3

Leiceſter 4. 3. o: 42 23 9

Nottingham 4 1913 193 32 33 19

Derby 5 $2 o; 22 54 5

Stafford 5 1 ſo o 3 92 4.4 5

Salop 4 83 53 3.2 44 a

Hereford 4 44 o'3 12 53 8

Vorceſter 4 3. 23 72 63 - 8

Warwick 5 *2 of 82 64 2

Glouceſter 4, 1 to of 22 33 7

Wilts 4. 60 o; 1'z 4 3 8

Berks 5 o'o o's 4 × 53 9

Cxford 4 Iolo o; or 2 3 4.

Bucks 4 8 o o'3 4 - 3 3 5

C O U N T L E S upon the COAST.

Wheat Rye Barl. Oats Beans

Eſſex 4. 7|3 213 z'z 33 6

Suffolk 4 ** ill; 22 23 o

Norfolk 4 43 o' 82 oz. 11

Lincoln 4. 33 o of 1 I tº 3 3

York 4. 63 32. 13| 11 3 7

Durham 4 9o 23 62 23 io

Northumberl.4 43 82 1 oil 11 o o

Cumberland 5 74 43 5. 2 o 6

Weſtmorld. 5 6'4 93 42 2 o o

Lancaſhire 5 o o º: 22 24 4

Cheſhire 4 90 os 6.2 24 5

Monmouth 4. too o: 4. zo o

Somerſet 4. 9 o §: 11:1 73 o

Devon 4. 82 oz 8, 1 94 t

Cornwall 5 o'o o2 s 1o o o

"Dorſet 4- 9 o 2. 9 o'4 5

Hants 4. 6 o 23 6. ' 24 o

Sºſſex 4 6,o oz 11 - 3 o o

Kent 4 8 o o; 2 * 33 2

- WALES.

North Wales 5 614 3| 3 211 9ſo e

South Wales 6 .. ol 3 ..]: #. •

–"mº-mm--

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER.

A P R I L.

RaroM ET E R. THER MoM. WIND.

24–30– 15 ——— 56 - S. W.

27–30 – 14 ——58 - S. W.

28–30 – 20 —— 61 - S. S. W.

19–30 – 18 6o - S. W.

30–29 – 95 —-- 61 - E.

M A Y.

1–29 – 9 — 57 - W.

2–30 – 1 1.– 50 - N. W.

3–3o – 34 —— 48 — N. N. E.

4–29 – 99— 52 – S. W.
5–30 – 11 ——48 – N.

6–30 — o'S —- 49 –

7–3o – co — 54 — N.

8–30 — oz —- 50-

9 – 30 — oo—— so –

to— 30 - 1 o 47 –

1 – 30 — 15 —— 48 -

--- 30 — I 1 -—— 43 –

: 3–30 – c.9 —— 55 – S. W.
14–30 – c.4 – 69 — S. S. V.

15–30 – c.;— 57 — S. S. W.

:

;
W

16–29 – 85 64 — S.

17–29 - 63— 57 — S. W.

18–29 – 7.5 59 - S. W.

19–29 – 90 63 — S. W.

20–29 – 88 62 - S.

21-29 - 74 –— 64 — S.

22–30 – c.9— 62 – S. W.

23-30 – 2 o — 56 – N. W.

24-3o – 35 — 58 — W.

May 24, 1702.Bank Stock,- y 24tº: Stock,-

5Per Cent.Ann. 1785,3per Ct. Ind. Ann

1 17 § a 1 18 ! India Bonds, –

New 4 per Cent. 97 || South Sea Stock, -

a 98 } a 98 Old S. S. Ann. -

3 per Cent. red. 863 New S.S. Ann. —

a 88, '3 per Cent. 1751-

3 per Cent. Conſ. 88 Exchequer Biſis

a 87 88 & | N. Na.& Við. Bills

3 per Cent. 1726,- Lot. Tick. 1.6l. 5s. a

Long An. 24 13-16 • 3s. a 5s. a 75.

25 5-16. Iriſh dilio

Do St. 1778, 11 9-16. -
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An A C C o UN T of JAMES QUIN".

[with A port Rait..]

This celebrated ačtor was born in

King-ſtreet, Covent Garden, 24th

Feb. 1693 t. His anceſtors were of an

ancient family in the Kingdom of Ireland.

His father, James Quin, was bred at

Trinity College, Dubin, from whence

he came to England, entered himſelf of

Lincoln's Inn, and was called to the bar;

but bis father, Mark Quin, who had

been Lord Mayor of Dublin in 1676,

dying about that period, leaving him a

Plentiful eſtate, he quitted England in 17oo,

for his native country; taking with him his

ſon, the object of our preſent attention t.

The marriage of Mr. Quin's father

was attended with circumſtances which

affected the future intereſt of his ſon ſo

materially, as probably to influence his

future deſtination in life. His mother was

a reputed widow, who had been married

to a perſon in the mercantile way, and

who left her, to purſue ſome traffick or

particular buſineſs in the Weſt Indies.

He had been abſent from her near ſeven

years, without her having received any

letter from, or the leaſt information about

him. He was even given out to be dead,

which report was univerſally credited;

ſhe went into mourning for him ; and

ſome time after Mr. Quin's father, who is

ſaid to have then poſſeſſed an eſtate of

1oool. a-year, paid his addreſſes to her

and married her. The conſequence of this

marriage was Mr. Quin. His parents con

tinued for ſome time in an undiſturbed ſtate

ef happineſs,when the firſt huſband returned,

* Soon after the death of Mr. Quin there appeared a pamphlet entitled, “The Life of

Mr. James Quin, Cemedian, with the Hiſtory of the Stage fºom his commencing A&or to his

Retreat to Bath.” 12mo. Printed for Bladon, 1766. From this Life, which is written with

a moſt cenſurable degree of inaccuracy, the account in the Biographical Dićtionary, pub

liſhed in 1767, is taken; where it has ſince continued to miſinform the Reader through two

editions. It is unneceſſary to add, that no regard is due to the authority of this pamphlet or

of the Biographical Dićtionary in this inſtance.

f Chetwood's Hiſtory of the Stage, 152; and Hiſtory of Engliſh Stage, 1741, p. 152.

! In the Life of Anthony a Wood we have the following account of another James Quin,

who was probably of the ſame family. “In this month James Quin, M. A. and one of

the ſenior &tudents of Chriſt Church, a Middleſex man born, but ſon of Walter Quin, of

Dubin, died in a crazed condition in his bedmaker's houſe, in Pennyfarthing ſtreet, and

was buried in the Cathedral of Chriſt Church. A. W. had ſome acquaintance with him,

and hath ſeveral times heard him ſing with great admiration. His voice was baſs, and he

had a great command of it. It was very ſtrong and exceeding trouling, but he wanted ſkill,

-nd could ſcarce ſing in concert. He had been turned out of his trudent's place by the

viſitors; but being well acquainted with ſome great men of thoſe times that loved muſick,

they introduced him into the company of Oliver Cromwell the Protector, who loved a good

voice and inſtrumental muſic well. He heard him ſing with great delight, liquored him with

ſa, k, and in concluſion ſaid, “Mr. Quin you have doue very weli, what ſhall I do for you ?”

To which Quin made anſwer with great complinen's, of which he had command with a .

feat grace, that “ His Highneſs would be plc ſed to reſtore him to his ſtudent's place;" |

which he did accordingly, and ſo kept itº: dying day.” Liſe of Wood, p. 139.

t 2. - claime
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claimed his wife, and had her. Mr.

Quin the elder retired with his ſon,
to whom he is ſaid to have left his

roperty *. Another, and more pro

[... aceount t is, that the eſtate was

ſuffered to deſcend to the Heir at Law,

and the illegitimacy of Mr. Quin being

proved, he was diſpoſſeſſed of it, and left
to ſhift for himſelf. w

Mr. Quin received his education at

Dublin, under the care of Dr. Jones, until

the death of his father in 17 Io, when the

progreſs of it was interrupted, we may pre

fume, by the litigations which aroſe about

his eſtate. It is generally admitted, that

he was deficient in literature; and it has

been ſºil, that he laughed at thoſe who

read books by way of enquiry after know

ledge, ſaying, he read men—that the

world was the beſt book. This account

is believed to be founded in truth, and

will prove the great ſtrength of his natural

underſtanding, which enabled him to eſta

bliſh ſo confiderable a reputation as a man

of ſenſe and genius.

Deprived thus of the property he ex

j. and with no .. to ſupport

im, though he is ſaid to have been intend

ed for the Law, Mr. Quin appears to have

arrived at the age of 2 years. He had,

therefore, nothing to rely upon but the

exerciſe of his talents, and with thºſe he

ſoon ſupplied the deficiencies of fortune.

The Theatre at Dublin was then ſtrug

gling for an eſtabliſhment, and there he

made his firſt eſſay. The part he per

formed was Abel in “The Committee t,”

in the year 1714; and he repreſented a

few other charaćters, as Cleon in “Ti

mon of Athens,” Prince of Tanais in

“ Tamerlane,” and others, but all of

equal inſignificance. After performing

one ſeaſon in Dublin, he was adviſed by

Chewood not to finother his riſing genius

in a kingdom where there was no great

encouragement for merit. This advice he

adopted, and came to London, where he

was immediately received into the Company

at D: cry-lane. It may be proper here to

mention, that he repaid the friendſhip of

Chetwool, by a recommendation which

enabled that gentleman to follow him to

the Mºti opolis.

At that perio it was uſual for young

aśtors to perform interior characters,

and to riſe in the Theatre as they diſplayed

ſkill and improvement. In conformity te

this practice, the parts which Mr. Quin

had allotted to him were not calculated to

procure much celebrity for him. He per

formed the Lieutenant of the Tower in

Rowe's “Jane Grey,” the Steward in Gay's

“What d'ye Call It," and Vulture in

“The Country Laſſes;” all ačted in 1715.

In December 1716 he performed a part

of more conſequence, that of Antenor in

Mrs. Centlivre's “Cruel Gift;” but in

the beginning of the next year we find him

degraded to ſpeak about a dozen lines in

the charaćter of the Second Player in

“Three Hours after Marriage.”

Accident, however, had juſt before pro

cured him an opportunity of diſplaying his

taients, which he did not neglect. An

order had been ſent from the Lord Cham

berlain to revive the play of “Tamerlane”

for the 4th of Nov. 1716. It had ac

cordingly been got up with great magni

ficence. On the third night, Mr. Mills,

who performed Bajazet, was ſuddenly

taken ill, and application was made to

Mr. Quin to ...?'. part ; a taſk which

he executed ſo much to the ſatisfaction

of the audience, that he received a con

ſiderable ſhare of applauſe. The next

night he made himſelf perfeół, and per

formed it with redoubled proofs of appro
bation. On this occaſion he was com

plimented by ſeveral perſons of diſtinc

tion and dramatic taſte upon his early

riſing genius $. -

It does not appear that he derived any

other advantage at that time from his ſuc

ceſs. Impatient, therefore, of his ſitu

ation, and diſſatisfied with his employers,

he determined upon trying his fortune at

Mr. Rich's Theatre, at Lincoln's Inn

Fields, then under the manas, ment of

Meſſ. Keene and Chriſtopher Bullock;

and accordingly in 1717 quitted Drury

Lane, after remaining there two ſeaſons.

Chetwood inſinuates, that envy influenced

ſome of the Managers of Drury Lane to

depreſs ſo riſing an Aćtor. Be that as it

may, he continued at the Theatre he had

choſen ſeventeen years, and during that

period ſupported, without diſcredit, the

ſame characters which were them admira

bly performed at the rival Theatre.

Soon after he quitted Drury Lane an

unfortunate tranſastron took pace, which

threatened to inter, upt, if not entinely to

... • viao's H ſtory of tº Stage, Vol. III. p. 90.—Mr. vićtor f.ys, this account was

- - - - £iven by Mr. Q ºn to two Gentlemen ſome time before his death. *

+ “ Hiſtory of the Stage,” 1741, and Chetwood.

. * : see “ Chetwood's Hiſtory of the Stage.” p. 53. : 14.

“ Chetwood's Hi:i9ry of the Stage,” p. 214. ſtop
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flop his theatrical purſuits. This was an

unlucky rencounter between him and Mr.

Bowen, which ended fatally to the latter.

From the evidence given at the trial, now

before us", it appeared, that on the 17th of

April 1718, about four or five o'clock in the

afternoon, Mr. Bowen and Mr. Quin met

accidentally at the Fleece Taverm, in Corn

hill. They dranktogether in a friendly man

ner, jeſted with each other for ſome time,

until at length the converſation turned on

their performances on the Stage.Bowen ſaid,

§§. had. Tamerlane in a looſe

ſort of a manner; and Quin, in reply, ob

ſerved, that his opponent had no occaſion

to value himſelf on his performance, ſince

Mr. Johnſon, who had but ſeldom acted

it,repreſentedJacomo, in “The Libe time,”

as well as he who had acted it often. Theſe

obſervations, probably, irritated them both,

and the converſation changed, but to an

other ſubječt not better calculated to pro

duce good-humour—the honeſty of each

party. In the courſe of the altercation,

Bowen aſſerted, that he was as honeſt a

man as any in the world, which occaſion

ed a ſtory about his political tenets

to be introduced by Quin; and both

parties being warm, a wager was laid

on the ſubject, which was determined

in favour of Quin, on his relating,

that Bowen ſometimes drank the health

of the Duke of Ormond, and ſome

times refuſed it; at the ſame time aſking
the referee, how he could be as honeſt a

inan as. was in the world, who acted

upon two different principles. The Gen

tleman who acted as umpire then told Mr.

Bowen, that if he inſiſted upon his claim

to be as honeſt a man as any was in the

world, he muſt give it againſt him. Here

the diſpute ſeemed to have ended, nothing

in the reſt of the converſation indicating

any remain of reſentment in either party.

Soon afterwards,however,Mr.Bowen aroſe,

threw down ſome money for his reckon

ing, and left the company. In about a

quarter of an hour Mr. Quin was called

out by a porter ſent by Bowen, and both

Quin and Bowen went together, firſt to the

Swan Tavern, and then to the Pope's Head

Tavern, where a rencounter took place,

in which Bowen received a wound, of

which he died on the zoth of April fol.

lowing. In the courſe of the evidence it

was ſworn, that Bowen, after he had re

ceived the wound, declared that he had

had juſtice done him, that there had been

nothing but fair play, and that if he died,

he freely forgave his antagoniſt.

On this evidence Mr Quin was, on the

1 oth of July, found guilty of manſlaughter

only, and ſoon after returned to his em

ployment on the Stage +.

This unhappy incident was not calcu

lated to impreſs a favourable opinion of

* As a ſpecimen of the Life-writer's accuracy, it may not be incurious to ſet down

the manner in which this tranſaction is related by him. “There was at this time (i. e.

near zo years after the event really happened) upon Drury Lane Theatre a ſubaltern player,

or rather faggot, whoſe name never made its appearance in the Bills, and therefore will

ſcarce be found in the annals of the Theatres of that period; Williams, however, was the

name he bore ; he was a native of Wales, and was not the leaſt nettleſome of his

countrymen. He perfºrmed the part of the Meſſenger in the tragedy of Cato; and ſaying

“Ceſar ſends health to Cato,” he pronounced the laſt word Krºto; which ſo ſtruck

Quin, that he replied, with his uſual coolneſs, “Would he had ſent a better meſſenger.”

This reply ſo ſtung Mr. Williams, that he from that moment vowed revenge.—He followed

Qgin into the Green-Room when he came off the Stage, and after repreſenting the injury

he had done him, by making him appear ridiculous in the eyes of the audience, and thereby

hurting him in his proteſiion, he then called him to an account as a gentleman, and inſiſted

upon ſatisſation; but Quin, with his uſual philoſophy and humour, endeavoured to

rally his paſſion. This did but add fuel to his antagoniſt's rage, who, without farther re

monſtrance, retired, and waited for Quin under the Piazza. Upon his return from the tavern

to his lodgings Williams drew upon him, and a rencounter enſued, in which Williams

fill.”

# The friendſhip between Mr. Quin and Mr. Ryan is well known, and it is ſomething

remarkable, that they were each at the ſame time embarraſſed by a ſimilar accident. We

have already mentioned that Bowen received the wound which occaſioned his death on the

17th of April. On the zoth of June, Mr. Ryan was at the Sun Eating-houſe, long

Acre, at ſupper, when a Mr. Kelley, who had before terrified ſeveral companies by drawing

his ſword on perſons whom he did not know, came into the room in a fit of drunkenneſs,

abuſed Mr. Ryan, drew his ſword on him, with which he made three paſſes before Ryan. ..

could get his own ſword, which lay in the window. With this he defended himſelf, and " ":

ran Mr. Kelley, in the left ſide, who fell down, and immediately expired. It does not

appear that Mr. Ryan was obliged to take his trial for this homicide.

Mr.
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Mr. Quin on the public mind, when it

is confidered, however, in all its circum

fºunces, it will not leave much ſtain upon

his charaćter. Whatever effect it had at

the time, he lived to crate the impreſſion it

had made by many ads of benevolence

and kindneſs to thoſe with whom he was

conneéted.

(To be concluded in car next.)

D R O S S I A N A.

N U M B E R XXXII.

ANECDOTES of II.LUSTRIOUS and EXTRAORDINARY PERSONS,

PER iſ a PS NOT GENERALLY

— A THING of sh REDs AND PATCHES :

KNOWN.

HAMLET.

[ Continued from Page 261.]

CoN GR evg.

THIS ſprightly writer has been in general

fuppoſed to have written his comedies

without any reference to life or nature. The

follºwing tranſcript from a manuſcript

lettes of Mr. Dryden to Mr. Walſh (Mr.

Pope's friend), will ſhew how ill this ob

ſervation is founded.

“Congreve's Double Dealer (ſays he)

is much cenſured by the greater part of

the Town, and is defended only by the

beſt judges, who, you know, are commonly

the feweſt ; yet it gains ground daily, and

has already been acted eight times. The

women think he has expoſed their bitchery

too much, and the gentlemen are offended

with bim for the diſcovery of their follies,

and the way of their intrigues,under the no

tion of friendſhip to their ladies' huſbands.”

Dr. Johnſon objects to the plots of

Congreve's comedies, in ſome of which

tie play terminates with a marriage
in a maſk. This excellent and acute

critic did not, perhaps, recollect, that till

the beginning of Queen Anne's reign

wºmen uſed to come to the theatres in a

mail. This practice was forbidden by

a Y” or lamation of that Queen, in the firſt

year ct her reign.

Nºv. Congreve, after having been at the

exº~nce ºf the education of the young

1: Psilentative of his ancient and illuſirious

f....tly, left nearly the whole of his tortune

to Henrietta Ducheſs of Marlborough,

*** whom he is ºppoſed to have been

Pºtty intºnate. Her Grace, indeed, at

r’s death preſented the family with a

watch and her own portrait; “payant

ei: Fortrait,” as Daubig.6 ſaid of Henry

the Fourth of France, “ ce qu’elle les

avoit Priº tmcficts.”

A ſtay on the Diſference between

W* :: and Humour, in a Letter to Mr.

323, is the C, ºc from jºir. Congreve,

Le SAGE, the Author of Gil Blas.

The “Diable Boiteux” of this excellent

writer is taken from “El Diablo Coxu

ello 5" or, “ The Lame Devil,” ºf

Antonio Guevara, an ancient Spaniſh

writer. Le Sage has completely mº

derniſed the original. “It is much to be

wiſhed,” ſays the ingenicus Mr. Clark:

in his “Letters on the Spaniſh Nation,

“ that Guevara's original was well

tranſlated into Engliſh, as we ſheuld find

in it ºn infinity of old Spaniſh manners

and cuſtoms, and the names of all the

nobility at full length, moſt of which title:

and families ſubſiſt to this day.” Every

man of curioſity who does not underſtand

the Spaniſh language, muſt join in the

wiſh. Le Sage has been ſuppoſed to have

taken the hint of his “Gil Blas” from an

old Spaniſh novel. This is not true.

The book is entirely his own, except" g

ſome anecdotes of the Duke of Lerina

and of the Count Duc d'Olivarez, taken

from Vittorio Siri's “Mercurio d’Euro

pa.” Le Sage's plays and faces, of

which he wrote very many, have, it ſeeins,

no great merit, one comed alone ex

cepted, “ Turcoret,” a piece, written

againſt the farmers-general and finan:

ciºs of his time. Of his excellent revº!

“Gil Blas,” Voltaire ſays very coorly,

in his “Reign of Louis XIV.” “Sca

Roman a cemeure partequ'il y a "

matureſ.—Le Sage's novel of “ tº:

Blas” is not forgotten with the reſt of his

works,becauſe there is ſome nature in it;"

nature indeed enough to make it **

as long as there ſhall be human bººs:

upon the face of the earth who ſhall tº

themſelves do ſcribed in it, and long at ºf

Voltaire's phyſical and metaphyſica, ºvº-13

and romances ſhall be forgotten.
>;--> -->. :*:---.

Dky DEN.
:: * is ;rºwd ºf twº Bakerville edition of this

: *** writer's vºv, ks. It is very ſher,
- -

Poor Dryden has been much ºl-med by

but it is very well ºwne.
many crit...stor gºing into a double rººt

- in
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in many of his plays. He always, however,

ſaid he did ſo to pleaſe his audience. But,

after all, does not Ariſtotle himſelf ſay,

without his uſual intrepidity of deciſion,

“A fable properly conſtituted ſhould

rather be ſimplethan double; though the

latter issº by ſome.”—How diſ

graceful it is to the literature of this coun

try, that there is no complete edition of

the works of this great poet !

------4---------it

Milton.

The lover of Milton is in general ſo

much dazzled with the power of his verſi

:*: f

fication, that he is almoſt inclined to give

him credit for being the firſt author who

accommodated the Engliſh language ſo

completely to blank verſe. To Shake

ſpeare he was moſt certainly much in

debted. He had ſet him an example,

which Milton followed with the imitation

of a man of genius. The ingenious

Mr. Webb, in his “kemarks on the Beau.

ties of Poetry,” ſhews in what points the

verſification of theſe two great poets re

ſembled each other. He inſtances from

The Tempeſt –

Full many a lady

I've ey'd with beſt regard, and many

a time

The harmony of their tongues hath into

bondage

Brought my too diligent ear; for ſeveral

virtues

Have I lik'd ſeveral women;—never any

With ſo full ſoul, but ſome defect in her

Did quarrel with the nobleſt grace ſhe ow’d,

And put it to the foil. But you, O you!

$9 perfect, and ſo peerleſs are created

Of every creature's beſt.

. In this paſſage, ſays the ingenious crí.

tic, the riſing from the feeble and proſaic

S E R

movement of the firſt lines, to the even

enor of harm »ny in the laſt, is entirety

Miltonic. Or, to ſpeak mare jutly, it is

one of thoſe fine grai itions in poetic hºr

mony which give a kind of gºo win; ºr

to a thought, and form a principal bººty

in the verſification of Shakeſpears and

Milton. Mr. Webb ſays very juſtly, in

ſpeaking of Shakeſpeare, “ The power of

...; an advantage to the moſt familiar

objects by ſome unexpected happineſs in

their uſe and application, is particularly

diſtinguiſhed in this poet when he touches

on the fables of antiquity. Thus Per

dita, in the Winter's Tale, at a loſs for

flowers to beſtow on her gueſts, exclaims,

O Proſerpina t

For the flowers now, that, frighted, thou

Ietſ fall

From Dis's waggon; daffodils

That come before the ſwallow dares, and

ake

The winds of March with beauty; vio

lets dim,

But ſweeter than the lids of Juno's eyes,

Or Cytherea's breath.

“Excluſive of the purpoſe,” adds the in

gºnious Writer,” for which I have intro

duced theſe lines, you muſt have obſerved

the uncommon art of the Poet in charac

teriſing his flowers.

———They at her coming ſpring.—

A fine imagination (continues Mr. Webb

very beautifully), like the preſence of Eve,

gives aº vegetation to the beauties

of Nature.

“We have no right,” adds he, “ta

complain that Nature is always the ſane,

or that the ſources of novelty have been

exhauſted. It is in Poetry as in Philoſo

phy, new relations are ſtruck out, new

in Huences diſcovered, and every ſuperior

genºus moves in a world of his own."

f N G A P A T A M.

In giving the following Account of the ſtate of defence into which Hyder Ally Khan put his

capital, when attacked by the United Forces of the Engliſh Company, commanded

General Joſeph Smith, the Mahrattas, and Nyzam Ally, in the year 1767, the Reader

may, perhaps, be furniſhed with ſome idea of the topography of Seringapºtam.

YDER ALLY, finding himſelf inca

pable of meeting his enemies on the

open plain, retired with his Army to the

iſland before Seringapatam, and fortified his

camp, which on the left terminated againſt

the city ramparis, and on the right, at a re

doubt ſituated at the extremity of the canal,

which, with the River Cavani, forms the

iſland on which the city is built ; by this po

flºon, the back part of the camp was ſecured

fºcal every attack by the canal, wbici, is very

broad and deep, with ſteep banks; the front

of his camp was defended by nine large re

doubts, anouating 24, 33, and 36 pounders,

that cornmanded the whole plain about 333

paces; before theſe, on the banks of the river,

were feven other redoubts, flanking thoſe

before mentioned, each mounting ſix or

eight pieces of cannon, and ſerved by five

liuadied men each ; all theſe redºubts had

ditches before them planted with palliſades;

aad as the river was every where (ordable

a
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*

and hard at bottom, zo,ooo crow feet were

forged, to be laid as ſoon as the enemy ap

peared diſpoſed to the attack: about one

hundred pieces of cannon from the town

ramparts, and fifty that were in a fortified

pagoda ſituated on a very ſteep hill on the

other ſide of the river, oppoſite the part of

the iſland furtheſt from the city, would have

flanked thoſe who might be diſpoſed to at.

tack the firſt line of redoubts, and the ſame

artillery would have rendered the attack of

the ſecond line ſtill more difficult. In this

camp, defended by 300 pieces of cannon,

Hyder waited the approach of his enemies;

and as his cavalry would have been of no uſe

to him, he divided it into ſeveral parties, and

ſent them into the country of Bangalore, to

make the ſame devaſtation he had cauſed to

be mºde for about thirty leagues around Se

tingapatam.

This was the poſition of Hyder when the

above armies appeared before Seringapatam,

General Smith reconnoitered his camp, and

in a Council of War recommended a diviſion

of the armies, and by feint of attack to en

deavour to draw Hyder from his flrong

hold; which advice was however rejećted by

the Mahrattas and the Nizam, whom Hyder

found means to conciliate to him, by the

payment of fix lacks of rupees to the firſt,

and engaging to pay ſix lacks more in fix

months. The Mahrattas, in conſequence,

withdrew themſelves; and by the ſame pe

cuniary weapons Hyder not only overcame

the reſentment of the Nizam, but prevailed

on him to abandon the Engliſh intereſt, and

to eſpouſe his own, by entering into treaty

with the Nizam, to join him againſt the

Engliſh. In conſequence of this breach of

faith, General Smith was obliged to return

to the Carnatic, for its defence, and the ſub

ſiſtence of his almy.

F O R T R E S S OF B A N G A L O R. E.

[with a view.]

Although the following Account of Bangalore was written by a Bengal Officer only

two days after the ſtorm of the garriſon, yet it ſerves to give a general idea of the

- great importance of the acquiſition to the Britiſh power in India.

THIS FORT is about a mile in circum

ference, and ſhaped like an egg. There

are two entrances to it: one at each end,

lying to the north and ſouth. The northern

cntrance is called the Delhi gates; they

are five in number, and are strong, large,

and elegantly finiſhed. The ſouthern en

trance is called the Myſore-gates: they

are low, and far inferior to the Delhi

gates, and are four in number. Both theſe

gateways are covered by out-works. The

ramparts of the fort are very wide, and

extremely well built. The ditch is deep

and wide, but dry in moſt part of it. The

foſſebras and covert-way are both very

broad. There are thirty ſemicircular baſ

tions at nearly equal diſtances round the

fort; and in the body of the place (in dif.

ferent parts of it) are five cavalier baſtions.

There is ſcarcely one good houſe in the

fort. The foundery and machinery for

boring cannon and muſket-barrels, are

certainly the works of Frenchmen ; the

braſs guns made here, though ſmall, are

very good, but the muſquetry is abomi

nable. The palace is grand and ſpacious :

it forms four fronts, E. W. N. and S. each

of which compoſes a lofty colonaded hall,

the pillars of them connected by ſcolloped

arches; theſe, as well as the roof, are of

wood. To the walls in front of the en

trance to the eaſt and weſt halls, are bal

conies, richly carved, raiſed on ſmall pl.

lars, and joined by arches. In the middle

of each balcony is a ſquare proječtion,

which we ſuppoſe to have been the ſeat of

ſtate, whenever the Sultan held a Dur

bar. The north and ſouth fronts are

remarkably airy, as no wall divides them;

ſo that you ſee through the palace. The

whole of this part is of pillars and arches,

. all the palace is richly painted and
ilded. -

§ In front of each face is a fountain. To

the N.S. and W. are Jenanas not yet finiſh

ed; they are low, but beautifully painted

and gilt. Oppoſite the N. and S. fronts

of the palace are ſmall flower-gardens, to

the right and left, with the Europe Pink

and various other flowers in them. About

1o8 guns, iron and braſs, many from 18

to 32 pounders, were found in the fort,

and an incredible quantity of all ſizes of

Europe and country ſhot, large magazines

ºr. a vaſt quantity of grape ſhot,

and muſkets, am:munition, &c. seſides a

variety of all kinds of Furope entrenching

tools, and every other military ſtore, and

an abundance of country implements of

war, &c. &c. &c. There are alſo many

tanks and wells in this important for
title.

EXTRACTS
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EXTRACTS from ORIGINAL LETTERS from EDWARD WORTLEY

MONTAGUE, Jun. Esq. to an EMINENT PHYSICIAN in LONDON, dec.

Roſetta in Egypt, Feb. 16, 1773.

DEAR SIR,

I AM much obliged to you for the com

pliment that you pay my beard, and to

my good friend Dr. Mackenzie, for hav

ing given you an account of it advan

tageous enough to merit the panegyric.

I have followed Ulyſſes and AEneas—

I have ſeen all they are ſaid to have viſited,

the territories of the allies of the Greeks,

as well as thoſe of old Priam, with leſs

eaſe, though with more pleaſure, than moſt

of our travellers traverſe France and Italy.

I have had inany a weary ſtep, but never

a tireſome hour; and however dangerous

and diſagreeable adventures I may have

had, none could ever deter me from my

point, but, on the contrary, they were only

timuli. I have certainly many mate

rials, and claſſical ones too, but I was

always a bad workman ; and a ſexagenary

one is of all workmen the worſt, as, per

haps with truth, the fair ſex ſay. This is

very true, but the Patriarchs only began

life at that time of day, and I find that I

have a Patriarchal conſtitution. I live

as hardly and as ſimply as they did—

“nured to hardſhip I deſpiſe luxury—my

only luxury is coffee, and the concomitant

ºf claret, exceptis excipiendis.

I ſtaid a conſiderable time at Epirus

and Theſſalia—theatres on which the fate

*f the world was the drama. I took

exact plans of A&tium and Pharſalia, and

ſhould have ſent them to you to communi

sate to the Royal Society, but there are no

ſhips ſailing directly for Europe.

I cannot tell you the pleaſure I take in

the ſucceſs of Mr. Banks and Dr. Solan

der. I ſhall be happy when their diſ

coveries are made public. Good God I

ow happy muſt thoſe Gentlemen be, in

having been ſo ſerviceable to mankind |

I have lately followed Moſes in the

Wilderneſs—I have fince followed the

victorious Iſraelites, and have viſited all

their poſſeſſions. But, with all theſe

materials, I am idle with regard to them.

What ſhall I ſay to you ?—I am now ſo

itten with a beautiful Arabian, that ſhe

"holly takes up my time —ſhe only is the

•bject of my every attention; ſhe, though

not in blooming youth, has more charms

than all the younger beauties. I am

tºtally taken up with the ſtudy of the

Arabic language, and as I daily find freſh

beauties in it, I become the more eager

in my purſuit. My fair miſtreſs is not coy;

ſhe admits my careſſes, but, alas ! in this

I find myſelf a ſexagenary lover : I careſs

her as much and more than I ſhould have

done at five-and-twenty, but with leſs

fruit. Indeed, I have ſo far ſucceeded,

that though I read but little proſe, I have

attached myſelf to Arabic poetry, which,

though extremely difficult, well pays my

pains; its own energy and ſublimity are

not to be paid. I know not with what to

amuſe you, therefore I ſend you an account

of our weather at this place ſince our winter

began.

Nov. 27, Therm. Sun-riſe 4 in the

67 afternoon.

&c. &c. &c. 7o

I ſent our friend Mr. Anderſon, the

other day, a very large aſpic, which, if L

miſtake not, is the very aſpic of the an

tients. Pray examine it, and put it in the

Britiſh Muſeum. Mr. Anderſon can

ſhew you my pićlure, and my Views of

Egypt. Pray aſſiſt Mr. Anderſon is

the choice of ſome medicines that I have

deſired him to ſend me. Pray make my

compliments to the goat"; ſhe has made

me a bad man, that is an envious one, for I

envy her having been tº ree times round

the globe.

I beg you will order for me, from your

Bookſeller, Grammatica Arabica dićta

Qaſia, magno et eleganti Charactere ex

Typographia Medicaä.

You will much oblige

Your moſt obedient and

Humble Servant,

ED. WoRT LEY MoxTAGUE.

Pleaſe to continue to receive my Tranſ

aćtions. Direct always at Meſſrs. Omech

and Corrys, Leghorn, and write the

news as much as ſuits your conveniency.

The price of the above book, as well as

any other in the Oriental languages, which

may have been publiſhed within theſe ten.

years, Meſſrs. Coutts will pay you.

Roſetta in Egypt, April 26, 17-3.
YOU have hereºº § i.

weather, and I now ſhould give you ſome

account ofthe plague, but I can fly little or

nothing more than what you havé heard a

thouſand times; however, I will tell you

what happened to myſelf, and after that I

will give you two or three remarks.

In the year 1764. 1 was one night taken.

* Sir Joſeph Banks's goat.

Wol. XXI. with
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with an unuſual heat, but, however, it

went off. It could not be a fever, for it

was attended with no head-ach. The next

day I perceived a ſwelling in my groin,

but, however, it was not painful to any

degree. A few hours after I felt a

pain under my arm (ſuch as collecting

matter cauſes), and the next day a kind

of bubo began to form in the lower part

of the neck, above the ſhoulder, and a

ſmaller about an inch below it: both grew

exceſſively painful, and that in the groin

diminiſhed. The plague had been over

two months, and there was no talk of it

all over the country. I ſent for the

French ſurgeon, who told me, that it was

lucky for me that the plague was over; for

otherwiſe I ſhould be ſeparated from every

body; for what I had would be deemed the

#. if it had not been ſo long over.

e propoſed what was neceſſary to pro

mote ſuppuration in a ſhort time, but left

me to apply it myſelf, as he did not chuſe

to touch me, or even my clothes. The

fourth day the lower bubo (if I may call

it ſo, for it was not bigger than a walnut)

opened and diſcharged much matter—the

upper one had a communication with it,

and ſo emptied by this opening. Till it

cpened I was in a violent fever for two

and-twenty days. This, I am told, was

certainly the plague ; and I have ſince

found that it is pretty common for perſons

here and there to feel ſuch a ſlight

attack after the plague is over. Theſe

attacks are ſeldom or never fatal,

but are thought ſufficient to prevent

a perſon from being infected a ſecond

time, which very rarely happens. How

ever, in 1771, when the Plague was very

violent at Damietta, I went there, and (as

I never did much fear it, and thought my

age, as well as what had happened in

1764, were pretty good aſſurances againſt

the infection), I went then and dimed at

the Governor's. The Gentleman who

ſat next to me was infected (which no

bedy knew); he died that might. The

next morning ſome perſons (Chriſtians)

came to ſee me, but I obſerved them ſtart

as ſoon as they ſaw me. Indeed, I felt a

fluſhing in my face, and that my eyes

were ſwelled ; but I attributed this to fa

tigue (as I had paſſed five diſagreeable

days and nights, riding in a violent gale

of wind upon the Barr, with 150 fathem

of cable out). However, when I per

ceived the effect the ſight of me had, and

knew the death of the Gentleman who

ſat next to me, I began to ſuſpect, and

immediately after felt violent pain and

ſhooting is the place that had been open

-

in 1764. In the afternoon I felt a burº

ing heat, as if a hot iron had been applied

to my whole body. I was now convinced

that I had the plague; but, however, I

was not caſt down : I had bark with me,

and began to take every two hours two

drachms, with two ſcruples of rhubarb,

and ſent for a number º limes (the juice

of two hundred of which I drank in the

firſt four-and-twenty º: I had a

ſwelling in each groin, and two under

my left arm. I continued in this fituation

for four days. The buboes diminiſhed;

but I could not promote- a ſuppuration.

The fifth day I prepared ſome chicken

water, and gave myſelf a clyſter. I took

four without any effect. The fifth was

attended with the moſt extraordinary

effect upwards and downwards, and oc

caſioned a ſweat violent enough to over

flow my room ; after that I got a fine

ſleep, which laſted eight hours. I awaked

cool, and with an appetite. I got ſome

fiſh broiled, which I ate with a ſauce com

poſed of a great quantity of garlic and

lime juice. The buboes went away with:

out any opening, and I was as well as I

ever was in my life. I ſet out for Cairo

a week afterwards, where I found every

body ſurprized to ſee me alive. The re

port of my death had flown all over

Egypt. Not one Chriſtian, no Doctor

came near me after the firſt day; but my

Muſulmen friends conſtantly came to me,

and ſent me their ſlaves to attend me, as

in any other illneſs.

Now, my dear Sir, it would be im

pertinent in me to give you any remarks

of mine, after I have given you the ſymp

toms, as you are an able Phyſician, and I

am an old woman. I will tell you, how

ever, that dogs conſtantly have the Plague

here, but I don't find that birds, or other

animals, catch it ; but it is a matter of

rejoicing when it attacks dogs, for then

it always ceaſes in the human ſpecies;

which is quite the contrary to the Plague

deſcribed by Homer. -

M. —— is juſt arrived from Arabia

ºix and Abyſſinia. I hoped to have

had ſome fine account of Savao, the ca

pital of Arabia Felix (which was the

ſeat of a celebrated race of Kings called

Tobais, long before the time of Mo

hammed), but he met with nothing that

anſwered his expectation. Natural Hiſ’

tory will be much obliged to him for the

great diſcoveries he has made indeed with

incredible fatigue. He goes by this ſhip

to Marieilles, and directly to England.

I hear that he intends to complain of our

Ambaſſador at the Porte; but as tº
…ill
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complaints will be without foundation,

I hope they will be fruitleſs; for every

body muſt do Mr. Murray juſtice; for we

never had at the Perte ſo diſintereſted a

Miniſter, nor one who ſupported our in

tereſts and privileges with ſo much firm

neſs and vigour as Mr. Murray. He is

admired for it by every body; and the

Grand Vizir told me, he wiſhed the Sultan

had one man in his Miniſtry ſo attached to

the intereſts of his country, and ſo little

attached to his own private intereſt, as

Mr. Murray.

Roſetta, May 10, 1773.

THIS town is ſituated in thirty-one

degrees of latitude : the town is on the

weſtern bank of the Nile, and ſix miles

from the mouth of it. It is three miles

in length, and its general breadth is about

one mile. It is defended from the parching

ſouthern gales by two very conſiderable

ſard-hills; they are of ſand mixed with

rubbiſh, which I ſuppoſe to be the only

remains of Canopus :—Canopus urbº eff

AEgypti diſtans 12o ſtadia ab Alexandrid

terreffri itinere, ſays Strabo. I have no

proof that this is really the ſcite of Ca

nopus ; but as they were digging there

the other day for ſome ſtone, I ſaw taken

out a quantity of hewen ſtone, and eight

large granite pillars ; and behind this

hill one may perceive the remains of a

canal that went to Alexandria, in which

I ſuppoſe the paſſage-boats mentioned I

believe by Juvenal (for I have not that

Author with me to conſult) were either

ſailed or towed. The whole ſpace between

it and the ſea is taken up with beautiful

gardens, with each a pleaſure-houſe of ſome

kind on it. Theſe gardens are ever green,

or never green, as Mr. Pope uſed to ſay

of what was commonly called ever-greens.

I thank you for the receipt of the pow
der. I do not know how it is, but you

poſſeſs in a ſuperior degree the great art of

obliging perſons, without ſeeming to in

tend it.

I ſhall ſend you ſoon my copper-plates.

You may exhibit the plan (that of the

Battle of Actium) to the Royal Society,

and afterwards preſent it from me to

the Muſeum. If the Society think fit

to publiſh it, they may make uſe of the

plates. But in that caſe the Dedication

ſhould be altered; and if the Society chuſe

to publiſh it, I imagine a Dedication im

proper, unleſs it is to the King.

Make my compliments to Mr. Banks

and Solander, and do not forget me to

Qmai, Is there no news yet of Captain

Cook I am impatient to hear more of

the Southern World.

Roſetta, in Egypt, june 1, 1773.

FORMERLY there was a conſiderable

quantity of ſugar made here, but the

French import that article ſo cheaply, that

they have very few ſugar-houſes, not

one out of fifty of the number they had

formerly. From the rice-grounds, and

the quantity of water, you may imagine

the air bad ; but, on the contrary, it is

eſteemed, it is excellent; for though it is

rather moiſt, yet as there are no ſwamps

and marſhes, it is not sharged with thoſe

very heavy and permicious vapours at

tendant on fenny grounds: add to that

the vapour, as homogeneous to water, is

retained by the ſurface of it, and carried off

by the Nile (which is a full mile broad);

beſides, the ventilation, from our proxi

mity to the ſea, muſt be of great ſervice.

Periodical diſorders are not known here,

nor indeed ſcarce any other diſorders, ex

cept putrid fevers in Autumn, but theſe

only amongſt the common people, and I

believe proceed merely from the quantity

of green fruit, cucumbers, and ſuch traſh,

as they eat during the Summer. I ima

gine the purity of the blood here muſt be

in a great meaſure attributed to the water

of the Nile, which, when it firſt comes

down (I mean when the Nile begins to

increaſe, which is uſually the latter end

of May), is green ; and the reaſon of this

is, that they ſow melons, cucumbers, and

ſuch vegetables in the ſettlement which

the Nile leaves when ſhe retires to her

natural bed, and they never give them

ſelves the trouble to clear away the leaves

and roots; and as they know the Nile

will ſweep them away before they can

make uſe of the ground again, ſo they lie

and rot; the heat of the ſun too draws

from the ſlime or ſediment of the Nile ſo

many ſalts, that you ſee ſalts in large

flakes upon the ſurface. As ſoon as the

Nile increaſes the water diſſolves theſe

ſalts, as well as the putrid leaves and

roots. Theſe give the water a green caſt,

and at the ſame time it is ſo ſaturated with

ſalts, that it agitates the blood in ſuch a

manner as to throw out whatever peccant

humours it may have ; ſo that when the

pure water comes down, you ſee every

body with, more or leſs, pimples or

boils (which, though inconvenient at the

time, yet, as I imagine, cleanſe the blood).

When the Nile is got to a great height,

and rolls down with weighty rapidity, ſhe

break down moſt of her banks in Egypt

U → .. and
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and Nubia, and arrives here red and

muddy. From the quantity of earth the

has ſwallowed ſhe then is impregnated with

ſalts of a different kind ; theſe carry the

blood through another purification, ſo that

there is little left for diſeaſes to prey upon.

People here are very ſubject to fore

eyes, ear-achs, and tooth-achs, which

are generally attributed to the moiſture of

the air, and to people's lying out at night..

The fore eyes they attribute to the con

fiant reflection of the ſun. I am of a dif

ferent Spiniºn ; how far founded I know

not. You ſee by the ſtate of the thermo

meter (which I ſent you), that the pores

of the ſkin muſt be always in a ſtate of

dilatation, and that to a great degree.

We have in winter, pretty frequently, cold

eaſterly winds, which are brought to us

from the Syrian Mountains, and northerly

breezes from the ſnowy cliffs of Armenia.

People are fond to receive theſe cooling

breezes, and expoſe themſelves to them ;

but this cloſes the pores, and ſhuts up the

paſſages by which the blood before diſ

charged its ſupe, fluities ; which, making

an obſtrućtion to their evaporation, muſt

of conſequence form a depoſit ſomewhere.

This I imagine to be the reaſon of all the

ſwcłled faces and of all the inflammations

of the eyes, ſo common in this country.

This ſeems pretty clearly to be the caſe

from another obſervation, which is, that

the better ſort of people, who wear caps,

are not troubled with theſe fuſioni, as the

Italians call them. They are worſe and

more frequent in ſummer than in win

ter, and that a fortiori for the ſame reaſon,

for the pores are then more open, and the

daily Eteſian winds are cold, and the

coider they are the more people expoſe

themſelves to them ; but the better ſo, t of

people are never without at leaſt an ermine

cap upon them ; for though the ſkin be

ever ſo thin, as it is leſs porous, ſo it de

fends againſt the penetration of a cold

wind better than the thickeſt cloth.

I believe you will think that this letter

ought not to be ſeen by any one; I am ſure

you will think ſo, if you ſee in it (as I

do) a ſtyle and language ſhamefully in

accurate ; but you will excuſe it, when

you conſider that I have ſcarce taſked or

read Engliſh once theſe ten years, and

have not wrote it, except in a few letters

on buſineſs to Mr. Andel ſon ; aid to this,

that I am buried in Alabic MSS. I am

folely and totally taken up with that lan

guage, which I, nyſelf cannot forgive.

If any A; abic has been tranſliteſ, and

publiſhed ſince I left England, pray ſend

it to ºne i and pray ſend me ſome literary

news : Mr. Soame Jenyns's Letters on

the Origin of Evil, and Dr. Robertſon's

Hiſtory, I am anxious to have.

A French Gentleman of my acquaint

ance is going, by order of his Court, to

the Southern Continent, Terra Incognita.

Lazaretto of Leghorn, fune 21, 1773.

I KNOW not what to amuſe you with,

y Dear Sir, unleſs I give you a relation

of the fate of Ali Bey; but I muſt once

more entreat you not to criticiſe my En

gliſh. Conſider how long I have diſuſed

that language, and applied cloſely to Ara

bic, ſo that I confeſs I can neither ſpeak

nor write Engliſh correčtly.

The beginning of laſt February Ali

Bey reduced Jaffa (the ancient Joppa),

after a ſiege of ten months ; though it is

but a ſmall and a miſerable village, yet

(as the caſtle has been lately rep ired) it

is of ſome ſtrength. The garriſon con

fiſted of 300 men only, who had no other

proviſion than rice and water, yet nothing

could induce them to ſurrender; they were

determined to hold out to the laſt man ;

and indeed ſo they did, for the place was

not taken till they were almoſt all ſlain,

and not a fingle grain of rice left. Yet

it could not have been taken but by the

treachery of an Oſhcer, whom Moham

med Bey had ſent with a reinforcement of

men, and a ſupply of proviſions, to the

beſieged, but who, inſtead of obeying his

orders, went with the whole to Ali Bey's

canp.—This place reduced, Ali Bey

marched to lay ſiege to Jeruſalem, diſtant

about fifty miles from Jaffa ; but as a re

º prevailed that Caled Baſhaw (who had

cen Captain Baſhaw of the Black Sea,

and was appointed Baſhaw of Egypt) was

arrived at Damaſcus, with troops that he

had collected between Conſtantinople and

Aleppo, and was under march to attack

him ; and as he knew that Mohammed

Bey had received orders from the Sultan

to coilećt all the troops of Egypt, and to

march directly to join the Baſhaw, ap

prehenſive of being ſurrounded, he gave

up all thoughts of attacking Jeruſalem,

and marched to Gaza, where, from the

ſituation of the place, he could not be

hemmed in. In the mean time the Sheik

of Æri perſuaded him to attack Cairo bºr

fore the arrival of the Baſhaw, and ſeat

two of his ſons with him. Ali Bey

marched towards that city with an army

of 10,000 men and 36 pieces of cannon.

However, he never intended to attack the

Egyptian army, but propoſed to join the

Pilgrims who were coming from *:
- a.
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and enter Cairo with them (as then no

body would have attacked him, the Pil

grims being looked upon, as ſacred per

ſons). Mohammed was aware of this ;

ſuch a junction was all he feared ; he

therefore detached three Beys to put them

ſºlves between Ali Bey and the Pilgrims,

and marched himſelf direStly with the

main body. On the thirtieth of April

laſt, at a place called Salhia, two days

journey from Cairo, he met his enemy.

They immediately engaged ; the ačtion

was bloody, and laſted three hours. Ali

Bey's army gave way; a great num

ber of men was killed; many were taken

º amongſt whom was Ali Bey;

had three wounds, one with a muſquet,

the other two with a ſcymetar ; all the

baggage and cannon were taken, and few

of the whole army eſcaped, for the vićtory

was complete.

As ſoon as Ali Bey was condućted to

Mohammed Bey, the conqueror diſmount

td, kiſſed his hand, and made him a pathe

tic ſpeech on his misfortune, telling him

that it was the fortune of war, and how

much upon all occaſions every one ought to

ſubmit with reſignation and%; to the

decrees of the Almighty. He then ordered

him to be put into a hiter, and conveyed to

his houſe in Grand Cairo. But it was a

doleful convoy, for the litter was ſur

rounded by ſeventeen horſemen, each of

whom had upon his ſpear a head of a

Chief of their priſoner's army. You may

imagine his guard was not a ſmall one.

Mohamined Bey did not ſuffer any of the

Priſoners to be put to death, but ſent each

cf them to his reſpective home. The Of

ficer who carried the ſuccours intended for

Jaff, to Ali Bey, was taken priſoner, but

Pardoned, and ſent to his native country,

Algiers. There were about 200 Euro

Peans in Ali Bey's army ; they were

all killed except one Engliſhman, to whom

*he Bºy gave a handful of gold without

counting.

Ali Bey lived till Thurſday May 7,

and during the interval between his being

taken and his laſt hour, his Conqueror

yiſited him more than once a-day, and

behaved to him as if he had been his

father. Ali Bey was interred on the

8th of May, with great decency. Thus

tnded this very extraordinary man.

It appears that the Sheik of AEri's coun

ſel was only to get rid of his gueſt, whoſe

treaſure was exhauſted, for two days. Af.

ter the battle the Baſhaw arrived at Da

nietta. The Sheik had received from

Ali Bey 1.5ool. ſterling every day, and

that for the expences of the troops only.

Ali Bey's diurnal expences for the laſt

year-and-a-half have been computed at

3oool. a-day. This, however, is ſcarce

felt in Egypt—Judge of the richneſs of the

country

—— is returned from Abyſſinia, and

I dare ſay that our Natural Hiſtory will

be greatly obliged to his abilities, and ex

traordinary fatigue for important diſco

veries ; but he ſeems to doubt of the ex

iſtence “ of the Written Mountain."

Indeed he did not directly tell me ſo, but

he ſaid he had written to Mr. Nieupurg,

the only ſurvivor of the Daniſh Travellers,

and received for anſwer, “If Montague

aſſerts any ſuch thing, the Lord have

mercy upon him " It is a place as well

known as Cairo is amongſt the Arabs, or

Edinburgh is amongſt us.

I ſailed for Alexandria on the 14th of

May, and met there with a veſſel juſt ar

rived from Conſtantinople, which brought

news that the Porte would not make

peace, and that the Ottoman had attacked

the Ruſſian army, had killed 50oo men,

and had forced them to croſs the Danube,

and that they had immediately put to ſea

fifty veſſels of war.

— has confirmed me in myopinion,

that it is a great misfortune for a man to

be full of his own birth, however con

ſpicuous it may be, particularly if he is

a traveller; for he will never meet with

that reſpect he thinks due to him, nor will

he give to others what is due to them;

he is affronted when he ought not to be

ſo, and affronts when he ought nºt to de

ſo. . The remembrance of one's quality

ought only to ſerve as a check to ſuch in

clinations as might induce a man to de

any thing unworthy of his anceſtors. It

is a great misfortune for a Traveller to be

full of his own talents (however great they

may be), for this, that he holds every

body cheap, thinks every body weak, by

which he loaths their company; and they

deteſt his ſo, he can never form friend

ſhips, nor get proper information. A

man ſhould never think of his own talents

but when he is to meaſure how fºr they can

go, in rendering ſervice, or in doing good.

It is very pitiful in a man, particularly

in a Traveller, to be full of his own

knowledge; it makes him think every

other perſon but himſelf ignorant, and de

ſpiſe him; by which he often diſcovers

his own ignorance, and is deſpiſed in his

turn, A man ſhould never think of his

own knowledge but when it is to meaſure

how much uſeful information he can give.

Mr. — ſays, that I am ſo illiterate

and inſignificant, that I have from the

Royal
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Royal Society no other correſpondent
but -. He may be right with re

gård to me; I neither pretend to impor

tance or learning, but he is moſt aſſuredly

wrong with reſpect to you. He never ſaw

wne but four times in his life; you per

haps he never ſaw ; and I ſhould inagine

his opinion is not founded on general re

Port. God bleſs you, my Dean Sir Ex

cuſe all this nonſenſe.

Wenice, Aug. 4, 1774.

THE theatre, the intereſting ſcene

(that of the battle of Pharſalia), ſpeaks for

itſelf. You ſee I am a bad Draftſman, but

it is exaët. I meaſured it every foot with

my own hand. Pray beg the Society's

pardon for my Latin.

( To be cºntinued. J

M R S. D R A P E R's LET T E R S.

[ Concluded from Page 252. )

I. T. T. T E R vſ.

You muſt pardon me, my dear friend,

for being ſomewhat longer than uſual

in anſwering your laſt favour —I acknow

ledge myſelf highly indebted to you for

it, though not from the motive which you

might naturally ſuſped, but becauſe I had

at any time much rather ple, ſe myſelf

with the motion of having a ſenſible cor

re?ondent, than in dwelling on the in

conſe of praiſe you offer me.— In the for

mer chara&ter you really are more excel

lent than half the women I ever had any

pleaſure in converting with, and yet yeu

will, with a little more praćtice, make

a very good flatterer too. — Burt a truce to

compliments ; what have you and I to do

with them *

Flattery, 'tis true, may ſometimes help

to confirm good habits, and inſpire juſt

notions—ſo far it may be ſaid to be com

mendable ; but the male ſex ought to de

ride upon any thing further that can be

urged in its favour —it is indeed a mo.

hopoly they take ſome care to keep the en

tire poſſeſſion of, from which I am led to

ſuppoſe, that they hold it of ineſtimable

worth ; though to be ſerious, I have fel

doin heard of its anſwering a better pur

poſe than making fºols of us women.

So much for flattery ; would that its

dire pract ce were baniſhed all civil ſociety,

for then “envy, hatred, malice, and a!!

uncharitableneſs,” night ceaſe to be ſo

prevalent for want of food to gratify their

ſeveral appetites Men take an ungene

'ous pleaſure in making us appear fºly,

#. placing any belief or confidence in

their rodon antados; and moſt girls, and

women too, are apt to think and feel

themſelye's ſlighted, 1:...it is they are all made

partakers in the adulation, though in truth

it ºn-ounts to nºth ſº more, than ſuch an

ilºbe, al ſort of pi tolence as a ſenſible

wºrn in wouli ºvºy's rather be withºut.

Don’t dº ſpºt his tº, hy, or irrngine it is

3 team ºvniuous with inſºnſibility ; for

I'm a prodigious advecate for it, but

ſhºuld be oth to acquire a practical know

ledge of it at the expence of any one

ſympathetic or other good ſenſation—for I

adore ſenſibility in all its forms, when not

Perverted to weak and bad purpoſes : not

but I think that weakneſs may be palliated,

and even paſſions of the extraordinary

skind juſtified on particular occañons; it

leaſt methinks I have compaſſion and en

thuſiaſm enough in my compoſition to

wiſh this were the general ſenie of man

kind, as then we ſhould not be fond of

feeking for the moſt faulty aſpect of things,

but rather attempt to ſoften the dark lines

in characters by ſuch a kindly view of the

bright parts, as would teach us inſenſibly

to forget the defective, or at worſt to unite

them as light and ſhade, which, you know,

happily blended, always ſets off a por.

trait to the beſt advantage.—How alto

gether more delightful this practice, than

that illiberal one of ſcrutinizing the fail

ings of unfortunate or diſtinguiſhed per

tons, with the malevolence too often viſi

ble in thoſe who are even ſtiled faultleſs

People; and what complacency muſt the

good mind feel, even ſuppoſing itſelf de

ceived in the kind judgment it has formed

of a fiail or ſuffering individual, when a

conſciouſneſs of inward worth and kind

attention only occaſioned an erring deci

fion, which even ſuperior wiſdom and ex

Pericnced penetration are ſometimes liable

to ; for there is no better rule of eſtima

ting the feelings of others, than by the

natural bias of our own ; conſequently

the good mind has cauſe for triumph,

where it reflects that a knowledge of its

own rectitude alone occaſioned its being

deceived; and all the contempt it could

Poſibly acquire by meals of ſo kind a

proceeding, would in my opinion be very

ill-bctowed; at leaſt, I am ſure, it would

cnly be returned with the humane pity

which goodneſs emboſoms ever ; and I

arm confident, that this ſort of treatment

- would
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would have the moſt happy effects on ſuch

•rring perſons, as were not loſt to all

ſenſe of pride, or hopes of being readmit

ted into the claſs of the virtuous. For, in

fact, it is rather owing to an eaſineſs of

temper than a depravity of inciination,

when people well educated, or of natural

good ſenſe, deviate from the paths eſta

bliſhed by cuſtom or ſound morality; and

it is injurious to the natural order of a be

nign Providence to ſuppoſe, that their re

turn to virtue would not be more ſincere,

than their apoſtacy from it; provided any

endeavours were attempted to make the

road tolerably eaſy to them ; but the

world too, too often oppoſe ſuch emotions

ºf grace at leaſt it very ſeldom ſeems de

firous of exciting them; and the unhappy

culprit, however penitent, has little or

nothing to expect, ſave the forgiveneſs of

her Maker; and that indeed is ſuperior to

every thing elſe, however deſirable; and

the very idea of it qught to influence our

a‘tions, and intereſt all our kind affections.

But no we judge erroneouſly, and are

ofttimes blind enough to imagine, that

we obey the dictates of juſtice, when in

fact our purpoſes are regulated by the ſub

tle infinuations of ſelf-love, and a hydra

•f inimical qualities.

It is a maxim with me, That no man of

ſenſe and benevolence, and no woman of

feling, delicacy, or of an eſtabliſhed re

Putation, ever judges harſhly, or launches

into the ſtream of ſcandal and detraction.

Conſequently I am aſſured, that I ought

to be very indifferent about any opinions

which the public voice may echo concern

ing me at B ; for the charitable-mind

ed will not have recourſe to defamation,

and the only true ſons and daughters of

wiſdom cannot j-therefore I ſhould be

perfectly eaſy; but I own to you that I am

not ſo, for I always held the public opini

ºn at a very high price, and would, as a

woman, do more to acquire it, than half

the people in India would believe, unleſs

their experience of my conduct confirms

the aſſertion. Not but I think this earneſt

nels of mine upon ſuch a point may be

conſtrued a weakneſs, becauſe I verily be

lieve that nine-tenths of them are not

qualified to decide upon the motives of a

good perſon's actions;–for where a diſpo

tition to ſtigmatize, together with a frothi

neſs and ventofity of ſpeech prevails, we

may be aſſured there is a capital want of

generoſity, and all thoſe qualities which

conſtitute judgement; and ſuch charašters

are as numerous at B as two-thirds

of the Engliſh inhabitants.

You pleaſe me greatly by your manner

of ſpeaking of your little darling. . I

have heard that he is a fine prattler, and I

wonder not at your tenderneſs for him;

indeed I rather wonder that there ſhould

be in mature ſo unnatural a being as a

mother deſtitute of the fondeſt regards

for her own offspring. May it never be

my fate to have ſuch mingle in my ſo

ciety for honour her I am ſure I could

not ; and I ſhould be ſorry to like man

ners, however ſpecious, which had not

intrinſic worth for their foundation. Yes |

I have loſt all my dear innocents ſave one,

but in having her I think I have them all;

for this reſerved child was ever the object

neareſt to my heart; and I cannot help

thinking, but there was more of juſtice

than partiality in my preference of her,

as her mind was uncommonly affectionate

and good, her tender age conſidered, and

ſhe ever had the art .# pleaſing me, by

ſeeming earneſtly deſirous of doing it.

The preſent accounts of her more than

anſwer my former expectations, and I
an induced to hope that her future me

rit will realize my fondeſt wiſhes. Were it

not for ſuch hopes, neither wealth, power,

nor any thing elſe which man ſtyles good,

would have any charms for me ; for my

whole foul is ſo wrapped up in this dear

child, that without her I ſhould indeed be

miſerable—if at ali.

You muſt not imagine, from what I

have ſaid, that I am at all an advocate for

thoſe diſtinétions, which are often viſible

in families of numerous children—quite

the contrary, I aſſure you, as I think

nothing more unjuſt, if not cruel, than to

let the little beings diſcern that they do

not equally participate in parental love.

Children have in general a great ſhare

of obſervation and memory, and we do ill

to adminiſter ſuch food to either the one

or the other, as will not be remembered to

the advantage of the paternal and frater

nal claims; and I know not if the very

little cordiality which ſometimes ſubſiſts

between brothers and fitters does not owe

its riſe to the faulty conduct of parents in

giving a viñble preference to ſome one of

their offspring ; though to avoid that en

lightened preference which a ſenſible pa

rent may feel from ſeeing that one out of

many has more amiable propenſities than

the others, would perhaps be as difficult

as it is unnatural ; but this ſhould never

be manifeſted ſo as to diſguſt the little

prattlers, who, though however incapable

ºf reaſoning, are always awake to the

ſymptoms of favour or prejudice.
I know
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I know not a ſight which gives me more

pleaſure, than that of a well-regulated

family where the children are numerous ;

and had it been permitted me by Provi

dence to have preſerved all mine, the ſe

cond humane principle I would have incul

cated in them, ſhould have been the in

poſſibility of their having a ſeparate inte

reſt while each continued amiable, and had

any proſpect of real happineſs ; and I

ſhould have prided myſelf more in giving

them a way of thinking ſo congenial to

my own, than if it had been in my power

to inveſt them with diſtinguiſhed honours,

when they were of an age, and ceaſed being

ſubject to my authority.

We ſtill remain in total ignorance with

regard to what our ſuperiors may be pleaſ

ed to decree as a puniſhment for the fai

lure of the Baroach expedition, and

I have expected the worſt ſo very long,

that the idea of it is now quite familiar

to me, and 1 flatter myſelf that my

philoſophy will ſtand me in ſome fleed

if it comes, though I know nothing

which could afflict me ſo much, the loſs

of my child or health excepted, as Mr.

D––’s ſuſpenſion or removal from hence

with any ſort of diſgrace. It is really

time to bid you adieu after writing you ſo

long a letter. The charitables at B–,

including even the men of buſineſs, would

be kind enough to wonder how I could

contrive to fill ſo many pages, without

having recourſe to their darling theme

Scandal, if the lucky appellation of an

officious ſcribbler did not fortunately con

neét itſelf in their imagination with the

appearance of my hand-writing, or even

my name, at particular times and ſeaſons.

Adieu, my dear Madam I wiſh you

every happineſs, and ſhall always think

myſelf your much obliged

ELIZA DRAPER,

Surat,

3oth Odlober, 1771.

ANECDOTES of JOHN KYRLE, Eſq. commonly called THE MAN of ROSS,

THIS Gentleman, whom Mr. Pope's who lived with him, was a lady of a

very fine lines will take down the ſhoal very delicate conſtitution, and ate little,

of time as long as the Engliſh language

remains, was deſcribed, by a Gentleman

who knew him well, to be in perſon ſix

feet high, and very ſtout in proportion; of

a countenance very grave and ſerious, re

ſembling very much the portrait of him at

a private houſe in Roſs. Mr. Kyrle was

the ſecond ſon of his father (whoſe family

came originally from Mercle, in Hereford

Alire, where there is in the church a family

vault belonging to them), and was ſup

poſed to have been brought up tº the

jaw. He was a man of very active bene

volence, and was the univerſal truſtee and

referee of his meghbourhood. His great

amuſement was to plant trees in the

grounds of his neighbours, no leſs than in

his own. He was very plain in his dreſs,

and was often ſeen with a hedge-bill in his

band. He purchaſed a good deal of land

in the neighbourhoºd of Roſs, the hedge

rows of which he uſed to plant with trees.

He made a preſent to the church of Rois

c; the preſent great bei! : the ſpire was

built at the expence of the pariſh--the

cauſeway that Mr. Pope celebrates, as

well as the buildings that ſurround the

proſpect, were executed by ſubſcription.

Every market-day be gave a good plain

dinner to the farmers and gentleiren of the

neighbourhood, with ale and cysler, and

was a great pieifer of his gueſts to eat.—

Mus Bi, a female islation of his,

by way of making her eat more, he uſed

to aſk his gueſts (who knew his humour)

“ Whether it was now the faſhion to eat

heartily '' they uſed to reply, “Yes."—

“Well them,” ſaid he, “ Miſs Budd,

you ſhould eat heartily; you hear that it

is the faſhion to do ſo now.” He was of

ſuch rigid virtue, that when one day he

preſented himſelf at the town-hall of Roſs,

then converted into a play-houſe for ſome

ſtrolling comedians, and aſked what there

was to pay for his admiſſion, the door

keeper told him, as a Gentleman he muſt

pay half-a-crown. This he thought too

much, and went home, and put on the

dreſs in which he uſed to work with

his labourers in the fields and then aſked

how much he was to pay, and was told

fixpence. He entered the room, and was

ſoon known to the ſpectators, who aſked

him to come and take a front ſeat. “No,"

ſaid he, “that I will not do—Odds-bud

(his uſual oath) I have paid for a la

bourer's ſeat, and I will have one.” Mr.

Kyrle died at eighty two, and was buried

in the church of Roſs, and at the feet of

his old friend the Rev. Dr. Whiting,

Rector of the Pariſh, as he deſired. The

corpſe layed in ſtate before it was interred,

and was followed to the grave by the

principal perſons of the neighbourhood,

the great bell then ringing out for the firſt
time.

The
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The laſt thing that is emembered of

this reſpectable man was, his being

carried out in an armed chair, at a very

advanced age, to ſee a houſe that he was

building in Roſs. The King's Arms

Inn in that place was his dwelling houſe,

and in one of the rooms there is a copy of

a pićture of him, taken by ſtealth as he

ſat in church, a few years before he died.

He is repreſented in a long wig and

morning gown. This pićture has never

yet been decently engraved. On the walls

that ſurround the Proſpe&t at Roſs, there

ſtill remain the cypher of his name and his

coat of... arms; they are placed upon
the liment of two doors ornament

ed with Corinthian columns. The baſon

is filled up. The beginning of his

laſt will is very ſolemn —”. In the

name of God, amen. I John Kyrle,

9f Roſs, in the county of Here.

ford, Eſq. being very ancient, but of

ſound and diſpoſing mind and memory

and underſtanding (thanks be given to

Almighty God for the ſame), confidering

the incident infirmities of old age, and the

uncertainty of human life, being willing

and deſirous to ſettle things in order, do

make and ordain this my laſt will and

teſtament in manner and form following;

that is to ſay, Firſt and principally, I

commend my ſoul into the hands of God

that gave it to me, hoping, and aſſuredly

*::::::A; that by the meritorious death

and paſſion of my Bleſſed Lord and Savi.

our Jeſus Chriſt, I ſhall receive free and

abundant remiſſion and forgiveneſs of all

my fins, and be made a partaker of thoſe

heavenly manſions which he has prepared

for his elect before the beginning of the

world; and my body I recommend to the

earth from whence it was taken, to be in

terred in the chancel of Roſs church, in

fuct decent and chriſtian-like manner as

to my executors ſhall ſeem meet and con

venient.” Amongſt other legacies, Mr.

Kyrle leaves forty pounds to purchaſe

forty ſhillings a year freehold for the

charity-ſchool of Roſs. Having in his

life-time provided for Miſs Budd, his re

lation who liv-d with him, he leaves her

ten pounds for mourning; and by a codi

cil he leaves ſome legacies to his ſervants

and work people.

But, however, as “ cura non ipſii in

*arte relinquunt,” he does not even in his

laſt will forget his dear trees; for he ſays,

“Having planted fruit and other trees,

which are as well ornamental as beneficial

to my eſtate, I do hereby direct, order,

and deſire, that no wilful waſte or deſtruc

tion ſhall be committed thereon, by de

facing or cutting down the timber-trees
Vol. XXI

before they come to their perfe&tion. I.

direct and order that my coppice wood

called Dynock's Wood (the ſame having

been planted, preſerved, and raiſed by my

great care and induſtry for the improve

ment of the premiſes) ſhall not at any

time hereafter be fallen under ſixteen

years, that being the moſt proper and ad

vantageous time for the cutting thereof.” .

Mr. Kyrle planted ſeveral trees in the

hedge-rows near the Proſpect, and built a

ſummer-houſe oppoſite to a very beautiful

wood on a hill. In the infide was painted,

a man's hand with a bird in it, pointing

to the grove, with this motto, “Si non tibi

non ibi,”—“Were not that grove there,

this building would not have been here.”

It is now taken down.

Mr. Kyrle died at the age of 81. There

is a handſome monument erected to his

memory in the chancel of the church of

Roſs. The inſcription tells merely, that

John Kyrle, Eſq. (commonly called the

Man of Roſs) died and is buried near

this place. It appears by a deed in the

poſſeſſion of a Gentleman of Roſs, that

Mr. Kyrle's hand-writing nearly re

ſembled that of Oliver Cromwell appended

to the death-warrant of Charles the Firſt.

Dr. Johnſon, with his uſual juſtneſs of

obſervation on everything that relates to

life and manners, ſays very well in his

life of Mr. Pope, “The praiſe of the Man

of Roſs deſerves particular examination,

who, after along and pompous enumeration

of his public works and private charities,

is ſaid to have diffuſed all thoſe bleſſings.

from five hundred pounds a-year. Won

ders are willingly told, and willingly.

heard. The truth is, that Kyrle was a

man of known integrity and active bene

volence, by whoſe ſolicitation the wealthy

were perſuaded to pay contributions to his

charitable ſchemes. This influence he ob

tained by an example of liberality exert

ed to the utmoſt extent of his power, and

was thus enabled to give more than

he had. This account Mr. Victor re

ceived from the Miniſter of the place,

and I have preſerved it, that the praiſe of

a good man being made more credible,

may be more ſolid.” -

Some years ago many of the trººs in

the hedge-rows, and in the church-yard

of Roſs, were cut down.

A Gentleman of Oxford left the fol

lowing lines at the inn at Rois ;

Ille et nefaffo tº excidit in die

Adrbo; in nepotum

Perniciem, opprobrium?ue pagi.

AS late at evening's ſolemn gray

I took my melancholy way

X x Where
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Where Vaga's" clear pellucid wave

Meand'ring loves thoſe walls to lave

That boaſt the Man of Roſs's name,

By Pope's muſe ſacred made to fame,

On the ſmooth ſurface meteors glide,

The circling billows quick divide,

And ſtrait the Goddeſs of the Ficod,

with aſpect ſad, before me flood:

Her graceful gently-tapering waiſt

A cryſtal-ſtudded zone embrac'd ;

Her treſſes with nymphaea crown'd

Diffus’d their fragrance all around;

And whilſt their ſtreaming dew ſhe preſt,

My wond'ring ears ſhe thus addreſt

* Traveller, in vain thy eyes purſue

The long-lov'd objects of their view,

The ſhady growe, the antique glade,

By Kyrle's hands venerable made;

The elm with tufted foliage crown'd, -

The tapering beech's beauteous round,

The ſpiralaſh, the rev'rend oak,

Have fallen beneath the axe's ſtroke;

And tho' at each fell murd’rous blow

The Dryads utter'd ſhrieks of woe,

And erſt, as in Marſeilles' fam'd wood f,

Each tree pour'd forth a crimſon flood;

And tho' indignant at the ſight

My waves, appall'd with dire affright,

Arreſted in their rapid courſe

Sought with wild roartheir diſtant ſource,

No portents the fell hand appall,

My bank's chief pride and glory fall.

The ingenuous youth, the love-fick maid,

In vain their ſupplication made;

Beſought with unavailing prayer

The cruel hand theſe groves to ſpare,

Where from each mortal eye remov’d,

By Love's propitious power approv’d,

They told their tender ardent tale,

Re-whiſper'd only by the gale;

Where friendſhip, Heav'n's beſt gift deſign'd

To comfort and to bleſs mankind,

Jealous of Day's obtruſive eye,

And courting ſacred ſecrecy,

IXid to its other ſelf diſcloſe

Life's motley'd ſum of joys and woes.

For this no more my bounteous wave

With rich fertility ſhall lave

His ample fields, whoſe dire command

Arm'd with fell ſteel the ſpoiler's hand;

No more ſhall crops of golden grain

Wave over his accurs'd domain,

But barren ooze and ſqualid filth

My ſtream ſhall bring to curſe the tilth.

The primroſe of ſoft tender hue,

The trefoil white, the violet blue,

The cowſlip's bright and burniſh'd gold,

No more ſhall grace the hated mould i

But ſad Oenone's herb obſcene,

Urtica's dark and deadly green,

Couch-graſs Rs baleſul leaves ſhall ſhoot,

And dock, of too tenacious root ;

whilſt of the rich Silurian plain:

Pomona Goddeſs ſhall diſdam

With her ſwect juice to cheer his toil,

Who dar'd ordain the barb’rous ſpoil.

Kyrle's rev'rend ſhade, with fell affright,

Shall harrow up his ſoul each night.

See how his eyes with fury glare,

His hands a fun'ral cypreſs bear !

Not more appall'd the valiant Thanë

Of Fife erſt ſtood, to Dunfinane

When Birnham-Wood in fell array

Purſued its dire portentous way.

Trav’ller, whom often I have feen

With rapture haunt my margin green,

And ſated with the city's noiſe,

Its ſenſeleſs cares, its taſteleſs joys,

Recline upon my graſſy ſide,

And pore upon my paſſing tide ;

And theſe once leafy groves along

Mutter ſome ſtrain of antique ſong;

Or to thy wayward fancy dreſs

Some future ſcheme of happineſs,

And in ina&tive moral ſtrife

Dally inglorious with that life

By its Almighty Giver lent

For ſome fix’d plan, ſome good intent;-

Trav’ller! (like that fam'd fount Jivine

Sacred to Poebus and the Nine)

Could my poor ſcanty ſtream ſupply

The gift of heav'n-born Poeſy,

Pope's genius ſhould thy breaſt inſpire,

His power of verſe, his ſatire's fire;

1n ſtrains immortal as his name

Thou ſhould'ſt my injuries proclaim.”

She paus'd, the circling billows cloſe

O'er her bright form, and ſhriek her woes;

Whilſt I with ſad indignant breaſt

In vain eſſay’d my wonted reſt $.

An ACCOUNT of ſome of the ANTIQUITIES of BABYLoN found in the
Neighbour Hoop of BAGDAD : Aiſo of what is deemed to have been the

TOWER of BABEL, and of the YEZIDIS.

AY M. DE BEAUCHAMP, VicAR-GENERAL of BABYLoN, AND correspondeNT

OF THE ROYAL ACADEMY OF SCIENCES AT PARIS.

OF all the traces remaining of ancient be determined. Theſe are what is called

Babylon, there are but two reſpecting Tak-Keſre, near the Tigris, ſix leagues

the ſituation of which anything can now

* The wye ſo called. + Lucan's Pharſalia.

S. E. of Bagdad, and twelve leagues

t Herefordſhire.

§ See a farther Account of Mr. Kyrle, with a Portrait of him, in the European Magazine

Vol. X. p. 160.

from
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from Babylon; and the ruins in the en

virons of Hella on the Euphrates, which

the Arabs call Makloribet, and which are

the ruins of Babylon. The name of the

former ſeems to be derived from Coſroes,

called by the natives Koſrow ; but, as I

ſhall obſerve further on, the edifice ap

Pears to have been anterior to his time, and

2 tradition of the Arabs naturally accounts

fºr it...They pretend, that all temples of

Jiuls fell on the coming of their Prophet;

and it is ſtill related at Bagdad, that an
old man ſeeing the Tak ſhake, announced

that a great Prophet was born, who ſhould

convert all people to the worſhip of the

ºut God. It is eaſy to imagine, there

fore, that the firſt Arabian Muſſulmen,

who attributed to their new religion an

infinite number of prodigies, would have

ſaid, El tak kefºre, “ The portico is

broken " a ſpeech extremely applicable

to this famous portico, which has been

cracked for ages.

The Tak-Kfre is a building 270 feet

[of Paris] long, and 86 high the por

ico, which occupies the middle, is 148

*et long, and 76 wide, within; its two

isgades are each 97 feet. It is conſtruct

“d of burnt bricks, ten inches ſquare b

two and a half thick, cemented withº

ºr taken from the ſpot, the earth of which,

like that round Bagdad, and in a great

Patofthe Deſert, contains much gypſum.

The walls which ſupport the vault of the

roof are 13 feet thick; thoſe of the façade

are 18. The arch is not a ſemi-circle,

but conſiſts of two arcs of equal radius,

of which the centres are placed at a cer

tain diſtance from each other. Thoſe at

Preſent made at Bagdad are very differently

ºnſtrućted, their curvature being con

ſiderable at their commencement, whilſt at

the key they terminate in a right line from

Each ſide. The vault is pretty well pre

ferved: there is no crack at the key, but

it is fallen-in in two places. The firſt is

ºr the centre of the façade, where it is

half a foot narrower than in other places.

two walls which ſupport it have been

ſeparated, either by an earthquake, or a

ſinking of the foundation. Throughout

the vault are a number of holes, ſymme

trically arranged, and piercing it in the

ºtection of its radii, and which have, as

! believe, tubes of earth. The Arabs

#y, that a great number of lamps were

lighted in this edifice, which they ſuppoſe

to have been a temple, and that theſe holes

*re vents for the ſmoke. This idea,

however, is deſtroyed by the reflection,

** a vault ſo large, and entirely open in
livni, could not require ſuch help for that

purpoſe. Indeed I was puzzled to gueſs

what could have been their uſe, unleſs

for erecting the ſcaffolding ; and in this

opinion I was confirmed, on finding fimi.

lar holes at the weſt end of the building,

in the ruins of an arch which formed a

cornice. The architecture is rude, as ap

pears by the façade, which is adorned with

ſham doors and windows. It is generally

ſuppoſed at Bagdad, that theſe were niches

for ſtatues ; but they are too ſhallow, in

proportion to their height, for that pur

poſe, being not more than a foot deep,

and are not rounded. The pillars of the

lower ſtory, which are in pairs, are plain,

as are thoſe that join the other ſtories,

and projećt from the wall to the thickneſs

of their ſemi-diameter. It is to be ob

ſerved, that thoſe of the higher range do

not reſt on thoſe of the former, and are

diſtributed unequally; which ſhews, that

little taſte is diſplayed in this vaſt pile of

building. The portico has three gates;

one at the end, eight feet wide, 14 deep,

and 18 high; and two others, eight feet

wide, and 23 deep each. I imagined,

that the latter had led to two other apart

ments, according to the ancient uſage of

the Eaſt, which is ſtill retained ; and this

I was induced to believe, from obſerving

the ruins of an arch at the poſterior part

of the building : on an attentive exami

natiºn, however, I remarked, that the

curvature of this arch, to judge by what

remained, was not conſiderable enough

to make a room of a breadth proportionate

to the length of the building ; and that

there was no trace of ſuch an arch above

the ſide gates, the walls of which were very

well preſerved I concluded, therefore,

that it was only a very large cornice by

way of ornament. This part of the build

ing is much leſs injured than the eaſtern

front. It is plain from the cornice to a

certain height, winere, on each ſide of the

porticoes, are ten falſe windows, ſeparated

by a projecting wall 10 or 12 feet high,

by ſix feet thick, a part of which only

remains. I convinced myſelf that this

wall never reached the ground, as its

lower part is perfectly ſmooth, and not a

brick of it is wanting. At the height of

the ten falſe windows the wall narrows,

forming a cordon, like a kind of irregular

ſtair, deſcending to the ſalient wall juſt

mentioned, and aſcending to the extremity

of the building. The external part of

the vault has ſuffered moſt injury from the

hand of time. The wall which ſupported

it appears, though disfigured, to have de

creaſed in thickneſs every ten or twelve

feet, in the form of ſteps.

X x 2. Exe
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Examining the poſition of the building

with a good compaſs, I found it due Eaſt

and Weſt, the grand front facing the

Eaſt. What leads me to attribute it to a

period far anterior to Koſroes, who

reigned A. D. 6oo, is the rudeneſs of its

frchite&ure. That which prevailed in

1 is days we may preſume to have been not

very different from that of the time of the

&#. of Bagdad. Now the remains

we have of the latter are in a very different

ſtyle. In the neighbourhood of Tak. Keſre

there is a moſque, called Soliman Pak, in

which, according to the Arabs, the Bar

ber of Moh mined was buried. This

has been rebuilt, though badly; but

there ſtill exiſts in it a gateway acknow

ledged to have been built by the Caliphs,

in which we find a certain elegance that

is alſo to be ſeen in namy ancient edifices

at Bagdad. I am of opinion, therefore,

that the Tak Kefre was built by ſome

King of Babylon. On what grounds

IXeliſle attributes it to Nebuchadnezzar,

called by the Arabs Bakt-Naſſer, “for

tunate and vićtorious,” I know not.

I was at firſt ſurprized to find this

enormous building ſituated a quarter of a

league from the Tigris, and was inclined

to believe, that its walls had formerly been

waſhed by that river. But I was unde
ceived by a Sheik of the Arabs, who in

formed me, that the foundations of the

walls of a very large city, which extend

on both ſides of the river, were ſtill to be

ſeen. Theſe the Arabs call Medaine, or

the Two Cities; that is to ſay, Seleucia

and Cteſiphon, which are placed here by
JDeliſle. I have been told by the Chaldee

Patriarch of Babylon, that, it is recorded

in the archives of his church, that his

predeceſſors reſided there. It is beyond a

doubt, however, that Tak-Keſre is far

more ancient than theſe two cities founded

by the Greeks.

I ought not to omit, that near Tak

Keſre are found urns of clay, filled with

a friable calcareous ſubſtance, which is

evidently burnt bones. Eight years ago

the Arabs found there a ſtatue of an in

fant in white marble, admirably executed.

I ſaw the legs, attached to a kind of pe

deſtal. They were preſented by the Pa

tha of Bagdad to the Engliſh Agent, who

ſent them to Conſtantinople to Sir ——

Fuſly. The head is in the poſſeſſion of

M. Reußeau, the French Conſul. This I

preſume to have been the work of a Greek.

The reins of $3bylon are very viſible

a league no, h of Hella. There is in

pºrticula, an elevation flat on the top, of

an i r gºia, figure, and interſ, cted by

* , i.es. It wo ºld never have been ſuſ

peãed for the work of human hands, w

it not proved by the layers of bricks foun

in it. Its height is not more than fixty

yards. On my firſt journey to Hella, in

1784, I wrote M. de la Lande, that I

could not believe this to be what wasonce

the Tower of Babel, though it is even

now called Babel by the Arabs. The

learned have long ago paſſed their judg

ment on the imaginary deſcriptions given

of this Monument by ſuch Travellers as

the Jew Benjamin, Detudelle, and others.

A perſon ſkilled in Arabic will not eaſily

believe, that the word Babel is delived

from the root of bel-bel, which ſignifies to

confound, as Commentators pittend.

Be it as it may, this mount is ſo little

elevated, that the leaſt ruin we paſs in th

road to it conceals it from the view. To

come at the bricks it is neceſſary to dig

into the earth. They are baked with fire,

and cemented with zepht or bitumen ;

between each layer are found offers.

Above this mount, on the ſide of the

river, are thoſe immerſe ruins, which

have ſerved, and ſtill ſerve, for the build

ing of Helia, an Arabian city, containing

10,000 or 12,000 fouls. Here are found

thoſe large and thick bricks, imprintedwith

unknown charaćters, ſpecimens of which

I have preſented to Abbé Barthekmy.

This place, and the mount of Babel, are

commonly called by the Arabs Makloubt,

that is, “turned topſy-turvy.” I was

informed by the maſter-maſon employed

to dig for bricks, that the places from

which he procured them were large thick

walls, and ſometimes chambers. He has

frequently found earthen veſſels, engraved

marbles, and about eight years ago a

ſtatue as large as life, which he threw

amongſt the rubbiſh. On one wall of a

chamber he found the figures of a cow,

and of the ſun and moon, formed of var

niſhed bricks. Sometimes Idols of clay

are found, repreſenting human figures.

I found one brick on which was a lion,

and on others a half-moon in relief. The

bricks are cemented with bitumen, except

in one place, which is well preſerved,

where they are united by a verythin firi

tum of white cement, which appears to me

to be made of lime and far.d. -

The maſter-workman informed me,

that there were three cities in which anti

quities are found ; Babel, or Makloubei

Browſia, two leagues S. E. of Hella in

the Deſert; and Kaides, ſtill farther diſ

tant than Brouſſa. I was told that many

marble ſtatues were found in the latter,

but it is dangerous to go this her without

a ſtrong guard.

Midi of the bricks found at Makkºbº
have
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have writing on them : but it does not

appear that it was meant to be read, for

it is as common on bricks buried in the

walls as on thoſe on the outſide. I ob

ſerved that each quarter has a peculiar im

preſſion : I mean, that we find but one

ſeries of letters, and arranged in the ſame

manner, in one place. The bricks are

everywhere of the ſame dimenſions; one

foot three lines ſquare, by three inches

thick. Occaſionally layers of oſiers in

bitumen are found, as at Babel. The

quantity of this bitumen that muſt bave

been employed in building Babylon, is

ſcarcely credible. Moſt probably it was

Procured from Hitt on the Euphrates,

where we ſtill find it. The maſter-maſon

told me, that he found ſome in a ſpot

which he was digging about twenty years

ago; which is by no means ſtrange, as it

common enough on the banks of the

Euphrates; I have myſelf ſeen it on the

road from Bagdad to Jubba, an Arabian

village ſeated on that river.

The maſter-maſon led me along a val

ley which he dug out a long while ago

tº get at the bricks of a wall, that, from

the marks he ſhowed me, I gueſs to have

been fixty feet thick. It ran perpendicu

larly to the bed of the river, and was pro

bably the wall of the city. I found in it

a ſubterranean canal, which, inſtead of

being arched over, is covered with pieces

of ſand-ſtone, fix or ſeven feet long, by

three feet wide. Theſe ruins extend ſeve.

ral leagues to the north of Hella, and in

conteſtibly mark the ſituation cf ancient

Babylon. I employed two men for three

hours in clearing a ſtone which they ſup

Poſed to be an Idol. . The part which I

get a view of appeared to me nothing but

a ſhapeleſs maſs: it was evident, how

Ever, that it was not a ſimple block, as it

bore marks of the chiſel, and there were

Fº deep holes in it; but I could not

nd any inſcription on it. The ſtone is

ºf a black grain; and, from the large

fragments of it found in many places, it

*ppears, that there were ſome monuments

ºf ſtone built here. On the eaſtern ſide I

found a ſtone nearly two feet ſquare and

tx inches thick, of a beautiful granite, the

grain of which was white and red. All theſe

ſtones muſt have been brought from ſome,

diſtance, as this part of the Deſert contains

§one. On the ſame ſide of the city, as

was tuld by the maſter-maſon, there

were walls of varniſhed bricks, which he

ſuppoſed to have been a temple : Idols

would probably be found there, if any

*ne would be at the expence of digging

but it would be neceſſary to ſatisfy the

*Varice of the Muſſulmen, who are meyer

very willing for Europeans to ſearch lands

occupied by them.

Beſides the bricks with inſcriptions,

which I have mentioned, there are ſolid

cylinders, three inches in diameter, of a

white ſubſtance, covered with very ſmall

writing, reſembling the inſcriptions of

Perſepolis mentioned by Chardin. Four

years ago 1 ſaw one ; but I was not eager

to procure it, as I was aſſured that they

were very common. I mentioned them

to the maſter-maſon, who told me, that

he ſometimes found ſuch, but left them

amongſt the rubbiſh as uſeleſs. Black

ſtones which have inſcriptions engraved

on them are alſo met with. Theſe, I was

told, were found at Brouſſa, which is ſe

parated from Makloube by the river. I

was informed, that an Arab at Hella had

one in his poſſeſſion, and did all I could

to procure it, or at leaſt to obtain a fight

of it, but I could not ſucceed. In 1784

one was ſent to Paris, by M. And. Mi

chaux, a botaniſt, who was at that time

at Bagdad. I have been aſſured by the

Arabs, that a day's journey from the laſt

mentioned city, and ſix leagues from the

Tigris, there is a ſtone of enormous ſiza

covered with inſcriptions. May we not

preſume, that this ſtone is of the ſame ori

gin as the Pillars of Thaut

I viſited the ruins of Brouſſa fix years

ago. Theſe are, properly ſpeaking, no

thing but a mountain of earth and bricks,

The difficulty of tranſporting them acroſs

the river prevents the latter being dug for.

We find there a kind of hall ſtill ſtanding,
which I conceive to be more modern than

the city itſelf, as well as a ſquare tower,

which, though ancient, appears to have

been built on its ruins.

The City of Hella is not the remains of

Babylon ; it is a league more to the ſouth.

I aſlured myſelf on the ſpot, that Hella

did not exiſt before Cuffa. Its name is

written Helle, which in Arabic ſignifies

§. habitation, and, according to the

uſulmen, the place between the two

ſacred places Imam-Haſſein and Imam

Ali. Å league from Hella, towards

Makloube, is ſeen an ancient portico cal

led Diemjeme, ſignifying in Arabic the

ſkull of the head. It is pretended, that

Ali here paſſed the Euphrates, in his road

to Cuffa, where he was killed by Giezid,

I muſt obſerve here, that Deliſle, in his

map of Babylonia, P. that ancient

city and the celebrated moſque of Imam

Ali too near each other. They are five

leagues diſtant. Sultan Selim begun an

aqueduct for conveying water to the latter

from the Euphrates, which was continued

by Nadir Shah, but has never been finiſh

wd,
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ed. Many Muſulman pilgrims aſſured

rae, that they drank very bad well-water

where. The ſoil is a ſandy gypſous deſert,

producing nothing.

| imagine medals muſt be found in the

ruins of Babylon, if ſough after : but the

Arabs pick them up on y when they know

Europeans are deſirous of then. One of

copper was brought me whilſt I was

there. On comparing it with different

Furthian medals, I obſerved, that all the

heads of the latter bore a kind of mitre ;

tirat of the former, a crown of flowers.

Laſt year 1 procured a cup with unknown

charašters, which had been found, with

a hundred medals in it, a few years ago,

near Nemrod, and ſent it to Count de

Choiſeul-Gouffier. From this, I was in

tormed by Ab. Barthelemy, no informa

tron could be drawn, without the medals.

ºf theſe I believe I now poſſeſs a part.

jºir. Rouſſeau, the French Conſul, pur

chated at that period juſt ico medals of a

baſe ſilver, and all of the ſame coin. They

a e very ancient, and I believe Parthian

tr Babylonian ; but of this, the learned

will judge. M. Rouſſeau intruſted me

with forty to diſpoſe of for him, as well

as ſome others which I have brought to

Paris.

The latitude of Hella I have aſcer

tained to be 32° 38' : its longitude I

ranciade to be 4rº 53° 36' eaſt from

B'aris, from three obſervations ; an eclipſe

tº tire moon Nºv. 3, 1789, the immel fion

of the ſecond ſatellite of Jupier on the

£ine day, and the entrance of Mercury

on the ſtºn's diſk the 5th of the ſame

month. Five years ago, I obſerved by

the compats, that Hella was nearly under

the ſame meridian as 13agdad, to the S. S.

}S. of which Mr. Deitk has placed it. I

have conſtructed a map of Babylonia on

the ſpot: that of Mir. Deſtle was formed

from erroneous information. By that il

lºſt ious geºgrapher Borſippa, or Burfita,

is placed on the river, near Medied Haſ

fein. That city, which dºes r. t now

exiſt, can be no other than what the

Arabs call Bi outia, or Bourla, the ruins

of which, as I have already ſaid, are two

kagues S. E. of Hella, in the Deſert.

The following RECEIP'ſ for the E in E of

The city and moſque of Madjed-Haſtin

are equally miſplaced on the map : they

are not on the Euphrates, but in the De

fert, ſºven ieagues from Hella, and as

many fºom Meſſeib, where the pilgrims

going thither from Bagdad paſs the river.

The ſame may be ſaid of Kefil, or the

tomb of Ezekiel, which Deliſle places on

the river in Meſºpotamia... I viſited that

moſque after the ruins of Brouña, and

took its poſition by the compaſs : it is on

the other ſide the river, mid-way between

'Hella and l imam. Ali. Indeed Mr. De

lite's longitudes and latitudes are in ge

neral erroneous i Bagdad he places in

long. 67°, whilſt it is but 62°. Other

dišerences will appear from the new map

which I hope to publiſh.

I requetted of the Chaldean patriarch of

Babylon, who reſides a day's journey

from Mouſſoul, a catalogue in Arabic of

all the books written in Chaldee or Sy

riac preſerved in his houſe, in which t

pañolal or patriarchal ſtaff has been fixed

for 6 or 700 years, deſcending from uncle

to nephew, and particularly the date of

the year in which they were written.

Amongſt them perhaps will be found ſome

curious manuſcripts. I alſo requeſted ºf

him ſome information reſpºëting the reli.

gion of the Yezidis, his neighbours, and

the Grand Sheik, Sholi-Beig, his friend.

The Yezidis neither faſt nor pray. . It is

not known that they have any book,

though they pretend to have one which

they keep concealed. They call it Lohi

Mani, which I am inclined to believe a

corruption of Lokman, the famous Afia

tic philoſopher. Every moºing they prº

fent themſelves thrice betore the riſing

ſun. It is ſaid, that they will not prº

nounce the letter ſhin, becauſe it is the

firſt of the word ſeeitan, which ſignific"

Satan, cr Devil. Blue is a colour they

hold in abhorrence. The-Yezidis in the

neighbourhood of Mouſſoul are probably

Chriſtians who have embraced the ancient

ſect of Manicheiſm; for they ſtill retain?

reſpect for the Chaldean Patriarch an

his churches. I have even met with ſome

of them who bole the names of our AP*

tles.

a MAP dog is hung up in Sunnings

Hill, CHURCH, BERKS:

&: Six ounces of rue picked from the

italk, and bruiſed ; four ounces of

garlick, bluiſed; four ources of Venice

the acre, and four ouncis of ſcrapings of

Pºwter. Theſe are to be boºled in two

quarts of ſtrong ale ov.r a low fire, until

reduced to one quant; the lºor then to

be it inner, crº, and kept cloſe corked in

a bottle.—Nire poonfus, wa, In, to a

ings ſucceſſively, and ſix ſpoonfuls to a

dºg. Apply ſome of the ii., edient',

warm, to the bitten part.

This Receipr, our correſpondent ſays,

was taken from GATHowe Church, in

}, IN coi. N's H 1 RE, where many Fello”

had been bit by a mad dog. Thuſe whº

uſed the medicine recove: ct; they who did

ret, died mad. -------------- **
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FRIENDLY HINTS relative to the MODERN PRACTICE OF PHYSICIANS.

BY AN old PATIENT.

—ºurque ipſe miſerrima widi,

Et quorum part magna fui. VIRGIL.

Notre credulité fait toute leur ſcience. VoltAIRE ſtrºAftrologie.

FN are never ſuch dupes, as when

they are ill, or fancy themſelves ſo.

Phyſicians need not poſſeſs talents, or have

much knowledge of their profeſſion ; it is

ſufficient if they have ſkill and addreſs to

captivate the underſtanding of a few

ionable but weak women, or if they

write in quantity to ſatisfy the avarice of

hecaries.

Ladies of the bon tºº muſt have toniſh

phyſicians, and toniſh phyſicians are uſe

ful to give advice in more things than

ent.

Women, eſpecially old ones, are quacks.

Theſe muſt be humoured ; by no means

contradićted, at leaſt abruptly. Partly by

gratifying their vanity, partly by ſurpriſing

them by divulging ſome noſtrums as won

derful arcana, thoſe phyſicians who have

the moſt knowledge of the world, and the

beſt talents for pleaſing, will ingratiate

themſelves into the good opinion of females,

when men of profound learning, but auk

ward manners, will be neglected. On

theſe occaſions the nurſes are intitled to

their ſhare of adulation. The faët is, that

a caſe that requires great penetration

does not occur once in a hundred in

flances; and Nature being left to herſelf, a

phyſician often acquires credit where no

tredit is due.

The recommendation of a brother phy

ſician is the moſt ſuſpicious thing imagi

nable either for a conſultation, or to pre

ſcribe in the abſence of the family doctor.

In the firſt inſtance, it is meant only as a

cloak or a pretence to enlarge fees. In the

ſecond, a man recommends one who in his

turn will recommend him; in like manner

as the maſter of the Black Bear in one

town will recommend the publican of the

White Bear in another. #. the Apothe

eary ſpeaks well of a Dºctor, you may be

fure that Galen will not be paring to coin

meud the drugs, and the great cºie of the

Apothecary in preparing then,

A London patient is ſent to Tu, bridge,

Bath, ori. but not till the whole

Pharmacopoeia has been exhauſted. His

Phyſician, at taking leave, gives him the

name of a Doctor who is in league with

him ; and ſuppoſing him to have great

vogue in the metropolis, he has more than

one ally at theſe places—-men who return

the compliment, when they have an oppor

tunity. On ſuch occaſions, the queſtien

ouiao: be too di tº i l’o whoun, Doctor,

do you truſt yourſelf? or to whoſe care do

you commit your wife and children, when

you wiſh to preſerve them

If money does not paſs by way of gra

tuity (and God knows whether ſuch

largeſſes have not been made to men ex

tremely avaricious), the London Eſcula

pius may be gratified in various ways;

and if he is ſo elevated as to be ſuperior to

the recommendation of the poor country

Doğtor, baſkets of game, and the choiceſt

fiſh at Christmas-time, are not unaccept

able preſents to the Preſident or Cenſor of

the College. For the Faculty are no ene

mies to high living; and repletion, ſo dau

erous to their patients, is rendered harin

ſs by their preventatives.

Nationality ſtands a young Licentiateia

great ſtead. A Scotchman ſays of Savºney,

“ that he is the braeft chiel that e^er ſtudied

phyſic at St. Andrew's or Aberdeen; an

Iriſhman prefers Paddy bred at Dºblia

or St. Omer's ; whilſt the ſimpleton of an

Engliſhman is gulled by both, and, to ſºczw

hiſ impartiality, ſwallows every quack me

dicine that is advertiſed ; at one time tries

Animal Magnetºfin, at another with the

ſame alacrity deſcends into the Earth-Bath,

and aſcends the Celeſtial-Bed. A ſeamau

thinks the navy the beſt ſchool for phyſic;

the ſoldier an army hoſpital. A Scotch

diploma, conferred for a few pounds on a

navy or army ſurgeon, is more than equi

valent to the moſt laborious and learned

education at Oxford or Cambridge, and

to all the knowledge that can be obtained

in chemiſtry, in botany, in anatomy, in

the Materia Medica both ancient and

modern.

The greateſt duferiris, that the leſs time

and attention a noted phyſician can give to

your caſe, the more he is to be paid. The

phyſician in the greateſt practice in Lon

don, who tires three pair of horſes in a day

and who (beidesdiurnal viſits to great fºlks

who pay him annual penſions to make it

his intereſt to prolong their miſerable exiſ

tence), ſees fixty occaſional patients in a

day, and receives from many double fees,

to tempt him to come again, and neglest

thoſe who pay him leſs—I ſay, ſuch a lu

minary can allow only five minutes in his

rapid courſe, whilſt another, not arrived

at a chariot, can beſtow a great part of the

day or night to watch your dittenper, and

give you ſome ſmall chance for 3 curite,
… pu, J. S. C. ºf

turposing dius's can ſave You. Tha
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Do what you can, the glorious uncer

tainty of phyſic is a proverb, and will
continue to baffle to the end of time the

moſt expert pračtitioners. The boldeſt

therefore are the moſt fortunate; at leaſt

the dead (as in the caſe of murder) can tell
no tales.

In many reſpects a phyſician muſt make

his court not by filence, but by prying and

telling all he knows. A ſmall part of his

fee is eſtimated a full conſideration for his

advice, eſpecially in chronick diſorders;

the greateſt part is for the news he picks

up and diſpenſes, whether publick or pri

vate. The ſpirits of a hypochondriac

lady are wonderfully revived by a doſe of

ſcandal well applied. As for the Apothe

cary, whoſe drugs bear no proportion to

the amount of his bill, he likewiſe is paid

for his tittle-tattle.

A ſtale trick ought to be mentioned, that

of a young phyſician being called out of

company by a ſervant or a porter, as if he

was ſent for in a great hurry by a patient

in the agony of death; when, alas ! no

body has required his aſſiſtance, or is likely

to do ſo. -

It remains that I offer an opinion con

eerning the prognoſtics ef a phyſician's

ſkill. I ſay then, if you employ a man that

fhews common ſenſe and penetration in

other matters, you have achance of his poſ

ſeſſing a reaſonable ſhare of the learnin

to be acquired of the various ſeats of .#

orders, and the hidden powers of me

dicine. -

“ Acute diſeaſes (ſaid Dr. Bathurſt to

Dr. Johnſon) cure themſelves; chronic

diſeaſes are never cured.”

“Why Dočtor (ſaid Dr. Johnſon one

day to Dr. Laurence), you phyſicians ſeem

merely to be called in to ſee your patients

die, you do ſo little.”

“Why Doctor (replied that learned

and honeſt phyſician), a phyſician who

has done little for his patient, paſſes in ge

neral a better night than when he has done

much, however it may be with the ſick

perſon.” -

“Ars conječturalis experimentis ni

tens,” ſays Celſus of the medical art;

and art indeed it is too often, and not a

ſcience. “ Fiat experimentum in corport

‘vili,” ſaid one French Phyſician to ano

ther, when poor Paſſerot, the celebrated

French ſcholar, was brought into the hoſ

pital of La Charite, “ Corpus non vile

eſt, Domini Dočtiſſimi (replied the pa

tient, to the aſtomiſhment of the two ſons

of Æſculapius), pro quo Chriſtus ipſe mon

dedignatus eſt mori.”

Dr. Moore uſed to ſay, that “at leaſt

two-thirds of a phyſician's fees were for

preſcribing to imaginary complaints.”-
Among ſeveral inſtances of this nature, he

mentions one of a clothier, who, after

long drinking the Bath waters, took it

into his head to try the Briſtol Hotwells.

Previous, however, to his ſetting off, he

requeſted his phyſician to favour him with

a letter, ſtating his caſe to any brother

Galen. This done, the patient got into a

chai.e. and ſtarted.

After proceeding about half way, he

felt an itch to pry into the contents of the

letter, when theid: words preſented

themſelves : “Dear Sir, The bearer is a

fat Wiltſhire clothier; make the mºſt ºf

bim.” It is unneceſſary to add, that his

cure was from that moment effeSted, as

he ordered the chaiſe to return, and imme

diately proceeded home.

It has been ſaid, that of all men of

letters who attach themſelves to any pro

feſſion, none ſo willingly quit their pro

feſfional ſtudies to enter on other ſubjects,

as phyſicians. Why phyſicians wite ſo

little on their own art, is a queſtion not

eaſily to be reſolved, unleſs we ſuppoſe

that as they are better acquainted with it

than other perſons, they are the beſt able

to judge of its futility.
CARBO.

Lo ND ON

For M A Y

R E W I E W

I792.

Quid ſit turpe, quid utile, quid dulce, quid ren.

Wandenza; or, The Dangers of Credulity. By Mrs. Maria Robinſºn. 2 Vols.

I 2nno.

SCARCELY had the refined mental

pleaſure ſubſided, which the Poems of

this juſtly-admired Authoreſ; had afforded

6s. Bell.

to every feeling heart, when the elegant

proſaic compoſition now before us made its

appearance, - - 1

t
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It is a tale more than well told, full of

orror, exciting Pity, and commanding

admiration. We are not favoured with

any features of its origin; yet, from mary

circumſtances, we are led to believe that it

is not altogether fiction; but that ſpecies

of romance, the ſuperſtructure of which is

raiſed upon the foundation of hiſtoric

truth. An ancient Spaniſh record of do

meſtic woe, extremely intereſting and pay

thetic, has been decorated by the pen of

our fair enchantreſs with peculiar taſte,

elegance, and variety.

We do not believe this lady has ever

read that part of “Maſon on Elocution,”

which treats of the power of numbers in

proſaic compoſition; but certain we are,

that by the impulſe of a fine natural

genius, ſhe has been enabled to exhibit a

perfect model of that rare ſpecies of writ

ing. Every period is full and harmonic,

and not one ſenteuce throughout the de

feriptive part terminates firly, that is to

ſay, with an inſignificant particle, which

Maſon calls “a lame foot.” To extract

the effence of this entertaining bagatelle,

that may be read through in two or three

hours, would be ſomething like the cºn

duct of thoſe petty depredators, who

being admitted into a beautiful flower

garden, and allowed to cull a few choice

flowers for a noſegay, are not content with

this indulgence, but dig up the beſt by

the roots, in order to tranſplant them into

their own parterre. With concern we

have obſerved the plot and chief incidents

of theſe ſlender volumes thus pu, loined

under the ſpecious title of Reviews; and

diſapproving of ſuch manoeuvres, we ſhºul

confine ourſelves to ſpecimens of the un

common, and, in our opinion, truly ex

cement ſtyle of the deſcriptive and ſenti

mental parts, leaving the ſtory untouched,

as well for the benefit of the Authoreſs,

as of many a youth and many a maid,

who will eagerly purſue all its winding

mazes with unremitted attention, till the

long-confined ſwelling teal, guſhing from

its lucid orb, ſhall fall involuntarily on

the concluding pages, and half obliterate

the dreadful cataſtrophe.

The opening ſcene, which conducts us

to the Caſtle of Vancenza, we produce, in

evidence of the ſtrength and beauty of her

deſcriptive powers:

“ Upon the fide of a beautiful foreſt,

ſheltered from the northern blaſt by a

chain of mountains, bordered with trees

and ſhrubs, the growth of many centuries,

rifing above a canopy ef iuxuriant

foliage, the gilded vanes of Vancenza

glittered to the eye of the fai-diſtant

traveller, while the lofty turrets caſt their

Wall. XXI.

long ſhadows acroſs an extenſive lake, that

partly overſpread the neighbouring valley.

“. The towering precipice, from whoſe

giddy height the fearful ſhepherd gazed

with terror and aſtoniſhment, hung over

its woody ſkirts, tremendouſly ſublime,

while down its winding paths the ruſhing

torrents ſcattered their white foam, ſome

times loſt in unſeen channels, at others

dividing in ſmall currents towards the lake

beneath

“So wild, ſo romantic a ſpot ſeemed

rather the work of enchantment than the

earthly habitation of anything nortal!

The harmonious warblings of the feather

ed minſtrels—the murmuring ſound of in

termingling ſtreams—the ſuiſing moan of

the confined breezes, amidſt the flint-rooted

pines, that waved their tall heads, rock

ing their cºllow tenants in leafy cradles—

the verdant glades here ard thereopening to

the ſkies, and ſcattered over with ſheep and .

wild goats—the adjacent hills hanging their

dark brows over a vaſt ſheet of quivering

water, preſented a ſcene ſo magnificent,

ſo abſtraćted from the buſy world, that

the beholder's heart thrilled with delicious

tranſport, harmorized by the ſublime ſen

ſations of enchanting melancholy.

“ The Caſtle of Vancenza had been

built in the beginning of the twelfth

century. The ſtructure conſiſted of a ſpa

cious court-yard, encircled with a vaſt pile

of , architecture, of the moſt exquiſite

order. At each corner a lofty tower con

manded a variety of luxuriant proſpects.

The front iacing the lake was ited upon

an invulnerable rampart, whoſe ivy-covered

battlem,ents formed a beautiful and exten

five terrace. The ſouthern aſpeći preſented

innume able avenues, cut through the

venerable foreſt which led to the boun

daries of Old Caſtile. The northern view

was terminated by mountains grandly ro

mantic. The valley beyond the lake led

to a verdant opening of ſome miles in

length, revealing at once a thouſand un

deſcribable and faſcinating attractions!

“The numberleſs ſmall cott ges be

ſprinkled in the vicinity of the caſtle, be

ſpoke the hoſpitality of its lord. The

happineſs and good fellowſhip cf the

ruſtics conferred a degree of luitre on his

name, that idle oſtentation might have

bluſhed to behold; while he enjoyed in this

ſecluded paradiſe that health and tram

quility of mind, which is rarely to be

found in the palaces of the moſt ſplendid

c.ties.”

Of the beautiful Elvira, the Orphan of

the Caſtle, the object of univerſal adora

tion, the priºr; 1 character in the ſtory,

whom the nº...ºcuſing ruſtics in their

Y y elithu
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enthuſiaſtic fondneſs had named “ The

Roſe of Paºcenza,” we have the following

beautiful delineation,

“ Elvira had juſt attained her fifteenth

year. Her form was the animated portrait

of her mind : truth, benignity, pure and

unſtudied delicacy, the meckneſs of ſen

fibility, and the dignity of innate vir

tue, claimed the eſteem, while the ex

quiſite beauty of her bewitching coun

tenance captivated the heart of every

beholder. She was tall, and finely pro

portioned ; her comple: ion was neither

the inſipid whiteneſs of the lily-boſomed

Circaſfian, nor the maſculine ſhade of the

Gallic brunette : the freſhneſs of health

glowed upon her cheek, while the luftre

of her dark-blue eye borrowed its ſplen

dour from the unfullied flame that gave

her mind the perfection of intellect ' Her

voice was mild as the cooings of the ring

dove, and her ſmile the gentle harbinger

of tenderneſs and complacency!—She was

everything that fancy could picture, or

convićtion adore – Perfection could go

no farther. The lovely maid had cquir

ed conſiderable eminence in the ſcience of

harmony; her voice was the eraphic echo

of her lute *, whoſe chord ſpoke to the

ſoul, under the magic touch of her ſkilful

fingers. She was well acquainted with

the works of the moſt celebrated French

and Italian authors; the beauties of Ariotto

and Petrarch by turns captivated her

heart; ſhe felt the force of their compoſi

tions, though ſhe was a ſtranger to the

fenſations that inſpired them. Happy

Elvira ! who, nurſed in the tranquil

boſom of retirement, feared not the viciſ

ſitudes of fortune, nor the corroding pangs

of agonizing diſquietude.”

Almanza, a Spaniſh Prince, who be

comes the hero of this moral tale, in the

hot purſuit of the chage leaves his atten

dants far behind, and encountering the

wild boar, is ſo dreadfully wounded by the

tuſks of the enraged animal, near the

Caſtle of Vancenza, that his page, in

conſternation, on approaching his Royal

Maſter, called aloud for help. The

Count flew, with the eagerneſs pity

ever prompts to ſuccour the unhappy.

At the outward gate he met the blecding

ſtranger, borne in the arms of two friends,

whoſe afflićted countenances proclaimed the

virtues of their illuſtrious aſſociate. He was

inſtantly conveyed to a lower apartment,

and, ſurrounded by a train of attendants,

laid upon a couch, palli", and to all ap"

pearancelifeleſs. Affliction ſeemed to prey

upon every boſom “The lovely and ten

der Elvira, who ſtood like a weeping

angelover the reliques of a martyred flint,

raiſing her fine eyes towards Heaven in

ſilent invocation, drew from her poliſh--

ed brow a veil of tranſparent lawn, and,

unmindful of the group that ſtood wonder.

ing at her exquiſite beauty, began to bind

it round the lacerated arm of the un

fortunate Prince—then, recollecting the

impropriety ſhe had been guilty of in tº

poſing her face to the prying eyes of ſo

many ſtrangers, burſt into tears, and re.

tired to a window at the fatheſt end ºf

the apartment.”

It is the ſtanding etiquette of all north

and romances, that every perfect beauty

ſhould have a number of admirers, and at

leaſt two contending lovers; one to be

made happy, and the other miſèrabk

It was a caſe in point, in the preſent tak,

to make the Prince the fortunate man,and,

by way of contraſt, to throw into the

back-ground a fiery Don, a Duke del Wºo,

the boſom-friend of the Prince, who at

cording to cuſtom, and the manners oft:

well-bred gentlemen of “St. James'ssiſ."

turns out an arrant traitor when alſº

ducing lovely woman ſteps in betweenhº

and his friendſhip to the Prince; and is

ſequel preſents us a chain of perfidiº

contrivances to gain the new miſſids ºf

his affections, which are deſcribed upon

ſimilar occaſions, in ſuch ſtrong terms, in

our newſpaper details of trials for crinº.

that we ſhall take the liberty to paſs dºm

over, and, purſuing our firſt intentº",

notice only the following emergetic ſº.
mark: –“ The tender paſſion, when it

takes root in ſtern and violent nature,

like the aging of a fever in the frong:

conſtitutions, becomes more fataliºn"

force that oppoſes it, and, perpetual;
by its own fire, frequently coniunks th:

object it encounters.”

1 he recovered Prince takes a grº

leave of his noble Hoſt and the tº E.

vira, between whom a fond cachangº"

Heats had taken place, and the proºk

hope of his ſpeedy return conjok tº *

litary maden for his abſence. The intº

val is ſeized by the Duke del Vºro, wº

fuddenly leaves Madrid (to which ºf

his duty had obliged him to attend tº
Prince), returns to a village near º (al

tle, and, lurking in diſguiſe, impº bj

* The Reviewer, in confidence, imparts to the Reader a ſmall alteration—Subſtitute"

the lute the fort, piano, make ſome grains of allowance for maternal fond partiality, anº”

will have a jaſt Portrait of the amiable Miſs Robinſºn, the only child of Mrs. M. Robin"
all
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an artſal ſtratagºm, on the crºſſity of
Elvira, who is induced to believe ſhe ſhal

meet the Prince at a certain cottage, and

is kreby expoſed to the dangers of Cre

duły, the econdary title of our moral

tale. She eſcapes from the ſnare, how

ever, without rufiling a ſingle feather in

the pinion of chaltity ; but the riſk fur

niſhes a fine leſſon for the ladies, and a

kēture for thoſe inſolently-preſumptuous

married women, who glorying in the

ſingle virtue of chaſtity, and conſiderin:

it as a full compenſation for the want cf

ºvery ºther amiable, endearing qualifica
ion, domineer over their wrºtched haſ.

binds, with a conſcious ſenſe that the cap

tº for life cannot break the galling ch in

without deranging his worldly affairs,

*Poſing biºlf to the iſ natured ve.

fictions of a cenſorious world. Thus

Pºle, domeſtic tyranny, inſºlence to in

ºrs, moroſeneſs and rigour to chil.

dºn, and calous inſenſibility, are ſanc

tººd and protected under matrimonial

fights, while the diſcontented, ſecretly

*ining Benedick droops, ſickers, and dis

*.mity to the high-vaunted cºſtity of
his all cºmmanding wife; and thus the

tºwn is filled with buxon widows

“Elvira felt unuſual delight on enter

tº the gate of the caſtle, that ſeemed as if

ºwn open to receive the oppreſſ d.—

As the poor mariner, eſcaped from the

"Peſtuous ſurge, gazes in ſpeechlºſs

wonder on the foaming ocean, ſhe looked

*k with horror and diſmay upon the
£ulph ſhe had avoided. The reflections

ºutfoliowed were bºth natural and uſeful:

*d in the ſociety of Innocence and Ho

ºur, ſhe was the dupe of her own purity.

* now perceived, that to be and to ſeen

were very diſtinct things; Villain, fe

*ntly illumes the moſt ſpecious appear
*; and the heart where Restitude

holds unſullied dominion, ſeldon has the

**ing to guard againſt that duplicity to

"ºil it is a tranger.

“There is nothing ſo difficult to pre
ſerve as female reputation ; as it is rare, it

*ates univerſal envy thoſe who poſſeſs

* Proud of the treaſure, often become its

ºrs, merely becauſe they cannot
brook the preſumption of a rival; while

they Practiſe, with inſolent ſuperiority,

“ºy vice that can contaminate the ſoul!

Hºw ridiculous is the woman who con

“s a ſingle perfiction, which chiefly

rºfits he: if, ºfficient to counterba

hite the to a wºn ºf every ſocial vir

* -Sinai is the triumph of chaſtity

at has never been affailed by the cun.

"g of the ſeducer. The ſnows of Lap

ºld preſerve their whiteneſs and ſolidity

as long as they eſcape the diſſºlving glances

of the buining orb. The female heart

his iittle right to exult in its reſolution,

till it has reſided the faſcinations of plea

ſure, the voice of infidious flattery, and

the fital allurements ºf corrupt example.

No woman can ſay, I will venture ſo far,

and then recede; for chaſtity expoſed to

the breath of ſlander, is like a waxen mo

del placed in the rays of the meridian ſun;

by degrees it loſes its fineſt traits, till at

length it becomes an inſipid maſs of uſeleſs

deformity.”

The annexed outline of the Duke del

Vero's character ſeems to be a ſtroke

aimed at a perſon of higher rank, nearer

home than Spain –“Hitherto he had fol.

lowed the dictates of a warm imagination,

and daihed through the broad torrent of

diſſipation ; Vanity for his guide, and

intenperate gratifications the objects of

his purſuits.” So killed as our fair Mo

nitor mºſt be allowed to be, it would be

unpardonable to omit her advice to her

own ſex on the management of a lover;

and we cannot cloſe our account of this

pleaſing performance, which has nearly

paſied through three editions in a very

ſhort time, more agreeably.

“A lover ſhould be perpetually em.

ployed; he ſhould have evºry-thing to

fear, and very little to hope for : take

from him the neceſſity of conſtant aſiduity,

and he will very ſoon loſe the wiſh tó

pleaſe. Security is the poiſon of love :

the little God, if ſuffered to be conſcious

of poſſ ſing wings, will never reſt till he

has tried their ſtrength; and if once per

mitted to ſoar from the ſhackles of aſſure

ment, he never will return, except to re

proach his tyrant for paſt inhumanity.

“Everything that lives delights in liber

ty, except the lover ; like the feathered

warbler, who, long confined, ſings con

tentedly in his wiry habitation, he enjoys

his ſlavery : give him his freedom, and

he roves a miſerable wanderer, ſeeking

new pleaſures and new chains : nor does

he recover his wonted Helicity till he is

again faſcinated by the ſpel of female en

chantment—if we have no object to

pleaſe, we ſoon loſe the deſire of appearing

amiable. Hiſ you would ſecure the affec.

tions of your lover, teach him to deſerve

you, by a proper reſpºt for your own

attractions, and be aſſured that the mo

ment he ceaſes to dread the puniſhment of

loſing you, you will have no faither

claims upon his conſtancy or affection,

“Why do we often ſee the aſſiduous

and doating lover metamorphoſed into the

churliſh and ſplenetic huſband Not be

cauſe the object of his paſſion becºmes leſs
-- - -----1-1-
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amiable or defirable. Why thus he ſpurns

from him the kind aſſiduities of ſocial

comfort, the attentions of friendſhip, and

the endearing ſolicitudes of affe Stion 2

Not becauſe his mind is incapable of en

joying theſe delights, but that the heart,

gratified in every wiſh, has nothing more

to hope for The appetite palls upon a

banquet of unvarying ſweets ; and when

we repine at the fluctuations of fortune,

and the little viciſłitudes of the world,

we are guilty of injuſtice towards Hea

Weil.

M.

The Hiſtory of Rome, from the Foundation of the City by Romulus to the Death

of the Emperor MARcus ANtoxinus, 3 Vols. 8vo. And an Abridgment of

Mr. Gibbon's Hiſtory of the Decline and Fall of the Roman Empire, z Vois. 8vo,

Cadell and Keal ſley. Il. 1 os. Boards,

WE ſcarcely ever remember to have pe

ruſed a mole complete and ſatisfac

tory compilation than that which is pre

ſented to the public in the five volumes of

Roman Hiſtory now under review. It

is with no ſmall degree of pleaſure that we

announce it to be the perform ince of the

much-admired author of the Hiſtory of

France, from the firſt eitabliſhment of the

monarchy to the exiſting revolution ; of

which we gave an ample account in our

Magazine, Vol. XVIII. for 1790. The

recommendation we gave of that work

was ſupported by the concurrent teſtimony

of our brother-reviewers; a circumſtance

which does conſiderable honour to the au

thor, as it ſo rarely happens that critics agree

unanimouſly upon any given ſubject.

It will readily be admitted, that books

of general utility ſhould be comprized

within ſuch limits, if poſſible, as may

render the purchaſe caſy to perſons in the

middle ranks of life ; at the ſame time,

elegant and ſumptuous editions ſhould

be prepared for the libraries of men of

taſte and affluence, and a twofold encou

ragement will thereby be given to the beſt

art that ever was invented for the general

benefit of mankind.

No better method can be purſued to

anſwer both theſe purpoſes than that.

which has been taken in the preſent in

ſtance. The excellent Hiſtory of the De

cline and Fall of the Roman Empire, a

moſt elaborate and uſeful work, made its

firſt appearance in a ſhape calculated to

render it one of the chief ornaments of all

the public and private libraries of Europe.

After this had paſſed through the extenſive,

yet limited circulation to which ſix volumes

in quarto muſt neceſſarily be confined, an

očtavo edition in twelve volumes made its

appearance, and rendered the acquiſition of

ſo uſeful and inſtrućtive a performance

more univerſal ; yet, ſtill two very de

firable objects remained to be accompliſh

ed. The firſt was, if we may be allowed

the expreſſion, to work backwards, and

dexterouſly to connect the former with the

latter part of the hiſtory of a people ſo re

nowned in all countries and through ill

ages. The next was, to obtain from the

liberal indulgence of the celebrated author

of the Decline and Fall of the Roman

Empire, if not an a Stual order to under

take a judicious abridgment, yet ſuch an

implied aſſent, as ſhould clear it fiomim

peachment of piracy, and entitle it to that

degree of literary credit, which is attach

ed to reputable modes of publication.
Under theſe favourable circumſtances,

the complete body of Roman Hiſtory re

duced to five volumes, comprizing every

important event worthy to be recorded or

remembered for the inſtruction of youth

or the inveſtigation of the learned, deſtry.

edly claims the protection and favour ºf

the public at large; but more particularly

of all managers, directors, and matters

of ſeminaries for the education of gene

rous youth of both ſexes. It is pleaſing to

behold the improvements that have been

made of late years in moſt of our reſpect:

able Academies. The ſtudy of ancient and

modern hiſtory has been made, as it ought

to have been long before, a principal

branch of uſeful, as well as polite educa

tion; and as no hiſtorians of any modern

nation whatever have exceeded the Britiſh,

either in impartiality, corre&tneſs, or ele

gance of ſtyle, it is a further ſubject ºf

felicitation, that by theſe means the cul

tivation of their native language has been

more cloſely attended to ; and where this

is not the caſe, we may make no ſcruple to

deliver this dictatorial opinion—That pay

rents and guardians ſhould inſtantly re

move their young relations and friends

from ſuch ſchools. It is a duty they owe

to their country, whoſe native dignity

ſhould be ſupported in every departinent,

but principally in that which is to aſſert

and maintain our claim to an equality, it

not a ſuperiority, for the Engliſh language

in the annals of literature, from the coin

mencement to the preſent concluding de

cade of the eighteenth century. ...

Having ſaid thus much reſpeaing the

plan, we ſhall now proceed to an exa

inination of the merits of its execution ; in

dini'ſ
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doing which, after having made ſome pro

greſs, we ſhall make our report, and then

aſk leave to fit again, and continue upon

ſo intereſting a ſubject through the next,

and the following month.

At firſt fight, it ſhould ſeem that the

hiſtory of Rome, eſpecially that conſider

able part of it which begins with the

foundation of the city, and terminates

with the ſubverſion of its renowned Re

public, has been ſo often written, and in

ſo many languages, that nothing new or

intereſting can be expected from any author

who undertakes to go over the ſame ground,

that has been ſo ſucceſsfully explored by a

crowd of predeceſſors; yet candour obliges

us to acknowledge, that in the inſtance be

fore us, we have found ſome inſtruction and

confiderable amuſement, in reading this

well-known ancient hiſtory in the new dreſs

in which it has been clothed by our enter

priſing and induſtrious author. An early

#º of his judgment, in reječting the

abulous and abſurd fictions of antiquity,

and adhering ſolely to rational conjec

ture, reſpecting thoſe remote periods of

hiſtory in which tradition ſupplies the

want of authentic evidence of facts, is ex

hibited in the following account of the

origin of the Romans.

“ In common with the other nations of

Europe, the Romans have endeavoured to

trace their origin from the moſt remote

Periods of antiquity. The voyage of

AEneas from the ſhores of Aſia to thoſe

of Italy, has been conſecrated by the

Muſe of Virgil : but the fond tale which

the Poet has ſo happily adorned, the hiſ.

torian is not permitted haſtily to adopt ;

and though the Latin writers unanimouſly

concur in claiming their deſcent from

the Trojan Prince; yet, according to Di

onyſius Halicarnajus, more ancient cri

tics have rejected the doubtful narrative,

and have limited the enterpriſes of Æneas

to the Coaſt of Thrace.

“If theſe dark traditions ſoothed the va.

nity of an enlightened and vićtorious peo

ple, yet the rude ſtate in which they firſt

ſº themſelves to public obſervation,

ut ill accorded with their proud preten

ſions to an illuſtrious anceſtry. About

four bundred and twenty-ſix years from

the deſtruction of Troy, and about ſeven

hundred and forty eight years before the

commencement of the Chriſtian AEra, an

hardy race of herdſmen and ſhepherds,

who are ſuppoſed to have emigrated from

Alba, and whoſe humble cottages were

ſcattered along the banks of the Tiber,

ſeem to have acknowledged the joint au

thority of the twin-brothers Romulus

and RFM us. Theſe probably had been

raiſed to command by their ſuperior cou

rage, and more ferocious manners; quali

ties that, in a ſuperſtitious and barbārous

age, might naturally impreſs the idea,

that they owed their birth to the God of

War, and their infant mouriſhment to a

ſhe-wolf. - -

“By whatever means the brothers attain

ed to power, the paſſions which it inſpired

were ſuch as have too frequently polluted

the annals of hiſtory. Fraternal affection

was overwhelmed by rival ambition, and

the luſt of undivided ſway; the enmity o

the leaders was communicated to their ad

herents ; and, in a tumultuous conflict

that enſued, the guilty triumph of Romu

lus was eſtabliſhed by the death of Remus.

“The victor, yet ſtained with the blood

of his brother, prepared to perpetuate by

}. the power which he had acquired by

orce. He determined to collect his fol.

lowers from diſtant fields within a more

narrow compaſs, and to accuſtom their

minds to the reſtraints of civil govern

ment. He fixed on Mount Palatine as

the ſeat of future empire; his intentions

were ſeconded by the zeal of his ruſtic

ſubjects; about a thouſand thatched huts,

haſtily and rudely conſtrućted, proclaimed

the poverty and ſimplicity of their inhabi

tants ; that of the chief was compoſed of

the ſame unpoliſhed materials, and was

diſtinguiſhed only by its more ample fize :

they were encompaſſed by a deep and

wide trench, and ſurrounded by a wall of

clay and wood. The name of the new

city, or village, was borrowed from that

of the founder; and the fame of Romulus

has been indiſſolubly blended with the

glory of Rome.”

Nothing remarkable occurs during the

reign of Romulus, which has not been

noticed by former hiſtorians; but the

manner** death being variouſly relat

ed, the decided opinion of our author

upon his cataſtrophe merits our attention.

“Towards the concluſion of his reign,

the ſame inflexible ſeverity which his laws

diſplay, the ſame vigour which had been

exerted to enforce the ſubmiſſion of his

rival neighbours, had been employed to

humble the Roman Senate, and he reduced

that aſſembly to an empty ſhadow of

authority. Nor were the ſpirits of the

members more wounded by his pride, than

their lives were endangered by his arbi

trary adminiſtratien of juſtice. Surround

ed by the miniſters of his vengeance, he

iſſued from his ſeat of judgment in the

forum the bloody dićtates of his will, and,

diſdaining the very inſtitutions that he had

- made,
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made, appeared to hold his power by no

other title than the ſword.

“He ſoon cºpeienced that no precautions

tould ſhield him from the reſuntment of

thoſe whom he had preſumed to injure.

Though the circumſtances of his fate are

involved in obſcurity, yet it is unani

mouſly agreed, that he ſunk beneath the

tumultuous rage of the Senate. It is pro

bable, the moment their fury ſubſided,

that his nude, cys dreaded the vengeance

of the multitude ; and that they concealed

beneath their robes, and privately convey

rd away, his mangkd re.nains. A fºnious

tempeſt that a cic at the ſame inſtant was

dexterouſly improved by their ingenuity: it

was aſſerted, that Romulus was ſurrounded

by flame, and ſuddenly convºycºl in a whirl

windfrom earth to heaven; he wasafterwards

reported to have appeared to Prºciºus, a

Senator who had long ſhal cd his friend

ſhip, and who ſtill commanded the con

fidence of the people. I've ar:ful tale

was induſtriouſly propagated, and cadily

believed ; divine honours were decreed to

the new deity, and the Scnate were con

tent to adore as a god, him, whom they

could no longer endure as a king.”

In the life of Tarquin the Firſt we

find an obſervation, which may ſerve as

a ſpecimen of the free ſpirit that guides

the pen of our historian, and points him

cut as the friend of the civil libc, ty of

rankind. Romulus had inſtituted a body

gual d for his poſional ſecurity, conſiſting

of three hund, ed noble youths, who were

diſtinguiſhed by the title of Celeres, and

a noble office indeed, was in vain allotted

to them 1 to protećt a tyrant who had aſ

fiſſinated his brother, and ſtained his

robes with the blood of the Senators;

whoſe daily oppreſsions and cruel execu

tions called aloud for that vengeance which

at length overtook him.

Not io his ſucceſſor Numa Pompilius:

a.cending the throne with all the dºg

, nity of conſcious innocence and unfullied

virtue, he threw himſelf on the aftec

tions of thoſe whom he was choſen to go

verm ; and transferred the ſervice of the

band of noble youths from an attendance

on the royal perſon, to that of affiting in

the ſacred rites of religion ; “ he aſ pro

priated them to the ſervice of the Gods.

Thus the palace of a Roman Prince was

rendered acceſſible to the meaneſt citizens;

thoſe guards which repel remonſtrance

fron the foot of modern thrones were yet

ſcarcely known ; and the Sovercign was

accuRomed to conſider the fidelity and

attachment of his people as his moſt na

tui al lefence.” -

We may now be allowed to overleap

the beaten path which condućts from the

reign of Numa to that of Tarquin the Se

cond, ſurnamed the Prºud : the grea: re

volution which was accompliſhed in his

time, and brought about by the miſcon

dućt of himſelf and his family, being an

event of ſuch magnitude, and attended

with ſuch affecting and intereſting circum

ſtances, that the little portion of our va

iegated miſcellany we can ſpare for re

ing meritorious wºrks of literature

cannot be better employed, than in offer

ing the warm picture, as it is drawn

by the animated pºncil of our author, to

our readers, for the finale of our animad

verſions for the preſent nicºth. The new

sera commercing with the eſtabliſhment of

the Republican government will be the

prefer ºbject for the next.

“ The reign of Tarquin the Second

was distinguiſhed by the moſt ancient

digeſt of laws called the Jus Papiriazºº,

to perpetuate the name of Papirius, the

learned and indefatigable compiler, who

flouriſhed at this period, and whoſe labouis

beſtowed upon his countrymen that code

which for ſucceſſive ages was reſorted to

as the ſacred depoſit of juriſprudence —

but the hºppineſs which the tubjects of

‘I am quin might have derived from the

ſtudious toils of Papirius was embittered

by the ava ice and cruelty of the monarch,

and by the licentious pleatures of his ſons.

The power, or the poſſeſſions, of the Rutu

lians had awakened the jealouſy, or allºred

the deſires of Tai quin; with a royal army he

had inveſted their capital Ardea ; and the

Roºnan Chiefs, who employed the day in

the boldeſt attacks, devoted their evening

hours to ſocial conve; ſation. The charms

and virtues of their abſent conſorts affold

ed a natural and frequent theme ; and

Collatinus, who derived his lineage from

the ſame ſource as the elder I arquin,

praiſed with fond but improvident par

tiality the beauty and modelty of his wife

Lucreta. His royal kinſmen ſtill aſſerted

the equal merits of their own conſorts;

and to terminate the riſing diſpute, they

agreed to embrace the interval of the night

to viſit unexpectedly their homes, and to

acknowledge the ſuperiority of her who

ſhould be found moſt prudently occupied

during the abſence of her huſband. The

tables of the daughters-in-law of Tarquin

were adorned with royal luxury, and the

mirth of the feaſt ſeemed clouded by the

appearance of his ſons: from the ſplendid

repait, to which they were invited with

cold civility, they haltened to the houſe of

Collatinus, which was ſituated at ſome

diſtance from the capital.

“Although the night was already fºr.
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advanced when they arrived at the man

ſign, they ſtill found Lucretia encompaſſed

by her maids engaged in the labours of

the loom. A bluſh of joy proclaimed the

modeſt tranſport which the unexpected

appearance of her huſband inſpired; the

ſimple fare that was preſented beſpoke a

family that perſevered in virtuous fruga

lity ; but though the pampered appetite of

Sextus Tarquinius might diſdain the

homely board of Collatinus, his eyes were

richly feaſted with the charms of Lucretia.

“ The duties of the camp compelled,

however, his return to Ardea; and the

snamoured Prince with his companions re

luctantly quitted the objećt of his guilty

deſires : yet the image of the abſent fair

ſtill haunted his imagination ; her reſerve,

inſtead of repreſſing, had ſerved to aug

ment the amorous flame; and the paſſion

of Sextus ſoon ſuggeſted a pretence for re

turning to Collatia, and ledging in the

houſe of Coliatinus. He was received by

Lucretia with that reſpect and attention

which were due to the ſon of her Sove

reign, and to the kinſman of her abſent

conſort. But juſt preciuded Sextus from

enjoying that repoſe to which the reſt of

the family reſigned themſelves. At the

ſilent hour of midnight he entered the

chamber of Lucretia; a drawn ſword

glittered in his hand; and the affrighted

fair, awakened from her ſleep, beheld

with terror the daring intruder; who,

after revealing his maine, and menacing

her with immediate death, if ſhe preſumed

to call for aſſiſtance, declared the object of

his unſeaſonable viſit and adulterous deſires.

“A Roman matron, in the virtuous ages

of Rome, might have been intenſible to

the loſs of life; but the dread of ignominy

triumphed over the for titude of Lucreţia ;

ſhe yielded to the threat of Sextus, that he

would involve in her deſtruction one of

her ſlaves, and, placing his corpſe by hers,

Proclaim that he had only avenged the

injured honour of Collatinus. Her mind

ſhrunk from the idea of poſthumous in

famy , and the paſſion of the ſon of Tar

quin was gratified in the arms of the re

luctant Lucretia. From the imperfect en

joyment he was ſummoned by the ap

proach of day; and exulting in his crime,

he hºſtened to join the army before A dea.

“The very maine of Lucretia has become

expreſſive of the virtue of chaſtity ; but the

would ill have merited the admiration of

ſucceſſive ages, could ſhe have endni cit the

thoughts of ſurviving the barbarous out

age. Scarcely had the baſe ravither de

Parted, before ſhe wrote to Collatinus to

hai'en from the camp, and to meet her at

the houſe of her father Lucrețiu. Cind

in deep mourning, with a poignard under

her robe ſhe proceeded to Rome. As her

chariot paſſed along the ſtreets, her friends

in vain demanded the ſource of that af

fliction which her dreſs and features diſ

played; ſhe anſwered only by deep and

incedant fighs ; or declining to diſcloſe the

cauſe of her ſorrows but in a full aſſembly

of her own and her huſband's relations.

“ Amidſt the concourſe of Patricians

who thronged the houſe of Lucretius, the

moſt diſtinguiſhed were Publius Valerius,

and Junius Brutus impatient to relinquiſa

the maſk of idiotiſm which he had aſium

cd, and to avenge in the blood of Tar

quin the murder of his father and his

brother. In the preſence of theſe, and of

her huſband Collatinus, Lucretia diſcloſed

her own ſhame and his diſhonour, and

proclaimed the treacherous author of both.

She proteſted the unſpotted innocence of

her heart; but at the ſame time declared

her firm reſolution not to live, and coa

jured them not to ſuffer the crime of Sex

tus to paſs unpuniſhed. While the re

ceived with tranſport the ſolemn vow of

vengeance, her lofty ſpirit rejected the cold

conſolations of thoſe who would have re

conciled her to life, by repreſenting her

mind unpolluted by the violation of her

body. “No,” exclaimed the, with ge

nerous indignation, “ it never ſhall be

ſaid that any woman ſurvived her honour,

and juſtified her ſhame, by the exampic of

Lucretia.” A tender embrace to her fa

ther and her hu.hand allowed but a ſhort

and mournful delay; with manly reſolu

tion ſhe plunged the poignard in her bo

ſom, and the inſtant death that folio vel

the ſtroke, attened her contempt of life an

generous dread of diſgrace. -

“While the ſpectators gazed in ſilent

horror on the bloody corpſe of Lucretia, a

new and unexpected incident augmented

their altoniſhment and arouſed their dor

mºnt indignation. The undaunted ſpirit

of Junius Brutus burſt forth from beneath

the clouds that had hither to ob;cured it ;

an..!, energing from the degrading diſguiſe

of idiotiſm, the deliverer of his country

drew the recking dagger from the boſon

of Lucretia, and as he held it aloft,

“Yes,” exclaimed he, “ I ſwear by this

blood, once ſo pure, and which rºyal vii

lainy alone could have preſumed to pol

lute, to purſue with inced unt venge ºce

the haughty Torquun, his guilty wife, and

his children ; and I call the go's to wit

neſs, that I will nºver ſuffer either that

fin;...y, or any other, to bear the title of

king in Rome,” Sui priſe and reſentinent

ſtill occupied the ſurrounding multitude ;

and he cº, ice ºf the P. iions was propi

- - ... i. 1-2-3
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tious to the freedom of Rome. Not only

Collatinus, Lucretius, and Valerius, who

felt as the huſband, the father, and the

patriot, but the whole aſſembly, with one

unanimous acclamation, pronounced the

ſame oath ; and could the ſhade of Lu

cretia have been ſenſible, the Roman

matron muſt have beheld with virtuous

tranſport, the liberty of her country in

feribed in her blood.”

The harangue of Junius Brutus, which

fixed the reſolution of the aſſembly, and

determined the fate of the Tarquins, has

been ſo often tranſlated, and inſerted in

Treatiſes on Elocution, and other Engliſh

works, that we omit the preſent, only

obſerving, that it is a correct and claſſical

tranſlation.

(To be continued. J

A Pious Meditation compoſed in the laſt Century, by that truly benevolent Patriot

and compaſſionate Friend to the poor Citizens of Briſtol John Whitſon, Eſq.

Alderman of that City, &c.

By George Symes Catcott. 8vo.

HE reflections of this venerable citizen

ſhew great knowledge of the world

and of the human heart, no leſs than they

evince the greateſt piety, and the moſt

exemplary goodneſs. , Mr. Catcott, the

friend and patron of the unfortunate

Chatterton, has prefixed to them ſome ac

count of their excellent writer. They

contain many curious particulars, extract

ed from authentic records; as ſome ac

count of the plague in Briſtol, in the

year 1603, and of Mr. Whitſon's wiſe

and benevolent conduct during that horrid

viſitation. The following anecdote is curi

eus : “ As Mr. Whitſon was one day

employed in his private cloſet, he over

heard his nephews loudly converfing in

another room, and found the ſubject of

their diſcourſe turn upon himſelf and the

great fortune they were to inherit at his

death; and at the ſame,time, they declared

they would ſpend it like gentlemen of fa

ſhión in pleaſurable and expenſive purſuits.

The good old gentleman upon this burſt

To which is prefixed ſome Account of the Author.

1s. 6d. Reckett.

in at once upon them, and with an honeſt

indignation told them, that ſince he had

heard from their own mouths their reſo

lution with reſpect to his fortune, they

ſhould now hear his ; that he had been

long a witneſs to the vicious and abandon

ed courſe of life into which they were

plunging themſelves, and hadº re

monſtrated, to no purpoſe, againſt it;

that they now ſtood ſelf-convićted; and to

prevent the infamy which they mighten.

tail upon him, themſelves, and the public,

by ſuch irregular exceſſes, he was reſolved

to put it entirely out of their power. He

accordingly made his will ſoon afterwards,

and after the death of his wife left his

money to charitable purpoſes.” The

whole narrative may be ed with

great pleaſure by all thoſe who wiſh to

ſee the ſucceſs in general attendant upon

diligence, worth, and honeſty, and who

wiſh to become acquainted with a charac

ter now nearly loſt amongſt our merchants

-acharacter of benevolence and ſimplicity.

Account of the Expence incurred by the Solicitors employed by the Houſe of Com

mons in the Impeachment againſt Warren Haſtings, Eſq. with Obſervations. 8vo,

4s. Debrett.

THE Creditor ſide of this Account,

from the commencement of the pro

ſecution to the 8th of March 1791, as

ſtated by Meſſrs. Wallis and TRo

ward (the Solicitors), is as follows:

Amount of Bill from the

Commencement of the

Proſecution to 1788,

May 14, - - -

I)itto, from 1788, May 17,

to 1788 Sept. 15. - -

Amount of money paid to

Witneſſes, India Clerks,

and Officers of the Houſe

of Commons for Seſſion

1788, as ſettled by the

Managers, and allowed

by the Treaſury - -

Amount of Bill from 1788

Sept. 17, to 1789 July 14,

Ditto from 1789 July 15,

to 1790 June 9 - -

8365 14 1e

2332 9 4

1782 1 6

765* 15 6

278a i 4

º

Ditto from 1790 June 16,

to 1791 June 6 - - 6984 13 11

Ditto from 1791 June 12,

to 1792 March 8 - - 1860 6 4
--

Aſ 36,969 2 3
---

The above Account includes as well all

Payments made to Witneſſes, Fees on the

Treaſury Warrants, Payments to Irdia

Houſe Officers and Clerks, to the Officers

of the Houſe of Lords and Houſe of

Commons, and Court Fees, as all Law

Fees, Expences, and Charges.

Of this ſum they acknow

ledge to have received at

different times in Caſin,

by Treaſury Warrants, 32,157 is 6

Ballance duc to Wallis and

Troward - - - 4802 10 3

On the above Account we ſhall leave

our Readers to make their own comments.
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A Voyage from Calcutta to the Mergui Archipelago, lying on the Eaſt Side of the Bay

of Bengal; deſc ibing a Chain of Iſlands never before ſurveyed, that form a Strait

on that Side of the Bay, 1 2 5 Miles in Length, and from 20 to 30 miles in Breadth ;

with good Mud Soundings and regular Tides throughout ; which Strait lying

nearly North and South, any Ship may work up againſt the South-weſt Monſoon, and

ſo get out of the Bay of Bengal, when otherwiſe ſhe might be locked up for the Sea

ſon. Alſo, An Account of the IſlandsJan Sylam, Pulo Pinang and the Port of Queda;

the preſent State of Aicheen; and Directions for ſailing thence to Fort Marlbro"

down the South-weſt Coaſt of Sumatra. To which are added, An Account of the

Iſland of Celebes ; a Treatiſe on the Monſoons in India; a Propoſal for making

Ships and Veſſels more convenient for the Accommodation of Patiengers; and

Thoughts on a new Mode of preſerving Ship Proviſion : Alſo, An Idea of making

a Map of the World on a large Scale. By Thomas Forreſt, Eſq. Senior Captain of

the Honourable Company's I.1aline at Fort Marlbro' in 1779, and Author of the

Voyage to New Guinea. Folio. 11.

CAPT. FORREST, in this Voyage,

was deſtined to ſurvey the Andaman

Iſlands, but falling to leeward of them,

he fell in with what ſurely was an obječt

of conſequence, a Chain of Iſlands never

before ſurveyed, forming a Strait 125 miles

in length, and from 20 to 30 miles in

breadth; which Strait, as the title page

ſays, lying in a north and ſouth direction,

any ſhip may work up in good anchoring

ground againſt the South-weſt Monſoon,

and ſo get out of the Bay of Bengal, when

otherwiſe ſhe might be locked up for the

ſeaſon. This ſurely is an advantage both

to European and Country ſhips; which laſt

will no doubt increaſe much in number

when peace is happily reſtored in India.

In his preface Capt.F. is ſanguine for our

ſucceſs againſt Tippoo ; but ſeems to think

our vaſt ſucceſs in conquering diſtant lands

may ultimately col rupt our manners; in

which opinion, we apprehend, he is not

fingular. He then expretics his hopes that

ſugar will be imported from Bengal, alſo

tobacco, and makes honourable mention

ºf James Chriſtie, Eſq. of Apcle in

ngal, a great planter and rum-maker,who

pays ºcco Sicca rupees per ann. rent to the

Company for a large tract of land, which

he his by mild management ſettled with

free natives; and ſays, that ſome years ago,

price of Bengal ſugar was ſeven current

rupees (14s.) per factory maund, as he

calls it a weight ſettled by the Company

to agree, we ſuppoſe, with our Engliſh

weight, as he ſays two hundred weight

ngal makes three factory maunds.

...We obſerve Mr. Law, in his late Trea

tº on the ſame ſubjećt, values ſugar at

fix current rupees, or izs. the factory

ºnaund, or 18s. the hundred weight. Capt.

Foreſt's valuation of ſugar is exactly two

; : farthing per pound; Mr. Law's

onnething leſs. -

Our Author mentions, with great truth

*...believe, the natives of Bengal being

*ºned to early matrimony, in a country
Wol. XXI.

J. S. Robſon.

where rice, their bread, is exceſſive cheap,

and their being inclined to follow the occu

pations of their anceſtors from prejudice and

education; and ſeeins to think where rich

lands may be had for taking up (we ſup

|. he means uncleared lands), ſugar may

e cultivated in great quantities.

He next takes notice of the China ſkull:

“ 1 forgot to mention, that at Queda I

ſaw the exertion of an aquatic manoeuvre,

never uſed, I believe, but by Chineſe. The

annual Chineſe junk had got aground on

the left-hand ſide of the river looking up,

and it was found neceſſary to carry out an

anchor to get her off. There was ſo much

fleſh in the river at the time, that the tide

ran ſtrong down even at high water. A

wooden anchor, the bills of the flukes ſhod

with iron, and the ſhank above 30 feet

long, was put into a kind of punt, about

24 feet long; the flukes hanging over the

ſtarboard bow of this boat, whilſt the ho

rizontal ſtock of the anchor lay level

over the larboard quarter. Eight men were

in this boat, four of them provided with

large handſpikes; the other four managed

a long oar, like a ſkull, at the ſtern, that

hung and turned upon a ſtrong pivot, or

iron ſemiglobe, fixed in the middle of the

ſtern, which went into an iron ſocket in

the ſkull. The exertions of theie four

men were very violent for about a minute,

in which time they effected their purpoſe of

being able to drop the anchor a little above

the junk in deep water : they ſeemed to

make the ſkull vibrate like the tail of a

fiſh, on which principle it certainly ačts :

no number of oars could have done what

they did.

“ The Chineſe work veſſels of above

zoo tons in this marner; many more than

four men at a ſkull, and with ſeveral ſkulls:

the ſkull ſeems to be abſolutely neceſſary

in the narrow canals of Canton, where

oars cannot be uſed. The Engliſh ſailors

give the name of Tom gainſt Tide to the

tea lighters that go flou Canton to
Z z Wampot
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Wampo : they ſeldom drop along-fide of

their reſpective ſhip, but ſkull up againſt

the current of the tide, as being the ſafeſt

way. Such an improvement as the Chineſe

ſkull introduced amongſt revenue cutters,

not too much bound up with weod and

iron, but like the fly ketch, would greatly

help to ſuppreſs ſmuggling, whilſt an act

of Parliament ſhould prevent the ſame

being uſed by any other veſſels, except

pleaſure-boats, and that by ſpecial licenſe.

What I have ſaid of the Chineſe ſkull and

winding-up boom of the ſail of the Buggeſs

paduakan and Atcheen kolay, are ſubjects

worthy of diſcuſſion by the Society forNa

valArchite&ture, where there are many able

judges of theſe and other naval matters.”

We hepe the Society for Naval Archi

te&ture, of which his Royal Highneſs the

Duke of Clarence is Preſident, will take

notice of Capt. Forreſt's remark.

We next come to our Author's Intro

dućtion, which opens a new field of geo

graphical as well as intereſting commercial

information, as our readers will perceive

from the following extraćts :

“ was this chain of iſlands (ſays he,

i. ii.) one continued iſland, it doubtleſs

ong before now would have attracted

notice; but the maps extant having thrown

down a parcelº at random, gene

rally ſmall, and no ſoundings, the Navi

gator, afraid, looks on them all with a ſuſ.

picious eye; and having no chart on

which he can in the leaſt depend, chooſes

to have nothing at all to ſay to them, and

puts his". head another way.

“ The iſlands are generally divided by

bold channels, and I ain certain here are

many more than what are repreſented in

the map : ſome rocky iſlands, ſome hilly,

ſome flat ; but, in general, covered with

trees on a good foil, in a clin.te always

cool and favourable to vegetation ; great

plenty of fiſh ; and the recks which border

the ſmaller iſlands are generally incruſted

with a ſmall delicate oyster, between high

and low water mark, with which a boat

preſently gets a loading : there are alſo

larger oyſters found in the mud, at low

water, and a particular clºn fort with red

rows.”

“ The climate and ſoil being good, I

make no doubt but that many European

vegetables and tropical fruits would grow

in great abundance. There are alſo ſeveral

harboºrs and good rºds for ſhipping.”

“ The innºcnſe riches of the continent

of Pegu–whether in the neceſſaries of life,

teak timber for ſhip-building, becs wax,

tin, dammer, earth oil for preſerving teak,

built ſhips, ſtick lack, ſhell lack, iars of

all dimenſions, ſome of immenſe ſize, much

ſought for all over India, rattans, and

many other bulky commodities—are well

known ; without mentioning the more pre

cious articles of gold, ſilver, and precious

ſtones, eſpecially rubies. A ſmall traffic

has always been carried on from Coro

mandel and Bengal to this country; but

it night be greatly extended.”

“The cocoa-nut (which the Peguers,

Birinahs, and all the inhabitants of the

continent on this eaſt ſide of the Bay of

Bengal, are particularly fond of) does not

thrive but near the ſea ; the Merguſ iſlands

would produce millions of them. The nut,

when ſweet, is uſed much in common

cookery all over India ; and, even when

rancid, gives oil for various uſes, eſpecially

in mixing with lime to put on ſhips bot

toms, to exclude the worm. The rind or

huſk makes good rope, called coir; and

the palm wine,º, Madras toddy, if

not uſed ſweet, makes excellent vinegar.

“We, much to our credit, gave a

bounty to ſhips to go to Greenland to

catch whales, becauſe ol muſt be had for

lamps as well as for ſhips bottoms. The

whale gives only oil and a little whalebone;

the cocoa-nut gives oil and a moſt excellent

rope. Were theſe iſlands colonized b

Indians from the coaſt of Coromandelan

Bengal, groves of cocoa-nuts would ſoon

appear. Coromandel does not produce

cocoa nuts ſufficient for its own conſump

tion, perhaps at preſent leſs than formerly;

and yet, during Mr. Saunders's govern

ment in 1754, I have known Chulia

(Moors) veſſels carry cocoa-nuts from the

Nicobar Iſlands to Madras, a diſtance of

ſeven hundred miles. I fear univerſally

the late depredations of war have much

diminiſhed the number ; fol, to a hungry

Seapoy, the cocoa-nut tree is both foodand

fuel ". The coir makes excellent rope;

and, being claſtic, gives ſo much play to a

ſhip that rides hard at anchor, that, with a

cable of one hundred and twenty fathoms,

the ſhips retire or give way ſometimes Half

their length, when oppoſed to a heavy ſea,

and inſtantly ſhoot a-head again; the coir

cable, after being fine-drawn, recovering

its ſize and ſpring.”

“I believe the Pegu government care

little about theſe iſlands, and I dare ſay

would not oppoſe our ſettling in them.”

“ The Peguers conſume a deal of irºn,

not only in bars and bolts, but wrought

up in all kinds of tools for ſhip-building,

* The heart of a cocoa-nut trec weig's from twenty to thirty pounds, and is as good is

young cabbage,

and
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and all ſorts of common cutlery. They

have built for Europeans many excellent

ſhips, paid for in nothing but Indian or

European merchandize. Our woollens find

a good market, even ſold dear as they are

at ſecond-hand ; the conſumption would

be immenſe had we an agent at Ava.

“In a country of ſuch great extent, and

where mere territory is of little value, ſome

parts are utterly neglected; but even this

neglect has its advantages in a particular

inſtance. A great way aboveÅ. there

is a traćt of country lying between the
kingdoms of Pegu łºń. : here an

annual fair is held during the fine months
of January and February; for the other

ten months it is a deſart. This I learned

from a Monſieur Chapel at Calcutta, who

had long reſided at Pegu ; and ſhews great

olitical wiſdom, as it prevents the poſſi

ility of diſputing about borders.

“In Bengal they build ſhips, but they

have no good timber. The teak comes

moſtly from Pegu : ſome from Batavia

and Bombay. A teak ſhip, oiled yearly

with earth oil, will laſt againſt four oak

ſhips. At Surat and Bombay they oil the

inſide of their ſhips regularly when they

come off a voyage.

“In time of war, we certainly could

have frigates built in Pegu, and paid for

$ntirely in merchandize; the merchandize

* ſold for teecalls, a round piece of ſilver,

nPed, and weighing about one rupee

*nd a quarter. The teecalls are of dif

#ent fineneſs, and the ſtranger muſt em
[. ſhroff. Theſe teecalls are forbid to

exported.

“I have mentioned coir for cables:

ºr makes alſo ſmall cordage for running

ºgging; and it paſſes much freer through

the blocks than hempen rope, which, if

*t, grows hard, and does not run free,

*ing to the tar caſing it, by the heat of

the climate ; and the rope is ſtubborn,

“ſpecially after rain.

“There is great choice of timber on

theſe iſlands; poſſibly there is teak, but I

did not find it. I found the Malay poon

excellent for maſts; and ſaw many other

tall and ſtately trees in the woods.

“There are many beds of black ſlate

2nd, marble, much dammer, ſwallow

(*iche de mer), for the China market;

*nd edible birds neſts, I am told, are found

ºn. Plenty amongſt the Aladine Iſlands.

ere is every where much coral rock fit

for burning into lime.”

- “...I have ſaid theſe iſlands can be colo

nized by natives of Indoſtan, whoſe diſ

$ºtion of character would be moſt likely
to aſſimilate with the natives of the conti.

*nt, and with whom in a ſhort time they

certainly would have intercourſe. The

unequivocal proofs we could give both to

the courts of Ava and Siam, that we did

not aim at any ºthing on the continent;

the fight of our force, in ſhips which might

occaſionally touch at St. Matthew ; and

the favour we might obtain from both

theſe courts, by offering mediation in their

quarrels, which often happen, they having

been at war about five years (ago—would

impreſs high ideas not only of our power,

but moderation. The commercial advan

tages we might by our addreſs obtain from

both theſe courts, and the conſequent in

creaſe of ſhipping, are ſurely objects of

importance; beſides having a ſea-port

equal to any in the world, within a week’s

ſail of Madras, in the vicinity of a country

abounding with cattle and rice; and

through that country, over the iſthmus of

Kraw, a ſpeedy intercourſe between Bengal

and China by letter, without going round

º Malay peninſula, by the Malacca

ſtrait.”

Capt. Forreſt next begins the nautical

part of his journal, and informs us, that

he left the Ganges the 14th of June 1783;

and on the 24th ſaw the iſland Preparis, of

which he gives a diſtant view. On the

25th he ſaw the iſland Narcondam makin

like a come with the top obliquely cut off.

By the view of it, it much reſembles an old

volcano. On the 2d of July ſaw the iſland

Clara in 11°. 15'. N. Lat. which he con

fiders as a key to the ſtrait to which he

gives his own name. He then proceeds

through the ſtrait, deſcribing various

iſlands, ſhoals, &c. that he paſſed. To

moſt of the iſlands he gives names, ſome

after reſpected friends, others from ſtrik

ing appearances of figure and relative

ſituation : he alſo calls many of the paſ

ſages or ſtraits between the iſlands by

proper names. To Lord Loughborough

he takes the liberty of giving a moſt beau

tiful iſland; and a ſmaller one near it,

flat a-top, he calls Weſtminſter Hall.

Of all theſe iſlands he has given

bold and maſterly views, which muſt

greatly help and direct the navigator in

failing through this beautiful ſtrait, as he

calls it, never before ſurveyed.

He next mentions the iſland St. Mat

thew, which ſeems to be the largeſt in the

ſtrait, being above 1 oo miles in circuit,

and takes notice of a noble harbour, which

he names Haſtings's Bay. He mentions

alſo a ſhallow bay, but with good an

chorage at the mouth of it in four fathoms

ſoft ground, where he found great plenty

of fiſh ; he calls it Fiſh Harbour, having a

remarkable white rock at its entrauce.
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On this iſland, on the 18th Auguſt, he

remarks having ſeen the dung of ele

phants, which the Laſcars picked up freſh

and brought on board. Theſe elephants,

we may ſuppoſe, came certainly from the

main land originally, which is in ſome

!. only fourteen miles diſtant. The

eight of the higheſt land on St. Matthew,

which is entirely covered with wood, he

reckons about 1zoo yards.

He then deſcribes Tongue Iſland, lying

cloſe to St. Matthew, and behind it Ma

cartney's Bay. On the 28th of Auguſt

he takes notice of his being deceived by the

ſet of the tide, and ſays, that in a former

voyage he found anchoring ground with

out St. Matthew, which muſt make the ap

proach to his Archipelago the ſafer. He

then proceeds, “Untii ſunſet of the 31ſt of

Auguſt, we had a moderate breeze from

the weſtward : The Dolphin's Noſe from

our deck was then juſt out of ſight, bear

ing N. half E.” This Dolphin's Noſe is a

remarkable promontºry to be left on the left

hand going into Haſtings's Bay, aſ appears

from the general map.

Capt. Forreſt next gives an account of

the port of Queda and of Pulo Pinang,

Baſs Harbour, and the Pulo Sambolong,

or Nine Iſlands, generally made by our

China ſhips ſailing through the Malacca

Strait; recommends watering behind Pulo

Ding-ding; and pays a compliment to the

vigilance and care of Mr. Haſtings. He

talks favourably of the climate of Pulo

Pinang; and which, by Captain Ander

ſon's account, and from what Capt. Forreſt

ſays, we are certain was formerly inha

bited. He then mentions Pera River, and

the ſhort interview he had with the King,

in the following terms:

“ I went up in a country covered boat

from Tanjong Putus, where the veſſel lay,

to pay my reſpects to the King of Pera,
who received me in a large upper-room

houſe with great ſtate, having about

twenty guards in the room, dreſſed in

black ſatin garments embroidered on the

breaſt with a golden dragon ; they wore

mandarin caps, and appeared altogether in

the Chineſe ſtyle ; ſome were armed with

halberts, ſome held pikes in their hands,

and a few had muſqucts without bayonets.

The King made me fit on a chair before a

ſofa on which he ſat himſelf; his courtiers,

about twelve or fourteen in number, all

ſtood. After ſome little converſation, the

King aſked me if the Dutch meant to re

turn to Pera : I anſwered that I believed

they did; on which he looked grave : he

then withdrew ; and his brother enter

tained me with a cold collation, at which

two more perſons ſat down. I had pre

ſented the King with two pieces of Bengal

taffeta, and found, when I got into the

boat, a large preſent of jacks, durians, cuſ

tard apples, and other fruit.”

We are next preſented with an account

of the Iſland Jam Sylan, called commonly

Junk Ceylon, and of our author's viſit

to the Viceroy (being ſubject to Siam) Pee

Peemont. -

“I travelled thither (ſays he) with Capt.

James Scot, who reſided then at Teruwa,

on ſome commercial buſineſs, his veſſel

lying in Popra harbour; a very ſenſible

and intelligent Gentleman, to whom I was

much obliged for his civilities and ſervices

on many occaſions. We travelled on an

elephant, through a path worn like a

gutter, in ſome few places, where it was

over a flat rock, the path being worn by

the elephants feet, and ſo narrow as notº

be above an inch or two wider than his

hoofs : I wondered how the huge animal

; along. This bad road was for a very

ittle way through the ſkirt of a wood;

and about two miles from Terowa we

got into the open country again, full of

rice fields, and well watered, yet not

ſwampy. In about three hours we reached

the Governor's houſe, which is larger and

more commodious than the one at Terowa,

and ſeven miles diſtant from it. In his

garden we found limes, oranges and pum:

mel noſes. Chyſong, the ſon of a Chineſe

with whom I lived, told me the iſland pro

duced moſt tropical roots and fruits; and

I am perſuaded many of our vegetables

might be raiſed, the climate is ſo cook; werſ

like what is at Pulo Pinang.

“The Governcr gave us a very good

dinner, but did not eat with us. He did

not ſpeak Malay, but had a linguiſt who

ſpoke Portugueſe. Our drink was the

water of young cocoa-nuts and ſherbet.

After dinner wewere entertained with three

muſicians, who played on ſuch like ſtring

inſtruments as the Chineſe play on at Can

ton. Having drank tea we took leave.

“They have a good many elephants,

which they get from Mergui, none wild;

no horſes; they have builocks and buf

falos for labour; wild hogs and deer, a

few tame goats, mo ſheep, domeſtic dogs

and cats. They have the common poultry,

but not in abundance. The climate is

very agreeable; no violent heats; the rain;

come on gently in July, and continue till

November, with frequent intermiſſions;

fine weather then ſucceeds, with very cool

north-eaſt winds at night, which muſt be

favourable to the cultivation of vegetabki,

as it is at Calcutta.”

( To be continatd, )
The
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The Life of Samuel Johnſon, LL.D. Comprehending Account of his Studies and

numerous Works, in chronological Order ; a series of ...s Epiſtolary Correſpondence

and Converſations with many Eminent Perſons; and various Original Pieces of his

Compoſition, never befºre publiſhed. The whole exhibiting a View of Literature

and Literary Men in Great Britain, for near half a Century,

flouriſhed. By JAMEs Boswell, Eſq.

during which he

* Vols, 4to. 21. as. Dilly.

[Continued from Page 290.]

HE flow of ſpirits which, at the age of

ſeventy-four years, Dr. Johnſon con

ſtantly preſerved in the company and con

verſation of his friends, contributed in ſome

meaſure to conceal from their view, and per

haps from his own, the precarious ſtate of

his health. Almoſt immediately after the

ſprightly interview at Lady Galway's we

#. an occaſional petulance in his con

verſation, and in his epiſtolary correſpond

ence a continual diſpoſition to complain of

bodily decay. Of the firſt of theſe Mr. Boſ.

well has preſerved the following inſtance:

A ſmart altercation had taken place be

tween Dr. Barnard and him upon a queſ

tion, whether a man could improve him

ſelf after the age of forty-five; when

Johnſon in a hafty humour expreſſed him

ſelf in a manner not quite civil. Dr. Bar

nard made it the ſubject of a copy of plea

ſant verſes, in which he ſuppoſed himſelf

to learn different perfections from diher

ent men. They concluded with delicate

irony

“Johnson ſhall teach me how to place

“In faireſt light each borrow'd grace ;

“From him I'll learn to write :

“Copy his clear familiar ſtyle,

“And by the roughneſ, of his file

“Grow—like himſelf-polite.” -

The tate both of his body and his mind

he thus deſcribes in a letter to his old

friend Langton, dated 2 oth March 1782.

“Of my life from the time we parted,

the hiſtory is mournful. The ſpring of

laſt year deprived me of Thrale, a man

whoſe eyefor fifteen years had carcely been

turned upon me but with reſpect or ten

derneſs; for ſuch another friend, the gene

ral courſe of human things will not ſuffer

man to hope. I paſſed the ſummer at

Streatham, but there was no Thrale; and

having idled away the ſummer with a weakly

body and neglected mind, I made a journey

to Staffordſhire on the edge of winter. The

ſeaſon was dreary, I was ſickly, and

found the friends ički, whom I went to

ſee. After a ſorrowful ſojourn, I return

ed to a habitation poſſeſſed for the preſent

by two fick women, where my dear old

friend Mr. Levett died a few days ago,

ſuddenly in his bed”—“I have myſelf

been ill more than sight weeks of a diſ

ºrder, from which, at the expence of about

fifty ounces of blood, I hºpe I am now,

recovering.” In the year 1783, however,

he was more ſeverely afflicted than ever,

* appears in the courſe of his correſpond.
ºnce ; but ſtill the ſame ardour for litera

ture, the ſame conſtant piety, the ſame

kindneſs for his friends, and the ſame vi

vacity both in converſation and writing,

diſtinguiſhed him. As an inſtance amo

many others which Mr. Boſwell has re

corded of his kindneſs to his friends, we

(hall extraćt the following recommendatory

letter of Miſs Philips (now Mrs. Crouch.)

“To the Right Honºurable William

- “Hyndham.

“ SIR,

“THE bringer of this letter is the

father of Mſ Philips, a finger, who comes

to try her voice on the ſtage at Dub/in.

Mr. Philips is one of my old friends, and

as I am of opinion that neither he nor his

daughter will do anything that can diſ

grace their benefactors, I take the liberty

of enticating you to countenance and

protect them ſo far as may be ſuitable to

your ſtation and character; and I ſhall

confider myſelf as obliged by any favour

able notice which they ſhall have the ho

nour of receiving from you.

“I am, &c.

“SAM. Johnson.”

London, May 31, 1783.”

But it was not long that this good and

learned man was ſuffered to enjoy the

pleaſure of converſing with his friends ;

for in the month of June he was afflisted

by a paralytic ſtroke in the night, ſo dread

ful as to deprive him of the power of

ſpeech, of which there are very full and

accurate accounts in letters written by

himſelf, which ſhew with what compoſuº

his ſteady piety enabled him to behave.

From the effects of this diſorder, however,

he was in ſome degree recovered by the

aſſiſtance of Dr. Heberden, Dr. Brock

leſby, Mr. Cruikſhanks, Mr. Pott, and

other medical gentlemen, the moſt eminent

in their profeſſion, who all flew inſtantly

and voluntarily to his relief.-In the au.

tumn of this year he received a viſit from

the celebrated Mrſ. Siddons, of waich he

gives
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gives this account in one of his letters to

Mrs. Thrale.—“ Mrs. SIDDoNs in her

viſit to me behaved with great modeſty

and propriety, and left nothing behind her

to be cenſured or deſpiſed. Neither plaiſe

nor money, the two powerful corrupters

of mankind, ſeem to have depraved her.

I ſhall be glad to ſee her again. Her

by other Kemble calls on me, and pleaſes

me very well. Mrs. Siddons and I talked

of plays ; and ſhe told me her intention

of exhibiting this winter the characters of

Conſtance, Catherine, and Iſabella, in

Shakeſpeare.”

Mr. Kemble has favoured me with the

following minute of what paſſed at this

viſit.

“ When Mrs. Siddons came into the

room, there happened to be no chair ready

for her, which he obſerving, ſaid with a

fmile, “ Madam, you who ſo often occa

fion a want of ſeats to other people, will

the more eaſily excuſe the want of one

yourſelf.”

“Having placed himſelf by her, he

with great good-humour entered upon a

•onſideration of the Engliſh drama ; and,

among other enquiries, particularly aſked

her which of Shakeſpeare's characters ſhe

was moſt pleaſed with. Upon her an

ſwering that ſhe thought the charaćter of

Queen Catherine in Henry the Eighth the

moſt natural ; ‘ I think ſo too, Madam

(faid he), and whenever you perform it, I

will once more hobble out to the theatre

myſelf.” Mrs. Siddons promiſed ſhe

would do herſelf the honour of a&ting his

favourite part for him; but many circum

ſtances happened to prevent the repre

ſentation of King Hei.ry the Eighth du.

ring the Doctor's life.

“In the courſe of the evening he thus

gºve his opinion upon the merits of ſome

of the principal performers whom he re

membered to have ſeen upon the ſtage.

* Mrs. Porter, in the vehemence of raše,

and Mrs. Clive in the ſprightlineſs of hu

mour, I have never ſeen equalled. What

Clive did beſt, ſhe did better than Gar.

rick ; but could not do half ſo many

things well; ſhe was a better romp than

ever I ſaw in nature. Pritchard, in com

mon life, was a vulgar ideot; ſhe would

talk of her gownd; but when ſhe ap.

peated upon the ſtage, ſeemed to be in

ſpired with gentity and underdanding.

I once taſked with Colley Cibber, and

thought him ignorant of the principles of

his art. Garrick, Madam, was no de

claimer; there was not one of his own

ſcene-hitters who could not have ſpoken

To be, or not to be, better than he did;

yet he was the only astor I ever ſaw whom

I could calla maſter both in tragedy and

comedy though I liked him beſt in co

medy. A true conception of character,

and natural expreſſion of it, were his di

ſtinguiſhing excellencies.” Having expa

tiated, with his uſual force and eloquence,

on Mr. Garrick's extraordinary eminence

as an actor, he concluded with this com

pliment to his ſocial talents : “And after

all, Madam, I thought him leſs to be en

vied on the ſtage, than at the head of a

table.”

Johnſon, indeed, had thought more

upon the ſubject of acting than might be

generally ſuppoſed. Talking of it one

day to Mr. Kemble, he ſaid, “Are you,

Sir, one of thoſe enthuſiaſts who believe

yourſelf transformed into the very charac

ter you repreſent?” Upon Mr. Kemble's

anſwering that he had never felt ſo ſtrenga

perſuaſion himſelf; “ To be ſure not,

Sir (ſaid Johnſon). The thing is impeſ.

ſible. And if Garrick really believed

himſelf to be that monſter Richard the

Third, he deſerved to be hanged every

time he performed it.”

We cannot, however, conclude this ar

ticle without noticing an inſtance of the

generous attention of Johnſon's friends

during his illneſs, and we ſhall inſert it in

Mr. Boſwell's own words. “ In a letter

to one of the Miſs Thrales, he writes,

“A friend, whoſe name I will tell when

your Mamma has tried to gueſs it, ſent

to my phyſician to enquire whether this

long train of illneſs had brought me into

Jifficulties for want of money, with an

invitation to ſend to him for wict occaſion

required. I ſhall write this night to thank

him, having no need to borrow.” And

afterwards, in a letter to Mrs. Thrale,

“Since you cannot gueſs, I will tell you,

that the generous man was Gerard Ha

milton, I returned him a very thankful

and reſpectful letter.”

“I have applied to Mr. Hamilton, by

a common friend, and he has been lo

obliging as to let me have Johnſon's letter

to him upon this occaſion, to adorn my

collection.

To the Right Honourable William

GER ARD HAMILT on.

“ DEAR SIR,

“YOUR kind enquiries after my af

fairs, and your generous offers, have been

communicated to me by Dr. Brockºy.

I return thanks with great ſince ity, hav

ing lived long enough to know what gra

titude is due to ſuch friendſhip; and ºn:

treat that my refuſal may not be imput

to ſullenneſs or pride. I am, indeed, "

- ilw
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no want. Sickneſs is, by the generoſity berality. -

and moſt humble ſervant,of my phyſicians, of little expence to me.

But if any unexpected exigence ſhould

preſs me, you ſhall fee, dear Sir, how

cheerfully I can be obliged to ſo much li

I am, Sir, your moſt obedient

Sa M. Johnson.”

Nov. 19, 1783.

[To be •ontinued.]

Sermons by the Rev. John Dun, Miniſter of Auchinleck. 2 vols. 8vo. 10s.

Dilly.

THE theological works that have been

lately imported from Scotland, are no

ſmall addition to the literature, as well as

the divinity, of the preſent age. The

works of a Blair and a Leechman now

bid fair to rival thoſe of an Atterbury and

a Stillingfleet. For ſome readers, how

ever, thoſe Sermons are of too grave a

caſt, and there ſeems to be wanting to per

ſons of this deſcription ſomething that

ſhould amuſe as well as inſtruct, ſome

thing that ſhould ſcatter flowers amidſt the

rugged thorns of divinity, ſomething that

lectorem delečfando pariterque momendo,

unite entertainment with inſtruction, and

make the ways of divine wiſdom no leſs

the ways of pleaſantneſs than they are
thoſe... This the ingenious Au

thor of the Sermons before us has effect

td. He may, indeed, with great propriety

be called the STERNE of Scotland; but

he is Sterne without his extravagance and

his laxity. Mr. Dun is not a mere cloſet

divine, the illuſtrations of his doćtrine

and precepts are brought from actual life

and real manners; he, like Socrates, ap:

pears to have made wiſdom familiar and

agreeable to mankind. We are glad to

find that in a church like that of Scotland,

not greatly diſtinguiſhed for its orthodoxy,
there ſhould be a divine who in the mott

drett and explicit manner ſtands forth the

Champion of that faith which was delivered

to the ſaints, againſt thoſe modern inno
vators who, under different denominations,

would reduce our holy religion to ſome

thing little better than mere heathen mo

ſality. Under the title of “Men of

Reaſon,” he attacks, with a poignancy of

wit and a delicacy of irony peculiarly his

own, Dr. Prieſtley and the other followers

of the dangerous hereſy of Socinus. Mr.

Dun, who is what people call a High

Church Preſbyterian, has not permitted

his zeal for orthodoxy to infect his notions

of government with thoſe ſlaviſh prin:

ciples for which it has been too often and

too juſtly reprobated. On the contrary,

hedoes not forget the citizen in the prieſt;

and had every able divine, like him,

thºde the ſame judicious and excellent di

ſtinétions between religion and politics

which he has done, orthodoxy and toryiſm

would not have been confidered as ſyno

nimous terms, and the labours of an At

terbury and a Sharp would not have given

offence to the followers of a Locke and a

Somers. Not only indeed in theſe Ser

mons, but in his excellent letters in the

Whitehall Evening Poſt of September

laſt, addreſſed to Mr. Burke and Mr.

Paine, he has, with a delicacy of judg

ment and a power of appreciation very

uncommon, ſettled the reſpective merit of

theſe two much read and celebrated writers.

Mr. Dun with exquiſite nicety and ma

nagement ſteers between the two equally

to-be-avoided extremes of tyrannic mo

naichy and a licentious democracy, and

fixes the principles of government upon

that only firm and immoveable baſis the

Public weal, or the true ſubſtantial and real

happineſs of the many. But to return to

Mr. Dun as a divine. His work confiſts of

ſermons upon the following ſubjects: Two

on Conſolation in the View of Death;

three on Providence; one on Early Piety;

two on the Glorious Revolution ; two on

the Miracles; one on the Immortality of

the Righteous ; one on the Duty of Mi

niſter and People; one on the Vºiſiitudes

of Human Affairs; one on the Chriſtian

Philoſopher; and,what one does not uſually

meet with in the compoſitions of modern

divines, two Latin Sermons, one De

Perſºna Chriſti, the other DeSatisfadione

Chriſti, in which we are at a loſs whether

to admire moſt the profundity of the diº

vine or the elegance of the ſcholar. He

has alſo given us two pieces appropriated
to that church of which he is ſo diſtin

guiſhed a member, viz. a Leśīure or ex

Plication of a portion of Scripture, and

(what muſt be very valuable to Engliſh

readers who wiſh to be acquainted with the

peculiaritics of the Church of Scotland) a

full ºccount of the Preſbyterian form of

adminiſtering the ſacrament. To the whole

is ſubjoined a ſeries of letters, written in a

ſtyle eaſy but not familiar, and an appen

dix of Notes and Illuſtrations, abounding

in Kurious and valuable information on

different
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different ſubjects, and, what is but too

greedily ſought after in the preſent age, a

rolle&tion of intereſting and amuſing anec

dotes, taken apparently from a wide

range of reading, and an extenſive com

merce with human life. But were any

teſtimony requiſite to corroborate the opi

mon we have ventured to entertain of the

volumes now before us, the moſt ample

confirmation is afforded us by the following

letter of the late juſtly celebrated Doctor

Price to their author, Mr. Dun :

Hackney, near London, May 20, 1790.

“ DEAR SIR,

“ IT was a long time after the date of

your letter that I received your two vo

lumes of Sermons. Accept of my thanks

for an inſtance of attention which I had

fo little reaſon to expest. I find with

pleaſure that on political points we think

nearly alike; and tho' on ſome theological

ints our opinions are different, this is of

ittle conſequence, provided candour and

charity are maintained.—You enquire,

– whether as your ſecond jubilee Sermon is

dedicated to the Preſident of the Revolu

tion Society in London, it would not be

right to make Earl Stanhope a preſent of

your ſermons. This would, I doubt not,

be kindly taken ; but it ſeems to me that -

it is not neceſſary. Earl Stanhope was

Chairman of the company at the feaſt on

the 4th of November, but he is not pro

perly the Chairman of the Society ; and,

though a nobleman of a very reſpectable

charašter and the beſt public principles,

he ſeldom, I believe, leads or even attends

ſermons. My time being much engaged,
and my health and ſpirits but indifferent, I

hope you will excuſ: a ſhort letter, and be.

lieve ine to be with the beſt wiſhes and fin

cere regard, your obliged and very humble
ſervint, Rich ARD PRIce."

“ It is now about ſix weeks fince I re

ceived vour letter and the two volumes of

your ſermons, and I am ſorry I have not

acknowledged the reception of them

ſooner. Your ſecond volume contains an

intereſting hiſtory, and both volums

much ſerious and good advice.” -

In a future Magazine we propoſe to in

troduce a few ſpecimens of the manner in

which Mr. Dun has treated the ſubkºli

he diſcuſſes, and which will e-table our

readers to judge of the entertainment, in:

formation, and inſtruštion to be derived

from his volumes, as well as of the juſtic:

of Dr. Price's charaćter of them.

o BJECT I on AGAINST MIRACLE S ANSw ER ED.

HOEVER will conſult Dr. Lardner's

Evidence of Chriſtiani. y will find

the moſt deciſive external evidence of the

genuineneſs of the books of the New Teſta

ment, and whoever will pay attention to

the internal evidence of their genuineneſs

will find it equally ſtrong ; the decided

marks of truth which the books carry in

themſelves, and the proof from heathen

authors of the authenticity of various facts

recorded in them, muſt be ſufficient to con

vince every one of their authenticity. The

precepts which theſe books contain are

i. benevolent, and ſalutary in the

igheſt degree, and the promiſes of the

Goſpel are agreeable to our nobleſt

wiſhes. It is plain therefore that the only

difficulty attending the reception of

Chriſtianity by ſome, muá ariſe ſolely

from a reluétance to believe in the mira

culous parts of it. Let us conſider this

objection. -

And here I would firſt obſerve, that mi

racles appear perfectly conſonant to a di

vine Revelation, and therefore that they

are found in the New Teſtament in thoſe

circuntances, in which of all others they

are moſt likely to have been performed;

and alſo that a want of miracles would

have been accounted by thoſe very perſons

who cº-et to them, and certainy by

others, a deficiency in the evidence for "
divine Revelation. -

I believe no one has ever yet denied

that a miracle may be wrought : indº

as the original formation of the earth and

of its inhabitants, and many other.”

pearances which we daily ſee, muſt ha";

been at firſt miraculous, we have prº

poſitive that a miracle may be wrought

and has been wrought !—But it has been

ſaid that a miracle, if wrought, can neº

be ſufficiently evidenced to produce a ſº

tional belief, for a miracle is a deviatiºn

from the common laws of nature, that 15,

from our experience : a belief in teſtimon:

is built on experience, therefore we nº

as well ſuppoſe our experience ſhould

contradičićd in the latter as in the ſorº

caſe. It is not difficult to anſwer this ſº.
cious argument. Let any one fix upon

thee perſons with whom he is wellº

quainted, who are all men of ſtriºt intº

grity and good common underſtandi";

fuppoſe theſe three ſhould agree in tº

relation of a fact totally contiary to *

perience and the common laws of natuſ;

jettiefs be of a kind which they ſhould

have no direct nor indirect intereſt to *

late ; ſuppoſe them ſeriouſly to affirm tº
they were eye-witneſs to this fast; I ſay, in

tus caſe would the friend of theſe º
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men believe their relation ? No doubt, if

he believed on reaſonable grounds ; for it

wouldmcft undoubtedly be a greater mira

cle, more contrary to experience, that their

teſtimony ſhould not be true, that ſuch

men ſhould deceive without any tempta

tion to it, than that any ſingle ſupernatural

event ſhould really happen. A ſupernatural

event, that is, an event contrary to com

mon experience may happen. That homeſt

men ſhould deceive knowingly cannot be

the caſe ; it is a plain contradićtion in

terms; it is impoſſible : no man can deceive

without ſome inducement, and an honeſ?

man cannot knowingly deceive at all. If

therefore the friend of theſe men (who are

free from even a temptation to deceive) do

not believe the event which they relate, he

muſt believe that the ſenſes, or perception,

ºrmindsofthe three were inſtantly changed

by miraculous means ; that is, he muſt

believe three miracles inſtead of one ; he

cannot poſſibly avoid believing in ſome

thing miraculous, in the violation of either

the moral or phyſical laws of nature. He

ſurely would determine more reaſonably in

elieving one ſupernatural event than

three, in believing what is the leaſt than

what is the moſt contrary to experience.

! conclude, therefore, that there may be

ſufficient evidence to induce the rational

belief of a miracle.

Now the only qualities which we expect,

or indeed which we can deſire in witneſſes of

any fact are boneſiy and common ſenſe, or the

Jree uſe of their faculties. In a court of

judicature two witneſſes, in whom only the

latter of theſe is proved, are judged ſuf

ficient to decide on the life of a man : now

* in any witneſſes we can prove honeſty

as well as competency to judge, we have

all that we can have in a human being ;

and enough, as I have juſt been proving,

to produce a rational conviction of even

miraculous events.

To apply this to the authors of the

New Teſtament : There is every reaſon

Which operates on ſimilar occaſions to in

duce us to believe that they really wrote

the whole of the books attributed to

them. This, as I obſerved before, is abund.

*ntly proved both by internal and external

evidence *; the Apcſtles, therefore, and

their companions are the perſons whoſe cre

dibility is to be examined by the above
mentioned ſtandard.

Were they honeſt Is it poſſible to

receive from any one a more unequivocal

decided proof of honeſty than his perfiſt

ºgin a relation which expoſes him infal

libly to danger and to great inconvenience;

*hich inconvenience he not only expoſes

himſelf to by a bare teſtimony when called

upon, but which he alſo willingly encoun

ters by a laborious ſpreading of his be

lief ? Now, could it even be proved, as

ſome have imagined (though there are de

cifive proofs to the contrary) that the

Apoſtles and their companions did not

really ſuffer much during their miſſion,

yet it is perfectly clear that they had every

thing to apprehend ; that they readily cf.

fered themſelves to recºve the hatred

which had raged againſt their Maſter, and

that they had little reaſon to expect mild

treatment when he himſelf had been cru

cified : beſides this, Chriſt forewarmed

them of the reception they ſhould meet

with in the world, that they ſhould be

hated and deſpiſed; yet theſe men per

ſevered in their courſe, and that without

the moſt diſtant proſpect of worldly ad

vantage. Can there be any doubt then of

their honeſly P

With reſpešt to their competency as

‘witneſſes, it may be obſerved, that St.Mat

thew and St. John were eye-witneſſes, as

we find from their Goſpels, &c. : that

St. Mark and St. Luke wrote from the

relations of eye-witneſſes, or from what

they had themſelves ſeen ; and that the

authors of the Epiſtles were alſo eye

witneſſes, or immediately connected with

them : that the miracles recorded in the

Goſpel are of a kind which could not

be counterfeited : that the mere uſe of

their ſenſes (and this I ſuppoſe will be

granted them) was all which the wit

neſſes needed to poſſeſs, to be adequate

judges whether a paralytic man was

inſtantly cured or not ; whether they ſaw

Jeſus Chriſt after he had been dead and

was riſen again, Ör whether they did

not; whether they themſelves ſpoke in

languages which they had never learnt or

heard, or others who were intinately con

nected with them did ſo ſpeak, or whether

they did not; and ſo of the other miracles.

We infer therefore that the Apoſtles and

Writers of the New Teſtament poſſeſſed

the qualities requiſite for adequate witneſſes

on any occaſion whatever ; and if belief

is not given to their teſtimony, muſt it not

be inevitably believed, that honeſt inen

could deceive knowingly, and injure them

ſeives by ſo doing, which is impoſſible; or

that the ſenſes, faculties, or minds of theſe

men were frequently changed by miracu

lous means ? But is this leſs miraculous

than any ſupernatural event which they

relate 2 Is it not increating very much

the number of the miracles And wouki

not theſe miracles be no leſs a proof of a

divine Revelation ?

* See Dr. Lardner’s “ Credibility,"and “Sermons on the Internal Evidence for Chriſtianitv."

Vol. XXI, A a a Tw
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To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S f R,

In your Magazine for O&ober 1789, you have inſerted Dr. SYMoxps's Chara&ter of:

very learned and reſpectable Perſon who deſerved the Tribute of Reſpect paid to

him.

Readers, I ſend you ſome

Believing that further Particulars would not be unacceptable to your

BRIEF MEMOIRS of the LIFE, CHARACTER, and WRITINGS, of

THOMAS HARMER.

THE Rev. ThomAs HARMER was

born in the city of Norwich, in the

year 1715, of parents who manifeſted great

care to train him up in the knowledge and

fear of God, and to improve thoſe diſtin

guiſhed talents of which he gave very early

evidence. And they ſoon had the pleaſureto

ſee their pains rewarded by his piety, dili

gence, and uncommon proficiency in

kiterature. The chriſtian miniſtry among

the Proteſtant Diſſenters was the object of

his own choice ; and though his friends

were in a ſituation to provide advantage

ouſly for him, could he have been pre

vailed upon to engage in the manufactures

of their city, he would on no confideration

relinquiſh it. -

Having made confiderable progreſs in

grammar-learning, he entered upon aca

demical ſtudies under the dire&tion of the

learned Mr. Eames in London, withwhom

he continued till his twentieth year. At

that time the Independent church in the

village of Wattsfield, in Suffolk, being

without a paſtor, Mr. Harmer was invited

to preach to them. The very great zeal

and earneſtneſs of his preaching, joined

with the ability, and knowledge, which

he diſcovered (much beyond his years),

induced them to give him not only in

unanimous, but a moſt affectionate and

urgent invitation to take upon him the

paſtoral office among them.

The ſituation was certainly obſcure for a

perſon of his ſhining talents, which promiſ

ed to raiſe him to a ſtation of diſtinguiſhed

eminence among his brethren. But he liſten

•d to the call of this ſociety, wiſely judg

ing that a connection with ſuch a plain

and ſerious people would be particularly

favourable to his own religious improve.

ment, and that ſo retired a ſituation

would afford him much leiſure for purſu

ing his favourite ſtudies.

Upon his ſettlement here, Mr. Harmer

devoted a great part of his time to the per

festing his knowledge of the Latin,

Greek, and Hebrew languages, in each

ef which he became a critic. He acquir

•d likwiſe an extenſive and accurate

knowledge of hiſtory both ancient and

modern, and no inconſiderable ſkill as an

antiquarian.

But the favourite objećt of his purſuit

was oriental ſcience, which he applied for

the illuſtration of the Sacred Writings.

Obſerving a ſtriking conformity between

the preſent cuſtoms of the eaſtern nations

and thoſe of the ancients, as mentioned cr

alluded to in various paſſages of Scripture,

he conceived a defigm, at a very early pe

riod, of making extracts of ſuch paſſages

in books of travels and voyages as ap

peared to him to furniſh a key to many

É. of Holy Writ. That he might avail

imſelf of the aſſiſtance of foreign publi

cations of this kind, he applied to the

ſtudy of the French language, with which

he ſoon became perfectly acquainted.

An account of ſuch foreign and other

publications as he had read and digitted,

with a view to his uſeful deſign, is gives

by himſelf in the preface to his “Obleiva

tions on divers Paſſages of Scripture;” a

work which he executed with great iabour

and accuracy. It was firſt publiſhed in

one volume oëtavo, and met with a very

favourable reception, though it fuffered

greatly from the inaccurate manner in

which it was printed.

Mr. Harmer, continuing the purſuit of

this branch of knowledge, was ſoon in

poſſeſſion of various new obſervations,

and in the year 1776 he publiſhed a

ſecond edition of this work in two octavo

volumes. The late lcarned Dr. Lowth

Biſhop of London much approved his

undertaking, and not only honoured the

work by quotations from it in his tranſ

lation ...?. Prophecy of Iſaiah, but was

pleaſed to correſpond with the author on

the ſubječt of it. By the intereſt of this

eminent and amiable prelate, Mr. Harmer

was favoured with the manuſcript papers

of the celebrated Sir John Charºn,

which furniſhed him with a variety of cu

rious additions to his work.

After the appearance of this ſecord

edition Mr. Harmer ſtill continued inde.

fatigable in further reſearches, till be col

lested
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le&ed materials for two additional vo

lumes, the publication of which he com

pleted a little before his death.

Befid s this, which was his principal and

favourite work, he publiſhed a very learn

ed and ingenious performance, which he

modeſtly intitled, “Outlines of a new

Commentary on the Book of Solomon’s

Song;” the chief deſign of which, as

well as many paſſages in it, he places in a

new and pleaſing light, He alſo printed

“An Account of the Jewiſh DoStrine of

the Reſurrection of the Dead.”—“Remarks

on the Ancient and Preſent State of the

Congregational Churches of Norfolk and

Suffolk.”—“An Addreſs to thoſe who are

religiouſly diſpoſed,” as a perſuaſion to

church-fellowſhip, drawn up at the requeſt

of the aſſociated miniſters of Norfolk and

Suffolk-Likewiſe two or three ſingle ſer

mons, of which one was preached on the

death of Mrs. Crabb, a worthy member

of his church ". -

His literary knowledge procured him

the eſteem and acquaintance of the learned

of all denominations. And in Ireland

as well as in England his correſpondents

were amongſt men of the higheſt dignity

in the eſtabliſhed church. For Mr. Har

mer, though a zealous diſſenter, was a

man of ſuch candour and moderation, of

ſuch piety, learning, and affability, that he

conciliated the eſteem and obtained the

cºnfidence of the worthieſt men of all par

ties. But it is not eaſily conceived how

much regard was paid to him by thoſe of

his own denomination. In the counties

of Norfolk and Suffolk more eſpecially he

ºained peculiar reſpešt and influence.

Mr. Harmer was genérally confidered as

that perſon who was of all others beſt

quified to adviſe his brethren, and the

tºuches under their care, in caſes of

weight and difficulty. Among his own

People he was truly laborious. Beſides

tº ordinary ſervices of the Lord's day

(for which to the laſt he was indefatiga

* in his preparatory ſtudies) he took

£reat pins in viſiting the ſick, in cate

thiring the childr ºl, and inſtructing the

}. of his flock, many of whom he

* the pleaſure of receiving into the com

munion of his church. It was moreover

A N A C C O-U N T

BOUT five years after the diſſolu

tion of religious houſes, King Henry

VIII. granted the mºner of Dºvich to

his conſtant praćtice to meet a number of

his congregation in the veſtry every Tueſ

day evening for prayer, when he uſed to

read a ſermon from the French of Saurin,

Maſlillon, or ſome other favourite author.

He alſo preached two monthly Lectures

in neighbouring villages, and was fre

quently engaged in other occaſional ſervi

ces at a diſtance.

It may truly be ſaid of him, that he

was “in labours more avendant;” and

his reward was great. Beloved by ail

and uſeful to many, he paſſed his days in

more comfort and happineſs than is uſually

enjoyed by thoſe who are placed in more

public ſituations +.

His ſtrain of preaching was praćtical

and evangelical. Though he frequently

entered into a critical examination of his

text, and in his expeſtions of ſcripture

(which made a conſiderable part of his

public work) he diſplayed great learning,

yet he was not content to leave the pulpit

till hehad addreſſed the hearts and conſcien

ces of his hearers, which he did with great

plainneſs and affection, frequently “with

many tears.”

His laſt ſermon was uncommonly af

fe&tionate, and the concluding expreſſions

peculiarly ſtriking. Having exhorted his

hearers to peace and unanimity, he con

cluded with theſe remarkable werds: “May

an attention be paid by you all to theſe

ſolemn counſels, that when my eyes are

ſealed in death, you may continue happy

and proſperous.”

It was his earnett and frequent prayer,

that he might not outlive the affections of

his people, nor his uſefulneſs among them.

It is needleſs to ſay that his requeſt was

granted.

On the following Tueſday he met his

friends in the veſtry as uſual, and having

tranſlated a ſermon from the French, he

commended his flock to the care of Hea

ven. He paſſed the next day in perfect

health, and after the devotions of his

family retired to reſt. He ſlept well till

abour four o’clock in the morning, and

then awoke complaining of pain. But

before any aſſiſtance could be afforded,

he expired, without a ſtruggle or a ſign, on

27th Nov. 1788,

of D U L W I C H C O L L E G E f.

Thomas Calton and Margaret his wife,

with emainder to the heirs of Calton ;

and from this family it was conveyed, by

* The mo,her of the Rev. Mr. H. Crabb, aſterwards Mr. Ha, mer's ſucceſſor.

t it is remarkable, hat during the ſpace of 49 years he was nºt prevented once from

the exerciſe of his niniſtry on Sunday, nd then only or a ſingle day during the reſt of hi life.

! Extracted from No. 111. of Mr. Ellis's Campººn of Lºndºn, juſt paviſhed. See a view

of Dulwich College in the European Magazine, Vol. XX. p. 87.

A a a z. & “a.
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fines and recoveries, to Edward Alleyn in

the fourth year of King James I. It was

them of the annual value of about eight

hundred pounds; although at the diſſolu

tion, the revenue of the Abbey of Ber

mondſey, of which Dulwich formed only

a part, was eſtimated at no more than

four hundred and ſeventy-four pounds

four ſhillungs per annum. The ſum paid

by Mr. Alleyn for the purchaſe, was five

thouſand pounds.

Mr. Edward Alleyn was a celebrated

ačtor in the reigns of Elizabeth and James I.

He had been accuſtomed to the ſtage

from a very early period of life, and had

acquired ſuch a comprehenſive knowledge

in his profeſſion, that Shakeſpeare is ſup

poſed by ſome, to have formed his inſtruc

tions to the player in Hamlet, from hints

communicated by him; and from obſer

vations on the various beauties exhibited

in the different chara&ers which he ſuſ

tained. In the courſe of his theatrical

purſuits he became proprietor of the For

tune play-houſe in Golden-lane; where

he performed with a company under his

ova engagement; and ſought the favour

of the public, in a ſpirit of generous emu

lation and oppoſition to our great dra

matic bard. He was likewiſe maſter of

his Majeſty's ſports of bull and bear bait

ing; and had the conduct of the theatre

called Paris Garden, where thoſe diverſions

were exhibited.

Having by this office, by the profits

of his play-houſe, and by marriage, ac

cumulated an affluent fortune, he ſettled at

Dulwich ; and formed the benevolent plan

of appropriating, during his life, the pro

perty hei. acquired to the ſervice of thoſe

whoſe career had not been ſo fortunate as

his own.

In the year 1614 he began to ereğ a

commodiots building for this purpoſe,

from a deſign by inigo Jones; and having

with ſome difficulty obtaired his Majeſty's

letters patent for ſettlirf lands on it, he

executed a deed of truſt, by which he con

veyed the manor ofDulwich and other eſtates

to ºne uſe of the college for ever, in the

preſence of the Lord Chancellor Verulam,

the Earl of Arundel, Sir Edward Cecil,

and of ſºveral other perſons, who ſub

igibed the ſame as witneſſes, and whoſe

names are recorded by the Continuator of

Stov's Chronicle.

This imititution he named T H E

COLLEGE OF GOD’s G.I. T.; and

appointed it to conſiſt of a Maſter, War

den, and four Fellows; of which three

are cccleſiaſtics, and the fourth an organiſt,

ſix poor men, as many women, all of

whom ale enjoined ceibacy; and twelve

boys, who are educated by two of the F.l.

lows of the college.

The right of preſentation to this in

ſtitution he veſted in three pariſhes, with

which he was immediately connected; and

in the Maſter, Warden, and Fellows of

the college; thus diſtinguiſhing them into

four ſeparate parties ; who have each the

right of introducing an equal number of

poor perſons, to partake of the charity of

the founder. The praiſhes are, St. Botolph

Biſhopſgate, where he was born ; that part

of St. Giles Cripplegate now formed into

St. Luke Middleſex, which contained the

Fortune play-houſe; and St. Saviour

Southwark, where the Bear garden was

ſituated. He ordained, that the church.

wardens of theſe pariſhes ſhould have a

vote in the concerns of the college, under

the title of Aſſiſtants; and that they ſhould

audit the college accounts twice every

year. The power of viſitation he aſſigned

to the Archbiſhop of Canterbury.

The plan being thus completed, the

founder paſſed the remainder of his life in

a kind attention to the welfare of the little

community he had formed ; and to the re

gulation of its future domeſtic concerns.

He died at Dulwich, Nov. 21, 1626, in tº:

61ſt year of his age, and was buried in the

chapel of the college, without any further

memorial than an inſcription on a ſtone in

the pavement. -

Scarcely were the new collegiates

ſettled in the poſſeſſion of what their foun

der had ſo liberally beſtowed on them,

than their tranquillity was diſturbed by the

intruſion of regal power. The place ct

Warden being vacant in the year 1643, an

order came from KingCharles I. command

ing them to elect John Alleyn Maſter; by

which the rights of the college were not

only invaded, as to the ele&ion of their

own members, but the founder's intention

cxpreſſly ceunteracted ; who had ordained

that the Warden ſhould ſucceed to the

place of Maſter whenever a vacancy

ſhould occur. During the civil war the

lame diſpenſing power was exerted by the

Houſe of Connaions, who appointed two

perſons to fill up the four fellowſhips,

which happened at that time to be vacant.

The Maſter, Warden, and Fellows,

having in vain applied to Parliament for

redreſs of theſe grievances, at length pºt

tioned the Piotector Cromwell, who on

the 11th of February 1655, appointed a

con, inittee with full powers to viſit and

ſettle the inſtitution according to the ſta

tutes and direétions of the founder, which

they completed on the 19th of March 1657;

As far as the college was concerned

the relioration of loyalty was*.
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that of arbitrary power. A vacancy oc

curring in the year 1669, King Charles II.

ſent a mandamus for the appointment of a

particular candidate.

aſſiſtants, in whom the election was veſted,

being willing to cover their own obſequi

ouſneſs under the appearance of reſpect for

the law of the land, after a pretended deli

beration on the propriety of complying with

the King's command, came to the follow

ing reſolution :-" That the founder was

not empowered to make any ſlatutes repug

nant to the prerogative royal.” They

therefore elected John Alleyn, the court

candidate, Warden ; but ſhortly after

wards another letter was received from the

King, informing them that his Majeſty

had been impoſed upon, the candidate he

had direSted them to chooſe having con

cealed his marriage; and “recommending

to then in a very particular manner,” the

perſon they had before been ordered to re

ject; motwithſtanding which, the members

re-elected the former candidate, who was

now become a ſingle man. This determi

nation was made by the advice of the

Viſitor, who perhaps thought, that if the

right of ele&tion were to be taken from thoſe

in whom it was originally veſted, it might

as well be annexed to the Archbiſhopric

as to the Crown; and accordingly filled

up ſeveral vacancies at his pleaſure.

From that period to the preſent, it

does not appear that Government has at all

interfered and the benevolent intention

cf the founder ſeems now to be com

pletely fulfilled, in the prudent admini

ſtration of the college concerns, by the

pre-ent ſuperiors ; whoſe kind attention

to the happineſs of the ſociety is acknow

ledged by thoſe who have the good fortune

to be under their care.

A tradition prevails at Dulwich, that

the ſoldiers of the parliamentary army were

ſuffered by their officers to diſturb the re

m ins of thoſe who were buried there, for

the purpoſe of converting the leaden cof

fins into bullets. From this may be in

ferred, that the College of God's Gift un

derwent a ſimilar fate with that of Sir

Thomas Gretnam, at the time the chair

of the aſtronomical profeſſor was filled by

Sir Chriſtopher Wien. When one of his

friends attempted to enter, in order to hear

the lecture, he was met at the gate by a

lºan with a gun on his ſhoulder, who told

him, that he might ſpare himſel; the

trouble, for the college was reformed into

a garriſon.

The inſtitution does not ſeem to have

originated from a vain and ottentatious

diſpoſition, but from a mind replete with

humanity and benevolence. An idle tale

The collegiates and

was however propagated—that the Devil

had appeared to Alleyn on the ſtage, and

frightened him into this act of charity. Mr.

Oldys, in his life of the founder, thought

it necesſary to enter into a ſerious refuta

tion of the charge; but the ſtory was an

old one, variouſly applied by Prynne, and

other puritans, though never ſo injudici

ouſly as in this invidious attack on Satan's

ſagacity.

Mr. Alleyn left behind him a diary of

tranſactions, after the foundation of the

college, which, in the fºllowing extrač, as

well as in many others that might be

made, expreſſes his gratitude for the abi

lity of doing good to thoſe around him.—

“ June 6th, 16:o, My wife and I ac

knowledged the fine at the Common Pleºs,

of all my lands to the college. Bleſſed be

God that has lent us life to do it.”

Before his deceaſe the founder incom

fiderately inade an additional charge on the

eſtate, towards the ſupport of thirty poor

werſons, for whom he had erected habita

lions in the three pariſhes before-men

tioned, and ſix junior chaunters for the

chapel, forgetting that what he had once
appropriated, as before ſtated, was no

longer at his own diſpoſal. This occa

fioned an unfortunate litigation between

the heads of the college and the officers of

the three pariſhes, till it was at length

ſettled in favour of the college; the thirty

poor perſons being excluded any partici

pation in the college eſtate, but allowed

the privilege of being the only candidates

for admiſiion at Dulwich.

On a vacancy in any department, two

perſons are choſen by the Maſter and

Warden of the college, out of the pariſh

from which the deceaſed was admitted :

theſe draw lots, conſiſting of two pieces

of paper, in one of which is written

“ God's Gift,” which conſtitutes the

ſucceſsful candidate. The place of

Maſter is however an exception to the

above mode. To this the Warden ſuc

ceeds; and he muſt take it on himſelf

within twenty-four hours after the death

of the former Maſter, and muſt appoint the

Monday fortnight for the election of his

ſucceſſor ; at the concluſion of which

they all receive the ſacrament, in token

of their unanimity ; and the new War

den provides a dimmer for the whole col

lege at his own expence. -

Mr. Aileyn directed that the offices of

Matter and Warden ſhould be confined

to “the blood and family of the found

er;” but if the family ſhould become

cxtinct, that thoſe officers ſhould be cho

ſºn from perſons of the name of Alleyn,

or Allen,
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f

on the death of one of the poor inhabi

tants, the furniture which he trought with

his is ſold, and the money being divided

into twe’ve equal ſhºres, is distributed

anțong the ſurvivors; the matron who has

the cºre of the boys, having two ſhares

for her portion. When the boys arrive

at a proper age, they are either ſent to the

univerſities, or placed out apprentices. A

premium of ten pounds is given with each

of the latte: ; and if they behave well,

they are preſented with five pounds at the

expiration of their ſervitude.

‘I he letters patent for the inſtitution of

the co!ege bear date June 21, 16:9 ; the

fired of roundation September 13, in the

ſame year; and the deed of uses April

24; 16zo. From the foundation to the

cird of the year 1791, there have been 11

naſters, 17 wardens, 33 preachers, 26

fehoolmaſters, 39 uſhers, zo organiſts,

149 brethren, 129 ſiſters, and 2.42 ſcholars.

. The college is at preſent compoſed of

the following genticmen : - -

THoMA's ALLEN, Eſq. Maſter; WM.

A Li. EN, Eſq. Warden ; Rev. TioMA's

Jº NYNs & M1T II, Preacher; Rev.

N E VILE Sºrow, Schoolmaſter; Rev.

!o: N New ELL PUppico MBE, Uſher;

Mr. Ric HARD Dow ELL, Organiſt.

An idea has prevailed, that the founder

exc' ºded all future benefaštions to the

college; but this is erroneous. Hm the

year 686, Mr. William Cartwright, a

celebi: cd comedian and bookſeller in

Hºbo n, gave to the college, by will, his

coir &tion of hocks, pictures, linen, and

four hundred pounds in money; and in

1776, a legacy of three hundred pounds

was left to the coliege by Lady Faikland,

which was pieced in the public funds; and

the inter, ſº is divided among the poor

birth, en and liſters, according to the will

of the donor.

The college contains a ſmall library of

books, chieny the productions of ºur own

!: n, trage in the latter cadct the ſixtee:h,

and the beginning of the ſeventeenth cen

s. A lºors it theſe was a coilećtion of

which Mr. Garrick obtained of

the coi...ge by an exchange of inodern

publications. I he plays hoºver are not

vºt!...hawn from the pºlic tºº, having

lººr ſince d' poſited in the ºrit... Yºun.

There is ikewiſe a gait y ºf ºres,

cºmpoſed of thoſe above-menticºd, and

of others which weic lift by the ic ºr 'er.

Some of them are vainstic for tº ºr mºri; ;

ſon,e for their ſingularity ; and others on

a count of their being authºric port airs

of remarkable perſons. Aºn tº the ve

are, H-ºry Prince , f wal, s, cº ſon ºf

King Janies I. 3 King Cº. ºce i, and his
-

Queen Henrietta Maria; James Duke of

Yºrk; a portrait ſaid to be that of Queen

Elizabeth, but the authenticity of it is not

aſcertained At the upper end of the gal

lery is a collection of portraits of the Mo

narchs of England, and their Queens;

among which is one of Anne Boleyn,

which is conſidered as genuine, butwhich by

no means anſwers the idea of beauty uſual

ly annexed to this lady; it rather agrets

with the account given of her by Saunders

the Jeſuit; who deſcribes her as “lean:

viſaged, long-ſided, gobber-toothed, and

yellow-complexioned.” I quote from Dr.

Fuller, who ſtands forth as her Majeſty's

champion, and enters the liſts in defence

of her beauty; but as the former of theſe

authors was a bigoted Catholic, and the

latter a zealous Proteſtant, the one thought

it incumbent on him to degrade, and the

other to exalt the character of this unfor

tunate lady. As the truth may, perhaps,

be found between them, it is not impro

bible that Anne was a maj-ſtic woman;

but deficient in thoſe more elegant and fe

minine charms which are eſſential to real

beauty. Harry is ſaid to have preferred

maſculine women, reſembling his own

robuſt conſtitution. There is alſo a whole

length portrait of the founder; and another

of Mr. James Alleyn, a Curtitor Baron,

who held the office of Maſter of the college

ſeveral years, and founded an additional

ſchool at Dulwich, for the education of

children. Mr. Cartwright's portrait is

likewiſe amongſt them, as is that of Bur

bage the actor, painted by himſelf. He

was cotemporary with Shakeſpeare, and is

ſaid to nave painted the only original pic

ture of him now extant. Cartwright was

the Falſtaff of Charles the Second's time.

An error was certainly committed in

the firſt erection of the edifice, but whe

ther it aroſe from inattention in the fur

veyor, or fºom his be ng obliged to build

or a parſimonious eſtimate, I cannot take

tºpon me to deterºne; though the latter

is not probable. I he college has how

over biºn inceſſantly in want of repair. It

had originally a ſteeple, riſing from the

weſt end ºf the chapel, over the centre of

the whole; but this fell about twelve years

after the death of the fºunder ; and I ima

gºne was replaced either by the preſent, c.

... ſºlar wºoden turret. On the 28th ºf

May 1703, the college porch, with trº

trºcºrry chamber, fell to the ground ; and
ihoºl, after the eaſt wing was found in ſo

unºws a tº ite, that it was judged necei

! ry to cºld it; which was coºpºd

in 1759. Part of the certie has juº uº

dergone conſiderable reſºn, and the ºr

ciº have it in coutcrºft-ºvu, toº
ºw
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the weſt wing, as ſoon as ſufficient money

is accumulated ; they having for ſeveral

years liberally appropriated a conſiderable

ſum for that purpoſe.

By the fall of the ſteeple the building

ſuſtaired ſo much injury, that the college

ſuffered a diſſolution for the ſpace of fix

months, by order of the Viſitor. During

this diſperfion, the ſuperiors received no

emolument; but the poor were allowed

peniions.

Dr. Allen, the late Maſter of the

college, is one of the few ſurviving perſons

who circumnavigated the globe with Com

modore Anſon. He now reſides on Dul

wich common; having married ſome years

ago, and reſigned the Maſterſhip in conſe

quence.

within theſe few years a copious

colle&tion of manuſcripts, that had lain un

noticed from the death of the founder, was

diſcovered at Dulwich college, which has

enabled the editors of Shakeſpeare to af.

certain various points relating to the ſtage

at that period; of which they were before

ignorant. By theſe affittances, and by the

indefatigable reſearches of the many lear

ned commentators of that admired author,

a gleam of intelligence has been commu

nicated to a peculiar branch of our hiſtory;

the knowledge of the familiar ha'its and

cuſtoms of our predeceſſors; which, if not

ſo important, is at leaſt as entertaining as

any other hiſtorical information. The re

membrance of the leſſer incidents of life ;

the modes of dreſs; the faſhion of amuſe

ments; and the various tranſitory purſuits

which occupy the greater portion of tine;

as they appear unimportant, ſo they paſs

unnoticed, and are ſoon loſt in the revo

lutions of caprice; but when theſe are by

laborious inveſtigation traced back thro'

the oblivion of ages, and applied to per

ſons and to circumſtances,we find ourſelves

introduced to a familiarity, where we were

ſcarcely acq^ainted ; and the circle of our

amuſements is enlarged by a participation

of thoſe which engaged the attention of

cur anceſtors.

At the period in which Mr. Edward

Alleyn lived, every play-houſe was under

the protećtion of a particular, Nobleman,

and the performers were called his ſet

vants; a cuſtom ſtill preſerved by the

Drury-lane company, who ſtile thern

ſelves. His Majeſty's ſervants. Thoſe of

the Fortuns were conſid.ied as the ſcr

vants of the Farl of Nottingham, Lord

High Admiral of England. It has, I be

lieve, hitherto eſcaped obſervation, that the

front of the Fortune play-houſe in Golden

lane is ſtill ſtanding, decorated with em

blematical figures, and the arms of England

in the time of James I. Mr. Maitland

ſays, that theatre was the firſt inſtituted in

- London.

It has been obſerved, that Mr. Alleyn

had the ſuperintendance of his Majeſty's

bear-garden. In this capacity he was

ſtiled “Maſter of all his Majeſty's Maſtiff

Dogs and Maſtiff Bitches;” and was in

p. to ſeize on any that were proper

or the ſports of bull and bear baiting. The

following letter, the original of which is in

the college, proves the exertion of the pri

vilege; and ſhews at the ſame time, with

what plant condeſcenſion one of the firſt

Noblemen in the kingdom could clicit the

reſtoration of his own property fºom the

hands of the King's ſervants.

“Mr. Allen I am given to underſtand

that of late you ſente downe into the Coun

try y officers, for the takinge of certain nia

ſtiffe dogs in his Majeſtics maine, for Pariſh

garden; & amenge the rede that wºe

taken yet officers tooke one of mine frous

my Servante Edward Parkines of Wo

burne not beinge perſuaded (as I hear)

that he was mine. Wherefore uppen the

recipte cf theſe my lynes, lett me gaine to

mºch kindneſs at yo' hands, as that yoa

would be pleaſed to rediliver him as my

ſervant Burcher, the bearer hereof againes

& you ſhall find me ready to acknown ge

your love & willinge to requite, And is

Inallie

- Yo's very lºving friend

Cathol-houſe this E. B CDF ORD."

13 of April : 1 & 12.

To the Right wor'full

Mr Allen Eſquire, give theſe”

What degree of attention his Lord

ſhip experienced from the Maſter of his

Majeſty's Bears does not appear; but as

a was lant for the exertion of this authority

was ſued by the Ilarl of Pembroke a few

years afterwards, which ſtates the deficiency

of thoſe animals at Paris-garden, it is

highly probable the dog was promoted

fi cºn the ſuite of an Earl to that of a

King.

CRIGINAL
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ORIGINAL LETTER from Dr. FRANKLIN to N. webSTER, Jun. Eſ.

Philadelphia, Dec. 16, 1789.

DEAR SIR,

I RECEIVED, ſome time ſince, your

Diſſertations on the Engliſh Language.

It is an excellent work, and will be

greatly uſeful in turning the thoughts of

our countrymen to correct writing. Pleaſe

to accept my thanks for it, as well as for

the great honour you have done me in its

dedication. I ought to have made this

acknowledgement ſooner, but much in

diſpoſition prevented me.

I cannot but applaud your zeal for pre

ſerving the purity of our language both in

its expreſſion and pronunciation, and in

correcting the popular errors ſeveral of our

States are continually falling into, with

reſpect to both. Give me leave to men

tion ſome of them, though poſſibly they

may have already occurred to you. I

wiſh, however, that in ſome future pub

lication of your’s, you would ſet a diſ

countenancing mark upon them. The

firſt I remember is the word improved.

When I left New-England in the year

1723, this word had never been uſed

among us, as far as I know, but in the

ſenſe of ameliorated or made better, ex

cept once in a very old book of Dr. Ma

ther's, entitled Remarkable Providences.

As that man wrote a very obſcure hand,

I remember that when I read that word

in his book, uſed inſtead of the word em

ployed, I conjectured that it was an error

of the printer, who had miſtaken a too

ſhort l in the writing for an r, and a y

with too ſhort a tail for a v, whereby emi

ployed was converted into improved; but

when I returned to Boſton in 1733, I

found this change had obtained favour,

and was them become common ; for I met

with it often in peruſing the newſpapers,

where it frequently made an appearance

rather ridiculous : Such, for inſtance, as

the advertiſement of a country-houſe to be

ſold, which had been many years improv

ed as a tavern ; and in the charcéier of a

deceaſed country gentleman, that he had

been, for more than thirty years, improv

ed as a juſtice of the peace. This uſe of

the word improve is peculiar to New

England, and not to be met with among

any other ſpeakers of Engliſh, either on

this or the other ſide of the water.

During my late abſence in France, I

find that isveral other new words have

been introduced into our Parliamentary

language. For example, I find a verb

formed from the ſubſtantive notice; I ſhoulf

not have noticed this, were it not that

the gentleman, &c. Alſo another verb,

from the ſubſtantive advocate : The gen

tleman who advocates, or who has ad

vocated that motion, &c. Another from

the ſubſtantive progreſs, the moſt awk
ward and abominable of the three : The

Committee having progreſſed, reſolved tº

adjourn. The word oppoſed, though not a

new word, I find uſed in a new manner;

as, The gentlemen who are oppoſed tº

this meaſure, to which I bave alſº myſelf

always been oppoſed. If you ſhould

happen to be of my opinion with reſpºt

to theſe innovations, you will uſe your

authority in reprobating them.

The Latin language, long the vehicle

uſed in diſtributing knowledge among the

different nations of Europe, is daily more

and more neglečted; and one of the mo

dern tongues, viz. the French, ſeems, in

point of univerſality, to have ſupplied its

place ; it is ſpoken in all the Courts of

Europe; and moſt of the literati, thoſe

even who do not ſpeak it, have acquired

knowledge enough of it to enable them

eaſily to read the books that are written in

it. This gives a confiderable advantage

to that nation; it enables its authors to

inculcate and ſpread through other nations,

ſuch ſentiments and opinions on impor

tant points as are moſt conducive to its

intereſts, or which may contribute to its

reputation, by promoting the common in

tereſts of mankind. It is perhaps owing

to its being written in French, that Vol.

taire's Treatic on Toleration has had ſo

ſudden and ſo great an effect on the bigº

try of Europe, as almoſt entirely to diſ

arm it. The general uſe of the French

language has likewiſe a very advantage

ous effect on the profits of the bookſelling

branch of commerce, it being well known

that the more copies can be ſold that are

ſtruck off from one compoſition ef types,

the profits encreaſe in a much greater pro

portion than they do in making a greater

number of pieces in any other kind of

manufacture. And at preſent there is to

capital town in Europe without a French

bookſeller's ſhop correſponding with

Paris. Our Engliſh bids fair to obtain

the ſecond place. The great body of ex

cellent printed ſeruons in our *:::
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and the freedom of our writings on poli

tical ſubjećts, have induced a number of

divines of different ſests and nations, as

well as gentlemen concerned in public

affairs, to ſtudy it, ſo far at leaſt as to read

it. And if we were to endeavour the faci

litating its progreſs, the ſtudy of our

tongue might become much more general.

Thoſe who have employed ſome part of

their time in learning a new language

muſt have frequently obſerved, that while

their acquaintance with it was imperfect,

difficulties, ſmall in themſelves, operated

as great ones in obſtructing their progreſs.

:*:::: for example, ill printed, or a

pronunciation, in ſpeaking, not well arti

culated, would render a ſentence unintel

ligible, which from a clear print, or a

diſtinct ſpeaker, would have been im

mediately comprehended. If therefore we

would have the benefit of ſeeing our lan

guage more generally known among man

kind, we ſhould endeavour to remove all

the difficulties, however ſmall, that diſ

courage the learning of it. But I am ſorry

to obſerve that, of late years, thoſe difficul

ties, inſtead of being diminiſhed, have

been augmented. In examining the En

liſh books that were printed between the

ki. and the acceſſion of George the

Second, we may obſerve, that all ſubſtan

tives were begun with a capital, in which

we imitated our mother-tongue, the Ger:

man. This was more particularly uſeful

to thoſe who were not well acquainted

with the Engliſh, there being ſuch a pro

digious number of our words, that are

both verbs and ſubſtantives, and ſpelt in

the ſame manner, though often accented

differently in pronunciation. This me

thod has, by the fancy of printers, of late

years, been laid aſide, from an idea, that

ſuppreſſing the capitals ſhews the character

to greater advantage; thoſe letters, pro

minent above the line, diſturbing its even,

regular appearance. The effect of this

change is ſo conſiderable, that a learned

man of France, who uſed to read our

books, though not perfectly acquainted

with our language, in converſation with

me on the ſubject of our authors, attribut

ed the greater obſcurity he found in our

modern books, compared with thoſe of

the period above mentioned, to a chang:

of ſtyle, for the worſe, in our writers; of

which miſtake I convinced him by mark

ing for him each ſubſtantive with a:
taſ, in a paragraph, which he then eaſily
underſtood, though before he could not

comprehend it. This ſhews the inton

venience of that pretended improvement,

Vol. XXI,

From the ſame fondneſs for an even

and uniform appearance of characters in

the line, the printers have of late baniſhed

alſo the Italick types, in which words of

importance to be attended to in the ſenſe

of the ſentence, and words on which an

emphaſis ſhould be put in reading, uſed

to be printed. . And lately another fancy

has induced other printers to uſe the ſhort

reund s inſtead of the long one, which

formerly ſerved well to diſtinguiſh a word

readily by its varied appearance. Cer

tainly the omitting this prominent letter

makes the line appear more even ; but

renders it leſs immediately legible; as the

º all men's noſes might ſmooth and

evel their faces, but would render their

phyſiognomies leſs diſtinguiſhable. Add

to all theſe improvements backwards,

another modern fancy, that grey printing
is more beautiful than# ; hence the

Engliſh new books are printed in ſo dim a

chara&er as to be read with difficulty by

old eyes, unleſs in a very ſtrong light and

with good glaſſes. Whoever compares a

volume of the Gentleman's Magazine

printed between the years 1731 and 1740,

with one of thoſe printed in the laſt ten

years, will be convinced of the much

greater degree of perſpicuity given b

black ink than by the grey. Lord *h}.

terfield pleaſantly remarked this difference

to Faulkener, the printer of the Dublin

Journal, who was vainly making enco

miums on his own Paper, as the moſt con

plete of any in the world : “But, Mr.

Faulkener,” ſays my Lord, “ don't you

think it might be ſtill farther improved,

by uſing paper and ink not quite ſo near

#. colour r" For all theſe reaſons I can

not but wiſh that our American printers

would, in their editions, avoid theſe fan

cied improvements, and thereby render

their works more agreeable to foreigners

in Europe, to the great advantage of our

bookſelling commerce.

Farther, to be more ſenſible of the ad

vantage of clear and diſtinét printing, let

us confider the aſſiſtance it affords in read

ing well aloud to an auditory. In ſo do

ing the eye generally ſlides forward three

or four words before the voice. If the

fight clearly diſtinguiſhes what the coming

words are, it gives time to order the mo

dulation of the voice to expreſs then, pro

perly. But if they are obſcurely printed,.

or diſguiſed by omitting the capitals and

long ſº, or otherwiſe, the reader is apt to

modulate wrong, and, finding he has done

ſo, he is obliged to go back and begin the

ſentence again; which leſſens the pleaſure
B blº of
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of the hearers. This leads me to men

tion an old error in our mode of printing.

We are ſenſible that when a queſtion is

met with in reading, there is a proper va

riation to be uſed in the management of

the voice. We have therefore a point,

called an interrogation, affixed to the

*::: in order to diſtinguiſh it. But

this is abſurdly placed at its end, ſo that

the reader does not diſcover it till he finds

he has wrongly modulated his voice, and

is therefore obliged to begin again the ſen

tence. To prevent this, the Spaniſh print

ors, more ſenſibly, place an interrogation

at the beginning as well as at the end of

the queſtion. We have another error of

the ſame kind in printing plays, where

ſomething often occurs that is marked as

ſpoken aftale. But the word aſide is placed

at the end of the ſpeech, when it ought to

precede it, as a direction to the reader,

that he may govern his voice accordingly.

The pračtice of our ladies in meeting five

or fix together, to form little buſy parties,

where each is employed in fome uſeful

work, while one reads to them, is ſo com

• mendable in itſelf, that it deſerves the

attention of authors and printers to

make it as pleaſing as poſſible, both to

the reader and hearers. "My beſt wiſhes

attend you, being, with ſincere eſteem,

Sir, your moſt obedient and very humble

Servant,

B. FRANKLIN.

Account of the TRIAL of warren HASTINGs, Eſq. (Iate Gover.
NOR GENERAL of BENGAL), before the HIGH COURT of PARLIA

MENT, for HIGH CRIMES and MISDEMEANORS.

- [Continued from Page 225.]

Tu Espar, April 24.

HE Trial, by a previous adjournment

from the 17th, recommenced this day,

after the Eaſter receſs.

After the uſual formalities Mr. Hattings

• eame to the Bar.

Mr. Plorner immediately addreſſed their

Lordſhips, upon the ſubject of the Benares

charge. After giving his humble thanks

for the attention which their Lordſhips had

honoured him with, he proceeded to ſhew

that the charge of cruelty towards Cheyt

sing was wholly unfounded; that he was

merely a tributary Zemindar, who owed his

very exiſtence to the India Company; that

being inveſted with ſuperior powers, he

would prove they were abuſed, even in

Renares, the capital of the Zemindary, where

murders and every other degree of violence

and mark of inſubordination prevailed.-

But the principal topic upon which Mr.

Plomer reſted his client's defence was, the

rebellion at the time that Hyder Ally was

focceſsfully invading the Carnatic:-at that

period he, as a Tributary, was required to

fend all the horſe to the aſſiſtance of the

company which he could with ſafety ſpare.

He neglected to ſend an anſwer. The Re

fident at Benares complained, and it had no

effect. In the event he offered 250 horſe,

although he had at the moment 3ooo in his

army, and on no pretext did he want the

ſervice of a third part of theſe forces.

Mr. Plomer then ſhewed, that when the

diſt eſs of the Engliſh, after the defeat of

colonel Baily and Colonel Fletcher was well

known to all India, and when Fizula Cawn,

the Zemindar of the Province of Bahar, was

required to ſend troops to affiſt, to the

amount of two thouſand, Cheyt Sing, in

faā, joined with the other Indian Powers,

and ſet up the fignal of revolt, affifted by the

widow of Aſoph ul Dowla. Mr. Plomer

preſſed this ſubječt very powerfully.

At half after four the Lord Chancellor

aſked Mr. Plomer whether he meant to

finiſh his defence that night. Mr. Plomer

apprehended that it was impoſſible.—The

Court immediately adjourned to the Upper

Chamber of Parliament.

Thursday, April 26.

Mr. Plomer at five o'clock finiſhed the

whole of his pleadings in defence of Mr.

Haſtings, referring their Lordſhips to the

evidence that would be produced at the bar,

to prove the juſtice of his aſſertions.

The Court immediately after adjourned to

their own Chamber,

Tu as DAY, May 1.

The Counſel for the defendant this day

produced a body of evidence to diſprove the

allegations made in the Charge relative to

Cheyt Sing.

They firſt ſhewed the conditions upon

which Bulwant Sing had held the Zemindary

of Benares, by documented proofs—the re

bellious diſaffection of his conduct, in both

which, the ſucceſſion and the ſentiments,

Cheyt Sing had proved himſelf a Rajah of

the ſame probity and gratitude.

They next ſubſtantiated the cauſe of Mr.

Haſtings's claim upon the Rajah to be impor

tant and preſfing in the actual intimation of

intended hoſtilities.

Mr. Law here called upon Lord 5t"

must
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mont to anſwer to an interrogation upon the

ſubject. His Lordſhip aroſe, and, addreſſing

the Court, ſaid, that he had not the ſmalleſt

objećtion to the demand, reſerving to him

, ſelf, however, the ſenſe of propriety (his

Lordſhip's diplomatic fituation confidered),

whether conſiſtently he could be explicit.

The queſtion was, “Whether, during his

Lordſhip's reſidence as Ambaſſador at the

Court of France, he had notified to any one,

deſigns in the French Cabinet hoſtile to the

Britiſh intereſts in India P”

His Lordſhip, with a clear but cautious re

ply, entirely ſatisfied the Court.—“Whºn

the ſubjećt of this queſtion had been firſt

communicated to him, he had read Mr.

Alexander Elliot's letter ſtating ſuch infor

mation—it aided his recollection of a matter

ſeventeen years back.—Lord Stormont ſaw

Mr. Elliot ſeveral times : He had given

him the information alluded to, with an

eſpecial charge of ſecrecy as to the channel

through which it reached him—he was at

liberty, however, to communicate it to Mr.

Haſtings.-Lord Stormont read the letter of

Mr. Elliot to their Lordſhips himſelf, and

then aſſented to the truth of every thing

therein itated.

After this, other documents were pro

duced, to prove the ſubſequent communica

tions of the ſame nature ; and this done, the

ſeries of Correſpondence between the Board

and the Rajah, and the Reſident and the

Board, was read, to eſtabliſh Cheyt Sing's

contumncy and hypocritical plea of poverty,

ſo conſtantly renovated through the dilatory

aegociations for three years ſubſidies.

Tsuksday, May 3.

The Court was employed during the whole

of the day, in reading cyldence tending to

ſubſtantiate the aſſertions made by Mr. Plo

mer, relative to the contumacious reſuſal of

Cheyt Sing to obey the orders of the Bengal

Government, and the extreme danger of the

Britiſh Empire in India, between Septem

ber 1780 and September 1781.

Some objećtions were made by Mr. Burke

to a part of this evidence; but he did not

perſiſt in them. At one time he aſked the

Counſel in what mannerthe very long detail of

diſtreſſes into which they had entered applied

to the caſe of Cheyt Sing To this Mr. Law

replied, that he had read the letters from the

Government of Madras, and from Sir Eyre

Coote, in order to ſhew, that at that period

of univerſal alarm and danger all parties

looked up to Mr. Haſtings; and it was a ſtrong

aggravation of the guilt of Cheyt Sing, that at

the moment the Britiſh Empire might fairly

be ſaid to be trembling to its foundation, he

ſhºuld have contumaciouſly diſobeyed thoſe

orders, which any other than a diſaffected

Z-mindar would inſtantly have complied

with.

Mr. Burke replied, that he had no doubt

as to the extraćt of the diſtreſſes in which

the Company's affairs were involved during

the Government of Mr. Haſtings. -

Mr. Law then proceeded, and proved by

a body of irreſiſtible evidence, that in the pe

riod of the utmoſt danger and difficulty

Mr. Haſtings was the man on whom all ln

dia depended for ſafety. After finiſhing this

evidence, the Counſel propoſed to call Major

Oſborne ; but it being now five o'clock, the

Court adjourned to the Wedneſday follow

ing.

-

JOURNAL of the PROCEEDINGS of the SECOND SESSION of the

SEVENTEENTH PARLIAMENT of GREAT BRITAIN.

H O U S E of L O R D S.

Wr pn Espay, April 18.

Scotch APP E A L.

Counsel were called to the Bar upon

the furtner hearing of the cauſe, Jamie

foa and Maxwell, diſtillers, at Lochrin,

Appellants, and John Ruſſell, of Roſeburn,

Eſq. Reſpondent.

Mr. Anſtruther was heard for the Re

pondent till three o'clock, in reply to the

Appellants Counſel.

The Lord Chancellor left the woolſack,

and, after recapitulating the principal part

of the evidence, made his obſervations upon

the whole caſe. We will briefly touch upon

the heads, as they are of importance to the

Troprietors of lands through which ſtreams

*4 rivulets of water paſs. His Lordſhip

obſerved, that the cauſe originated in an

action or purſuit of reſpondent Ruſſell, to

preven: the appellants from carrying on a

diſtillery upon a burn or rivulet cloſe upon

the ſouth ſide of the city of Edinburgh,

which was ſome diſtance from him upon

the elevation of the ſtream, and that by

the effe&t of the dregs and refuſe of the

work the water was rendered ut:ſerviceable ;

that his horſes were taken ill, and he was

obliged to dig ponds for their uſe; at the

ſame time all the new buildings erected on

the ſouth ſide of Edinburgh, conſiſting of

tan-yards, brew-houſes, dye-houſes, and a

number of other trades, had their common

drains into this brook. The defendants had

pleaded this fact in iſſue; but upon ſeveral

B b b a adidavits
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affidavits being made and filed in the Court

of Seſſion, it appeared, that notwithſtanding

this ceremon drainage, yet the water was

uſeful until the diſtillery began to diſcharge

its dregs into the water. Upon this proof

the Court of Seſſion had ordered the ap

pellants to defiſt from carrying on their

works ; and thus the appeal came on before

their Lordſhips. The Lord Chancellor

further obſerved, that in the courſe of the

evidence ſeveral of the erections and manu

fačtories upon the banks of this rivult were

pmore noxious than the diſtillery, particularly

a cow-houſe, but having continued a ſeries

of years no complaint was made.

Upon the whole of this cauſe, which ma

terially concerned the proprietors of manu

faćtories ſituated upon every river and ſtream

in the kingdom, there ought to bave been

very ſtrong and minute proof of the follow

ing ſa&s: namely, Whether time out of

mind the ſtream had not been uſed as a com

mon ſever ?—At what particular time of

the year the dregs were the moſt noxious

and offenſive –Whether the diſtillery was

the greateſt of the nuiſances through which

the ſtream paſſed ?–And what time it had

been firſt diſcovered —Theſe facts were

material ; for his Lordſhip obſerved, that it

would be a dreadſul perverſion of law and

juſtice to reſtrain the diſtillery, or any pub

lic work ſituated upon a river, from its

operatiºns, under the pretence of a nuiſance,

when other works of a more dangerous

nature were proved to ſtand upon the ſame

footing ;–“ the cauſe ought therefore to be

remitted back to the Court of Seſſion.”

Ordered.

No rublic buſineſs of importance worthy

of de' ailing paſſed in the Houſe from the

19th till

- FR 1 day, April 27; when,

The order of the day for the ſecond read

ing of the bill relative to Libels being read,

Lord Kenyon ſaid, that he was a friend to

any endeavours for effecting neceſſary re

ſo, ms, as far as they were conſtitutionally

made, and did not endanger the ſpirit cf the

exiſting laws. His Lordſhip, after ſome

obſervations upon the ſeriouſneſs and im

portance of the preſent bill, read a liſt of

queſticns, which he ſhould move to have

propoſed to the Judges, that their opiniens

might be known before the Houſe pro ced

gd to 2ny further diſcuſſion upon the ſubjeći,

Earl Stanhope in a few words defended

the principle of the bill, a d the manner in

which the reform to be tſf &led by it was

cffered.

Lord Loughhorough admitted the pro

pricly of the queſtions to be propºſed to the

Judges, and did not then intend to enter at

great length into the principle of the bill.

With reſpect to what might be held libel

lous doćtrines, he would, however, venture

to make this diſtinétion. Enquiries into the

general principles of government, and the

nature of general liberty, he thought per

fealy legal. If abſurd do&rines were offer

ed by enquirers upon ſuch ſubječts, they

carried their own puniſhment with them,

and might be ranked amongſt the many

Utopicn ſyſtems which have had their day,

and are forgotten. But any application of

ſuch doćtrines to preſent occaſion and ima

ginary grievances, any endeavour to excitt

immediate tumult by publiſhing them, he

held criminal and libellous. The quotation

of texts from Holy Writ was as unlikely to

endanger the peace of a country as any thing

which could be mentioned ; and a colletion

of them, whatever might be the tendency,

could ſcarcely be held criminal; yet if cer

tain words, ſuch as “To your tents, O Iſ

rael,” and others extraćted from the ſcrip

tures, were diſtributed amongſt a number of

perſons collected for ſome purpoſe of refifl

ance, that publication of them would be an

offence. The general doćtrine of reſiſtance

might be affirmed, without impropriety;

but if the people were invited to reſiſt up

on ſtatements of a particular and imaginey

grievance, that invitation was certainly a

breach of the peace.

As to the right of Juries to decide upon

the law as well as the fact, in caſes of libel,

it had always been admitted, that Juries

might, iſ ſo they choſe, bring in general ver

dićts, both upon the law and the fº,

wherever there was a general iſſue. The

only poſſible mode to withdraw a queſtion

of law from their cognizance, if they choſe

to decide upon it, was by a demurrer to the

evidence ; in which inſtance, the demurring

party ſubmitted to the evil of admitting all

the facts ſtated by the evidence, and all the

inferences to be drawn from it, contending

only for the illegality of admitting ſuch teſ

timony. Such was the power of Juries,

univerſaily admitted, if they choſe to exer

ciſe it ; but ſubjećt, indeed, to ſome ſubſe

quent ſuperintendance of the Court, who, in

civil caſes, granted new trials.

Formerly, when the law was ſo clear

that no man could be ſuppoſed to miſinter

pret it without intention, juries were Pu

niſhed for unjuſt verdićts by the writ of at

taint. This writ, however, lay only in civil

caſes; for ſo tender was the Conſtitution ºf

the Jury's right to determine upon all the

law and all the fact in criminal caſes, that

there was no inſtance of any puniſhment".
fººtºu
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flâed for errors in their deciſions upon them.

This writ, however, ſince the complication

of the law, by men's deſire to produce vari

ous limitations of their property, and by other

circumſtances, had ceaſed; and, about the

beginning of the laſt century, the cuſtom of

giving ſpecial verdićts aroſe.

Even in civil caſes then there exiſted no

reſtriction againſt the right of the Jury to

decide both upon the law and the fact, though

there had once been a puniſhment upon them

for errors, and there was now a mode ef

ſubmitting the law to the Court from which

the iſſue was direéted, if the Jury choſe ſo to

ſubmit it. But in criminal caſes the Conſti

tution had taken an eſſential diſtinčtion, The

criminal law was ſuppoſed to be within the

comprehenſion of every man ; ſo much ſo,

that no man could be juſtified for offences

againſt it by his ignorance. In civil caſes, on

the contrary, an ignorance of the law was

often preſumed for the benefit of the party.

In the caſe of a will, for inſtance, it was pre

ſumed that the party did not underſtand the

legal form of making it, and it was therefore

interpreted favourably for him. From this

preſumption, that in civil caſes the law might

not be known to the Jury, while in criminal

circumſtances no man was held to be ig

norant of it, his Lordſhip argued for the ſu

perior right of Juries, in the latter inſtance,

to decide both upon the law and the fact,

though in the former they had the right, if

they choſe to exerciſe it, ſubječt not to inter

ruption from the Court, but to ſubſequent

ſuperintendance. Here his Lordſhip read an

extract, in ſupport of his opinion, from the

works of Judge Vaughan, of whoſe charaćter

he ſpoke with much praiſe.

His Lordſhip, after apologizing for being

thus drawn into the general queſtion, ſaid,

that he ſhould reſerve his further ſentiments

upon it till a future occaſion. At preſent,

he would only ſay, that the danger of injuſ

tice from Juries aroſe only from a diſpoſition

to limit their rights. In the whole of his

legal walk he had found, that when a plain

ſharge was given to a Jury, they never miſ

took either the law or the fact. It was only

by endeavours to puzzle their underſtand

ingº, that they were provoked to loſe fight of

juſtice. They then thought themſelves en

gaged in a contention with the Judge, and

forgot the ſubject hefore them.

The Lord Chancellor was ſorry to per

ceive, that any inveſtigation of the general

ſubject had taken place, when only a bye

fuſtion was before the Houſe. He ſhould

to into it no further than was neceſſary in

reply to ſome obſervations of the Noble Lord

who ſpoke laſt.

-

It had been ſaid, that general diſcuſſions

of the nature of government, and of the

principles of liberty, were not illegal, how

ever they might be erroneous. He did not

know that ſuch a doctrine could be ſupport

ed; but he knew, that this was not the

moment when ſuch diſcuſſions were to be

encouraged ; and he lamented, that it ſhould

go out to the world under the authority of

having been uttered in that Houſe, that any

man might darc to ſpeak diſreſpectfully either

of the perſons of magiſtrates, or of the con

ſtitution of magiſtracy; that he might dars

to traduce the one, or give the public an ill

opinion of the other. As to what had been

ſaid of publications addreſſed to perfor’s who

were in a ſtate of reſiſtance, he thought ſuch

a publication amounted to a higher crime than

that of libel.

The ſimplicity of the law in criminal caſes

was not ſuch as had been repreſented. A

work which was probably in the hands of

many of their Lordſhips, publiſhed by a

Gentleman of the name of Lisach contained

a liſt of all the queſtions which had been

referred to the Judges, on the firſt days of

terms, in Serjeants-Inn-Hall *; and it would

appear from that work, that the criminal

law was not free from intricacies which rew

quired the deciſion of the Judges. That an

ignorance of the civil law was preſumed

from its ſuperior difficulty, he denied. In

a caſe of treſpaſs, would a man be excuſed

for the injuries committed by his cattle, on

account of his ignorance concerning the true

nature of his tenure ? Did not men daily

ſuffer for their ignorance of the nature of

contračis Did it not often happen, that four

or five arguments in the Courts below, one

in Serjeants. Inn Hall, and another in that

Hooſe, were neceſſary to inform them con

cerning it

His Lordſhip read an extract from the

works of Judge Vaughan, to the excellent

charaćter given of whom he perfectly ſub

ſcribed ; it exactly followed that read by a

learned Lord, but being on the other ſide of the

leaf, it had probably eſcaped notice. He alſo

quoted an opinion of Judge Foſter, who had

formed himſelf upon the model of Judge

Hale. Judge Foſter, his Lordſhip obſerved,

had become highly popular by deſpiſing po

pularity, and was, properly as his Lordſhip

thought, of opinion, that nothing was ſº

fontemptible at a popular judge. He hoped,

that arguments upon the general principle of

the Bill would be reſerved for a more ſuit

able occaſion, and was ſorry, that he had

been induced to occupy the attention of the

Houſe by noticing them.

Lord Porcheſter, after a few words*

- Alluding to “Caſes in Crown Law,” 8vo. the Second Edition of which was publiſhed

laſt month. nºe
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moved ſome additional queſtions to be pro

poſed to the Judges.

Lord Kenyon ſaid, that among ſome ſtate

ments which the could not admit, was that

of any difference between Judges, as to the

duty of permitting the Jury to determine

both upon the guilt and upon the fact of

publication. There had never been any

doubt that ſuch a queſtion was very proper

for the deciſion of the Jury. An hawker

might circulate, with the King's proclama

tion againſt vice and immorality, a ſeditious

paper, and might be ignorant of the contents

of both. The queſtion relative to his mo

tives, would certainly be determined upon

by the Jury.

His Lordſhip obſerved, that he had no

particular reaſon to be anxious as to the pre

ſent Bill, for he had never had the ſlighteſt

contef with a Jury. The only difference of

that ſort to which he had ever been witneſs,

was in the caſe of the Dean of St. Aſaph.

Lord Loughborough hoped that nothing

iike altercation would appear upon the pre

£ent queſtion. That he might not appear to

have lightly adopted opinions which he

£hould probably carry with him to his grave,

he would, upon a future occaſion, produce

his authorities for them. They differed cer

tainly from a ſeries of opinions entertained

by great numbers of reſpectable perſons, but

be could ſhew, that in number at leaſt

they had as many ſupporters, and it would

be for the Houſe to decide whether they had

pot alſo as much weight.

His Lordſhip moved two queſtions to be

referred to the Judges, for the deciſion of

which he waited anxiouſly ; for nothing was

ſo far from his purpoſe, as the defence of

any thing like libels, which he believed

would be more effectually repreſſed by the

preſent Bill, than by any other means.

Lord Mulgrave, in a few words, defend

ed the Bill,

The Earl of Lauderdale roſe only to reply

to one obſervation of a learned Lord's (Lord

Kenyon), affilming, that no ſudge had ever

reſtrained a Jury from conſidering the guilt

as well as the faét of publication. It was

no longer ago than in the caſe of the Dean

of St. Aſaph, that the Judge not only neg

lected to direct the attention of the Jury to

the conſideration of the guilt, or innocence,

as well as of the fact of publication, but di

rectly told then that they had nothing to

do with it. His Lordſhip read an extra6 to

this purpoſe from the trial of the Dean of St.

Aſaph.

Lord Stormont ſupportsd the queſtions

propºſed.

Lord Grenville, after ſome compliments

tº Lord Mulgrave, proudunced a pategyric

t

upon the Britiſh Conſtitution, which he win

confident was admired, and would continue

to be ſo. At a more ſuitable opportunity

he ſhould deliver his ſentiments upon the

preſent Bill, which related to a part of that

Conflitution certainly moſt ſerious and vah

able. At preſent it was ſufficient to ſay,

that he thought the meaſure of propoſing

queſtions to the Judges extremely proper.

The following queſtions were then pro

Poſed, and ordered to be put to the Judges:

1ſt-“Whether, on the trial of an in

“formation or indićtment for a Libel, is th:

‘‘ criminality or innecence of the paper ſet

“ forth in ſuch information or indictment

“ as the Libel, matter of fact or matter of

“ law, where no evidence is given for the
** defendant 2"

“2d—“ Is the truth or falſehood of

the written paper material to be left to

“the Jury, upon the trial of an indiëment

“ or information for a Libel; and does it

* make any difference in this reſpea, whe

“ ther the epithet falſe be or be not uſed
“ in the indiétment or information ?”

3d-‘‘ Upon the trial of the indiëment

“ for a Libel, the publication being clearly

“ proved, and the innocence of the paper

* being as clearly manifeſt, is it competent

“ and legal for the Judge to direé, and re

“ commend to give a verdićt for the defen.

** dant :"

4th–" is a witneſs produced before a

“Jury in a trial as above by the plaintiff,

* for the purpoſe of proving a criminal in

“tention of the writer or by the defendant,

“to rebut the imputation, admiſfible to be

“heard as a competent witneſs in ſuch trial

“before the Jury "

5th—“Whether upon the trial of in

“ indiétment for ſending a threatening letter,

“ the meaning of the letter ſet forth in the

* indictment be matter of law or of fatt?"

6th–º Whether on the trial of an in

“ dictment for high treaſon, the crimini

“lity or innocence of letters or papers is

“ ſet forth as overt acts of treaſen, or prw:

“duced as evidence of an overt aa ºf

“treaſon, be matter of law or of faët "

7th—“Whether, if a Judge on a trial

* or an indićtment or information for *

Libel, ſhall give his opinion on the law

* to the Jury, and leave that opinion, to

* gether with the evidence of the publica

“tion and the application of the innuendoes

“ to perſons and,things, to the Jury, ſuch

“ directions would be according to law?"

Adjourned.

Mox pay, April 30.

The Royal Aſſent was given by com

miſfion to thirty-two Bills; among which

were, the Militia l'ay Bill, the Lottery º:

&c.

g

&

.

g
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the Indemnity Bill, the Greenland Fiſhery

Bill, and ſeveral Road, Canal, and Pariſh

Bills.

We pn f spay, May 2.

Scots Episcor AL B1*. L.

Lord Elgin roſe to move the ſecond read

ing of this Bill. His Lordſhip ſhortly ex

plained the principle of it :-By the 19th

and 21ſt of Geo. II. for “ the mere effec

tually preventing Paſtors and Miniſters from

officiating in Epiſcopal Meeting-Houſes in

Scotland, without duly qualifying themſelves,”

certain pains and penalties were inflićted

on ſuch Paſtors and Miniſters, unleſs it

ſhall be proved, by the oath of two credible

witneſſes, that they did pray twice in the year

for, his Majeſty by name, and for all the

Royal Family.

His Lordſhip admitted, that at the period

thoſe Bills were paſſed, the prevailing temper

of the times was ſuch as demanded ſome ſe

curity for the ſafety of the whole kingdom; but

now that knowledge was diffuſed,and philoſo

phy had driven away ignorance and dark pre

judices, and the whole Scottiſh Nation

were loyal to the King upon the throne,

and firm friends to civil liberty and free

toleration in religious principles; and that

in every Epiſcopal Church and Chapel

the Miniſters and Paſtors aétually prayed for

his Majeſty and family, according to the

Liturgy of the Church of England; it was

high time that ſuch laws ſhould be eraſed

from the Statute Book. This was the obječt

of the firſt clauſe.

The ſecond had another point in view,

viz. to regulate the conſecration of Paſtors,

kc. and place it upon a more permanent

and reſpectable footing than heretofore.—

This clauſe might be debated in the Com

mittee. His Lordſhip moved the ſecond

reading.

The Lord Chancellor had no objećtion

to toleration, when properly guarded and

reſtrºined. It was likewiſe evident that the

welfare and ſafety of ſociety demonſtrated,

that an eſtabliſhed religion ought to prevail,

and that it ſhould be ſupported with a degree

of dignity ſuitable to the important intereſts

which it held amongft mankind. This con.

ºderation was of vaſt import in this country,

where ſo many ſetts and perſuaſions, with

reſpect to religious tenets, prevailed, and

were all, by the mild ſyſtem of our law and

cºnſtitution, protected and tolerated. The

Noble Lord had ſtated the fact of praying

for the Sovereign upon the throne accord

ºng to the Liturgy of the Church of Eng

land—Undoubtedly that part of the Aét of

the 21. Geo. II. muſt under thoſe circum

ºuces be repealed. The cuſtom of praying

* Kings and other Supreme Magiſtrates, he

*PPreheaded, originated ſince the reign of

Conſtantine. He found no traces of it pre

vious to that period—it was not mentioned

in Euſebius, or any other of the primeval

Biſhops of the Chriſtian Church, whoſe

writings had reached us. The cuſtom had

continued, with ſome ſlight interruptious, to

the preſent day. It was ceremony that gave

additional dignity to the character of the Su

preme Magiſtrate, on whoſe weltare ſo much

depended. This conſideration, undoubtedly,

in troubleſome times gave riſe to the Aéts in

queſtion. It was not ſo with the mode and

religous ceremony of Conſecration and Or

dination of the officiating Miniſters of the

Goſpel. He therefore ſhould very well

weigh the conſequences of breaking in upon

the long-eſtabliſhed rules of ſuch ordination.

The Biſhop of St. David's began a moſt

excellent and liberal ſpeech, with declaring

his ſentiments upon religious toleration. It

muſt be premiſed, that a national religion,

unique in its principle and practice, was ab

ſolutely neceſſary for the general happineſs,

more eſpecially where the great intereſts of

ſociety and its religious concerns are ſo

cloſely united. But whatever ſe&t or per

ſuaſion diſſent from the Eſtabliſhed Church,

and their primary and fundamental princi

ples accord, although the practice in point

of religious forms and ceremonies are evi

deatly different; yet when thoſe ſects pay

a due and ſtrićt obedience to the laws; do

not endeavour to create religious feuds ; are

friends to toleration themſelves; are equally

friends to good government, order in civil

ſociety, united with rational liberty—in that

caſe, it is now my firm opinion, and ever has

been, that ſuch claſſes of citizens ſhould

enjoyfull liberty of conſcience, and be pro

tected by that Government which they ſo

effectually ſupport. [This beautiful and cn

lightcmed ſentiment gave high ſatisfaction to

the Houſe].

The Right Reverend Prelate then ad

verted to the arguments of the Lord Chan

cellor. The Learned Lord had mºttaken the

date of the origin of offering up prayers for

Kings, and all that bear legitimate authority.

So far from this ceremony being poſterior to

the time of Conſtantine, it was to be traced

to a ſource at leaſt three hundred year, an

terior. It was, in fact, coeval with Chriſ

tianity itſelf. This fact could be proved

from authorities which in no ſubſequent

age were ever doubted ; the ptačice had

continued down to the preſent time under

various forms, and attached to different per

ſons. For ſeveral ages it was applied to the

then Supreme Head of the Church, and

hence a prayer for the Church is a part of

our Liturgy. - -

He then entered into a moſt extenſive and

profound diſſertation of Primary O, dination

for
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for ſeveral ages, and pointed out the ſeveral

religious mode: Fr. diſtinétions of that awful

and religious ceremony i and in following

the Lord Chancellor, he pointed out a variety

of circumſtances which his Lordſhip had not

fully comprehended in his admirable ſpeech.

. He ſhewed the particular mode in Scotland

long before the Union, and down to the

time of the Abdication of James II. at which

period there were thirteen Biſhops of the

#piſcopal Church : fix of theſe fled; three

were ſuſpended; and nine were added. The

ceremonials of Ordination, Indućtion, &c.

continued the fame, and would undoubtedly

continue ſo, if the clauſe in the Bill now in

queſtion were paſſed into a law.

The Noble Biſhop very feelingly obſerved,

that it would wound him to the very ſoul

to be in the leaſt the cauſe of creating any

invidious diſtinčtions between the different

orders of the Proteſtant Diſſenters, or any of

the true followers of the undefiled doćtrines

of the Author of our holy religion; but his

duty compelled him to ſubmit to the Houſe a

fubject at leaſt of a very ſerious nature; but

if conſidered in all its tendencies and conſe

quences, it was highly important.

what moral affection could fairly be

aſſigned, or what cauſe, either political or

religious, could be urged as ſufficient juſtifi

cation, if this Bill paſſes into a law, for de

priving the great body of the Engliſh Proteſ

tant Diſſenters from experiencing the ſame

liberality, and a free participation of ſimilar

benefits There could exiſt none, in the

eyes of Eternal Juſtice. The Engliſh Diſ

fenters were loyal to the Sovereign; and they

now were riveted to the great leading prin

ciples of the Conſtitution, as eſtabliſhed at

the Revolution. They in common with the

other claſſes of citizens reverenced legal au

thority, and were (he verily believed)

equally friends to good order and civil liberty.

Lord Hay ſpoke a few words warmly in

favour of the Bill; when it was handed to

the Lord Chancellor, who put the queſtion,

and it was read a ſecond time wi.hout a diſ

ſenting voice.

Thursday, May 3.

Slave Trad E.

The Duke of Leeds reported, that he had

received from the Managers of the Confer

ence on the part of the Commons,the Reſolu

tions upon the Slave Trade.

Lord Grenville gave notice, that the papers

delivered by the Managers of the Conference

for the Commons ſhould be printed; after

which he ſhould propoſe a day on which he

ſhould move that their Lordſhips ſhould

agree with the Commons in their Reſolutions

on the Slave Trade.

Lord Stormont maintained, that, by the

privileges of the Houſe, they were entitled

to inſiſt that the caſe ſhould be proved at

the Bar. As a caſe to prove it, he quoted

that of the Iriſh Propoſitions. He gºve

notice that he ſhould hereafter move to

that effect.

Lord Stanhope execrated the Slave Trade.

As a proof of the odiouſneſs of it in the minds

of all ranks and deſcriptions of perſons, the

petitions on the table of the Houſe of Com

mons were deciſive. As to the Iriſh Propoſi

tions, they were not analagous to this—that

was mere ſpeculative—commercial inter

courſe. This was the cauſe of humanity and

juſtice againſt the iron hand of cruelty and

oppreſſion. He conceived that the snut prº

band lay on the oppreſſor, not on the oppreſ

ſed, upon the point of form.

The Lord Chancellor admitted that the

enus probandi in this caſe lay on the African

merchants, but to ſtrike ſuddenly at ſo great

a branch of our commerce, was a ſerious

conſideration.

The Duke of Clarence declared he had

come down to the Houſe without a fingle

idea that the Slave buſineſs would be brought

forward on this day, therefore he had the

more need to claim the indulgence of their

Lordſhips, as the want of being prepared

was to be added to the deficiencies he natu

rally muſt experience, from not being in the

habit of public ſpeaking; yet he could not

reconcile it to himſelf to be ſilent on the oc

caſion. From having been ſtationed for ſome

time in the Weſt Indies, he had been an eye

witneſs of the treatment of theſe ſlives, and

therefore could ſpeak from local knowledge;

and from all that he had ſeen, he verily be

lieved that the greateſt hardſhips of their ſlavery

was in the word. As, however, the bufi

neſs was not now direétly before the Houſe,

he ſhould avoid entering into a diſcuſſion of

the queſtion at large, but which he ſhould

be very ready to do with any Noble Lord,

when that was the caſe. Confidering the

Trade, in every point of view, is of the

higheſt magnitude to the welfare and pro

ſperity of this kingdom, its Abolition ſhould

ever meet with his moſt ſerious oppoſition

and that it was of this magnitude, he could

aſſure their Lordſhips ; for, to his know

ledge, there were at this moment foreign
agents in town waiting their deciſion, and

ready to engage all the veſſels that would be

out of employ, ſhould the Houſe agree tº

thoſe Reſolutions, which would, in effeº

tend to its Abolition; but which the lov”

he bore to the welfare of his country made

him ſincerely wiſh he ſhould never live to ſee:

A converſation then took place between

the Lord Chancellor, Biſhop of London,

Lord Stanhope, Lord Abingdon, and

Porcheſter, as to the proper mode of prº

ceeding according to the rules of the Houſe?

at length it was ſettled to poſtpone the *

termination of that point to Tueſday nº:
-- a- ºf
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H O U S E of C O M M O N S.

Tuesday, April 17.

tyros the Order of the Day for the ſecond

reading of the bill for reforming the

ſtate of the Magiſtracy and Police for the

City and Liberties of Weſtminſter, Mr.

Mainwaring declared himſelf obliged to diſ

ſent from the preſent bill for its inſufficiency

in obtaining the obječts propoſed by it. Of

the preſent mode of adminiſtering juſtice

there was undoubtedly much to complain;

but it was equally true, that much good was

found to be derived from it; but of the billbe

fore them he could not promiſe himſelf any

ſpecifick good; for he found no objects ſpe

tified, all was vague and undetermined, and

every change of adminiſtration, or change of

opinion of the ſame adminiſtration, might

vary the plan adopted. Independent of this,

he objetted to the bill, as tending to throw

a greater weight in the ſcale of adminiſtra

tion. For theſe and other reaſons, he wiſhed

not for the preſent, but a better bill on this

ſubje:t.

Mr. Secretary Dundas replied to the

ſeveral objećtions, which would, he con

ceived, come ſorward better when it was in

* Committee, where ſuch amendments as

might be deemed neceſſary could be adopt
td.

Mr. Fox, withbut oppoſing the Bill, or

giving any opinion upon it in toto, objected

to its tending to increaſe the influence of the

Crown by the appointment of the new juſ
tices.

Mr. Pitt ſhewed, that the ſame power

had hitherto, and muſt neceſſarily refide in

the Crown, with this difference, that in the

preſent caſe the Crown was obliged to ap

point perſons who had a temptation to act

wrong, their advantages accruing from the

fees of office; by the intended Bill, the

thence was, that thoſe appointed would be

fimulated to diſcharge their duty, from the

"anger of being diſcharged from their offices

if they ſhould not. -

Some other obſervations were made from

different ſides of the Houſe without oppoſing

the Bill, which was read a ſecond time.

W1. D NEspa Y, April 18.

Mr. Sheridan roſe to make his promiſed

mºtion for a Committee of Enquiry into the

trievances ſtated by the petitions before the

Houſe preſented from the Royal Burghs of
Scotland.

The petitions invariably ſtated as the

Wol. XXI.

grievances of the Burghers the miſrule and

miſman gement of their Corporations by

perſons over whom they had no control

they complained of exa:tions by the Corpo

rations—of a waſte of the public property

—of debts contračted without their conſent;

and that there was no judicature in Scotland

poſſeſſing powers to grant the petitioners re

dreſs upon any of the grievances he had ſtat

ed. He was ready to avow the remedy in

this early ſtage, which he propoſed for the

grievance; it was to aboliſh the ſelf-electing

power of the magiſtrates.

The preſent times, he ſaid, had by ſome

been confidered as improper to bring for

ward any motion for reformation in the Con

ſtitution ; and ſuch an argument had been

advanced as a bar to his propoſition ; but

with him it had no weight; the Conſtitu.

tion could not be endangered by reform ; for

by reform it had been brought to its preſent

ſtate ; and the perfection of the Conſtitution

he conſidered to be in its principle of admit

ting of continued reforms. Reformation had

been reprobated as a word calculated to cover

revolution; and a refermation at the pre

ſent moment, when the revolution in

France was freſh in the public mind,

was ſtated to be dangerous; but pub

lic opinion up in that Revolution had mate

rially changed ; there had been a time when

every alluſion to it was ſtudiouſly avoided,

and when it had been conſidered as an im

pious myſtery not to be touched i but it was

now to be met whichever way you turned ;

it was waſted upon every breeze, and was

the general ſubject of diſcuſſion; it became

then the du'y of the Houſe, and the country

at large, to ſee what wiſdom was to be ob

tained by it; the people of Great-Britain

needed to have but one feeling from it,

which was, that it had deſtroyed an old and

deteſtable enemy, Deſpotiſm, which had coſt

them many lives, and two-thirds of their

debt;-the new Government, ſubſtituted in

France in its ſte d, was known alºne by the

advantages it had given to this country—ths

National Aſſembly had proved the beſt Com

mittee of Supply to this country it had ever

feen ; and if ſuch intelligence from India

ſhould arrive as was expected, that in

telligence was to be attributed to the

Revolution in France; it would not there

fore be fair to urge - the Revolution as a

bar to his motion fºr a reſo: it in the Scotch

C c s Bushº,
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Burghs, or to any reform that might be pro

poſed in our Conſtitution ; for that Revolu

tion afforded us the beſt of all opportunities

of examining into our deft&ts or grievances,

and reforming them in a period of peace

and ſafety. The preſent were not fit times

to warrant thc Houſe to be ſhy of the word

Reform; on the contrary, the period was ar

rived when it became abſolutely neceſſary to

ſhew a readineſs to hear and redreſs grievances,

the better to contradićt and counteračt the

aſſertions of thoſe who laboured to induce

the people to believe that they had no friends

in the Houſe of Commons or Lords. Every

good act of the Legiſlature to remove griev

ances, and in conformity to the wiſhes of the

public, would do more to defeat the exer

tions of maticº and ſedition, than any num

ber of eloquent volumes. It was but a had

compliment to the Britiſh Conſtitution, to aſ

ſert that it was dangerous to meddle with it,

or to propoſe reform ; ſuch aſſertions ap

peared groſsly libellous; the Britiſh Con

ſtitution was not ſo brittle or decayed,

as to be endangered by a touch, or by an

examination.—No danger, he was convin

ced, could ariſe from the reform he propoſed,

which, if at preſent it ſhould be reječted,

would, he was poſitive, be followed up by a

fteady and manly perſeverance until the

Houſe muſt comply : he meant nothing fur

ther, than that it would it compelled to act

by the irreſiſtible force of juſtice operating

to the convićtion of every member in the

Houſe. He concluded by moving, That the

Houſe ſhould reſolve itſelf into a Committee

to conſider of the grievances alledged by the

petitioners, and of an adequate redreſs.

The Lord Advocate of Scotland ſtated his

cbjections to the motion, and gave his"mega

tive to the going into a Committee.

Mr. Fox ſaid, in the laſt ſelfion the Houſe

pledged itſelf to go early in the preſent into

the enquiry. Should that enquiry be refuſed,

the Houſe would be guilty of a breach of

promiſe. Enquiry could produce no evil ;

on the contrary, the moſt effectual way to

ſtudy the peace of any country, aud the

maintenance of its conſtitution, was by at

tending to the petitions of the people.

Mr. Anſtruther was againſt the motion :

he contended, that the Court of Seſſion was

fully competent to take cogniſance of all

illegal aſſeſſments, and every dilapidation of

the public revenue.

He then endeavoimed to prove, that the

conſtitution of the Royal Burghs reſembled

in almoſt every particular the boroughs of

England; and that if a reform was granted to

one, it would perhaps be looked for by the

ºther.

Mr. Secretary Dundas called on Mr. She

ridan to bring forward a ſpecific propoſition,

which he was ready to meet and diſcuſs,

The propoſition for ſubverting the old elec

tion for the Corporations, if carried, would

prove the greateſt curſe that could fall on

Scotland; it would introduce, in place of in

duſtry, the loweſt profligacy, corruption,

and idleneſs, and was a meaſure he ſhould

ever moſt ſtrenuouſly oppoſe.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer ſaid, if

the Hon. Gentleman had a ſpecific propoſi

tion to ſubmit to the Houſe, he might offer

it at preſent for diſcuſſion, or move the

Houſe to go into a Committee for that pur

poſe ; but to a Committee for an enquiry at

large he objected, ſeeing no ſubſtantial ground

made out to render ſuch Cummittee neceſ

ſary.

After ſeveral replies from Mr. Sheridan,

Mr. Pitt, Mr. Fox, and Mr. Dundas, the

queſtion was put and negatived, by a diviſion

of Ayes 27, Noes 69. Majority 42.

Thursday, April 19.

The Houſe met to ballot for a Committee

to try the merits of the Steyning Election Pe

tition, when only ſeventy-one Members at

tending at four o'clock, an adjournment toºk

place.

Fs in AY, April 20.

Mr. Taylor gave notice, that on Friday,

April 27, it was his intention to move for a

Committee of Inquiry into the Evils ariſing

from Lotteries. Adjourned.

Monday, April 23.

Mr. Pitt moved, That the different orders

for ballots on the remaining controverted

elections ſhould be diſcharged ; which was

agreed to.

Slava TRADE.

The order of the day being read, that the

Houſe ſhould reſolve itſelf into a Commit

tee, to conſider the beſt means of effecting a

gradual 4bolition of the Slave Trade, Mr.

Beaufoy took the Chair.

Mr. Dundas roſe to ſubmit to the con

ſideration of the Committee the outline of a

plan for the gradual Abolition of the Slave

Trade. He obſerved, that he had ſome years

ago determined on bring ng forward this

meaſure, in cenſequence of the repºrt made

by the Council of Trade of its miſchieſs, its

enormities, and oppreſſions; and he truſted

that his plan te effect ſo ſalutary a meaſure

would be agreeable to all parties.

There were, he obſerved, two ſets of

Gentlemen to ſatisfy. One Party objected to

- anj
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any thing ſhort of an unequivocal abolition;

the other complained that the ſmalleſt inno

vation would be ruinous in the extreme. He

wiſhed harmony to ſubſiſt between all par

ties, as the more likely to inſure ſucceſs to

the preſent project. If this were the caſe,

the experiments would have a fair trial, and

no impediments ſhould be caſt in the way by

either party, that might mar the general

wifb of the people. He ſaid, in converſing

with the merchants and planters he found,

that they expected a long period to ſtock

their plantations with negroes. In conver

ſing with the enemies to this traffic, they

were for a ſhort period, and their ſenti

ments ſeemed congenial to the wiſhes of the

People.

There was a third claſs, whoſe ſituation

was alſo to he conſidered. Such as had

mortgages on Weſt-India property might feel

alarmed ; and if the Abolition did not meet

their ſentiments, they would conſider their

Property inſecure, and the Weſt. India Plant

ers muſt of courſe be involved in manifold

difficulties.

There was a fourth claſs of men, to whom

alſo he wiſhed to call the attention of the

Committee, and thoſe were the perſons con

cerned in trading to Africa, who were par

ticularly confined to London, Briſtol, and

Liverpool. The veſſels fitted out from thoſe

ports were employed not merely to ſupply

our colonies with ſlaves, but alſo foreign

colonies, as in the year 1791, out of 74,000

negroes imported from Africa, 32,000 had

been for the ſervice of foreign nations. In

allowing a compenſation to theſe perſons, he

would have their claims examined by Com

miſſioners appointed for the purpoſe, and he

did not ſuppoſe the compenſation would be a

matter of great conſequence, when compared

to the magnitude of the obječt.

A fifth important object was, he obſerved,

to cut off, as much as poſſible, the importa

tion, on the principles of the gradual aboli

tion of aged negrees. He wiſhed that none

ſhould in future be imported, that were not

capable of adding to the permanent popula

tion of the Weſt-lindies.—In a moral point

of view, the importation of young negroes

ſhould moſt particularly be encouraged, as

their minds were more ſuſceptible, and their

manners leſs formed. Such minds could be

coltivated it, the precepts of religion, which

mutt incline them to act faithfully, and

txcite a due attachment towards their maſ

tºtrº

He had attempted to extract opinions from

each party with reſpect to the period when

the Trade ſhould ce...ſe. The moſt moderate

abolitioniſts were of opinion, that it ſhould

six, ure at fartheſt in five years, while the

anti-abolitioniſts were of opinion that ten

years ſhould at leaſt be allowed for the fur

ther importation of ſlaves. Conſulting merely

his own judgment, he had fixed the term of

s even years, to commence from the firſt day

of next January ; and it was his intention to

propoſe that a duty ſhould be paid on the

importation of all ſlaves after the expiration

of five years. This he hoped would cauſe a

diſcontinuance, in a great meaſure, of the

barbarous traffic at that period.

He next adverted to the peculiar ſituation

of the Ceded Iſlands, and for theſe he

thought that ſome ſpecific regulations ought

to be made, as their ſituatiºn was quite dif

ferent from that of the other iſlands. He

ſaid, that the importations for the laſt three

years, muſt afford much conſolation to the

Houſe. In Antigua, during the years 1788,

1789, and 1791, the numbers imported were

3 11, the numbers exported 142. Barbadoes

imported 126, retained only 28. Montſerrat

imported 8, exported 1. Nevis imported 1,

exported 2. -

He alſo adverted to ſeveral other iſlands,

and proved that population had ſo much

flouriſhed, as to give the moſt ſanguine hopes,

that the expectations of the friends of the

Abolition, in this particular, would be rea

lized.

With reſped to Jamaica, if that iſland

did not flouriſh equally in population, it was

becauſe a mortality raged among the Negroes

in conſequence of the number of Saves im

ported.

He wiſhed to call the attention of the

Committee to the adoption of ſome ſpecific

reſolution for the puniſhment of thoſe who

ſhould in future be found guilty of a y out

rage on the Coaſt of Africa; and that Par

liament ſhould be in poſſeſſion of the ſenti

ments of the Colonial Aſſemblies on the buſi

neſs. The laws of theſe Aſſemblies, he main

tained, were wiſely calculated to enforce a

due obedience to the Chriſtian Religion

among the ſlaves.—It was the wiſh of Gen

tlemen in power that the precepts of religion.

ſhould be inſtilled in the Slaves. This was a

duty impoſed by the Legiſlature on the matters

and overſeers of thoſe unfortunate men ; but

he was ſorry to ſay, that the Clergy neglect

ed their duty, through idleneſs, and an un

feeling diſpoſition, and ſeldom attempted to

remove that darkneſs which prºvented the

light of religion and molality from ſhining on

thoſe unhappy men. Here he took an op

portunity of beſtowing a handſome compli

ment on the Biſhop of London, who, he

had nº doubt, would take the miſconduct of

theſe unworthy paſtors into immediate con

ſider. ſon.

Mr. Dundas concluded by ſlating, that it

C cc 2 was
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w

was his intention to move an Addreſs to his

Majeſty on the ſubjećt. It would, he con

feſſed, be extremely galling to the mel chants

to find themſelves outwitted; and that after

Parliament had relinquiſhed this branch of

commerce, it was ſtill to be carried on by

other powers. The Addreſs, he ſaid, ſhould

be calculated to gºt the moſt ſubſtantial

aſſurances from other nations, that they

would annihilate this ſpecies of Slavery, ſo

as that our reſolutions ſhould not cauſe our

commerce to ſuffer.—He then moved, That

the further conſideration of them be poſtpon

ed to Wedneſday.

Mr. Pitt pledged himſelf to prove, that

the Weſt-Indies were even in 1787 in a

ſituation for which the Legiſlature was deſired

to wait, and that they were prepared at this

moment for an immediate abolition.

Mr. Wilbe force ſupported the declaration

of Mr. Pitt, and contend d that the gradual

abolition of a year would be more than ſuf

ficient. - -

Mr. Fox maintained, that nothing had

been dene which precluded a vote for an im

mediate abolition, which he truſted would

take place, and that a bill for that purpoſe

would be paſſed in the preſent ſeſſion.

Lord Sheffield declared that the mºjority

ef the people were for a gradual abolition.

His Lordſhip defended Capt. Kimber, whoſe

innocence he knew could be proved.

colonel Tarleton ſpoke in favour of the

Slave Trade, and defended the conduct of

the ſix Captains who had been accuſed of

firing on the Town of Calabar. They had

enly fired over it. Nevertheleſs the pro

prietors of the ſhips had diſmiſſed the matters

of two of them immediately on thºſ re
turn. -

Mr. wilberforce enquired if they had been

diſmiſſed tor firing over the town. Col.

Tarleton replied, that their diſmiſſion was

for an ºmiſſion of duty. -

The Chairman then reported progreſs, and

aſked leave to fit again on Wedneſday.

Agreed to.

- WEd N r snay, April 25.

The Houſe, purſuant to the Order of the

Day, having reſolved itſelf into a Commit.

ter, to confider and determine the prºper

meaſures for the Abolition of the African

s.ve Trade, Sir William Dolben in the

thiſ ;— . . * - -

Mr. Durdas recalled their attention to his

reſolutions for the gradual Abolition. He

mentioned, that although ſome alterations

r" gºt appear to him ºrc ſtory in ſeveral of

the reſolutions, as he proceeded in the diſ

...thom, yet he would at preſent contert

** * * in ſimply moving the firſt, which

is as follºws : -

“That it ſhall not be lawful to import

any African Negroes into any Britiſh Colo.

nies or Plantations, in ſhips owned or nº

vigated by Britiſh ſubjećts, at any time aſter

the 1ſt day of January 1800.”

Lºrd Sheffield deprecated the dangerous

and miſchievous conſequences reſulting from

the frequent agitation of the queſtion. An

immediate Abolition would be the moſt per

nicious experiment which could be adopted,

It might be attended with effects in ſome de

gree ſimilar to the ſhutting the Port of Boſ

ton, which was the ſource of all our poſte

rior calamities. It would arouſe opinions of

freedom and refinement among our Negroes

in the Weſt Indies, which in their preſent

ſtate of ignorance they were not capable cf

receiving with advantage. Should a revolu

tion enſue, the declaimers againſt ſuppoſ

ed rapine and murder would alone be cul

pable. - -

Lord Mornington beſtowed the higheſt

encomiums upon Mr. Dundas for the zeal

which he had evinced in the production of

the plan for the Gradual Abolition; but ha

muſt impute the defects and abſurdity of this

ſyſtem of Abolition to the inſurmountable

difficulties which he had to encounter in the

defence of a bad cauſe. A compenſation

had been demanded for the loff's which

might be ſuſtained ; if a compenſation were

neceſſary, according to the rule of reëtitude,

the Britiſh Parliament were too wiſe and

juſt to rejećt the claims. The queſtion,

however, in this ſtage, wore a very

different aſpect. In this fingle queſtion

the whole meaſure might be comprehend

ed——Whether or not we choſe to re

nounce the infamous traffic, or continue to

diſgrace this country ty its further encºu

ragement If a continuance of the Trade wº

agreed to, we ſhould ſtate the move:

which induced us to the abominable pric

tice. -

Some gentlemen were advocates for ten
'ears; others five years; and another claſs

i. tº ree; but in his Lordſhip's opinion, ºn

immediate Aboli'ion would be he only

means of retrieving our tarniſhed honour,

His Lordſhip concluded a long ſpeech ty

moving, as an amendment, inſtead of 1862,

—“f om and after the year 1793.”

Mr. Beaufoy refitted a compromiſe with

the Planters. It was the duty of Parliament

to aboliſh the abominable traffic. “The

lave Trade was a dreadful legacy bequeath

cd us by our anceſtors.” Recommending to

inculcate principles of religion amºng the

Blacks, inſtead of “ making the Earth a

Cba, ne! Heuſe—a Slaughter H:uſ."—he ſup:

ported tie Gradual Abolition.

: - - - - Colonel
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Colonel Phipps ſaid, Mr. Dundas's mea

fure was founded in the beſt policy. He

cenſured Mr. Fox for ſaying that if he did

not obtain an immediate Abolition, he would

vote for the ſhorteſt duration poſſible. The

ſtories of horror and murder were moſtly

the phantoms of diſturbed imaginations—

Could Parliament conſider the contemptible

and ridiculous petitions as ſufficient evidence

to induce them to conſent to an immediate

Abolition Hence aroſe a kind of logical

ratechiſm : the petitioners aſk Are ye

Freemen and Engliſhmen Then why ſup

port Slavery 2 Are ye Chriſtians ? Then do

as you would wiſh others to do to you. The

petitioners conſiſted of the moſt unintereſted

deſcription. They were ſchoolmaſters, la

bourers, and others of the inferior claſſes of

ſociety. The ſentiments of the traders of

Briſtol and Liverpool certainly deſerved

much more attention. Let the regulations

in contemplation be adopted, and the trade

with Africa muſt diminiſh yearly.

Mr Ryder, having avowed erroneous ſen

timents on a former occaſion when the ſub

ject had been diſcuſſed, ſolicited the indul

gence of the Houſe while he declared his re

cantation. Having expreſſed his doubt that

the immediate Abolition would be attended

with ruin, he receded every iota of what he

had formerly advanced. He was an advo

cate for the earlicſt Abolition. If the im

mediate Abolition were not carried this

night, Mr. Ryder affirmed, that he would

vote for the ſyſtem which was the beſt calcu

lated to deſtroy the Trade. He would not

abandon the purſuit of a great good for a

temporary evil. He hated a doubtful and a

dangerous expedient. He could not eſtimate

the merits of the new meaſure by putting

blood in one ſcale and gold in the other

Mr. S. Thornton lamented that there re

mained the ſmalleſt hopes of a continuance

of the horrid traffic which had ſacrificed

thouſands of our fellow-creatures. In de

fending it, Gentlemen defended robbery and

murder. He vindicated the humane conduct

of the petitioners, whoſe motº. 's deſerved

the higheſt praiſe. He deprecated a Gradual

Abolition, as the enemies to the immediate

Abolitiºn hoped through that medium to

lull the Houſe and the country into a fatal

ſecurity, and thus continue the Slave

Trade. -

Mr. Eſte cenſured Mr. Fox for threaten

ing to renew the queſtion till the Abolition

were accompliſhed. Rather than be teazed

Perpetually, many Members might chuſe to

vote for any propoſition to get rid of the bu

ſineſs. The trade was not ſo much ſanction

# by Britiſh charters as by the African

Princes themſelves. In extending the cul

tivation of waſte grounds in the Weſt Indies,

conſiderable ſums had been expended. Some

compenſation ſhould certainly therefore be

granted, becauſe the proprietors of the new

eſtates had adventured under the expreſs

ſančtion of an A& of Parliament. The

Trade ſhould conſequently be permitted till

theſe eſtates be properly cultivated.

Mr. W. Smith declared himſelf in favour

of an immediate Abolition. With regard to

the Petitions, which had been reviled as con

temptible and ridiculous, they had been con

ſidered two ways. The firſt was,the mode by

which they had been obtained; the ſecond,

the due deliberation of them. As to the

mode by which they had been obtained, he

derided the abſurdity advanced by Colonel

Phipps, that none but ſchoolmaſters and the

inferior claſſes of ſociety had been aştive as

petitioners. Many of the petitions wers

from the moſt reſpectable and moſt opulent

places. The City of Norwich, and evea

London itſelf, had flood forward as pe:ition

ers. When ſuch unanimity appears among

the people, their petitions ought not to be

reſiſted, far leſs ſcoffed to ſcorn.

Mr. Wyndham contended, that morality

and politics were ſo blended and interwoven,

that the man who ſhould attempt to ſeparate

them, could poſſeſs in his own perſon very

little morality, and ſtill leſs of politics. It

was provoking beyond meaſure, to hear

ſo abominable a ſyſtem take the beſt pretext

for the worſt of purpoſes, and defend itſelf

upon the plea of humanity. The Africans,

it was affirmed, were relieved from their

native tyranny, and carried to more happy

regions, while the manner in which that

purpoſe was effected, could not be contem

plated by any man of feeling. The circum

ſtances of their paſſage alone, muſt ſtrike

the mind with horror, ſlowed as they were

in the cloſeſt, dirtieſt, and moſt brutal man

ner—where their diſmal portion was rob

bery, chains, ſtripes, famine, and death.-

It was a miſerable mode of reaſoning, in

deed, to ſay, that their former miſeries gave

them ſuch habits of ſufferance as rendered

those hardſhips more tolerable to them than

they would be to others. It was like the

juſtification which a Perſon gave for the prac

tice of ſkinning tels—that it was nothing to

them, they being uſed to it. There was,

he feared, very little ſympathy in ſome

minds towards thoſe unhappy people, and

for an obvious reaſcn, that there was a poſ

ſibility of any Gentleman becoming a Weſt

India Merchant, but no danger what

ever of being converted into an African Ne

gro.

~ * Whatever
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Whatever may happen to be the deciſion

inf this evening, he was very well convinced

that the preſent was a queſtion which would

force its way upon the convićtion of the

Houſe.—He did not mean that it would do

ſo on any other principle than that of reaſon

and juſtice, however loud popular opinion,

2nd even clamour, may be in its favour, for

he conſidered it to reit upon the paramount

conſiderations of humanity and juſtice, which

a Britiºn Houſe of Commons he hoped

would acknowledge without qualification or

delay. The only argument on the ſide of

Gradual Abolition, was ſimply that which

was founded on expediency; and to prove

that even upon that ground the Abolition

ſhould be immediate, he went into a very

long detail of arithmetical calculation. He

£hcwed from authentic documents, that in

the old Britiſh ſettlements, there were ſome

years in which they imported no ſlaves, and

others in which their imports were exceeded

by their exports, which was a very ſufficient

proof that they required no additional ſup

ly. As to Jamaica, whatever may be the

imports lately made, he contended, from

averages of former years, that the imports

were infinitely ſmaller in proportion ; and

what was ſtill more, that notwithſtanding

the mortality always occaſioned by the ſea

ſoning, the births conſiderably exceeded the

number of deaths. From this circumſtance

he inferred, that a little more attention to

the morals and happineſs of the negroes

would ſoon cauſe ſuch an increaſe in their

population, as to anſwer all the agricultural

purpoſes intended by the preſent vile and

- abominable traflic.

He concluded a very long and able ſpeech,

by declaring tha', there was no conſiueration

whatever of expediency, which ſhould have

weight in continuing this traffic any longer

thºu till the law could be applied to prevent

it ; but even if exped ency was on the other

fºr, it ought certainly to yield to humanity

and juſtice. He ſhould therefore vote for

the amendment. -

Mir. Drake was for the original reſolu

tion.

Sir James Johnſtone ſaid, he had himſelf

an ettate which was very productive, and

in which he found the plough perform much

of what in general was performed by the

fives; and he was clearly of opinion, an

opinion winich he could not part with, that

the Trade ſhould be at once aboliſhed.

Mr. Dundes thought the matter was put

very fairly at iſſue by Mr. Pitt. The Trade,

it was determined, ought to be aboliſhed,

and the queſtion dº ſcreed on the moſt pru

sent and it.-a-vu- way of doing it. Aſ a

ſimple Aët of Parliament to that purpoſe

could at once accompliſh it, he ſhould be

very ready to agree to it; but he muſt again

preſs, that it was in vain to expect ſuch an

effect by any thing Parliament could do,

without the concurrence and co-operation of

the Planters. If any coercive mode ſhould

be purſued, the conſequence would inevi

tably be, that the Trade would ſtill be car

ried on by other nations, and on Britiſh

Capitals. -

The mode, therefore, which appeared to

him moſt prudent, was to give the Planters

time to ſatisfy themſelves on the ſubjećt;

and he had no doubt but a moderate time

would induce them to lay aſide their preju

dices. They would ſhortly find, that they

would be enabled in the natural progreſs of

population, to extend their Plantations to

whatever extent they pleaſed. But, in the

mean time, was it reaſonable that an occa

ſion ſhould be given to cloſe mortgages, to

the great inconvenience of ſeveral of thoſe

Gentlemen Was it juſt or prudent, that

where Piantations had already been nearly

finiſhed, and that great capitals were em

barked in them on the idea and belief that

they may be ſtocked with negroes, all this

trouble and expence ſhould be thrown away ?

It muſt further be confidered, that it was

not ſufficient for us to throw the odium of

ſuch a trade from our own ſhoulders, and to

waſh our hands of it; we ſhould likewiſe

endeavour to prevail upon other nations to

abandon it, and this was not likely to be

effect, d, whiie we held out to them the

temptation of trafficking with our own Co

lonies. In fine, till we could ſatisfy the

Planters that our calculations were right,

and let them know by experience that the

trade was injurious to them, it would be to

no purpoſe to attempt an Abolition.

Mr. Fox was glad to find one material

point gained, which was, that the Slave

Trade was now exploded and condemned,

and not attempted to be defended on any

principle whatever.

He idiculed the principle of keeping on

the Trade tºll other nations ſhould aboliſh it,

and knew no reaſon for which we ſhould e

clude ourſelves from the credit and glory of

having ſet the example.

As to the notion that there would be any

occaſion for coercive meaſures with tie

jilands, he liad only to ſay, that if they with

ed for a ſeparation from us, he ſhould net

vote one thilling belonging to lºs conſtituents

for the purpoſe of retaining them ; and in

this he was making the vain booſt of a bravº,

for he really believed, that the idea of a ſepa

raton was the greateſt thirt at that could rººf

- fully
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fibly be held out to them. On the whole,

he was ſatisfied of the maxim, Veritas ºft

magna et praevalebit. He was certain that

this cauſe could not fail of ſucceeding in a

ſhort time, and he ſhould now vote for the

amendment. Should that be loſt, he would

vote for the ſhorteſt period that might be

propoſed for the Abolition; but Mr. Dundas’s

Gradual Syſtem he ſhould at all events ob

jećt to, as he thought it would do nothing ;

all the arguments in favour of it being ſuch

as may be as fairly ulged twenty years hence

as now.

Mr. Burdon recanted his former opinion,

2nd declared that he ſhould vote for an im

mediate Abolition.

The queſtion being loudly called for, the

Committee divided :

For the Amendment

Againſt it

109

1 58

Mjority 49

The queſtion for an immediate Abolition

was therefore loſt.

Thu R spar, April 26.

Mr. M. A. Taylor called the attention of the

Houſe to the great importance of the New

foundland Trade, and to the grievances under

which the merchants laboured by late acts; and

concluded by moving, “That a Committee

be appointed to enquire into the ſtate of the

Newfoundland Trade, and into the nature

of the grievances complained of by the mer

chants.”

Mr. Ryder had no objećtion to go into

every poſſible enquiry, if a caſe was made

out ſufficient to warrant it.

ºr. E. Battard was in ſupport of the

motion; he contended that the trade was

improperly embarraſſed by regulations, and

that the merchants were deſirous of a full

enquiry.

Mr. Liſter was alſo for the Committee,

being convinced that, under the preſent

burdens on the Trade, the merchants could

not proceed.

Lord Sheffield ſaid, that if it was not con

venient in the preſent period of the ſeſſion to

have a Committee of the whole Houſe, the

Committee of Enquiry might ſit up ſtairs.

His Lordſhip withed that the Newfoundland

bill might at all events be deferred until the

inquiry was gone into.

Mr. Serjeant Watſon was informed by his

Conſtituents of the miſchievous reſtraints al

ready on the Trade, and of the turtner miſ

chief they apprehended by the bill before the

Houſe ; he wiſhed, userefore, for the Enquiry

to be gone into.

Mr. Rolie, ſeeing an unanimity in the

merchants of a complaint againſt the teguia

tions of the Trade, agreed in the neceſſity of

enquiring into them.

Mr. J. P. Baſtard contended for the neceſ

ſity of enquiry, ſhewing that the Trade, under

the difficulties it had laboured with, was con

ſiderably on the decline.

The Chancellor of the Exchcquer admitted

the great national importance of the New

foundland Trade, every repreſentation on

which he was ready to receive and pay par

ticular attention to ; the preſent feſtion, how

ever, he ſaid, was certainly too much bur

dened with buſineſs of the greateſt importance

to afford a chance for time ſufficicnt to go

through with the Committee propoſed. He

had no objection to defer the Newfoundland

Fiſhery bill over to the next ſeſſion, in which

the enquiry could be fully gone into. The

Judicature bill, however, he thought neceſ

ſary to be paſſed in the preſent ſeſion, but

that could be made for one year only, and

left open of courſe to the enquiry of the next

ſeſſion.

Mr. Alderman Watſon was for the En

quiry, but thought with Mr. Pitt, that it

could not be ſucceſsfully gone into in the pre

ſent ſeſſion.

Mr. Taylor agreed to the pronofition of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and with

drew his motion.

The Newfoundland Judicature bill was

then ordered to be committed for Tueſday

next, and the bill for the regulation of the

Trade to be committed that day two mouths.

FR 1pay, April 27.

BonD-ST R p, et CoA ca-Stax d.

Upon a motion for including Vigo-lane in

the excepted ſtreets of that neighbourhood

to which the above Co.cºm ſtand ſhould not

be removed, the Houſe divided, and tire

gallery, which was flied by the anxiety upon

the great buſineſs of the day, was of courſe

cleared with ſome difficulty :

Ayes - 6o

Noes - 20

Majority 34

Before ſtrangers were again admitted, the

Houſe divided gain spon the motion for en

groſling the bill, which was carried.

Ayes - 7o

Nues - 3 I

Majority 39

ſlot t ER Y.

Mr. Taylor, in making his promiſed mo

tion upon this ſubjećt, confined himſelf to a

very brief ſtatement of the evils, which it

was the leſs neceſſary to detail, as the Houſe

were already convinced not only of their ex

iſtence but enormity ; and the only ºreton

- .* now
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now would be to find a remedy. In order,

however, to do this, it was neceſſary they

ſhould have the facts eſtabliſhed by proper

evidence before them ; to do which was the

object of his intended motion. It had been

haſtily aſſerted by a Member upon a former

day, that thoſe illegal offices f, juſtly com

plained of did not exiſt to any great degree;

the contrary, perhaps, would appear to be

the fact, when he ſtated that they were to

be found almoſt under the roof of the Trea

ſury, and even of that Houſe where they

now ſat ; that they were to be found in every

part, almoſt every ſtreet, of this vaſt metro

polis; and that there were convićted as rogues

and vagabonds 160 perſons during the laſt

five years. Upon theſe grounds he moved,

* That a Committee be appointed to enquire

how far the laws now in exiſtence were ef

fectual in preventing illegal Lottery tranſ

actions.”

The motion was agreed to, and a Commit

tee appointed accordingly.

SLAve TRADE.

The Houſe reſolved itſelf into a Committee

to conſider further of the meaſures to be adopt

ed for the purpoſe of effecting a final Aboli

tion of the Slave Trade; Mr. Beaufoy in the

Chair.

Previous, however, to this, Mr. Secretary

Dundas preſented a petition which had been

this morning tendered to him, and which he

conceived it his duty to cffer. It was from

Mr. John Dawſon, of Liverpool, a Slºve

Merchant; and ſtated objections to that ſpe

cific propoſition among thoſe propoſed, which

went to reſtrain Britiſh ſubjects from trading

in Slaves with foreign ports. The reaſons

offered were, that he had embarked in that

Trade under the faith of exiſting laws—that

he had ſome time ſince entered into a con

tract with the Spaniſh Court to furniſh their

iſlands with ſo many ſlaves annually for a

certain term of years ; and that his whole

property was embarked in the buſineſs, to

the amount of 2 t ſhips, and upwards of

5oo,oool, ſterling. This petition was re

ferred to the Committee.

The Chairman having ſtated the propoſi

tion offered on the former night for the ac

ceptance of the Coalmittee by Mr. Dundas,

** That the ful ther importation of Negroes

from Africa into our Weſt-India iſlands do

finally ceaſe and determine after the firſt of

January 1800 °

Lord Mornington roſe, and apologized to

the Houſe for again obtruding himſelf on

their attention after the ill ſucceſs that attend

ed his attempt in the former night. Un

fortunate as he was in failing to perſuade the

Houſe to adopt what he conceived their only

duty, he ſtill felt himſelf ſo impelled by what

he conceived to be his duty upon the occaſiºn,

that though he could not gain the period then

propoſed, yet he could not but flep forward,

and try for the next neareſt period which he

could perſuade the Houſe to agree to. The

period he now meant to propoie, in lieu of

that at preſent before them, was January

1795. In ſtating this period, he was almºſt

aſhamed, comparing it with that witch tie

juſtice of the caſe demanded, in conformity

to thoſe ſentiments which actuated him, and

thoſe with whom he thought on the ſubject.

—Were he induced to give way to his own

feeling, he ſhould rather have offered the ſe

cond day of January 1793, upon being re

fuſed the firſt, and if he were foiled in this,

propoſe the firſt hour of the next day, and

ſo on till he ſhould finally ſucceed, but that

he feared he ſhould appear rather to in

ſult the good ſenſe of the Houſe than *

ſolicitous about the ſucceſs of his object.

Contenting himſelf therefore with the period

he now adopted, he ſhould at leaſt hope fºr

the ſupport of many gentlemen who had

thought the former too ſhort. At all events,

they were come ſo much nearer the 2C

compliſhment of their obječt, that they were

now to hear no more about the juſtice of the

trade : that was now a point ſo clearly under

ſtood, that it would be almoſt impertinent

to mention it.

One argument was, however, ſtill adhered

to by the enemies to the Abolition; namelſ,

that a conſiderable time would be neceſuſ

to eſtabliſh by experience, whether the ſtats

of the population was ağually adequate to

ſuſtain the loſs of the aid it received by im”

portation. To this he ſhould ſay, that thre"

years were as adequate as ſeven, unleſs it

could be ſuppoſed, what he did not believe,

that the Landholders in the Weſt-indies

were of ſo peculiar hardneſs of head and

heart, that it required extraordinary ſolº

of reaſoning to convince them in the cauſe ºf

humanity. If, therefore, Gentlemen would

not be thought to have a kind of bankering

after vice, it they would not appear attach'

ed to crimes becauſe they were uſed to their

commiſſion, he called upon them to fºr:

the period he now offered, which was turf

adequate to all the purpoſes of delay, thºs”

not entirely ſo for thºſe of humanity. Hº

Lordſhip concluded with moving, “to ſu":

ſtitute January 1795, in the place of 18°º

Mr. Hobart ſupported the motion.

acceded entirely to the opinion, that a “”

ſonable time ought to be allowed for the

purpoſe of aſcertaining experimentally hº"

far the Abolition was practicable; but lº

contended, that the period now propºſed

was fully aud completely adequate tº "."
t purpo."
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purpoſe. Whatever might be the opinion

as to next year, 1795 could ſurely not be

deerned a ſudden or haſty meaſure. It had

been aſſerted, that the Abolition would tend

to diſturb property to a large amount; a mea

fure this, which, if it could happen, he cer

tainly ſhould oppoſe; but in tic preſent caſe,

that no ſuch danger was to be apprehended,

would appear by recollecting, that with re

ſpect to that great body the Eaſt-lndia Com

pany, though exiſting ſo many years, yet in

putting a termination to their exiſtence, and

reſuming all that vaſt property, ſo long en

truſted to their guidance, a notice of three

years had been always deemed ſufficient : in

this point of view, therefore, he conſidered

the propoſed period not only equitable, but

adequate to all the purpoſes of transferring

Froperty and trade into other ſources. He

congratulated the Houſe upon the reaſonable

proſpect now afforded them of a ſpeedy and

final Abolition, convinced in his own mind,

that the cauſe of humanity can never fail of

fucceſs, while that Houſe continued ſo orga

nized and conſtituted as it now is.

Mr. Diake ſaid a few words in favour of

the amendment, and expreſſed a hope that

adequate compenſation would be made to all

who ſhould be found ſufferers on the occa

fion.

The Speaker oppoſed the motion. He

had voted for the eventual Abolition from

the moſt thorough convićtion of the juſtice

of ſo doing ; but notwithſtanding the general

concourſe of talents exerted in one way,

particularly thoſe of his Right Hon. Friend

(Mr. Pitt), whoſe wonderful exertions and

ſplendid talents he had witneſſed with ad

miration and pleaſere, he confeſſed he ſtill

continued of opinion, that we ſhould not be

too haſty in endeavouring to effect an object

to which an over precipitancy might be fatal.

Before he took notice of any arguments

cn the ſubject, he begged leave to correct a

miſunderſtanding of what he had ſaid on the

ſubject upon a former debate. He had not,

as was ſtated from the oppoſite ſide of the

Houſe, ever talked of the juſtice of the Slave

Trade—becauſe he had not, nor could not,

for a moment, entertain ſuch an idea :-

But he had talked of the juſtice due to the

Planters—an attentien to whoſe intereſts

was not only fair, but abſolutely requiſite ;

for bow could we expect that they would

come forward, and join in the promotion of

our plans, if we ſhewed ourſelves totally re

gardleſs of their intereſts.

With reſpea to the queſtion itſelf, which

was not, as had been ſlated, whether we

were to encourage murder and rapine, but

whether we ſhould permit the Trade for a

Vol. XXI.

ſhort period for the purpoſe of more effectu.

ally ſecuring the permanent and final ex

tinction of it, he had ſtill ſome doubts, which

he would ſtate, with a hope rather that they

might be done away than confirmed.

In the firſt place it had been ſtated, that

the population of our old iſlands, Jamaica

excepted, was ſufficient, without further

importation, as appeared from the non-im

portations of Negroes in all, and even the

exportation of them from ſome. To this he

muſt obſerve, that the laſt three years were

remarkable for drought, and other public

calamities, which, added to the high price

of Negroes, under the idea of Abolition, had

rendered the Planters abſolutely unable to

purchaſe.

The caſe of Jamaica had been ſtated as

accounting for the increaſe of importation

from the increaſe of grounds brought into

cultivation. Of this ſtatement he had alſo

ſome doubts, becauſe upon examining the

accounts of the exports from that iſland for

the latt twenty years, he ſound the average

for the latt three years gave an increaſe of

cxportation of only 1o per cent. an increate

this not at all proportionate to the ſuppoſed

increaſe of cultivation in the iſland.

After ſtating ſeveral other objections, he

concluded with declaring, that he was, not

withſtanding, ſo far convinced by what he

had already heard on the ſubjeº, that,

though he could not agree to abridging the

term for final Abolition to 1795, he ſhould

agree to fixing it at 1796; although, in doing

ſo, it would be with doubt and apprehenſion

of the conſequences.

Mr. Pitt replied to the ſeveral topics

urged by the laſt ſpeaker, refuting all his ob

ject ons, by recurring to nearly the ſame ar

guments he had urged in the former ſtages

of the diſcuſſion ; and endeavoured to enforce

the ſpeedy Abolition, by a moſt impallioned

deſcription of thoſe miſeries, which, as he

expreſſed it, he believed from his ſoul the

Houſe could not bear to hear detailed, if

told of an individual; but which they recon

ciled from the numbers labouring under

them, and which would inevitably continue

to the end of the Trade, maugre every effort

at regulation, which they had already in vain

tried.

The Speaker ſaid a few words to ex

plain.

Col. Tarleton briefly entered his proteſt

againſt all attempts at Abolition ſhort of the

period moved for by Mr. Dundas.

The Maſter of the Rolls ſaid a few words.

Lord Carhampton, in a ſtrain of language

peculiar to himſelf, delive: ed his ſentiments

againſt an Abolition in toto, and conſequent
D d d lſ
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ly againſt the period of 1755 in preference

to 1796.-His Lordſhip ſported ſoune witti

ciſms on Mr. Fox's Buſt at St. Peterſburgh,

and concluded ſome eccentric obſervations to

a ſimilar purpoſe, with a kind of acrimoni

ous oratoly not generally delivered in that

Houſe. -

Mr. Wilberforce replied. His arguments

were chiefly pointed at the advantages which

muſt eventually reſult, both to the character

of Great Britain, and the proſperity of its

Colonies, by a ſpeedy concluſion to this

Trade.

Mr. Fox expreſſed his ſurpriſe, that there

ſhould be indicated by any Gentleman the

leaſt ſymptom of ſuppoſition, that an imme

diate Abolition could tend in the ſmalleſt de

gree to affect either the property of the Weſt

India Planter, the peace of the Colonies, or

the tranquillity of their Government.—For

his part, he was decidedly of opinion, that

wherever liberty exiſted, proſperity and

peace went hand in hand therewith. It was

a maxim with Politicians, and with Philo

ſophers, that “Freedom is the ſoul of in

duſtry;” actuated therefore by that ſpirit,

he thought that the ſlaves in our Colonies

would ſet an example to the Peaſants of

Europe; and their gratitude would be evinced

by the flouriſhing ſtate of the Iſlands, as

the beſt recompence they could make for the

blºſſings they ſhould enjoy.

Confidering therefore theſe premiſes,

we ſhould go ſo far as even to follow up im

mediate Abolition with immediate liberty ;

however, as it muſt now be conſidered that

a Gradual Abolition is to be adopted, and as

the ſubjećt of debate at preſent is, when that

Gradual Abolition muſt take place, whether

in 1795 or 1796, he muſt give his vote for

the earlier period.

He did not intend to take up much of the

time of the Houſe, in adding either to the

weight or fatigue of debate, any collateral

arguments to convince Gentlemen of the

neceſſity of a ſpeedy Abolition; for he was

aſſured that public conviction had accom

pliſhed that already ; but there was one co

gent circumſtance which he wiſhed to im

preſs upon their minds, at a moment when

they were to decide upon the life and liberty

of thouſands of their fellow-creatures. This

was, that in the ſpace of one year, there is,

npon an average, imported into the Weſt

India Iſlands about 3 s,oco Negroes; and as

by calculation and experience it is proved,

that about one third thereof muſt eventually

loſe their lives as the dreadful conſequence

of that importation—he called upon the hu

manity and the reaſon of the Houſe to re

flict, that their vote of that night, ſhould it

preponderate in favour of the year 1706,

would do no leſs than paſs ſentence of death

upon 13, ozo human vićtims.

Mr. Grant ſaid a few words.

Mr. Pitt replied.

Sir Edward Knatchbull followed, when

the Houſe divided, and there appeared,

For the year 1795, 1 + 1

Againſt it - 16 f

Majority, 4o

At our return to the gallery, Mr. Fox

was addreſſing the Chairman upon the queſ.

tion for extending the period for commen

cing the Abolition to 1796; when a ſhort

debate aroſe between Mr. Pitt, Mr. Dundas,

Mr. Addington, Mr. Alderman Watſon,

Lord Sheffield, Sir Edward Knatchbull, the

Maſter of the Rolls, Mr. Fox, and Mr.

Martin; when the Houſe again divided, and

there appeared,

For the year 1796 - 157

Againſt it - 131

Mjority - 25

Adjourned.

Monday, April 30.

Mr. Grey roſe, and requeſted the ºtter

tion of the Houſe for a few minutes to a ſub

ject of the moſt ſerious and important na

ture, namely, a Parliamentary Reform.

Many of the greateſt and moſt reſpºëtable

charaćlers that ever exiſted in the country

were declared advocates for a Reform in the

Repreſentation of the people. That ſome of

theſe he alluded to had not of late come

forward on the occaſion, was more owing

to an apprehenfion of not ſucceeding in the

project, than of any change of ſentiment.

That the cec. ffity of ſuch a meaſure exiſted

now more than ever, and that the general

opinion was more in favour of it, he was

fully convinced ; and he alſo thought, that

by a timely adoption of ſo ſalutary an expe

dient, many ſerious conſequences might be

avoided. It was his intention to give Gen

tlemen full time to make up their minds on

ſo momentous a conſideration, and alſo to

give them an opportunity of conſulting their

conſtituents : he ſhould now give notice,

that early in the next ſeſſion be intended to

bring forward ſome propoſitions relative to

a Parliamentary Reform.

The chancellor of the Exchequer ſaid,

though he did not diſregard the public tri

nion, it was not from the deference he had

to that opinion that he now ; roſe for that

opinion had at preſent the ſmalleſt influ

ence upon his mand the notice of the

Hon. Gentleman affeited more than the cº

rºleſ,
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railer, than the fortune, or the life of any

man in the kingdom—it was materially con

nett.d with the peace and tranquillity of the

country; which, by the peculiar bleſling of

Providence, had for years been nearly a

ſingle exception in Europe from the power

of deſpotiſm; and which at this moment,

when other countries were convulſed, ſtood

nearly the ſingle exempted country from the

evils ariſing from that anarchy which by

ſome was conſidered to be an exceſs of li

berty. -

The times were materially different when

he ſuggeſted a reform; a general opinion

had then gone throughout ºne kingdom, that

the country was reduced to poverty and diſ

treſs-real grievances had exiſtence—the

opinion of the people was one way, and the

opinion of Parliament another. The influ

ºnce of the Crown was conſidered too great,

and was afterwards diminiſhed. The miſ

chiefs complained of, and the ill opinion of

the public, had ſince been removed; he could

not therefore think, ſhould he bring forward

a ſimilar motion for reform, eſpecially when

a dreadful leſſon of revolution had juſt paſſed,

that he ſhould be more ſucceſsful, or that

moderate men, who had before held back,

ſhould now ſupport ſuch a propoſition. He

knew there were certain men out of the

Houſe who were deſirous to attack the Con

ſitution, but their numbers he did not be

lºve to be great, and he was convinced that

their force would be found but trivial, when

ſhould be oppoſed to the ſound part of the

Cºnſtitution, and to its defenders. Theſe

new allies for a reform betrayed themſelves

by their pamphlets, in which the Revolu

tion had been ridiculed—hereditary Mo

marchy condemned—ſubordination and rank

laughed at, and an endeavour made to im

Preſs upon the minds of the public a wiſh to

ſubſtitute for the happy conſtitution they do

enjoy, a plan founded on what was abſurdly

talled the Rights of Man; a plan which

never exiſted in any part of the habitable

globe, and which, if it ſhould exiſt in the

morning, muſt periſh before ſun-ſet. .

Mr. Fox at conſiderable length deliyered

his opinion. He aſſerted, that the neceſſity

for a proceeding of this kind was more ur

tent than ever; and that the proceedings of

the Houſe on the buſineſs of the Ruſſian ar.

marrient, the commencement and the relin

Tuſhment of which they had approved, had

twinced it. Neither did he think the times ſo

dangerous for the diſcuſſicn as inſinuated

by the Right Honourable Gentleman, but

with whom he agreed that the ſenſible and

well-ordered part of the people could not be

Micked by any inflammatory writings what

ever. Two writers had appeared, each diſ

approving the preſent form of Government

—the one, Mr. Mackintoſh, whoſe prin

ciples were moderate and reaſonable—the

other, Mr. Paine's, was an attempt to poi

ſon the public mind, by a book publiſhed in

two parts. The firſt he acknowledged he

had read, the other he had not. From what

he had read, however, he would not ſcruple

to ſay, that it was a groſs libel upon the

Conſtitution of this country.—That book, it

was apprehended, had done miſchief in this

country-Of that he could not ſay—but this

he would ſay, that it certainly could be no

bar to a Parliamentary Reform, for it never

once mentions ſuch a thing—it rather ſeems

to argue for the demolition of all form.

The affairs of France he did not conceive

ſhould have any influence on our proceed

ings. The revolution of that country he

muſt applaud; but the conſtitution founded

thereon, he (as he hoped every man in the

Houſe did) heartily condemned. As to the

mode adopted, he obſerved, that he was not

one of thoſe concerned in the Advertiſements:

at the ſame time he muſt add, that candour

obliged him to declare, that he never met

with a ſyſtem of Palliamentary Reform

which, in his mind, would perfectly remedy

the evils complained of.

Mr. Burke delivered his ſentiments on

the ſubject in a beautiful exordium, in

which he feelingly compared his ſituation to

that of a worn-out invalid in the battles of

the State, and who was now left to guard

the citadel of the Conſtitution, which he

thought was ſeriouſly attacked ; he then,

ſupported,with much effect, the arguments of

the Chancellor of the Exchequer, and obſerv

ed, that great as were the authorities which

had been adduced in ſupport of a Parliamen

tary Reform, two greater than any of them

(Mr. Pitt and Mr. Fox) had declared, the

firſt, that the grievances had no exiſtence,

and the latter, that he never could find any

adequate remedy in the way propoſed.

Mr. Burke ſaid, he had an important

queſtion to aſk—“Is there not an avowed

“Party in the country, whoſe object is to over

“ throw and change the Conſtitution *"—

“Tuere is ſuch a Party—I know it—I can

“ prove it.—[A cry from the Oppoſition

ſide of the Houſe of—Name ! Name —-

Mr. Burke continued] Many clubs and ſo

cieties were known to exiſt, appreving of,

and diſſeminating the infamous libel upon the

Conſtitution, called “Rights of Man”—they

had not been aſhamed to ſign their names to

the reconnmendation; the name of one of

which perſons was Mr. Walker, of Man

cheſter. For his part he conſidered Paine to

l) did 2 bº
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he an amphibious animal, part American,

part French, and part Engliſh, but poſſeſſing

a ſufficiency of each to create confuſion

annong all. The ſame Societies, the ſame

names, that promote his libel, were found

to be the ſame with thoſe who propoſed a

reform. He withed to aſk the Right Hon.

Gentleman (Mr. Fox), whether theſe Par

liamentary Reformers knew any thing of the

names of Thomas Cººper and Yohn Mºtt, who

had been ſent over to the jacobine Club, to

form a federation, in the name of the people

of England, with the people of France, that

is, with the common ſailors and common ſol

diers of both, for the purpo'e of ſpreading

generally their deteſtable and dangerous prin

ciples. When ſuch perſons, the advocates

for Paine's doctrines, the ſolicitors of a con

federacy with ſuch infamous foreign clubs,

were alſo the advocates for Parliamentary re

form, it was high time to found the alarm

of danger to the Conſtitution. But in France

theſe advocates for reform, at the moment

that their King was propoſing and carrying

into effect a Parliamentary Reform, ſnatched

him from his throne, and overturned his

ropoſition and the government; but inſtead

ºf the people being relieved from their griev

ances, their evils were redoubled, they had

feven hundred tyrants for one. We have

liberty—our perſons are ſafe—our property

protected, and accumulation of wealth en

couraged. His advice was, Be wife by ex

perience; hold faſt the bleſfings you enjoy,

and truſt to no theoretical remedics.

T H E A T R I C A

P R O L O G U E

T H E

N + w C o M E D Y of

T H E F U G I T 1 v E,

By Joseph RichARDSON, Eſq.

BAR. R.I.S.TER AT LAW.

T o

irritten by Richard Tickell, Eſq.

Społen by Mr. Bass 1st & R, Jun.

Vy HA, T perturbation flatters in the breaſt

of the fair Novice for St. James's dreſt

'what alraoſt equal hopes and fears tranſport

ºne matron friend that chaperons her to Court

cloſe to the Palace as her chair draws near,

The very taſſels ſeem to quake with fear.—

on moves her friend, amid the gathering

bathis

of ſtars, gold ſticks, blue ribbons, and white

wa.--S 5

Mr. Wyndham in ſtrong terms condemned

the meaſure, as calculated to create univerſal

diſcontent, and truſted to chance for its cure,

IHe conſidered the notice to be but little ſhort

of a commencement of alarming miſchiefs,

and the fore-runner of troubles horrible to

be thought of, which nothing now could

prevent but the energy of the Houſe and the

country in ſupport of the Conſtitution. He

was convinced of what all the world knew,

the exiſtence of thoſe Societies expoſed by

the Right Honour ble Gentleman (Mr.

Burke) for the deſtrućtion of that Conſtitu

tion which had been for ages the envy of

ſurrounding nations.

He hoped the good ſenſe of the country

would withſtand all the attempts made againſt

it, and cautioned the promoters of the

buſineſs to deſiſt, left they ſhould be among

the firſt to fall by that to which they gave

birth ; and left the young lion they were

foſtering ſhould give the firſt proof of its

ſtrength by deſtroying its keepers.

Mr. Erſkine ſupported the objećt of the

Society to which he had ſubſcribed his name,

as having alone in view a temperate Relorm

of Parliament.

Lord North, Mr. Ryder, Mr. Dundas, Sir

James St. Clair, Mr. Powys, Mr. T. Gren.

ville, Major Hobart, , Sir Francis Baſſet, Sir

W. Milner, and Col. Hartley, deprecated the

notice,

Mr. Sheridan, Mr. Lambton, Mr. Tay

lor, Mr. Baker, Mr. Francis, and Mr.

Whitbread, ſpoke in defence of the Reform,

L J O U R N A L.

With looks that canvaſs, and with pleading

air,

Reſpeaking favour for the ſtranger there;

Who, cloſe behind, while fearfully ſhe goes,

Peeps thro' her fan, and eyes th’ obſerving

beaux.

As, down the labyrinth of filk and lace,

They catch a viſta viſion of her face.—

Such are the terrors untried bards diſmay

Thus to this Court the Prologue leads the

Play;

Aºtor and Author in one panic join'd;

I quak" before the curtain, he behind.-

And yet, in modern times, th' aſpiring Wit

Braves but few perils from the well-dreſs'd

Pit;

Not as of old, when, train'd to frown and

fret,

In murky ſtate the ſurly ſynod met.

Vain of half learning and of foreign rules,

Vamp'd from the jargon of the ancient ſchoºls,

In
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In black full-bottomed wig, the Critic god

Shook his umbrageous curls, and gave the

ned ' [Muſe

The Pit was then all men—how ſhrunk the

From thoſe bleak rows of overhanging yews l

Unlike the gay parterre we now ſalute,

That ſhines at once with bloſſoms and with

fruit; [diſpenſe;

With chequer'd crowds that mingled tatte

With female ſoftneſs join'd to manly ſenſe.—

Here, if ungenerous ſpleen ſhould ſtrive for

vent,

Some fair aſſociate ſoothes it to content;

Its rage with promiſſory looks beguiles,

And checks th' incipient hiſs by well-tim'd

ſmiles—

The vanquiſh'd critics frown, but ſoften faſt;

Hiſs and look—hiſs and look—hiſs and lock

—and clap at laſt.

Oh! if each ſterney judge thus mildly view

The Poet's toºls, what can he dread from you?

From forms with ſympathetic ſoftneſs join'd :

From features faſhion'd to the lovelier mind;

From eyes, where gentleneſs has fix’d her

throne ;

From roſeate lips, that move in ſmiles alone

Well may the Fugitive with hope appear,

When every blended grace gives refuge here.

E P I L O G U E

To the SAM E.

hºritten by the Rt. Hon. Lieutenant-General

Bur Goy N F.

Spoken by M Rs. Jordan.

MANY a ſhop hangs forth, in Wit'sbehalf,

Fugitive Pieces—neatly bound in calf:

With better hopes inſpir’d, our Author ſues

Refuge in this aſylum of the Muſe;

One little corner of this ample ſpace,

Where Fugitives by hundreds ſhall have

place.

For inſtance, now, each claſs in order due,

Fugitive Critics—I begin to you :

To you who migrate from that cruel ſchool

Which tries an Author but to prove him fool;

Who quit the path by partial rigour trod;

More pleas'd to weave the bays than litt the

rod ;

To you, our Judges in the lºſt reſort,

Wide fly our doors—behold your ſov’reign

court;

O'er tragic rights, o'er comic laws preſide,

Temper your monitor, and Taſte your guide,

To thoſe who bear not from mere trill of

tongue

words of ſoft nothing, by ſoft nothing ſung,

[Singi) But one dull chime in Solo, Duo, Trio,

Ah! Mio Bel, to—Ah! Bel Idol Mio ;

Who, by no ſorcery of faſhion bound,

Liſten for ſenſe, ere they applaud the ſound ;

We offer ſhelter in well-hearing ſeats,

And our beſt promiſe of united treats.

Next for friend John, this country's

ſtrength and pride,

Plain, frugal, competent, and ſatisfied ;

Who flying alehouſe, ribaldry, and ſtrife, ,

Takes Sue in arm, for John ne'er flies his
wife—

And dedicates to an inviting play

Tue extra gainings of a lucky day ;

To yonder harbour may they preſs in crowds

Our faithful overſeers in the clouds !

Sometimes, ’tis true, for muſic eager grown,

Wheugh goes an overture in notes their own,

And ſometimes, ſterling joke appearing ſcarce,

They roar for hornpipe to eke out a farce;

But ſtill true nature, be it laugh or tear,

Finds with elečtric touch its center there.

The pregnant ſenſe of right diſdains controul,

And the rough hand reports the honeſt ſoul.

Now for that ſpeaking look of gay ſixteen,

A look ſo arch, what breath of fan can ſcreen?

Tho' timid, curious—innocent, but ſly

It aſks, in ſpeech call’d Whiſper of the

Eye— [fly?

Siſter-dear me—what—what are we to

Man—Menſter nian—in ſpecious colours

- hid

I mean not all the race, no, Heaven forbid,

I mean the wretch who figh; but to betray,

Take flight before temptation checks your

way.

Hard is the trial gainſt a traitor's art,

A heedleſs moment and a tender heart—

Take flight from theſe—of the mere

breeze beware, [air,

Start like the frighted dove that gains the

Nor truſt her wings to flutter o'er the ſnare.

Welcome, ſweet Fugitives; there (To the

Boxes) fearleſs ſit,

Where Beauty's girdle binds the realm of wit,

And virtue breath'd from our bright form

below,

Shall waft its eſſence to our topmoſt row.

Such are the Fugitives whom we invite

To aid the humble brother of to-night.

He in your juſtice may ſecurely truſt,

But my hopes tell me, you'll be more than

juſt,

And ſpare one precious moment of applauſe

E’en to the Fuo 11 Ive who pleads his cauſe.

Arril 28. Notoriety was aéted for the

Benefit of Mrs. Wells; previous to whichs

the following

A D D R E S S,

Written by E. ToPHAM, Eſq.

was ſpoken by Mr. HaRL ry, in

tº SHE COULDN'T HELP IT."

IN theſe gay Days, a little given to Riots

When all are not content with being quiet;

- When
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when Drscorp of Improvement is a token,

Full many an honeſt head may ſoon be brok-n;

And find the ill effects of broils and ſtrife,

Sadły exchang'd indeed for peaceful Life

If wiſer Man on Sins like theſe can ſplit,

What wonder Hº'oman ſhould one fault com

mit.

The fault—(and ſure you'll pardon it if ſuch)

An Err where Pity rais’d a Tear too much–

A HaND too open, and too prode to give—

A Heart that ſaid, too oſt, to all—“ Re

ceive!"

And when the joys which want reliev'd ſup

Riſe on the infant tongue or widow's eye,

Then think what fate ſuch kindneſs may

befal—

Herſelf the hapleſs ſacrifice for all !

if then ſuch ſad afflićtion could detain

Hir, toru from friends ſhe now may ſee

- again,

Isthere one mind, not form'd of ruthleſs ſtone,

Joys not to ſee the Wan de Rt R brought

home 2 [pear—

To view her on theſe Board; once more ap.

Receive from you a ſmile—perhaps a tear.

Beſtow, then, that applauſe which long may

left,

and teach her to improve by—Error paſt

May 10. juſt in Time, a new Comic

Opera, was performed at Covent-Garden

Theatre, for the firſt time; the Characters as

follow ;

Sir Solomon Oldly,

Corºmodore 1, 1 board,

Captain Melville,

Mr. Quick,

Mr. Powell.

Mr. Incledon.

Dr. Julep, Mr. Marſhall.

Stave, - Mr. Munden.

Handy, - Mr. Blanchard.

Roger, - Mr. Thomſon.

Le Friz, - Mr. C. Powell.

Auguſta, - Miſs Dall.

Maria, - Mrs. Mountain.

Lady oddly, - Mrs. Webb.

Judith, - Mrs. Martyr,

This Opera is the firſt Dramatic production

of Mr. Hu & 1. Es Tox, a gentleman con

netted with “ The Herall.” It bears the

marks of haſte and inexperience, but is by

no means deſtitute of merit, The ſtory is

natural and intereſting, and the characters,

pricularly thoſe of Sir Sºlomon Oddly, and

Commodore La board, are well imagined,

and ſuſtained with conſonancy and effect.

The audience received it tavourably, and

when reviſed and improved by correction and

[ply, --

compreſſion, it will, by the beauty and at.

traction of the muſic, moſt probably prove a
favourite.

This Opera is to be brought out again next

ſeaſon.

The compoſition of the Airs, Trios, &c,

do Mr. Carter great credit.

:-::::::::::::::::::::

P R O L O G U E

T o T. H. E.

FIRST PART OF HENRY IV 4.

Performed on SAT url, a y, May 5, a Mr.

Newcome's at Hackney.

JPritten by GEORGE KEAi E, Eſq.

IMPERIAL Char LEs, with weight of

Empire loaded,

And by his wild and uncub'd proječas goaded,

Sicken'd of life, in a Monk's Cell fat down,

And gave to Philip, peeviſhly, his Crown

Not ſo the Monarch of this little ſpot—

Endear'd to all, nor by one Friend forgot

He from the wearying cares of Rule ſld out,

Mertly to fit at eaſe, and nurſe the gout;

And ſatisfied with fame as well as gains,

Yields to his SoN the Academic reins—

That a new Newcome here might graſted

be,

And ſhoot into a ſecond Century +.

He not, like Charles, to cloiſter'd walls

retreats,

But where the ſmiles of youthful brows he

meets,

Joy'd to behold, at his parental fide,

Thoſe Plants, which to have rear'd is now

his pride.

Our Manager, you'll find, of courſe is nºw,

As moſt the zºor; he brings forth to view

Would of our Scene; that I could ſay asmuch

They're ſolely crippled, and want many a

touch

Our J’oods, long bent by Time, have had

ſuch ſtraining,

'Tis e'en a wonder there's a beugh remaining!

Nor will our Theatre admit much praiſing,

The Walls are narrow, and the Roof wants

raiſing–

Yet ſuch as 'tis—here many a gallant Youth

H4th ſpoke what Snak esp was a wrote,

with fire and truth

Pourtray'd with equal diffidence and merit

Th’ impaſſion'd Scenes he drew, with match

leſs ſpirit.

We, not leſs zealous, emulate to tread,

To-night, the paths our elder Bretters led;

And in the arduous taſk ſhould we ſucc.ed,

The triumph will to us be great indeed,

* This is the firſt Dramatic Exerciſe ſince the reſignation of Mr. Newcome to his ſon.

+ It may not be improper to inform the Reader, that II., Easy Sºcci has been now kept
by Mr. Newcome's family about one hundred years.

I've
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1've heard, departed Spirits hover near

The ſpot they formerly have held moſt dear,

And our late Monarch (rumour ſays) is

nigh,

To mark our ačtions with his critic eve—

“If ſo, my young aſſociate Friends,” I cry'd,

“Be this Night all our energy apply'd,

“That our lov'd Charl. As himſelt may wit

neſs now,

* His Crown was not ill plac'd on Philip's

brow,

“Where 'twill be worn, I truſt, for years,

with fame,

* And add freſh credit to the Newcomes’

Nanne.”

E P I L O G U E

By the sa M. E.,

Spoken by Po 1 N. s.

LPoiss enters ſlity on one ſide, with a dark

Laxtern. J

WHILST, with the weight of War and

Wine oppreſt,

Our mirth-provoking KN1 GHT is gone to

1eſt,

In pleaſing dreams new vigour to regain,

And fight his men in Kendal Green again,

I have ſtolen out, like a Night-lºving Rogue,

And here ſteal in, by way of Epilogue.—

(Advancing full on the Stage.)

Nor, Ladies, let my coming wake alarm,

Not e^en a feather of your head I'll harm ;

In me, alas ! there's nothing to affright,

*Tis Porns, your truſty Poins, by this good

light.— Holding the lantern to his face.)

And where's the Knave would not ejoice

like me -

To find himſelf in ſuch good Company ?

We thrive amongſt the Great ;-a Knave is

ſeen

Cloſe at the heels of ev'ry King and Queen,

And, to the courteſy of England thanks

As a Court Card in ev'ry Park he ranks;

P O E

S O N N E T.

To a FR 1 END on the North z R N C1 R cui T.

* – in the train of modeſ: "Themis ſeen,

Whom oft in ſnowy curls ſhe deigns to

ſhrowd, [mien,

veiling with rev'rend pomp thy youthful

As Venus wrapt AFaeas in a cloud

Whilſt the gull'd World to ſhow how he can

nick,

He ſtore; his Honour, and he gains his Trick.

But now the Kingdom all is up in arms,

This fruitleſs Life to me no more hath

charms;

I had renounc'd its idle pranks long ſince,

But for the humours of our frolic Prince,

Which, though permitted now to cloud his

Story, -

Truſt me, he'll one day blaze his Country's

Glory ;

And our Fif T H HARRY then you'll proudly

own,

Hath with freſh Jewels grac'd fair England's

Crown -

For Peto, Bardolph, and the joyous Knight,

I of their fate have not ſo clear a ſight 5

As my old Conrades (tho' they’re oft miſled),

I hope they'll finiſh their career in Bea 1

Their metal's proof–and each may claim his

merits—

Go where they will, they'll ſtill be deem'd

Choice Spirits.

As to old jack, he's an unwieldy Tun,

Yet ſo replete with Spirit, Wit, and Fum,

Tap him how oft you will—uay, drain him

dry—

He'll leave enough for Modern Comedy;

A Chara&er like his, e'en on the lees,

Will ſtill run clear, and ſtill be ſure to

pleaſe.

But as I’ve pleaded for my bold Com

peers,

I'll for myſelf ſolicit now your ears;

Poins, the repentant Poins, before you ſtands,

And ſues one favour from your lib'ral hands.

Robbing I've done with-pilfering's be

witching—

And for ſuch trivial faults I’ve ſtill ſome

itching—

'Tis to allow, that in the general cauſe

We may ſteal off to-night with your applauſe.

T R Y.

From York's proud monuments of variousf

art,

Where late I linger'd with a fond de

lay,

She bids thee now with haſty ſtep depart,

Towards hanging woods, where Luae's

ſoft waters ſtray.

-

* Themis is complimented by Heſiod with the epithet of modſ: ; but in the preſent uſe of

beſt ſpecimens we have of Gre-k tatte.

it, the writer wil., pct haps, be ſuſpected of irony.

+ The Gothic Muntier, and Lord Burlinson's Aſſembly Room, which is one of the

Skill'd
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Skill'd in the Roman and the Gallic lore,

Rightly you judge Law's dry and duſty

way

To ſtrew with claffic flowers from either

ſhore;

Nor bluſh, my...friend, to own Jove's po

tent ſway.

But willing beauty at each haunt purſue,

And ſhine a Hardwicke—and a Sedley too !

P.

S O N N E T ro A FR I E N D.

Written in A R ET 1 R F D sit b At 1on on the

coast of Sussex, in Sept. 1781.

Is this lone ſpot, where Ocean bounds the

ſcene,

Pleaſures are mine which townſmen

vainly crave,

To plunge at mid-day in the cooling

wave,

,Or rove at eve the ſtar-enlighten’d green.

And oft I ſtray where toiling hinds are ſeen

In crouded barns the golden grain to ſave,

While many a ſprightly maid, and matron

grave,

With ſauntering pace the ſcatter'd refuſe

glean.

But here no ſocial joys beguile the day,

And much I languiſh for each abſent

friend ;

Come then, O Lycon 1 chace my ſpleen

away,

Lov’d by each Muſe, the ſerious and the gay,

To crown thy brows in one bright wreath

they blend

The Sage's olive, and the Poet's bay:

º

VERSES TO AN EVENING PRIMROSE.

Hail gentle flow'r whoſe ſoft and mo

deſt ray

Throws its white luſtre o'er the twilight

gloom;

That, gently opening to the parting day,

Waves a rich garlande'er its early tomb ".

The bird of eve approves her darling flow'r,

And pours her ſtrains the waving bough

beneath;

(How ſoft at that ſtill ſolitary hour,

To hear thro' diſtant groves the glowing

ſonnets breathe 1)

Of may my heart, of Faſhion's ſetters tir’d

(Life's gaudy fluttering ſcenes left far be

hind),

In the cool ſhade of ſolitude retir’d,

Modulge the genial current of the mind.

* This alludes to the ſhortneſs of the days when this flower blocmi.

And like the evening flower's lucid bloof,

That ſhuns the notice of the dazzling day,

So may I wiſely ſpend the hours to come,

Far from the circles of the rich and gay.

Heedleſs of blame the ſoul can then o'erflow,

Each debt of meek humanity be paid,

Safe from pale Envy's blaſt my merits blow,

For Wirtue bloſſoms in lene retirement's

ſhade,

F-m n, Glºuceſe ſhire, HORTENSIUS.

April 12, 1792.

To an A S S.

MEEK animall whoſe ſimple mien

Provokes th’ inſulting eye of ſpleen

To mock the melancholy trait

Of patience on thy front diſplay’d,

By thy great Maker fitly ſo pourtray'd

To character the ſorrows of thy fate; -

Say, heir of miſery 1 what to thee is life?

A long, long dreary ſtage

Through the ſad vale of labour and of pain.

Nor pleaſure hath thy youth, nor reſt thing

age ;

Nor in the vaſty round of this terrene,

Haft thou a friend to ſet thee free,

Till Death, perhaps too late,

Shall take thee fainting en the way,

From the rude ſtorm of unrefifted hate.

Yet dares the erroneous crowd to mark

With felly thy deſpiſed race;

Th’ ungovernable pack who bark

With impious howlings in Heaven's awful

face,

If e'er on their impatient head

Afflićtion's bitter ſhower is theJ.-

Yes—'tis the feſty of thy kind

Meckly to bear the inevitable ſway;

The wiſdºm of the burian mind

To murmur—and obey.

To C H A R L E S B–, Esq.

AN INVITATION TO DIN NER IN THE

Co UNTRY IN 1784.

EARCHARLES: the goºſ, which t'other

day

I told you in the larder lay,

Will be ſerv'd up exact at three ;

So come, my friend, and dine with ms.

You oft have had, in ancient ſtory,

A gooſe's merits laid before ye;

No ſtranger you to Egypt's fame,

Whence firſt all Arts, all Science tame;

For, as the beſt Hiſtorians tell us,

The Greekſ were but dull ſtupid fellows,

rig
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E T R Y,

Till Orpheus, Homer, ſons of Fame,

And he with that curs'd crabbed name *,

With others of the moſt diſcerning,

From Egypt brought their boaſted learning;

And, 'tis confeſs'd, that poliſhed nation

Held geeſe in wondrons eſtination.

The Romans too, as I have heard,

Ow'd much to this ſagacious bird;

When the ſly Gaal, at dead of night,

The Capitol had almoſt taken,

Her timely cackling caus'd his flight,

And thus for that time ſav'd their bacon!

But mark the changes which await

All creatures in this mortal ſtate

To-day we dine—'tis mighty odd–

On Rome's Deliverer, Egypt's God?

For now this ſymbol of Oſºrii,

Truſs'd up before my kitchen fire is;

Nor ſhall, proud bird, theſe titles ſave ye

No more you ſwim, except in gravy.

So pray obſerve the hour, f my Hearty

Perſuade a third to join the party :

Tom ——, the t Jolly Dog, who knows

To t fiſh his frill, and + ſport his bows :

Or W--, who ſo late from College

Hasbrought vaſt ſtores of claſſic knowledge,

And rich Burgundia's fragrant juice

Shall drown the memory of the gooſe.

S O N N E T.

WHEN pendent twilight waves the trém

ling waves,

And o'er the ocean murky ſhadows creep,

And quick retire the whirlwinds to their

caves,

Sweeping the quivering ſurface of the deep:

Or when the creſcent

height,

And the loud Furies of the tempeſt ſleep,

Whilſt Silence rides upon the wings of Night,

And hovering ſea-birds ſolemn ſtillneſs

keep :

With gazeful crb I view the blue expanſe,

As the pale gleams of Cynthia, mildly

bright,

Gild the green waters with a gloſſy light,

And on the ſtream ſupremely ſportive dance ;

Or, wonder-tranc'd, the Star of Eve ſurvey,

And wound in thoughtful maze explore the

realms of Day.

April 2, 1792.

s o N N E t,

Occaſioned by reading Mrs. Ros inson's

** VA Nc E N z A.”

AH! lovelieſt ſacrifice at Sorrow's ſhrine,

Hapleſs Elviral did the purple bloom

Tint thy fair cheek 1 was ev'ry virtue thine I

Thus to be wedded to the ſenſeleſs tomb

* Pythagoras.

beams in liquid

FITZ-ALAN,

Why was Almanza baſe ? Has Falſhood then

Stol’n the fair garb of Truth to mock the

e 2

Shall hoary villains 'ſcape remorſe and pain,

And youthful innocence affilićted die

Fair Moraliſt, enforce theſe rules no more,

Genius like thine the firmeſt may deter ;

Swell d is the number that continual err,

But few, alas! attend to Virtue's lore.

Yet this we know, frailty may be forgiven,

But guilt confirm'd will meet the wrath of

Heaven.

4Pril 4, i792. w.J. oODY.

*

5 d N N E T.

To M. A. Y.

CoMº ſmiling May, whoſe fruitful womb

doth yield -

.The fragrant intenſe of each perfum'd

flower;

And Love, ſwift riding on the ſultry hours

Melts even the frigid force o' th' gorgeous

ſhield.

When ſoft reclining on a bank blue vein'd,

With odour-ſhedding vi'lets, bendi-g coy

Before the hot heams of the Sun's annoy;

Or when the velvet dews from Heaven de

ſcend,

Tiſſuing each flowret with a liquid gem;

And the dull bat ſlow beats his leathcrºn

wing,

Humming the drowſy woes he fain would

ſing;

As thro' th' embracing clouds ſteals Cyn:hia's

name,

Preſs to ſoft ſmiles Matilda's vermeil'd

cheek, -

When from her lips ambroſial ſweets I

ſeek.

w.J. opDY.

E F I G R A M

On the puſillanimous Condućt of the FR EN ch

National Troors againſt the Auš

Trians at ToukNay.

By JAMES Boswell, Eſq.

WHILE lºyal boneur warm'd a French

-
man's breaſt,

The field of battle was a glorious teſt;

Nobly ambitious for his Kin a to fight,

To die, or conquer, was a ſoldier’s right.

A ſtrange reverſe the Democrats diſplay,

And prove the Right of Man—to run away.

+ Cant phraſes much in uſe at that time in that ſociety.

Wol, XXI.
E. c. e.

Ax.
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A N S W E R

To the ingenious Mr. Jam rs Boswºll's

Epic Ram on the Fk Ench AR MY's run

ning away at Tour Nay.

&iſian igitur Liber, Gallus jºi qui IMPE

r i os I S.

WHEN ſervile honour warm'd a French

man’s breaſt,

Of courage war was an uncertain teſt;

Boldly he ſought, but what had he to loſe,

Save chains and ſlavery, want, and woodes

ſhoes P

But now his patriot boſom Freedom fires,

Love of exiſtence the bright maid inſpires;

Poſſeſs'd of property and charter'd rights,

He pauſes and he thicks before he fights.

Anxious his life, thus happier made, to ſave,

He ruſhes not to an untimely grave;

His power of ačtion o'er each limb he feels,

And ſhews his freedom at his very bels

ANGLUS.

E A ST-I N DIA IN T E L L I G E N C E,

FROM THE LONEXON GAZETTES, EXTRAORDINARY.

Whitchall, May 18.

THE Letters from the Eaſt. Indies, of

which the following are copies, were

received on Wedneſday laſt, by the Queen,

one of the Company's ſhips, and the

Minerva, a Daniſh ſhip.

[The firſt Letters are from Sir Charles

Oakley and the Council of Madras, ſtat

ing their exertions in forwarding ſupplies

to Lord Cornwallis; and that they had

been able to procure 10,ooo draft bullocks

for General Abercromby; they alſo give
an account of a letter from Lord Corn

wallis, announcing the taking of Nundy

Droog, which is more fully detailed in the

following letter from his Lordſhip.)

To the Honourable the Court of Directorſ

for Affairs of the Honourable United

Company of Merchants of England

trading to the Eaſt Indies.

HoNow R a B. E. Siks,

I HAD the honour to tranſmit to your

Honourable Court, in my letter dated the

7th ult, a general account of your politi

eal affairs, and of the ſtate of the war:

now carrying on againſt Tippoo Sultan

at that period.

The mott unremitting exertions in

every ſhape have been inade, ſince the

diſpatch of my latt letter, in forwarding

the various preparations which are in

.diſpeaſably neceſſary to enable the con

federate forces to recommence offenſive

operations with vigour and eff St , and I

have the ſatisfaction to be abie to ſay,

that they are now to far advanced as to

give me reaſonable grounds to expect,

that ſoon after the middle of next month

they will be completed.

A. all other preparations would have

*scu inciis&ual, unlºis ſuicient puppiiss

of proviſions could have been ſecured, not

only for the fighting men, but alſo fºr
the vaſt multitudes of followers that muff

unavoidably attend the different armies, I

ſpared no pains to perſuade as many as

poſſible of the native, carriers and grain

deakers, commonly called Benjarries in

this country, to attach themſelves to out

camp, and it gives me pleaſure to inform

you, that my endeavours have been ſo

ſucceſsful, that many thouſands of that

uſeful claſs of people, and a large por

tion of them perſons who have hitherto

been in the ſervice of Tippoo, are now

engaged to employ themſelves in col

lecting and tranſporting proviſions for our

conſumption, by which means the wants

both of the ſoldiers and the folk,wers art

at preſent ſupplied in as great abundance,

and at as cheap a rate, as can ever be ex

pected in a large army in this country. .

I had long wiſhed, though I have till

lately been prevented by other objects, tº

reduce the Hill Forts of Rymenghur and

Nundy Droog, the former at the diſtance

of about forty-five miles North-Eaſt, and

the latter about thirty miſſes North ºf

Bangalore, as being of the utmoſt con

{equence for giving confidence to our Bºn
jarries, and for rendering the communica.

tion with our ſupplies to the Northward o

Bangalore perfectly ſecure; and I deter

mined to avail myſelf of the interval be:

tween the diſpatch and the return of one

of our Convoys from Ambour to mak”

the attempt.
-

A corps was accordingly detached with

artillery for that purpoſe, under the tem'

mand of Major Gowdie, and found n°

great difficulty in obtaining poſſeſſiºn

of Rymenghur but, upon procºding

to Nündy Droog, the means of reſitanº

at that pſace appeared ſo foratidalk, ".
tutº"

judº
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I judged it expedient to ſend a con

fiderable reinforcement both of troops

and guns; and I likewiſe thought it me

ceſſary to take a poſition with the main

body of the army to the Northward of

Bangalore, to deter Tippoo from making

any attempt to interrupt the ſiege.

The ſteepneſs and ruggedneſs of the

hill on which the fort is built, and two

walls of maſonry, at the diſtance of

about eighty yards from each other, with

cavaliers and towers, with which the only

acceſſible part of the hill is fortified, pre

ſented no very encouraging obječts to the

beſiegers ; and after having, with ſome

loſs of men and exceſſive labour, con

ſtrućted a battery of eight embraſures

on the aſcent of the hill, within leſs than

five hundred yards of the wall, and

brought into it four heavy guns, and
four twelve-pounders, the outer wall

Proved to be of a ſtrength and thickneſs

ſo much beyond all our calculation, as

well as our experience in all the other

hill forts that we had ſeen in this country,

that practicable breaches were only.
ed in it after a moſt inceſſant and un

commonly well-directed fire of ſix days.

I had taken a poſition, with our own

and the Mahratta army, about ſixteen

miles from the fort, from which I re

ceived frequent reports of the progreſs of

the attack and having been fully ac

quainted with all the obſtacles that had

been encountered, as well as with the

poſitive riºd of the Kiki tº in

to any terms for its ſurrender, I not

ºnly accepted of Gcheral Medows' hand

ſome offer to take the command of the

beſieging corps on the 17th, but I like

wiſe thought it expedient to approach

with the whole army very near to it on

the morning of the 18th, in the ex

pºtation that our appearance would tend

to intimidate the garriſon.

After examining the breaches, I di

rected that they ſhould be aſſaulted at

the riſing of the moon on the following

night, for which General Medows n-ide

the moſt judicious arrangements; and, by

the gallantry of our troops, and the ir.

reſolute defence of the enemy, the affail

Ants having not only carried the breaches,

but alſo forced the gate of the inner wall,

it was attended with complete ſucceſs, and

on our ſide with very inconſiderable loſs.

The garriſon conſiſted of about 700

men, ſeveral of whom were killed in the

aſſault, but by far the greateſt number

eſcaped over the precipices at the back of

the fort, and the# and ſecond Killedars,

and the Buckſhey, were made priſoners.

The place itſelf is of great value in

ſeveral points of view ; and as it is one

of Tippoo's ſtrongeſt hill forts, the

mode in which it was acquired may prove

of great future utility to us, by rendering

the garriſons of others leſs obſtinate in

their defence.

The enemy having, during the time

that I was occupied in the attack of

Nundy Droog, ſent a conſiderable detach

ment of cavalry and infantry into the

Baramaul, apparently with a deſign to

make ſome attempt upon our large and

valuable convoys that were aſſembling at

Amboor, I made the utmoſt exped tion

in returning to the Eaſtward, to render

ſuch deſign abortive; and, having now

taken a central poſition with the main

body of the army, between Bangalore

and Ouſſore, and detached Lieutenant

Colonel Maxwell with a corps to the

Baramaul, the remainder of our ſup

plies, which conſiſt principally of treaſure

and a large train of heavy artillery, will

be able to join us without the riſk of

meeting with any interruption, except

from the breaking of the Carnatic Mon

ſoon, which, though not uſual at ſo

early a period of the ſeaſon, I am ſorry

to ſay, #. the preſent threatening ap

pearances, ſeems likely to happen very

foon. -

Part of the guns which were made

uſe of in the ſiege of Nundy Droog

were ſent from thence to aſſiſt the Ni

zam's troops in the redućtion of Gorum

conda, which is the only poit that reinains

in Tippoo's hands in that extenſive tract of

country between Bangalore and the fron

tier of the dominions which the Nizam

poſſeſſed before the commencement of the

war.

The preparations in other quarters are

nearly in the ſame forwardneſs as with

this army. The Nizam's ſon and his

Miniſter are upon their march to the

Southward; Purſeram Bhow, who is at

preſent in the neighbourhood of Chittle

droog, has repeated his promiſes to move

towards Seringapatan whenever I ſhall

call upon him, and General Abercromby

will ſoon aſcend the Pondicherrum Ghaut,

to be in readineſs to co-operate with us.

I sannot yet finally determine whether it

will be moſt adviſeable to beſiege or to

block the ſtrong hill fort of Savendroog,

and two or three ſmaller hill forts that lie

between Bangalore, and Seringapatam :

but as the operations of the ſiege of

the enemy's capital might be greatly

facilitated by our Northern communica

tions being perfectly frce and open, it is
M. c e z at
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at preſent my intention to attack theſe

places, if I ſhall find, upon reconnoitring

them more narrowly than has hitherto been

in my power, that it will not require

more time than I can conveniently ſpare

to reduce them.

Tippoo has again attacked our vul

nerable part, by ſending another detach

ment, with ſome heavy gums, under

the command of Cummer ud Dien Cawn,

down the Guzzlehatty Paſs, to make a

ſecond attempt upon Coimbatore ; and

though the garriſon has been reinforced,

ſince the late gallant defence of that

place, by one company of our ſepoys

and four Travancore companies, beſides

the acquiſition of the two eighteen poun

ders which were taken from the enemy,

and though I am perſuaded that Major

Cuppage, who commands the troops in

that quarter, will do every thing in his

power to raiſe the ſiege, yet I have ſo

bad an opinion of the poſt, that I cannot

help being under ſome apprehenſions for

its ſafety. -

If, however, the enemy ſhould ſucceed,

I do not ſee that the capture of Coim

batore is likely to be attended with any

further ill conſequences, for the detach

ment under Cummer ud Dien is certainly

linequal to the attack of any of our other

fº in that quarter; and there can

e but little doubt that Tippoo will recall

it as ſoon as thisº is ready to move.

from Bangalore towards his capital.

Embarraſſed as Tippoo muſt be, and

diſproportioned as *..., are to the ar

miès that are nearly ready to be put in mo

tion againſt him, I have been in daily

expectations for ſome time paſt, that he

would have renewed his propoſitions to

negociate a peace; but fince the depar

ture of Dilieſ Dil Cawn, and Appagee

Ram, he has made no new advances to

that effººt. - -

A few of our unfortunate country

men, whom Tippoo has treated in a

fhocking and barbarous manner, and had,

in contempt of the Treaty, detained in his

£rvice by force ſince the concluſion of

the laſt war, have lately made their eſcape

to Purſerain Bhow's Army i and Captain

Little, cºmmanding the Bombay De

tachment ſerving with that army, has

tranſmitted to me a Copy of a Nárrative

colleśted from theſe men of the occur

rences that had happened to themſelves,

accompanied with Liſts of the Names,

and an account ºf the fate, as far as they

knew and could recolle&t, of all the other

Priſoners, and even deſºrters, that had

remained in Tippoo's hands after the con

cluſion of the war.

As there is no reaſon to doubt the truth

of the information contained in theſe ac

counts; I have thought it right to encloſ:

to you a Copy of the above-mentioned

Narrative and Liſts, that you may, if you

ſhould judge it proper, publiſh them, for

the purpoſe of relieving the minds of the

relations of many of thoſe unhappy men

from the ſtate of anxious uncertainty

which they muſt have ſuffered for ſeveral

years; and I have to add to many other

melancholy circumſtances mentioned in

thoſe liſts, that, by the concurrent teſti

mony of the inhabitants of Ouffore, and

of the garriſon, which, after evacuating

that place, was taken by us in the Fort

of Rayacotta, two Europeans, who had

been confined and obliged to exerciſe me

chanical trades for Tippoo's ſervice in

that place for five or ſix years, were put

to death by his orders in the month of

March or April laſt; which information

was corroborated by our officers finding, in

the place which was pointed out by the in

habitants as the graveof the two Europeans,

two human ſkeletons, with the heads ſepa

rated from the bodies, and a few tattered

remnants of clothing, which, from ſome

particulars in its make, ſeemed to have

belonged to Europeans : there is little

doubt, from what we heard, that one of ,

the murdered perſons was named Hamil

ton, and was ſaid to have been an officer

in the Navy; but we could not, with any

degree of certainty, make out the name

of the other ſufferer, although it appeared

by ſomeFº that Wallis and Saddee,

two artificers, had been confined about

that time at Ouſſore.

Incloſed is a return of the killed ard

wounded of his Majeſty's and of the

Honourable Company's troops during the

ſiege, and at the aſſault of Nundy Diocg.

I have the honour to be,

With great reſpest,

- H. Sirs,

Your moſt obedient and

moſt humble ſervant,

(Signed) CORNWALLIS.

Camp, ten miles from Ban- -

galore, on the road to

Oujºre, the 24th of Octo

ber 1791. - -

Return of the Killed and Wºunded at th:

- Siege ºf Nundy Droog. -

GENERAL ABSTRACT.

Europeans, 4 killed; 37 wounded.

Natives, 13 killed; 52 wounded:

- - - [Th:
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[The narrative of Mr. William Drake,

formerly Midſhipman of the Hannibal,

and other priſoners, who eſcaped from

Tippoo's forts (where they were confined)

and from his army in July laſt, here fol

łows: From this it appears, that in June

1782, five hundred Engliſhmen, priſoners

to the French, taken in our ſhips during

the late war, were landed at Cuddalore,

and in the following Auguſt were ſhame

fully delivered over to Hyder Ally, who

marched them up the country : The

youngeſt were firſt ſent to Seringapatam,

where they were circumciſed, their heads

ſhaved, Muſhulmen's names and dreſſes

given to them, and marched about the

Parade. Tippoo examined them as to

their qualifications as mechanics; to ſome

of the Officers he gave the command of

battalions of Cheylas, to others inferior

commands, and the men he diſtributed

among his troops. During his war with

the Mahrattas, however, in 1796, many

of them having deſerted, he exerciſed the

greateſt ſeverity towards them, as he has

done ſince the commencement of the pre

ſent war; they were confined and marched

about in irons, many of the Officers were

compelled to drink water of a poiſonous

quality, and no leſs than twenty-five Bri

tiſh Officers, on pretence of being marched

from one place to another, were by night

forced into a pit and ſmothered. Colonel
Ballie and Gên. Matthews were both car

ried off by poiſon, and ſo rigorous was

the confinement and treatment they re

£eived, that many deſtroyed themſelves.

Several of them were at the time of Mr.

Drake's eſcape, he believed, ſtill alive in

Seringapatam ; but it is moſt propable

they will be deſtroyed by the ſanguinary

Tyrant. Moſt of the European boys

were taught dancing in the country ſtile,

and forced to dance in female dieſſes be

fore Tippoo.j -

The Gazette is concluded by a diſpatch,

gated Jan. 5, 1792, from the Council at

Fort St. George, in the following words :

The ſucceſs of the war depending very

materially upon an uninterrupted com

munication i. the army and its

magazines to the Eaſtward, Lord Corn

wallis has thought it expedient to reduce

the forts occupied by the enemy, be

tween Bangalore and Seringapºtam. Sa

vendroog, a ful treſs hitherto deemed in

pregnable, was an object of the firſt con

ſideration. It was beſieged and carried by

aſſault in the ſpace of a few days, without

the loſs on our ſide of a ſingle man. Ram

£heſie, another hill - fort, ſurrendered

immediately after, and Otterydroog, the

only place of conſequence remaining to

the enemy on this fide Seringapatam, was

ſoon after carried by aſſault, in which

only two of our men were wounded.

The garriſon of Coimbatore, after a

moſt gallant defence againſt a very ſuperior

force, under Cummer nd Dien Cawn,

ſurrendered upon terms on the 3d of No

vember; but, contrary to articles of ca

pitulation, which ſtipulated, among other

things, that the troops ſhould be eſcorted

to Paligautcherry, they were conducted

priſoners to Seringapatan. The enemy

immediately after the capture quitted the

diſtrict. -

we have the pleaſure to inform your

Honourable Court, that Major-General

Abercromby, with the troops under his

command, took poſſeſſion of the Pundicher,

rum Paſs on the 15th of December.

*::::::::::::::::::::

F R. O. M.

THE LoNDoN G AzPTTE

E XTRAOR DINA RY.

[Publiſhed on Sunday, May 20, 1792.]

Whitehall, May 20.

The Letters from the Eaſt Indies, of

which the following are copies and extracts,

were received yeſterday, by the Deptford,

one of the Company’s ſhips.

To the Honourable Court of Directors fºr

Affairs of the Honºurable United Com

pany of Merchants of England trading

to the Eaſt-Indies.

HoNowRABLE SIRs,

I RECEIVED accounts a few da

after I wrote my laſt letter, dated the 24th

of Oétober, that the north-eaſt Monſoon

had broke, and the rains, which were

heavier and of longer duration this ſeaſon

in the Carnatic than for many years paſt,

having fallen about the ſame time with leſs

violence above the Ghauts, the tranſport of

the various ſtores which were neceſſary

for the operations of the enſuing campaign

has been attended with great delay, ind

many extraordinary difficulties.

I have, however, the ſatisfaction to in

form you, that all thoſe obſtacles were

overcome by the zeal and exertion of the

officers who were employed with the dif

ferent convoys, and our preparations are ſo

far completed, that I have already been

able to commence with ſucceſs upon the

execution of the general plan which I had

propoſed for the campaign.

I had the honour to communicate to

you in my laſt letter my intentions reſpea

- ng
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ing the fortreſs of Sevendroog i and hav

ing, upon a confideration of its numerous

garriſon, and the ſhelter which bodies of

horſe could receive, under its protection,

in the rugged and woody traćt of country

with which it is encircled for ſeveral miles,

become daily more convinced that all the

means which it was in my power to adopt,

would b: ineffectual to ſecure ſupplies

from the Northward to the armies that are

deſtined to inveſt the enemy's capital, un

leſs that fort could be reduced, I finally re

ſolved ſome time ago to make the attempt.

It being neceſſary, in order to enable

me to make my previous arrangements,

to aſcertain what part of the extenſive

rock it would be moſt adviſeable to at

tack, I took a poſition with the army about

half way between Bangalore and Seven

droog, and ſent the Chief Engineer and

other ſkilful Officers, under the eſcort of

a few battalions, to reconnoitre the place

in the moſt minute and deliberate manner.

After I had received their report, I

detached Lieutenant Colonel Stuart, on

the 11th inſtant, with his Majeſty's 52d

and 72d regiments and four native hat

talions, eight eighteen pounders, four

twelve pounders, and two ſmall mortars,

with directions to attack the place on the

North-Eaſt ſide, the appearance of which,

from the plans and ſketches that had been

}aid before me, ſeemed to me to be the

leaſt diſcouraging; and I ſubſequently

added the flank companies of the 71ſt and

76th regiments to Lieutenant Colonel

Stuart's corps.

I then eſtabliſhed poſts, compoſed of

detachments of our own infantry and the

horſe of our allies, at conſiderable diſtance

on our right and left, for the purpoſe of

preventing the enemy's parties from going
around to diſturb the communications be

hind us during the ſiege ; and I afterwards

moved on, with the main body of the ar

my, to the nearett ground to the North

ward of the fort on which it was poſſible

to encamp, and which was not leſs than

tight miles diſtant from it, in order to

be ready to act according to circumſtances,

either in ſupport of the attacking corps, or

ºf any of the other detachments, in caſe

the enemy ſhould venture to form a deſign

againſt then. -

I ſhall neither trouble you with a deſcrip

tion of this formidable fortreſs, the lower

walls of which embraces, at a conſider

:ble height on the aſcent, an immenſe

mountain, or rather rock, but which ac

sually confiſts of two diſtant forts, ſpa

rated from each other by a deep chaſm

acroſs the top of the mountain, and to the

Wvkern kirt the c is no acceſs, •xcept by

* .

one marrow path, that leads to it from the

Northern ſide; nor ſhall I enter into a de

tail of the particulars of the ſiege, which,

though attended with almoſt incredible

labour, in cutting roads and communica

tions, and in dragging the guns up the

precipices, on which it was neceſſary to

conſtruct the batteries, was puſhed on

with the utmoſt vigour and expedition;

but ſhall content myſelf with mention.
ing, that having had reaſon, on the 10th

inſtant, to expe&t, from the ſhattered ap

pearance of the two walls of the Eaſtern

fort, that the breaches in them would ſoon

be practicable, and it being utterly im

poſſible that troops could find their way

amongſt the rocks and precipices to aſcend

the face of the hill in { might, I directed

that all the batteries ſhould continue to fire

inceſſantly during the remainder of that day,

and from day-break the following morn

ing, and that Lieutenant Colonel Stuart

ſhould immediately make a diſpoſition for

aſſaulting the place in the forenoon.

The fire of the artillery had every

effe&t that I could have wiſhed; and

Lieutenant Colonel Stuart having made

a moſt judicious diſpoſition for the aſſault,

the troops mounted the breach of the
lower wall, from lodgements that had

been made near to it, upon a ſignal

which was given, at ten o'clock; and

the good order and determined counte:

nance of the European grenadiers and

light infantry, who led the affault, ſtruck

the enemy with ſuch aſtoniſhment, and

ſo thoroughly ſtupified them with terror,

that although they were poſted in great

numbers in ſituations from which they

might have done much execution before

they could have been diſledged, it ſoon

appeared that they were totally incapable

of making the leaſt reſiſtance, and by that

means the troops, without cncountering

any other difficulty but that of the rug

gedneſs of the paths and the excellivr

iierpneſs of the aſcent, not only gained

the ſummit of the Eaſtern hill, but their

of the right diviſion alſo purſued the

fugitives to the gates of the Weſtern

hiſ, to which the fire of our artillery

had not been directed, and there mixel

and entered with them. The Pettah, and

a chain of ſmall detached forts, at a ſhot

diſtance from the ſouthern ſide of the hill,

being connanded by the upper works,

were immediately abandoned upon the

appearance of our troops on the lumut

of the mountain,

The garriſon, at the beginning of the

ſiege, conſiſted of about 2ooo men, from

which there had been conſiderable diſcº

tions before the day of the aliault. Q
..
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Or that occaſion, although I had ſent

two battalious early in the morning from

the camp of the main army to endeavour

to intercept the runaways on the oppoſite

fide of the mountain, by far the greateſt

number eſcaped over different parts of the

extenſive circuit of the walls, leaving

only between two and three hundred killed

andſ wounded, amongſt the former of

which was the Second Killedar, and the

Firſt Killedar and a few of the principal

officers priſoners.

On our ſide we were fortunate to a de

gree, which, perhaps, can hardly be

paralleled in hiſtory; only ſeventeen men,

officers included, were killed or wounded

in carrying on the approaches, and in the

conſtruction of our batteries, one of which

was within 150 yards of the wall; and I

kad the fingular gratification to acquire a

fortreſs of ineſtinable value to the public

intereſt, and which has hitherto been con

idered over, all India as impregnable,

without having to regiet the loſs of a

fingle ſoldier in the aſſault.

Being perſuaded that the garriſons of the

neighbouring forts would be impreſſed

with great terror by the fall of Seven

droog, I loſt no time to avail myſelf of

their conſternation. Captain Welſh, of

the Bengal Infantry, ... who was poſted

with three native battalions and a large

body of the Nizam's horſe, at a conſider

able diſtance on the left of the poſition

of the army, was accordingly ordered to

march with two battalions, before day

light, on the morning of the 22d, to the

fort of Ramghire, ſituated about thirty

miles from Bangalore, on the great road

leading from that place, by Anapatam,

to Seringapatam ; and Lieutenant

Colonel Stuart was directed, after leaving

one native battalion in Seyendroog, to

rºarch, with the remainder of the corps

under his command, on the morning of

the 23d, to inveſt the ſtrong hill fort of

Critradroog, which lays about twelve

miles to the north-weſt of Sevendroog.

Although Captain Welſh was furniſh

wd writh no means whatever to reduce the

fortreſs of Ramghire by force, he, by his

addreſs and judicious management, not

only ſucceeded in alarming the Kill-dar

of that place and his garriºn, and indu

cing them to capitulate on the forenoon of

the 23d, but alſo obtained, in like manner,

poſteſſion of the adjoining fort of Seven

hire, on the morning of the 24th. -

At Outradrong we were cquaily ſucceſs

ful, and with circuinſtances much nore

brilliant.

The afternoon of the 23d was employ

<d by Lieutenant-Coloncl Stuart, and by

the Engineers who had accompanied his

detachment, in reconnoitring the place;

and he reſolved to attack the Pettah on the

following morning.

A detachment was accordingly formed

for that purpoſe, under the command of

ºr." Scott, of the Bengal, infantry,

and on its march towards the Fort, about

nine o'clock in the forenoon, it was met

by a Bramin, who ſaid that he came out,

with aſſurances from the garriſon, that,

notwithſtanding the reſolution of the Kil

ledar to the contrary, they were determined
to ſurrender.

The great ſtrength of the place rendered

the overture highly acceptable; and

Lieutenant-Colonel Stuart immediately
ſent back the Bramin with offers of ad

vantageous terms, both to the garriſon

and the inhabitants, provided they would

admit the troops without reſiſtance; and

he gave them two hours, from ten o'clock,

to conſider and to come to their final de

ciſion.

The guns of the Fº having, how

ever, continued to fire frequently durin

that interval, and i...i

Stuart having likewiſe ſeen other reaſons

to induce him to believe that the offer

of ſurrender had been only a feint, in

order to gain time on the part of the

garriſon, the aſſaulting party was held

in readineſs j and no perſon having come

out of the Fort at the expiration of the

two hours, Captain Scott was ordered

to advance, under cover of the fire of

ſome ſix-pounders, to eſcalade the Pettah,

with an additional inſtruction to make

an attempt upon the Fort, in caſe evident

marks of confuſion or irreſolution ſhould

appear amongſt the enemy.

The troops, upon aſcending the lad—

ders, found that the Pettah had bees

abandoned; but, having diſcovered clear

figns ct conternation anongſt the enemy

upon the walls of the Fort, they pro

ceeded with their ladders to aſſault theirs

with an ardour and confidence that the

recent ſacceſs at Sevendroog couk alone

have inſpired, and met with a feelleneſ,

of reſiſtance , which could only be ac

counted for by the ſtrong in preſſion of

terror which the fall of that place had

made upon the minds of their adver

ſaries. Six different high walls of taa

ſonry, upon the aſcent of an hill of an

uncomiuon ſteepneſs, were ſucceſſively and

rapidly, carried ; and nothing could have

more ſtrongly marked the panic of the

enemy and our aſtoniſhing good fortune.

than that, although their fire during the

aſſault was conſiderable, two ſoldiers only

belonging to the 72d regiment were

ſlightly
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ſlightly wounded by it. The garriſon

conſiſted of about ſix hundred men, near

a hundred of whom were killed or wound

ed in the heat of the aſſault; a number

of the remainder periſhed in attempting

te eſcape over, the precipices on the op;

poſite ſide of the Fort, and the 1ſt and

2d Killedars, with a few of the other

principal men, fell into our hands unhurt.

At the time that I came to the reſo

lution to attack Sevendroog and the other

Forts on the road to Seringapatam, I

communicated my intention to the Ni

zam's ſon and Miniſter, and to Purſeram

Bhow, recommending to the former to ad

vance but ſlowly with his Highneſs’s

troops under their command, both for the

convenience of ſubſiſtence, and on ac

count of the impoſſibility of their ap

proaching near to this army in the woody

country in which I was obliged to en

camp; but requeſting that Purſeram Bhow

would loſe no time in moving to the

ſituation that I had formerly pointed out

to him as neceſſary for the purpoſe of co

operating uſefully with us, and particular

ly at that period, for preventing the com

munications on the rear of our right

tank from being diſturbed by the enemy's

horſe. -

Purſeram Bhow has been lately much

indiſpoſed, which has, to our great in

convenience, retarded the execution of the

movement which I preſſed him to make;

bit he is now a little recovercq ; and

though I have not heard from him lately,

I have reaſon to hope that he is at pre

ſent advancing to take a poſition between

Sera and Shevagunga, according to my

requeſt. -

General Abercromby has, in compli

ance with the inſtructions that I tranſ

mitted to him ſome time ago, aſcended

the Pondicherrum Ghaut with the troops

under his command ; and as I ſhall be

ble, in two or three days, to ſend to

angalore for the remainder of the heavy

artillery and ſtores that will be wanted

for the ſiege, everything will be prepar

ed, as far as depends upon me, to enable

the whole Confederate Force to advance to

wards Sering patam early in the next month.

My apprehenſions for the ſafety of

Coimbatore proved, unluckily by the

event, to have been too well founded; for

Major Cuppage, having failed in an at

tempt to raiſe the fiege, Lieutenant Chai

mers was obliged to furrender the place,

by capitulation, toKummer ul Dien Khan,

after a gallant defence of twenty-eight days.

I have not yet ſeen a copy of the

sapitulation, which 1 conclude Lieutenaut

Chalmers has been preverted from ſending

to me; but I have underſtood, from a

ſhort letter that he contrived to convey to

Major Cuppage, that the terms were, that

the garriſon ſhould retain their baggage

and private property, and be allowed to

proceed to Madras, on condition of their

engaging not to ſerve againſt Tippoo dur

ing the war.

It appears; however, that not even the

preſent unfavourable aſpect of his affairs

is ſufficient to induce Tippoo to put a

reſtraint upon the natural perfidy of his

diſpoſition ; for he has violated the capi.

tulation, and has brought up Lieutenant

, Chalmers and all the garriſon to Sein

gapatam, where they are now in coafiz
Inlent.

I have been informed, that Kummer

ul Dien deſtroyed the wretched works ºf

Coimbatore, and, according to my ex

pectations, immediately reaſceſſed the

Ghauts with his whoſe detachment, by

which means our troops to the South

ward will find no difficulty in regaining

poſſeſſion of that country.

Tippoo has lately made another fruit

leſs attempt to open a ſeparate Negocia

tion with the Nizam, but he has made to

overture, ſince the date of my laſt letter,

to treat for a general peace.

You will be informed by this oppor:

tunity of the diſtreſſes which the inhabitants

of the Northern Circars are likely to ſuffer

from an uncommon drought in that quir.

ter; and you will have heard, by the

firſt º of the ſeaſon, of the ſerious ap

prehenſions that were for ſome time enter

tained of a great ſeal city in Bengal.

Every exertion will be made by the

Governments of Bengal and Fort St.

George to afford aſſiſtance "o the Cir.

cars; and my mind has been relieved

from much anxiety by my late advices

from Bengal, which ſay, that al:hot,"

the price cf grain will be high in tº

country, there is now no danger ºf lºſs

of inhabitants, or of confideratic failure

of revenue.

I think it proper to acquaint vºv,

that I have granted leave to Niajor-Gene

ral Muſgrave, upon his ſolicitation, on ar

count of his private affairs, to return to

Europe byone of the flips of this ſea.on.

I have the honour to be,

With great reſpect,

Ilonourable Sirs,

Your moſt obedient, and

moſt humble Servant,

(Signed) CQRNWALLIS,

Camp nest Sevendroog,

December 26, 1 - 9:.

- - Extraº
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Extraſt of a Letter from the Governor

and Council at Madras, in their Politi

cal Department, to the Court of Di

rečfort, dated january 16, 1792.

BY our laſt addreſs, via Bengal, your

Honourable Court were informed of the

capture of Nundydurgum by the army

under Lord Cornwallis, and of the deſcent

of a party of the enemy into the Coim

batour diſtrićt, under the command of

Cummur ul Dien Cawn.

The party, conſiſting of eight roſſal

lahs and ſeven hundred horſe, with º:

guns and two mortars, encamped before

Coimbatour the 6th of October.

garriſon were the 2d Travancore bat

talion, the Topaſs corps, and a company

of the 16th battalion under Lieutenant

Naſh, and the whole commanded by Lieu

tenant Chalmers.

[The letter proceeds to mention the

attack of Coimbatore, the impracticable

attempt of Major Cuppage to relieve the

garriſon, and its ſurrender on terms men

tioned in Lord Cornwallis's letter.]

By recent intelligence from that quarter

we learn, that the enemy having deſtroyed

Coimbatour, condućied Lieutenant Chal

mers and his party to Seringapatam, leav

ing a ſmall force in the diſtrict to collect

the revenues.

At the recommendation of Lord Corn

wallis, we have directed Major Cuppage

to draw a reinforcement from the gar

riſons of Dindigul and Caroor, for the

urpoſe of expelling the enemy remain

rº the. and of diſlodging

them from Enode, Settimungalum, and

Damiacotah, without, however, fixing

poſts at any of thoſe places until the

grand army were further advanced to

wards the enemy's capital.

Having thus detailed to your Honour

able Court the tranſa&tions to the South

ward to the lateſt period, we ſhall proceed

to relate the operations of the grand

army ſince the capture of Nundydurgum.

Reports of a force in the Baramhaul

having reached Lord Cornwallis, during

the ſiege of Nundydurgum, his Lordſhip

had no ſooner poſſeſſed himſelf of that

important fortreſs, than he moved with

celerity to the eaſtward, detaching Lieu

tenant-Colonel Maxwell, with three bat

talions, to be joined by a fourth at

Ryocotah, into the Baramhaul, with or

ders to attack any force of the enemy

that he might find in that quarter. The

Colonel, by quick marches, reached Da

rampoury on the 29th of Ośtober which

inſtantly ſurrendered; the principal peo

Ple, and moſt of the garriſon, fled upon
Wol. XXI,

In the

the approach of our troops, leaving behind

them great numbers of cattle, and joined

a body of cavalry which had been for

ſome time in that country committing de

vaſtations. The detachment purſued them

down the valley, and reached Penagra,

a ſtrong fort at the foot of the hills, com

manding the Alembaddy Paſs : here, it

ſeems, the enemy, being hard preſſed,

turned to the left, and advanced to the

Changama Paſs, through which they

enteed the Carmatic, and moved to

wards Arnee. Part of our cavalry, under

Colonel Floyd, was then at Arcot, and the

enemy, probably on hearing this circum

ſtance, moved towards Tiagar, and, after

remaining in that neighbourhood for a .

few days, re-entered the Baramhaul by

the Paſs of Attoor.

Our flags of truce having been fired

upon by the garriſon of Penagra, it was

determined to force the ſouthgate; guns

were brought up to the edge of the ditch,

under the fire of a covering party, and

three rounds were fired at the gate, but

without effect ; ladders were therefore

applied, and the firſt and ſecond walls

eſcaladed. Signals were then thrown out

by the garriſon for Cowle, but the mo

ment had elapſed in which protećtion

could have been given. The affailants

drove the enemy, about three hundred,

from the works, and before the firing

ceaſed, 150 of them were either killed or

wounded. The place was full of inhabi

tants, and of the families of the neigh

beuring diſtrićts, ſome of them apparent

ly of rank. Such of them as held official

ituations, or from former employments

were judged to be of conſequence, were

detained as priſoners. Some fell in the

aſſault, but all the inhabitants were per

mitted to depart.

... Some grain, and a confiderable quantity

of powder, were found in the magazines,

the latter was employed in the deſtruction

of the works. The gates were burnt,

and the walls breached ſo as to render

the fort perfe&ily untenable. We have

the pleaſure to add, that the caſualties of

the detachment amounted only to three

Europeans and three Sepoys wounded,

and all of thoſe were expected to recover.

The detachment, having nothing fur

ther in view to the ſouthward, moved

in an oppoſite direction, and on the 7th.

of November arrived within four miles

of Kiſtnagerry. On the advanced guard

coming to the ground, a body of troops,

between five and fix hundred, with

ſtandards, were obſerved, drawn up in

good order between the fort and the

F f f - detach
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detachment, but withdrew on the ap

proach of our line. This circumſtance

gave Colonel Maxwell reaſon to ſuppoſe

that the Pettah had not been deſerted,

and determined him to attack it during

the night.

The fituation having been reconnoitred

in the afternoon, and the diſpoſition for

the attack made, two parties moved, in

different directions, at midnight. The

walls were eſcaladed to the right and to

the left at the ſame inſtant of time; and in

fifteen minutes the Pettah and lower Fort,

which had been defended by two hundred

regular troops and a large body of Peons,

were completely in our poſſeſſion.

Such of the fugitives as eſcaped at

tempted to gain the rock. They were

cloſely purſued by our troops, and for

ſome time there was great reaſon to hope

they would enter the upper Fort together;

but the difficulty and length of the aſ

cent, added to the neceſſity of purſuing

with regularity, prevented it. ... The gate

was ſhut juſt as the leading files of the

flank companies reached it. The pro

bability, however, of ſucceſs was ſtill ſo

great, that it was determined to apply the

ſcaling ladders, which, unfortunately,

during the purſuit, had fallen much in

the rear, and before they could be brought

up the enemy had recovered from their

confuſion, and hurled, without inter

miſſion, from the rock above, ſhowers

of immenſe ſtones, which nothing could

reſiſt. The ladders and thoſe who carried

them were inſtantly ſwept away, and a

retreat became inevitable. The troops, in

deſcending from this perilous ſituation,

preſerved the greateſt regularity. A gun,

which had been placed on the road, was

ſpiked, and the lower Fort and Pettah ſet

on fire before day-light by our troops.

The caſualties of the detachment were

unavoidably numerous 5––Lieutenant

Forbes, of the 74th regiment, died of his

wounds; Lieutenant Lamont, of the

ſame corps, in conſequence of a wound,

fell over the precipice, and was killed;

and five other Officers were wounded.—

Three Europeans and one Native were

killed, forty-ſeven Europeans and ſeven

teen Natives wounded, and three Euro

Peans were miſſing.

The detachment continued for ſome

days longer in the Baramhaul, after which

it reaſcended the Ghauts, and joined the

army on the 21ſt of November, having

reduced ſeveral ſmall Forts in its way.—

Lord Cornwallis, upon its arrival, ex

'preſſed his thanks, in General Orders,

for the ſervices it had performed, and

declared, that “He confidered the ſpirit.

ed and judicious attempt, which, after

ſurpriſing and carrying the Pettah and the

lower Fort, was made upon the upper

Fort of Kiſtnagherry, as highly honour

able to all the Officers and Soldiers who

were employed on that occaſion, and

juſtly deſerving his warmeſt applauſe."

In conſequence of the irruption of

the enemy's horſe into the Carnatic,

Colonel Floyd, with the force under his

command, was employed ſome time in

F. the convoys moving from the

reſidency to the Weſtward; he was ſoon

after joined by the detachment of Royal

Artillery, and proceeded to Amboor,

where, having taken under his charge a

very valuable convoy, he marched on th:

22d of December towards Bangalore.

Lord Cornwallis, after detaching Lieu

tenant-Colonel Maxwell, as before ſtated,

continued his march to Bangalore, which

he reached on the 7th of November,

and encamped in ſuch a poſition as to

prevent any parties of the enemy from

paſſing to the Southward of that tº:
and to ſecure our convoys from being

diſturbed in their march from Wencat.

gherry.

About this time we received the

agreeable intelligence, that the lower For

of Gurrumcondah had been taken by

aſſault, by the detachment of the Con

pany's troops under Captain Read, ſerv.

ing with the Nizam's army, and that

the loſs on our part was very inconfi

derable. Captain Read's account of

the capture is entered upon our minutes

of the 22d of November.

Tippoo's ſon, with a body of horſe

under his command, had, a few days

after our detachment under Captain An

drew Read left the place, ſuddenly ap

peared before Gurrumcondah, and made

the Nizam's troops, occupying the lower

Fort, priſoners.

Sir John Kennaway, who was pro

ceeding in company with the Nizam's

army and Captain Read's detachment to

join Lord Cornwallis, upon hearing of

the enemy's attack on Gurrumcondah,re

turned to that place, and took poſſellion

of the lower Fort without oppoſition.

P. S. Since cloſing this addreſs, our

A&ting Preſident has received a letter

from Lord Cornwallis (extract of which
we have the honour to encloſe), ad

viſing that a conſiderable corps of the

enemy had been defeated by Purſeram

Bhow, near Simogu, and that eight pieces

of cannon had been taken. This for

tunate cvent, his Lordſhip adds, may‘.
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der it more praślicable for the Bhow to

co-operate with the Grand Army by the

route he had taken, than it would have

etherwiſe been.

Cha. Oakeley.

Wm. Petrie.

January 19, 1792. j. Hudleſion.

[Here follows a letter from the Gover

nor and Council at Madras, dated Jan. 26,

giving an account from Capt. Flint, at

Tiagar, of the irruption of a party of 400

or 500 of the enemy's horſe into the

Carnatic, and of their rapid movements

to the N. N. E.; but that on the move

inent of our troops from the fort, they re

treated with great expedition to the ſouth

ward: They plundered the village of Sida

Pit, and one or two houſes near the Mount,

and ſeverely wounded ſome of the inhabi

tants. The neceſſary ſteps are taken to

Prevent further moleſtation. The letter

concludes with information, that, “Purſe

ram Bhow has captured the fort of

Sinogu, and other places of ſtrength in

that neighbourhood, which will enable

him more effectually to cut off the enemy's

communication with Bednore.”]

Fort St. George, jan. 26.

Sir CHARLEs OAKELEY, Bart. &r.

&c. &c.

S 1 R,

IENCLOSE copies of the Letter that

I received from Tippoo Sultan, and of my

Anſwer, which latter was given in con

cert with Hurry Punt and Meer Al

lum.

I have to requeſt, that you will dire&

copies to be tranſmitted to Bengal, and,

by the firſt opportunity, to the Court of

Directors.

Sir John Kennaway informed me, in a

Letter dated the 12th inſtant, that the

Prince and Miniſter would yeſterday reach

the neighbourhood of Oaſcottah.

I am, with much eſteem,

S I R,

Your moſt obedienthumble Servant,

(Signed) CORNWALLIS.

Camp, near Outradroog,

January 16, 1792.

A true Copy.

GEORGE PARRY,

ep. Secretary.

FROM TIPPOO SULTAN.

Received January 13, 1792.

AT this time, with a view to ſtrengthen

the friendſhip, and remove the diſagree

(Signed

A&t.

ments between the Ahmeedy Sirkar, the

Company, his Highneſs the Nawaub

Aſoph Jah, and the Peſhwa, and to culti

vate the ties of intimacy between theſe four

Sirkars, a confidential and experienced

man belonging to this Sirkar will be de

puted to your Lordſhip, in order that, by

negociation perſonally with every one, the

diſpleaſure of the mind may be done away,

and a reconciliation with each other (which

is for the good and quiet of mankind)

may take place. . If this meets with your

Lordſhip's approbation, be pleaſed to no

tify it, that the abovementioned perſon

may be ſent to a place appointed, and the

ancient friendſhip may be renewed.

Dated 12 Jemmadie ul Owal 1206

Heree, or 7th of January 1792.

A true Tranſlation,

(Signed) G. F. Cherry.

TO TIPPOO SULTAN.

Written the 16th of January 1792, after

recapitulating the Letter received the

13th of January. -

IT is well known that, after havin

made every conciliatory propoſition in m

ower to prevent this war, I was forced,

º, the dićtates of honour and good faith,

to have recourſe to arms, to ſave one of

the Company's Allies from deſtruction;

and I have ever been deſirous to make

peace as ſoon as proper compenſations can

be received for the injuries and loſſes that

have been ſuſtained by the Company, and

by thoſe Allies with whom it is con
ne&ted in the ſtrićteſt bonds of confe

deracy.

But with what confidence can a nego

ciation be carried on with a man, who not

only violates treaties of peace, but alſo

diſregards the faith of capitulations during

war !

The garriſon of Coimbatore ought, by

the capitulation, to have been ſet at liber

ty, upon certain conditions, immediately

after its ſurrender ; and I have a juſt

right to demand that the agreement ſhould

ſtill be executed on the ſpot where it was

made; but being unwilling, at this critical

time, to occaſion any delay that can be

avoided in opening a negociation, I ſhall

not infiſt on a literal performance of the

original ſtipulations on account of the

length of time that the execution would

require. - -

Let, therefore, the garriſon of Coim

batore be ſent to this army, to be ſet at

liberty according to the conditions of the

F f f 2. capitu
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capitulation that were ſettled between

Lieutenant Chalmers and Cºmmer ud

Dien Khan, and I ſhall then be leady, in

concert with the Allies, to fix upon a

place where Vackeels from you may con

veniently meet proper perſons that will be

deputed on the part of the three confe

derate Powers, for the purpoſe of en

deavouring to arrange the terms on which

a general peace can be re-eſtabliſhed.

º A true Copy.

(Signed)

G. F. CHERRY, Perſian Interpreter.

True Copies.

(Signed) -

GeoR G E PARRY, Aét. Dep. Sec.

F O REIGN INT E L LIG E N C E.

Stockholm, April 14.

IT appears, that the preſence of mind ſhewn

by Guſtavus during his illneſs was very

ſingular: -

While he waited for the arrival of his ſur

geons in an apartment adjoining to the ſaloon

of the Opera Houſe, ſeveral of the Foreign

Miniſters preſented themſelves, to whom he

ſaid, I have given orders, Gentlemen, that the

gates of the city ſhall be ſhut. Pou will, there

fore, not take it ill, if you /ould be unable to

ſend couriers to your Courts until after three

days. Tour advices will then be more certain,

ſince it will probably be known whether I can ſur

vive or not. His converſation then related to

the effects which the accident might produce

in Europe; and the love of fame, which was

always his predominant paſſion, was percep

tible in his 1 emarks.

Ge; eral Baron d'Armfeldt, one of his moſt

affectionate friends, entered the room, ple

with borror, and unable to utter a word.

As he approached, the King ſtretching out

his hand to him, ſaid, What's the matter, my

friend? Fe not alarmed upon my account.

7%u know by experience wbut a wound is ; thus

fitteringly alluding to the wound which the

General had received in Finland.

Finding that he was not likely to ſurvive,

he ſettleJ all his affairs, as a man does who is

prepating for a journey, with all the com

poſure imaginable. He ſent for his ſon, the

Prince Royal, and addreſſed a ſpeech to him

on the nature of a good government, in a

manner ſo truly ºff & ng, that all thoſe who

wcre preſent were diſſol, cd in tears.

At eight o'clock on the morning of his

death, he received the ſacrament. The

Queen had taken leave of him the evening be

fore. At half paſt t-n he died in great ago

nies, in the preſence of the firſt Phyſician

Dahlberg, of the Grand A'moner Wallguiſt,

of the Chamberlain Borghūnſticina, aud of

two pages.

The reports in Stockholm were, that the

conſpiracy was formed by an hundred and

tº co perſons, all noble, and reſiding partly

't Stºckhºlm, part, ºn thic provinces; and
* * * *

tº the plan conſiſted of thirty-ſix articles,
:

- - - -
-

one of which was, that “ as ſoon as the King

ſhould be diſpatched, the Duke of Soderma

nia, and the perſons moſt attached to his Ma

jeſty, as the Generals Taube and Baron

d' Armfeldt, the Eaton Ruuth, and M.

Hakanſon, ſhould be attacked; that their

heads ſhould be carried in triumph thro' the

ſtreets; that Lieut. Colonel Lillenhorn,

Major of guards, ſhould immediately take

the command of the troops in Stockholm;

that when the public force was won over,

the conſtitution ſhould be reſtored to the

ancient principles of a limited monarchy;

that the Prince Royal ſhould be ſuffered to

remain on the throne; but that his power

ſhould be entirely executive, and ſubmitted

to the national ſovereignty.”

Stockholm, April 26. The puniſhment

of John Jacob Ankerſtrom terminx:

yeſterday. It began the 19th, in virtue of

the ſentence pronounced the night before,

which declared him deprived of his rights of

nobility and of a citizen with infamy; he

was condućted, on Thurſday noon, under

the eſcort of a large detachment of the garri

ſon, to the market of L'Ordre Equeſtre,

(Rittenhaus-market), and faſtened by in

iron collar upon a ſcaffold during two hours,

and afterwards whipped with a rod of five

laſhes, at a ſtake, where, under his name, with

the title of Kºgicide added, was tied the piſ

tol and the knife, the inſtruments of his crime.

The ſame puniſhment was repeated on the

zoth, at the market au Fein (Hay-marke),

and the 21ſt at the market d'Adolpho Fre

deric. Yeſterday terminated his exiſtence,

on a ſcaffold erected in the Great Square

his right hand was firſt chopped off by the

executioner, who immediately afterwa's

beheaded him, and then divided his bºy in

to four quarters, which are ſtuck up a dil

ferent parts of the city. -

At the commencement of his puniſhment,

he ſhewed much conſtancy and firml.csi

but at length his ſtrength became ºxhauſted

from his ſufferings; and he was obliged to

be dragged, being incapable of walking, to

the places of puuiſhment and executiº

amidſt the hiſſes and icotings of the atter".

º:
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ing multitudes, which ſeemed conſiderably to

affect him. -

Bruſſels, May 4. It appears by the account

publiſhed by this Government,thaton the 29th

ult. at day-break, a body of French troops had

advanced near Tournay, when Major-General

Count d’Appencourt marched one battalion of

the regiment of Clerfayt, four companies of

that of D'Alton, two companies of that of De

Ligne, and four ſquadrons of the dragoons of

La Tour, to oppoſe them ; and after the

Auſtrians had fired ſome pieces of cannon at

them, they retreated precipately beyond the

Auſtrian frontiers. The loſs of the French

on this occaſion conſiſts of two dragoons and

ſeveral horſes killed, forty ſoldiers of dif

ferent regiments taken priſoners, four pieces

of artillery, ſome proviſions, baggage, and

implements for intrenching. On the ſide of

the Auſtrians there are none either killed,

wounded, or miſſing.

That, on the ſame day, about half paſt

nine o'clock, A. M. another body of French

troops, under the command of M. de Biron,

having entered the Auſtrian territory by

Quievrain, and advanced beyond Bouſſu,

were oppoſed by Lieut. General Beaulieu, at

the head of 1,8co infantry, and between 14

and 1 500 cavalry, and obliged, with the loſs

of 20 men killed, and ſeveral wounded, to

retire towards, Bouſſut and the Foreſt of

Bouſſut, where, however, they remained i

ſight of the Auſtrians. -

That, on the day following, at day-break,

the French put themſelves in motion to at

tack Lieut. General Beaulieu, who had, in

the mean time, becr reinforced by two hat

talions, and who advanced part of his troops

to meet the French. A ſhort action took

place, which ended in the complete rout of

the latter, who loſt on this occaſion about 250

men killed, a conſiderable number taken

priſoners, and five pieces of cannon. The

French by eleven o'clock the ſame morning,

had already repaſſed the Auſtrian Frontiers,

and retreated towards Valencicnnes,

M O N T H L Y C H R O N 1 C L E.
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CAME on in the Court of King's Bench,

the trial of the ačtion brought by Mr.

Fox againſt Mr. Horne Tooke, for the ſum

of zool. the coſts on preſenting to Parlia

ment a frivolous and vexatious petition againſt

the late Weſtminſter Election, in which Mr.

Tooke was a candidate. Mr. Tooke defended

his own cauſe in perſon, with a ſpeech of two

hours long, charaćterized by his uſual deſul

tory and abuſive eloquence; in which he in

cluded—Judges, Lords, Counſel, &c. whole

ſale.—The Jury, after ſome conſideration,

gave a verdićt againſt Mr. Tooke.

May 1. Between twelve and one, a fire

broke out in the warehouſe of Mr. Griffin,

in Evangeliſt-court, where ſome men were

boiling oil for painters' uſe. The wind being

weſterly, the fire took a direétion towards

Ludgate-hill, and having burnt down the

whole of the court, ſeveral ſtables, the back

part of ſome houſes in the Broadway, at

length caught the back warehouſes belonging

to Mr. Kay, the upholſterer, which thence

communicated to Cock-court, and alſo to

Mr. Kay's houſe, fronting Ludgate-bill.

Many of the back houſes being very old, and

the wind blowing high, the flames raged

with ſo much fury that but few of the un

fortunate people he time to do more than

fave their lives. About fix o'clock in the

morning the roof of Mr. Kay's houſe fell in,

ſhortly after which the flames were ex

tinguiſhed. The damage don: muſt be very

great, as nearly thirty houſes, with the

whole of their contents, have been entirely

conſumed.—lt was by great exertions the

fire was prevented communicating to the

warehouſes of Mr. Stock the Chymiſt. A

fireman was killed by one of the engines

his hands having ſlipped while working, his

head got under the handle of the engine,

which falling upon his neck broke it.

May 4. Mr. Pitt brought down a letter

to the Houſe of Commons, which he had

received expreſs from Liſle; and as its con

tents were intereſting, he handed it to Lord

Muncaſter, and permitted every Member to

have the benefit of the communication.

The letter ſtated, that four thouſand

French troops, including three regiments of

cavalry, led by Col. Dillon, went againſt

Tournay, expecting the gates of the town to

be opened to them, and that they ſhould be

come matters of the place without the leaſt

difficulty. The garriſon, who had been ap

prized of the intentions of the French, ſix

and thirty hours before they attempted to put

them in executiºn, made a vigorous reſiſt

ance ; upon which the three regiments of

French cavalry, being ſeized with a panic,

galloped away to Liſle ; where they ſpread

a report that their whole army had beeen

ſurrounded by 30 oco Auſtrians, and 3 ooo

of them had been left dead on the field. The

next day, the main body, who had made good

their retreat, arrived, and upon the muſter

not more than ſixty-one were found to be

miſlings
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miſſing, twelve only of whom could be prov

ed to have been killed. The French troops,

conceiving that their reception before Tour

may had been owing to ſome treachelous

condućt on the part of their leader, ſeized

Col. Dillon, cut off his head and legs, and

carried his trunk to the Grand Place, where

they burned it to aſhes. A French Abbé,

curate of St. Margaret's, who happened ac

cidentally to be paſſing the ſcene of ſlaughter,

and was ſuſpe&ted of having correſponded

with the enemy, was alſo ſcized by them and

ſacrificed upon the ſpot. They afterwards

murdered their chief engineer, and two or

three other officers, and roaſted three Ger

man foldiers, whom they had captured in their

march. The next day, thoſe of their troops

who had been taken priſoners, returned to

Liſle from Tournay, having been releaſed by

the Auſtrians, and declared that they had

been treated by their vićtors rather as friends

and brethren, than as enemies and opponents.

14. Mendoza and Ward met upon a

turf ſtage on Smithin Bottom, four miles

from Croydon, in Surrey.

Theſe famous pugiliſts ſet-to exactly at a

quarter before three o'clock. The conteſt

laſted 28 minutes, during which time 24

rounds of ſevere fighting took place. The

firſt 13 rounds Ward was knocked down by

Mendoza, the fourteenth round Ward placed

a blow upon the right jaw of Mendoza,

which brought him with great force to the

ground. Mendoza however recovered, and

from that time knocked his antagoniſt down

till the twentieth round; when cloſing, after

a ſevere conteſt, in which ſeveral heavy

blows were given and received, both the

combatants came to the ground: Men

ccza, however, fell upon Ward. At the

concluſion of the twenty-fourth round,

Ward, the famºus Ward, yielded the palm

of vićlory to the modeſt Mendoza.

Upon Ward's declining any further con

teſt, Mendoza publicly announced his tri

umph, by leaping upon the ſtage and huzza

ing to the audience with as much ſpirit and

aćtivity as if he had not been at all concerned

in the conteſt.

The exact amount of the Hop Duty for

the laſt year was 90,659). 1s. 10d.

16. At eight o'clock, about two hours after

the adjournment of the Houſe of Commons,

the clerks in ſeveral of the offices were

ałaimed by the rocms filling with ſmoke.

After ſearchir & ſome time, a water cloſet, at

the bottom of a ſmall ſtair-caſe, on the right

hand fide of the lobby, was found to be ſo

full of ſmoke that a candle would ſcarcely

burn in it. "t was diſcovered to proceed

from a pair of old corderøy breeches, rolled

. Wº tºº, and thruit between the cicling of

the cloſetand the flooring of the rooms above,

cloſe by the pipe of a ciſtern, the upper paſt

of which touches the cieling of the cloſet;

the ſtuff was partly conſumed; but had net

communicated the fire either to the lath of

the cieling on which it lay, or to the flooring

above. It is not eaſy to conceive an adequitº

motive for this atrocious attempt.

The following letter is ſaid to have been writ

ten by Broughton, the Mail Robber, lately

executed at York, to his wife 1

MY DEAR Eliza,

* This is the laſt affestionate token thou

wilt ever receive from my hand ;-an hand

that trembles at my approaching diſſolution;

ſo ſoon-ſo very ſoon to enſue.

“Before thou wilt open this laſt epifle

of thine unfortunate huſband, theſe eyes,

which overflow with tears of contritiºn,

ſhall have ceaſed to weep; and this heart,

now fluttering on the verge of eternity, ſhall

beat no more.

“ I have prepared my mind to meet

death without horror ; and ah! how happy,

had that death been the common viſitation of

nature.-Be not diſcomforted, God will be

thy friend.-In the ſolitude of my cell 1 have

ſought him.—His ſpirit has ſupported me—

hath affitled me in my prayers, and many a

time, in the moment of remorſeful anguiſh,

bath whiſpered peace :-fcr, my Eliza, I

never added cruelty to injuſtice,

* Yet, though I have reſolved to meet

death without fear, one part of my awful
ſentence a ſentence aggravated by being

merited-chills me with horror. When I

reflect that my poor remains, the tokens of

mortality, muſt not ſleep in peace, but be

buffeted by the ſtorms of heaven, or parched

by the ſummer's ſun, while the traveller

ſhrinks from them with diſguſt and terror;

—this conſideration freezes my blood. This

cell-this awful gloom—theſe irons—nay,

death itſelf, is not ſo grievous. Why will

the laws continue to ſport with the wretched

after life is at an end ?

My Eliza!—My Friend!—My Wife —

The laſt ſcene approaches when I ſhall he

no more. When I leave the world, ard

thee, my dear, to its mercy;—not only thee,

but my unprotected children, the pledges of

a love, through misfortunes, through diſſi

pation, through vice and infamy, on thy part

unchanged. Ah! fool that I was, to think

friendſhip could exiſt but with virtue !—

Had I liſtened to the advice thou haſt ſo often

given me, we had been a happy family, re

ſpectable and reſptéled. But it is paſt.-

That advice hath been ſlighted. I am doom

ed to an ignominious death, and thou and my

children, horrid thought | to infamy.—ſo
- th:
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thee alone I truſt the education of thoſe ill

fated creatures, whom I now, more than

ever, love, and weep for. Warn them to

avoid gaming of every deſcription; that bane

ful vice, which has cauſed their father to be

ſuſpended, a long and laſting ſpectacle, to feed

the eye of curioſity.—Teach them the ways

of religion in their early years. Cauſe them

to learn ſome trade, that buſineſs may fill

their minds, and leave no room for diffipa

tion. When ſeated round your winter's

fire, when the little innocents enquire after

their unfortunate father, ah! tell them gam

ing was his ruin :-he neglected all religious

duties—he never converſed with his heart in

ſolitude—he ſtifled the upbraidings of con

ſcience, in the company of the lewd, and

profligate, and is hung on high, a ſad and

awful warning to after times.—I ſee thee

thus employed, while the tears trickle down

that face I have ſo ill requited for conjugal

affection.

“ Adieu, my Eliza!—adieu for ever!—

The morning appears for the laſt time to

theſe ſad eyes.—Pleaſant would death be to

me on the ſick bed, after my ſoul had made

her peace with God: with God I hope her

peace is made.—He is not a God all terror,

but a God of mercy:—on that mercy I rely,

and on the interpoſition of a Saviour.—May

my tears, my penitence, and deep contrition,

be acceptable to that Almighty Being before

whom I am ſhortly to appear.

“Once more, Eliza, a lieu for ever—The

pen falls from my hand, and ſlumbers over

take me.—The next will be the ſleep of

death.”

MONTHLY OBITUARY for May 1792.

Sept ex: R s R 1791.

N his paſſage from Madras to Bombay

I Francis Rundle, eſq. In the year 1778

and 1779 he performed ſeveral characters at

Covent Garden Theatre.

Ark 1 L 5. Mr. Richard Pulton, apothe

cary at Painſwick. ... -

7. The Rev. William Dejovas Byrche,

A. M. at Blackfriars St. Alpuage, Canter

bury, in his 79th year. -

14. At Hamburgh, Frederick St. Paul,

eſq.iate conſul for the Empreſs of Ruſſia

in that city, and Knight of the Qrder of

St. wolodimer, of the Third Claſs, in

Ruſſia.

colonel Charles Campbell, of Barbreck,

at Cambelton, Argylſhire.

Mr. Nicholas Belknap, formerly a Spaniſh

merchant in St. Mary Axe.

15. Dr. Townſon, retlor of Malpas in
Cheſhire. -

Lately, at Grimſby in Lincolnſhire, the

Rev. Chriſtopher Epworth, rector of Crox

ton, and vicar of Kcelby in that county, in

the 80th year of his age.

17. The Rev. Henry Fothergill, M. A.

rettor of Cheriton Biſhop, Devonſhire.

Benjamin Adams, eſq. Red Lion-ſquare.

Mr. John Davies, of the Office of Ord
nance in the Tower.

Lately, Charles woodcock, eſq. of Brent

ford Butts, Middleſex. ... -

18. Dr. Chriſtopher Wilſon, biſhop of

Briſtol, canon reſidentiary of St. Paul's, prº

bend of Finſbury, and rector of Barnes in

Surrey. -

At Plás Iſſa, near Wrexham in Denbigh

ſhire, Robert Eyton, eſq. of Jeſus cºllege;

Cambridge, ſuperior bedell in phyſic and

arts in Oxford, to which owice he was cicºt

<d in 1745.

At Nice, Miſs Louiſa Starke, youngeſt

daughter of Richard Starke, eſq. of Ep

ſom, Surrey, formerly governor of Fort St.

George.

19. The Rev. Mr. Exley, reºlor of Tro

well in Nottinghamſhire.

Lately, Mr. Thomas Burnet, of Chig

well, Eſſex, ſurgeon of the weſtern battalion

of the Eſſex militia.

Lately, General David Graham, Colonel

of the 19th reg. of foot.

21. Nathaniel Wells, eſq. Great James

ſtreet, Bedford-row.

John Bourke, Earl of Mayo, and Baron

of Naas in liteland.

The Rev. Mr. Heatley, miniſter of the

Catholic chapel at Bath, aged 32. -

22. Mr. Ecken, ſurgeon of the ſecond

battalion of artillery in the Military Hoſpi

tal near Woolwich.

At Lambcth, Charles Wildbore, eſq. fe

cretary to the Corporation of Trinity Houſe,

and governor of the Engliſh Copper Com

anw.

º Akerman, eſq. Hampton Court.

At Lewes, Mrs. Shelley, fen. aged 90,

relist of Henry Shelley, eſq. of that place.

Lady Elizabeth Keith, eldeſt daughter of

thc Farl of Kintore.

23. William Tooley, eſq. of Waltham

ſtow.

At Liverpool, John Hughes, eſq. aged

75, one of the ſenior Aldermen of that cor

poration. -

Mr. Hunt, attorney-at-law, Old Jewry.

Lately, at Tournay, Evan Price, eſq., late

of Carmarth, nſhire. -

26. Thomas Thomas, eſq. of Waddon in

Surrey.

28. George Bond, cſq. of Farnham in

Surrey.

Wil
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william weddell, eſq. Member of Par

liament for Malton in Yorkſhire. He had

juſt come out of a cold bath. - - -

I homas Scrope, eld, at Colby in Lincoln

ſhire. -

Mr. James Blakeman, late of the failitary

eſtab ſº incht at Bombay.

Mr. J. Bates, of Snow-hill.

In his 60th year, the Rev. Dr. Sharp,

preb, ndary of Durham, archdeacon of Nor

thumber and, and vicar of Hartburn, near

Morpeth. He was ſon of Dr. Sharp, late

archdeacon of Northumberland, and grand

ſon of archbiſhop Sharp. -

29. George Johnſtone, Marquis and Earl

of Annandale, Earl of Hartficid, Viſcount

Annan, and Lord Johnſtone of Lockwood,

Lochinaben and Motfat in Annandale, who

had been declared a lunatick ever ſince the

year 1745.

3o. John Montagu, Earl of Sandwich,

Vitcount Hinchinbroke, a governor of the

Charter Houſe, elder brother of the Trinity

Houſe, a general of the army, and recorder

of Huntingdon and Godmancheſler, in the

74th year of his age.

Mr. Tutton, turpentine merchant, Green

ftreet, Shadwell.

Burnham Cutting, c ſq. of Eaſt-ſtreet.

Mr. Heºry Cook", of Stroud, Glouceſter

ſhire, a conſiderable clothic r.

Mr. George Hall, youngeſt ſon of Rich

ard Hºll, eſq. formerly an Eaſt India Di

reół, r. -

Max ... The Rev. William Liptrott, at

Hºrſet, and ºn in Kent. -

At Bath, the Rev. William Peete, of

Hatley Cockaine, Bedfordſhire.

In his 86 b year, Mr. Iſaac Barrett, many

years wax chandler to his Mºj ſty.

2. The Re . R. Wooley Clerk, Vicar of

Wingrove, Brks

3. Mr. William Walker,

Fleet-ſtreet. -

The Rev. S Topp, Vicar of Scraptoft, in

Leiceſterſh rº, Rector of Withcote, and per

petual Curate of Oution.

Mr. Jo: n Burbage, Surgeon, of Totn:ſs,

Devonſhire.

Mr. William Blew, Crutched Fryers.

5. The Rev. Mr. Swaine, Vicar of Bram

Fetter-lane,

ham and Bradſey, near Leeds.

Mr. Sitnon Peter-noſter, of Wickhain

market, Suffolk, aged 74.

FrancisToplady, Eſq. many years Secretary

to the Salt Office, aged 81.

At New ry, in Ireland, Edward Corry,

Eſq. aged 79, form 1 ly Repreſentative for

New ly, and Commiſſioner of the Revenue.

The Rev. John Davy, reºtor of Lavenham

and Buckleſham, in Suffolk, and formerly

of Caius College.

Lately, in Norfolk-ſtreet, Samuel Dixon,

eſq. barritter at law.

Lately, William Cunningh ºne, eſq. of

Cragºuds, captain in the 58th regiment of

ot

9. Joſeph Bird, eſq. Devonſhire-ſquare.

The Rev. Robert Pitcairn, A. B. minific:

of Spring-gardens Chapel.

7. William De Yongh, eſq. of Broad

ſtreet-buildings.

Mr. Thomas Hodſden, Eaſt-ſtreet, Man

cheſter-ſquare.

Lately, at Rudhall, near Roſs, Hereford

ſhire, ag. d 88, William Weſtphaling, eſq.

8. James Gibbon, eſq. of the Middle

Temple, one of the benchers of that ſociety.

The Rev Samuel Blackall, B.D. rector of

Loughborough, formerly of Emmanuel

College. He was author of “A Letter to

Dr. Hallifax on the Subject of his Three

Diſcourſes before the Univerſity of Cam

bridge."occaſioned by an Attempt to aboliſh

Subſcription to the Thirty-nine Articles."

4to. 1772.

f Lately, at Roſcommon, Charles Croghan,

ciq.

9. Mr. Joſeph Lee, ſugar-refiner, Labout
in-vain-bill. -

Mr. Benjamin Crompton, late of Cock

ſpur-ſtreet.

At Newcaſtle, William Wilſon, eſq.

counſellor at law and recorder of Berwick

upon-Tweed. -

Richard Stables, eſq. St. James's-ſtreet.

Lately, at Belleſle, the ſeat of his brother

the Earl of Roſs, the Hon. Richard Gore.

1o. Mr. George Freer, jun. Beil-yard.

Miſs Gilbert, only daughter of Thomas

Gilbert, eſq. M. P.

12 Miſs Wallace, only daughter of James

Wallace, eſq., late Attorney General,

Mr. Still, ſteward to the Duke of Glou

ceſter. -

Alexander Sturt, eſq. -

Lately, at Bangalore, Dr. Wells, re&or

of Leigh, in Worceſterſhire, chaplain and

paymaſier in the field, and chaplain to Lord

Harcourt and Commodore Cornwallis.

13. Mrs. Power, wite of Mr. Power, of

Line-ſtreet. -

Mr. Alexander Rice, of the Exchequer,

Upper Groſvenor-ſtreet.

Lately, at worceſter, Lieutenant-Colonel

Rai’, of the Queen's regiment of dragoºns.

14. Charles Turner, eſq. Quee:-ſquare,

Bloomſbury, -

Latriy, at Hatch court, Somerſetſhire,

J.C. hias,eſq.formerly ſheriff of the county,
cged 67.

"... Mr. Trimmer, of Brentford.

At Liverpool, in his 29th year, Thoma!

Gill, M. D.

16. Mr. Stokes, attorney, of New-Inn.
Lately, at Culroſs, Scotland, aged 95, and

in the 6: it year of his inimiſtry, the Rev.

David Hunter, miniſter of Saline. -

Lately, in Abbcy-ſtreet, Dublin, Francis

Perce, eſq of caſtle Town, county of
Meath.

17. Sir Noah Thomas, knt. F. R. S. one

of his Majeſty's Phyſicians in Ordinary.

Thomas Kicrual, eſq. of Gray's-lun.
*** **-ttº.…”
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Foreign Intelligence

Monthly Chronicle : including His Ma

jeſty's Speech on cloſing the Seſſion of .

Parliament, with an Account of the

Dreſſes worn on his Majeſty's Birth

day, &c. &c.

Obituary, &c.

—-mº-ma

L O N

-

and J. DE B

D O N :

Printed for J. S E W E L L, Cornhill;

RETT, Piccadilly.

[Cutcret at 5tationergau,all.]
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We are obliged to H. A. for his performance, but a piece of ſuch a length, and on a

Political Controverſial Subject, we cannot afford room for. It is returned agreeable tº his

directibns.

The Life ſent by Philantbropor ſhall be inſerted in the courſe of the ſummer.

Alſo the Original Letters tranſmitted by T. M.

–mºm--

AVERAGE PRICES of coRN, from June 9, to June 16, 1792,

C O U NT I E S upon the Co AS T.

Wheat Rye Barl. Oats Beans

Wheat Rye |Barl. Oats ||Beans

s. d.s. d.ls. d. s. d.s. d. ,

London 4 rejo of 3 2 1z 213 4

IN L,A N D CO UN TIES.

Middleſex 5 3|o o 3 4.2 63 9

Surry 4. Io 3 4 3 32. sº 1

Hertford 4 9|o o 3 42 33 is

Bedford 4 7|3 39 oz. 43 2

Cambridge 4 73 92 s. 133 2

Huntingdon 4 6 o ox 32 ol; t

Northampton: 93 33 22 2/3 4

Rutland 4. 1 1 |o of 12. 1 |3 II

Leiceſter 4, 11 lo 23 32 34 o

Nottingham 5 13 7|3 3.2 44 *

Derby s 4o oo olz 64. 5

Stafford 5 o'o of 82 44 2

Salop 4 103 113 2. &# 4

Hereford 4 24 of 12 64 3

Worceſter 4 8 o o: 42 º; 7

Warwick 4 119 o; 72 64 3

Glouceſter 5 oo o; º: 33 7

Wilts 4 70 23 12 63 11

Berks 4 I 1 ſo of3 s: 63 9

Oxford 5 1jo o 3 3. 23 5

Bucks 4 9'o eſ: 42 33 6

Eſſex 4 to 3 213

Suffolk 4 & 3 2/3

Norfolk 4 53 oz

Lincoln 4 55 3io

York 4 63 3.2

Durham 4 9 o oſo

Northumberl.4 63 62

Cumberland 5 6 2 3

Weſtmorld. 5 sº 23

Lancaſhire 5 22 c5
Cheſhire 4 11 o ox

Monmouth 4, 8 o oſ;

Somerſet 4, 8 o 3:
Devon 4 8 o º:

Cornwall 5 o o oz

Dorſet 4 7'o olz

Hants 4. 5 o olz

Suſſex 4, 6,o :
Kent 4. 93 ol;

WALES.

North Wales 5 ;: 3| 3

South Wales 5 7lo : 3

—-m-m-

STATE of the BAROMETER and THERMOMETER.

M A Y.

BARome Te R. The RMoM.

25–29 – 95 - 58 —

26–29 – 69 –—- 62 -

WIND.

S. W.

S. W.

27–29 – 60 —63 – S.S. W.

28–29 – 47— 62 – S. S. W.

29–29 – 29– 6o -

30–29 – 85 –- 65 -

31–29 – 90 —-64-

J U N E.

1–30 - og–64

2–19 – 98–62 -

3–90 - 10-6o -

4-go — 17– 59 -

5-so – os –– 54 -

6–29 – 91 –- 56 -

7–29 – 83— 57 -

S.

S.

S. W.

W.

N.

E.

N. E.

N.

N.

N.

8–29 – 63— 55- S. S. W.

9–29 – 72–58
6o -

6o-

10–29 - 69

11–29 - 41 -

12–29 – 74 –-54 -

13–29 – 67—— 57 -

14–29 - 62 -- 57 -

2 2.

O a

9 2.

O2

72

O 2.

io 2

52

72

2.2

2

Q|

53 6

33 1

13 1.

o 3 6

• 3 6

23 10

o o 0.

2 o 0

34, -

2 4.

4 o

co

o 3

83

9 o

1 4

33

2 o

43 *

i
913 9

410 º'

15–30 — a 1 63 — 5. W.

16-30 - 24—66 - E.

17–29 – 96 66 - 5. E.

18–29 – 93— 62 - W.

19-29 - 71 61 - N. N. W.

zo–29 – 68 52 – N. N.W.

21-29 - 79 60 – N. N.W.

22–29 – 72 63 – S. S. W.

23–29 – 77— 62 — S.

24–29 – 86 63 — S. W.

25–30 — os–— 63 — N. W.

PR I C E of S T O C K S,

June 26, 1792.

Bank Stock, as4 + Do St. 1778,11 #15-16

5Per Cent.Ann. 1785, inji, Stock, ſhut alo

I
ſhut

New 4 per Cent. Ioo { spºrct. Ind. Ann -

§ |India Bonds, 1 oos, a

3 per Cent. red. 92 #| 101s. Prem.

a 91 South Sea Stock, -

3 per Cent, Conſ. ſhut Old S. S. Ann.-

93 a 92 # New S. S. Ann. ſhut

3 per Cent. 1726, -3 per Cent. 1751 ſhºt

Long Ann, at 5-16|Lot. Tick. 16.9, 54.

3-16: Iriſh ditto
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Mr. A. W A L K E R,

LECTURER IN EXPERIMENTAL PHILosophy,

[with a portrait..]

This ſelf-taught Philoſopher was born

on the banks of Windermere, in the

•ounty of Weſtmoreland. His fatherem

ployed a few hands in the Woollen Manu

facture of that country ; but .# a

luge family, this ſon was taken from

ſchool before he could read a chapter in

the Bible, to aſſiſt in maintaining it.

His turn for mechanics was not to be

ſnothered by hard kabour. He copied

Corn-mills, Paper-mills, Fulling-mills,

*C. and had them all going in model in

a brook near his father's dwelling, to the

great terror of ſtrangers who f ed them

in the night. He borrowed books, and

ilt himſelf a houſe in a buſhy tree to

read on Sundays, that he might not be

lºughed at or interrupted by his play

fºllows; ſo that when a friend, on a

viſit, found that he had taught himſelf to

write a tolerable hand, knew a little of

accompts, and could play a country-dance

on the fiddle, he propoſed to him the

Uſherſhip of Ledſham School, one of the

many eſtabliſhed by Lady Elizabeth

Hastings in the Weſt Riding of York

re. -

Here he began his career of teaching

the many thouſands who have benefited

by his inſtructions, when he was but

fifteen years of age, and where he had

frequently to ſtudy over-night what he

had to teach next morning. Here he con

tinued three years, when he was elected

Writing-maſter and Accomptant to the

Free-School of Macclesfield in Cheſhire,

ºn Preference to ſeveral other candidates.

n the courſe of four years that he re

#ded here, he applied himſelf to Mathe

matics with ſuch induſtry, that he was ſet

down as a Quiz by the Town and Neigh

bourhood, and few aſſociated with him ;

inſomuch that he began to feel himſelf

unlike other people, and, beginning to

ſuſpect a miſapplication of his time, was

induced to engage in the trade of the
town.

In this line, however, he ſoon found

he had miſtaken his talents, though his

turn for reflection received high gratifica

tion in a journey through the whole king

dom. This ſcheme was therefore ſoon

abandoned, but without diſhonour. In

this ſuperficial intercourſe with the world,

he ſaw (or thought he ſaw) ſo much of

its chicane and duplicity, that at the age

of Twenty-five he took the reſolution of

totally abandoning it; and was ſome time

aćtually in treaty for one of the Iſlands on

the Lake of Windermere, where he in

tended to turn Hermit, and which had

certainly taken place, but for the ridicule

and remonſtrances of his friends.

Once more he was thrown into the

world, and determined to ſettle at Man

cheſter, where he had neither friends nor

acquaintance. But having conceived a

ſyſtem of education more adapted to a

Town of Trade than the Monkiſh

ſyſtem ſtill continued in our Public

Schools (at leaſt thought ſo by many),

he ventured to promulgate this in a public

Lecture on Aſtronomy in the Theatre

of Mancheſter; where the idea was ſo

much approved, that many of the firſt

people in that town at this time, con

fider themſelves happy in having partaken

of the five years tuition in which he con

G g g a ſidaed
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fidered himſelf favoured by the appro

bation and patronage of that reſpectable

Town.

We cannot take upon us to ſay why

our Philoſopher ſhould have forſaken a

lace filled with his triends, and after he

{. built conveniences for both ſexes

(ſeparate) to learn Engliſh grammatically,

Writing, Accompts, Mathematics, Book

keeping, Drawing, Geography, Dancing,

&c. by himſelf and Aſſiſtants, and had

alſo taken unto himſelf a Wife; but

ſo it was ; he purchaſed a Philoſophi

cal Apparatus, travelled through the

North of England, the South of Scotland,

paſſed over to Ireland, and ſpent four

years, very agreeably in that hoſpitable

Iſland, being honoured, unfought, with

the firſt of its ſcientific ſuffrages ; and

returning through Liverpool, Mancheſter,

Halifax, and Leeds, ſettled for a few

ears at York ; rading on Mechanics,

ydroſtal.cs, Pneumatics, Chemiſtry;

on Optics an Aſtronomy; and on Mag

nºtiſm, Electricity, and the general Pro

perties of Matter, in moſt of the towns

of thoſe parts of the three kingdoms.

Nay, we are aſſured, that ſubſcriptions

have been raiſed in many inſtances for

a Courſe of his Leôtures, in towns too

inconſiderable to afford a room large

enough to hold the Claſs.

When Dr. PRIEST LEY's Diſcoveries

firſt made a noiſe in the world, Mr.

VVALKER was tempted to viſit that inge

rious and indefatigable Philoſopher at

Shelburne-houſe. The importance and

curioſity of theſe Diſcoveries had render

ed the Dočtor's time no longer his own,

by the continual application of the Learn

ed to ſee his Experiments. The Dočtor

was pleaſed therefore to accommodate Mir.

W. with the Apparatus neceſſary to

exhibit his Diſcoveries, which took place

in the Hay-market, in the years 1778

and 1779, and which ſerved to ſpread the

utility of and excite further attention to

theſe Diſcoveries.

Not expecting that the metropolis would

pay that attention to philoſºphical purſuits

which he has ſince had the pleaſure to cx

perience, he ſoºne time heſitated about

removing from York, but was at laſt in

duced to ſettic in George-ſtreet, Hano

ver-ſquare ; where he has read cvery

Winter to numerous and genteel audien

ces; and long may he continue to do ſo,

for the benefit of mankind -

We are happy to find, that the late

learned and worthy Doctor Barnard,

Provoſt of Eton College, thought that

*

Matter as well as Words was a neceſſary

part of knowledge, and that he invited

our Philoſopher to read an annual Courſe

of Experimental Philoſophy in that re

ſpectable ſeminary. Other Inſtitutions

have thought upon the ſame iberal ſcale;

ſo that we find Eton, Weſtminſter, Win

cheſter, St. Paul's, Rugby, Hackney,

&c. &c. have adopted the idea of Dr.

Barnard, in having Courſes of Philoſo

phy read by Mr. Walker in his Summer

Vacations; and which, no doubt, will have

a powerful effect on the riſing generation

in reſpect to their knowledge of both

Nature and Art. Nay, in ſome of our

moſt reputable Schools for the Education

of Young Ladies, we find that this

ſyſtem has been adopted. And why

ſhould not Women be acquainted with

the Wonders ºf Creation, as well as

Men Ladies are frightened with the

word Philoſºphy; they ſuppoſe it impoſſi

ble to be underſtood except by thoſe who

devote a whole life to its ſtudy. No

error ever deſerved more pity! Let the

mind be once put into a proper uain ºf

thinking and reflection, and the whole

ſcheme of Nature, and its GoD, will

ſtand plain and intelligibly before it. Is

any enquiry ſo likely to lead to true know

ledge, as drawing it from the fountain

head Can any enquiry lead ſo naturally

to true religion? In Experimental Philoſº

phy Nature is ſet to work to prove the

truth of her own operations, and na

Propoſition is admitted as a Truth, that is

not fully proved by Experiment. The

ſimple but animated manner in which

theſe ſublime ideas are explained, is on:

of our Author's firſt merits.

Amongſt the variety of Inventions with

which this Artiſt has amuſed himſelf, may

be reckoned various Pumps and Engines

for raiſing Water; three different Methods

by which Ships may pump themſelves;

Carriages to go by Wind, Steam, &c.;

The Patent Empyreal Air Stove ;

the Patent Celeſtina Harpſichord; the

El Dou RANIon, or Large Tramparent

Orrery; the Rotatory Lights on tº

Iſlands of Scilly ; a Boat that works

againſt the Stream; another that clears

the Bottoms of Rivers by the Stream ºr

Tide ; a Weather Gage, which being

united with a Clock, ſhews the Quantº

of Rain, the Direction and strength of

the Wind, the Height of the Barometer:

the Heat and Moiſture of the Air, and
regiſters them every hour; an eaſy Mºlhed

of turning a River into a Wet Dºk'

and of Working Machines by the Kº";
mi
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and Falling of the Tide; Various Ventila

tors; a Road Mill; a Machine for water

ing Land by means of Wind ; a Dib

bling Plough, &c. &c.

We wonder how a perſon profeſſing a

Science that requires pºrpetual attention,

could find time to amuſe himſelf with his

pen. The ANALY's1s of Mr. WAl

kER's Lect UREs has gone through eight

editions. His Philoſophical Eſtimate of

the Cauſes, Effects, and Cureof Unwhole

ſome Air in large Cities; and on the Cauſes

and Cure of Smoky Chimnies, is a

pamphlet that preceded Dr. Franklin's,

though the principles are the ſame. His

active mind ſeems not to have taken natural

reſt in even the fatigues of a long journey ;

for he has lately given the world, “Ideas

ſuggeſted on the Spot, in an Excurſion

through Flanders, Germany, Italy, and

France;” a work written while the objects

were before him, but without attention to

fame; though perhaps a better picture of

the countries, their people, &c. was never

conveyed by words to the world. His

little Treatiſe on Geography, and the Uſe

of the Globes, is found both by Teachers

and Scholars a plain and 'amiliar road to

the knºwledge cf thoſe u"eful rancies.

He has alſo juſt publiſhed “Remirks

made in a Tour from London to the

Lakes of Weſtmoreland and Cumberland,

in the Summer of 1791 : Originally pub

liſhed in the Whitehall Evening Poſt,

and now reprinted with Additions and Cor

rečtions. To which is annexed, a Sketch

of the Police, Religion, Arts, and Agri

culture of France, made in an Excurſiva

to Paris in the Year 1785 °

His Miſcellanevus I’rifles (as he calls

them) in Veſſe and Proſe diffuſed in

Magazines and other periodical works are

without number ; but we hope he will call

his fugitive pieces tºgether, and let the

World ſee the verſatility of his genius.

M A D A M E D E W A R F N S.

[From Young's travels dwking the Years 1787, 1788, and 1739.j

HAMBERY had objects to me very

intereſting. I was eager to view

Charmettes, the road, the houſe of Ma

dame de Warens, the vineyard, the gar

dºn, every thing, in a word, that had

been deſcribed by the inimitable pencil of

Rouſſeau. There was ſomething ſo deli

ciouſly amiable in her character, in ſpite

of her frailties—her conſtant gaiety and

good-humour—her tenderneſs and hu

manity—her farming ſpeculations—but,

above all other circumſtances, the love of

Rouſſeau, have written her name amongſt

the few whoſe memories are connečted with

us by ties more eaſily felt than deſcribed.

The houſe is ſituated about a mile from

Chambery, fionting the rocky road which

leads to that city, and the wood of cheſ

nuts in the valley. It is ſmall, and much

of the ſame fize as we ſhould ſuppoſe in

England would be found on a farm of

one hundred acres, without the leaſt lux

ury or pretenſion ; and the garden for

ſhrubs and fiowers is confined as well as

unaſſuming. The ſcenery is pleaſing,

being ſo near a city; and yet, as he ob

ſerves, quite ſequeſtered. It could not but

intereſt me, and I viewed it with a degree

of emotion ; even in the leafleſs melan

chcly of December it pleaſed. I wan

dered about ſome hills, which were aſ

furcally thc walks he has ſo agreeably de

ſcribed. ... I returned to Chambery with my

heart full of Madame de Walens, We

had with us, a young phyſician, a Monſ.

Bernard, of Modanme en Maurienne, an

agreeable man, connected with people at

Chambery; I was ſorry to find that he

knew nothing more of the matter, than

that Madame de Warens was certainly

dead. With ſome trouble I procured the

following certificate ;

Extrači from the Mortuary Regiſler of the

Pariſh Church of St. Peter de Lemens.

“ The 3 oth of July 1762, was buried,

in the buying ground of Lemcis, Dame

Louiſa Frances Eleanel de la Toul, wi

dow of the Seignor Baron de Wºrens,

native,of Vevay, in the canton of Bline,

in Switzerland, who died yelierday at ten

in the molming, like a good chriſtian, and

fortified with her latt ſacraments, aged

about ſixty-three years. She abiured the

Proteſtant religion about thirty ſix years

paſt ; ſince win ch time ſhe lived in our re

ligion. She finiſhed her days in the ſuburb

of Nefin, where ſhe had Îived for about

tight years, in the houſe of M. Crepine.

She lived heretofore at the Rectus, dū ing

about four years, in the houſe of the Ivian

quís d'Ainge. She paſted . . cº o her

life, ſince her abjuration, in tº city.

(Signed) GAAM11,

Rećion of L. mens.

I, the u: der-written, ple, ent Rector of

the ſaid Lemesis, cel lify that I have ex

tracted this irom the Moituary Regiſter
ot
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of the pariſh church of the ſaid place,

without any addition or diminution what

ſocver; and, having collated it, have found

it conformable to the original. In witneſs

of all which, I have ſigned the preſents, at

Chambery, the 14th of Doc. 1789.

(Signed) A. SACHOD,

Rector of Lemens,

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

YOUR Memoirs of the life of Edward

Drinker, in your Magazine for April,

- were inſerted in the American Muſeum for

July 1787, p. 3. of the 3d edition, and

are thus prefaced —“Account of the

Life and Death of Edward DRINK ER,

who died on the 17th of Nov. 1782. In

a Letter to a Friend : ſaid to have been

written by BENJAM in Rush, M.D.”

C.

In the “ Museum,” to the paragraph

—“He not only remembered the incidents

of his childhood or youth”—there is at

fixed, by a ſtar, the following note :-

“It is remarkable, that the incidents of

childhood and youth are ſeldom remember

•d, or called forth, until old age. I have

ſometimes been led, from this and other

circumſtances, to ſuſpect, that nothing is

ever loſt that is lodged in the memory,

however it may be buried for a time by a

variety of cauſes. How often do we find

the tranſa&ions of early life, which we

had reaſon to ſuppoſe were loſt from the

mind for ever, revived in our memories

by certain accidental fights or ſounds, par

ticularly by certain notas or airs in muſic *

I have known a young man ſpeak French

fluently, when drunk, that could not put

A N E CD O T E S of S I R

SIR JOSHUA REYNOLDS was a na

tive of the Borough of Plympton, in the

Cºunty of Devon. His father was miniſter

of the pariſh, the income of which is very

finalſ, being only a Windſor curacy. He

was alſo maſter of the Grammar-ſchool

there, which is wellendowed Hewas ſome

what remarkable for taciturniy. The fol

kwing anecdote is related of him. His wife's

name was Theophila. To avoid words

and queſtions, whether he would chuſe to

drink tea or coffee he told her, “When

I tay, Tne, you muſt nake tea; when I

fay, I he phy, then make coffee.”

Sir Joſhua, about the middle part of his

life, was choſen a freeman of the Borough

ºf Plympton, and afterwards an Alder

man and Mayor ; and he declared, he

thought this the greateſt honour of his life.

£ºn this cocaſiºn be pittented to the Cor.

two ſentences of that language together,

when ſober. He had been taught per

fectly, when a boy, but had forgotten it

from diſuſe. The Counteſs of L–v–1

was nurſed by a Welchwoman, from

whom ſhe learned to ſpeak her language,

which ſhe ſoon forgot after ſhe hid ac

quired the French, which was her mother

tongue. In the delirium of a fever, many

years afterwards, ſhe was heard to mutter

words which none of her family or attend.

ants underſtood. An old Welchwoman

came to ſee her, who ſoon perceived that

the ſounds which were ſo unintelligible te

the family were the Welch language,

When ſhe recovered, ſhe could not recol

lećt a ſingle word of the language ſhe had

ſpoken in her ſickneſs. I can conceive

great advantages may be derived from this

retentive power in our memories, in the

advancement of the mind towards perfec.

tion in knowledge (ſo eſſential to its hap.

rineſs) in a future world.”

Dr. Ruſh ſtudied under the late Dr.

Cullen, and afterward reſided ſome time in

France, where he ſtudied chymiſtry.

Yours,

W. G.,

J O S HUA REYNo Lp s,

poration his pićture at full length, which

was hung up in the Town-hall. He holds

one hand over his eyes; an attitude often

aſſumed by painters when they draw them

ſelves. Mr. Alcock, one of the Burgeſſes,

preſented to Sir Joſhua the following diſ

tich on the picture being given to the Cor

poration :

“ Laudat Romanas Raphaelem, Gracau

Apellem,

“Plympton Reynolden jačat utrigue

parem.”

Sir Joſhua ſeemed very well pleaſed with

the compliment; but ſaid, “ He thought

it would be aſſuming too much honour to

himſelf to have it affixed to, or put on the

back of the pićture.”

The Edgecombe family, at this time,

were the great patrons of Sir Joſhua.
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the gallant Mademoiſelle D'Eon burns to diſtinguiſh herſelf in defence of the

liberties of her Country. We find the following Letters in a French Journal, and

we tranſlate them to ſhew the zeal and patriotiſm of this Lady, who both in arms

and negociations has ſo conſpicuouſly manifeſted her courage and her talents.

AnachAR-1s Cloots to GENEVIEvr

D'EoN, GREETING.

Paris, May 12, 4th rear of Liberty.

THE portrait of the Gauliſh Minerva

was conveyed to me by the hand of

the Graces. Inſtead of expreſfions of

thanks, I ſhall ſubmit to the heroine of

•ur age, that now is the time to put the

ſeal to her glory, by arming herſelf cap a

pce, like another Thaleſtris, or Joan of

Arc, to aid us in delivering the world

from the infernal race of tyrants. The

spiſode of La Chevaliere #. is yet

wanting to complete eur epic poem. You

ſleep, D'Eon, you ſleep, while deſpots are

awake; yeu prefer the ornaments of a
toilet to the vićtorious arms of Achilles.

March, for ſhamel your county calls

you. An Amazonian phalanx will ſwift.

ly follow you againſt the of preſſors of the

human race. Come, and the vićtory is

Qurs.

ANAcHARsis Cloots.

LA ChevalieRE D'Eon's ANswer

to the ORAT or of THE HUMAN

Race.

JUST as I am diſpatching my nephew

for Paris, I am favoured with your

charming billet of invitation to reſume

the arms of Mars, or, as you will have

it, of Achilles. When I receive a friend

ly ſummons to the field of battle, I am

not the woman to hang back. Paint to

thoſe generous founders of French liberty

my ſituation, and my deſire of being

releaſed from it to fight for Liberty, the

Nation, the Law, and the King. If I do

not ſucceed, the fault ſhall not be mine

it ſhall be wholly yours. In the mean
time, diſpatch my nephew, either for the

army of Rochambeau, of Luckner, La

Fayette, or Biron. He has a letter from M.

Chauvelin, our Miniſter at London, and

another from me, to M. Biron, and alſo

etters for the other Commanders in

Chief. On your part, do for him, and
recommend him the beſt you can. He is

{. brave, robuſt, fit to kill or be

illed, to learn to live or die for the ſafety

of his country. The ſtudy of the Rights

of Man made him quit the Engliſh

ſervice; three of his brothers are already

•ombating for a cauſe ſo noble.

Madam * *-* will deliver you a packet

containing twenty-four medals of the

Little Minerva, who, invita magna

Minerva Græca, admires, eſteems, and

loves you with all her heart. Judge what

will be her gratitude, if you remºunt her

on horſeback to conquer or die gloriouſly.

I by no means employ myſelf, illuſt. ious

Anacharſis, as you ſeem to think, in the

frivolous decorations of the toilet. All

who know me here, know that I pay

much more attention to my books than

to my robes. I deteſ the female garb as

much as thoſe who have compelled me to

wear it. Dreſſed always in a plain black

gown, I wear perpetual mourning as the

widow du ſecrete de Louis XV.

Since 1777, when I left London to

repair to Verſailles, and ſince 1785, when

I returned to London with the King's

permiſfion, I have always won the dreſs

of my ſex, to prove to his Majeſty my

ſubmiſſion to his orders, as well in a

foreign country as in France. But now,

when I ſee the Nation, the Law, and the

King in great danger, I feel my love for

the King and my country revive, and

my warlike ſpirit revolts againſt my cap

and my petticoats. My heart fiercely

demands my caſque, my ſabre, and my

horſe; and above all, my rank in the

army, to go and fight againſt the enemies

of my King and my country. This

rank is juſt y due to me by the date of my

former commiſſions, by my ſervices, and

my wounds.

Join me, therefore, in ſupplicating the

Preſident, and all the Honourabie Mem

bers of the National Aſſembly, the repre

ſentatives of the Majeſty of the French

nation, and of the firſt people in the

world, when they ſhall have finiſhed the

grand work of a wiſe Conſtitution, to re

queſt for me the King's pe. Iniſfion to lay

aſide the dreſs of a wounan, and to go and

fight againſt his enemies, and the enemies

of France.

I want his conſent, being unwilling

that he ſhould ſuſpect me of diſobedience

and ingrati ude, after all that his great

grandfather and he have been pleaſed to

do for me. In his preſent ſituation and

my own, it is my duly to obey him ſo

much the more willingly as his powers

are leſs; this is a delicacy of ſentim-nt

which
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which I ought to cheriſh, and at fixty

five years of age not run after vain-glory

like a giddy girl, at the experce of my

feelings. The wife of Czear ought not

to be ſuſpe&d of infidelity and ingrati

tude. I render to God the things thai are

Gº's, and to Ceſar tºe things that are

Caſir's.

(Signed) LACHEv. D'EoN.

IN the French National Aſſembly, in

the Seſſion of the 11th of June, an ex

tract of a peti ion from Madame D'Eon

was read, ſetting forth, that although ſhe

had worn the dreſs of a woman for fifteen

years, ſhe had never forgotten that ſhe

was formerly a ſoldier; that ſince the

Revolution ſhe feels her military ardour

revive, and demands, inſtead of her cap

and petticoats, her helmet, her ſabre, her

ho; fe, and the rank in the army to which

her ſeniority, her ſervices, and her wounds

entitle her; and that ſhe now requeſts

permiſſion to raiſe a legion of volunteers

for the ſervice of her country. Uncon

ne&ted with any party, ſhe has no deſire

of brandiſhing her ſword in proceſſions in

the ſtreets of Paris, and wiſhes for no

U S E F U L

MoD E of PREVENTING HoRs Es REING

TEAZ E D BY FLIES.

TAKE two or three finall handfuls of

walnut-leaves, upon which pour two

or three quarts of ſoft cold water; let it

infuſe one night, and pour the whole

next morning into a kettle, and let it boil

for a quartel of an hour; when cold it

will be fit for uſe. No more is required

than to moiſten a ſponge, and before the

horſe goes out of the ſtable, let thoſe parts

which are moſt irritable be ſmeared over

with this liquor, viz. between and upon

the ears, the neck, the flank, &c. Not

only the Lady or Gentleman who rides

out for pleaſure will derive benefit fism

walnut-leaves thus prepared, but the

coachman, the waggoner, and all others

who uſe horſes above ground during the

hot months. Where walnut-leaves can

not be procured, a ſtrong decoction of

wormwood, or other bitter plants, may do

vely well as a ſubſti, ute.
A Cor. Res Pon DENT.

ANOTHER.

Take the tops or any tender part of

elder, from which expreſs the juice, and

mix it with hog's I rid, till it is the con

filtency of pomatum : apply it to thoſe

Parts the flºes generally come to, and they

-

thing but, ačtual ſervice; war nobly

made, and courageouſly ſupported.--

* In my eager impatience,” adds ſhe,

“I have ſold everything but my uniform,

and the ſword I wore in the laſt war,

which I wiſh again to wear in the prºſent,

Of my library nothing remains but the

ſhelves and the manuſcripts of Marſhal

Vauban, which I have preſerved as an

offering to the National Aſſembly, for

the glory of my country, and the in

ſtruction of the brave Generals employed

in her defence. I have been the ſport of

nature, of fortune, of war and peace, of

men and women, of the malice and in.

trigue of Courts, I have paſſed ſucceſ.

fively from the ſtate of a girl to that of a

boy; from the ſtate of a man to that of a

woman; I have experienced all the odd

viciſhtudes of human life. Soon I hope,

with my arms in my hands, I ſhall fly on

the wings of liberty and vićtory to fight

and die for the Nation, the Law, and the

King.” This petition was interrupted

by repeated burſts of applauſe, ordered to

be honourably mentioned in the minutes,

and referred to the Military Committee.

R E C E I P T S.

will avoid it. The utility of it I have

often experienced in the New Foreſt

againſt the foreſt fly; and elder boughs

are moſt likely to keep off ſmaller flies

from the horſe's head.

W.B.

-

RECEITT FOR DESTRoy ING RATs.

TAKE one quart of oatmeal, four

drops of the oil of rhodium, one grain of

muſk, two nuts of nux vomica powdered.

Mix the whole together, and place it

where the rats frequent. Continue to do

ſo while they eat it, and it will ſoon deſtroy

them. A premium of five guineas was

given by the Dublin Society for this

Receipt.

AN EXPEDITIOUS METhod of Bleach

1 NG LIN EN, PAPER, &c.

Has been invented by Mr. Bartho

Let, which it is hoped will ſoon

it perſede the preſent mode, as it does

not in the leaſt injure the texture of

the materials, and the articles uſed being

extremely cheap, viz. ſea-ſalt, mangantle

(a ſubſtance found in coal-pits), and ſul

phuric acid ; theſe being mixed toge:

ther, the muriatic air highly oxygenated

* detached, which poſſeſſes the pecular

Froperty abovementioned.

EXTRACT?
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EXTRACTS from ORIGINAL LETTERS from EDWARD WORTLEY

MonTAGUE, Jus. Esq. to an EMINENI PHYSICIAN in LONDON,dec.

[ Concluded from Page 33+...]

Penice, April 3, 1774.

I AM much obliged to you for the light

in which you ſet me to Sir J. Pringle,

Mr. Banks", and Dr. Solander, but you

diminiſh my ardour to become acquainted

with them, left by knowing me they ſhould

find me much below the high mark at

which your friendſhip has placed me;

however, in the mean time, aſſure them of

the real gratitude with which my heart is

filled for their good opinion of me.

I ſhall be glad if you will ſend me what

information you can get reſpecting Mecca,

Medina, &c.; for though I am not im

mediately ſetting out, as I ſhall certainly

go (if I live), it is well to have informa.

tion as early as one can, to have time to

digeſt it. You know that when one is

once travelling (that is, ſeated upon the

;wift droinedary), there is an end of all

ſtudy.

I am much obliged to Mr. Jones + for

his kind preſent. May the Arab's beniſon
ever attend him : -

You ſay, very juſtly, that Mrs. Mon

tague 1 is one of the moſt accompliſhed of

her ſix. I remember her huſband, my

couſin, too, very remarkable for his ſkill

in ſeveral branches of the mathematics.

Indeed, my dear Doğtor, my eſteem and

conſideration of men is ever guided and

fixed by their inward qualities, not their

outward colour. I mind no more the

£olour of a man's ſkin, than I do that of

a cheſnut, as my little boy (who is quite

black, you know) told a gentleman the

other day, who was joking him about his

colour, “I am,” ſays he, “ like the

cheſnut, that is, all white within ; but

you are like a fair apple, which is moſt

erfect when it has many black grains in

its heart.” See what an old fool I am

become, to be fond of my boy's ſayings

I hope to hear ſoon from Mr. Conant,

and to get the ſpecimens by his or Mr.

Jones's means, and ſome news of the

Goſpel of Barnabas.

Venice, November 30, 1774.

IT is exceſſively cold here at preſent.

I am reduced to our remedies againſt it in

the mountains of Syria. I cannot expreſs

them ſo well in any language as in Arabic;

therefore I ſend you a deſcription of them

in that language, which Mr. Jones will

explaim to you.

MR. Jo Nes's TRAN SLATION.

“ The winter is come, and while the

rain ſecludes us from our uſual affairs

abroad, I have ſeven things neceſſary to

relieve my cares —a comfortable apart

ment, a full purſe, a cheerful hearth, a

bowl of pure wine, with good fare, a

warm dreſs, and a ſoft companion of my

bed.”

Venice, Auguſt 30, 1774.

WHAT Mr. ſays of the Abyſ

finians is very true; but they do not al

ways eat ſo, it is only on particular

occaſions, as to honour a gueſt, that they

ſend for a choſen beaſt, and cut a few

pieces off the muſcular part, of which

every one eats a few bits; but I am ac

quainted with an Armenian traveller, who

was treaſurer to the Emperor three years.

He differs much from Mr. —— in his

account of the country ; and Mr.—

ſays, that he robbed the Emperor. I

hope what Mr.— has ſent to the King's

garden will have more ſucceſs than what

he ſent to other gardens, ſince (if I am

juſtly informed), there had not been found

anything new amongſt his preſents.

Wenice, Sept. 3, 1774.

I REGRET nuch Mr. Montague;

he is old in years, but I am ºfflicted to

find him ſo in conſtitution. His lady is

indeed the moſt perſectly accompliſhed

woman I ever ſaw.

I am glad that you approve of the

ſeven bleſſings; they certainly compoſe a

good receipt againſt cold. I greatly ſo

lace with them all except the cup of pure

wine. My cup is of pure water, into

which I never put anything elſe, and in

deed it is to that that I attribute a vigour

very extraordinary in a man paſt fixty,

I hope I ſhall ſome day or other introduce

to you a ſon of mine, who is very near

black ; he is upwards of eleven years of

age, but writes and reads Arabic, and

talks nothing elſe, nor will I permit him

* Sir Joſeph Banks, Bart. Preſident of the Royal Society.

+ Sir w. Jones.

1 of Portman-ſquare, Author of the Eſſay on Shakeſ, care,

Wol. XXI.
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to learn any thing till he comes to Eng

land. I am ſorry that in Mr. Jones"

Arabic muſt give way to law; he has

not, I fear, a very large fortune; Arabic

would not make it better; but with his

parts he may aſpire to anything. He is

much my ſuperior in Arabic. I hope,

however, that he underſtood my letter.

The Admiralty, moſt aſſuredly, cannot

be under the direction of a more able or

a more active man than Lord Sandwich,

and the national advantage would be

infinite, if every department was filled

up by one as equal to the charge as he is

to that.

Penice, November 5, 1774.

Mr. BRUCE's going to the North

ſeems to indicate that he has not found

the South as he wiſhed. I beg my com

pliments to Mr. Banks f, I wiſh much

to be acquainted with him. - I wiſh

AEgypt was Otaheitee, or Otaheitee

AEgypt; but I pity poor Omai. The fate

of poor Tupia . much affected me, but

Omai is worſe off; he will know luxury,

his wants will be increaſed, and he will be

unhappy. Change of diet and learning

to drink will hurt his conſtitution. Mr.

Banks may do anything, and nothing

from his talents can be ſurpriſing ; even

his having learnt the language of Ota

heitee in three weeks.

I wiſh that it was in Omai’s way to paſs

through Ægypt, for I hope he will go

home, and not be the cauſe of his happy

iſle's being enſlaved and prieft-ridden.

I think this ſudden diſſolution of the

Parliament was a maſterly ſtreke, and

perfectly well judged, as well with reſpect

to morals as to politics. - -

I am glad that Lord Sandwich will

have no trouble in the county for my

part I am determined not to have any

anywhere, for I have given my nephew

my borough, and have thanked ſome of my

friends (who would have brought me into

Parliament) for their kind intentions. I

have had enough of Parliament. I have

taſted, in ſome degree, the ſweets of

being in Omaï's ſituation (when he was

at Otaheitec), and wiſh always to enjoy

the happineſs of having no ſuperfluous

Wººntj.

You have ſeen the fate of Ali Bey.

Had my advice been followed, he would

now have been quietly ſeated on the throne

of Ægypt, erected on the ruins of the

Mamaluke government; but in this, as on

amany other occaſions in my own country,

I have proved the fate of Caſſandra, whoſe

prophecies were ever true, but never

believed

Mr. is now in Italy, as I under

ſtand, in his way to England I think

that whatever he has ſaid, or may ſay

againſt you or me, muſt little affect our

characters. What will the people in

England ſay to him, for having made a

preſent of the bread plant to the French

a preſent which will hinder them from

being ever diſtreſſed for corn; and ſeems

very much to prejudice our agriculture,

by taking from our neighbours the want

of that grain which was the greateſt en

couragement to our huſbandry. I will

ſay nothing to the effect this preſent muſt
have in time of war.

I ſhould be very happy to ſee Capt.

Phipps's account of his expedition; but I

imagine that no diſcoverer will ever paſs

the Pole, if ever they think of making

the land, for they will ever be interrupted

by the ice, which they would avoid by

keeping at a great diſtance from the land,

and ſteering to the Pole from their firſt

departure, without thinking of a ſecond

departure from Greenland, or any other
land.

I am very glad to find that gentlemen

are now ſet upon diſcoveries really uſeful,

and not merely curious. I wiſhed that in

ſtudying the nature of air, my obſerva

tions on that of AEgypt may be of any

uſe. When I return there, I ſhall certainly

continue to ſend them to you. Confider

ations on the nature of air will naturally

lead to thoſe of water, and of vegetables;

for the connection between theſe there is

moſt intimate. In the different climates

and countries in which I have been, I

have never met with any one where the

air was bad and the water good, nor

where the vegetables were wholeſome when

theſe were bad. I ſhould be happy to ſee

Sir John Pringle's performance, for I

cannot but be perſuaded of its value, from

the knowledge I have of his abilities.

I beg my compliments to him.

Pray ſend me twenty-four lancsts

twelve with long-points, and twelve with
ſhort ones.

January 11, 1775.

I PITY poor Oinai; he ſeems to me

to be in the fituation of a happy hand

ſome country laſs decoyed to London by

fine baubles and gaiety, courted an

• sºr wm. Jones, one of the Judges of his Majeſty's Supreme Court of Calcutta.

# Sir Joſeph Banks, Bart, Preſident of the Royal Society,

adored
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adored till known to all and become

common; then neglečted and reduced, and

by diſhabit unable to return to her firſt

life of labour and ſobriety, and conſe

quently miſerable.

Mr.— is no more mentioned; only

the other day, a capital merchant came

to me, to deſire his direction to write to

him, as he was now ready to trade to

Abyſſinia by way of Ægypt, which

M told him he was commiſſioned to

do for the Eaſt-India Company.

I wiſh that Capt. Cook may bring his

Bolabola man home ſafe; he and Omai

will be of the greateſt uſe for diſcoveries,

perhaps for a ſettlement in that part of the

world. The poor unhappy iſlanders, once

a free, may become an enſlaved people.

--
-

February 22, 1773.

I AM obliged to Mr. Harmer", for .

thinking my inaccurate lines concerning

the Written Mountain worth a commen

tary. I wrote them when I had no one

book to aſſiſt me, not even my own

journal. He is very right. There are

numbers of inſcriptions all over that

Deſert, or that Peninſula, whichis between

the two branches of the Red Sea; and

what is very remarkable is, that they are

all ſtained on the rocks, and not cut, as

thoſe of the Written Mountain. I can

not conceive what was the compoſition

that could ſo deeply penetrate thoſe

mountains, which are almoſt all of granite

or porphyry. But however, as in the in

numerable inſcriptions I examined, I did

not find any remarkable difference in the

eharacter, I muſt conclude them written

by the ſame people, though at different

periods of time. Theſe charaćters are,

as I think, the vulgar characters which

were made uſe of at and after the age of

Jeſus in Jeruſalem perhaps, even they

were the corrupted characters the children

of Iſrael made uſe of at Babylon, and that

they brought back with Cyrus : and in

the charaćters, thoſe who out of devotion

viſited the Mountain of God (for ſo Scrip

ture calls Sinai), wrote what they thought

proper on all the rocks in their way there ;

ſo I do not ſee what light theſe inſcrip

tions can throw upon ancient profane

hiſtory. That theſe inſcriptions, at leaſt

thoſe of the Written Mountain, did not

exiſt till long after the age of Moſes, ſeems

certain from the number of figures of

men and beaſts which are found in every

line; for ſoon after him, his people, one

would imagine, would not have engraven

* See an account of him, p. 362.

images. That country leads to no place

—it never was poſſeſſed by any of the

nations famous in hiſtory—it never was

conquered or over-run by any of them—it

never was, nor could be, the theatre of

any conſiderable, or, indeed, inſignificant

foreign war; but indeed it is of real and in

finite uſe to evince the truthof the hiſtory of

Moſes, as every remarkable place or ſcite,

or rock, or more trifling object mentioned

by him, is immediately known (and man

ſtill exiſt) by his deſcription. It is º:

ficult to ſay what men will do; but if I

live, I propoſe to viſit Mecca and Medina,

and the whole Peninſula, in ſearch of other

inſcriptions of which I have notice.

I ſhall be glad to receive inſtruc

tions relative to this from our gentlement.

Certainly I am not diſtinguiſhable from a

native of the country; and certainly

from that circumſtance I muſt be more

equal to ſuch a taſk, than one much more

able without that advantage.

Wenice, Auguſt 2, 1775.

f WAS already informed of the death

of my worthy friend and relation Mr.

Montague. He muſt have lived to a

great age, for he was an old man when I

was a young one, and I am now in my

fixty-fifth year. Whenever you ſee his

widow, pray do not fail to let her know

how much I reſpect and admire her (the

honour of her ſex); indeed ſhe does

honour to all to whom ſhe belongs, her ſex,

her country, and her family, and to her

late huſband's diſcernment.

I forgot to tell you a comical aſſertion

of M ; he ſays, I am not worthy of

being called a Chriſtian. This I do not

underſtand. Does he mean that I was

not chriſtened, or that I was an infant not

worthy of being ſo Or does he mean

that I do not believe the tenets of the

Church But of what Church does he

mean for the Chriſtian ones are many.

He thinks, perhaps, that I favour the

Mahomedans too much. He never talked

to me on the ſubject ; but he judged thus

perhaps from my intimacy with many of

them, and the regard all of them, inge

neral, have for me, more than they have

for the generality of bigots of different

denominations. He will ſay that I wrote

Mohammed Bey a letter, in which I ſaid,

I ſhould have no objection to Mahomme.

diſm, but for ſome reaſons : I did tell

him that I admired their cuſtoms, was

fond of them, and ſhould always follow

them ; and that were it not for material

objections, I ſhould have no objection to

t. The Fellows of the Royal Society.

H h h a their
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their religion. I ſuppoſe the Archbiſhop

of Canterbury, or the Pope, might ſay

the ſame thing; but who is to explain the

objections, czcept the perſon in whoſe

breaſt they are The words of my letter

to the Bey are,—“I am no French:an,

ſo I have nothing to ſay to their doings.

I never ſee any of the Chriſtians; I have

left them, and therefore enter not into their

dealings in any ſhape.” You will under

ſtand that the word Chriſtian is not under

ſtood in its extended latitude, but only

means the Chriſtians of the country,

Greeks, Armenians, &c. for Europeans

are called Franks. Nor are the Europeans

allowed, even by the Greeks, to be Chriſ

tians; for when any one enters into the

Greek Church, he is chriſtened by a total

immerſion ; the Europeanº
being denied to be valid by the Patriarc

Cyrillus; but this Mr.

know ; he ſhould learn Arabic before he

begins to criticiſe Arabic letters. I long

to ſee his account of Abyſſinia. I know

he already ſays, that all that Ludolphus

fays about it is falſe; but he is particu

larly happy in having learnt that language

in forty days; and that the Emperor told

his courtezans to go to learn the purity of

their language from him.

Dr. begged to have ſome dialogues

and letters in the Arabic language. I

have ſent hitn Veneroni's Italian Dialogues,

which I myſelf tranſlated into Arabic for

the uſe of a young lady, and many other.

dialogues and fables; and my own Arabic

correſpondence : llas he received them

My Plan (that of the Battle of A&tium)

was ſhown to the King by Sir J. Pringle,

and his Majeſty did me the honour to de

termine to keep it. As I was prevailed

upon by the Literati to pºliſh it here,

I had prepared the copper-plates, and had

two proof planstruck off. But I have now

taken the plates into my own hands, and

I will not publiſh it; for I think it would

be wrong to put into everybody's hands

a work, the original of which a King has ;

tor every thing is much depreciated by

being common.

The cºpper-plates are gone long ago

from herºe, with one of the two copies

which were ſtruck off for proof. Mr.——

has the direction of the Painter I ſent

them by, who has, :oo, a portrait he took

of me. The Council of the Royal Society

n:ay diſpoſe of the plates as they pleaſe,

and in the mean time I think the proof

copy will be well placed in the Muſeum.

I ſhall ſec, I hope (if I live), Mecca and

— did not

Medina with more leiſure than I have done.

As to difficulty, I never found any that

patience did not get the better of, not any

danger that prudence, well determined,

did not overcome.

juſum & tenacem propºſiti virum

Horace will tell you the reſt.

There is a report prevails in Italy that

Mr. 's drawings are not done by him

ſelf, but by the young man he took from

Bologna with him, and who died there ;

and it is univerſally believed, as all the

Connoiſſeurs (who are well acquainted

with him) aſſert they know his hand.

However, I am glad he has ſold them

well.

I wiſh poor Omai had never ſeen En.

gland; he will be unhappy by artificial

wants (the effects of luxury).

I am much obliged to Dr. Solander and

Sir J. Pringle for their kindneſs. I bes

ou will aſſure them of my gratitude.

I ſhall be much obliged to you for Dr.

Strahan's performance, I am glad to ſee

that the Antiquarian Society have publiſh

ed ſo uſeful and curious a diſcevery. My

boy is much obliged to you for your kind

ſtntiments. w

---

Penice, November 5, 1775.

I AM much obliged to you for the

bocks and lancets. I long to receive Po

cock’s “Specimen. Hiſtor. Arab.” I ſent a

preſent to Mr. Jones of an Arabic MS.

I am glad that Omai made ſo good a figure

in the hunting buſineſs. But what would

not one of my Arabs have done hunt

ing the antelope with the ſpear requiring

more ſwiftneſs and dexterity than hunting

the fox. I am glad, however, that their

hunting did you no damage: theſe hun

tings ſeldom do good to young plantatiº.
Omai, I think, judged right, for certainly

nothing can be more ſurprizing than fire

works and water-works, particularly to

one a ſtranger to the force of gunpowder.
and the laws of mechanics. Is not Omi

much ſurprized to ſee people running mid

for finall pieces of metal which, as it is

not of ſo much uſe as iron, muſt appear

leſs valuable to one unacquainted wi

coin. .

I have lately read Sir J. Pringle's fine

performance". Upon my word it is "

charining performanee. I have never

met win that ſubject treated in ſo clear

and maſterly a manner. I wiſh that it was

not an Oration, but rather ſomething

more extended.

* 9at of his Orations on delivering Sir Gco. Copley's Medal at the Royal Society.
I thank
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1 thank you for ſending me Mr. Jones's

performance", of which I have the higheſt

opinion, founded on his extraordinary abi

lities. -

I cannot help ſaying a word or two

about Mr. Sale. I have compared his

Tranſlation with the Al Koran, and own

that I am aſtoniſhed at his abilities and

accuracy, for I do not find it in any thing

Abort of the true meaning and energy of

the original : but the elegance of the Ara

bic cannot be tranſlated; he has been led

attray by Travellers in his Notes; but that

is not his fault, nor could I have diſco

vered it, unleſs I had carefully viſited

many places mentioned in that ſurpriſing

performance. If you are acquainted with

Mr. Sale, pray make him my compli

ments on his ſurpriſing performance, of

which indeed I did not conceive any Occi

*atal language capable. I ſhould be

greatly obliged to him if he would pro

cure me the Goſpel of Barnabas, or a copy

of it. I would pay what might be thought

by you a proper price for it.

Certainly Dr. Prieſtley's Enquiries (on

Air) will make a work of themſelves, and

a valuable one too. —— is an extraor

dinary man. I had not the pleaſure of

ſºing him here, or I ſhould have had that

of ſeeing the Pretender's wife's picture,

which he carries about, and ſays that it

is his couſin's piéture. She is only ſo by

marriage; though, adds he, “ſhē ſent it

to me to Rome, enriched with diamonds.

I ſent them back, but kept the picture.”

He requires a particular decree of the Se

nate of this place, that a ſum of money

may be employed to buy him a diamond

croſs, and ſay that that is the lecompence

for his extraordinary ſervices.

To the EDITOR of the EUROPEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

THE following Extracts were made many Years ago from the Manuſcript men.

tioned by Mr. Ellis in his “CAMPAGNA of LoN Do N,” and are at the Service

of The EUROPEAN MAGAZINE. I am, &c.

- C. D.

EXTRACTS from ALLEYN's JOURNAL ; entitled, “The Found FRs 1ſt

Booke of Accou Nºrs, from October 1617, to September 1622.”

30 SEPTR.

CAME to London in the

coach & went to the Red

Bull - -

I

Q O - 2

3 Octr I went to the Red

Bull & r" for the Younger Bro

ther but 3 6 4–water - o o 4.

6 Pº for a botle of wine o 1 I

19 Our wedding daye, theyr dimed wº

us D* Watt, owld Beg & his wife,

Canterburie & his wife, Jo Boand, M*

Harris, & his frend P' Foard.

22 P4 Mr Traviſe rent for

the Black Fryars -

31 I went to London to the

Lo. Treſurers -

Supp. att Youngs ordinarye

4.o o o

2 I O O

w” the Starr Chamber men o 6 o

11 Pº by Morton the Fortune

quitt rent - - o I to

15 Given theboyesof Powles o 1 o

18 My dinner att Harts

odynorie - -

19 Sr Randelle Crewe a fee

for a motion to alter W. H.

petition, for having the cauſe

referd to M' Mar & Mr

Woolveridge -

Bought a book ofthe generall

practiſing of Philick -

Nov. 3 Porter to Yorkhowſe

atta Seale day for a motion mad

by Sº Ra. Crews -

Dec. 30th Bought a book

the Biſhop of Spalates -

31* Water to Suffolk Howſe

Given my La. my filver

booke. P* for wrighting the

verſes - -

To Buckart for lyming it:-

O 1 o e

* In a letter to Mr. Jones from Mr. Montague, ſome Arabic Verſes, of which the

following is the tranſlation, are inſerted 1–

“Would Heaven decree our meeting,

“O, my friend, its decrees would complete

“ My happineſs I ſhould ſay to my heart,

* Rejoice, for the ſun is ſing, and the

* Darkneſs which cover'd thee is

* Diſpers'd.”
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To Mr Brambeel for the glaſs ,

work - -

The whol valure was 15l.

is tº o

JAN. : * Newe year's daye

wº.giftes given my La. Clarck
a pºof filk ſtock. -, r to o

Given Mº Auſten a p" of

filk ſtockins - 1 Io O

Given Mº Auſten a p" of *

gloves - . . . r 16 o

P4 Tuchborne his bill for

Michelmaſs Terme the Attor

meys fee on the firſt bill . . o 3 4.

The copie of W. H. peticion
for Mr Wolverig - o 2.

The Attorneys fee on the

2 bill - - o 3 4.

New drawing my bill - o 5 o

For ingroſſing thereof o 3 o

A copie of W. H. ſecond

peticion - - o 5 o

Drawing a breefe for Sº Ra.

Crew - - 6 2 6

wrighting 2 fayer copies of

Itt - -

Entring a copie of the order o 11 6
A ſecond copie made on the

firſt Hering. *- o 4.

An afidavitt of Jo. H. death o 2 4
The copie of the bill - o o

Drawing & ingroſſing an an
fwer to itt - - O 12 O

A breef for Mº Geratts mo

tion - - o o 6

For an atachment for W. H. o 2 Io

Affidavit y W. H. was

ſerved wip" - - o 2 4

For cutting & drawing the
laſt order . . . ~~ c 1 I 6

Tuchborne's fee this Terme o zo o

5 7 4.

16 A pº of whight under
ſtocking - - o I iO

March 24 P* M' Younge,

my Chapline & Schoolm', for

his q':ers wages -

P* M: Harriſone, my Chap

line & Uſher, for his q"tel's

wages . - -- 3 6 4

M*—one Thurſday the 26 of Marche

John Hopkins the Organiſt came to use.

APR il 2. Pº for 2 takens

att St Saviours - o o 4.

Given wº them back O o 2.

Given in ther baſome more o o 2

A pint of muſkadell o o 6

17th I was att Arundell

Howſe, when my Lord ſhowed

me all his Statues & Picktures

that came from Italy—given
his man - - o 2 5

25 Sent D'Ligtermy water & o 2 s

27 Bought a pair of Or

gaines for the Chapell off My

Gibbs of Powles - 8 2 &

MAY 17 Pº for the bookes

of examinacons in the Star

chamber being 94 ſheets at 12"

the ſheet - - 4. 14 °

Given M* Greſſame, the

wrighter of them - o + c,

July 1 tº 1 receved iny

Pattent from"M" Attorney, &

he woud red. nothing, but M:

Beal had for it - 5 to s

His 2 men - 1 c2 o

The Chamb, keep I gave o of 6

6 17 6

1 Sept.' This day the pore people

dined & ſuppt wº us, itt being my birth

daye, & 52 years owld, bleſſed be the

Lord God the giver of Lyffe, Amen.

13 I invited to dinner S. Ed. Bowyār,

La. Brice, Mº Bowyar, Mr. Dennis,

M" Jane & a young gentlewooman; and

w" theys came 5 men; then cam unlookt

for Tho. Allen & his ſone, Mr Edmunds,

& M. Juby & his wife, Mº Kipitt & his

wife, & a gent. ro. Hyne, & 3 pſones
from the Bank Sid.

18 Dinner att the Marmayd

in Bred ſtreat to Mr Edmonds,

Mº Bromfield, Tho. Allen, &

5 of the Fortune company o 5 s

More diſburſed for the build

ing in the Black Fryars for this

yeare,& in an” 1617 when it firſt

beganne wº the 200' firſt dit

buried by my father; buyeing

in off Leaſes, Chargis in Lawe,

& the building itt ſelf, wº

making meanes to kepe them

from being puld down, is 1 ro; co ci.

29" of September 1618.

Here ends the years account

beginning at Michellmaſs 1617,

& ending this Michellmaſs

1618, in which hath bene diſ

buried, in generall wºº the charge

off the Black Fryars Build

in - - zog; 12 os

Wheroff in pticulars as followeth :

In Howſhould Charge 137 14 of

For the Colledge - 184 cº cº

For Rente - 258 oz of

For Debts, building or re- -

Pairing - 1254 13 c6

For Aparell - oro 13 c6

For Lawe, the worſt of awe oč7 of co

JAN.
*
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Jan. 2: Bought between me 13 mary boames - ©

Å. Jo.iº Chapline, 12º: - o : :

Mº Minihawe's Dićtionarie, A legg of mutton - O or lo

being 11 languages; the price #P. of cauves feet - o co to

was 22 wherof I gave - o 11 o Pº a porter - o or 4

1619. SEPT. 12 I rode to ----

the Lo. of Canterburye, but he was 3 16 5

ſick & could not com. The Powlter, Bill.

13 This daye was the foundacion off Caloons

the Colledge finiſh, & ther wear preſent, : . - - 1 oz ºp

the Lord Chancellor, the Lo. of Arondell, 6i. ion - - o os e

Lo. Coronell Ciecell, Sº Jo. Howland, 13 jº. ons • o oA 4.

#. Shreive, S' Ed. Bowyare, St Tho. 6 rabitts pigions - . . : : :

rymes, Sº Jo. Bodley, Sº John Tun- - -

ſtall, Inigo Jones, the #. Surveyor, Jo. Half a too ºf eagge; o oz e

Finch, Councellor, Ric. Tayle Boyer," -

Ric, June, Jo. Anthony. They firſt 2 of e

herd a ſermond, and after the inſtrument Cooke Bill
of Creacion waſe by me read, & after an ad ts t 00ke ºzº,

anthem they went to dinner, wºº waſs as lb. 3. º ounges - - o os •
followeth : 3" or lar - o oz 6

A pottle of great oyſters o og o

2 Meſs of Meat. Iſingglaſs & turmſole o oz 6
Capons in whight broth. w Damſones & codlings o or 6

Boyld pigions - Barberyes & grapes - o or 6

Boyld venſon A ſtrayner - o oo $

Farét boyd meat, -*-*

Could roſt o 1 : 6

Gran ſalade -: * :

A chin of beef roſt Gar -

Shoulder of mutton wº oyſters a colley ,ºr Bill. o og e

#. :***** 2: ;
A floringtyne Purſlaine& beet rootes : : t

*::::::: ... ºr ºn,
Roſt eeel 4 lemons - - : : :

Weſtfalya bacon -

En o og Io

So the other Meſs. S. B ---

2 Courſº. altyers Bill.
Roſt godwith ſ º:* - o or 6

Aytychock pie * apers ż, a lb. - o oc 6

Roſt partridges # a lb. - o oo 4

Wett leche Anchovies, 3 q" of a lb. o or 6

Roſt quayles H. a buſhel of ſalt - o oo 8

Codlyng tart - -

owſe pigions o og 6

mber lech ----

Roſt Rabitt J - o e3 e

Dry meats tongs sweet water - o oo $

Pickle oyſters 4. Pipkins for the cooke © C1 2.

Anchoves --

So the other Meſs. o oA is

The CHARG of the DINER, conſtainowr, Bill.T

The Buchars Bill. Pine aple ſeed, 4 oz. • oo 9

Achine of bedfe, 12 ſtone o 18 o Oringoes, 2 lb. - o og 4

A q'er & aflank, 20 ſtone 7° 1 12 9 Whight biſkett, a q. of alb.

16 lb. of ſuett - o os 4 Colered biſkett, a q. of a lb.5 ° “ ”

* Illegible,

Weſt
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Wett ſuckett, H. a lb. - o or o

Muſko “dyamoxal - o oz c

Almond paſt, # a lb. - o Co I O

Wafers, 4 a lb. - o or o

Lumpe ſugar, 3 lb. - o og o

o 18 11

Grocers Bill,

A ſugar loaf wººl. cla. o 17 6

Pepp. 1 lb. - - o oz 4.

Nutt megges, 7 oz. - o or 9

Gager, 5 oz. - o oc I

Synamom, 1 oz. - o oo 4

Dry Cloves, 2 oz. - o O i o

I... ng mace, 2 oz. - o CI O

Jordayn almonds, 8 oz. o oo 8

Figgs, 4 oz. - O Co I

Reaſon ſolis, 2lb - o od 1 I

Prunes plk •', 2 lb. - o oo 4.

Curones, 4-lb. - o oz o

Rice, 1 lb. - - o oo 4

I)ates, 4 oz. - o co 6

Safforaes, # an oz. - o co 4.

Heaten finamom & ginger O GO I

Capp pap. I quier - o co 3

Pack thr - o oo 4

I I I O

yºnferers Bill.

* rundletts of clarett, con

Of my ºwne.
A mutton - o 1- -

Wheat for meal & flower, 8

buſh!” - - 2. co -

30 lb. of butter - o 15 °

Chare coal & wood - O. : C →

2 hoggſheds of bere - I c.4 6

Uſe for a garniſh of - o on 6

Carrowas, 1* - o co 6

Given them y' wayted o c5 6.

5 c6 6.

Some of theys is 16 12 6

• The Cokes la

bour - of 16 8 × 20 9 :

The buck, wh

warrant & feching oz oo o

26 O&tr. 1619, I rode to S' Tho. Ed.

musds, & after to the buriall of Mr. Bel

feeld.

, 24 March, I rode to ſee

the tyltyng, p" for a ſtanding o 1 -

9 Maye 1620, Bought 2

books, Googe Huſbandry,

& a copie book, & Rules off Lyfe o 5 °

26 My wyfe & I acknowledg the fin:

att the Common Pleaſe Court of all hy

lands to the College, bleſſed be God y

hath lent us lyfe to doe itt.

13 Aug. John Lowen & his wyſe dint!
with me

tayning 8 gall. - o 16 o 16 April 1622, Dinner at the

A bottel of canory, 9 pints o oz 6 Hart in, Smithfield, whithe

3 q" of theºry - o oz o Builders off the Fortune o ; *

3 q" of whight wine - o og o 14 May, Paid the firſt pay

* q of wine vinegar - o oo 9 ment for the Fortune building

———— 25'—ſpent - - • I {

A. 1 oz 6

T H E I R O N M A S K.

THF following Account of the MAs que de Fer, that celebrated State Priſoner, whoſe

Name and Quality have hitherto puzzled every Enquirer, was communicated to the

Edi row by a learned and eloquent Advocate of the laſt Parliament of Paris.

tº the MS. Memoirs of M. De La Rein

terre, at preſent in the poſſeſſion of the

kia ºuis of Meſmon Romance, at Paris, the

Maquis f.ys, That when he commanded in

the Fettreſs of Dignerol, a priſoner who was

cºnfined in the Citadel of that place one

day ſhut the door of his room with great

riolence upon the Oſſier who waited upon

him, and ran immediately down ſtairs, in

prler to eſcape from his confinement : He

was, however, ſtopped by the cent nei at

the bottom of the ſtairs. The Officer in the

mean time cried out from the window, that

the priſoner was making his eſcape, and re

quetted the affiſtance of the garriſon. The

*Dfficer upon guard immediately came up and

laid hold of the priſoner, who was ſcuſhing

with the centinel. The Officer drew his

two 9, and the priſoner cried out, in a very

* A tºwn asn, le

commanding tone of voice, songs: 3 tº ºt

vous faitº, Monſieur : Reſpºtez is ſary 4,

vos Souveraini—“Take cale what you do,

Sir : Reſpect the blood of your Sovereigns."

—In the mean time the Officer who had

been lock'd in came down ſtairs, and, on

hearing what the priſoner had ſaid, put his

hand upon his mouth, and deſired all the

perſons preſent never to mention what they

had heard the priſoner ſay; who was imme

diately reconducted to his old apartment, and

guarded with more care than before.

M. De La Reinterie ſays, that he told the

ſtory to a few confidential perſons about the

Court of Verſailles, whoſe names he men"

tions in his Memoirs, and that, except to

them, he always preſerved the moſt perfect

ſecrecy of this very extraordinal: circum’

ſtance,

- - - -
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D R O S S I A N A.

N U M B E R XXXIII.

ANEcDoTEs of ILLUSTRIOUs and ExTRAORDINARY PERsons,
Perhaps NOT GENERALLY KNOWn.

- a thinG of shireDS AND

[Continued from

Quin.

AS Quin was one morning walking near

the Lower Rooms in Bath, he was

met by a celebrated gambler, who ſaid to

him, “So Mr. Quin, I ſee you are going

to take your ride, to get you an appetite

to your dinner.”——“Yes,” replied

Quin, “ and you are going to get a dinner

to your appetite.”

A Quiniana, collected from the con

verſation of this ſtrong obſerver of life and

character, would make a moſt excellent

book.

A Privy Councillor of Ireland declares,

that he has often ſeen Qin and Mrs.

Woffington in the firſt row of the firſt

gallery, at the Opera Houſe in the Hay

market, on the firſt night of a comic

opera, to ſtudy the expreſſion and manner

et ſome of the firſt Buffo Performers. At

preſent we are apt to think their manner of

performing comic parts too loaded, and

too buffooniſh to afford any models of

imitation.
:-: :*:::::::::::::::::::::::::::

HAN bel.

This great man was originally intended

by his parents for the Civil Law. Vinci,

however, and Pergoleſ had greater at

tractions for him than Juſtinian and

Pomat, and he wiſely gave way to the im

pulle of his tranſcendant genius. Handel,

with all his roughneſs, was a man of worth

and of piety, and, though he lived much

with the great, was no flatterer. He told

one of our Royal Family, who aſked him

how he liked his playing upon the violon

cºllo—“Why, Sir, your Highneſs plays
like a Prince.”—when the ſame Prince

had prevailed upon Handel to hear a Mi

nuet of his own compoſition, which he

Played himſelf upon the violoncello, Han

del heard him out very quietly; but when

the Prince told him that he would call in

his band to play it to him, that he might
hear the full effect of his compoſition,

Handel could contain himſelf no longer,

*nd ran out of the room, crying, “Wor

ſher and worſher, upon my ſoul.”

Handel, in the latter part of his life, uſed
Vol. XXI.

PATCHES 1 HAMLET.

Page 327.]

to attend divine ſervice at St. James's

church, ſeated in a ſedan chair in the

middle of the aiſle,

:*:: -----------------

HENRY FIELDING

died at Liſbon. The following Verſes were

inſcribed upon a tomb that was erected to

his memory by the late French Conſul in

that city, M. Le Chevalier De St. Marc

De Meyrionet :

Sous ces cypres charniers, parmices os

muets,

Tu cherche ds Fielding les reſtes memo

rables;

De la mort & du temps deplores les effets,

Oudeteſtes plutötl'oublides ſesſemblables.

Ils elevent partout des marbres faſtueux

Un bloc reconnaiſſant ici manque à tes

Voeux,

Et ton pas incertain craint de fouler la

cendre

Sur la quelle tes pleurs cherchent à ſe re

pandre.

Vieillard qui detruis tout dans un pro

fonde ſilence

Ne diſſous point ce marbre à Fielding

conſacré,

Q'aux fiecles à venir il arrive ſacré

Pour l'honneur demon nom, & celui de

la France.

ST. MARC De MeYRIonet.

It has been ſaid, the Engliſh merchants

reſident in Liſbon took offence at this in

ſcription, and would not ſuffer it to be

put up. Mr. Murphy, an Aichite&t of

Dublin, and the Author of the “Deſcrip

tion of the celebrated Gothic Convent of

Bataglia in Eſtremadura,” made a defign

for a monument to this diſtinguiſhed

Author, which will ſoon appear in our

Magazine.

Fielding leſt behind him in MS. ſome

obſervations on the Criminal Law of his

country, of which his brother, the late Sir

John Fielding, thought well. Many of

the regulations propoſed by Mr. Fielding

in his pamphlet for the prevention of

ſtreet robberies, appear to be well worthy
I ii of
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of conſideration at preſent, when the con

ſtant depredations made upon paſſengers

in London, both by day and night, ſeen

to demand ſome particular notice and at

tention.

The following Copy of Verſes of this

celebrated Writer has not been printed

in Mr. Murphy's Edition of his works.

They are addreſſed to a beautiful young

Lady, Miſs H-and, at Bath, and were

written extempore in the Pump-room in

1744.

Soon ſhall theſe bounteous ſprings thy

wiſh beſtow,

Soon in each feature ſprightly health ſhall

glow,

Thy eyes their fire regain, thy limbs their

grace,

And roſes join the lilies in thy face.

But ſay, ſweet Maid, what waters can

remove

The pangs of cold deſpair and hopeleſs

love *

The deadly ſtar that lights th' Autumnal

ſkies,

Shines not ſo bright, ſo fatal as thy eyes;

The pain which from their influence we

endure,

Not Brewſter", glory of his Art, can cure.

:------------------------

DU CRoy. .

The repreſentative of this illuſtrious and

ancient family proteſted againſt the act of

the National Aſſembly that aboliſhed

Nobility in France. In one of the cha

teaus belonging to this family there is an

ancient pićture repreſenting the Deluge.

In the midſt of the general ſubmerſion of

every thing upon earth by the waters,

there appears a human head and a hand

above water; the hand carries ſome papers,

and from the mouth of the head there

comes this label, “Sauvez les titres de Du

Croy.—Save the pedigree of the ancient

family of Du Croy.”

Had every French Nobleman thought

as the Duc de Montaufier did, who oſed

to ſay, “que ſes peres avoient toujours été

fideles ſerviteurs deleurs Rois, mais qu'ils

m’avoient point été leurs flatteurs;” or

aćted as the Count de Brienne (brother to

the Cardinal de Lomenie) did at the bold

attack of L'Aſliette in Piedmont, who

when they were about to carry him off the

field of battle, after he had loſt one arm,

cried out, “I have ſtill another arm left

for my king;” would any good

Frenchman have wiſhed the order of No

bility to have been aboliſhed nor would

the body of Nobility have ſuffered

* Aa eminent Phyſician,

themſelves to be cruſhed. Dr. Johnſºs

uſed to ſay, that when any government

was diſſolved, it was always by its own

fault, its imbecility, or its wickedneſs.

--~ :------------------>t.

Louis XIII.

When Lord Leiceſter waited upon thiſ

Prince, to know whether he intended to

aſſiſt the Parliament of England againſt

Charles the Firſt, he replied, “Le Roi,

mon frere, peutétre aſſuré, que je n'aime

point les rebelles et les ſeditieux, et que je

me les aſſiſterai jamais contre leur Prince."

Had Louis XVI. been of this opinion,

had he not aſſiſted the Engliſh Colonies

in America againſt their Mother-country,

he would not have been repaid in his

own coin ; he would not, i. the lex

talionis, have been diſpoſſeſſed of his own

prerogative. M. de Vergennes always

affected to ſay, that he had cut off one

arm of the Engliſh body in America, and

that he intended (before he had done) to

lop off the other in the Eaſt-Indies. How

ſhort-fighted, alas ! is crooked and tor.

tuous policy “Les Anglois n'ont point

de º: chez eux,” ſaid M. de

Choiſeul many years ago —ſo much the

better, perhaps, for them.

+k-º-º:::-1::::::::::::::::::::--

ANNE of Austr 1A.

It appears by ſome unpubliſhed letters of

Madame, mother to the Regent Duke of

Orleans, that ſhe was firmly of opinion

that this Princeſs was married to Cardinal

Mazarine. It is a pity that theſe letters

are not added to thoſe already publiſhed.

Our Queen Caroline was her correſpon’

dent, and uſed occaſionally to ſay, laugh"

ingly, to the page that brought them, *

account of the indelicacy they ſometime"

contained, “I hope the ſeal is ſafe-th?

letters are not fit to be read by everyone.”

At the Ducheſs of Norfolk's ſeat at

Holme, near Hereford, there is a whole

length portrait of this Princeſs, wih this

inſcription, “ Anne Reine de France,

groſſe de ſex mois; fait par Beaubrun

1638 :" and indeed the Queen's pregnanºſ

is pretty viſible in the picture.

:*:::::::.-:::::::::::::::::::-

CARDINAL DE RETz.

This celebrated demagogue lived long

enough to pay all his debts. Madame de

Sevigne, in her Letters, draws a very

pleaſing picture of him in his retirement,

on his figustion of the Archbiſhopric of

Paris, Louis XIV. gave him the Abbey

of St. Denis near Paris, and ſaid tº

the Tranſlator of Perſus. -

him,
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him, not very civilly, when he waited upon

him with his reſignation at Verſailles,

* M. le Cardinal, vous étes bien blanchi

depuis que je vous ai vâ dernierement.”-

** On blanchit aiſément,” replied the

Cardinal, very politely, “quand on a la

malheur d'être diſgracé aupres de ſon

Souveraine.” The Cardinal lived at his

eſtate at Commercy in Lorraine, before he

returned to Paris after the Fronde. As

he was one day riding out on horſeback

near his chateau, he met a Spaniſh officer

with a ſmall company, who took him

Priſoner ; but on being told by the Cardi

nal who he was, he immediately releaſed

bim : the Cardinal took a diamond ring

from his finger, and preſented it to the

officer, ſaying, “ Au moins, Monſieur,

que votre courſe d’aujourdui ne ſoit point

ſans fruit.—Pray, Sir, accept of this

trifle, that your expedition of to-day may

not be totally without ſome advantage.”

De Retz ſpent the laſt years of his life at

his Abbey of St. Denis, in great retire

ment, and died there after an illneſs of

two days, at the age of ſeventy-two.

:-------. ---

CARD1 NAL MAzArt N.F.

When Mazarine was aſked, after his

triumphant return to Paris, if he would,

to ingratiate himſelf with the nobility of

the country, make a great number of

Dukes “Yes,” ſaid he, “ je ferai

autant qu'il fera ridicule d'être Duc, et

de n'étre pas.”——To his nieces, who

behaved extremely ill at maſs, he uſed

to ſay, “My girls, if you don't chuſe

to behave well at church for the ſake of

God, you ſhould do ſo for your own and

my fake."
::::::::::::::::::::::

PRINce De Con D. E.

Dr. Johnſoa always thought that there

was more of knack than of talent in pub

lic ſpeaking : Condé, in ſome degree,

made good this obſervation. He was

indiſputably a man of greater parts than

his couſin Gaſton Dukeof Orleans. Condé,

however, never got up to ſpeak in the

Parliament of Paris but he expoſed him

ſelf; the other never roſe without gratify

ing his hearers extremely. Richelieu ſoon

diſcovered the ſtrength of Condé's under

ſtanding ; for when he had occaſion to

viſit him when he was not above ſixteen

ears of age, he told Mazarine, that he

d never in his life ſeen a young man that

promiſed ſo well ; “Commerce, finance,

government, the art military, were the

iubjećts on which I talked to him, and he

anſwered me perfectly well in them all.”

The term of Petit Maitre had its origin

from this Prince; for when he returned to

Paris with his ſuite ofyoung officers, after

his celebrated vićtory at Rocroy, he, with

them, got the appellation of “Nos Petits

Maitres,” from the airs of inſolence and

contempt with which they treated the

poor Pariſians.—Some perſons have ſup

poſed that the character of a man is to §:

foundin his hand-writing. This ſeems true

with reſpect to Condé, who would never

ſtop to disjoin his letters, but wrote all

the words together, never ſtopping to put

a tittle to his tºs, nor a dot to his ºs.

Some of his libertine friends were one

day attemping to make a convert of him

to Infidelity. He replied, “Gentlemen,

you may take as much pains as you pleaſe,

it will be all to no purpoſe: the 15iſper.

fion of the Jews is, to my underſtanding,

an irrefragaole proof of the truth of the

Chriſtian Religion.”

Col.BERT

once aſked ſome French merchants what he

ſhould do to encreaſe their trade,and benefit

their commerce. “. Laiſſez nous faire,

Monſeigneur,” was their anſwer—“ Only

let us alone”—the Dean of Glouceſter's

favourite maxim in all matters of trade.

A man, according to the Abbe de Lom

gerue, once waited upon this Miniſter, to

endeavour to convince him that France

ought to give up all her colonies in the

Eaſt and Weſt Indies, and leave them to

the Engliſh and Dutch, contenting herſelf

with the improvement of her own agri

culture and manufačtures, and with foreign

commerce : the Miniſter turned his back

upon him in a great paſſion, and left the

TOQm.

:*::::--

L

One cannot help admiring Louis XIV.

with all his failings, for the liberal and

ſplendid patronage that he gave to litera

ture and men of letters. Not contented

with patronizing the learned of his

own country, he ſettled penſions upon

foreigners diſtinguiſhed for their know

ledge and their talents.

The following letter is a copy of one

that Colbert ſent, by his order, to the

karned Iſaac Voffius the younger, with a

letter of exchange,

“ Monſieur, -

“Quoi, ue le Roi me ſoit pas votre

ſouvel ºf , il veut meanmoins étre votre

bienfeiteur, et m'a commandé de vots en

voyer la lettre du change, c'y jointe

comme un marque de ſon eſtime, et un

gage de ſa protection.” -

Iil 2 ABuz
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ABBE PREvost.

The effects of the infatuation of il

licit love were, perhaps, never, better
painted than by this i.e.: and labo

rious writer. Love, however, enters ſo

little into the general ſyſtem of human

affairs, that hswever violent it may ſome

times chance to be, it hardly ſeems to

deſerve the notice that is paid to it by

many writers, who ſeem to wiſh, by their

own heated heads, to inflame the imagina

tions of their readers.

A much more uſeful work of the Abbé's

is, his method to learn a language in three

months, inſerted in his Literary Journal

called the “ Pour et le Contre.” In

this projećt he ſets out with laying down

as a neceſſary preliminary, that the perſon

who begins a new language ſhould at leaſt

know one language grammatically, and

upon principle. The ſtudent is then to

write down every night fifty or a hundred

words of that language he wiſhes to ac

quire, with the word correſponding to

each in the language with which he is

acquainted. This liſt is to be read over

three or four times before the ſtudent goes

to ſleep; and on his waking in the morn

ing he is to repeat in his mind as many of

them as he can remember, turning, how

ever, to his paper for thoſe in which his

memory has [... deficient. Now, ſuppo

ſing that in ninety days the ſtudent º,

forgotten two-thirds of the words he has

written down (at one hundred each night),

there will remain in the memory near

three thouſand words; a very conſiderable

number indeed ; and which (ſuppoſing

the liſt made out with judgment) will go a

great way in acquiring a pretty competent

knowledge of moſt European languages.

Abbé Prevoſt is ſaid to have fallen down

in a fit, and to have ſtirred after he was

opened by the ſurgeons,who were anxious

to know the cauſe of his diſorder.

BoileAtſ

was one day attacked by Mademoſtle

de Lamoignon upon his turn for ſatire.

“May not I,” ſaid he, “write a ſatire

upon the Grand Signier He is an Infidel

you know, and no Chriſtian.” “Oh

no,” replied this amiable young lady,

“he is a Sovereign Prince, and ſhould be

reſpected.”—“ Well then,” replied he,

“againſt the Devil you will ſurely permit

me to write ” She ſaid, after meditating

ſome time, “No, indeed ; il ne faut pas

dire mal de perſonne,—“one ſhould not

ſpeak ill of any being whatever.”

Boileau was one day with an Abbé who

had in early life written againſt Pluralities,

as being diſgraceful to the poſſellor of

them, and dangerous to religion, but

who afterwards poſſeſſed ſeveral benefices

at the ſame time. “ Mais, Monſieur

l'Abbé,” ſaid the Satiriſt, “qu'eſt devenu

ce temps de candeur & d'innocence, cú

vous trouviez la pluralité des benefices

fi dangereuſe !” “Ah, fi vous ſavicz,” re

plied the Abbé, “comme cela eſibon pºur

vivre.” “Je ne doute point,” replied

the Satiriſt, “que cela ne ſoit bon pour

vivre, mais pour mourir, M. l'Abbé,

pour mourirt." -

Boileau's diſcourſe at his reception in

the French Academy was a very indif.

ferent one; and amongſt other things he

ſaid in it, that he had no pretenſions to

eloquence ; ſome one wrote this Epigram

upon it :—

Boileau mous dit dans ſon &crit

Qu'il n'eſt pas né pour l'eloquence.

Ilme di: pas ce qu'il en penſe,

Maisie penſe ce qu'il en dit.

of all the Epigrams Boileau preferred

the following ſhort one, written by a man

on the death of a ſcolding wife :

Cy git ma Femme, oh! qu’elle eſt bien

Pour ſon repos, & Pour le mien,

( To be continued. )

To the E D IT OR of the E U R O PEAN

$ I R,

SIR John HAWKINS, in his Life of

Dr. Johnſon, has mentioned, from a

ſimilar circumſtaace which took place in

real life, a ſtriking inſtance how accurate

our great Dramatic Poet's knowledge of

human nature is, in his making LadyMac

beth afraid to kill Duncan É. ** as

he reſembled her father as he ſlept.” In

the ſcene between Houpur and his wife,

MAGAZ IN E.

in the Firſt Part of Henry the Fourth, in

which ſhe wiſhes to wind out of him the

urport of his expedition, as he is taking

}. to join his troops, he has ſo exacº

deſcribed a ſituation which took place "

the Civil Wars in England, between *

celebrated Cavalier and his wife, that every

one muſt be ſtruck with the reſemblanº

The account is taken from the Manutº"

Memwui.
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Memoirs of the wife, which were written

about the year 1689, and is told in ſo ele

gant and ſo fimple a ſtyle, and repreſents ſo

exquiſite a pićture of connubial affection,

blended with good ſenſe and good temper,

that it might be appended as an additional

chapter to Xenophon's celebrated Treatiſe

on “ GEconomics; or, the Duties of a

Wife.”

“ONE day in diſceurſe, Lady—

tacitly commended the knowledge of

State affairs, and that ſome women were

very happy in a good underſtanding there.

of, as my Lady A. Lady S. Mrs. T.

and divers others, and that for it nobody

was at firſt more capable than myſelf

That in the night ſhe knew there came a

poſt from Paris from the Ş. *, and

that ſhe would be extremely glad to hear

what the Queen commanded the King in

order to his affairs; ſaying, that if I would

aſk my huſband privately, he would tell

me what he found in the packet, and I

might tell her. I, that was young and

innocent, and to that day never had in

my mouth “What news "began to think

therewas more in enquiring into buſineſs of

[. affairs than I thought of, and that

eing a faſhiowable thing it would make

me more beloved of my huſband (if that

had been poſſible) than I was. After m
huſband returned home from ë.

after welcoming him (as my cuſtom ever

was), he went with his hand full of papers

into his ſtudy for an hour or more. I

followed him—He turned haſtily, and ſaid,

“What wouldſt thou have, my life 2''

I told him, I heard the Prince had receiv

ed a packet from the Queen, and I

gueſſed it that in his hand, and I deſired

to know what was in it. He ſmiling re

plied, “.. My love, I will immediately

come to thee; pray thee go, for I am very

buſy.” When he came out of his cioſet,

I reſumed my ſuit; he kiſſed me, and

talked of other things. At ſupper I would

eat nothing. He (as uſually) ſat by me,

and drank often to me (which was his

cuſtom), and was full of diſcourſe to com

pany that was at table. Going to bed I

aſked him again, and ſaid, I could not be

lieve he loved me, if he refuſed to tell me

all he knew ; but he ſaid nothing, and

ſtopped my mouth with kiſſes; ſo we went

to bed.—I cried, and he went to fleep.

Next morning very early (as his cuſtom

was) he called to riſe, but began to diſ
courſe with me firſt, to which I made no

reply. He roſe, came to the other ſide of

the bed, and kiſſed me, and drew the cur

* Heariett; ' ' ' ', wife to Charles I.

tain ſoftly, and went to Court. When he

came home to dinner, he preſently came to

me (as was uſual); and when I had him

by the hand, I ſaid, “Thou doſt not care

to ſee me troubled.” To which he (taking

me in his arms) anſwered, “My deareſt

ſoul, nothing upon earth can afflict me like

that, and when you aſked me of my

buſineſs, it was wholly out of my power

to ſatisfy thee; for my life and fortune

ſhall be thine, and every thought of my

heart in which the truſt I am in may not

be revealed ; but my honour is mine own,

which I cannot preſerve if I communicate

the Prince's affairs; and pray thee, with

this anſwer reſt ſatisfied.” So great was

his reaſon and goodneſs, that, upon con

fideration, it made my folly appear to be ſo

‘vile, that from that day until the day of his

death I never thought fit to aſk him any
buſineſs, but what he communicated to me

freely, in order to his eſtate or family.”

Theſe Memoirs are addreſſed by the ex

cellent writer of them to her only ſon, and

begin with this exquiſitely tender and

affecting addreſs :

“I have thought it convenient to diſ

courſe to you, my moſt dear and only ſon,

the moſt remarkable actions and incidents

of your family, as well as thoſe eminent

ones of your father's and my life; and

neceſſity, not delight nor revenge, hath

made me inſiſt upon ſome paſſages which

will reflect on their owners, as the praiſes

of others will be but juſt (which is my in

tent in this narrative). I would not have

you be a ſtranger to it, becauſe, by your

example, you may imitate what is appli

cable to your condition in the world, and

endeavour to avoid thoſe misfortunes

we have paſſed through, it God pleaſes.

“ Endeavour to be innocent as a dove,

but as wiſe as a ſerpent ; and let this

lefſon direct you moſt in the greater ex

tremes of fortune :-Hate idleneſs, and

avoid all paſſions. Be true in your words

and actions. Unneceſſarily deliver not

your opinion; but when you do, let it be

juſt, conſiſtent, and plain. Be charitable

in thought, word and deed, and ever ready

to forgive injuries done to yourſelf; and

be more pleaſed to do good than to receive

good. Be civil and obliging to all (dutiful

where God and nature command you),

but a friend to one ; and that friend

ſhip keep ſacred, as the greateſt tie upon

earth; and be ſure to ground it upon

‘virtue, for no other is either happy or

latting.

* En
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“ Endeavour always to be content in

that ſtate of life to which it hath pleaſed

God to call you ; and think it a great

fault not to improve your time, either for

the good of your ſoul, or the improvement

of your underſtanding, health, or eſtate ;

and as theſe are the moſt pleaſant poſłimes,

ſo it will make you a chearful old age,

which is as neceſſary for you to deſign,

ss to make proviſion to ſupport the in

firmities which decay of ſtrength brings;

and it was never ſeen that a vicious youth

terminated in a contented chearful old

age, but periſhed out of countenance.

“Ever keep the beſt qualified perſons

company, out of whom you will find ad

vantage; and reſerve ſome hours daily to

examine yourſelf and fortune; for if you

embank yourſelf in perpetral converſa

tion or recreation, you will certainly

thipwreck your mind and fortune. Re

imember the proverb, “Such as his corn

pany is, ſuch is the man;" and have

glorious ačtions before your eyes, and

think what will be your portion in heaven,

as well as what you may deſire upon

earth. Manage your fortune prudertly,

and forget not that you muſt give God an

account hereafter, and upon all occaſions.

“Remember your father; whoſe true

image though I can never draw to the life,

unleſs God will grant me that bleſſing in

you, yet becauſe you were but ten

months old when God took him out of

this world, I will, for your advantage,

thew you him with all truth, and without

Partiality.

“ He was of the biggeſt fize of men,

ſtrong, and of the beſt proportion; his

complexion ſanguine, his ſkin exceeding

fair; his hair dark-brown, and very curl

ing, but not long; his eyes, grey and

penetrating, his noſe high, his counte

nance gracious and wiſe, his motion good,

his ſpeech clear and diſtinct. He uſed.no

exerciſe but walking, and that generally

wrh ſome book in his hand (which

oftentimes was poetry, in which he ſpent

his idle hours) ; ſometimes he would ride

out to take the air, but his moſt delight

was to go with me in a coach ſome miles,

and there diſcourſe of thoſe things which

then moſt pleaſed him (of what nature ſo

ever). He was very obliging to all, and

forward to ſerve his maſter (his King), his

country, and friend. Chearful in his con

verſation, his diſcourſe ever pleaſant,

mixed with the ſayings of wiſe men, and

their hiſtories ...; as occaſion offered;

yet to reſerved, that he never ſhºwed the

thought of his heart, in its greate:t ſenſe,

but to myſelf only ; and his I thank

God with all my ſoul for, that he never

diſcovered his trouble to me, but he went

away with perfect cheerfulneſs and con

tent; nor revealed he to me his joys and

hºpes, but he would ſay they were dou.

bled by putting then in my breaft. I

never heard him hold diſpute in my life,

but often he would ſpeak againſt it, flying

it was an uncharitable cuſtom, which

never turned to the advantage of either

party. He could never be drawn to the

Jaétion of any party, ſaying, he found

it ſufficient honeſtly to perform that em.

ployment he was in. He loved and uſed

cheerfulneſs in all his ačtions, and pro

Jºſed his religion in his life and converſi

tion. He was a true Proteſtant of the

Church of Eugland, and ſo brought up

and died. His converſation was ſo ho

neſt, that I never heard him ſpeak a word

in my life that tended to God’s diſhonour,

or encouragement of any kind of 'de

bauchery or fin. He was ever much

eitcºmed by his two maſters (Charles the

Firſt, and Second), both for great parts

and ioneſty, as well as for his converſation,

in which they took great delight, he being

ſo free fron paſſion that it made him be

loved by all that knew him. Nor did I

ever ſee him moved but with his maſter's

concerns, in which he would hotly pur

ſue his intereſt through the greateſt diffi.

culties. He was the tendereſt father ima

ginable ; the carefulleſt and the moſt

generous maſter 1 ever knew. He loved

hoſpitality, and would often ſay, it was

wholly ſential for the Conſiitution ºf

England.

“He loved and kept order with the

greateſt, decency poſſible; and though

he would ſay } managed his domeſtics

wholly, yet, I ever governed them and

myſelf by his command; ; in the managing

of which I thank God I found his appro

bation and cont-nt.

Now, my ſon, you will expect that I

ſhould ſay ſomething that may remain of us

jointly (which I will do, though it make my

eyes guih out with tears, and cuts me to the

ſoul to remember), and in part expreſs the

joys with which I was bleſſed in him. Glºry

be to God, we never had but one mind

throughout our lives; our ſouls were

wrapt up in each other; our aims and de

ſigns were one; our loves one; our re

ſentments one. We ſo ſtudied one the

other, that we knew each other's minds

by our looks. Whatever was real hap

pineſs, God gave it to me in him. But

to commend my better half (which I want

ſufficient expreſſion for), methinks is to

tommend myelf, and ſo may bear a cen

ſuit
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ſhre. But mightit be permitted, I could

dwell eternally on his praiſe moſt juſtly.

But thus without offence I do, and ſo you

may—imitate him in his patience, his pru

dence, his chaſtity, his charity, his ge

nerofity, his perfeót reſignation to God's

will i and praiſe God for him as long as

ou live here, and be with him hereafter

in the kingdom of Heaven.”

This excellent woman ſays, in her Me

moirs, “About July this year (1645),

the plague increaſed ſo faſt at Briſtol, that

the Prince (Charles the Second) and all

his retinue went to Barnſtaple (which is

one of the fineſt towns I know in En

gland), and your father and I went two

days after the Prince; for during all the

time I was in Court, I never journeyed

but either before him or after he was gone,

nor ever ſaw him but at church ; for it

was not in thoſe days the faſhion for honeſ?

women (except they had buſineſs) to viſit
a man'ſ Court.”

The deſcription of her and her huſband's

taking leave of Charles the Firſt when he

was a priſoner at Hampton Court, is very

affe&ting, and is told with great fimplicity:

“During the King's ſtay at Hampton

Court I went three times to pay my duty

to him, both as I was the daughter of his

ſervant, and the wife of his ſervant : the

laſt time I ever ſaw him, I could not re

frain from weeping. When I took my

kave of the King, he ſaluted me, and I

º God to preſerve his Majeſty with

ng life and happy years. The King

ſtroked me on the cheek, and ſaid, “Child,

if God pleaſeth it ſhall be ſo, but both

you and I muſt ſubmit to God's will ;

and you know what bands I am in.”

Then turning to my huſband, he ſaid,

“Be ſure, Dick, to tell my ſon all that

I have ſaid, and deliver theſe letters to

my wife. Pray God bleſ, her; and I hopr

I ſhall do well.” Then taking my hui

band in his arms, he ſaid, “Thou haſt

ever been an honeſt man ; I hope God

will bleſs thee, and make thee a happy

ſervant to my ſon, whom I have charged

in my letter to continue his love and tuſt

to you ..." adding, “And I do promiſe

you, if I am ever reſtored to my dignity,

I will bountifully reward you both for

your ſervices and ſufferings.”—Thus did

we part from that glorious ſun, that within

a few months afterwards was extinguiſhed,

to the grief of all Chriſtians who are not

forſaken of their God.”

Theſe Memoirs contain ſeveral very

curious particulars relative to the Civil

Wars, the fate of the exiled Courtiers,

Lord Clarendom, &c. It is a pity that

the ancient and reſpectable family in whoſe

poſſeſſion they are, do not give then to

the public. They are exquiſitely curious

and entertaining, and, differing from moſt

of the celebrated French Memoirs, evince

moſt clearly, that the trifling and foppiſh

reſource of intrigue is not neceſſary to

render a narrative intereſting. The French

Memoirs, indeed, abound with hiſteries

of this kind; and perhaps one of the moſt

produétive cauſes of the ill behaviour of

our women in high life may be attributed

to the early and the conſtant reading of

theſe produćtions, where adultery and

intrigue are univerſally ſtyled gallantry, and

are never treated as crimes.

The excellent writer of theſe exquiſite

Memoirs was no leſs diſtinguiſhed for her

ſtrength of mind and courage, than for her,

piety and virtue. When the veſſel that car

lied her from Ireland to Spain was attack

ed, ſhe put on men's cloth-s, and fought

with the ſailors.

OBSERVATIONS on LUX U R Y, J D LENESS, and IND USTRY.

LextRact so from A LETTER writtes by DR. FRANklin IN 1784.]

IT is wonderful how prepoſterouſly the

affairs of this world are managed.

Naturally one would imagine, that the in

tereſt of a few individuals ſhould give

way to gencral intereſt. But individuals

manage their affairs with ſo much more

application, induſtry and addreſs, than

the public do theirs, that general intereſt

moſt commonly gives way to particular.--

We aſſemble Parliaments and Councils,

to have the benefit of their collected

wiſdom; but we neceſſarily have, at the

ſame time, the inconvenience of their col

kºted paſſions, prejudices, and private

intereſts. By the help of theſe, altiul

men overpower their wiſdom, and dupe

its poſteſſors ; and if we may judge by

the aëts, arrets.and edicts, all the world

over, for regulating commerce, an aſſem

bly of great men is the greateſt foci upon

earth.

I have not yet indeed thought of a re

medy for luxury. I am not ſure that in a

gicat ſtate it is capable of a remedy, nor

that the evil is in itſelf always ſo great as

it is repreſented. Suppole we include in

the definition of Luxury all unneceſia y ex

pence, and then let us conſider whether

laws to prevent ſuch expence are pollible

to be executed in a great country and

whether,
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, whether, if they could be executed, our

people generally would be happier, or

even licher. Is not the hope of one day

being able to purchaſe and enjoy luxuries,

a great ſpur to labour and induſtry May

not luxury therefore produce more than it

conſumes, if without ſuch a ſpur people

would be, as they are maturally enough

inclined to be, lazy and indolent To

this purpoſe I remember a circumſtance.

The ſkipper of a ſhallop employed be

tween Cape-May and Philadelphia had

done us ſome ſmall ſervice, for which he

refuſed to be paid. My wife underſtand

ing that he had a daughter, ſent her a pre

ſent of a new-faſhioned cap. Three

years aſter, this ſkipper being at my houſe

with an old farmer of Cape-May, his

paſſenger, he mentioned the cap, and how

much his daughter had been pleaſed with

it ; “but (ſaid he) it proved a dear cap

to our congregation.”——“How ſo?”—

“When my daughter appeared with it at

Meeting, it was ſo much admired, that

all the girls reſolved to get ſuch caps from

Philadelphia; and my wife and I com

uted that the whole could not have coſt

i. than an hundred pounds.”—“True

(ſaid the farmer), but you do not tell all

the ſtory : I think the cap was neverthe

leſs an advantage to us; for it was the

firſt thing that put our girls upon knitting

worſted mittens for ſale at Philadelphia,

that they might have wherewithal to buy

caps and ribbons there ; and you know

that that induſtry has continued, and is

likely to continue and increaſe to a much

greater value, and anſwer better purpoſes.”

—Upon the whole, I was more reconciled

to this little piece of luxury, ſince not

only the girls were made happier by hav

ing fine caps, but the Philadelphians by

the ſupply of warm mittens.

In our commercial towns upon the ſea

coaſt, fortunes will occaſionally be made.

Some of thoſe who grow rich will be pru

dent, live within bounds, and º:

what they have gained for their poſterity:

Others, fond of ſhewing their wealth, will

be extravagant, and ruin themſelves. Laws

cannot prevent this.-And, perhaps it is

not always an evil to the public.—A

fhilling ſpent idly by a fool may be

icked up by a wiſer perſon, who knows

i. what to do with it. It is therefore

not loſt.—A vain filly fellow builds a

fine heuſe, furniſhes it richly, lives in it

expenſively, and in a few years ruins him

ſelf; but the maſons, capenters, ſmiths,

and other honeſt tradeſmen, have been by

his employ aſfifled in maintaining, and

raiſing their families; the farmer has been

paid for his labour, and encouraged, and

the eſtate is now in better hands.-In

ſome caſes, indeed, certain modes of luxu.

ry may be a public evil, in the ſame

manner as it is a private one. If there be

a nation, for inſtance, that exports its beef

and linen to pay fortheimportation of claret

and porter, while a great part of its people

live upon potatoes, and wear no furts;

wherein does it differ from the ſot who lets

his family ſtarve, and ſells his clothes to

buy drink Our American commerce

is, I confeſs, a little in this wav. We

ſell our vićtuals to the Iſlands for rum and

ſugar ; the ſubſtantial neceſſaries of life

for ſuperfluities. But we have plenty,

and live well nevertheleſs; though by

being ſoberer, we might be richer.

The vaſt quantity of foreſt kind we

have yet to clear 2nd put in order for cul

tivation, will for a long time keep the

body of our nation laborious and frugal.

Forming an opinion of our people and

their manners, by what is ſeen among the

inhabitants of the ſea-ports, is judging

from an improper ſample. The people

of the trading towns may be rich and

luxurious, while the country poſſeſſes all

the virtues that tend to promot: happineſs

and public proſperity. Thoſe towns are

not much regarded by the country; they

are hardly confidered as an eſſential part

of the States ; and the experience cf. the

laſt war has ſhewn, that their being in the

poſſeſſion of the enemy did not neceſs.

rily draw on the ſubjection of the coun

try, which bravely continued to maintain

its freedom and independence notwith

ſtanding.

It has been computed, by ſome politi

cal arithmetician, that if every man and

woman would work for four hours each

day on ſomething uſeful, that labour

would produce ſufficient to procure all the

neceſſaries and comforts of life; want

and miſery would be baniſhed ºut of the

world, and the reſt of the twenty-four

hours might be leiſure and pleaſure.
What occaſions then ſo much want and

miſery It is the employment of men and

women in works that produce neither the

neceſſaries nor conveniences of life, who,

with thoſe who do nothing, conſume th:

neceſſaries raiſed by the laborious. To

explain this ;

The firſt elements of wealth are cb

tained, by labour, from the earth and

waters. I have land and raiſe corn.

With this if I feed a family that does
nothing, my corn will be conſumed, and

at the end of the year I ſhall be no richer

than I was at the beginning. But iſ,

whik
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while I feed them, I employ them, ſome
in ſpinning, others in making bricks, &c.

for building, the value of my corn will

he arreſted, and remain with me; and at

the end of the year we may all be better

clothed and better lodged. And if in

itead of employing a man I feed in

making bricks, I employ him in fiddling

for nie, the corn he eats is gone, and no part

of his manufacture remains to augment

the wealth and convenience of the family;

I ſhall therefore be the pºorer for this

fiddling man, unleſs the reſt of my fami

ly work more, or eat leſs, to make up the

deficiency he occaſions.

Lock round the world, and ſee the mil

lions employed in doing nothing, or in

ſomething that amounts to nothing, when

the neceſſaries and conveniences of life

are in queſtion. Whet is the bulk of

commerce, for which we fight and deſtroy

each other, but the toil of millions for

º to the great hazard and loſs

f many iives by the conſtant dangers of

the ſea How much labour is ſpent in

building and fitting great ſhips to go to

China and Arabia for tea and coffee, to

the Weſt Indies for ſugar, to America

for tobacco Theſe things cannot be

called the neceſſaries of life, for our an

“itors lived very comfortably without
them.

A queſtion may be aſked, Could all
theſe people now employed in raiſing,

making, or carrying ſuperfluities, be

ſubſiſted by raiſing neceſſaries I think

they might. The world is large, and a

great part of it is ſtill uncultivated. Man

hundred millions of acres in Aſia, Afri

ca, and America, are ſtill a foreſt, and

a great deal even in Europe. On a hun

dred acres of this foreſt a man might be

come a ſubſtantial farmer; and ico,ooo

men employed in clearing , each his

hundred acres, would hardly brighten a

ſpot big enough to be viſible from the

moon, unleſs with He ſchell's teleſcope t

ſo vaſt are the regions ſtill in wood.

It is, however, ſome comfort to refle&t,

that upon the whole, the quantity of in

duſtry and prudence among markind ºx

ceeds the quantity of idleneſs and folly.

Hence the increaſe of good buildi; gs,

farms cultivated, and populous cities filed

with wealth, all over Europe; which a

few ages ſince were only to be found on

the coaſts of the Mediterranean ; and this,

notwithſtanding the mad wars continually

raging, by which are often deſtroyed

in one year the works of many years

peace. So that we may hope the luxury

of a few merchants on the coaſt will not

be the ruin of America.

One reflection more, and I will end

this long rambling letter. Almoſt all the

parts of our bodies require ſome expence.

The fett demand ſhoes ; the legs ſtock

ings ; the reſt of the body clothing; and

the belly a good deal of victuals. Our

eyes, though exceedingly uſeful, aſk,

when reaſonable, only the cheap aſſiſtance

of ſpectacles, which could not much im

pair our finances. But the eyes of other

people are the eyes that luin us. If all

but myſelf were blind, I ſhould want

neither fine clothes, fine houſes, nor fins

furniture.

To the E D IT OR of the E U R O PEAN MAGAZINE.

S I R,

WRITER in the GENT LF MAN's

MAGAZINE of laſt month having

thought prope; to call in queſtion the au.

thenticity of a letter inſerted ſome time ago

in your Magazine, from the Hon. Ho

RACE WAlpox. E to Thomas Citat

TERtoN of Briſtol, I think it incumbent

upon me to tranſinit you an atteſted copy

of the above letter, as the beſt anſwer to any

doubts or denials which may be entertained

ut it. I have only to add, that beſides

the Notary Public's atteſtation, this letter

*grees very exačtly with other letters of

r. Walpole's hand-writing--and that

tom its aliufions, both to the two letters

from Chatterton to which it is an anſwer,

*nd from the text and notes accompanying

Vol. XXI.

them, it is utterly impoſſible but that it

fhould be genuine.

The fate of this curious controverſy has

indeed been very haid. Faſhion, ſome

how or other, ſeems to have influenced it

more than conviction—and the authority

of a name or two of note in oppoſition to

the authenticity of the poems, &c. has

been ſubſtituted inſtead of fair enquiry and

candid inveſtigation. -

In the preſent inſtance it appears, that

ſo far back as the year 1769, Thomas

Chatterton applica to the Hon. Horace

Walpole for his protećtion and patronage

of the very curious ſpecimens of ancient

El gliſh poetry, &c. the whole of which

he then tendered to him (Mr. W.). To

K. k k - their
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theſe letters of application Mr. W. replied

with many compliments, and in terms of

much civility and deference, expreſſing his

admiration of what Chatterton had already

thought proper to communicate to him.

Why, at any future period, this corre

ſpondence was to be diſavowed on the part

of Mr. W. is hard to conceive; but true

it is, that in the year 1789, in mediately

after the death of Mr. Barrett, who, in his

Hiſtory of Briſtol, had printed the two

letters of Chatterton above alluded to, the

following clºuſe of a letter, or to the ſame

purpoſe, from Mr. Walpole to a friend of

his, was circulated with much induſtry

about the Univerſity of Cambridge :

“Mr. Walpole gives all his friends full

authority to ſay, that he never before ſaw

thoſe letters publiſhed by Mr. Barrett, in

his Hiſtory of Briſtol, as letters ſent to him

by Thomas Chatterton; and he wiflies

this to be generally known, leſt, afºr his

death, ſome pretended anſwers to then

ſhould be produced, as having been writ

ten by him.”

I ſhall make no other obſervation, than

that the letter, which you lately publiſhed,

is moſt undoubtedly genuine; that it has

been compared, as I have ſaid above, with

the hand-writing of Mr. Walpole upon

many other occaſions, with which it tx

aćtly agrees ; and as ſuch, being now

given to the world before Mr. Walpole's

death, that gentiºnan can have no reaſon

to complain of his being deprived of the

power of properly expia...ing this tranſ

action himſelf. -

SCRUTATOR,

Cambridge, May 9th.

T H E

L O N D O N R E W I E W

A N D

LIT E R A R Y

For
f J U N E

J O U R N A L,

I "92.

Quid ſit turpe, quid utile, quid dulce, quid non.

An Eſſay on the Life and Genius of Samuel Johnſon, LL.D. By Arthur Murphy, Eſq.

8vo, 1792.

W ITH a liberality much to be com

mended, the bookſellers who are

proprietors of Dr. Johnſon's Works have

procured a new Life of that Author to be

witten, in order to ſuperſede and extin

guiſh the malevolent and inaccurate pro

duction of Sir John Hawkins, which diſ

figued and diſgraced the former edition

of our great Moraliſt's performances.

The gentleman who has been ſelected for

this purpoſe is of all others the beſt qua

lified tor the taſk, from his perſonal

knowledge of Dr. Johnſon, and from the

candour and nudo lation he is known to

H. 11-1s. He has accordingly executed the

work in a concie and cºcºa.t marner,

and placed the chari cut of his flierd in a

poli, of view which it certa niy dº ſerved,

fice from rancour and ill-nature, and not

uable to use cenſure of adulation or con

Longman, &c.

seimerº “When the works cf a great

writer, he obſerves, who has bequeathed

to poſterity a laſting legacy, are piciented

to the world, it is naturally ex;ected that

ſome account of his Life ſhould accompany

the edition. The reader wiſhes to kncw

as much as poſſible of the Author. The

circumſtances that attended him, the tea

tures of his private character, his conver

ſation, and the means by which he role to

eminance, become the favourite objects ºf

enquiry. Curioſity is excited ; and the

admirer of his wºrks is eager to knew

his private opinions, his courſe of ſtudy,

the particular ties of his coldust, aid

above all, Whether he pur.ued the wº:

dom which he recommends, and ptačíkd

the virtue which his writings inſpirº. A

Principle cf gratiºude is awakenes, in evey

sensivus iſſuud. Her tile entertail."
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and inſtruštion which genius and diligence

have provided for the world, men of re

fined and ſenſible tempers are ready to

pay their tribute of praiſe, and even to

form a poſthumous friendſhip with the

Author.

“ In reviewing the life of ſuch a writer,

there is, beſides, a rule of juſtice to which

the public have an undoubted claim.

Fond admiration and partial friendſhip

ſhould not be ſuffered to repreſent his vir.

tues with exaggeration ; nor ſhould ma

lignity be allowed, under a ſpecious diſ.

#. to magnify mere defeSts, the uſual

ilings of human nature, into vice or

groſs deformity. The lights and ſhades

of the charaćler ſhould be given; and if

this be done with a ſtrict regard to truth,

a juſt eſtimate of Dr. Johnſon will afford

a leſſon, perhaps as valuable as the mo

ral doctrine that ſpeaks with energy in

every page of his works.

“ The preſent writer enjoyed the con

verſation and friendſhip of that excellent

man more than thirty years. He thought

it an honour to be ſo conne&ted, and to

this hour he reflects on his loſs with regret;

but regret, he knows, has ſecret bribes,

by which the judgment may be influenced,

and partial affe&tion may be carried be

yond the bounds of truth. In the preſent

caſe, however, nothing needs to be diſ

guiſed, and exaggerated praiſe is unneceſ

ſary. It is an obſervation of the younger

Pliny, in his Epiſtle to his friend Tacitus,

that hiſtory ought never to magnify mat

ters of fact, becauſe worthy ačtions re

quite nothing but the truth—Nam nec

Aſ oria debet egredi veritatem, et honeſle ,

Jacit veritas ſufficit. This rule the pre

lent biographer promiſes ſhall guide his

pen throughout the following narrative.”

The rule thus laid down Mr. Murphy

has followed with a very commendable

degree of attention. To be very minute,

the limits of his undertaking would not

admit. We are therefore to expect only

a general view of Dr. Johnſon and his

writings, taken from thoſe Authors who

have afready written concerning them, with

ſuch obſervations as Mr. Murphy is well

able to interſperſe for the placing this re

ſpectable Author's chara&ter on its proper

baſis. Except the account of Dr. John

ſon's arreſt, and Richardſon's parſimo

nious relief of him at that juncture, we

have not obſerved any fačts of importance

introduced not already known.

Io a work of this nature, appended

to the productions of a man ſo uni

verſally read as thoſe of Dr. Johnſon

are likely to be, it is to be wiſhed that

ſome inaccuracies here to be found had

been avoided. As we conceive it will be

frequently reprinted, we ſhall point out a

few which have occurred to us for Mr.

Murphy's future confideration.

P. 54. Mr. Murphy ſays, that “Irene”

was performed thirteen mights. In this he

is miſtaken. By a ſeries of the play bills

now before us, we are enabled to ſay with

certainty that “ Irene” was only acted

nine nights. It is remarkable, that moſt

of the new Tragedies which Mr. Garrick

produced, he never ačted in after the ninth

night, as “ Boadicea,” “ Virginia,”

“Agis,” “ Siege of Aquileia,” “ The

Orphan of China,” “ Creuſa,” “ El

vira,” and, we believe, “The Gameſter.”

P. 71. “ In 1755 Garrick gave her

a benefit play.” For 1755, read 1756.

It was 72d January in that year. The

play “Merope.”

P. 78. From the manner in which

Lexiphanes is mentioned, the reader might

be led to ſuppoſe that it was publiſhed

immediately after Johnſon's Dictionary,

and to refer ſolely to that work ; but

neither of theſe circumſtances is the fačt.

Lexiphanes did not appear until 1767,

twelve years after the Dictionary, and it

has but a ſlight reference to that work.

P. 83. for Visitor, read UNIversAl

Visito R.

P. 93. For O&tober 1765, read Au

guſt 1765.

P. 99...Q. Is Dr. Delap reëtor of

Lewes We imagine it is ſome other

place in Suſſex.

Theſe, however, are but unimportant

particulars, compared to the variations be

tween Mr. Murphy and Mr. Boſwell's

account of the ſame tranſaction related in

. 106. in which it would be uncandid

in the higheſt degree to ſuppoſe the latter

gentleman, who appears to be in the ha

bit of minuting down occurrences at the

time they take place, could be miſtaken.

The ſtory of Dr. Roſe, p. 94. is alſo con

tradicted by Mr. Boſwell on Dr. John

ſon's own information.

Notwithſtanding theſe objections, we

approve on the whole of Mr. Murphy's

Eſſay, which diſcovers a liberal ſpirit of

cardour and moderation very honour

able to its Author, and of intelligence

very favourable to the character of Dr.

Johnſon, his friend.

K. k k 2 Survey
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Survey of the Ruſſian Frnpire, according to its preſent newly-regulated State;

divided into different Governments : —ſhewing their Situation and Boundaries, the

Capital and Diſtrićt Towns of each Government; Manners and Religion of the

various Nations that compoſe that extenſive Empire ; Seas, Lakes, and Rivers;

Climates, Commerce, Agriculture, and Mianufactures; Population and Revenues;

Mountains, Minerals, Metals, and other Natural Productions. The whole illuſtrated

by a correct Map of Ruſſia, and an Engraving, exhibiting the Arms and Uniforms

of the ſeveral Governments of that Empire. By Captaini Sergey Pleſchéét. Tranſ

lated from the Third Edition of the Ruſſian publiſhed at St. Peterſburgh, by James

Simirnove, &c. with conſiderable Additions.

ROM ſo copious a title-page, the

readers muſt naturally expect to find a

conſiderable fund of information, much

novelty, and no ſmall entertaininent, and

it is, with concer, we are cbliged to aſſert,

that they will be rather diſappointed.

A dry geographical and minute topogra

phicalfº. takes up more than two

thirds of the volume, and great part of the

rem inder is devoted to extenſive pages

of contents, and a general index.

The utility of this performance in its

Engliſh dreſs muſt be very limited indeed;

for rew, except inilitary men of high rank,

can have the opportunity of deliving any

benefit from it; and as for the common

travelcr through any part of this im

menſe empu e, the chief information he

wil, receive will be the maines of the

diſtrict towns in each government, and

the diſtances in Ruſſian verits from one

place to another.

But there is a political view in this

publication, which, inaſmuch as it is pa

triotic, is highly laudable in Mr. Smir

move ; it is to give the Engliſh nation a

clear idea of the potency of this modern

empire, its growing importance, and the

value of being upon friendly terms with

its ſovereign.

Another oſtenſible reaſon, however, is

likewiſe given in a ſcanty preface, of the

validity of which we leave our readers to

form their own judgment.

“My notive,” ſays Mr. Smirnove,

* for tranſlating it, was at firſt of a pri

vate nature. Having ex mired ſome

boºks upon Ruſſia in the Engliſh lan

gu :e, and fincing none fit to put into the

hands of Iny own young family, I under

took this tranſlation will that view.” We

confº oth ſelves much at a loſs to know

what books theſe were

Mr. Smirnove having reſided many

years in olidon, firſt, in his early youth

as an ºf it unt to the Rev. Mr Zaibo, ſki,

whº was recalled, and promoted to a

B ſh tºic, and ſince as Chaplain of the

Lººtion ºf her 10 periº Miajeſty o the

Çou Great Britin- (to ſays the ad

dition to his name in the title-page of this

8vo. 6s. Debrett.

work)—muſt have peruſed, as he is con

verſant in our language, and a great

reader, ſeveral publications communicating

very ample and important information

reſpecting the government, religion, laws,

manners, cuſtoms, and revenues of the

Ruſſian empire; we, therefore, feel a

generous concern for his condemnation

of them as unfit to be put into the

hands of his young family. . We

have been excited by this reflection

upon ſo important a part of Britiſh

literature, geography, and hiſtory, to lººk

into Coxe's Travels into Poland, Ruſſia,

&c. publiſhed ſo late as 1787; Tooke's

Hiſtorical Account of the Nations which

compoſe the Ruſſian Empire; and Guthrie's

Geºgraphical, Hiſtorical, and Commercial

Grammar, from each of which works we

could colle&t more uſeful and interating

accounts of the Ruſſian Empire, inde.

pendent of the long liſts of names ºf

places and their diſtances, their arms, and

uniforms, than are to be met with in Mr.

Smirnove’s tranſlation from his country"

man Captain Pleſchééf.

But ſtill we are not the leſs diſpoſed to

acknowledge the merits of the Ruſſian

Author, and ſhall, therefore, ſtate than

in a fair and candid point of view; and at

the ſame time recommend it to the

peruſal of Stateſmen, Ambaſſaders, C-A-

ſuls, Officers of the Army and Navy, and

travelers-of the deſcription juſt mention:

ed, who may intend to viſit any part o

the extenſive Ruſſian douminions.

In the firſt place, a map of the Em"

pire is prefixed to the work, which having

been drawn from an actual ſurvey made

by order of the Imperial Court, accord

ing to its lateſt diviſion, is certainly pre:

ferable to any other extant; it is likewis

exceedingly well executed by the en

graver.

The following account of the dimen

fions and extent of the Empire, the ecº

be no reaſon to doubt, is more correct in

authentic,becauſe more recent,and ſupport

ed by ſuch “proofs and evidence as it was

not in the power of any Britiſh geºg”

her or traveller to obtain.”Pher or traw to Qbtain. “Ruſſia
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“Ruſſia occupies more than the ſeventh

part of the known continent, and almoſt

the twenty-ſixth part of the whole globe.

The greateſt extent of Ruſſia, from Weſt to

Eaſt, viz from the 394 to the, 2.07% degree

of longitude, contains 168 degrees; and

if the iſlands of the Eaſtern Ocean be in

cluded, it will then contain 185 degrees;

ſo that the continental length of Ruſſia,

viz. from Riga to Tchoukotſkoy Noſs,

that is, thei. promontory, will

conſtitute about 8500 verits *. The

greateſt extent of this empire, from north

to ſouth, that is, from the 78th to the

5oth 4 degree of latitude, contains

27 : degrees. Hence the breadth of

Ruſſia, reckoning it from Cape Taymour,

which is the north-eaſtern promontory, to

Kakhta, will conſtitute about 3:oo

verſts.”

With reſpect to climate and ſoil, our

author is more preciſe than any of his pre

deceſſors. “The greateſt part of Ruſſia

lies in the temperate zone, and ſome part

of it, namely, whatever extends beyond

the 66th # degree of latitude, lies in the

frigid zone; and the whole ſurface con

tains above 2,150,000 ſquare verts.—

Hence it is clear, that there is not at

preſent, and never has been in ancient

times, an empire the extent of which

might be compared to that of Ruſſia.”

“Ruſſia by nature is divided into two

great parts, by a range of mountains

called Ourai, which through the whole

breadth of it forms one continued un

interrupted barrier, dividing Siberia from

the remaining Ruſſia.

“That part of Ruſſia which lies on

this ſide of the Oural Mountains, pre

fents a very extenſive plain, verging weſt

ward by an eaſy deſcent. The vaſt ex

tent of this plain has a great variety of

different climates, ſoils, and products.

The northern part of it is very woody,

marſhy, and but little ſit for cultivation;

and has a ſenſible declivity towards the

White and the Frozen Seas. The cºher

part of this vaſt plain includes the wilole

txtent along the river Volga, as far as

the deſirts extending by the Caſpian and

Azov Seas, and conſtitutes the fineſt part

of kuſſia, which in general is very rich

and fruitful, having more arable and

meadow land than wood, marſhes, or

barlen deſerts.

“ The moſt remarkable for ſuperior

quality and taſte, of every kind of iruit

and produce, is that part which extends

towards Voronez, Tambov, Penza, and

Simbirſk, as far as the deſerts. It has

everywhere a moſt admirable rich ſoil,

conſiſting of black earth richly impreg

mated with ſaltpetre. But that part which

begins between the Azov and the Caſpiau

Seas, and extends near the ſhores of the

latter, and between the Volga and Oural,

and as far as the river Fmba, is nothing

but a deſert; level, dry, high, barren, and

full of ſalt lakes.

“The part lying on the other fide of

the Oural Mountains, known by the

name of Siberia, is a flat traćt of land

of conſiderable extent, declining impel cep

tibly towards the Glacial Sea, and equally

by imperceptible degrees riſing towards

the ſouth, where at laſt it forms a great

range of mountains, conſtituting the bor

ders of Ruſſia on the ſide of China.--

Between the rivers Irtiſh, Obe, and the

Alta; Mountains, there is a very extenſive

plain, known by the name of Barabinſkaya

Stepe, viz. the deſerts of Baraba, the

northern part of which is excellent for

agriculture; but the ſouthern part, on the

contrary, is a deſert, full of ſands and

marſhes, and very unfit for cultivation.

Between the Rivers Obe and Emiſſey there

is more woodland than open ground; and

the other ſide of the Enilley is entirely

covered with impervious woods, as far as

the lake Bacal, but the ſoil is fluitful

everywhere; and wherever the trouble

has been taken to clear it of the wood,

and to drain it from unneceſſary water, it

proves to be very rich, and fit for cultiva

tion ; and the country beyond the Baical

is ſurrounded by ridges of high, itony

mountains. Proceeding on faither to

wºrds the eaſt, the climate of Siberia

becomes by degrees more and more

ſevere, the ſummer grows ſhºrter, the

winter longer, and the froſt ploves more

ſevere.

In ſuch temperature of climates, the

greateſ, part of Siberia, that is, the middle

and ſouthern ſatiruses of it, as tº as the river

Lena, is exceedingly fertile,and fit to every

kind of produce ; but the wºody no the in

and the caſtern parts of it are urprived of

this bleſied advantage, being unfit both

for cultivation of grain, and for glazing

of cattle. I his whole part, as tar as the

60th accree of latitude, and to the Glacial

Sea, is :ull of ſwamps and bogs cover ci

with mois, which would be totally in

paſſable, had not the ice, which never

thaw's deeper than ſeven incues, remained

entine under it.”

-

* Verſtais the uſual meaſure of roads in Ruſſia; each verſta contains 1166 yards, and tws

feet; 594 yards leſs than an Engliſh mile, From
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From th’s ſatisfactory deſcription we

proceed to Sečtion II. which gives a ſlight

ſketch of the produce and commerce of

Ruſſia, unore amply diſplayed, and render

ed much more uſeful by ſeveral Engliſh

Authors; but we need only repeat Coxe,

Tooke, and Guthrie, deſiring the curious

tritic to refer to their works.

Inveſtigated rather as aº: than a

political or molal ſurvey, we find great

accuracy and order in the arrangement of

our Author's ſtatements of each diviſion,

and of every ſeparate government of the

Empire; one example of which will ſerve

as a ſpecimen of the plan and execution

of the work.

The Empire is divided into three

Regions—The Northern Region or Divi

ion—the Middle—and, the Southern.

• Theſe Diviſions contain forty three

diffin't dependent Governments, inhabited

by different claſſes of people, diſtinguiſhed

by the title of “ Nations inhabiting

Ruſſia;” and as each general title com

priſes people of different countries, though

there are but ſeventeen nations, the

diſtinétions amount to fifty. For inſtance,

—the Tartarian nations are compoſed of

the Tartaré or Tartars—the Nagaitzi or

Nagay Tartars—the Crin Tartars—the

Jºſe/cheriaki—the Baſhkirtzi or Baſhkirs—

the Kirghſ;zi or Kirghis kaiſaks—the

7akotºty—the Teleouty, or ike White Kal

nuki.

The Government of Pſkov, No. VII.

in the liſt, we have ſelected as a ſpecimen

of the reſt :

“ It lies in the Northern Region, and

is under the direction of the ſame Gover

nor. General with the Government of

Smolenſk. It borders on the north, on

the Government of St. Peterſburgh; on

the eaſt, on the Government of Novgorod,

of Tver, and Sinolenik; on the ſouth, on

the Government of Polotſk; and on the

weſt, on the Government of Polouk and

i`iga. The moſt confiderable jakes here

s:e, the Podzo, the Khvat, and Poliſta ;

and the rivers are, the Velikaya, the Lo

vaſe, Shelone, and Toropa. It is divided

into mime diſtricts or circuits, which con

tain the following towns 1

1. Fitov, the capital of the Govern.

ment, on the rivers Velikaya and Pfcov, in

57° 40' latitude, and 46° 09' longitude,

346 verſts from Pete burgh, and 717

from Molgue. -

2. Oſirºv, on an iſland in the river

Velikaya, and neas the river Linenka, 52

verits from Pſcow. -

. Opotchka, on an iſland in the river

Velikaya, 137 verſts from Pſcov.

4. Novorjev, near the lakes Podzo,

Arſho, and Reſo, 131 verſts from Pſcov.

5. Velikaya, Looki, on the rivers Lovate

and Kelomenko, 250 verſts from Pſcov.

6. Toropetz, on the river Toropa, 347

verits from Pſcov.

7. Kholm, on the rivers Lovate and

Koumya, 42overits from Pſcov.

8. Porkhov, on the river Shelone, 80

verſts from Picov.

9. Petchora, or Petcheri, on the river

Pimja, 54 verits from Pſcov. -

Beſides theſe, there is a village, Izborſk,

which is worth notice, as it has been a

conſiderable town in ancient times.

“ The ſoil in this Government in

general is low and level, with clay or

ſandy bottom, which, however, when

drained and manured properly, becomes

very fit for cultivation. Flax and hemp

grow here particularly well. There is a

great plenty cf meadow lauds, likewiſe a

great abundance of timber for building.

. The lakes and rivers abound with fiſh. -

The inhabitants export their products in

great quantities, and particularly flax,

hemp, tar, wax, Ruſſia leather, hides,

and timber, both to Narva and St.

Peterſburgh, and to other places.”

The Ciergy are ſubject to the juriſ.

dićtion of the Archbiſhop of Pſcov and

Riga.

The number of inhabitants of both

ſexes in this government amount tº

578, 1oo.

The arms of Pſcov are, azure, a tiger

cat paſſant, or, in chief, a hand iſſuing

from the clouds proper.

The uniform, a light blue coat, with

collar, cuffs, and lining of the raſpberry

colour;--three buttons on the cuff-ſtraw

coloured waiſtcoat, and white buttons.

Cartera deſant.

In turning to a copious General Index,

and finding Plcov, we naturally refer to

the page, and ſurely expect, as it is the

name of the capital city of one of the

Governments of the Ruſſian, Empire, and

the ſee of an Archbiſhop, to meet with a

deſcription of the principal buildings, an

account of the adminiſtration of juſtice,

of the public amuſements, of the perſons,

manners, cuſtoms, &c. of the inhabitans;

of the breadth and length of the lakes

and rivers, with many other particulars

belonging to a political ſurvey of a great

empire.

With the brief recapitulation of two

important articles, contained in the twº

laſt pages of this work, we ſhall cloſe our

account of it:

“According to the laſt reviſion, the

population of Ruſſia amounts to twenty
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ſix milliens; but it is to be obſerved, that

the nobility, clergy, land as well as ſea

forces, different officers, ſervants belong

ing to the court, perſons employed under

Government in civil and other offices,

the ſtudents of different univerſities,

academies, ſeminaries, and other ſchools;

hoſpitals of different denominations; like

wiſe all the irregular troops, the roving

hordes of different tribes, foreigners and

coloniſts, or ſettlers of different nations,

are not included in the abeve-mentioned

number; but with the addition of all

The New London Medical Journal, for

8vo. 1s. 6d.

THouGH ſeveral periodical publica

tions of this kind have at different

times appeared, and ſome of them very

reſpeštable, yet we do not recolle&t meet

ing with one ſo well planned as that now

before us. We have ſo much more to

praiſe than to blame in this Number, that

were it not for the wiſh of ſecuring per

manency to an undertaking that promiſes

to be of general utility to the medical

world, we ſhould have paſſed over in

filence any articles in it which do not

meet with our approbation.

The firſt Caſe in this colle&tion is,

“Of a BonyExcreſcence in the Inſide of the

Jaw. By Edward Harriſon, M. D.

Phyſician at Horncaſtle, Lincolnſhire.”

This is a very extraordinary inſtance of a

*artilaginous excreſcence on the inſide of

the jaw, in conſequence of an unſucceſs

ful attempt to cxt ačt the ſecond molaris

of the left ſide. Dr Harriſon's mode of

extraction,

caſe, deſerve great commendation. The

1econd caſe is “O; Naſal Hemorrhage with

Petechiae. By the Same.” This is not

very remarkable, and yet the report of it

occupies eight pages ºf the Journal.

The next article is “An Account of

the Diſcovery of Azote, or Palogiſticated

Air, in the Mineral waters of Harrogate.

By T. Garnett, M. D., Phyſician at

Harrog te:” This is an ingenious ac

count of a ſeries of exper ments on the

Harrogate Waters,” the reſults of

which have pointed out a ſubſtance which

has not been ſuſpected by other chyn,iſts

who have attempted to analyze thoſe

wate, 3 This ſubſtance is tile Azote of

Mr Lavoiſier, or what Dr. Pºeſivºy

has called Ph.ogiſticated Air, being that

elaſtic fluid, which, with regard to quan

tity, wins a conſiderable part of our at

and after-treatment of the

theſe, the population of Ruſſia, of both

ſexes, may be ſuppoſed to come near to

30,ooo,ooo.” -

“ The revenue of Ruſſia is eſtimated at

upwards of 40,000,oco roubles. The

expences in time of peace i.ever exceed

33,ooo,ooo roubles; the remainder is not

treaſured up, but isemployed by her Impe

rial Majeſty in conſtructing public edifics,

making harbours, canals, roads, and

other uſeful works, for the glory of the

empire, and the benefit of her ſubj.cts.”

the Year 1792. Vol. I. Part the Firt.

Deighton.

moſphere; for, according to Mr. Lavoiſier,

the air of the atmoſphere is compoſed of

two thirds of azotic gas, and one third of

oxygen, or pure vital air.” Dr. Garnett has

promiſed to lay the reſult of his experi

ments at large, on the Harrogate Wa

ters, before the public in the courſe of

the preſent year.

We are next preſented with “A. Caſe

of Tenia or Tape-Worm, cured by

Flowers of Sulphur. By the Same.*

This is followed by “Obſervations on

Veneſe&tion in Thoracic Inflammation;

with a Cºſe by Mr. Stringer, Surgeon,

Reigate, in Surry.” . To an informed

practitioner we think Mr. Stringer's ob

ſervations are altogether unneceſſary; but

to the young practitioner and his patient

they appear to be cf a very ſerious ten

dency, as a doſe of opium given where

the lancet ought to have been employed,

would, we apprehend, ſoon evince.

It ſtrikes us upon a view of the caſe

reported, that no practitioner would have

treated a patient differently from the com

mon method of veneſt&tidº, who for a

monent confidered the cauſe of the con

vulſions, namely, the reaction of the

veſſels; and we are clearly of opinion, that

if half the quantity of blood had been

taken away, and the opium entirely omitted,

the patient would have done equally well.

The remaining part of this Numbº

conſiſts of a Review of Medical and Phi

loſºphical publications, foreign and do

meltic, with copious extraës and judicious

obſervations ; and of medical and literary

news brietly but accurately narrated.

Upon the whole, we were more than

conſinonly Picaſed with this publicatiºn,

and hop: to ſee it continued and riſing in

out as well as in the public eſtination.

Eſſay
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Eſſay on Pulmonary Conſumptions, including the Hiſtories of ſeveral remarkable

Inſtances of Recovery from the moſt

improved Method of Trcatment.

alarming Stages of the Diſorder, by an

By WILLia M M AY, M. D. Member of the

Royal College of Phyſicians, London, &c. 3s. 6d. boards. Cadell.

Pulº conſumption is a com

plaint ſo prevalent, and ſo fatal in this

country, that every candid and rational

attempt to inveſtigate its cauſe, or to point

out a mode of treatment attended with any

degree of ſucceſs, merits the attention of

the public, and more particularly the con

fideiation of medical men. To recom

mend a generous, and rather ſtimulating

diet, regular and conſiderable exerciſe,

and to proſcribe the uſe of the lancet, in

every ſtage of phthiſis, is a practice ſo no

vel, and ſo contrary to the general and

rooted prejudices of mankind, that when

firſt promulgated, like many other diſco

veries of importance, it will in all proba

bility have to encounter the cenſure of ig

morance, and the oppoſition of malignity.

But if we conſider the conſtant want of

fucceſs attending the mode in which this

complaint has been hitherto treated, and

that to pronounce a perſon to be in a con

fumption, was nearly equivalent to pro

nouncing his ſentence of death, we may

reaſonably hope, that the method of cure

here recommended, being confiderably

different, may be ſomewhat better. It is

indeed extraordinary that error ſhould have

ſo long, and ſoº prevailed. On

this the author, in his Dedication to Dr.

Lettſom, makes the following obſervation :

—“How it happens, that it ſhould have

been lett for theſe latter days to diſcover,

that the Phthiſis Pulmonalis, whoſe cauſes

and hiſtory have ſuffered a laborious, in

veſtigation many centuries ago, and have

occaſionally employed the pens of many

able writers, requires a method of treat

ment different from that which has re

ceived, the ſanction of univerſal cuſtom,

cu, who are better acquainted with the

ãº of medicine than I am, will, pro

bably, be able to explaim. It is to the do

minion of prejudice that I conceive this to

have been principally cwing ; a prejudice

deſcending by an he cºlitary ſucceſſion fictm
eneration to generation, and much. illore

i. marked than the hereditary taints of

gouto, ſcrophula. It ſeems to be the gerºus

of the pie:eit day to endeavºur to do away

ſuch errors, and not to ſuffer a timid ºp

prehenſion of the poſſible evils of innova

tion to ſtand in the way of neceſſary re

form.” -

In the Introdu&ion, the Doğcr combots

the idea of conſumption being an incurable

diſeaſe. To i: ...vuuss a dileak to be in

curable, is often to make it ſº. Nor can

the opinion that there is no diſeaſe abſe

lutely irremediable, bring the charge of ar

regance upon any one who profeſſes to

maintain it, if he is modett enough at the

fame time to admit, that there may exiſt

diſeaſes which he dºes not know how to

cure.

That ulcerations of the lungs, ſimply

conſidered as ſuch, are by no means incu

rable, is proved by a variety of facts. Of

this the ſubſequent caſe is ſe ſtrong an

example, that we are induced to lay it be

fore our readers.-‘‘A gentleman, during

the American war, was under the unfortu

nate neceſſity of meeting a brother-officer

in a duel. The ſhot of his antagoniſten

tered his breaſt, paſſing in the direction cf

the right lobe of the lungs, through which

it appeared to have penetrated. The ex

ternal haemorrhage was not very conſidera

ble, but a large quantity of blood was ex

pectorated, accompanied with great difi

culty of breathing ; and a cough, and

ſymptoms of violent infl; mmation ſpeedily

ſupervened. The antiphlogiſtic regimen

was adopted, and every judicious method

of obviating inflammatory diatheſis was

affiduouſly uſed. Brocd continux d to be

diſcharged, by coughing, for many days,

which was followed by a truly purulent

expectoration, and all the ſymptoms cf.

perfect pulmonary conſumption. Theex

aćt duration of theſe complaints I cannot

now aſcertain; ſymptoms of convaleſcence,

however, ſoon appeared, and the patient

entirely recovered from the injury he had

received. During the purulent expetto

ration, a circumſtance occurred, which

º the injury which the lungs then ſºlves

ad received, beyond all ºcłºbility of

doubt. A piece of flannel cloth was

thrown up by the cough, enveloped in a

clot of biood and Fus, and upcn compar

ing it with a hole in an inter waiſtcoat,

through which the builet had paſſed, it was

found cxactly to correſpond with it, and

had been 2&tually carried along with the

ball into the cavity of the wounded lungs

the ball continued its progreſs, and pacing

cut between the ribs of the poſtelict fºr

cf. the cheſt, was afterwards extrated

fictim the region ci the joins, where it had

deſcended by its own gravity, and de; e

ſited itſelf juſt beneath he common integu

ments.” Admitting, then, that great in

juries and ulcerati is in the lungs ºf

People
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people net otherwiſe diſeaſed, frequently

et well, we muſt conclude, that it is ſome

tent vitiated principle in the conſtitution,

upon which the fatality cf conſump

tions has depended; and whatever tends

to correct that principle, and to improve

the general habit of body, will be

inf beſt appropriated to the cure of

phthiſis.

In Chapter I. ſeveral caſes are re

lated, in which, after the moſt marked and

unequivocal ſymptoms of conſumption had

taken place, the diſeaſe was remeved, and

the patient reſtored to perfect health, by

purſuing, both in point of diet and medi

cine, the tonic and invigorating Plan

which it is the abject of this publication to

recommend. We ſelečt the following caſe,

as a ſpecimen of the mode of practice,

and the effects reſulting from it : “A

man about thirty, of a thin and weakl

habit of body, had been affected for ſeve

ral weeks with cough, difficulty of

breathing, and expectoration of offenſive

matter, accompanied with great waſting

ef the body, night ſweats, and a confirm
ed hečticº Previous to the attack of

theſe ſymptoms, his health had been for

the ſpace of ſeveral months very much

impaired. His appetite was gone; his

bowels were occaſionally affected with a

feemingly colliquative purging, but gene

rally coſtive. His countenance was pale

and emaciated, his eyes ſunk, with the

tunica conjunctiva of a colour charaćter

iſtic of his hectic condition, and the whole

body exhibited the appearance of extreme

weakneſs, which the debility and fre

quency of his pulſe confirmed. An eme

tic of ipecacuanha was given, and repeat-.

ed at intervals, while the bark and myrrh,

both in ſubſtance and infuſion, were daily

adminiſtered. A mild opiate was exhi

bited at nights, to relieve his dyſpnoea,

and to obviate other ſpaſmodic conſtric

tions of the thorax, as well as to allay the

irritation of coughing. A bliſter alſo was

applied to the cheſt, with good effect.

F. bowels were treated as the circum

ſtances of conſtipation or relaxation re

quired; and ſuch light and nutritious food

was allowed him, as ſuited the weak con

dition of the organs of digeſtion; wine

was alſo taken in moderate quantities to

obviate the languor, and excite the energy

of the ſyſtem. This plan, perſevered in

for the ſpace of five or fix weeks, with

variations accommodated to little changes

in his complaint quite unneceſſary to be

taken notice of here, effectually removed

the diſeaſe.”

Vol. XXI.

... The authorities of Drs. Percival, Ken

tiſh, and Mudge, are adduced in lupport

of this mode of treatment. Dr. Maliyatt

might alſo have been mentioned, who re

lates his own caſe of recovery from a train

of ſtrongly marked ſymptoms of phthiſis

by the uſe of repeated emetics, and a

generous and ſtrengthening diet; and

warmly recommends the ſame plan to

others afflicted with fimilar complaints.

From a ſincere convićtion, and perſºnal

knowledge, that it is productive of much

evil, by waſing the precious and irretriev

able moments which ſhould be employed

in Purſuing ſome rational and efhdacious

Plan of treatment, we regret, that when

the author notices, he does not more

ſtrongly reprobate, the noſtrum of an ig

norant London Quack. It is indeed a

fingular, but a marked feature of the hu

man mind, that when diſappointed in its

hopes of relief from diſeaſe by the exer

tions of profeſſional ſkill and ſagacity, it

ſhould conſtantly have recourſe to the

random efforts of acknowledged igno
rance, -

Chapter II. is employed in ſubſtan

tiating the analogy between phthiſis and

ſcrophula, which are conſidered as the ſame

diſeaſe in different ſtages, “ ſcrophula be

ing for the moſt part obſerved in the ear

lier part of life, and phthiſis at a more ad

vanced period. In fast, therefore, the

phthiſis pulmonalis ſeems to me to be

nothing more than ſcrophula arrived at

years of maturity; more formidable

certainly in its advanced age than in its

infancy, in proportion as the ſeat of its

affection is of greater importance to life,

than the diſeaſed glands of an earlier Re

riod; and carteris paribus more difficult

of cure, as it has acquired ſtrength and

obſtimacy by its duration.” Fºom this,

however, we do not learn much, the inti

mate mature and the cure of ſcrophula be

ing equally unknown as that of phthiſis.

The Doctor next proceeds to the detail

of his me hod of treatment. He premiſes an

emetic of ipecacuanha, which he repeats at

intervals of a few days. His principal

remedies are bark, myrrh, and opium.

He recommends attention to the ſtate of

the bowels, flannel coverings next the

ſkin, and as much exerciſe, eſpecially on

horſeback, as the patient can bear. To

check the colliquative ſweats, he adviſes

the patient to be taken out of bed, and to

adminiſter the infuſum roſae, and acid. vi

triol. or port wine, mixed with cold water.

“The beſt time of adminiſtering the eme

tic will be about an hour previous to the
L. l 1 evening
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evening exacerbation. I have ſeen the

heStic paroxyſm prevented by its opera

tion, and the cough and dyſpnoea ſurpri

fingly relieved. Expectoration is greatly

facilitated alſo by the operation of vomit

ing ; and if care bei. to prevent the

fatigue and relaxation conſequent upon the

exertion it occaſions, by adminiſtering ſome

cordial draughts in mediately after it, vo

miting will commonly produce conſidera

able benefit.” A nutrient regimen in

general is recommended. Animal food

of eaſy digeſtion, as it contains more of

the principal of nouriſhment, is prefer

able to vegetable. Wine and well fer

mented malt liquor are the moſt proper

drinks. The combination of ſteel and

myrrh, commonly called Griffith's medi

cine, is adviſed, as having been found

uſeful.

We now find the author entering upon

a ſcientific defence of the mode of treat

ment which he has recommended. This,

as being addreſſed more to the profeſ

fional than to the general reader, we ſhall

not enter upon.

In the laſt Chapter, the author requeſts

medical men to lay aſide their prejudices

in favour of the received, but unſucceſs

ful mode of treating conſumptive com

plaints; to give this at leaſt a fair trial ;
and to communicate the reſult of their ex

perience to the public, for the benefit of

mankind in general. He guards them

againſt being milled; by the fallacious ap

pearance of ſome ſymptoms, to ſuppoſe

that an inflammatory diatheſis really ex

iſts. Frequency of pulſe generally indi

cates debility, as we find in typhous fever,

eºſipelatous, and other exanthematous

diſeaſes. The pain is the effect of ſpaſm,

and atonia gignit ſpaſmum, is an axiom of

Hoffman, the truth of which is not doubt

ed. Even the hard pulſe, which does

ſometimes, but not always, oscur is

phthiſis, is no decifive figm of the preſence

of inflammation. What inflammation

does occur in this complaint, may be pro

perly termed ſcrophulous; about the beſt

mode of treating it, there is no great di

verſity of opinion ; and the Doštor thinks

that the ſame treatment may with great

". be applied to phthiſis, as being

a complaint originating from a fimilar

cauſe.

Upon the whole, the preference due to

the method of cure here recommended,

the author reſts wholly upon its ſucceſs.

Some authentic inſtances of recovery,

where it has been practiſed, exiſt; but

the whole annals of medicine cannot ſhew

a caſe of convaleſcence from confirmed

phthiſis, in conſequence of the generally

purſued, or antiphlogiſtic, plan.

We have reaſon, from experience, to

join with the Doctor in lamenting the

difficulty that is found in removing eſta.

bliſhed prejudices even from the informed

mind, much more when they are rooted

in the tenacious ſoil of ignorance; and to

dreadthe obloquy with which envy is always

ready to blaſt the charaćter of every pro

feſſional man, whoſe deviation from the

routine of praćtice, ſančtioned by cuſtom,

and perhaps founded in ignorance, is at

tended in any one inſtance by failure. But

let us hope that the empire of myſticiſm,

and of implicit obedience to vague autho

rity, in medicine, as in other department:

of ſcience, is drawing to a cloſe ; and

that the period is approaching, when men

will dare to reaſon, and to draw conclu

ſions from obvious fa&ts for themſelves :

then will the man of candour, ſenſe, and

abilities, meet with his proper reward, and

ignorance and quackery be ſcouted and

contemned, as they ought to be.

A Letter to the Right Hon. W. Pitt, on the Subjećt of a Tax for raiſing Six

Millions Sterling, and for employing that Sum in Loans to neceſſiteus and induſtri

ous Perſons. 4to. 13. Debrett. 1792.

NEYº: perhaps, can the good and

virtuous mind be more ſatisfactorily,

—we had almoſt ſaid more;
employed than in forming plans for the

public good. In ancient times the love of

*ountry was conſidered as a virtue of the
higheſt kind, and cheriſhed and rewarded

accordingly. The ſeveral magiſtrates

were ever ſolicitous to hinder ambition,

“ ill-weaved antbition,” from drawing

within its vortex the riches of a ſtate, as

the Laws of Lycurgus, Solon, and others,

ſufficiently evince".

* “ No perſon ſhall be allowed to purchaſe as much land as he may deſire;"—a Law

of Solon, intended to prevent men from becoming too great and powerful.

the Lex Agraria among the Romans.

Witneſs alſo

At
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At the preſent day, indeed, we are not

to look for all the virtue which was to

be found in Greece, or even in Rome, in its

earlier age. Still, however, we are ſup

poſed to be a far more enlightened people

than thoſe who have gone before us.

If this be really the caſe, if the poſition

will not admit of doubt, let us not, while

actually advancing in knowledge, be in

attentive to the intereſts and happineſs of

mankind. If our ſelf-love, and the luxu

ries in which, by reaſon of our ſplendid

fortunes, we have long been able to in.

dulge, will not allow us to liſten to the

ſuggeſtions of thoſe who argue from a

levelling principle, or who are advocates

for the “Rights of Man;” let us at the

ſame time be careful not to forward the

views of the Engliſh Democrats (who

would probably deprive us of too much

of our wealth and power) by obſtinately

withholding from the unfortunate, and, it

may be, oppreſſed part of the community,

a modicum of the abundance, the ſu

fº we are known to poſſeſs.

n a word, the principles which operated

with the ancients [humanity and policy]

ſhould be equally powerful among our

ſelves.

We have been led into the above re

flećtion from a peruſal of the preſent Let

ter; and from a due conſideration of the

ſcheme contained in it, we incline to think

that it is well worthy of the public atten

tion. It would have afforded us ſome plea

ſure to have printed the whole of it for the

ſatisfaction of our readers, but the limits

of our work oblige us only to refer to

1t.

The writer has obſerved in his adver

tiſement, that the ſum of ſix millions ſter

ling to be raiſed by a poll tax, may, at

firſt, to many appear a burthen; but that,

as it would reduce the poor rates at leaſt

one-fourth of what they at preſent ſtand

at, the tax in queſtion, and which is in

tended for the ſervice of ſeven years, is in

fačt no burthen at all. Thus the ad

vantages to be derived from the ſcheme

are great and many, and ſuch as muſt do

the projector ſome honour.

We cannot conclude without pointing

out what he has further advanced in regard

to its “reducing the intereſt on money,

at leaſt one per cent, and conſequently of

raiſing the value of eſtates four years in

the purchaſe, by which e.ghty millions

ſterling would be added to the landed

property.” A very conſiderable object in

deed, and well deſerving the attention of

the world !

A Day in Turkey or, The Ruſſian Slaves : A Comedy. As it is performed at the

Theatre Royal Covent-Garden.

ſons. 1792.

This Lady's dramatic works have

ſtood the teſt of time, and have not

been “found wanting” when ſcrutimized in

the retirement of the cloſet:-there to have

guiled the leiſure hour with innocent plea

ſure and moral inſtruction

“Has been of her praiſe.”

We know not that the Maſter Critic

would have ranked the piece now before us

among the regular dramas, but while

running through its pages, we forget that

the unity of a&ion is not preſerved 5–and

though ſcenes of light frivolity ſucceed

thoſe of deeper intereſt, ſtill the tout en.

ſemble is pleaſing, becauſe we always nind

this change of ſcenery in real life ;- the

charaćter of this comedy is infinite

variety. -

The ſtory is ſuppoſed to have com

menced during the late war between the

Turks and Ruſſians. Tº e play opens

with a view of a party of Turks prowling

round their camp, who ſeize upon a female

Ruſſian Peaſant, with her ſather and bro
Lll z

By Mrs. Cowley. 8vo. 1 s. 6d. Robin

ther. The young girl, dreſſed in Eaſtern

magnificence, is placed in the harem of a

neighbouring Baſſa, or Turkiſh noble

man. Being informed that no men are

admitted here, except thoſe whoſe office is

to watch the women, and execute all the

bloody whims of their maſter, ſhe views

then with diſguſt—miſtakes the Baſſa

himſelf for one of then, and, treating him

with hauteur and diſdain, irritates his

love by reſiſtance he is unaccuſtomed to.

The Baſia has alſo in his harem the wife

of a Ruſſian officer, who was ſtolen from

the arms of her huſband as ſhe was walk

ing in the garden on their marriage-day.

Deading an interview with him, and

while in deſpair how to contrive her

concealinent, the Ruſſian peaſant is firſt

ſeen, and is multaken for her of whoſe

beauty fame had ſpoken ſo highly ; thus

the heart of the Baſſa is ſteeled againſt

charms otherwiſe irreliſtible, and, ſanctify.

ing his own love by marriage with Paulina

the Ruſſian peaſant, bleſſes the huſband

by delivering up his bride.

This
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This is a mere ſketch—how the various

ſcenes of the play are filled up can be

conceived only by thoſe accuſtomed to

the lively and corre&t ſtyle of this author.

Alexina, the Ruſſian lady, is drawn with

great force of virtuous chara&ter—

Paulina, the lively peaſant, is full of arch

neſs and ſinnlicity—in the mind of the

generous Baſſa are naturally and elegant-.

ly depićt d the riſings of the ſoft paſſion—

the chara&er of Azim preſents the dark

villain—that of A la Greque a lively

Frenchman, poſſeſſing all the ſelfiſh

politeneſs and natural frivolity of that

charašter, whoſe whim and humour

(through the play) excite the approv

*ing ſmile.

We have heard it hinted, that this play

is too deeply tainted with politics, but

find nothing but thoſe fallies in which a

Frenchman of the preſent day may be

allowed to indulge himſelf; at leaſt, if the

great excellence of dramatic writing,

truth of chara&ter, is at all to be attended

to. Perhaps the latter ſcene of the fol

lowing extraćt, mav be ſuppoſed to refer

to the taugh raiſed by our neighbours on

the continent againſt the pleas of high

birth ;—the ſcene, however, is ſaid to

have ben written before they uſhered into

the world the doćtrine of equality—here

fore on its own merit muſt it fall or ſtand.

s c E N E,

4 wide Cºurt with ſeveral unfiniſhed Build

ings.

[Staveſ diſcovered at work at a diffance.

Two ſlaves drive barrows acroſs the Stage,

and go off followed by A la Greque, who,

B.virg been made priſoner, now appears in

bi: // we habit.

A la Gr. Aye, wheel away, comrades

—whº away ! Hang me if I do though.

I'll wheel no more of their rubbiſh. Let

the Baſſa dºg his own dirt [overſetting the

barrow]. Why, the ſun here in Turkey

ſeems to mind nothing but how to keep

himſelf warm [ſtating binſºf on the ground].

The pºets talk of his being a coachman by

trade; but hang ºne if I don't believe he

was a baker, and his oven is always hot —

I wiſh he'd make acquaintance with a north

wind now, for half an hour, or a good ſtrong

fouth weſter.—Lud! lud! how I do loºg

for a wind . If I was in Lapland, I'd buy

all that the witches of that country have

buttleJ up for ten years to come. [Jing]

Blow, ye pretty little breezes,

Buſtle, buſtle midſt the treeſes.

Enter AziM.

- ~&im. How mov, you lazy boar l—

What are you ſeated for, and tuning your

pipes in the middle of the day —To work

to work—firrah

A la Gr. Tuning my pipes | Why, I

like to tune my pipes—and I don't like to

work, good Mr. Muſſulman-I don't in

deed .

Azim. Then you ſhall ſmart, good Mr.

Chriſtian [ſhaking his whip].

A la Gr. What, would you take the

trouble to beat me ſuch a day as this? My

dear Sir, the fatigue would kill you—I can't

be ſo unchriſtian as to ſuffer it [Azin givet

4 in a ſtroke J. Nay, if you ſtrike [getting up),

I ſtand. Pray, Sir, what may be your office

in this place

Azim. To keep you and your fellow

ſlaves to their duty.

A la Gr. And who keeps you to yºur

duty 2

Azin. Who? why myſelf to be ſure.

A la Gr. Then I think yourſelf is a

very ill-favoured ſcoundrel, to oblige you to

perform a duty ſo diſtreſſing to your po

liteneſs.

Azim. You are an odd fiſh :

A la Gr. No, I am one of a pair—I

have a twin-brother juſt like me.

Azin. The man who was taken with

you ?

A la Gr. No-he has not ſuch good

fortune; he's a Ruſſian count, poor fellow

and was my maſter.—Gad, I could make

you laugh about him.

Azim. Well

A la Gr. About two months ago, Mr.

Slave-driver, he was married.

Azim. Weill

A la Gr. A pretty girl'ſaith, and dangh

ter to one of our great Ruſſian Boyards—s

Boyard ranks as a Marquis did in France,

and as a Laird ſtill does in Scotland—I love

to elucidate.

Azim. Well !

A la Gr. So, Sir, a few hours after the

ceremony, before the ſun was gone down,

and before the moon had thought about

dreſfing herſelf for the evening—whip ! his

pretty bride was gone.

Azin. Where *

A la Gr. That's the very thing he

would get at.-Ma'am and he were walking

like two doves in the Boyard's gardºn, which

garden was bordered by trees, which trees

were bordered by the ſea—Out ſprings from

the wood forty Turks, with forty ſabres, and

forty pair of great monſtrous whiſkers,

which ſo frightened the bride, that, inſterd

of running away, ſhe fainted away, and

ſtaid there.

Azin. Hah! hab then my country

men had a prize

ºf la Gr. That they had, worth two

Jews
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Jews eyes. Six of them hurried off with her

fo a felucca, which lay at the edge of the

wood; and all the reſt emploved my maſter.

I ſuppoſe they weuld have had him too, but

the Boyard, with a large party of friends, ap

pearing at the top of a walk, they thought

fit to make off with what they had.-Well,

my maſter's bridal bed was, that night, the

beach, where he ſtaid raving and beating

himſelf, as tho’ he took himſelf for one of

the Turkiſh raviſhers.

Azin. Ha, ha, ha! thy ſtory is well—

ſo, all that night he walked in the garden

Oh, and the nightingales, I warrant, ſung re

ſponſes to his complaints, and the melancholy

wood-dove cooed in ſympathetic ſorrow.-

It muſt have been very pleaſant.

A la Gr. O, a pleaſant night as could be ;

but it coſt him a fortnight's lying in bed;

for a hiſſing hot fever laid hold of him; and

the doćtors, with all their rank and file

of phials and boloſſes, could hardly drive

him out of his veins.

Aaim Well, now go to your labour

[twirling bin round].

Ala Gr. O, my dear Domine, I have

not finiſhed yet.—I want to tell you how he

joined the army, to have "an opportunity of

revenge, and how, in all the ſkirmiſhes we

have had, he has drawn more Turkiſh blood

than—

Azim. Go | you are an idle raſcal, and

would rather talk an hour than work a

minute-Go, or I will draw ſome of thy

French blood, to balance accounts with your

maſter.

A la Gr. Sir, you are extremely polite;

the moſt gentleman-like, civil, countly, well

behaved ſlave-driver I have ever had the fe

licity to encounter [takes up the barrºw]. My

ſervice to your Lady, Sir! [Azim laſhes him

•ff.]

Azim. The time he mentions, about two

months, is about the period when our felucca

landed Alexina, and his account tallies

exačtly with the account of the ſailors—Aye,

it muit be ſo-Now, would it add to her

miſery to know that her huſband is ſo near

her 2 I muſt conſider, and ſhe ſhall either

know it or not, according to the effect

which I think it will produce.—I know ſhe

hates me, and let her look to it.

Enter OR Loy F.

My good Lord Count, pray he ſo good as

to take this ſpade in your hand—Dºg you

muſt, and ſhall—I have had the honour to

bring down as noble ſpirits as yours to the

grindſtone before now.

Orlºff inflićt your puniſhments to

thoſe I can ſubmit, but not to labour.

Azim. Why not Has nature made

any diſtinétion between you and the reſt of

the ſlaves * Look at yourſelf, Sir!—Your

form, your limbs, your habit are they in

aught different from the reſt

Orloff. [haughtily] Birth has made a

diſtinction

Azim. That I deny—the plea of birth is

of all others the moſt ſhadowy. There, at

leaſt, Nature has been ſtričtly impartial : the

ſon of an Empreſs receives life on the ſame

terms with the ſon of a peaſant.

Orloff. Pride then, and fortune, make

diſtinctions.

Azin. True ; but fortune has deſerted

you, and pray recommend it to your pride te

follow her, that you may, without trouble,

attend to your buſineſs.-Here 1 tºke the

ſpade. -

Orloff [ſnatches the ſpade, and ſing; it

down] There, if you dare again to inſult

me, I'll hurl thee there, and tread on thee.

Azim. Now, if the Baſſa had not corn

manded me to be gentle to him, I would

have beaten him with thongs, till his broken

ſpirit brought him to my feet for mercy 3

but if I can't bend it, I'll torture it [aſid.].
So, you think to maſter me, do ye *

Orloff. I think not of thee.

Azim. No, I ſuppoſe—Ha, ha!—I ſup

poſe your pretty wife is

Orloff. My wife-my wife—Oh, art

thou appriſed that I had a wife [Azim grinsjº

Oh! ſpeak to me, tell me if thou knoweſt

her—Nay, turn not from me !—All the

lineaments of thy face become important

if thou will not ſpeak to me, let me gaze on

them, and there gather my fate.

Zzim. Well, gaze and raze l Can'ft

thou there read her ſtory Dof thou know

wber'ºr ſhe breathes, and where * Doſi thou

behold thy lovely wife triumphant in a

ſcraglio, or ſubmiſfive in a bathing-houſe?

Orlºff. Oh, villain monſter neither.

By every glittering ſtar in heaven, if ſhe

lives, ſhe's chatte [pauſes and ſtrike bis

forehead.] Had I gold and jewels, I would

pour the treaſure at thy feet, but now have

mercy on me—Oh, I beſeech thee, tell me if

Alexina lives |

Azim. Ha, hs, ha! if Alexina livest

[laughs again, then walks ſlowly off.]

9rieff Nay, thou ſhalt not avoid me–

I will purſue thee, kneel at thy feet, perform

the moſt menial offices, ſo thou wilt tell me

of my Alexinal -

Azim. [turning] Now, where are the

diſtinctions of thy birth Do they prevent

thy ferting like the vulgareſt ſon of Nature ?

Orloff. Thou ſhalt chide long, if thou

wilt at length ſoften the anguiſh of my

ſoul-Oh, hear me, hear me !

[Follows him out.

We cannot diſmiſs this article without

mentioning
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mentioning the exceſſive poliſh which

fhºnes through the piece.—The moral is

excellent, and affords inſtrućtion the moſt

congenial —that which preſents itſelf in

the attractive garb of amuſement. Of

the ſongs we mark with peculiar appro

bation that ſung by Selim and Fa

tima :

D U E T T. E.

SELiM and FAriMa.

GIVE me (you) a female ſoft and kind,

Whoſe joy 'twould be to pleaſe me (ye);

The beauties of her precious mind

Would neither charm ner teize me (ye).

The dimpled cheek and ſparkling eye

To me (you) are wit and ſound ſenſe;

And better worth a lover's figh,

Than ſtores of mental nonſenſe.

The touch of honied velvet lips

Is reaſon and bright ſcience;

And he who at that ſountain dips,

May ſcorn the Nine's alliance.

The Aſiatic ideas of love were never

more forcibly conveyed than in theſe

lines; and we, who are ecol Europeans,

did not liſten to them without emotion.—

It is truly Sapphic, and were it tranſ

lated into their own or the Perſian lan

guage, the youth of Turkey would ſing it
in common with the Odes of Hafiz.

The Fugitive: A Comedy. As it is performed at the King's Theatre Haymarket.

By Joſeph Richardſon, Eſq. Barriſter at Law. 8vo. 1s. 6d. Debrett.

This Comedy is the avowed produćtion

of Mr. Richardson, a gentleman

well known in the literary world, and

generally underſtood to be the Author of

ſeveral of the * Rolli Ads, PROBA

Tionary ODEs, and other popular po

litical jeux d'eſprits. . The Fugitive,

however, is his firſt dramatic effort, and

we moſt ſincerely truſt that it will be fol

lowed by many others of a ſimilar nature.

The dialogue throughout is remarkably

elegant, the witchaſte, and the characters

ably delineated. The Author, with great

good taſte, has uniformly avoided that low

buffooney and ſtage trick on which almoſt

all our modern Comedies have ſo gene

rally depended; and by the ſucceſs which

has attended his play, has fully eſtabliſhed,

that it is to the bad taſte of the writers

for, and not the frequenters of our The

atres, that this diſgrace to all talent and

genius has owed its exiſtence. No Co

medy ever met with more public approba

tion than The Fugitive, and yet there is

not one word, from its commencement

to its concluſion, that can derogate, in

the minuteſt degree, from the charaćter

of the Author, either as a ſcholar or a

gentleman.

We have already given our Readers a

brief ſketch of the fable of this Comedy,

in p. 308, with the excellent Prologue and

Epilogue, by the Author's friends, Mr.

Tickell and General Burgoyne, in p. 338

As a ſpecimen of Mr. Richardſon's talents

in delineating charaćter, as well as of

the wit, ſpirit, and humour, with which

he has ſupported his dialogue, we have

£kšted the following ſcenes between

1792.

Young and Old Manly and Admiral

Čijá.

scene iv. rº, R., sits - dº riv

of Sir William Wingrove's Houſe.

Enter Young Marly, ſinging.

Young Manly. Was there ever ſuch a happy,

unlucky dog as myſelf—happy beyond the

narrow bounds of mortal imagination in the

love of my Julia—but horribly unlucky,

that the certainty and near approach of my

felicity has quite bereft me of my ſenſes

Juſt as I had abandoned myſelf to deſpair, to

be raiſed in cme delicious half hour to the

ſummit of Oh I egad there's no bearing

it! I ſhall run mad—I am mad, that's cer

tain. [Sings and dances.

Enter Anxi is a 1. Clevel AND.

Admiral. So, ſo—there's young Frolick

ſome in his whirliggs—What, "Squire

Medcap, are you practiſing how to make a

fool of yourſelf?—Don’t take ſo much trou

ble, young man ; you can ſucceed pretty well

without ſo much pains.

roung Manly. Ha! my old man of war

give me your hand—When ſhall you and I

go upon a voyage to the--

Admiral. To the moon, Eh! young

Freſhwater Why you ſeem to be in her la

titude already ; or have you been flowing in

a freſh lading of champagne 2

Toung Manly. Your firſt conjecture is

perhaps a little near the mark ; for my un

derſtanding, I believe, is rather upon the

go; but as for champagne—curſe cham"

pagne.

Admiral. What, then, you have been in *

* Wide “Aſylum for Fugitive Pieces,” Vol. 1.

tight
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fight engagement at play, and have brought

the enemy to—A'n't that it, my young ſhark?

Tang Manly. No, no, my heart of oak ;

I defy the power of gold to diſorder my ſenſes

-But, what do you think, my noble com

mander, of gºining the woman one loves 2

Can your old weather-heaten fancy conceive

any joy equal to that *

Admiral. Why, I don't think I can ; un

leſs it be ſeeing an enemy's ſhip ſtrike ; and

that does gives the ſenſes a whirl that none

but a ſeaman can be a judge of.

Young Manly. why then, as I am a ſtranger

to naval ſenſations, the pleaſure of being be

loved by an angel muſt ſerve my turn—When

conquered beauty prepares to yield—when

willing love ſtrikes the flag—that's the whirl

for my money.

Admiral. Well, that's good-natured, how

ever, to rejoice at the thoughts of an engage

ment, where you are ſure to have the worſt

on't.

Toung Manly. Dear Admiral, had I but

known you when I was a boy——

Admiral. What then

Toung Manly. Then P Do you aſk me

what then * Oh, Julia

“My ſoul hath her content ſo abſolute,

“That not another comfort like to this

“Succeeds in unknown fate.”

4dmiral. Poor young man—Well, my

lad, when your wits are at anchor, though

1 fear the veſſel's too crazy ever to ſee port

Again, you and I may drink a can together—

till then, your ſervant. -

Zºung Mandy. Nay, nay, don’t go yet.

[Dancing.

Admiral. Why, damn vou, you veer about

ſo, one might as well look for anchorage in

a whirlpool, as to think to hold a parley

with you.

fºung Manly. Well, come then, I will

be ſerious—Do you ever pray at ſea, Admiral

Admiral. Why, what ſhould we pray for 2

except, undeed, when there's danger in the

wind, and then, to be ſure, that alters the

caſe. -

Toung Manly. Well, now, there lies your

error.

Aamiral Error —meaning me, you——

foung Manly. Aye!—I hold it ſuch an

abominable ignorance of duty.

..fdmiral. Ignorance of duty l-why, you

palavering whipper ſnapper, am 1 to be

taught my duty, after having had the com

mand of a fleet, by ſuch a ſneaking ſon of a

whore as you ?

2%ung Manly. Nay, but why ſo hot, my

good friend ? You cannot think I mean to

effend you ?

Admiral. Not mean to offend, when you

tell me I don't know how to command *

Ignorance of duty, indeed—Out of my way,

you live lumber–Damn you, I only thought

you were mad, but now I find you're a foot.

[Exit.

:*::::::::::::::::::::
\

Enter Servant to Old Man ly,

Servant. Miſs Herbert, Sir, deſires to

know if ſhe can have the pleaſure of half a

minute's converſation with you.

0ld Manly. Shew her in. [Exit Servant.

Enter Miss HE R B F RT.

Old Manly. This is indeed a kindneſs, my

dear Miſs Herbert; your viſits are valuable

in proportion to their rarity, like winter

ſuns—or—or—no—like—

Miſs Herbert. Never mind, my dear Mr.

Manly, what they are like ; we will ſettle

the impromptu upon more mature delibera

tion another time.

Old Manly. Egad and ſo we will, for

nothing requires ſo much time as an off-hand

ſpeech.

Miſs Herbert. Now, Sir, to the obječt of

my viſit—Report ſays, that you have ſeen

Miſs Wingrove, and I am anxious to hear

how the charming creature endures her mis

fortunes.

Old Manly. Very true, madam; but where

ſhould I ſee Miſs Wingrove

Miſ, Herbert. Why, report does ſay, ſir,

that you met her at a place where it would

have been equally for her happineſs and your

reputation that you had never met at all-at

Mrs. Larron's.

Old Manly. It's a falſehood—a confounded

falſehood.—I go to Mrs. Larron's But dear

Miſs Herbert, how can a young lady of your

cardour and gond ſenſe give credit to ſuch a

thing, particularly when you had ſuch good

reaſon for diſbelieving it, as its being the

general report

Mſ. Herbert. Why, indeed Mr. Manly,

as you ſay, what ſhould you do at ſuch places?

You know you are ſubſiding into the calm

evening of life, when the tempeſtuous paſ

ſons gently ſink into a ſoft undiſturbed re

poſe—I dare ſay now you feel this ſweet

cheerful twilight of your days to be attended

with more ſubſtantial comfort, and much

more real happineſs, than the gaudier ſcenes

of your meridian life, when every thing was

brilliant, and nothing ſolid; every thing gay,

but nothing rational.

Old Manly. Twilight | Gadſo!—None of

your twilights neither, Miſs—This is the

way—there is no ſuch thing as purchaſing

impunity in this world for one offence—but

by pleading guilty to a worſe—Well, Miſs;

and ſuppoſe I was at Miſtreſs Larron's 2

Miſs Herbert. [Aſide] Oho! I thought I

ſhould bring him to confeſſion ; he will ac

know
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knowledge any vice but age-Sº, fir, you

were there then, atter all 2

Old Manly. Gads life, ma'am, don't aſk

ſo many queºiºns; I underſland you well

enough, Mis—You would inſinuate that I

am a hille's old fellow—that you can ſee no

great uſe in my living, and that the ſooner I

an hang’d out of the way, the better ; but

give me leave to tell you, madam

Enter ADM 1 Ral. Clev F. LAN P.

Admiral. Heyday ! What ſtorm's a brew

ing now * Why, neighbour Manly, this is a

rough gale upon ſo fair a coaſt-what, quar

relling with my niece

Miſs Herbert. Dear uncle, 1'm quite re

joiced to ſee you; you never came ſo ſeaſon

ably to the reſcue of a poor little diſabled fri

gate in your life. Mr. Manly here

old Manly. Your niece is an impertinent,

forward, malicious young woman, Mr.

Cleveland, and I deſire never to ſee her face

again. I'll never, never forgive her-No,

if I were to live till I was ſixty.

Miſ, Herbert. What a formidable reſent

ment t why the period of it has expired

theſe five years.

Admiral. [Aſide] Leave him to me, I'll

teaze the old fellow—I came on purpoſe.

Miſ. Herbert. I will.

Admiral. But how did the bruſh happen?

What is the cauſe of it 2

Mſ. Herbert. why, ſir, I ſpoke, I am

afraid, ſomewhat too juſtly of your friend's

age, and appeared to entertain too favourable

an opinion of his morality—offences which a

lively, determined rover, in his climacteric,

can never reconcile to his forgiveneſs.

Adºniaſ. Oh, is that all.

Mſ. H rººt. So, good Mr. gallant gay

Lothario of ſixty-five, a good mºng tº

you. [Exit Mſ. Herbert.

old Manly. A ſaucy minx. -

_ºmiral. Come, Manly, you have too

many of the ſubſtantial afflićtions of life to

contend with at preſent to be ruſhed by little

breezes of this ſort—But I am your frien",

and I thought it my duty as ſuch to call upon

you, and to do what a friend ought, to com

fort you. -

Old Man'y. Why that was very kind, my

old neighbour, very kind indeed—be ſected

I beſeech you—Yes, indeed, 'tis very true,

as you ſay, Admiral, I am a wretched, miſe

rable, unhappy man, oppreſs'd with ſorrows,

laden with afflićtion—overtaken, before my

time, by many cares. Yet 'tis ſomething,

my worthy neighbour, to have a truſty friend,

to take a kind interett in one's mistol tune ,

—to ſhare, as it were, the ſad load of life

to ride and tie with one in the weaty pilgri

mage—O 'tis a charming thing to have a

friend 1

Admiral. I think ſo indeed, and hope tº

prove as much—I have no other objea but

to comfort you—none, none.—You are

indeed very unhappy

Old Manly. Very, very 1

Admiral. Why there's your wife, now.

Old Manly. Aye-my wife—Oh! Oh!

[4 long ſigh.

Admiral. Nay be comforted, my friend—

be comforted—Why ſhe is of herſelf a ſuffi.

cient load of miſery for any one poor pair of

mortal ſhoulders. Always fretful, her ſuſ.

picions never aſleep, and her tongue always

awake-conſtantly making her obſervations,

like a veſſel ſent out upon diſcovery—ever

on the watch, like an armed outter, to cut

off any little contraband toy, and to intercept

any harmleſs piece of ſmuggled amuſement.

Old Manly. Oh I 'tis dreadful, neighbour,

quite dreadful indeed.

Admiral. Take comfort, my friend

What did I come here for * take comfort I

ſay—There is your ſon too.

Old Manly. Yes, my ſon too, an aban

doned profligate.

Admiral. Nay, if that were all, there

might be hopes—the carly little irregularities

that grow out of the honeſt paſſions of our

nature, are ſometimes an advantage to the

ripened man ; they carry their own remedy

along with thean ; and when remedied, they

generally leave the perſon wiſer and better

than they found him—wiſer for his experi

ence, and better for the indulgence which

they give him towards the infirmities of

others—but a canting, whining, preaching

prefligate—a ſermon-maker at twenty-n

fellow that becomes a ſaint before he's a

man—a beardleſs hypocrite—a ſcoundrel that

cannot be content with common homely

ſinning, but muſt give it a reliſh by joining a

prayer with it in his mouth—of ſuch a ſel

low there can be no hopes—no hopes in

deed. -

old Manly. None, none. Oh miſerable

that I am, where will my afflićtion end ?

Where ſhall I find conſolation *

Admiral. Conſolation!—In me to be ſurel

What elſe was the purpoſe of my viſit I

for bear to ſay any thing of your daughter,

poor unhappy girl.

Old Manly. Conceal nothing from me.

What has happened to my poor child—what

has happened to her She was my favourite,

Miſerable man 1 O miſerable man l

Admiral Nay, if it will giveyou any comfort,

I will tell you. It is my duty to do ſo—why,

ſhe, you know, was deſperately in love with

Charles Welford. He has turned her off,

I find—diſcharged her the ſervice, and has

fallen in with ſomebody elſe; ſo that I

ſuppoſe by to-morrow morning we may*
Ur
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for her birth, poor girl, in the ambuſh of a

willow, or 'he retirement of a fiſh pond.

Old Aſ ºnly. Now the ſum of my calami

ties rs complete [Peeps J. Now, indeed, the

cup is full-poor undone man-miſerable

huſh ºnd –wretched father |

Aamiral. Aye, and all to come upon you

at your time of lif: too-Hid your misfor

tunes renched you when you were in the

vigour of your days—ſold Manly dries his

eyer, and looks reſentfully] when you retained

enough of bodily ſtrength and force of mind

to cope with them—but—at your time of

day, when the timbers are approaching faſt

towards decay, when the lights of the under

ſtanding are upon the glimmer, and the

reckoning of life is pretty nearly out-Oh!

'tis too hor ible. Faith, after all, I don't

kn w how to comfort you.

Old Manly. [In a rage.] [Both riſing.] I

believe not, indeed ; you fuſty, muſty, old,

foul-mouth:d, weather-beaten coxcomb—

timbers approaching faſt to decay | Whoſe

timbers do you mean, old jury-maſt 2 look

at your own crazy hulk—do—and don't

keep quoting your damn'd log-book criti

citms upon your junicrs and your bet

ters. -

Admiral. Nay, my good friend.

Old Man'y. Damn your friendſhip, and

your goodneſs too. I don't like friendſhip

that only wants me to hate myſelf—and good

r:ſ, that only goes to prove every thing bad

about me. So, good Mr. Yellow Admiral,

ſheer off—do—and till you can ſtuff your

old veſſel with a cargo of more commoditable

merchandize, don't let me ſee you in my la

titude again.

Aamiral. Sir, let me tell you, you may

repent of this language; and were it not for

pity of your age, and your misfortunes—

Old Manly. O curſe your pity; and as for

misfortunes, I know of none equal to your

conſolation.

Admiral. You ſhall hear more of this,

Mr. Manly.

Old Manly. Not for the preſent, if you

pleaſe—if you want my life, take it—take

any thing—only take yourſelf off. -

Admiral. Very well, ſir. You ſhall hear

from me at a proper time. [Aftde] I have

made the old fool nobly miſerable; that's

ſome comfort, however.

Old Manly [ſºlus). What an aſs was I,

to liſten ſo long to the hollow croakings of

this melancholy ſea monſter—a ruſty clá

weather-cock; always pointing one way,

and that to the quarter of misfortune—T

miſerable !—What ſhou'd make me ſo –Is

not my wife kind and faithful, and only a

little troubleſome now and then for my good

-Is not my ſon generous and gay—and—

and like his father as a ſon ſhou’d be—and

a'n't I ſtout in body, and ſound in mind,

and is not every thing as I would have it *

-A diſmal old—now has he given me a ſam

ple of the view with which advice is always

beſtowed, and I him a proof of the effect

with which it is always taken—he came to

me to increaſe my diſtreſſes by conſolation,

and I have made uſe of his counſel as a new

argument for pleaſing myſelf. [Exit.

AN A C C O U N T OF JAM E S QUIN.

[Cºntinuedfrom Page 326.]

THE Theatre in which Mr Quin was

eſtabliſhed, had not the patronage of

the public in any degree equal to its rival

at Drury Lane, nor had it the good for

tune to acquire thoſe advantages which

faſhion liberally confers on its favourites,

until ſeveral years after. The perform

ances, however, though not equal to thoſe

at Drury Lane, were far from deſerving

centure. In the ſeaſon of 1718-19, Mr.

Quin performed in Buckingham’s “Scipio

Africanus,” and in 17 9-2o, “Sir Wal

ter Raleigh,” in Dr. Sewell's play of that

name; and in the ſame year had, as it

appears, two benefits, “ The Provoked

Wife,” 31ſt of January, before any other

performer, and again, “The Squire of

Alſatia,” on the 17th cf April. The

ſucceeding ſeaſon he performed in Buck

ingham’s “Henry the Fourth of France,”

in “Richard II.” as altered by Theobald,

and in “ The Imperial Captives,” of

Wol. XXI. -

Mottley. The ſeaſon of 172o-21 was

very favourable to his reputation as an

actor. On the 22d of OSłober “ The

Merry Wives of Windſor” was revived,

in which he firſt played Falſtaff, with great

increaſe of fame. This play, which was

well ſupported by Ryan, in Ford; Spil

ler, in DoStor-Caius; Boheme, in Juſtice

Shallow ; and Griffin, in Sir Hugh

Evans; was acted nineteen times during

the ſeaſon, a proof that it had made a

very favourable impreſſion on the public.

In the ſeaſon of 1721-22, he performed in

Mitchell's, or rather Hill’s “ Fatal

Extravagance,” Sturmy’s “ Love and

Duty,” Philips's “ Hibernia Freed.”—

The ſeaſon of 17 × 1-23 produced Fenton's

“Mariamne,” the moſt ſucceſsful play

that theatre had known, in which Mr.

Quin performed Sohemus. In the next

year, 1723-24, he asted in J:ſºyº

“ Edwin,” and in Philiſ’s’s “Beiſario.”
M m in _Th:
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The ſeaſon of 1724-25 produced no new

lay in which Mr. Quin had any part;

|. on the revival of “ Every Man in

His Humour,” he repreſented Old

Knowell; and it is not unworthy of ob

ſervation, that Kitely, afterwards ſo ad

mirably performed by Mr. Garrick, was

aſſigned to Mr. Hippeſley, the Shuter or

Edwin of his day. In 1725-26 he per

formed in Southern's “ Money's the

Miſtreſs;” and in 1726-27 in Welſted's

“ Diſſembled Wanton,” and Frowde's

“Fall of Saguntum.”

For a year or more before this period,

Lincoln’s-Inn-Fields Theatre had, by

the aſſiſtance of ſome pantomimes, as the

“ Necromancer,” “Harlequin Sorcerer,”

“Apollo and Daphne,” &c., been more

frequented than at any time ſince it was

opened. In the year 1727-28, was offer

cd to the public a piece which was ſo

eminently ſucceſsful as ſince to have in

troduced a new ſpecies of drama, the

Comic Opera, and therefore deſerves par

ticular notice. On the 29th January

1728, “The Beggar's Opera” was ačied

for the firſt time. We are told, that when

Gay ſhewed this performance to his patron

the Duke of Queenſbury, his Grace's

obſervation was, " This is a very odd

thing, Gay;—it is either a very good

thing, or a bad thing.” It ºf the

former, beyond the warmeſt expectation

of the Author or his friends; though

§. whoſe knowledge of the public

taſte cannot be queſtioned, was ſo doubt

ful of its ſucceſs, that he refuſed the part

of Macheath, which was therefore given

to Walker. It was performed ſixty-two

nights, and the receipts of the houſe

were higher than ever were known before.

From the offer of the part of Macheath to

Quin, and the choice afterwards of Walker,

it is evident that it was not thought neceſ.

fary that the performer ſhould be a firſt-rate

finger. Two years afterwards, 19th

March 1729-3o, Mr. Quin had the

“ Beggar's Opera” for his benefit, and

performed the part of Macheath himſelf,

and received the ſum of 2061. 9s. 6d.

which was ſeveral pounds more than any

one might at the common prices had been

produced at that Theatre *. His benefit

the preceding year brought him only

1 oz.). 18s. cd. and the ſucceeding only

1 191. 3s. od.

The ſeaſon of 17:7-8 had been ſo oc

cupied by “The Beggar's Opera,” that

no new piece was exhibited in which Mr.

Quin performed. In that of 1718-9 he

performed in Barford’s “Virgin Queen,"

in Madden’s “ Themiſtocles,” ard in

Mrs. Heywood’s “ Frederic Duke of

Brunſwick.” In 1729-30 there was no

new play in which he performed. In

1730-31 he aſſiſted in Tracey’s “Peri

ander,” in Frowde’s “ Philotas,” in

Jefferys' “ Merope,” and in Theobald's

“ Oreſtes;” and in the next ſeaſon,

1731-2, in Kelly’s “Married Philoſo

pher.”

On the 7th December 1732 Covent

Garden Theatre was opened, and the

Company belonging to Lincoln’s-Inn

Fields renoved thither +. In the courſe of

this ſeaſon Mr. Quin was called upon to

exerciſe his talents in ſinging, and accord

ingly performed Lycomedes in Gay's

poſthumous opera of “Achilles” eigh

teen nights. The next ſeaſon concluded

his ſervice at Covent-Garden. At this

jun&ture the deaths of Wilks, Booth, and

Oldfield, and the ſucceſſion of Cibber,

had thrown the management of Drury

Lane Theatre into raw and unexperienced

hands. Mr. Highmore, a gentleman of

fortune, who had been tempted to inter

meddle in it, had ſuſtained ſo great a loſs,

as to oblige him to ſell his intereſt to the

beſt bidder. By this event the Drury

Lane Theatre came into the poſſeſſion of

Charles Fleetwood, Eſq. who, it is ſaid,

purchaſed it in concert with, and at the

recommendation of, Mr. Rich. But a

difference ariſing between theſe gentie

men, the former determined to leduce

from his antagoniſt his beſt performer,

and the principal ſupport of his Theatre.

Availing himſelf of this quarrel, Mr. Quin

left Covent-Garden, and in the beginning

of the ſeaſon 1734-5 removed to the rival

Theatre, “on ſuch terms,” ſays a writer

who ſeems to be well informed, “as ro

hired astor had before received ..”

During Mr. Quin's connection with

Mr. Rich, he was employed, or at leaſt

conſulted, in the condućt of the Theatre

by his principal, as a kind of Deputy

• The higheſ receipt during the run of “The Beggar's opera" was 1981. 17s.6d.

11th April, the 43d night.

+ The play was “The Way of the World.” Pit and boxes at 5s. each.
So Hittle

attra6lion, however, had the new Theatre, that the receipt of the houſe amounted but to

1 ºl. os. od.

; Apology for the Life of Theophilus Cibber, 8vo. 1740. p. 93, ſaid to be written by

Heary Fickling.

Manager.
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Manager. While in this ſituation, a cir

turnſtance took place which has been

frequently and variouſly noticed *, and

which it may not be improper to relate in

the words of the writer laſt quoted.

“When Mr. James Quin was a

Managing Aétor under Mr. Rich, at

Lincoln’s-Inn Fields, he had a whole

heap of plays brought him, which he put

in a drawer in his bureau. An Author

had given him a play behind the ſcenes,

which I ſuppoſe he might loſe or miſlay,

not troubling his head about it. Two or

three days after Mr. Bayes waited on

him, to know how he liked his play —

Quin told him ſome excuſe for its not

being received, and the Author deſired

to have it returned. “ There,” ſays

Quin, “there it lies on that table.”—

The Author took up a play that was

lying on a table, but on opening, found

it was a comedy, and his was a tragedy,

and told Quin of his miſtake. “ Faith,

then, Sir,” ſaid he, “I have loſt your

play.”—“Loſt my play !” cries the Bard.

—“Yes, by God I have,” anſwered the

Tragedian ; “but here is a drawer full

of both comedies and tragedies, take any

two you will in the room of it.” The

poet left him in high dudgeon, and the

hero ſtalked acroſs the room to his

Spa Water and Rheniſh, with a negligent

felicityh
(The length of this Article obliges us

to poſtpone the remainder until next

month.)

ACCOUNT of the TRIAL of warREN HASTINGS, Eſq. (late GOVER

NOR GENERAL of BENGAL) before the HIGH COURT of PARLIA

MENT, for HIGH CRIMES and MISDEMEANORS.

~ [Continued from Page 371.]

WeDNEs DAY, May 9.

- THE Evidence of the Defence was

brought forward by Mr. Dallas.-

A variety of letters and papers were

produced tending in general to ſhew

the contumacy and the hoſtile purpoſes

of Cheyt Sing, and of courſe to juſtify

the rigour which had been exerciſed to

wards the Rajah by Mr. Haſtings.

The inadmiſſibility of ſome part of

this evidence was argued by Mr. Burke.

Mr. Dallas replied. There was nothing,

however, in the controverſy to arreſt a

more than ordinary ſhareº

At five o'clock the Lords adjourned.

THURSDAY, May 10.

After much written evidence had been

produced, Major Oſborne was called as a

witneſs, and examined by Mr. Haſtings's

Counſel. The croſs-examination was

carried on by Mir. Burke till five o'clock,

when, upon ſcime queſtion tending to diſ.

cover whether Major Oſborne was or was

not informed of a reluctance in the Na

bob Vizier to accept his ſervices, the Earl

of Stanhope roſe and enquired “What

that queſtion had to do with Mr. Haſt

ings 2'" -

Mr. Burke, with much warmth, re

plied, that it was not competent to any

man to direét the Managers for the Com

moas of England in their mode of ex

amining the priſoner's witneſſes. They

would learn their duty only from the

Court in their collečtive capacity, or from

their maſters, who ſent then there. If

the Court ſhould give them any ſpecial

direétions, they would then repair to

their own Houſe, and ſtate thoſe direc

* Sgt Roderick Random, Vol. II. p.*.
- - -

tions to their conſtituents'; but no man

alive ſhould give them direétions as an

individual. They were to determine for

themſelves as to their mode of examina

tion. Mr. Burke concluded by repeat

ing, in the moſt earneſt manner, that no

man ſhould direét them, and by ſtating

the neceſſity of a circuitous mode of in

terrogation.

Mr. Wyndham ſaid, that after the

able notice taken by the Honourable Ma

nager of a queſtion extremely clear in

itſelf, he ſhould only venture to expreſs

his hope, that their Lordſhips would not

eſtabliſh in the caſe of the Commons of

England a rule hitherto unknown in all

other caſes, ſubjećting the party croſs

examining to any controul, or to any ex

poſal of his motives. The duty of a

croſs-examiner was inconſiſtent with ſuch

controul or expoſal ; and even if he was

to receive direétions, they ſurely ought

not to come to him from the oppoſite party.

It was not only true, that a circuitous

mode of interrogation was to be per

mitted to croſs-examiners, but that the

cnd of croſs-examination could not be

obtained without it. It was not only fair

to put queſtions of which the immediate

object could not be foreſeen, but it was

eſſential to contrive ſo as that this objećt

ſhould not be apparent. Thoſe only

could know whether ſuch queſtions were

relevant or not who had an entire know

ledge of the cauſe, which a Court could

not be preſumed to have till it was tried i

the perſons conducting the croſs-exami

nations were therefore to judge for them

ſelves.

t T, Cibber's Apology, p, 72.
*Ar
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Mr. Law replied by preſſing for a di

reº mode of interrogation, and by de

firing, for the ſake of juſtice, for their

common character (Mr. Burke here re

peated, with ſome indignation, “ com

mon "'), and for the honour of the whole

proceeding, that there might be no un

neceſſary delay.

Mr. Burke replied by noticing theim

propriety of ſuch language. The Ma

nagers never refle&ted upon the Counſel;

it would be much below them ſo to do.

The Counſel were to take care of their

own charaćters.

The Chancellor then directed the wit.

neſs to anſwer the queſtion.

Major Oſborne did not clearly recol

lećt the affair enquired into ; and having

made ſome anſwers which the Managers

thought not ſatisfactory, the latter were

proceeding to put other queſtions, when

the Court adjourned. -

TU Es DAY, May 15.

At half paſt one the Managers came

into the Hall, and in a few minutes the

Lords came in proceſſion. After the

uſual ceremonies Mr. Burke proceeded

in his croſs-examination of Major Oſ

borne. It is impoſſible, and indeed im

proper, to enter into the detail: his teſ

timony in general went to this point,

That Chevt Sing was faithleſs ; that he

fuffered every ſpecies of outrage to be

committed within his Zemindary ; and

that he aëtually countcnanced the mur

der of the Subadahr, Captain of the re

cruits which were on their march to Il

lababad.

Q. How was he informed of that

murder *

A. Two Hirearrahs came with the

tidings, and brought his H E A D in a bag.

I could not have a more ſubſtantial proof.

A great number of other queſtions were

propounded and anſwered.

At four Mr. Markham, the private

Secretary to Mr. Haſtings, was called to

the bar. Mr. Plomer examined him.

His evidence went to exculpate Mr. Haſt

ings from the cruelties which it had been

alledged were committed by the orders of

Mr. Haſtings upon the perſon of the

Subadahr, at the time when the viſit was

made to Benares, and Rajah Cheyt Sing

was put under arreſt. His evidence in

chief was not half finiſhed at five, when

the Lords adjourned to the UpperHouſe.

We DNEs DAY, May 16.

The examination of Mr. Markham

was reſumed by Mr. Plomer. It includ

ed a detailed account of the tranſaştions

which occurred during his reſidence at

Benares, with ſome minutiae which were

thought neceſſary to mark the diſpoſition

of Mr. Haſtings towards Cheyt Sing.

Amongſt theſe was the mention of houſes

taken and furniſhed for the relations of

the latter, who came to viſit Benarcs, and

of a pićture of the Rajah, by an Engliſh

Artiſt, purchaſed and tranſmitted to his

-

mother by Mr. Haſtings.

At four o'clock Counſel concluded the

examination. Mr. Burke profeſſed him

ſelf not quite prepared to croſs-examine

Mr. Markham ; but added, that if their

Lordſhips were inclined to go on, he

was ready to proceed under every diſad

vantage. -

The Counſel, after ſome converſition,

propoſed to examine another witneſs, poſt

poning the croſs-examination of Mr.

Markham. They called on Mr. Wright

to prove ſome calculations ; but this wit

neſs not being in Court, the Peers with

drew to their own Chamber, and ad

journed to Tueſday.

TU Es DAY, May 22.

At half after two the Lords came in

proceſſion through the Hall.-Eighty-two

Peers attended—and twenty-ſix Peereſſes

were preſent. After the uſual forma

lities Mr. Markham appeared at the Bar,

and was croſs-examined by Mr. Anſtru

ther. It appeared upon the whole,

that Cheyt Sing was a mere tributa

ry Zemindar.—Among numerous queſ

tions aſked were the two following :-

Did not the arreſt of Chevt Sing fink

him in the opinion of his ſubjects, and

caſt an indelible ſtain upon his character?

A. No ; it is common in India. It was

no more detrimental to his charaćter than

it was to the Duke of Marlborough,

when he was arrelled and detained by

William the Third. Q. Was he bound

by the terms of the grant of his Zemin

dary to ſupply Mr. Haſtings with men

and monew upon the exigencies of the

Company –A. In the ſame manner as

I conſider the Lords under the Feeds!

Syſtem were to furniſh the King of this

country. -

Adjourned at five to the Upper Cham

ber.

WeDN Es DAY, May 23.

Mr. Markham's croſs-examination was

continued ; Mr. Burke ſucceeding Mr.

Anſtruther ; Mr. Anſtruther ſucceeding

Mr. Burke, and Mr. Burke, at the close

of the Court, ſucceeding Mr. Anſtru

ther.

In this buſineſs there were ſome ſharp

replies on the part of the witneſs, which

paſſed not without ſarcaſtic obſervatiºn:

*]
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by Mr. Burke; but on the whole of this

evidence, as far as it this day went, there

was nothing that appeared to ſubſtantiate

thoſe facts which the Managers wiſhed

to aſcertain. Diſtance of time naturally

impaired wiemory on many material points;

and a negative as to knowledge of others,

rendered the queſtions of no avail. Thoſe

which the witneſs did poſitively anſwer

were given with great preciſion.

The Court did not riſe until near ſix

o'clock.

WF DNES Day, May 3o.

The Proceſſion came into Court at half

after two.

Mr. Markham came to the bar. Pre

vious to being examined, he deſired to

ſtate a recent, and (to him) intereſting

circumſtance. He had that morning re

ceived a letter fron Mr. Burke, incloſing

an original of the witneſs's own writing

from Benares, in the year 1784, to his

father, the Archbiſhop of Yerk, in which

the whole of this unhappy buſineſs was

very clearly and methodically narrated.

This Mr. Burke found anongſt his pa

pers on Sunday laſt, and, as a Gentleman,

returned it to the author, without taking

a copy. The letter was confided to Mr.

Burke by the Archbiſhop ſeveral years

ſince. After a converſation the letter was

read.

A verv tedious croſs-examination took

place until ſix, when Mr. Plomer, on

behalf of Mr. Haſtings, deſired to know

his general conduct and character. The

witneſs replied with great agitation of

feelings, and in a ſolemn appeal to Hea

ven, laying his hand on his heart, “That

the priſoner was ever attentive to the in

tereſt of the Company, to the entire neg

lećt of his own. That a more vigilant,

honourable, or virtuous man, he did not

elieve exiſted.”—And here this long

act of tragi-comedy finiſhed.

The Lords returned to the Upper

Chamber, and adjourned the Trial to

Wedneſday next.

- WFDN Es DAY, June 6.

The Lords entered the Court ſoon

after one o'clock, and the examination

of witneſſes inmediately commenced—

Licutenant Birrel, Colonel Blair, Captain

Wade, and Mr.Graeme,were interrogated

as to the ſubject of the Firſt Charge, by

the Counſel for Mr. Haſtings, and c, oſs

examined by Mr. Burke.

Captain Wade undel went a long exa

mination, relative to troops daily paſſing

by his ſtation, near Mirzapoor, for two

months immediatelv preceding Chevt

Sing's rebellion, coming from the Inde

pendent States S. W. of the Zemindary

of Benares, who informed him that they

were going to Chayt Sing for ſervice.

Capt. Wade was czamined very minute

ly with reſpe&t to thoſe troops, and other

indications for revolt on the part of Cheyt

Sing, which at the tune, viz. in the year

178 1, cleated much ſuſpicion on his part

with reſpect to Cheyt Sing's intentions;

conſidering, as he did, that period to be

a very critical one to the ſtate of the Bri

tiſh intereſts in India. Here Mr. Burke

preſſed him very cloſely with reſpect to

the deſcription he gave of his ideas of

the ſtate of our affairs, to whom this

witneſs gave uniform and ſteady replics,

that he did confider the months of June

and July 1781 as a very critical period

of our affairs in India.

Capt Wade's evidence on the ſubječt

of the aſſifiance Cheyt Sing received from

the Begums, made a forcible impreſſion

on the audience. It appeared by his re

plies, that independent of the public no

toriety of th: fact of the Begums hav

ing aſſiſted Cheyt Sing in his rebellion,

that while he, the witneſs, was ſtationed

with a corps of Rangers, which at the

time he commanded at the main battery,

during the attack on the town and fort of

Peteetah, he had it from the mouth of a

Najeeb, who brought in a wounded pri

ſoner to the battery, that he, the Najeeb,

belonged to a corps of 600 men of that

deſcription, who had been ſent from Fi

zabad by the Begums to Cheyt Sing’s

aftiſtance ; from whom, the Begums,

they had received two rupees each be

fore their departure. The account of

this man and another Najeeb priſoner,

together with an account of Cheyt Sing’s

having maſſacred, in cold blood, thirteen

of Capt. Wade's men, who fell into his

hands in the hoſpital at Mirzapoor, pro

duced much croſs-cxamination from Mr.

Burke, which, from its eficët on the

Court, evidently improved the evidence

in favour of Mr. Haſtings given by

Capt. Wade, whoſe manner of deliver

ing it was ſuch as added to its impor

tance.

On being queſtioned as to the ſtate of

the police at Benares ſubſequent to the

revolution, his anſwer was, that to judge

from its effect, the police of Benares was

better regulated than that of London.

Before the Court adjourned Mr. Haſ.

tings cºrneſtly enºrcated their Lord

ſhºps attention for a few minutes ; and as

the matter he had to "ate appeared to him

to be extremely important, he begged to

add vſ. thern from his notes i which the

Lords
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-

Lords readily agreeing to, he ſpoke as

follows :

“I Have already upon former occaſions

venºred to ſtate to your Lordſhips the hard

ſhips which I ſuſtained by the unexampled

length of this Trial, even in the more early

periods of it. I mean not now to repeat

them, nor will it be neceſſºry to ſhew to

your Lordſhips how much they muſt be all ag

gravated by their ſubſequent extenſion. I

ruerely allude to them for the purpoſe, and

for that only, of beſpeaking your pardon for

the liberty I now take in pinying your Lord

ſhips to allow me as much time as you can

atford during this Seſſion, to hear the remain

der of my Defence. I ſhould not ſo anxi

outly preſs this upon your Lordſhips, were

I not aſſured that your Lordſhips have no

longer any call for your attention to matters

of greater importance, if any matter can ex

ceed in its importance the courſe of a crimi al

trial protracted to ſuch a length of years as

mine has becn.

“For my Defence on the Article now in

evidence before your Lordſhips my Courtel

will deſire only to call two more witneſſes,

ſelected from the ſurvivors of a much larger

number, whom we forbear to call, from re

fpect to your Lordſhips time, and a conſide

ration of the urcertainty of my life or theirs

enduring to the end of a more complete re

futation of the Charge which the Commons

have preferred againſt me. The examina

tion in chief of theſe witneſſes (for I cannot

imit the time of the croſs-examination, or

anſwer for that which may be loſt by inter-,

ruptions) will not take up the compaſs of two,

or at moſt three hours.

“ Two more Articles will then remain.

On one only will it be neceſſary to call any

parole evidence ; and for that only three

witneſſes; one, a gentleman of very infirm

health, who was ſettled with his family in

the South of France, but came to England

in the fi:ſt year of this long trial, and has

remained here till this time, in yearly ex

prélation of giving his cvidence at your Lord

ſhips bar. Among the gentlemen whom I

hope to be allowed to produce in evidence to

the Articles now under examination, there is

one, who having given his attendance through

a confiderable part of the firſt year, when it

became evident that he could not be called till

the next, informed me that his means of

ſubſittence, though not his patience, were

exhauſted ; and requeſted me to diſpenſe

with his evidence, that he might return to

his ſervice in India. I without heſitation

cheerfully conſented.—That gentleman ac

cordingly went to India, ſerved with credit

two campaigns under Lord Cornwallis, is

again returned to England, and again in at

tendance to give his evidence in my Defence,

Your Lordſhips will not be ſurpriſed if I

ſhould feel a more than common anxiety

not to loſe a witneſs whom I have recover

ed in ſo fingular a manner from ſo many ob

ſtacles which threatened to deprive me of

the benefit of his teſtimony, nor to loſe ſo

impreſſive a memorial of the extraordinary

character cf this Impeachment.

“ It is hard, with ſo near a proſpeã of a

cloſe, to ſee it vaniſh into darkneſs; and

another year, or perhaps other years, if I

ſhould live to ſee them, deſtined for the con

tinuation of this trial.

“ Let me beſeech your Lordſhips to re

collect, that more than five years are already

paſt ſince I firſt appeared at your Lordſhips

Bar, and I am ſure, that if any one of the

Noble Lords whe were then living, and ſaw

me there, had been told (if human wiſdom,

which is the reſult of expericnce, could

have ſuggeſted ſuch a concluſion) that more

than five years muſt paſs ere I could obtain

a judgment, he would have pronounced it

againſt the courſe of nature to expect it, and

have reſented the ſuppoſition, as an unme

rited tº fl-ćtion on the juſtice and dignity of

this great kingdom.

“ in the firſt year, which was the year

1783, the Court which your Lordſhips now

compoſe, ſat 35 days, generally aſſembling at

twelve o'clock, ſometimes earlier, and fit

ting until five, and occaſionally later. This

year your Lordſhips have ſat, within a week

of the ſame period of time, only 16 days, and

have ſeldom been able to open the Court

much earlier than two o'clock. I ſhould

be as ungrateful as unreaſonable, if I could

infinuate that theſe delays were in any reſpect

imputable to your Lordſhips; neither is it

my wiſh to impute blame to any : it is the

effect, and not the cauſe, of which I com

plain.

“ Yet, my Lords, if I might be allowed

to expoſtulate with thoſe, whoſe zeal animal

ing them to exertions and to a perſeverance,

of which even in that body there are few

examples, brought me to the fituation in

which l now tand ; I might plead, and

ſurely without offence, that the rights and

intereſts of the people of this kingdom, and

the honour of its Crown, which were the

great inducements ſtated by the Commons

of Great Britain for calling together is

higheſt Court of Judicature to fit in trial

upon me, are at leaſt as much concerned

in their uſing the ſame exerticus to promote

the courſe of that trial, and to bring it tº

an iſſue.

“My reſpect forbids me to ſay more on

the ſubject, nor ſhould l have ſaid ſo much,

but to make it twiccat to your*:

s
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that whatever cauſes of delay have occurred,

or may in future occur, in the courſe of this

Trial, if it can be ſuppoſed that I would wil

lingly be inſtrumental to my own wrong,

neither have heen nor ſhall be in any ways

imputable to me. In proof of this I may al

lude to, but need not ſpecify, the many con

fitutional, and even perſonal means, to which

I have had recourſe, to accelerate the pro

greſs of the Trial, and remove every obſtruc

tion to it.

“That I might not again urge a requeſt

to your Lordſhips, which it might not be in

your Lordſhips power to grant, I have pro

fited by the error which I have been told

I committed in the Petition which I laſt year

preſented to your Lordſhips, and have ad

dreſſed an humbke Petition to his Majeſty,

praying that he would be graciouſly pleaſed

to permit your Lordſhips to continue to fit

till the cloſe of the Trial.

“I rely with a perfeół confidence on

his Majeſty's gracious diſpoſition to grant

my prayer ; and in that caſe, I do aſſure

your Lordſhips that every poſſible means ſhall

be uſed by me, and by the Gentlemen whom

you have given me for my Counſel, to bring

my Defence to a ſpeedy concluſion. .

“ If, which I reluctantly ſuppoſe, it ſhall

be deemed unreaſonable, or, for cauſes which

cannot fall within the ſcope of my limited

comprehenſion, improper, I do moſt humbly

and earneſtly entreat your Lordſhips, in that

caſe, that you will afford me as anary days

as may be neceſſary to bring the preſent Ar

ticle to a cloſe, and to allow my Counſel

to ſum up the evidence, while it is yet re

sent in your Lordſhips recolle&tion.”

- ThURSDAY, June 7.

The day was paſſed in examination of

witneſſes ſummoned by Mr. Haſtings.

Theſe were Major Popham, Mr. Wright,

Mr. Grey, and Captain Sims, a genile

man who waited in England ſome years

ſince for the purpoſe of being examined ;

was afterwards obliged to return to lndia;

and has now returned, unexpectedly, in

time to fulfil his original intention.

Mr. Burke declined croſs-examining

this gentleman.

At five o'clock, when the Court roſe,

Mr. Dallas gave notice, that, with their

Lordſhips' permiſſion, he ſhould ſum up

wpon the preſent charge, on the next day

of the trial.

SATURDAY, June 9.

Mr. Dallas began to ſum up the evi

dence on the Benares charge, and in a

ſhort exhortation prayed the attention of

the Court to a taſk which, he ſaid, re

quited much greater abilitics than he poſ

ſeſſed. He aſſured their Lordſhips he

ſhould not conſume more time than was

aćtually requiſite ; for on a few great

grounds, after all that had been ſaid, the

merits of this caſe muſt at laſt reſt. He

did not, however, wiſh it to be underſtood,

that in ſelečting the great and ſtriking

fačts, he meant to ſhrink from the exa

mination of leſſer circumſtances.

He then, with great ability and in ele

gant language, went into the leading

features of Bulwant Sing’s condućt, and

demonſtratively proved, that inſtead of

that Zemindar being a friend to the Bri

tiſh Government, he was its greateſt

enemy—his intentions being moſt evi

dently to cut off the whole of the Britiſh

army. His correſpondence with Sir

Hećtor Monro–his elopement, and va

rious other parts of his condućt, all tended

to ſubſtantiate his enmity. Inſtead of

his being thankful for favours, he was

the moſt ungrateful man alive.

The learned Counſel went at large into

this buſineſs, and where an opportunity

offered, diſplayed his cloquence with fine

effect on his auditors. He beſeeched

their Lordſhips to try Mr. Haſtings, not

by the weight of abilitics, that brought

forward the Charges-but by the laws of

immutable juſtice—by the unalterable

rule of right-and to aſk their own hearts,

did he or did he not at honeſtly, nobly,

bravely, and prudently, in that critical

moment when a ſinking empire was to be

ſaved —Was he to look to Great Britain

fer ſuccours when Great Britain had the

powers of France, Spain, America, and

Holland to contend with 2-Was he to

wait for inſtructions at a time when the

delay of a moment might robus of every

valuable poſſetion in India Surely not

—Common ſenſe-natural prudence for

bade it.

What he did was right ; and he ſhould

venture to ſay, if it was wrong, Mr.

Haſtings alone was not culpable. The

“black malignancy of mind' –“ the

dark and deep malice of heart,” did not

fingly center in the boſom of Mr. Haſ

tings. Mr. Haſtings had accomplices

equally entitled to the full force of theſe

epithets, ſo liberally beſtowed by the Hon.

Managers–Sir Eyre Coote, Mr. Whee

ler, and Mr. Francis, aii came under the

full force and neaning of the words, “ac

compices in Mr. Haſtings's guilt :”—to

gether they muſt ſtand—together they

muſt fall. If Mr. Haſtings be the villain

deſcribed by the Hon. Managers, ſo is

Mr. Francis-ſo was Mr. Wheeler-ſo

wa
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was Sir Eyre Coote—for whatever was

done by Mr. Haſtings was equally done

by the other three. They ſigned their

conſent to all the fe atts—they were of

the Council—they were equally anſwer

able for the conſequences. There was

no flying from this truth—there was no

denying this faët. It was upon record,

and could not be done away.

Mr. Dallas ſaid, he did not on that

day appear at their Lordſhips' Bar. fimply

as Counſel for Mr. Haſtings, for the

charge extended to the principles of all

legitimate Government.

Houſe of Commons, and even the People

of England, in whoſe name the Charge

was brought j and therefore, expand

ing his exertions with the ſcope and

ſpread of the Charge, he conſidered himu

ſelf as ſtanding there in defence of the

outraged ſyſtem of the Britiſh Govern

Mnent.

Mr. Dallas purſued this idea to its ex

tent, and dwelt upon it with full force of

argument; after which he went exten

fively into the condućt of Cheyt Sing,

and continued ſpeaking until five o'clock,

when the Court broke up.

Mon DAY, June 1 r.

Mr. Dallas, at one, entered into the

Defence againſt the ſecond part of the

Benares Charge, namely, That the treat

went which Cheyt Sing experienced

from Mr. Haſtings was effe&ted with a

malicious intent to ruin and deſtroy the

Rajah, under the pretext of levying his

quota of men and money towards ſup

porting the war of the years 1778-9 and

$o; and that, in fact, he accompliſhed

his malicious intent.—His reply, to re

lieve his client from this heavy part of

the Charge, was drawn from the Bengal

Conſultations, in which all the meaſures

which were taken were continually fanc

tioned by the Supreme Council; and in

which , upon almoſt every inſtance, Mr.

Francis,Mr. Wheeler, Mr.Barwell,and Sir

Eyre Coote, joined with Mr. Haſtings.

As this part of the Charge was origi

ginally bought forward in the Houſe of

Commons by the aſſiſtance of Mr. Francis,

Mr. Dallas was czcecdingly diffuſe in his

obſervations upon that gentleman's con

dućt. He even ventured this bold poli

tion, viz. That if there was a malicious

intent to ruin and deſtroy the Rajah

(which he hoped to convince the Court

did not exiſt), all the Members of the

Council were equally involved in the

guilt, and Mr. Francis in particular in

a tenfold degree greater than Mr. Iſaſ

tings.

It involved the

To make out this bold aſſertion, he

argued with great clearneſs, perſpicuity,

and force, until four, when the Court

broke up and adjourned to the Upper

Chamber.

TU Es DAY, June 12.

Mr. Dallas, at two, proceeded in his

Defence of Mr. Haſtings.—After the two

battalions approached towards Benares to

enforce the payment of the ſeveral ſums

demanded by the Governor-General and

Council, until Mr. Haftings made his

journey up the Ganges, and, together

with other Tributaries and Zemindars,

viſited Benares; the ſeveral ſteps which

he took to bring Cheyt Sing to a juſt ſenſe

of his duty; the arreſt of the Rajah, and

the conſequent maſſacre of the Britiſh

troops by the attendants of Chevt Sing;

together with the war which afterward,

enſued, were painted by Mr. Dallas, in

warm, animated, and glowing colours.

The peroration was judiciouſly in:rn

duced, and not too long purſued. No

ticing the humanity of Mr. Haſtings's

private inſtructions to Maior Pophºn,

he ſaid, thoſe teſtimonies of benevolence

were not afforded “when he was an ac

tor upon the public ſtage ;” they were

not like “the ſplendour of eloquence

ſtriving to attraćt attention by details of

ſounding morality;” they were “not de

liberately contrived to be firſt uttered to

the aſſembled public, and then carefully

handed down to poſterity.”

Having juſtiſed the oſſicers who com

mitted hoſtilities againſt the Bannah, an

Indian Princeſs, for which they had been

ſo much cenſured, Mr. Dallas indulged

himſelf in this claſſical banter of the Ma

nagers. He doubted not their gallantry.

“Of all Homer's heroes, they would

probably have choſen the chara&ier ºf

Diomed laſt, and at the fall of Pºrº,

they doubtleſs would have wept in the

train of Zenobia.”

He obſerved, that the great grounds of

the Charge were unjuſtifiable demands of

money from Cheyr Sing, for three ſ. c

ceſſive years, for the public ſervice, the

arreſt of Cheyt Sing, and his expa; fi in

after the maſſacre of the Britiſh Troºps.

Theſe meaſures were ſtated by the Con

mons to be high crimes, and the M1 sna

#. had endeavoured to convince their

ordſhips, that they deſerved to be ſo

denominated. “Forbid it (added Mr.

Dallas) the honour of Mr. Haſtings :

but forbid it ſtill more the fame and

glory of this country : My Lords, we

have heard much of BR fish J tº stic F :

and here, as in her choſen temple, we

bavc
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have been deſired to behold her, diſplay

ing her lovelieſt form, and placed in

her moſt graceful attitude; but to me

her form appears more lovely when turn

ing to the injured; her attitude moſt

graceful, not when ſhe riſes to ſtrike the

*preſſor, but when ſhe ſtoops to raiſe

the oppreſſed. This Briti/; juſtice, to

whom our adoration is due, is, no doubt,

a Being conſiſtent with herſelf. To her

it can never have been neceſſary to tug

geſt, that the firſt duty of juſtice is to

redreſs a wrong; that to puniſh the au

thor of that wrong, is the ſecond only.

No doubt the juſtice of this country has

long ſince reſtores to the man, repreſent

“d as an oppreſſed and perſecuted Prince,
the ſums which an individual extorted

from him. No doubt, long ſince, he fits

upon the throne of his anceſtors, and rules

his people with retovered ſway. Not ſo,

my Lords : We have been told, that he

is at this moment a vagabond and wan

derer ; and the laſt accounts we have of

him were, that the Britiſh Refident at

the Court of Madajee Scindia refuſed to

appear there if Cheyt Sing were pre
ent.

“My Lords, when I hear this, can I

help exclaiming, Oh! Britiſh Juſtice

thy ways are myſerious and incompre

henſible No doubt, thou art, as thy

worſhippers repreſent thee, a Being up

right and wiſe ; chaſte are thy determi

nations, virtuous thy decrees ; but thy

ºneans are impervious and inſcrutable.

Thy temple is indeed ere&ted with the

Majºſly of darkneſs; the light ſhines

not upon thine altar ſuffer me then

to depart, nor ſeek to explore, what

I perceive I am not permitted to under

Jiand.

“Thus much, my Lords, as to the

Jituation of one of the perſons whoſe

treatment is the ſubjećt of the preſent

Charge. But as to the other, the Gen

tleman now at your Bar—once more let

me beſeech of you to confider the ſort of

accuſation, and the perſon againſt whom

it is made. It is a charge of cold, and

contriving malice. What the condućt of

Mr. Haſtings had been up to this period

of time, what his condućt had ſince been,
and what the charaºer which that con

dućt has obtained for him, is perfectly

well known to your Lordſhips, and to
the world.

“At the time when theſe ačts are ſtated

to have been done, Mr. Hattings was ad

vanced to that period of life, when the

general character is correółly aſcertained.

The ſpring is the ſeaſon of promiſe, but

in the autumn the tree is known by the

fruit it has produced. No man in the de

cline of life becomes malicious for the

firſt time. It is a taint that is lodged in

the heart, it mixes aith the bloºd. It

Pervades the great maſs of condućt, and

gives, more or leſs, a tinge to every action.

This charaćter of any man is but the re

ſult of obſervation upon the whole of his

condućt. What then is the character of

Mr. Haſtings 3-But, my Lords, here I

ſtop. I will not do injuſtice to the elo

quent and forcible manner in which my

learned friend who opened the Defence

has already treated this ſubject ; I will

only ſay, that it is almoſt an enviable lot

to be accuſed, when the effect of accuſa

tion is, to gather round him every man of

virtue and ſenſibility, who has ever had

occaſion to know him either in public or

private life, to waſh out with their tears

the ſtains which his accuſers have caſt

upon his charaćter. It is a glorious ſitu

ation, my Lords, to be charged as the

oppreſſor of ſuffering nations, and in the

very courſe of the enquiry into that charge,

to have thoſe nations preſſing forward to

your Bar, not to accuſe, but to applaud;

not to claim his condemnation, but to de

mand his acquittal.

“Theſeare circumſtances which, upon

ſuch an occaſion, it is impoſſible not to

feel, and to expreſs. But let it not be

thought I mean to rely upon the cha

racter of Mr. Haſtings for his defence

againſt any part of his accuſation, or to

ſuppoſe his conduct of a nature, that his

general charaćtar muſt be called in to ex

plain it. That would be to offer him

from this fide of the Houſe a ſtill more

cruel inſult than any he has experienced

even from the other. On theſe two great

ſupports reſts his Defence, his own conduct

and your honour.”

The Court immediately adjourned, and

fixed the further proceedings upon the

Trial to the ſecond Tueſday in the next

Seſſions of Parliament.

JOURNAL of the PROCEEDINGS of the SECOND SESSION of the
SEVENTEENTH PARLIAMENT of GREAT BRITAIN.

H O U S E o F L O R D S.

Tursday, May 8.

HE order of the day being read, That all

the Lords be ſummoned,

1. ont moved, “That the Houſe

do reſolve itſelf into a Committee of

the whole Houſe to examine into the

Trade between this country and Africa,

and between Africa and our Weſt India
+------
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Iſlands, and to enquire into the cultiva

tion of Sugar in our Iſlands.”

Lord Grenville had no ſort of objećtion

to go into the moſt minute inquiry, both as

to the cultivation of our Iſlands and the

Trade in Slaves. In his opinion, the beſt and

only proper mode of coming to a ſpeedy

decifian was by an open Committee above

ſtairs, and therefore he ſhould move an

Amendment to that effect.

The Duke of Clarence objected to the

Noble Lord's Amen" ment.

The Biſhop of London was certain that

where private intereſt did not operate, there

could be but one opinion on the ſubjećt, and

that opinion was its inſtant Abolition.

It was an inſult to the common ſenſe of this

country—it was an outrage to every perſon

who profeſſed chriſticity—it militated againſt

philoſophy and every doctrine human as well

as divine

Lord Hawkeſbury took a decided part

againſt the Amendment. He thought it a

matter of the higheſt conſequence ; for in it

were involved our Trade and Navigation,

in fact the principal riches of our country.

It required all the attention, all the in

veſtigation that their Lordſhips could give it;

and in no place could that inveſtigation more

properly be held than in the Houſe.

The Lord Chancellor was clearly of

opinion, that the motion made by Lord

Stormont was that which the Houſe ought

to adopt; and he was equally decided as to

the arguments made in favour of that pro

poſition.

The Queſtion being called for, the Houſe

divided at eight o'clock. For Lord Stor

mont's motion, 63 ; againſt it, 36; Majori

ty, 27.-Adjourned.

Wednesday, May 9.

In a Committee upon the Scottiſh Epiſ

copalians Bill, Lord Cathcart in the Chºir,

Lord Abingdon ſaid, that if this Bill

was meant by and by to be made uſe of as

an argument why the Diſſenters in England

ſhould be entitled to ſimilar relief as theſe

Diſſenters in Scotland, he for one did not

give his vote for this Bill upon any ſuch

ground, nor would he admit of any ſuch

compromiſe.

The Lord Chancellor inſiſted, that the

principle of toleration ſhould never be car

ried ſo far, as in the leaſt to trench upon

the Eſtabliſhed Religion. Every thing ſhort

of that, which could raiſe the credit, chs

raćler, and fortunes of Diſſenters, ought to

be conceded them.

to propoſe Amendments to ſeveral of the

clauſes ; but, not being prepared to ſtate

them accurately, moved, that the Commit

tee ſhould report progreſs, and aſk leave to

fit again on Tueſday next ; which, after

ſome couverſation, was agreed to.—Ad

journed.

FR 1 Day, May 11.

The opinions of the Judges on the queſ.

tions referred to them by the Houſe on the

Libel Bill, were this day delivered; in which

the Judges (excepting Lord Loughborough)

were unanimous, that inuendoes were matter

of law; and that the truth of a libel was

not to be admitted as evidence in extenua

tion of guilt—as no man who threw about

him firebrands, arrows, and death, could

be admitted to advance in his detence the

plea of his having been in ſport.

Lord Abingdon was againſt the Bill is

toto, as one of the many violent attempts at

innovation.

On the motion of Lord Camden, the

opinions of the Judges were ordered to be

Printed *.

Mox

His Lordſhip wiſhed

* In page 374 the reader will find the Questions propoſed; the ſummary of their

Anſwers was as follows:

To Question I.-Anſwer : Matter of law.

To Quest Ion II.-Anſwer Not material.

To Question III.-Anſwer : The publication being clearly proved, and the innocence

of the paper clearly manifeſt, it would be competent and legal for the Judge to direct the

jury to accouit; but ſuch a caſe has never occurred at nift prius, and is hardly conceivable.

To Question IV.-4:ſwer : A criminal intention is no part of the allegation at com

mon law, as no man ſhall be allowed to ſcatter arrows, fire-brands, and death, and then ſay,

“Am I not in ſport 2" In other modes of proceeding, criminality is charged; and wherever

a witneſs is competent to prove alledged eriminality of intention, a witneſs may alſo be

competent to prove that there was no criminality of intention.

To Question V.-Anſwer : The meaning of the letter is to be collected from the

letter itself ; and if we were to allow the meaning to go to the Jury to interpret, who is tº

interpret for the interpreter The interpretation muſt ſtill recur to us.

To Q, Est 1 on VI.-Anſwer : The criminality of an overt ačt is matter of law, and

not of tact ; but the particulars of law and fact are often inſeparable; and we diſclaim

ſaying that where they are ſo mixed, a Jury may not give a general verdićt of acquittal, even

contrary to the direction of the Judge. We have always found jurors diſpoſed to liſten to
- tº
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Mon PAY, May 14.

The Houſe went into a Committee on the

National Debt Bill.

Lord Lauderdale oppoſed many of the

clauſes in it; and the clauſe enacting that

no future loan ſhould be made without

being previded for at the time, was par

ticularly oppoſed by Lords Stormont and

Rawdon, and by the Lord Chancellor, who

ſaid, that though he approved of the objećt of

the Bill as a ſyſtem for paying off the

National Debt, he could not give his con

ſent to this clauſe, for it was impoſſible to

bind down future Parliaments, and it was idle

to ſuppoſe, that future Miniſters would take

directions from this ačt how they were to

make a loan. At preſent the country was

in a ſtate of proſperity and tranquillity, but

it might happen to be otherwiſe, and he

ſhould confider any Miniſter who could

not judge at the time when a loan was neceſ

ſary, and what was the proper mode of doing

it, as unfit for his fituation ; and none but a

novice, a ſycophant, a mere reptile, as a

Miniſter, would allow this ačt to prevent

him from doing what the exigency of cir

sumſtances might require at the time, accord

ing to his own judgment. He therefore

would vote againſt the clauſe. The Houſe

then divided ; for the clauſe 28, againſt

it 22, Majority in favour of the clauſe 6.

SL Ave TRA be.

A petition from the merchants and plant

ers was preſented, and after a ſhort conver

ſation Mr. Law was called to the Bar in

favour of the petiticners. He ſtated, that

the value of the Negroes in the Weſt India

Iſlands was twelve millions and a half, the

lands and houſes twice that ſum, and

the ſhipping one million and a half ; in

the whole, thirty-nine millions, excluſive

of the vaſt property employed upon the

African trade. That hree hundred thouſand

ton of ſhipping employed 25,ooo ſeamen,

and the exports and imports together ariſing

from the Weſt India trade was ten millions

annually. To prove theſe facts, he called

Lord Macartney. His Lordſhip, being a

Peer of Ireland, objećted to being examined at

the Bar, it being the privilege of Iriſh Peers

to be examined at the table. It was agreed

to ſearch precedents; and that evidence

ſhould be heard on Monday next, from

The direction of the Judge in matter of law, and to make ſuch diſtinaion between matter of

law and matter of fact as can be intelligibly pointed out.

To Questios VII.-Anſwer i if the Judge declare the law, and leave that and the

evidence to the conſideration of the Jury, his direction will be according to law : but if the

Judge ſay to the Jury, “You are to judge of the law,” his direction will be wrong, ſor it

is the duty of the Judge to ſay to the Jury, “You are to decid

compounded with the law a txplained by the Judge.”—The whole concluded with an

opinion, that it is competent for the Jury to give a general verdićt wherever a general iſſue

is joined, there being no apparent difference in this reſpect between civil

twelve to ſix-and everyMonday, Thurſ

day, and Friday.

Tuesday, May 15.

Scots Chu Roh Bull.

In a Committee, Lord Cathcart in the

Chair, ſeveral amendments were made, and

a clauſe was added by the Biſhop of St.

David's, of much import to the Gentlemen

of the Epiſcopal Church of Scotland. It

reſpected the Clergy which were ordained by

the Titular Biſhops of Scotland being ad

mitted to clerical orders in this kingdom.

Lord Radnor oppoſed the clauſe: his

Lordſhip obſerved, that a Roman Catholic

Gentleman in Prieſt's orders might, by the

fimple operation of renouncing the doćtrines

of popery, and ſubſcribing to the Thirty

nine Articles, become a member of the

Eſtabliſhed Church. -

The Biſhop of St. David's expreſſed his

ſentiments again in favour of toleration ;

but it was widely different with a Member of

a Church net National, nor ſanctioned by

proper authority.

The Bill paſſed the Committee, and was

ordered to be reported.—Adjourned at fix.

Fs is a y, May 18.

L1B El Bill.

Lord Camden, on the ſecond reading

being moved, ſtated to their Lordſhips his

opinions on this ſubjećt; and he prefaced it

with ſaying, that his mind was not altered on

the ſubject, and that whilſt he had a mind

to conceive, and a tongue to utter the ſug

geſtions of that mind, it ſhould always un

alterably be, that a Ju Ry weak Judges or

Both th v. Law "An D thr ract.

That this was the Real constitution

of our country, he ſhould prove as well from

the nature of the law itſelf, as from the

opinions of almoſt every Judge of eminence

that tver declared his ſentiments on the

occaſion. Nay, he would go ſo far as to

aſſert, that the opinion of the Twelve

Judges to whom the Queſtions were lately

ſubmitted, did not deny the fačt. Indeed

they could not, conſiſtent with their con

ſciences, refuſe to admit it; and for this,

among other reaſons, the next Jury that

tried an indićtment or information for a libel,

might by their verdićt in deciding upon the law

and the fact, const IT ution All v and le.

Gally prove that ſuch was their province.

n the facts in evidence

d criminal

taſº, whatever there may be with reſpect to their effect on the liberty of the ſubject.
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He was ſorry to obſerve that the Judges

had omitted, he would not ſay evaded, giving

their opinion on the great leading point to

which the objećt of the Bill tended, viz.

Had a Judge a right to direct a Jury to

ſeparate the law from the ſačt, and find

a verdict on the latter ; leaving the juriſ

dićtion on the former to the Bench *

Their ſtanding aloof from this great mat

ter, was a kind of ſilent acknowledgment

that neither the Law nor the Conſtitution

warranted a y ſuch uſurpation of power ;

and in that point of view there was not a

doubt but the good ſenſe of the Houſe would

conſider it. -

He did not ſee how it was poſſible to ſe

parate the law from the ract without

making a Jury a cypher; for when the

Jury ſaid, “We find that the paper is pub

liſhed 1"——“Then,” ſays the Judge, “I

ſhall conſtrue the meaning of that paper,

and it ſhall or ſhall not be a Libel, juſt as I

pleaſe.” How did this conform with the

tolemn oath that the Jury takes—“w E L L

and truly to try the caust between the

Plaintiff and Defendant *" It did not con

form at all. The Juryman who did not try

the MERITsand or Me R1Ts of inuendoes,and

who did not judge of the criminality or in

nocence of the intention, was P E R J U R F D.

As the Bill before the Houſe was reſiſted

on points ef law, it now became ſeriouſly

requiſite that it ſhould paſs; and he had

this to ſay to their Lordſhips, that if it did

paſs, and that were be a juryman on any

Iiéel to be tried hereafter, he ſhould diſre

gard whatever was dićtated by a Judge, and

taking the whole meaning of the inuendoes

into his conſideration, and what appeared to

be the intention of the writer, and the con

ſequences likely to reſult from them, FIND

HIS W E R D ict on th E Law a ND THE

ract and God and his cauntry warranted

him to do ſo.

In points of life and death, how did a

Jury act Would any Judge pretend to ſay,

that the Jury only found the fact of killing *

No. They found the intention, that is,

Whether the deed was manſlaughter or

warder & The charges of all Judges left this

to the Jury. If, then, in caſes where the

life of an individual was at take, the Jury

were allowed to be judges of law and ract,

bo v prºpoſterous, how ridiculous muſt it

appear, to deny them a fimilar power in

caſes of leſs importance.

" The Learned Lord ſaid, he had conſulted

al” oſt every authority that was connected

with the preſett caſe, and they all coincided

with this opinion, which he could not

too often repeat ; becauſe by that repetition
it would come more gentially to the cars of

the people—“ That a Jury were conſti,

tutionally, legally, and according to th:

tenor of their oaths, Judges of the law

and the fact.”

In ſupport of this, he quoted a long liſt

of the firſt law authorities in the records of

hiſtory—and he even went ſo far as to fly,

that even Lord Chief juſtice jeffries did not

deny the fact—nay, that in ſome remarkable

deciſions by that Judge, he told the Jury,

“ ſuch was their province,and they could not

depart from it.”

His Lordſhip, in ſupport cf the uncon

trouled power of Juries, particularly cited

all the opinions, remarking at the ſame time,

that the Judges to whom this queſticn was

ſubmitted by the Houſe, had only ſeleáed a

partial abſtraćt of law authorities.

He did not by any means wiſh to take

from the author 1TY of the Bench, or

from their cons F. Qu EN ce, ſo far as it went

hand in hand with the Conſtitution; but

as that Conſtitution had veſted in the people

a right to be tried by their Peers, and con

ſequently that thoſe Peers were to be the

ſole judges, he muſt ever oppoſe any inno

vation on that right.

His Lordſhip's concluſion was, that the

word enaët ſhould be omitted, as the Bill was

declaratory.

Lord Stanhope ſupported the arguments

of the Learned Lord in a moſt animated

and able manner.—He pointedly ridiculed

the evaſive anſwer of the Judges, and was

even perſonally ſevere on them and the

Chancellor. He ſaid, that Lord Chancellor

Thurlow had differed with Mr. Attorney

General Thurlow ſo materially, that the

only way in which they could cover their

ſhame, was to pair eff, and not vote on the

preſent occaſion. “The Attorney General,

in the caſe of Vaughan, had diametrically

contradićted the opinion he gave as Lord

Chancellor on the Libel Bill; and this

operated as a proof that the Learned Lord

muſt either on the former day be a focl, or

on the latter a lunatic.” As to Chancery,

he had a very bad opinion of it indeed,

for the doćtrines of that Court were not

conformable to the conſtitution of Juries

All was tranſiréled there in a ſnug cffice,

and, to his own knowledge, if a man cocº

entered, it was a difficult matter to get out

again. He attacked the Chancellor on what

that Learned Lord had ſaid about the idea of

“ what was law in Cumberland was not

law in Cornwall,” and, therefore, that

the Judge was the only perſon to decide.

This, he ſaid, from an inſtance he ſhould

relate, proved that the Jury and nºt tº

Judge were the proper perſons to cºcide,

It was this:—a word, in a matter whº
caſº
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came before the Court of Aſſize at Cum

berland, was not underſtood by the Judge.

It was a provincial one on which the eſſence

of the diſpute reſted. This of courſe be

came matter of law, becauſe in it conſiſted

the criminality. The Judge was puzzled.

The Jury, every man of them, knew its

meaning; but what will appear more ſtrong

ly in favour of the right of the Jury to de

cide is, that the very ſame word in Corn

wall has a direét oppoſite meaning. Would

the Learned Lord have the Judge and not

the Jury to decide what the meaning was

He made many ſarcaſtic remarks on Lord

Kenyon and Lord Chief Baron Eyre in their

judicial capacities; ſtating of the former,

that in the caſe of Stockdale he direéted the

Jury to find a verdićt which they did not

find—and of the latter, that he ſaid a man

was not dead, becauſe he had only ceaſed to

exiſt. On all theſe matters he ſported with

a great deal of wit, and kept the Houſe for

ſome time in a roar of laughter.

Lord Kenyon denied that he had ever

directed a Jury to find a verdićt which they

did not find, and ſaid the whole of the

Noble Earl's ſpeech was a miſtatement of

facts.

Lord Stormont entered into the whole

merits of the caſe of Libels, and defended

the doćtrine of Lord Mansfield;—but when

he concluded,—the fatigue overcame him—

be fainted—and

Lord Grenville moved, that the further

conſideration ſhould be adjourned till Mon

day.—The Houſe immediately adjourned

to

Mon DAY, May 21.

The Marquis of Lanſdowne ſpoke in

favour of the Bill : he went over the ſame

ground, in ſupport of the Bill, which had

been taken by Lord Stanhope, and which

we, therefore, ſhall not go into. It had

been ſta.ed, that this was no period for

making reforms in the law or conſtitution of

the country:-He ſaw no reaſon for ſuch an

aſſertion ; the Houſe would never deſcend

to ſuppoſe, that the contemptible pamphlet

of Mr. Paine could deſtroy the peace of

the country. The number of thoſe who

wiſhed for the introdućtion of anarchy

into this kingdom were very few indeed ;

but the number of thoſe who wiſhed for a

wiſe and temperate reform was conſiderable,

and he confeſſed himſelf to be one of them.

Lords Lauderdale and Portcheſter were

alſo for the Bill, which was oppoſed by the

Lord Chancellor.

Lord Loughborough in a very able ſpeech

ſupported the Bill.

* For which the reader is reſerred to rage 468.

Lord Kenyon ſaid a few words in reply. '

Lord Grenville ſaid, if the law were not

as the Learned Lords Camden and Lough

borough had ſtated, it ought immediately to

be enacted.

On a diviſion, the numbers were, for the

commitment of the Bill 57, againſt it 32.

—Majority for the Bill 25.

Thus the great conſtitutional point is at

laſt decided by the Lords and Commons—

that Ju R1es are Judges of Born The

Law and t H E F A cºr.

Thu Rs pay, May 3 ſ.

The PRoc LA MAT 1 on 4.

The Marquis of Abercorn, after the

Proclamation was read, roſe to move an

Addreſs to his Majeſty in conſequence of it,

ſimilar to that of the Houſe of Commons.

At a time when there were emiſſaries abroad

to make the people unhappy and diſcontent.

ed, he deemed it the duty of every one te

come forward, and declare what they felt,

and the principles by which they were

actuated. He then moved an Addreſs to

his Majeſty, thanking him for the Procla

mation, &c. &c.

Lord Harrington ſeconded the motion.

HisRoyal Highneſs the PRInc Roy Walrs

now aroſe (called upon, as his Royal

Highneſs declared he conceived himſelf to

be, in a moſt peculiar manner) to expreſs

his ſentiments upon this occaſion. He

ſaid he ſhould detain their Lordſhips but for

a ſhort time; the topic opened to their view

they had already heard, and would again

hear much more ably diſcuſſed, than it could

be by any efforts from him. He ſhould

not enter into a minute detail of the motion

for the Addreſs : he ſhould endeavour to

confine himſelf to a mere expreſſion of his

ſentiments on the principles of the Con

ſtitution of this country; a ſubject which,

at a very early period of his life, he had

contemplated with pleaſure, and which, to

the end of it, he hoped would continue

unimpaired. It was a Conſtitution which

had afforded protection to all ranks and

claſſes, and, he truſted, would continue that

advantage. He therefore thought it was

the duty of every well-wiſher to this coun

try, and true lover of real freedom. to ſup

port this Conſtitution by every effort in his

power, as a ſacred giſt delivered to our an

ceſtors, and confidered by them as the

beſt practical model ºf Civil Govern

ment, to ſecure the liberty, the proſperity,

and happineſs of the ſubječt.—Aétuated

by theſe ſentiments, and feeling himſelf

cailed upon to give his opinion on this ſub

ject, he would content himſelf with ſaying,

* ke
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he concurred in the meaſure of iſſuing the

Proclamation, as he ſhould concur in every

rncaſure that tended to preſerve the happineſs

and tranquillity of the country; and there

fore the motion received his moſt ſincere

approbation.

Lord Lauderdale thought the Proclamation

totally unneceſſary, and to have no other

obječt than to inſtil cauſeleſs alarms into

the minds of the people, and infidiouſly to

forment diviſions among thoſe friends with

whom he long had the happineſs to adt. He

was very ſevere upon Mr. Pitt and the

Duke of Richmond, who once declaimed

for a Parliamentary Reform and now op

poſed the meaſure; and ſaid, the latter, inſtead

of being ſo well cngaged, was to be at the

head of a camp on Bagſhot Heath, formed

to overawe the people of this country,

and particularly the inhabitants of the

metropolis.

He was called to order by the Duke of

Richmond, who di fended his own and Mr.

Pitt's conduct, in before wiſhing and now

oppoſing a Parliamentary Reform.

£aid, there was a material alteration in the

affairs of this kingdom between that period

and the preſent. The nation then was on

the verge of ruin, and the people diſcontent

ed; now, we had reached an unexampled

ſtate of proſperity, and the peºple were

happy. Beſides, at the cloſe of the Ameri

can war, the Aſſociations were ſet on foot in

conſequence of the applications of the people

themſelves for a Refo:m; inſtead of which,

Aſſociations were now formed for the purpoſe

ct exciting uneaſineſs and diſcontents among

the people.—His Grace declared, he had

no doubt there were foreign emiſſaries in

this country, hired to ſubvert, if poſſible,

the Conſtitution.

Lord Kinnou! and Lord Suffolk declared

their approbation of the Proclamation, and

of the Addreſs.

The Duke of Portland ſaid, at a period

when ſeditious publications were circulated,

which certainly tended to ſubvert the Con

ſtitution, he could net but approve of the

Procłamation, and give his full aſſent to the

rºof ion for Addreſſing his Majeſty upon

the ſubjećt of it. *

Earl Spencer, the Marquis Townſhend,

Lords Portcheſter, Stormont, King, and

Grantley, ſpoke in the ſame ſtrain.

The Marquis of Lanſdowne condemned

the Proclamation and oppoſed the Addrets.

flord Grenville aſſerted, that the moſt

J.ring and flagitious attempts were making

in different parts of the country to incite

the people to ſedition ; and therefore tuat

Miniſters would not do their duty if they

** ºt take all poſitle means to picv-nt it.

He

to me much more

The Proclamation would never have been

iſſued, had there not been found in this

country miſguided men who formed ſocieties,

and had meetings to recommend the prin

ciples of that contemptible, trivial, and

libellous publication of Paine, who opened

correſpondences with foreign republican

Clubs ; and who even circulated ſeditious

hand-bills to excite mutiny and diſorder in

the navy and army.

Lord Rawdon ſaid a few words in ap

probation of the Proclamation ; and con

gratulated the Houſe and country on the

profeſſions made by the Prince of Wales;

though he was very pointed upon the gene

ral conduct of Adminiitration.

An Amendment propoſed by Lord

Lauderdale was then negatived, and the

original motion carried without a diviſion.

:*::---->:...:*::::::::::::::::

PROTEST againſ the ADDRESS ºf the

HOUSE of LORDS to His MAJESTY

on the PROCLAMATION.

Die jovis, 31 Maii.

BECAUSE I think the honour and dig

nity of Parliament trifled with, by a ſolemn

call, without any adequate cauſe, and upon

ſlight pretences, to make unneceſſary pro

feſfions of attachment to the Couſtitution,

and of zeal for his Majeſty's Government,

and to concur in applauding his Majeſty's

Miniſters for adviſing this extraordinary

meaſure of a Royal Proclamation, and a

recurrence to the authority of Parliament;

a meaſure not called for, and which appears

calculated to awake

cauſeleſs apprehenſions, and excite un

neceſſary alarm among a people affectionate to

the King, and obedient to the laws, than to

anſwer any of thoſe ſalutary purpoſes for

which alone Miniſters ſheuld preſume to

uſe the Royal name and authority.

Becauſe thoſe writings which his Majeſ

ty's Miniſters now conſider as likely to

diſturb the public peace, and excite dange

rous tumults, and of which the proſecution

is, on a ſudden, deemed by them indiſpen

fible to the preſervation of order, and the

ſecurity of Government, have been permitted

for a conſiderable time paſt to be openly,

and, as is aſſerted, induſtriouſly diſſeminated

through every part of the kingdom; and,

therefore, if the principles thus prop-gated

be ſo ſubverſive of all order, and deſtructive

of all government, and are at the ſame

time ſo untortunately calculated to make

a rapid, alarming, and fatal progreſs in

the minds of a peaceable and enlightened

people, as Muniſters have in debate mainian

ed, it would well become the care and

wiſdom of Parliament, inttead of commit

ting its authority in the meaſures of Execur
- tly
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tlve Government, and taking part in the

ordinary execution of the laws, to erquire

why ſo importºnt a diſcovery was not made

at an earlier period ; and why the Miniſters

have ſo long permitted the ſalutary terrors

of the law to ſleep over offences, the pro

ſecution of which ſo highly imported the

public ſafety.

Becauſe, if it be expedient to puniſh the

authors and publiſhers of ſeditious writings,

I think it the province of the Executive

Government to cetermine upon that expe

diency, and to put the law in motion; and

1 cannot but conſider as pernicious in its

example, and unconſtitutional in its prin

ciple, the preſent attempt made by the

Miniſters to ſhelter themſelves, juſtify their

condućt, and cover what, according to their

argument, has been their criminal negli

gence, by a meaſure of Parliament. I be

lieve the laws to be ſufficiently efficacious

for the puniſhment of ſuch offenders as are

deſcribed in the Royal Proclamation, and I

ſee no reaſon why Pa. iiament ſhot:ld take

from his Majeſty's Miniſters any part of the

reſponſibility which appertains to their

ſtations, of adviſing the Crown, and direct.

ing its law officers, as to the fit ſeaſons and

proper occaſions on which any of the laws

for preſerving the public peace ſhould be

enforced ; nor can I obſerve, without ex

preſſing my marked diſapprobation, that

the confidence which the public ſtill place

in the wiſdom and integrity of Parliament,

notwithſtanding all the attempts made by

the preſent Miniſters to deſtroy it, is

inſidiouſly laid hold of by them to create

public prejudice, and excite public indignation

againſt thoſe who are repreſented as ob

noxious to the laws, and objects of proſe

cution. A ſenſe of juſtice might have

taught the Miniſters, that to fair and im

partial trials, uninfluenced by any previous

declaration, unprejudiced by any previous

interference of Parliament, even the authors

and publiſhers of thoſe writings that have

at laſt awakened the attention of Miniſters,

are entitled; and a ſenſe of decorum

ſhould have reſtrained them from lefſening the

dignity, and committing the honour of Par

liament, by making it, indirectly indeed, but

to the common lenſe of mankind obviouſly,

a party in public proſecutions, which Par

liament is thus made to ſanction and direét,

and on which this Houſe, in the higheſt and

laſt reſort, may have to ſit, in the impartial

and unintereſted but awful character of

Judges.

Becauſe, in this meaſure, by which

Miniſters in effect confeſs and record their

paſt nattention to the dangers which they

now deprecate, and their preſent inability

to diſcharge the ordinary duties of their

ſtation, without the extraordinary aid of

Parliament, the public cannot tail to per

ceive, that we kneſs and in, fficiency in his

Majeſty's councils which are more hurtiul

to the true intereſts, and more Jerogatory

from the juſt authority of Government

than any imaginary progreſs w.ich, with

great injuſtice to a loyal people, Miniſters

attribute to the principles aſſerted in the

writings o' which they complain.

Becauſe, when I conſider how long the

Miniſters have viewed with unconcern the

circulation of thoſe opin ons, at the conſe

quence of which they now affect to be

alarmed, and when I recollect that of all

thoſe Societies for the purpoſe of obtaining

a reform in the repreſentation of the people,

and mentioned in the debate, one only is of

recent origin, I have but too much reaſon

to believe, that, under watever form they

have diſguiſed the r deſign, the real object

of Miniſters has be n to ſubject to inſ

picion and dittruſt the principles, miſrepre

ſent the views, and calumniate the intentions

of that Aſſociation of reſpect ble perſons

lately formed, for purpoſes the moſt

virtuous and conſtitutional, upon principles

the moſt puie and diſintereſted, to be

purſued by meats the moſt legal aud

peaceful ; welding no weapons b t toſo

of truth and reafon; uſing no effºrts but

thoſe of argument, unſupported by party;

appealing only to the ſenſe and judgment of

a public deeply intereſted in the objects

of their purſuit, and “ot preſuming to de

mand any perſonal credit but what may be

derived from their ſteadineſs, conſistency,

and integrity. This Society appears to be

the only one which has excited the jealouſy

of thoſe Miniſters from whom juſtice has

extorted an admiſſion in debate, that

nothing offenſive, or even improper, has

proceeded from it of thºſe Miniſters,
ſome of whom have themſelves engaged,

but to a much greater extent, and upon

much broader principles, in the proſecutiou

of the ſome general objects, the attainment

of which they declared not only indiſpen

ſible, but alone capable of preſerving the

liberties of the people, and perpetuating the

bleſlings of the Conſtitution ; but which

objects, with the peaceful poſſeſſion of

power and emolument, they have long neg

lected and loſt fight of, and now, at laſt, in

the face of the public, in acfiance of the

moſt ſolemn engagements, unbluſhingly

abandon.-Such are the Miniſters who

have preſumed to uſe the Royal name and

authority to a Proclamation, by which,

inſinuating the exiſtence of dangers, of

which even ſome of their moſt confidential

friends
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friends have declared their diſbelief, they

vainly hope to divert the attention of a diſ

cerning public from their apoſtacy from

principles, and their derelićtion of opinions,

which prwed their way to power, and for

which they ſtood deliberately and repeat

edly pledged to a generous, confiding, and,

at laſt, deluded people.

Becauſe, if the objećts of that Aſſo

ciation, thus particularly aimed at by his

Majeſty's Miniſters, were not expreſsly

juſtified by their former principles and pro

feſſions, as the aët itſelf of aſſociating to pur

fue thoſe obječas is ſanétioned by their

former condućt and example, I ſhould ſtill

ſee nothing in it to diſcommend, but much

to applaud. A moderate and temperate

reform of the abuſes of the Conſtitution is

due to the people, who being on their part

juſt to the Monarchical and Ariſtocratical

branches of the Conſtitution, who commit

no invaſion of the rights, and ſeek no

abridgement of the powers of either, are

entitled to have their own ſhare in the

Legiſlation of their country freed from the

unjuſt uſurpations of others, and to poſſeſs

uninvaded, and to exerciſe uncontrouled

by the other branches of the Government,

thoſe rights which this happy Conſtitution,

in the matchleſs excellence of its principles,

kas ſolely and excluſively allotted to the

people. A reform of ſuch a charaćter and

deſcription may leſſen the means and diminiſh

the opportunities of corrupting Legiſl tion,

both in its ſource and in its progreſs ;

it may reduce the influence by which uncon

ſtitutional Miniſters preſerve their power,

but it will ſave the nation from their pro

fuſicn, and perpetuate that Conſtitution

which all t qually profeſs to ventrate. Such

a reform, I be te e, cannot with perfect

ſa'ely be long del yed,—the more readily

and chet i ſu ly thoſe rights which belong

only to the people are reſtored by thoſe

who, at preſent, in too many inſtances,

poſſeſs and exerciſe the m, the more firm

and eſtabliſhed will be the preſent happy form

of our Government, the more ſafe from

riſque and danger will be the juſt prerogatives

of the Crown, and the pecuial acknowledged

hereditary privileges of this Houſe.

- - LA up f R D A L E.

FR 1 day, June 1.

Their Lordſhips having reſolved them

ſelves into a Committee of the whole Houſe

upon the Libel Bill, Lord Cathcart in the

Chair,

The Lord Chancellor made a variety of

objections to the Bill, as being ill drawn,

and went very much at large to prove, that

many al rations were neceſſary, to render it

calculated for the purpoſe which he ſuppoſed

it was intended to anſwer ; in the courſe of

which, his Lordſhip took an opportunity to

deprecate the principle, by traverſing cwer

the ſame ground he had done on a former

occaſion. He inſiſted that it would throw

the Judges into great difficulties, for it

went merely to ſay what they ought not to

do, without telling them what was law;

he ſhould therefore move, at the end of

the clauſe which ſaid the Judges ſhould not

direct the Jury to find a verdict upon the 23

of the Publication only—That there ſhould

be added, “but that the Judge ſhould de

clare the law of the record upon the caſes te

the Juries.” -

Lord Loughborough objećted to the motion,

as either nugatory, if it was fairly meant,

ſince there was already a clauſe in the Bill

to the very purpoſe; or, if otherwiſe, it

might bear an interpretation that would

undermine the principle, and ereate that

very confuſion the Learned Lord ſeemed to

anxious to prevent.

Lord Camden inſiſted there could not

poſſibly exiſt a difficulty, fince the Judges

were bound to explain the law to the jury

and if they did not, they neglected their

duty, and forfeited their oath ; but it was

a maxim that he ever had, and ever would

maintain, that it was the right of every

Engliſhman to be tried by his country ; that

country was the Jury, and therefore they

alone were to decide as to the innocence or

guilt ; theſe were the principles the Bill

went to maintain, and therefore he obječted

to the Learned Lord's amendment.

Lords Portcheſter and Stanhope alſo ob

jećted to the Amendment; and upon the

queſtion being put thercon, it was negatived

without a diviſion. -

The Lord Chancellor wiſhed to aſk

whether there would be any objection to a

clauſe enabling the Judge to order a new

trial, if a verdict ſhould be given contrary

to law.

Lord Camden—Is it meant to grant a

new trial after a verdićt of acquittal for the

defendant 2

The Lord Chancellor—Yes.

Lord Camden—No ſuch clauſe will have

my aſſent. *

The Lord Chancellor—Go on with the

Bill. -

The Bill was then gone through with, and

no Amendment made ; and at ſix o'clock

the Houſe adjourned.

SAT urn Ay, juxe 2.

As ſoºn as prayers were over, without

proceeding to any other buſineſs, their Lord

ſhips adjourned to go up with the Addreſs to

h's Majeſty ; for the copy of which, the

reader is referred to page 472.

H O U S I.
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- Tur spay, May 1.

Th; queſtion being put, “That the report

of the reſolution on the Slave Trade,

Mr. D.mdas obſerved, that he ſhould

make no oppoſition to the report of this re

ſºlution, or of any other; but he meant,

after a Bill was brought in, to take the ſenſe

of the Houſe upon it in the Committee, or

on the report, if it was not ſuch a Bill as he

thought would anſwer the end propoſed by it.

The report was then brought up by Mr.

Beaufoy ; and the queſtion being put by Mr.

Speaker, That it be read,

Lord Sheffield thought it was the worſt

meaſure the Houſe could poſſibly have adopt

cd. He contended, that the Weſt-India

Iſlands, and particularly Jamaica, could not

keep up their ſtock. -

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, Mr.

Bailey, and Mr. W. Smith replied, and

were moſt clearly of opinion, for the rea

ſons they had formerly ſtated; that the obſer

vations made by the Noble Lord were without

foundation.

The order of the day being read for the

Houſe to go into a Committee to conſider of

tneaſures tº be taken for the Abolition of the

Slave Trade, - -

The Chancellor of the Exchequer obſerv

ed, that the firſt thing neceſſary was to have

a Bill brought in as ſoon as poſſible, on which

Gentlemen would be at liberty to give their

opinion; for he himſelf wiſhed to propoſe,

that there ſhould be an inttant abolition of

all that part of the trade which went to the

ſupply of foreign Iſlands: on that point he

bould not conceive there could be the ſmalleſt

difference of opinion. The reſt of the re

ſolutions would go to the limitation of ton

nage, which would reſtrain the importation

during the time it was to continue.

W= 1, N Esday, May 2.

The report of the reſolutions of yeſterday's

Committee for the Abolition of the Slave

Trade was brought up, read, and agreed to.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer, in

conſequence of the report having been agreed

to, and for the purpoſe of haſtening their

object, by putting the Lords in poſſeſſion of

the general outlines of the plan, moved,

“That a conference with the Lords be de

fired, on a ſubject highly important to the

Juſtice and honour of the Britiſh nation."

The motion was agreed to.

- Trursday, M.y 3.

Purſuant to the above reſolution, The

Shancellor of the Exchequer informed the

Houſe, that the Jeputation had attended in

the Painted Chamber, and met the Duke of

**ds on the pat of their Lordſhips, and

Vol. XXI,

agreed to hy the Committee, be brought up,”

C O M M O N S.

that they had given his Grace the reſolutions

of the Houſe reſpecting the Slave Trade, for

the peruſal of their Lordſhips.

The reſolutions of the Committee reſpect

ing the Abolition of the Slave Trade wers

then read a ſecond time, agreed to, and a

Bill ordered to be brought in accordingly.

The order of the day for the further con

ſideration of the report of the Bankers

Eſtates Bill being read,

Sir Benjamin Hammel moved, “That the

further conſideration be poſtponed till Tueſ

day next.” - -

The Attorney General roſe, and having

ſtated his objections to the Bill at ſome length;

and with conſiderable effect, moved, “ That

the further conſideration of the Bill be ad

journed to this day three months.”

Sir Benjamin Hammet defended the Bill

at ſome length.

The Attorney General replied ; and his

motion, for the further confideration of the

Bill this day three months, was carried with.

out a diviſion.

The Houſe in a Committee came to a

reſolution to allow bounties to matters of

Slave Ships.

Monday, May 7. *

Agreed to the above reſolution. The

Bountiesare the ſame as in the Bill of laſt year.

The report of the Steytling Election was

this day made, which was, that the fitting

Member, Martin Lloyd, Eſq. was not duly

elected; and that Samuel Whitbread, Eſq.

was duly elected.

To esday, May 8.

Lord Parker, Chairman of the Cirenceſter

Committee, reported to the Houſe, “ That

Richard Maſter, Eſq. is not duly elected,

and that Robert Preſton, Eſq. is duly elected,

and ought to have been returned."--Adjourned.

. On the motion of Sir John Sinclair, the

Wool buſineſs was put off till this day month;

and it was reſolved, that the Houſe, early in

the next Seſſion of Parliament, would take

this buſineſs into confideration, as a ſubjećt

well deſerving the attention of the Houſe

and the encouragement of the public.

Mr. Fox moved the reading of the Weſt.

minſter petition, complaining of the condućt

of gentlemen high in office in the remiſſion

of certain fines and penalties impoſed under

the exciſe and lottery ačts; which being

read, he went into a ſtatement of the grounds

of his motion niade on a former occaſion,

grounding the guilt of Mr. Roſe on his

negation of the charge, and refuſing to go

into an enquiry. He moved, that a

Committee be appointed to take the ſaid

petition into conſideration, and report

thereon.-The Houſe immediately divideº,

O 9 o Ayus
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Ayes 34, Noes 81. Majority againſt the

enquiry, 47. -

FR1 day, May 11.

tº N i T A R J A N D 1ss E N T f R.S.

Mr. Fox ſaid, what he ſhould propoſe at

preſent to the Houſe, was not only that

which might be ſafely adopted in a mixed

Conſtitution like this, but which he ſhould

have recommended in whatever ſtate he had

happened to live, whether deſpotic or not;

but in this country, and to a Britiſh Parlia

ment, the queſtion came with the greateſt

propriety ; for, being in poſſeſſion of

liberty, more liberality was expected from

us than from countries oppreſſed. Eſtabliſh

ments in all countries he acknowledged to be

uſeful and convenient, but toleration was

fundamentally juſt—and the convenience of

Eſtabliſhments ſhould no longer exiſt, than

they could exiſt conſiſtent with the princi

ples of juſtice as well as policy.—Man

eatering into ſociety gave, up a certain

portion of his natural rights—but a part of

his rights, to think for himſelf in all points of

religion, it was impoſſible for him to give

up. In perſecuting men for particular re

ligious opinions, we, who profeſs not to be

infallible, may, for aught we know, perſe

cute truth itſelf, and the direct revelation of

God, which thoſe whom we perſecute

may know better than ourſelves. Perſecu

tion condemned men either to ſubmit to un

juſt puniſhment, or to act the part of hypo

crites to Gcd and man. The Right Hon.

Gentleman entered into the different perſe

cutions of the Arians and Socinians, and ar

gued, that the riots at Birmingham, by which

Dr. Prieſtley ſuffered, afforded the ſtrongeſt

proof of his having been under perſecution

for the religious tenets he held. The Right

Hon. Gentleman enumerated a variety of

ačts he wiſhed to repeal and alter, and ob

ſerved, that his object was ſimilar to that of

many ancient perſecutors; it was, to extir

pate hereſy, and in the old way too, by fire;

the principal difference, however, was, that

he did not wiſh to burn the bodies of men

not believing in certain dogmas, but to burn

the ſtatutes impoſing the pains of hereſy on

perſons holding and teaching particular

opinions. It had been frequently urged, he

ſaid, againſt the Roman Catholics as a prin

cipal error, that they refuſed the rending of

the ſcriptures to the people ; but that condućt

was preferable to the condućt of the Church

of England, which permitted nay com

manded, the reading of the ſcriptures, but

inflićted heavy penalties upon, and render

ed thoſe outcaſts to their country, who were

unfortunate enough to draw from their read

ing any cther concluſion than that of the

Church. After ſhewing in ſeveral points

•f view the impropriety of puniſhing men

for religious opinions, which rendered them

neither leſs moral, virtueus, or loyal, nor

injurious to the ſtate, he concluded by

moving, “That a Committee of the whole

Houſe be appointed to conſider of the repeal

and alteration of ſundry acts to which he

had alluded."

Mr. Burke explained the danger of apply

ing general abſtraćt principles to purpoſes

of legiſlation. He went into an expoſition

of the dangerous principles of thoſe men who

had come as petitioners to the Houſe; they

were men who aimed at the downfall of

every ſyſtem which was dear to this country,

and whoſe religion was connected with politi

cal principles highly dangerous to the welfare

of the Eſtabliſhment, both civil and religious.

To prove that the Unitarians mingled

politics with their religion, he took particular

notice of the meeting in Feb. 1791, at the

King's Arms Tavern in the Poultry, where

Dr. Prieſtley was the chairman, and Mr.

Lindſay, Mr. Towers, Horne Tooke,

&c. had aſſembled. And, as a proof of

their moderation, of their innocence,

arid of their good-will to the Conſtitution

of their ceuntry, he ſaid he would ſtate

a few of their toaſts: he then mention

ed the toaſts—Proſperity to the Unita

rian Society—Mr. Fox, and the repeal of

the Penal Statutes againſt certain religious

opinions—The National Aſſembly of France;

and may every tyrannical Government

experience a ſimilar revolution—[To the

repetition of each of theſe toaſts, the

Oppoſition ſide of the Houſe exclaimed,

Hear ! hear ! hear !]—Mr. Burke pro

ceeded : He ſaid, he had no doubt but the

Gentlemen who called out hear I hear!

would willingly touch the glaſſes for the

toaſts he had mentioned, and bumper them

off with pleaſure : he had ſeveral more,

however, on his liſt, and would give them :

there was Thomas Paise, Eſq. and the Right,

of Man. [Hear! hear ! was now called

out from the Miniſterial fide of the Houſe,

and a ſtrict ſilence obſerved on the other

ſide. }–What I exclaimed Mr. Burke,

are the Hon. Gentlemen all filent

What, no one to put his finger to the glaſs

for this toaſt! No one willing publicly to

bumper it off!—What, no hear ! hear !-

No three times three to ſo good, ſo mild, ſo

innocent a toaſt ! No, no; the gentlemen

ſo loud in their approbation of former toaſts,

are now as filent as mice.—They are con

ſcious that the petitioners have incorporated

politics into their religious ſyſtem, ind they

know that theſe politics, ſo incorporated,

are the politics of Thomas Paine, whoſe

produćtion the Right Hon. Gentleman (Mr.

Fox) on a former night had declared to be

a libel on the conſtitution, though he would

- risi
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not go the length of declaring it to be an in

famous libel.—The riots in Birmingham, on

which ſo much had been ſaid, had not ariſen

from Dr. Prieſtley's religious opinions. That

gentleman had lived in Birmingham for

twenty years, and had, as he himſelf ſtated,

taught his Uuitarian principles with ſucceſs

and pleaſure. From what cauſe then did

the riots ariſe That queſtion might be

anſwered by the Doctor himſelf, whoſe con

ſcience would inform him that they had

their origin in his political principles; from

the obſervation made by the whole country

of his proceedings in the chair of the King's

Head meeting; in his recommending to the

people of England a commemoration of a

rebellion cruel, bloody, and unprovoked ; of a

revolution that would for ever remain a foul

blot and ſtain on the character of humanity—

a revolution commenced by an hired army,

and a mob ſeizing their lawful prince, when

at the head of the States of his Empire, con

vened for the purpoſe of remedying the grie

vances of the ſtate. Such a revolution, he

ſaid, none but wicked or miſtaken men

would celebrate. If they conſidered it as

an event auſpicious to freedom, was

there no other auſpicious day to freedom

that they could diſcover for celebration —

no anniverſary of the Revolution in this

country no Magna Charta to be re

membered f—Could they diſcover no other

day of a revolution fit to be celebrated than

that marked by blood, by rebellion, by per

fidy and murder, and by Cannibaliſm [A

cry of hear ! hear ! from the Oppoſition

bench. J–Gentlemen, Mr. Burke ſaid, might

call out hear ! hear ! as long as they thought

proper; he had aſſerted no more than he

could prove; he would again attach Canni

baliſm, for he had documents to prove that

the French Cannibals, after having torn out

the hearts of thoſe they had murdered,

ſqueezed the blood of them into their wine

and drank it. An event giving riſe to ſuch

, enormities, was an event fit to be cele

brated by Britons !—From the authorities

of the French Miniſters of State he could

prove, that France, by her revolution, had

her commerce undone—that univerſal anar

chy prevailed—that ſhe was in a ſtate of

beggary—that ſhe had loſt all diſcipline in

her army—that her navy was abandoned by

its officers, the timber in her dock-yards

pillaged, and her Government aſſumed by

flagitious Clubs. The 14th of July had

taken away from her all order, religion,

commerce, and happineſs; and had given

riſe to a complication of vices and unheard

of enormities. With theſe men emiliaries

from the Unitarian and Revolution Societies

had intercourte. They had taken over the

ºlours of the Britiſh nation, and had dit

graced and inſulted them in the celebra

tion of the triumph of murderers and of the

muſt notorious villains. But this was the

Government held out for the imitation of

England—a Government in which every

vice that could be named was overtopped—a

Government from which every honett man

muſt ſhrink with horror. He, for one, was

determined to expend his laſt breath and the

laſt drop of his poor blood, if neceſſary, to

prevent ſuch an exan-ple being imitated in

this country. He was deſirous of ſeeing

civil and religious liberty maintained—he

was defirous of a continuation of order—he

wiſhed to have ſome religion preſerved

he did not wiſh to ſee officers maſſacred by

their troops—he was not defrous of having

every thing tending to morailty annihilated

—he wiſhed to leave to his chldren thoſe

bleſfings he had had handed down to him by

his anceſtors ; and ſor theſe reaſons he ob.

jecied to going into the propoſed Committee

at the requiſition of ſuch men as the pe

titioners.-On the aëts themſelves he ſhould

not advance a ſyllable, but, for the principal

reaſons he had aſſigned, give his negative to

the motion.

Mr. Smith ſupported the motion. He

ſaid, his opinions were completely with the

Unitarians in all they had written, and every

thing they had circulated, from a thorough

conviction that they were founded on prin

ciples of reclitude, juſtice, and honeſty, all

which was denied to them while Penal Sta

tutes remained. Mr. Burke had aſſerted, that

all who approved of what was done in

France on the 14th of July, approved like

wiſe of every abuſe and confuſion that had

ſince occurred in that country, and not only

approved, but wiſhed the people of Eng

land to imitate the example ; this was an ar

gument againſt the Unitarians as uncandid

as it was unjuſt and untrue. He would tell

the Houſe what he believed, and knew to

be the caſe, that the Unitarians, and thoſe

who ſigned their petition, were as firm and

ſteady friends to the Couſtitution of this

country, as the Right Hon. Gentleman, or

any ſet of men. On the Birmingham

riots he ſtated, that Dr. Prieſtley was not at

the meeting, and was againſt celebrating the

14th of July, and yet the property of him

and his friends was deſtroyed, while that of

the Chairman of the meeting, who was not

an Unitarian, as well as others preſent, re

mained without moleſtation. He replied

accurately to every point in Mr. Burke's

ſpeech ; he had no fears about the laws in

queſtion, becauſe he knew there was not a

common informer bad enough to put them

in force ; yet he almoſt wiſhed for a proſe

cution of the kind, in order completely to

have thoſe laws dimoliſhed.

O 9 o a - Lord
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Lord North ſaid, the requeſt of the

rtitioners was ſo reaſonable, that he could

not ſee any grounds of oppoſition to it ; all

the boon they aſked was, not to make them

criminal for ačting according to their con

ſciences. The Unitarians were not turbulent

nor ſeditious men.

The Chancellor of the Exchequer con

demned the motion as improper in the pre

fent times. He was aware that there might

exiſt in the country a few perſons who were

deſirous of a ferment ; but was convinced

that the great majority of the nation was

firmly attached to, and determined to main

tain that Conſtitution under which they

poſſeſſed liberty, ſafety, and proſperity.

Mr. Fox (Ād, the Right Hon. Gentleman

on the bench with him had circuitouſly, and

the Right Hon Gentleman oppoſite direéily,

oppoſed every principle and ſyſtem of tolera

tion, in a manner that he never could have

expected from either of them in that Houſe.

His motion had nothing to do with France,

which it was the faſhion with ſome Gentle

men to cram into every debate. His

opinions of the French Revolution were pre

ciſely the ſame now as they ever were.

He conſidered that event as highly important

and advantageous to this country and to the

world ; and no temporary or accidental de

feat the French might ſuffer in their ſtruggle

for liberty, would ſtagger his mind upon

their ſucceſs in the reſult. He had called

Paine's book a libel on the Engliſh Conſtitu

tion, and thought the Hon. Gentleman's

book a libel on the French and every free

Conſtitution. He maintained, that the riots

at Birmingham aroſe from religious, not

political cauſes. He was very pointed upon

Mr. Pitt's idea of not repealing an unjuſt

and diſgraceful law, leſt ſcandal ſhould be

annexed to it. It was abſurd to ſay the re

peal ought to come from the Biſhops; it was

well known they had ſet their faces againſt it.

Mr. Dundas, Sir Robert Lawley, Hon.

Mr. Finch, Mr. Smith, and the Attorney

General, all bore the ſtrongeſt teſtimony to

the exertion of Government upon the occa

fion of , he riots. -

Mr. Whitbread ſaid, he would take a

future opportunity of moving an enquiry
into the buſineſs.

The queſtion being put, it was negatived

pn a diviſion, Ayes 63, Noes 142. '

Mon pay, May 14.

The New Foreſt Bill (after a ſhort ſpecch

in oppoſition to it by Mr. Huſſey, who

wiſhed the Foreſt to be ſold, and devoted

to regular cultivation, rather than the grow

ing of trees merely) was read a third time
*nd paſſed. - - - -

- Thºrn ºn av, May 17.

• *P Particular buſineſs paſſºl,—On the

motion of Mr. Pelham, the Houſe reſolved,

“That arr Humble Addreſs be preſented to

his Majeſty, that he would be moſt graciouſly

pleaſed to give directions for making ſome

further recompence to John Ley, Eq. the

Aſſiſtant Clerk of this Houſe, for his long ºnd

meritorious ſervices, and to aſſure his Ma

jeſty that this Houſe will make gºod the

ſame.”

FRIDAY, May 18.

Mr. Fox, after condemping the Weſt

minſter Police Bill in every point of view,

as unconſtitutional, and pregnant with mani

fold evils, moved, “That the conſideration of

it be put off for three months.”

Mr. Burton and Mr. Wilherforce ſup

ported the Bill, and urged the neceſſity there

was for its immediately paſſing.

Mr. Wyndham reprobated the Bill both in

rinciple and practice; but upon the Houſe

dividing, there appeared for Mr. Fox's mo

tion 37, againſt it so. Some amendmen's

were then made to the Rill, and it waſ

ordered to be read a third time.

Mon DAY, May 21.

Mr. Dundas brought up the following

Proclamation by his Majeſty : -

WHEREAS divers wicked and ſeditious

writings have been printed, publiſhed,

and induſtriouſly diſperſed, tending to excits

tumuſt and diſorder, hy endeavouring to

raiſe groundleſs jealouſies and diſconſents in

the minds of our faithful and loving ſub

jećts, reſpecting the laws and happy Con

ſtitution of Government, civil and religious,

eſtabliſhed in this kingdom ; and endea

vouring to vilify and bring into contempt

the wiſe and wholeſome proviſiºns made

at the time of the glorious Revolution, and

fince ſtrengthened and confirmed by ſubſe:

quent laws for the preſervation and ſecu

rity of the rights and liberties of our faith

ful and loving ſubjećts : And whereaf

divers writings have alſo been printed,

publiſhed, and induſtriouſly diſperſed, re

commending the ſaid wicked and ſeditious

pullications to the attention of all our faith

ful and loving ſubjects : And whereas wº

have alſo reaſon to believe that correſpon

dences have been entered into with fundrf

perſons in foreign parts, with a view totº

ward the criminal and wicked purpºſes

above-mentioned : And whereas the wealth,

happineſs, and proſperity of this kingdom

do, under Divine Providence, chiefly depend

upon a due ſubmiſſion to the laws, a "tº
confidence in the integrity and wiſdom of

Parliament, and a continuance of that zea

ious attachment to the Government and

Conſtitution of the kingdom, which has

ever prevailed in the minds of the pºor"

thereof: And whereas there is nothing whº

we ſo earneſtly deſire as 12 ſecure "*

- - - - - - - - pulls
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public peace and proſperity; and to preſerve

to all our loving ſubječts the full enjoyment

of their rights and liberties, both religious

and civil : We, therefore, being reſolved,

as far as in us lies, to repreſs the wicked

and ſeditious practices aforeſaid, and to deter

all perſons from following ſo permicious an

example, have thought fit, by the advice of

our Privy Council, to iſſue this our Royal

Proclamation, ſolemnly warning all our

loving ſubjećts, as they tender their own

happineſs, and that of their poſterity, to

guard againſt all ſuch attempts, which aim

at the ſubverſion of all regular government

within this kingdom, and which are incon

ſiſtent with the peace and order of ſociety;

and earneſtly exhorting them at all times,

and to the utmoſt of their power, to avoid

and diſcourage all proceedings, tending to

produce riots and tumults; and we do ſtrictly

charge and command all our Magiſtrates in

and throughout

Britain, that they do make diligent enquiry

in order to diſcover the authors and printers

of ſuch wieked and ſeditious writings as

aforeſaid, and all others who ſhall diſperſe

the ſame : And we do further charge and

cominand all our Sheriffs, Juſtices of the

Peace, chief Mºgiſtrates in our cities,

boroughs and corporations, and all other

our Officers and Magiſtrates throughout our

kingdom of Great Britain, that they do, in

their ſeveral and reſpective ſtations, take

the moſt immediate and effectual care to

ſuppreſs and prevent all riots, tumults, and

other diſorders, which may be attempted

to be raiſed or made by any perſon or per

ſons, which, on whatever pretext they

may be grounded, are not only contrary

to law, but dangerous to the moſt im

portant intereſts of this kingdom ; And we

do further require and command all and

every our Magiſtrates aforeſaid, that they

do, from time to time, tranſmit to one ºf

our principal Secretaries of State, due and

full information of ſuch perſons as ſhall

be found offending as aforeſaid, or in any

degree aiding or abetting therein ; it being

our determination, for the preſervation of

the peace and hºppineſs of our faithful

and loving ſubjects, to carry the laws

vigorouſly into execution againſt ſuch

pffenders as aforeſaid.

Given at our Court at the Queen's Houſe,

the twenty-firſt day of May, one

thouſand ſeven hundred and ninety

two, in the thirty-ſecond year of qur

reign.

GOD Save the KING !

Mr. Whitbread jun. roſe to make his pro

miſed motion reſpešting the Birmingham

rwº. He ſaid, that on this occaſion tº tou

our kingdom of Great .

fidered himſelf not only as the advo

cate for the ſuffering Diſſenters at Birming

ham, but for the Diſſenters in general, and

alſo for all the people in Gre it 8 itain.

whoſe beſt and dearett rights were ſtruck at

in the outrageous violation of the laws, in

the unhappy affair at Birmingham–laws

which were ordained equally for the protec

tion of every ſubject in the kingdom, be

his religious tenets what they may. Ha

aſſerted, that the unhappy difference between

the Diſſenters and the High Church party at

Birmingham had its riſe in religious, and not

in political conceres. In ſupport of this

aſſertion, he adverted to differences between

them in the year 1715, when the meeting

houſes were before deſtroyed; and to certala

ſermons which, he ſaid, had been delivered by

the clergymen of the town. He then its

detail recited the origin and progreſs of the

riots. He deemed the conduct of the Magi:

ſtrates highly reprehenſible; he repeated the

ſpeeches which he had heard they made tº

the mob, which, he ſaid, were only calculated

to encourage then. He charged them witta

ſupineneſs, at the leaſt, during the whole

buſineſs. He ſaid, there were ſoldiers enough

in the town to have quelled the rioters, if

they had been employed; and he ſpoke of

Dr. Prieſtley in terms of the higheſt reſpect,

and of the treatment he had received at

Birmingham with the utmoſt reprobation.

Though the Diſenters had only made out a

claim of thirty-ſeven thouſand pounds, their

loſſes were nearer one hundred thouſand

pounds, and Government ought to have pro

ceeded upon the affidavits made againſt theMa

giſtrates. With reſpect to the trials of the

rioters, he diſapproved the condućt of Go

vernment in them. The witneſſes of the

ſufferers were permitted to be intimidated

by the populace, and thereby prevented from

giving proper evidence ; ſome were acquit

ted, though guilty on the cleareſt evidence,

and every partiality ſhewn the culprits.

The pardon granted to the rioter Hands,

he compared to that granted ſome years ago,

for ſimilar ſeaſons, to the notorious Mac.

q'irk; and when juſtice was ſuffered to take

its courſe, and verdicts tound for the ſufferers,

the damages allowed were far from being

ſufficient. Viewing matters in this light,

and which he hoped the Houſe would fee and

feel with hun, he found himſelf obliged, for

the honour of the Church and State of Eng

land, to attempt to explore and to redreſs

thoſe grievances; he therefore moved, “That

an Humble Addreſs be preſented to his Majeſ

ty, requeſting that he would give directions,

that much intormatiºn as had been tranſmit.

ted to Executive Government reſpecting the

Fºnduct at the Magiſtratºs on the occaſion

st
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ef the riots, and the ſteps which had been

taken to bring the offenders to juſtice, be

laid before the Houſe.”

The mºtion was ſupported by Meſſrs.

Wyndham, Lambton, Grey, and Curwen; and

oppoſed by Sir Robert Lawley, Mr. Dundas,

Mr. Jenkinſon, and the Attorney General.

Mr. Secretary Dundas ſaid, that to the elabo

rate declamation of the Hon. Gentleman,

and to his garbled ſtatement of occurrences,

he ſhould oppoſe a plain narrative of facts;

and the Houſe, he doubted not, would come

to a proper deciſion on the ſubjećt. What

ever might have been the remote cauſes of

the animoſity in queſtion, he would not now

confider: the effects were viſible ; the ope

rations of a mob he thought the worſt politi

sai evil. The latent cauſes of diffenſion be

tween the Diſſenters and Church party at

Birmingham were, he ſaid, more of a

political than of a religious nature; theſe had

been excited and favoured by the perpetual

circulation of inflammatory and ſeditious

writings; theſe had prejudiced the minds of

one party againſt the other ; and the imme

diate cauſes of the flame breaking out, were,

1ſt, The notice of the intended celebration of

the French Revolution ; and, 2dly, the ap

pearance of the ſcandalous and inflammatory

hand bill. He then detailed the ſteps taken

by Government in the buſineſs, from the firſt

account received, to the execution of the

criminals; ſuch as the march of troops, &c.

and with which our readers are well ac

quainted. Reſpecting the legal part of the

tranſa&tions, Mr. Chamberlayne, Solicitor

of the Treaſury, Mr. Juſtice Bond, and

Mr. Leyceſter, Barritter at Law, to affiſt

then, were immediately ſent to make the

neceſſary enquiries ; the reſult of which

was, that 13 perſons appe: red to them to

deſerve to be rigorouſly and capitally proſe

tuted, which they were ; five of whom were

ſentenced to die, and of which numner one

was pardoned, on the moſt poſitive proof of

erfeół innocence. The evidence taken in the

caſe of Hands, after his cºnviction, was this,

that this poor fellow was an honett hard work

ing mechanic ; that he was ſeen in a houſe

that was on fire at the time of the riots; and

that he had ačually taken up ſome of the

boards of a floor that confined the ſmoke i

and by doing ſo had ſaved the lives of ſeve

ral people who were then in the houſe, and

that he did it with that intent. The Gentle

man ſent down to croſs-examine theſe wit

meſſes had nade this report, to which he

added, he verily believed, that if this poor

man was executed, an innocent man would

iuffer. This was not all.—He waited until

the learned Judge who preſided at the trial

arrived a town, who was then near 3oo

miles off. When he arrived he ſent for him,

requeſted him to look over that report, to

Compare it with his own notes at the trial,

and to give his opinion on the reſult. The

learned Judge did ſo ; and afterwards ſaid,

that he ſaw nothing in the report that was

inconſiſtent with any part of the trial; that

it was clearly poſſible ; and added, that if

that had appeared at the trial, he would

have charged the Jury to acquit the priſoner.

Theſe were the real terms on which he had

adviſed his Majeſty to pardon Hands. As

to Government not inſtituting proſecutions

againſt the Magiſtrates, he obſerved, that they

had followed the opinion of the Attorney

General, who thought there was a probabili

ty of corruption in the caſes of the affidavits,

and it could not be expected that in times of

ſuch tumult and danger the Magiſtrates

could be quite accurate, either in their ex

preſſions or behaviour, or that thoſe who

heard them could hear them accurately.

Mr. Coke remarked, that a Counſel had

been ſent to the Diſſenters immediately after

the riots, to enquire into the conduct of the

Magiſtrates, and diſcover whether there were

grounds for an action againſt them ; he had

reported there were not, nor did the Diſ

ſenters at Birmingham, aſter that, entertain

an idea of proſecuting.

The Houſe divided on Mr. Whitbread's

motion, Ayes 46–Noes 183–Majority

againſt the motion 143.

Tuesday, May 22.

The National Debt Bill, returned from

the Lords, was poſtponed for three months,

and a new bill preſented and read.

W Ense spay, May 23.

Mr. Secretary Dundas preſented at the

bar of the Houſe, by order of his Majeſty,

a copy of the Definitive Treaty of Peace con

cluded between the Ruſſians and the Turks.

Upon the reading of the Weſtminſter

Police Bill, Mr. Powys commenced an op

poſition to it, by objecting to that clauſe,

in which it empowers the new Magiſtrates,

and thoſe ading as conſtables under them,

to take up and commit perſons ſuſpected of

being pickpockets, and otherwiſe unable to

account for their means of living.

Mr. Secretary Dundas declared he was

more and more convinced of the neceſſity

of this clauſe ; in ſhort, Gentlemen were to

determine, whether or not they would ſc

riouſly ſet about extirpating thoſe gangs of

villains which infeſt the metropolis; and

take their choice, whether the prevention or

the puniſhment of climes be prefereble.

After a few other obſervations the Houſe

divided upon the clauſe, Ayes 1 14-Nots

36 Majority 78.

After a long converſation, during which

ths
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the gallery was kept ſhut, the bill was read

a third time and paſſed.

Thursday, May 24.

The Houſe went into a Committee on the

Bill for appropriating 4oo,oool. (in addition

to 1,000,oool.) annually towards paying the

National Debt.

Mr. Fox re-urged his arguments on the

abſurdity of legiſlating for poſterity, who, it

was evident, would be infinitely better

judges of their own ſituation, and what was

proper for themſelves, than the preſent

Houſe of Commons could be. He lament

ed that the Chancellor of the Exchequer, by

neglecting to reduce the 4 per cents. early in

the Seifion, had, from the preſent ſtate of

the funds, loſt 3,000,oool, to the public

on 31,000,oool. heſides an annuity of

176,oool. and wiſhed to know whether he

meant now to bring forward any plan for

their reduction.

Mr. Pitt ſaid, that the funds having been

gradually riſing for ſome time at the period

alluded to by Mr. Fox, he thought they

would be ſtill higher, and for that reaſon

poſtponed the redućtion of the Fours : in

this, he admitted, he had been diſappointed ;

but as he ſtill thought they would ſoon find

again their former level, or perhaps riſe

higher, he ſhould not bring forward any

meaſure of the kind this Seftion.

FR1 day, May 25.

The order of the day having been read for

taking into conſideration the King's Procla

rnation, the Maſter of the Rolls roſe, and

ftated to the Houſe, that writings were

now daily diſtributed in this country, utter

ly ſubverſive of all civil ſociety and

ſubordination ; writings which he con

ceived would have been, when firſt publiſh

ed, treated with contempt by every man in

the nation, and conſigned, with the contempt

they merited, to oblivion : but though they

were treated with contempt by the majority

of the nation, it was notorious that there

were Societies which had preſſed thoſe ſe.

ditious writings on the public, and with in

duſtry had diſtributed them throughout the

country; and it was alſo known, that corre

ſpondence had been held by thoſe Societies

with foreign Clubs, for the purpoſe of diſ.

ſerminating the moſt dangerous principles.

No one could ſay that it was not the duty of

Adminiſtration to come for ward and exert

themſelves in the maint nance of the tran

quillity of the kinguom, by endeavouring to

counteract the poiſon of thoſe publications.

He therefore moved, “An Humble Addreſs of

Thanks to his Majeſty, expreſſive of the at

, tachmeut of the Houſe to his perſon and tamily,

and their determination to exert themſelves in

•ppoſing the wick, J purport. of ſeditious

writings, aiming to deſtroy the tranquillity

of the kingdom.”

Mr. Powys ſeconded the motion.

Mr. Grey in a moſt animated manner

oppoſed the Addreſs, and reflected with un

common warmth and freedom on the du

plicity of the whole of the Miniſter's con

dućt. As to the Proclamation, he knew

not which epithet it deſ, ved moſt, that of

impotent or malicious—it certainly deſerved

both, and both he would attribute to its ad

viſer (Mr. Pitt). It was infidiouſly con

trived to ſeparate thoſe who had always

aćted cordially together, to caſt a ſtigma

wpon men aſſociated for the beſt and moſt

patriotic purpoſes; and to create diſtruſt and

confuſion, by making men ſpies, upon each

other's condućt. He would therefore (at

taching to it another ſubject) move the fel

lowing amendment : “To leave out the

latter part of the Addreſs, for the purpoſe

of inſerting the attachment of the Houſe to

the Conſtitution of the country as eſtabliſh

ed at the Revolution; and to expreſs to his

Majeſty the convićtion of the Houſe, that

Government had already ſufficient power tº

puniſh all ſeditious publications ; and that if

ſuch publications had exiſtence, and had not

been puniſhed, that his Majeſty's Miniſters

had been guilty of criminal neglect. To

expreſs alſo to his Majeſty the regret of the

Houſe, that he had been induced to adopt a

meaſure wholly unneceſſiry, and cakulated

to excite groundleſs alarms and jealouſies in

the minds of his people. To repreſent to

his Majeſty, that the riots at Birmingham had

been diſgraceful to all good Government ; and

to pray his Majeſty to order an enquiry and

puniſhment to take place on any Magiſ

trates who had been guilty of groſs neglect in

the diſcharge of the duties of their “fice.”

Lord North, Mr. Brandling, Sir Edward

Knatchbul, Mr. Grenville, Mr. Gregor,

and Mr. Alderman Curtis, all approved of

the Addreſs, and confidered the iſſuing

of the Proclamation a wiſe and neceſſary

meaſure.

The Marquis of Titchfield approved of

the Proclamation, and ſupported the origi- .

nal Addreſs, upon the ground that it was

never improper in the Houſe to declare its

determination to maintain the tranquility of

the kingdom.

Mr. Courtenay ſaid, the Proclamation was

a ſevere cenſure on Miniſters, for not hav.

ing diſcharged their duty ; and it cosld be no

more expected to ſucceed in producing peace

and tranquillity in the country, than a phy

fician could be expected to ſucceed who

ſhould give to his patient a doſe of cad

that ides to preſerve his chaſliy. He would

give his vote for the Am.cndment. -

Mr.
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Mr. Anſtruther obſerved with pleaſure

the notice Adminiſtration had taken of the

fituation of the times, and the judicious

manner in, which they had brought the buſi

meſs forward.

Mr. Drake thanked Adminiſtration for

their care and exertions to prevent miſchief.

He ſaid, he had rather die a Royaliſt than live

a Republican. -

Lord Wycombe was againſt the Procla.

mation as unneceſſary, and as calculated to

attach conſequence to thoſe writings he

wiſhed to condemn.

Lord John Ruſſell ſaid, the Proclamation

was deſigned to ſpread unneceſſary doubts

and alarms in the minds of the people,

and the Addreſs was calculated to confirm

them.

Mr. Francis was hoſtile to both Proclama

tion and Addreſs; declarinig it to be his firm

opinion, that they were intended to promote

that which they pretended to prevent.

Mr. Wyndham approved of the Procla

mation and the Addreſs. He thought them

the beſt of meaſures. -

Mr. Whitbread, Col. M'Leod, Mr. Cur

wen, Major Maitland, and Mr. Lambton,

condemned the Proclamation as unneceſſary,

as calculated to excite groundles fears in the

nation, and to hold up to public ill opinion

thoſe gentlemen who had aſſociated them

ſelves for purpoſes the moſt praiſe-worthy.

They were ſtrongly for the Amendment.

Mr. Rolle was for the Addreſs ; as he .

declared his knowledge of ſeveral French

emitiaries being in this country, for the pur

poſe of perverting the minds of the people.

Mr. Fox inveighed ſtrongly againſt the

Proclamation and Addreſs, and the general

condućt of Adminiſtration. The riots and

diſturbances, he ſaid, which had happened

at Birmingham and elſewhere, were excited

by High Church phrenzy, and not by ſuch

publications as the Proclamation alluded to.

The plain intention of the Proclamation,

he aſlerted, was to make a diviſion between

that great body of united patriots known by

the name of the Whig Intereſt.

Mr. Pitt replied with equal warmth. He

ſaid, he could not reconcile the IHon. Gentle

man's condućt with any ſpark of patriotiſm,

or love for his country, when he ſaid he

ſaw no danger in the ſeditious writings,

which had for their tendency the total over

throw of the Conſtitution,-writings and

doćtrines which had gained ground, and

of which the Hon. Gentleman, if he was

rot the advocate, was, by his language in

denying their danger, the friend.

At tour o'clock on Saturday morning the

original queſtion for the Addleſs was put and

a rica.

Wr on tº pay, May 3o.

The Speaker informed the Houſe, that that

Bill granting certain relief tu Paſłurs and

Laymen of the Epiſcopalian periuafot,

tranſmitted from the Lords to the Commons,

was in ſome reſpects a money bill; he there

fore ſubmitted to the Houſe, whether or not

it ſhould be rejected.

Mr. Dundas moved, that it ſhould be ſet aſide,

He afterwards moved, “That leave he given

to introduce another of a ſimilar nature.”

After ſome converſation, the motion was

agreed to. -

Sir James St. Clair Erſkine moved, That the

conimitment of the New Scots Burghs Bill

ſhould be poſtponed till this day three

months. This motion, he intimated, was

with the conſent of all parties, that the füb

jećt might be more fully confidered before

next Seſſion. The motion was carried.

Thursday, May 31,

There was not a ſufficient number of

Members preſent to form a Houſe ; on

Fr 11 ay no bufineſs of importance was agi

tated; and on

SAT tº Rn Ay, June 2,

The Houſe, accompanied by the Lords,

went to St. James's with the Addreſs voted

to his Majeſty for the late Preclamation;

and which Addreſs was as follows :

To the KING's Moſt Excellent Majeſty,

The Humble Addreſs of the Lords Špiritual

and Temporal, and Commons, in Pariu

ment aſiembled.

Moſt Gracicus Sover eign,

WE, your Majeſty's moſt dutiful and

loyal Subjects, the Lords Spiritual and

Temporal, and Commons of Great Britain,

in Parliament aſſenbled, have taken into

our moſt ſerious confideration yourMajeſty's

Royal Proclamation, which has, by your

Majeſty's command. been laid before us:

And we beg leave to teſtify to your Ma

jeſty our warm and grateful ſenſe of this

freſh proof of your Majeſty's conſtant to

licitude for the welfare and happineſ of

your people. We cannot ſee, without

indignation, the attempts which have been

made to weaken, in the minds of your

Majeſty's ſubjects, the ſentments of che

dience to the laws, and of attachment to

the form of government, civil and re

ligious, fo happily ſtabliſhed within this

realm. The advantages which, under the

government of your M.j-ſty and your ilhºf

trious aneetors, have been derived trom

legal and well-regulated freedom, ard the

unexampled bleilings which we actually

enjoy, aford to your Majeſty's ſubjects

peculiar motives to reflect with gratitude ºr

their preſent ſituation, and tobeware of those

deluſive thcotics which arc inconſtitent with

- tire
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the relations and duties of all Civil Society.

And we deem it, under the preſent cir

cum.tances, the peculiar duty of every good

citizen to diſcourage and counteract every

attempt, direct and indireit, againſt public

order and tranquillity. We are confident

that the ſentiments which we now expreſs

to your Majeſty, are the general ſentiments

of the nation: They muſt feel with us that

real liberty can only exiſt under the Pro

tection of law, and the authority of etficient

and regular government; and they have

ſeen, by happy experience, that the mixed

form of our legiſlature comprehends and

provides for the various intereſts of the

community, through all its ſeveral deſcrip

tions, and maintains and preſerves thoſe

gradations of property and condition which

furniſh the great incentives to uſeful in

duſtry, and are equally eſſential to the

vigour and exertion of every part, and to the

ſtability and welfare of the whole. They

therefore know that the collective ſtrength

and proſperity of the empire, its wealth,

its credit, and its commerce, as well as the

only ſecurity for the perſons, the property,

and the liberties of each individual, are eli-n-

tially connected with the preſervation of

the eſtabliſhed Conſtitution. -

Impreſſed with theſe opinions, we think

it our duty to aſſure your Majeſty of our

T H E A T R I C A

May 15.

Aciº fºr a Coxcomb ; or, The Beau Be

devilled, a Dramatic Piece, merely cal

culated for the purpoſe of introducing ſome

of Mr. Dibdin's and Mr.Collins's ſongs, was

atted at Covent-Garden, for the benefit of

Miſs Collins.

23. Dido Queen of Carthage, a ſerious

Opera, from Metaſtaſie, by Mr. Hoare, was

atted the firſt time at the Haymarket. The

characters as follow :

AE reas, – Mrs. Crouch.

1 ... bas, - Mr. Kelly.

Abdall.h, – Mr. Dignum.

Alm dah, - Mr. Stdgwick.

Dido, - — Mad. Mara.

Ainua, , — Miſs Barchay.

IN THE MAS Qu'e.

Neptune, - Mr. Banniſter.

Venus, - Miſs Collins.

Aſcanius - Maſter Walſh.

Miſs De Camp.

The Graces, } Miſs Jacobs.

- Miſs Heard.

Wow, XXI.

firm determination to ſupport your Majeſty

in the reſolution which your Majeſty has

adopted ; and we are fully perſuaded, that

every exertion which may be neceſſary will

be ſeconded by the zeal and gratitude of a

free and ioval people.

His Majeſty received the Addreſs on

the throne in the great Council Chamber;

to which he returned the following Moſt

Gracious ANs we R,

My Lords and Gentlemen,

1 Thank you very warmly for this loyal,

dutiful, and ſeaſonable Addreſs.

My utmoſt endeavours ſhall never be

wanting to maintain among my people n

juſt ſenſe of the advantages of our preſent

Conſtºution, the ſource of legal and well

regulated freedom ; and at the ſame time to

ſecure to them, by a due execution of the

laws, a continuance of all the unexampled

blºſſings which they now enjoy. It is the

greateſt ſatisfaction to me to reflect, that in

theſe endeavours I hall receive the firm and

united affittance of my Parliament, and I

feel the ſame conviction and confideuce which

is expreſſed by you, that all our exertions for

this purpoſe will be ſeconded by the zeal and

public ſpirit of my people, whoſe happineſs

forms the firſt object of all my wiſhes.

[To be Continued.]

L J O U R N A L.

Neither the exquiſite voice of Madame

Mara, nor the merits of the other perfor

mers, nor yet the ſplendor of the ſcenery,

nor the pomp of the proceſſion, could pre

ſerve this performance from neglečt. It

was performed three or four nights only,

and then was conſigned to oblivion.

29. The Dupes of Fancy; or, Every

Man His Hobby, a Farce, by George Saville

Carey, was acted the firſt time at the Hay

market for the benefit of Mr. Dignum.—

The principal performers were, Mr. Baddeley,

Mr. Suett, Mr. Dignum, Mr. Banniſter,

jun. Miſs Collins, and Miis Pope; but

though ſo well ſupported, it was not poſſible

to preſerve it from the centure of the audi

ence. The favºt appeared to be its length;

and a dinner which was introduced was pro

traded ſo long, that the patience of the

ſpectators was exhauſted before the appetites

of the performers were ſatisfied.

Just 1. Covent. Garden Theatre cloſed

for the ſeaſon. . -

2. Covent-Garden was opened for a

ſingle night, for the benefit of the Theatrical

Fund. The play, The Beggars Opera, which

was performed to a very thiu audience.--

PP P Previous
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Previous to its performance the fellowing

Prologue was ſpoken by Mr. Holman :

To dry the tear by Sorrow taught to flow,

To feel for others' wants, and ſoothe their

woe,

Is the prerogative of Man alone;

The badge whereby Humanity is known ;

Nay, 'tis the ſtamp which malks the favour'd

line, º

The ſacred ſpark which proves the race

Divine.

The laurel'd glories of th” embattled field

To ſober thought no ſolid joy can yield.

Not all the Luxuries which Wealth await,

Not all the Pomp attendant on the Great,

Nor all the Influence allied to Power,

Can charm the Heart in calm Refle&tion's

hour.

But, deeds cf “melting Charity” review'd,

In Recollection find Delight renew'd;

They yield a pleaſure too can never cloy,

For great exceſs, there, purifies the joy.

The Children of Misfortune you relieve,

Ten-fold repay the Bleſfings they receive.

Among that number, tell me, may I dare

Humbly to rank the peor and aged Player

O! may I hope your kind remembrance

dwells

On former Heroes,

Belles 1

Think how they toil'd among theſe Mimic

Scenes, -

The ſworn liege-ſubjećts of the Siſter

Queens ;

Think how they rais'd the Laugh, or drew

the Tear,

For fat Sir jobn, or venerable Lear.

P O

O D E

r o R

HIS MAJESTY's BIRTH-DAY,

1792.

BY H. J. PYE, ESQ.

I.

HEART ye the blaſt whoſe ſullen roar

Burſt dreadful from the angry ſkies

Saw ye againſt the craggy ſhore

The waves in wild contention riſe 2

On the high cliff's embattled brow -

The caſtle's ruin’d towers lie low,

And, as the corn-van's winnowing ſail

Drives the looſe chaff before the gale,

The winds in giddy eddies ſweep

The ſcatter'd navy oier the deep.–

Yet harmleſs as the halcyon breeze

That gently lifts the ſummer ſeas,

former Beaux and

E

- know one another.

‘Twas your Applauſe firſt nurs’d their

early Spring,

And did their Summerfruit to ripeneſs bring:

Their yellow Autumn mellow’d was by you,

And their exertions in return were due.

But now, their little race of Glory run,

Still let your Favours cheer their Winter

Sun.

13. The Little Theatre in the Hay

market, under the direétion of Mr. Cal

man, jun. was opened with a Prelude

written by that Gentleman, entitled, Pear

old Haymarket ; or, Two Sides of the

Gutter. The charaćters as follow :

Scene–Carpenters—Mr. R. Palmer, and

Mr. Cubitt.

Prompter, Mr. Wrighten.

Projećt, Mr. J. Banniſter.

Aćtors and A&treſſes–Mr. Parſons, Mrs.

Webb, Mrs. Powell, Mrs. Edwin, Mrs.

Gawdry, and Miſs Palmer.

The drift of this piece is, to raiſe a laugh

at the preſent rage for magnificent theatres,

in which, from the fize of them, the

audience are not capable of diſtinguiſhing

the features of the performers, or even tº

It alſo is the vehicle of

complaint againſt the Managers of the

Winter Theatres, for keeping their houſes

open ſo late as to interfere with what is

called the Summer Theatre. The charac"

ter of Project is well drawn, and well acked

by Mr. Banniſter, jun.

16. The Drury-lane Company, at the

Haymarket Theatre, cloſed for the ſeaſon.

T R Y.

The tempeſt breaks on Albion's coaſt,

Its ſtrength controul’d, its fury loſt;

Down on the ſurge ſhe looks with dauntleſs

face,

And ſees it idly laſh her white cliff's rocky

baſe.

Ii.

Not more ſecure her rocky ſhores

Defy the rude wind's ſtormy hºſt,

Not with more idle vengeance roars

. The billow gainſt Britannia's coaſt,

Than her firm breaſt, by virtue arm’d,

By glory's pureſt radiance warm’d,

Defies loud Diſcord's rifing ſound,

And mocks the tumult raging round. -

*For Freedom o'er her favour’d head

Her adamantine Rhield has ſpread,

And looking far with brow ſerene -

Beyond Europa's troubled ſcene,

y Og
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On diſtant climes her cares diſplay

Her guardian power's celeſtial ray,

The ſacred beam till ſultry Afric ſee

Burſt Slavery's galling yoke, and boaſt her

ſons are fres.

III.

Freedom on this congenial ſhore

Her holy temple rear'd of yore.

Tho' Fa&tion to its ſolid baſe

Has oft applied his iron mace,

Tho' Tyranny's gigantic powers

Oft tried to ſhake its maſſy towers,

Cemented firm with patriot blood

Thro' many an age unhurt the mighty frame

has ſtood ;

And ſtill her ſons, a mingled line,

Warm in her hallow'd cauſe combine.—

Offspring of thoſe whoſe fearleſs ranks

Bore from old Thames' high trophied

banks

Her vaunted charter, which unites

A monarch’s with a people's rights;

Of thoſe whoſe ſpears tremendous gleam

By Caledºnian *Banna's ſtream,

While ſtºrm Carnarvon's archers fly

Before the van of Liberty;

Offspring of thoſe whoſe patriot hoſt

On fair Israe's ſiſter coaſt

Sav Tyranny's expiring pride

Whelm'd deep in Boyne's enſanguin'd

tide;

In dread array they ſtand round Britain's

throne,

And guard, at Freedom's call, a Monarch all

her own.

IV.

To we'come George's natal hour,

No vain diſplay of empty power,

In flººtery ſteep d no ſoothing lay

Shall ſtrains of adulation pay ;

Bu: Cºmmerce rolling deep and wide

‘i o Albion's ſhores her ſwelling tide,

But Thenis' olive-cinctur'd had,

A.J. white-rob’d Peace by Vict'ry led,

Shall fill his bre ‘ſt with virtuous pride,

Shall give thir, power to truth allied ;

Joys which alºne a patriot King can prove

A nation's ſtrength his power, his pride a

icºple's love.

v E R S E S,

Occaſioned by Returning to Town from the

is lic or W1G iſ 1.

I.

EAR native Iſle, adieu !

Though diſtant far from view, .

Still to my heart be thou forever near.

Lºng as thy rocks reſiſt the main,

May peace within thy bord:rs reign,

and jºyous plenty grown th: blooming year.

* Ba:tle of

P pºp a

II.

While from thy leſs'ning ſhore

The bark ſoft Zephyrs bore,

Vainly I ſtrove to cheer my penſive ſoul;

And oft ſuppreſs'd the riſing figh,

While the big tear from either eye

Adown m; cheeks in ſad ſucceſſion ſtole.
III.

Fair Večtis now no more

Muſt I ſurvey thy ſhore;

To other ſcenes I turn my liſtleſs feet;

where the blue hill, the waving field,

And every charm of Nature yield

To Art's proud empire, and the crowded

ſtreet.

-

IV, 2 -

No plumy ſongſters here -

Enchant the liſt'ning ear, -

And from the breaſt corroding cares diſpel.

Far diſtant fly the tuneful train

To the thick grove, nor ever deign

Amid confuſion, noiſe, and ſmoke, to dwell.

But thou, propitious maid

Who, mid the peaceful ſhade

Invok'd, my artleſs ſong didſt of inſpire,

Sweet Clio, Heav'n-deſcended muſe!

O ſay, if thou wilt now refuſe,

Where Diſcord reigns, to wake the melting

lyre. -

IV.

Yet ſhould the Muſe forbear

To bleſs my ardent prayer,

To Delia's charms ſuperior powers belong:

Delia, whoſe ſoul-ſubduing face,

Whoſe beaming eye, whoſe native grace,

Whoſe artleſs ſmiles, inſpire my love-taught

ſong.

June 1778. W. S.

S O N N E T.

JN the gay hours of Reaſon's early dawn

trod with rapture o'er the lovely lawn,

While Hope ſat pointing to each pleaſing

view, *

Enamour'J with the ſcencs which frolic

Fancy drew.

Till far from theſe perennial ſweets Iſtray'd,

Led by Variety's enchanting charms,

And join'd the ambitious crowd, where Vice

array'd

In Virtue's faireſt robes, pours forth her

dire alarms.

So the ſweet ſtream unſullied flows along,

Diſpenſing life to every drooping flower

That breathes its fragrance round its ſedgy

ſhore,

While whiſpering Zephyrs join its ſoft re

murmuring ſong;

Pannock-burn.

Tll
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Till wildly wandering, negligent of home,

It joins the warring deep, where daſhing

waters foam.

- E. GILL.

s o N N E T,

WR ITT EN AT H- Y -

By MR. T. L. I. T C H F I E L D.

O*. ye lov’d ſcenes! where all my

ſweeteſt hours, .

My happieſt moments of delight were

ſpent

when wandering "midſt your gay and artleſs

bowers,

My dear companions Mary and Content!

Yes, halcyon ſpot your charms have won

my heaſt :

Then with whatanguiſh muh I bid adieu"

when Deſtiny, with mandate ſtern, ſhall

part

Me, weeping, from the maid I love, and

you !—

But, oh! while fond remembrance warms

this breaſt, :

While love and admiration here reſide,

In mental viſion, ſtill, I'll be your gueſt,

Your charms ſhall ever be my brighteſt

pride: - -

And when ſoft ſleep ſhall cloſe theſe ſtream

- ing eyes, -

Many's lov’d image ſhall in dreams ariſe.

April 2, 1792. * -

To L A U R A, at BR ISTO L.

Now thrice has the winter emboſom'd

the vale,

And thrice has he wantonly alter'd its hue,

And thrice has he ſtopp'd the ſweet night

ingale s tale,

Since Laura, dear Laura, laſt bade me

adieu. -

Yet winter once more ſtepping ſlowly away,

The charge of the meadow to Spring has

reſign'd ;

Once more the grove rings with the night

ingale's lay, -

But Laura, deat Laura, ſtill loiters behind.

Lovely Spring, tho' thy ſweet-ſcented bloſ

ſom, ſo fair

And thy mantles of green, are expanded

again;

Yet the throbs of my boſom thus bid me

declare,

while Laura is abſent ye greet me in vain.

Ye Pow’rs that o'er love, when 'tis faithful,

preſide,

Beſtow on my paſſion the boon that is

due 1

I am careleſs what elſe ſhall my fortune

betide, -

If Laura, dear Laura 's reſtor'd to my
view.

April 1792. ALFRED.

To rºr N i G HT IN G A LE:

A P As To R A L,

F Roat T H E w E L sh.

By E D w A R D w I L L I AM s,
T H E w = L sh B. A. R. B.

I.

PEACE. night now reigns around,

Gives to ſolemn filence all,

Save yon warbler's tuneful ſound,

And the diſtant water-fall.

II.

Fond of Quiet's milder ſcene,

Let me walk this lonely vale,

Whilſt amid her thickeſt green

Sings the mournful nightingalº

III. - -

Muſing here I walk alone,

Fancy points my devious way;

Liſtening to thy melting tone,

Songſter of departing day.

Here the brooklet purls along,

Here I feel a warm delight,

Where thy ſweet unrival’d ſong,

Charms the ſtilneſs of the night,

Now, depriv'd of balmy ſleep

By the tender cares of Love,

I with thee my vigils keep,

Midnight warbler of the grove

VI.

Oft I walk the dewy lawn,

When unſeen, in matted thorn

Trills thy muſic to the dawn,

Early minſtrel of the morn.

- VII.

Pleas'd I liſten on the plain

where my ſportive lambkins play,

whilſt thy voice, with varied ſtrain,

Fills the chorus of the day *.

- VIII.

Oſt I leave the world behind,

Often bend my pathleſs way

Through this dale, with penſive mind,

And attend thy ſºothing lay. -

* The nightingale ſings by day as well as by night.-It is rather ſtrange that this fia

has not been obſerved by any of our Engliſh Poets. "
Often:
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IX.

often, hid within the grove,

Let me try thy tuneful art,

Whilſt the ſweet concerns of Love

Revel in my thrilling heart.

E P I L O G U E,

intended to have been ſºoke: y the Lady who
played ches R Y in the Beaux Sir R atA

cºm. that was to have been atted for the

Benefit of that celebrated and ill-treated Lady,

the Cheval i < * * D'EoN.

BY THoMAS ANDREWS, ESQ.

Varium et mutabile—ſºnper Femina.

VIRG 11..

OUR Play then the “Beaux Stratºgem”

is nam'd,

For ſcheme and deep contrivance deeply
fam'd

of what M-n do, ye Powers, how great

the fuſs— -

Can they in tricks and plotting equal uſ *

Why, even poor I, an innocent Bar-maid

As ever exercis'd the ſimple trade,

In my poor harmleſs unſuſpected way,

Their whole ſex under contribution lay.

In ſome unguarded and ſome tender hour,

hat age, what ſtaticn, has eſcap'd my

power —

Biſhops and Generals, Magiſtrates and Beaux

Oh me, what curious ſcenes could I diſcloſel

The Army's ſtratagem, the Law's chicane,

'Gainſt me have try'd their ev'ry art in
vain'

Yet poor my ſchemes, my plots, alas, how

ſlight,

When ſet againſt our Heroine's of to-night;

Who with ſuch ſkill, ſuch maſtery of art,

Thro' various life has play'd her motley

part;

And dup’d alone by thoſe all-duping things,

The faith of Peers—the promiſes of Kings.

But in our general ſatire of the Great,

9ne bright example * mocks their common

fate ; -

His truth as ſacred as his Royal Race,

‘To-night's feſtivity he deigns to grace.

Bleſt with each winning art, each power to

pleaſe,

He awes with dignity, he charms with eaſe.

heſe outward graces but refle&t his mind,

Friend to diſtreſs, and patron of mankind;

With Pity's gen'rous tear his eye ovel flows

th kind munificence his hand beſtows.

His empire riſes, built on Virtue's plan,

he Prince rever'd, but idoliz'd the Man.

Such claims as theſe o'er every hqart muſt

reign,

And ariſtocratize e'en Thomas Pa 1N r.

In one profeſſion Man's content to ſhine,

Lawyer or Stateſman, Scholar or Divine,

Thro’ each of theſe our Heroine has run,

Nor by our lordly Tyrant been outdone.

See her in Paris' Academic bowers,

How 'bove her own, how 'bove his ſex ſhe

towers ;

How ſhe appals the liſt'ning crowd with

awe,

Doğtor of Civil and of Canon Law.

Captain of Horſe in Oſlerwick's fam'd field,

See to her proweſs Pruſſian legions yield.

l:er ſkill in politics then next ſhe tries,

And foil, the boaſted wiſdom of the wiſe.

Her diplomatic arts ſo greatly ſhew, -

The whole corps hail her, “...wond’rous

Plenipo'.”

She next, with look ſevere, and ſolemn air,

Aſcends the literary f Cenſor's Chair :

See 'round her throne the trembling Authors

wait,

And from her ſov’reign nod expcét their

fate. *

Next then our pious and our rev'rend Maid

The Clergy's hallow'd province dares invade;

Like any Prelate of them all ſhe preaches,

And practiſes, unlike them, all ſhe teaches;

To poor Old England gives ſuch ſage

advice ],

'Twould make her great and happy in a

trict.

Nay, more to puzzle Man, and more perplex,

She trenches on his great prerogative of ſcº 1

Nay, ſtart not, Ladies, tho' I'm ſure you'li

ſtare,

Fre: Maſon is our wond’rous Chevaliere!-

Thus changing thro' life's drama ſhe has paſt,

Conſtant in worth and honour to the laſt;

To this one principle for ever true,

Unvaried in her gratitude to you.

To a FR I E N D.

Sºlº He, whoſe all-creating thought

From forth primaval darkneſs brought

The radiant orbs of light,

Now bid ſome ſtar no longer burn,

Some circling planet's lamp return

To everlaſting night;

Or while yon comet's awful train,

Whirling thro’ AEther's boundleſs plain,

Commands the wond'ring ſight,

Should its dread blaze at once expire,

Who would lament th' extinguiſh’d fire,

Or mourn the parted light?

* His Royal Highneſs the Prince of Wales, who was expected to have been preſent.

t Mad. D'Eon was Royal Cenſor for Books on Belles Lettres and Hiſtory at Par

! See “Epitre aux Anglois dans leurs trifles Circooſances," 1788.

is.

sa.
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so, ſhould the bards who ſtrive in vain

Parnaſſus' lofty height to gain,

Their fruitleſs toil give o'er;

Inſtead of grief cr plaintive tears,

Who would not bleſs his reſcu'd ears,

With dulneſs teaz'd no more ?

Yet if th’ immortal Youth, whoſe ray

leads o'er yon hills the welcome day,

And warms the genial ſkies,

Rob' in etherial flames, his head

Askould heave from out his wavy bed,

Then ſink no more to riſe ;

In vain to hope his blºſt return,

How would eječied Nature mourn,

In ſounds of ſad deſpair,

That he who wont her ſcenes to grace

No more ſhould lift his ſmiling face,

And wave his golden hair!

O LEl us, thou whoſe cloudleſs morn

At once the blended beams adorn

Of all the fav'ring Nine,

So ſhall we grieve, if each coy Muſe

Thy nocntide hours of life refuſe

To bleſs with ſmiles benign.

Not ſo, my friend, does Heaven decree;

The tuneful Siſters yet for thee

Prepare the circling bays:

Before my bleſt prophetic eyes

E’en now thy future glories riſe,

And claim immortal praiſe.

ANECDOTES of LORD BATH with an ORIGINAL LETTER from Sir RoberT

THE following Let T E R reſpeding the

inanner of annihilating the popularity of

this once celebrated and dangerous Dema

gogue, is ſaid to have been written to that ex

cellent Prince G so Ro E the S + cosp, by S I R.

Ron E R r WA i.ro: E, one of his Miniſters,

It is printed from a more correct copy than

has hitherto appeared, and may, perhaps, be

deemed not altogether inapplicable to ſome of

the Leaders of the preſent Oppoſition in Parr

liament.

“ Sir,

** T H E violence of the fit of the ſtone

which has to met,ted me for feme days, is

now ſo far abated, that although it will not

permit me to have the honour of waiting on

your Majeſty, it is yet kind enough to enable

me to far to obey your orders, as to write

ry frtiments concerning that troubleſome man

M. R. Pu LT EN sy, and to point out (what I

conceive to be) the mºſt effectual way to

rake him perſ: &ly quiet. Your Majeſty

but too well knows how, by the dint of his

s!cquence, he has captivated the mob, and

attained ſuch an unbounded popularity, that

the moſt manifeſt wrºng appeals right when

adopted and urged by him ; hence it is that

Joe is become not only troubleſome, but even

dargº rous. The unthinking multitude he

lieve that he has no chject in view but the

public good. If they, however, would re

fl &t a little, they would ſoon perceive, that

£niten againſt thoſe whem your Majeſty has

honoured with your confidence, has greater

weight with him than real patriotiſm, ſince

let any meaſure be propoſed, however ſalº

tary it may be, if he think; it comes from me,

it is ſufficient for him to oppoſe it.

“ Thes, Sir, you ſee but too plainly, that

aff,irs of the moſt monºenteus concern are

subječt to the ºrice ºf this tºpºlar man

;rd he has netting to do bºt to declare anyº

tº-rr, that lic pleaſes a Miniſt, rial prºject, and

WALPOLE to GEORGE the SECOND, reſpecting that Nobleman.

to bellow out the word Favourite, and then

he has directly an hundred pens drawn againſt

it, and a thouſand mouths open to contradićt

it. Under theſe circumſtances he bears up

againſt the Miniſtry (and let me add againſt

your Majeſty yourieit), and every uſeful

ſcheme muſt be either abandoned, or if it is

carried in either Houſe of Parliament, the

public is made to believe that it is effected

by an abandoned and a corrupt Majority.

“Since, then, Sir, things are thus circum

ſtanced, it is become abſolutely neceſſary for

the public tranquillity, that MR. Pu LT EN Er

ſhould be made quiet ; and the only method

to do that effectually is, to deſtrºy his popu

larity, and ruin the good opinion the Teeple

entertain of him. In order to effect this, he

ſhould be invited to Court—your Majeſty

ſhould condeſcend to ſpeak to him in the moſt

favourable and diſtinguiſhing manner—you

ſhould make him believe that he is the cry

perſon upou whoſe opinion you can rely, and

to whom your people look up for uſeful mea.

ſures, and (as he has already ſeveral times

refuſed to take the lead in the Adminiſtration

unleſs it was totally modelled to his can

fancy) your Majeſty ſhould cloſe in with his

advice, and give him leave to arrange the

Adminiſtration as he pleaſes, and to put into

office thoſe whom he chutes; and in this

there can be no danger, as you may alw, ys

diſmiſs him whenever your Majeſty thinks

fit.

“When he has got tº.us far (to which his

extreme ſelf-love, and the high Sºtninn he

entertains of his own importance, will eaſily

conduce), it will be neceſſary that your Ma

jeſty ſhould ſeem to affect a regard fºr his

health, and ſignify to him, that yºur affairs

will be ruined if he ſhould chance to dº i

that you wiſh to have him certinually jear

you, to profit by his excellent advic-, and

therefore that (as he is nuch diſordered in
tº .
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body, and ſomething infirm) it will be ne

ceſſary for his preſervation that he ſhould quit

the lIouſe of Commons (where mºevolent

tempers will be continually fretting him, and

where indeed his preſence will he tice lºſs, as

no ſtep will be taken there but accºrding to

his advice), and that he will permit vow to

tive him a liſtinguiſhing mark of ye trºp

probation, in creating him a r R. This he

may moſt aſſuredly be brought to, for (f I

know anything of mankind) he has a love

for honours and money, and, notwithſtanding

his great haughtineſs and ſeeming contempt

of honours, he may be brought over to them,

if the rºmatter is managed with dextci ify, for,

as the Poet Fenton ſays, flattery is an oil that

ſºften, the toughºſt fool. If your Majeſty

can once bring him to accept of a coronet, all

will be over with him. The changing Mul

titude will ceaſe to have any confi lence in

him ; and when you ſee that, your Majeſty

may turn your back upon him, diſmiſs him

from his poſt, turn out his meddling parti

zans, and reſtore things to quiet. For if he

complains in that ſituation, it can be of no

avail, the bee will have loſt his ſting, and

will become a drone, whoſe buzz nº nobody

heeds. -

“Your Majeſty will pardon me for the

freedom with which I have given my enti

ments and advice. I ſhould not have done

ſo had not you commanded it, and had l not

been certain that your peace is much diſturbed

by the contrivances of this turbulent man. I

ſhall only add, that I will deſire ſeveral per

ſons whom l know to wiſh him well, to ſo

licit for his eit.bliſhment in power, that you

rmay ſeem to yield to their entreaties in taking

him into power, and that the fineſis may be

the leſs liable to be diſcovered.

“I hope to have thehonour to attend your

Majeſty in a few days, which I ſhall do

privately, that my public preſence may give

him no umbrage.”

:-:::::::::::

As ecdotes of Lond B.A.T.u.

Lord Bath, in the latter part of his life,

uſed to declare, that nothing gave him ſo

much uneaſineſs as his oppoſition to Sir Ro.

bert Walpole's famous Exciſe Bil, which he

thought the wiſeſt Bill that was ever planned

by any Miniſter. Lord Bath had, indeed, in

conjunction with the reſt of the O, poſition to

Sir Robert, reſolved not to ſpeak againſt it;

until, according to the Dean of Glouceſter,

theſe excell.n. Patriots were told by that cmi

went one Lord Bolingbroke, that he ſuppoſed

they did not intend that Sir Rºbert ſhould he

Miniſter for ever; that he knew as well as

they did the wiſdom of the Bill; but the

viſer auy meaſure was that was propoſed by

a Miniſter; the more it ſhon'd be oppoſed by

thoſe whº wiſhed to ſucceed to him. “ A

fºoliſh neaſure,” added he, “a wavs entatis

diſgrace upon its propoſer ; , ſo ſpeak againſ:

this meaſure—declaim ſtrongly againſt it—

tell john Bull that his houſe is his caſtle, and

that no ſervants of the Crowu ought to enter

it.” &c.

'p. ſolinſon uſed to ſay, that he b-lieved

Sir Rohert Walpole was the wiſeſt an the

beſt Miniſter this country ever produced ;

“for,” added he, “he would have kept it

cver it, peace, if he had not been forced into

a war.” And that excellent politician the

Dean of Glouceſter ſays of him, that by are

Act of Parliament he toºk off one humd.ed

and twenty rates from the Cuſtom-houſe,

books. Even David Hume gave him credit,

in two of his “ſays, for good intentions,

ſome abilities, and goºd-humour; and who -

ſhall d-fire greater praiſe than that of his ad

verſaries *
-

Lord Bath was a man of great wit as well

as of great eloquence.

“How many Martials are in Pulteney loſt,” .

ſaid Mr. Pope of him. A lady of great on

ſervation, now living, ſaid one day in Jiſºri

minating between him and Lord Cheſt rhººd, *

that the oae could nºt help bling always

witty, and that the other was always trying
to be ſo.

, Lord Bath was ſo ſordidly covetous, that

on the death of his only ſon, Lord Pulteney,

who had a little time before that event ſent

over from Spain ſome wine as a preſent to the

late Mr. Charles Townſend, he applied to

Mr. Towntend for the money for it, which

was tranſmitt. to him. Lord Pul-eney on

his death-bed left a relation of his (the only

tiling he could leave him) his poſt-chaiſe.

For this Lord Bath obliged him to pay. The

late Mr. Thomas Davies, in his Review of

Lord Cheſterfield's Characters, mentions that

Lord Bºth uſed to pack up light money in

bags, with wuich he paid his tradeſmen every

week. If, however, they objected to this,

or affected to count it, he uſed to tell them,

they muſt cºll again—he had not time then to

wait upon them. This, the late Dr. Johnſon"

uſed to ſay, feveral of Lord Bath's ſtiends

withed to contradict, but were not ſucceſsful

in their attempt. So it is in human charac

ters but too often as in other things–Media

defense lºrum ſarget amari ali; wid. -

Lºrd Bath, on the death of Lord Wii

mington, ſent over to George the Second to

other him his ſervices in his room ; the King

would not, however, accep; then, and ſalu

ſºmething very cont-mºunts of him, that

he did no know wºut be wºuld tº at, and

tº it he would not trutt him.

Wh: the Scºtre ga olie Jay expreſſ d his

Cidadsiacuva
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diſſatisfaction and apprehenſion at the retiring

from Adminiſtration of ſome Dukes and Earls

&c. Lord Bath ſaid very coolly, “Your Ma

jetty has no occaſion to give yoarſelf much

trouble about that, I can get you Duke for

Duke, Lord for Lord, and Baronet for Ba

ranet. to ſupply their places, as long as your

A1.jetty wants them.” Mr. Pope tºys,

“See all our Nobles panting to be ſlaves.”

Lord Bath uſed occaſionally to viſit New

market, not to gamble, but to amuſe him

F O R. E. IGN

ſelf with the diſſipation of the place. On

his going there ſoon after his being created a

Peer, a venerable Lawyer, now living, re.

members to have ſeen him ſo ſhunned even

by the frequenters of that immaculate ino',

that he was ſeen walking alone with Baii

horſe upon the Parade.

Lord Bath was one day complaining to the

Dowager Lady Townſhend that he had a pain

in his ſide.—“How is that poſſible 2" re.

plied the female wit; “I never knew that

your Lordſhip had any fide.”

I N T E L L IG E N C E.

F R o M T H E L ON DO N G A Z E TT E, &c.

Pruſ's, May 18. -

NTELLIGENCE has bc, n juſt received

here, that the little town of Bavay *,

between Valenciennes ard Maubeuge, was

yeſterday taken by the Auſtrians, and 108

inen, with four officers, who were there

poſted, made priſoners. I. G.

Stockholm, April 27. Mr. Ankerſlroºm,

who ditcharged the piſtol at the late King

of sw-den, has be n ſentenced by the priº

cipal tribunal of Stockholm to have his

right and cut off, to be afterwards behead

ed, and his body to be divided into four

paris, and expoſed upon the wheel; and

the crun.inal was ordered to be publicly

whipp'd in three diff, rent quarters of the

tov, n, for three ſucceſſive days previous to

his executiºn; which previous puniſhment

having been inflicted upon him, he was this

day behead-tº accordingly. Ivid.

Coº? intinºple, May to. On the 3d inſt.

the (, , and Vizir Juſufi Paſhaw was depoſed

from that office, and is ſucceeded by Meek

Mcncinºne: Paſhaw of Canea, in Candia.

1 he plague has manifeſted itſelf in every

pºrt of this reſidence and the neighbouring

villages. Accidents of the contagion hap

pen daily in Galata and Pera : it has alſo

made great progreſs in the Archipelago,

and many parts of Aſia, particularly at

Smººn". Ibid.

Jºuſſia, May 20. The Municipality of

this city gave a grand dinner to 500 perſons,

on the 13th inſt. The King of Pºland,

who was among the company, when his

health was drank as King, roſe and faid,

* The neriod is arrived, in which artificial

diſtint"ons ceaſe, except as far as they are

conferred by the people, and are acknow

Jedg-d by thoſe who are honoured with

them to be ſo conferred. Five ki Municipa

lite ” Afterwards the King dratik, lºve it

Nation; and the hall reſounded with the

ſhoots of, Wire la Roi, Wave ic fºr riºr Citoyºs,

*we l'Ami des H.º.º.e, —[Long live the

King, Long live the firſt citizen, Longſ &

the Friend of Mankind J -

Bºuffé's, May 25. This Government has

received an account that General Sztaray,

who had been quartered at Charleroy, to

watch the movements of M. de la Fayette's

army, having underſtood that a large de

t"chment was poſted at a place called Fº

renne, at no great diſtance from Philipville,

he reſolved to attack it, though his force

was tºuch inferior ; M. de Gouvi-n's num

bers being citimated at ſeven thouſand, and

thoſe of Gencral Sztarav at but three. The

French, after an obſtinate reſiſtance, in the

end gave way, leaving 150 dead, ſeveral

wounded, thrºe pieces of cannon, and all

their baggage and ammunition; the loſs of

the Auſtrians was, four killed, and as

wounded. No more particular cºrrum

ſtances of this action are as yet received. i. 6.

Vienna, May 30. The Count de Raſoº

mouſky, Ambaſſador from the Court of

Peterſburgh, received an official notification

on the evening of the day before yeſterday,

that the troops of the Empreſs Catharine

had entered Poland on the 21ſt inſt. in three

different quarters, viz. by the way of Li

thuania, Kiovia, and Podolia.

Harſaw, 7une 1. The ſpirit and vigºur

of the nation are encreaſed by the unan

mity that reigns in our Councils. The

King is the centre of union. In a ſpeech

which his Majelly delivered to the Dict,

after the communication of the memorial

from the Empreſs of Ruſſia, we may per

ceive the line of conduct he purpoſes tº

purſue. The ſpeech was to this purpºr:

The Empreſs's declaration being read in

full Diet, on the 21ſt ult. his Poliſh Majeſty

roſe and ſaid—

“ Thus you ſee by this declaration, that

not only your act of the 3d of May, but all

thoſe previous to it, are treated with con

tempt.

“You ſee the attempt to annihilate the

* Bavay is a littic own in French Hainault.

authority
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authority, and the very exiſtence of this

Diet, and to overturn our independence.

“You ſce thc open protection given to

our few countrymen, who riſe up againſt

the general will and welfare of our country.

“Hence, you muſt ſee alſo the moſt prº ſing

neceſſity of providing all means for the ci

fectual defence and ſalvation of our country.

“ Theſe means are two-fold. The fir it

conſiſt in whatever courage and reſolution

may inſpire; and whatever in this reſpect

you may determine upon, I ſhall not only

approve, but declare that I will go and ex

poſe myſelf wire rever and whenever my

preſence may be thought uſeful, either to

ſhare the dangers with you, or to direct

our forces. The ſecond ought to be ſought,

and may be found in negociation.

“ In the firſt place, we ſhould apply to

our ally the King of Pruſſia. You will re

collett, that from the beginning almoſt of

the preſent Diet, our moſt important deli

berations and deciſions were made with the

advice and counſel of this Monarch ; eſpe

cirly in liberating ourſelves from the gua

rantee of Ruſſia; in our miſſion of embaſſy

to the Ottoman Porte ; in removing Ruſſiºn

troops and magazines from the territories;

and in form.jpg, at the expreſs wiſh of this

gº neious neighbour, a gºvernment, on

whoſe baſis he could build an alliance with

us ; whereby he ſolemnly engaged himſelf,

to uſe firſt his good offices, and, in caſe of

their failing, to aſſiſt us effectually with ſuf

ficient forces to maintain our independence

and poliefſions. Both theſe objects are

e:ſentially attacked by the declaration before

you, which treats as crimes and tranſgreſ.

ſons thoſe very acts which paſſed in perfect

underſtanding with, and the unanimous con

currence of the King of Pruſſia.

“ It is my opinion alſo, that we ought

to addreſs the King of Hungary, as one of

“r neighbours, to whom it cannot be in

different to ſee Poland either invaded and

jubducq by, or dependºnt on a Potentate,

iron whom his poſicii ns were hitherto

Čivided by a long tract of Poliſh territories.

“And it appears to me the more juſt and

ravural to claim the friendſhip of the Elec

1 r of Saxony, as we have given ſo many

unequivocal proofs of our attachment to

h, In, that the very ſenſe of return will

prompt him to ſeck for meats of avºrting
thoſe evils with which we are threatened.

“Shoul' otºer means be found to open

the proſpect of negociation, in preference

to ccurring to arms, none ſhould be reject

ed, none negletted

“ It is hardly credible, that ſuch a wiſe

and magnanimous Princeſs as Catherine II.

would reſiſt ſo many reſpectable remon

frances, tending to prevent all thoſe cala

on it res which a war brings with it; and

whoſe effects, direful to humanity, are cer

tainly in oppoſition twº her feeling heart,
Vol. XXI.

particularly when it ſhall be proved to her

that ſhe was miſled by , lie repreſenta

tions of facts made by a few of our citizens;

it being known to all Europe, that noue of

the pretended violences accompanied our act

of the 3d of May; and that neither our re

publican government, nor our liberty, have

ſuffered in the leaſt thereby.

“ But ſince the preſſure of circumſtances

demands our utmoſt care to direct and haſteu

every reſource towards our defence, without

which no negociation can be expected to

ſucceed, you will eaſily perceive, that loſs

of time, dangerous on all occaſions, but

more eſpecially at the preſent moment,

would be moſt detrimental.

“I therefore wiſh, as well as hope, that

you will take into your moſt ſerious con

ſideration ſuch matters as demand moſt

ſpeedy deciſion.”

The King then proceeded to recommend

ſeveral objects to the conſideration of the

Diet for the defence of their country. -

The next day the Diet addreſſed their

thanks to the King for his paternal ſpeech,

and decreed, that the command in chief of

the armies of the Republic ſhould belong to

his Majeſty. , All ranks of citizens are vicing

with each other who ſhall be fore moſt, or

who moſt cordial ºn preſenting their patri

otic gifts for the ſupport of the approaching

war, in caſe all negociations fail.

Accounts from Warſaw, dated June 2,

confirm reports reſpetting a commencement

of hoſtilitics in favour of Poland ; the facts

are to the following effect :-Lieutenant

Golciowſki, of the National Cavalry, com

manding an advanced poſt of 3oo men, was

attacked by a body of 2000 Ruſſians; theſe,

Lieutenant Coleiowſki having return, d their

fire, he charged with ſuch impetuoſity,

ſwºrd in hand, that they were completel
broken. A general action followed, ...

laſted two hours and a half, and tº rminated

in favour of the Poles, 3oo Ruſſians being

left dead on the fic la. Theſe Ruſſians are

at the ſame time ſpoken of as a body of

choice men, and the moſt active in teking

Bereziºt and Iſmailow in the late war with

Turkey.

The Diet and the King of Poland, upon

occaſion of the preſent invaſion by the En

preſs of Ruſſia, have addreſſed an exhorta

tion to the people of that country. . It come

cludes, after ſome details not ſo immedi

ately intereſting, with the folk wing fine

paſſage :

“You ſee, Citizens, wha is your fituation,

you ſee what meaſuresyour King and Dict un

‘dertake for the common ſafety. Let the

defence of your country engage all your

thoughts and attention ; let the ſłr.&teſt peace

and union prevail amongſt you in ſuch a criti

cal moment as this. Follow your King, your

Father, yourCommander, follow him whom

you have raiſed to the thrºus from amongſk

Q q 3 yvul
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yourſelves, and who, in his advanced age,

is going with yºv to expoſe his life in the

common defence of his country. Let us

encourage each other by words and exam

ples; let us boldly encounter all danger, in

ſupport of our iaws and liberty. Let us con

quer all difficulties and dangers by our cou

rage and fortitude. Let every man conſider,

that on the preſent ſate of the Republic de

pends his own, that of his children, and

his lateſt progeny.

“ Thou God of Armies, God of our

forefathers, who ſeeſt the innocence and the

juſtice of our cauſe, who knoweſt the purity

of our intentions, infuſe and maintain the

ſpirit of union and concord in the Poliſh

nation ; grant ſucceſs to thoſe arms whoſe

obj čt is not to ſhed blood for the ſake of

ambition, or unjuſt ſpoil, or dominion over

others, but ſolely to defend our National

Laws and Liberty, which thou alloweſt to

free and rational beings—to defend that

country which thy Almighty Power has ſo

often protected, and which even now thou

baſh reſcued frºm the brink of deitruction

by the ſpirit of thv wiſdom and counſels.

A faithful King and Nation implore thy

affiſtance, and wil praiſe is hymns of gºat

tude thv providence and mercy.”

Bruſſels, June 12. Intelligence has been

received by this government, that early yeſ

terday morning a body of Auſtrians, cod

ſiſting of about 50oo men, attacked a French

corps, commanded by M. Gouvion, who

were encamped near 2 tmall town called

Berſilly, directly in the hime to Mors,

and, after deſtroying all the batteries, car

ried the camp, and obliged the French to

ſhelter themſelves in Maubeuge. The loſs

on the ſide of the latter was ſaid to be ace

men, and on that of the Auſtrians only 39.

M O N T H L Y C H R O N 1 C L E.

May 27.

This night's Gazette contains his Ma

jeſty's Proclamation (in conſequence

of hoſtilities between the Moſt Chriſtian

King and the King of Hungary, and for the

Preſervation of friendſhip with their ſaid

Majeſtics) ſtrićtly forbidding all Britiſh ſub

jećts fron fitting out ſhips for the uſe of

thoſe powers, and from receiving commiſ

fions to ſerve as marines in the navy of either

State.—The Proclamation ſets forth, that

the Chriſtian King had cauſed application to be

made to his Majeſty, to forbid the fitting out

privateers or letters of repriſal to diſturb or

any ways damage his ſubjects; and his Ma

jeſty forbids the ſame under the ſevereft pu

niſhments that can be inflicted, beſides being
liable to make reſtitution.

Ju Nr 2. This night's Gazette contains the

Addreſs of the Lord Mayor, Aldermen,

&c. of the city of London to his Majeſty,

offering their “grateful thanks to his Ma

jeſty for the wiſdom and benevolence

evinced by the Royal Proclamation for ſup

preſſing ſeditious publicatious and criminal

correſpondences, which may be produćtive

of the moſt alarming and dangerous conſe

quences.” His Maj-ſty received the Addreſs

very graciouſly, and aſſured his loyal citi

zens they ſhould always receive every mark

of his attent on and regard.

KING's B I RTH-DAY.

Ju N E 5.

The Drawing-room had ſome viſitors

fo earlv as one, and before two their

Majeſties aroº, the Marquis of Saliſbury,

and other ºffices of his Majeſty's houſhold,

immediately preceding the King, the Earl of

*otto", baud tº the Quecn, and the Gentie

men of her Majeſty's houſhold the Pris

ceſſes.

The Duke and Ducheſs of York came

abnut three, and the Prince at four.

The company conſiſted nearly of all the

Nobility and perſons of faſhion in towº.

The Drawing-room has been ſcarcely ever

fuller, and it was long after ſix befort as

the company had left it.

The ball-room was crouded ſoon afer

eight o'clock, and at nine their Majehics

entered the circle, when the ball com

msnced.

The minuet dancers were as follow :

Prince of Wales, Princeſſes } º,
Auguſta,

- Elizabetta

Duke of York, Princeſſes Mary,

Ducheſs of York,

Duke of clarents, #.
Marc. of Saliſbury,

Lady F. Some, ſet,

Lady M. Bertie,

Lady Car. Montague,

Ctſs. of Hillſborough,

Lady Ann Townſend,

Lady Iſabella Thynne,

} Lady Caroline Willºrs,

There were ſix other minuets, and ot's

contry-dance ; aft, r which, it being twelve

o'clock, their Maj.ſties retired.

Prin. Wil. of Glouc. }

Mar, of worceſter, 3

'Marquis of Lorn,

Earl of Morton,

His Majeſty, as uſual upon his own birth

day, was dreſſed in a plain ſuit of broad

cl_th and gold.

The Prince of Wales. Carmelite and pear'co

loured ſtripe ſilk coat and breeches, and white

ſilk waiſtcoat and coat cuffs, all very richly

embroidered with filver and Ron's, in

flow tr;
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-flowers of the fineſt colours. The ſeams

covered with an appliquée to correſpond with

the coat border, and the body of the ſuit

cinbroidered entirely with ſilver ſpangles.

His Royal H ghneſs wore diamond ihoe

and knee bucklcs, a diamond ſtar, George

and Garter, and the diamond ſword and

epaulette which has been ſo much admired

on former birth-days.

The Duke of York, in full dreſs regimentals.

Duke of Clarence was in the naval uni

form.

Duke ºf Gloucºſer, in full dreſs regimen
tals.

Prince William of Gloirºſler, a blue ſilk
coat embroidered with ulver.

- Lap 1 Es Dr Essrs.

Her Majeſty, upon this occaſion, was dreſſ

ed with more than uſual magnificence. The

Petticoat was of green ſilk, entirely covercd

with Bruſſels point, thrown very fully over

it, with a looſe drapery of lilac ſilk covered

•lſo with lace, and drawn up in felloors

with large bouquets of diamo ds. At the

bottom, a flounce of fine lace, beaded with

rows of large diamonds. The robe and

train white and ſilver ſilk, trimmed round

with a border of lilac ſilk covered with lace.

The cap blood, with bandeaus and girdle of

diamonds. The dreſs worn by her Ma

jeſtv could not be worth leſs than 1 oo, oool.

and the taſte diſplayed in the arrangement

*f the whºle was well ſuited to ſuch an ex

penditure.

Princeſ, Royal and Princeſ, Auguſta. white

crape petticoats ſuperbly embroidered with

blue ſoil flowers and oak leaves, in perpen

dicular ſtripes, in erm xed with branches of

ſilver flowers. Between the ſtripes a rich

embroidery of fiver ſpangles in loops. At

the botton, rich ſilver fringe, with blue

taſſels, to ſuit the flowers. The body and

train rich blue ſilver tiſſues, trimumcd round

with rich ſilver fringe.

Princeſ. Elizabeth the ſame, except that the

prevailing colour in her R. H.'s dreſs was

pink, inſtead of blue. -

Princeſ. Mary and Princeſ, Sophia the

ſame as the Princeſs Royal, except that the

tripes upon the petticoat were diagon-lin.

ſtead of perpendicular.

Her keyil Highneſ, the Ducheſ of York.

The petticoat white crape, embroidered

with lilac ſtones and filver ſpangl s. Dra

pery crape land embroidered with flowers

and leaves in oil, tied up with wreaths of

lilac in foil. Chains of diamonds talling

diagonally from left to right. At the bot
toin, deep fringe of lilac beads and ſilver.—

Train white crape ſilver ſpangled and ſtriped

with vermicelli thenille in ſilver. The Curſºt

richly embroidered with lilac and ſilver.

I) amond ſtomacher and bouquet; feathers

of diamonds and diamond bandreus in the

cap, with lilac foil of the ſame pattern as

in the dreſs. White oſtrich feathtry.

Princeſ, Sophia of Glouceſter, in light grec.n

body and train, ſilver tiſſue petticoat in
waves. -

Impartiality and the limits of our Ma

gazine confine us to a deſcription of the

dredes of the Royal Family only. It is.

however, with the greateſt pleaſure we can

agd, that the Court in general was uncom

monly crouded and ſpiciodid, and that the

Nobility and Gentry ſeemed to vie with

each other in every poſſible mark of loyaly

and reſpect on this auſpicious day.

A young Chineſe, apparently about fourtren

years of age, very elegantly attired in the

habit of his country,was preſent at the perfor

mance of the Ode, and in the Ball-room.

The head-dreſs of the Ladies was gene

rally in ſmall curls, extremely low in front,

ſo that the cap covered part of the lorehrad,

and two curls on the ſides. Ear- ings and

necklaces were worn as uſual.

Colos' ed and white beads were much

wo: in about the petticoats; and artificial

ſlow crs in wreaths acroſs the petticoat were

almoſt general. Featners in the head-dreſs

were univerſal.

The Gentlemen's hair was dreſſed within

a very mºdeiate ſize, and iu ſmall curls.

-

* 6. During the diſplay of fireworks on

the Thames laſt night two Weſt-country

barges ran foul of ſome boats, by which

accident nine perſons loſt their lives. It

apprars the barges were laſhed together,

and either from nattention or want of ſkill

in the coxſwain, ran againſt one of the

lighters from which the fireworks were let

off ; and the anchor of this veſſel dragging,

ſhe drifted with the barges againſt one of the

piers of Weſtminſter. Bridge. To the

lighter three ſmall boats were faſtened, and

before the untortunate crews of them could

extricate themſelves, the ſtrength of the tide

ſwung the barges round, by which circum

ſtance two of the boats were ſunk, and the

third daſhed to pieces agº inſt the pier. In

the boats there were about a dozen perſons,

cight of whom periſhed. A waterman on

board the lighter was the ninth unhappy
ſufferer.

Ju N = 7. The ſeſſion for the juriſdićtion

of the High Court of Admiralty of England

commenced at the Old Bailey, when John

Kimber was tried upon a charge of having

murdered a Negro Girl, and was honour

ably acquitted of the ſame.

Thomas Dowling, the ſurgeon, among

many other things, ſwore that Capt. Kim

ber ſuſprinded the Negro girl five different .

times, firſt by one arm, then by another ;

next by one leg, and then by another; and

laſtly, that he ſuſpended her by the two

hands; and that at ſome of theſe times,

when ſhe was ſo ſuſpended, the Captain

flogged her himſelf with a long whip, with

uncominon ſeverity. The whole time that

Q q 3 2 - ſhºt
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ſhe was ſuſpended might be about half an

hour. Speaking as a profeſſiºnal mºn, he

was of opinion, that the ſuſpending and

floºging were cauſes of the convulticus, and

her death was occaſioned by the convul

ſions.

He admitted, that he did not diſcloſe this

circumſtance in the Weſt lindles after their

arrival– nor at Briſtol at r their return.

except to a few of his private acquaintance.

But that he was ſent to London to give evi

dence before the Committee for the Abo

lition of the Slave Trade; to give an account

of the firing rom on bºard ſlave ſhips on

the town of Calabar; and that he men

tioned this murder to Mr. Wilber'orce the

day before he made his ſpecch for the Abo

lition of the Slave Trade in the Houſe of

onmous.

On his croſs-examination, he denied he

had ever ſaid, “he would be the ruin of

capt. Kimber.” On the contrary, how

ever, e idence was brought, that ſwºre po

ſitively that he had frequently uttered theſe

words.

The evidence of Devereux was in 211

particulars ſimilar to that of Dowling. He

ſwore, that he did not know he had ever

been accuſed of mutiny on board a former

ſhip in which he had ſerved.

Three witneſſes alſo contradićt d Deve

reux on the point of his not knowing that
he was charged with mutiny on board the

waſp ; they poſitively ſwearing that he

was charged v the mutiny on board the

waſp : that he knew it, was told of it, and

himſelf confeſſed that he was guilty of it i

and that on his change from the Waſp, Capt.

Kinbei took him on board the Diſcovery

at Calabar out of human ty.

On he part of the priſoner they ca'led

Mr. Walter Jacks, Mr. Lafer, and Mr. Rid

dle, who all poſitively ſwort, that Dewºing

'the fºrgeon had told then, that Capt. Ainbºr

had uſed him excerdingly ill; that he beſt ved

him to be a raſ, aſ ; that he would be revenged

on him, and would ruin him ºf it were in his

power. Mr Jacks ſaid, theſe words occurred

to him in mediately after he heard that

Capt. Kimber was tak, n into cuſtody.

Theſe three gentlemen alſo ſpoke to the ge

neral character of Capt. Kimber for good

nature and humanity.

which the trial had arrived at this ſtage,

the jury ſaid they were perſectly ſatisfied

of the priſoner's innocence, and gave a ver

dict — Art Gwily.

On the motion of Mr. Pigott, Dowling

and Devereux were committed to Nºwgate

to take their trial for wilful and con upt

erjury, and Mr. Jacks bound to proſecute.

The Solicitor-Gºneral obſerved, that al

though theſe two witnº iſcs had been mate

rºy cºntrºdited in certain points, yet

thºrº was not one witn-fs called on the part

of the coºrdant tº dery the tying, ſuſpend

in g, -ºid the floeging, which was the mate

rial charge againſt Cºpt. Kimber. Mr. Syl

veſter ſuggeſted, that it was probable ſuch

evidence ould be brought torward at he

trials of theſe perſons for perjury.

8. Carne ºn the trial of Cap'. Donali

Trail, late Commander of the Neptune Bu

ran v Bay ſhip, and william Elleringon,

the chief mate, it dicted for the will ul Inui

der of one of the convićts on their paſſage

over, when, after a trial of three hºurs,

they were both honourably acquitted, and a

copy of thºr was indictment granted then.

The Attornºv who was the ºccaſion of theſe

trials, was ordered to be ſtruck off the roll.

Saine day the Admiralty S flion eded,

when the following priſon, 1s were capitally

cºnvicted, and received ſentence of death,

viz. George H. nd unar in, for the wiltul mur

der of Sam. Burn Cowl", late chief mate

of the merchant ſhip call-d the Fly, by

beating and wounding him, and afterwards

throwing him overboard into the ſea at

about one league's diſtance from Anamaboe,

on the coaſt of Africa, to be executed on

Morday, and his body to be anatomized ;

alſo Charles Perry and John Slack, for pi

ratically ſcizing a merchant veſſeſ, called the

Fairy Schoner, at Tentum-qu-rry Roads,

on the Coaſt of Africa, and firing a biun

derbuſs at the reſt of the crew, who were

coming on board in an open canoe,

The execution of the ſentence of death

upon George Hindmarſh is reſpited until

furthcrorders.

At the Whig Club, on Tueſday, Mr.

Fox declared himſelf in the following

words: —

* That however warmly he wiſhed for a

moderate reform in the ſyſtem of our repre

ſentation, he did not agree with a conſider

able number of his friends, who had re

vived the tubjcét with ſuch ſpirit and vigour,

that the preſent was a proper ſeaſon for 'gi

tating the queſtion.”

On the 24th ult, ſentence was paſſed on the

remainder of the conſpirators concerned a

the murder of the late King of Sweden,

Counts Horn and Rºbbing to loſe their right

hands and hears, to be deprived at their

honours, degraded from the rank of Nobles,

and their propºrtv confiſcated. Col. Lilje

horn and licut. Elirenſward to be degraded,

de capitated, and their property confiſcated,

Major Hertmanſdorff to be broke, and r

priſoned for one year. The Counſelict of the

Chancery, Engeilrom, to be deprived of hi.

Nobility and poſt, ard to ſuffe, perpetual

impriſonment ; his brother to loſe his place

of Secretary. The Secretary liljeſirable to

be fed one week on bre, d and water. M--

jor-Gen. Pechlin to be confined in the ſo

trcís of Marſtraand, and his oth, viour to

be reported to the King every ſix ronits by
the Commandant of the fortreſs. Ite

Senator Anigreen, Enhorning the Nota",

and the Bailiff Nordel, have ben pardontd.

All thoſe condemned have claimed the tº

Pic
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pite of 30 days allowed them by law to

put in an arreſt of judgment, or petition

their Sovcreign for pardou.

9. Tueſday and Wedneſday very violent and

dangerous riots prevailed in Mount-ſtºcet,

Groſvenor-ſquare, in which the watch

houſe there, a well conſiructed and hand

ſome building, has been nearly demoliſhed.

The whole originated from the aſſen, bling of

about forty ſervants of ſome neighbouring

eople of faſhion at a public-houſe tº join

in a dance on Monday evening in honour of

his Majelly's birth-day. This, to certain over

zealous officers of juſtice, appeared an in

fringement of the peace, which they very

wiſely took upon them to put a ſtop to by

proceeding to the houſe, and taking all the

jovial band into cuſtody, and confining them

all night in the watch-houſe. Next day,

however, they were all diſcharged, but a

few of the unfortunate people, who behaved

riotouſly at their liberation, ſupplied their

place ; ſeveral of theſe were taken into

cuſtody, and by the exertion of the military

all is now quict, not without ſome perſonal

injury to a few who ſuffered from repeated

firings from the conſtables and patroles,

which were deemed neceſſary to quell the

tumult. No life was loſt.

Wedneſday Mr. Baker, M. P. and Mr.

Bond czamined in the watch-houſe thoſe

who had beca taken up; among them was

the ſecond coachman of the Duke of Glou

cetter, who was bailed for 2001. A young

lad, ſervant to Lady Frances Harpur, was

diſcharged ; and 4 or 5 detained.

It appears that the warrants on which the

livery-ſervan's were apprehended, and con

fined in the Mount-ſtrect watch-houſe, w, re

forged; the Juſtices whoſe names appeared

‘to then, having declared they ſigned no

warrant whatever that day.

9. An affair of honour took place

this morning, between the Earl of

Lonſdale and Captain Cuthbcrt, of the

Gu.rds, which, atter the diſcharge of a

brace of piſtols on each ſide, to tunately

terminated without injury to either party.

lord Lonſdale is an excellent markſman,

and his laſt ſhot would probably have been

fatal, if the bail had not luckily tiruck againſt

a button of Captain Cuthbert, which repel

led it. The ſeconds then inter ſered, and

matters were amicably adjuſted. The cir

cumſtances which led to this hazardous de

cilion were, according to general report,

as follow : Captain Cuthbert, in order to

obviate all increating diſturbances in Mount

ſtreet, had directed that no can rage ſhould

#. ſuffcred to pºſs that way : Lord Loui

ałe, who came in his carriage to Mount

Hireet, was conſ quently obſtructed ; and

hiding the impeciment inſuperable, his

temper was ſomewhat ſuffied ; addreſſing

himſelf, therefore, to Captain Cuthbert, he

rxclaimed, “You r-ſ—l, do yºu know

that I am a lºcer of the realm P' T he

Captain immedia ly replied, “ I don't

know whether you are a Peer, but I know

you are a ſ—d-1, for applying ſuch a term

to an officer on duty, and I will make you

anſwer for it.” A meeting of courſe took

place, and happily concluded as we have

itated. Both parties were as ſpirited in

their hoſtility, as gentlemanly in their ſub

ſequent explanations.

11. Laſt Wedneſday night and Thurſday

monuing a riot took place at Edinburgh i

the mob made an attempt on Mr. Dundas's

houſe, in G, orge's-ſquare, and broke the

windows; after which they rndeavoured to

get into it, but were repulſed by the mili

tary power, who fircd on them, by which

one man was kill, d, and ſeveral wounded.

12. Monday laſt came on before the Court

of King's Bench in Dublin, the trial of Mr.

James Napper Tand v, upon an indictment

for ſending a challenge to his Majeſty's

Solicitor-General, when the Jury, after two

hours deliberation, returned their verdićt Not

Guilty. It was admitted that Mr. Tandy's

letter was meant to call forth a challenge, but

that, time and place being left to Mr. Toler,

it was not an abſolute challenge.

15. His Majeſty wont to the Houſe of

Peers, and being ſcarcd on the Throne

with , the uſual formalities, his Majeſty

cloſed the Seſſion with the following moſt

gracious Sp ech to both Houſes of Parlia

in nt. -

“My Lords and Gentlemen,

“I cannot cloſe the preſent Seſſion of

Parliament without returning you my par

ticular thanks for the attention and diligence

with which you have applied yourſelves to

the di'patch of public buſineſs, and eſpeci

ally to the important objects which I recom

mended to vour conide ration.

“ Gentlem, n of the Houſ of Commons,

“The readin, ſº with witch you have

granted the neceſſary ſupplies, and the freſh

proof which you have given of your con

ftant affection for iny perſon and family, in

enabling me to provide for the eſtabliſh

ment of my ſon the Duke of York, call for

my warm it acknowledginents. I have alſo

oiſ, 1 v., d with the utinoit ſatisfaction, the

meaſures which you have adoptcd for the

ouminution of the public burther's, while

you have, at the ſame time, inade additional

proviſion for the reduct or of the preſent

natiºnal debt, and eſtabliſhed a permanent

ſyſt in for preventing the dangerous accu
mula, ion of debt in future.

“My Lords and Gentlemen,

“ I have is cn, with great concern, the

commencement of hoſtilities in different

parts of Europe. In the preſent ſituation

of affairs, it will be my principal care to

maintain that harmony and good under

ſtancing which tub ſitts between me and the

feveral Belligercºt Powers, and to preſt ve

to my peoplc tº e up tits rºup ed bleſſings of

peace. Aud the aiut-nºcs which I rºcive

- from
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from all quarters of a friendly diſpoſition

towards tº is country, afford me the pleaſing

bope of ſucceeding in theſe endeavours.

“ The recent expreſions of your uniforn

and zealous attachment to the eſtabliſhed

Goveri, incut and Conſtitution, leave me no

room to doubt, that you will, in your ſevcral

counties, be active and vigilant to maintain

thoſe fºntinents in the minds of my faithful

People ; and I have the happineſs of re

ceiving continued and additional proofs of

their juſt feuſe of the numerous and in

creaſing advantages which they now enjoy

, under the proteation and diſtinguiſhed favour

of Providence.”

. Then the Lord Chancelior, by his Ma

jeſty's command, ſaid,

“My Lods and Gentlemen, .

“It is his Maj. fiv's Royal Will and

Pleaſure, that this Parliament be prorogued

to Thurſday the 30th day of Auguſt next,

to be then here holden ; and this Parliament

is accordingly prorogued to Thurſday the

39th day on Auguſt next."

... Ou the return of his Majeſty from the

Houſe of Peers to St. James's, a Privy

Council was held, which was attended by

Mr. Pitt, the two Scoretaries of State, the

Duke of Leeds, Lord Sydney, &c. when

lord Thurlow, Lord High Chancellor,

laid the Seals of his office at his Majeſty's

fe t, addreſſing the King in a moſt fecling

$pet ch, repreſenting the unſullied ſlase

wherein he had reſigned his Commiſſion,

which he had held ſince June 3, 1778; his

Majcity ſeemed much effetted on the occa

for on which Lord Thurlow immediately

withdrew, and the Seals were put into the

çoiutniſſion of Lord Chicf Baron Eyre

(*ho was ſworn in ore of his Majeſty's

Privy Council), Sir W. H. Aſhhurſt, knt.

one of the Judges of the Court of King's

bench, and Sir John Wilſon, knt. one of

the Judges of the Court of Common Pleas,

who kiſſed the King's hand on their ap

Pointment, and, having - taken the uſual

oaths, retired with the Seals of office.

Mr. Wm. Prieſtley, ſon of Dr. Prieſley,

Pro ſent, d hiti,felt to the French National

Aſſembly on Friday lºſt, and demanded

Jeters of naturalization. “ Go,” ſaid his

father to him—“ Go and live among this

brave and hoſpitable people ; learn from

thº ºn to deteſt tyranny and to love liberty.”

~~-1 lic motion for his naturalization was

*arried unanimouſly.

1G. In the Court of Common Pleas laſt

Monday a cauſe was tric d, which involv

tº a new quition upon the bankrupt laws.
7 ine action was brought to recover the ſum

* 30l. 1 os. upon a bill of cxchange ac

tº Pied by the defendant previous to his

bankruptcy. It appard that the detend.

**, ºfter he became a bai krupt, and had

*** d his certificate, acknowledged the

**** he owed the Plaintiff, and ſaid, “He

ſhall loſe nothing by me; I will pay him as

ſoon as it is in my power.” The queſtion

in this cauſe was, “ Whether, as the debt

accrued previous to the bankruptcy, his

certificate was not a bar to the preſent action,

not withſtanding the ſubſequent promiſe of

payment P* Lord Loughborough was of

opinion, that the ſubſequent promiſe of

payment was a waver of the certificate, and

that therefore the plaintiff had a tight to re

cover. Verdict for the plaintiff 30l. 10s.

Lord Kenyon pronounced the opinion of

tke Court of King's Bench, in the caſe,

The King againſt Major, for having ſold

corn with a buſkel different from the Win

chetter meaſure, when his Lordſhip, at the

concluſion of his argument, ſaid, “We

cannot get rid of the effect of theſe poſitive

laws”, meaning the ſtatutes of the 22d and

23d of Charles the Second, “ and the cen

viction muſt be affirmed.”

Ry the above important deciſion, applving

to farmers, and all perſons concerned in the

corn trade, “no corn or grain can be ſold

in any market in this country by any meaſure

but the Wincheſter meaſure.”

21. Tueſday diſpatches were received at

the Secretary of State's Office from Go

vernor Philip, Governor of Botary Bay i

they were brought over in his Majeſty's ſhip

Gorgon, arrived at Portſmouth : they con

tain an account of the people in general

being very healthy; that they had greatly

improved in their agriculture; that the

crops came up very fine and that they were is

the greateſt expectation they ſhould, in a

very ſhort time, be able to boaſt of that

place turning out much more comfortable

than what has been trequently repreſented.

Barrington of famous memory, is ap

pointed by Governor Phillip, High Con

ſtable of Parramatta, a new ſettlement about

fourt cen miles from Sydney Cove, in which

he conducts himſelf with great propriety,

and diſtributes juſtice in a moſt impartial

manner, diſcovering ſingular abilitics and

humanity.

Wentworth the highwayman 25s as

aſſiſtant to the Surgeon Gencial, at Norfolk

Iſland, and tehaves himſelf remarkably

well. He is alſo tutor to the children of

r Colony.

Captain Edwards, late Commander of

his Majeſty's ſhip Pandora, which was lºſt

in Endeavour Straits in the cruiſe of lett

year, is come over in the Gorgon, bring ng

with him the ten mutineers in irons, which

were taken by him at Otaheite.

22. This morning, about four o'clock, a

meeting took place in Hyde Park, between

a Mr. Fizell, an Iriſh attorney's clerk, ºrd

a Mr. Clark, a ſtudent in the law. It

originated at the Cecil-firect Coffee-houſe,

in the Strand, where Mr. F. had invited a

number of his friends to ſuppºr, and de

clining drinking any more about one o'clock
**
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in the morning, his condućt was upbraided

by Mr. Clark, as treating his friends ill.

Mr. Frizell replied, that he did not mean to

give him any offencº, and was ready to

make him any ſatisfaction he required.

Conſtruing this expreſſion into a challenge,

Mr. Clark inſiſted upon meeting him in

Hyde Park. They met, when every thing

was tried on the part of the ſeconds to com

promiſe the matter, but without effect ;

they fired, when Mr. Frizell fell, and ex

pired in leſs than three minutes. Mr. Clark

has ſince abſconded—The Coroner's Inqueſt

have returned the ſingular verdićt of “Wil

ful Murder againſt a perſon or perſons un

known.”

26. The followin: intelligence was received

at the Eaſt India Houſe this day from Sir

Robert Ainſlie, his Majeſty's Ambaſſador

at Conſtantinople.

Extrač aſ a Letter fram Lieutenant-General

Stewart at the Nizam's Dartar, dated Paan

4;al, Feb. 19, 1792.

“ It is with the moſt heartfelt ſatisfačtion

I have juſt received official notice from the

Nizam, of the total defeat of Tippoo's

army, the night of the 7th inſt. and that

Azamul Omrah has written to his Highneſs,

that Earl Cornwallis began the at:ack early

in the evening without guns, ſtorined the

enemy's numerous batteries, after ſome de

lay occaſioned by a nulla in front, entered

the camp, took all the artillery, tents, and

baggage, purſued the fugitives to the Caver,

and before daybreak of the 8th had Poſ

ſeſſion of Scoll Baug and Sher Gungain, on

the iſland, and early in the morning had

ordered up the battering-train for the pur

poſe of commencing the ſiege.

“Since writing the above I have ſeen the

Miniſter's letter, mentioning further, that

the fate of Tippoo is not known, and the

vićtory is ſo compleat as to give the livelieft

hopes of the ſpeedy fall of the capital. A

ſalute of 150 guns has juſt now announced

our ſucceſs.” -

Mr. Herſchel has diſcovered that Saturn

has two rings, ſeparated by an interval of

3ooo miles, through which he has clearly

perceived the ſky. He has meaſured the

outer diameter of the ring, and found it to

be 150,000 niles. He has alſo found, that

the fifth ſatellite of Saturn turns on its axis

in 79 days, 7 hours, 47 minutes, which is

the term of its revolution; ſo that it aiways

preſents the ſame face to the inhabitants of

that planet.

MONTHLY OBITUARY for June 1792.

Now E M B ; R 1791.

T Calcutta, John Gregory, eſq. many

years an eminent merchant in Bengal.

March 1, 1792. In Weſtmorland, Ja

maica, John Cope, eſq. Cuſtos Rotulorum

of that pariſh, and one of the judges of the

Supreme Court.

MAY 1. At Battle, Suſſex, Dr. Giles

Watts. He was educated at Edinburgh and

took his degree at Leyden in 1752.

lo. Mrs. Mordaunt, wife of Mr. George

Mordaunt, of Leadenhall-ſtreet.

13. At Horton Lodge, Epſom, John

Browning, eſq. aged 78.

17. Mr. John Rowe, ſergemaker, at Cre

diton.

At Kinſale, the Hon. and Rev. Gerald de

Çourcy, brother to Lord Kinfalº.

Lately, the Rev. N cholas Roe, Rečior

pf Glyſt St. George, Devon.

19. Mr. Joſeph Dunton, Pulley Green,

Egham, aged 70.

Lately, at Ticehurſt, Suſſex, the Rev.

Chriſtopher Gawthorp, B. D. Vicar of that

Place.

20. Peter I.egh, eſq of Lyme, in the

County of Cteſter, in his 86th year.

Mrs. Power, wife of Mr. Power, of Lime

ſtreet.

Lately, at Ayleſbury, Hugh Barker Bell,

eſq. Fellow of New College, Oxford.

21. At P ntefraſt, in the 100th year of

her "ge, Mrs. Mawhood, mothct of the late

Colonel Mawhood, of the 17th Regiment of
Foot.

At Fortroſe, in his 86th year, Sir Alex

ander Mackenſe, of Coull, Bart.

Edmund Kerſhaw, eſq. of Stockport,

Cheſhire, aged 77.

Colonel Tucker, at Cheſter.

Lately, at Long Iſland, George Mac

kenſe, eſq. Member of his Maj-ity's Coun
cil for the Bahama Iſlands.

22. Dr. Robert Knox, many years inſpec

tor General of the Army.

At Dublin, Mrs. Chalmers, wife of Mr.

Chalmcis, of the Theatre the c, and for

merly of Covent Garden Taeatre.

Lately, the Rev. Ellis Jones, Reāor of

Avington, near Wincheſter.

23. Mr. William Bullock, of S lby, ſlew

ard to Lord Petre.

Lately, at Fairflock, Joſeph Browne

Bunce, eſq. a Captain of the Royal Navy.

Lately, the Rev. Mr. Vaux, Rector of

Courtenhall, near Northampton.

24. George Brydges Rodney, Lord Rod

ney, Baron Rodney of Rodney Sºokr, So

merſ tſhire, Bart. and K. B. Admirai of the

White, and Vice Admiral of England, in

his 74th ye, r. -

23. Mr. Richard Farrington, late a cop

perinith, Tooley-ſtreet, ared 86.

Mrs. Borlaſe, wi'e cf the Rev. Geo. Bor

laſe, B. D. Regiſtrar of the Univerſiy of

Caublidge.

At
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At St. Edmund's-hill, near Bury, Thomas

Svmmonds, eſq. a Captain of the Royal

Navv, aged 6o.

26. At Welton Grange, in his 65th wear,

Richard Bell, eſq. fenior Alderman of the

Corporation of Kingſton-upon-Huli,of which

place he had been twice Mayor. -

27. At Windſor, Mr. John Banyard, Juſ

tice and Alderman of that borough. -

At St. Stephen's Green, Dublin, the Coun

meſs Dowager Mountcaſhell. -

28. At Briſtol, Dr. Thomas Mortimºr

Marryatt, author of “Therapeutics; or,

The Art of Healing.”
Mr. Edward Hill, orange merchant, Bo

tolph-lane. -

Lately, Mr. Thomas Clarke, builder,

Angel-court, Snow-hill.

29. Mrs. Belinda Halhed, at Twickenham.

b Sir William Stanley, of Horton, Chcller,

art.

30. The Hon. Mrs. Cartwright, in St.

James's Place. -

June 1. At weſterham, the Rev. Mr.

Bodicoate, Vicar of that place, and Rector

ef Etchingham, Suſſex.

2. Robert Cliffe, eſq. of Glanford-bridge,

in Lincºlnſhire.

Lately, at Wappenbury, the Hon. Mr.

Doriner, brother to Lord Dormer, of Grove

Park.

3. At Tetbury, the Rev. John Richards,

A. M. Vicar of that place.

Mr. Charles Waterhouſe, many years

maſter of Grigſby's Coffee-houſe.

Mr. Thomas Waring, Accountant and

Inſpector to the Brewery of Meſſrs. Beils,

at Chatham.

Mr. John Honor, Head Carpenter at Aſt

ley's Amphitheatre, who was buried the

preceding morning in the ruins occaſioned by

the exploſion of gunpowder, in making fire

works.

Caeſar Conſtantine Francois Count of

Hoebroek, Biſhop and Prince of Liegº,

aged 69.

4. At Tewkeſbury, the Rev. Francis

Mines, A. M. Vicar of Twining, in Glo

ceilerſhire, and of Spilſbury, in Oxford

ſhºre.

Mr. Robert Boyde, late a ſaleſman in

Lead-ohail-market.

Andrew Wriſon, M. D. Fellow of the

Royal College of Phyſicians at Edinburgh,

aged 74.

5. John Lockley, efg. Firſt Page to the

Prince of Wales.

At Lewiſham, in his 82d year, Mr. David

Henry, formerly printer of the Gentleman's

Magazine, at St. John's Gate.

Mr. Coxe, Principal Carpenter and Ma

chiniſt at Covent Garden Theatre.

Mr. John Antrobus, Principal Clerk at

Meſſrs. Ayton and Co. bankers, Lombard

ilicºt. -

Rev. Jeffery Bentham, ſenior Minor Cº

non and Precentor of Ely.

6. At Kelſton, near Bath, the Rev. Dr.

Woodcock, Vicar of Watford, Hertford

ſhire, and Rećtor of the united pariſhes of

St. Michael wood-ſtreet, and St. Mary

Stryning in the cºty of London.

At Packenham H.ll, Ireland, the Right

Hon. Edward Michael Packenham, Baron

Longford, a Captain in the Royal Navy, to

º he was appointed the 31ſt of May

1755. - -

The Rev. John Longman, father of Mrs.

Broderip, aged 81.

At Cotteridge, King's Norton, the Rev.

Jonas Slanev, ſate of B-ſcot Hail, vicar of

Ruſhall, and many years Magiſtrate for the

county of Stafford.

7. Mr. John Burbank, one of the Prin

cipal Bridgemaſters of the city of London.

At Taunton, Mrs. Danſey, mother of

Lieut. Col. Danſey.

- Mr. Francis Noble, who formerly kept a

circulating library in Holborn.

The Rev. Dr. John Bridle, Reāor of

Hardwick, near Ayleſbury, aged 76.

8. George Gordon, eſq., Aberdour, Aber

deenſhire.

Dr. Hemington, Canon of Chriſt-chºreh,

Oxford, and Vicar of Inkbarrow, Wor

ceiterſhire, in his 78th year.

Miſs Elizabeth Jefferies, eldeſt daughter

of the Rev. Dr. Jefferies, Canon Reſidentary

of St. Paul's.

George Adney, eſq. of Stoke Abbas, in

the County of Dorſet.

At Berkhampſtead, in her ooth year, Mrs.

Ekins, Mother of the late Dean of Carliſle,

and of the preſent Dean of Saliſbury.

Joſeph Jefferſon, eſq. late in the ſervice

of the Eaſt India Company.

9. Gawen Aynſley, of Lit le Harle Tower,

eſq. many years Chairman of the Bench of

Juſtices, in the County of Northumberland.

10. John Aſhurſt, eſq. at Fulhan, aged 68.

Edward Paſton, c'g. late of Barningham

and Appleton in the County of Norfolk.

Lately at Weſt Railin in Lincolnſhire,

Ann Froſt, the wife of David Froſt, a la

bourer, in the 111th year of her age. She

had been three times married, and left 4

daughter, aged 90 years.

11. Charles Simpkins, eſq. brother in law

to Mr. Sheriff Anderſon.

12. Mrs. Day, Relićt of Tho. Day, eſº,

Author of Sar dºor d and Merton.

13. Mr. Joſeph Pearſoº, many years

door-keeper of the Houſe of Commons.

Lately at Cokeſhill, aged 85, Mr. Wºm.

Totte, brother of Dr. Tottie, Canon of

Chriſt Church.

14. Tho. Morton, eſq. Secretary to the

Eaſt-India Company.

Capt. Lucas Wnceler.
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To V O L. XXI. of THE

E U R O P E A N

ESSAYS, DEBATES, NAMES or

-

*

CCOUNT of Mr. Ellis, 3, 125–

John Horne Tooke, 83, 165—Charles

Rene Fourcroy, 92 – John Hoole, 163–

Sir Joſhua Reynolds, 213, 266,414–Alder

man Boydell, 243 - Edward Drinker, 246

—James Quin, 323, 414, 449 – Thomas

Harmer, 362 – Adam Walker, 4.11.

Alleyn, Edward, extracts from his diary, 42 1.

Anecdotes of the King of Portugal, 6–How

ard, 8 - Lord Bacon, 13, 89 – Mr. In

nes, 36 - Count Schaumbourg Lippe, 46

— Sir Robert Walpole, 87 — Handel, 87

— Goldſmith, 88 – from Puttenham, 245

Spence Broughton, 313 – Kyrle, 336.

Anſpach relinquiſhes his terrº:ories, 1

Aſam, deſcription of, 21, 10c.

Bacon, Lord, anecdotes of 13, 89.

Bangalore, account of, 326.

Bar Education for, by Lord Thurlow, 106.

Parrymore, Lord, convicted, , 56.

Bath waters, extract of a letter concerning,

187.

Battle between Ward and Mendoza, 406.

Beauchamp's tour in Perſia in 1787, 9, 97,

177 – Account of the antiquities at Baby

lon, 338.

Pirmingham riots, claims for, 236, 318.

Boileau, ſingular opinion of, 268.

Boydell, Algerman, ſketch of his life, 243.

Brewer's tub, ſize of a, 155.

Broughton Spence, annecdotes of, 313—Let

ter to his wife, 406.

Buchan, Lord, his propoſals about Piereſck's

correſpondence, 233.

Cambridge commencement, account of, 75.

Charcoal, new diſcºvery reſpecting, 24.

Chatterton, Thomas, letter to, 84, anec

dotes of, 265.

Cheſs, on the game of, 1oz.

.Chriſtianity, on the excellence of 295.

Codes of Penal Laws, papers concerning, 186.

Contentment, on the bleſſings of 165.

M A G A Z IN E.

AUTHORS, ANECDOTES, &c.

\

Coxe, William, plan of a work by him, 233.

Detraćtion, a viſion, 43.

Dillon, General, murdered at Liſle, 405.

Diploma by Dr. Harrington, 187.

Draper, Mrs. letters from and to, 149, 327.

Drinker, Edward, life of, 246 – Addition

to, 4 I 4.

Droſſiana, Lord Clarendon, 15, 94, 180 -

Dr. Hough, Biſhop of Worceſter, 16 —

Biſhop Warburton, 26, 257-Monteſquieu,

26 — D'Eon de l'Etoile, ib. – King Hen

ry VIII. 96.-Prince Henry, ib. — Queen

Elizabeth, ib. — Lord Raymond, 181 —

Lord Godolphin, ib.-Marquis d’Arcy, ib.

-Dr. Brown, ib. -- Henry Fielding, 182,

425--Sir Chriſtopher Wren,182-—Dr. Hart

dey, ic.—M. le Duc de Choiſeul, ib.-M. de

Satine, ib.-Mirabeau, 183-Lord Bacon,

ib.—Booth Lord Delamar, 184 — Duke of

Orleans, regent, 260–Duke of Burgundy,

261 – Congreve, 326 — Le Sage, ib. -

Dryden, ib.-Milton, 327–Quin, 425

Handel, ib. – Ducray, 426 -- Louis XIII.

ib. --Anne of Auſtria, ib. -- Cardinal de

Retz, b. -- Cardinal Mazarine, 427 ---

Prince de Condé, ib.--Colbert, ib.--Louis

XIV. ib.--Abbé Prévoſt, 428–-Boileau, ib.

Duel between Kemble and Aickin, 236.

Dulwich College, account of, 363.

Earthquakes, 73, 153.

Eaſt-India intelligence, 144, 236, 317, 391.

Eaſt-India Directors choſen, 318.

Effingham, Earl of, munument voted to him,

I54.

Eß. Palace, account of, 88.

Fpitaph on James Cawthorn, 8.

Execution, 317.

Fires. Pantheon, 74—Northampton, 155--

Dublin Parliament-houſe, 236 — Gotten

burgh, 316 – Evangeliſt-court, 405 --

Houſe of Commons, 4c6.

Flood, Henry, account of, 5o.

Fourcroy,
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Fourcroy, Charles Rene, Life of 92.

France, proceedings of the National Aſſembly

there, 54, 130.

Georgic l improvement, 3.16.

Germany, Emperor of, account of, 235.

Harmer, Thomas, account of, 362.

Haſtings, Warren, account of his trial, 85,

225, 370, 452.

Hive, No. XXIII. 248.

Hooker, remarks on, 7.

Impriſonment of the Learned, 44.

Innundation at Broomſgrove, 318.

Ireland, proceedings in parliament, 154.

Iron maſk developed, 424.

Kimber, Captain, committed, 317.

Knoll, account of, 8.

Letters from Pope, 6— Dr. Johnſon, 17 --

Garrick, 83 —Walpole, 84--Mr. Fayting,

167 -- Dr. Mearns, 187 -- Relative to

Sterne, 168--Sterne, 21 5--Mrs. Draper,

249, 327–- Archbiſhop Williams, 252–

Dr. Franklin, 368 — Broughton, 406 -

Walpole, 478.

Lippe, Count Schaumbourg, annecdotes of46.

Literary intelligence, 233 –– Deſiderata, još.

Mad dog, receipt to cure the bite of a, 157,

318, 342.

Maſonry, Treatiſe on, 124.

Metelin, ſingular cuſtom at, 49.

Miracles, obječtions againſt, anſwered, 360.

Miſcellaneous anecdotes and obſervations, 295.

Montague, Edward Worſley, notice concern

ing, 268— Extračts from his letters, 327,

417.

Moorhouſe, Colonel, chara&er of, 247.

Morocco, revolution there, 237.

National debt, redućtion of, 75.

National income, 156.

Old Bailey, Proceedings at, 74, 157.

Pandora frigate ſhipwrecked, 317.

Parliamentary proceedings. – King's ſpeech,

134—- Debate thereon, ib. -- On Ruſſian

armament, 225, 227—Libel bill, 298,372,

459–Slave-trade, 302,376, 378, 384,457

--Queſtions to judges, 374, Anſwers, 458--

Scot's epiſcopal bill, 375, 459--Police bill,

377--Scot's boroughs, 377––Parliamentary

reform, 386--Unitarian Diſſenters, 466–

On Proclamation, 461, 468––Addreſs, 472

Parliament-houſe, Dublin, account of, 216.

Parr, Old, rivalled, 157,

Perſecution and Intolerance in Religion, Diſ

courſe on, 174.

Phyſicians write little cn profeſſional ſubjećts,

45 -- On the modern practice of phyſicians,

343.

Portugal, Queen of, reſtored to health, 315

--Reward to Dr. Willis, 317.

Potatoes, methºd of recovering them, 53,

Poverty of the learned, 44.

Proteſt, 462.

Queen's birth-day, account of, 75.

Quin, James, account of 3%3, 449

Rawiins, John, on the Religion, Manners,

and Laws, of the Cuci's or Mountancers of

Tipra, 19. -

Revolutions of States, external and internal,

by Count de Hertzberg, 170, 262.

Reynolds, Sir Joſhua, his charaćter by Mr.

Burke, 213--Account of his funeral, 214--

His will, 215-Account of him, 266, 414

Riot at Saffron-hill, 236.

Savage, Richard, diſquiſition concerning his

mother, 38.

Scotland, church of, obſervations on, 4o.

Scripture expreſſions derived form cuſtom, 46.

Seringapatam, deſcription of, 327.

Sheriffs, liſt of, 154.

Ships, account of, furniſhed in 1346, 48.

Shoemakers, combination of, 157.

Sketch of the Reign of George III. - Re

marks on, 290.

Slave-trade, ordinance concerning the, at

Copenhagen, 3.16.

State Papers. Letter from the French emi

grants to the French king, 60 — Declara

tion by the E ector of Treves, ib. — An

ſwer of the emperor to M. Noailles, 61 —

Manifeſto of the emperor againſt France,

ib. — Letter from the French king to the

National Aſſembly, 62.--Letter from the

French princes to the emperor, ib. --Ma

nifeſto of the French National Aſſembly,

63--Proclamation of the French king, 64.

Steele, Sir Richard, miſtake of his corrected,

267.

Sterne, Lawrence, account of, 167-Letter

from, 215.

Sugar, letter on the uſe of, 185.

Sweden, Diet aſſembled, 153 -- King's

ſpeech there, 234—King ſhot, 314– His

death, 404—Puniſhment of his murderers,

ib.

Teſt and corporation aéts, thoughts on, 211.

Theatrical Journal. ... Mrs. Jordan's apology,

65—Blue Beard, ib.--Cymon, ib. — Hu

niades, ib.--Agmunda, 141–The Magi

cian no Conjuror, ib. — Mrs. Siddons, ib.

—Road to Ruin, ib. --Orpheus and Euri

dice, 218– Mrs. Davies, ib. --Norwich

theatricals, ib. — Algerine Slave, 30.5–

American Heroine, ib. --Mermaid, ib.

-- Mr. Angelo, ib. — Swindlers, ib. --

Village Coquette, ib.--Literary Fund, 3-5

--Zelma, 307 --Intrigues of a Morning,

ib.— Fugitive, ib. — Iriſhman in London,

308 -- Mrs. Wells, 339- Juſt in Time,

390 -- Cure for a Coxcomb, 473 — Dido,

474 -- Dupes of Fancy, ib. --PocrOld

Haymarket, 474.

Treaty between Ruſſia and Turkey figned,

153-- Great Britain and Pruſſia, 155.

Tucker, Dean, his ſubjects for diſſertitions

and Premiums, 17.

Walker, Adain, account of, 411.

Warens, Madame, account of, 4:3.

Whitehaven, accident there, 3.16.

Williams, Archbiſhop, letters from, 252.

Willis, Dr. goes to Portugal, 317.

Yandall, Jaines, ſentence on him, 155.

York, Duke and Ducheſs of, their viſits to the

theatres, 74.

B O O. K. S.
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B O O K S R E W I E W E D.
t

CCOUNT of the Expence incurred

in the Impeachment againſt W arren

Haſtings, t ſq. 8vo. - 352.

Boſwell, Janes, Life of Samuel Johnſon,

L. L. D. 2 vol.4to. 29, 195, 357

Bowles, John, ſecond Letter to the Risht

Honourable Charles Fox, Eſq. upon the

Matter of Libel, 8vo. - 209

Cowley, Mrs. Uay in Turkey, or the Rufian

Slaves, a comedy, 8vo - 443

Dºn, Jºhn, Sermons, 2 vol. 8vo 359

Ellis, Willi m, the Campagna of London,

or Views in the different Pariſhes within

the circumference of 25 miles from that

Metropolis, and biographical Ancedotes of

Perſons who have reſided in them, 4to.

- 28o

Elphinſton, James,Forty Years Correſpondence

b: tween Geniuſſes of both Sexes, 6 vol.

r2 ano. - - 2O3

Eſſays, Philoſophical, Hiſtorical, and Literary,

vol. 2. Syo. 25, 201, 281

Etchings of Views and Antiquities in county

of Glouceſter, folio - 194

Forreſt, Thomas, Voyage from Calcutta to

the Mergue Archipelago, lying on the eaſt

fide of the Bay of Bengal, folio 353

Gilpin, William, Remarks on foreſt Scenery,

and other woodland Viewº, (relative chiefly

to pićtureſque beauty,) illuſtrated by the

ſcenes of the New Foreſt in Hampſhire, 2

vol. 8vo. - - 193

Harrington, Sir John, Nugae Antiquae, a miſ

cellaneous collection of papers in proſe and

verſe, 3 vol. 12mo. - 206

Hiſtorical Sketch of the French Revolution,

from is commencement to the year 1792,

Svo - - 206

The Hiſtory of the Debates and Proceedings

of both Houſes of Parliament, from the

year 1743 to 1774, 7 vol. 8vo. 191

The Hiſtory of Rome, from the foundation

of the city by Romulus, to the death of

the emperor Marcus Antoninus, 3 vol.

3vo and an Abridgement of Mr. Gibbon's

Hiſtory of the Dec inc and Fall of the Ro

man Empire, 2 vol. 8vo. - 348

Hutton, W. Hiſtory of Derby, from the

remote ages of antiquity to the year 1791,

8vo. - - 33

Intereſting anecdotes of Henry IV. of France,

2 vol. 8vo. - - 28

Leach, Thomas, caſes in crown law, determi

ned by the twelve judges, by the court of

King's-bench, and by commiſſioners of

Oyer and Terminer, and general goal deli

very, from the 4th of Geo. J. 10, 23d Geo.

1J.I. 8vo. - - 2.99

Letter to Mr. Pitt on the ſubjećt of a tax for

raiſing ſix millions ſterling, 4to. 442

Long, I. Voyages and Travels of an Indian

interpreter and trader, deſcribing the man

ners and cuſtoms of the North American

Indians, with an account of the ports fitu

ated on the liver St. Lawrence, Lake On

tario, 4to. - 187, 275

May, William, Eſſay on Pulmonary Conſump

tions, including the hiſtories of ſeveral re

markable inſtances of recovery from the

moſt-alarming ſtages of the diſorder, by an

improved method of treatmel.t, 8vo.

Memoirs of the Literary and Philoſophical

Society of Mancheſter, vol. Ill. 8vo. 107,

28

Mirabeau’s Speeches pronounced in the Na

tional Aſſembly, to which is prefixed a

ſketch of his life and charaćter, tranſlated

byº White, Eſ. 8vo. ~c

Murphy, Arthur, Eſſay on the Life and Ge.

nius ofSamuel Johnſon, L. L. D., 8vo. 434

A new Theatrical Dićtionary, to which is ad

ded an Alphabetical Catalogue of dramatic

Write s, 12mo. - - . 113

The New London Medical Journal for the

year 1792, 8vo, - - 439

Prujean, John, Treatiſe upon the Laws of

England now in force for the recovery of

debt, Svo. - - 38

Richardſon, Joſeph, the Fugitive, a comedy,
wo - - - 6

• . - - 44

Robertſon, William, Hiſtorical Diſquiſition

concerning the krowledge which the anci

ents had of India, and the progreſs of trade

with that country, prior to the diſcovery of

the paſſage to it by the Cape of Good Hope,

4to - 36, 1 19, 272

Robinſon, Mrs. Maria, Vancenza, or the dan

gers of Credulity, 2 vol. 12mo. 344.

The Slave-Trade indiſpenſable, in anſwer to

the Speeches of William Wilberforce, Eſq.

8vo. - - - 34

Smergrove, James, Survey of the Ruſſian

Empire according to its preſent regulated

ſtate divided into different governments, 8vo.

436

Stockdale, Percival, Poetical Thought:.

Views on the Banks of the Wear, 4to. 279

Thickneſſe, Philip, Memoirs and Anecdotes

of him, vol. 3. 8vo. - 269

Tranſlations of the Linnean Scriety, vol. 1.

4to. - - - 198

Umfreville, Edward, preſent State of Hudſon's

Bay, 8vo. - - II.4.

Whitſon, John, Pious Meditation, compoſed

in the laſt century, 8vo. - 35?

P o E T R Y
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P O E

bDREss ſpoken by Mr. Bliſſet, 308

ſpoken by Mrs. Wells, 389

Boſcovich, Abbé, Verſes by him tranſlated 73

Calumny, Verſes to, 221

Catch by Chatterton, - 224

Chatterton’s Poem on Clifton, - 6S

Verſes to Miſs Hoylan 312

Conjuratio Papiſtica, - - 167

Cöntentment, Ode on, - 2o

Diſappointinent, to - - 223

Eden Streams, - - - 222

Eliza, to, - - 69

Epigrams, 222, 393, anſwer to - 394

Epilogue for the Theatrical Fund, 67

- to Day in Turkey - 216

—-- to Road to Ruin, - 218

—for the Literary Fund - 306

to the Fugitive, - 389

——-to Henry IV. - 390

intended for D'Eon's benefit, 477

Epitaph on Biſhop of St. David's coach-man:

248

-—— on Mr. Ewart, - 31 I

Inſcription on Miſs Catley, - 143

on cover of an ink-ſtand, 222

Laura at Briſtol, - - 476

Lines written abroad during illneſs, 71

——to the memory of Sir Joſhua Reynolds, 310

Love-letter from Sarah Hartop, 142.

Lovely Sue, a ſong, - - I43

Mendez, Moſes, epiſtle to Mr. Ellis, 128

Miles, to, - - - 223

Mature, to, - - 71

Nightingale, to the, - - 476

Ode on birth-day, - 474

T R Y.

Petition from Lieutenant George Drake to

Dr. B > - - 71

Prologue to Day in Turkey, - 215

—-- to Road to Ruin, - 217

to Cove try Act, - 219

——for the Literary Fund, 3-6

——- to the Fugitive, - 383

——- to Henry IV. - 395

—— for Theatrical Fund - 474.

Reynolds, verſes on his death, 213, 312

Siſley, Mad. verſes to, 71 - 14.3× 2-3

Sonnet to a lilly of the valley - 72

— on a diſtant view of Windſor Caſtle,

143

—- to the nightingale, - --I

—— to William Lock, Eſq. ---

to Miſs Lock, - 223

-— to the camel - 2-4

—— by Mary of Scots imitated 3 11

—— to a friend on the Northern circuit,

391

—— written in a retired fituation in Sufiex,

391.

—on reading Mrs. Robinſon's Vancenza,

393

—— to May, - ib.

-—written at H--y 475

Verſes written in the iſland of Staffa to Sir

Joſeph Banks, - 3C9

—written at the inn at Roſs, 337

—to an evening primroſe, - 391.

to an aſs, - - Ib.

to Charles B–, Eſq. - Ib.

to a friend, - - 477

The wedding-day, - 2.23

BIRTHS, DEATHS, MARRIAGES, PROMOTIONS, &c.

Bercorn, 238 Armſtrong, 79

Aº. 3.19.Arnold, 8o

dam, 239 Arundel, 158

Adams, 407 Aſhburner, 238

Adderley, 158 Aſhby, 16o

Adney, 488 Aſhurſt, 488

Affleck, 239 Aſpinſhaw, 1.59

Agar, 228 Atkins, 239

Agnew, 239 Auld, 79

Aileſbury, 237 Auſten, 153

Akerman, 407 Aynſley, 488

Akeroyde, 240 °

Allen, 1.59

Ambler, 240

Anderſon, 79, 159

Andree, 79

Annandale, 408

Anſell, 319

Antrobus, 488

Raggs, 79

Bagot, 319

Baker, 159

Ballentine, 16o

Bamford, 159

Banyard, 488

Barford, 79

Barker, 79,240

Barnwell, 240

Barret, 4.08

Barren, 8o

Barrow, 79

Barſtow, 320

Barton, 2.38

Bateman, 320

Bates, 408

Baverſtock, 238

Baugh, 320

Beckett, 78, 16o

Beckman, 8o

Belknap, 407

Bell, 159,487

Bennet, 79

Bentham, 320, 488

Bentinck, 158 .

Berquin, 79

Beſtoe, 319

Bethune, 238

Bevan, 2.57

Bickerton, 239

Bird, 79,408

Biſhop, 79, &c, 240

Blackall, 408

Blackmore, 159

Blakeman, 403

Bleau, 78

Blenkinſop, 32o

Blew, 4c3

Bligh, 159

Block, 16o

Blount, 16o

Bobart, 6.0

Boddington, 238, 3

Bodicoate, 488

Boggs, 78

Boghurſt, 233

->

Bond,
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Bond, 467

Booth, 240

Borlaſe, 488

Bower, 487

Boyde, 488

Bradley, 319

Bradſhaw, Se

Brett, 160

Bridge, 79

Bridges, 158, 320

ride, 488

Broomfield, 16o

Brooke, 16o

B, ownell, 160

Browning, 487

ryan, 78

Brydges, 8o

Brydon, 239

Bullock, 487

Bunce, 488

Burbage, 408

Burbank, 488

Burcher, 16o

Burne, 319

Burnett, 239, 407

Burney, 3.19

Burrard, 240

Bury, So

Buſby, 8o

Bute, 240

Butler, 16o, 233

Byfield, 240

Byrche, 407

Byron, 16o

Calder, 16o

Caley, 238

Callender, 320

º

Cookſon, 157 Elliott, 159

Cooper, 238 Elmy, 31o

Cope, 487 • Elſton, 79

Coury, 4c:8 Elton, 238

Coſſart, 32o Epworth, 407

Cotton, 158, 159 Erſkine, 80

Coull, 237 Fſ,m, 239

Courtenay, 238

Cowling, 32s

Coxe, 488

Cozens, 78

Cranford, 159

Cranke, 249

Craven, 153

Crawford, 238

Crawley, 3o

Creſwick, So -

Croft, 160

Croghan, 4oS

Crompton, 498

Croſſman, 320

Cruden, 319

Cruger, 1.59

Cuffe, 158

Cunninghame, 428

Cutting, 408

Daigrement, 89

Danby, 319

Daniel, 24o

Danſie, 488

Danvers, 238

Davenport, So

Davies, 238, 407

Davis, 319

Davy, 498

Dawkins, 153

Day, 488

Campbell, 8o, 159,407De Courcy, 487

Camplin, 1.59

Carey, 32d

Carleton, 320

Carman, 32d

Carnegy, 159

§ 488

Caſs, 319

Cavanaugh, 238,

Cave, 8o

Cayley, 319

Chalmers, 487

Champion, 78

Chatterton, 79

Chicheſter, 158

Deedes, 153

Dickenſon, 158

Dirom, 158

Dive, 329

Dixon, 4.08

Dodd, 158

Dolman, 239

Dormer, 488

Dorſet, 8o

Downes, 153

Dumareſque, 79

Dunbar, 79, 16o, 237

Dundas, 158

Dunton, 487

Chinnery, 79 Durbin, 239

Clarke, 158, 238,239,Durnford, 16o

488 Dutton, 78

Clifden, 233 Eacott, 159

Cliff, 488 Eaſt, 158,259

Coates, 160,233 Ecken, 407

Cockayne, 16o Eden, 158

Codrington, 240 Edgar, 16o

Coker, 159 Edkins, 319

Colborne, 233 Effingham, 78

Collins, 408 Egerton, 159

Cooke, 79, 160, 239, Ekins, 488

320, 408 Eliott, 1.59

Cookes, 158 Ellis, 79

Eſdaile, 239

Everald, 240

Ewart, 169

Eyles, 240

Eyre, 240, 319

Eyton, 8o, 407

Exley, 407

Fane, 320

Farquharſon, 319

Farri gtoº, 483

Fellowes, 16o

Fenton, 239

Finch, 79

Fitzgerald, 158

Fitzgibbon, 32o

Flack. 239

Fletcher, 7.9, 159

Flower, 2.38

Forbes, 1 bo

Ford, So

Forſter, 16o

Foſter, 240

Fothergil, 4oz

Francis, 238

Freer, 4cs

French, ;9, 158

Froſt, 488 -

Furye, 16o

Fuſt, 238

Gage, 233

Gale, 238

Galway, So

Garnault, 159

Gaſcoigne, 158

Gates, 319

Gawthorn, 79

Gawthorp, 488

Gentleman, 79

Gibbon, 4oS

Gibbons, 159

Gilbert, 4oš

Gilchriſt, 79

Gill, 4cS

Gipps, 159

Girling, 16o

Gladwich, 79

Godwyn, 159

Gomm, 320

Gooch, 16o

Gordon, 80,240, 488

Gore, 239, 498

Goſſelin, 158

Gctobed, 8o

Gott, 159

Goulton, 319

Graham,238,407

Grant, 158, 159

Grattan, 158

Gregory, 487

Griffin, 160

Gumbleton, 158

Gurney, 78

Gwathrop, 319

Gwinnet, 8o

Hagart, 239

Hale, So

Halhed, 488

Hall, 16o, 238,408

Hailiday, 233

Hamilton, 238, 239,

24O

Hammet, 159

Hanſon, 160 -

Harmood, 16o

Harpe, 16o

Harpur, 159

Harrington, 79

Harriſon, 158, 319

Hart, 238

Harvey, 488

Hawkins, 79, 159, 233

Hay, 159, 169

Heacock, 8o

Heath, 158

Heatley, 407

Heaton, 78 º

Hemington, 4$8

Hendley, 78

Henry, 483

Heron, 158

Hewitt, 239

Hewſon, 233

Hinde, 320

Hinton, 8c, 249

Hobart, 158

Hobhouſe, 32.9

Hodgſon, 169

Hodſjen, 408

Holland, 79

Honor, 488

Hooker, 79

Hope, So

Horncaſtle, So

Horne, 89, 319

Horner, 238

Horton, 2.38

Howard, 78,238, 319

Hudſon, 160

Hughes, 40%

Hugbſon, 320

Humphrey, 238

Hunt, 16c. 497

Hunter, 408

Huxley, So

Jackſon, $o, 319

Jefferies, 488

efferſon, 483

}. 31

ohnſon,#

#: 8°, 239, 437

reland, 159

Keith, 407

Kennedy, 240

Kentiſh, 320

Kerriſhaw, 487

Kilby,
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Kilby, 159

Kilmorrey, 158

King, 320

Knollys, 79

Knox, 487

Kuhff, 240

Kyte, 79

Lamb, 158.

Langdon, 79

Langſtaff, 78

Molyneux, 158

Moncrief, 78

Monro, 79, 153

Montgomery, 233

Moor, 80

Moore, 79, 329

Moorwood, 79

Merdaunt, 487

Moreton, 488 .

Morgan, 1.59

Lawrence, 78, 159,237 Morres, 159

Lawſon, 89

Leake, 159

Lee, 79, 159, 408

Legh, 487

Legeyt, 320

Leiceſter, 159

Lemeſurier, 239

Lenoult, 240

Lenthall, 153

Leſley, 319

Levi, 319

Lewis, 79

Liege, 488

Linzee, 159

Lipſcomb, 79

Liptrott, 408

Lipyeatt, 158

Liveſay, 8o

Lockley, 488

Long, 158

Longford, 488

Longman, 488

Longmore, 8o

Lort, 16o

Lovegrove, 320

Lowther, 238

Lucas, 159, 319

Macgregor, 239

Mackenfic, 487

Mackie, 320

Maclary, 158

Maclaughlin, 239

Macneal, 78

Maigre, 239

Maillebois, 78

Mangles, 238, 240

Mann, 158, 240

March, 240

Marcheſi, 24e

Maryatt, 483

Martin, 319

Mafiey, 158, 233

Mawhood, 487

§: 407axwell, 250, 240

Maziere,* 4

Mee, 240

Melliſh, 78

Mickelthwaite, 319

Mill, 32O

Millar, 2.38

Mills, 78

Mines, 443

Mortlock, 157

Morton, 237

Moſs, 79

Mountcaſhel, 437

Mozart, 78

Naſh, 240

Neſbett, 159

Newbery, 319

Newton, 79

Noble, 488

Norris, 8°, 237

North, 158

Nunns, 240

Oliver, 319

Palmer, 16o

Parminter, 79, 237

Parr, 317

Paſton, 488

Patrick, 89

Paul, 16o

Rex, 239

Rice, 403

Richards, 488

Ridſdale, 238

Rivington, 80

Roberts, 160

Stewart, $2

Still, 408

Stokes, 408

Stonehouſe, 329

Stranger, 319

Streatfield, 233

Robinſon,78, 167,24CŞtuart, 162

Robley, 240

Robſon, 239

Rodney, 487

Roe, 487

Rogers, 239, 140

Rooke, 239, 329

Roſe, 319

Roſs, 159

Rougement, 238

Rowe, 160, 487

Rurdle, 407

Rutton, 239

Ryves, 158

Sainſbury, So

Saint Paul, 497

Salter, 159

Sandwich, 408

Savery, 159

Sayers, 238

Scanlan, 158

Schnebbelie, 239

Schomberg, 329

Schuyler, 159

Scott, 169

Pearce, 150, 160, 237Scraſe, 80

Peard, 158

Pearſon, 488

Peckham, 89

Peete, 408

Peirce, 32c, 408

Pemberton, 1.59

Penroſe, 320

Pequigni, 79

Percival, 80, 233

Philips, 319

Pickles, 16o

Pitcairne, 4c3

Pitches, 320

Pitt, 79

Pixell, 319

Plowden, 153

Plunkett, 8o

Pocock, 319

Porter, 16o

Porteus, 169

Potter, 240

Powell, 8o

Power, 4.08

Preſton, 16o

Price, 8c, 160, 407

Prºdom, 320

Pulton, 407

Purwis, 239

Raitt, 4cs

Raynsfºrd, 158

Reader, 159

Reynolds, 238, 239

Scrope, 408

Scullard, 89

Sealy, 249

Shakerley, 239

Sharp, 498

Shaw, 80

Sheldon, 158

Shelley, 407

Shepherd, 240

Sherrard, 160

Sherwood, 240

Shift, 79

Simpkins, 488

Simon, 408

Sinclair, 238

Singleton, 240

Slaney, 488

Sleigh, 238

Smith, 89, 319

Smythe, 1.59

Solly, 319

Somerſet, 80

Spencer, 233

Spreti, 238

Stables, 403

Stacy, 16o

Stanley, 488

Starke, 407

Stedman, 32d

Stell, 240

Stevens, 238

Stevenſon, 16o

Sturt, 428

Sutton, 237

Swaine, 408

Sykes, 149

Symmonds, 433

Taitt, 238

Tanner, 159

Tatham, 237

Taylor, 159, 13%

Teed, 159

Thomas, 237, 407

Thompſoi, 242

Thorold, 319

Thorpe, 249, 14°

Tireman, 2.39

Tooley, 407

Toplady, 4.8

Topp, 408

Turre, 238

Torrington, 24°

Tottie, 488

Towgood, 169

Townſend, 15%

Townſon, 407

Trefilian, 329

Trimmer, 40

Tritton, 4c:

Trotter, 159

Trougher, 89

Tucker, 487

Turing, 78

Tumºr, 139, 43

Tweed, 159

Twopenny, 3”

Tyers, 319

Urquhart, 3-2

Vane, 159

vaughin, 13

Vaux, 487

Vickery, 237

Wade, 320

walker, 43

Wall, 80

waice, 4%

Walpole, 159

Warde, 157

Waring, 383

Waterhouſe, 488

watts, 15% $19,41

Wear, 78

Webſter, 31%

wedde, 42%

Weir, 's
ells, 40

W., & 9
weſt, 78; 237

Weſton,º
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Weſtphaling, 408 Wilcocks, 79 Windham, 240 Woolley, 403

Wheeler, 488 Wildbore, 407 Windus, 159 Wynn, 238

Wheelhouſe, 240 Wilkie, 16o Witley, 79 Wynne, 319

Whitaker, 239 Williams, 78, 320 Witney, 239 Wyatt, 320

White, 159 Willis, 79 Woollaſton, 237 Yeats, 319

Whitehead, 78 Wills, 407 Wood, 240

Whitſhed, 158 Wilmott, 16o Woodcock, 320, 488

Whittaker, 320 Wilſon, 79, So, 239,Woodham, So

Whittington, 239 407, 408, 488 Woodward, 320

Wigleſworth, 238 Wims, 80 Woodyeare, 158
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B A N K R U P T s,

F R O M

December 27, 1791, to June 27, 1792.

A.

Abell, Robert, Nevill's court, Fetter-lane, carpenter, March 24.

Aſhby, William, Northampton, ſadler, May 1.

Ball, Henry, Liverpool, ſlater and plaſterer, June 16.

Bunn, Benjamin, Dudley, Worceſterſhire, butcher, June 16.

Baſham, Charles, Norwich, tobacconiſt, June 16.

Boydell, John, Stratton-ſtreet, Piccadilly, wine-merchant, June 9.

Birks, Samuel, Adderly-green, Stafford, currier, June 9.

Bullocke, Benjamin, Penzance, Cornwall, mercer, Dec. 31.

Barnes, Edward, Lliverlyd-mill, near St. Aſaph, miller, Jan. Fe.

Bonner, Henry, Red-lion-ſtreet, Southwark, corn-chandler, Jan. 17.

Bradley, Thomas, Aldmonbury, Yorkſhire, merchant, Jan. 17.

Branbury, Robert, Tottenham-court-road, muſical inſtrument maker, Jan. 2 r.

Bumpſtead, Daniel, Biſhopſgate-ſtreet, grocer, Jan. 21.

Brown, Thomas, Kingſton-upon-Hull, grocer, ſan. 28.

Benjamin, Wolf, Banbury, Oxfordſhire, ſilverſmith, Jan. 28.

Bond, William, Mancheſter, woollen-draper, A. 3I.

Bird, Iſaac Lancaſter, Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne, ſhopkeeper, Jan. 31.

Belcher, Thomas, Charles-ſtreet, Long-acre, coach-ſpring maker and tireſmith, Feb. 4.

Boyer, {. Cheſter, inn-keeper, Feb. 18.

Baker, Richard, Briſtol, carver, Feb. 21.

Barnet, Richard, Aldgate, linen draper, Feb. 21.

Baker, John, Tunbridge, Kent, ſhopkeeper, March 3. -

Bagnall, Thomas, Middlewich, Cheſhire,Hººh rer,

Bell, John, Carliſle, linen draper, March 31. -

Blow, George, Bathwick, Somerſetſhire, vintner, March 31.

Bartlett, John, Shoreditch, butcher, April 3.

Baker, William, Cowbridge, Glamorganſhire, inn-holder, April 10.

Benning, Mary, Minories, haberdaſher, April 10.

Bond, George, Old Fiſh-ſtreet, tailor, April 17.

Biſſon, Elias, Cornhill, linen draper, April 21, ſuperſeded June 2.

Brook, Joſhua, Nether Thong, Almondbury, Yorkſhire, merchant, April 28.

Bell, William, John-ſtreet, Golden-ſquare, then of Air-ſtreet, Piccadilly, perfumer, May 1.

Biſſon, Elias, and Robinſon, Nicolas Effard, Cornhill, linen drapers, May 5.

Benneworth, Thomas, Little Ayliffe-ſtreet, Goodman's fields, ſeedſman, May 8.

Brown, John, Merthyr Tydvie, Glamorganſhire, draper, May 1 r.

Puchºuan, John, and Buchanan, George, late of Glaſgow, formerly of Mancheſter, then
of Carliſle, merchants, ſurviving partners of Waller Buchanan, deceaſed, May 19.

B
-->
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Beck, James, Battle-bridge, St. Olave's, Southwark, wine-merchant, May 22.

Baynham, Thomas, Briſtol, grocer, May 26.

Bragg, Joſeph, and Bragg, George, Birmingham, plated buckle-makers, June 2.

Banner, Thomas Porter, New-court, Crutched-friers, merchant, June 2.

Bell, Thomas, Bermondſey-ſtreet, Southwark, cheeſemonger, June 23.

Bradford, Samuel, Sheffield, Yorkſhire, white metal-manufacturer, June 19.

Burkett, Henry, Birmingham, buckle-maker, June 19.

Proadhurſt, John, Newcaſtle-under-Lyme, Staffordſhire, hat-maker, June 23.

Babb, John, Cooper, Samuel, and Brewin, Robert, Leadeshall-ſtreet, hoſiers, June 27.

C.

Corns, Joſeph, and Corns, Peter, Mancheſter, corn fiétors, Jan. 16.

Court, Charlotte, and Court, Alexander Webſter, Red-lion-ſtreet, Clerkenwell, merchafts,

an. I4.

cº; John, Kent-ſtreet, Southwark, mattraſs-maker, Jan. 14.

Carey, James, Little Carter-lane, Doctors-commons, carpenter, Jan. 21.

Cohen, Henry, Oxford, filverſmith and linen draper, |. 24.

Cradcock, John, Rocke, Worceſterſhire, dealer and chapman, Jan. 31.

Carbis, William, Redruth, Cornwall, dealer and chapman, Feb. 7.

Clapp, Robert, Lympſton, Devonſhire, money ſcrivener, March 3.

Collins, Joſeph, the younger, Birmingham, grocer, March 13.

Clapp, William, Lympſton, Devonſhire, merchant, March 13.

Combie, David, Great Hermitage-ſtreet, St. Georges in the Eaſt, mariner, March 17. .

Colley, George, Kidderminſter, ſcrivener, March 24.

Couzens, William, the younger, and Couzens, Thomas, Neweaſtle-upon-Tyne, hat-makers,

March 27.

Clare, Thomas, St. Philip and Jacob, Glouceſterſhire, ſoap-boiler, March 31.

Collier, Samuel, Mancheſter, corn-fictor, April 3.

Clowes, James, Old-ſtreet, then priſoner at Chelmsford, dealer and chapman, April 17.

Cunningham, Jeremiah, Upper Seymour-ſtreet, grocer, April 24.

Campbell, John,jun. Croſs lane, St. Mary-at-hill, ſhip-broker, May 8.

Cracknell, John, and Venable, John, Nightingale-lane, Eaſt-Smithfield, hatter, May 11.

Clarke, Robert, St. John the Evangeliſt, Weſtminſter, bricklayer, May 11.

Cartledge, John, Blackley, Halifax, pot-maker, May 11.

Carpenter, George, Coggeſhall, Eſſex, tailor, May 15.

Chawner, Jonathan, Uttoxeter, Staffordſhire, tanner, May 22,

Cooper, James, late of James-ſtreet, St. Luke's, Middleſex, then priſoner in King's Bench,

ſlater, May 29.

Chaffers, Richard, Liverpool, cooper, June 2.

Crouch, Edward, Camomile-ſtreet, carpenter, June 9.

Cole, Lewis John, Vere-ſtreet, Oxford-road, linen-draper, June 19.

Cookſon, John, Wallington, Surry, bleacher, June 23.

D. • * ~ *

Dixon, James, Caldowgate, Cumberland, dyer, June 16.

Dingle, William, Exeter, corn-factor, June 12.

Darbyſhire, Robert, Bread-ſtreet-hill, merchant, June 2.

Dixon, John, and Dixon, William, Jeffery, Exeter, merchants, May 19.

Deli, William, Lambeth-road, painter, Jan. 21.

Davis, Samuel, White-horſe-yard, Drury-iane, mans-mercer, Jan. 28.

Dormer, Matthew, Keate-ſtreet, Spital-fields, ſoap boiler, Feb. 14.

Dinwiddie, David, Howton, North Britain, then of York Caſtle, Feb. 15.

Davy, Philip, Cardiff, Glamorganſhire, grocer, March 6, ſuperſeded June 27.

Dixon, David, Bentinck-ſtreet, Mancheſter-ſquare, tailor, March 13.

Davies, Jeſſe, Goſwell-ſtreet, linen-draper, March 20.

Dewſnap, Joſeph, Woodſtock, glover, March 24.

Dawſon, William, Liverpool, linen-draper, April 7.

Duckett, William, Slaughtenford, Wilts, paper-maker, May 8.

Dixon, John, Exeter, grocer, May 11.

De Belly, John Peter, Leiceſter-ſtreet, Leiceſter-fields, watch and clock maker, May 11.

Dawes, Samuel, Strand, grocer, June 19.

Du Roveray, John Peter, Great St. Helens, merchant, June 19.

Dewhurſt, John, Auſtin Friers, merchant, June 27.

E.
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E.

Ergas, Jacob, Preſcott-ſtreet, Goodman's Fields, merchant, Jan. 24.

Edington, Robert, Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne, wood-monger, Jan. 28.

Eden, John, Scruton, Yorkſhire, linen-draper, March 3.

Eyre, William, Bermondſey-ſtreet, felt-maker, May 19.

Klt, Edward, St. Clement, Worceſter, carpenter and joiner, June 2.

47.
-

-
º

Floud, Rebecca, and Stiles, John, Exeter, haberdaſhers, Jan. 3.

Friend, John, Dartiord, Kent, fell-monger, Jan. 14.

Flowars. John, Norton Falgate, ſlop-ſeller, Jan. 21.

Field, Simon, Bermondſey-ſtreet, Southwark, woolſtapler, Feb. 7.

Flower, Jeffe, Chard, Somerſetſhire, baker, Feb. 14.

Filiberti, John, King-ſtreet, St. James's, wine-merchant, M.rch 3.

Fiſher, John, York, maſon, March 10.

Fletcher, Richard, Whit haven, mercer, March 17.

Ford, John, Halifax, Yorkſhire, inn-keeper, March 24.

Fletchºr, Richard, Liverpool, and Fletcher, Henry, Whitehaven, merchants, April 12.

Fox, Robert, Deal, vintner, April 28.

Francis, John, Loughborough, Leiceſterſhire, inn-holder, May 22.

Fox, John, Grantham, Lincolnſhire, brafier, June 2.

Fownes, John, and Chabot, Joſeph, White ſtreet, Southwark, furrier, June 9.

Fielder, Richard, Lombard-ſtreet, throwſter, June 16. -

G.

Grant, Robert, Upper Thames-ſtreet, printer and bookſeller, Jan. 21.

Greaves, Thomas, Tamworth, Warwick, innholder, Jan. 28.

Gardiner, George, Ludgate-hill, warehouſeman, Feb. 11.

Gardiner, George, and Hudſon, John, Ludgate-hill, warehouſemen, Feb. 14, ſuperſeded April 7.

Gregory, James, Sheffield, Yorkſhire, grocer, March 20.

Grant, John, Walcott-terrace, Lambeth, ſurgeon, April 10.

Garton, James, Thames-ſtreet, ſtationer, April 21.

Grove, George, Worceſter, inn-holder, May 15.

Gale, John, Barnes, Surry, maltſter and coal-merchant, June 2.

Gerring, Robert, Newport-market, Soho, butcher, June 12.

Garnett, William, Sheffield, Yorkſhire, grocer, June 23.

Glaſs, William, Mancheſter, merchant, June 23.

H.

Hervey, Thomas, Blackheath, Kent, builder, Dec. 31.

Hall, William, Henry, Briſtol, bookſeller, Dec. 31.

Hewer, Benjamin, Exeter, ſhopkeeper, Jan. 7.

Hobley, Benjamin, Goſwell ſtreet, back-maker, Jan. 17.

Holden, William, Mancheſter, Callico-printer, Jan. 28.

Harrock, John, Thurcroft, Laughton, Le Morthen, Yorkſhire, dealer and chapman.

id: John, Bermondſey-ſtreet, Southwark, wool-ſtaple, Feb. 7.

Hayes, John, Wigan, Lancaſhire, fuſtian-manufacturer, Feb. 23.

Heveningham, Thomas, and Brooke, Thomas, Woolverhampton, tanners, March 13.

Hirſt, John, Bradley-mills, Halifax, Yorkſhire, paper-maker, March 24, again March 31.

Harman, Thomas, Robert's Bridge, Suſſex, ſhopkeeper, March 31.

Harpur, Robert, Walters, Sutton, Yorkſhire, dealer, April 14.

Hall, John, Tower-ſtreet, hatter, April 28.

Hopwood, Peter, Lambeth, corn-dealer, May 1.

Hilman, Joſeph, the youngeſt, Exeter, fuller, May 5.

an. 2 I

- Hopkinſar,
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Hopkinſon, Joſeph, Nottingham, filk-throwſer, May 8.

Hilman, Joſeph, the younger, Exeter, fuller, May 3.

Hoole, William, Mancheſter, tailor, May 1 1.

Hurſt, Gravely, Bedford-ſtreet, Covent-garden, hardwareman, May 15.

Hudſon, Thomas, Liverpool, coach-maker, May 26.

Hilton, James, Salford, Lancaſhire, cotton-twiſt-fizer, May 26. -

Harris, }. Lowe, Edward, Gaſkill, Thomas, and Lowe, Henry, Cannon-ſtreet, felt.

makers, May 26.

Hardy, James, Nightingale lane, Eaſt Smithfield, grocer, June 2.

Hunter, Samuel, Pall-mall, mans-mercer, June 12. -

Hilton, Henry, Southampton-ſtreet, Covent-garden, upholſterer, June 16.

Harding, Thomas, Wenlock, Salop, inn-keeper, June 16.

J.

chnſon, Charles, Mancheſter, fuſtian-manufacturer, Jan.

ones, Thomas, late of Bow-cha-ch-yard, then of Baſing-lane, warehouſeman, Jan. 25.

Jackſon, Robert, Eaſingwold, Yorkſhire, grocer, Jan. 28.

Jackſon, Richard, Oxford-ſtreet, haberdaſher, Feb. 1 1.

Jowſey, Leonard, Old Gravel-lane, Middleſex, mariner, Feb. 14.

Johnſton, John, and Johnſton, Charles, Stubbins, Lancaſhire, printers, March 6.

Jones, Robert, Griffith, and Hinde, Chriſtopher, Wapping, late haberdaſhers, then provi

ſion-merchants, May 22.

Jones, Maurice, Chirk, Denbighſhire, grocer, May 26.

Jones, Elizabeth, and M'Creimen, John, Farquhar, Bridge-ſtreet, Weſtminſter, upholſter

ers, June 16.

Jacob, Phineas, Norwich, tobacconiſt, June 27.

K.

Kinder, Samuel, Aſhton-under-line, Lancaſhire, dealer and chapman, Dec. 31. *

King, Edward, Kent-ſtreet, broom-maker, Jan. 14.

Kavana, Michael, Old Change, callendar, Jan. 28.

Kerr, Humphry, Bow-lane, Cheapſide, warehouſemen, Feb. 28.

Kindon, John, Briſtol, auctioneer, March 27.

Kemp, Thomas, Newhaven, Suſiex, inn-holder, April 21.

King, James, Howe-ſhoe-alley, Moorfields, weaver, May 19.

L.

Laney, Moſes, Taviflock-ſtreet, lace-merchant, Dec. 31.

Lord, Edmund, Mancheſter, cotten-ſpinner, Jan. 21.

Lepard, Thomas, St. George's in the Eaſt, bricklayer, Feb. 11.

Lewis, Thomas, Briſtol, inerchant, Feb. 21.

Lewis, Evan, Swanſea, Glamorganſhire, ſhopkeeper, Feb. 28.

Lewis, William, the younger, Cardiff, grocer, March 6, ſuperſeded, April 24

Lorrymer, James, Briſtol, corn-fačtor, March 10.

Lane, William, Ipſwich, ſtone-maſon, March, 24.

Large, John, Leiceſter, grocer, March 31. -

Lempriere, George, London, merchant, April 21. -

Lancaſter, Samuel, Huddersfield, Yorkſhire, inn-holder, April 24.

Lane, William, Oxendon-ſtreet, tailor, April 28.

Lloyd, Thomas; Chirk, Denbighſhire, dealer and chapman, May 26.

Lawſon, Stephen, Rotherhithe, Surrey, ſhip-carver, June 23.

lomer, William, Goſport, Southampton, grocer, June 27.
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M.

Mould, william, St. Clement's, pawnbroker, Dec. 31.

Morier, John Francis, Temple-mills, Eſſex, callico-printer, Jan. to.

Marfiley, Peter Ambroſius, and De Beaune, Theodore, Union-court, Broad-ſtreet, merchants,

Fcb.

Mºš. William, the younger, Selldown, Dorſetſhire, vićtualler, Feb. 4.

Mun, Lugald, and Barret,.Samuel, Ratcliff, Lancaſhire, manufactures, Feb. 7.

Mullowney, James, and Thomey, John, Briſtol, merchants, Feb. 11.

Maughan, Joſeph, Ipſwich, linen-draper, Feb. 21.

Marſton, David, Brownlow-ſtreet, Drury-lane, horſe-dealer, Feb. 28.

Millington, Thomas, George-ſtreet, Hanover-ſquare, dealer and chapman, March 3.

Middleton, Charles, Middlewich, Cheſhire, malſter, March 31.

Morrell, Thomas, Tow, Haydon-yard, Minories, brewer, April 17.

Macguire, Conſtantine, Fore-ſtreet, merchant, April 28.

Mears, Henry, Wapping, dealer in earthen ware, April 28.

Mathiſon, Daniel, and Patteſon, James, Mancheſter, ſtone-maſons, April 28.

Mazengarb, Iſaac, Billericay, inn-holder, May 1.

Morris, John, Goſwell-ſtreet, brewer, May 8.

Moore, Thomas, Stone, Staffordſhire, grocer, June 2.

Maynard, John, Liverpool, dealer and chapman, June 2.

Marſhall, }. Priſoner in York Caſtle, corn-dealer, June 16.

Mackenfie, John, Mancheſter, warehouſeman, June 16. -

Maſh, Richard, St. George's Fields, Surry, cow-keeper, June 16.

Miller, William, Fleet-market, London, groce, June 23.

Minvielle, Peter John, Liverpool, merchant, June 23.

N.

Natali, Iſaac, Minories, linen-draper,Jº 28.

Naylor, Peter, Dean-ſtreet, Southwark, wool-ſtapler, Jan. 28.

Nicholſon, Thomas, Sculcoates otherwiſe Scowſtotts, Yorkſhire, and Nicholſon, Samuel,

Kingſton-upon-Hull, woollen-drapers, June 2.

Nicoll, Charles, Hay-market, hatter, June 9.

- O.

oliveira, Enzebio Luis, Providence-row, Moorfields, wine-merchant, Jan. 14.

Oakes, Richard, Cleaveland-court, St. James's, hardwareman, Feb. 7.

O'Neale, Charles, alias Neale, Cannon-ſtreet, St. George the Martyr, Southwark, turner,

March 31. -

Ogle, William, Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne, ſpirit-merchant, May 1.

Olivant, Peter, George-yard, Lombard-ſtreet, merchaat, June 9.

P.

Pinney, Samuel Gapper, Thorncombe, Devonſhire, clothier, Jan. 3.

Porrier, Chriſtopher, Prince's freet, Cavendiſh-ſquare, merchant, Jan. 14.

Park, William, Half-way-houſe, Scaleby, Cumberland, dealer in horſes, Jan. 21.

Perry, John, Newport, Iſle of Wight, mealman, Jan. 21, ſuperſeded March 17.

Palmer, Richard, Theydon Boys, Eſſex, brickmaker, Jan. 24.

Porter, William, Newport, Iſle of Wight, baker, Jan. 24.

Plews, Thomas, Charing-croſs, ſhoemaker, Jan. 24.

Papps, Richard, and Black, John, Baſinghall-ſtreet, Blackwell-hall, fačtars, Jan. 28.

Perry, Daniel, Newport, Iſle of Wight, ſlop-ſeller, Jan. 31. Pi

iver,
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Piver, John, Thakeham, blanket manufacturer, Feb. 4.

Pyall, Joſeph, Edmonton, Middleſex, draper, Feb. 18.

Petit, John Cook, Dogwell-court, Whitefriers, goldſmith, March 6.

Prichard, William, the elder, Cardiff, Glamorganſhire, builder, March 6.

Parkes, Samuel, Stourbridge, Worceſterſhire, March 24.

Paſley, Charles, Highbury-place, Iſlington, merchant, May 5.

Prick, George Ellis, Heddon-court, Swallow-ſtreet, Weſtminſter, cordwainer, May 22.

Popkin, John, Tilligam, Glamorganſhire, dealer in coals, May 29.

Peck, Floyd Clay, Chelmsford, druggiſt, June 19

Patterſon, Walter, Queen's ſquare, Weſtminſter, merchant, June 23.

Phillips, Thomas, Great Queen-ſtreet, Middleſex, money-ſcrivener, June 23.

R.

Ragueneau, Edward, Exeter, merchant, Jan. 14.

Roſs, James, Gracechurch-ſtreet, merchant, Jan. 17.

Rattray, Henry, jun. Water-lane, Blackfriers, money-ſcrivener, March 10.

Robotham, John, Mancheſter, linen draper, March 10. y

Richardſon, Solomon, Uxbridge, oil and colour man, March 10.

Roſe, John, Manor-row, Tower-hill, ſlopſeller, March 17.

Ratcliffe, Alexander, Mancheſter, fuſtian manufacturer, March 24.

Rice, James, Batterſea, enameller, April 21.

Rondeau, James Savage-gardens, corn-fačtor, May 1.

Richardſon, James, Somerſet-ſtreet, Whitechapel, cheeſemonger, May 11.

Richardſon, William, Primroſe-ſtreet, London, Weaver, June 16.

Rees, Thomas, Charlotte-ſtreet, Great Surrey-ſtreet, Surrey, coal-merchant, June 16.

S.

*.*.*. Fiſh treet-hill, warehouſeman, Dec. 31.

Simpſon, Richard, Charing-croſs, vintner, Jan. 1.

Smith, Charles, late of Cheapſide, then in the King's-bench priſon, hoſier, Jan. 21.

Scafe, John, I ately, Yorkſhire, Feb. 7.

Summerfield, Mary, Bearbinder-lane, linen draper, Feb. 14.

Scott, Samuel, Newport, Shropſhire, grocer, Feb. 14.

Swan, Samuel, Friday-ſtreet, warehouſeman, Feb. 18.

Salthouſe, Joſeph, Sheffield, jeweller, March 13.

Sewell, Robert, the elder, and Sewell, Robert, the younger, Norwich, hot-preſſers, Mar. 17.

Southall, Thomas, St. Clement's Danes, then of New-ſtreet, Cloth-fair, whiteſmith,

March 20.

Sewell, Robert, the younger, Norwich, merchant, March 24.

Seel, John, Mancheſter, fuſtian-manufacturer, March 24.

Summerſett, Henry, Ipſwich, innkeeper, March 24.

Smart, Joſeph, Woolverhampton, bookſeller, March 27.

Scholefield, John, Halifax, Yorkſhire, joiner, April 17.

Sequiera, Iſaac, junior, Great Preſcott-ſtreet, Goodman's fields, merchant, April 28.

Spare, Thomas, New City-chambers, grocer, May 1.

Sims, John, Forſbrook, Staffardſhire, fiſhnan, May 1.

Smith, William, Whitechapel, baker, May 8.

Smart, James, Butcher-row, button-ſeller, May 26.

Steels, William, Selby, Yorkſhire, baker, June 5.

Stride, Robert, Stockbridge, Southampton, dealer and chapman, June 12.

Sweetland, Thomas, Exeter, baker, June 12.

Saunders, Samuel, Dudley, Worceſterſhire, wood-ſcrew maker, June 16,

Stedman, John, Langham, Suffolk, dealer and chapman, June 16.

Syder, George, Thetford, Norfolk, merchant, June 23.

T.

Thurman, William, St. John's, Wapping, cheeſemonger, Dec. 31.

Turner, Margaret, otherwiſe Margrett, Paddington, vićtualler, Jan. 10.

Tunnicliffe,
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Tunnicliffe, James, Launeeften, Cornwall, linen draper, Jan. 17.

Thomas,Hº: Bath, cutler, Jan. 28.

Turner, Richard, Briſtol, corn-fôtor, (partner with william Turner.) Feb. 11.

Timmings, Daniel, Friday-ſtreet, weaver and black filk-manufaāurer, Feb. 11.

Turner, Thomas, Oxford, ſilverſmith, Feb. 18. -

Thompſon, Owen, Cheſter, ironmonger, Mºrch 3. -

Tucker Henry, Market-ſtreet, Weſtminſter, grocer, April 28.

Tomlinſon, James, Glamfordbriggs, Lincolnſhire, leather breeches-maker, May 26,

Timmings, John, Stewart-ſtreet, Spitalfields, filk-broker, May 26.

Turnbull, James, Aldgate, grocer, June 9.

Tilden, James, Milton, next Graveſend, butcher, June 23.

Taylor, James, Mancheſter, merchant, June 23.

U.

Rºnderwood, John, Havant, Hants, butcher, Jan. 24.

Vaughan, James, Priſton-mill, Semerſe ſhire, miller, Feb. 25.

W.

watts, John, of William Pitt, Eaſt Indiaman, then of High-ſtreet, Marybone, Jan. 17.

White, Hugh, Hoſier-lane, Weſt Smithfield, diſtiller, Jan. 21.

Williams, Robert, Gwyddelwen, Merionethſhire, beaſt jobber, Jan. 21.

Wheatley, Thomas, and Thompſon, William, New Bond-ſteeet, poplin-manufaāturers,

Feb. 7.

Williamſon, George, Thropton, Northumberland, then of Newcaſtle-upon-Tyne, linen

draper, Feb. 25.

Woodford, William, Vauxhall, barge-builder, March 17.

White, John, Sheffield, grocer, March 24.

Watſon, Alexander, Siſe-lane, merchant, April 21.
Wright, John, Lime-ſtreet, merchant, partner with Jonathan Wright of Tadcaſter, York

ſhire, merchant, April 24.

Worthington, William, and Swift, George, Mancheſter, fuſtian-manufacturers, April 28.

Wolfe, Jacob, Falmouth, mariner, May 5.

Ward, John, Tooley-ſtreet, grocer, May 19.

Wright, John, and Wright, Jonathan, Lime-ſtreet, wine-merchants, May 19,

Ware, Jacob, and Ware, George, St. John ſtreet, Marybone, coach-makes, June 2.

Whetherald, Mary, Wapping, vićtualſer, June 9.

Walſby, John, Arundel-ſtreet, Strand, mariner, June 16.

Webb, Joſeph, Goſport, Southampton, trunk-maker, June 27.

Z.

Zurhorſt, Herman, Bafinghall-ſtreet, merchant, (late partner with John Reilley, Edware

Reilley, and John Norris, Goſwell-ſtreet, brewers,) April 7.
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